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44,860

Tuesday, 23 March 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 093O.
Appearances :

For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 
the exception of: ■ HONORABLE JUSTICE E. H. NORTHCROFT, 
Member from the Dominion of New Zealand, not sitting 
from O93O to l600; HONORABLE JUSTICE B. V. A. DOLING, 

Member from the Kiftgdom of the Netherlands, not 
sitting from 1500 to 1600.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL ’OF “ÏHS "COURT :..The International------

Military Tribunal for the* Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused ere present

except MATSUI, ShIRATORI, -ne. UÏ.EZÎJ, v;ho are repre

sented by counsel. The Sugano Prison Surgeon certi

fies they are ill and unable to attend the trial 

today. The certificates \.'ill bo recorded and filed.

",'ith the Trib'inal's pernission, the accused 

ARAKI will be absent fron the courtroom the entire 

day conferring with his counsel,

Mr. ÎIIGITA.

MR• MIGITA : Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal, I shall continue on the HOSKINO Summa

tion from paragraph 36 on page 42.

HO-36. VJhen HOShINO went into the office,

the national general mobilization law had already
a.

been in force since March 1938» and the so-called 
Four-Year Plan for the expansion of productive power

had also been put into opor-tion since January 1939»

The material distribution plan had. be~n formed year
c.

by yuar since 1938.

HO-37. .\t this tine, supplies of materials

available to Japan were shrinking in the face of the

HO-36. ex. Ex. 2802, T. 25212.
b. Ex. 2802, T. 25208; Ex. 842, T. 8270.
c. Ex. 2802, T. 25206.

b.

4
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trade bans of the foreign countries while demand 

therefor was incrousing ns tho Chinn Incident ox-
cl •

pnnded, with no torr.iinc.tion in sight. In such a 

difficult situation, tho plan for tho expansion of 

productive power was resorted to in an effort to 

holster Japan's weakened economy and got hor by with 

what she had.
Tho object of this plan was to turn out 

producers' goods for those most necessary items cut 

off fror: Japan by the trade bans of the foro.ign
c «

countries, and. to attempt to balance the industries.

The attention paid to heavy industry in the 

plan was based on the need for balancing Japan's 

economy, her heavy industry being far inferior to her 

light industry. The pirn aimed at no future war but 

took into consideration only the China Incident.
d.

It was based on a continuation of peace-time trades. 

Had other wars been under consideration the plan would
e .

have been of a very different nature. The plan was

impractical and had to bo constantly revised in the
f.

.face of changing circumstances. The end of the 

plan was set for March 1942 on paper, but those work

ing with them knew that no definite accomplishment
HO-37. a. Ex. 3214, T. 2914-5. Q. Ibid.

c. Ex. 3214, T. 29147. f. TT 29146.
d. Ibid.
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•coSl<,""BU"rôslî2Scr"t5y"that tine. < ----------- --
HO-38. In drafting the yearly material dis

tribution plein, the Planning Board had nothing to Co 

with any details concerning the use of the allocated 

materials. It only took in the over-all estimates 

fron the various demands as submitted by various de

partments, and worked out an over-all scheme of allo-
a.

cation. So far as their use vas concerned, H0SHIN0

did not know vhero the material demanded by the arny
b.

and navy vent nor the use to which they were put.

This information vas kept entirely secret. There 

vas so much argument and. difficulty over these allo

cations between the authorities concerned, that the

agreement on allocation used, to bo deferred considerably
c.

each year. L 0SRIN0 vas able, however, to cut down

the allocation demanded by the army and navy by a large

per cent in favor of civilian needs and. the expansion

of productive pover. The arny and navy never got the
d.

full amounts of their allocations.

HO-39*’ Prosecution summarizes H0SHIN0*s 

statement in the interrogation on these future plans as 

if he stated that the plan had necessarily affected

HO-3 7 . g. T. 29148. 
hO-38. a. T. 5148-9.

b. T. 5150; T. 29147.
c. T. 29148.
d. T. 29148.
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Kanchukuo unf avorably (GG-27). however, careful 

scrutiny of this part of his interrogation rov^r.ls 

that HOSHINO sinply meant that the plans had no con

nection with the Government of Ilanchukuo; but the plans 

included just ustirâtes of what to send to Kanchukuo 

and what to inport fron her 'n' how p.uch and in what
ct •

enterprises investnont were to be nade in Hanchukuo. 

After all, what ho stated clearly shows that in these 

plans Kanchukuo was treated on the sar.e basis as any 

other foreign country having close ties with Japan in 

connection with trade and investrient. All other 

evidence relied upon by the prosecution in this natter 

(GG-27) is taken fron HOSHINO’s Strategic Bombing 

Survey interrogations which the defense respectfully 

submits the Court should disregard on tho grounds as 

stated, before.

HO-40. "Outline of the Basic National

Policy" .Unbodied. what the "Four Important ministers"

had agreed upon in the "Ogikubo Conference" before
b.

the formation of the cabinet. It was decided upon

as set forth in the final text in the cabinet r 
c.

on July 26th. This was made to s^rve as the
,1 ♦

for the dom.estic^policy of J^nan.
HH-30-r.H-40. U  J T  « 5 1 3 8 • .y  ,a. Ex. 5*1, T. 6271-

b. Ex. 3855, T. 36179.
T. 361)53.Ibid.

•.eeting

basis

c
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M

HO-41. ..s Jc'< tliij policies decided uoon in

the Liaison Conference of July 27, TOJO stated that 

it \;as presented by the Supreme Conr.ia.nd, and v/r.s
»*

'-p proved. by tho Liaison Conference "'f the sane date. 

The orosucuti on f ai loci to prove that HOSIIINO had any 

connection uith this iocisi n.

ti.pns v:itji_ FrhAcK  ConeojinijiiLĴ _r>inch
Xnd.o-C hina.

KO-42. Tho negotiations uith Franco on 

this subject wore cor,v,enced on i.ugust 1st between 

Foreign Hinister KATSUOICA and French ..rb as sad or to
o
c .  •

Japan Charles Arsone Henry, nd -.n understanding

was reached on August 30th after a fcrnal exchange 
b.

of notoS. The prosecution exhibit 620 V’c.de it

clear that the negotiations Wore conlucted either

by MATSUOKA or OHASHI, the Vice-Linist«r of Foreign
c.

Affairs, exclusively in the Foreign Office. None 

of HOSKINO’s activities has ev^r been shown relating 

to the negotiations.

Jieiiotir.tipns. £A.tX Jl^Xerlp.n ls. East. Indies.

HO-43. Evidence sh v;s that prosecution

H0-A1. a. Ex. 3655-, T.. 36182, 36184.
HO—42. a. Ex. 3655, T. 36200.

b. Ex. 620, appendix 10,11,
'c. T. 6886. ’

. j

4$
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exhibit 1311 was a Traft'only, prohr/reCT "by the’ 

secretarial office which Foreign Minister HATSUOKA 

handed. to Minister of Inclus try and. Conferee KOBAYASHI
t

merely for his information or as a reference to be

usee! in his trade negotiations with the authorities
b.

of Dutch East Indies. Evidence also shows that 

KOBAYASHI, who was in charge of the business concerning 

oil and other commodities, personally went to Batavia 

in the early part of September 1940 one! there con

ducted trade negotiations with the Dutch delegates for
c.

more than a month. None of the evidence has estab

lished the facts alleged by the prosecution, especially 

regarding HOSHINO's participation in this natter.

^ri-P/JRTITE PACT

1 , HO-44. TOJO described all the events

leading up to the signing of the Tri-Prrtite Pact.

According to his statement, discussions concerning

this move had. been going on orivately before the
b.

establishment of the Second KONOYE Cabinet; Foreign

Minister MATSUOKA was in complete charge of all nogo- 
c.

tiations; the conclusion of tile treaty was, in

effect, to carry out one of the policies which the

HO-43. a. T. 25294. b. T. 25291. c. T. 25272.
HO-44. iu T. 36188-95; b. T. 36189; c. T. 36188.
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"Four Ministers'1 had ipreed upon in 11 Ogikubo Con- 
,1 #

f..'ronce." In their conference of September 4th, the

"Four Ministers" a go. in agrjed to aporovo the proposal

node by MATSUOKA to strengthen the Japan-Gernany
e.

Italy Axis; this agreement was confirmed by the

Liaison Conference and the Imperial Conference of
f .

19 September 1940, in which MATSUOKA s ta tec", in his

reply to the President of the Privy Council that unci or

the circunstances then prevailin'; a. firm stand on the
3 •

part of Japan was the ^nly va y war conic’ be avoided.

MATSUOKA then proceeded to confer with Stahnor and

drafted the Tri-Partito Pact, which later was decided

upon by the cabinet and approved by the Privy Council
h.

September 26th, This evidence, together with 

SAITO's testimony on the- activities of MATSUOKA,
i.

concerning the re gotiations with Ott and Stahner, 

we submit, discloses sufficiently the circumstances 

as to how the Tri-Partite Pact was formed and who 

v/ere really responsible therefor. HOSKINO has never 

'received a.ny German decorations nor been ruconmendecl
, . j*lor receiving such in relation to the pact.

2. The only evidence against hin concerning

HO-44. cl. T. 36188. g. T. 36192.
e. T. 36I89. h. Ibid..
f . Ï. 36190. i. T. 3496O.

J. Ex. 1272, T. 11352.
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the pact is that showing his explanations in the

Privy Council Meeting. HOSHINO attended the meeting
of the Investigation Committee and the mooting of

the Privy Council held on September 26, 1940, relnt-
k.

ing to this nnct. Both exhibit 552 and exhibit
1.

553 list his name not among .ct~te î'inisters but 

among "explainers" who wore mostly Chiefs of Govern

ment Boards or Bureaus. In the former meeting HOSHINO 

made some explanations about the conditions of materials 

in order to supplement the replies made by the State 

Ministers5 however, these explanations were made in 

answer to the question nut by one councillor asking

them, "How about our preparations to meet the situc-
n.

tions when the worst turns up?" The true intent of

all concerned, we submit, can be seen clearly from
n.

the decision of the Investigation Committee. They 

decided among others that any incitement that night 

develop from that proposition against the United States 

and Groat Britain should, be r.voided, and that they 

should demand the government authorities not to neg

lect preparations for th^ possible. \.■ or s t_.s i t u a t i .

110-44. k. Ex. 552, p. 1.
1. Ex. 553» p. 2. 
n. Ex. 552, p. 2. 
n. Ibid, p. 9.
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FU;n_f_qr Jnpan-J'î.qnchukuq-CldnA Block. Bconor.y. 
HO-45. The plan embodied the- cabinet decision
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of August 1st. Its rtin ivr.s to achieve a self-suffi

cient economy for Japan and. a block economy relation

ship with Manchukuo and China in the face of tho in

creasingly difficult economic condition. The economic

relationship between Japan, Manchukuo '-.ne’. North China
c.

had been actually inter-dependent for r.any ronsons

and it was considered even in 1932 that tho trend of

public opinion was in favor of tho completion and tho

development of tho block economy relationship between
d. •

those tliTv’c countries. The plan, therefore, was

drafted by the Planning Board in cooperation with the

minis trios concerned, for the purpose of putting such

relationship in more concrete shape in accordance with
e .

tho cabinet decision. In this plan, Japan was made

to take leadership in the block because she was more

advanced, in highly developed industries than were the
f.

other tv/o countries. The goal of this plan was set
6-

ten years fron November 1941.

KO-45. a. Ex. 2224; T. 15954.
b. Ex. 3214, T. 29151.
c. Ibid.
d. Ex". 3339? T. 30692. 
o. T. 15954.
f. T. 29151.
g. Ex. 2224; T. 15951.-



Population Policy.
HO-46. The main purpose of tho population

policy was not to increase the population of Japan,

but to maintain the same ratio of increase which she

hac. The necessity of this policy was felt in many

quarters because the rate of population increase was

declining due to the change in social conditions in

Japan and the China Incident. The goal of this policy
b.

was set at 100,000,000 in i960. This would be around
the same figure if Japan could continue on up to I960

with the same percentage of increase which she had hac.

In its execution the plan presupposed a state of peace

(Tr, 29,151). One of its immediate effects would be a

decrease in the labor supply, since the plan aimed at

the encouragement of marriage and restriction of employ-
c.

ment of women over twenty years of age. HOSHINO's 

connection with the population plan was slight, being 

limited to an explanation of it as was his responsibi

lity according to custom, and he did not show much

interest in it nor express an opinion thereon even to
d.

his Vice-President, OBATA. The population plan was

prepared substantially by the Welfare Ministry, not

the Planning Board, and that ministry was to carry it

HO-46. b. Ex. 865; Tr. 8808. 
c. Tr. 29,152.
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out. It may bo notée in passing that exhibit 1067 

states that HOSHINO rerely explained the plan at the 

cabinet meeting, whereas the War, Welfare and Education 

Ministers expressed their opinion of it.

Mobilization Law.
a .

HO-4 7. The prosecution exhibit 1055 relating 

to this subject, is an extract from a newspaper 

article, and shows that it was the Parliament itself 

that passed the revised Mobilization Law. The govern

ment simply put this revised law in operation as the

power to do such had been delegated to it by the law
b.

itself.

HOSHINO's Relation to the Total War Institute*

HO-48. The title of this institute certainly

gives the impression that it might have been a research

body of considerable importance. However, what was in

fact established under this title as all the evidence

clearly shows, was a different institution in its

objectives and activities. In the submission of the

defense, the intention of the government relating to

this institute is clearly indicated in the ordinance

and the subsequent treatment given to the institute by

HO-46* e. Ibid.
t. Tr. 9,878.

HO-4 7. a. Tr. 9,842.
b. Ex. 84; page 25.

M Mm:.
W M

-s . . . . .
v--*, - vi.- v-.'
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the government. The Ordinan&e for Organizing the Total
a.

War Research Institute provides for its aims that it

shall take charge of the fundamental investigation and

research, and the education and training of officials

concerning the nation’s total war effort.

The provision puts two things together, namely,

fundamental research and education. Some time after

its establishment, the government decided to allow only
b .

160,000 yen a year for its total expenditures, and

without giving any instruction or guidance, it left

everything to what the director thereof would later
c.

decide and carry out. Appointment of the director was

delayed very much, and when it eventually began to

operate with its staff and students, it was in April
d.

1941, six months after its establishment.

HO-49. The staff or faculty of the institute

was very small, consisting of seven persons at the 
a •

beginning, which number was later increased. However,

as increased it was not more than fifteen, as the

prosecution exhibit 869-AA clearly shows. The average

number of students was about forty in each term, and
b.

each term was for one year. The government reduced

HO-48. a. Ex. 868-A; Tr. 8817-8.
b. Ex. 3 2 17î Tr. 29,184. 
c• Ex. 3030; Tr. 27,067; Tr. 29,184.
d. Ex. 869; page 8.

410-49.- a. Ex. 3217-; Tr.. 29ylS3. --------- ----------------
b. Ex. 869.

(
!-J

25
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e,
the number of the staff members at the end of 1942, j

and again cut it by half in November 1943 in the midst
d.

of the Pacific War. The institute ceased to operate j 

practically from January 1944. Exhibit 869-BB shows 

that the last term which should have continued on to 

March 1944, was cut down half way in December 1943«

The personnel of the institute staff was never 

permanent, most of them were changing after short service
i

therein. This was also the case with its directors.

IIMURA, the first director, to which appointment the

prosecution attaches very much importance, remained in

the office only for ten months, leaving there October

1941, and four other directors, of which two being from

the navy, had been appointed in succession within a
f •

very short period. Some army and navy officers of t

colonel rank were included in the staff membership,
g.

but the number thereof was a few in any one period. |t
HO-50. Now, on the activities of the institute, 

prosecution witness HORIBA testified that the primary j 
emphasis placed was upon lectures while table-top j

maneuvers, inspection tours and trips were also under- )
îtaken. The same witness further stated that the staff •

24
25

HO-49. c. Tr. 29,186.d. Tr. 32,055-56.
e. Tr. 29,186.f. Ex. 869.-----g. Ex. -869* -.-.

HQ-50, a. Tr. 8,878.

\

i
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members occupied the posts of instructors and gave
b.

lectures. These facts were also established by the

list of the lecturers which is prosecution exhibit
c.

869-CC.

Witness OSHIKA, who was one of the staff mem

bers from the beginning, stated that he had also to
d.

perform miscellaneous works for the institute. From

the smallness of the budget for the institute, it is

reasonably inferred that all other staff members were

also placed in the same position without a sufficient

number of clerks to assist them. HORIBA stated that

"generally speaking, the institute was so much taken

up with training and practice that it was not able to
e.

extend its efforts into study anc research."

HO-51. According to exhibit 869-EB and
Q .

HORIBA's statement, the documents owned by the insti

tute are generally divided into two categories; namely, 

the collections of the studies made by students and

those compiled by the institute as materials for re

search and training. Exhibit 688, to which the prose

cution attaches much importance, belongs to the last

category. It contains a note on the first page stating

HO-50. b. Tr. 8,880.
c • Ex. 8o9, page 12.
c. Ex. 3217; Tr. 29,182-3.
e. Tr. 8,832.

ÜQ-51, Oj Tr. 8.832.

iI

t
!
I
i
iJ

25



I
that they are mere studies carried out by the staff

members of the institute, pointing and guiding the

general course it should pursue, with the main object
b.

of educating the students.

About the lectures given in the institute,

as the prosecution has pointed out (GG-42), lectures

were many ana subjects chosen by them covered a wide

range of matters, spiritual and physical, as well as

historical and current. Those subjects were n*ver

limited to such as one would commonly consider in

relation to total war. Moreover, in our submission,

the more were the lectures, the less the time was there

devoted by each lecturer; the more the subjects of the

lectures varied, the more the information they gave

became general and superficial. A glance at the titles

of all lectures contained in exhibit 869-CC reveals

t!.at what they purported to give was just a fundamental
c.

knowledge or general information only. HORIBA stated

that oven about war, the studies were limited to "just I
d. ;

the basic things that people should know." j
I

HO-52. In our submission, the nature of the

documents being such, it is entirely out of question

that either the institute could have submitted any to

HO-51. b. Ex. 3719-A^ Tr. 37,048-9. I
c. Ex. 869, page 12. !

---------d>- Tr.- 8,8/5. -----------    *



\

the government even1 for reference purposes or the 

government could have adopted any as its policy. Of 

the circumstances under which all the documents owned by 

the institute came to the custody of the cabinet secre

tariat, HORIBA stated that after the abolition of the

institute, they were turned over into the hands of the 
a •

cabinet. Prosecution's witness MURAKAMI also testi-
b.

fied to the same effect.

HO-53. Exhibit 869-DD discloses that from 

May to November 1941, the students made many tours and 

trips to various remote districts, spending for that 

purpose altogether 6l days.. The objectives of these 

tours, according to the same evidence, was to pay 

tribute to some shrines or inspect various establish

ments including some village farming. In view of 

the shortness of the term and great number of days 

devoted to such tours, it is a reasonable inference 

that the students did not accomplish much. Of the 

table-top maneuvers, HORIBA stated that approximately

one month's time out of the year (1941) was spent upon 
a •

them. All evidence shows that these maneuvers as

well as the lectures of the institute were partly open

HO-52. a. Tr. 8,855, 8,870.
b. Tr. 32.055.

HO-53. a. Tr. 8,878.

44,876
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------  b. ...... --
to the public. As is shown in exhibit 869-BB, there 

vas induced in each class of students a few students 

admitted from the press. Prosecution witness MURAKAMI 

stated that these students had access to any materials, 

secret or otherwise, used by the stuoents of the insti-
C « G • G •

tute. HORIBA also testified to the same effect.

HO-54. In view of all this evidence, it is

suggested that the Court accept the testimonies of

witnesses HORIBA, IIMURA and OSHINA as a true statement

of the aims anc position of the institute. These wit-

nesses all corroborated one another's testimony in

stating that the aim of the Total war Institute was

chiefly to educate and train junior officials and others

with a view to eradicate the evil of sectionalism then

prevalent among government offices and civilian orga-
a.

nlzations.

iIi

i

HO-55. HOSHINO was made the acting director

of the Total War Research Institute from October 1 to
a .

January 11, 194-1. However, this appointment was of 

a temporary character in oroer just to fill the post 

nominally until the director would be appointed. As 

IIMURA was eventually appointed the director on the

HO-53. b. Tr. 8856-8; 27,069.
c. Tr. 32.045.
d. Tr. 8.857.

HO-54. a. Tr. 8047; 29,182; 27,070.
HO-55. a. Ex. 109.

25
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b.
— 1-st-of January, HOSHINO was relieved of the post of _

acting director. Before the appointment of IIMI3RA, i

the institute did not operate at all for all practical
c.

purposes.

HO-56. Exhibit 869-BB shows that first term

students came in on April 1, 194-1, while exhibit 869-E

discloses that all of these compilations of the insti-

tute were done in and after 194-1. During the period

of his incumbency, HOSKINO needed not and did not attend
a.

the business concerning the institute. Witness OSHIMA

stated that HOSHINO simply told the staff member of
b.

c •

the institute tnat "he woulo leave all matters to them";

and "he did not visit the institute at all, gave no

orders, no instructions nor suggestions concerning it,"

In May 194-1, HOSHINO was selected by the institute as

one of the councillors which consisted of 15 or 16

persons; the position of councillor was really nominal

and honorary, having no practical work relating to

the institute, and HOSHINO as such gave neitheb
d.

instructions nor suggestions thereto. His councillor-
e.

ship ceased on November 24 of the same year.
HO-55. b, Tr. 29,184-5.

c. Tr. 29,184.
HO-56. a. Tr. 29,184.

b. Tr. 29,183.
c. Tr. 29,184.
d. Ibid.
e. Ex. 109, page 6.
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w The New Economic Structure it
o 1
1 1. 11
f 2

3 1 HO-57. The prosecution stated that the New
ii»

&
Stonomic Structure was intended to effect revolutionary 

changes in the economic structure in order to promote 

6 ! the completion of armaments, and that the plan provided 

for a high degree of Government control (GG-33.) The 

prosecution*s own witness, Liebert, showed that this 

allegation was unfounded when he testified that under 

this system business largely ran the control associations

7
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nominating the directors thereof who were then approved
a.

by the Commerce and Industry Ministry. This evidence 

was substantiated by the witness OBATA who testified 

that, in fact, there was a nartial transfer of control 

of industry and business from government to businessmen 

so that under the new system there was actually less 

government control than before. In any event, the Plan

ning Board had nothing tc do with how the plan was

carried out since this was done by the Commerce and
b.

Industry Ministry. In this connection, it should be

noted that it was only in September, 1941, that is, five

months after HOSHIPO’s resignation, when Major Industries
c.

Association Ordinance was eventually passed. Under

(HO-57. a. T. 8627, 8732.
b. T. 29150-51.

_______  c. Ex. 2797-A, T. 29164.)
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the provisions of this Ordinance, the Ministry of

Commerce and Industry was vested with the power to carry

out the plan for the "Few Economic Structure." Exhibit

2797-A made it clear that this Ordinance indicated the

failure of the plan to introduce a drastic program for

state regimentation of industry and transformation of

private cartels into public organs directed by govern-
d.

ment officials.

2. The original plan for the"New Economic
e.

Structure" had been prepared by some of the young

officials of the Planning Board in the autumn of 1940,

but in settling the draft plan HOSHINO concurred with

KOBAYASKI, the Minister of Commerce and Industry, in
f .

making important changes therein sc that it would be 

more in favor of a laisse-faire economy, protect the 

small and mediur enterprisers rather than force them to 

combine, prevent their being operated under "one-leader 

principle," and in general favoring the maintenance of 

status quo. This was a reversal of the original plan in 

many points and a check on possible radical changes. 

Assuming as true, for the sake of argument only, the 

prosecution premise that bureaucratic control of industr: 

constituted planning and preparation for aggressive war,

(HO-57. d. ibid.
c. Ex. 865, p. 41.
f. Ex. 3214, T. 29149 

----------29149 , 2-9150. )
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the evidence is clear that K0SHIN0 was opposed to any 

such scheme.

HCSKINO's Resignation in April 1941.

HO-58. The prosecution says that the resig

nations of HOSHINO and KOBAYASHI were brought about by 

the disputes that arose over the olan for the New 

Economic Structure (GG-42.) But so far as HOSHINO and 

KOBAYASHI were concerned there were no disputes between 

them. There is no evidence whatsoever as to any dispute 

having ever arisen between them. As the prosecution

also says (GG-5D and as the evidence clearly shows,
«

HOSHINO did agree with KOBAYASHI on the changes of the

economic plan. Witness OBATA stated that the changes *

were to act as a check on the too great emphasis on a

synthetic and planned economy and was a check on possible
a.

radical changes. This witness further stated that

the final plan on which HOSHINO and KOBAYASHI concurred
b.

was a reversal of the original plan in many points.

The original plan had been drafted by the young officials

of the Planning Board, and HOSHINO agreed to such
c .

material change thereof. It can be inferred from this 

fact that much discontent with HOSHINO would have been 

caused among the young officials and the supporters of

(HO-58. a. T. 29149-50.
b. T. 29150.
c. T. 29149.)

I
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In our submission, the circumstances relating

to HOSHINO's resignation are quite clear in KONOYE's
d.

Memoire. It shows that the economic Ministers, which

included HOSHINO, were considered the "weak point;"
e.

hence the Cabinet must be reshuffled. It was suggested

that the Finance Minister also should be changed but it

was finally decided that only the Minister of Commerce

and Industry and the President of the Planning Board
f.

should be changed. It was necessary that the President

of the Planning Board be a person who knew about the

commodity mobilization plan, and the "inner working of
g. ,the Army and must be a forceful person." (Obviously

HOSHINO did not meet these requirements.) The successor

to the Presidency of the Planning Board was named from
h.

the Army. Then KONOYE decided that the new Minister

of Commerce and Industry should be chosen from the Navy

side. These two changes, it was considered, would mark

an advance toward the perfection of the national
i.

defense structure. After the Cabinet's change had 

beer, agreed upon HOSHIKO was informed by TOJO first, 

(KO-58. d. Ex. 3216-À, T. 29169-81.
e. T. 29169.
f. T. 29170.
g. T. 29171-2.
h. ibid.
i. T. 29174.)
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later by Prince- KONOYE that he must resign.*^ KOBAYASHI i

also consented to resign, expressing that he v/ould not

so consent if the choice of his successor had been i
1. !

FUJIWARA (a businessman.) The newspapers characterized

the reorganization "as a stroke of genius," and ex

pressed approval and placed "great expectations in the
m.

future." This KONOYE Mémoire, it is submitted, is as 

significant for what it does not say as for what it

9 docs say.
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To any fair observer, this will reveal that 

HOSHINO was simply considered not to be as forceful as 

his post required and was replaced by a competent 

person. There is not a word of anyone*s consulting 

H0SHIF0 about his resignation, nor of any opinion ex

pressed by HOSHINO when he was told that he had to re

sign. His attitude on resigning, we submit, was a 

typical example of the attitude that a career civil 

servant would very often take.

Period Between April 14, 1941, and October

18, 1941.

1.

HO-59. HOSHINO resigned from the Second KONOYE 

Cabinet on April 14, 1941. In the interrogation of

(HO-58. j. T. 29178.
l. ibid.
m. T. 29179-80.)
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HOSHINO by the prosecution, he stated that "for a half j

year after the resignation, he was doing no special job, j
a. j

and visiting various parts of the country." These j

were mostly private trips to see the condition of. the

country as he had been away in Manchuria for a long

period. Witness MURAKAMI, Hajime, who had been his

secretary, and almost always lived with HOSHINO at his i
b. !

private house at this time testified to the same effect.
c.

Witness INADA stated that HOSHINO told him that all he 

had been doing after resigning from the KONOYE Cabinet 

in April, 1941, was to travel around Japan. According }

to the testimony of MURAKAMI, HCSHINO made only one !

courtesy call on the War Minister at his official resi

dence immediately after his resignation, and since then 

HOSHINO had no contact with TOJO at all; his contacts | 

with the outside world were limited to those with his
d.

intimate friends and a few others for amusement purposes.
I

2. On the evening of 17 October 1941, he was j

enjoying a Kabuki play with his family when he came to

know that TOJO had been ordered by the Emperor to form 
e .

the Cabinet, and while he still continued seeing the 

play he was unexpectedly called out by a loud speaker to 

visit TOJO. At this time he was expected to go on a

(HO-59. a. T. 29203. d. T. 29190.
b. T. 29I9I. e. T. 29192.) ;
c. T. 29199. !
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Strip to Korea and Northern Kyushu with his friend, and
! fthe arrangements for the trip had been already completed.

The prosecution made a great deal of argument on HOSHINO’ 

activities in this period. But, we submit, these argu

ments are after all only supposition and supported by no 

evidence. It was quite natural for a career civil 

servant like HOSHIKO to spend such a life of "unemploy

ment to the letter" after his resignation. It was also 

natural for HOSHINO who had been away from Japan for a 

number of years to want to travel and look over the 

conditions of the country. After his resignation in 

April, HOSHINO was appointed a member of the House of 

Peers, a Councillor of the Total War Research Institute

and a member of the National Mobilization Investigation
g* »

Committee respectively in April, May and July. However.

since the Parliament was in adjournment since March to

December, 1941, HOSHINO of course had no duty relating

thereto, and the position of the Councillorship of the

Total War Research Institute was rather nominal and 
h.

honorary, while the membership of the National Mobil

ization Investigation Committee did not require his 

attendance as the Committee was not meeting. The prose

cution had ample opportunity to challenge the defense

(HO-59. f. T. 29191.
g. Ex. 109.
h. T. 29184.)

25
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evidence concerning these points when it was offered,

but they failed to do so.\
C. H0SHIN0 as Chief Secretary of the Cabinet 

from October, 194-1» to July, 1941.

1.
HO-60. On receiving a message from TOJO in

the Kabuki Theater, KOSHINO visited him at his official
a.

residence late in the evening of October 17, 1941, and

was requested by TOJO to become Chief Secretary of the

Cabinet. This came as a surprise proposal to HOSHINO

who had spent a life of leisure for half a year since his
b.

resignation in April from the Second KONOYE Cabinet, 

but he accepted it.

2. As to the circumstances relating to this
c.

unexepeted appointment, witness INADA testified that

about six o'clock in the evening of TOJO^ receipt of

the mandate to become next Prime Minister, INADA visited

TOJO when suddenly requested to do so and was asked for

his opinion concerning the choice of a candidate for the

post of the Chief Secretary of the Cabinet. According

to this witness. TOJO said that he had to select some-
I
one as Chief Secretary, but that he was not familiar

with the affairs of civil service. He then asked INADA
d.

for his general opinion on the matter. TOJO then

(HO-60. a. Ex. 3218, T. 29192.
----------B7T.-29191.

c. T. 29197-8.

d. T. 29198.
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C.
and SHIOBARA, Tokisaburo, a Bureau Chief in the Welfare

Ministry, and asked if the Secretariat could work

smoothly under HOSHINO as Chief, to which INADA replied

that in view of H0SHIN0*s experience in official business

he would be proper for the post and the Secretariat could

work well under him. TOJO stated concerning this choice

that "because he needed an assistant, it was necessary

for him first to choose the Chief Secretary of the

Cabinet" and that "he rang up HOSHINO at half-past eight
f.

and asked him to comply with his wishes." He went on

to say that by "assistant" he meant somebody to make

telephone calls for him and to take down notes of what
g*

he was saying and so forth.

1.
HO-61. It is submitted that this evidence 

clearly shows that HOSHINO was chosen by TOJO purely 

from the consideration of his being fit for the secre

tarial work and not for his political ability. It is 

quite reasonable to infer that TOJO should have appraised 

HOSHINO's abilities and inabilities in his experience in 

the Second KONOYE Cabinet, from which HOSHINO had 

resigned in disappointment. It is suggested that TOJO

(HO-60. e. T. 29203.
f. T. 36314.
g. T. 36499-500.)

I
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stated his true view of H0SHIN0 when he said, "HOSHINO
having been one of my colleagues in the Second KONOYE
Cabinet, I considered him the ideal man for the post of
the Chief Secretary both in point of previous careera.and personal ability."

2. This inference is more clearly drawn after
considering TOJO's testimony concerning his serious and
unprejudiced attitude toward the choice of his Cabinet
members. TOJO stated that with regard to the formation
of a new ministry, "he determined that the choice of
each man's personal timber, that is to say, those well
versed in several administrative capacities should beb.assigned suitable posts." His consultation with INADA 
who held the position of Chief of the Secretariat Sec
tion for many years, on the choice of the Chief Secre
tary, is also very significant in this connection. It 
was unusual for a Prime Minister designate to consult a 
mere Section Chief on such matters. This extraordinary
attitude of TOJO itself shows that he tried his best to

\
make the most unbiased choice possible.

3. Assuming for the sake of argument only,
that HOSHINO had been in conspiracy with TOJO and TOJO
had chosen him for some personal reason as the nrose-
cution suggests, there would have been no need to make
iHÛriJL...$u _ I i_36314.______________________________________, b. T. 36312-3.)

ItI

I

!
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such consultation, of if HOSHINO had been appointed to 

the post for the sake of his personal influence, he 

would have been also made a Minister Without Portfolio, 

as was usually the case when some political activities 

and influence was expected and desired from a Chief 

Secretary. In spite of the charges made in the Indict

ment, HOSKINO never was made the Minister Without 

Portfolio in the TOJO administration, this charge has 

not been pressed by the prosecution.

When HOSHINO was asked how it happened that he 

became Secretary of the Cabinet, he replied, "There was 

no special reason except that I had been requested to 

become the Cabinet Secretary on the 17th by TOJO. At

that time I had already purchased a ticket in anticipation
c.

of going to Korea." t In the light of all evidence 

relating to this matter, it is suggested that the Tri

bunal should accept the above reoly of HOSHINO as an 

honest and clear-cut statement of the circumstances 

relating to his appointment.

HO-62, Concerning the policy of the TOJO 

Cabinet relating to the American-Japanese negotiations, 

TOJO himself stated that, "As for the clean slate

message, I felt it imperative and was firmly resolved
a.

that it must be accomplished without fail." The

(HO-61. c. T. 29204.
“ HÖ^SZT" a : T7363IT. )

i!
t
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b.

witness YAMAMOTO stated that in the Liaison Conference

w M c h  opened immediately after the formation of the

TOJO Cabinet, TOJO declared that the new cabinet will

consider the Japan-American negotiations entirely on

a clean slate, freed from the decision on September 6.

Duties of Chief Secretary of the Cabinet.

HO-63. The duties of the Chief Cabinet
a.

Secretary are defined by the Ordinance. His main

duties were to assist the Prime Minister, take charge

of confidential documents and manage the general affairs
b.

of the Cabinet. The so-called confidential documents

consisted principally of those relating to personnel

matters and those which had been referred to Cabinet
c.

meetings. As to the "general affairs of the Cabinet"
d.

the definition was also given in the Ordinance. As 

a glance will show, they are chiefly the secretarial 

duties concerning various public documents and seals.

As will be clear from these duties, the position 

of Chief Secretary of the Cabinet is secretarial as its 

name indicates. It is submitted that HOSHINO’s duty in 

this position is best appreciated by referring to two 

instances of which there was evidence in this case. One 

related to his visit with Foreign Minister TOGO in the

(HO-62. b. T. 330I8.
HO-63. a. Ex. 3217, T. 29193

b. T. 29194. ____
c. T. 2920I.

29133=4*1-
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matter of the establishment of Greater East Asia 
e.

Ministry, while the other was concerned with the^ 
drafting of the Imperial Ordinance declaring war. An 
examination of the evidence clearly reveals that in 
both instances his was just in a transmittal or 
secretarial capacity.

(HO-6 3. e. T. 35757-8.
f. T. 31048.)
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HO-64. Generally speaking, the scope of

the assistance that the Chief Secretary should give to

the Prime Minister is limited to the affairs which

come directly under the jurisdiction of the Prime

Minister. In other words, it has nothing to do

with military matters nor with such matters that

fall under the direct control of each department of

the Government. HOSHINO's duties as Chief Secretary,

of course, v/ere subject to the above limitations,

both legally and practically. TOJO had four private 
a b.

secretaries, of whom tv;o were Col. AKAMATSU and

a Navy Captain. According to the Ordinance, they were

to take charge of secret business under the directions
c.

of the Prime Minister.

As to HOSHINO's relation to the military

and foreign affairs, TOJO stated, "that both by his

nature and as a matter of policy, on all important

matters concerning foreign affairs I consulted the

Foreign Minister, and as for military affairs, I did
d.

not allow HOSHINO to interfere." HOSHINO also stated

that, "I have not been asked for any advice by TOJO

previous to the war, nor have I given any. I have

HO-64. a. T. 29,202
" b. T. 29,198

c. Ex. 3219; T. 29,195
d. T. 36,503

11
11
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HO-65. As Chief Cabinet Secretary,

H0SHIN0 sat in on the cabinet meetings together with

Chiefs of the Legislative and Information Boards,
a.

He had no right to a vote, nor did he actually 

vote. He attended some of the Privy Council meetings 

when requested, however, as one of many explainers

who were merely to explain when called upon v/ith the
b.

approval of the President. He was not, of course,

a member thereof and not permitted to express anything

As is clear from the evidence, HOSHINO in

fact did not speak anything in any of the Privy

Council Meetings held in this period. Concerning

the Privy Council Meetings held in connection with

the organization of the Greater East Asia Ministry,

le only sat in on three meetings but he was absent

from all important meetings subsequently held on the

same subject. It is submitted that this shows that

iis position was unimportant in such meetings.

Concerning the various appointments which

tOSHIWO held after October 194-1» (GG-6l), these were

’ether nominal positions to be held ex-officio or

10-64. e. Ex. 3212-A: T. 29,206
iO—65. a. Ex. 2212-A: T. 29,205
" b. Ex. 3213; T, 29,234
" c. Ex. 3212-A; T. 29,206
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44.

otherwise as Chief Secretary of the Cabinet. The
\

prosecution fails to prove any activities HOSHINO

I had in relation thereto.

HOSHINO’s name appears in the list of those
d.

who attended the assembly of East Asiatic Nations.

But none of his activities, if any, therein was ever 

shown.

HOSHINO^ Relation to Liaison and Imperial
Conference

HO-66. Concerning the position of HOSHINO

as Chief Cabinet Secretary in the Liaison or Imperial

Conference, much evidence has made it clear that he

merely attended such conference as one of the three

secretaries, and he could neither voice his opinion 
a.

nor vote in it. The secretary took charge of the
b.

clerical work in the Conference; namely, the

preparation, explanation and adjustment of the drafts,

etc. By preparation of the drafts it was meant only

to prepare for submitting the drafts which had been

duly studied and.written by proper authorities. If

the draft was on military matters, the proper

authorities in the Army or Navy or Supreme Command

respectively wrote it while on diplomatic matters,

HO-65. d. Ex. 1346; T. 12,098 
HO-66. a. Ex. 3444; T. 3 3,018; T. 36,497-8 

" b. T. 33,017



"Foreign' Off ice authorities took charge of the
c.

writing. Prosecution exhibit 1175» we submit, is

very important in this connection. According to
d.

witness HARA, the document was nothing but a draft 

for study prepared by the officials of the five 

authorities concerned in regard to the fundamental 

reasons relative to the opening of hostilities. These 

five authorities were officials representing the two 

General Staffs, War and Navy Ministers* and the 

Foreign Office. This witness testified that five 

copies were made of this draft and distributed among 

the officials. This shows that the Cabinet Secretariat 

did not participate in the making of the draft nor 

receive its distribution. Sore of the drafts of a 

similar nature are in evidence but none of them has 

any connection with HOSHINO.

HO-67. The prosecution in their attempt 

to prove HOSHINO*s activities in some of the Liaison 

Conferences used an interrogation of TOGO that was
t

mode under peculiar circumstances.

We objected to the use of the statements

made by TOGO on the ground that it came under the

general rules as expressed in the Tribunal*s ruling

HO-66, c. ibid
" d. T. 34,452-3
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th’p't it would receive the statements by an accused

only against the accused making them and not against
a.

the other accused. Mr. Higgins also declared that

the prosecution would not insist that there should

be any relaxation or broadening of these general rules
b.

in this case.

T0G0!s statements in question v;erc made by

him in response to the interrogation by Mr. Morgan
c.

on March 8, 194-6. At this time TOGO was still

remaining at home, while most of the accused including

HOSHINO hod been confined in Sugamo Prison.

It is true that such interrogation was

offered in a cross-examination of TOGO. This probably

was the reason why the Tribunal receive it over the

objection by the defense. However, it was placed in

evidence by confronting TOGO with his interrogation

and in effect daring him to deny it on the penalty of

being proven to be that which they had already accused

him of being, a user of "wc-asley words".

We submit that such evidence is worthless

and should not be given any consideration whatsoever.

KO-68. On the activities of the secretary

in the Liaison or Imperial Conference, TOJO stated

HO-67. a. T. 16,106
" b. T. 16,105
" c. T. 36,083
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that the secretory did not' participate- ±n thc-----
a.

discussions, rnd he did not allow the secretory
b.

to voice his opinion in such Conferences. He

further stated thrt HOSHINO privately told him, cx-
c.

pressing his joy, "Nov; that plans A and B have

been decided on, the American-Jp.panese negotiations

will probably go very smoothly."

HO-69. In this connection, the evidence

concerning the preparation for the Imperial Decree

for peace is very significant as showing HOSHINO1s

real position and attitude toward the American-Japanes
a.

negotiations. Witness INADA testified that toward

the end of November, HOSHINO handed him a memorandum

entitled "Measures to be taken in case Japan should

suffer ^rcet hardship", rnd the first item of its

contents reads, * Request the Emperor to proclaim

Imperial Decree— Settle the people's minds and

retention of the National Power'. According to this
b.

witness, HOSHINO ordered him to draft this decree

together with the decree for the Declaration of War,

which had been ordered to be prepared by the Prime
c.

Minister.'
HO-68. a. T. 36,497

11 b. T. 36,500-1
11 c. T. 36,501

HO-69. a. T. 29,199-2C0
11 c. Ex. 3,655; ï.

b. T 
36,405

29,199
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The drafting of en Imperial Decree concerning State
d.

Affairs is one of the prescribed duties of the 

Cabinet Secretariat both by Ordinance and custom, 

and the drafting mepns to perform all clerical 

work, including the arrangement in a customary form 

of letters and phrases of the contents as desired by 

proper authorities concerned. INADA accordingly 

drafted the Rescript for Perce, the general purport
i

of which was that "Japan would be put in a very 

difficult position but that the Japanese people should 

endeavor to maintain the national strength and keep
e.

friendly relations with other nations of the world". 

HOSHINO perused the rough draft and returned it to j

INADA for reconsideration. However, eventually the !
i

draft was cast aside os the situation took the last j
i

turn toward the war. !

HO-70. The evidence shows that there vos j

still slight hope left for the peaceful settlement
*■»c •

of the America.n-Japanese negotiations. The evidence t
presented by TOJO also shows that even in October it j

}
was felt extremely difficult to avoid internal confusior|i
in case American-Jopanesc negotiations should come to

b.
a peaceful settlement.

! HO-69. cl. T. 29,199
" e. T. 29,200

---HÜ-70Y ' —  a . -Ex-. -3646;-T. - 35.-712-3
» b. Ex. 3665; T. 36*312

o
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In our submission, the fret that HOSHINO ordered r
decree for perce to be drafted under such circumstances
shows that he expected that the peaceful termination

of the negotiations might come even at the last moment

and he intended to prepare for the eventuality in

which he might be suddenly requested to draft a decree,

HOSHINO1 Relation to Alleged Atrocitic-s
HO-7 1 . All the evidence, re submit, hns made

it clear that HOSHINO as a Chief Secretary of Cabinet
hrd nothing to do with the alleged atrocities. As
to the protests from Foreign Powers relating to
this matter, the evidence has also made it clear that
it has been dealt with exclusively by the Foreign

Office and the War and Navy Ministries according to

their respective jurisdictions. Such matters have
a.

never come to the notice of HOSHINO.

HO-72. In conclusion, we submit that the 

prosecution has wholly failed to prove their cose 

againsc HOSHINO. Their evidence shows only that 

HOSHINO has held a few positions in the Government 

and in that capacity performed some official acts. 

Hov/ever, we have shown that all such acts of HOSHINO 

were discharged by him purely as his duties to the 

Governments in which service he then v/as, rnd he did 

HO-7 1. a. T. 35,251; Ex. 3337; T • 30,658
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! them Tn his effort-to’carry out his duties faithfully 

to the (iovernments and their people; namely, his 

conduct throughout was what any civil official might 

reasonably be expected to do, if he had been placed 

in that position under the same circumstances.

We have shown also that H0SHIN0 has never 

been in a •'policy-making’' position. It is true that 

he was the Minister Without Portfolio in the Second 

K0N0YE Cabinet from July 1940 to April 1941. Hov »/er, 

there has been no evidence showing his activities as 

such except that he signed one Imperial Decree together 

with and at the last of all other Cabinet members. 

Evidence has also disclosed that he had to resign from 

this post as he was deemed incompetent. We submit 

that he has not violated any lav; of the Charter nor 

pny international law and should be found "not guilty”.
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theîïTTn his effort to carry out his duties faithfully”" 
to the Governments and their people; namely, his 
conduct throughout was v;hat any civil official might 
reasonably be expected to do, if he had been placed 
in that position under the same circum?tances.

We have shown also that HOSHINO has never 
been in a "policy-making" position. It is true that 
he was the Minister Without Portfolio in the Second 
KONOYE Cabinet from July 1940 to April 1941. IIov wer, 
there has bean no evidence showing his activities as 
such except that he signed one Imperial Decree together 
with and at the last of all other Cabinet members. 
Evidence has also disclosed that he had to resign from 
this post as he was deemed incompetent. We submit 
that he has not violated any lav; of the Charter nor 
any international law and should be found "not guilty".
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---------- Tffi— PHESIDEHT: Tr. Cola.
MR. COLE: May it please the Tribunal, I am

proceeding somewhat sooner than I had expected, as the 

result of which I have not been able to check my draft 

as much as I would like to. T should liko to request 

the permission of the Tribunal to file later an 

errata sheet if it becomes necessary.

THE PRESIDENT: You may make any corrections

you desire.
MR. COLE: I beg your Honor's pardon.

THE PRESIDENT: You may make corrections.

HR. COLE: Hay it please the Tribunal, on

behalf of General HJTO I address your Honors in what 

I choose to consider the proudest assignment of my 

professional life.
2. It is my conviction that if ever I was 

privileged to represent a man completely innocent of 

all the charges leveled at him, that man is the one 

for whom I make this plea today. On his behalf I 

subscribe to the general arguments which have been 

made in the interest of all the accused. Those argu

ments, in my submission, should be sufficient to 

require the acquittal of all these accused, in view 

of the novel and often preposterous charges under the

Indictment, and the failure of the prosecution to
___  ___  ___ ' _______ J

I
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provg-those charges, even under the uniquely liberal 

rules which govern the deliberations of this Tribunal. 

But in this summation I confine myself to a consider

ation of the evidence adduced against MUTO, and of 

its total disproof so far as any guilt is concerned.

3. It is redundant to observe that this 

trial is unparalleled i.. the history of jurisprudence. 

That observation has been made innumerable times dur

ing th9 course of the past t;vo years. But, under

lying all that v/e have done here, there is the basic 

and persistent realization that in this courtroom 

t?/enty-five men are on trial for their lives. That 

stark fact is, to my mind, the ultimate one to con

sider.

4. 7or the purpose of setting the tone and

main theme of this plea, I should like at the outset j

to quote your Honor, the President, and to make an I
a.

observation of my own. Your Honor observed "MUTO | 

has been represented to US' as a mere public servant 1 

or soldier." I replied to that, "I agroe with that 

perfectly, sir. In fact, we contend that."

5. The observation of my own which I wish 

to make in setting the direction of this summation is 

one that I have made so often that a reference to the
4.

_ a. Tr. 37857. I



yruvg those charges, even under the uniquely liberal 

rules which govern the deliberations of this Tribunal 

But in this summation I confine myself to a consider

ation of the evidence adduced against MUTO, and of 

its total disnrpof so far as any guilt is concerned.

3. It is redundant to observe that this 

trial is unparalleled i.. the history of jurisprudence 

That observation has been made innumerable times dur

ing th9 course of the past two years. But, under

lying all that v/e have done here, there is the basic 

and persistent realization that in this courtroom 

twenty-five men are on trial for their lives. That 

stark fact is, to my mind, the ultimate one to con

sider.

4. ?or the purpose of setting the tone and

main theme of this plea, I should like at the outset

to quote your Honor, the President, and to make an
a.

observation of my own. Your Honor observed "MUTO 

has been represented to US' as a mere public servant 

or soldier." I replied to that, "I agroe with that 

perfectly, sir. In fact, we contend that."

5. The observation of my own which I wish

to make in setting the direction of this summation is 

one that I have made so often that a reference to the
4. !
a* Tr. 37857. I
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transcript seems unnecessary. That is, that during 

the entire course of this trial ITUTO has never once 

been shown to have done one thing which could not 

have properly been done by any military man of com

parable rank in any country in the world. In the 

clear light of reality, some of which has become much 

more clear throughout the world since this trial 

began and is daily becoming more clear, that claim 

cannot be and has not been effectively disputed.

6. In the presentation of our Individual 

defense case, we considered the prosecution's evidence 

against MUTO under four main headings: China, the

Military Affairs Bureau, Sumatra, and the Philippines. 

The prosecution’s summation against him makes it 

quite clear that they now attempt to put the greatest 

blame on him for his tenure of office as Chief of the 

Military Affairs Bureau. In fact, it is attempted 

to make his actions during that period responsible 

for everything that followed the outbreak of war and 

a great deal of that which preceded it. It appears 

to be an attempt to make that period of his career a 

catch-all for other charges which they must realize 

have not been proved. And in view of the tremendous 

c-mphasis which was put on the alleged misdeeds and 

atrocities in Manila in the prosecution’s case in



chief, I submit to the Tribunal that it is indeed 

strange that not one question was asked him on cross- 

examination as to t.’.is seemingly imnortant phase of 

their case against him.

7. We intend, for the above-stated reasons, 

to go into considerable detail about the Military 

Affairs Bureau period, and, in addition, to demonstrate 

how all other charges against him have been disproved. 

Before going into those particular matters, however,

we ask the Tribunal to consider the testimony of 

TAI'IAKA, Ryukichi, upon 'iiom the prosecution has put 

the heaviest reliance in their case against KUTO. As 

was so aptly stated by another defense counsel,

TANAKA is "the one professional ’-itness to emerge in 

this trial."a ’

8. TANAKA appeared lie re so many times that 

he truly can be called the perennial witness of this 

trial. He testified glibly and. often on a great 

variety of matters. He acknowledged, good friends sit

ting in the dock, and. then proceeded, with what seemed 

eagerness, to do his best to convict them. He appeared 

as a "happy and smiling warrier," but the key to all 

of TAÎIAKA's testimony is that he is an exceedingly 

unhappy warrior —  a man of intelligence, but of

7â, TE.-TO787 ---!
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jealousy and consuming ambition, who had natural 
aspirations for promotion and recognition, who left 
the Army because of illness, and who could not bear 
the fact that another man was appointed to the 
position he aspired to. As a result, he has a cold 
hatred for MJTO whose position he wanted, and for 
SATO, who received the assignment. That is the key 
to all of TANAKA’s testimony against those two 
accused..

9. re have presented to the Tribunal sound
evidence against every damaging claim of TANAKA
as far as IIUTO is concerned. A comparison between

his testimony and that offered by the defense will

show convincingly the right and wrong in each case;

it will show clearly which testimony is based on

truth and common sense, and which on a desire for

vengeance. Kis testimony alone demonstrates that

fact. On 21 January 1947, as he was ouoted in the
a.

prosecution’s summation, concerning the relationship 

between MUTO and TOJO, he stated, "In reality the Army 

was the driving force in Japan, and, as a matter of 

fact, almost all of the policies of the Army were 

evolved from the brilliant mind of this same General 

MUTO as Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau."*5*

— 06-4,--------- --  b.-Tr.---15863..... ..... .....—
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At the time, the President observed, "I don’t suppose 

you expected answers just in that terminology. That 

is outside his province as a witness."0. On the very 

next d.ay$ on being hard pressed on cross-examination, 

TANAKA admitted that the above was merely his subjec- 

tive view and was not based on facts.

9.
c. Tr. 15864.
d. Tr. 15900.

. \

M m
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10. On two different occasions before this 

Tribunal TANAKA claimed that he had no ambition to be

come Chief of the Hilitary Affairs Bureau and that he
a

never dreamed of getting that position. Yet he claimed

that that position carried more influence and power
than that of the Military Service Bureau, whose chief

he was; in fact, he claimed that it was one of the
b

most influential positions within the government.

On cross-examination TANAKA acknowledged that his sub

ordinates and followers wished for him to become head 

of the Military Affairs Bureau. He also acknowledged 

that he was aware of public comment that he wanted to

see MUTO's fall because of his, TANAKA's, failure to
c

get that position. All his denials as to any ambi

tions for that office become completely incredible; he 

was a professional military man until his resignation, 

he was personable and ambitious, and to salve his 

wounded ambitions he turns with smiling glibness on his 

former friends and associates, for reasons which are 

quite obvious.

11. On 8 July 1946, in the early stage of 

the prosecution's case in chief, TANAKA testified that 

he had been informed of the progress of the Japanese-

10. a. Tr. 14,363, 15,915
b. Tr. 14’,285-6
c. Tr. 15,916-7
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American negotiations by Vice Minister of Mar KIÏ.ÎURA 

an£ the then Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau SATO,

but he never claimed to have heard anything about it
a

from ÎUT0. But on 22 January 1947 he testified that
b

MUTO had talked with, him about that subject. Ke also

testified that Vice Minister KIMÎRA told him that

••not on one occasion alone, that if Ambassador KURUSU went

to the United States a settlement could be reached be-
c

tween the two countries.1' Yet he declared in later 

testimonv that he had been told that the sending of
d

Ambassador KURUSU to the United States was a camouflage. 

His testimony becomes completely willful, changeable, 

unpredictable, and adapted to the needs of the moment.

It discredits him by his own words, even without the 

consideration of the motives behind his attitude.

12. Now as to the particulars of the indict

ment and proof. MUTO has been indicted on all counts 

except 18, 2?, 35, 48, 49, 50 and 52. The evidence 

which has been presented completely refutes those charges. 

The prosecution has strained at every possibility to 

prove the charges, but they have not proved one single 

criminal act committed by him. They have indulged in 

conjecture and surmise and innuendo, attempting to

11. a. Tr. 205C-1
b. Tr. 15,871
c. Tr. 2051
d. Tr. 15,871
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suggest that because of his position and his admitted 

attendance at many conferences he must have had a power

ful and sinister influence, ^e submit that it is not 

s crime to be intelligent and efficient. Ï1UT0 was both.

So are the top men, military or otherwise, in any country •
represented here. But it is indeed strange that the 

prosecution, for all its claims as to his actions in 

these so-called all-important conferences, has been 

unable or unwilling to show to this Tribunal one single 

quotation of his, in such conferences, by which to bear 

out their contention.

13. Further, on the unreliability and paucity 

of the prosecution's evidence, we respectfully call atter 

tion to the record as to MUTO's speech before a committee 

of the ^iet, which was supposed, by the prosecution's 

questions, to have been accepted in responsible circles

as a ringing advocacy for the dissolution of all politi-
a

cal parties. The prosecution presented only a news

paper article discussing that speech, whereas we present-j 

ed, most willingly, the actual minutes. This is one 

more example of the indifference of the prosecution as 

to presenting the true and complete facts, of which 

more can be said later. If we can produce the actual

13. a. 00-22-5; ex. 2243-A, tr. 16,150
b. Fx. 3440, tr. 32,966-73
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stenographic -record of -rttch-a meeting, the prosecution - 
jould have done the same instead of relying on a news- 

japer article that was obviously editorialized.
THE PRESIDENT: *Ve will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(’thereupon, at 1045, a recess v/as 

taken until 1100, after which the proceed

ings were resumed as follows s)

I..
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: ^^'International '

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cole.

MR, COLE: Mnylt please the Tribunal, I

continue reading at page 9, Big Sub-Section I, para

graph 14. (Reading):
I. CHINA AND MANCHURIA

14. V/e repeat that the prosecution’s evidence 

falls into four phases, so far as MUTO is concerned: 

China and Manchuria, the Military Affairs Bureau, 

Sumatra, and the Philippines. He Is not indicted 

for the initiation of the Manchurian Incident, but in 

Count 19 he is mentioned as one of those responsible 

for starting the war against China. With regard to 

this, the prosecution points cut that at the time of 

the MuVrden Incident, 18 September 1931» he was a 

Junior officer, a major attached to the General Staff 

Office; in 1936-7 he became a staff member of the 

Kwantunp Army as a Lieutenant Colonel, and that in 

March 1937 he was appointed Chief of the 2nd Section

of the General staff in charge of operations and
aorganisation. From that it is concluded that he had

responsibility for the operations against North China 
bin Julv 1937. It also shows, as if it were a grave 14

14. a. Tr. 16,872. b. 00-9
j
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offense, tvat he was decorated in 1940 for his merit
orious services from 1931-4 and again in connection 
with the China Incident in 1934*° But what, in reality, 
dops it prove to show that he was a junior officer at 
t-he time of the incident in question? The prosecution 
is playing on a term that has been used carelessly 
and ouite indiscriminately throuphout this trial to 
show a conspiracy that can not be proved. If by 
‘•seinon-shoko" is meant those lawless young officers 
who were prone to disregard discinline and who planned 
and carried out political manipulatipns, it is auite 
clear that T'Û O not onlv did not belong to such a 
group, but that in the 26 February Incident he barely 
escaped bodily harm or death at the hands of that group
and that he made every effort to correct the trouble

dthev had caused. This is from MUTO’s affidavit, 
but completely uncontradicted.

% 1 5 m It is unrealistic and absurd to contend
that, because he was a junior officer on the staff of 
the Kwantung Army, he was taking part in a conspiracy 
or responsible for what mav have happened. The same 
applies to the matter o* decoration for meritorious 
services. It is a known fact that such decorations are

14. c. Pros. hum. 00-1 , 8, 9, 18
d. Ex. 3454, T. 33,084



are g^ven in quite a routine manner, in any army,

16. In the above respects the prosecution 

has been able to produce nothing to show criminality 

of any kind or degree. On the contrary, the defense 

has given a forthright account of all matters which

the prosecution raised. MUTO himself, in his affidavit, 

covered everv point on which he is accused, but neither 

on cross-examination nor otherwise has there been a 

successful effort to disprove his testimony,
17. As shown bv our evidence, at the outbreak 

of the Manchurian Incident HUTO was a major and member 

of the line-o^-communications staff of the Armv General 

J-taff, He was enraged in the compilât ion of regula

tions on communication and transport. That continued
a

u p  to March of the following year. After that h e  

mas assigned to a regiment in Tokyo and then to the 

Military Administration Section of the Military Affairs 

Bureau (from March 1935 to June 1936) and then to the
I

staff of the Kwantung Army (from June 1936 to March 

1937). And in March 1937, when the China Incident broke 

out, he was transferred to the office of the General 

e'taff. But he had no p^rt in plans for operations 

against China, Such plans, if anv, were made before

1 5. a. Ex. 3147, 28,026-33
17. a. Ex. 3454, m . 33,082 I
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he cane to the General hta^f Office. And those plans, \!
instead of aiming at an attach on China, consisted in 
the dispatch of some troops for thr mere purpose of 
givinp protection to Japanese residents in North and 
Central China. Because of the outbreak of the Incident, 
revisions in plans were necessarv, and MUTO was ordered 
by his superiors to make a study of such revisions. 
However, in October of the seme year he was ordered to 
go on an inspection tour o*' the Shanghai area and 
remained there, without returning to ’’’okvo, in conse
quence of being appointed Depute Chief of htaff to 

b
General HAT8T.TI. Here again we respectfully direct 
the Tribunal’s attention to the fact that never, through
out MUTO’s professional career as a military man, did 
he have an assignment which carried command responsib- 
ilitv, eycept for the period in Sumatra, during which 
period he.is entirely blameless, as the record dis
closes. tie refer to this period later. In light of 
.the above, there can be no auestion that he was in no 
responsible position with regard to the initiation of 
either the China Incident or the Manchurian Incident, 
and such accusations are in everv respect groundless.

18, In Count 45, MUTO is charged with respons- 
ibilitv for the attach on the city of Nanking, and for 

17. b. Ex. 3454, *. 33,085



-^thr^urderin^ of-large numbers of civilians and dis- ---

armed soldiers. Tho evidence fails utterly to show 

any responsibility on his part for such a claim. At 
the tiro'5, IÎUTO was a colonel and deputy chief of staff 

of the Central China Area Army. His duties consisted 

in playing .an intermediary role with regard to supply 

of* necessary personnel, food, arms and ammunition, and 

he had no power to make independent decisions.

19. It is also important to note that the 

Central China Area Army Headauarters was a purely 

strategic organ, and that it did not have a legal 

section up to the time of the attack on and fall of
cl *the citv of Nankinp. From a legal point of view, 

it was the dutv of the Shanghai Expeditionary Force and 

the 10th Army, both of which had legal sections, to 

maintain discipline and morality among the troops and 

to impose penalties in case of violations. î"UT0, as a 

Deputy Chief of ttaff, had neither the authority nor 

the dutv to interfere in such cases. t-urely this is 

sufficient to account for his lack of responsibility as
Ito the prosecutions allegations.

20. Also, the evidence further shows that 
MUTO personally took no part in the attack on Nanking,

18. a. Ex. 3462, T. 33,283; Ex. 3454, T. 33,090
19. a. Ex. 2577, T. 21,912

b. Ex. 2577, T. 21,912-3*, 21,914-5?
Ex. 3454, T. 33086-7; Ex. 3498, E. 33,819-20
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1
owing to the illness of Gonoral HATfc*UI, whom he was 

a
attending; that it was on the entry ceremony on 
17 December that he entered Nanking and that he 

stayed there for only **our or five days;*3 that during 

his stay there he devoted himself to an investigation 

of the camping and billeting facilities outside the 

citv of Nanking; that he always called the attention 

of the staff officer in ch°rge to the need for pro

tection of interests of foreign nationals; that he
made efforts to remove from the citv the troops which

c
had entered contrary to General MAT?UIfs orders; 

and that he arranged to include on the staff Major 
NAKAYAMA, for the particular reason that NAKAYAMA had 

studied in the United states and China and could cap

ably attend to relations with foreign nationals and 

best make liaison with them and protect their interests 

These contentions remain entirelv undlsnuted by the 

prosecution and must, therefore, in all fairness, be 
known to be true. All the evidence as to Nanking, 

regarding MUTO, has gone undisputed, and it shows that 

he not only had no responsibility for the operation,

a* Ex. 3454. T. 33 ,088; T. 21,890
b. T# 21,911-2
c. Ex. 3454, T. 33 ,090; T. 21,915-6;rp • • 21,444~£
d. m

« 21,915-6; T*. .  • 21,464; E. 3454,
•• « 33,088-91

d

I
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but that he merely performed his duties in regard to 

supply and billeting,
21, UUTO was indicted for the Khalkin-Gol 

River Affair, during the summer of 1939 under Counts 

26, 36 and 51» but this charge also proves to be ground 

less, MUTO served as Deputy Chief of fctaff to the
a

North China Area "rmy from July 1938 to January 1939»
The incident occurred during this period, and the

units which took part in the operation «ere entirely
b

Independent of the North China Area Army, Thus, he 

could have had no connection whatever with that 

incident.
13
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22, The same must apply to counts 46 and 47, 

The first of these refers to the attack on the citv ofi
Canton on 21 October 1938, and charges MUTO with

responsibility for it. But the attack on Canton was

! carried out hy units completely separate from the North
a

China Area Army to which he was attached. Likewise,

the attack on the city of Hankow, around 27 October 1938,

under Count 47, was not executed by the North China Area
b

Army in which JTJTO was then serving. There can be no 

dispute on these points, and thev serve to show the 
21.

22,

a. Ex. 3454, T, 33,091
b. Ex. 3454, T. 33,092
a. Ex. 3454, T, 33,092
b. T. 33,092
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1

blanket charges of the prosecution and the complete 
failure to prove and document their allegations.

23. Thus far, we have disproved the prosec

ution's charges against HTJTO under Counts 19, 26, 36,

45, 46, 47 and 51. From the beginning he has not been 

charged under Counts 18, 25, 35, 48, 49, 50 and 52.

The prosecution would trv to hold him responsible for 
the alleged atrocities in North China which are supposed

to have taken place while he was a vice-chief of staff
afor the North China Area /'rmy. In this connection 

we make the same point as in regard to the Nanking 

Incident: the vice-chief of staff was in no way resrons- 

ible for the maintenance of military discipline.*5 The 

prosecution has never produced evidence to connect 

ÏRJTO with these matters because it is impossible to 

do so.
II. THE MILITARY AFFAIRb BUREAU

24. Regarding the Military Affairs Bureau,

JTUTO was appointed Director in October 1939 and remained 

there until he was transferred to Sumatra as commander 

of the Imperial Guard Division, soon after the outbreak 

of the Pacific War. The prosecution tries to picture 

him as a sinister policy-maker, due to the duties he

23. a. 00-107
b. Ex. 3462, Art. 13, T. 33,283?

Ex. 3454, T. 33,090;
_____  Ex. 2577l T. 21.912 - 5 _______________________

o
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carried out as Directur during this period. Most of 
the charges made in Counts 1-34, the so-called crimes 

against peace, Counts 37-44 —  the prosecution avoided 

discussion of Counts 37 and 38 in their summation —  
and in Counts 5'*?55, the charges as to conventional 

war crimes and crimes against humanity, relate to the 

activities of MtJTO as Director of the Military Affairs 

Bureau. These charges prove to be groundless, as can 
|be demonstrated,

25. We consider first the underlying charge

ithat MUTP took part in a conspiracy. In the first
I
Iplace, v-e strongly deny the existence of a comspiracy. 

During the defense’s presentation in both the general 

and individual cases, it has been made clear that there 

never existed, as charged, any conspiracy to dominate, 

in conjunction with Germany and Italy, the Orient, 

jPacific and Indian Oceans and all the adjacent islands 

bv waring an aggressive war apainst any powers which 

night oppose it. We do not argue this point, as it 

has already been fully covered. We merely point outI
that HUTO had no part in any such alleged conspiracy.

26. First, it surely has not been'^roven 

that he ever embraced any intention of Joining in a 
conspiracy. Existence of a Joint cause or intention 

simply remains a bald charge under the Indictment,
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completely without substantiation, and there has been 

no evidence whatever to show that such a Joint intent 

ever existed, and ample evidence to show that it did 
not exist*

27. There is an assertion that UUTO, as a 

member 0** the so-called Secret Liaison Committee with 
the Five Ministers* Conference, concerned himself v/ith 

the exploitation of China and its people and that he 

must have participated in the establishment of the

Wang Chinp-wei Government, or in the conclusion of a
a

treaty with that government. On cross-examination

an attempt was made to force MUTO to admit to having
been a member o* the so-called »Secret Liaison Committee,

but his answer was that he did not know of such things

as the ^ive Ministers' Conference and the t<ecret

Liaison Committee. That that was a true and correct
answer is shown from the passage, "The committee is

iissolved upon the establishment of the Chinese Board,

(Tai-shi-in)" found at the end of the document shown to

and presented in the prosecution's rebuttal 
b»vidence. At the time of his assumption of office 

is Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, neither the 

■Vive Ministers' Conference nor its Liaison Committee

27. a. 00-15
b. Ex. 3457, T. 33,202; T. 37,365
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28. MUx‘0 was on the "Gonmittee for Liaison
a

with the Asiatic Renovation Board (Ko-A-In). This

was never called a secret committee, as is clearly
b

shown in mUTO's personal history. As to the scope 

and duties of that committee, the prosecution evidence 
shov/s nothing. The duty of the Liaison Committee 

that had co-existed with the Five ministers' Confer

ence consisted, as was stated by the prosecution, in 

study and investigation, and it had no authority 

whatever.

29. Here we invite the special attention of 

j the Tribunal to the fact that when iiUTO became head

of the Military Affairs Bureau the basic Chinese

policy of the First KONOYE Cabinet had already b een
a

definitely established. After his assumption of 

that post, no conferences of special importance were 

held. To charge him, from the simple fact of his 

having been a member of the Liaison Committee of the 

Asiatic Renovation Board, (Ko-A-In) witi active 

participation in exploitation of China is not only 

false, but demonstrates the lack of convincing 

evidence against him.

28. a. Ex. 3459, Tr. 33,203
b. Ex. 118, Tr. 742

29. a. 00-10



30. koreover, it is charged that the Mili
tary Affairs Bureau was represented on the committee 
of the Five Ministers' Conference by the bureau chief, 
the Chief of the Military Affairs Section and one more
person as Managing secretary, giving the impression

a
that there were three representatives. This is 
another inaccurate statement. The fact is that the 
section chief himself acted concurrently as managing 
secretary. The prosecution's statement gives the 
impression that the Military Affairs Bureau alone was 
represented by three members. Actually there were 
only two; further, both the East Asia Bureau of the 
foreign Office and the Financial «»anagement Bureau

b
of the Finance Ministry were similarly represented.
The claim is another case of careless exaggeration.

31. We submit that the prosecution has pro
duced no evidence of MQTO*s alleged participation in 
the establishment of the Wang Government nor of the 
conclusion of a treaty with it.

a
32. The prosecution has submitted that 

LfiTTO, together with Admiral OKA, deliberated on the 
fundamental terms for settlement of the China Incident, 
at the official residence of the Foreign Minister on
30. a. 00-14

b. Ex. 3457, Tr. 33,202; 37,365
32. a. 00-16, 17

44,923
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----------------- b---------------------------------------- -—
6 September 1941; that the terms were included in

Japan’s terns of pc-ace with China handed to Ambassador 
c

Grew later on; and that Japan insisted on then up

to the last stage of the Japanese-Anerican negotia-
d

tions. It is true that MUTO participated in the 
conference of the Foreign ministry, as was his proper 

duty as liaison officer between the V/ar and Foreign 

Ministries. But the doeument itself discloses that 

it was not drafted by l̂ UTO and OKA, but was prepared
as a result of a conference of the Foreign ministry

e
itself. Moreover, it is erroneous to claim that

Japan insisted on it to the bitter end. The TOJO

Cabinet made step-by-step concessions, as testified
f

to by ISIIII, Akiho.
33. It is claimed by the proseeution that 

the terns included the stationing of troops on Hainan 

Island, where no threat of Comntu&iso existed; and 

that the Japanese forces availed themselves of Hainan, 

as a jumping-off base on 8 December 1941. But it must 

be noted that the stationing of troops was aimed at 

joint defense, not merely against Communism, in view

32. b. Ex. 3456, Tr. 33,192
c. Ex. 1245, Tr. 10,792-5 . Ä
d. 00-16, 17
e. Ex. 3456, Tr. 33,192
f. Ex. 3480, Tr. 33,674
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of the annexed note. Further, the occupation of

Hainan was carried out in March 1939, prior to

n'iUTO’s appointment as Chief of the Jiiilitary Affairs 
b

Bureau. Hence it is clear that he cannot have any 

responsibility for it.

34. In view of the above-mentioned errors 
and misconceptions in the prosecution's case, we 

wish to demonstrate the kind of opinion MUTO enter

tained in regard to the Chinese auestion. First, the 

Tribunal will recall the testimony of Major General 

Piggott of Great Britain, who came in contact with 

iuUTO at the Japanese-British negotiations in 1938 

an«.. 1939«. He testified to the effect that MUTO was 

instrumental, under General HATA's orders, in affect

ing a noticeable improvement in Anglo-Japanese rela

tions; that he wished to see a speedy and successful 

outcome of the conference in Tokyo; and that he ex

pressed good wishes for the success of the conference.
35. MUTO explained most clearly and reason

ably his attitude toward China. When he took office 

as Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, he had no 

knowledge of diplomatic or political problems; but,

33. a. Ex. 3456, para. 4, Tr. 33,192 
b. Tr. 6730-1; Ex. 613A, Tr. 6733

34, a. Ex. 3438, Tr. 32,941-3
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since tie had served in China, he did have certain

convictions about that situation. He considered that
the trouble between Japan and China was assuming the

character of a racial war, and that their differences

would not be solved by maintaining the erstwhile

views of the so-called experts on China; and that

Japan should work out at once a plan for dealing

with the Chiang Regime, breaking the impasse and

bringing the incident to a close as soon as possible.

He also wanted to harmonize relations between Japan,

the United States and Britain. This is amply denon-
a

ptrated by evidence to be discussed later.

36. That the above statement was honest and 

forthright was clearly seen in his actions as Director 

of the military Affairs Bureau. This vas further clari

fied by the testimony of Lieutenant Colonel ISHII, who 

was in charge of foreign affairs in the Army as a

senior officer of the military Affairs Section under
a

&UT0. Colonel ISHII stated that liiUTO felt that early 

settlement of the China difficulty was the first requi

site. He always advocated the maintenance of peace

ful cooperation with other countries, and on at least 

three occasions was heard to oppose aggressive policies.

35. a. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,095
36. a. Ex. 3480, Tr. 33,675-6
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Under orders of MUTO, Colonel iSiill stuaiea plans ïôr
opening of the Yangtze-kiang and °hu-kiang Rivers, in
order to comply with American wishes. The Chu-kiang
was opened, but difficulties prevented the opening
of the Yangtze, However, on at least two occasions
uUTO urged further efforts to that end.

37. The prosecution submitted in summation
that HUTO played a positive role in the fall of the
YONAI Cabinet, due to the resignation of War Minister
HATA, leading externally to the conclusion of the
Tripartite Pact and internally to the formation of

a
the Imperial Rule Assistance Association. As to
this claim, we must point out the contradiction in
the testimony of YONAI, uitsunasa, and TANAKA, Ryu-

b
kichi, on which the prosecution relied. While 
YONAI testified that the reason for the fall of his 
Cabinet vas that the Array considered it to be weak, 
as it had failed to support the establishment of the 
Inperial Rule Assistance Association as well as the 
Japanese-German Alliance, TANAKA claimed that it was 
mainly due to the issue of concluding the Tripartite 
Pact which, he said, the Military Affairs Bureau had 
insisted upon.
37* a. 00-25-28

b. YONAI, Ex* 3831A, Tr. ^7,999-38,002;
Ta n a k a , Tr. i5,9oi

. -îf'
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a
38. As to the testimony of YONAI, it

should be noted that at that time the Imperial Rule

Assistance Association did not exist and could not
have been anticipated, and that the question of a

Japanese-German alliance was not introduced to the

YONAI Cabinet, as YONAI himself said. The Tribunal

will also recall the inconclusive and dubious quality

of YONAI's testimony, in view of his often disjointed
b

and confused answers as a witness. As for TANAKA, 

he was absent from Tokyo at the time of the resigna

tion of the YONAI Cabinet, serving in China as a staff 

officer. TANAKA based such testimony on hearsay, and 

from persons long-since deceased; so that he could 

only admit that he had not been able to get first-
c

hand information, let alone any comment from iiuUTO.

Thus it is demonstrated that TANAKA's testip^pny above 

cited was so groundless as all his other attacks on 

wUTO.
39. Contradictory to this testimony, the 

record shows the following facts. It was in the 

middle of October 1939, when the ABE Cabinet was in 

power, that MUTO took office as Chief of the Military 

Affairs Bureau. On assuming office, he found that,

38. a. Ex. 3831, Tr. 37,999-38,002
b. Tr. 28,939
c. Tr. 1945-6: Ex. 3238. Tr. 29
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at the tine of the HIRANIWi Cabinet (preceding the 
ABE Cabinet) the Array, hoping for the conclusion of 

the Tripartite Pact, endeavored to realize it but was 

unsuccessful, due to the conclusion of the Russo- 

German Non-Aggression Pact. In those days there 

was strong feeling in Japan that Japan had been cir

cumvented by Germany and that Hitler and kussolini

could not be trusted. iÆUTO was also of the same 
a

opinion, saying that while Hitler and mussoline

might fail and still find personal glory, if Japanese

statesmen failed in their guidance of the country,

they would spoil a national pride going back three

thousand years, and that it was dangerous to deal

with nev’-comers like Hitler and imussolini. MUTO

expressed this thought even to a German, Colonel 
b

Groner.

40. At the tine of the battle of Dunkirk 

it was generally believed in Japan that Germany 

would win the final victory and that the Tripartite 

Alliance should be concluded. It is a tribute to 

iuUTO's sound judgment as a military man that he pre
dicted that the war between Britàin and Germany would 

be protracted, and doubted that Germany would get the

39. a. Ex. 34-54-, para. 19, Tr. 3 3 » m  
Also reference Tr. 3^,218 

b. Tr. 33,112 ..___J____________________________
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final victory.
41. In summation, the prosecution stated 

that when MUTO was interrogated at Sugamo he admitted 

that as an individual he was in favor of the Tripar

tite *\nct, but in his official capacity he had no 

say on natters of policy, which h^d already been de

cided upon by the Chief of the General Staff and the 
a

Far Minister. But this is unquestionably a mistake
in translation, as LUTO testified that v/hat he said

b
was that **I said I was not in favor of it." This is

clear from his statement, "I did not advocate It,"

given immediately preceding the passage cited; and

also from his reply, "No, personally I did not advo- 
c

cate it." Furthermore, the tone of the entire inter-
d

rogation substantiates these assertions. He gave

forthright and explicit answers on these points on
e

cross-examination and, both by his actions and his

words, has left no room for doubt as to his attitude.

These matters were also clarified by the testimony
f

of IWAKURO and ISHII.
40. a. Lx. 3454, Tr

Ex. 3480, Tr
41. a. 00-44

b. Tr. 33,225
c. Tr. 33,226
d. Ex. 255, Tr.
e. Tr. 33,225-6
f. Ex. 3442, Tr
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42. Next, the resignation of the YONa I

Cabinet was by no means due to a sharp division of

opinion between War Minister HATA and the Cabinet.
While HATA was in office he never once called for

conclusion of the Tripartite Alliance. In regard

to this point, both YONAI, then ^renier, and ARITA,
a

Foreign Minister, testified before the Tribunal. 

Moreover, in an excerpt fron the HARADA Memoirs pre
sented by the prosecution, it is said that kUTO said 

to ISHIWATA, Chief Secretary of the Cabinet, that as

far as diplomatic matters were concerned it was going 
b

very well.

42. a. Ex. 3198, Tr. 28,917; Ex. 3200, Tr. 28,945 
b. Ex. 3808j Tr. 37,862
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43. In those days the General Staff, eager
to bring about a settlement of the China Incident as
speedily as possible, demanded that Japan call upon
Germany to act as an intermediary. At the same time,
it called for strengthening the domestic structure
on the ground that the international situation might
deteriorate at any time. However, the YONAI Cabinet
did not react enthusiastically to the recuest of the 

a
General Staff. Just at that time Prince KOIJOYE
resigned as President of the Privy Council and started
a campaign to set u p  a new political party with a
view to reforming the comestic structure. While he
received the support of dominant public opinion, the
YONAI Cabinet became unpopular. Such being the case,
the Chief of the General Staff issued a string warning
to Vrsr Minister HATA that he should, do his utmost to

b
cope with the situation. The result was that HATA 
was caught between the General Staff and the Cabinet 
and felt obliged to resign his post. This is the 
true reason for the resignation of the YONAI Cabinet, 
and illustrates again the superior influence and 
aggressiveness of the General Staff.

44. The prosecution, however, has attempted 
(43. a. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,114.

b. Tr. 33,115.)

w *  ■
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persistently to impress the Tribunal with MUTO*s role. 

For thc.t pur rose they have cited the testimony of 
TAUAKA, Ryukichi, YONAI's interrogatory, and a passage 

from the HARADA Memoirs which says that when ivIUTO, 

with Vice Minister ANA1-ÎI, called on Chief Cabinet 

Secretary ISHP'ATA, he, MU10, said, "There is no
a

other way but to have ,rar Minister HATA resign."
However,as to the falsehood of this passage from

HARADA's Memoirs, it has been made clear by MUTO's

answers to the questions of the acting President

when he stood in the witness box, explaining the

reasons and circumstances of his calling on ISHF’ATA,

and explaining that his visit was made under orders
b

from the War Minister and Vice Minister. Moreover, 

ISHF’ATA later testified himself that, MUTO being a 

military man and particularly careful in his use of 

words, could not have said that 1f'ar Minister HATA, his 
superior, would be compelled to resign. He did say

that HATA, by the circumstances, might be obliged to
c

resign.

45. We invite the particular attention of 

the Tribunal to the fact that the defense has chal

lenged throughout the accuracy and reliability of

(44. a.. Ex. 38O8-A, Tr. 37,862-, Ex. 3831-A, Tr. 38004- 
also Tr. 15,901. *

b. Tr. 33,241-6
______C-t_-Lx_» 3883. Tr. 38,710-1).___________
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the HARaLA Memoirs. I personally challenged an excerpt 
offered against MUTO to the effect that he had visited 
ISA!’ /.TA in the company of the her Vice Minister; 
rnd we Icier produced the ef fide vit of ISHI'1 AÏA 
himself, flatly denying the accuracy of the IIARADA 
Memoirs by stating "positively" that he did not talk

ci

with I.IUTO in the company of Vice Minister A NAM I.
I further made the observation, which I think is
highly important for the Tribunal’s consideration,
that the prosecution coulc have presented testimony

bv I SHI’-'AT A himself, rather than relying on the second
b

and third-hand hearsay of HARAIA. The prosecution 

did not even wish to cross-examine him. As for 

YGNAI's remark, it is only a statement that IUTO 

v'ps Chief of the ilitery Affairs Bureau at the time, 

and moreover he immediately added that he did not
f-tv»> 0

know :.;TJTO personally.
46. Lastly, as to TANAKa 's testimony, we 

repeat that his absence from Tokyo at that time dis
qualifies hi. from giving reliable testimony on the

r\
C i «

point in question.
47. Further, it should be noted that during

(45. a. Hx. 3883, Tr. 38,710
b. Tr. 33,70?
c. lx. 3831-A, Tr. 38,004.

(46. a. Reference Tr. 2?,397-8; ID-61)
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the period in which the issùe~cs5umëd th'6'iïï'JbI, serious—  

proportions, MUTO, accormaning the Emperor of Man- 

chukuo, who was on a visit to Japan, was absent from 

Tokyo; end that, on returning he found that the letter 

from the Chief of the General Ftaff had already been
c!

delivered to General HATA by the Vice Chief of Staff. 

Surely the general resignation of the Cabinet is not 

attributable to . IUYO. Ihe prosecution states that 

IOJTO was present at the Three Military Chiefs' con
ference prior to the resignation of Far Minister 

HATA, and suggests that he was also present when

HATA consulted v/ith the military councillors of the 
b

Army Cornell. Fut this is untrue. HAr„.A met

separately some of the generals who were military

councillors at that time; he did not cause a conference

to be held. Morover, the prosecution's contention
c

on these points is based on rejected, evidence.

48. The conclusion of the Tripartite Pact

was chiefly due to the part nle.yed by ÎÎATSUOKA,

Foreign Minister of the KONOYE Cabinet. It was not

until the chief of the treaty bureau explained in the

Investigating Committee of the Privy Council as to

the interpretation of the articles of the treaty that

(47. a. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,114-5, 33,230, 3 3,244-7 ,
29,023 

b. 00-27
------c^— Til̂  28.942. 17,246-7)
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2IUT0 could unoerstand the significance of the treat’'.
And &s Colonel ISHII testified, iiUTO, about the middle
of June in 1Ç41 was bev;ildered et the reel intentions
of Foreign Mnister L-IATSUQKA, who ad voce ted en
aggressive policy against the Soviet Union et one
tine end proposed Japan's advance towards the South 

b'
et another. And again ISKII stated that IIUTO
never insisted personally on Japan's participation in
the Triple Alliance between Japan, Germany and Italy;
that Foreign Kmister 'ÎATSUOKA had the whole field
to himself in the conclusion of the pact; that r.'UTO
himself read t^e 4 ext of the treaty for the first
tine after its conclusion; and that, even in the
Foreign Ministry, only those especially concerned

c
with it participated in the negotiations. As to
this, the witness I :AKUH0 testified much to the same 

c\
effect.

4Ç. /sserting the* MUTO's receiving a decor
ation was strong evidence of his co-operation with 
Germany and entry into the alleged common conspiracy, 
the prosecution stated that "IIUTO was recommended to 
Ribbentrop for the decorationof the Greet Cross of
(48, ©. n V« Jki 3480, Tr. 33676*. Ex. 3442, Tr

Lx. 3454, Tr. 33,116-7.b. Fx. 3480, Tr. 33,678
c . I X. 3480, Tr. 33,676
d.. r.X, 3442, Tr. 32,995)
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<sr

Germany because of his contribution to German-Jabânè'së-
fî

cooperation." But exchange of decorations is commonly 
known to b* diplomatic custom, and it is universally 
known that those who ought to be recognized because 
of their occupying official positions habitually 
receive decorations of suitable degree from other 
countries. That he was recommended for recognition 
due to extraordinary activities, rather than for the 
position he held, is another of the prosecution's 
unconvincing contentions. The question has been

b
clarified by the testimony of General Kretschmer.

c
Further, General MUTO's answer on cross-examination 
makes clear that he was against the conclusion of the
ITripartite Pact; that the Germans did not make s 
"colossal diplomatic blunder" (the prosecution's term) 
in recommending him for a decoration; and that the 
simple truth was that, once the Tripartite Pact had 
been concluded at the insistence of Foreign Minister 
i'JATSUOKA, the collateral matters related thereto wereI
handled, in the case of the ''er Ministry, by the 
Military Affairs Bureau. His personal opinions were 
of no consequence whatever, and he simply worked, as 
any good military man would, within the bounds of
(49. a..00-46-51; Tr. 11,355, 16,874

b. Ix. 3034, Tr. 27,092-5
c. Tr. 33,222-3)

f\y,-

S1V-m .: W.V:
•'■‘V. f  o
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the duties assigned him. In point of fict^he

first learned of the matter of the recommendation
when he heard of it. in this courtroom. At the time

of the recommendation he had already been transferred
e

to Sumatra, and never received any such decoration.

50. Presenting excerpts from a newspaper

article, the prosecution presented a totally unfair
version of a speech made by HUTO before the Diet

Accounts Committee, attempting to show that he
advocated totalitarianism and extreme nationalism,

a
disclaiming party politics and liberalism. The

summation suggests that, taking advantage of good

opportunities such as the German victory at Dunkirk

and France's surrender, he made this public speech

as a preliminary step to Japan's conclusion of a
b

military alliance with Germany. V'e wish to point

out, however, that this speech was made about two

months prior to the battle of Dunkirk end the

surrencer of France. It could hardly be possible

for him to have foreseen Germany's victory two months

before it occurred. Here, again, the weakness,
sometimes even the absurdity, of the charges against

(49. d. Tr. 33,223
e. Ex. 34-54, Tr. 33,118 

(50. c. Ex. 2243, Tr. 16,137-9; 00-20, 22 
b. 00-20, 22) •25
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him are disclosed. Moreover^""the newspaper report,

introduced by the prosecution, is a distorted renort

of the speech, and a study of the stenographic record

of the same speech, which was presented in his defense,
c

makes the distortion clear.

51. The above-mentioned speech was presented 
by 5IUT0, owing to the War Minister's inability to 

attend, before e small committee of perhaps ten 

members -- not, as charged, on the floor of the Diet.
He made the speech as the v'er Minister's representative. 
In it he stated that cooperation between the political 

parties, high government officials and the military 

was indispensable to overcome the national crisis 

then confronting Japan. As is clear from that steno

graphic report, his statement, far from disclaiming 

party politics, urged their strong development. And 

the phrase, "the totalitarian principle should be 

adopted", came from the interpellator, not from MUTO.

He acknowledged that that term was used in Europe, 

but that it was inappropriate for Japan; that the 

best expression he could think of for Japan's par

ticular creed was "a principle of national polity."

The Japanese expressions for that phrase and for 

"nationalism" are very much alike —  Kokutei Shugi 

(50. c. Ix. 3440, Tr. 32,966-73)

I
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end kokuke shugi — but a study the stenographic"
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record shows his true attitude.
52. As for his denial of liberalism, ns 

alleged by the prosecution, ÎÎUT0 merely emphasized 

the great need for everyone to work for the national 

welfare in a time of great need, end to sacrifice 

thought of self. Furthermore, he replied to HAliAJI's 

denunciation of the bureaucrats, the military, and the 

political parties by saying that all such elements,

if they were truly at fault, should correct themselves

end accept criticism. He welcomed any such suggestions
a

as far as the military were concerned. The Preosecu-
b

tion quotes the interpellation by Diet member INADA, 

whereas INADA was not present when HUTO spoke, end, 

moreover the document relative to that speech was 
rejected by the Tribunal,

53. An unbiased reading of MUTO's speech
proves fiat there is not a. single sentence insisting

on the abolition of political parties and liberalism.

Yet it is contended by the prosecution that his speech

brought immediate results, such as Ambassador Ott's

concerning the stiffening of Japan» s attitude toward

Britain, Count ARIHA’s talk with KILO regarding the

(52. a. Ex. 3440, Tr. 32,968; Tr. 32,972:
Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,098-101. 

b. OO-23-4)
25
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merger of politiccl parties, and KONOYE's dining with
G

these, two persons. However, such events took piece 
becGuse of changes in the general situetion at home 
Gild abroad, end no reliable evidence has been produced 
to prove that the speech by MUTO brought about such 
events.

54. HUTO’s testimony on redirect examination 
renders this even more clecr, and it stends unrebutted. 
He showed that he attended that committee meeting in 
question at th'e request of the War Minister, who was 
unable to attend5 that he was never aware at any time 
of insistence on the part of the Army that there be
r. single politiccl party; rather, that the Army felt 
that a single party system would be tantamount to no 
politiccl parties at all and wot Id collapse through 
internal corruption; and that the army never insisted.

c
on the disbanding of a.ll politiccl parties. This
situation was also testified to by the witness OKADA,

b
one of the former leaders of the Seiyukr.i,

55. TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified that,
shortly after the reply of 25 November was received 
from Secretary Hull, to Foreign Minister TOGO'S 
proooscl^ at a meeting of Bureau Chiefs of the v'ar 
(53. OO-23-4
( 5 4 .  a .  Tr. 33,273-4 

b. Tr. 17,741-2)
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Ministry ;:UTO said that if J a p a n  adopted'"the proposal 
1 of the United f ta tes it would result in a. general ex-
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haustion of Japan's resources, and f general collapse.
He testified also that at f. meeting in the War Ministry
on 9 December 1941 MUTO said that the dispatch of
Ambassador KURUSU and the Tatsute Krru was nothing

b
nore than a camouflage. He also testified that at
a meeting of bureau chiefs on or about 27 November
1941 MUTO read a document entitled "Principle Reasons
Alleged for the Commencement of Hostilities Against

c
the U.S.A. and Britain." This is entirely false
testimony by TANAKA, as is shown by the testimony
of the witness MIKI, then C ,ief of the Medic: 1 Affairs
Bureau, who also attended the same meeting. Î.IIKI,
after testifying that what TANAKA stated was untrue,
added that on 9 December 1Ç41 all the bureau chiefs
did not assemble in the diningroom, as they were all 

d
too busy.

56. MUTO himself flatly denied the above 
claims of TANAKA, saying that he understood the dis
patch of KURUSU to /merica was a step sincerely taken. 
He knew nothing regarding the dispatch of the Ta.tsuta
((55. e. Tr. 15,868

b. Tr. 15,071
c. Lx. 1175, Tr. 10,362
d. Ex. 3447, Tr. 33,056)

1t
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________________ ____ ________ _ ____ c.
I-r.ru, which had no connection with ~f hc‘ inistcT^------

57. It is suggested thc.t it is evidence- of 

participation in a conspiracy thet 'IUT0 attended 

Liaison end Imperial Conferences end the Investigating
c.

Committee of the Privy Council. It is quite- clear 

that this is wrong, end that he attended such con
ferences only in the capacity of a secretary or ex

plainer. He had no voice, and no right to sign the 
resolutions decided ucon. On cross-examination he wes 
asked how it was possible for such a high-ranking

officer to do such insignificant work, and this
b

suggestion was repeated in the summation. As compared 

to the high officials v/ho were members of such con

ferences, the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau 

was insignificant. The ranks which he held at the 

tine were less than corresponding ranks in most other 

armies, and it was not at all unnatural that he attended 

to miscellaneous matters as a secretary or administra

tive official. Does the prosecution contend that dis

cussions on such high levels in any other country w*uld 

be rttended by some lowly private or non-c®mmissioncd 

officer? It would be an absurd contention; yet that is 

the implication found in their cross-examination.

(56. a. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33125*
(57. a. Tr. 16,800; Ex. 3480, Tr. 33*673-4; Tr. 16,873 

b. Tr. 33*130-1)
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--------- MUTO explained In detail about ~the an v.nge-----

monts at these conferences end the work of the secre- 
n Ü

taries. And Mr. YAMAMOTO, in explanation of tl|oir

duties, testified that they involved only clerical 

work, namely the "preparations, explanation and ad

justment ' of the draft, as well as the collection of 

the materials concerned." And he made clear that 

drafts discussed at such conferences were not written 

by the secretaries, but rather by the ministries con

cerned. "To collect and submit and distribute these 

drafts to the conference is what is meant by 'prepara

tion’." The decision of the conference was not made 
by a simple majority, but was continued until all 

views of the members present wore completely agreed, 

then all members present signed the dreft decided 
upon. But ". . .neither HOSHINO, MUTO nor OKA had

any right to express their opinions, to vote, nor
b

had they the right to sign the document."’ The sec

retaries at the Imperial Conferences had even less to 
do, simply distributing the documents prepared by the 

organ in charge; and, again, never signing the resolu

tions. As to the duties of the explainers at the 

Investigation Committee of the Privy Council, it

should be noted that, primarily, only political matters

58. a T. 33,269-70
b Ex, 3444, T. 33,016-8__________________________

I
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were to bo explained and only when technical explana

tion of details was required did the explainers speak

for the minister. MUTO was such an explainer, but
c

actually ne never explained even once. That was as 
he testified; and it is curious that throughout this 

trial the prosecution has never once been able to 

quote him at these conferences, or even to prove what 

subjects he allegedly discussed. The only remote ap

proach to such r thing was by a reference in the prose

cution’s summation which was later corrected by an 

errata sheet, since it apparently was based on a pro

posed exhibit which was never actually accepted by 
d

the Tribunal.

59. The accused T0J0 has given reliable and 

authoritative testimony on the matter of these con

ferences, showing that the cabinet was responsible 

for matters of administration, while matters of supreme 

command were the concern of the High Command* "The 

directors of the Military and Naval Affairs Bureau 
and the Chief Cabinet Secretory were to be present at

rs
C*

the conference, but they v/cre not responsible members." 

The prosecution assorts that, through cross-examination 

of TOGO, it has found evidence that MUTO took part in

58. c Ex. 3454, T. 33,097-8 
d 00-33-4

59. a Ex. 3000, T. 36,336-7
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the conference discussions* However, the testimony 
centered on HOSHINO; and, even os to him, his partici

pation was not os significant os is asserted; the pros

ecution obviously strains the point by giving a some

what elaborate explanation of what it means to take 

part in a debate. TOGO testified, however, only that 

HOSHIKO spoke as an explainer, within the limits of 

his duty, and never persisted in his point as the 

prosecution asserts. It is clear that TOGO does not 

recollect anything that MUTO said, and, as already 

noted, there is no evidence what soever that he v/as
c

an active debater, discussing matters of policy-making.

The fret that ho attended conferences, which is not

disputed, does not moan that he participated in a so-

called joint conspiracy.
60. It has been proved that MUTO did not

a
attend tho Imperial Conference of 2 July. Although

the prosecution originally claimed that he attended,

this was abandoned in the answer to our motion to dis- 
b

miss. In spite of this, the prosecution in its summa

tion again contends that he attended, demonstrating 

again the confusion and distortion in the claims against

59. b 00-81
c T. 36,085-6

60. c Ex. 1107, T. 10,140; Ex. 3480, T. 33,673-4 
b T. 16,873

l
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6l. The prosecution emphasizes tho iraportnnee 

of the functions of tho Chief of tho Military Affairs 
Bureau, and suggests that MUTO was what might be

a
called the "Chief of Staff of tho War Ministry."

It is further suggested that, even though he and

others attended conferences only in a secretarial

capacity, "they vyere all persons of much greater posi-
b

tion and influence than the word would imply." Further, 

it is said that he was a member of several boards and 

committees and that he "exercised directing or possi

bly controlling influence over domestic and interna

tional policies and politics, over propaganda and 

press control, and over military and naval action.

For instance, in Juno 1940 ho was with KOISO in a dis

cussion with the German Ambassador of various aggres- 
c

sivc schemes." The record does not support any such 

claims, unless it be the testimony of TABAKA, who was 

rumored to be a rival of MÜÏ0 at that time, and
YAMAZAKI, Shigeru, an officer attached to the P.O.W.

d
Administration Bureau. We have already demonstrated

e
the unreliability of TüKAKa 's testimony, and have

60. c 00-58
61. a 00-4

b T. 16,800
c Ex. 523, T. 15,870-1; 16,873
c. 00-4; 100

______a T. I5*86â=4______    .
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the? orosccution hns rotted- on it*-

i

li

As to YAMAZAKI, ho was not attached to the bureau when 

MUTO was the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau 

and he nay well have testified as he did in order 

that the P.O.W. Administration Bureau might not be 

involved in the responsibility for disregarding the 

organization and system of the War Ministry. Under 
such considerations, his testimony is highly suspect.

62. As to the authority of the Military Af

fairs Bureau and its chief, we submitted the affidavit 

of Colonel NISHIURA, who hrd long served with the bu

reau, was well acquainted with MUTO’s actions, and who

was at the same time generally admitted as an authority
a

on the subject of the bureau’s duties and functions.

He made it clear that the Chief of the Military Affairs

Bureau had exactly the some authority as other bureau

chiefs, within and without the War Ministry. As a

result it is clear that ho had no authority whatsoever1
in deciding important policies; he hes not boon shown 

even once to have given a decision on such matters. He 

merely acted as a subordinate to the V/nr Minister and 

discharged faithfully such duties as were placed upon 

him. It is apparent, too, that his duties required him 

to handle business between the General Staff and the

61. f T. 14,844-6
62. a Ex. 3439, T. 32,946-59

_____ I
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Wer Ministry, and to net rs spokesmen for the General
Staff in dealing with other government agencies.

63» It is insisted that MUTO often repro-
a

seated both the Army and Navy at the same time. This 
contention is based on the fact that he once gave an 
address on behalf of the Armjr and Navy at a meeting 
of the Imperial Rule Assistance Association. However, 
it had been agreed by the War and Navy Ministers that 
such addresses were to be given by representatives of
both ministries.

64. The prosecution exaggerates the point

stated by TANAKA that the War Ministry, particularly

the Military Affairs Bureau, had. authority to rule
a

the budget and thus control the General Staff. To
b

that assertion, MISKIURA's words are an adequate ansv/er. 

He explained that budget matters were the concern of 
the Military Administration Section; and that that 

section could never intentionally interrupt a plan of 

the General Staff, which v/ss thoroughly familiar with 

the amount of appropriations and the outline of their 

distribution. It is further alleged that MUTO acquired 

for the Army its necessary appropriations, but this

63. a 00-6
b T. 33,266

64. a T. 15,859-60
b Ex. 34-39, T. 32,956-7

j
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rXic is untrue. As shown in tho creanination ordi
nance, v:ith regard to the Arny appropriation, negotia

tions with the Finance Ministry were to be conducted
by the Chief of the Intendance Bureau, and, at cabinet

c
meetings, by the War Minister.

65» NISHIURA also makes clear that although 
MUTO was named to various committees of the cabinet or 
other ministries, this was equally true of all other 

bureau chiefs, for the purpose of liaison. The reso

lutions of such committees were not binding on the

ministries involved, and, as a matter of fact, those
\

named to the committees were rarely present, being
a

most often represented by e proxy. Anyone who occupied 

the post that MUTO did would likewise be appointed to 

such committees.

66. The prosecution further asserts .that MUTO
exerted remarkable influence on propaganda and control 

a
of newspapers. -This assertion must be based only on

b
v/hat TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified. Ills error has been

c
conclusively proved. TANAKa is apparently ignorant 
of the regulations with regard thereto. MUTO has given 
a thorough, detailed, and undisputed explanation of this
64. c 00-6; Ex. 74, Art. 25, p. 684
65. a Ex. 3439, T. 32,958
66. a T, 16,873 

b Ï. 15,871
c 3439, T. 3^948-9? Ex. 3454, T. 33^093, ' 

_________33+IQ8- _________  ____________-—
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matter, shoving that, during his tenure, the Military j 

Affairs Bureau took charge only of editing the 

"Tsuv/amono", an innocuous army weekly; that soon after 

the Second KOfcOYE Cabinet vas organized, all censor

ship and control of nev/spapers and magazines relating 

to the «rny were taken over by the Intelligence Bureau 

of the Cabinet; and thet the Chief of the Information 
Section of Imperial General Headquarters was not at 

all controlled as such by the Chief of the Military 

Affairs Bureau.
67. TALaKA, I'.yukichi, testified that, from

his ov/n "subjective view" and "from the side lines",
a

General TOJO was influenced by MUTO, and that the

Militär^’' Affairs Bureau promoted the idea of an alliance 
b

with Germany. He gave nothing concrete —  merely his

own opinion. Moreover, his testimony has been com-
c

pletely upset by cross-examination. - Ke testified that 

various bureau chiefs were treated equally by TOJO and 

that officers were never allowed to do anything outside 

his will 'or intentions. Further, Lieutenant General 

TidWiIux, Shinichi, confirmed that MUTO served most faith

fully, always respecting the instructions and orders

66. d Ex. 3454, T. 33,103-9
67. a T. 15,900

b T. 15,900-1
c T. 15,906-8$ 38,900
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of his superior, and remaining strictly v/ithin the
d

bounds of his actual duties,

68. V/e should like to refer to what MUTO
s.

testified regarding the above and to NISHIUTiA1 s affi

davit, in which he deposed that from the time General 
TOJO took the post of War Minister, no viev/s of the
Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau wore considered

b
on personnel matters, a s  a final consideration on

this subject, we point to the fact that MüTO, soon

after the outbreak of the Pacific Y/ar, was ordered to

make a trip to the southern region (in March 1942) and

upon his return was transferred to Sumatra, not return-
c

ing to Tokyo until the end of the war. Had he served 

as the "brain" of General TOJO, as stated by TANAKA, 

why would he have been transferred at the most criti

cal moment? General TOJO served for two years as 

Premier and War Minister after General MUTO was trans

ferred,
: THIS PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half

past one,
(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)

d T. 16,170-1
a Ex. 3454, T. 33,120-1
b Ex. 3439, T. 32,949
c Ex. 3454, T. 33,131

67.68.
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-  -----------  AFTERNOON SESSION |

r ia
t 24.

The Tribunal me.t, pursuant to recess, at
Z

3 1330.
<x 4 MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
L
u 5 Military Tribunal for the Far East is now In session.

a THE PRESIDENT: With the Tribunal's permission,
*  7 the atcused KAYA will be absent from the courtroom

8 the entire afternoon, conferring with his counsel.
9 Mr. Cole,
10

MR, COLE: May it please the Tribunal, I
11

resume at page 51, paragraph 69s1£
13 69. In its reply to the defense motion to

’ (a)
14 dismiss, and in summation, the prosecution refers to

15 exhibit 523 and alleges therefrom that MUTO was "with

16
&

KOISO in a discussion with the German Ambassador of
(b)

17 various aggressive schemes." But the exhibit itself
( O

18 warrants no such allegations. On the contrary, it
19 servos only to show how hard MUTO worked for peace
20 between Japan and China, and his recognition of the

(a)21 need to settle the China Incident. And MUTO's comment
22 shows that the date of the exhibit corresponds with the »
23

69. (a) OO-52-61.
24 (b) Tr. 16,873.

(c) Ex. 523, Tr. 6174-8.
25 (d) Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,115-6.

. . .  . . . .  . . .
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very time when opinlorFTn Ja pan wasT in favor oT asking-  

Germany to act as mediator. As for the French Indo- 

China reference, it was at the time when an agreement 

had been reached regarding transportation of materials 

to the Chungking Regime, and an Inspection Corps under- 

NISHIHARA had already departed for Indo-China. This 
did not involve MUTO’s personal opinions, "but a 

description of what was then really going on." The 

references to KOISO and MUTO have no connection with 

the talk with the German Ambassador either in point 

of time or place.

70. With regard to Japan’s advance into the
(a)

South Seas region, that is, particularly MUTO's

alleged connection with it, there is absolutely no
(b)

convincing proof. It is claimed that he was

appointed advisor of the South Seas Bureau of the

Overseas Ministry, requiring him to supervise the

detailed development of Japan's intrusion to the south.

According to the organizational regulation of that
(O

ministry, it was a nominal and powerless post, 

carrying no important duty. And there is no evidence, 

whatever that he attended any meetings or took part 

in their deliberations or decisions. The same is true

70. (a) 00-52-61.
(b) 00-56.
(c) Ex. 8 7, Tr. 684.
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of the allegation as to his appointment as a member of

the Establishment Committee of the South Seas Develop
ed)

ment Bank,
71. Now as to exhibit 3445, presented by the

prosecution. It was attempted to show that the document
(a) (b)

was drawn up by MUTO. In summation the prosecution

made the same attempt most pertinaciously. The document 

is a tentative draft of a demand for oil and other

materials in case either Plan A or B should be accepted 

by the United States. Because, on the cover, there is 

a pencilled notation, "From MUTO, Chief of the Military 

Affairs Bureau. YAMAMOTO," the prosecution erroneously 

urges that îîl7nû draw the plan. In fact, both in the 
questions and in the summation, they refer to it as 

"the MUTO plan" —  a term which is completely unjusti

fied by the evidence and is the prosecution's attempt 

to fasten on him the authorship of the document.

72. The testimony of both witness YAMAMOTO 
(a)

and MUTO prove the error of this supposition.
(b)

YAMAMOTO testified that when MUTO forwarded the docu

ment he explained that the General Staff had sent it 

with "very strong terms"; because of that, he was

70. (d) Ex. 118, Tr. 742.
71. (a) Tr. 33,037.

(b) 00-88-91a.
72. (a) Tr. 33,151-5.

(b) Tr. 33,043-4.
25
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sending it on for reference; that because of his efforts 

for the submission of Plans A and B, the General Staff 

was provoked and drew up the proposal partly to 

embarrass MUTO and as if giving "tit for tat." YAMAMOTO 

also testified that MUTO said that he was dismayed at 

that attitude of the General Staff.

73« It is only common sense to assume that 

the pencilled note on the cover of the document is an 

indication of the person who sent it to YAMAMOTO; 

surely if MUTO had originated it, it would not appear 

merely as a pencilled note. To know who (Originated 
the document, we have the clear-cut and totally undis

proved testimony of both MUTO and YAMAMOTO. The prose

cution contends that if, as claimed, TOGO had scolded 

YAMAMOTO for receiving the proposal, the Foreign Minis

try would not have marked it "top secret." But it 

must be obvious that such a notation would be affixed 

by the originating office, that is, the General Staff.

74. The contents of the document show plainly 

tnat it was drafted by those who disliked the negotia

tions between Japan and the United States. The prosecu

tion takes a peculiarly contradictory position by show

ing MUT0*3 influencing General SUGIYAMA to stop his 

opposition to the plan, and at the same time claiming 

that MUTO was the author of this exhibit in

I»II
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— — --- -— fsr)— ---------------------------------------------
question. KUTO’s sincerity in the matter of negotia

tions with America is vividly demonstrated by the testi

mony of Bishop Walsh, which will be discussed later.

75. The prosecution attaches importance to
(a)

MUTQ’s alleged participation in politics, especially
•

to his being a secretary to the Preparation Committee

on the construction of Prince KONOYE's new order.

But such assignments were a routine duty for the Military

Affairs Bureau. MUTO’s views on politics are disclosed

in the prosecution's own evidence from the HARADA
(b)

Memoirs in which he was quoted as saying that the

main characteristic of the new organization was that

of being an association of political parties, and,
because of that, it was not desirable for the army to

participate in it. MUTO also testified that military

men should not participate in politics, but that the

War Minister, being in the cabinet, must do so for

obvious reasons, and must have within his ministry a

means of carrying out the policies decided upon. The

Military Affairs Bureau was the bureau whoso task and

duty that was —  to carry out the decisions, but not
(O

to interfere in politics Itself.

74-. (a) 00-90.
75. (a) Tr. 15,900; 15,915-6.

. (b) Ex. 3809-A. Tr. 37,874-5.
(c) Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,122.

V
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76. On the basis of MUTO’s interrogatory,

it is alleged that he was always active in politics as

Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, but this is not
(b)

disclosed at all in the exhibit. As he stated on the 

stand, he was required as a matter of duty to study
(c)

political matters as they affected national defense.

77. It is further claimed that MUTO took part
in formulating the "Outline of the Fundamental National

(a)
Policy" of 26 July 1940. The fact is, however, that

the Military Affairs Section was ordered to draw up a

policy plan which was to be presented to the Premier

by Wer Ministre TOJO. This was submitted to the cabinet

conference, 5nd it was there that the so-called "Outline

of the Fundamental National Policy" was developed, the

suggestions of the Military Affairs Section being a part
(b)

of the materials considered for it. This fact clearly 

demonstrates three points: 1. That the draft from

the Military Affairs Section as a whole was not adopted 

for the final plan; 2. That MUTO, not being a cabinet 

member, was not present at the conference when the 

final plan was adopted; 3. That the draft from the 

Military Affairs Section was merely in the form of

76, (a) Ex. 255, Tr. 3435.
(b) 00-26A.
(c) Ex. 3454, Tr. 33,120.

77. (a) 00-30, 31-32.
_____Ü>)_ Tr ,_3j, 2 51-4.
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suggestions, drafted under orders from War Minister i

TOJO, and not at all the responsibility of MUTO. With 

regard to the allegation that he attended the Liaison 

Conference when this matter was discussed, it is pro

bably superfluous to observe that he was only a secre

tary, had no right to speak or vote, nor to affix his
(c)

signature. As regards these matters, the prosecution

quotes two statements, but we are at a loss to find 
' (d)

them anywhere in the record.

78. MUTO is claimed to have tried to dissolve

tho political parties and to organize a pro-militarist
(a)

party. It is mace clear by his testimony that the
claim is a d-.oiortioa of the facts. He testified that

the army had some interest in the new movement by

KONOYE, but had no idea of a single party, which would

be tantamount to no party at all and would lead to

political corruption: he further denied flatly that
(b)

he ever urged the dissolution of political parties.

The committee of secretaries above mentioned was a

group, ranking definitely below the cabinet members,

for the purpose of studying drafts made by other
(c)

organizations, but no plan was drafted by it. The

77« (c) Ex, 3444, Tr. 33,916-8; Ex. 3439, Tr. 32,958.
(d) 00-32,

78. (a) 00-33-38.
(b) 33,251-4.
(c) Tr. 33,259.
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prosecution, however, charges that MUTO tried to delete j

that part of KOIIOYE's announcement to the effect that

the "new order" was neither Nazism nor Fascism. MUTO
explained that, although he urged the cutting of the

original draft to half its length, he withdrew that

suggestion when he was informed that the original draft

had been made by KONOYE himself. The prosecution called
Cd)

that an excuse, both implausible and ridiculous. We

consider that it is quite plausible that a soldier

should want to avoid wordiness, and to claim that this
pro/es him a believer in Nazism or Fascism is in itself

implausible and ridiculous. As is evident from MUTCfs
(e)

words before trie Diet committee, he advocated that 

Japan should not adopt occidental totalitarianism. And 

he had no contact with KONOYE so far as the drafting 

of the constitution was concerned.
79* Next, as to the evidence offered regarding 

the talk between Captain TAKAGI and HARADA, which 

appears in the HARADA Memoirs, the prosecution con

tended that MUTO said he would have the political

parties dissolved, organize pro-military parties, and
(a)

make KONOYE a robot of the military circles. It must 

be fresh in the minds of the Tribunal that the decision

78. (d) 00-36.
(e) Ex. 3440, Tr. 32,966-73.

79. (a) 00-37.
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of the language board proved that only one slight portion I 

of that excerpt was the quotation of MUTO, the rest
(b) I

being the opinions of either TAKAGI or HARADA. In 

that quotation, MUTO stated that the military's parti

cipation in a politically-tinged group was undesirable; 

and this has been his consistent belief.
80, We have demonstrated in the foregoing that 

MUTO had no aim or intention of any kind concerning a 

conspiracy, and that no act of conspiracy has been shown. 

Throughout his whole military career he never held 

command responsibility except for the period in Sumatra, 

and as to period no crimes were committed under

his jurisdiction. At all other times he has simply 

observed a soldier's duty of carrying out the assign

ments given to him. We take due cognizance of Article 6 
\

of the Tribunal's Charter, which states that "Neither 

the official position, at any time, of an accused, nor 

the fact that an accused acted pursuant to an order of 

his government or of a superior shall, of itself, be 

sufficient to free such accused from responsibility 

for ary crime with which he is charged." But we contend 

that faithful attention to duty, and the lack of command 

responsibility must, in all fairness, play the major part

in a consideration of charges against a professional 
military man.___________
79. (b) Tr. 37,874-5; 37*979. . '

* s- • ■
V;
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^81...Furthornofïï^ thJrTTs strong, undisputed j

testimony, of en uninpee.chablo cher actor, that 11UT0

devoted himself to a successful conclusion of thu

negotiations with America Curing this period in the

Military Affairs Bureau. This testimony includes the
c. ♦

affidavits of Bishop Walsh of Maryknoll, General 
b.

IV'AKURO, who assisted Av'bassador NOMURA, Mr. YAMA- 
ô *

MOTO, of the American Bureau in the Foreign Office,
G.

and Colonel ISHII, who dealt with diplomatic 

natters, as they affected the army, in the Military 

Affairs Section under MUTO.
82. Bishop Walsh, whose integrity and 

motives can hardly be questioned, in concert with 

the late father Drought made efforts to bring the 
Japaneso-American negotiations to a successful con
clusion. Hu testified that UJTO was deeply concerned 

about, and earnestly exerted himself for the mainte

nance of peace between Japan and the United States; 

that their joint efforts proved to be dangerous for 

both; and that, when ho returned to America with 
Premier KONOYE’s letter to President Roosevelt, MUTO 

provided him with a letter of safe conduct, which

81. a. Ex. 3441, T. 32978.
b. Ex. 3442, T. 32992.
c. Ex. 3444, T. 33016.
d. Ex. 3480, T. 33674.

J

25
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proved to be of practical use. Bishop V'rlsh's 

testimony was of such convincing force and sincerity 

that the pros mention coulé do nothing but to ignore* 

it.

83. V'itness YAIwUIOTO testified tlir.t ÎUTO 

had considerable anxiety in adjusting and softening the 

strong opinion of sor.’.e of the nilitary, ~nd always
Cl •

'ishod the negotiations to succeed.

8-r. rritness F'AKURO testified that on 15 

April I94I a tentative draft of an understanding be

tween Japan and Arerica was handed to Secretary Hull 

by Avibassador NOIIURA and. was reported to the Japanese 

Foreign Ministry and to TOJO. “IdüTO was very delighted
Cl •

•'t this and sent no a telegran of thanks.'• This

was confirned by the testimony of Lieutenant Colonel

ISHII, who said, that upon receipt of word of the draft
b.

of an understanding LUTO was Very nuch pleased.

I1?TAKURA further testified th't when he told. 11UT0 that

thi.ru was a good possibility of success in the nego- -
c.

tintions, IITJTO was very delighted. Prow all of 

these undisputed facts, iîüTO's sincoritjr becories 

abundantly clear. \
82. a. Ex.’ 3441, T. 32986-7; Ex;“3441«A, T...32991.
83. n. Ex. 3444, T. 33018.
8a % .c. Ex, 3442 y T. 32998.

b. Ex. 3480, T. 33676.
c. Ex. 3442, T. 32999.
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85. The prosecution oroducod a. telegram 
which was sont te IY/AKURO bÿ 1UTO ant1, which obviously 
stated the views of the c.rv.iy —  not his personal views. 
That, r.s wo have shown, was his duty; ant! he a shoe! to

ÉI

bo kept advised of developments in the negotiations.
The prosecution has attempted to show that these
were instructions 5 but it should be remembered that
IWAKURO was an assistant to -Ambassador N01ÏÏJRA, ant1.
took his instructions from hin. MUTO hat! no authority

b .
in such natters. IWAICURO * s efforts in America
were criticised, as resulting fron an intrigue of the 
G er ran-1 tnD i an group of the array, but this is obviously 
incorrect. Ant! there is no question as to the reason 
for his return to Japan: he requested it, and it was
arranged because certain officials objected to 
assistance to NOLURA by anyone who was not fror: the 
Foreign Office.

86. Colonel ISHII also gave undisputed 
testinony regarding IIUTO's efforts regarding the

0 I
negotiations, He rebuked a military attache in 
Berlin for reddling in strictly diplomatic natters; 
he expressed the opinion that the war should not be 
allowed to spread to the Pacific, regardless of the
85. a. Ex. 3443, T. 33010-12. b. T. 33002-4.
86. 0. Ex. 348O, T. 33676-8I.
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Tripp.rtito Pr.ct; that diplomatic negotiations must 

succeed at no netter what cost; that he cooperated 

with tho Foreign Ministry in attempts to noct America's 

wishes, nade strenuous offerts to avert war, prepared 

to attend the proposed XON OYS -ROC SF V.. XT talks, and 

said that war should be averted at all costs. All 

this testimony renains uncontrovertod• It is convinc

ing throughout, and substantiates ïiTJTO's natives in 

everything he did,
8 7, ~s to the document which was drafted at

a conference attended by ÏUT0 and OKA, held at the

residence of the Foreign Minister on 6 September,

the prosecution has erroneously contundod that it was

drafted by those two alone, and that Japan made no
a.

concessions. But the testimony of ISHII shows that

Japan had. a very con.pronising attitude and. that

actually nany concessions were made in the draft by
b.

tho TOJO Cabinet,
88. Concerning tile circumstances which

brought about the fall of the Third XONOYE Cabinet in

October I94I, the prosecution produced the document

called "Facts Pertaining to the Resignation of the

87. a. Fx. 3480, T. 33680.
b. DD 3IOO, Gon. Summation, Jan ânes e-Areri can 

Negotiations, Para. 55-56.



This wrs written personallyThird XONOYE Cabinet

by Prince KONOYE, and doronstratos lUTO's sincere ,

effort to avoid war by attempting to nr.ko thu Navy's
attitude clear, and thus to control certain elements
in tho r.rny, This fret is r.lso recognizee! in tho

prosecution's r.nsuer to tho ration to dismiss in
b.

regard to the accused. OKA. MUTO testified fully on 
c.

the meter, showing thet his rtter.pt to ret n clenr

str.tonent of the Navy's attitude w~s for the purpose

of more effectively dealing with the Genorr.l Staff

■‘.ric™. the aggressive elements vithin the rrmy. This

testimony is confirmed in statements of Prince KONOYE,

quoted in the Report on the Pearl Hr.rbor Attack,
cl.

published by the Uni tec1. States Government.

89, ’ îtness If HI I told how ÎÎUTO urged V'ar 

Minister TO.TO that the negotiations should, succeed 

rnd that the; China Incident should be settled ; that 

I/TJTO induced General SUGIYAÏ 1A to cer.se his opposition 
to the proposed A and B Pirns of TOGO5 that he thought 

Arericr would, agree to that plan* and. that he was
ot.* •

criticized, for being werk-kneed.
90, The prosecution has strongly contended

88. a. Ex, 1148, T. 10265.
b. T. 16Ç7I.
c. Ex. 3454, T. 33104-5.
d. Ex. 3446, T. 33050-I, 33162-4.

.85Lt_it*-JUx..3-480, T.. 33681-3.
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G e n e r a l  SUGIYAHÄ* s change of nine*, is convincing
evidence of General IAJTO's attitude and influence*
Eut it is the duty of a good «rinlor of fie r to liston

to and to at.opt opinions expressed by his subordinates

if he thinks those opinions are right and adequate.

This instance cannot reasonably bo considered against

HUTO$ on the contrary, it shows his sincere attitude

toward the negotiations. The prosecution argues that

he expressed no objection to his senior’s opinion on

other occasions. According to the prosecution theory,

'hen one’s opinion is accepted he can be considered

influential, ("nd thus guilty, in the prosecution’s

nind) and /run he ke.ps silence he is also charged
with guilt. If that be true, how could a nan ever at

an}' tine be guiltless?
91. For his groat eagerness for successful

negotiations with Anerica, HUTO was regarded as weak-

kneed by some grouos, and as a consequence his life
a.

was sonetivi.es in danger. He was therefore guarded 

by the police, as was testified to even by the prosecu

tion witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, who was Chief of the
b.

Military Service Bureau at the tine.

9?, After the outbreak of war, ITJTO was

91. a. Ex. 3454, T. 33103. 
b. T. 15919.

';Y*u

mim
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General SUGIYAHA's change of nine’, is convincing 

evidence of General MUTO's attitude and. influence.
Eut it is the duty of a good «rtnior offic» r to listen 

to an;1 to adopt opinions expressed by his subordinates 

if he thinks those opinions are right and adequate.

This instance cannot reasonably be considered against 

I-iUTO; on the contrary, it shows his sincere attitude 

toward the negotiations. The prosecution argues that 

he expressed no objection to his senior's opinion on 

other occasions. According to the prosecution theory, 

’ hen one's opinion is accepted he can be considered 

influential, ("nd thus guilty, in the prosecution's 

nind) and >hjn Vie lce.ps silence he is also charged 
with guilt. If that be true, how could a nan ever at 

any tine be guiltless?
91. For his groat eagerness for successful

negotiations with Arier ica, Î1ÜT0 was regarded as weak-

kneed by some groups, and as a consequence his life
a.

was sovietiv’es in danger. He was therefore guarded 

by the police, as was testified to even by the prosecu

tion witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, who was Chief of the
b.

Military Service Bureau at the tine.

92. After the outbreak of war, ITJTO was

91. a . Ex. 345-'-5 T. 33IO3 . 
b. T. 15919.
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anxious that it bo torninrtod! innodiatvly. On Nov;
Year* s day, 1942, ho told Foreign Linistor TOGO that 

Tong tho people there ’To-vailed an atmosphere of 

victory, .".ml that such r. condition vas Tongern us ; that 

the war -if'vl' bo extremely difficult, and something 

should bo don... to bring about it s termination as soon 

as "'ossiblo5 and ho roquosto’ TOGO, in considering his 
olans, to u'lm those which would bring about tho

* oc. •
o.’.rliost possible termination of tho war.

9 3. ks mentioned above, it is ~n undeniable 
fact tho.t IIITO exerted earnest offerts, sometimes 

risking his Life, to ovoid war with America. Tho 

prosecution unwillingly admits thr.t "ITJTO right hr.vo 

boon thror.tonod. by some elements in Japan for whet 

they consider, d. his w o ’k~bn0vv. attitude toward tho 

United States.” But th..y rngUo t hat there? v;rs no 

essential différence between the actions of tho ultra- 

nationalist ulonunt and Ifü 0* s , except in point of 

method, comparing him to 2 ’or.vily-armed thug who 

smilingly demands what ho '»ants from his vie tin; it is 

even contended that those v;uj*v tile methods ho employed

in his negotiations with Bishop ^alsh and Father Drought! 
op " T. 73177-9.
93: T. 15^3, 15919, 33IO3 .. 00-91.

h . 00-91, 3*. 3441, T. 32Ç.7Ç-90.

b.
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This would to bu the ultimate in sophistry.
Even after a. lone ''•ne1 deadly v/a.r, Bishop Y'a.lsh took

p •’ins to forward his affidavit hure, praising IIUTO in 

the highest turns. Kis integrity one! fact of Father 

Drought ha.vo never been questioned, and it is a. woll- 

knovm fact that Father Drought participated in draft

ing the preliminary American-Japanese understanding 
c.

of 12 Hay 1941.

.94. Regarding the alleged preparations for

war, the contention is node that SUGIYAIiA, Chief of

tho General etaff, issued instructions to TANAKA,

Shinichi, Chief of the Operations Department of

General Ilea." gear tors, to begin preparations for

operations, . nd that î,TUT0 is responsible therefore
b.

because he allegedly knew about the instructions.

As a. ratter of fact, the Chief of the military Affairs 
Bureau, buing outside the line of the High Command, 

had no direct connection whatever with operations plans.

95. Attempts are ua.de to charge EUTO with 
guilty knowledge of several matters, but there is no 

uv id once of these clairs and th-y amount, once more, 

to surmise, insinuation and innuendo. This statement 

applies to the reference to the printing of money for

93. c. Lx. 3442, T. 32997; T. 10855; Lx. 1070,
T. 989I; Lx. 1059, T. 9851.

94. c. OO-63, T. 16145; b. 00r*64s T. 16145.
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use in occupied territories; participation in thu

activities of thu Total War Research Institute, and

thvi alleged fortification by the navy of tho mandated

islant's in tho South Seas, on which there is not tho
b •

slightest evidence connect of. with îîUTO. Nor foes
c.

he havo responsibility for rough frafts on diplomatic 
affairs, frnftof by subordinate officers, when neither 

his signature, seal nor any rarlt of approval appears 

thereon. As to th.. printing of military currency,
I

two points shoulf be considered as of prime signifi

cance. First, îUTO’s signature and seal appear no

where in the document; it was not signet, by him.

Second, as is clear from page 1 of tho document, it 

crî'e from an entirely different bureau, the Intendance 
Bureau, and was directed to tho Financial Bureau of 
tho I (inis try of Finance, v/hot kind of proof is this

t «
that iiUTO had "guilty knowledge" of it?

95. a. 00-67.
b. 00-67a, b.
c. OO-69.
d. Ex. 852.
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96. The prosecution states the importance of
considering whether MUTO knew of the secret operational

(a
plans against Pearl Harbor, Singapore, and other points

and offered four arguments, all of which prove inadequate

The first is that he was Chief Secretary of the Military
(b)

Council. The council, however, as shown bv its
(c)

organization, was not informed 01“ top-secret

operational plans. The second ergunent relates to the
(d)

testimony of Lieutenant General TANAKA, Shinichi,

saying that he was ordered ojr SUGIYAMa to write the

order for preparations fer thç possible outbreak of war

to the commander of the South Seas region, and which
required the signatures of War Minister TOJO, Vice-

Minister KIMUBA and Military ilffairs Bureau Chief MUTO.

But it is true, as stated by T.AÜAXA on cross-examination,

that MUTO's was not a Signatare of approval on the part
of the Military Affairs Bure; uv but simply for the prompt

execution of business thereafter. MUTO’s testimony was

to the same effect, and there remains no evidence to
(e>

dispute its truth.
97. Thirdly, in connection with the unsworn 

statement of Major Merrill, he claimed that MUTO said 

(96. (a) 00-94.
(b) 00-95. , ,
(c) Ex. 3645, T. 35616.
(d) T. I6I69-7O, 00-96.

T

:v\.: f •„ • • - '

'a- . : v •
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that probably the situation could not be settled without
resort to arms, and that, if they could not be, the two

(a)
might meet in Manila in six weeks. Even if this
were true —  and it has been substantially disproved —

it does not prove any guilty knowledge as to operational

plans. Taken with all of MUTO's other words and acts,

it is another demonstration of the eager sincerity of

an honest and straightforward military man. The true

facts of the conversation are as testified to by
(b)

NAKAMURA, Masao. And as is quite generally known, 

it is a Japanese custom never to express dates by a 

certain number of weeks. The prosecution asserts that 

MUTC denied having had an interview with Merrill; but 

he was referred to as major, whereas at the time Merrill 

was a captain, and MUTO testified to an interview with 

a young American captain, denying however, as alleged, 
that he had ever invited a military attache to his 

office.
98. Fourthly, how can it be claimed -- even

if true, which it obviously is not —  that MUTO’s saying j
that General TOJO had become a hero on 8 December 1941

is proof that MUTO had been informed of operational
(a)

plans? This, again, was TANAKA’s testimony. MUTO 

(97. (a) 00-97.
(b) Ex. 3884, T. 38714; Ref. Ex. 74, Art. 12, T. 6i 

98. (a) 60-98 . ) ------ ------------------------ ----------
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knew from Imperial General Headquarters the general 

outline of war plans, but knew nothing of the Navy's 
plans to attack Pearl Harbor. The same must be said 

with regard to his testimony that MUTO called the des

patch of Ambassador KURUSU and the Tatsuta Maru a matter
of mere camouflage. It is as Lieutenant General MIKI,

(b)
Chief of the Medical Bureau, testified that all of

TANAKA's testimony is false. There has been no attempt
to rebutt, and it is plainly true. That TOJO had become

(c)
a hero was in fact what TANAKA himself told MUTO,

And when TANAKi. was asked if he told TOMINAGA, Chief

of the Personnel Affairs Bureau, that TOJO had become a

hero, he appeared confused, and after hesitation replied
(d)

that he had no recollection of having said it. If 

this question were based on untruth, it is reasonable 
to assume that TANAKA would have denied it promptly and 
vehemently.

99. With regard to the drafting of the declar
ation of war, the prosecution argument is based solely 

on his interrogation at Sugamo, the correctness of which 

MUTO denied under oath, to the effect that it had been 
formulated by MUTO, OKA, and HOSHINO. But MUTO stated 

under oath that any Imperial edicts of such nature were

(98. (b) Ex. 3447, T. 33055-6.
(c) Ex. 3454, T. 33124.

_______(d) T. 15920.) ____________________________

:
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required to be prepared by the Cabinet; and that he and
(a)

OKA only furnished HOSHINO with reference material.
INADA, a witness for the accused HOSHINO, made two

drafts for an Imperial Rescript, one to be used in case

the negotiations succeeded and the other in case they 
Cb)

failed. There was no rebuttal on this point, either. 

And repeatedly throughout this trial the accuracy of the 

interpreters who participated in the interrogations at 

Sugamo has been questioned. They surely cannot stand 

up against sworn testimony, subject to cross-examination 

from the witness box.
ICO. Vie have thus far demonstrated that MUTO

had no part in an alleged conspiracy. Our argument

applies likewise to the "opening and prosecution of

aggressive war." It is true that he was Chief of the

Military Affairs Bureau at the commencement of the

Pacific Y/ar and continued there until around 20 March

1942. The responsibility for opening and prosecution of

the war was that of the Army General Staff or the

Imperial Headquarters. But MUTO was a member of neither

attending, if at all, merely as an attendant of the 
(a)

War Minister. The testimony of the accused TOJO make

clear the nature of those conferences and the execution

(9 9 . (a )  0 0 -9 2 : E x .  3454, p a r .  2 8 , T .  3 3 1 2 5 -6 .
(b )  E x .  3220, T .  29199.

—100 .— (a ) E x .  3000, T .  36336-7-, 3 6 1 9 2 -3 .)________________
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of their decisions. MUTO had no voice in such confer

ence fj as has been clearly shown heretofore. What MOTO 

did do was faithfully to carry out his assignments. His 

conduct went not one step beyond the limits of what is 

regarded in any country in the world as the proper 

performance of a soldier. Whoever might have held the 
same position, no one could have expected acts other 

than those which he performed.
101. Next I should like to consider the matter 

of command responsibility, for the reason that the lack 

of it in his case makes the question particularly applic

able. The prosecution, in its summation, has conjured up 

a category of persons, aside from those who had final 

responsibility, such as state ministers, "who had the 

duty or responsibility for policy formulation in a 

subordinate or intermediate capacity," and has taken
(a)

as an example the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau. 

However, despite the provisions of the Charter, of which 

we are well aware, it has long been held that inter

mediaries are not held responsible for an act of duty 

under orders of their superiors, unless such act is 
plainly and clearly criminal. The prosecution itself, 

being unable to ignore the principle, says, "There is, 

unforunately, a tendency in modern political thinking to 

(101. (a) K-5, 9.)
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overlook the importance of this intermediate group in 
the formulation of government policy and to impose sole

(h!
liability upon the persons with ultimate responsibility."

102. The prosecution now suggests the abolition 
of this established principle, and to apply criminal 
responsibility to such persons also. But such a pro
posal, aside from giving complete disregard of the

♦
principle of ex post facto, is dangerous simply from 
the practical point of view. The principle of imposing 
responsibility only upon the person who has the power of 
decision, and not upon those who perform their duties 
in conformity to orders received, is indispensable for 
the functioning of a modern state. If the commander and 
the commanded are regarded on the same level, and held 
equally responsible, no one will be willing to obey 
orders. The theory of exempting such intermediary 
persons from responsibility is thus not to be regretted, 
but rather considered a source of security. The 
prosecution, while contending for the responsibility of 
intermediate persons, states that if such a person shows 
"that in the particular instance he had nothing to do 
with the specific act or that the policy accepted was in 
fact opposed by him and contrary to that which he

(a)
counselled," then he might be exempt from responsibility.
(1 0 1 . (b) K - 9 .  I

1 0 2 1— £a )  K - 9 . ) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J
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The fact that MUTO, as we have shown, did his best to 

preserve peace, but that, with all his efforts, it was 

impossible to avoid war, must bring him within the scope 

of exemption from responsibility as admitted by the 

prosecution.
103. It is maintained by the prosecution that, 

on the occasion of the interrogation at Sugamo, MUTO 

said that he had always held the same opinion as TOJO.

But plainly what he meant by "holding the same opinion" 

(and this was added by the monitor) was that he con

formed to what he was told to do; the key to his 

activities is in recognition of his life as a genuine 

soldier.
104. It is contended that MUTO was interested

(a)
in political affairs. He simply stated that he felt
obliged to study political affairs in order to perform

(b)
his duties efficiently. And as a matter of fact,

after holding the post of Chief of the Military Affairs

Bureau for some time, he desired a change of assignment

and applied for it several tines to the Chief of the

Personnel Affairs Bureau and others. MUTO stated that

he also specifically asked for a transfer at a meeting

attended by the War Minister, Vice-Minister and Chief
(c)

of the Personnel Bureau. This was verified by the

(104. (a) 00-26a._______________ (c) Ex. 3454, T, 33119.)
(b) Ex. 3454, T. 33120.
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witness NODA, thon Chief of the Personnel Bureau;

though no action was taken because it was considered
(d)

inadvisable at that time. In the above connection, 

it is necessary to discuss briefly the prosecution's 

contention that, in case one could not agree with his 

minister's view, he should either resign or assume
(o)

responsibility for his conduct of official duties.

Only TANAKA's testimony was relied on as the basis of 
(f)

this contention to the effect that there had been a

case where a bureau chief had differed with the minister
and had resigned. But on cross-examination at an

earlier stage of the trial, when asked if it were not

true that officers on the active list could not resign,

except for illness, even though they had opinions opposed
(g)

to those of the minister, he said, "Yes, as you say."

This is unquestionably correct, and has been shown by

numerous defense witnesses. For instance, witness
YOSHIF, when asked under what circumstances an officer

could resign, said that except on account of illness,

under which he could not continue his work, no other
(h)

reason was recognized. As we pointed out in opening 

the individual defense, resignation in the Japanese Army

(104. (d) T. 29398.
(e) T. 16795-6.
(f) T. 15900.
(g) T. 2101-2.

(h) T. 34388.

■ -If 'ït'i-yi: '
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was peculiarly and traditionally impossible and this I 
is most worthy of the Tribunal's consideration. MUTO's 
request for a transfer was realized soon after the out
break of the Pacific War. On his return from an 
inspection trip, 12 April 1942, he was advised of his
appointment to command the Imperial Guard Division in

( j)Sumatra and he left Tokyo around 24 or 2? April. We 
wish to draw the Tribunal's special attention to the fact 
that MUTO was transferred from the post of Chief of the 
Military Affairs Bureau at a most crucial period and 
transferred to a far-distant post. It can reasonably 
be assumed that if he were as important and influential 
a person as the prosecution claims, he would not have 
been transferred from Tokyo, to one of the quietest 
sectors of the war.

105. We proceed to the question whether MUTO
had any responsibility for ordinary war crimes,
especially maltreatment of prisoners of war and other
alleged atrocities. Our contention on this point is
simple: In the first place, prisoners of war came under

0
the War Minister's jurisdiction only after they had been 
transferred from Imperial Headquarters, and moreover, 
the Military Affairs Bureau was not the office in charge

25 (104. (i) T. 32934.
(j) Ex. 3454, T. 3313I.)

I
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of their management. For this purpose there existed

special organs called the Prisoner of War Administrator

Bureau and Prisoners of War Information Bureau. This

has been made clear in the general summation. MUTO has
(a)

given accurate testimony on it. FISHIURA, an

authority on the Army system, also gave testimony in 
( b)

detail. The accused T0J0, the person most highly

responsible for military administration and later

command also, gave authoritative testimony as to the
(c)

truth of our ccntention.

(105. (a) Ex. 3454, T. 33127.
(b) Ex. 3098, T. 27694-702.
(c) Ex. 3000, T. 36412-3.)

ém
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106. What is more important is the fact 

that curing the period when MUTO occupied the post ns 
2dhief of the Military Affairs Bureau, plans for the
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landling of POW were in an undeveloped state and

jroblems such as maltreatment had not arisen, or, if
they had, it did not come to his knowledge. MUTO*s

(a)
testimony is clear and unrefuted on this point, 

ie states that the War Prisoners Control Department 

(Administration) was established toward the end of 

läarch 1942; but this was done v:hen he was absent, owing 

to his inspection trip in the southern area. He was 

informed of it later.
107. The prosecution attempts to hold him

responsible for alleged atrocities in Singapore, Hongkong,

ilanila, Bataan pne; elsewhere in the early stages of
(a.)

the Pacific War. . But those offenses occurred in 
the course of battles, end if there is responsibility 

it is on field commanders or finally the Chief of the 

jenerel Staff. They have no connection with the 
Military Affairs Bureau of the War Ministry. Except 

or perhaps ten or twelve days, iüUTO was absent from 
Tokyo from about 20 March 1942 until after the capituletio^; 

L06. (a) Ex. 3454, T. 33,128
L0 7. (0) 00-100-3
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during that long period he at no time had o post
(b)

V

with the Central Government. He further testified

that up to the time he left Tokyo, pirns for handling

war prisoners were not yet laid, since the Imperial

Headquarters had made no authentic report and the

problems of transportation, housing, etc. were under

investigation. No study hod been made at all as to
POW labor. And he knew of no protests from any

country during his tenure as director.

108. It is contended that MUTO must have
(a)

read the secret diary of the Imperial Headquarters

concerning the incident at Singapore in February and 
(b)

March 1942, but ns to this pure surmise he testified 
that he had never seen it, had no seat in the Imperial

(c)
Headquarters, and had no right to see such a document.

The prosecution has failed completely to show ony 
connection of MUTO to the alleged atrocities. When 

the Bataan ’’Death March" occurred, he was no longer 

Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, and even if he 

were, the responsibility could not possibly have 

rested on him. We have pointed out, responsibility 

for offenses committed in the field rests on the field 
commanders. Even if the War Minister had been responsible

107. (b) Ex. 3454, T. 33,128-9
108. (a) Ex. 476, T. 5624
” (b) 00-102

Ifc
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for offenses in the field, which he was not, the 
blame would have rested, not on the Chief of the 
Military Affairs Bureau, but on the Chief of the 
Military Service Bureau, TANAKA, Ryukichi, as is

(d)
seen from the Ordinance of Military Organization 
previously referred to, MJTO*s complete and absolute 
disconnection with POW offenses is plain.

III. SUMATRA
109, He arrived in Medan, Sumatra, on

11 Ma.y 194-2 and assumed command of the Imperial 
, (a)

Guard Division. As he testified, it was the first 
time in his thirty years* life as a soldier that he 
had ever had a responsible post with a certain decisive 
power, and that period ended when he left Sumatra in 
1944.

110. Alleging the commission of atrocities 
against POW and civilian internees in Sumatra, the 
prosecution attempts to incriminate MUTO on the sole 
ground that he was a divisional commander stationed 
there. However, no reference whatever has been made 
to connect him with any such offenses. There are good 
reasons for this silence. While he was in Sumatra, 
military discipline and morale were most strictly
108. (d) Ex. 74, Art. 14
109. (a) Ex. 3454, T. 33,131
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maintained so that no problems arose between his

soldiers and the natives, interned enemy nationals

or ?0¥/. Especially in the light of the fret thrt

rdministration of POW and interned civilians did not

come under his control, it is impossible to attribute
to him any legal responsibility in this connection.

The above has been made clear, in addition to MUTO's
affidavit, by the testimony of KOSHI, Saburo and

(a)
OHIRA, Hideo. His duty was to defend Northern
Sumatra. Military administration was in the charge

of the military administrative organs which were

stationed in v.;ory province and were under the direct

control of the 25th Army; and between military ^

administration and defense, a clear line was drawn.

That MLTTOfs sole duty was defense vias borne out by
(c)

the testimony of OHIRA, his Chief of Staff. He
further makes clear, in full detail, that MUTO had

no duties nor responsibility for either POW or civilian
(d) (e)

internees. dUTO states that while he was in 

Sumatra there were no hostilities and, accordingly, 

no war prisoners taken; nor did he ever employ war 
prisoners for labor, although other units did so employ 

them.

110. (a) Ex. 3095, T. 27,655; Ex. 3450, T. 33,06l
» (b) Ex. 3454, T. 33,131-2
" (c) Ex. 3450, T. 33,062-3--- (d)_Ex-3 4 5 0 , T. 33,063*4------------ ----
» (e) Ex. 3454, T. 33,132-3

*
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111. On the mrtter of military morale 
and. discipline, OHIRA stated that array statistics on 
crime showed that the 25th Array's discipline was the 
most strict, me! that of all the units under the 25th 
Army, the Second Imperial Guard Division gave the best 
showing; further that he recalled no complaint 
regarding any misconduct of members of the division. 
I.LTO testified to the absence of complaints, even

(a)

though he ordered distinctive markings for his division,
(b)

which could be racognized at a glance.
112. Lastly, in this connection, we must

refer to the v.ness KOSHI. He was described in the
testimony of prosecution witness Leenheer as a
Japanese who tried, his best to "relieve the women

(a)
internees there of their suffering." And at the
time when he left for Japan, he was especially given
a farewell address by an English prosecutor expressing
"our deepest gratitude for your treatment of us European

(b)
people during the war." He vias the Assistant Resident
of the Easi: Coast Residency in Sumatra from August

Cc)
1942 to August 1945.

113, He appeared before this Tribunal as a
111. (n) Ex. 3450, T. 33,064-5
" b Ex. 3454Î T. 33 133

112. (a) T. 13,750 ’
" (b) Ex. 3695. T. 27,667
" (c) T. 27,65&

-a
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witness in the general phase and stated that he rust
say that he ov:ec "all his honor to the guidance and
instruction given by Division Commander MUTO" for

(a)
his faultless conduct during war tine. We

(b)
respectfully refer the Tribunal to his testimony 
which specifically details the advice given him by 
MUTO.

IV. TKE PHILIPPINES 
114, Finally, we must consider MUTO's 

activities in the Philippines as Chief of Staff to 
General YAMASHITA. The prosecution has alleged the 
Japanese Army s maltreatment of POW and atrocities 
against the people at large in the Philippines, and 
charges MUTO also as responsible for such atrocities. 
We believe, however, that we have sufficiently 
demonstrated that such an accusation against him is 
quite unfounded.

11?» Our contention on this matter can be
summed up in two points. First of all, it was on
20 October 1944 that MUTO went to take up his post
in the Philippines; that is, two days after the United

(a)
States forces landed on Leyte. Consequently we can
disregard all the matters which hod taken place before
113. (a) Ex. 3095, T. 27,667
" (b) Ex. 3095, T. 27,668-73

115. (a) Ex. 3099, T. 27,729; Ex. 3454, T. 33,134.

m

L nrr^mnn
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witness in the general phase and stated that he rust
say that he ov:ec "all his honor to the guidance and
instruction given by Division Commander MUTO" for

(a)
his faultless conduct during war tine. We

(b)
respectfully refer the Tribunal to his testimony 
which specifically details the advice given him by 
MUTO.

IV. THE PHILIPPINES
114. Finally, we must consider MUTO's 

activities in the Philippines as Chief of Staff to 
General YAMASHITA. The prosecution has alleged the 
Japanese Ara/' s maltreatment of POW and atrocities 
against the people at large in the Philippines, and 
charges MUTO also as responsible for such atrocities. 
We believe, however, that we have sufficiently 
demonstrated that such an accusation against him is 
quite unfounded.

115. Our contention on this matter can be 
summed up in two points. First of all, it was on
20 October 1944 that MUTO went to take up his post
in the Philippines; that is, two days after the United

(a)
States forces landed on Leyte. Consequently we can
disregard all the matters which had taken place before
113. (a) Ex. 3095, T. 27,667
" (b) Ex. 3095, T. 27,668-73

115. Co) Ex. 3099, T. 27,729; Ex. 3454, T. 33,134.
25
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1
that date. Further, the Japanese Army in the 

Philippines was, soon after MJTO's arrival there, 

scattered into smell isolated groups by the United 

States forces, which planned and operated to bring 

about such separation of the Japanese units. YAMASHITA*s 
chain of command was destroyed and communications 

were impossible. Such being the case, MUTO and others 

were totally unaware of such atrocities as alleged 
by the prosecution; and even if they had been aware 
of such, there was nothing that they could do to

(a)
prevent them. In brief, it was beyond KUTO's control.

116. Secondly, MUTO, as Chief of Staff,

had no pov/er to decide anything by himself. He was

with Commander in Chief YAMASHITA always and acted

according to the commander’s intentions. Consequently,

from the legal point of view, ho cannot be held
(a)

responsible.
117, We wish now to go somewhat into the 

details of the above facts, on the basis of the evidence 

that has been shown here. The true circumstances as

to the destruction of the command organization of the 

Japanese Army in the Philippines are made clear by

115.
116. (b) Ex. 3453, T. 33,079; Ex. 3451, T. 33,075;

Ex. 3454, T. 33,134, 33,138-40.
(a) Ex. 3462, Art. 10, T. 33,283; Ex. 3451,

T. 33,076.
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—  (a)
the testimony of KUTO himself, and the excerpt

(b) ..
from General Marshall's report. J.IÜT0 testified

that the Japanese found their command system
instantly destroyed pnd were forced to fight

independently, taking up their*individual positions;
and that he learned of the fighting conduct of the

(c)
various units only after the war had ended.

117.h (a)
(b)
(c)

T. 33,137-9
Ex. 3^53, T. 33,077
Ex. 3454, T. 33,140, 33,14323 11
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To isolate the Japanese Army in very small groups

was the operational plan of the United States forces,

c?nd it was thus entirely successful. The Tribunal

will recall that this was graphically shown in the
(d)

excerpt from General Marshall's Report. It shows
that the Japanese drove in all diréctions in confusion,

/
become involved in road jams, and "generally dissipated
what chance they might have had to repel the landing

(e)
force". It further states that the Japanese were

placed "in an impossible situation", and were "forced
(f) •

into a piecemeal commitment" of their troops,
118. Especially hard hit were the lines of

communications. Witness KUMEGAWA, who was a member
of YAMASHITA's operations staff at the time, stated I

that Japanese facilities were "beyond all comparison"

inferior to those of the United States Army and that,
even before the operations, com minications were difficult;

after operations began it was so much worse that it j

was barely possible to pass even the most urgent ,
communications, and "any detailed information was not I

(a) I
reported at all." MUTO, too, testified to this j

(b) I
point. I

117. (d) T. 33,077it Ce) Ex. 34-53» T. 33,079h (f) Ex. 3453, T. 33,079
118. (a) Ex. 3451, T. 33,074M- (b) Ex. 3454, T. 33,139-40
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1
It is clear beyond question that YAMASHITA*s head
quarters, with MUTO as Chief of Staff, had its communi
cations and chain of command completely destroyed and 

lost the means of controlling the units under its 
cor:,mend. All of the atrocities charged to have been 

committed during MUTO* s tenure in the Philippines 
took place in the confused conditions described 
above. He and others did not know of the occurrence 

of such atrocities —  they were not in a position 

that enabled then to find out. He never ordered the 

commission of such atrocities, nor, knowing of suoh, 

gave his tacit approval.

119. .Ve- propose now to demonstrate his 
innocence with regard to particular instances. The 

prosecution holds him responsible for atrocities 

perpetrated in the city of Manila, The witness 

KOBAYASKI, however, testified that YAMASHITA decided, 

to abandon Manila: that MUTO insisted on abandonment 

from the outset and gave that opinion to YAMASHITA.

And witness KUMEGAhA testified that it nppeared impossible 

to defend the region including the city of Manila; 

that it was wrong, in YAMASHITA*s opinion, to turn 

it into a fiele? of battle; and that Chief of Staff 
MUTO also insisted on abandonment. Moreover, neither

119. («) üx. 3099, T. 27,729-30
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Imperial Headquarters nor the S o u t h e r n  Genera. Army
Ch;

ordered, the city defended to the last. i.TJTO
testified that YAMASHITA never ordered defense of th® -

city to the last; that, on the contrary) he ordered

MUTO to study the possibility of making it an open

city; that study disclosed that such action was

impossible and could not be put into practice; and

that YAMASHITA was at last resolved at least to place
(c)

Manila outside the battlefield.
120. It is obvious that he made every effort

to see thrt the citizens of Manila would be spared

the horrors of war; however, a battle did t«ke place
there. Then how and why did it happen? MUTOfs

testimony shows that some naval forces, f s to their

land operations alone, were put under Lt. General

YOKOYAMA who commanded the Japanese forces in the
vicinity of Manila; YAMASHITA had removed to Baguio

some time before, to command operations around Linga.yen

Gulf; when, about 10 February 194-5) he learned of

continuing hostilities within the city, YAMASHITA

ordered immediate withdrawal, but, for unknown reasons,

Rear Admiral UVABUCKI, commander of forces within the

city, did not obey. Those forces were annihilated;

119. (b) Ex. 3451, T. 33,072-3 
•• (c) Ex. 3454, T. 33,141
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was in confusion and chaos; that Japanese headquarters 
outside the city of Manila endeavored to ascertain 
actual conditions, but could not because of destroyed 
communications; that it was as late as 18 ’February 
that they obtained any general confirmation of condi
tions, but that, even then, details remained uncer- 

a.tain. Staff member KUMEGAWA explains that head
quarters had no reports of the killing of Filipines 
or ill-treatment of POW; that YAMASHITA and MUTO were
utterly ignorant of it; and that murder or maltreat-

b.
ment were never ordered. It is clear that alleged 
atrocities were committed without MUTO's knowledge, 
and that it was beyond his paver to prevent them 
even if he had had such knowledge.

122. As to countermeasures against 
guerillas, KOBAYASHI shows that YAMASHITA's orders

cl •were directed definitely against "armed guerillas." 
KUTO's testimony is also detailed and concrete: 
General YAMASHITA ordered attacks on armed guerillas, 
but never ordered 'them to be sentenced to death with
out trial; that he and his staff were utterly 
ignorant that, in February or March of 194-5» some 
inhabitants of the Batangas district were murdered,
121.-a. Ex. 3099, Tr. 27731-2. 122. a. Ex. 3099, 
----- bT—Bxï- 3451-, Tr. -33074-5.----------- Tr. 27733»— -
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nor did he have any report of alleged atrocities in 

other parts of the islands. An attempt was made to 

investigate the sole report from Tokyo, but this was

fruitless, owing to the total destruction of Japan-
* \

ese forces in Manila by the end of February. *
123. When MUTO arrived at his post in the 

Philippines, POW and internees were under the Juris
diction of YAMASHITA. But the fact was that the 
chief of the prisoners1 camp was managing them under 
the direction of the commander of the line of ccm- 

munications; and this was not changed particularly 
thereafter. * As to rations, although they were 
gradually reduced as a result of the general shortage 

of food in Luzon, there was no marked difference in 

allowance between the prisoners and the Japanese

troops. This is clear from the testimony of a wit-
b.ness in the YAMASHITA trial, ISHIKAWA, in addition 

to MUTO's testimony. Further, the fact that MUTO 
paid special consideration to the life and welfare 
of POW and internees under the then-existing difficult 
circumstances can be seen from the fact that he sent 
staff-member ISHIKAWA to their camps especially for 
inspection.0*
122. b. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33142-3.
123. a. Ex. 3454. Tr. 33144. c. Ex. 3094, Tr. 27629-30.

b. Ex. 3094A, Tr. 27627.______________ ’____________
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124. With the continued j’everses of the j

Japanese Army, the problem of v/hat to do with the 

prisoners became very serious. YAMASHITA made defi
nite plans for their release, taking steps for proper 

notice under international law, but was told by the 
Commander in Chief of the Southern General Army that

it was too early to do so. Since it was impossible 

to remove them from Manila, arrangements were made 

for their release, including the provision of a 
month’s food supply. MUTO learned only after the 

war that the chief of the war prisoners’ camp had 
been in error as to notifying the neutral power, 

Switzerland, as to actions being taken, but that as 

to other matters he had taken all possible steps to 

release them without their being involved in hostili
ties.^ This is verified by witness KOBAYASHI.^*

125. Finally, v/e emphasize the fact that 

MUTO was a Chief of Staff and did not have authority 

to render decisions himself, since "The Army Chief of 

Staff has as his major duty to assist the Array 

Commander." * And in the relationship between MUTO

124. a. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33147. 
b. Ex. 3099, Tr. 27734.

125. a. Ex. 3462, Tr. 33283.
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and. YAMASHITA there was a point of particular "
significance, in that the disrupted conditions at 
the time compelled them to be together constantly, 
eating together, sharing at one time the same desk 
and the same air-raid shelter. MUTO had no right 
to decide principal matters, and, in case of doubt 
as to YAMASHITA’s intentions, he reserved instruc
tions until he obtained YAMASHITA’s directions. He 
gave no order to any unit, but confined himself to 
routine matters v/hich lay within the competence of 
the Chief of Staff. Even in such routine matters, 
the commander often gave his views, and MUTO never 
acted in his stead on any occasion. Further, YAMA
SHITA Y/as always in such good health that illness
never prevented him from doing duty even a single

b.day. All this is attested by KUMEGAWA.
126. From all of the foregoing, I believe 

it is evident that MUTO bears no responsibility for 
alleged atrocities in the Philippines, the prosecution 
having failed to prove his connection with them. But 
in spite of this, by citing the judicial decision 
against YAMASHITA, they insist that he is responsible. 
However, citing the YAMASHITA decision does not and
125. b. Ex. 34-51, Tr. 33075-6.
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and YAMASHITA there was a point of particular ~
significance, in that the disrupted conditions at 

the time compelled them to be together constantly, 

eating together, sharing at one time the same desk 

and the same air-raid shelter. MUTO had no right 

to decide principal matters, and, in case of doubt 
as to YAMASHITA1s intentions, he reserved instruc
tions until he obtained YAMASHITA*s directions. He 

gave no order to any unit, but confined himself to 

routine matters which lay within the competence of 

the Chief of Staff. Even in such routine matters, 
the commander often gave his views, and MUTO never 

acted in his stead on any occasion. Further, YAMA

SHITA was always in such good health that illness 

never prevented him from doing duty even a single 

day. All this is attested by KUMEGAWA.^*
126. From all of the foregoing, I believe 

it is evident that MUTO bears no responsibility for 

alleged atrocities in the Philippines, the prosecution 

having failed to prove his connection with them. But 

in spite of this, by citing the judicial decision 

against YAMASHITA, they insist that he is responsible. 
However, citing the YAMASHITA decision does not and

125. b. Ex. 3451, Tr. 33075-6.
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cannot fix any responsibility on 1ÎUÏ0. Moreover, 

although the YAMASHITA trial took place in Manila, 

and KUTO was held there until March 1946 and investi
gated as a possible war criminal, he was advised by 
Captain Carter, the chief of the camp, and by a 

lieutenant, a member of the War Crimes Investigation 

Committee, both officers of the United States Army, 
that he was clear of the crime. * Ky colleague,

Mr. Howard, has quoted from the majority opinion in 
the YAMASHITA case, and I invite the Tribunal’s 
attention to the unanswerable logic of Mr. Justice 
Murphy in the dissenting opinion.

126. a. Tr. 33150.
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127. "In other words," Justice Murphy writes, 
"read against the background of military events in 
the Philippines subsequent to October 9, 1944, these 
charges amount to this: 'We, the victorious American
forces, have done everything possible to destroy and 
disorganize your lines of communication, your effect
ive control of your personnel, your ability to wage 
war. In those respects we have succeeded. n,e have 
defeated and crushed your forces. And now we charge 
and condemn you for having been inefficient in main
taining control of your troops dvring the period when 
we were so effectively beseiging and eliminating your 
forces and blocking your ability to maintain effect
ive control. Many terrible atrocities were committed 
by your disorganized troops. Because these atrocities 
were so widespread we will not bother to charge or 
prove that you committed, ordered or condoned any of 
them. We will assume that they must have resulted 
from your Inefficiency and negligence as a commander.
In short, we charge you with the crime of inefficiency 
in controlling your troops. We will judge the dis
charge of your duties by the disorganization which we 
ourselves created in large part. Our standards of 
judgment are whatever we wish to make them.'"

THE PRESIDENT: You adopt Mr. Justice
rj'V1 - “ : I.»»:«» » • -nMurphy's reasoning as your argument?
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1
i’K . uoL5: I beg your honor's pardon.
THE PRE° IDENT : vou adopt Mr. Justice

Murphy's reasoning as your argument4?
MR. COLE: Yes, sir.
THE PRESIDENT: That is the only way you

can get that in.

MR. COLE: 128. "Nothing in all history,"
Justice Murphy continues, "or in international 
law, at least as far as I am aware, justifies «uch a 

charge against a fallen commander of a defeated force.
To use the very inefficiency and disorganization 
created by the victorious forces as the primary basis 

for condemning officers of the defeated armies bear? 
no resemblance to justice or to military reality."

129. "International law makes no attempt 
to define the duties of a commander of an army under 
constant and overwhelming assault; nor does it impose 
liability under such circumstances for failure to meet 

the ordinary responsibilities of command. The omission 
is understandable. Duties, as well as ability to 
control troops, vary according to the nature and intens
ity of the particular battle. To find an unlawful 
deviation from duty under battle conditions requires 

difficult and speculative calculations, such calcula
tions become highly untrustworthy when they are made
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4?,000

by the victor in relation to the action?“of a van- 
quished commander. Objective and realistic norms of 
conduct are then extremely unlikely to be used in 
forming a judgment as to deviations from duty. The 
probability that vengeance will form the major part 
of the victor's judgment is an unfortunate but ines
capable fact. So great is that probability that 
international law refuses to recognize such a judgment 

as a basis for a war crime, however fair the judgment 
may be in a particular instance. It is this considera

tion that undermines the charge against the petitioner 
in this case. The indictment permits, indeed com

pels, the military commission of a victorious nation 
to sit in judgment upon the military strategy and ac

tions of the defeated enemy and to use its conclu
sions to determine the criminal liability of an enemy 
commander. Life and liberty are made to depend upon

the biased will of the victor rather than upon object-
a

ive standards of conduct."
130. It must be observed that the above 

can be more strongly applied to the case of MUTO, who 
was not commander of the army but only Chief of Staff.

131. And now in conclusion: May it please
the Tribunal, I should like to mention briefly and

concisely the main points, fully demonstrated and
1-29 . e. Supreme Court of the U.r... yp». 61 and 672— — - 

Mise., October Term 1945
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documented herein, which we respectfully urge the' |
!

Tribunal to consider.
132. The prosecution has failed to connect 

IIUTO with any responsibility for the initiation or 

execution of either the Manchurian or China Incidents.

The closest they have come to any such proof was to 
describe him, in those days, as being a young officer, 
thus to classify him, only by insinuation and no 
prpof, with a group which throughout this trial has 
been vilified,’ and probably properly so. But we 
have demonstrated that he opposed them to the point 

of being in great danger himself, and thst he worked 

earnestly to clear up the trouble they caused, in the 

26 February Incident.

133* ’Vith regard to Nanking, the prosecu-
i

tion.has shown no guilty knowledge or approval on [

îTOTO's part, while we have shown that he devoted him
self to the problem of removing from the city those 

large numbers of troops which had entered contrary to

General'lüATSUI's orders; and that as Vice Chief of !
i

«îtaff he had no power of command and thus no respon
sibility. I

134. As to the Military Affairs Bureau, it ! 

has been shown that ÜUT0 had no power of decision in 
important matters ; we have shown this not alone through
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our witness NIwHIURÄ, ? recognized expert on army 
organization, but through the prosecution'■s 'own wit

ness, TANAKA, Ryukichi. w e have shown that he worked 
earnestly and well for the improvement of Japanese- 
Americen relations pnd the complete avoidance of war.

135. For the period —  the largest part of 

the war —  that TTJTO spent in Sumatra, the prosecu
tion has failed to show his knowledge of or connection 

with one single atrocity. Sumatra was, during his 
period there, probably the quietest sector of the whole 
Pacific Tar. Fis troops had a record of exemplary 

conduct, the best in the Japanese Army. He had no 

resnonsibility whatever for the control or administra
tion of prisoners and civilian internees, nor did he 

ever employ them for"labor.
136. Again, as to Fanils and the Philippines, 

the prosecution has failed utterly to connect him, 

legally, literally, or in any othew way, with knowledge 
approval or condonation of one single atrocity. Again, 

he did not have command responsibility. And I am sure 

that we have demonstrated, to the Tribunal’s satis
faction, that throughout his tenure there the condi

tions of battle were such that control of troops

was absolutely impossible even if he had had such 
responsibility, which he plainly did not have.
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137. ’Ÿitfi regard to over-nil policies on 

problems of prisoners end internees, T submit thet 
IIUTO left Tokyo so soon efter the outbreak of war that 
he had no part whatsoever in the establishment of 
policies. That is a fact which the prosecution has 
been unable tn dispute.

138. JTJTO has been admired, respected and 

praised by men of such divergent professions as 
British Major General Piggott, another professional 
soldier, and Bishop ’Valsh, a clergyman of high rank.
I submit that such appraisals, by such men, are a 

tribute to î'iUTO's integrity.
139. MJTO has been shov»n to be intelligent 

and efficient. Possession of those qualities does 

not constitute a crime. It applies to the finest of 

our public servants in our home countries as well as 
in Japan, and is a truth for which we can be thankful.

THE PREP IDENT: ’7e will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(thereupon, at 1445, a. recess was 

taken until 1500, after v;hich the proceed

ings were resumed as follows:)

25



MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed,

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Cole.
iiiR, COLE: If it please the Tribunal, I

resume at pate 100, paragraph 140:
140. In commenting on the failure of the 

prosecution to establish even the semblance of a 
case against MUTOj I cannot but emphasize two last 
points. The first is, that, in spite of their em
phasis on the importance of his having attended many 

conferences which the prosecution claims were all- 
important, they have been completely unable to quote 

one word of UUTO's on such occasions. I respectfully 

call the Tribunal's attention to the undeniable fact 

that the only attempt to do that was in the prosecu
tion's summation, and based upon an alleged document 

which is not in evidence, as a result of which that 

section of their summation had to be corrected'by an 
errata sheet. That, I submit, is eloquent comment

on the weakness of their case against him.
141. The second point is that because of 

their lack of proof, they have fallen back on the 

practice of suggestion, inuendo, implication and pure 
guesswork, at all times skirting around the perimeter 

of their alleged facts, but never going straight to



the point* I cannot help but resent the use of such 
expressions in their summation as "specious arguments," 
"sheer insolonce," "hypocrisy," "naivete or brazenness," 

and "brazenness and audacity"; and I submit that the 
resort to such language displays weakness.

142. We urge upon the Tribunal that ÜUT0 was 

a professional soldier. We have professional soldiers 
in our own countries, and recognize the vital and 
indispensable contribution they make to our welfare; 

we honor them for concepts of diligence and duty 
which are common to the military throughout the world 

and throughout history. I repeat —  and I suggest that 

this is the most important single point in considera
tion of the charges against him —  that in almost two 

years of trial kUTO has not been shown to have done 

one single thing which violated the code of military 
men the world over, whether it be in Japan, or in any 
country represented on this Tribunal.

143. We have been living in a world of 
angry men, angry at those things which threaten their 

security. That is a human characteristic, not the 

exclusive possession of any one nation or group of 

nations. And there is probably no injustice so great 
as the "justice*1 of angry men.
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144. I appeal to this Tribunal, in all sin- 
cerity, to find that the accusations against MJT0 

have gone coupletely unsubstantiated; that, on the 

contrary, he has been proved to have worked alv/ays 
with integrity, and for good. This record, I re

spectfully subnit, calls for a finding of "not 
guilty."

Thank you.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Freeman,
v ioR. FREEMAN: If the Tribunal please, this

is the summation for the defendant SATO.

I
INTRODUCTION

The brevity of this summation not only 

matches that of the prosecution in regard to the 
accused SATO, but it is entirely in keeping with the 
complete lack of evidence offered against him.

The prosecution has divided its argument 
with the fulcrum resting upon the appointment of SATO 

to the post of Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau 

in April, 1942* \ve shall follow their procedure to 
the end of a logical presentation designed for clarity.
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il
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO SATO BECOMING
A SECTION CHIEF IN THE III LIT ARY 

AFFAIRS BUREAU.
1. The prosecution elects to disregard any 

activities of this accused prior to 1 August, 1936« 
Therefore, nothing will be included in this sumua- 

tion prior to that date. On this date the accused 
SATO was attached to the Arny Ordnance Depot and be

came a staff member of the Military Affairs Bureau.
In March, 1937, he was promoted to Lieutenant 
Colonel, and in June made an investigator of the 

Planning Board, which position was abolished in Oc

tober of the same year. In November, 1937 he was 
appointed a secretary to the Planning Board and re

lieved of this post in July, 1938 (RR-2, T. 41,596). 
The Tribunal should bear in mind that during this 

period his primary duties were those of a staff member 

of the Military Affairs Bureau.
Now, what significance does the prosecution 

place upon these appointments, particularly that with 
the Planning Board? After some reference to acts and 
orders of the President of the Planning Board, they 
statedî "It is thus apparent that the Planning Board 
had been working on this plan • . • the period during
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which SATO was one of its members.*1 Also: "SATO
must have participated in the creation of the plan.'1 
Without any assistance from the evidence, SATO be
comes a raenber of the Planning Board, a participant 
in plans that "aim at a huge increase in war poten

tials with 1941 as its goal," and enters the alleged 
conspiracy (RR-6, T. 41,600).

All this, notwithstanding the fact that the 

evidence shows that he was never a member of the 
Planning Board; that he was with the Board as an 

investigator three months, an̂ . as a secretary six 

months over a period of less than a year (Lx. 122,
T. 768). Notwithstanding the fact that the witness 

OKADA testified that i’-hile he was a member of the 
War Preparations Section of the mobilization Bureau 
of the War Ministry, he himself drew up exhibit 84!, 
which was concerned with military plans and exhibit 

842, which was a plan for the establishment of a 

peacetime economy (T. 18,272-73)» It is well to note 

that neither of these plans were ever used because 
of the outbreak of the China Incident, although 
approved by the War ministry (T. 13,272-286). The 

prosecution attaches no importance to the fact that 

the Planning Board consisted of members from all 
walks of life, only a fr-vi r>f v.’hnn ars a non ff the------
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1
accused, and that the Planning Board had some 60 to 

70 full-tine investigators end secret nri es. none 
of whom are in the prisoner code (Ex. 71)* It is 
also unimportant to the prosecution that the accused 

SATO's position therein v/as that cf a'part-time 
secretary and that these so-c.all&d "plans" were 
drawn up in the Y'ar mobilization Bureau where he had 

no duty or function (ibid). No evidence of any 
nature is offered that this accused ever participated 

in any activity of the Planning Beard, or the prepar

ation of she ?‘_ans reft ;-red to,
The prose :utic;: continues to attach import

ance to the accused SAlO's relation with the Planning 

board for they contend "It was very probable on ac
count of this . . • that he (SATO) was chosen to 

act as ‘explainer' to the Diet of the General x/iobili- 
zation Law and so facilitate its passage," (RR-7,
T, 41,601), It is not in furtherance of the prosecu

tion's purpose that the Mobilization Law is entirely 

different from the five-year industrial plan (Ex. 84, 
T. 684 and Ex. 2802, T. 25,210), nor that one of 

the requirements of his position in the Military 

Affairs Bureau v/as to explain such bills and their 
implication to the Diet (Ex. 74, T. 684), and it 

would not further their objective to admit that the
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functions of an explainer v/ere merely to answer 
Questions propounded by Diet members (T. 32,959).

2, Early in the trial the prosecution sought 
to attach great importance to two alleged speeches of 
SATO's purportedly delivered before a conference of 

Chiefs of the Police at the Hone Ministry in August, 
1933 (Ex. 270, T. 3605)« Shortly after the intro
duction of these speeches in evidence, the authenti
cation of which was still in doubt, the prosecution 
characterized this exhibit as a ^record of policy
making conference of the highest Japanese Government 

officials occurring in January, 1938” (T. 9502).
Dater they cane back with a new and revised trans

lation of this document, but still without proper 

authentication (Ex, 2235, T. l6,069). Finally, a 
certificate was obtained fron the drafter of the 

document. Vhat does KU&AGAI, the writer, say about 
the document? He states that during the session of 
this conference he attended a lecture given by 

Colonel SATO, Chief of the Press Section of the V.ar 
Ministry, who had been invited by the Police Bureau 

of the Hone Office for the occasion. He recalls that 

after the speeches v/ere made, he jotted down some 
notes but that SATO had spoken rapidly and his notes 

were not accurate because he does not use shorthand.
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For this reason, he explains, in the preface he 
wrotei "The words and contents are those of the 
writer.'* (Ex. 3864, T. 38,578-79). After this the 
prosecution abandoned its contention that this docu
ment represents 4,a policy-making conference of the 
highest Japanese officials." Shifting ground, they 
now say its importance "lies in the deep knowledge 

they show SATO to have had of Japan's plans for 
aggression against Russia." (RR-8, T, 41,602).

its face'that tnxs I  t u  V i I 4M .
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Encircling soma 60 to 70 secretaries to the 

Flanring Board (Ex. 71), making tho unadopted five-year 
industrial plan and the mobilization law one and the 

same, they endeavor to bring t>AT0 into the alleged 
conspiracy. Do they seriously contend that "a great 

policy-making document of the highest officials of 
the Japanese Government," born of the notes of an 
unofficial observer at a Policeman's Conference, 
binds SATO to a conspiracy charge of accomplishing 
aggressive war? "Weighing the issues in light o^ the 
importance they deserve, will thov not recognize 

that the-writer himself auestions the accuracy of his 
document? It is apDarentlv unimportant to the prosec
ution that at the time these speeches were made bATO's 

peculiar duties as head of the Press Section of the 
nfar Ministry brought him to the conference, and tjflat 
since no official record was kent of the sueechos, it 
is highly probable that several speakers, other than 
SATO, nay have been the source of subject matter in

cluded in this document. Could it be that the 
importance of the document for the prosecution lies 
in the extreme scarcity of evidential material to be 
utilized in preparing the accused hATf's summation?
This question is not asked lightly. It is obvious on 

its face that this document could have no probative
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1 the f^ct that with the exception of one other speech, 
nil the evidence offered against this accused was by 
TANAKA, Ryukichi.

Be that ns it nay, the remarkable fact is 
that this is the sum total of evidence which the 
prosecution contends is sufficient to indicate "that 
he (SATO) was at this time a party to the conspiracy 
charged in Counts 1 to 5 of the Indictment." (RR-8, 

41,603.)
3. In May, 1939, Colonel hATO vent to China 

as a staff Officer of the China Expeditionary Forces.
In July and August, 1940, he visited French Indo-China 

(Ex. 2238-A, T. 16,083). The prosecution admits there 
is no evidence of any activities of SATO while on these 
visits. However, they make this observation: "no doub :
the invasion of French Indo-China was carried out in 
furtherance of the Japanese conspiracies . . . referred 
to in Count 1 of the Indictment." (RR-9, T. 41,604.)

After -"irst admitting there Is no evidence as 
to the accused's activities while on these visits to 
Indo-Chim, they ask the Tribunal to presume that he 
was there preparing the invasion of French Indo-China 
In furtherance of Japanese conspiracy referred to in 
Count 1 of the Indictment. They then make this observ-
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jaticn: that the time sAr’’0 "e-.^red into the
conspiracy ho loses his shield of being a soldier" - 
but hov» and when did he enter the alleged conspiracy? 
■'ccording to the prosecution, it vas when he became a 
part-time secretary to the Planning Board, for a period 
of less than a year, at which time the Planning Board 
had a rostrum of 60 to 70 full-time secretaries and 

investigators. (Ex. 71)
It is significant to note that the accused fcATO 

is not named in Counts 23 and 33 of the Indictment, 

which allege that a number of the accused, on or about 

2? September, 1940, initiated and waged a war of aggress

ion and a v;ar in violation of international treaties, 
etc., agninst the Republic of France. These counts in 
the Indictment could orlv refer to the so-called 
"invasion" of French Irdo-China. It is apparent that 
even the prosecution itself placed no importance on 
NATO’s being a f-taff Officer to the China Expeditionary 
Forces when this Indictment was drawn. It is unnecessary 
to refer to the duties of a staff Officer. He is little 
more than aide to the Chief or v^taff (Ex. 78, T. 684.)

III. ACTIVITIES WHILE A SECTION CHIEF 
OF THE MILITARY AFFAIRS BUREAU

1. In March 1941 SATO became Chief of the
25 Military Affairs Section of the Militarv Affairs Bureau
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There are two auctions in this Bureau} namely, Military 
MmlRJLs.tE3.UQn ^ffUon and I'ilitarv Affairs t-ection.
Among other duties of the Military Administration Section 
were (Ex.74):

a. Matters concerning the fundamental principles 
of national defense.

b. Hatters concerning the general control of 
estimates.

c. Matters concerning fundamental munitional 
administration.

The duties of the Military Affairs Section were:
a. Hatters concerning general affairs of national 

defense policy,
b. Matters concerning international regulations.
c. Hatters concerning affairs with the Imperial Diet.
d. Matters concerning popularization of national 

defense spirit and counter-plan for nation's thoughts 
(Ex. 74).

The prosecution contends that bv virtue of his 
functions in the Military Affairs f-ection listed underI
a, "it is thus clear that fATO's section was within the 
V̂ar Ministry primarily concerned with the preparation of 
this policy of aggression" (RR-11, T. 41,605). It 
further contends that the decision of Imperial Head- 
quarters of Anrll 1041, to resort to war under certain

\
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conditions, is dourly n matter concerning national 
defense policy in general, and therefore, "In Çhe absence 
o^ evidence to the contrary, we are compelled to assume 
that NATO's section was concerned with the preparation
of this decision" (RR-12, T. 41,606). This assumption

/

is made, notwithstanding the fact that as a Section 

Chief he was not permitted to even attend Bureau meet
ings within the ’-Var Ministry (Ex. 2238-A, T. 14,331 

and 16,083), much less attend a meeting of the Imperial 
General Staff who made such a decision. It also does 
not consider the fact that function a of the Military 
Administration Section is almost identical with function 

a of the Military Affairs Section. Upon v;hat line of 
reasoning, therefore, are we compelled to assume that 

NATO’s section was concerned with this decision? Accord
ing to the prosecution, the answer lies in the absence 

of evidence to show that he was not concerned with the 
decision; reasoning which is void of logic and absurd 
on its face.

Actually, however, there is evidence explaining 
function a of the Military Affairs Section.. Colonel 
NIhHIURA, who was Chief of the Military Administration 
Section at this same time, testified as follows:

M°ne of the matters placed under the charge 
of-the Military Affairs Section was matters concerning
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the national defense policy In general. This might be 
understood to mean that the Bureau had authority to 
make a final decision on natters of national defense 
policy, but the exact contrary is the case. Matters 
of national defense and tactics were the exclusive 
eoncern of the Chiefs of the Army and Navy General 
rtaffs." (Ex. 3439, T. 32,955).

"ccording to this witness, both the Military
Administration Section and the Military Affairs Faction
were merely to coordinate activities ’»hen such plans
involved consultation with the ,,far Minister, The✓
duties were purelv acn..inlstrative and had nothing to 
do with the formulatici. of poiicv of national defense 
plans. This evidence has not been contradicted by the 
prosecution.

2. The prosecution contends that in October 
1941, at the time of the fall of the 3rd KONOYE Cabinet, 
'•when a crucial point had been reached in Japan's 
conspiratorial aims", SATO busied himself in promoting 
a TOJO Cabinet (RR-13, T. 41,606). What are the

I
facts? What is the evidence offered to the Tribunal in 
support of this contortion? The prosecution offered 
♦-he testimony of TANAKA, Ryukichi, who stated that SATO 
told him he went to see Fenior Statesmen ABE and HAYASHI
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on behalf of T0J0 becoming Prime Minister to succeed 
Prince KONOYE (T. 15,873). SAT0»s interrogation 
recites:

"I was sent bv TOJO to see ABE and HAYAPHI 
following the resignation of Prince KONOYE in October 
1941, to explain to them that TOJO thought some person 
like Prince HIGASHI-KUNI would be the logical successor."

PATO denied having mentioned TOJO to ABE or 
HAYAPHI. He denied having influenced General T’OJO’s 

appointment as Premier. He expressed surprise when 
informed the next day of TOJO’s appointment as Premier 

(Ex. 3532, T. 34,445). What does m0J0 say about this?

He testified that TANAKA's testimony on this point has 
"nc factual foundation whatsoever." He relates that 
he felt no one but Prince HIGASHI-KUNI could have 

handled the situation with success following the resig
nation of the KONOYE Cabinet and that he had expressed 
this opinion to Prince KCNOYE and to the Lord Keeper of 
the Prive Seal, KÏD0. Therefore, he sent SATO to 

transmit this opinion to ABE HAYAPHI (Ev, *>6*15, 
par. 80, T. 36,909); and it should be noted he was 
not alone in this thought, for Navy Minister OIKAWA 
likewise favored Prince HIGAPHI-KUNI (T. 34,570).

What does General ABE have to sav about this 
-PATOUS?- — Hp.-fitat.Pfi that-frAn) eame to visit him
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on the dav the 3rd KONOYE Cabinet resigned, bringing 
hlm a nossago from General T0J0 recommending Prince 
HIGASHI-KUNI as Prime Minister. General ABE stated 
that at no time did fcATO mention TOJO's name as Prime 
Minister. He further testified that at the meeting 
of the Senior statesmen, after much discussion, KIDO 
suggested TOJO's name as Prime Minister and there was 
no objection (Ex. 3522, T. 34,404-411). In the face 

of this positive contradiction of TANAKA’s testimony, 
the prosecution states: "this cannot possibly affect

TANAKA's credit" (RR-1?, T. 41,607). ABE and TOJO 
are confirmed in this regard bv KIDO (T. 31,009)»
In any event, the story of TANAKA becomes highly irrele
vant for ABE was not challenged by the prosecution on 

dross-examination.
3. The prosecution offered in evidence a

document entitled "Principle Reasons Alleged for the
Commencement of Hostilities against the United states
and Britain," dated 11 November, 1941, certified by

TANAKA, Ryukichi, which stated that to the best of
his knowledge and belief, the document was "prepared
bv or under the direction of f-ATO, Kenrvo, the Chief

of the Military Affairs Section of the Militarv Affairs
%

'Bureau" (RR-14; Ex. 1175, T. 10,362). The purpose of 

this document was to show by inference that iwAT0 knew

¥
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that Japan was preparing to precipitate a war and he 
or one of the members of his Section prepared this 
document for the accused MUTO to read at a Bureau 
meeting. MUTO denied having read this document at a 
Bureau meeting, or having ever discussed such a matter 
with SATO (T. ?3,161-62). The witness HARA testified 
that this document "was drafted collectively by officials 
Of the Army General Staff, Navy General Staff, Army 
Minister, Navy Minister and Foreign Office. It was not 
written bv the Chief of the Military Affairs Section 
SATO, as testified by the prosecutor’s witness TANAKA, 
Ryukichi." (T. 34, 453). He also testified that it 
was not an official document prepared in the Far 
Ministry, nor was it considered bv any Liaison Confer
ence. He was familiar with the document because he 

was assistant to Colonel TANEMURA, who participated 
in the drafting of this document on the part of the 
General Staff office (Ex. 3533, T. 34,452-460). Atten
tion is called to the fact that he 'did not testify, 
either on direct or cross-examination, that any part 
of this document came from the Military Affairs Section 
of the Militari Affairs Bureau, as is inferred in the 

summation of the prosecution (RR-14, T. 41,610).

*■ 1
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4. Tho orosecution ccntends that SATO, by 

virtue of his position as head of the Military Affairs 
Section, knew the extent of the Japanese war plans 

(F.K-15, T. 41,611). Their only support of this con
tention is the testimony of Tà^a KA, hyukichi, whc said 

that the General Staff draws up the plans for opera
tic.!, but they cannot be put into effect unless they 
have the consent of the Vïar Minister because moneys and 
supplies for carrying out operations are provided by 
the Military Affairs Bureau (T1 15,359-62). In refuta
tion of this, Colonel ftlSHIUhA, head of the Adminis

trative Section, told the Tribunal that the matter of 

estimates from the General Staff "is negotiated with 
the Finance Ministry through the Intendance Bureau; 

for materials, with the Planning Bureau or the Muni

tions Ministry through the Eouipment Eureau."

(T. 32,95^). He further testified that the Military 

ftdjnijjis trp.t-loA., g pet, ion, and not the Military Affairs 
Section, had certain duties in connection with budget 

matters. The Military Affairs Bureau’s only duty in 
regard to the budget was performed by the Admini.s.tjrg.- 
tive Section whose only function in turn was - "To do 
its best to adjust the organization and application 

of budget business of other bureaus and sections to 

the requirements of national defense, as set by the
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General Staff." (T. 32,956).
5. The prosecution has laid great stress on 

a speech made by the accused SATO on 10 March 1942 at 
Hibiva. Hall on Army Day celebration. It is unnecessary 

to refer to the fact that Japan was at this time al
ready at war and that cne of SATO's duties in the 
Military Affairs Section was that of ordinary wartime 

propaganda (Div. II, para. 3 of this Summation). This 
speech naturally was calculated to bolster the morale 

of both soldiers and Japanese nationals. The speech 

is not dissimilar to thousands made in every country 

at war, SATO was still in charge of the Press Section 

of the Y/ar Ministry. It was nothing more nor less 
than a typical wartime speech and does not merit fur
ther discussion (KR-16, T. 41,611).

Up tc this time the highest position the ac

cused Sa TO has held was that of a Sec tier >h:\ef in the 
War Ministry. Attention is directed to the fact that 

in the War Ministry there were seme twenty odd sec

tion chiefs, not one of whom are in the dock except 

SATO (Ex, 3031, T» 27,077)» Therefore, we submit that 
undue importance has bean attached to SATO's position 

herein, in so far as it has any bearing on the issues 

of this case.

..
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IV.
ACTIVITIES AFTER APPOINTMENT AS CHIEF
OF MILITARY AFFAIKS BUREAU UNTIL JAPAN’S

1. We come now to the real reason why Sa TO 

finds himself an accused in this case. Some four 
months after the outbreak of hostilities in the Pacific, 
he became head of the Military .Affairs Bureau. The 
prosecution contends that in the position as Chief of 
the Military Affairs Bureau, SATO was concerned, among 
other things, with (a) making of domestic and external 
plans for the conduct of propaganda, and (b) with the 
drafting of replies to protests forv’arded from the 
Foreign Office in regard to the treatment of POW's 
(RR-16, T. 41,613). The former we admit but the lat

ter is emphatically denied.
Again the prosecution relies en Ta ï AXA, R y u k i -  

chi, the ever-present witness, for their evidence in 

this regard.(T, 14,286). As usual, TAttAKA’s testimony 
is not corroborated by any other witness. To contra

dict this evidence, the defense offered the witness 
KlhOMIYA, who was head of the Military Affairs Section 
while SATO was Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau 

during the war with the exception of a short time in
1942. It is in this section that TAwAhA stated replies

•• ■ v-Y •

É
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to protests were prepared. This section, according to 
TARaKA, received all protests from the Foreign Office. 
RILOLilYA, however, testified that replies to protests 
were not prepared by the Military Affairs Section, but 
by the POW Information Bureau, entirely separated from 
the Military Affairs Bureau. Protests from the Foreign 
Office v/ere forwarded to the POW Information Bureau 
and matters relating to POW's were handled by this 
bureau (T. 34,414). The prosecution contends that 
this witness admitted on cross-examination having seen 
end signed such documents, and, therefore, his evidence 
is "valueless and was desiKned. tji.ml^leM11 (RR-20,
T. 41,614-lJ). Let's be perfectly fair. The document 

presented to KlhOMIYA was Item 28 of Exhibit 3367, 
v/hich HIWOIilYA, after examining, staff'd, and I auote: 

"Yes, my name appears there, an d^es the name 
of the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau SATO, 

but in those cases seals by proxy appear."

Also -
"It appears e Staff member of the Bureau by 

the name of YAMALaKI impressed the seal by proxy, 

both as to SATO's name and mine." (T. 34,419)
This document v/as then offered in evidence and became 

Exhibit 3528. But is this document a protest or a 
reply to a protest, as the prosecution infers in its

,,!0f ,
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summation? It is not. The document refers to the 
application of Article 86 of the Geneva Treaty end has 
nothing to do with protests as to treatment of POVv1 s. 
This document has been circulated through the entire 
War Ministry, as is indicated in the introductory cap
tion. The prosecution then asked the witness to iden
tify certain documents, including exhibits 1968 end 
1973-76, and 3120, in not one of which the Military 
Affairs Section was concerned, and none of them having 
anything to do with protests one replies (T, 34,424- 
433).

2, The prosecution makes a number of refer
ences in its summations to verious documents wherein 
they allege distribution to the Military Affairs Bureau, 
among others, in an effort to point a suspicious finger 
at the Military Affairs Bureau in relation to POW mat
ters. However, in each instance the captions of these 
documents showed that they were copies and circulated 
throughout the War Ministry; as, for illustration, in 
the document referred to on the cross-examination of the 
witness HIKCl'IYA (T. 34,422).

The witness KUDO, who was Chief of the 3d Sec
tion of the Bureau çf Treaties of the Foreign Office, 
when asked where the Foreign Office sent complaints,
replied:
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"Tl

A

" ’’They were sent to the deportment or Govern-
nent concerned; namely, the POVJ Information Bureau*" 

(T. 27,158)
He also testified that "replies from authorities 
concerned" meant "with regard to POW’s they were re
ceived from the POW Information Bureau, and with re

gard to civilian internees, from the Ministry of Home 

Affairs and the Ministry for Overseas." (T. 27,157)»
Mr. SUZUKI of the Foreign Office also testi

fied that protests went from the Foreign Office to the 
POW Information Bureau (T. 12,840), Colonel MSHIURA 

who was head of the Military Administration Section 

during this time, testified that no protests were re
ceived from the Foreign Office in his section, nor 

did his section prepare any replies to protests 
(T. 32,960). When asked this question:

"Q. Do you know where policies and regulations 
were made relative to the treatment of POW’s - what 

Bureau or Section?" 
ho answered:

"A. By the POW Administration Bureau." (And that 

can be Control Bureau) That is where they were drafted. 
(T. 32,962)

Ta HAïCa himself admitted on cross-examination
25

that replies to protests wore prepared by the POW
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Information Bureau; that ell reports of PCW camp com
manders were made to the POW Information Bureau 

(T. 14,352 and 14,369). That protests relative to the 
treatment of POW's and replies thereto were forwarded 
to and received from the POW Information Bureau in the 

War Ministry is further corroborated by the accused 
TOGO, who was Foreign Minister during this period (Ex. 

3646, T. 35,768-69).
Therefore, whose testimony is "valueless and 

designed to mislead"? It is our submission that TaNAKA 

discredited himself as a witness long ago. The Tri
bunal's attention need not again be directed to the 

feet that TaWAKA has appeared as a witness before this 
Tribunal some nine or ten times, testifying both for 
the prosecution and the defense. Ke admitted that os 
head of the Military Service Bureau, the Kerapei-tai 
Y/as under his control; that it was necessary that the 
seal of his bureau be affixed to the document setting 

up the procedure for the trial of the Doolittle fliers 
(T. 29,047). It is a matter of evidence that TANAKA 

has been provided h.is livelihood while testifying 

before this Tribunal (T. 2,168-69). He testified 
that there was friction between his bureau and the 
Military Affairs Bureau (T. 14,342), It is submitted 

that his failure to attain the post of Chief of the
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MilltFrÿ~iffairs'**13ui*"u has bred resentment within 
him against the accused SaTü .

TaHAXa 's background end conduct during this 
trial argues strongly against acceptance of his testi
mony. V/ore it not for the fact that the prosecution 
predicates its case against the- accused SATO largely 
on this witness* utterances, we would be inclined to 
pass him off without comment. The very fact of his 
repeated apoer.rr.nces indicates strongly his willingness 
to divide his testimony between prosecution and defense 

as his interests dictate.
In July 1946 TaKaKh testified that he was 

^i_s_missed as Chief of the Military Service Bureau in 

September 1942 (T. 1,947). He later testified, with 

an elaborate explanation, as to why he î _s_i£Jl£!i as 
Chief of the Military Service Bureau in September 1942 

(T. 2,053). He admitted on cross-examination that he 
was continuously with the prosecution while it was 
presenting its case, v.àth the exception cf two weeks 
to return to his home in the Fujdya Mountain area. He 
stated on cross-examination cn July 8, 1946, that 
he had been under daily investigation by the Interna

tional Prosecution Section (T. 2,081).
After changing his affiliation from the prose

cution to the defense, on the only occasion he was
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cross-examined by the prcsecuti.cn, TANAKA made a mis

statement of fact (T. 29,053), testifying that Colonel 
OTSUKI was ir the Administration Section of the Mili
tary Affairs Bureau and wanted the Doolittle fliers 

severely punished. The truth came out when Colonel 
OTS'uKI testified here in this trial himself that at 
that time he was in Saigon and the prosecution did not 
attempt cross-examination (T. 34,438). We contend 
that TADaKa has demonstrated that he was, firstly, 
interested in avoiding indictment himself; secondly, 
in reaping what personal benefits he could; and third
ly, obtaining revenge upon certain of the accused whom 

he dislikes.
Relying upon the statement of law given by 

the President of the Tribunal: -
"English law appears to be this, os I un

derstand it; Witness A can be asked whether 
witness B is a credible person, ond witness A 

can base his opinion on the general reputation 
or the general character of that person,"

(T. 14,391) -
When the defense first offered TANAKA as a 

witness, counsel for SaTO made this statement:

"If the Tribunal please, since the accused 

SATO intends to attack the credibility of this
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witness at a later date, we do net join in his 

being called as a witness." (T.2?,713)
Later, at the time the accused SidTO's individ

ual case was being presented, we offered evidence as 
to the bad reputation this witness had for truth and 
honesty. We were overruled by the Court, through the 
announcement of the Acting President (T. 34,389-392).
It is, therefore, our contention that this Tribunal 
should disregard the testimony of this witness, at 
least as to the accused SATO.

ysat
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îi. its conclusion the prosecution states
*-ict the power to prevent atrocities and other breaches»

of conventions relating thereto rested in the War 
Minister (RR-24, T. 41,617). They do not charge SATO 
with the commission of illegal acts but rather with 
the omission to act in the furtherance of the pre
vention of such alleged violations. The statement 
of the prosecution that SaTO was in agreement with 

the policy of the War Minister is misleading, for 
it infers that he approved of the alleged mistreat
ment of the ?0V.M s, Such has never been proven and 

until the law announced by this Tribunal (T. 33) is 
changed, the burden of proof rests upon the prosecu

tion to sustain such charges with proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt.

Such evidence as has been introduced against 
SATO as to his words spoken after the commencement of 
war has no bearing upon the issues arising from the 
Indictment, unless the heretofore admirable trait 
of patriotism or loyalty to ones country druing a 
period of war is to become a tainted and condemneble 
thing.

4. The accused SATO relinquished his office 
as Chief of the Military Affairs Eureau in December, 
1944, and became Assistant Chief of Staff of the China
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Expeditionary forces until April, 1945, when he 
assumed commend of the 37th Division in Sism. The 
prosecution itself states that while this Division 
hed been responsible for atrocities before SATO took 

commend, after his command in April, 1945, "there is 
no evidence of any atrocities committed by them af
ter that month." (RR-26)

V. CONCLUSION
1. It is not with factiousness that we say 

the accused SATO's case presents aspects which are 
the simplest and, yet the most difficult of under
standing. It is difficult to understand why he was 
indicted in the first place, and the lack of evi
dence presented against him to sustain the charges
in the Indictment makes the consideration of the 
issues involving him the simplest.

2. As to the planning, preoaration and 

initiation of aggressive war, the evidence both of 
the prosecution and defense solidly discloses that 
there is no basis for a consideration of guilt. As 
to the waging of aggressive war, vrhich some might 
accept as a natural consequence of his being a soldier 
during wartime, we sincerely urge the- Tribunal to 

weigh carefully whether this accused is actually 

chargeable with an offense such as contemplated by

x
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the magnitude of these proceedings. As has been 
heretofore stated, the factory worker who turned the 
wheel in the manufacture of a weapon of war, or the 
farmer who sup lied his grain to feed a soldier are, 
in the same sense, participating in the waging of 
war. The difference is only one of degree and the 
de-gree to which the accused here participated is not 
such as would warrant a conviction.

The President of this Tribunal said:
"The distribution of powers end resoonsibil- 

ity among the Government departments and sub- 

departments is very likely the- same in Japan as 
elsewhere. V'e are concerned about the activities 
of the individuals and more particularly, the 

accused." (T. 15>o85).
Wherein SATO's participation in Governmental

)affairs or the carrying on of his ordinary functions 
of military office v;ere criminal, is difficult of 
understanding. At no time has the prosecution offered 
even a scintilla of evidence that the accused SATO 
conducted himself other than as a reasonable and 
patriotic man in compliance with the duties imposed 

upon him. Nor was he at any time in a position such 
as could command-the charge of policy-making.

— -___ 3.__The prosecution quite appropriately divided
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their argument into two divisions, one bearing uron 
SATO's activities before assuming the post of Chief 
of the Military Affairs Bureau, end the other after 
that date. The assumption of such office, as the 
evidence has clearly shov/n, v/as after the commence
ment of hostilities. It is not mere speculation or 
surmise that leads us to the belief that SATO would 
never have found himself one of the accused in this 
courtroom had he not assumed this post. After accep
tance of this assignment, the evidence leads us to

*

the sound conclusion that he perpetrated no wrong 
cognizable by the Charter of this Tribunal.

4. We respectfully urge the Tribunal to 
consider the imprisonment of this man during the long 
pendency of this trial in light of the utter failure 

of the prosecution to initially justify even his 
indictment, much less to prove his guilt. In so 
doing, wc ask for a verdict of "Not Guilty" on each 
and every count in the Indictment in which he is 
charged.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, what is the next esse?

MR. FREEMAN: Mr. Levin is ready.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President: In view of the

lateness of the hour I think we might well be advised

'•V ,
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end I would suggest that the Tribunal adjourn until 
the morning. V/e have been desirous of cooperating 
with the Tribunal that there should be no loss of 
time but our summation has just been completed and 
has not as yet been completely distributed. I don’t 

believe Brigadier Nolan has his copy.
TiH PRESIDENT: The head of the Translation

Section told me during the recess that he, too, would 
like a. few minutes longer. V/e will give him those 

few minutes.
We will adjourn until half past nine tomorrow

morning.
(’■’hereupon, at 1552, an adjournment 

was taken until V’e-dnesday, 24 March 1948, at

O93O.)
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Wednesday, 24 March 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal pet, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.
Appearances:

For the Tribunal, a13 Members sitting, with 
the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE E. H. NORTHCROFT,
Member from the Dominion of New Zealand, not sitting 
from O93O to 1600; HONORABLE JUSTICE I. M. ZARYANOV, 
Member from the USSR., not sitting from 1330 to 1600; 
HONORABIE JUSTICE R. B. PAL, Member from India and 
HONORABLE JUSTICE JU-/.0 MEI, Member from the Republic 
of China, not sitting from 1500 to 1600.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except UMEZU, MATSUI, and SHIRATORI, who are represented 
by counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certifies that 
they are ill and unable to attend the trial today. The 

certificates will be recorded and filed. 'j,
Mr. Levin.
I®. LEVIN: Mr. President, I now make tho

presentation on behalf of SUZUKI, Teiichi.

1. At the beginning of this trial, the 
President announced that the Members of this -Tribunal 
had signed a joint affirmation to administer justice 

according to law without fear, favor or affection; 
that there has not been a more important criminal trial 
in all history; that the Tribunal is not a Senate or 
House of Peers met for the impeachment of Verres or a 
Hastings, but a court of plain men selected from the 

Superior Courts of the respective nations which consti
tute the Tribunal, and that the onus would be on the
prosecution to establish guilt beyond a reasonable

(1)
doubt. The same idea is also expressed by the chief

(2)
prosecutor in his opening statement. The chief

(3)prosecutor also indicated in his opening statement
t

that to hold the accused guilty in connection with the ! 
(1) T. 21, May 3, W ? T ” 2̂T tT“434î'"“ß)""Tr4057----- J
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charges under planning and initiating a war ©f aggres- j 
sion, two things are essentials (1) There must be an 
international law covering the subject; and (2) there 
is a crime under that law. It is, however, disquieting 
tc note that the chief prosecutor speaks of "legal 

technicians" in a contemptuous vein recalling James I 
in that historic Sunday Conference which has become locus 
classicus in judicial history. The answer of the defense 
is that of Sir Edward Coke that causes which concern the 
life or liberty of the accused is to be decided not by 
the natural reason of the conquerors, but the artificial 
reason and judgment of the law (of nations.) It is 
hard to believe that the chief of counsel is desiring 
to give James I the last laugh over Sir Edward. At any 
rate we are confident that tfce Tribunal through its 
President were expressing their determination to follow 
the path of the lav/ indicated by Lord Coke, a procedure 
which is essential for maintaining the supremacy of law 
among nations as well as for safeguarding fundamental 

human rights.
2. In a case of this magnitude involving 

statesmanship of the accused, it is not possible proper 1;> . 
to evaluate the behavior of the accused, without knowing 

the man and his ideology. Before.answering specific *. 
charges by the prosecution, therefore, we may be *j
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permitted to note certain characteristic features of his

life and thought, as the defense understands them, in
view of the evidence in the record and SUZUKI*s affidavit 

(4)
in particular.

3. It is apparent from uncontradicted state
ments in SUZUKI*s affidavit that professional soldier as 
SUZUKI was, his political ideology was deeply influenced 
especially by his intimate intercourse with a group of 
young statesmen like Prince KONOYE who were all ardent 
admirers of Prince SAIONJI's political liberalism. This 
accounts largely for his behavior evincing a strong 
antipathy to dictatorial and totalitarian government 
and the Nazi Germany in particular.' Like most Japanese 
liberals interested in Chinese affairs SUZUKI belonged 
to the school which was in sympathy with the national 
aspirations of China. He was, therefore, an advocate of 
Sino-Japanese friendship in terms of equality and his 
Chinese friends were mostly of the Nationalist Party,
This attitude was manifested in SUZUKI*s hearty support 
of the political views advanced by Hwang Fu, a 

Nationalistic statesman, in 1933 in Peiping, and his 
favorable report of the same to his superiors in the 
War Ministry. His opinion was not accepted, largely 
because it was contrary to the ideas of the opposite

(4) T. 35173 et seq. ______  __ ______________________
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school concerning China then dominant in the War 
Ministry, and partly because he, then a mere Lieutenant 
Colonel, was not influential enough to change this 
political trend. In view of the fact that SUZUKI’s 
views on China were regarded as heterodox in the army 
circle, it is not to be wondered at that he was soon 
removed to posts such as a member of the Intelligence 

Corps, an instructor of military science in the War 
College or a Cabinet investigator which had rothing to 
do with the conduct of Chinese affairs or to posts 

away from the centre as in the eastern corners in 
Manchuria. No wonder then that when the China Incident 
occurred in 1937 the liberal and pro-Chinese SUZUKI 
watched with profound concern the spread of military 

clashes between the Japanese and the Nationalist armies 
in China. It is no wonder again that when in 1938 he 
was called back to Tokyo to assume the post of a section 
chief of the 'China Affairs Board, and when he was 

obliged to execute his duties within the framework of a 
policy not personally approved by him, he endeavored 

nevertheless to do his duty with the three principles 

based on his personal convictions. Every public servant 
must execute the orders of his superiors; otherwise the 

business of government cannot be conducted. Yet if he 

is possessed of critical intelligence, he may so_metimes_

I!
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be highly skeptical of the very policy he is in duty 
bound to execute, SUZUKI was such a man; he had on 
the other hand a keen sense of military and official 
discipline. And this behavior of the accused in the 
China Affairs Board must be interpreted as a compromise 
between the exigencies of his official duty and those 
of his own convictions and conscience. Here too he was 
a mere chief of a section and was impotent to stem the 
tide of the main political current.

4. He was a liberal, but certainly not a 
communist. Like most Japanese liberals he felt that the 
Russian people were entirely free to live under a/
political regime they liked, but that those subversive 
Communistic movements which undermined the very found
ations of the Japanese State aided and abetted by the 
Third International should be vigorously opposed. How
ever, SUZUKI, through his studies in the problems of 
national economy, was able to look at national defense 
in the context of broader national life. He was 
certainly opposed to the activities of the Third Inter
national, but clearly saw that a conflict with a major 
power like the U.S.S.R. would be disastrous to his 
country whatever its outcome. The same idea was mani
fested in SUZUKI's ingenious plan to avoid border 
-Incidents which ho—practised with, succes^ during his_,
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1
assignments in Eastern Manchuria. j

5. The choice of SUZUKI by the Prime Minister 
KONOYE as President of the Planning Board was due to the 
fact that unlike most military officers SUZUKI had an 
intelligent understanding of the problems of national 
economy in general, and also to the fact that he would 
be able more effectively than civilians to check the 
exhorbitar.t demands for allocations by the armed forces 
which were then fraught with the danger of jeopardizing 

national livelihood. Unlike ministers of the Departments 
SUZUKI as head of that Board was not charged with the 
responsibility to carry out any of the plans decided 

upon; that was the function of the respective Ministries 
His main duty was to assist the Premier in exercising the 
political function of conciliating and co-ordinating the 
conflicting demands of the Ministries, and to evolve such 
economic plans as could be consented to by all the 
Ministries. It is true that the Planning Board was 
apprised of the details regarding the economic require
ments of the Ministries, except in the case of the War 
and Navy Ministries which latter were not allowed under 
the heavy penalties of law to reveal to the Planning 
Board or to anybody else the details regarding the 

allocation demanded. The Planning Board was thus in a 

key position to know the civilian economic situation of !

V
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the country as a whole. So the Président öf thé Planning”} 
Board was the logical person to be asked to explain on 
behalf of the Prime Minister economic matters before the 
Liaison Conference or the Cabinet, There were^ however, 
serious laciinae in tho information available to the 
Board on eçpnorçic matter?, SUPh as petploujn, * *j£S
Kept pecret by the military departmphtf fHOj® t̂ fi 
Planning Board. The Planning Board when requested to 
make explanations to eluoidate matters relating to 
petroleum as a whole in the Liaison Conference, it had 
to rely with implicit confidence on date supplied by-
the two branches of the armed services. Thp fiju$pti6n of
* * j ^

th? Planning Board was no, more, than, the at$vö;>; # jjMî?
:> , .I 6.• BUZUKI, however, «$s à trusted friend of
KONOYE. KONOYE as Prime Minister had of course his 
official and private secretaries. But KONOYT. saw that 
in dealing with some domestic political situations 
SUZUKI’s ability and position was such as to make him 
more suitable for the purpose than his other secretaries. 
And that accounts for the part played by SUZUKI in the 
important liaison work as between KONOYE, KIDO, TOJO, 
and HIGASHIKUNI immediately before the fall of the Third 
KONOYE Cabinet. And that was also the reason why he was 
asked to attend the Ogikubo Conferences not indeed to 
participate in the major discussions but to record its

. V V ■& !-r, 3-r V V $£-
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proceedings. SUZUKI often expressed his views or 
tendered advice to KONOYE, but it was given as KONOYE's 
friend, not in the capacity of the President of the 
Planning Board. The advice evinced his efforts to avert 
a drift of the nation into war with America, by coming 
to terms by negotiation with the United States which 
SUZUKI like all intelligent Japanese statesmen heartily 

desired.
7. SUZUKI's function in the TOJO Cabinet was 

strictly confined to his work as the President of the
I

Planning Board. He was not TOJO's personal friend as he 
certainly was KONOYE's, and SUZUKI was not in a position 

to act as TOJO’s high-class secretary or confidential 
political adviser, although he was certainly an official 
immediately subordinate to him and assisted him faith- r

fully in matters which fell within the purview of the 

Planning Board.
8. Until November 27 or 28 he sincerely hoped 

for peace and thought that terms could be made with the 

United States, though the subsequent course of events 
proved to bo such that his judgment cannot possibly 
escape the censure of having been a bit of wishful 

thinking.
8 -A . The accused does n o t deny th a t  he gave

h is  a s s e n t  to  the c a b in e t  d e c is io n  f o r  w ar. I t  i s  c le a r  j
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that he was doing his best within his power to avoid 
that war. However, after the Hull note of 2( November 
he came to believe in the light of informations supplied 
by his expert colleagues in charge and the military- 
authorities, that the danger to his country was so 
immediate as to make war inevitable as a measure of 
self-defense.

9. The accused does not deny that after the 
national decision had been made, he bent his efforts 
towards bringing the war to a success.

10. In making this presentation on behalf of 
the accused SUZUKI, it is not our purpose to discuss

i the law applicable to the case. That has already been 
fully done in the course of the defense summation and

! will only tie referred to in relation to a situation
i
specially applicable to this accused.

11. The relation of the accused SUZUKI to the 
events involved in this case are divided in two main 
categories:

20

21

22

23

24
25

j (1) His services in the Army until April, 1941.
(2) His services as President of the Planning 

Board, in the Second and Third KOI OYE Cabinets and in 
the TOJO Cabinet.

It is our contention with reference to (1) that
i

the services that SUZUKI rendered while in the Army were I

v.
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the customary and usual services of an Army officer and 

for which he cannot be held responsible under any of the 
Counts of the Indictment; for they were "performed 
officially in accordance with the policy already

(5)
established* * *." If the prosecution had not 
attempted to make a mountain out of a mole hill by 
referring to the activities of SUZUKI from 1931 to 
April, 194-1, we would feel justified in making r.o 
reference to his activities during this period. However, 
they having done so, we feel it incumbent upon us, in 
justice to the accused, to refute seriatim the argu
ments made by the prosecution during this period also.

(5) T. 40539.

: i !
-
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I. MILITARY AFFAIRS BOARD
12. In the course of’SUZUKI’s cross-

(6)
examination the prosecution referred to a document, 
and inquired whether or not SUZUKI remembered the 
document and whether or not he had handed this docu
ment to MORISHIMA, Section Chief of the Asiatic
Affairs Bureau of the Foreign Ministry. SUZUKI 

C 7)denied both. The alleged delivery of a document 
to MORISHIIvIA, even if proved, means nothing. It is 
a routine liaison work between two Ministries. If 
that is all, the defense may well leave this allegation 
unanswered.. The prosecution, however, not only 
charges the accused with the delivery of the document 
to MORISHIMA, but seems to endeavor to insinuate that 
SUZUKI had something to do with the formulation of 
the policy therein mentioned. It is therefore 
incumbent on the defense to elucidate the situation 
and show that the said charge and insinuation are 
quite unfounded in view of the circumstances stated 
below,

(8)
13« As the prosecution recognizes SUZUKI

was despatched to Peiping some time after the conclusion
of the Tang-ku Agreement of 31 May, 1933» The decision
(6) Ex. 3607-A, T. 35,261 
(?) T. 35,259
(8) T. 35,256
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to make SUZUKI to proceed to Peiping must have been 

made around the middle of June at the earliest. In 

those days it took about 10 days for a return trip 
to Peiping, and allowing the necessary time for 
conducting his mission at Peiping he must be presumed 
to have been still on his journey on 6 July, 1933, 
when the War Ministry and the Army General Staff 
approved the recommendations contained in that docu
ment.

The policy indicated in the said document
is not only diametrically opposed to the ideas long
entertained by SUZUKI concerning Chinese affairs, but
contrary to the policy indicated in the three points
of Hwang Fu, which SUZUKI reported to his superiors
with approval, adding his own view that the solution

of various local issues in North China should be
undertaken by relying upon and trusting the various
North China organs of the Chinese and in cooperation

(9)
with the Chinese. Kis view did not meet with the

( 10)
approval of his superiors in the War Ministry, 
and it is significant that in August 1933 he v/as 
removed to a post (Intelligence Corps of the War

( 11)
Ministry), which could not deal v/ith Chinese affairs.

(9) T. 35,388-9
(10) T. 35,340
(11) T. 35,174
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1
There were two other SUZUKIs, viz. Lieutenant

Colonel SUZUKI in the War Ministry and Lieutenant
(12)

Colonel SUZUKI in the Army General Staff.

14. In view of the above circumstances it
is the contention of the defense that the alleged
delivery of the document to MORISHIMA must have been
made not by the accused but by one of the other
Lieutenant Colonel SUZUKIs, and that the accused did
not participate at all in the formulation - not to say
approve the policy indicated in the said document.

It is natural in such circumstances that the answers
of the accused to the two questions put by the
prosecution were both in the negative.

15« In connection with the Hu Lin testimony
the prosecution contends that SUZUKI was deceiving Hu
Lin as to "the real policy of the War Ministry and the
Army General Staff," and makes a further and broader
accusation that SUZUKI's alleged sympathy with the

(14)
Chinese Nationalistic movement was "a sham".

The defense submits that these allegations 
are startling accusations and that without any evidence 
whatsoever to support them.

16. In 1935 when Hu Lin and SUZUKI met,
(12) T. 35,340-1
(13) T. 3518-4
(14) T. 41,817

(13)

o
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SUZUKI was conducting a heart-to-heart talk with his 
old friend and he was oxoressing his private views,

(15)*
as SUZUKI testifies. He was not in any way
interpreting the current views of the War Ministry
and the Array General Staff. Of these Hu Lin, the
owner and editor-in-chief of the largest paper in
China, could and undoubtedly did judge for hiraself
in view of the then political developments in North
China, such as the North China Self-Government movement
and Ho-UMEZU Agreement, etc. SUZUKI himself was then
a cabinet investigator and an instructor of military
science in the War College and was certainly not in
an official position adequately to interpret "the
real policy of the War Ministry and the Array General

(16)
Staff." No, SUZUKI was expressing his personal

conviction on Sino-Japanese friendship and his personal 
sympathy to the Nationalist movement which never 

suffered any change since his* encounter with Hu Lin 
in 1927« It must certainly be presumed that the 
political view of a man like SUZUKI v/hich had been 
formed after his long experience and studies in Chinese 
affairs can not so easily be changed by the adverse 
currents of contemporary politics.

(15) T. 35,264-5
(16) T. 35,174

. „ Mm ,

25
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V/e arc quite at a loss to understand, what 
the alleged '’evidence" is for making a surprising 
charge against the accused that his sympathy with the 
Nationalist movement is a sham. We remind the 
Tribunal there is no such evidence, but the statement 
is only an unjust and dogmatic assumption made by the 
prosecution,

17, It is contended by the prosecution
that "as early as 1933 SUZUKI was, in fact, advocating
the expansion of Japan by means of aggressive war"
and that he is "attempting to conceal his real attitude

(17)
to serve his present purpose,"

And this allegation is made on two very weak 

bits of evidence,
18. The one is a remark attributed to him

(18)
that Russia is an absolute enemy.

This does not imply in any way an advocacy 
of an aggressive war against Russia, It simply meant 
as SUZUKI states in his affidavit that so long as 
the Soviet Union aided and abetted the Third International 
which plotted to effect a Communist revolution in 
Japan involving the overthrow of such basic national 
institutions as the Emperor-system, Russia was an absolute

(17) T. 41,819
(18) T. 41,8l8, Ex. 22^3, T. 16,216
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enemy.

To a Communist this statement might'appear
"reactionary,” as similar statements by contemporary
statesmen in America and England certainly would. -The

concern for the revolutionary activities of the Third
International, however, was then quite common to
Japanese liberals as well as to Japanese Conservatives,

and there was nothing in such remarks as indicating a
»

propensity to aggressive war on the part of the accused.
19. The second is TAKEBE1s testimony which

says SUZUKI made a speech v/hich consisted in 11 laying
the ground for the necessity for a war of Japan against

the Soviet Union and for the necessity of capturing
(20)

the Soviet Maritime Province and Siberia."
The making of any speech by SUZUKI at the

meeting of the Toyama military school was denied by 
(21)

SUZUKI himself, which is corroborated by KOSAKA
(22)

who testified for the accused ARAKI. SUZUKI
was at the function together with other officers of 
the War Ministry and was explaining to the War Minister's 
guests in an e.nte-chamber to the great Hall, the then 
military situation in Manchuria with the help of a 
number of maps. Such a. procedure of making subordinates

(19) T. 35,231
(20) T. 41,818, Ex. 3371, T. 31,835
(21) T. 41,819. 3 5 . 2 3 2 ___________________

i t '
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Txplaln Lu a Ministry1 s guests concerning mattorc------
within its charge is common usage in Japan. TAKEBE’s
memory is admittedly obscure, he himself confessing,
"Naturally I do not remember the exact wording of
the AKAKI’s and SUZUKI*s statements os many years have

(23)
passed since then," And TAKEBE*s testimony itself
was a vague one that SUZUKI "explained various problems
of the international situation to lay'the ground to

(24)
the alleged necessity."

20. The above two evidence are certainly 
too v/ê k to make the serious and astonishing charge 
that ns early as 1933 SUZUKI was advocating the 
expansion of Japan by means of "aggressive war" —  
a gratuitous and fatuous argument unproved by any 
evidence whatever.

Moreover, SUZUKI*s conception of national 
defense vis-a-vis Russia is most eloquently expressed 
by his successful ende.-vors to prevent "border 
incidents" so that they will not develop into a. major

(25)
war between the tv'o countries. 23 24 25

(23) T. 31,837
(24) T. 31,835
(25) T. 35,192-3
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21. It is also significant that throughout 
the entire record the prosecution has presented only 
isolated and sporadic instances, of an ambiguous kind 
two in number, of SUZUKI1s attitude toward Russia, 
when on the other hand it makes no comment on the 
uncontradicted testimony concerning his successful 
efforts to prevent border incidents as indicated in 
the preceding paragraph.

II. CHINA AFFAIRS BOARD
22. In order to evaluate SUZUKI*s behavior 

during his tenure of office in the China Affairs 
Board, it is necessary first to revise two erroneous 
assumptionswhich the prosecution seems to make.

23. It speaks of the China Affairs Board
26.as a "powerful" Board. This must be taken with 

the serious qualification that although the Board 
was established in order to check the arbitrary actions 
of the Army through its special service agencies in 
China, the Army continued such agencies even after 

the formation of the China Affairs Board.
The prosecution's witness OIKAWA testified 

about this situation by saying: "Lecal military
commanders had as part of their staff a special 
service organization for effecting economic, political

26. Tr. 41826.

o
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27.and cultural matters." Moreover, there were
organs such as KAGESA and DOHIHARA agencies far more

28powerful than special service agencies. * The China 

Affairs Board was not in a position to obtain much 
information of the activities of these military 
agencies and the Board had no control over them. To 
the extent that the policy decided on by the China 
Affairs Board was often nullified on the plea of 
military necessity by the military in China, the 
China Affa5.rs Board with its branch offices was an 
innocuous body in its practical operations.

24. Secondly, the prosecution speaks of 

SUZUKI as one of its important heads * which tends 
to suggest that SUZUKI was responsible for major 
policies formulated by the Board. This certainly is 
an erroneous assumption. As a matter of fact

30.SUZUKI*s position in the Board was a minor one. The 
Board 7/as headed by the President, who was the Prime 
Minister. He was assisted by four vice-presidents 
composed of the heads of the Foreign, Finance, War 
and Navy Ministries. Then came the Secretary General 
whose function was to put into effect the decisions

27. Tr. 4771.
28. Tr. 39285, 40654.
29. Tr. 41826.
30. Ex. 455, Tr. 3183*
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TÜTi-------made by the President and Vice-Presidents.
SUZUKI was a mere section chief under the Secretary
General and was not in a position to formulate the
policies of the Board. His duty was to help the
Secretary General in the execution of such policies
as already had been decided, so far as the functions
of his own section were concerned.

25. The prosecution says that his alleged
efforts toward minimizing interference and to bring
about cooperation between China and Japan are un-

32.supported by evidence. Of course the three
33.principles SUZUKI mentions in his affidavit were 

by way of his own personal guide in exercising the 
authority assigned to him, and did not represent the 
policy of the Board. In the nature of things, no 
extrinsic evidence is available regarding a matter 
relating to his personal guide, and it must be ad
mitted that his efforts in that direction did not 
bear much fruit and that chiefly because of the 
influence of the military agencies in China, i.e.
because of the military situation as SUZUKI puts it

34.in his testimony.
31. Ex. 455' Tr. 3183.
32. Tr. 418Ï7.
33. Tr. 351/4.
34. Tr. 35194-5.
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26. But his three principles Are perfectly
consonant with his long-standing views in Chinese 

Affairs.
His personal conviction was to come to terms 

with Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek regarding it unv/ise

policy was decided upon by the decisions of January
1938 and October 1938, in the formulation which he

36.
was naturally not concerned at all. As a section 
chief there was nothing for him but to perform his 
duties within the framework of that policy.

27. As for the TO Project SUZUKI was, of 
course, not responsible for the formulation of such a 
policy. A section chief did not attend the confer
ence of the China Affairs Board at which decision on

3 7.
such weighty matters was made. His part concerning ; 
that project was a mere routine work of his section !
to convey to the Chief of the East Asiatic Bureau of , j
the foreign Ministry and the China Affairs Board Branch I

• i
Offices in the China area the communications sent to

38.him from the War Ministry.

35.to set up new regimes in China. * But the latter

28. The giving of a letter to KAGESA who was
Tr. 35194.
Tr. 41821, 3^270.
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going to see Wang was also routine work. Secretary
General YANAGAWA who was the logical man to write such
a letter did not know Wang, and SUZUKI who knew Wang
wrote a letter at the request of the Secretary

39.General.
29. The interview with Goette simply means

that SUZUKI frankly told the American correspondent
about his own view that the policy of the government
to deal with Wang was illusory, Chiang Kai-shek being
the only real ruler in China and that so long as Japan
could not come to terms with General Chiang Kai-shek

40the war could not but go on —  an intelligent view 
which was indeed contrary to the official view of the 
day, but one quite becoming SUZUKI, a liberal and a 
China expert.

30. Unless wo make the extraordinary 
assumption-- that a military officer was committing a 
v/rong in executing the orders of his superiors because 
they were contrary to Lis conceptions of policy, the 
defense cannot see anything blameable in SUZUKI*s 
behavior during his service in the China Affairs 
Board. It must be remembered that under the Japanese
39. Tr. 3^87-8.
40. Tr. 4-;A<'5, 3780, 38234.

!
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law a military officer cannot resign of his own 

accord or request to be removed to another post.
It is a significant fact that not only during his 
service in the China Affairs Board but before or 
after that period, SUZUKI was never known to have 
written or spoken in public in support of the China 

Incident.
31. The defense therefore considers it

preposterous for the prosecution to contend that
SUZUKI was "in favor of aggressive v/arfare in China

and was active in the exploitation of that country
. 41.and its resources.."

III. T'rZTg TRIPART IT3 PACT

31-A. Tnc prosecution has laid great 

emphasis on the significance of the Tripartite Pact 
and its relation to its oiaimc for the development 

of the alleged conspira'y in this case. It is in
conceivable that one change! with participation under 

practically all the co.iyvcs o ' the Indictment from 
1931 to 194-1 could lie >e. nothing to do with this Pact. 
Nevertheless, altiuugh this did not come within the 
sphere of hij functions in the China Affairs Board, 

SUZUKI \r.-20. o.NCIJ that he objected to the conclusion 
of the T.vip.yiite Pact, and this fact is conceded by
41. Tr. 41826
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cation of SUZUKI*s strong opposition to Nazi Germany, 
and to the implications of this Pact, he went a 
step further —  after the outbreak of, the German-
Soviet War, he recommended to Prince KONOYE that It

43would be better to terminate the Triple Alliance.
IV. THE PLANNING BOARD

32. After carefully reading the prosecution’s
charges under this head, the defense cannot but feel

that language, especially when rendered into that
*

of a foreign country with a different social back

ground, is often deceptive. And the defense regards 
it essential to clarify some of the terms so that 

there be no misunderstanding.
33» First, the term Cabinet Planning 

Board may give the invidious impression that it was 
the all-powerful central organ for controlling the 

entire national economy, in military and civil 
fields, and that for purposes of aggressive wari

As a matter of fact the Planning Board had 
nothing to do with the planning not only of operation

al but of economic affairs in the military sphere.
It was entirely in the dark as to how the materials 
allocated to the armed services are or were to be

42. Tr. 35190. 41825. 43. Tr. 35191.
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used.----- This was a natural --consequence of the------
system of independence of the Supreme Command
peculiar to Japan. The planning did not, therefore,
extend to the economic planning in the military
sphere which was the exclusive business of the armed

45.services themselves. The only part which the
Planning Board played was the amount of materials
to be allocated to the Army and the Navy.

The planning was, therefore, confined to
the non-military sphere. In this sphere the Planning

Board was in a position to obtain information from
the Ministries concerned as to how the materials

4 6.allocated to them were or were not to be used. 

However, the Planning Board could not evolve a plan 
in an autonomous way and compel the Ministries to 
accept it. The plan could only be made by concil
iating and coordinating the conflicting demands and

47.subject to the approval of the various Ministries.
The Planning Board had, moreover, nothing to do with 
the execution of such a plan which was the function 
of the respective Ministries. * It is, therefore,
44. Tr. 18362.
45. Tr. 35239-40.
46. Tr. 35239.
47. Tr. 35240.
48. Tr. 41827, 35240.

4 4 .
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a grave error to describe the Planning Board as an
49.all-powerful body "controlling Japanese economy" 

a picture which the Liebert testimony is apt to 
convey. It was a body offering technical advice to

50.the Prime Minister in national economic matters, 
although its president had the further task of 
assisting the Prime Minister by the exercise of his 
political ingenuity in conciliating and coordinating 
departmental requirements to formulate an allocation 
plan acceptable to all the Ministries.

34. Secondly, the military word "mobiliza
tion" suggests that it is connected \7ith war, and 
the "economic mobilization" suggests mobilization 

for a war to come. As a matter of fact tho 
"economic mobilization" with which the Planning 

Board was entrusted simply means that resources be 
effectively utilized or "mobilized" as to satisfy 
national economic needs in view of the palpable 
shortage of those resources. * It is a metaphor 
to indicate a trend opposite to that of laissez- 
faire. It is true that national economic needs 
comprised requirements of national defense, but the 
word did not mean mobilization for a definite war

49. Tr. 41826, 8403, 35241.
50. Tr. 41827 Ex. 71.

-Tr. 35197, 35239.------------------------- --
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such as a war against the United States and Great 
Britain as the prosecution seems to assume.

35. Thirdly, the prosecution certainly is 
lacking in the sense of humor when it takes hold of 
such phrases as "the strengthening of national 
defense" and "war-time structure" used by the Plan
ning Board, to prove that the Commodity Mobilization
Plan or other plans were in the nature of a "war 

52,plan." It forgets that statesmen often use lan

guage to conceal their thoughts rather than express 
them. Taking the conditions of the country into full 
account, it is patent to all intelligent persons that 
SUZUKI was urging the Japanese people to direct their 
endeavors towards an increase of production with a 
view to tiding over the grave difficulties caused by
the economic severance effected by America, Britain

53«and the Netherlands. * The revelation of the real 
! economic difficulties caused by such severance would 

certainly have turned the national sentiment against 
the United States who would be stigmatized as the 
primus mobile of such economic difficulties. This 
would become a serious obstacle in the way of 
American-Japanese negotiations, the success of which

52. Tr. 41830, 41835.
53. Tr. 35237-8.

's-‘>
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w . -----------------------------•SUZUKI heartily desired.
36. The main contention of the prosecution 

is that SUZUKI was actively engaged in the formulation 
and execution of plans and preparations for aggressive 
war.

The prosecution here charges the Planning 
Board President not only with the formulation but 
with execution of the plans. But clearly the Planning 
Board had no responsibility for the execution of plans, 
as the prosecution itself seems to recognize by saying, 
"It is probably quite true. • • that the execution of 
such plans was not the responsibility of the Planning 

Board." # So the question narrows itself into one 
as to whether or not the Planning Board was engaged 
in formulating plans for aggressive war. And in 
view of the context it seems clear that by "aggressive 
war" the prosecution refers to the Pacific War. The 
prosecution does not certainly charge the President 
of the Planning Board with planning military plans 
for opening hostilities with America, Great Britain, 
etc., for that was a matter falling under the ex
clusive jurisdiction of the Supreme Command, and of 

which the Planning Board had no concern whatsoever*
54. Tr. 35239.
55. Tr. 41827.

-
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So the question is whether the Planning Board made 
its plans v/ith the object of initiating the Pacific 
War, not merely by taking into account exigencies 
of national defense in view of the prevailing inter
national situation. It is the contention of the 
defense that those plans wore certainly not made 
with the view of opening hostilities against- America 
and her Allies.

37. If the planning had been made in order 
to initiate the Pacific V/ar, the allocation for the 
Navy must have increased, for in a v/ar against the 
United States and Groat Britain, the Navy would 
necessarily have to play the major role, and consid
erable loss of shipping must also bo expected. But 
we do not see any increase in the allocation for the 
Navy in the Commodity Mobilization Plan for 1941.
The allocations for military use was determined with 
main stress laid on the replenishing of the consump
tion of the Army’s munitions due to the troubles in 
China and no increase in the allocation for the Navy 
or in the way of increase in ship-building appears 
in the said plan. * After the Imperial presence 

Conference of 6 September, the Navy Vice-Minister 
requested the Planning Board to modify the plan, 56
56. Tr. 3 5 3 4 1 . ________________________________

/
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demanding an additional allocation of 300,000 tons 

of steel. The Planning Board refused to comply 
v/ith this demand, and the matter remained pending ^  
until the decision for v/ar v/as taken on December 1.

57. Tr. 35204.

A
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38. The Commodities Mobilization Plan for 
1941 was accompanied with a plan for importing materials
from America, Britain, and the Netherlands, calculated
at FOB prices. The plan for the above imports was 
naturally nullified by the economic severance, but the 
very fact that the Commodities Mobilization Plan pre
supposed imports from America, Britain and the Nether
lands and not any stoppage of such imports also goes 
to show that the Commodities Mobilization Plan for 1641 
was not a "war plan."

Mobilization Plan for 1941 the allocation for military 
purposes, especially for the army, was seemingly some
what increased as compared with the plan for the pre
vious year. This, however, was due to the fact that 
the allocation for "indirect military use" which hadê

I in the previous plan been comprised under allocation 
for non-military use was included in the allotment for 
military use in the Plan for 1941. The seeming in
crease in military allotment was, therefore, merely 
apparent and did not, therefore, signify any real in-

37. It is true that in the Commodities

59

60
crease. This also goes to show that the Plan for 
1941 was not a "war plan."

58. Tr. 18,368
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40. SUZUKI's main function as the Planning
Poard President toward the fulfillment of which he did
his best until 1 December 194-1 was to safeguard civilien
requirements by suppressing the exhorbitant and insist-

6l
ent demands by the armed forces. Immediately after
the assumption of his post, therefore, he set up a
section in the Board to investigate by scientific
methods the quantities o** materials absolutely required

62
for the nation's livelihood. Backed by accurate 
figures he vigorously resisted the demands made by the 
armed forces in favor of those for general civilian 
requirements. He succeeded in persuading the army and 
navy to concede a substantial reduction of 40 to 50

63
per centum of their original demands. How on earth 
can such behavior as the President of the Planning 
Poard be interpreted as* having been actively engaged 
in the formulation of plans of aggressive war?

41. The prosecution also refers to the
Traffic Mobilization Plan of 5 September, 1941, snd the

64
'Yorkers Mobilization Plan of 13 September, 1941.
These plans were simply normal economic control plans 
necessitated by the straitened conditions of national 
economy created by the outbreak of the German-Soviet ’Yar
61. Tr. 35,197
52. Tr. 35,197-8
53. Tr. 18,365
54. 'l'r. 41,855

V
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on thê <5ïîë“hâna and'the ‘économie "severance "effected by65
America and her Allies on the other. Certainly it
was not a "war plan."

42. The prosecution refers to the Key Indus
trial Control Ordinance of 30 August 1941 and the Im-

66
perial Petroleum Company Ordinance of 15 March 1941. 
These ordinances simply are manifestations of a general 
world-wide drift towards controlled economy which was 
especially necessitated by the straitened conditions of 
Japanese economy due to years of large-scale military 
engagements with China. Thev have nothing to do what
ever with the Pacific 7ar. The policy itself was de
cided on and the ordinances themselves were enacted 
before SUZUKI's assumption of office, although the for
mer ordinance came into effect and the Imperial Petro-

67leum Company ‘was organized during his incumbency.
43. The Five Year Plan which SUZUKI took 

over from his predecessor and revised was a general 
long-range plan to build up Japanese civilian economy 
on the principle of self-supply. Such a drift towards 
aufcarcy • is a part of world-wide trends toward bloc- 
economy, in view of which Japan considered herself com
pelled to plan her economy in terms of self-supply.

£Z* Tr. 35,240-1
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This Plan has certainly nothing to do with the initia
tion of v/ar against the United States and its allies.

44. The establishment of the Stationary
Economic Investigation in the Japanese Consulate in

68
Fanoi and Saigon and the dismantling of the oil in-

69stallations by the array and navy, even if they might have
coco to the knowledge of'SUZUKI, were certainly ratters
which were entirely beyond the control of the Planning

«
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45. The answers of the Planning Board to the
three problems, the study of which was ordered by the
Prime Minister KONOYE were of such a nature as would
tend to discourage any idea of war with the United 

70
States. The report made by SUZUKI to the Emperor on 29
29 September 1941 referred to by the prosecution is

71
exactly of the same tenor.

45-A. "Mth regard to the Sixth Committee 
referred to in paragraph 64, it must be noticed that 
SUZUKI was appointed its chairman on 2 December, 1941, 
when the national decision for war had already been 
made. SUZUKI1s work as chairman of the said Committee 
is, therefore, essentially distinct in character from 
his work as the President of the Planning Foard prior
69. Tr. 41,834
70. Tr. 41,833-4. 35,200
71. Tr. 41,838, 35.242 j
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to 1 December, 1941. The accused does not deny that
after national decision had been made he did his best
to make that war a success. It is plain that if Japan
is ever to dare challenge the combined forces of America
and Britain with their vast resources she must acquire
and exploit resources of the Southern Areas as a war

73measure.
46. The prosecution mentions four occasions

on which SUZUKI attended the meetings of the Privy 
74

Council. Unlike Ministers of State with.Portfolio,
SUZUKI had no vote in the Privy Council, his capacity
being simply that of an explainer, i. e., to make such
necessary explanations as might be ordered by the Min-

75
ister in charge, in SUZUKI*s case the Prime Minister. 
This incidentally shows that SUZUKI as President of the 
Flanning Board was treated as being a grade lower then 
the ministers for the departments. This also shows 
that SUZUKI's title of Minister of State was more or 
less ornamental. It gave prestige and dignity to his 
post, but his proper function was to perform the essen
tially administrative duties of the Planning^ Board 
President, assisting the Premier under the control of
the latter. His responsibility for general affairs
22. Tr. 41,836 
72. Tr. 35,244-5 
2?» Tr. 41,837-8

75. Tr. 83, organization of 
the Privy Council, Art. 11

‘5.19-6-...............

I

i
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of state was more or less nominal and certainly less 
neavy than that of the ordinary ministers of state.

meeting in July 1941, which discussed matters relating
to the conclusion of a protocol between France and Japan
v/ith regard to the defence of French Indo-China. The
matter was mainly within the competence of the Foreign
Finister and Ministers for the defence services, and !

77 i
SUZUKI naturally was not asked to make any explanation.

47-A. This was related to the despatch of 
troops to Southern Indo-Chine. In paragraph 53-54 the 
prosecution seems to hold SUZUKI responsible as one of 
the Cabinet Ministers who decided to despatch the 
troops. This may be nominally so, in the sense of 
collective (political) responsibility of the cabinet, 
even if it was not a matter within the competence of 
SUZUKI. ’Tien he was told by KONOYE that troops might 
be despatched he voiced the view from an economic 
standpoint that it would be a serious matter if Japan
was subjected to embargo in consequence of such a step. 
The Prime Minister told him that the step was necessary 
to ward off an immédiate danger of war with the Soviet
Union and that since the move was not directed against

42- The first occasion mentioned was a

78
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America or Britain, America wouid understand if he ex-
79 'plained the matter. SUZUKI was not an expert in diplo- iII

macy, and was quite justified to rely on the judgment i 
of hi? colleagues who were better informed and not to 
push hi? viev; to the point of resigning, of which

80
latter step the prosecution seems to require of him. 
Moreover, it may be noted that, in view of the situa
tion of domestic politic? then prevailing, if SUZUKI 
resigned, his resignation would have placed KOROYE in 
an extremely awkward position end would have strengthened 
UATSUOKA's position.. As a matter of fact, KONOYE put 
UATFUOKA outside of the cabinet through resignation en 
bloc. SUZUKI'? failure to resign is quite unimpeachable 
also from the standpoint of practical domestic politics.
As to criminal responsibility, the defense entirely 
denies any responsibility on the part of SUZUKI.

It may here be noted that SUZUKI is not 
indicted under count 33*

48. The second and third occasions were at
81

the meetings of 8 and 11 December 1941, They were 
after the war had already commenced and the matters 
brought before those meetings were concerned with 
the prosecution of the war.

79. Tr. 35,199
80. Tr. 41,832 
ST. Tr. 41,837-8
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49. The fourth occasion was his attendance
at the investigation committee meetings of the Privy
Council. The subject v?as "the Organization of the

82
Greater ^ast Asia Ministry." The issue regarding 
the new establishment of such a ministry was one con
cerning mainly the administration of occupied areas —  
whether or not it vas better as a war measure to or
ganize a new ministry for such purpose. The Foreign 
Minister TOGO ndturally opposed a measure which spelled 
curtailment of the competence of his ministry, and 
probably also from diplomatic considerations. The 
Cabinet Board Presidents considered that the establish
ment of a new ministry v'ith a nev; staff-was better than 
leaving the work to the Foreign T'inistry as heretofore 
from the standpoint of more efficient administration. 
There was nothing of right or wrong in the moral sense 
for supporting the one or the other, the issue being 
essentially a question of administrative expediency.
The stand of the government on this disputed question 
having finally been decided upon, it was perfectly 
proper for SUZUKI to explain, on behalf of the Prime 
Minister, and as an explainer, the views of the govern
ment at thb meetings of Privy Council Committee, and

82. Tr. 41,838

... . '"V
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also that the government had no intention to change
83the name of the ministry. He is not to be blamed

for drawing upon the then current popular slogan,
"thd establishment of Greater East Asia,"

« '

to explain and uphold the policy already fixed by the 
government. It may be noted that this domestic 
struggle for jurisdiction ending in the separation 
of the Foreign Ministry and the Greater East Asia Min
istry was later solved when the Foreign Minister 
SKIGHHITSU became concurrently the Minister for the 
latter ministry.

82.. Tr. 35,247-8
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50. The defense does not deny that SUZUKI 
attended many of the Liaison Conferences at which 
important decisions were arrived at. Neither does the 
defense denv that SUZUKI was during the period a 
Minister without Portfolio. The prosecution seems to 
assume» that those two facts are enough to impose 
criminal responsibility upon the accused, irrespective 
of the part he played in the conferences he attended 
and whether or not his behavior actually contributed 
in any way to the outbreak of the Pacific War# The 
defense, however, is confident that the Tribunal 
will reject such a notorious and oppressive doctrine 
of "guilt by association" based on sheer assumption, 
that it will abide by the eminently sound doctrine 
♦•hat puilt is personal.and scrutinize the exact part 
SUZUKI plaved in those conferences in order to deter

mine whether or not his behavior can be characterized

20
21
22
23
24
25

as "criminal." The defense, therefore, will endeavor 
to assist the Tribunal in that investigation by elucidat
ing certain aspects of the actual functioninp of the 
Liaison Conference and the part which the President 
of the Planning Board played in its sessions.

51* The fact that SUZUKI attended the Liaison 
Conferences in the capacity of the President of the

. fi
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Plnnninp Board, a subordinate administrator under the
control of the Prime Minister, naturally made it
impossible for hi” to state his personal opinions in

84conflict with the Premier's, Accordingly, the defense
«

desires to call the Tribunal's special attention to the 
fact that SUZUKI's position at the said conference was 
auite different not onlv from that of the Prime Minister^ 
the War, N a w  and Foreign Ministers, but even from that 
of the Finance Minister, who attended the conferences 
in his independent capacity as a Cabinet Minister.

52. It is not denied that the Liaison Confer
ence was an important meeting based on constitutionalt
conventions at which an understanding was arrived at
between the Government represented bv the Prime Minister

#

and the High Command. It was certainly not a policy- 
deciding organ over and above the Cabinet, and this is 
shown by the fact that if was customarv to postpone the 
execution of the decisions arrived at until the approval

85of the Cabinet had been obtained* However, vis-a-vis 
the Supreme Command, Dolitical and morel responsibility 
certainly rested on the Prime Minister and the Ministers 
in charge who attended the Conference especially the 
Foreign Minister (in relation to the Japanese-American 
diplomatic negotiation which was the main theme before 

84;/»-T. 35,202 85. T. 41840, 35,203
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the outbreak of the Pacific War) to persuade their
colleagues in the Cabinet to agree to the understanding
arrived at, and it v;as natural that the other Ministers
placed confidence in the Prime Minister and in the
Foreign Minister within whose competence the Japanese-

86American relations lay«, Such political or moral 
responsibility, of course, was not assumed by the

9 *
President o** the Planning Board who attended the con
ference as technical assistant to the Prime Minister to 
elucidate such economic matters as fell within the 
competence of the Board.

53. The position of the President of the 
Planning Board in the Liaison Conference can be further 
clarified by the following facts:

First, TOGO testified that "the drafts of the 
decisions of the Liaison Conference were always prepared 
beforehand —  the matters were examined bv the staffs 
of the ministries concerned and coordinated by the three

ftsecretaries before they were submitted to the Conference.!: 

TOGC's testimony is further confirmed and supplemented j 
b’r PUZUKI's testimony on this point: "Before subjects
for discussion were submitted to the Liaison Conference 
considerable study and investigation on these matters had

8 6 . Tv 4 1 , 8 4 0 - 1 ,  3 5 ,3 2 0
87. T. 35,677-8
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been given to it bv the officials of the Wer, Navy, and
Foreign Ministry, and therefore it was not usual for
people not connected with these ministries to make any

88remarks on these subjects."

This means that the Planning Board was not
generally consulted in formulating the proposals to be
referred to the Liaison Conference.

54, Second, TOGO testified that "the copies
of all important cablegrams were automatically routed
by the Foreign Ministry to the War and Navy Ministries
and the General Staffs through the Militarv and Naval

89Affairs Bureauv,"
This means that copies of such cablegrams were

not given to such Ministers as the Finance Minister or
the President of the Planning Board, with the consequence
that they were less informed about the American-Japanese
negotiations than, for instance, Chiefs of Militarv and
Naval Affairs. This throws light on the position of the
President o*’ the Planning Board, especially in matters
relating to American-Japanese negotiations.

55* Third, it is apparent that there were
some Liaison Conferences to which such men as KAYA and
f-UZUKl were not invited. This is clearlv the case with

89. T. 35,303 
89. T. 35,707
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the Liaison Conferences of 11 and 13 November 1941.
According to the testimony of YAMAMOTO, who

testified that he attended every one of the Liaison
Conferences which were held during the period between
the establishment of* the TOJO Cabinet and the outbreak
of the Pacific "far, a document entitled "Principal
Reasons for the Commencement of Hostilities against the

90United Ptatos and Britain," was adopted at a liaison 
91conference and is dated 11 November 1941. Now on

the cover of that document it appears that only five
copies of the document were made. *nd there can be no
doubt that the five persons to when the document was
intended to be handed over were the Prime Minister, the
Foreigh Minister, who was also tho War liinistor, tho Ilr.vy
Minister, and the two representatives of tho Supreme Cor.-

• •• 92.
rand referred to in the exhibit.1103•

Again, according to the testimony of TOGO, 
exhibit 919> a document entitled "Basic Principles for 
Rapid Conclusion of War against the United states,

qoEngland and the Netherlands"'J was adopted at the
94Liaison Conference of 13 November 1941. Again it

appears on the cover that nnlv five copies of the docu

00. Ex. 1175, T. 10,362 93. T. 9,261
91. T. 26,057 94. T. 35,703
92. T. 10,171
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ment were issued. This shows that the document was 
deliberated on bv the same five persons alone. It nay 
also be présumer' that the document entitled "Measures

95towards the Foreign Countries" adopted on the same 
dav must have been discussed by the Big Five.

It may be concluded that there vtere some 
Liaison Conferences such as the above two conferences, 
at v,hich SUZUKI's presence was not required.

56. All these facts go to show that SUZUKI
was statinp the exact truth when he testified that he
attended the Liaison Conferences as a technical assist-

96ant to the Prime Ministère* He was not in any way 
minimizing the part he played in the Liaison Conference 
to meet the purpose of the present trial, as the 
prosecution surmises.

57. The fact, moreover, that fcUZUKI was not
consulted ev^n regarding the amount of oil to be
requested of America at the time of agreement on the

97A and B proposals, a topic which, might possibly be 
regarded as falling within the purview of the Planning 
Board, throws a side light cn the insignificant part 
plaved bv hUZUKI regarding Anerican-Japanese negotiations

95. Ex. 1169, ,p. 10,333;
Ex. 876, T. 10,366 the same document

96. T. 41,840, 35,202, 35,301
97. rp. 35,703

t ® .
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which formed the major topic of the Liaison Conferences 
immediately prior to the outbreak of the Pacific 'Var.

58. Of the Liaison Conferences the prosecu
tion claims that SUZUKI attended, the defense denies 
that SUZUKI attended the liaison Conferences of 11 and 
13 of November, 194-1 for the reasons already mentioned*
It is true that SUZUKI stated, in answer to the prosec
ution: "After the establishment of the TOJO Cabinet 
Liaison Conferences were held continuously up to the

98end of November, and I attended, all t^eso conferences.'! '
This must be interpreted to mean that he attended all
the conferences to which he was invited. He ‘did not,
of course, attend the Liaison Conferences of the Bip
Five at which his presence was not asked.

The defense denies also that hUZUKI attended
"the Liaison Conferences o** the f^rst week in December

99
"'hen the terms o*’ the Final Note were discussed."

59. There is no evidence whatever that SUZUKI 
went bevond his capacity as technical assistant to the 
Premier and expressed his opinion on matters which were 
bevond h^s purview. As TOJO states, he "had a voice" 
in the c o n f e r e n c e , b u t  hUZUKI "voiced" his views to

I
the conference onlv on matters which were within the

98. T.’ 41,841, p. 35,304
99. T, 41,842-3, P. 41,856-7
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jurisdiction of the Planning Board, and was not in any 
vav activo in discussing matters which fell within the 
jurisdiction of the Foreign or other Ministers«

60. As technical assistant to the Pri^e Minister 
►SUZUKI's function was to explain economic natters in an 
objective way. This involves a statement of facts
known to the Planning Board and an economic prophesy 
based on those facts. He cannot be held responsible 

*or a statement of a seni-scientific kind, whatever its 
conseauences, unless indeed he distorted such ^acts, of 
which there is no evidence whatsoever. Moreover the 
Report of the Planning Board rade tc the Prime Minister 
TOJO^ shows that it presented not a rosy but a highly 
pessimistic picture o^ Japanese economy. It suggested 

that whether t^ere was war or no war, Japanese economy 
would be in a predicament unless Japan cane to terns 
with the United states.

102
61. '.That is stated in paragraph 75 (TOGO’S 

statement in the course of cross-examination) is, it is 
submitted,a tendentious picture of what took place in 
the Liaison Conference o** 1 November. What actually 
took place was that {SUZUKI did not voice any opposition

100. T. 41,843, 36,266 j
101. T. 41,850-1, 35,21 5-9
102. Tl 41,841.
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to the Frime Minister as his chief. The matter
discussed was essentially one which did not directly 
concern the Planning Board and of which SUZUKI was not 
competent to express any independent judgment,

62. It may be concluded that SUZUKI was not 
expected to plav or did plav any important part in the 
Anerican-Jananese negotiations in or out of the Liaison 
Conferences. He attended those conferences only as 
technical assistant to the Prime Minister. There is no 
evidence that t-UZUKI in such capacity or otherwise 
behaved in such a way as to be instrumental in bringing 
about the Facific War. He, on the contrary, alwavs 
wished for and expected that the negotiations would’ be 
successful. The defense feels that there can not be 
the slightest reason for charging such a man with any 
cri^e, simplv because he attended Liaison Conferences 
and that to assist the Prime Minister in elucidating 
the economic situation of the country.

VI. THE MEETING AT OGIKUBO ON 12 OCTOBER 1941
63. The Ogikubo Conference of 12 October was

one convened bv the Prime Minister to persuade the War
Minister to avoid war by a frank exchange of views
between the Ministers concerned. SUZUKI*s testimony

104
on the character of this conference stands uncontra- 

103. T.35,221-2__________ 104. T. 41,844-5, 35,205-8
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dieted. His presence at the conference to record the 
proceedings could not be inpugned in any wav. But the 
prosecution charges that SUZUKI was minimizing his

io5importance. This assumption is not only unfair,
but is contradicted by the prosecution’s own evidence,
namelvj a portion of TOJO’s interrogation, in which it
was stated bv TOJO that its important members were the
'Tar, Navy and Foreign Ministers, as well as the Prime
Minister, and that he did not even remember whether the

106President of the Planning Board was there or not.
The meeting was a secret one and the Chief Secretary
of the Cabinet, TOMITA, or any other secretary of the
Prime Minister, was not allowed to be present. The
logical person to be invited in such circumstances to
record the proceedings was &UZUKI, who was KONOYE’s
trusted subordinate and friend and who assumed a
ministerial rank. This was not to be wondered at in
view of the fact that KONOYE dften made use of tUZUKI
to do the work of a secretary for him, e.g., as a

107messenger to TOJO or KIDO. SUZUKI was not attend
ing the conference as the President of the Planning Board 
to report on economic matters nor to participate in the 
discussion which was to ^e conducted as between the

105. T. 41,844
106. T. 10,271

107. 7.35,203 et sea., 
35,243
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Prlne Minister, War, Navy and Foreign Ministers. SUZUKI
is telling the plain truth about his doings in the
conference not in any wav endeavoring to minimize his
importance; his part in the conference was not, in fact,
important. It is, therefore, highly misleading for

the Prosecution to conclude, in paragraph 85, that "he
\

was one of those persons active in the discussions
108leading u p to the outbreak of war."

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

("’hereupon, at 10-45, a recess was 

taken until 11/00, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

45,036

fS S a

108. T. 41,845



MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed,

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President. If the Tribunal 

plea se, I continue with Subdivision VII, The Fall of 

the Third KOWOYE Cabinet.
64. SUZUKI fully testified in his affidavit

(109)
concerning the above subject; the testimony was not 
contradicted by the prosecution. The prosecution sum
marized SUZUKI's detailed account in his affidavit, 
supplemented by further facts elicited by cross-
examination, without any suggestion that his statement

(110)
was wrong at any point.

65. SUZUKI's testimony shows in the first 
place that KONOYE had much confidence in SUZUKI and 
employed him in the highly important liaison work with 
TOJO, KIDO and HIGASHIKUNI.

66. During this period SUZUKI acted strictly 
as messenger. It is to be seen, however, that SUZUKI 
offered his own suggestions to KONOYE, KIDO, and 
HIGASRIKUWO but not to TO JO, Those suggestions were 
all in the nature of bringing the American-Japanese 
negotiation to success and. avoiding Japan's drift into 
war. First, he ultimately succeeded in having Prime

(109) T. 35,208-12
(110) T. 41,846-9---------------------------------------
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MARSHAL 0F TUS COURTï The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President. If the Tribunal 

please, I continue with Subdivision VII, The Fall of 
the Third KOHOYE Cabinet.

64. SUZUKI fully testified in his affidavit
(109)

concerning the above subject; the testimony was not 
contradicted by the prosecution. The prosecution sum
marized SUZUKI*s detailed account in his affidavit, 
supplemented by further facts elicited by cross-
examination, without any suggestion that his statement

( 110)
was wrong at any point.

65. SUZUKI's testimony shows in the first 
place that KONOYE had much confidence in SUZUKI and 
employed him in the highly important liaison work with 
TOJO, KIDO and KIGASHIKUNI,

66. During this period SUZUKI acted strictly 
as messenger. It is to be seen, however, that SUZUKI 
offered his own suggestions to KOLOYE, KIDO, and 
HIGASRIKUNO but not to TOJO. Those suggestions were 
all in the nature of bringing the American-Japanese 
negotiation to success and avoiding Japan's drift into 
war. First, he ultimately succeeded in having Prime
(109) T. 35,208-12
(110) T . 41,846-9----------------------------------------
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Minister KOn'OYE and Lord Keeper KILO, v/ho were directly
in a position to do so, to get the Emperor to rescind
the decision made before the Imperial Presence on 6
September 1941. The defense submits that this in
itself v/as no small achievement on his part in the
cause of peace. Secondly, he together with KOLOYE
made every effort that a new cabinet be formed with

( 111)
Prince HIGaSKIKUKI as Premier. It was not ques
tioned by the prosecution that the Prince was an en
thusiastic advocate for the continuation of the Jap
anese -American negotiations and often encouraged the 
Premier KOKOYZ to do his level best to bring them to 
success.

67. The "activities of SUZUKI in this period"
and "the political maneuvers" in which SUZUKI is said

(112)
by the prosecution to have been engaged (Para. 94) 
were of the nature above described.

They were activities or maneuvers not at all 
worthy of censure, on the contrary of a laudable kind. 
And the fact that SUZUKI "had an intimate knowledge 
possessed by few people of what v/as going on behind 
the scenes in Japanese politics leading to the TOJO 
Cabinet" v/as entirely due to SUZUKI1 s personal intimacy
(111) Testimony of Prince HIGASKIKUx/I. T. 35*169, 

et sea.T 35,208-9)
(112) Para. 94. T. 41.849______________________________
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with KwI.OYE which caused the latter to employ him in 
the important liaison work and does not furnish any 
reason whatsoever for accusing SUZUKI in any way.

VIII. THE Ï0JQ CABINET

68. The prosecution concludes this topic as
follows:

I
"The prosecution submits that the willingness 

#
of SUZUKI to serve in the TOJO Cabinet leads to the
irresistible conclusion that he was willing to plunge
Japan into war, a conclusion which is supported by his

(113)
subsequent conduct."

The defense wonders how such a daring con
clusion can ever be drawn from the facts which are not
controverted bv the prosecution.

(114)
69» Paragraph 95 summarizes the uncontra

dicted testimony of SUZUKI elucidating the circum
stances in v/hich SUZUKI joined the TOJO Cabinet. We 
quote one paragraph of this testimony.

"Marquis KIDO has telephoned me (i.e. Premier 
KONOYE) that TOJO is to form a cabinet. It the same 
time, he is to receive word from His Majesty to carry 
on the American negotiation, wiping the September 6 
decision off the slate. Accordingly, TOJO will, I 
believe, check the war faction and proceed with the

(113) T. 41,853_______________________________________
( 1 1 4 )  T. 41,849
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American negotiation. So, you will do well to remain 
•in office and help him in case he asks you to do so.
If the new cabinet comprises many members of my cab
inet, it will show that the new cabinet desires to
carry on the negotiations for peaceful settlement of

(115)
the difficulties between Japan and the United States."

The entry of SUZUKI into the TOJO Cabinet in 
such circumstances certainly cannot be interpreted as 
evincing SUZUKI's "willingness to plunge Japan into 
war."

70. In paragraph 96 reference is made to
SUZUKI's answer in the course of cross-examination
to the question as to whether he thought that TOJO

(116)
would be able to chock the faction, SUZUKI 's answer

(117)
must surely be taken to have been in the affirmative.

He stated that it was not TOJO himself but the 
Army war faction that was urging war. It was auite 
reasonable for SUZUKI to think that TOJO, a military 
man receiving the Imperial command and backed by the 
Imperial prestige would check the Army so as to effect 
peaceful settlemont.

71. Paragraph 97 refers to TOJO's injunction 
to SUZUKI at the time of joining the Cabinet mentioned

(115) T. 35,212-3
(116) T. 41,349
(117) T. 3 5 , 3 0 0 ________________________________
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------- :------------ ----------------- --------— (118)
in SUZUKI's affidavit which is uncontradicted:

"It is my (i.G. TOJO’s) desire that you con
centrate your energy on the work of economic mobiliza
tion (i.f** the work of the Planning Board) and not to 
meddle in political affairs. You should especially
keep in mind that the President of the Planning Board

(119)
is to function under the control of the Prime Minister."

The statement in the second sentence on the
position of the President of the Planning Boa^d was
true of SUZUKI*s status both in the KObOYE and the (120)
TOJO Cabinets. The Prime Minister wrs primus inter
paresT or the first among equals, with regard to Cab
inet Ministers, but the President of the Planning Board,
though enjoying the status of a Minister without Port-•
folio, was o subordinate administrator functioning 
under the control of the Prime Minister. An injunction 
not to meddle in political affairs differentiated 
SUZUKI*s political status from that in the KOHOYE Cab
inet. He was relegated to the status pure and simple 
of an administrator, i.e. a technical assistant to the 
Premier.

SUZUKI states that he followed this injunction 
and concentrated his energy on the work of the Planning
(118) T. 41,850
(119) T. 35,214
-1120) T. 35.213________

7* Vr,.*.
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Board but this certainly can never bo interpreted that

he was "willing to plunge Japan into war."
72. Paragraphs 98 to 101 summarize the hoport

of the Planning Board to questions put to him by the
( 122)

Prime Minister.
The report is a faithful and objective state

ment on facts known to the Planning Board coupled with 
a prophesy which was ba?od on those facts. But there 
was nothing in the report which tended to instigate 
Japan’s plunge into war. On the contrary the report 
suggested that in case the American-Japancso negotiation 
unfortunately failed, then war or no war, Japanese

V

economy would be confronted with tremendous difficul-
(123)

ties. This is not contradicted by the prosecution.
The report was one* of the. factors for making Premier
TOJO to decide to uersuadc the Supreme Command to con-

(124)
tinue the negotiation.

So these paragraphs again do not show that 
SUZliKI was "willing to plunge Japan into war."

73» In paragraphs 102 to 107 the prosecution 
refers to SUZUKI’s understanding of the decisions of 
the Imperial Presence Conference of 5 November 1941 as
(121) T. 35,214
(122) T. 41,850-1, 35,215-9
(123) T. 35,219
(124) T. 35,219

.vf:
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Boord but this certainly cr.n never be interpreted that
he was "willing to plunge Japan into war,"

72, Paragraphs 98 to 101 summarize the l.eport
of the Planning Board to questions put to him by the 

(122)
Prime Minister,

The report is a faithful and objective state
ment on facts known to the Planning Board coupled with 
a prophesy which was ba-3cd on those facts. But there 
was nothing in the report which tended to instigate 
Japan's plunge into war. On the contrary the report 
suggested that in case the American-Japanese negotiation 
unfortunately failed, then war or no war, Japanese
economy would be confronted with tremendous difficul- 

(123)
ties. This is not contradicted by the prosecution.
The report was one*of the factors for making Premier
TOJO to decide to nersua.de the Supreme Command to con-

( 1 2 4 )
tinue the negotiation.

So these paragraphs again do not show that 
SUkiiKI was "willing to plunge Japan into war."

73« In paragraphs 102 to 107 the prosecution 
refers to SUZUKI's understanding of the decisions of 

the Imperial Presence Conference of 5 November 1941 as
(121) T. 35,214
(122) T. 41,850-1, 35,215-9
(123) T. 35,219
(124) T. 35,219
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Board but this certainly can never bo interpreted that
he was "willing to plunge Japan into war."

72. Paragraphs 98 to 101 summarize the heport
of the Planning Board to questions put to him by the 

(122)
Prime Minister.

The report is a faithful and objective state
ment on facts knovm to the Planning Board coupled with 
a prophesy which was ba^ed on those facts. But there 
was nothing in the report which tended to instigate 
Japan’s plunge into war. On the contrary the report 
suggested that in case the American-Japanese negotiation 
unfortunately failed, then war or no war, Japanese

V

economy would be confronted with tremendous difficul- 
(123)

ties. This is not contradicted by the prosecution.
The report was one'of the factors for making Premier
TOJO to decide to nersur.de the Supreme Command to con-

(124)
tinue the negotiation.

So those paragraphs again do not show that 
SUZUKI was "willing to plunge Japan into war."

73. In paragraphs 102 to 107 the prosecution 
refers to SUZUKI’s understanding of the decisions of 
the Imperial Presence Conference of 5 November 1941 as
(121) T. 35,214
(122) T. 41,850-1, 35,215-9
(123) T. 35,219
(124) T. 35,219
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"T 125)-----------------------------------------
fully stated in his affidavit.

The prosecution seems to challenge SUZUKI’s
statement to the effect that the recognition of the
withdrawal of troops made the conduct of negotiations
more favorable than at the time of the KONOYE Cabinet,
by pointing out that the withdrawal did not contom-

(126)
plate an immediato or complete withdrawal. But 
America would not hrvv> expected a complete or imme
diate withdrawal which would not only have been disas
trous to Japanese legitimate rights and interests in 
China but physically impossible» The withdrawal if 
to be effected must necessarily be by stages. What 
America really feared was the permanent stationing of 
Japanese troops in Chine which would virtually spell 
the eventual conquest of China, The recognition of 
the withdrawal of troops in principle means that Japan 
assures America that she is not bent on the conquest 
of China, The question regarding the conditions for 
or stages in the withdrawal of troops involves on 
Japan’s part that they may not be such os to jeopardize 
her legitimate rights and interests in China, and on 
America’s part that they be such as are adequate for 
making Japan's assurance to her an effective one. So 
the question was a proper one to be fixed by diplomatic

T, 41.851-3. 35.219-22 
T. 41,052
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negotiations. Moreover, it v/cs SUZUKI's understanding
that the conditions laid down could be changed accord-

(127)
ing to the progress of the negotiations. So even if 
the withdrawal was one only in principle and not imme
diate or complete but subject to certain conditions 
does not vitiate SUZUKI's statement that it mode the 
conditions for successful negotiation more favorable 
than during the KONOYE Cabinet, FpJ* during the latter 
period even the withdrawal of troops in principle was 
not recognized.

74. Kis understanding of the decision of 
the Imperial Conference of 5 November was a cömmon 
sense one. He thought that the decision was not 0 de
cision for war; it was a preliminary agreement to make 
such decision in early December. In the meanwhile the 
negotiation was to bo accelerated. In case the nego
tiation should not bo concluded by early December, it 
did not necessarily moan war, for the decision can again 
bo annulled in conformity with the precedent set by 
the annulment of the decision of the Imperial Presence 
Conference of 6 September 194-1. The conditions for 
successful negotiation became more favorable than dur
ing the KOWOYE Cabinet by the recognition by the 
Supremo Command of the withdrawal of troops from China

(127) T. 35,310
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and Southern Indo-China. He, therefore, felt "not so
much that the war became imminent but that a new pros-

(128)
pect of peace had arisen on the horizon." It must
be remembered in this connection that SUZUKI was not
an expert on diplomacy, nor did the Foreign Minister

(129)
supply him with copies of important cables. After 
all he had to rely on the judgment of the Prime Minis
ter and the Foreign Minister. The defense contends 
that ho was perfectly honest and sincere in such under
standing and that no conclusion can be drawn there
from that "he was willing to plunge.Japan into war."

75» In view of the foregoing considerations 
the defense submits that there is not the slightest 
evidence to support the assertion that "the willing
ness of SUZUKI to serve in the Ï0J0 Cabinet leads 
to the irresistible conclusion that he was willing to 
plunge Japan into war."

If by "a conclusion which is supported by 
his subsequent conduct" the prosecution means his 
assent given to the opening of hostilities on 1 Decem
ber 1941 or his acts in relation to the execution of 
the Pacific War, the defense must point out that those 
acts are essentially of a category entirely different 
from his acts prior to the decision for war, and can

j

I

(128) T. 35,222 
— (129)— Tv-3-5̂ 767
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45,096 * 76

not serve as evidence for elucidating the nature of the 
behavior of the accused before that dote.

IX. THE IMPERIAL CONFEhEhCE
76. The prosecution says: "It is enough to

say that SUZUKI cannot escape from assuming responsi
bility for his share of the responsibility for the

(130)
decision for war on 1 December 1941."

If by "responsibility" the prosecution means 
criminal responsibility, the defense categorically 
denies such responsibility. The defense is confident 
that the Tribunal will reject the doctrine of Criminal 
Implied Agency in capital cases which the prosecution 
assumes, and abide by the enlightened doctrine of 
criminal jurisprudence that guilt is personal. If the 
latter theory is to be recognized by the Tribunal, there 
is not the slightest evidence in the record regarding 
SUZUKI*s behavior in these conferences v/hich can be 
interpreted as being morally or legally culpable.

X. THE DECISION FOIi WAR

77* So long as the Tribunal abides by the
doctrine that guilt is personal, there is no basis
whatsoever for asserting that SUZUKI "cannot escape
(criminal) responsibility for the decision to wr.jgê

»
aggressive war contrary to the principles of ( .

b

(I30) T. 41,854
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international law."
78. The defense contends in the General Sum

mation that Japan acted in self-defense in initiating 
the Pacific War and was not engaging in an "aggressive 
war" in violation of the principles of international 
daw. Whatever the verdict of the Tribunal on
this general question of international law, there is 
at least no room for doubt that SUZUKI himself honestly 
believed that decision for war was for the defense of 
his country, which is not contradicted by the prosecu
tion. That should be enough to exculpate him. Even 
if it is assumed that a further condition is to be 
required, viz., that the belief must be based on
reasonable grounds (which the defense regards as not

(131)
valid as a theory of criminal jurisprudence), SUZUKI*s

(132)
belief must be pronounced to have been based on reason
able grounds.

21

27

23

24

25 (13D
(132)

T. 42,238-9 
T. 35,223-5

'
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79. ' SUZUKI, who wcs not on expert in diplomacy 
relied with reference to the nature of the Hull note
on the judgment especially of the Foreign Minister 
who can be assumed to possess ex officio superior 
knowledge about such matters. The Prime Minister and 
the Foreign Minister both declared that the Hull note 
of 26 November 1941 was tantamount to on ultimatum, 
demanding Japan immediately to evacuate the armed and 
police forces from the whole territory of China, in
cluding Manchuria, and also demanding the rcnunci- 

* 133
ation of tne Manchurian and Nanking Governments.

80. TOGO had, moreover, been the very man 
who in the Liaison Conference prior to the decision 
of the Imperial Presence Conference of 5 November 
1941 so vigorously opposed the position of the Supreme 
Command. This is apparent from the testimony of TOGO

134
himself and of SUZUKI. TOGO was by no means a man 
in favor of war. This same man now declared that the 
Hull note was tantamount to an ultimatum. SUZUKI 
had, therefore, no ground for doubting TOGO'S veracity. 
Neither was he in a position to challenge the accuracy 
of his expert analysis of the Hull note.

81. He had also been informed by the Supreme
Command that America and Britain were strengthening 

(I33. T. 36127 TOGO, 36356 TOJO !
-  134. T-. 352IB ---------------------  ---------------r- -------------
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their armed forces in the Western Pacific end that
delay would spell a disaster to the defense of the 

135
country.

82. In these circumstances, it was quite 
natural and reasonable for SUZUKI honestly to believe 
that the opening of hostilities was unavoidable for 
the defense of the country. He had indeed to acknow
ledge the fact reluctantlyj for he had cherished a 
strong desire and had been doing what he could to

136
facilitate the success of the diplomatic negotiations.

83. It may also be noted in this connection* 
that SUZUKI was not fully advised of the diplomatic 
negotiations which were being carried on. He was not

137
shown the telegram from Ambassadors NOMURA and KURUSU 
nor the personal message from the President of the

138
United States to the Emperor. Accordingly he was 
in no position to doubt the character of the note in 
question as explained by the Prime Minister and the 
Foreign Minister.

84. The prosecution makes some points with 
reference to SUZUKI's disinterest as to the contents
of the final note to the United States or of the plans
for the commencement of hostilities on 8 December 1941
(135. T. 35225

136. T. 41856, 35190
137. Ex. 1189, T. 10418
138. T. 35707, 35727 et seq )
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end that his explanation for the failure to notify
the United Kingdom of the commencement of hostilities

139
is unworthy of consideration. V'e submit, on the 
contrary, that there is no evidence in the record * 
which might indicate any resnonsibility on the part 
of SUZUKI in relation to these matters. He had nothing 
to do with operational matters; he had nothing to do 
with the technique in diplomacy; his only function 
being that of head of the Planning Board which was 
the making of plans for the allocation of materials.

85. It is, therefore, the contention of the 
defense that SUZUKI honestly and reasonably believed, 
in giving his assent to the decision on 1 December 
1941 that the opening of hositilities was inevitable 
for the defense of the country. And all his actions 
after the making of the catastrophic national decision 
must also be interpreted on the same hypothesis.
Whether or not the Pacific War was an aggressive or 
defensive ora> according to the canons of international 
law, it is amply clear that SUZUKI cannot ever be held 
criminally responsible in the light of the canons 
of enlightened criminal jurisprudence, for giving his 
assent to the decision for war, or for his subsequent 
conduct in relation to the execution of that war.

(139. T. 41859)
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Certainly he had no mens rea or guilty mind.to initiate 
or execute an "aggressive war."

XI. PRISONERS OF WAR
86. The prosecution has endeavored in

exhibit 1971-A, a document entitled "Monthly Report
of Foreign Affairs," to give an impression as if the
Planning Board hod been concerned in the employment
of POW's. But it was clarified by the testimony of
witness KAMEYAMA that these documents were neither
done up by nor even distributed to the Planning 

140
Board. The contents of the documents are extremely 
inaccurate, being based on hearsay information.

87. The prosecution has already proved by
the testimony of its witness TANAKA that the decision
upon the transport and employment of P0’v' s was made

141
by the War Ministry toward the end of April, 1942
and not shored by any other person, and that the
location of the prisoner's barracks was done by the
Military Affairs Section of the Military Affairs 

142
Bureau and not shared by any other person.

88. The meeting, as stated in paragraph 127 
of the prosecution summary, was held by the officials 
of the Prisoners Information Bureau, after these
(140. T. 35162
141. T. 14288
142. T. 14286)
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were actually made, to expiein the principles to the
representatives of the ministries concerned in e room

143borrowed from the Planning Borrd. This meeting wes 
not aimed rt reaching rny conclusion on debate, but 
rimed at communicating r. part of what the War Ministry 
had previously decided. The Planning Board had per
mitted the use of a room according to custom to 
facilitate the meeting by colling the representatives 
of the ministries concerned for the convenience of the 
Prisoners Information Bureau.

89. All the orders relating to the procedure
for the employment of P0W's were drown up by the ,vtr 

144
Ministry. According to these orders, it was. neces
sary in case of employing POV’s within the Army, to 
obtain the approval of the v'ar Minister by the applica
tion of the Army commander exercising control of the 
Prisoners barracks. In case of dispatching P0W»s to 
engage them in labor outside the Army, it was provided 
that the candidates should apply for the permission of 
the War Minister. The former procedure belonged to 
matters exclusively within the purview of the Army, 
and wrs secretly taken without informing any govern
ment office thereof. In case of the latter also, it 
(143. T. 35162-3
144, Ex. 1965, T. 14440 et seq., esp.)
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v/as provided that the War Minister’s permission should
be granted in the shape of secret orders, just es
Exhibit I97O-A was marked ’'Army Secret (ASTA. No. 3129)"

145
on its lest line of the first pege. The Planning 
Board was not in a position to know where the prisoners 
were employed.

90. Thus although the Planning Board had
authority to draw up plans of labor supply, it had
no authority v/hatsoever over the supoly of or demands
for the labor of POV’’s nor was any information available
to the Board as to where they were engaged in labor.
It was customary for every ministry to demand of the
Planning Board the allocation of the amount of labor
minus the part to be met by the POW's, or to mention

146
merely the amount of the Japanese labor required.

147
As SUZUKI testified, "the various ministries con
cerned notified the Welfare Ministry as well as the 
Planning Board of the number of laborers available from 
the general labor supply after the prisoners of war 
had been deducted." It must particularly be noted 
that the planning for allocation by the Planning Board

4

was, therefore, concerned with Japanese labor alone 
not of POW labor at all.
(145. T. 14499
146. T. 35321
147. T. 35321)
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9Ti The only evidence aücuceû by the prusu-----

cution in relation to any connection of the Planning
Board with POV/’s was the exhibit 1971-A mentioned above.

Tho witness KANEYAMA, director of the Third Division
(148)

of the Planning Board from November 1941 to July 1943» 
testified that the Planning Board was not invested with 
any authority in relation to the management of POV's, 
and the Planning Board die. not formulate any princi
ples for the transfer and employment of POW's. He 
further testified that the request for holding a meet
ing in the room of the Planning Board came from the 
POW Information Bureau. KAMEYAMA further testified that 
he approved the loan of the conference room but did
not notify the President or the Vice-President of the

(149)
Planning Board of such a routine matter. It is
submitted, therefore, that this charge .against SUZUKI
on the basis of the tenuous evidence of the prosecution
is entirely groundless. For it is amply clear that
the Planning Board had nothing v/hatsoever to do with
the employment of P07 labor, and that its planning for
allocation of labor was confined to Japanese labor only.

XII. PRESENTATION OF DECORATIONS. |
92. The prosecution makes a point in relation

( 150)
to the decoration granted by Germany to SUZUKI.
148. T. 35,162. 150. T. 41,861-2.
■149.__T _  35,164._________ ________________________ ______s
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SUZUKI1s antipathy to Nazi Germany is evidenced by---- —
ê

his objection to tho Tripartita Pact anc the granting 
of this decoration was based merely on a unilateral 
account on the part of the Germany Ambassador.

(151)
Wo invite tho attention of the Tribunal to exhibit 3034,
the testimony of Kretschmer, former Germany Military

(152)
Attache in Japan. He stated as follows:

"* * * Usually, the Japanese offieers thus 
mentioned to me for a German decoration did not know 
anything about it themselves and were often surprised 
when they received the order. German decorations were 
given neither as a reward nor as a bribery but as an 
act of diplomatic courtesy v/ithout much significance."

93« Tne tenuous value of this point is indi
cated by the fact that in making the recommandation, 
it ’.vas made even though SUZUKI was considered "ambiguous

(153)toward Germany." It may also be noted that SUZUKI
declined the invitation to the invitation to the inves
titure and that at a time when war had already been

(154)
cômmenced and Germany and Japan were fighting as Allies, 

94. As stated by the prosecution, several 
Japanese decorations were conferred upon SUZUKI. How
ever, one class of decoration was conferred on all 

151. T. 27,091.
152. T. 27,093.
153. T: 11,353. 

454.— I-.— 35,241.

/ H~
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colonels in active service without ^ny special merit 
and the other was conferred on all major generals in

(155)
active service also without any special merit. This 
testimony stands uncontradicted.

XIII. CONCLUSION.
95* In fine, we submit that the defendant 

SUZUKI cannot be held guilty under any of the charges 
under the Indictment. On the contrary, the claim that 

SUZUKI as oarly as 1932 participated in the alleged 
over-all conspiracy charged in counts 1 to 5, is not 
based on any evidence. The prosecution has distorted 
a few sporadic expressions of views or normal official 
activities of the accused between 1931 and 1941 and

t

contends that these indicate his guilt. Not only does j
i

this evidence not meet the test of "proof of guilt j
beyond a reasonable doubt," but does not meet any test '
of evidence which ’would permit an adverse finding as ! 
to him. The evidence simply indicates that his activi- J 
ties were the customary anc usual ones of a man who ! 
devoted his life to military service and such additionali

j
civilian assignments as are frequently given to militaryj 
men by their governments. Not only is there a lack 
of proof of SUZUKI*s guilt on the basis of this evi-

\
dence, but as a matter of fact the evidence as 

155. T. 35,250.
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correctly evaluated is most persuasive in his favor. •
96, In this connection and in connection with

our discussion on the tvio periods of SUZUKI's activities,
we direct the attention of the Tribunal to the state-

(156)
ment of the prosecution:

"* * * no man has been charged with either 
crimes against peace or conventional war crimes and 
crimes against humanity unless he is in some way respon
sible for the aggressive policy followed by Japan, which 
gave rise to those crimes. No man has been charged in 
this proceeding because of any act committed or any 
statement made by him in the course of his official 
duties pursuant to an already-established policy if

I

those matters were his only connection with that
aggressive policy. * * * He has been charged with such
crimes only if he participated in the formulation of ! 

*
the aggressive policy of the government, or if he, in 
the first instance, induced the aggression which was 
subsequently made the policy of the government * * *"

i
V/e believe that the activities of SUZUKI J

covering his two periods of service: (1) in the army j
until 1941 and (2) his services as President of the !

!
Planning Board in the second and third KONOE cabinets
and TOJO cabinet come well within this statement by the
156. The Liability of Def env. ;n „ 2,
------ 1 .-40,539.-------------------------------------------
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prosecution. ' ~~-----
97. With reference to SUZUKI's activities as 

a member of the KONOÏE and TOJO cabinets, it must bo 
remembered that as head of the Planning Board ho was 
merely a subordinate of the Prime Minister; in some 
respects his position was akin to being the private 
secretary of the Prime Minister. It is submitted that 
the evidence clearly establishes that he formulated no 
policy; that he opocsed the Tripartite Pact; that he 
recommended a method to the Prime Minister by which 
Japan might v/ithdraw from the pact; that he persuaded 
the army and navy to reduce their demands for the allo
cation of materials to secure the cultural life of the 
nation; that he desired and did what he could to settle 
the differences between the United States and Japan 
by negotiation; that in initiating with KONOYE, and 
KIDO, the move to rescind the September 6 conference 
decision before the Emperor; that in his efforts to 
have Prince HIGASHIKUNI form a new cabinet to succeed 
KONOYF; and his position further indicated by the evi
dence which we have heretofore adverted, SUZUKI cannot 
be hole guilty of any of the counts in the Indictment.

H r. P r e s id e n t ,  and Members of the T r ib u n a l ,

in  t h i s  t r i a l  o f h is t o r y ,  in  i t s  la r g e r  a s p e c ts ,  indi**

v id u a ls  p a le  in t o  in s ig n i t  a ’ ' in g
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luestlon is, what will its impact be on the generations 
to come, and what effect will it have on the world to 
be? The world is already much smaller. Milton 
äxpressed it much better than he knew when he said, "The 
»arth, a spot, a grain, an etoû." We now submit this case 
with supreme confidence in the Tribunal.

Mr. Mattice will continue.
Tins PRESIDENT; Mr. Mattice.
MR. MATTICE: Kay it please the Tribunal,

3n behalf of the accused ITAGAKI we desire to say;
In regard to the essential nature of the so- 

3nlled Manchurian Incident which started with the Mukden 
Encident, the prosecution, in counts 1, 18 and 27 of 
the Indictment, and also in its opening statement, 
accused the defendant ITAGAKI and other defendants to 
the effect that Japan instituted and waged a war of 
aggression against China by obtaining the military, as 
well as political and economic, control of her pro
vinces of Liaomin, Kilin, the Amur, and Jehol, and 
by establishing a puppet government which was controlled 
by the Japanese Government and manipulated by the 
Swantung Army, thereby making these provinces the base 
for going into the adjacent regions in China.

As to this accusation, the evidence in this 
ease shows that the resonpo V  “urrence
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did not rest with the defendants since the action taken 
by the Japanese Array was promoted by self-defense for 
the protection of the lives and interests of the Japan
ese residents and interests; the creation of a Manchurian 
Government was due to the spontaneous movement of the 
Manchurians; this Manchurian Government was not a puppet 
government; and Japan did not make Manchuria the base 
for the purpose of invading adja cent regions in China.

While avail J\ig ourselves of the general 
argument made by other counsel concerning the whole of 
the Manchurian Incident, which is equally applicable to 
ITAGAKI, we wish to say the following in his behalf, 
individually:

A. During the Period He Was a Staff Officer 
of the Kwantung Army.

Prior to the Mukden Incident.
Defendant ITAGAKI was appointed staff officer

of the Kwantung Array on May 1, 1929, and held that post
until July 30, 1932. The Commander-in^Ohief of the
Kwantung Array at the time of the Manchurian Incident was
Lt. General HONJO, Snigeru, and the Chief of Staff was

1.
Major General MIYAKB, Mitsuji. The movements of the 
Kwantung Army before and after the incident were made 
within the bounds of the authority of the Commander-in- 

1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,254.
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Chief under the Regulations of the Kvrantung Array's
1.

Headquarters, The duties and privileges of the Com-
mnnder-in-Chief, the Chief of Staff, and the staff
officers were defined by the Regulations. The
duties of ITAGAKI, as a staff offioer, were to maintain
contact betveen staff officers and to manage the staff
office, and also to attend to liaison business of the

2.
army.

The Discipline of the Kwnntung Army after
Ch^ng Tsc-lin's Death.

The witness ISHIHARA, Kanji, testified that
"after Chang Tso-lin v;as killed, there had been some
criticism, in Japan, of the Kwantung Army, and so the
leaders of the array by issuing a strict warning
demanded the utmost circumspection in the movement of
the army, and especially Colonel ITAGAKI, as a staff
officer, correctly and carefully managed the staff
office so that they were quite confident that there

3 •
’.voile be no misbehavior on the part of the army."

The prosecution, alleging that the so-called 
March Incident anc the October Incident had some con
nection with the Manchurian Incident, intimated that 
ITAGAKI had been involved in these incidents. These
1. Ex. 2415, Tr. 19,554.
2. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,254.
_3. Ex. 2584. Tr. 22.116. _ i

-v

25
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two incidents had no connection with the Manchurian |tIIncident, and the defendant ITAGAKI had absolutely no 
concern with them.

The defendant HASHIMOTO told this Tribunal
that: "I participated in the so-called March Incident
which had been planned by Dr. OKAWA for the purpose
of forming r new cabinet with General UGAKI, Issei, as
the Premier in order to bring about the reconstruction
of Japan in March 1931. This plan was not realized
because of Mr. UGAICIfs disapproval, and the affair

1.
had nothing to do with the Manchurian Incident."

Furthermore, he said? "I planned the so-called 
October Incident which was to form a new cabinet with I
Lt* General ARAKI as the Premier, in October of the j

I
same year, anc urgéd Mr. ARAKI to do so. Contrary to !

I
my expectation, however, I was severely reprimanded j
by him, and I was arrested by the military poliev by j
order of War Minister MINAMI and was prosecuted. j

"This incident had no connection with the Man- !
churian Incident. The October Incident was primarily
conceived early in October between Captain CHOYU, who |
had just returned to Tokyo from Peiping, and myself,
but was stopped while the plan was still in my head, as

2.
I was arrested before it was carried out."
JU__Ex* 3195. Tr. 28.790.
2. Ex. 3195, Tr. 28;793-4.---------------- ------------
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The defendant KOISO deposed. as follows :
"As far as I know, I have never heard that any officer
of the Kwantung Army hat1 any concern with either the

1.
Ilarch or the October Incident,"

The ’Witness ISHIIIRA, ICanji, told this
Tribunals "The officers d  the Kwantung Army had
no connection with the so-called March Incident.
Nor vere they members of the Society lenown by the

2
nane of Sakura Kai."

Further, he said: "At the tine of the so-
called October Incident which happened right after
the Llanchurian Incident, the Xwantung A m y  kept
its head cool, and I who was bent on fulfilling r.y
duties as well as all other officers and nen, had
never oa.rticipatud in scheming such an incident as 

3 •
this."

The witness KATAKURA, Chu, said: "As there
was an inquiry fror. Tokyo on 18 October whether 
there was any schone on the part of the Kwantung 
Arry to become independent of the Japanese 1 rny, I 
made an investigation. There was, however, nothing 
of the sort in the Kw an tun g Amy, which fact v;as 
telegraphed to the V7ar Finis ter and the Chief of the 
General Staff by IIOIUO, Corran d. e r - i n- C hi u f. General

. 1. Ex. 3375-, T. 32265‘, ? n-.
------------------- 2fc lr-

115- 6 .r'f' *
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CKIRAKAY/A too was afraid of such n schone, I thought, 
hut es it wps clarified that there had boon no such,

1.
there was no further investigation into this natter."

The defendant ITAGAKI testified that: "I
had no concern whatever with the so-called March
Incident or the October Incident. I did not know
.„•ven of the existence of such a society as Sakura Kai.
As for Dr. OKAWA, I hat’, neither net nor correspond
with hin for five or six years -orior to the Incident

2
on September 18."

Fron that evidence it is clear that the so- 
called March and October Incidents had no connection 
with the Manchurian Incident, and that the defendant 
ITAGAKI had no connection whatever with these two 
incidents.

In exhibit No. 2177-A (the deposition of 
OIC/A'A), it was stated that defendant D0IHARA was one

3 • •
of those who had been involved in the October Incident,
but nothing was told of what connection he had or of
the actual facts. It was purely a conclusion on his
oart and has no evidentiary value.

Defendant K0IS0 pointed out that the court
4.

exhibit No. 2177-A was erroneous. According to the

1. T. 18950-1. 3. ax. 2177-A, T. 15587.
?. T. 30323. 4. Ex. *39* T. 32214.
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Coposition of OKAV/A, "Tho Manchurian Incident vies
started fron tho destruction of the Manchurian
Railroad at Liutiokon on 18 September 1931*
then cabinet was that of SHIDEKARA' s inter in. and. the
policy of the cabinet was nuvor established • . •
General ARAXI was not connected, with the October

1.Incident."
Everybody knows that the Manchurian Incident 

occurred, not during the period of SHIDEHARA's interim 
Cabinet but of V'AKATSUKI»s Cabinet. It is also 
clear that tho October Incident occurred in ordor to 
r.oke General ARAKI Pr._r.ior, and that, it was stopped 
because of the General's wish not to be made Premier. 
Since he commits such a grave error as this, Mr. 
OKAY’A's deposition cannot be relied upon to ascertain 
the truth of the natter. It must be noted, that he was 
then already mentally deranged.

The True Condition of tile Kwantung Army.
The defendant ITAGAKI testified: "In China,

since 192?, a movement for the recovery of aliogod 
lost national rights had. been started, and. anti- 
JapaneSe actions became increasingly active. In 
Manchuria also there occurred, violations of Japan's 
1. Ex. 2177-A, T. 15585-8.
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rights and. interests. In 1928 the Cheng lisueh-liang
regime affiliated with the Nnnlcing Government, changed.
the Manchurian colors, and. adopted the "blue-sky am’.

/

white sun" ensign, letting influences of the Chinese 
N tionalist P~rty penetrate into Manchuria. The 
anti-Japanese movement there was organized under the 
direction of the Kuomintang and government offices, 
and it became very active and. intense. The Japanese* 
rights in Manchuria. were infringed, and. the Japanese 
nationals were squeezed into thw b^lt-lilce strip 
along the South Manchurian Railway. The extreme 
pressure against the Korean immigrants, "iolencc* and 
oppression of the Japanese and obstruction to commu
nication, v.tc., wore intensified and. increased, in 
number. In spite of the earnest and. sincere coopera
tive policy of Foreign Minister SKIDEKAHA, no prospect 
for relaxation of the anti-Japanese activities in 
China, was in sight, and the situation was continuously
aggravated. Just before the outbreak of the Incident,

1 •
several hundred questions were pending."

"On the oth^r hand, in the military field, 
Chang Hsueh-liang, since taking office as the Vice- 
Connand.er of the ICuonintang army in the fall of 1928 
planned to strengthen and reorganize the army under 
1. Ex. 3316, T. 30255-6.________________________

K.-
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his control, increased the strength of the standing 
'■my to two hundred odd thousand, enlarged the scale 
of the Mukden Arsenal, equipped the array with such 
nod er n arns as tanks and aeroplanes, ,.nd strengthened 
the systen of discipline. Thus he endeavored to raise 
both the quality and the quantity of his arny and, as 
a result, as compared with the Kwantung Arny at that 
tine, not only in its strength but in its equipment, 
his arny was far superior to it.

"Since then the anti-Japanese sentiments 
gradually influencing the Chinese troops, they assumed 
c contorptous attitude toward the Jnpanose troops, and 
as the anti-Japanese sentiments of the officers and nen 
became very vigorous, there was a fear that there 
mi^ht occur a collision between the Chinese and the 
Japanese troops. Moreover, the disposition of the 
Chinese troops was changed so as to encircle our 
garrison areas along the South Manchurian Railway, 
and the Kwantung troops, which had been placed dis- 
persedly, fell into a situation extremely dangerous 
fron the military noint of view. That is to scy, 
while no more than ten odd thousand Kwantung troops, 
with the inferior equipment and formation, had been 
stationed dispersedly, still on peace tine footing, in 
the area, almost one thous. . d kilc  ̂ ’. along
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tho South ronchurir.n Railway, they cane to bo pie cue 
un.hr siuge by the largo force of two hundred thousand 
odd Chinese troops, equipped with superior r.rns, 
burning with anti-Japanese zec.l, end assuring a nnst 
provocative rttitu.de. And if vie wore to avoid the 
collision, there was no solution for us except to 
abandon oil the special rights and. interests wo had

11
in political, ocononic and military fields generally.

ION JO, Shigoru said: "In August 1931» I
assumed the post of the Chnnnndor-in-C*. ief of tho 
Kwantung Amy. The anti-Japanese sentiments which 
had bev.-n growing intense and active for sore tine, 
had becone worse by this time, and such unfortunate 
incidents as the murder of Captain NAKAIiURA and 
Sergeant-hajor ISUGI, the massacre of Korean fnmers 
by both î’.anchurian troops and people, and the Mnn- 
paoshan Incident Were taking place one after another. 
”'hile the solution of the situation was still pending, 
the general conditions of ibnnehuria were becoming 
wore and wore apprehensive. The gravity of apprehen
sion deepened when I assured ”.y post. Violence and 
oppression of the Japanese nationals were intensified 
and increased in number, and obstruction by all means 
to the military maneuvers which the Kwantung Army was 

1. Ex. 2043, T. 19254-5.________________________

!
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rightfully assured of by the treaties occurrud to such 
~n extent that the outdoor training of the troops, 
which was the life of tho army, was virtually nulli
fied. Insults and violence committed on our officers

at night, in thvj streets and villages, were still 
wore intensified, and untoward incidents and unlawful 
acts hecaro countless. Because .of such a situation 
when I ussur.ee1. ay post, tile crisis right he expected
to cone at any moment."

According to the testimony given hy ISHI-
H. J\A, Kanji, tho situation was as follows: "Tho
officers ~nd non of the Kwantung A m y  were insulted, 
oppressed and obstructed at their garrison duties of 
railways and in their nanouvers and on other innumer
able occasions. The Japanese troops, far inferior
in equipment and number as tl ay were still on peace
time footing, had to face the Chinese troops superior 
in number and arms and burning with anti-Japanese 
sentiments. vrhilo there were no diplomatic measures 
being taken for the solution of countless questions 
pending, only there being lip service for the easing 
off the tension, .the situation remained as fearful 
as a volcanic mountain at tho point of eruption. And
I. Ex. 2584, T. 22110, 22U6.
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having witnessed, on onu hand, the actual conditions
of anti-Japanese sentiments, uspucia.lly the burning
ẑ .ol of tho Chine so Army against the Japanese Amy, tho
violence committed on tho Japanuso nationals, end, on
tho other, thu failure of diplomatic negotiations
between tho two countries, despite tho cooperative
policy of Japan, and the public opinions in both
countries becoming stronger than ever, all the officers
and. run of tho arry fron thu Connandur-in-Chiuf down
to the privn.to car.u to the conclusion that a. collision

1.
of arms was now inevitable."

According to the testimony given by TANAKA,
Rvukichi, "The condition orior to the Mukden Incident2.
was a sta.te of undeclared war."

Fror, such evidence in regard to tho then 
existing situation in Manchuria, it is clear that a 
collision of arms provoked by the Chinese Amy was 
inevitable.

Thu Kwantung Arny endeavored to tho utmost
to avoid the collision of thu two amies.

According to the testimony of the defendant
ITAGAKI, "thu situation betwoun Japan and China at
that tire was the collision butwoon tho two conflicting
1. Ex. 2584, T. 22110, 22116.
2« T. 2092.

;-sm
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dcrane’s, the recovery of China’s alleged lost rights j 
!'nc' tile nr.intonr.nco of our rights and interests, and 
the solution of the situation sconce! cxtroncly diffi
cult unless either the Japanese or Chinese would con
cede or compromise. But the Chinese had; no intention 
“.t all to compromise and the situation was such that 
anti-Japanisn by force of arms would be inevitable.
Thu ICwantung Arny, however, tried hard to avoid the 
friction with the Chinese, sought all noans of appease
ment, admonished our officers and nun to be patient

1.
and cautious, prohibiting any rash acts.“

.,c cording to the testimony of the witness
I SHIKAR A, ICanJi, when HONJO, the Connander-in-Chiuf,
cane to take his office in August, 1931, in view of
the frequent occurrences of such incidents as Captain
NAKAKHRA’s case, the incident’ of Wanpaoshr.n, the
collision of r.en in various garrison areas, etc., and
appreciating the gravity of situation, he admonished
his officers and. men to be patient and cautious,2.
prohibiting any rash acts. ISI.IHARA further testi
fied to the effect that in spite of the fact that the 
murder of Capt in NAICAI.CURA was a serious case, the 
Kwantung Arny hoped its solution would be attained by

1. Ex. 3316, T. 30257-8.
2. hy. 2584, T. 22112-3.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 1330» 
ki-.RSHAL OF THL COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session«
THE PRESIDENT: Mr# Mattice.
UR. MATTICE (Continued):
The Kwantung Array Adopted an Emergency Measure.
According to-the testimony given by defendant 

ITAGAKI, “although the Kwantung Army tried hard to 
avoid friction with the Chinese by seeking all means 
of appeasement, admonishing our officers and men to be 
patient and cautious, and prohibiting any rash acts, 
it became necessary for the Army to work out an 
emergency counter-measure in case of collision between 
the Japanese and the Chinese troops, which might 
happen by positive military actions on the part of 
the Chinese. The Kwantung Army, in order to deal with 
the pressing situation of its troops, wished to 
replete its equipment, but this desire was not approved 
by the central authorities of the army. Therefore, 
the Kwantung Army mapped out a plan with the then 
existing strength and equipment, without getting 
assistance from the central authorities since the 
previous year. They esteblisned a plan of operations
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th^t in caso of collision between the Chinese and
the Japanese troops, the Kwantung Arny would concentrate
its Enin forces in the vicinity of Mukden and deliver
a heavy biow to the nucleus of the Chinese forces in
Mukden, end thus by seeling the fate of the enemy,
would settle the matter within a short period. They
decided to make preparations necessary for education,
training, communication, transportation and other
things, in accordance with the above plan, and to
make up for the shortcomings of the fighting power
by utilizing the material for military operations,
which could be found in Manchuria, to the best possible
advantage. It was a part of that plan that they set
two heavy guns in the premises of the Mukden Independent
Garrison Barracks in Mukden. These guns were those
which became needless as the result of scaling down
of the fortifications of Port Arthur, and were

1.
appropriated."

Defendant ITAGAKI further said: "For working
out plans of operations, there was an officer in charge,
and the will or views of superior officers through
the directives and orders from the Headquarters
were taken into account. I was not directly concerned

2.
with the matter."

(1) Ex. 3316, T. 3025-9
-h ï T. 30,330-------------------------------- ----------
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Witness ISHIHARA, Kanji testified! ’’Because 
the situation in Manchuria became so serious, especially 
the anti-Japanese sentiment of the Chinese Army 
became so strong that there was a danger of collision 
between the Japanese and the Chinese troops, military 
preparations for an emergency had to be made with the 
object of solving the situation by a force of arms 
in accordance with the directives and orders given 
from the central authorities of the army during the 
past several years. Thus a plan of operations was 
established that in case of collision between the 
Chinese and the Japanese troops, the Kwantung Army 
would concentrate its main forces in the vicinity 
of Mukden and thrust a heavy blow to the forces 
gathered in and around Mukden and, in accordance with 
this plan, necessary preparation for education, training, 
transportation and many other things were made. In 
order to accomplish this difficult task by our 
small forces against the vast number of the enemy, 
it was necessary for the Army to be very cautious in 
making plans and preparations, to strengthen the 
unity of the Army, and to be exact in training. And 
in view of conditions of the Army being inferior in 
equipment and number and there being no hope of getting 
reinforcement from the central authorities of the
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army, the Kwantung Army tried to make up for the 
shortcomings of the fighting power by utilizing the 
material for military operations, which could be 
found in Manchuria, to the best of advantage. The 
setting of two heavy guns in the premises of the

I

Mulsden Independent Garrison Barracks in Mukden was
1.

but an instance of this utilization."
In reply to a question in cross-examination

the v/itness ISHIHARA, Kanji said: - "What I stated
in my deposition that the Kwantung Army would concentrate
its coming forces in the vicinity of Mukden and■
thrust a blow to the Chinese forces gathered in and
around Mukden, meant that this was the only possible
operation for the Army to find the way out of death,
and as there was no reinforcement coming which we had

1.
asked, we tried our best in fulfilling our duties."

He further stated: "Neither the central
authorities of the array nor the Kwantung -Army hoped

2.
that the problem would be solved by a force of arms."

And then he testified as f ollows: "I stated
in my deposition that all the officers and men from 
the Commander-in-Chief to Staff officers and unit 
commanders came to the conclusion that collision of
(1) Ex. 2584. T. 22,111-3
(1) T. 22,1?8
(2) T. 22,183
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1
arms v/as now inevitable, becpuse we thought thst the
military actions on the pprt of the Chinese were so
positive and active that we should be obliged to be
acted upon by them. This does not mean that we would

3.
take any initiative at all events.'*

It is true that the Kwentung Army prepared 
an emergency counter-measure at that time, but its 
plan of operations had been made in accordance with 
the directive a.nd orders from the central authorities 
of the army, changing customarily from year to year, 
and reporting accordingly. Moreover, it is clear 
that these plans had been framed for the purpose of 
defense, pnd never positive military operations, as 
they should be carried out only in case of attack 
from the Chinese on the occasion of collision between 
the Japanese and the Chinese troops.

B, The Mukden Incident.
ITAGAKI*s Behavior at the Special Service 

Section Office. Coming of Major-General TATBGAV'A 
and ITAGAKI*s Meeting with Him.

According to the testimony of ITAGAKI, he 
accompanied Commander-in-Chief HONJO on his informal 
inspection trips of the troops under his command, and

(3) T. 22,195-625
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finished the trips with the inspection of the troops
located pt Liaoyan on 18 September 1931» 0n
same day Comrnr.nder-in-ChiGf HONJO v.t s  informed by
the Chief of Staff MIYAKE that Major-General TATEKAVA,
the Chief of the First Department of the General Staff
Office, was coming to Mukden; and thet MIYAKE requested
hire to send ISHIKAWA or ITAGAKI, Staff officers, to
Mukden to meet the Major-General, Commender-in-Chief
HONJO ordered ITAGAKI to go to Mukden; accordingly,
ITAGAKI went to Mukden from Lia.oyan, Toward evening
that day Major-General TATEKAY/A arrived, and he
greeted and talked with him. The Major-Ge-nernl was
quite tired, besides, since he was scheduled to stay
there- for a few days, he did not mention his business
immediately except a fev; words to the effect thet the
superiors were worrying about the careless and
unscrupulous conduct of the young officers, ITAGAKI
answered that there was no need of worrying if that
was the business and, remarking that he would hoar

1.
him at leisure the next day, he took leave.

According to the testimony of v/itness 
ISHIHARA, Kanji, on 18 September Command er-in-^Chief 
HONJO was informed that Major-General TATEKAV7A 
wps coning to Mukden for the purpose of liaison,
(1) Ex, 3316, T. 30,260
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So, on the same dry toward evening, öfter inspection |
of the troops v/r-s finished, Contender-in-Chief HONJO
ordered Colonel ITAGAKI to meet the Mojor-General,
end, ot the some time, rske lieison with the Special
Service Section in regard to the case of NAKAMURA,

1.
end also with the Consulate-General. ITAGAKI 
met the Major-General, who mentioned the conduct 
of the young officers, rnd pertly finished his 
business; but as he had to make liaison concerning 
the case of NAKAMURA, he colled at the Special Service 
Section. As it was necessary for him to prepare some 
papers concerning the case of NAKAMURA, besides as 
it was too early to go to bed, and also the Special 
Service Section lay on his way home, it was natural 
for him to stop at this Section in order to get sore 
now materials, relating to the case of NAKAMURA, to 
TATEKAY/A.

Liaison of SHIMAMOTO and HIRATA.
Acceptance of ITAGAKI. Report to the 

Commander-in-Chief.
As stated in his testimony, ITAGAKI, on his 

way to his billet after taking leave of Major-General 
T/.TEKAV/A, stopped at the Special Service Section, 
but as there was no particular news, he chatted for a 
(1) Ex. 2584, T. 22,117-8
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while with the staffs. He was about to return to his 
billet v/hen there was a telephone call fron the 
garrison troops, calling the Special Service Section 
and reporting the case of blasting the railway line 
at Liochiaokon. By several following contacts by 
telephone, he understood that just after 10:00 P.M., 
Chinese troops blasted the rail line of the South 
Manchurian Railway at the western side of Peitaying, 
north of Mukden, and the patrolling scouts of the 
cor.pany of Hushihtai received shots from the enemy 
lying in ambush. Upon receiving the information 
the company of Hushihtai hurriedly went to the rescue, 
collided and engaged in a battle v/ith Chinese troops. 
Although they had occupied a corner of Peitaying, in 
spite of the enemy's resistance, with the enemy 
increasing fire with machine guns and infantry guns, 
the company was hard pressed. From the report of the 
railv/ay guard it was clear that the incident was not 
a mere infringement upon rights and interests in the 
shape of blasting the railway, but a planned challenge 

of the Chinese Regular Army against the Japanese 
Army; and it was judged that the Seventh Brigade 
of Peitaying was in action against the Japanese. 
Therefore, he keenly felt the risk was so close that 
if the Japanese hesitated a moment the leased territories

!
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1
attached to the South Manchurian Railway, and the 

Japanese troops, would be encircled and attacked by 
the Chinese Army in Mukden.

At that r.or.ent Lieutenant Colonel SHIMAMOTO, 
the Second Battalion Commander of the Independent 
Infantry Garrison, stated that he would immediately

»
go v/ith all his troops to rescue the Hushihtai company, 
which was in a desperate bottle at a corner of 
Peitnying, and HIRATA, the 29th Regimental Commander, 
who had been informed of the situation, declared that 
he, as the Commander of the Garrison, made up his 
mind to cooperate with HASHIMOTO*s battalion by 
attacking the Mukden Wall with all the power under 
his command. These determinations were intimated to 
the Commander-in-Chief and others through the Special 
Service Section of Mukden.

In the capacity of a Staff officer v/ho 
happened to be present there, ITAGAKI accepted their 
determinations and took steps to report to the 
Commander-in-Chief that the Independent Garrison 
would fight it out with the enemy at Peitayang, and 
the 29th Regiment against the enemy within Mukden.
The reasons why he accepted were*

(1) The determinations of the above 
commanders were absolutely necessary, in line wlt.h the
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plan of operations of the array in case of emergency, 
not only for the self-defense of the troops in Mukden, 
but also for the benefit of the activities of the 
nain force of the army; and

(2) He thought it was proper tc give these 
commanders assurance in taking action according 
to their determinations by his acknowledgment, since 
he as a Staff officer was fully conversant with the 
intentions of the Commander-in-Chief previously 
expressed.

When he reported the details of the above
steps to the Connander-in-Chief HONJO, as the headquarteijs
of the Kwantung Amy moved to Mukden on 19 September,
he approved the steps as they completely coincided

1.
with his intentions.

According to the testimony of HIRATA, Yukihiro, 
he received a telephone call from Colonel SHIHAMOTO, 
about 10:40 P.M. on l8 September, that "as Chiang 
Hsueh-liang*s army at Peitaying had blasted the 
railway, attacked our patrol scouts, and a section 
of this patrol unit was fighting against them, he 
would call out his battalion and go immediately to 
rescue our scouts." HIRATA replied to him, through 
the telephone, that it would be very well for him 
X 1}__Ebu-3316, T. 30,261-5

45,132*
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to do so, nnd he himself would call out his regiment
and go to the barracks, where he would meet the
Colonel and talk over the natter in detail.

Immediately HIRATA called by telephone
the Commanding Officer on duty and ordered him. to
make an emergency call of the regiment, put on his
uniform, and hurried to the barracks. When he arrived
there, Colonel SHIMAMOTO came running to meet him
and said that he would attack the eneny at Peitayang
with all the men under his command, which HIRATA»
accepted and, replying that he himself would attack

1.
the Mukden Wall, parted with him. At that time
Chang Hsueh-liang had his army of twenty-odd thousand
placed in a position encircling the Mukden Wall.
Against this, the Japanese Army numbered less than
fifteen hundred and was dispersed in an area of about
four kilometers around the Mukden Wall. Therefore
he thought it would suffer a total annihilation if

2.
the Chinese troops should make an attack. The 
moment he was informed of the occurrence by Colorèl 
SHIMAMOTO, he felt that Chang’s Army wps making a 
planned challenge. So he accepted the report made 
by Colonel SHIMAMOTO that he would come to rescue the
(1) Ex. 2404, T. 19,285
(2) Ex. 2404, T. 19,287

■vi'Ai&Sâkiï
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1
From that evidence it is plain that SHIIIAIÎOTO 

made his determination to make an attack upon Peitaying 
and go to rescue the men at the time when the Garrison 
reported to HIRATA by telephone, and that HIRATA, upon 
being informed of the occurrence from SHIMAKOTO, 
accepted the latter's determination, and himself made 
up his mind to attack the foiled en Wall, for the reason 
that he would be annihilated if he should not do so.

Furthermore, HIRATA said that when ho wont to 
the Special Service Section he found Colonel ITAGAKI 
there, so he requested him to communicate his determin

ation to attack the Mukden Wall to the Commander-in-
2.

Chief and the 2nd Division Commander; that he thought
Colonel ITAGAKI had no authority to order Colonel
SHIMAMOTO and himself to make such an attack as this;
that as a matter of fact he did not issue any order;
that he never showed Staff Officer ITAGAKI his plan of

3.
action for approval.

Although ITAGAKI accepted what Lieutenant 
Colonel SHIMAIAOTO and Colonel HIRATA had informed the 
Special Service Section, the action was taken on the 
responsibility of each unit, and not on his order. Then, 

he stayed all night at the Special Service Section.
According to the testimony of the defendant 

(2) T. 19307; (3) T. 19312.
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1
ITÀGAKI and the witness HIRÀTA, upon the receipt of 
information from the Garrison and request for assistance, 
Lieutenant Colonel SHIIIAHGTO made up his mind to rescue 
the garrison with all the men at his command and make an 
attack upon Peitaying, and so informed Colonel HIRÀTA, 
V/hen Colonel HIRnTA was informed of this he agreed, and 
he himself was determined to attack the Kukden Wall, the 
reason being that if he should not take this action, he 
would bo annihilated. These facts are clear. The 
reason v/hy Lieutenant Colonel SHIKAKOTO and Colonel 
HIRÀTA had gone to the Special Service Section of Mukden 
was because of the request they wanted to make of the 
Section to report to the Commandcr-in-Chief, the former 
of his determinations to attack Peitaring, the latter to 
attack the Kukden Wall, and for the sake of getting their 
respective permissions.

ITÀGÀKI had no authority to order such attacks 
and, as a matter of fact, he did not order them.
ITAGAKI happened to bo present there and, in the capacity 
of a Staff Officer, recognizing their determination as 
being absolutely necessary for the occasion and in 
accord with the will of the Commander-in-Chief, accepted 
them and took steps to report to the Commander-in-Chief 
that they would fight it out with the enemy.

The Commander-in-Chief Was Determined to Take

t



Action Upon Receipt of the Report.
The witness ISHIHARA, Kanji, told this Tri-

I

I bunal that: On 18 September 1931» the Commander-in-I
Chief HONJO, finishing his last inspection of the 
troops located at Liaoyan, on his informal trips of 
inspection of the troops under his command, returned 
with the Staff officers that night to Port Arthur. At 
about midnight he received an urgent call from a certain 
NAKAMURA to come to the official residence of the Chief 
of Staff. He hurried there and found Staff Officer 
TAKLSHITA and all other Staff officers already assembled 
through the arrangement of Staff Officer Captain 
KATAKURA. They were then told of the first military 
secret telegram which stated that a little after ten 
o'clock on the night of the 18th some Chinese troops 
blasted the railway line of the South Manchurian Railway, 

attacking the garrison guards there, whereupon the 
guards engaged in a fight and, upon the receipt of this 
report, the 2nd Battalion of the Independent Garrison 
infantry of Mukden was moving to the spot. A telephone 
message was sent to the Commander-in-Chief at his 
official residence by the Chief of Staff MIYAKE. They 
all stayed there that night in order to study adequate 
measures for the occasion.

"On or about eighteen minutes after midnight
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they received the second report from the Special Service- 
Section of Mukden when the Commander-in-Chief arrived.
The Chief of Staff and others, after a careful study, 
reached the conclusion that by the outrageous acts of 
the Chinese Army the situation had come to an extremity 
which was worse than they ever expected and beyond their 
patience to endure5 that since it had come to such a 
pass, if they did not take punitive measures and fore
stall the enemy, the situation might become worse than 
ever that night. The tense condition between the 
Japanese and Chinese armies at that moment permitted no 
hesitation. Taking a firm stand, the Army with its 
whole strength should thrust a vital blow to the nucleus 
of the enemy.' As the head officer in charge of 
operations, he expressed his views to Commander-in-Chief 
HONJO, who sat with eyes closed and meditated for 
several minutes. When he opened his eyes he said,
'Very well, let us do it on my responsibility,' and under 
this solemn and weighty determination of their Commander 
they felt great responsibility. Then the Commander- 
in-Chief issued orders calling out each of the units.
At three o'clock on the morning of the 19th he left

1.
Port Arthur for Mukden."

According to the Lytton Report, it is stated 
(1. Ex. 2584, T. 22117-22121.)
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that "The Committee did not reject the hypothesis that
1.

officers on the spot were acting for self-defense."

That the opinions of Lieutenant Colonel 
SHIIIAMOTO and^ Colonel HIRATA happened to coincide with 

that of the Commandcr-in-Chicf was because of the situ
ation in Manchuria, which was then a state of undeclared 
war and also because of the necessary steps to be taken 
for self-defense, born of the judgment that the action 
of the Chinese Regular Army had been a planned challenge.

Some may wonder at the speed with which the 
orders from the Army were carried out, but these orders 
were issued in due nrocedure and carried out.

The President of this Tribunal made some inquiry 
of ITAGAKI on this subject, and received the following 
answers:

"in, Whether there was any special order given 
to troops stationed at Chungchun, Antung, and Fushan?

"A Orders must have been issued from the 
Commander-in-Chief.

"Ç What these orders were?
"A As I was not in Mukden at the time, so I

heard later. As I was not there, I was not informed of 
exactly. As far as I remember, as for Chungchun unit, 
they were to concentrate at Mukden in accordance with 
(1. Ex. 57, T. 1797-8.)
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that "The Committee did not reject the hypothesis that
1.

officers on the spot were acting for self-defense."
That the opinions of Lieutenant Colonel 

SHIMAMOTO and̂  Colonel HIRATA happened to coincide with 
that of the Commandcr-in-Chief was because of the situ
ation in Manchuria, which was then a state of undeclared 
war and also because of the necessary steps to be taken 
for self-defense, born of the judgment that the action 
of the Chinese Regular Army had been a planned challenge.

Some may wonder at the speed with which the 
orders from the A r m y were carried out, but these orders 
were issued in due procedure and carried out.

The President of this Tribunal made some inquiry 
of ITAGAKI on this subject, and received the following 
answers:

Whether there was any special order given 
to troops stationed at Chungchun, Antung, and Fushan?

"A Orders must have been issued from the 
Commander-in-Chiof.

%  What these orders were?
"A As I was not in Mukden at the time, so I

heard later. As I was not there, I was not informed of 
exactly. As far as I remember, as for Chungchun unit, 
they were to concentrate at Mukden in accordance with 

(1. Ex. 57, T. 1797-8.)
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the hitherto made olan; so the plan was altered to make 
the Chungchun unit remain there for a while. As for the 
Fushun unit, I heard to the effect that there was no 
direct order from the Army, but the Commander of the 
2nd Battalion c/ the Independent Garrison infantry, who 
wasin Mukden, issued an order to hasten to Mukden upon 
the occurrence of the incident. As to the Antung unit,
I do not know.

%  Whether he acknowledged them?
"A When the orders were given out, I was not 

at Port Arthur. As I was then at Mukden, I had no 
concern with them.

%  Whether he could explain how the battle 
begun at these places on that night?

"A This is from the later report I am speaking 
At Chungchun, the Commander of the Brigade stationed 

there was to come up to Mukden, according to the plan, 
but he was told to remain there for the time being. He 
might leave Chungchun at any time and march his men to
ward Mukden. In that case, from the viewpoint of the 
protection of the Japanese nationals and the railway, 
and feeling a great danger from the «Chinese Army at 
Kuanchentzu, Nahring, ne.e.r Chungchun, started an attack 
of his own accord.

"Ç Whether it was not very surprising that
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fighting began at four places including Ilukden on that
night almost at the same tino. Could he explain?

"A The time of the opening of hostile action
was different at different places.

"Q V/hat were the various times?
"A I am not certain as to the time, but the

hostilities commenced in Chungchun on the 19th around
noon. There was no action at Fushan. The Chinese
troops at Huanfingcheng were disarmed, but that was on
the l°th of September. That is to say, that took place
after a telegraphic order had been sent by the Kwantung

1.
Army Headquarters at Port Arthur."

In summation the prosecution asserted that
ITAGAKI stated that communications were bad and he was
unable to ascertain the true nature of the situation,
but that he arbitrarily approved the field commander's
plan to attack the Chinese .'.rmy without even troubling
himself to find out what was really going on.

As to this ITAGAKI testified that he ascertained

the real conditions at that time as much as possible;
that he heard every telephone call at the Special
Service Section; that he 'tried to gather materials to

2.
make a correct judgment of the matter, that as it was 
quite an emergency, the reports from the front were often 

(1. T. 30523-6. 2. T. 30356.)
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quite fragmentary and inconsistent. Besides, communi
cation stations moved from place to place; that because 
of these conditions, it required some time to get 
information.

In spite of the difficulties in securing in
formation, ITAGAKI made efforts to learn the true 
conditions of the incident and obtained materials to 
form a correct conclusion.
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As stated in his affidavit in Section 5, 
in vier; of the fact that there was no other way for 
him to make further investigation of the case and 
the matter permitted no delay, it was but natural for 
ITAGAKI to accept the plans made by the commanders at 
the spot.
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ITAGAKI cannot be blamed or held responsible.
Negotiations with the Consul-General at Mukden

Exhibit No. 2193 is the telegram reporting 
to "’’oreign Minister SHIDEHARA of the negotiations made 
by ITAGAKI with the Consul-General HAYASHI, v/hich was 
sent by the latter. According to the testimony of the 
defendant ITAGAKI, the nature of these negotiations 

v/as as follows:
On the night of 18 September the Consulate- 

General at Mukden was informed by telephone of the 
outbreak of the incident and of the actions taken by 
the army. Consul MORISHIMA was asked to come up to 
the Special Service office where the circumstances 
were explained in detail and his cooperation requested. 
ITAGAKI also talked about the matter with Consul- 
General HAYASHI several times by telephone. Consul- 
General HAYASHI said that, as Japan and China had not 

yet formally entered into war and as the Chinese, 
through oonqiil tant. Phan, Hsln-po, had nnnniinoad--------
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their adoption of the principle of non-resistance, 
he hoped that the army would arrange the matter so 
it could be dealt with through diplomatic agents, 
putting an end to the military actions on the part 
of Japan at that time.

In reply to his assertion, ITAGAKI explained 
to his, that the incident, this time, was different 
from the previous ones because the Regular Army of 
the Chinese had challenged the Japanese Army; that 
fighting between the Chinese and the Japanese was 
already under way, and it was impossible, for the 
present, to separate them; that anyway, unless the 
present military actions would be settled, it was 
practically impossible to transfer the case to 
diplomatic negotiations; that although the Chinese 
v/ere saying that the Chinese were abiding by the 
principle of non-resistance, according to the report 
from the frontier, they were attacking at Hushihtai, 
causing dead and injured; that he could not imagine 
that Chao, Hsin-po would be able to arrange a cease
fire agreement on his own responsibility because he 
v/as a mere civil official, having no influence in 
military affairs; that particularly what had to be 
considered was that it could not be known whether it
might not turn out to be the enemy>s habitual trick
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in order that they might gain time to rearrange the 
situation and bring about Japanese army delay and 

unalertness.
ITAGAKI also told him they had to be careful; 

that the condition was of such a grave nature that it 

permitted no hesitation * and asked HAYASHI1s con
sideration.

That was the first ITAGAKI had heard of the 
Chinese principle of non-resistance and, moreover, 
the Chinese were then actually fighting against the 
Japanese.

The Provoking Actions of the Chinese Army.
Exhibit No. 2423 (Report on the Investigation 

into the Matters Relating to the Destruction of the 

South Manchurian Railway) is the report made after 
an investigation conducted at the site by OYAMA,

Fumio, officer of the Military Affairs of the Kwan- 

tung Army Headquarters, with seven others by order 
of the Commander of the Army.

In the report the conditions were described 
in effect as follows:

• . • While standing beside the corpses and 
looking over in a northeastern direction of Peiping, 
one could perceive, beyond the cornfields at a 

1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30265-7. ______
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1
distance of about 1?0 meters, some barricade south
west of Peitaying. Judging from their personal 
features, clothes and arms, it was plain that these 
three had been men belonging to the Chinese Army, 
and from the condition they are in it v/as believed 
that several scores of hours (four or five days) had 
elapsed since they died. Evidently the dead had 
never been removed from the place v/here they had 
fallen. The investigation confirmed that after 
accomplishing the blasting of the railway by means 
of explosives, these Chinese soldiers were discovered 
by some of the men at garrison duties on the railway, 
whereupon while firing and retreating toward Poitaying, 
they were pursued by our garrison men, when they v/ere
wounded and died, remaining in the position in which

1.they fell.
The witness OYAMA, Fumio, testified to the

truth of exhibit 2423 and, in reply to the questions
put by the counsel,he explained irç!.nutely tho basis
of making his judgment that the. three dead had not

 ̂ 2.been brought to the spot from some other place.
From this evidence it can be seen that tho

blasting of the railway was accomplished by the
1: Ex. 2423, Tr. 1962?.
2. Tr. 19660.
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willful action of Chinese soldiers, and that the 
Mukden Incident v;as not planned by the Kv/antung 
Army at all* The prosecution has not presented 
any evidence that shows the destruction of the rail
way at Lintiokon was brought about by the Japanese.

In the Lytton Report the incident is stated 
as follows (in effect): According to the story
related by Japanese, it is said that Lieutenant 
KAWAMOTO, with six privates, while on patrol duty 
on the night of September 18, heard the noise of a- 
loud explosion. They turned and ran back and dis
covered that a portion of one of the rails had been 

blown out. . . On arrival at the site of the explo
sion the patrol was fired upon from the east side of 
the line. . . Whereupon they returned their shots; 
the enemy ceased their firing and retreated. When 

the Japanese forces pursued, they were again fired 
upon by forces numbering between three to four hun
dred, whereupon Lieutenant KAWAMOTO directed one of 
his men to report to KAV/ASHIMA, the company commander, 
who v/as also engaged in night maneuvres and, at the 
same time, ordered another to telephone to the 
battalion headquarters at Mukden, asking for re
inforcements. Reinforcements were then sent by 
Captain KAWASHIMA and Lieutenant Colonel SHIMAMOTO.1*
1. Ex. 57, Tr. 1787-92.
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The commission goes on to state that it 
"does not exclude the hypothesis that the officers 
on the spot may have thought they were acting in 
self-defense• *

From the above evidence, together with the 
testimony of ITAGAKI and the witness HIRATA, we sub
mit that it is clear that the Mukden Incident was 
not planned and carried out by the Japanese Army, 
but it was an incident caused by the provocative 
actions of the Chinese Army In Manchuria.

The witness HIRATA, Yukihiro, testified 
that there had been so frequent disturbances of the 
railway traffic that the troops had been called 
twice to be ready for service against an emergency.

HONJO, Shigeru said that since Lintiokon 
was so closely situated to Peitaying, the Chinese 
soldiers in the barracks there often came out 
strolling along the railroad, and on such occasions
they frequently attempted to derail the train by

2 #
placing stones on the rails.

The Case of the Company at Hushan. 
KATAKURA, Chu testified that there was a 

company, with Captain KAWAKAMI as commander,
1. Ex. 57, Tr. 1797-8.
2. Ex. 2404, Tr. 19287.
3. Ex. 2043, Tr. 19260.

2.

Li - ;
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stationed at Fushan. About the middle of September, 
KAWAKAMI called together some men from the South 

Manchurian Railway and others concerned, and told 
them that the group who had gone to the investigation 
of the case of NAKAMURA would return on the 16th or 
17th of that month; and, that depending on the atti
tude taken by the Chinese, the situation might become 
serious. There was, however, no provision for night 
trains at Fushan in case of emergency, therefore, 
preparations would be desirable. Whereupon those who 
were present at the gathering were greatly surprised, 
especially the South Manchurian Railway which sent a 
cUrector to KAWAKAMI in order to ascertain the truth 
of the matter. As he was told, however, that no such 
thing would happen on the 17th, he soon returned to
Darien. This news, though, reached Consul HAYASHI

1.at Mukden who sent it on to Tokyo.
ISHIHARA, Kanji, testified that after 

KAWAKAMI received a new order from HONJO concerning 

bis duties he became anxious about the defense of 
Fushan, whenever he should leave that city pursuant 
to said order, so he conceived a plan of his own.
This plan prompted him to gather together some police
men and ex-service men, in order to consult with them 

1. Tr. 18933.
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1
as to the defense of Fushan. His idea was that there
might be some untoward incident in the vicinity of
Mukden on the 18th of September and he consulted with
them as to what they thought best, as to whether or
not he should go there. This was, however, rescinded
and notification of annulment sent out to the \rarious
quarters. KAWAKAMI admitted that he had no ground
for what he did and apologized for it. On the 18th
KAWAKAMI was in utter confusion, made no attack upon
the air field, and arrived in Mukden very late without

1.even being properly armed.

Thus it appears that the action taken by 
Captain KAWAKAMI, company commander at Fushan, by 
calling together policemen and ex-service men and 
others concerned, and consulting with them as to 
preparation of trains for moving the garrison company, 
was due entirely to his rashness and excessive excite
ment over the situation, and that this action of his

f

had no connection with his superior officers. The 
matters relating to his consultation were rescinded 
on the 17th and, as for KAWAKAMI himself, he did not 
even fulfill his duties on the 18th of September.

Defendant ITAGAKI testified that he heard of 
the incident of the company at Fushan for the first
1. Tr. 22140.
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1
time after the Mukden Incident had taken place.'*'*

Court exhibit 3739 is a telegram sent from 
Foreign Minister SKIDEHARA to Consul HAYASHI. ITAGAKI 
denied that he had any knowledge of the contents of 
the telegram. He said: "I have neither any knowledge
of the Society by the name of Kokusui Kai nor any con
nection with it. I have been very poor and had no 
money. There is no reason for my having ample funds. 
As for the Kwantung Army itself, there was no such 
funds either."2 *

According to the testimony of KATAKURA, Chu 

the secret service funds of the Kwantung Army v/ere 
only fifty thousand yen per month, which were appro
priated for expenses for collecting information, 
guards and for entertainment,"^* and of course these 
funds could not be used by ITAGAKI of his own accord.

ITAGAKI was at that time at Port Arthur, a 
little corner of the Kwantung territory, and as the 
place was remote and had very little to do with the 
Chinese, there was no occasion for him to be engaged 
in either political or social activities. To quote 
from the testimony of ISHIHARA, Kanji: "In those days
Colonel ITAGAKI, as a high ranking staff officer,

1. Tr. 30349.
2. Tr. 3044.
3. Tr. I8945.______________________________ _____________
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perfectly managed the staff office of headquarters."1.
Furthermore, this exhibit is nothing but a 

rumor of affairs in Mukden which was heard by the 
Foreign Minister in Tokyo. If such had been the 
case a report should have been made by the Consul at 
Mukden to the Foreign Minister; and upon inquiring 

into the matter, a reply must have been made if there 
was any truth in it. There was, however, no reply.
The exhibit therefore must be regarded as a mere 

rumor.
Court exhibit l8l-(l). This exhibit is a 

telegram sent from Consul HAYASHI to Foreign Minister 
SHIDEHARA, stating that: "According to private in
formation received from KIMURA, Director of the 
Manchurian Railway, a number of trackmen have been 
sent out from the Manchurian Railway for the repair 
of the railroad which was said to have been destroyed 
by the Chinese, but the Army seems to have not allowed 
them to come near the spot. Presumably the incident 
was due to the preconceived plan of the Army."

That the Army did not allow the trackmen 
sent out from the Manchurian railway to come near the 
spot might have been due to the necessity for making 
an investigation of the matter at that point by the 

1. Tr. 22116.
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perfectly managed the staff office of headquarters."1 *
Furthermore, this exhibit is nothing but a 

rumor of affairs in Mukden which was heard by the 
Foreign Minister in Tokyo. If such had been the 
case a report should have been made by the Consul at 
Mukden to the Foreign Minister; and upon inquiring 

into the matter, a reply must have been made if there 
was any truth in it. There was, however, no reply.
The exhibit therefore must be regarded as a mere 

rumor.
Court exhibit l8l-(l). This exhibit is a 

telegram sent from Consul HAYASHI to Foreign Minister 
SHIDEHARA, stating that: "According to private in
formation received from KIMURA, Director of the 
Manchurian Railway, a number of trackmen have been 
sent out from the Manchurian Railway for the repair 
of the railroad which was said to have been destroyed 
by the Chinese, but the Army seems to have not allowed 
them to eome near the spot. Presumably the incident 
was due to the preconceived plan of the Army."

That the Army did not allow the trackmen 
sent out from the Manchurian railway to come near the 
spot might have been due to the necessity for making 
an investigation of the matter at that point by the 
1. Tr. 22116.
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Army. Therefore, this cannot be said to have been 

due to the preconceived plan of the Army. The tele
gram itself recognizes that this was merely a pre
sumption. Furthermore, the information of KBAURA, 
Director of the Manchurian railway, was not based upon 
facts which he had obtained by going himself to the 
spot, but which he obtained from others. Therefore, 
it must be said that the exhibit has no evidentiary- 
value.
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After the Mukden Incident«
The prosecution asserted in its summation 

that, immediately after the capture of Mukden, 
DOHIHARA was appointed as mayor and ITAGAKI was one 
of those who made the municipal administration by the 

Japanese Army possible, and he is one of those re
sponsible for recommending DOHIHARA for this position.

The facts about this appointment of DOHIHARA, 
/

as testified to by defendant ITAGAKI, were as follows: 
Mukden became a city without order and it could not be 
left that way, even for a moment, in the interests of 
public safety. In view of the above circumstances, 
and also to cope with the earnest desire of the citi
zens, the army commander, HONJO, for the purpose of 
maintaining public safety, promulgated immediately an 

emergency municipal administration and appointed
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1
Colonel DOHIHARA as the temporary mayor. The Kwantung 
Army had no intention of instituting a military adminis
tration. They did not admit any other soldier than 
Colonel DOHIHARA to take part in the administration, 
and the greater part of the functionaries were 
Chinese nationals. Thus its purpose was to maintain 
the public peace as a temporary measure with the 
arrangement that whenever a qualified Chinese was 
available the power of administration should immed
iately be transferred to him. Colonel DOHIHARA served
only one month as temporary mayor and on the 20th of

1.October Mr. Chao, Hsin-po, became mayor."
Moreover, ITAGAKI told this Tribunal that:

"It was not I who recommended DOHIHARA to the mayor 
of Mukden. He was appointed by General HONJO. I heard 
the conversation betv/een the Chief of Staff and Consul 
MORISHIMA in which, upon being asked whether there 
would be a military administration by the Consul, the - 
Chief of Staff said that there should be no military 
administration. I also remember I heard from the
Chief of Staff that Consul General HAYASHI visited

%

General HONJO and talked about the municipal govern
ment. General HONJO said there would be no military 
administration, and with that understanding the Consul 

General left there for home.
1. Ex 3316, Tr. 30267
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The witness KATAKURA, Chu, said it was not 
for the purpose of a military administration that Col
onel DOIHARA was appointed Mayor; that at that time 
there were many and various Chinese public establish
ments and facilities in Mukden, as well as various 
Chinese organizations, but most of the Chinese leaders 
had abandoned that locality. Colonel DOIHARA was 
appointed as the temporary Mayor with the condition 
that this was a temporary measure to maintain the peace, 
and also that whenever a qualified Chinese was found 
he would soon resign.for him. There was no other soldier
than Colonel DOIHARA who took part in the adrainistra-

2
tion of the city government of Mukden.

The I.ytton Report said that what was urgently 
needed was the organization of the city government and 
the normal life of the citizens, but this was already 
begun by the Japanese and v/as going on speedily and 
efficiently. DOHIHARA was appointed Mayor, and within 
three days after his appointment the usual administra
tion of the city was revived. The activities of public 
services were revived. The Colonel was in his office 
for one month, and on the 20th of October the pov/er ofI
administration was transferred to a qualified Chinese body

2. Tr. 18,926
25
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with Hr. Chao Fsin-po as Mayor.
All the functionaries who were holding im

portant posts of the government had fled; the police, 
communications, and the banking services all came to 
a standstill, and the city became utterly chaotic. 
Generally speaking, under-such circumstances to appoint 
a soldier as Mayor for the purpose of restoring peace 
and order of the city as a temporary measure would be 
natural and cannot be regarded as a military government. 
Gf course, the commander of an army on such occasion 
can appoint from his free will one of the men under his 
command as the temporary Mayor. To make such an appoint
ant he needs no recommendations from his inferiors —  
the point needs no further argument. If so, ITAGAKI 
has not the one who brought about the city administra
tion by the army, nor was he responsible for recommend- 
Lng DOIHARA for Mayor. Thp argument put up by the 
prosecution is not sustained by the facts.

The prosecution cited exhibit No. 3407 as 
the proof that during one month of the military adminis
tration after its establishment, the temporary city 
government of Ifukden planned to obtain its funds through 
•ecuring a monopoly of the sale of opium by secret 
.. Ex. 57, tr. 502, Lytton Report, chap. VI, p. 88.
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1

means and also through issuing lottery tickets; but the |
I

sources of this information, as given in the exhibit, 
are unknown and its accuracy cannot be determined. 
Furthermore, the extraordinary city government of Muk
den was a temporary arrangement to be transferred to 
the Chinese, and as a matter of fact, Mayor DOHIHARA 
resigned his mayorship on the 20th of October, i. e., 
after being in office for one week (from the date of 
the court exhibit). Such being the case, there was 
no reason for the city government, with DOIHARA as 
*'ayor. to plan a monopoly for the sale of opium and 
issuance of lottery tickets in order to secure the ex
penses of the city government; nor should there b<e any 
reason for the headquarters of the Kwantung Army to 
approve such plan. As a matter of fact, since there 
was no such plan as mentioned in the exhibit carried 
into effect, the exhibit does not prove what the 
prosecution alleges.

Furthermore, defendant ITAGAKI denied know-
1

ledge of such plans.
The views of Commander in Chief HONJO ruled 

the behavior of the staff officers. According to the 
testimony of the defendant ITAGAKI, Commander in Chief

1. Tr. 30,362
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P0NJ0 made public at the end of October, 1931, at the 
Kwantung Army headquarters, an important statement, 
the gist of which is stated in exhibit No. 3316 and in 
ITAGAKI's deposition, section 8 a,b,c,d,e,f, and g.
’’Tien he made this statement there was a general tendency 
throughout Manchuria for the establishment of a new 
state. The object was, to quote from ITAGAKI, "to make 
certain that an unfortunate incident of this nature 
should never happen again. In order to do so, we must 
devise measures with which to settle the incident to 
the complete satisfaction of both countries. The first 
step toward materialization of this measure would be 
to pay high regard to the expressed desires of the 
whole Manchurian people. In order to eliminate the 
bitter feeling of enemity which the anti-Japanese 
movement had created, something had to be done to en
hance the spirit of racial harmony to such extent that 
the people of both countries feel no racial discrimina
tion among them... So long as Japan maintains her 
special rights and interests in Manchuria, it cannot 
help causing a sense of unequality and a sense of being 
oppressed among the ’"anchurians... Therefore Japan 
should voluntarily give up her rights and interest 
there if by so doing the interests of both countries 
become identical and the sense of racial discrimination

•m
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be eliminated... The Kv/antung Array should be indifferent 
to all political affairs of Manchuria. It should leave 
all the administrative matters of the new state to the 
independent and autonomous regime of the Manchurian 
people, to assist the maintenance of law and order. 
However, the national defense should be a problem for • 
the joint strength of Japan and the new state, and for 
the time being, the Kwantung Army should appoint it
self to this task... "7hat we should do at this junc
ture is, while devoting our undivided attention to 
our primary duty as an army, we had to make close 
observation uoon the future relation between Manchuria 
and Japan in order to be able to report the true aspect 
of the situation to the central government, and at the 
same time should be determined not to interfere with 
their political movement which is intended to represent 
the unanimous desire of thirty million Manchurian 
people of immediately serving the present situation of 
turmoil, ’’fhile we should not be reluctant in giving 
assistance within our power to the Manchurian people,
whenever asked for it, we must not force ourselves 

1
upon them."

Defendant ITAGAKI and all the rest of the 

1. ^x. 3316, tr. 30,268-72
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staff officers acted upon this instruction given by 
their Commander in Chief, refendant ITAGAKI and the 
rest of the staff officers were ruled by this view 
as the standard for their conduct.

According to this view of the Commander in 
Chief, they sounded out the opinions of the political 
leaders and important men, among the Chinese, and then 
reported to the authorities concerned.

ITAGAKI took every opportunity to talk with 
the Chinese leading authorities and powerful civilians 
to ascertain their views, so that he could report them 
to the Military Commander. He learned that among those 
personages there prevailed, as a common sentiment, a 
strong feeling of animosity against Chang Psueh-ling, a 
dislike of the Koumintang politics, and consequently 
the observance of the principle of the "border security 
and the peace for the people." Pe learned from Lo Chen- 
yu that the faction for the Restoration wished to call 
the ^peror Hsuan Tung to Manchuria, and later he 
learned that Yu Chunp-han had suggested to Commander

I
HONJO the necessity of establishing a new state. Within 
a short time after the incident, in many provinces and 
districts independence was declared, so ITAGAKI 
successively interviewed, by order cf the Army Commander, 
during the period from the latter part of November to

i
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t h e  m i d d l e  o f  D e c e m b e r ,  t h e  p o l i t i c a l  l e a d e r s  o f  t h e

1 v a r i o u s  d i s t r i c t s  w h o  w e r e  t h e  s u p p o r t e r s  o f  i n d e p e n d -

2 = n c e ,  s u c h  a s  C h a n g  C h i n g - k u i  a t  H a r b i n ,  Ma C h e n - s h a n

3 ? t  F a i l u n ,  H s i  C h i a  a n d  H s e h  C h i e - s h i n  a t  K i r i n ,  a n d

4

5
6
7
8 
9

10

11

12
13

14 

13

T s a n g  S h i h - i  a n d  Y u a n  C h i n - k a i  a t  M u k d e n .  T h e y  w e r e ,  

w i t h o u t  e x c e p t i o n ,  s t r o n g l y  o p p o s e d  t o  t h e  r e t u r n  o f  

: h e  C h a n g  H s u e h - l i a n g  r e g i m e  t o  M a n c h u r i a ,  a n d  a l s o  

; h e y  d i d  n o t  w & n t  t h e  N a n k i n g  G o v e r n m e n t  i n  M a n c h u r i a ,  

i s  t h e y  h a t e d  t h e  p o l i t i c s  o f  t h e  K u o m i n t a n g .  T h e i r  

:o m m o n  a n d  e a r n e s t  d e s i r e  w a s  t o  t a k e  a c t i v e  s t e p s  t o  

î s t a b l i s h  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  s t a t e .  A f t e r  h a v i n g  h e a r d  

" ro m  o t h e r  l e a d e r s  w i s h i n g  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  s t a t e ,  IT A G A K I

m a d e  e  d e t a i l e d  r e p o r t  o f  t h e i r  o p i n i o n s  t o  C o m m a n d e r  
1

HONJO.
I t  w a s  d u e  t o  t h e  v i e w  o f  C o m m a n d e r  H 0 N J 0  

l ö i h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  t h u s  s o u n d e d  o u t  t h e  v a r i o u s  o p i n i o n s  

I 7 d f  t h e  C h i n e s e  p o l i t i c a l  l e a d e r s  a n d  p o w e r f u l  m e n .  A s  

i 8 t o  w h y  IT A G A K I g a t h e r e d  t h e i r  o p i n i o n s ,  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  

t a t e d s  " S o m e  o f  t h e s e  m e n  w e r e  g o v e r n o r s  o f  p r o v i n c e s ,  

d o m e  o t h e r s  w e r e  c o m m a n d e r s  o f  a r m i e s , e l l  o f  t h e m  b e 

i n g  m e n  o f  r e a l  p o w e r  a m o n g  t h e  p e o p l e ,  o r  h a v i n g  

e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  t h e  p e o p l e .  I t  w a s  n e c e s s a r y  f o r  

t h e  K v / a n t u n g  A r m y  t o  a s c e r t a i n  t h e i r  o p i n i o n s  i n  o r d e r

. Ex. 3316, tr. 30,272-8
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1

to maintain the peace and order of the people. They 1
1

were all landowners."
2 These men were the landlords who formed the
3 background of the people; consequently their opinions
4 might be taken for the will of the people.
5 The allegation by the prosecution in its
<>

summation that the defendant ITAGAKI gathered opinions
7- from those Chinese political leaders and powerful men,
8 «

• and reported thereof to the Military Commander for the
9

purpose of manipulating puppet politicians, is unfound-
10

ed and has no factual basis.
11

12 The prosecution, citing exhibit No. 2406-A

13 and No. 2407-a , alleges that the Kwantung Army gave

14 to Chang Hai-peng 3,000 rifles and guns and 200,000

15 yuan in order to control Northern Manchuria, but the

16 witness TAKEDA, Ju said: "So far as I know, I am firm-
^  17 ly convinced that there was no such thing as giving to

18 Chang Kai-peng 5,000 rifle guns and a fund of 200,000
19 dollars by the Kwantung Army with the object to aid the
20 movement for independence. Consul-General HAYASHI's
21 telegram v/as an over-excited and exaggerated report, I 

1
believe."

23 The witness KATAKURA, Chu said that: "Early
24

in October, 1931, General Chang Hai-peng established
25

1. Tr. 30372-3. 1 . Tr. 19363.
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an independent state at Taonan, but the Kwantung never 
gave money in connection v»ith the movement for inde
pendence or autonomy made by Manchurian generals and 
others. At that time the special funds per year for 
the whole of the Kvrantung Army was no more than
50,000 yen, and the army was at a loss because it 
had no money for such movements."

The defendant ITAGAKI, in his cross- 
examination, said: "The Kwantung Army gave no aid

to Chang Hai-peng by way of appropriating funds or
„2.guns

ji
II

III
i

1.
2.

Tr. 18953-4. 
Tr. 30369.
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There is no reason for the Kv/antung Arny to 
give away the arms in use. These arms, reserved or 
stored, were only to replace those needing repairs, 
and there could not be such a great number of rifles 
as 2,000. As for the funds, the secret service funds 
for the Kwantung Arny were very small in amoiWt^ said 
KaTAKURA, and there could not be so great an amount 
as 200,000 yen or 200,000 Chinese dollars. At that 
time, as the government of Kirin Province had con
siderable funds, it night be thought to have given 
some aid. Since peace time Taonan had been of no 
great importance and consequently there had been no 
special organ of the Army. If the Kwantung Army were 
to give such an enormous amount of military funds and 
arms, they would, as a rule, have surely established 
some special military organ there. As a matter of 
special mention, there has never been a staff officer 
named OTA, as mentioned in the telegram. This is an 
instance of the valuelessness of this information. 
Thus the above tv/o telegrams are mere accumulations 
of rumors and have no value whatsoever.

The prosecution alleges that ida Chan-shan, 
who had some forces, was recognized by ITAGAKI as a 
worthy nan. To deal with him by way of politics in
stead of force of arms, ITAGAKI went to him to urge
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him to cooperate v:ith Japan, Moreover the prosecu
tion alleges the Japanese Army, by giving arms to 
the Mongolians in Northern Manchuria, aided their 

movements for independence.
As to the relation between Ma Chan-shan and 

ITAGAKI, however, KATAKURA, Cho has testified that 
"at the end of October, 1931» as a result of colli
sion with the Japanese Army, Ma Chan-shan retreated 
to Hailun, north of Harbin, At that time Colonel 
ITAGAKI went to Hailun alone and talked with him,

1
making him understand the real intentions of Japan," 
ITAGAKI's interview with Ma Chan-shan was to bring 
about the conclusion of a truce at the fall of 
Tsitsihar. No evidence has been produced for the 
allegation that ITAGAKI dealt with Ma Chan-shan by 
means of politics instead of arms, or that the Japan
ese Army aided the movement for independence of the 
Mongolians in North China by supplying them with 

arms.
The prosecution alleged by exhibit No, 305 

that during the period of preparation for the estab
lishment of puppet government for the whole of Man
churia, the Japanese adventurers, on the pretext of 
self-defense, started movements in various places 
in Manchuria, and that clearly those movements were 
—  Tr> ^ 9 5 0  ~

&
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due to the plans or policies devised by ITAGAKI.
There is no evidence that the said nationals' self- 
protecting arny started novenents at various places 
in order to establish a puppet government for the 
whole of Manchuria. The prosecution, by exhibit 
No. 219, claimed that ITAGAKI had been manipulating 
the politicians in Manchuria. The exhibit was a 
telegram sent by the Consul-General at Mukden to 
Foreign Minister INUKAI, which said:

"According to the reliable sources, the 
army is going to call here the Governor from each 
province also, with the object of settling the situa
tion, and regarding this matter, it is said that
Staff Officer ITAGAKI asked an interview' with Tsang

1
today, the 14th."

There is no evidence, however, that the 
governors of provinces were summoned to Mukden for 
the purpose of settling the situation at that time. 

Especially, as General Tsang had no post then, there 
is no reason for making contact with him in order to 
request him to attend the governors meeting. There
fore, this telegram is incredible. Assuming the 
contrary to be the case, it is unreasonable to con
clude from this telegram alone that ITAGAKI was 

1. Ex. No. 2195, Tr. 15,7^9__________________________
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manipulating all other politicians in Manchuria.
Defendant ITAGaKI testified as follows: 
"Having been called by telegram from the 

Central authority and comprehending the designs of 
the army commander HON JO, I left îaukden for Tokyo on

ils  • 
$  . &
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the 4th day of January 1932« Presenting myself at 
the Military Headquarters and V.'ar Ministry, I made 
reports!

"(1) That the general tendency of Manchuria 
was toward an independent State. After having assid
uously sounded the prominent authoritative persons and 
men of real worth in the outside of official circle,
I could affirm that they v/ere all earnestly advocat
ing the creation of an independent state, and that 
the general public, too, were against not only the 
return of Chang Hsueh-liang's regime to Manchuria, but 
also against the advance of Kuomintang Government in 

Manchuria.
'•(2) That the Kwantung Army was entirely 

absorbed in the maintenance of the public peace, and 
that it placed no limit on the political desires of 
the native people;

"(3) That if the matter should go as it 
was, an independent State would undoubtedly be formed, 
so that the Japanese Government should be well pre

pared to meet the situation;
"(4) That the Commander HONJO was of the 

opinion that there remained no other way than to 
adopt the theory of an independent State, in view of 
the general trend of the situation at that time.
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"Then the V>ar Minister ARAKI told me that 
though the Government policy was not decided yet, 
as the new cabinet had just been constructed, his 
principle was to observe the actual situation on 
the spot, but as to the issue of independence of 
the State, he did not interfere one way or the other. 
During my stay in Tokyo I explained in detail the 
new conditions in Manchuria and the Central authori
ties well understood regarding the actual situation. 
°oming back to Mukden, I submitted my report to the
Commander HONJO, concerning the above liaison affair

1
with the Central authorities."

The prosecution alleges: That it was neces
sary to have an Emperor for a puppet government, and 
Pu-Yi seemed to be the most appropriate person for 
this position, that for this mission DOHIHARA was 
dispatched to Peiping in 1931 by Commander HONJO and 
that the interview between DOHIHARA and Pu-Yi had 
been arranged by ITAGAKI.

But first in regard to the above matter, 
ITAGAKI in cross-examination replied as follows:

That in October, 1931» Colonel DOHIHARA was 
sent to Tientsin by the Commander HONJO and not by 
him. Upon his departure he looked after his expense

1. Ex. No. 3316, Tr. 30,278-80
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money and the like, but did not make detailed arrange

ment for his meeting with Pu-Yi and so forth. As 
there had been information that an earnest desire had 
been expressed by Pu-Yi to come to Manchuria from
Tientsin, the Commander HONJO ordered DOHIHARA among

1
other duties to ascertain whether this was true. The
main purposes of Commander HONJO dispatching Colonel
DOHIHARA TO Tientsin were, therefore, as testified

2
by the witness KATAKURA, to get information about the
attitude of the Government at Chin-chou; and utilizing
this occasion, he also assigned the duty to DOHIHARA
to ascertain Pu-Yi's intention about his coming over
to kanchuria as there was information to that effect
from Tientsin at that time. ITAGAKI only supplied
DOHIHARA with his travelling expenses, and, as to
the detailed arrangement for this interview, he had
no concern with it. Furthermore, it is clear that
on 13 November when Pu-Yi landed on Taying, the

3
officers of the Kwantung Army were surprised.

Exhibit No. 303 is a pure fabrication, no 
more than a rumor, since ITAGAKI has never made such - 
an arrangement, and also it is a fact that the ex- 
Empress came over there after the ex-Emperor Hsuan

1. Tr. 30,373, 30,377, 30,379-80
2. Tr. 18,970
3. Tr. 18,972_____  ________



Tung bad moved to Manchuria* KAWASHIMA, mentioned in 
the telegram, was related to Pu-Yi; therefore, if 
there were such, it must have been the activities 

started of her own accord.
Interview of Pu-Yi v/ith ITAGAKI:
In regard to the interview of Pu-Yi with 

ITAGAKI, ITAGAKI testified that: By order of Com
mander HONJO, he had an interview with Mr. Pu-Yi in 
Port Arthur on January 29, 1932 (7th year of Showa).
An enthusiastic desire for the creation of an inde
pendent state had become extremely strong among 

the powerful as well as the general public of 
Manchuria at that time and the tendency of forming 
such a new state, apart from the Restoration move
ment, reached its high pitch with the probability of

1
having Mr. Pu-Yi, the ex-Emperor of Hsuan Tung, who 
has a close connection with Manchuria, as the sover
eign of the new State.

So Commander HONJO ordered ITAGAKI to meet
i

officially/with Mr. Pu-Yi and ascertain his intention j 
*regarding this matter. He first gave Mr. Pu-Yi ,

I
general information concerning the establishing of 

a new State, and then asked his opinion about it,
Mr. Pu-Yi was already aware of the trend in Manchuria 
for the establishment of a new State through the
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Information he had obtained from various sources.
Ho declared that it was of great necessity to estab
lish a new independent State in Manchuria, seceding 
from China, and to have a good administration for 
the sake of the 30,000,000 inhabitants there, in 
close cooperation with Japan. He also stated that he 
had the intention to accept the sovereignty of the 
new State. He also insisted upon the Restoration 
and the conversation lasted for several hours. The 
main reasons were as follows:

(1) The courteous treatment and conditions
j offered to the Ching Family did not abolish the title
J of "Emperor." So he was still an Emperor. Conse-
! ouently, he could not accept any post which did not
i
I carry this title;

(2) The cultural level of the people of 
Manchuria being low, the Imperial Rule was necessary;

j
(3) As to the system of the Imperial Rule, 

a general cabinet had to be established, in subor-
i dination to a political organ under the direct 

control of the Emperor who shall decide himself 
all the state affairs.

ITAGAKI wondered whether the real intention 
of Mr. Pu-Yi was to decline to accept the sovereignty 
of a new State if the State was not formed according
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to the principle of the Monarchal Restoration, or 
vhether he would accept the offer to be the head 
of the new State anyway. However, as the interview 
had lasted pretty long already, ITAGAKI took his 
leave, and in another room he met Cheng Chui, the 
son of Cheng Hsiao-hsi, whom he asked if Mr, Pu-Yi 
had an idea to refuse to b ecome the head of a new 
state, Cheng was very much astonished at that and 
said that could not be so; on the contrary he thor
oughly understood the present day political situa
tion, and was ready to accept the affer to become 
the head of a new state. He further explained to 
ITAGaKI that, though he did not know the true meaning 
of Mr, Pu-Yi's talk to him, he thought that it must 
have been, perhaps, a simple expression of his de
sire before accepting the office. Then ITAGAKI 
asked him if he could construe the attitude of Mr, 
Pu-Yi, as meaning he would agree to become the head 
of the new state, and he could make report to Com-r ' 9i

mander HONJO to that effect. He said ’’Yes," Then 
JTAGaKI left Port Arthur for Mukden, and submitted 
his report to the Commander HONJO,

The object of his interview with Mr, Pu-Yi 
was not to persuade him to become the head of the 
new stfrte, but merely to learn his intention,__
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ITAGAKI had absolutely no notion whatever or acted 
in such a way as to coerce or intimidate Pu-Yi, or 
to cause his advisor Cheng Chui to make Mr. Pu-Yi 
agree to become head of the new state

Later on, on the 21st of February, Lo 
Chen-yu and his son came to see ITAGAKI at the Head
quarters of the Kwantung Army, saying that they were 
sent by the Emperor Pu-Yi. They said that the Em
peror was still contending for the Imperial Rule of 
the new state. However, at that time North-East 
Administration Committee had already issued, on the 
l3th of February, the declaration of independence, 
and decided on the 19th that they should establish 
a republican state and that Mr. Pu-Yi, the ex- 
Emperor Hsuan Tung, be requested to accept the admin- 
istrationship. The Kwantung Army, therefore, con
sidered that this move of Lo Chen-yu was due to the 
lack of adequate knowledge on the part of Mr. Pu-Yi 
of the atmosphere of the North-Eastern Administra
tion Committee. Ho they saw the necessity of directly 
communicating to Mr. Pu-Yi the actual situation of 
the North-East Administration Committee, and by order 
of Commander HONJO, ITAGAKI took the night train for 
Port Arthur. On the next day, the 22nd, he met nor. 
Pn-vi and conveyed to him that information. Jar,

‘  7 - J..,’-
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Pu-Yi understood the circumstance, was already
acquainted with the decision taken by the North-
East Administration Committee, and expressed his
approval. He also gladly accepted the decision of
the North-East Administration Committee in regard
to the title of the state, the national flag, and
the site of Metropolis and the name of era. In
the midst of their talk ITAGAKI had a telephone call
from the Commander HONJO and reported the progress

1
of their interview to him.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 

taken until 1500, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

1. Ex. No. 3316, Tr. 30,280
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Mattice.
MR. i&TTICE: Much evidence has been oro-

duced to prove that Manchukuo was, after all, o pup
pet government under the control of Japan. The most 
important of all was the testimony made by witness 
Pu-Yi. From the cross-examination and all that related 
to this witness, however, his testimony can be re
garded as untrustworthy. Ho was not only so often in
consistent in his testimony but also more often than 
not evaded his answers to the questions put to him by 
saying, "I do not remember", or ”1 said such and such 
under coercion", etc. In short, even if we accept 
what he said, the impression we received was that his 
statement was not based on the facts. The testimony 
of this witness in regard to the creation of Manchu
kuo and his return to Manchuria as the Emperor was con
tradictory to that of Semiyonov. This witness stated 
in his deposition (exhibit No. 668) that he was asked 
by Pu-Yi to make a request of the Japanese to restore 
him to the Emperor, in compliance with which he nego
tiated with the Japanese on behalf of the ex-Emperor 
Pu-Yi. (Refer to deposition, section 6,7) Again,
Pu-Yi denied his authorship of the alleged epistle to

f
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General MIKAlil (exhibit Ko. 278), but by the hand 
writing expert TAKAMUhA, Iwao, the epistle was proved 

to be Fu-Yi's own hand writing. It was judged that 
the epistle (exhibit Ko. 278) v/as written by the same 
hand that had written the poem on the fan (exh-.Mt No. 
282), the signature in the Manchukuo document (exhibits 
i'o. 283, 284, 285), and the Chinese letters or char
acters written by Pu-Yi in the presence of this expert 
judge TAKaMURa and others at the Consulate of the
Soviet Union on 29 August 1946 —  all these had been

1
recognized and admitted to be Pu-Yi's. Even in this 
respect Pu-Yi is incredible as a witness, and conse
quently, it can be said that his testimony was alto
gether unreliable.

In his deposition K. G. Woodhead denied the 
truth of the rumor that Pu-Yi had been restored to the 
’position of the Emperor against his will or that the 
Emperor Pu-Yi had not been able to act on his free 
will, as such, he stated, was contrary to the fact. 
Furthermore, Woodhead explained in detail as to Pu-Yi's 
motives of becoming the Chief Executive of IJanchukuo, 
which were two, one being political and the other per
sonal. Pu-Yi's escape from Tientsin was not due to 
any abduction. Whether he was living in the concession 
1. Ex. No. 2440, 2440-A, T. 20,188
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or in Manchuria, he was not restricted. Never did he 
receive any oppression, Woodhead testified. Pu-Yi 
left then for Changchun, with the firm conviction that 
it was his duty to assume the position of the Chief 
Executive of Manchukuo, where he would adopt the prin
ciples of royalty, based on the teaching of Confucius
for the administration of Manchukuo, so he told Wood- 

1
head.

From this testimony it is indisputably clear 
that Pu-Yi's assumption of the Chief Executive of 
Manchukuo was because of his earnest desire and not 
due to any coercion or inducement on the part of Japan, 
and also that he was never restricted on his freedom of 
action. Pu-Yi's testimony is plainly contradictory to 
the facts, and so cannot be given any credence.

The A u t oqojny, Directing Department and ITAGAKI
The prosecution alleged that the Autonomy 

Lirecting Department was an organ belonging to the 
Kwnntung Army, and that ITAGAKI played a leading role 
in this connection. ITAGAKI had no connection with 
this deportment whatsoever, as testified by witness 
ISRIHAhA o s  follows!

"The Autonomy Directing Department ’-vas an 
organ established for the purpose of directing

1. Ex. No. 3158, T. 28,077-9

»
1
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self-government in the provinces by Chong Hai-
peng, who hold the principle of independence.
The department was not under the perfect control
of the Kwantung Army. In regard to the action^

»
of the department, there was no such thing as 
obtaining permission from the Kwantung Army 
before the activities started by the department.
So far as the peace and order was concerned, the 
deportment reported to the Kwantung Army. The 
Kwantung Army, as a rule, was cautious not to 
make any interference v'ith the department.
ITAGAKI had almost no connection with this de
portment, and neither was he an advisor thereof,

1
ns far as I know."

Witness KATAKOui Chu testified that the rela
tion of Kwantung Army with the Autonomy Directing De
partment was in such a degree as the fourth section of 
Press information under the third bureau of the Public 
Perce had the -liaison business 5 no soldier of the
Kwantung Army had participated in this department; and

2
never did the Kwentung Army give any funds to them.

Hor did the witness KaSa GI, Yoshiaki, say
that ITa GaKI was advisor to this Autonomy Directing 

3
Department.
1. T. 22,246-9
^ — T« 18-, 977-8--------- — -------------------------
3. T. 2,789

(I!
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From this evidence it is clear that the 
Autonomy Directing Department wr s organized and super
vised by Chang Hai-peng, a popular figure, he himself 
being its head, and. the regular salaries of its staffs 
and other expenses for activities being not met by 
the Kwantung Army. It is also clear that no soldier 
of the Kwantung Army was in the department, as it was 
not an organ of the Kwantung Army. Furthermore, since 
the Kwantung Army did not interfere with the political 
policies and activities of its department, and ITAGAKI 
v/as not on advisor to it, the letter's part in its 
activities cannot be as the prosecution alleges.

oncsrdla- £Tà g a ki *
The'prosecution claims that ITaGAKI was one of

the organizers of the Concordia‘Association of lian-
churia, but witness YaMAGUCHI, Juji, testified that
"ITaGAKI, the former Staff Officer, was not a member
of the organizing committee of-the Concordia Associo- 

1
tion." Also the witness ODA'MA, Kaisaku, said in his
testimony that "Colonel ITAGAKI, of the Kwantung Army,
was not a member of the arrangement committee'of the
Concordia Association, iJever did he participate in

2
its organization." If that v/as the case, the exhibit, 1 2
1. T. 18,851-2
2. T. 30,076-7

tI

!
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which constitutes the basis of the prosecution's alle

gation, is clearly in error.
The prosecution maintained that the defendants 

LOHIHAKA and ITaGAKI had controlled the puppet politic** 
ians, and cited exhibits Kos. 3479-E, F, G. H, I. But 
these have no direct bearing upon ITAGAKI, as the de
fendant in his cross-examination said that he had no

1
knowledge whatever of the contents of the exhibit.

IV. Later Period of ITAGAKI's Service in
«

the.Kwantung Army.
Judgment of the True Conditions by the
Kwantung Army of this. Period .
According to the testimony of defendant 

ITAGAKI, the situation about 1934 or 1937 was as fol

lows :
After the truce at Tangku, continuous efforts 

were made by the Chinese and Japanese well-informed 
circles to alleviate the tension betv/een the two na
tions and to eradicate the causes of future evils. 
Consequently, traffic was opened and mail system estab
lished between the two nations after September 1934. 
Foreign Minister'HIDOTA made a speech on the two notions 

rapprochement before the Diet in January, to which 
replies were mode by Chiong Kai-shek and Wang 

1. T. 30.366-8___________________________  _____

Ï
■***■■•'
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Chiro-ming • ne’, finally, in June, an Amity Law was 

promulgated.
In view of the Chinese Communist Army's north

ward expansion with the aims of intensifying the 
strain between Japan and China, the Chinese Government 
issued an order to exterminate that army (February 
1935), assigning Yu Hsun-chung as the head of the 
expeditionary army (June 1935)» Tho Chinese Communist 
Army, nevertheless, broke through the Chinese Nation
alist Army and was drawing near the Mongolian Region.

The U.S.S.R. persisted in accusing Japan of 
being imoerialistic and aggressive. It was double 
tracking the Siberian Railway and proceeding with 
fortification of the Far East for military bases. The 
strength of the U.S.S.R. was four times as large as 
that of the Kwantung Army and was being still further 

increased.
THE PRESIDENT: I an told that there is no

evidence of that. I can't recollect whether there is 
or not. We ore going to disregard every statement of 
fact not supported by evidence. That applies to nil 

summations.
MR. MATTICE: nt the moment I am not prepared

specifically but I think it v/ill be found in the 

accused ITAGAKI's a f f i d a v i t . ________
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Armed communists <:nd bandits in Manchuria 
v/ere much curbed by the Japanese and Manchurian expe
ditionary forces, though not entirely suppressed*

Some Japanese and Manchurian notables were 
beginning to advocate that Japan should abolish her 
extraterritoriality in Manchuria.

Judging from the situation stated above, if 
the principle of co-prosperity advocated by Japan and 
Kanchukuo should succeed in forcing out the designs of 
the communist power, Japan, Manchuria and China would be 
able to pursue the way of prosperity in peace. Whereas, 
the three nations would be thrown into the quagmire 
of war and revolt if Japan's advocacy should fail and 
the situation should develop in favor of the commun
ists. The above prospect became all the more probable 
after the Comintern held a general meeting at Moscow 
in July 1935, passed a resolution to concentrate on 
efforts to overthrowing Japan and accomplishing world 
revolution, and the Chinese Communist Party issued a 
proclamation on the basis of the said resolution, to 
substitute the principle of "resist Japan and save the 
nation movement", and also by their threat to resort 
to the tactics of the anti-Japanese united front and 
announcing its resolution to put these programs into 
action. ___
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The concensus of opinion of the Kwontung 
Army’s Headquarters under the commander and the chief 
of the General Staff was that the basic policies to be 
adopted by Japan and Manchukuo should be as follows;

(a) Strengthening ourselves by;
i. Construction of co-prosperity society.
ii. • Financial construction centering around

improving the national wealth and enrich
ing the national resources.

iii. Securing the national defensive power 
enough to insure peace and order, and 
in an emergency, strong enough to check 
any enemy invasion.

iv. Establishing international friendship 
by diplomatic means.

(b) Tiding over the impending crisis through 
the above measures.

(c) The realization of harmonious coopéra -
1

tion of the races in Manchuria.
According to the testimony of ITaGaKI, while 

he was Chief of the General Staff of the Kwantung Army, 
Manchukuo hod many persons of broad views and high per
sonality, such as Premier Chiang and successive chiefs 
of General Bureau, as for ITaGAKI, he trusted and 
1. Ex. 3316, T, 30,286-9_______________________________
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cooperated with them in their policy in cccordance with 

the intentions of his superior officers.
In June 1936 the first abolishment of the

I

extrsterritoriality took place. Since the outbreak 
of the Manchurian Incident ITAGAKI favored this. So 
also, in consideration of the trend mentioned above, 
he tried to aid the work of the concerned Japanese 
and Manchurian personages and to facilitate its mater

ialization.
Concerning the personal affairs of the Jap

anese officials, ITAGAKI assisted in the service of 
the Lianchukuo Government, in accordance with the or* 
der of the commander of the army. He had nothing to
do with the internal personal administration and the

1
personal affairs of Manchukuo officials.

1. Ex. 3316, T. 30,289

25
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The National fefense Against U.S.S,P..
Aoccrding to che. testimony of ITAGAKi\ 

implementing the national defense against the U.S.S.R. 
•'/as the basic duty of the Xvvantung Army and the bn si:; 
principle thereof was established sometime eg<-. ; and 
ITAGAKI followed it as Chief of Staff. The program 
established by the Kwarting Army, however, w^s based, 
of course, upon the instruction cf the General Staff 
and was of purely defensive nature with the object 
of providing for the emergency which v/ouid be pre
cipitated by an attach n r tr.e U.S.S.R. The Army 
never made any aggress:-* war plan, much less one

1
for aggressive war ji'S'j the Soviet and Mongolia.

Interview with Ambassador ARITA.

The prosecution alleged that soon after 
ITAGAKI was promotec to the Chief of Staff, he inter
viewed Ambassador ARITA and discussed the importance 
cf Mongolia in relation to Japan ana Manchuria, in 
which the former stated ;hrt, in connection with the 
aggressive move of China and the Soviet Union, if 
Japan and Manchuria should unite, the Soviet territories 
in the Orient would be endangered. As proof of this 
the prosecution cited exhibit Ko. 761-A. The prosecu
tion read only two sections, or the second problem of 
(1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,289-90
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Outer Mongolia and the third problem of Inner Mongolia. J 
Both of these have no meaning apart from the first 
* problem of relations with the Soviet Union. The 
problem of Mongolia was purely subsidiary to the 
problem of relations with Mongolia; hence it should be 
read with its main issue, or the first problem of 
relations with the Soviet Union, which is the content 
of exhibit No. 2613. In the section dealing with the 
second problem of Outer Mongolia, there is described 
in the outset its history, its geographical importance 
from the strategical point of view, and the words, 
"Annexation to Manchuria and Japan, etc." are used 
there hypothetically for the sake of explanation, 
which do not show any intention of aggression on the 
part of the Kwantung Army. Further on it says that 
"therefore, the Army by all means is trying to 
strengthen the power of Manchuria and Japan against 
Outer Mongolia," This may seem unsound of a glance, 
but, if carefully examined respecting its true meaning, 
it will show an attempt to establish amicable relations 
with that country, recognizing it as an independent j 
state. This is not inconsistent with the policy of 
the Soviet Union, as it makes peace and friendship 
the principle of international relations, end it must 
be said that it is a very sound intention. Lastly,
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the affirmation of the policy, not to violate and 
not to have the border violated, was a measure of 
self-defense taken by Manchukuo and the Kwantung Army, 
and the seme became later a motto of the Kwantung 
Army, There was no intention of aggression on the 
part of Manchukuo and the Kwantung Army, The third 
problem of Inner Mongolia was a result of fear that 
the communist movement might penetrate into Manchuria 
through Inner Mongolia. We were compelled to fear 
Bolshevism because of the 7th General Meeting held 
by the Comintern at Moscow in the previous year, or 
July 1935» and also because of the announcement made 
by Vice Chief of Staff Trakovsky of their plan of 
campaign in both East and West for the accomplishment 
of world revolution. In Manchuria there was already 
formed the Manchurian Province Committee, an organ of 
Bolshevism, end its movement was becoming active. It 
was a matter of necessity for the Army to adopt a 
measure for self-defense in order to prevent its 
further propagation of Bolshevism.

The °olicy in Regard to Mongolia.
As to the policy in regard to Mongolia, 

ITAGAKI testified that:
There were many Mongolians in the interior 

of Manchuria and their living places were found even
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along the railway between Changchun and Dairen. 
Accordingly the trends in the Outer and Inner Mongolia 
involved sharp repercussion on the Mongolians living 
in Manchukuo, and became the problems of the domestic 
peace and of the defense of Manchukuo. Accordingly 
the Kwantung Army and Manchukuo always had a special 
interest in Outer and Inner Mongolia. Inner Mongolia 
was assigned as a region in charge of the Kwantung 
Army for collecting information regarding the Ü.S.S.R. 
and Mongolia, and it was under this assignment that 
the Kwantung Army dispatched intelligence agents and 
collected information in Inner Mongolia near the 
frontier line between Manchuria and Mongolia.

The influence of the northward expansion of
the Chinese communist army and the foundation of
Manchukuo end other factors combined to give rise to
Inner Mongolians voluntary movement for uniting all
Mongolians under the banner of local self-government.
In this connection Japan and Manchukuo hoped for its
healthy growth from the angle of defense against the
U.S.S.R. and prevention of the spread of Bolshevism,
but the Kwantung Army did not seek to induce or support

1
the movement, so far as I know.

The North China Problem.
According to the testimony of ITAGAKI, the

7 1 .  T r .  3Ü,29CT-T)-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Kwantung Army, from the view point of defense against 
the k.S.S.R.,was interested in the North China Problem 
to secure peace in the rear in case of emergency, 
but even that interest was diverted to concentrate 
on the defense of the Northern and internal fortifica
tion of Manchukuo toward December 1935. Accordingly,
it is not a fact that the Kwantung Army sent troops 

1
to North C hina.

The prosecution stated that in May 1935 the 
Japanese army unit stationed at Tientsin was oppressing 
China in her home administration, and that ITAGAKI 
then was Vice Chief of Staff, being of the opinion 
that the negotiations with China shorld not be left 
for diplomatie agents but the Army should take the 
lead, and by making use of the staffs of the South 
Manchurian Railway as well as of the Japanese Army, 
he actually oppressed China, the result of which was 
the agreement reached between the two countries known 
as the UMEZU and Ho Ying-chin Agreement. For its 
proof of this fact, the prosecution cited exhibit 
No. 2192 (KIDO's Diary). KIDO's Diary, however, is 
no more then the record of a biased view of the Foreign 
Office. The Kwantung Army then had no controlling power 
over North China, its only concern being with the 

(1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,291)
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maintenance of friendly relation^ there and with the 
progress of warfare in the area mentioned in the 
Tsngku Truce Agreement. The crystalization of this 
concern was the conclusion of the UMEZU and Ho Ying- 
chin Agreement. It was the problem which belong«d 
entirely to the Tientsin Army.

The Kwentung Army could not command the 
Tientsin Army. The defendant ITAGAKI, then as the 
Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army, had no power 
over the affairs. Nor had he any hand in the con
clusion of the UMEZU and Ho Ying-dhin Agreement.

Formation of East Hopei Autonomous Anti-
Communis Council.
According to the testimony of the witness 

KAWAFE, Torashiro, by the Tangku Truce Agreement, a 
certain district along the Manchurian border was 
fixed as an unarmed area, over which the Kwantung 
Army had the right to inspect at will as to its real 
condition. After the Agreement was reached, Yin 
Ju-keng, by the recommendation of Hyang fu, Chairman 
of the North China Political Council, became the 
sole supervisor of this unarmed area, which included 
twenty-two prefectures of East Hopei. Then Yin Ju- 
keng, being dissatisified with the policies of the 
Nanking Government on the Financial problems, and also

I



in view of the movement for local self-government 
started in his own supervising area by farmers in 
October 1935» organized the East Hopei Autonomous 
Anti-Communist Council, with himself as the Chairman, 
and promulgated the establishment of a self-govern
ment, thereby asserting his political power for the

1
furtherance of his autonomous anti-communism.

Neither did the East Hopei Autnomous Council 
nor its self-government come into existence under the 
coercion or by the interference of the Kwantung Army. 
.Defendant ITAGAKI who was at that time the Vice-Chief 
of Staff of the Kwantung Army did not associate him
self with the formation of the council or self- 
government. Nor did he have any concern with them in 
one way or other.

(1. Ex. 2489, Tr. 20,757-9)
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Concerning the DOHIHARA and Chin Te-chun 
Agreement.

According to the testimony made by witness 
KAVABE, Torashiro:

"In the vicinity of the border line between 
Manchuria and Chahar Province in China, the border 
questions have arisen so frequently such as the case 
of insulting a Japanese Army officer and a secretary 
of the Foreign Office by Sung Che-yuan's Army, at 
Changpeh in October 1934; the invasion of some of his 
army into Manchuria on 24 January 1935; the invasion 
of some other army of his into Manchuria for the second 
time, which opened fire upon our garrison guards on 
the border. In view of these frequent occurrences along 
the border and fearing that the situation might lead 
to an unfortunate incident between Manchukuo (or Japan) 
and China, the Commander-in-Chief of the Kwantung Army, 
becoming cognizant of the appropriateness of extending 
the purport of the Tangku Truce Agreement over this 
area, and after obtaining the approval of the central 
authorities, dispatched Major General DOHIHARA, the 
then Chief of the Special Service Section at Mukden 
under the ïCwantung Army, in order to negotiate with 
the authorities of Chahar Province in China. Through 
these negotiations the DOHIHARA and Chin Te-chun
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Agreement was concluded on 27 June 1935» The agreement 
contained the appropriate measures to be taken for the 
men responsible for the incident, the cessation of 
anti-Japanese movement in Chahar, the regulations re
lating to the truce area, etc. By this agreement, the 
unarmed area established by the Tangku Truce Agreement 
came to be extended over a part of Chahar Province,

1.
securing the peace and quietude of this border area."

By this testimony the reason for the conclu
sion of the DOHIHARA and- Chin Te-chun Agreement is 
made very clear. The agreement was not made from the 
aggressive intention of the Kwantung Army. At that 
time ITAGAKI was the Vice-Chief of Staff of the 
Kwantung Army but he did not participate in the 
conclusion of the agreement.

Concerning Exhibits No. 3317-A and No. 3318-A*
Exhibit No. 3317-A is the order issued by the 

Kwantung Army to concentrate some forces around Shan- 
kaikwan, and exhibit No. 3318-A, that to gather some 
air forces in the vicinity of Shankaikwan. In regard 
to these exhibits defendant ITAGAKI in cross-examinatiori 
stated tnat as far as he could remember, he heard 
later that some forces had been moved but he thought 
that was in the sense of a peacetime movement. He 

1. Ex. No. 2489« Tr. 29,754-6.
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also heard of the movement of air forces arter the
1

event had taken place.
Concerning these orders, the defendant ITAGAKI 

does not remember very well, as he had no concern with 
the reason why these orders were issued,. Furthermore, 
the purport of these orders was to concentrate some 
forces around Shankaikwan, i.e., it was to move forces 
within Manchuria, not to the south of Shankaikwan, or 
into China.

At this time, if the Tribunal please,
Mr. SASAGAWA will continue the reading.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. SASAGAWA.

MR. SASAGAWA: (Reading)
SUMMATION ON BEHALF OF ITAGAKI, SEISHIRO. 
CHAPTER I. ITAGAKI AS COMMANDER OF THS 5TH

DIVISION.
I. On March 1, 1937, ITAGAKI, who at that 

time was Chief of the Staff of the Kwantung Army, was 
transferred to the post of Commander of the 5th Division 
at Hiroshima, and remained in that post until June 3, 
1938, when he became Minister of War, In exhibit 110 
it is stated that on May 25, 1937, he was ordered to 
become an officer attached to the General Staff. This 
was an error. Not in 1937 Dut in 1938 ITAGAKI received 

1. Tr. 30.395.
£-ï— Sx. 110; Tr. 716.------------------ ------------------

45,195
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suoh an order.In order to bring him from the front 
where he was active as commander for the purpose of 
complying with certain formalities and custom such- 
entry was mace, but the fact remains that he was not 
ordered to Tokyo to become an officer attached to the 
General Staff, and he did not become attached to the 
General Staff but was installed as War Minister.

The proof shows that at that time the 5th 
Division was organized on a peacetime footing, and as 
its commander, ITAGAKI had the entire responsibility 
for the military affairs and conditions only within 
the divisional district. As regards any matters 
other than those, he had no authority and was not in 
a position to submit opinions or plans of his own to 
the army central authorities. As regards this matter,

I
the prosecution has made no issue thereof. On the
basis of these circumstances, we may say that at the
time of the outbreak of the so-called Marco Polo Bridge
Incident on July 7, 1937, ITAGAKI was at his post in
the 5th Division Headquarters at Hiroshima and that
he knew nothing of the event until, to his surprise,

2
he saw it In the newspapers the next morning.

Therefore,‘the.charge against the defendant 

in count 19, alleging that on or about July 7, 1937,
1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,293*
— Sx-. 3316, Tr. 30,394.--------------- ----------------
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he initiated a war of aggression and a war in violation j 

of international law, treaties, agreements and assur
ances, against the Republic of China, has not been

*
sustained.

II. On July 27, 1937, emergency mobilization
orders were issued to the 5th Division and IT AG AX I went

1
over to North China as its commander.

Once around August 31, 1937, while he was
stationed at Hwailai, he had an interview with John
Goette, chief correspondent for the International News 

2
Service. This latter person took the stand in this 
case and testified that General ITAGAKI spoke freely 
about whab had been accomplished in a military way, and 
then the question was put to him: "Is there a possibi
lity that you might turn south and advance to the 
Yellow River?" and that the correspondents were sur
prised at his reply that he might so turn. We presume 
that the prosecution hoped to have this Tribunal believe 
from this testimony that General ITAGAKI then had 
knowledge of a plan of conquest on Japan's part at a 
time when the affair was called merely an 'incident' 
and not a 'war' in the strict sense of the term, and 
that ITAGAKI's claim of being a great sympathizer with

the Chinese people was betraoyed by this remark.
1. Ex. 3316 (as shown above); Tr. 30,294.
-2.---Tnhn finat.t.ft» g Tast. ; Tr. 3768.________________________
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However, in cross-examination the same witness Goette

testified that what ITAGAKI replied was simply "that 
1

is possible."
His statement to the correspondent was 

nothing but an informal conversation and was but a 
remark to please the correspondent. It is difficult 
to believe that such a high-ranking and able officer 
as ITAGAKI would have disclosed such highly confidential 
matter which concerned future strategic activities of 
his force if he had any such information. It was but 
the general's witticism intended to foil the corres
pondents who sought information and to mystify them 
by such ar. unexpected reply.

2
III. In the testimony of ITAGAKI himself and

3in the affidavit of the witness KOKUBU, Shinshichiro, 
it is shown that in December 1937 the main force of 
the 5th Division under the command of General ITAGAKI 
was turning from Shansi Province, North China, toward 
Pao-Ting, Hopei Province, and that on December 17 at 
Pao-Ting ITAGAKI was informed of entry into the city 
of Nanking of the Japanese forces in Central China.
Since ITAGAKI was stationed at Pao-Ting, away from 
Nanking, as one of the divisional commanders of the

1. Cross-examination upon John Goette; Tr. 3784.
2. Sx. 3316, ITAGAKI's Affidavits Tr. 30,295.
3. Sx. 3298, Witness KOKUBU»s Affidavit; Tr. 30,082.
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North China Area Army entirely independent of the 
Central China Area Army, it is clear that he had no 
connection with the so-called Nanking Incident.

Thus we are able to point out that the charge 
against ITAGAXI concerning conspiracy to commit atro
cities in count 44 is groundless and that the charge 
against him in count 45 of unlawfully killing and 
murdering civilians and disarmed soldiers curing the 
attack of Nanking on December 12, 1937, and after, is 
also entirely groundless for he was not at the scene 
and the prosecution has not shown that he was in any 
way responsible or had any connection with it.

IV. ITAGAKI, while he was at the front in 
North China as Commander of the 5th Division (from 
August 1937 So May 1938), was wholly attentive to his 
duty in scrupulous obedience to the orders of the 
commander above him (the army commander) and took
special caution in firmly establishing and maintaining

1
military discipline of the highest degree. The steps
he took to prevent wrongs which might be committed
against inhabitants, have been shown by the witness
KOKUBU, Shinhachiro, to say nothing of his ov/n testi- 

2
mony.
1. Ex. 3316 (as shown above); Tr. 30,295.
2. Ex. 3298 (as shown above); Tr. 30,083.
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General ITAGAKI held office in China for 

many years and was known to be a man well acquainted 
with Chinese matters. Accordingly, he was profoundly 
cognizant of China and had a deep affection for her 
and her people. For instance, when some Chinese 
soldiers surrendered to or some bandits were captured 
by our army, he would not leave them at his subordinates’ 
disposal but had them brought to him as far as cir
cumstances might permit and took the trouble to place 
them under close examination, using the Chinese 
language in which he was quite proficient. Moreover, 
he strictly prohibited his officers and men from 
quartering within the city of Taiyuan immediately after 
its fall and made preparations for the prevention of 
wrongful acts against the inhabitants.

This is established by the fact that no 
officers and men who belonged to the 5th Division 
under the command of ITAGAKI have ever been reported 
to be war criminal suspects after the close of the 
war. He had the most rigorous idea of military dis
cipline, a deep sympathy for inhabitants in the area 
of war, and a warm heart and fair attitude towards 
prisoners of war who surrendered to the Japanese Army.

REGARDING COUNTS 46 and 47.
V. The prosecution intimated that ITAGAKI
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was connected with outrages allegedly committed at the

time of the attack of the armed forces of Japan upon
Kwantung City on October 21, 1938, and thenee forwards,
and upon Hankow City before and after October 27, 1938,
as alleged in counts 46 and 47 respectively. At that

1
tine ITAGAKI was War Minister. The China Incident was 
not regarded as hostilities but as an affair and no 
rules of international law in time of war were applied 
thereto, and so there existed no central organ such 
as the Prisoners' Intelligence Bureau, etc. , in which 
business ?bout prisoners of war should be conducted.
The business came under the management of the Supreme 
Command, being regarded as a commitment of military 
activities, and was chiefly attended to by the com
mander of unit at the front. Therefore, it was beyond 
his authority and power of execution to participate in 
it. No evidence has been proGUced by the prosecution 
which shows that ITAGAKI was in any way culpable under 
the charges in Counts 46 or 47.

ITAGAKI AS WAR MINISTER.
I. As to the circumstances under which 

ITAGAKI was appointed as War Minister (he was installed 
on the 3d of June, 1938), the defense proved by the 
testimony of the witnesses ITAGAKI himself, FURUNO,
1. Ex, 110 and ex. 3316 (as shown above)iJTr. 30,297«
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-------------------- ---------------------------------------
Inosuke and KONOYE's note, that:

Just after KONOYE's Cabinet-making was 
completed, the Lukowkiao Incident broke out, spreading 
over, in spite of the Japanese non-aggravation efforts, 
from North China to the central part of China, while 
at the same time the entirely untrustworthy trend such 
as the duplicity of the War Minister's utterances was 
prevailing in the army circle. Thus faced with these 
serious difficulties, the necessity consequently arose 
of revamping the Japanese policy toward China, and 
appointing as War Minister a person who could and would 
carry out and realize the General Staff's Lt. General 
ISHIHARA, Kanji's non-aggravation policy. Therefore, 
ITAGAKI was proposed strongly to the army by KONOYE, 
to be War Minister, as his ideas were in keeping with 
ISHIHARA»s. KONOYE sent FURUNO to ITAGAKI who ascer
tained ano reported to KONOYE that ITAGAKI believed 
that the way to settle the incident peacefully was to
withdraw all Japanese troops from China as rapidly as

2 3possible.
Being satisfied with this change of War Minister 

which had taken place at the initiative of the cabinet 
itself, KONOYE proceeded toward the"KONOYE Statement."
1. Ex. 33OOTA,.*0Ny>YE»s Note; Tr; 30,094.
2. Ex. 3399, Witness FhRTJNO'a Affidavit; Tr. 30,088.
3» Sx. 3316 (as shown above); Tr, 30,297. __ _ ___ j

J
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Those f c c t s  u-.ke i t  c le " ?  th~.t ÎTAGAKI wa.s 

appointed vra.r M in is te r  because hu was the nan best  

able to r e a l iz e  the nona. g .gravât io n  p o lic y  of the 

Japanese Governnent, a ni. a cc o n p lish  r. p e a ce fu l s c t t le -  

r.wnt of the China In c id e n t which was then spreading  

over China c o n tra ry  to the d e s ir e s  o f the Japanese; and 

because i t  was f e l t  thr.t h is  e x e cu tive  ta le n t  would 

be aoplief. to e ffo r t s  fo r peace anc! an end to h o s t i l i 

t i e s .

IT A G -K I' s re p u ta tio n  in  a. m y  c i r c l e s ,  h is

unbiassed tha'V.ahts, and how s tro n g ly  he hoped., then,

to see the rap if. a ni p e a ce fu l sottl.naent of the China

In c id e n t ,  i s  shown by defense e x h ib it  3 3 AO, a a a rt  of
1.

FID O 's D ia ry .

FIDO D lih Y  -  on March 2 , 1 9 3 6 , hiDO w rote:

"Ilo n d/y. Fin«-. At 9 ; 00  a. n. I  c a lle d  on 

M e ssrs. FAP ADA and SAIONJI, Ha.chim at the sle e p in g  

ro o r of the i m in istry. HAL. DA wvnt to the p alace  

in  response to F r in c e  CIIICHIBU's c a l l in g .  H earing  

there P rin c e  CKICKIBU 's n o tic e , he cane back a ft e r  

9 -0 0 . The n o tic e  fo llo w s :

" 'F o r  c a rry in g  out a purge in  the a.my 

(which ruans the d is p o s it io n  o f the in c id e n t of 

February 2 6 ) ;  le a d in g  o f f ic e r s  were convened and 

1 . Ex. 3340  FID O 's A f f id a v it ;  T. 30316 -7.

■•v

L 'S
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he lc! o. confer on co 'ne1 they agreed to the opinion 
th-'.t oil the present goner ■'.Is ho discharged, while 
Lieutenant-General IT AG.‘ MI night he appointed to 
the Minister * ant! that such a Prine Minister as 
•joule! ho able to act his oart in concert with 
Lieutenant-General ITAGAKI he selectee!. . . '

H'(§96) ’Par Minister SUGIYAMA opposed to the 
* Cabinet Reorganization.1 But being heonly desirous 
of settling the China Incident, Prince II0N0YE ant’.
I rat’.e every effort in our power, even by. opposing 
to the part of "far Ministry.

“An«! for torn.inating the incident we pro- 
ceet!et! with tie plan th~t seemed to he possibly 
realized. And the plan was realized at the tine of 
the 'Cabinet Reorganization' on the 26th of May bv 
joining Messrs. UGAKI, I!ced~, and AMAEI, in the 
cabinet, which consequently served the nurpose of 
enhancement of the cabinet's dignity and internal 
notent!al of Japan.

"Being not only well in touch with the 
Chinese and th^ir affairs but also popular with then, 
Lieutenant-General ITAGAhl was appointed to the vrar 
Minister ..s a suitable one who night lead, the incident 
to the end."

"(§97) Through the above written course the

1 J
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cabinet was reorganize«?.. Invitee? by Prince K0N0YE, I
hat? the opportunity to (?ino with v,ar Minister ITAGAKI
and Prince KONOYE on the 18th of June, in which we
freely spoke out our feelings, our hope to terminate
the incident as rapit?ly as possible, exchanging further
our frank opinions about the discussion thereof by
the cabinet. Knowing the War Minister’s true heart,
I could set ny heart at rest."

On cross-examination of the witness FURUNO,
1.

Inosuke, he was shown exhibit 2197, a newspaper 
account from the "Japan Advertiser," according to 
which ITAGAKI, after he vrs made War Minister on 
June 26, 1938 (the 13th Year of Shown) told a corre
spondent of the "Donei Tsushin" that Japan must make 
sufficient preparations to carry on war for ten years 
more and that general support was asked, for the pur

pose.
Tile witness FURUNO did not verify the account

as an authentic one. Exhibit 2197 has no probative
2.

value. It was stated, by the witness that even when 
military operations were going on, constant efforts 
were b.;ing made to find out how peace could be made
1. Ex. 2197, recount from '•Japan Advertiser," T. 15741.
2, Cross-examination uoon FURUNO, 6 October 1947;

T. 30090.
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with China. Thu prosecution, which lies the burden, 
has not established the contrary.

As is previously stated, ITAGAKI, who did not 
belong to any of the so-called cliques and who was - 
a strictly impartial general with no political career, 
was selected War Minister while serving as a divisional 
commander at the front. This appointaient as successor 
to War Minister SUGIYAMA was rade on the governnont* s 
own accord, based, on the firn belief of Premier K0W0YE, 
that ITAGAKI's trust in and concern for China made him 
the best nan to bring about an early peaceful settle
ment of the unhappy Sino-Japanese War.

It was IT AG Aid's view that the v?ay to an 
.early peace was to withdraw all Japanese troops from 
China and. he urged that this be donu. Those facts 
are of great importance in considering the subsequent 

movements of I TAG Aid.
(a) ITAGAKI, not knowing of what the prosecu

tion calls the military clique, had no concern with it. 
It has been shown th~t he had nothing to do with 
either the SAKURA-KAI, the March Affair, the October 
Affair, the 15th May Affair, or the 26th February

24
25

Affair.
(b) ITAG/Jd, strictly military nan, had

no interest in politics. However, under jthos_o
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cireurs tances especially at the earnest wish of
P r uni or HONOYE cru1, on the unanimous recommendation

1.
of htu. throe chiefs of tlx erny ho decided to 
servo his country end accept the order of direct 
appointment by Kis Majesty the Enporor.

(c) Ko deeply regretted thet ho bed not 
after ell been cble to attain his object in his 
later activities as 7/a.r Minister, but he had boon 
compelled to abandon his post, leaving the intended 
peaceful settlement of the Sino-Japanese Affair 
unaccomplished. This was partly because various 
relations at homo and abroad made it impossible for 
ITAGAKI to effect his purpose, and partly because of 
his lack of ability. Ho deeply regretted this failure, 
He did neither intend nor try tc plan, prepare and 
wage a war of invasion of China, as alleged by the 
prosecution.

II. The circumstances under which ITAGAKI 
was made V/ar Minister have been shown. It was quite 
natural and proper that in his activities as ’’Jar 
Minister he should have followed. the governing 
principle, which had been established by Ills firm 
conviction as follovfs:

1. Ex. 3316 (as shown above) T. 3Q300.

L _
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cireurs tances especially ot th»; ur.rnest wish of
Pr uni or IC0N0YE ent1, on thu unanimous recommendation

1.
of thv. throo chiefs of th>_ army he decided. to 
serve his country and accept thv. order of direct 
apoointnent by Kis Majesty the Enperor.

(c) Ke deeply regretted that ho had not 
after all been able to attain his object in his 
later activities as War Minister, but he had been 
compelled to abandon his post, leaving the intended 
peaceful Settlement of tile Sino-Japanese Affair 
unaccomplished. This v;as partly because various 
relations at hone and abroad made it impossible for 
ITAGAKI to offeet his purpose, and partly because of 
his lack of ability. Ho deeply regretted this failure. 
Hu did neither intend nor try tc plan, prepare and 
wage a war of invasion of China, as alleged, by the 
prosecution.

II. The circumstances under which ITAGAKI 
was made V/ar Minister have boun shown. It was quite 
natural and proper that in his activities as War 
Minister he should have followed the governing 
principle, which had be^n established by his firm 
conviction as follows:

1. Ex. 3316 (as shown above) T . 3^300•.... ..... .. .....

V

__!

J
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It was Japan’s constant policy toward 
Chine, that the two nations should not fight each 
other, but go hr ne! in hand. But, after all of forts 
node by Japan for nonenlcr geraunt and. local settlement, 
a local trouble between the two countries, which 
broke out in North China, had. gradually developed 
into an over-all conflict between Japan and China.
The Sino-Japanese Affair had. then reached a stage 
of a protracted and extensive war, sinking into a 
fathomless bog. Thus Japan was not only driven into 
wuch an unexpected situation, but she was also con
fronted with another serious danger. That was that 
Soviet Russia., her northern neighbor, was threatening 
Japan with her overwhelmingly superior military prepa
rations in the Far East, which was brought about by 
Russia’s remarkably increased national strength duo 
to her five-year plans. Britain and the United. States 
had become more active than ever in giving aid to the 
Chiang Regime and. interfering with Japan’s military 
operations. Above all, American pressure on Japan, 
mostly economical, had. to be watched carefully. In 
these circumstances, it was unavoidable that Japan, if 
she sat still with her hands folded and doing nothing, 
would he forced into a position of international
isolation by the, unoirnl 1ng
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1
United Status, the Soviet '.ne1 China. Therefore,
Japan nust lose no tinu in making pu a eu -with China.
As to hur ru la tiens with China, all tho aast issuus
botwe. n tho two countrius should ho laie! aside, and
new relations built upon a broader point of view, too,
in order to establish reciprocal equality and friond-

1.
ship. Convinced that this governing principle was 
right, ITAGAKI, as War Minister decided to conduct 
state affairs along the following -lines:

"As the policy of the arv:y to endeavour 
to establish military discipline and secure defensive 
strength against the Soviet.

"Domestically —  efforts were to be na.de to 
effect an early peaceful settlement with China by 
moderating the peace terns and also to reorganize 
drastically the management of State affairs, in fuller 
recognition of the serious situation, for the purpose 
of making good the increasing depletion of materials 
andr supplies and keeping up defensive strength against 
the Soviet.

"As to China —  further efforts should be 
made to suspend our erned advancement, evacuate some 
part of the armed forces, stabilize the occupation 
zones, and, at the same tine, bring about a peaceful 
settlement with the Chiana Regime.___________________

i

1. lx. 3316 (as shown ahovo); Tr. 30,298.
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"A careful vetch on the movements of tho 
L oviu t Union s houle’ bo kept,

"Britein and Franco should bo persuaded to 
cease giving aid to tho Chiang Regime, end to keep 
pace with Japan’s offerts to suspend hostilities.

"As to Germany and Italy —  both friund.ly 
nations, Japan is to ask for promotion of friendship 
with hor and also for cooperation in Japan’s efforts 
at settlement of tho Sino-Ja.pa.noso Affair.

"As for tho United States —  Japan should 
secure her as a friendly nation and have hor become 
a propelling factor in settling the .Pino-Japanese 
Affair."

In connection with these, ITAGASI concen
trated his efforts on suspending hostilities with
China, and then effecting pacific settlement of the

1.
affair.

The said governing principle, of which he 
was firmly convinced, and his policy of conducting 
state affairs, rust be referred to, and. kept in mind, 
in examining the subsequent movements of War Minister 
ITAGAKI. This case is one in which all the wide and 
complicated fields of national "n’ international poli
cies are involved, and. in which it is sought to call 
1. !■>:. 331 ̂  fog shows r.hmn.) ; T 30300,------------- —

\

\
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a person to recount, concerning his official acts as 
an executive, a.s ’voll as a subject of a. s»ta.te with 
independent sovereignty, in connection with the ac
tions of the State. Therefore, it is vitally inportant 
to inquire into what he thought, what he believed, 
and was convinced of —  that is his Dental state.
On all the evidence it appears that he was not 
possessed of a guilty nind, that he had no crininal 
intent.

The prosecution has not sustained its burden 
of establishing his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

THE PRB;SIDENT : We will adjourn until half-
past nine tenor row Doming.

(Whereupon, at l600, -n adjournment 
was taken until Thursday, 25 I-arch 1948, at 
0930.)

V .

'l J
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Thursday, 25 March 1948 " ”j
!

m, 1

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
v,ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE R. B. PAL, Member
from India and HONORABLE JUSTICE E. H. NORTHCROFT,

Member from the Dominion of New Zealand, not sitting 
from O93O to 1600; HONORABLE JUSTICE 3. V. A. ROLING, 

Member from the Kingdom of the Netherlands, not sitting 
from 0930 to IO45.

For the Prosecution Section, s»B*e as before, i 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

I

(English to Japanese and Japanese j

to English interpretation was made by the ;
f

Language Section, IMTFE.) j
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MARSHAL 07 THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

except SHIRATORI and UMEZU, who are represented by 

counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certifies that 

they are ill and unable to attend the trial today.

The certificates will be recorded and filed.

MR. SASAGA^A: If the Tribunal pleases,

Mr. Mattice will continue reading.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Mattice.

MR. MATTICE: At page 111, III. ’Yith refer

ence to the substance of the so-called Sino-Japanese 

Affair which started with the Lukouchiao (Marco Polo 

Bridge) Incident, the prosecution charged in the 

related counts and the opening statements that Japan, 

taking advantage of the Lukou.chiao Incident, the same 

type as the Mukden Incident, as an opportunity for a 

large-scale military invasion, initiated an aggressive 

war against China, expanded it from North China to 

Central China, Shanghai, Hankow, Nanking and South 

China and, by military, political and economic conquest 

and domination of China, intended to make preparations 

for the future war for domination over the world, or 

to make China a base for it. The defense made it clear« 

that no responsibility for the outbreak of the
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Lukouchiao Incident lay with Japan, and that despite 

the fact that Japan exerted the utmost effort to 

prevent this incident from developing into an unhappy 

incident, with it as the origin, thoroughly sticking 

to the principle of nonexpansion and settlement on the 

spot, the incident spread against Japan’s intention 

owing to a provocative attitude on the part of the 

Chinese, during which period Japan took self-defensive 

action necessary for safeguarding her rights and 

interests in China and for protection of her residents 

there. The objective of her military action was to 

cause the anti-Japan, or insulting Japan, regime 

reflect its wrong and thereby to realize good relations 

based upon morality and to bring about a normal situa

tion of reciprocity and equality between Japan and 

China.

ITAGAKI was War Minister in the KONOYE

Cabinet from 3 June 1938 to 4 January 1939, and also 
*

War Minister (remaining in office) in the I-IITIANUMA

Cabinet from 5 January 1939 to 29 August of the same
1.year.

While the accusation and proofs by the 

prosecution of ITAGAKI's action during these periods 

are extremely general and indirect and very few are 

1. Ex. 110 (ITAGAKI’s Personal History), Tr. 716.______
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directly and concretely pointed to the individual 

responsibility of ITAGAKI, it seems that the prose

cution’s points lie in the matters of the disposition 

of the China Affair in which he participated as the 

vrar Minister, and of negotiations between Japan, 

Germany and Italy, with the additional matters con

cerning "Changkufeng Incident" (incident in the area 

of Lake Khasan) and "Nomonhan Incident" (incident in 

the area of Khalkin-Gol River). Therefore, f«r con

venience sake that arrangement will be followed.

(i). The matter concerning the disposition 

of the China Affair.

(a) . It has been shown that, since ITAGAKI 

had nothing to do with the Lukouchiao Incident, the 

charge of Count 19 is unfounded.

(b) . As evidence concerning what may be 

called ITAGAKI's attitude on the disposition of the 

China Affair, tne prosecution presented exhibit 2200, 

a news and editorial article called "Japanese Press 

Comments" which appeared in the Japan Advertiser,

17 May 1939 to show that ITAGAKI expressed, in a 

session of the Diet, his belief that, in order to 

execute the Japanese policy to create the so-called 

"Nev; Order in East Asia," disputes with third powers
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were unavoidable.1 * This v/as, however, merely a

newspaper story which has little, if any, probative
2.value. Moreover, ITAGAKI, the evidence shows, never 

made such statement in the Diet Session at that time 

and the prosecution introduced no evidence proving 

that he did.

The prosecution also introduced exhibit
3

2201, the article titled "YONAI, ITAGAKI Abuse 

Powers for Interference“ in the “Japan Times and 

Mail" dated 7 July 1939 in an attempt to show that 

ITAGAKI agreed to crush interference by third powers 

with his view that it v/as Japan’s mission to establish 

a new order in East Asia. However, this evidence, too, 

is only a news article which is unfounded and without 

certain source, and there is no evidence to show that, 

as appeared in the paper, ITAGAKI, together with YONAI, 

made such statement on that day, that is, on the eve 

of the second anniversary of the outbreak of China 

Affair. Assuming that there v/as such a statement it 

v/as but a natural thing for the War Minister to state 

in the situation existing at that time.

Thus the prosecution failed to prove anything 

under any count with regard to ITAGAKI's fundamental

1. Ex. 2200, Tr. 15746.
2. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30312 (as shown above).
3. Ex. 2201, Tr. 15748.
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attitude as Vfar Minister and to his policy for |i .  !dealing with State affairs. ITAGAKI admitted the 

failure of the KONOYE declaration * of 16 January 

1938 and exerted himself to realize the immediate and 

peaceful settlement of the China Affair by moderating 

and modifying the Japanese peace proposals to China 

into concrete and more impartial and reasonable ones 

so that China would accept them, unlike such as we£e 

made through Mr. Trautman. Consequently, the KOIJOYE 
statement of f November of the same year was issued 

and declared to the world that the Japanese government 

only hoped to establish the relations of mutual aid 

and cooperation ranging over all the fields of 

politics, economy, culture, etc., establish inter

national justice, achieve the anti-communism objective, 

create a new culture, realize the economic combination, 

between Japan and China, and. thereby to establish a 

nev/ order to secure the eternal stability of East Asia.

In the interest of realizing those Japanese 

policies, the policy of adjusting new relations j

Detween Jaoan and China was decided b5r the Government J
u Ion 30th of the same month. !

Furthermore, as a detailed explanation, the

1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30305 (as shown above).
2. Ex. 268, Tr. 3563.
3. Ex. 268, Tr. 3564.~4t"Ex. 369, Tr. 3590.---------------------------
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KONOYE statement was issued on 22 December of the
1.same year.

This further declared to the world, showing 

the greatest concession practicable, that what Japan 

wanted of China was not territory, nor reimbursement 

of war expenses, but that Japan was willing, not 

only to respect the sovereignty of China, but also 

to withdraw her extraterritoriality, as well as to 

positively give consideration to returning the settle

ment,

ITAGAKI was supported by the witness
2.

YAMAY/AKI, Masataka, who testified that: "With

regard to peace settlement between Japan and China,

War Minister ITAGAKI held fundamental ideals of re

establishing friendship between them on broadminded 

basis, respecting mutually each other’s sovereignty 

and territorial integrity and dealing with matters 

cultural and economical on cooperative and reciprocal 

basis."
V/ar Minister ITAGAKI directed his efforts 

to propel the so-called "KONOYE’s Three Principles" 

disclosed on December 22, 1938, which quite agreed 

with his opinion. Thereby, the fact was proved that

1. Ex. 268, Tr. 3?65-
2. Ex. 3301, Tr. 3OIO3 (YAMAWAKI's affidavit).

'# \ « *
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ITAGAKI admitting, as Primo Minister KONOYE himself 

did, the wrong of Japanfs policy regarding the settle

ment of the China Incident which had been pursued 

prior to the government statement issued on 16 Jan

uary 1938, exerted himself to revise and moderate 

the policy adopted during the period of the predeces

sors, and at the same time he made every possible 

effort to bring about peace settlement between both 

countries as soon as possible.

It should be noted that ITAGAKI did not take 

any part in the Four Minister Conference at which 

"the outline regarding the settlement of the China 

I n c i d e n t e x h i b i t  3262 which was affirmed by 

witness HORINOUCHI, Kensuke at the time of the

HIROTA individual defense, was decided upon, in the
2.

cabinet decision of the said outline, nor in the

Imperial Conference opened on 11th January 1938 to
3 •decide upon the national policy towards China, 

because he, as Chief of the 5th Division, was then 

active on the North China front. Every possible effort 

was made by ITAGAKI to revise and moderate the said 

outline and the peace conditions through the good 

offices of Mr, Trautman, based upon the outline,

1. Ex. 3262, Tr. 29772.
2. Ex. 3263, Tr. 29817.
-3-. Ex. 3264, Tr. 29837. ____________
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because he feared that these had a trend to aggres

sion, which, therefore, would lead the future 

diplomatic relations between both countries to 

rupture•

The prosecution in the cross-examination of
1.

ITAGAKI, exhibited to him an IPS document, entitled

Collection of Decisions of the Five Ministers*

Conference, and said to have been found in the

Foreign Office of the Japanese Government, and sought

to have him identify it as a record of such decisions

during the period from June to October 1938. General

ITAGAKI was not able to identify the instrument as

being what the prosecution was intimating it v/as,

that is, a record of decisions of the Five Ministers*

Conference and told this Tribunal that as no record

of any kind was made or kept of conference decisions

he could not say this v/as such record. The plain

meaning of his statement in this regard v/as that the

instrument shown him was not a record of any such 
2.decisions.

On January 14, 1948, during the prosecution's 

misnomercd rebuttal the instrument (IPS 2570-B) was 

offered and, over objection, admitted in evidence.

1. IPS document 2?70-B, Tr. 30414.
2. Ex. 3457, Tr. 37350.
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Not only did ITAGAKI himself tell this j

Tribunal that this document was not a record of any j 

decisions of the conference, but the witness UGAKI,1* 

who was the only other person present at the confer

ences who testified in this case, and, who is, there

fore, best qualified to tell this Tribunal whether 

or not such document is a record of the decisions 

of the conference, told this Tribunal the document 

is not a record of such decisions, but merely a 

compilation of materials or proposals to be made to 

said conferences, which someone gathered up for the 

purpose of reference, thought and opinion; that the 

only writings before said conferences were, at times, 

written proposals which were submitted to the confer

ence for study and discussion and that, as to any 

of those, if any copies thereof were in the Foreign 

Office, they would bear the witnesses’ signature, as 

he commonly signed them and handed them to subordinates,, 

This being the situation of the proof regard

ing these alleged records of decisions of the Five 

Ministers' Conferences, we most earnestly invite the 

Tribunal's attention to the extremely doubtful char

acter of the evidence thus permitted to be intro

duced, over defense objection. There were other 

J_. F.y . ^RQQ7 Tr. (Affidavit of UGAKI)._________
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*

persons present at the Five Ministers' Conferences j
1 *

besides ITAGAKI and UGAKI, who are still living. The
2

prosecution might have called persons who were pros-
3

ent and obtained the truth about what the decisions
4

were. It did not attempt to do so, but contented
5

itself with an endeavor to establish the decisions6
7
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by documentary proof— which, as we can see, is cer

tainly not the best evidence. We believe that it is 

the universal rule that when a party to a lav; suit 

knows of the existence of witnesses who are shown by 

the evidence to have knowledge of and concerning a 

matter in issue and such witnesses are available to 

such party, the failure to call them gives rise to 

the presumption that if such witnesses had boon 

called, their testimony would have been unfavorable 

to the party thus failing to call them.

C. Despite Japan's sincerity and endeavors 

rendered for amending and moderating her national 

policy towards China, Japan did not receive any 

answer from the Chinese authorities, especially 

Chiang Kai-shek. Thus Japan's efforts so far made 

for peace negotiation with China came to naught. For 

this reason, Japan had to consider Joining hands with 

some important Chinese persons known to have an 

urgent desire for peace and to work with them toward
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an over-all peace. For this purpose, Prime Minister 

KONOYE personally sent an instruction to BANZAI, 

Rihachiro, (recommended "by Foreign Minister UGAKI) 

in July 1938 and had him to contact Tang Shao-yi and 

Wu Pei-fu, popular men in China who were both eager 

for making peace and ask for their cooperation. The 

Army and the Navy sent their representatives, Major- 

General DOHIHARA and Vice-Admiral TSUDA respectively 

to China and had them cooperate in the move.'1'* It 

was in accordance with the government decision that 

Major General DOHIHARA was sent to China. Yet this 

effort proved to be a failure.

25 1. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30307
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1
D. Mr. 'Vang Chao-ming, sympathizing with

Japan's sincerity and endeavors for revising and

moderating her national policy towards Chine., got out

of Chungking of his own free will with an intention

of devoting himself to making peace and saving the

nation. ITAGAKI, feeling that the prospect of making

peace was nearer with the government understanding,
2

asked T,r. Tang to hasten the peace movement. ,,?ith

respect to this matter, there was the testimony of the 
3 4

witness KAGESA and of the witness SHIMIZU, Kunzo

establishing that. Tith his real understanding of 

Japan's true intention as previously mentioned and his 

sincere desire for making peace and saving the nation, 

Mr. Tang, as Vice-President of the Kuomintang, separated 

himself from Chungking of his own accord and established 

Tang's Regime as a means for accomplishing his purpose 

His final objects were, however, the unification of 

his and Chiang's regimes gtfid complete peace settlement. 

The Japanese Government did not give any guidance, in

terfere, or exercise supervision in this matter; much 

less had it intention to illegally deprive China of her 

sovereignty and accomplish a conquest of her country.

2. T?y. 3316: tr. 30,314 (ITAGAKI's Affidavit)
3* Ex. 2721, the record of KAGESA's interrogatory,

June 11, 1947, tr. 23,973 
4. Vx. 2585, affidavit of witness SHIMIZU, May 15,

1947, tr. 22,260
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1
On the contrary, Japan respected ’"ang's regime, con

cluded a fundamental treaty on an equal basis, limited 

the Japanese economical penetration in China to a con

siderable extent, and carried out relinquishment of her 

extra-territorality rights and returning the Japanese
t

Settlement. In the cross-examination of the witness

KAGHSA, the prosecution, offering a series of telegrams

indicating that at the time when Hr. *Vang moved from

Hanoi to Shanghai and stayed there the Japanese agents

rendered help in protecting and guarding him against

assassination, attempted to prove that JaDan treated him
1

only as a puppet. But that was not the fact. The

truth was that the Japanese agents at ’"anp's request

assisted him according to his desires, additionally,
2

in the cross-examination of ITAGAKI the prosecution 

tried to establish that Mr. ’"ang's movement of "Making 

peace and saving the nation" was originated by the "Save 

the Nation and Anti-Communism Association," which had. 

been given funds by Japan. But this was denied by the 

v/itness and. the prosecution did not prove that it was. 

The prosecution asserted that together with DOFIFAHA 

and KAG’SSA, ITAGAKI did the same sort of thing in China 

under the name of "peace" as he had, in league with

1. T?x. 2721. the record ol KAG^TA's interrogatory,
June 11, 1947, tr. 23,973

2. Cross-examination upon ITAGAKI, tr. 30,43?
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DOFIHARA, done in Manchuria under the nane of "independ

ence." They paid that ITAGAKI exerted all possible 

efforts to establish a puppet government in China, 

while manoeuvering into its premiership 'Tang chin-wei, 

one of the leading figures of the Chinese Government.

But it has been admitted by the prosecution itself that 

’*anp was then a personage of great importance in the 

Chinese Government, and that, what is more, he was in 

Chungking bevond the range of Japan's influence. Does 

this fact now show that, with all efforts ITAGAKI 

would not have been able to win 'Tang over without any 

initiative on the latter's part*: So genuine was his

love for China that Mrang, after understanding the real j 

meaning of the two statements of 3 November and of Ii
22 September, 1938, by the Japanese Government as amend- i 

ments to the partly erroneous KONOYE statement of 16 

January of the same year, made up his mind to go over ;

to the enemy and devote himself whollv to making peace j
and saving the nation. From this patriotism came all j

i
his activities, which fact is shown by exhibit No. 2590,

1
composed of his various declarations. In his declara

tion of 9 December, 1938, at Konei, 'Tang urged the j

necessity of finding a way to peace negotiaticns, call- ! 

ing attention to the fact that the statement of the

1. Ex. 2590. excerpt from "Sharing the Fat.P.'1 t.r. 22,306
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Japanese Government on 3 November had modified its 

attitude expressed by that of 10 January, ’*ang then 

sent to Chang Kai-shek the following wireless message: 

"Although Chao-ming (T.N. ”’ang Chin-wei) made a pro

posal on December 24, 1938, to the effect that a per

manent peace of ^astern Asia be established by adjust

ing ^ino-Japanese relations based on the KONOYE State

ment of Japan, it was not adopted unfortunately. But 

Chao-ming strove to achieve the peace movement regard

less of many difficulties and sacrifices tying up with 

my comrades some of whom successively lost their 

lives discussing with the Japanese people both in and 

out of office to find a plan for peace. I have devoted

one year to cleaning up the past complications in order
1

to realize a hope for the future..."

From the "Declaration of the Return of the
2

Capital," it is evident that ’*ang earnestly desired to 

lead to an over-all peace as soon as possible under a 

united leadership of Chiang and himself, and he felt 

forced to make his utmost effort to preserve the State 

and maintain the lives of the people. Though he early 

intended to initiate the peace movement, staying out 

of the Kuomintang Party and pointing out the wronp of

1. Dy. 2600, excerpt from "Sharing the Fate," tr. 22,352
2. Ex. 2605» "Declaration of Returning to the Capital," 

tr. 22,367.

■■■ ‘ 1 * 3 r. . v-î'SS£-Âï-

\
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1
the anti-Japanese theory and persuading the National 

Government to change its policy, yet he found it diffi

cult to do so merely by talking. Thus, realizing that 

it would be more effective to create a peace govern

ment, endorsed by Japan's execution of her fair and 

appropriate policies, bring about a successful result 

of Sino-Japanese cooperation and thereby influence the 

Chungking Government to turn to peace, '"ang was de

termined to establish such a peace government on his

own initiative and asked Japan for her full understand-
1

ing and support.

It was such feelings of patriotism and great 

enthusiasm of intrepid ’"ang that moved Japan to feel 

ivilling to extend cooperation to China with sincerity 

and conciliatory spirit, Po far as human rationality 

is concerned, it is inconceivable that such a great man 

as ”Tang was willing to get out of Chungking for the 

purpose of making himself a puppet of Japan.

F. In connection with the establishment of

the China Affairs Poard (December 18, 1938) and the

principle in its operation, the defense established

that following the outbreak of the China Incident
Japan had avoided setting up military government in

1. Fx. 2721-A, interrogatory of the witness KAGE5A 
by the Commissioner, tr. 23,984-8
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1 China and fully lived up to the principle of leaving 

China's home administration for maintaining peace and 

order and for operating the civil government in the 

hands of the Chinese themselves. Except, of course, 

out of necessity of coordination with military opera

tions, some matters had to be taken in charge by the 

Japanese authorities, namely, by the Special Duty 

Department, which resulted in adding to the burden of 

the army. Then*the army, with a view of unifying, 

planning, execution and getting rid of that burden and 

unifying policies, proposed to the Central Government 

that the China Affairs Board be organized, which the 

Cabinet decided to establish as a part of the national 

policy. Consequently, the board made its debut on 18 

December 1938 as e synthetic organ, with the Premier

as its president and the '?ar, Naval, Foreign and Fin-
1

ance Ministers as its Vice-Presidents. The Liaison 

Office on the spot started its work in March of the 

following year for the promotion of political, economi

cal and cultural policies in concert with the Chinese

authorities, and the armv's interference with it was 
1

minimized.

As to this, the prosecution claims that about

1. 455, tr. 5183
1. ^x. 3316, tr. 30,305
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1. py. 455. tr. 5183
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the latter part of August 1938, contrary to the Japan

ese Foreign Office's proposition to set-up an organ 

in the Foreign Office as a emergency measure pending 

the progress of the China Incident, the army offered 

it? counter proposition to form an organ of perennial 

nature which would direct China's politics and economics 

and attain the goal of Japan's defensive and economical 

desire. That Foreign Minister UGAKI opposed it and 

because of it he resigned. That a little later the 

China Affairs Board was brought into being and was 

made the instrument of Japan's aggression in China.

But the prosecution produced no evidence so proving,
2 3

and ITAGAKI's categorical denial stands uncontradicted.

They sought, in the cross-examination of the

witness KIDO, regarding the reason for Foreign Minister
1

UGAKI's resignation at the end of September, 1938, to 

develop that one of the main reasons for his resigna

tion was the alleged effort to strip the Foreign Office

of the control of China Affairs Board by appointing j;
the ’’ar Minister to the post of vice-chief of the Board.!

In this the proseoution failed, KIDO instead saying j
!

that, he knew of no reason why UGAKI had tendered his j
i

resignation to K0N6¥E. That at the time when KIDO was

2. Cross-ex. of ITAGAKI, tr. 30,44-9
3. ditto.
1-. Cross-ex. of KIDO^ t-r» 31 »538--------------- -----------
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consulted by KONOY-̂ in this connection the problem was 

in reality in a tangle, but after strenuous efforts 

among the competent authorities of the War, Naval, and 

Foreign Ministers, an agreement was finally worked out. 

UGAKI's resignation took place just at this juncture. 

That KONOYF told KIDO that he was quite at a loss to 

understand the reason for UGAKI's resignation.

’Thereby it was made clear that the establish

ment and operation of the China Affairs Foard was, as

may be seen in Article I of the Organization of the
1

China Affairs Foard, a temporary organ pending the 

Chine Incident to handle the political, economical and 

cultural (except diplomatic) affairs in China and to 

set forth the policies in connection with the said 

business. rspecielly, it v/as the comprehensive organ to 

deal v/ith the cultural affairs in China and unify the 

administrative works concerning China of all depart

ments and branches of the government.

1. ^x. 4^5, tr. 5183
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The army thus freed from the burden hereto

fore shouldered by it could concentrate on its proper 

duty. The Board aimed at the synthetic enforcement 

of Japan's China Policies on the basis of national 

unification. Japan had no intent to accomplish an 

economic monopoly and none was set up.

Japan had no intention of requiring China to
restrict the interests of the foreign nations of
good will who had the understanding of the ideal

of a New Far East and would join hands in this cause.

The Board had in view the realization of cooperation
between Japan and China. That is to say, promotion

1
of the economical welfare of both countries. UGAKI's 
resignation had. its motives somewhere else.

Quoting KAGESA's testimony, the prosecution 

asserts that the China Affairs Board, made out a 

tentative plan which was accepted by Mr. Vang Ching- 

wei on 30 December 1939. However, it is not clear 

what it means and what connection it would show 

ITAGaKI had. with it. To avoid misunderstanding in 

this regard, we quote KAGESA's testimony!

"The K0N0YE statement of December 22, 1938 

(ohowa 13) is the only datum available to r:r. Wang 

Ching-v/ei with regard to Japan's desire tov/ard China. 

-L.— fcr- 458-A, Tr. 5250 ________________
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But it is too abstract, that various opinions, both 

form and moderate would arise therefrom if one were 

tr put it in practice.

11 It nay be said, that in order to show the 

Japanese Government's sincerity toward mr. Wang and 

also to raalce the peace movement a success, the 

Japanese Govern, ent should deliberate with hr. Wang 

as to the embodiment of the KONOYE statement prior 

to *ir. Wang's organizing a government.

"However, in case the contentions of both 

sides do not agree, hr. Wang has the liberty to sus

pend establishing his government..

"I (a AGESA) presented the above view to the
I

government and it was approved. In October, 1939 

(Showa 14), a tentative plan was shown me by the 

China Affairs Board.
"I, together with Rear Admiral SUGA, Foreign 

®ffice decretory YANO and INUKAI, Ken on our side 

and Chou Fu-Hai, liei Ssu-ping, Lin Pai-sheng and 

Chou Lung-Hsinang on Wang's side, conducted exhaust

ive investigations and discussions. Due amendments 

were made to the said draft plan and a conclusion was 

reached, on December 30. To this amended plan both 

the Japanese Government and Wang Ching-wei expressed25
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mutual agreement.

(F) Japan, in taking her military actions,

paid close attention to observe the lav;s of warfare,

the Nine Power Treaty, etc. She respected the

rights and interests of third powers in China and

tried, as soon as possible after the war, to make

reparation for damages unavoidably oaused by her

military actions. Japan not only declared again and

again that she had no intention to boycott third

powers in China, that she would not frustrate the

principle of equal opportunity, but she endeavoured
2

to carry out the declaration with sincerity.

The prosecution introduced "Documents on

the U.S.-Japanese Diplomatic Relations" (from 1931

to 1941) and quoted the letters exchanged between

the United States and Japan as to the Nine Power!:

Treaty extending from October 6, 1938 to December 
h

3 0 /
The Nine Power Treaty has already been dis

cussed in detail.

But in the aforesaid letters exchanged be

tween the U.S. and Japan especially in the latter

1. Ex. 2721-A, Interrogatory of KAGESA, Sadaoki 
by the Commissioner, Tr. 23,999-24,000

2. Ex. 3316, Tr. 30,310
3. Ex. 457, Tr. 5209
4. Ex. 28, Tr. 17.210___________________
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dated November 18, 1938, and returned by the Foreign 

Minister ARIÏA to United States Ambassador to Japan,

K*r. Grew, Mr. ARITA made known to the United States 

that rtIn view of the new situation which is now 

developing in the East Asia, the attempt to apply 

the old idea and principle prior to the Chinese 

Incident to the new situation without any modifica

tions will not make any contribution to the solution

of impending questions and will give no assurance of
1

enduring peace in the East Asia.

It was expected that the United States and 

other countries would understand the real aim of 

Japan, which was endeavoring strenuously to build 

up a new order in East Asia in accordance with 

international justice and would participate in the

great task of rebuilding East Asia in all branches !
*

of commerce and industry.

The United States and other countries ap

peared unwilling to understand the real aim of
I

Japan, Instead, they simply applied pressure-to j
Japan using as tools the general principles of the j
Treaty, which was not applicable to the then state of j 
affairs. This was made an excuse for giving aid to 

Chiang Kai-shek. In such a situetion revising the

Ex. 457, Tr. 5231__________________________________ ___
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Nine Powers Treaty would be out of the question* 

Furthermore, diplomatic matters were under the juris

diction of the Foreign minister and the War minister 

had no direct responsibility for it, nor had he par

ticipated in it specifically*

(G) "The outline of five year plan on
manufacturing munitions" formulated by the War Depart-

1
ment on June 23, 1937 and "Outline of plan to expand

productivity" decided by the Cabinet meeting on 
• 2 «

January 17, 1939 were introduced by the prosecution 

witness Liebert.

Liebert’s opinion was that the above-stated
two plans, together with ""Outline of five-year plan

3
on essential industries," were designed to complete 

the plan of the wartime supply of principal muni

tions. That aim of those plans was to promote in

dustry and prescribe control in order to secure the

special products of final stage which would determine
4

the fate of military efforts in the part of Japan.

Inasmuch as ITAGAKI became War minister on 
June 3 , 1938, he had nothing to do with "Outline of 
five-year plan on essential industries" dated may 29, 
1937 or the "Outline of five-year plan on manufacturing
1 . Ex. 841, Tr. 8261 3 . Ex. 840, Tr. 8260
2. Ex, 842, Tr. 8269, 8264. 4, Ditto
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munitions,*' dated June 23 of the same year.

Regarding "Outline of plan to expand pro

ductivity," ITAGAKI testified that at the occasion 

of his assumption of office he attempted, as one of 

the items of the established national policies, to 

bring the Chinese Incident to peaceful settlement as 

soon as possible by offering China modified condi

tions for peace. At the same time he set up a plan 

of supplying the operational materials which were 

being rapidly consumed and which v/ere needed to make 

up for a deficiency in Japanese defense against 

Russia. In other words, he intended to set ui> 

peaceful economy in Japan and to secure a feeling of* 

safety in her national defense against Russia. Above 

all, he wished the integrity of manchukuo and also he 

wished to see the Five-Year Plan on Industries in

manchuria, formulated by the Government of manchukuo,
1

realized.

That the plan just mentioned was not intended

for preparation for war is shown by the testimony of
2

the v/itness OKADA, who told this Tribunal that the 

©utline of the Five-Year Plan on manufacturing muni

tions (hereafter referred to as the "A" Plan) and

1. mx. 3316 (as shown above), Tr. 30,311
2. Direct Exam, upon OKADA, Tr. 18,271-18,288.
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Outline of Plan to Expand Productivity (hereinafter 

referred to as the "B" Plan), which have been men

tioned, were both for the purpose of strengthening 

the national defense of Japan. "A" was exclusively 

a military plan, while "B" was a plan to construct 

the peaceful economy involving many military elements. 

They were measures taken by Japan as precautions 

against Russia whose national power had been making 

rapid progress by her successive five-year plans. 

Japan's heavy industry was only intended to make 

Japan competent as one of the modern nations and, as 

such, she hoped to promote the welfare of her people 

as far as possible.

Japan, however, was obliged to give up ''A" 

before it was put in operation because of the out

break of the China Incident. "B" was not brought 
1

to completion until the end of the fiscal year 1938. 

It was reduced to a four-year plan. Furthermore, 

actually, it was not carried out as it was expected 

to be, but was curtailed and distorted a great deal. 

"B" plan originally contemplated a small scale con

trol. At first industrial mobilization was put 

into force, then economic mobilization took effect 

because of the China Incident which had spread

1. Cross-exam, of witness Liebert, Tr.. S583._______
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contrary to the wishes of Japan and as the situation 

developed national mobilization became necessary.

"B" plan took its origin from the proposal 

made by Colonel K, ISHIHARA (later, i<iaj»r General), 

the then Chief of the second éection of the staff 

(later Chief of the first department) about one and 

a half years before the Cabinet decision. It's chief 

aim v/as the peaceful construction of economy of 

Japan and the assurance of safety in her national 

defence against the threat of Russia, including the 

integrity of Üanchukuo. It was to start at the 

same time as the Five-Year Flan on Industries in 

Manchuria,

The cross-examination of the witness OKADA

indicated a prosecution desire to intimate that the

above-mentioned plans were formed in anticipation

of war in 1941, but the witness strongly denied it
1

and the prosecution has not shown the contrary.

In the second direct examination, the 

witness made it clear that in forming the plan in 

the year 1941 it was tentatively fixed as the first 

year of v-ar, as was customary on making operational 

plans, and there was no particular meaning in this.

I.- Cross-exam of witness OKADA, Tr. 18,330
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Those plans Involved a plan which would be 
1

extended to 1943.

(H) When Liebert's interrogatories were pre

sented to the Court, the prosecution introduced two 

notes containing the decisions of the Cabinet as 

evidence against ITAGAKI, as War Minister. One was 

the note of the decision of the Cabinet regarding 

"Thoroughgoing Enforcement of Policies for Urgent 

Matters Concerning National Mobilization" dated

June 23, 19^8, sent from the Chief Secretary of the2
Cabinet to War minister ITAGAKI; the other, the

"Revision of Plan for Arranging Demand and Supply

far Essential “aterials for 1938" (the- date, address-
,3

er and addressee are the same,)

By these the prosecution hoped to establish
4

that by the decision of the Cabinet to acquire es

sential materials the Japanese Government planned 

a war or wars of aggression, but it has not suc

ceeded.

We find it rather difficult to know what 

the prosecution claims to have established under 

some Counts relating to ITAGAKI. At the time Japan

1. Redirect-exam of OKADA, Tr. 18,336
2. Ex. 856, Tr. 8492
3. Ex. 857, Tr. 8498
4. Ex. 840, Tr. 8491
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had hoped that the battle of Hsuchow would bring the

China Incident to a close. But the predominance of

the enemy's strength, as well as the vastness of

the operational area, caused Japan to miss a fine

chance for making peace, China concentrated large

forces in front of Hankow, determined to make a

thorough-going resistance, vigorously pushing forward

extensive preparations for a counter-attack. If

left unchanged, it would have been a matter of course

that Japan's troops, less in number and scattered

over the vast area, would be exposed to grave danger,

and the Supreme Command of the Army was forced to

prepare for operations in the Hankow area as there

was no alternative but to make another counter-attack

upon the enemy and develop a new opportunity for 
1 » 

peace.

It was considered and believed that the more

fighting power Japan put in China, the weaker would

become her defense power against Russia in the North,

and the defects in her defenses were expected to
2

become worse and worse in the future.

Under such circumstances it was quite 

natural and reasonable that in order to replenish v/ar

1. £x. 3316, Tr. 30,902
2. Ditto

!I
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materials which were consumed rapidly and to make

total power of the nation should be brought into 

full play. And it was nothing but an emergency and 

makeshift measure for coping with the situation to 

adopt a national policy of encouraging export trade —  

securing foreign exchange —  and putting strict con

trol upon demands from private enterprises. How can 

•it be said that Japan, who made every possible effort 

to pull herself out of the quagmire —  the spread of 1 • 

the China Incident, v/as disposed to be aggressive?

It is suggested in the beginning of exhibit 

856 that the fall of hsuchow caused the war situa

tion to develop further, but prospects of its end 

being far remote, the whole nation should make up 

its mind to endure the difficulties. The realization 

of the national mobilization plan for 1938 became 

difficult because of the seriously unfavorable balance 

of foreign trade, and, if left unimproved, the re

plenishment of war materials and the producing power 

of the nation would be crippled, bringing serious 

consequences in its wake. Exhibit 857 made it clear • 

that the demands for war materials increased as the 

war developed so that the amount of war materials, 

estimated at the beginning of the incident, was not
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sufficient for replenishing the mobilized troops with 

necessary equipment, and much larger demand was ex

pected.

(I) As to the matter of closing the British 

Concession at Tientsin —  about June or July in 1939 - 

in connection with the settlement of the China Inci

dent, Premier HIRANUMA. consulted ITAGAK.I about June 

26 or 27, 1939, saying that as Britain was desirous 

of having a diplomatic negotiation about the above 

problem, he wanted to know the opinion of the army, 

which he thought to be most important, prior to his 

talk with the Foreign Office, ITAGAKI at once agreed 

with him and'made efforts to bring the negotiation 

to a successful conclusion, inviting the representa

tives of the authorities on the spot to the negotia

tion ao as to leave little difference of opinions be

tween the Central authorities and those on the spot. 

As the result the negotiation reached a successful 

conclusion as to the problem of public peace; and as 

to the question of general principle, too, Britain 

and Japan made a joint declaration on July 24. Thus

it is shown that he made .every possible effort to
1,2

settle the Incident.

1. Ex. 3301, Tr. >̂0,106
2. Ex. 269, Tr. 3586

\



The prosecution did r.ot dispute this.

ITAGAFI testified that he hoped a forward step would

be made in the attempt of rearranging the Japanese-

American negotiations bv contracting a loan from the

United f-tates, with the Pan-Facific Trading and

Navigation Company as leading contractor; in view of

the result of t^e above successful negotiation with

Britain, he expected to be able to pave the wav for

the settlement of the Anglo-Japanese problem, and he

endeavored to contract t^e loan with Ur. HTRAKUMA's

ardent support s i n c e  January of that v e a * * , extending
1

active help to enterprises in general.

This, also, has not been disputed. Evidence

was given that the Navv's plan of holding Hainan Island,

presented to t.he ^ive Finishers Council on November 25,
21Q38 ,  had been a p p ro v e d  bv the Council as a necessary

t e m p o r a r v  measure for pure military purpose to maVe the

blockade effective against China so as to bring the
2

Incident to an end as soon as possible.

This has not been disputed.

III. Regarding the '’’riple Negotiations 

Between Japan, Germany and Italv.

The problem of negotiations for strengthening
1 . Ex. n i 6; f. 30.?13 
?. Ex. 612; T. 6731
3. Ex. 2^16; V V O Q

45,244
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the anti-Comintern Pact between Japan, Germany and Italy

started when Major General KASAHARA,^ who had been

stationed in Bprlir at that time, after bringing Foreign

Minister Ribbentrop's proposal to mokyo, asked the

intention of the Japanese military authorities. It

was the beginning of August 1938, soon after ITAGAKI’s
2inauguration as War Minister. In Julv of the same

year, showing a draft as to a mutual conference and

an assistance pact between Japan, Germany and Italv,

Foreign Minister Ribbentrop requested Military Attache 
3

OhHIMA to ask the intention of the Japanese Army on

this idea. As soon as Major General KAhAHARA reached

Tokyo, he explained the German proposal to the heads of
3

Army and Navv and to Foreign Minister UGAKI, Foreign

Minister UGAKI then referred the mattem to the Five

Ministers Conference late in August of the same year,

and decided to send a communication to Germany so as to

promptly start the official diplomacy and, on t^e other
4, 5

hand, waited for the formal proposal from Germany

Thouph the consents of the German proposal at *hat time

are not in evidence, the purport was that when either

Japan, Gernanv or Italv was threatened bv a thi^d power,

1. Ex. 3493, KAhAFARA's Affidavit, T. ^3,717 
P. Ex. 3508, 08HIMA»s Affidavit, T. 33,908
3. Ex. 3493, KAFAUARA's Affidavit, m . 33,718
4. Ex. 3316, ITAGAKI's Affidavit, T. 30,308
5. Ex. '3508. Oi-HIMA's Affidavit, T. 33,998___________

m

\
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political aid should be given mutually, and ’/»hen any of

the three powers was attached, military aid ^ should be

given. In the before-mentioned Five Ministers C o n f e r e n c e

it was decided that Japan might enter into the official

diplomatic negotiation provided that some phraseologies

would, be altered along the line that would make the

Poviet Union the main objective and the other third

powers the secondarv objective, in view of strengthening

the anti-Comintern Pact. ’ ' And all the amendments

had the nature of alleviation, as "mutual aid dutv" was

altered to "will immediately enter into conference as to

mutual aid.;2 and below "♦■hrea1" and attack" was added:
4

"which is made without provocation." This pact was to 

be of a purelv defensive nature, tha* is to sav, it was 

no more than an extension of the originally existing 

anti-Comintern Pact. Its principal objective was the 

Soviet Union and it was so made that it would not 

create the impression that Britain, France, et al were 

the objectives. At the same time, it restricted immed

iate and unconditional military aid, making a provision 

that a conference should be held before entering into an 

aid and limiting the aid in the case of "other power’s
1. Ex. 3493. KAdAHARA's Affidavit (as shown before)
2. Ex. 3508, OPHIMA’s Affidavit
3* Ex. 2735-A, Prince KPNOVE’s Note "regarding the 

triple Alliance," t . 24,2Q0 
______4. Ex. 3514, Armv Telegram 235; T. 34137
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attacV without provocation.“

It is obvious that, at the ^ive Ministers 

Conference in Aupust 193°, according to the above- 

mentioned principle, effort was made to alleviate the 

German proposal considerably, thereby turning the pact 

into an entirely defensive mutual aid pact with the 

Soviet Union as its main ob.iect alone the line of 

strengthening the anti-Comintern Fact. It was absolute

ly not a fact, at that time, th*t a pact of large scale 

’.vas decided unon to be concluded according to the Army's 

assertion. The auotetion of Ambassador Ott's telegram, 

exhibit 730, is a mistave, because there is a discrep

ancy In date between this problem -and the telegram. 

Moreover, what is "a pact of large scale?" And what 

sort o** relation is there between this problem and the 

Count? Thev are absolutely obscure.

In the early part o* November 1938 the German 

tentative plan for the pact was shown bv Foreign Minister

Ribbentrop to Ambassador OhHIMA, who, in turn, reported
2it to Foreign Minister ARITA. Then this problem was 

referred to the ^ive Ministers Conference to discuss on 

the 11th of t^e same month.^ Foreign Minister ARITA

dispatched a reply to Ambassador O^KIMA, stating that
1. Ex. 3515, Armv Telegram 936, T. 34,119
2. Ex, 3508, O^HIMA's Affidavit, T. 34,000 
‘J. Ex. 3316, ITAGA’'1's Affidavit, T. 30,308

1
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this was a splendid plan, with which one could kill 

three birds with one stone, by making the contribution 

to the settlement of the China Incident, defense against 

the f-oviot; Union and to the strengthening of our 

diplomatic position, and *-hat the Minister would tele

graph to the Ambassador as soon as the concrete counter- 

measure of the government would be decided. Ambassador 

Ot-HIIIA received this."^ However, there was a difficulty 

in realizing agreement in opinion o* the Cabinet members 

and time passed on, so thinps ran counter *0 ITAGAKI’s 

expectation, who wished to ma^e for the quick material

ization of the peace between Japan and China bv means
2of the conclusion o^ Janan-Germanv negotiations.

Thus, the. negotiations had no*- been- in progress until

January 1939* when the HIRAHTJUA Cabinet dispatched ITO
3

as envov to Germany.

Quoting an article in the "Janan Advertiser,"
4

dated 2 October 1??8 the prosecution stated that War 

Minister ITAGa KI sent a congratulatory telegram to 

Hitler regarding th° successful disposition as to the 

Hudeten problem. However, with regard to such newspaper

article, we cannot be responsible. However, if there
1. Ux. 3508, OhHIJIA’s Affidavit
2. Ux. 3316, ITAGAUI’s Affidavit
3. Ux. 3494, UtAMI, Utsuhiko’s Affidavit, ?.33,734
4. Ux. 219Q, 15,745
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had actually been such *act, lt wrS no more than a

ceremonial greei.ng to the head or Germany which mas,

at that time, one of the Japanese friendlv nations.

It is quite obvious that such a thing cannot aid the

charges against ITAGAKI.
Ilo^eover, with regard to the matter of the end

of* coopérât've relations between Jauan and the various
1

organizations of the League o** Nations which, on

2 November 1938, was considered and decided at the

P r i w  Council, it was brought forward bv Foreign Minister

and was decided through the investi gâtions and the dis-
2

eussions of the members or foreign îünistrv. Although

it w it h d r e w  from the L e a g u e  of* Nations several vears

before, Japan had been doing her best to cooperate with

various organizations of the L e a g u e . However, being

influenced bv the international situations, the League

had* gradually become unfriend!^ to Japan, and finally

pitted against it, all along the line. In view of the

national prestige of* Japan, it was obliged to discontinue

the cooperation. This was the reason why Japan discontin
3 , 4 .

urd t h e  cooperation with t K e L e a g u e . '  ” Ti t h  regard to

1. "x. 271 &'2264; T. .̂0,86.3
2. Fx. 3340, FIDO’s Affidavit 
?. Hx. 3340, FIDO’s Affidavit
4. Fer. 1316, ITAGAKT's Affidavit
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1
to the matter of the conclusion of an agreement between

Janen and Germany for cultural cooperation, which was
n 1

referred to the Privv Council on 22 November 1938, the
»

Japanese intention was to conclude the agreement of 

this sort not only with Germany, but also with other 

powers so far as circumstances thereafter would permit 

and, b,r means of cultural diplomacy, to contribute to 

the general ob.ioct of the diplomacy, and it is obvious 

that- it would not bring anv direct political influence. 

The prosecution stated that it was, after all, a 

political move to conclude a pact with Germany and there

by leading it to the war. However, no one can find 

anything to support the prosecution’s statement by 

inspecting page 6577 of the trar script. ’’Tiat is 

stated on this page rather rna>cs clear the fact that, 

in reulv to a committee's (Adviser IhHIZUKA) question 

to the effect that although the agreement is not 

directlv connected with politics, if there is any doubt 

to bring political influence, foreign Minister ARITA 

affirmed that he did not th.inV it bore any influence 

upon politics. The above mentioned two matters have 

nothing to do with the Japanese Germany negotiations 

regarding the strengthening of the anti-Comintern Pact 

and are no more than a part of entirely separate 

1. Ex. 589
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operations. Thev have nothing to do with any Count. |

In January 1?39 the counter-measure of the

Japanese Foreign Ninistfv nbout the Germany proposal
was presented ^or consideration by the *HIRANUMA Cabinet

and was sliphtlv altered. '’’ho Cabinet made this the

plan for replv, and it «as decided that a mission headed

by ITO would be sent to Europe with this reply. As was
1

acknowledged also bv the accused O^HIHa , this plan 
for rer.lv vas as shown in exhibit, 2él9.

The contents of the plan for rerlv were: 
CONFERENCE AND AID AGREE: ENT 
BE^VFEE^ JAPAN, ITALY AND GEH'ANY.
Acknowledging the fact that the friendly rela

tions between Japan, Italv and Germany have become still 

more intimate since th" cencius'en on 25 November 1936 

of the pact against the Comintern-international, and 

believing ^irwlv the fact that the international 

activities o* the Comintern-International would menace 

the peace of both Europe Asia, the governments of 

Japan, Ttalv and Gn^anv determined to strengthen, 

according to the spirit of the above-mentioned pact, 

the defense against the communistic destruction in Europe 

a"d Asia and. to protect the connon in^e^ests of the High 

Contracting Parties and made nn agreement as stated belov;: 

1. Ex. 3508 OhHII-îA1 s Affidavit; T. 34,002
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Article Cne. If one of the High Contracting 
Parties got into a difficultv owing to the attitude of 
either a power or several powers that does not or do not 
take oart in this agréeront, the High Contracting Partins 
will inmediatelv hold a conference about the common stop 
that, should be taken.

Article 'I’wo. If one of the High Contracting 
Parties wore threatened without provocation bv either 
a rov-’er or several powers that does not or do not take 
Dart in this agreement, the ether countries of the High 
Contracting Parties "»ill be undo? obligation to give 
Dolitical and economical support to the one that is 
being threatened ^n ord. r to get rid of the threat.

Article Three. If one the High Contracting 
Parties were made the object o* attack without provoca
tion, bv either a power or several power» that does not 
o'* do not t a k e  Dart in this agreement, the countries 
of the High Contracting Partie» will be under obligation 
to give support and aid. '’’he three High Contracting 
Parties, in such case, will immediately hold conference 
regarding the necessary steps for the fulfillment of the 
responsibili'tv.

Article Four. Th° test of this agreement is 
written in Japanese, Italian ned German.

This agreement will he carried out from the
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very dot'- of signing, and will be available ror flvo 
years. s

The *Hgh Contracting Parttos, tn n proper time / 7
befor^ the +-ormination of the above-mentioned period, 
’•/ill seek an understanding about the form future» 

cooperation. In order to testify the above-mentioned 

fact, the plenipotent taries who are invested v*ith full 

powers b'T each government have hereby signed and sealed,

THE PREhIDENT; We <-hink this has been read 

info the transcript. We do not want vou to road 

documents already in evidence. It is in evidence, of 

course.

HR. HAmTICEî v^s, sir. Resuming then at the 

following page, that is, at nage 16O --

THE PREhTDENrp: ’Veil, as you have written it,

some of the Judges ^'ould lii-e vou to road it, so read 

it. Home of the Judges prefer to read it, so read it.

HR. HATTICE: Yes, vonr Honor.

~.K..

Jif

—fciSnsi: i I

. *r y; s •;
4 » *; • ■ •• •
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MR. MATTICEs SIGNATURE PROTOCOL 

At the moment of proceeding to the signature 

of the Agreement concluded this day, each Plenipoten

tiary has agreed as follows:

' (a) With reference to articles II end III

of the Agreement; menace or attack against Manchukuo 

shall be regarded as menace or attack against Japan in 

the light of Paragraph 2 of the Protocol concluded 

between Japan and Manchukuo on September 15th, 1932.

(b) With reference to Paragraph 2 of 

Article IV of the Agreement, the Agreement shall 

remain in force until the situation necessitating 

support, assistance or aid enos, if support, assistance 

or aid based upon Article II to III is still continued 

at the expiration of the term.

SECRET ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL.

At the moment of proceeding to the signature 

of the Agreement concluded this day, the undersigned 

plenipotentiaries have agreed regarding the follow

ing.

(a) With reference to Articles II and III, 

authorized officials of the three High Contracting 

Parties shall deliberate, previously and as soon 

as possible after the Agreement is formed, as to the 

existence of every possibility of conflict and as to

■-A

1■ ■■ A*-. f
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the wsy and the scope, within which the High Contract

ing Parties give their mutual support, assistance, 

or aid according to the geographical conditions.

(b) High Contractinr Parties shall be 

obliged not to conclude an armistice or peace individu

ally in a war they jointly wage.

(c) In the case some of the obligations 

based upon treaties already concluded with third
1

powers are contrary to the provisions of this Agree

ment, High Contracting Parties shall not. be restrained 

by these obligations.

(d) The present Secret Additional Protocol 

shell not be published or transmitted to the third 

powers without High Contracting Parties' approval.

(e) The present Secret Additional Protocol 

shall remain in force for the same term as the 

Agreement and the Signature Protocol and they shall 

be three inseparable parts of a whole.

DOCUMENT NO. 4

Under instruction from the Japanese Govern

ment, I request you to acknowledge that, at present 

and in the near future, Janen will be able to ful

fill her obligation of supplying assistance, and aid 

which Japan consented in Article III of the Agreement, 

only in the limited scope so far as the military

V
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relation is concerned. Details of the military
assistance to be given in future according to the

circumstances shall be submitted to the deliberation1
provided in the Secret» Protocol.

That, nature of the craft in this negotiations, 

as its title shows, is consultation and assistance.
Its main object is to strengthen the united defense 

against the destructive operation of the Comintern; 

v/ith Soviet Russia as its chief object but not any 

ether third pt*wer*as its object. No intention of

world domination can be detected in any of its articles. 
It is very pacific and harmless. It is an agreement

for neutral consultation and assistance, involving 

no offensive intent. Repeated discissions in the 

HIRAKUiIa Cabinet resulted from a difference of views 

between Ja^an and Germany concerning the technical 

problem as to whether a document or n verbal under

standing be presented regardin'? Japan's reservation «
that in case the third powers (such as Britain or 

America) except Russia be regarded as the object, 

for supplying military assistance \vo> Id be in accord

ance only wita the circumstances, for instance when 

tne said country turned red, its enforcement and its 

degree woi Id be independently decided according to

(1) i_x. 2619 (Draft Agreement to Strengthen 
the Anti Communistic Treaty); Tr. 22,54-6)
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as £,n extension of the i.nti-Comiriunistic igrcement. In 

other woros, they resi 1ted from the fact thrt while 
J r p r n  desired r  documentrl reservation, Germany 

demanded to make it general, eliminating the limita

tion regarding third powers except Russia with an aim 

of the general end political success, though she was

fully aware that Jenen cô  Id not sup-ly military
1» 2, 3-

assistance under present circumstances.

The hlRANUüA Message of ;rey 5, 1939, frankly 

explaining Japan's standpoint, asked Germany to under

stand and to make concession.

IT/.Givi.I had .'lilî -ar’' iffairs Durer.u Chief 

iirtCHIJIRI request German concession to military 

Attache Ott. Howev r , Germany, understanding Japan's 

allegation that if Germany be attacked by third powers 

except Russia Japon could not offer any military 

assistance for her for a while anc may stand neutral, 

did not agree to making this secret understanding an 

exchange document. Viiile the negotiations remained 

in a. dead-lock, the Non-? gpressive Treaty between 

Germany and Russia was concluded on /ugust 22, conse

quently this negotiation ended. The later Tripartite

(1. Ex. 3316, ITüGAKI's /.ffidavit (o p . cit.)
2. Lx. 3301, Ya RAVAKI, Masstaka's Affidavit;

Tr. 30,103
3. Ex. 3308, OSHIHA's Affidavit; Tr. 34,C03)
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Pî et w? s concluded by the different responsible per

sons under en entirely distinct new condition end had 

no relation with this negotiation. This h£s already 
been proved by Foreign Minister ïIATSUOKA's attitude,

his expiration rt the Imperial Conference on September
27, 1940, end KONOYE's Memoirs concernine the Tri-

3
partite Pact.

ITiiGAKI's intentions regarding th< negoti

ation betwe-en Japan, Germany m e  Italy were for the 

purpose of rescuing the Japanese nation from death 

fron suffocation and ending chaos on the Chinese 

continent, to make Japan's relation with friendly 

powers closer with formal diplomatic negotiations 

within the scope which was ietherized by the diplomatic 

right of an independent, sovereign state in International 

Lav;, to raise Japan's intern? tionally isolated position, 

to take the chance of its causing the Chinese Govern

ment give up its nro-communistic and anti-Japanese 

policy, to cause the rowers supporting the Chirng 

regime to turn anti-co.jnunistic, to adopt the co

existence and co-prosperity doctrine; and, in the 

end, to bring the Chinese Incident to an immediate 

settlement, he firmly believed that considering

(1. Tr. 35,049
2. Tr. 6341
3. Tr. 24,291)

■KU
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Je p m ' s situation f.t tht t time, his intention m s  :
right ïnd above-board action from the standpoint of
of International lew. Particularly Veccuse the dr: ft
agreement was pacific ane harmless, end because the.
negotiition wrs discontinued before conclusion es
the result of Germany's betrayal. 'he find in these 
facts no evidence of rn intention to commit crimes
or of commission. The prosecution, availing itself
of exhibit Do. 2214, has adopted wii: t it styles
IT̂ .G.iKI' s declaration. Bu4- it ;;?« proved th-t this v/c s
the record of ARITiv's speech, not ITAGAM'i» or KOISO's
declaration. The prosecution, however, ::poc:rs to

1
forget th. t they so : greed. By the KIDO Diary
entry of August 4, 1939» the prosecution suggests thet

the army’s opinion on the Military Agreement caused
the thrert of ITAGi*KI's resignation from the War- 

2
Ministership. But, es the Diary itself hrs made it 
clear, they were but rumors, and nothing but groundless 
he: rs; ys.

(1. Defense Attornvy Brook's correction ft the 
opening of the KOISO Phase, October 31, 
1947, Tr. 32,200.

2. Lx. 2271, KIDO Di:ry, 24 Jr nu: ry 1947,
Tr. 16,237)
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It has been proved that the fact was that

I T a Ga K I  f a i t h f u l l y  f o l l c v r e d  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t ' s  a d o p t e d
(1)

policy, especially as he, sending the telegram about

May 1939» to the effect that he had no intention of

overthrowing the then cabinet, admonished military
(2)

attache to Germany, KAVVa B E ,  The prosecution has pro

duced the HAltADA-SAlOi"01 Memoirs as the lost resort 

to accuse falsely that, against the Emperor's desire 

to have only Russia as the object of the agreement 

in this negotiation, ITaGaKI, supporting consistently 

negotiations by 03HIMA and SHIKaTORI, screened both 

ambassadors' wayward conduct from the Emperor's censure, 

and struggled bitterly with tne power opposing the 

agreement with Germany ii the area inside Shanghaikwcn. 

However, the credibility of these memoirs is doubtful 

and such second and third degree hearsay does not con

tribute to a fair trial.
(3)The Ott telegram dated September 6, 1939 

shows that ITa GAKI worked hard to strengthen the rela
tions between Japan and Germany, but it definitely 

recognized that he failed to do so in consequence of 

the change in European situation. Ambassadors CSKIKa 
end SKIRaTORI fulfilled respectivly their duties by
(1) Ex. 3301, Ya MaWAKI's Affidavit, T, 30,106
(2) Ex. 3495, KaWABE's Affidavit, T. 23,770
(3) Ex. 2198, the Ott telegram, T. 15,744
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using their authority cs cmbcssrdors, qualified by 

international lav/ in conformity to Japan's national 

law, and they never acted violating the national law 

or against the ideal of international law.

In short, ITnGnKI's conduct in this negotia

tion of 1938-1939 was the faithful fulfillment of his 

official responsibility within the scope of the proper 

exercise of national rights, with no malice or bre-ch 

of responsibility. The content of this negotiations,” 

as repeatedly mentioned, involves nothing to be crit

icized from the international diplomatic viewpoint. 

Moreover, this negotiation ended before any agreement 

was concluded. Accordingly, Counts 5, 17, 23, 29 as 

to ITi.Gi.KI are not sustained.

IV. The Settlement of the Changkufeng and 

ilQRCjihnjL j.f fajX£.
The prosecution alleges in Counts 1, 4, 5, 17,

25, 26, 35, 36, 44, 51 ?ad 52, together with Appendix

ii, Section 8, Japan's aggression on the Soviet Union

and is prosecuting ITnG,.KI v/ith the charge of his

being concerned with all the counts mentioned above.

.ind in the phase of the Soviet Union beginning with
(1)

the opening statement and in its supplement, the prose

cutor first asserts th:t the conclusion of the

(1) Prosecutor Golunski's opening statement in the 
~ phasé" o? thé Soviet Union, Oct. b, 1946, T. 7,213
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Anti-Comintern Poet constituted, from a political

point of view, the crime of aggression and, secondly,

alleges the Changkufeng (Lake Khossan) Affair in 1938 ;

the Nomonhan (the Khalkin-Gol River) Affair in 1939,

and plots intended for military aggression against the

Soviet Union (the special maneuvers of the Kwantung

Army, etc.) in other years, os constituting aggression

from military viewpoint*

With the Anti-Comintern Pact concluded on

November 25, 1936, IT*»Gi.KI had no connection whatever.

As at that time he was in Manchuria as Chief of Staff
(1)

of the Kwentung Army he occupied no responsible posi

tion mencerning the decision of our national plan 

nor had authority of any sort with regard to the con

clusion of the pact.

And also in operating the plan of the special 

maneuvers the Kwantung Army made he was not a partici

pant. When the reinforcement of the Japanese military 

forces in Manchuria, lasting until October from July 

1941, was put into practice, he was in Korea (Seoul)
(2)

as Commander of the Japanese Army in Korea. The 

above-mentioned maneuvers were intended for reinforcing 

the Kwantung Army in order to meet the need of strength

ening warlike preparations against the Soviet Union,

(1) Ex. 110, ITüGiiKI* 1 s career. T, 716____________________
(2) Ex. 110, ITAGhKI* s~careor, T. 7l6
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and orders from the Japanese General Headquarters
being dispatched to the Commander of the Kwcntung ..rray,
the Commander of the Japanese Army in Korea had no
connection therewith and was not invested with any

(1)
degree of authority to interfere therein.

Let us take up the Changkufeng and the Nomon
hen affairs.

THE PRESIDE)-T: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereuoon, et 1045, a recess was 

taken until 1100, after which the proceed

ings wore resumed cs follow's:)

(1. tiX. 3576, TANAKA, Shinichi's Affidavit, 
ulcy 29, 1947; Tr. 23,329)
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THE PRESIDENT: We have decided not to sit on

Array Day, by a majority.

Mr. Mattice.

MR. MATTICE: Reading now page I69:

(A) The Changkufeng Incident.

The circumstances in which Japan was placed at 

the outbreak of the Changkufeng affair in July, 1933, 

was as follows: In consequence that she failed in

seizing the opportunity of settling the affair peace-/

fully due to the reason that the battle of Hsuchow by 

the victory of which the Japanese Supreme Command had 

expected to find the key to the solution of the China 

Incident fell short of attaining her object of operations 

and ended in missing a prize ready at hand owing to a 

vast gulf between her strength and that of China and the 

spaciousness of the battlefield, Japan was driven to such 

a plight as to be compelled to remove her forces for the 

preparations made necessary to venture the Hankow mili

tary operation in order that she might find out the way 

of making peace with riddance of an aggravated menace 

to which the armed forces of Japan were exposed because 

of the dispersed disposition of her small strength 

against the overwhelming odds China concentrated upon 

the front of Hankow and of a vociferous cry China dared 

to raise for thoroughgoing resistance to Japan. It was.

r ' ■

w-
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therefore, everything for Japan to maintain her relations ;

with the Soviet Union in quietude and tranquility. It

would be beyond reason that Japan under such conditions

dare to open hostilities with the Soviet Union, and it

must be the least possible thing, too. Japan was
(1)(2)

astonished at the outbreak of this affair.

Really this affair had its origin in a strife

about the position of the frontier caused by the

ambiguity of the treaty on the frontier line which was

not clear and about which some sort of strife was going
(3)(4)<5)

on. It was occasioned by the fact that on July

11, 1938, some forty Soviet soldiers trespassed upon the

territory of Manchukuo in the vicinity of Chanchi (a

place which belongs to the territory of Manchukuo and

even the Soviet Union so admits) ar.d occupying Changkuf c-r p
(6)(7)(8)

started the construction of positions. The

military police sent out by Japan and Manchuria were

shot at, one of them being killed while the rest were
(9)(10)

captured. (July 15)

((1) Ex. 3316, ITAGAKI's affidavit, 8 October 1947, T. 
30304. (2) Ex. 2622, JIASHIMOTO, Gun, affidavit, 20 May
1947, T. 22586. (3) Ex. 75^, the record of the confer
ence between SHIGEMITSU and Litvinov, T. 7760.
(4) Ex. 2626, the Peking Supplementary Treaty, 16 Nov. 
i860, T. 22696. (5) Ex. 2627, the protocol on the
eastern frontier of Hunchun, T. 22698. (6) Ex. 2622,
HASHIMOTO, Gun, affidavit, T. 22586. (7) Ex. 2628,
TANAKA, Ryukichi, affidavit, T. 2271. (8) Ex. 2633,
excerpts from Litvinov's diary, T. 22803. (0) Fx. 753 
(read) T. 22819. (10) Ex. 2642, MIURA, Waichi, affidavit,
T. 22899v)-------------------------------- ---------------------
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Foreign Minister UGAKI, on July 14, prior to 

dispatching telegraphic instructions'to Deputy Ambas

sador NISHI at the Soviet Union requiring the Soviet

forces to make its rapid withdrawal triad to settle the
(1)

affair by recoursing to diplomatic negotiations.

Deputy Ambassador NISHI visited Deputy Minister

of the Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union Storncniyakov

at noon on the following day, the 15th, and deliver'd
(2)0)

the demand to him.

Ambassador SHIGEMITSU protested also on July

20 over one week before the serious encounter of July
(4)

29th.

But at the actual place Soviet forces had re

inforced since July 20, and in the neighborhood of 

Manchuli, Suifen-ho and Hulin, they repeated transgres

sion upon the territory of Manchukuo by land and by air, 

and so the Japanese Government dispatched telegraphic
(5)

instructions to her Ambassador at the Soviet Union.

The Japanese Supreme Command regarded it as

a petty strife of which the frontier between the Soviet

Union and Manchukuo had hitherto frequêntly been the

scene, when it received the first news from the actual

place, but because, on the one hand, the Japanese Army

((1) Ex. 2647-A, the returns of the Foreign Office, T. 
22923. (2) May 2 3, 1947, T. 22923. (3) Ex. 753, excerpt 
from Litvinov’s diary, T. 7760. (4) Ex. 754 already 

~deferred toA (5) Ex. 2647~-A already referred tor)--------
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in Korea was not experienced in this sort of affair and 

on the other hand the »Supreme Command was most unwilling 

to its expansion which might be nrde by any chance just
t

at the time when preparations for the Wuchang -Hankow

operations were being attended to, it decided to lead

the Japanese Army in Korea to take a cautious attitude

and also fixed the princiole of settling the affair by

transferring it to formal diplomatic negotiations and to

the Army in Korea dispatchc-d a telegram to that effect.

At the same time the Supreme Command took the course of

offering through the Y.rar Ministry to the Foreign Office

that negotiations therewith should be opened. In

addition, the authorities instructed General NAKAMURA,

Kotaro, in that principle prior to start for his new

post as Commander of the Japanese Army in Korea, while,

once again, Major-General ILiSHIMOTO, Gun, the Chief in

the First Department of the General Staff has a talk

with the General about the foregoing when the former

saw the latter off at Haneda airdrome on the morning of
(1)

his departure.

ITAGAKI, as the War Minister, wholeheartedly 

observing the Government's principle of not expanding 

the affair and looking for a settlement which should be 

reached by means of diplomatic negotiations, strove for

((1) Fx. 2622, HASHIMOTO*s affidavit, T. 22587; lx. 3340, 
----- K-IDO'b affidavit, T. 30854 .)--------------------------
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settling rapidly and locally in complete agreement with
(1) !

the General Staff.

Foreign Minister UGAKI affirmed that ITAGAKI

was faithful in observing the Government's principle of

localizing the affair and aided the Government in
(2)

settling the affair rapidly and peacefully.
i

When, on July 21, ITAGAKI reported to his 

Majesty on matters under his jurisdiction concerning 

this affair, His Majesty asking him if his report was 

not somewhat different from that which Foreign Minister 

UGh KI submitted to the Throne, was pleased to postpone 

his decision until ITAGAKI could investigate. The 

prosecution intimated that ITAGAKI was severely •

reprimanded by His Majesty, when he reported that UGAKI

approved of employing force of arms against the Soviet j
_, *

Union and introduced to support it "the recollections of j
I

HARADA and SAIONJI." Not only is this hearsay, but !

Foreign Minister UGAKI attested that he had not heard of 
(3)

such a thing.

ITAGAKI himself knows this matter quite well. j

There was a discrepancy between the report which was j

( (1) Ex. 3316, ITAGAKI's affidavit, already referred toJ
(2) Ex. 2715, UGAKI, Kazushige, affidavit, T. 23870. ]
(3) Cross-examination upon UGAKI, January 10, 1947,

T. 23889.)
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submitted to the Emperor by UGAKI, the Foreign Minister,

and that of ITAGAKI, in respect to preparations of the

Army to meet the situation, wherein, if, by any chance,

the Soviet forces might cross the boundary, taking an

aggressive attitude in connection with the Changkufong

Incident. As the results of the investigation made by

Premier KONOYE, it became explicit that there had been

some misunderstanding on the part of Foreign Minister

UGAKI. Consequently, after Premier KONOYE presented an

explanation to the Throne, ITAGAKI was again granted an

audience by the Emperor and received the Imperial
(1)

sanction.

The Japanese High Command, in view of the slow

progress of the diplomatic negotiations, fearing the

unexpected enlargement of the conflict might ensue, both

sides facing each other on the spot, decided to recall

the troops which the Chosen Army dispatched for rein-
*

forcement of the boundary guard and to watch quietly

the development of the situation. Accordingly, such an
(2)

order was issued on July 26.

No sooner had the Japanese troops begun to 
(3)

withdraw than the Soviet troops penetrated into the 

territory of Manchuria at 9*30 a.m., July 29, crossing

Oct. 10, 194-7,((1) Direct Examination of ITAGAKI 
T. 30521 
T. 22588 

----- T v -227160

A .C U 1 1 J .1 1 C I  y l u l l  i  i i i i u m i J . ,  J L V ,

. (2) Ex. 2622, HASHIMOTO, Gun, affidavit,

. (3) Ex. 2628, TANAKA, Ryukichi, affidavil
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over the boundary line north of Changkufeng and south

of Shatsaofeng, which the Soviet Union alleged to have»
been fixed by agreement, and set about to build fortifia 

cations. Whereupon, the Japanese forces drove back 

these Soviet troops from there and then withdrew as far 

as the western hill in order to avoid any further 

clashes. The Soviet troops, having seen the weak 

attitude of the Japanese forces, attacked them under 

cover of tanks. Such being the state of things, the 

Japanese forces engaged in battle reluctantly for self-
C D

defense.

After that, Soviet troops, until the conclusion 

of the agreement, the highest peak of activities being 

August 2, using long range cannon, even using airplanes, 

bombed far into the interior regions of Korea. But, 

the Japanese troops took such method as to repel the 

enemy wherever they made assault, never transgressed the 

boundary line and sticking to the defense line. In the 

face of the daily increase of damages, especially after 

the request for permission to use airplanes by the 

Chosen Army had been turned down by the Central Author

ities, the Japanese Army, fighting an unfavorable

battle, waited patiently the outcome of the diplomatic
(2)(3)

negotiations.

((1) Ex. 2647-A as shown above. T. 22932. (2) Ex. 2647-A
----- as shown above-;— (-33 Fx— 2622 as shown abov<?D-------
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1
During this period formal diplomatic negoti

ations between SHIGEMITSU and Litvinov wore carried on

several times and finally the agreement of truce was
(1)

signed August 11. Thus the affair came to a settle

ment .

Such is the truth of the Changkufc-ng Incident

as testified by all positive evidence. Though the

prosecution witness Lieutenant Colonel Tereskin's
(2)

testimony can scarcely bo said to be substantially

important and relevant to this incident, for he only

took command of the battle of July 30 and 31 and soon

retired from the front line on account of an injury,

though he admitted that the Soviet troops had built
(3)

fortifications at Chan^oifcng on July 11.

The witness Chernopyatko's testimony was the
(4) (5)

same. Vartarmin's testimony was likewise the same.

Exhibit 753 is a report made by the Border 

Defense Bureau of the Soviet People's Home Corcmissariate 

on March 21, 1946. We call to the Court's attention 

that this report was not made at the time of the inci

dent but worked out quite recently in consideration of

((1) Ex. 2647-A as shown above.
(2) Direct Examination of Tereskin, October 5, 1946,

T. 7782.
(3) Cross-examination of Tereskin, October 15, 3946,

T. 7802.
(4) Ex. 755, October 15, 1946, T. 7809.
(5) Ex. 756, October 15, 1946, T. 7815.)
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this trial. It is clear that this Changkufeng Incident

was not instigated by Japan with aggressive intentions,

but the fact was just the reverse. Japan endeavored to

settle the incident by means of diplomatic negotiations,
»

at the same time tried earnestly to prevent its enlarge

ment, localizing it on the spot at the expense of great 

damages and sacrifice. ITAGAKI faithfully followed the 

aforesaid policy of the Japanese Government and tried 

his best to settle it. It is, therefore, emphasized 

that this case shall not be taken up in the Indictment, 

therefore, the alleged Counts of 17, 25, 35, 44, and 52 
are groundless.
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(B) The Nomonhan Incident.

Like the Chankufeng Incident, this incident

wes one arising from an inaccuracy of the boundary line

between countries. Japan, at that time being absorbed

in solving the China Incident, she wanted nothing but

peace with the Soviet Union. Consequently, Japan,

maintaining a passive attitude against the Soviet

Union all the time and sustaining great damage and

disadvatnage, fought the defensive battle against the

challenge of the Soviet Union, as an independent state,

as v/ell as on the ground of common defense of Japan

and Manchukuo, Besides, this incident was settled

September 13, 1939, by the regular diplomatic

negotiations and handed over to the Common Committee

of both countries, which finally fixed the boundary

line after two years study. Thus, the whole matter

came to a close. ITAGAKI, the then War Minister,

consulting with the Supreme Command and obtaining

the consent of the Cabinet, endeavored to settle

the incident as quickly as possible maintaining

the Kv/antung Army's policy of localization on defense
(1)

line.

It seems that the prosecution assumed that 

the Kwantung Army had already in mind this military

(1) Ex. 3316, ITAGAKI's affidavit, October 8,194-7;
----- T. 30,31s.-----------— ----- ’----------- ----- !----
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operation three years before the happening of this

incident, end that the objective of such operation

had been to cut the mein line of the Siberian Railway

so that the Far East might be kept out of the Soviet

Union, referring to Ex. 76l-A, in which ITAGAKI was

quoted as having told ARIÎA to that effect on March

28,1936. That is really an incomprehensible assertion.

As the map will clearly show, the region where this

incident occurred is a 1 emote prairie pasture along

the Harhigol River. It may be of some worth to the

natives, but it is beyond our comprehension how the

securing of this region had any bearing on the cutting

of the main line of the Siberian Railway.

Referring to the- interrogation of the

accused HIRANUMA, dated April 24,1946, the prosecution

assumed that ITAGAKI had again stated his views thr-t *

the combat should have been continued against Premier
(1)

HIRANUMA*s intentions. Nevertheless, the President

of this Tribunal ruled, sustained by a majority of

the Members, that the interrogation of one of the

accused may be used favorably or unfavorably in

respect to that accused only. But, that as to others,
(2)

it may not be considered, Furthermore, when

(1) Ex. 768-A, Interrogation of HIRANUMA, T. 7853-6.
(2) June 17, 1948; T. 24,572.
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Mr. Tavenner made a proposal on August 13,194-7, 

thpt the foregoing rule be changed, the President 

again ruled that an accused statement, made after the 

warfs end, in an interrogation, may only be admitted 
against him who made it. In pointing out the fore

going fact v/e conclude that the statement of the 

prosecution is supported by no proper evidence. In 

addition, the prosecution produced exhibit 274- and 

assumed that the Japanese and Mongolian Armies had 

been strengthened and expanded at the same time.

This exhibit made clear the basic principles of 

establishing the Mongolian Arny and shov/s the 

fundamental principles of training and administrating 

the Mongolian Army, thus making it alert and able 

to fulfill its duty or defense of its country,

We cannot see that there exists any relation 

between this exhibit and the matter dealt with. 

Besides, ITAGAKI had no connection v/ith it.

In the first place the Nomohan Incident 

was only one instance of those frontier disputes 

which were apt to happen concerning obscure boundaries 

everywhere in the world. The fact that the greater 

part of the evidences offered to this Court regarding 

(3) T. 25,662

i
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this matter, were maps of the region

clearly show the nature of the disputes. Moreover,

the responsibilities of the incident were evidently

on the side of the Outer Mongolin for it v/gs the Outer
»

Mongolian Array which crossed the River Halhar 0»

May 12, 1939, which wes believed to be the Mrnchurinn 

rnd Mongolian boundary and attacked the Manchurian 

Array. The Kwantung Array as a matter of duty dispatched 

twice a samll branch force to expel the invading 

army but as soon as its task had been accomplished, 

the detached force returned every time to their 

originel station, taking every precaution to prevent 

13 ! further enlargement. At first the matter i t s  left 

entirely to t! e hand of the*Kv/antung Army, but on 

May 31, in the General Staff Office, v/as decided 

the policy to localize it, keeping an eye on the 

development of the incident.

From June 15 on, however, considerable 

numbers of the Outer Mongolian Army, equipped with 

guns and tanks, invaded, and Russian airplanes came to 

bomb. Thus their attacks gradually became intense.

As it was a definite policy of the Supreme Commend 

24 j not to mel-a air operation in the conflict the Kwantung

(1) Ex. 2650, YANO’s affidavit, May 26,1947: T. 22,994.
(2) Ex. 2655, TAKUSHIRO, Hattorifs affidavit, May 26, 

1947; T. 23,014.

\
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Army had to suffer serious damages, rnd was forced, 

finally, to reciprocate. On August 30, the Vice- 

Chief of the General Staff, NAKAJIMA, brought the 

order to the Kwantung Army not to enlarge the operation 

in the area of Nomonhan, but to bring it to a close 

as speedily ns possible. And, on the 3rd of September, 

the Vice-Chief of the General Staff, was again dispatched 

to Hsinking to hand over the order to the Commander 

of the Kwantung Army. The contents of the order was 

that "the Imperial Headquarters is intending settle

ment of the incident and offensive operations should 

cease." For the purpose of implementing the order,

UEDA, the Commander of the Kwantung Army was relieved 

of his post. He found himself in a very difficult 

position, to have to stop the operational movements 

of the fr'vrison which had already been on the move

and a now commander was appointed who was expected
(1)

to carry out the order.

On the other hand the diplomatic negotiation

was carried out in Moscow between TOGO and Molotov

and on September 16, an agreement of truce was signed
(1) (2)

and the hostilities ended.

(1) Ex. 2*22, HASHIMOTO, Gun’s affidavit, May 22,
1947; T, 22 595*

(1) Ex. 2659, o k ,  Seburo’s affidavit, May 27,1947;
Tr 23.O9Ö.

(2) Ex, 2661-A, Nomonhan Agreement of Truce; T. 23,142.
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As stated, just like the Chc.ngkufeng Incident, 

it was not the Japanese that opened fire v'ith the 

intention of aggression, but it was that the Outer 

Mongolian Army (and the Russian Army joined later), 

crossed the boundary and initiated the offensive 

attack. Japan, under the heavy burden of settling 

the China Incident, sincerely wished the peace of the 

northern area, was bent on quick solution of the 

matter, localizing it, avoiding its further development. 

Thus, she intended the voluntary settlement, even 

at the expense of great sacrifices. It is endorsed 

by the fact that the damages sustained by the Kwantung 

Army were far greater than those sustained by their 

opponents. V/e wish to cpll the attention of the 

Court to the fact that ns the result of the formal 

diplomat;r -.»egotiation between the tv/o countries, the 

agreement was reached and settlement of the boundary 

was realized by the work of the joint committee 

extending through two years. And, thus this matter 

was f-’it accompli. This matter should have been omitted 

from the Indictment and, accordingly, the Counts 

against ITAGAKI, numbers 17,26,36,51, and 52, have not 

been sustained,

At this point, if the Tribunal please, Mr. 

SASÂGAV/A will read.
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THE PRESIDENT! Mr. SASAGAFA.

MR. SASAGAVYAi CHAPTER III

ITAGAKI as Chief of Stoff in China.

ITAGAKI wps in on easy position after the

collapse of the HIRANUiiA Cabinet* But as soon ss the

General Headquarters of the dispatched Army to China

had been organized, he went to Nanking, being ordered

to become the Chief of Staff, under the Commander in

Chief, NISHIO, and he held this post until July , 1941.

During this period he tried in every way to bring

about promptly the all-rounded peace between Japan

and China, which, though it was his ardent desire,

he had not been able to realize during his tenure of
office ps War Minister. He now devoted his energy

to it, according to the changing circumstances on 
(1)

the spot. During the period of his said office,

the military movements were limited to supplementary

operations for the purpose of enforcing the blockade

of the replenishing route to Chungking, and he was

chiefly engaged in maintaining the occupied area.

Public security and peace were his chief concerns.

The cooperation with the Wang Regime was wholly left

in the hands of the Ambassador ABE. It was an earnest

desire of the Army that the Nanking Government would

(1)--Ex. 3316, ITAGAKI1s affidavit, October 8, 1947: 
-----r .-jojifc— ----------------- 1----------- !------~—
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finally join the Chungking Regime, though the Army

supportée the Wang Peace and Salvation movement. This

is made evident by the fact that in 1940, supporting

most earnestly the peace negotiation with Chiang

Kai-shek through the mediation of Sung Tzu-liang,

the younger brother of Sung Tzu-chieh, ITAGAKI tried
C 2) (3)

to have an interview/ with Chiang Kai-shek in Changsha.

(2) Ex. 3316, ITAG/KI's affidavit, (ns shown above).(3) Ex. 3305j OKADA, Yoshimasars affidavit, October 6, 1947; T. 30,151.
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• Also it wos oroved by the f'ct that ho isod

* endeavored. to obt'in the mediation of tho Presidon
1 .

of tho Uni to,1. States, with tho ho lp of Dr. £ tuard, 

President of Peiping University.

v?o wish to call attention to tho fact that

it was orovod that a troop of tho South China oxpo

tionary forces, s-nt to North Indo-China une or an 

ore'er of tho Imperial Headquarters, dated July 5, 

19‘-0, had been undor direct command of tho Imperial 

Headquarters, completely savored from the China 

Expeditionary forces to which ITAGAKI belonged and

consequently ho had nothing to do with that troop
2. 3.*

movement into North InSo-China?

The' -prosecution merely said that when the 

China Expeditionary Forces headquarters was organized, 

ITAGAKI was appointed its Chief of Staff end ho kept j 

on carrying out his former plan -von after his appoint

ment. But they did not cite concretely c.ny offenses

committed by him.
The. iÄxLxnil _selIlL̂ liber

1945. when. JT.4Q.-Ä was Commando^ÀQ.J3hiiiC . 1 Ä  
Korean.MFIW..fib-1. of, thp_.7.th Area. Army.

1 .
2.
3 .

Ex. 3316, ITAG.XI's affida 
Ex. 3316, ("s shown above) 
Ex. 3306-À, Sir 13A 's offid

vit, T. 30319. 

a.vit, T. 30157
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1. In the nrgunont concerning the accused 

ITAGAKI, the -prosecution "ssertod in paragraph 55, 

that count 1 was substantiated by paragraphs 1-54, 

which noant the whole of its sunnntion. Vfe do not 

sou any necessity of nttenpting to answer such a 

vague and onnibus assertion. They "Iso said that 

counts ?9 to 34 were subs ton tinted by paragraphs 

53 and 54. These two paragraphs discuss natters 

concoming ITAGAKI after his appointment ns the 

Conr.nnder in Chief of the- Korean A m y  in 1941.

In reference to count 1 the prosecution

sc ill:
"In that position he Seemed to bo loss 

active*, but judging fron his opinions, ideas and 

schonings in the past, he wns certainly not free 

fron the responsibility for the outbroal: of the 

Pacific VA'.r, which in every respect wns an outconu 

of the overall conspiracy in which ITAGAKI had played 

a r.ost active part."

But whore are his opinions, ideas, and 

schonings, which prove his participation in any con

spiracy which brought about the outbreak of the 

Pacific v,cr? Kis participation in such overfall 

conspiracy has not been shown. On the contrary, wo 

have established nnny instances of his efforts to____
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bring about po^ce in the Orient.

2. Next tho prosecution asserted that 

counts 29 to 34 (waging wa r against the Unit of. States, 

tho Philippines, tho British Cor.inonwoalth, tho 

Netherlands, Franco and Thailand) wero substantiated 

by tho said two paragraphs. However, thoro is 

nothing state? in thoso paragraphs which shows the 

guilt of ITAGAKI as a wager of war of aggression 

against thoso countries. Do they noan to say that, 

sinply bocauso tho Pacific War broke out while ho

was Connanclor in Chief of the Korean Arny? ITAGAKI

testified that tho Korean Arny was on a p,.ace-tine
1 .

footing until February 1945. Apart fron this 

fact of his being tho Connander of tho Korean Amy, 

th„ro is no evidence sustaining those charges. Wo, 

therefore, say that ITAGAKI is not guilty of tho 

charges in counts 29 to 34.

3. Ihxtf the prosecution says that counts

4 5 to 47 were substantiated by paragraphs 53 and 54. 

Counts 45 to 47 related to an attack on Nanking 

(12 Docenbor 1937), on Canton (21 October 1938), and 

on Hankow (27 October 1938), respectively, and ha.vo 

nothing to do with the period covered by paragraphs 

53 and 54 of their sunnation.

1. T. 30321.
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bring about pe-'ce in the Orient,

2. Next the prosecution asserted that 

counts 29 to 34 (waging war against the United Stetes, 

thu Philippines, the British Connonwenlth, the 

Netherlands, Prance ant! Thailand.) were substantiated 

by the said two paragraphs. However, there is 

nothing state.’ in those paragraphs which shows the 

guilt of ITAGAKI as a wager of war of aggression 

against those countries. Do they nean to say that,

simply because the Pacific War broke out while he

was Connander in Chief of the Korean Amy ?  ITAGAKI

testified that the Korean A m y  was on a pv.ace-tine
1.

footing until February 1945. Apart fron this 

fact of his being the Connandor of the Korean Amy ,  

thvTe is no evidence sustaining these charges. Wo, 

therefore, say that ITAGAKI is not guilty of the

charges in counts 29 to 34.
3 . Next, the prosecution says that counts 

^  to 47 were substantiated by paragraphs 53 and 54. 

Counts 45 to 47 related to an attack on Nanking

(12 December 1937), on C-nton (21 October 1938), and 

on Hankow (27 October 1938), respectively, and have 

nothing to do with the period covered by paragraphs 

53 and 54 of their sunnation*

1 * T. 30321.___________________________ _________________
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4. They do not charge ITAGAKI under 

count 54 one! count 55 for the period of the Pacific 

War, but refer to evidence concerning conventional 

war crincsandcrir.es against peace in their general 

and individual surination for this period. The prose

cution says that by the general surmation they do not 

propose to link the individual accused with the con- 

nission of or other responsibility but wo feel it is 

necessary to deal in detail with all evidence referred 

to by the prosecution, and. by both their and the 

defense evidence we shall na.ko it clear that ITAGAKI 

has not cornittod, in law or in fact, any of the 

crimes charged in counts 54 and 55.
5. The defendant General ITAGAKI was the 

Commander in C’.:.iof of the Korean Army for the period 

of 1942 and April 1945. The prosocution said, in the 

paragraph J-14 of their general summation on POW, 

that some-POW*s were punished by the POW Camp Com

mander for informing untruthfully to the representa

tive of the International Red Cross in 1943. They 

expressed their regret to the Red Cross representative 

in 1944 for not thanking the Camp Commander in the 

previous year. That they did this because they feared 

reprisal if they did not express their gratitude.

Are we to believe that officers of Groat Britain would
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< s

stoon so low as to express gratitude on behelf of 

several hundred compatriots to r. third person, if not 

true, feering thr.t they night be punished by a few 

deys’ confinement if they did not?

There is no evidence to show what would 

hove happened to then if they did not express their 

gratitude to the Red Cross representative. V/e can 

therefore assume with stronger conviction that these 

non felt really thanl:ful for the treatment of the 

commander that their gratitude did come out of their 

hearts.
1.

The witness IRARA and the reports of the

representative of the Red Cross stated clearly the

actual conditions of the various camps in Korea and,

beyond doubt, they were better than any other camps.

Five months have elapsed since this evidence was

introduced and the prosecution has producod only one
3.

exhibit in rebuttal, which was an affidavit of a 

soldier who claimed to hnow all important events 

which happened in the POV' camps in Korea. The gist of 

the affidavit was that he heard that the list of 

complaints compiled by the prisoners was not received

1. Ex. 3307, T. 30163.
2. Ex. 3308, 3309, 33IO.
3. Ex. 3844, T. 38I67.
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1
by the representative.

Hot c. word. was uttered. to show what they 

suffered. fron one! what their cor.pl' ints were about,

V’o subr.it that their cor.pl-ints rust have boon Very 

unreasonable ones.

6. In paragraph J-21 the prosecution 
»

referred to evidence showing that the POr.f and civilian 

intornues suffered a groat deal owing to the lack 

of food and r.edicine in Singapore, Java, Suna.tra,

Borneo and other places under th>. jurisdiction of 

the 7th Area. A m y .

ITA.GAKI was Gönnender in Chief of the 7th 

Area A m y  fron 21st of April 194-5 to the end of war.

We shall argue fully later on th^ fact that 

the 7th Area A m y  had only lirited direct power over 

prisoners of war in the Singapore A.rea.. But hero wo 

say that TTAOAKI had control of P0\7*s only in the 

Singapore area so v;e refrain fron dealing with exhibits 

regarding Java, Sumatra and Borneo.J I
These areas, however, wore suffering terribly j

I1
from the difficulty of communication and of obtaining 

foodstuffs and. medicines for tile use of the soldiers 

and natives owing to the continued, attack by the Allied 

Forces from sea and air on the Japanese communication 

lines. 11_JLs quite understandable that those in_______ J
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authority preserved th.. stock of th..,Se necessaries 
ns ruch r.s -'ossible since they did not know how long 
this state of siugc would continue.

v'ith regard to the exhibits ref er reel to by 

the prosecution concerning the Singapore area, the 

rost of then concern puriods prior to Hay 1945. If 

va. lir.it then to the period later than April 1945 we 

fine’ th,;re are nothing but coml-ints of shortage of 

suoply of foot’ r."d nodical care. Tivru uns no evi'enco 

of naltruntnert or atrocities. The prosecution 

recused tie def..néant about the fact that ruch foot! 

anti r-udicine were kept in stoch together with what 
the Japanese . rny obtainetl fron the British Arny.

But self-preServ~tion is the law of nature. The 

Japanese Arny did not Imow how long the war would 

last and they could not know when the state of siege 

would be lifted. They could neither tell how soon 

food and other necessaries would roach then even if 

the tide of war changed. Under such circunstances 

it was natural and necessary for those who were 

responsible to sustain the lives of hundreds of 

thousands including the prisoners of war, to conserve 

the supply by rinirizing the consunption to tho utnost, 

which of course lowered tie living conditions.

This w s  based on the law of nature which is
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superior oven to the international conventions.

It was clear fror, the testimony of the witnesses
1.

HAZB.YAI1A, A Yd. B E , and SAITO that the retiens of

food. and other things to the POV’s were* si mi 1er to

the Japanese soldiers.

In fr.ct it is in „vidonce thr.t ITAGAKI 0.id

increo.se the ration of food to the prisoners of wer

to the some level os tĥ . Jc.rr.nose soldiers, even

under the most strained conditions.

7. In paragraphs J-122 VII end J-122-A-11,

the prosecution cher Red the defendant v,ith o. breech

of the Ho.ruo end Geneve Conventions by referring to

the report nc.de in the nc.no of IT dG All I to TOJO regc.rd-
2 •

ing the régule tic ns of the P0vr Camps in Korea end 

quoted the passage that the prisoners vmuld bo used 

for industrial development end military labor. But 

tli-y failed to show any e vidence of the Korean Army 

actually using the POv,s for labor directly connected ' 

vith operation.
The prosecution also referred to the portion 

where the report s. ys that ECO and above should beI
guided to work voluntarily, and assumed that it

1. Ex. 3311, 3312, 3313; T. 30198, 30210, 30221, and 
30231.

2. Ex. 1976.
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n.-C.nt to make ratters so bad that they would eventually 

work voluntarily. This is such a twisting r.ssunption 

that it is not worth arguing on our port. They also 

referred the passego about labor for air field. But 

there seens to bo no evidence of actual use of the 

P0Vfs in the r.ir field. No evidence was produced to 

prove such fact.

The prosecution have collected a vast anount 

of evidence about actual atrocities committed by the 

J pan.so A m y  fror, all over th>~ areas which wore under 

their control. But with regards to Korea they only 

produced documents which were made in the name of 

ITAG/KI by his staff officers, and picked up sentences 

here and there which appeared to be in breach of 

conventions. These sentences ray appear to be in 

breach, but where are the facts of breach? No evidence 

of any facts of breach of conventions were proved in 

this court.

8. In the paragraph J-123-Ü, the prosecu

tion referred to the telegram Sent fron the Chief of
1.

Staff of the Korean A m y  to the Vice-Minister of vrar,

the report sent to the Vfcr Minister T0J0 in the name
2.

of ITAGAKI, and the report on the reaction of the
1. Ex. 1973.
2. Ditto.
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general public to the internment of Eritish prisoners 

of war in Korea issued in the name of the Chief of 

Staff IHÄRA to the Vico-ïünister of War KIIJJRA as 

evidence of breach of conventions which prohibit 

putting prisoners of war to insult or to the curiosity 

of the public. The prosecution was again relying on 

documents issued by tlx Japanese Army containing 

sore language which if carried out nay have produced 

insult or nut the POV/'s to public curiosity, but 

ITAGAICI neither caused it nor had any knowledge of 

it.
But the defense would like to know where

are the facts of such insult or public ridicule in

evidence»? The prosecution asserted, without any

proof, that the P0Vr,s were paraded in Fusan, Seoul,

and Jinsen. The POW had to bo transported, to these

places and it was unavoidable to be seen by the

public and to rouse the public curiosity. But there

is no evidence of insult upon POW's or proof of public

ridicule. The witness IHARd, who w~s the responsible
1.

person for sending that report, testified that 

report had no connection whatever with the ro»port of 

his predecessor or with that which was sent in the 

1. Ex. 3307.
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--------------------------- 3 _----------------------------------
nrno of ITAG;j:I r.nf. th-t it ur.s r
roßulr.r reports fron ^unf.nrrvrios, ?
s étions of various nlr.ces, strtion
-:m’ connissoricts c.nc' others. It
custoi’r.ry r^p'-rts présentée1 2 3 to tlv- '

its imornr.tif n, e.nr thr.t it \r s of
2.

t-.nco, nnt! it C.iC not require the 
porusrl or thr.t ho hr.tl to look into

cor’.pi lot ion of 

’ilitr.ry offrirs 

horOqucrters 

'.s one of the 

V.r ministry for 

s^cont’.r.ry inpor- 

conx'rnc’.r.nt1 s
3.

thr.t lr.ter on.

1. T. 30169.
2. T. 30162.
3. T. 3OI7 3.
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ThewIthess IHÄKA also testified that depending

on the personal character of the staff officer and on
the contents of the decisions there were cases when the
Chief of Staff arrived at decision independently and
documents were issued under the name of the commander
without his knowledge and without being reported to him

1
later on.

The defendant ITAGAKI testified in his affi-
2

davit that regarding the telegrams and reports con

tained in the exhibit No. 1973 he heard later from the 

then Chief of Staff, Major General TAKAHASHI, that the 
sending of the Allied prisoners to Korea emanated from

the Chief of the POW Information Bureau and that ITAGAKI
3

himself had never seen these documents before. We
submit therefore that all these documents which the
prosecution referreo to were composed and sent out by
tne Chief of Staff of the Korean Army and ITAGAKI did
not know anything about them.

9* In the paragraph J-124-iii the matter of
parole was mentioned but there was no evidence of com-

«
pulsion in Korea.

10, Further in paragraphs J-21 and 154 the
4

prosecution refers to exhibit 1514-A. This is an

1. Tr. 30,165.
2. Ex. 3316.

3. Tr. 30,321.
4. Tr. 12,927.

-P
L j l _

k
. '>■
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affidavit of an internee at Outram Road prison in

Singapore, and for the period after April 1945 it spoke

of the poor condition of food supply and about unlawful

execution of some Allied airmen who were taken out of

the prison. In this connection the defense witness

UESUGI explained in detail, and said that the unlawful

execution was done by some officers of the 3d Air Corps,

and that the Commander of the 7th Army, ITAGAKI, had
• 1

no power over the Air Corps. Thus ITAGAKI had no 

responsibility and in fact no evidence was produced to 

show that he had any knowledge of or acquiesced in 

this.

11. Next the prosecution argued in paragraph 

HH-53 of the individual summation against ITAGAKI, that 

although he became inactive after being appointed as 

the Commander-in-Chief of the Korean Army he must be 

presumably responsible for the Pacific War from what 

his opinions and ideas were previously, and went on 

to say that it was sinister that ITAGAKA should ask 

for 1,000 British POWs to Korea. This was mere ground

less suspicion. We have already argued ITAGAKI's 

innocence on this matter.

The prosecution referred to exhibit No. 1973-4 

and 1976 as evidence of atrocities committed in Korea*

1. Ex. 3314; Tr. 30,240.
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They were policies suggested bv some staff officer or
officers as already explained. They were not proofs

of any atrocities actually committed. The facts were

just the contrary. The witness IHARA testified in

his affidavit that ITAGAKI took great care to see the
1

POWs would receive comfort and fair treatment. This

fact was very strongly supported by the reports of the

representatives of the International Red Cross who

visited tne various camps in Korea while ITAGAKI was 
2

the commander. The Red Cross representatives had 

visited the camps every year and had interviews with 

the P07s. Their impression was always good.

The civilian internees and POWs were given 

suitable quarters at the most healthy spots in Korea 

and were segregated from the curious public eyes.

They were supplied with as much clothing as the 

Japanese Army could supply. The heating and bathing 

devices were complete in every quarter. They were 

allowed to have exercise and amusements besides vege

table gardens and domestic animals. The authorities 

were planning to install radio sets too. Especially 

in the matter of food the racial customs were taken 

into consideration. Bread and meat were supplied in

1. Tr. 30.163.
2. 3x. 33O8, 3309, 3310; Tr. 30,174.
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î
addition to the staple food. The food was given to

them in raw material so that FOWs might be able to
1

cook them according to their own likings. The fact 

that these things were carried out in the POW camps there 

showed that ITAGAKX cared for justice and humanity.

We submit that the treatment of POWs and 

civilian internees in Korea was exemplary.

12. In paragraph HH-54 the prosecution 

challenged the defense evidence by '•overwhelming weight 

of contrary evidence." But when one looks into those 

proofs which the prosecution referred to, one finds at 

once that the majority of them are matters which 

occurred prior to May 1945, and only one event hap

pened in Singapore while ITAGAKI was stationed there

as Commander-In-Chief of the 7th Area Army from the 

end of April 1945 to the time of surrender. We think 

it is unnecessary to deal with them one by one but we 

shall do so for the convenience of the Tribunal.

13. Before dealing with the prosecution’s 

proof, in order to argue thé responsibility of ITAGAKI 

with regard to the atrocities committed by the Japanese 

soldiers in Sumatra, Andaman, Nicobar, Java, and Borneo, 

which were under the jurisdiction of the 7th Area 

Army, we feel it necessary to clarify the relations

JU.- Ex. 3307; Tr. 30,160, 30,164.__________________________
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between the Southern Army Command, the r/th Area Army
and the commanders of local armies in regard to the PÖ.V
camps and military administration in these areas*

The prosecution's own witness Colonel Wild
testified in this court that the commander of the POW
camps in southern areas controlled the prisoners under
the instructions of Tokyo and liaised with the local
army command regarding labor and in the matters of
defense. With regard to the treatment of POWs and
supply of labor the chief of POW camps had abosolute 

1
power. He mentioned that instructions came from Tokyo.
But he was speaking of the time when Général FUKUE 

/
. was the chief of the POW camps in Malaya. Later the'

*

instructions came from the Commander-in-Chief of the
Southern Army which fact was proved by other witnesses.

In another prosecution exhibit 1681-A, the
affidavit of Colonel NAKATA, who was the- chief of
POW camps in Java up to the end of the war, the colonel
stated the Commander-in-Chief of the Southern Army,
Count TERAUCHI, was his direct superior. He received 

/
his instructions direct through the headquarters of
the commander of the army in Java, He further added
that the prisoners of war and other internees were

2
directly under his control. /
1. Tr. 5389, 5391.

-2-,— B*. 1681-A ; Tr. 13,486._______________________________

I***?«.?
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The defense witness FIMA testified in cross-

examination that the commander of an army mentioned in

the Article 3 of the Ordinance of Prisoner of War

Camps of December 23, 194-1, should be interpreted to

be the Commander of the Southern Army in case overseas
1

POW camps were considered.

The defendant TOJO testified along the same

line in : eply to the questions put by the Tribunal.

He further testified that the Commander-in-Chief of

the Southern Army was vested with the responsibility

for the military administration of the occupied areas

and local commanders —  not the area commander —  were
2

given the authority for the military administration.
3

The defense witnesses HAZEYAMA and SAITO, who was
4

the chief of the POV/ camps in Malaya, also testified
t

in the same way.’

In other words., the responsibility for the 

treatment of the prisoners of war and civil internees 

was with the chiefs of POW camps in various areas.

The military administration was vested in the local 

army commanders, both being under the over-all super

vision of the Commander-in-Chief of the Southern Army.

1. Tr. 28,733.
2. Tr. 36,804-5.
3. Ex. 3311; Tr. 30,197.
4. Ex. 3313; Tr. 30,230.

\
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1
Thus it is clear that 7th Area Army Commander ITAGAKI, 

who directly controlled the Singapore area, had no 

responsibility for the treatment of POWs, civilian 

internees or for the military administration in other 

areas.

14. We now take up the evidence referred to

by the prosecution based upon the above distinction.

Exhibit No. 1614 dealt with atrocities committed

in Andaman islands. These islands were under £he

operational jurisdiction of the 29th Army, but the local

administration was vested with the naval detachment

stationed there, as was testified by the witness 
1

UYESUGI.

Exhibits 1617-1622 referred to matters which 

occurred in Nicobar islands. The control of these 

islands was same as Andaman islands. F asides the com

munication between these islands and Singapore area

was entirely cut off since 1945, as was proved by the
2

witness VESUGI.

Exhibits 1655 and 1658 referred to the atro

cities committed in Borneo area. The army in control 

of tnis area was the 37th Army. The reported atrocities 

were all committed prior to May 1945»

1. Ex. 3314; Tr. 30,241-2.
2. Tr. 30,243.

t
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Exhibits 1668-75 referred to killing and death 

by starvation of prisoners of war in the march from 

Sandakan to Renau in Borneo. The witness TAKAYAMA, 

who was a staff officer of the 37th Army, testified 

in this .court that the march was ordered by the com

mandant of the 37th Army following the order from the

Commander-in-Chief of the Southern Army. The 7th Area
1

Army had no connection with the order at all. Further

more, TAKAYAMA testified that the sea and air cemmuni- 

cation had been completely severed, and the wireless

communication with Singapore was limited to very short
2

space of time every day.

Exhibit 1686 also dealt with matters which 

happened in Borneo. The time of occurrence was prior 

to April 1945.

Exhibits 1691, 1712, 1720-22, 1758-9 dealt 

with atrocities and shortage of supply of food and 

medical stuff to the POWs and civil internees in Java* 

The area was controlled by the 16th Army and the 

Commander-in-Chiof was General HARADA*

Exhibits 1769, 1778, Tr. 13,471, 13,573, and 
13,756, dealt with atrocities and shortage of supply 

of foodstuff in Sumatra area. In this area there was

1. Ex. 3315; Tr. 30,247.
2. Tr. 30,250.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal mot, pursuant to recoss, at 133°»

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed*

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. SASAGAWA.• 1
MR. SASAGAWA: 1?. Transcript 5418-9 was

the testimony of Colonel Wild where he said that 

POWs were employed on constructing defense works.

But the Colonel did not work himself. He must have 

heard it from others as to on what kind of work the 

prisoners were employed. The witness HAZEYAMA and 

AYABE testified that the POWs were employed in con

structing air raid shelters but they were not put to 

work on anything directly connected with operation.^*

The witness SAITO who had the greatest concern 

with the 'treatment of prisoners of war as the Chief 

of POW Camps, also testified that they were not 

employed in such works * and that he had never been 

questioned in the matter of treatment of prisoners,

either military or civilians.
 ̂ »

In this connection we should like to point 

out that Colonel Wild testified that the Chief of

1. Tr. 30198, 30208, 30221-2.
2. Tr. 30231.

I
■ >•** *

\



POW Camps, General SAITO, had a very strong power 

over the treatment of POWs, that the British officers
t

were consulted before any decision of supply of 

labor, and that "no orle could be taken out of the 

camp without the POW Administration’s permission.”"*’* 

After thus perusing the evidence which the 

prosecution referred to, it becomes clear that no 

conventional or war crimes were committed in the 

area which was under the direct control of defendant 

ITAGAKI.

Colonel Wild was an expert on war crimes

committed in the South Seas and was able to pin the

responsibility of these breaches on any defendant who

deserved it. He knew ITAGAKI was the 7th Area Army

Commander and testified that he had the pleasure of

attending the ceremony when the formal surrender was
2.

made by ITAGAKI on behalf of Count TERAUCHI. He 

testified in this Tribunal in the presence of the 

defendant, but he did not utter a single word against 

ITAGAKI in the matter of treatment of POWs. We venture 

to submit that if he had any dissatisfaction with 

ITAGAKI in the matter of treatment of POWs he would 

have blamed him here.

1. Tr. 5391.
2. Tr. 5491*.
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We presume that not only he had no dis

satisfaction hut knew how fair and just ITAGAKI 

conducted towards the POWs and civilians in general.

16. With regard to the attitude of ITAGAKI

towards the POWs and the civilians as has been already

stated, the witness HAZEYAMA testified that he

ordered an increase in the amount of staple food to

the POWs to the same level as the Japanese soldiers.

The witness AYABE in his affidavit stated that

ITAGAKI was a man of justice and champion of humanity.

When a Japanese ship, "Awa-mara," was sunk by the

Allied navy and over two thousand civilians were

killed, public opinion was enraged and clamored for

stopping the distribution of comfort goods for POWs

brought by S.S. Awa-maru. ITAGAKI, however, calmly

admonished the public by saying that the true spirit

of Bushido was to do justice and uphold humanity even

under such circumstances by distributing the relief

goods to the POWs, and ordered the distribution
1.without delay.

AYABE explained in detail about the attitude 

of ITAGAKI regarding food ration to the POWs and 

stated that when ITAGAKI inspected the POW camps he 

1. Tr. 30218.
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specially studied the ration provisions of the 

internees and ordered the increase of the ration as 

much as possible.'*’* In answer to the question, 

what was ITAGAKI's attitude towards native civilians, 

AYABE told about ITAGAKI*s food policy, dispersement 

of population policy for the bombed area and treat

ment of native laborers and made it plain that

ITAGAKI acted in the spirit of justice and humanity
2.towards civilians too.

The witness SAITO mentioned in his affidavit

an episode of a young officer who intended to commit

atrocity to the POWs at the news of defeat. When

ITAGAKI heard about it he called the young officer

into his private room and convinced him of his mis-
3 •take and thus prevented occurrence of violence.

This may seem a small matter but it is an 

example to show that ITAGAKI had a firm concept of 

justice and humanity and acted accordingly whenever 

occasion arose.

We submit that if ITAGAKI had not been there, 

in the excitement and confusion at the news of de

feat, any unfortunate incident might have happened

1. Tr. 30220-3.
2. Tr. 30224-7.
3. Tr. 30232.
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in the Singapore area.

The witness UESUGI testified in cross- 

examination that as the result of investigation into 

the war crimes in the Singapore area which he con

ducted in the capacity of a liaison and investiga

tion officer under the direct order of Colonel Wild, 

he discovered only one instance of an unlawful 

execution during the period of ITAGAKI's commander- 

ship.
This was committed by some officers of air 

corps over which ITAGAKI had no jurisdiction.^*

We have thus studied the evidence produced 

by both prosecution and defense, which related to 

ITAGAKI in connection with the Counts 54- and 55*
We have made it clear that ITAGAKI has not committed 

any crimes under these Counts. We firmly believe 

ITAGAKI did as much as possible for the POWs, 

civilian internees and native populace in the inter

est of justice and humanity, more than the inter

national law required of him, and that he is not 

guilty of any of these crimes.

Mr. Mattlce will continue.’

THE P R ESID EN T: M r. M a t t ic e .

1 .  T r .  3 0 2 4 5 .
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MR. MATTICE: The prosecution has arranged
its argument concerning ITAGAKI in eight sections.
We will follow that arrangement.

When a nation or person is in a place where 
it or he has a right to be and is assailed under such 
circumstances as that it or he honestly believes 
existence to be in danè̂ r, it or he has a right to 
defend, even to the extent ot taking the life of the 
assailant.

The prosecution’s argument relating to this 
accused follows, generally, a pattern of a summary 
of its evidence. As far as we can we will answer the 
same and will point out certain mistakes as a result 
of which there has been a twisting of what the evidence 
actually shows.

At the point in its argument designated HH-1
they begin with a misstatement. They say ITAGAKI
identified himself as the recognized leader and cite
exhibit 245, Tr. 3016. In this exhibit the witness
MORISHIMA said: "During this period, Colonel ITAGAKI,

•*Seishiro, Lieutenant Colonel ISHIHARA, Kanji, and 
Major HANYA, are among those in the Kwantung Army who 
became definitely identified with the leadership of 
this group." That was not ITAGAKI, but MORISHIMA 
Identifying, and he was not saying that ITAGAKI was
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the leader, but as one of a group of officers who 
were among the leaders*

They say TANAKA repeatedly referred to such 
alleged fact. TANAKA never once referred to ITAGAKI 
as the leader « but always spoke of leaders. The same 
was true of HASHIMOTO and CHO.

They say the aspiration of the young officers 
was to occupy Manchuria, to separate it from China, 
to keep it for Japan, and to exploit it economically.
Their basis for such argument is the testimony of

1 . 2.TANAKA and MORISHIMA.
This is a good place to pay our respects to 

those witnesses. TANAKA, the professional witness, 
known in the Japanese Army as "The Monster," and 
KORISHIMA, the diplomat, who had a solution for 
everything but solved nothing. The peculiar workings 
of the TANAKA mind are past understanding but cer
tainly not reliable. He may well be said to be a 
man of the character of one concerning whom.it was4 ^
said, "Beware of he who protesteth top loudly." His 
mouthings certainly cannot and ought not to be given 
much weight. As against an accused person’s denial, 
TANAKA's statements do not measure up to such a point
1. Tr. 1976.2. Tr. 3OI6 .
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that they could be said to equal, let alone outweight. 
Kis deep interest in this case and his evident willing
ness to testify to anything and for anybody, stamps 
a legend of unreliability all over his testimony. 
KORISHIMA, the diplomat, belonged to that well- 
knovm foreign service coterie of every country, who 
'talk and write and are going to settle, by negotiation, 
but never do. They virtually claim to be possessed 
of a peculiar skill for doing such things and that 
nobody else has the brains or the know-how to do so. 
They commonly object to any other department of 
government having anything, to do with pending matters 
and then, when-they have failed and a grave crisis 
is precipitated they throw up their hands and say it 
is a matter for the military to deal with. Therefore, 
they do not wish the military to prepare, lest, they 
always say, it impede their diplomatic efforts. Then, 
when the blow falls, the military is expected to deal 
with the situation, ready or not. MORISHIMA was not 
satisfied with the Kwantung Army attitude. That the 
Kwantung Army, vastly outnumbered and threatened 
and being "pushed off the sidewalk" every day, was in 
danger of annihilation, meant nothing to him. Accord
ing to him, the Army must not make any plans or pre
pare to meet an attack by an overwhelming force,____
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but must sit quietly by while they, the super 

diplomats, continue their efforts to settle some 300 

incidents which had already occurred and none of 

which had been settled. They did not settle them and 

could not, for the Chinese, who had caused them with 

a view of setting the stage for attacking and driving 

the Japanese out of Manchuria, did not wish them 

settled and would not settle. Remember, the Japanese 

then in Manchuria, had a right to be there under 

treaty and contract arrangements. It should also be 

remembered that when a nation, like an individual, is 

in a place where it has a right to be and is attacked, 

or its nationals and property endangered, under such 

circumstances as that it honestly believes that its 

existence or the lives and property of its nationals 

rightfully in the place are in danger, it has the 

same right as an individual in those circumstances 

to defend itself and its nationals.

At HE-2, the prosecution asserts that 

ITAGAKI became intimately acquainted with a group 

around Dr, OKAWA, with the objective of absorbing 

Manchuria in order to make Japan self sufficient. To 

sustain this assertion they point to the testimony of 

OKAWA, Asidç from the poor quality of this man as a 

witness, reference to the transcript will show that___
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v/hat he was offering was pure hearsay. At page 15587 

in the record, when asked v/ho drafted the plan, he 

said: "I don't know exactly, but the person who

gave mo orders was Kingoro HASHIMOTO," and when asked 

who was at the top drafting the plan, he said: I 

have an idea." He was then asked the leading ques

tion: "Are SHIOETO, HASHIMOTO, ITAGAKI and DOHIHARA

Involved?" and he answered: "Yes."

That ITAGAKI and ISHIHARA wore the central 

figures in the Kv/antung Army and HASHIMOTO, Major 

CKO and himself wore the same in Japan (HH-3) is 

what OKAWA is said to have said to the witness 

TANAKA.

MORISKIMA again (HH-4, Tr. 3016) indulges 

in an opinion and conclusion that "they seemed to 

want to occupy it and to establish a government 

there. • • subservient to Japan."

At the same point (HH-4) they have TANAKA

saying that ITAGAKI personally voiced such an opinion

to TANAKA. TANAKA did not say that. What he said
1 .was: * that in those days no elements of the Army 

advocated the independence of Manchuria, "but when 

the situation had reached such a state that diplomatic 

negotiations we re of no avail, it v/as the stand of 

1. Tr. 1959.___________________;_________________________

V. .

■ «é
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1
members of the Army that armed force should be re

sorted to in driving the Chinese forces from Manchuria 

and to set up a new regime under Japanese control, a 

regime of peace and order. 11 It was TANAKA who said 

this, not ITAGAKI.1 ’

At HH-4 they say that ISHIHARA in cross- 

’ examination admitted that ITAGAKI did entertain the 

idea that an armed conflict would be inevitable* True, 

ITAGAKI did entertain the belief that an armed con

flict was inevitable, but not for the reason stated 

by TANAKA* ITAGAKI felt so for another and different 

reason, which was that, observing the steady and in

creasing anti-Japanese attitude of the Chinese Army 

in that region, the constant implementation of its 

forces there and their ill-treatment of the Japanese 

people who were lawfully there, it meant nothing less 

than that the Chinese purposed attacking and driving 

the Japanese out of Manchuria. Nothing could have 

been more evident than that such was the case. Being 

in a place where they had a right to be the Japanese 

were not required to submit to being oppressed and 

driven out. ITAGAKI, knowing that Japan would not 

withdraw, naturally felt that an armed conflict was 

inevitable.

1 . Tr. 1959. ___________
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The prosecution asserts that such conflict 

was not inevitable because the consuls and Chinese 

authorities were trying to reach a settlement. They 

were trying, t'was said, but in view of the fact that 

some 300 incidents remained unsettled and more were 

occurring almost daily, it was quite patent that 

their efforts were futile —  futile because the 

Chinese did not wish them settled. Their purpose was 

to make it tough and continue to make it tough for 

the Japanese, so tough that they would leave Manchuria 

and abandon their investments and interests there on 

which they had spent many years of labor and millions 

of yen.

■■;hen a man or nation is in a place where he
A

or it has a right to be and is assailed under such 

circumstances that ho or it honestly believes existent 

to be in danger, he or it may defend.

/
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nt TT-'-ô comment is made regarding the opera
tional plan, which, If-HIFARA said, ITAOAKI knew about.t

Of course the Kwantung Army had operational plans, as 
every army of every nation has. These plans were, as 
stated by General ITAGAKI, defensive, ’fould any able 
army staff personnel in a situation such as existed 
at the times and pieces stated, believing, in fact 
knowing, that the Chinese preparations meant nothing 
less than an attack on the Japanese, fail to make plans 
to meet such an onslaught? Thev would be derelict in 
their duty if they did not. The possession of the 
large guns at ITukden was but part of an endeavor to 
be as ready as possible when the attack came and that 
the gun was used need occasion no surprise. No doubt 
the Fwantung Army, as is generally the case with all 
armies, wished they had had more guns, so as not to be
in a situation of having "too little."

\
There was no contradiction in ITAGAKI's say

ing that the main force would be afforded an opportunity 
to deliver a heavy blow to the nucleas of the Chinese 
^rmy. Outnumbered as they were some 200,000 to 10,000 
troops, with the Chinese possessing superior equipment, 
Lncluding tanks, artillery and airplanes, if such a 
»mail force was to avoid annihilation it must, if it 
could, strike a quick hard blow pt band of the glnrrtr
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which threatened to overwhelm it.
At PH-7 it is asserted that the incident was 

pre-arranged, and this idea is based upon what it is 

alleged OKATA, when drunk, told SHIMIZU. ’7e submit 

that such hearsay statement said to have been made by 

a drunken man is not sufficient to meet, much less 
overcome, (the prosecution has the burden) the denial 

of an accused person.
It was said that reports came from Tokyo.

That ITAGAKI admitted that there were such reports.

That the Foreign Minister instructed the consul at 

Mukden to stop what was rumored to be going on. That 

TATriKA’TA was sent to Mukden for that purpose. That 

the central authorities sent him in order to control 

the Kwantung Army. Mo doubt there were reports and 

rumors. There always are. ’Tars and rumors of wars, it 

has been said. But if the central authorities v/ere so 

concerned and so motivated, they would not have sent 

TATEKA’fA, for TATEKA’TA is said by the prosecution to 

have been one of the plotters.
II THF MUKDEN INCIDENT

At FH-8, it is argued that because TATEKA’TA

did not immediately deliver the message he carried,
1

ITAGAKI put him off until the next day. ISHIPARA

1. Tr. 22,122
25
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and under an arrangement to meet the next day separated 
1

for the night. ”*e can see nothing untoward or unusual 

in that. TATEKA7A had just arrived after a hard jour

ney. complained of being tired and, no doubt, wished to 

retire earlv.

The prosecution, at PH-10, argues that ITAGAKI 

assumed the duty of directing the operation on the night 

of 18 September 1931. ITAGAKI's duty was not opera

tional, he did not have authority to direct operations, 

and did not direct them. HIRATA had and exercised such 

authority and, because ITAGAKI, a staff officer, hap

pened to be present, asked bis assurance. ITAGAKI, 

knowing that what HIRATA proposed was in line with 

Commander in Chief FONJO's wishes, gave such assurance.

At PH-11 HAvASFI's alleged pleading with 

ITAGAKI to stop the military action came after the 

action had commenced, and the fighting was in progress.

It could not be stopped, even had ITAGAKI possessed 

the power to stop it, which he did not.

Ill THE CREATION OF A PUPPET STATE

At FF-13 the obvious intimation is that mili-

23 t a r y  a d m in is t r a t io n  o f  Fukden was s e t  up b e ca u se  D0IHARA

1. T r .  18.927, 30,267^fl-------- ---------------------------- -
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was made mayor. The evidence shows that this was a

temporary arrangement to serve until a competent

Manchurian person could be selected and one soon was.

YAMAGUCHI did not testify, as* claimed, that

ITAGAKI approved the appointment of DOIHARA as mayor.

That YAMAOUCHI said was: that ITAGAKI approved autonomous
3

operation of the railroad by Manchurians.

At HH-14 the prosecution asserts that the

Self-Governing Guiding 'Board policies and activities

were controlled by ITAGAKI and that the witness KAPAGI

so testified. This is another error or twisting of

the testimony, for KASAGI said that he believed the

money to support this organization came from the Kwantung

Army, that approval by it was required, and that ITAGAKI
1

was in charge of this division. Me did not specify

which division and he had listed eight divisions. It

may be noted that this witness said that with Pu-yi as

the central figure the independence movement gradually 
2

took shape.

Tith respect to certain suggestions of 

ITAGAKI serving the independence movement, KATAKURA 

said that "It may be said that ITAGAKI's meeting with
v

prominent leaders of Manchuria in various areas of that
2. Tr. 18,927, 30,267-8 1. Tr. 18,927, 30,267-8
3. Tr. 18,819
1. Tr. 2793-4 ______________________________________________

Tr. 2000-11

r.

25
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country and as a result of his assurances given to them

at these interviews, that Japan had no intention of

occupying Manchuria or any territorial designs on "an-

churia. it may be said that this assurance given by

Colonel ITA.GAKI served as a sort of a suggestion to 
u 3ther in carrying on their independence movement."

At HF-15 it is asserted that the Japanese

supplied Chang Fai-peng v/ith 3,000 rifles and 200,000

vuan. There is no real evidence to this effect. Only

hearsay. That HAYA-HI telegraphed that Chang told him 
1 •

that. In another telegram HAYAFHT transmitted some

more hearsay, onlv this time it vas 5,000 instead of 
2

3,000 rifles.

^hat Japanese adventurers calléiî- themselves 

a National Guard Unit was based on a policy decided 

and executed by ITAGAKI was but the opinion and conclu

sion of M0RISHI?TA, the super diplomat.

At HH-16 it is said that while ITAGAKI said 

the anti-Japanese movement in Fanchuria prior to the 

incident was active and intense, afterward he claimed 

that the common desire vas for the creation of an in

dependent state and leaders in many provinces care for

ward favoring separation from China. ITAGAKI, in connec-

3. Tr. 18,043, 19,081
1. Fx. 2407, tr. 37,324
2. Fx, 2406, tr. 37,^22 ___________________________
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tlon v'ith this subject, wasn't talking about the same 

people at the times referred to. The anti-Japanese 

movement was on the part of the Chang Kai-shek contin

gent of the Chinese people, including the Chinese army. 

Those favoring an independent state were Fanchurians.

At FIT-18 it is stated that DOIKARA said, in 

his interrogation, that ITAGAKI arranged the details

of his meeting with Pu-Yi, but he did not specify the
1

details. ITAGAKI told this Tribunal that the Commander

in Chief, FONJO, ordered DOIHARA to Tientsin and gave

him his instructions regarding intelligence work and to

sound out Pu-yi. That ho. ITAGAKI, looked after

arranging, through the intendence officer, for his ey- 
3 4

penses. KATAKURA also so testified. At HH-20, upon

his return frim Tokyo HONJO ordered ITAGAKI to visit
5

Fu-Yi. According to ITAGAKI, Pu-Yi's stalling on the 

matter of becoming the head of the new state was con

cerning whether it would have monarchal form of govern

ment. Pu-Yi said it was because ITAGAKI demanded em

ployment of Japanese as Manchurian officials. Comment 

will be made a little later regarding the quality of 

Pu-yi as a witness. Sufficeth it to say, at this point,

1. Tr. 2809-11
2. Tr. 30,375-30
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that it doe? not require any great stretch of the 
imagination to reach a belief that Pu-Yi, the last 
of the Chinese Emperors, was extremely anxious to be 
restored to the throne. That was but a natural desire 
on his pert. And so wishing, it would also be natural 
that he would be interested primarily in the form of 
the government to be. He naturally wanted to be Emper
or, as he had been of all of China, and if possible, he 
wished to avoid taking the post on a basis of anything 
less. So, according to ITAGAKI, supported by the cir
cumstances as he is, Pu-;Yi stalled, hoping to accomp
lish a monarchal form of government. As anxious as 
be was to become Emperor, he would not have been so 
concerned about whether some Japanese, who had the know 
how, were employed in the new government. And, any
way, if the situation was as the prosecution claims, 
there would be no reason for ITAGAKI to dicker with Pu- 
Yi concerning employment of Japanese. If they dom
inated everything, as the prosecution asserts and were 
acting as puppetiers, they would have falsely agreed 
to Pu-yi's wishes and later failed to carry them out.
On this issue vee submit that ITAGAKI's version is es
tablished. If any doubt exists respecting the same, 
that doubt must be resolved in favor of the accused.

P i-yf testified at this t rial that while

.v>,
ÏÏ/4-
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heeding the government of Manchukuo, he had no freedom 
of speech and that when the Lytton Commission inter
viewed him he could only say what the Kwantung Array per
mitted him to say. He was a prisoner of the Japanese, 
he said. It is certainly fair argument to say that if 
he could not tell the Lytton Commission the truth be
cause he was then a prisoner of the Japanese, by the 
same token he could not tell this Tribunal the truth, 
because he was for a. long time previous, at the time of 
his appearance here, and, so far as we know, he still 
is, a prisoner of one of the Allied Powers. ~e submit 
that he had, at the time he appeared here as a witness, 
no more freedom than when the Lytton Commission inter
viewed him. The "gun in the back formula" works both 
ways.
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ÏV 'C Ô N T R O L  OF MANCHUKUO.

At HH-22 it is stated that Pu-Yi said that

IÏAGAKI was a supporter of the Concordia Society.

YAijAGUCHI and OZAWA said he v/as not a member of the 
1

committee. The prosecution bases its claim upon

the Decennial Year Boole of the Concordia Society as

showing that ITAGAKI was one of its committee mem- 
#

bers. V<e decline to be bound by whatever that so-

called year book may set out. It was compiled and

published by and in Russia and published ten years

after that society v/as formed.

At HH-23 they say the Kwantung Army was

given the authority and an outline for guiding

Manchukuo and that toanchuku* was completely dominated
2

by the Japanese. Manchukuo, newly born, had neither 
the knowledge nor the equipment to manage and carry 

on the complex and difficult matters which confronted
i

it. It has no army or other peace restoration and 
maintenance organization, luanchukuo welcomed the 

action of the Kv/antung Army in restoring and main

taining peace and order. In this, and in other ways, 

the Japanese assisted the new state. The prosecution 

calls this domination. |

At H H - 2 4  it is asserted that ITAGAKI was j

1 . Tr. 1 8 ,8 5 1 -2 ,  3 0 , 0 7 6 - 7  2 . Ex. 731, Tr. 7 , 606 j
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connected with the narcotic traffic, and v’ith kINAal

and TOJO, endeavored to set up the Opium konopoly

Bureau, In support of this statement the prosecution
1

makes reference to exhibit 383. Exhibit 3^3 con

sists of excerpts from the minutes of the 22nd 

session of the League of Nations Advisory Committee 

on Traffic in Opium, ITAGAKI, kINAMI and TOJO are 

not mentioned therein.
V. INNER MONGOLIA, NORTH CHINA AND ALL 

CHINA,
In regard to Chahar, at HH-26 the prosecu

tion claims that there v.as no need for the actions 

which occurred there; that the Chinese agreed to and

did withdraw therefrom, TANAKA was a prosecution
2

witness on July 6, 1946 and, respecting the treaty 

made between the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Council 

and M*anchuria, said that: “This treaty definitely

was not concluded because of the demands of the 

Kwantung Army, but because of the earnest desire of 

Prince Teh himself."
At HH-27, in its argument, it is asserted 

that after IfAGAKI was promoted to be Chief of Staff 

in 1936, he said to ARITA that if Outer Mongolia is

1. Tr. 47II-3
2. Tr. 2042 _ _ _ ____________________________  -
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combined with Japan and Manchuria, the Soviet terri
tory in the Par East would fall into a very dangerous 
condition. True, in exhibit 76I-A, such a statement 
does appear but, it was made by ITAGAKI as part of 
a lengthy conversation between him and ARITA in 
which, before the statement was made, ITAGAKI had 
been saying, among other things, that the Kv/antung 
Army was deeply concerned about the Russian problem; 
that Russia’s national military power had been increas
ing; that its troop strength amounted to mare than 
1,400,000; that organization, equipment, disposition 
of forces were being rearranged to attain the most 
ideal kind of an army; that Russia had come to' be 
called, both in name and reality, the most powerful 
army nation of the world; that the development of 
her heavy industry had attained her expected results 
and especially in the case of munitions productions 
she was capable of producing them independently; that 
her light industry had also developed; that in 
agriculture she had nearly completed socialization; 
that the Russian Government had succeeded in estab
lishing a firm dictatorship; that observing the situa
tion in the Far East, in which Japan had special 
concern, we could not but convince ourselves that 
the Soviet is preparing for operations by force and___
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is strengthening her power, of prscouting rar alone; 
that v/e nay say this because she is overtly advocating 
the independence of Far East military preparations 
and has assigned more than 200,000 troops and nearly 
a thousand planes and tanks to the Far Eastern Dis
trict; that she is replenishing communications and 
supply functions at great cost; that under such cir
cumstances, the Soviet's attitude tov'ard Japan had 
gradually stiffened and become more active in com
parison 'with her inactive and negative attitude two 
and three years ago, although she had not yet assumed 
to be provocative; taking advantage of Japan's weak
ness; that since the year before the foreign strategy 
of the Third International had been so revised 
actively as to assume Japan as their main object; 
that they resolved to cooperate in fighting with all 
anti-v/ar members, withdrawing the banner of communism 
from the surface and advocating anti-fascism or anti- 
Inperialism; that the Bolshevization Patriotic Move
ment by communist forces in North China was replaced 
with the slogan of Anti-Japanese Patriotic Movement; 
that though the number of bandits all over eastern 
manchuria had been reduced, the communist bandits 
were still increasing their power by annexing other 
bandits and taking a firm attitude with regard to_______
.. o \ •.
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L
boundary questions, fishery as v;ell as other problems 

concerning Manchuria*
2 It v/as part of the discussion had between
3

ITAGAKI and ARITA as to v:hat night be done to meet
4

the Russian menace which had just been described.
5

The prosecution argument says that ARITA and ITAGAKI
6

7 talked about the importance of Outer-Mongolia to

8 Japan and Manchuria. This is a twisting of the

9 fact about that. What they talked about was the

10 Russian menace and, incidentally, while talking

11 about that, the Outer-Mongolian matter was mentioned.

12 The argument at HH-28 that ITAGAKI favored
13 army leadership, instead of diplomatic, should handle
14 negotiations with China, is based upon an item in
15 KIDO's Diary, where he says that SHJGEMITSU so stated
16 to him. More hearsay.
17 Then, it is said that ITAGAKI and DOHIHARA
18 needed a pretext to set up an autonomous regime in
19 North China and decided to use anti-communism as a
20

slogan. This might well make one v/onder whether
21

there r-re those v;ho will sayv that because one of the
22

23 Allied Powers is now spending billions of dollars

24 in an anti-communistic effort, it is doing so as a

25 pretext for something else. The Japanese had good 

reason to fear communism and it is not surprising
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that they took steps to combat it.
At HH-29 it v/as sought, by argument, to

hold ITAuAKI responsible for mobilization orders,

issued by the Commander in Chief, to prepare forces
1

outside the Great Wall in China. Shown the exhibit,

ITAGAKI said it purported to be what it said, but

that he had not seen it before and as to such

mobilization, he had heard, later, that there had

been ordinary peacetime troop movements. Vi/hile

ITAGAKI was, at the time, Vice-Chief of Staff, he

was also assistant nil tary attache of the embassy

and his duties in that capacity occupied his tine

and attention so that, obviously, he v/as not familiar

with the army orders above referred to.

At HH-30, it is asserted that the Tokyo

Government was concerned about the activities in

North China and that in connection with this the

witness GOTO specifically mentioned ITAGAKI. That 
2

witness said the highest officers in the Army at 

that time were -- and he named seven —  one of whom 

was ITAGAKI. The witness, therefore, merely said 

that ITAGAKI was one of a number of higher officers.

At HH-31 it is said that ITAGAKI was 

Commander in Chief of the Fifth Division in Japan 

1 . Tr. 30,392______________ 2. Tr. 1640______________
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when, in July, 1937, fighting broke out in China;
that he was attached to the General Staff Office

shortly before that; that he was, after the fighting

began, sent to the front, To support this the
1

prosecution points to exhibit 110, ITAGAKI's person

nel record which, under date of iäay 25, 1937, shows 
hin attached to the A m y  General Staff Office,

This was an error in exhibit 110 not dis

covered by us until now. We subnit that the date of 

ITAGAKI's appointment to the General Staff Office, 

shov/n in the exhibit as Klay 25, 1937 should have 

read "1938" instead of "1937." Any military nan willI
13 ! knew that no commander of a division at the front

i
would be a member of the General Staff at the Capitol, 

and the evidence in this case shows that he was con- 
nander of the 5th Division at Hiroshima, sent to 

China and that he came from China to become War 

minist'-r on June 3 , 1938. Exhibit 110 correctly 

shows hin appointed War minister on that date, but 

the translation of the entry in his personnel record 

is faulty in respect to his post as being attached 

to the General Staff Office. Correctly translated 

it reads: '‘'Relieved of attachment to the General

Staff Office and appointed War Minister. . . . "

1. Tr. 716
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Without more, we think it is clear that he was at

tached to the- General Staff Office as of *ay 25, 1938 

(agreeable to the usual custom of issuing such an 

order to bring an officer from the front to install 

hin as Y/ar Minister) and, as of June 3, 1938, he was 

relieved and made War Minister. He was, therefore, 
attached to, but did not serve on, the General Staff, 

from May 25, 1938 to June 3, 1938.

It is true that ITAGAKI was well acquainted 
with China and was an authority on Chinese affairs 

and had an affection toward Chinese people. V/e sub

mit that the remark the witness Goette attributed to 

him does not show the contrary. Goette was another 

v.itness evidencing a desire to talk, based, no doubt, 

on his story writing proclivities. And, the remark, 

if made, was obviously not seriously intended for, 

if any army officer of any army had knowledge of 

planned military movements to be carried out in the 
future, he would not be imparting that information to 

a newspaper reporter.

VI. V;AR MINISTER, 1938-1939.
ITAGAKI was in favor of withdrawing the 

troops and quickly ending the difficulties with 

China; in favor of modifying the terms previously 

submitted to China to auch that China would accept.



ISHIHa RA and KONOYE held the same view. That the 

fighting intensified after ITAGAKI became War 

Minister and peace with China was not attained does 
not prove that ITAGAKI was not of the opinion and 

purpose he testified he had. There was opposition. 

Also, he was new in his post and it is reasonable 

to suppose that he could not accomplish his desires 

immediately. That he was never able to accomplish 
them still does not mean that he did not entertain 

then.
When he became War Minister, plans had al

ready been made for the attack on Hankow, and that 

fact no doubt occasioned his statement that it was 

believed it was unavoidable. What ITAGAKI said was, 

"at that time, as it was believed that the Hankow 
operation would be unavoidable in view of the general 

situation, the Supreme Command of the Army had just 

commenced preparations for that operation.*' It 
wasn't ITAGAKI saying such attack was unavoidable.

He v/as saying that the Supreme Command of the Army 
1

so believed.

The policies urged by ITAGAKI were, in the
2

main, adopted by the Five ministers' Conference.

No record was made or preserved, and ve have no way

1. Tr. ?0.300______________ 2. Tr. ^0,414_____________
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of knowing v/liat such decisions were except v:e ob

tain the information from someone who was present 

at the decisions. The evidence shows no one was 

present ether than the ministers —  no secretary, 

no stenographer, no clerk. This Tribunal has heard 
from two persons who were present. The prosecution 

relies upon Cl) documents found in the Japanese 
Foreign Office (admitted here only because so found, 

but with no showing as to their authorship or 

verity), and (2) passages in the HARADA-SAIONJI 

Memoirs which, admittedly, are hearsay, with no 

disclosure of from whom or where the initial peddler 

of the hearsay got his information, batters of that 

character would not be admissible at all in the 

national courts» Here, though admitted, they ought 

not be given much weight, if any. As against the 

testimony of persons present at the time such de

cisions were made, this being a criminal case and 

the prosecution required co establish beyond a reas

onable doubt, it does not operate to equal, let 

alone exceed, in weight the testimony of those per

sons,
1 .

V'e learn from the testimony of UGAKI that at
. *

tines proposals were submitted to the Five Ministers’

1 . 7r. 3 « ,811 _____  ______________
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Conference in written fora and that on such occasions
written proposals in relation to national policy were
signed by UGAKI and handed to his subordinates. That
if any such (and obviously the witness had reference
to those written proposals) are held at the Foreign
Office, they are not originals unless they bore his
signature. The witness, here, was referring to
written proposals, not decisions. Judge Nyi was
either confused about this or inadvertently so framed 

1
his auestion when he asked UGAKI, "Then in such a
case you wouldn't be surprised if you were shown
any document containing a decision of the Five
Ministers' Conference, although it doesn't bear your

2
signature, would you?" The witness at no time 
said his signature was on any instrument containing 
a decision of the Five Ministers' Conference, but he 
did say (and ITAGAKI also said it) that there never 
were any such.

On all the competent and creditable evidence 
in this case the prosecution has not established the 
Five Ministers' Conference decisions mentioned in 
its argument. Remember, ITAGAKI said that in the 
main, his views were adopted. It is apparent, and
1. Tr. 38,816
2. Tr. 38,816
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te be expected, that after he became V<ar minister, 

he was not able, immediately, to accomplish adaption 

of his views. On the natter of the Japanese policy 

of not dealing with Chiang Kai-shek, he favored and 

urged abandonnent thereof, but it was not until 

November or December of that year that such abandon

ment was attained and then only attained by the 

action of the government itself.

Five ministers1 Conference decisions had to 
be unanimous or there was no decision, and thus the 
refusal of even one minister prevented a decision.

In that part of its argument relating to 

this subject and designated HH-3 3, prosecution says: 

"The records of the conference speak for themselves." 

There is no evidence in the record that these instru

ments are ^records of the conference." This Tribunal 

knows they are not, for the evidence shows (and the 

^resident himself developed this fact) that no 

records were made or kept. The prosecution has 

presented no evidence disputing this. Nor has it 

explained how these documents, alleged by it to be 
records of such decisions, came into existence, by 

whom they were compiled or what the source of the 

compiler's information was.’ Y/e have no doubt that 

the prosecution was unable to ascertain as to that.

I
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IVe sav if we or this Tribunal could reach 
down into the darvness of the lack of evidence in this 
score and,drap the truth out, it would be found that 
these instruments were written un bv workers in the 
various povernment offices in connection with proposals 
to be laid before the conferences and anticipatorv of 
decisions expected, '’’hen, later, some unidentified 
person or persons Fathered up these anticipatory decis
ions and comriled them into the documents presented, here« 
H u p p ose no record was made of the proceedings here and 
counsel on both sides drafted various documents, includ
ing tentative drafts o*1 argument herein, Huppose, 
later, there beinp no record of what actuallv was intro
duced. and piven to this Tribunal, in some such Tribunal 
as this, those preliminary or tentative o1' anticipatory 
drafts were offered and received, in evidence as being 
what such counsel did or did not do. ’tfe have seen ,1ust 
such a thing as that occur in this case. In the cross- 
examination of the witness UGAKI, Judge Kyi had the
witness examine Exhibit 269 and as’̂ed him if that was

1
not a report which he made to the Emperor. '’’he instru
ment was not even entitled report._to_ t he_Ĵ mĵ eror., but
was plainlv designated as "J’aterials for the Private

2Report to the Emperor by I’inister UGAKI. . . " Yet 
1. T. ^8.822 - 27

----- ?♦ 3564__________ __________________________________
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Judge Nyi, in his confusion or zeal, seemingly was under 

the impression that the instrument was a report, or a 

copy of a report, made by Hr» UGAKI to the Emperor.

Judge Nyi wanted to Icr.ow of this witness what he could 

not discern himself, viz., whether the instrument was 

a correct copy of the report that UGAKI made to the 

Emperor. He found out. For the witness answered:

’•As it states, this consisted o^ materials to supply 

mv mind with *deas on the basis of which I was to raahe 

a report to the Throne, and I s+'ate that this document 

contains the opinions of the Fingt Section, which drew 

up this document, as its opinions and as its desires as 

being the views which that section wanted conveved to 

the Thnone. The contents of this document do not repre

sent nv opinions, and consequentlv they were not the
2

opinions I reported to the Throne."
At all even4'.'!, it is most unsatisfactory 

evidence to be offered and received in any case. Espec

ially so in a case in which men are on trial for their 

lives. V/h.51e we felt, and still feel, that thev should 

not have been admitted at all, we submit that they 

should be given but little, if any, weight.

The declaration of the Japanese Government 

mentioned at TJK-34 of the prosecution’s argument, came 

_____ 1, Ex. 269
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after efforts to arrange peace with China had all failed 

and the Chang Kai-shek regime was continuing its anti- 

Japanese and pro-communistic policies and conducting 

increasinplv heavv attacks. Japan, under the KONOYE, 

I^AGAKI, IhHIHARA policy, was willing and tried to deal 

with Chang Kai-shek, but received no response from him.

At HH-35, they assert that ITAGAKI had sent

1,600,000 troops to China. This argument is based upon
1

an entrv in KIDC’s Diary to that effect. But in his 

cross-examination, KIDO said that he ^elt t^at figure 
was too large. He said: "T think it was un^er one

million." and that the ’Var Minister spoke of decreasing 

to 650,000.2

At the same place in their argument, thev 

referred to exhibit 3304,' an order issued by the 

Vi ce-ITinister of ^ar in Februarv 1939, concerning Army 

discipline and control of speech of returning soldiers 

regarding their exploits, examples of such being set out. 

Naturally, the prosecution argues that this instrument 

proves that atrocities auch as are mentioned in the 

examples had occurred, had been brought to the attention 

of the ’Var î'inistrv, and that the Vice-?Hnister promulgat

ed the o*»der to prevent returning soldiers from telling
25 1. Tr. 31,^86 

?. Tr. 31,386
3. Tr». 30,126
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about such atrocities after their return. It is no 

doubt fair argument for the prosecution to indulge in. 

However, it falls far short of establishing any such 

facts. The prosecution read or.lv a few lines from 

pages 4  and 5 of the exhibit, which was the part thereof 

which set out examples. Tt did not read the following: 

Page 3« "The militarv forces and the men 

returned from the disturbance area are generally well- 

disciplined and well-behaved. Thev are a credit to the 

Army, and are careful about their* speeches and actions
4

but among a fraction of t^em, overcome by the \felcome 

accorded them ... etc... there are not Just a few who 

do not restrain their speeches and actions. There are 

some who, upon their return to their homes after being 

discharged wish to boast of their honor or merits, and 

fabricate stories about their officers and other units, 

and thus abuse them, boast about tragedies in the battle

field, allow military secret facts to leak through in 

their attempts to appear well-informed, exaggerate the 

slackness of militarv discipline and morals for tbe sake 

of telling stories, etc. The speeches mentioned above 

sometimes not onlv become the cause of rumors but also

mav affect the trust of the people in the Japanese Army,
1

imnair the unitv of the people at home," etc.

_____ L. Ex. t *04. Tr. 30.1?6_______________________________
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Instances are then given, beginning with,(1) There are 

some men who leave the ranks wi thout reason to speak 

to welcoming narties and, following the sixth example 

of that >ind, in respect t*o speech, there follow the 

examples, many of which were read in evidence.

The witness YAI1AWAKI (3) testified that the 

purpose of this order was to restrain irresponsible 

persons from sounding off relative to military matters 

and discirline, nakinp mountains out of* mole hills and 

exaggerating rossip and rumor which thev had picked up. 

That it was felt necessary that t^e officers take care 

that their men were cautioned about such matters, as 

they wo”Id cause baseless rumors and an undesirable 

effect upon discipline. It is well known that returned 

soldiers, in all countries, are prone to brag about their 

exploits, even to create stories of the kind, and to 

restrain such conduct is a thing which every army natur- 

allv does. To utilize examples given of rumors and 

exaggerations as facts is something like "when a dog 

barks a false alarm, a thousand curs ta^e up the crv*" 

'While this argument is in progress we note that one of 

the Allied Powers has issued an order prohibiting all 

Armv and N a w  personnel from talking or making any 

statements regarding militari affairs, unless such 

pronosed statement is first reduced to writing, submitted

•:(WÏ
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to tho VTnr or Navv Department and approval obtained.
It mav also be noted that there is no evidence anywhere 

showing that ITAGAKI had anv knowledge of any such 

alleged misconduct on t^e part of Japanese soldiers.

Tfaen the Chang Kai-shek Government would not 

and did not exhibit any indications of a sincere desire 

to establish peace,and knowing that a large portion of 

the Chinese people favored such action, it was but 

natural that Jaran would contact the intelligent men
10
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among them vr'th a view of accomplishing peace.

At T*H-37 the assumption is indulged in that

exhibit 3302 shows that ITAGAKI and DOIHARA performed in

China In the name of Spence", what they had done in

Manchuria in the name of "independence". In Manchuria

the desire for independence was on the part of the

Manchurians. In China it was Japan which desired peace.

The prosecution counts on the matter of ’Vang,

C h in g - w e i ,  a Chinese Government official, who favored

peace with Japan, escaping from Ch^na and later assist**
1

ing in the effort to establish peace. 'Vang was one of 
the many intellectual and influcnti,'l Chinese who were 

so disposed. That h« was assisted in his travel from 
China, to Irdo-China, to .-hangh.ai and to. Japan, is

25 natural.

Tjt. 38-
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At HH-40, in offering IPS document 1005 (1),

which became exhibit 37*4, Judge Nyi stated that same

was offered to rebut ITAGAKI's denial that the so-called

National Salvation Anti-Comintern League was financed 
1 2

bv Japan. ITAGAKI was asked tf it was not financed
3

by Japan and he replied: "I hardly think i* possible."

This may have been an inadvertence but the foregoing sets 

out what occurred and now, in argument, the prosecution 

sa,rs it was not financed bv Japan.

At HH-47 it is stated that ITAGAKI asked, per

mission to use force at Changkufeng and that preparations
1

be made. The testimony of UGAKI, does not bear out
2

the statement regarding the use of force. The state
ment which was attributed to ITAGAKI was onlv that, as 

the Russians might cross the border, preparations should 

be made.
At mi-49 it was asserted that ITAGAKI confided 

to YA! A^VAKI that Britain and France might be the next
3

objective. The information given YAÎ*A’VAKI by ITAGAKI

was a statement that the Japanese Government’s basic

PPJidJjLii?!! regarding the pact was to the effect stated,
4not that if was ITAGAYI’s condition.

1. T. 30,396 
2., T. 30,436
3. T. TO,436
4. T. 23,805-6

5. 23,885-6
6. T. 30,104
7. ". 30,104 J

a
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At HH-50, it was stated that when Hitler seized 

part of Czechoslovakia, ITAGAKI sent his congratulations. 

This statement is based upon a newspaper storv, as also 

was the assertion that ITAGAKI declared it was a welcome 

fact t^at Germany and Italy had bound themselves together 

bv military alliance.
THE LAW

Throughout this trial there has been frequent 

mention of conspiracy. No count of the Indictment 

herein charges conspiracy. To determine what is 

charged t^e charging part of an indictment must be 

looked to. When one examines the charging part of 

each of the so-called conspiracy counts of the Indict

ment herein, we find that the charge is not that the 

defendants "conspired", "confederated", "combined" and 

"agreed" together and with each other (the usual language 

employed in indictments charging the crime of conspiracy' 

but «-hat thev "participf?.ted" in the formulation or 

execution o** a common plan, etc. In all conspiracy 

cases with which we are familiar the verb used in 

charging that crime was "conspired", or some such verb. 

Here, the verb emtloved is "participated". Participa

tion, in itself, never has been and is not now, a crime. 

Participation in a ,1oint criminal enterprise is commonly 

T he evidence used to eonviet the participants.— Hnmriet

»
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1 them of what? Convict them of the crime charged, whether 
that charge be larceny, robbery, murder or conspiracy. 

Participation is never the crime, but may be evidence

o* the crime. mhe crime attempted to be charged, in
*

which they participated, must be charged in language 
clearly informing the accused or t^e charge against

7
8 
9
10
11
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15

him. The gist of the crime of conspiracy is the plotting 

planning, arranging, between two or more persons, to 
commit a designated crime. The conspiring is the crime 

declared against.

16
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The alleged conspiracy counts of the Indict

ment herein charge the "formulation" and "execution", 

in the disjunctive, using the disjunctive "or", as 
also, are stated "common plan" and "conspiracy", so 

that the accused are charged with formulation or exe

cution of a common plan or conspiracy. Which? The 

pleader did not say. The courts in the United States 

have repeatedly held that an indictment which «harges 

one thing and another, using the disjunctive "or", 

does not charge anything, but is indefinite and uncer

tain as to what is meant to be charged and the accused 

cannot know with whet or which he is charged. Sup

pose, in an indictment attempting to charge the crime 

of larceny, the language employed is: "did steal,

'or' 'take', 'or1 carry away, the personal goods and 

chattels of John Smith," etc. Which did he do, steal 

or take? And did he steal or carry away? To make 

out the crime of larceny he must have, at least, don« 

both, steal and carry away, and the indictment must 

so charge. The result here is there is no charge, 

in respect to conspiracy, v/hich the accused are called 

upon to meet, and they must be discharged.

Frequently during this trial mention has 

been made of the prosecution claim that nothing oc- 
■Ænrrad in Mnnrhnrig vrhiph t.hft Japanese in



taking the action which was taken and that the killing 

of persons was wholly unjustified. V/e admit that 

there is, at the present day, not much difference, 

but it should net be entirely lost sight of that in 

respect to homicides and matters of self-defense, 

there are two categories; (1) justifiable homicide, 

and, (2) excusable homicide. It lias been said that 

really there is only one justifiable homicide. One 

where the taking of the life of a human being is upon 

the authority of a valid order of some court. Self- 

defense, it has been said, does not fall within the 

category of the killing being justified. Rather, 

it is a matter wherein, though some blame attaches 

to the one causing the death, in the eyes of the lav/ 

he is excused. It may well be that the situation in 

Manchuria was one of the character in which it would 

be better to say that their acts claimed to be in 

self-defense were, therefore, excusable.

Anciently, but now abandoned in most juris

dictions, the law of self-defense required the per

son attacked to retreat - to retreat to the last 

ditch or until his back was to the wall, before he 

v'ould be excused for killing his assailant. The mod

ern concept is that he is not required to retreat 

but may s tend--hl-g--ground an^T -u=9on proper circumstances-,
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take the life of his adversary. It is not believed 

that nations v/ere ever required to observe the out

moded doctrine of retreat to the last ditch. Certain

ly they ore not at the present time. That was the 

situation of Japan in Manchuria. Being in a place 

where, under treaty and contract rights, it and its 

nationals had a right to be and, under international 

lav/ being the sole judge of whether it was required 

to take defensive measures,’ it was not, when assailed 

by the Chinese, required to retreat (abandon its rights 

and interests in Manchuria) but had a perfect right 

to take such measures os v/ere necessary to defend it
self and its nationals. It did just that. It does

f

not lie in the mouth »f the victor to review Japan's 

decision in that respect and assume to judge, now, 

whether it acted in self-defense. International law 

has never set up any machinery for determining any 

such matter and there exists no court, or body of any 

kind, anywhere in the world, which has the authority 

and power to conduct any such review.

Frequently during this trial mention has been

made of ex rost facto law. We will not prolong the
\

debate upon that subject, beyond saying that v/e be

lieve that in the view of lawyers in the Anglo-Saxon 

categöiry7~~the~rrl'tgged~-lnw s attempted to be applied here f-
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were created for the purpose of trying the accused 

and are ex nost, facjbo.
These alleged laws, tailored for. the purpose 

of this trial, obviously rest upon the basis of 

"the end justifies the means*" It required centuries 

for freedom-loving people at various places in the 

world to achieve relief from the Star Chamber session 

and to have and to be able to maintain certain funda

mental rights and liberties. They are not safe merely 

by reason of having secured such rights and liberties, 

but must alv/ays bo on guard against attempts made from 

tine to time to break down those safeguards. These 

attempts to break down such safeguards have been and 

are seen from time to time when organized groups of 

persons actuated by a single purpose, to the exclusion^ 

of all others, set about an "end justifies the means" 
attack on them. We have seen such examples as the 
so-called prohibition, where the proponents of such 

idea brazenly flouted the Constitutions of the United 

States and the several states and openly stated that 

if the safeguards concerning rights and liberties 

interfered they should be ignored in the interest of 

law enforcement. The desire of millions of American 

citizens that officers of banks which closed during 

"the depressitnt-poriod bo sent to prison caused a wave—
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I of hysterical prosecutions end some convictions which, 
fortunately for good govornment, the reviewing courts 
sot aside. The Congress of the United States at this 
moment is considering the passage of a law, recommended 
by its President, making lynching a Federal offense.
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As is vieil known, there ere certfin crir.es 
which ht:s rs an essentiel element the requirement 
of specific intent. Among these ere murder, malicious 
mayhem, conspiricy, burglary, larceny, etc. In 
England no one could be guilty of a crime unless he 
htd, at the time of the alleged commission of the 
offense, a guilty mind. In no case involving the 
element of specific intent can there be a proper con
viction unies*.the accused had, at the alleged time 
of commission, an intent of that kind. The specific 
intent in nurder is the particular intent to kill a 
human being without excuse or justification. In 
larceny it is to permanently deprive the owner of his 
property. In malicious mayhem it is to deprive the 
injured party of one of his members. The required 
intent must have existed at the time of alleged com
mission and such intent afterward, formed does not make 
out the offense. Wc assume that this Tribunal v/ill 
recognize the well-established law in respect to 
intent. murder and alleged conspiracy are charged 
hare, it should be considered that the accused, to be 
properly held responsible must, at the times involved, 
have had auilty minds and specifically intended the 
things required to be particularly intended in those
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or ime g-»__In murder_it must have been * specific— intent

to kill L human being without excuse or justificction.
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In cllegcd conspiracy, the criminal object thereof.
On the evidence here we think it ernnot be • 

seid, beyond ell rersonrble doubt thet the accused, 

in respect to those charges, et the times stated, 
hro such intent end guilty mind. Thet his or their
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e.cts racy hr.vc resulted in the injury shown does not 
c-ntitle the prosecution to urge or this Tribunal to 

find tht t the accused must h; vc- such intent, utiliz

ing the presumption thet every sene men is presumed 

to hrve intended the probeble end natural consequences 

of his own voluntary rets. Vt scy this because while 

such presumption may be sufficient in cases not in

volving the clonont of specific intent, such presump

tion, in cases in which specific intent is c necessary 
*
ingrédient, is not sufficient, in itself, to establish 

the existence of such intent. There must be other 

effirmrtivc evidence showing the existence of such 
specific intent. The Presumption, clone, will not 
suffice.

Justice Frankfurter, of the United States 

Supreme Court, in Devis v. United States, 328 U.S.

5Ô2, said this: "Stern enforcement of the criminal
25 lew is the hallmark of a healthy and self-confident
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society. Eut in our democracy such enforcement pre
supposes r. mora 1 atmosphere rnd a reliance upon 
intelligence whereby the effective administration of 

justice can be achieved v/ith due regard for those 
civilized standards. . . which r.re formule ted in 
our Bill of Rights."

"Such constitutional limitations «'rise from 
grievances, reel or fancied, which their makers have 
suffered, end should go peri pcs su v/ith the supposed 

evil. They withstend the winds of logic by the depth 
end toughness bf their roots in the pest. Nor should 

we forget thet whet seems feir enough against e 

squalid huckster of bed liquor may trko on e very 

different face, if used by a Government determined to 

suppress political opposition under the fuise of 

sedition." said Learned Iknd, J. in United Stetes 

v. Kirschcnblatt, CCL» 2nd., 16 F . 2d 202, 203»

51 J»LR 416.
The principle to which those eminent justices 

celled a ttention .might well be applied here by this 

Tribum.1. For, it mey h said, the end never justifiv s 

the means.

This Tribunal recognizes that the burden of 
establishing the charges set out in the Indictment 

rests upon the prosecution and that, before there can
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be I conviction of m y  défendent on m y  of the 

charges, the prosecution must have estrblished guilt 

beyond ell reasonable doubt. What is reasonable

doubt? It is not a mere chimirical uncertainty but 
is such c stete of things that a prudent person

called upon to act in r mrtter concerning those near

est and dearest to him, would hesitrtc to act rt all. 
It mt.y be said the t before the trier of a criminal 

case can make c finding of guilty he, or they, must 
be- satisfied of guilt to the extent and degree that 
one must be satisfied that his own mother is deed 

before he permits the undertaker to screw down the 

coffin lid.
THF. PRIS IDENT ! Mr. Brannon.
HR. BRANNON; If the Tribunal please, Admiral 

SHIMADA's summation is next. Do yov wish to start 

now?

THE. PRESIDENT; We will recess for fifteen

minutes.

(^hereupon, at 1442, a recess \ics 

taken until 1500, after which the proceed

ings were resumed as follows;)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Captain Kraft.

LANGUAGE ARBITER (Captain Kraft): If the

Tribunal please, the following language correction 

is submitted:

Reference, record page 35972, line 2\\

Delete "Yes, I found then," and substitute 

"I see, there are initials."

Record pare 35973, line 1: Delete: "THE
WITNESS: I found r.y initials."

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you.

, Mr. Ernnnon.

MR. ERANNON: Mr. President and Members of the

Tribunal, I am. afraid that there nay be some repetition 

here, which is, of course, due to the fact that v/e haven* 1 

read each other's arguments in the limited tine. So if 

there is, I would appreciate being advised by the Tribunal, 

and I will be glad to omit the parts,

THE PRESIDENT: Wo will not bo very much con-« •
cernod unless they are very lengthy.

L \
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MR. BRANNON: (Readily) Introduction.

Vacillating between the realization that war 

is the great’ anathema of civilization and the recogni

tion of its apparent unavoidability the many nations 

of the world have in the present century collectively

condemned it and sought its prevention, deterrence.or 
1

regulation. In initiating a procedure invoking indi

vidual liability for a kind of war termed aggressive 

the prosecution here re-ecnoed this noble effort in 

its openlrg address to the Tribunal. As a supremely 

worthy concept it is lot subject to criticism. 3ut to 

say that our specific purpose here is the prevention 

of aggressive war while the broad aim is the orderly 

administration of justice invites honest speculation
2

as to whether the'* have not transposed the objectives,

1. Tnore are, of course, those who deem war not only 
unavoidable but necessary, HOLLAND, LETTERS TO "THE 
TIÎ ES" UPON V:AR AND NEUTRALITY (1881-1909) (1914) 25.
" * * >: vvitnout war the world would stagnate, and lose 
itself in materialism. * * *"
2. "A* the very beginning of these proceedings it 
i3 essential that those directing the prosecution 
make clear their purpose, our broad aim is the 
orderly administration of justice; our specific purpose 
is to contribute all we soundly can towards the end
—  the prevention of the scourge of aggressive war."
Tr. 384.
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1
Rather should it not be stated that our 

specific purpose is a fair and just determination of 

the guilt or innocence of these men here accused.

In the clear light of reality the physical fact cf 

the trial itself, the mode of its conduction and the 

interpretation of the law are all that we can contri

bute to those who would undertake to solve the Drob- 
1

lem of war. In this sense it becomes important not 

only tc interpret the law of individual liability but 

also the law reciting the defenses which are available 

to those so charged.

It is then wich singular motive that counsel 

devotes his efforts to the complicated task of review

ing the evidence in such a manner as to render the 

greatest assistance possible in this respect. Our 

striving for brevity has been mocified only by a 

sincere attempt to treat the essential points of the 

accused SHIMDA's case with the fullness they deserve.

Theory of the Lefense.

The perpetration of aggressive war is the

crux of the charges here brought and such other

1, Cf. Wyzanski, The Nuernberg War Criminals Trial 
(a communication to the Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
Dec. 12, 194-5) urging the better method would have 
been to dispose of the accused bv executive or poli- • 
tical rather than judicial action.
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offenses as are named in the Charter flow as the 

natural consequences therefrom. The burden of proof 

and the obligation to convince the Court of the pri

soner’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt as to all 

facts and circumstances essential to the guilt of the

accused including the criminal intent are upon the
1

prosecution throughout the trial. The burden is never

on the accused to establish any issue beyond a reason- 
2

able doubt. Regardless of the magnitude of the charge 

of participating in the accomplishment of aggressive 

war there exists no reason for the exclusion of the 

common and ordinary defenses available to any accused 

who faces tne accusation of committing a crime. In 

our discussion of the evidence directed against and 

in favor of the accused SHI:.A!)A we urgently call to 

the attention of the Tribunal the doctrine of actus non 

faclt reum. nisi mens alt rea. (An act does not make 

the doer of it guilty, unless the mind be criminal.)

That a crime is not committed if the mind 

of the oerson doing the act is innocent is a sanctuary ji
of law as old as the common law of England itself and

1. Stafford vs. U.S. 300 Fed. 537s U.S. vs. Andrade 
10 Fed. (2d) 572; Order affirmed 16 Fed. (2d) 776:
Tr. 22-23.

2. Ezzard v. U.S. 7 Fed. (2d) 808.
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as new as the modern decisions of America. It is a

principle of jurisprudence so fundamentally sound as

to need little discussion. The federal and state

courts of the United States are in solid accord that

to constitute a crime the act must be accompanied by

a criminal intent on the part of the accused.

The contention advanced that those nations 

who collectively contributed to the defeat of Japan

9 have long since, through official utterances and

10 victory on the battlefield, politically resolved tho

issue of aggression is a misguided criticism by those
12
13

1

14
15

3 Inst. 107, Lord 'Cinyon C. J. 7 Term *14; 
Brown, Lax. 306s 22 C.J.S. 84 N. 41;
Com. v. Ober 139 K-H5< 601, 286 Lass. 25;
16 C.J. 74, Note 86; State v. Blacklock 167, 
p. 714 (N.M.); U.S, v. Schlitze D.C.
Ky. 28 F. Supp. 234, 2?5^

16
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20 
21 
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24

2. 22 C.J.S. 84 N. 42.
Herrman v. Lyle D.C. Wash. 41 F. (2d) 759 
Moscowitz v. U.S. C.C.A. N.Y. 282 F. 575. 
Ala. Rogers v. State 122 So. 308.
Cal. People v. Hoenschle, 22 P. (2d) 777. 
Fla. Smith v. State 71 So. 915.
Ga, Green v. State 102 S.E. 813.
111. People v e Fernow 122 N.E. 155.
Mich, People v. Campbell 212 N.Y/, 97. 
Miss. Holmes v, State 98 So. 104.
Mo. Schern v. Gallivan 10 S.VI. (2d) 521. 
Mont. In re McCue, 26l P. 341.
N.Y. People v. Goroon 204 N.Y.S. 184.
N.C. State v. Agnew 164 S.E. 578,
Pa. Com. v. Am. Agr. Chem. Co. 7 Pa. Dist 
Co. 743.
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principle of jurisprudence so fundamentally sound as

to need little discussion. The federal and state

courts of the United States are in solid accord that 

to constitute a crime the act must be accompanied by
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a criminal intent on the part of the accused.
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who go not understand what we have here striven to eccomr 

lish. It is a confusion of the juridical with the 

political, a factor ivhich this Tribunal constantly strove 

to avoid. The transcript is ablaze with evidence of 

the Tribunal's wise and just endeavor to separate the 

juridical from the political aspects pertaining to this 

offense. It is nothing less than a tribute to the 

integrity and honesty of the Tribunal that the starting 

postulate of this trial was not that Japan waged aggres

sive war with the issue narrowed only to what part 

each defendant took therein. From the amazingly volu

minous record exhausting nearly two years it is firmly 

established that these accused were allowed to offer 

proof that from their view the war or wars waged were 

not aggressive.

In personal conflicts every man is permitted I
within reasonable limits to act upon appearances and to 

determine for himself when he is in real danger. Does 

it not logically follow that a government official who

acted upon appearances and determined that his country j
!

W3S imperiled ought to be allowed to prove every fict j
I

and circumstance known to him or believed by him which

would have created an anorehension for the safety of 
1

his country. In speaking of the crime of murder
1. Magnifying the rule as expressed by Niblack, J., in 
Boyle V. State 97 Ind. 326 pertaining to feelf- ‘
defense in murder cases.
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which differs from the crux of the offenses here charged 
only in magnitude, it has definitely been stated that 
such acts as may be calculated to have created appre
hension on the part of the accused before he acted
are admissible in evidence as bearing on his state of 

1
mind.

Since it is not Japan itself that is under 
indictment the Tribunal has assumed only the responsi
bility of judicially establish.'ng the individual guilt 
or innocence of these accused. Therefore the acceotance 
of such evidence as would reveal those happenings and 
events which may have Influenced an accused in per
forming his functions or arriving at his decision was 
a necessary element toward the end of determining the 
requisite intent for the establishment of individual 
guilt or innocence. The Tribunal through the President 
on one occasion and the Acting President on another 
clearly announced its willingness to receive such evi
dence as would cast light UDon why the individual

2
accused acted as they did. Such evidence was actually 
received throughout the course of the trial.
1. Eng. 1866 R. v. Hookir.s, 10 Cox Cr. 229; Undusen 
v. U.S. 170 U.S. 481, 42 L. Ed. 1116, 18 Supp. 689; 
Wigmore on Evidence Sec. 246 p. 44,
2. Tr. 25,553, Tr. 34,680 - Lefense exhibits 1482,
1739« These documents v/ere top secret and highly con
fidential reports prep red by the Japanese Foreign
Office on Anglo-American and Dutch activities prior to__
hostilities.
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The acceptance by the Tribunal of the broao 

and specific factual background that motivated or 

influenced the accused is simply lending ear to the 

doctrine that an act does not make the doer of it 

guilty unless the mind be criminal. However, it has 

been said that the construction of a law other than 

the common law is a question of legislative intent.

This is the only deviation from the common law rule
1

that the scienter is a necessary element of a crime. 

Therefore, to state the rule solidly and without criti

cism, we can say that to constitute a crime the act 

must, except as otherwise provided by law, be accom-
2

panied by a criminal intent on the part of the accused.

Of course, no one can deny that a legislator or a body

dictating what the law shall be may forbid the doing

of or the failure to do an act and make its commission

or omission criminal without regard to tho intent or
3

knowledge of the doer.

But do we have before us now such law as 

precludes the element of criminal intent? Does the j

law that guides this Tribunal discount the element of 

intent and provide that the mere doing of the act is
I

sufficient to constitute the crime? Wo submit the i

1. 22 C.J.S. p. 86, Kote 53.
2. Ibid.
^  IfrM._____________________________________________
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answer is in tho negative. For here we have no 

legislator of the law. True a Charter has been pro

mulgated in which the offenses charged are set forth.

But the prosecution has declared that these accused are 

being placed in jeopardy for violation of existing

international law and that the Charter is merely
1

declaratory of that law. Since the Charter does not

create the law but merely reiterates a portion of it

we must turn to tho broad subject of international law

itself to determine whether or not it excludes the

element of criminal intent.

A study of thi various sources of international

law does not reveal a single ground which could be used

as an argument against the acceptance of this godly

principle of justice. Indeed one of the sources of |
2 !

such law is listed as justice, equity and good faith.

If aggressive war is a crime under international law j 

and if there is individual liability for its accom- j

plishment it would be strange indeed to preclude this J

cosmopolitan principle of defense which has behind it j 

the wisdom of the ages. From the unwritten sources cf I
the common law it was fostered and developed through

1. Prosecution Argument para. B-5 - Tr. 39,013.
2. Mixed Claims Commission - United States and Germany 
1922; Statute of Permanent Court of International 
-Justice 1936; Prosecution Argument oara. B-6 -
-Se. 39,013 »____________________ _____________________________
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sheer necessity and gauged to meet the common needs of

mankind for self-regulation. When the high courts of

today announce in no uncortain ’.voräs that even statu-
tory lav is to be construed in the light of the common

law and the existence of a criminal intent is to bo

regarded as essential in order to moke an act crimirai,

even when not in terms required, there is no earthly

reason why it should here bo ignored as a welcome s='fo-
1

guard against injustice.

The Charter itself while bearing a resemblance 

to statutory law cannot for the reason stated be 

properly construed as such. Yet accepting it as the 

gospel of the law, in its reading we find no portion 

which would tend to exclude the necessity for the estab

lishment of criminal intent before an adjudication of j
I

guilt can be rendered. The Tribunal by the acceptance i 

and use of this doctrine would establish streng and 

fine international law serving as a restraint against 

those who would later seek to misuse the lav/ of indi

vidual responsibility here sought to bo enforced.
It was in view of the principle that an act 

does not make the door of it guilty unless the mind be

1. 22 C.J.S. 87 N. 61, especially in the case of
crimes involving moral turpitude. Note 62. Seaboard 
Oil Co. v. Cunningham C.C.A. Fla. 51 F. 2d 321.
5 2 S. ct. 35.
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sheer necessity and gauged to meet the common needs of

mankind for self-regulation. When the high courts of

today announce in no uncertain words that even statu- 
«

tory lav» is to be construed in the light of the common

lav; and the existence of a criminal intent is to be

regarded as essential in order to make an act criminal,

oven when not in terms required, there is no earthly
reason why it should hero bo ignored as a welcome s'fe-

1
guard against injustice.

The Charter itself while bearing a resemblance 

to statutory law cannot for the reason stated be 

properly construed as such. Yet accepting it as ehe 

gospel of tne law, in its reading we find no portion 

which would tend to exclude the necessity for the estab

lishment of criminal intent before an adjudication of 

guilt can be rendered. The Tribunal by the acceptance 

and use of this doctrine would establish streng and 

fine international law serving as a restraint against 

those who would later seek to misuse the law of indi

vidual responsibility here sought to bo enforced.

It v/as in view of the principle that an act 

does not make the door of it guilty unless the mind be

1, 22 C.J.S. 87 N. 61, especially in the case of
crimes involving moral turpitude. Note 62. Seaboard 
Oil Co. v. Cunningham C.C.A. Fla. 51 F . 2d 321.
52 S. Ct. 35.
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sheer necessity and gauged to meet the common needs of

mankind for self-regulation. When the high courts of

today announce in no uncertain words that oven statu- 
%

tory law is to be construed in the light of the common

law and the existence of a criminal intent is to bo

regarded as essential in order to make an act criminal,

even when not in terms required, there is no earthly

reason why it should hero bo ignored as a welcome s^fe-
1

guard against injustice.

The Charter itself while bearing a resemblance 

to statutory law cannot for the reason stated be 

properly construed as such. Yet accepting it as ehe 

gospel of tne law, in its reading we find no portion 

which would tend to exclude the necessity for the estab

lishment of criminal intent before an adjudication of 

guilt can be rendered. The Tribunal by the acceptance 

and use of this doctrine would establish string and 

fine international law serving as a restraint against 

those who would later seek to misuse the lav/ of indi

vidual responsibility here sought to be enforced.

It v/as in view of the principle that an act 

does not make the doer of It guilty unless the mind be

1, 22 C.J.S. 87 N. 6l, especially in the case of
crimes involving moral turpitude. Note 62. Seaboard 
Oil Co. v. Cunningham C.C.A. Fla. 5l F. 2d 321.
52 S. Ct. 35.
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srirninal that in our opening statement curing thD indi
vidual defense of the accused SHIMADA we proclaimed 
;hct the treasured and tightly-guarded prerogative 
>f the nations of the world to judge for themselves 
/he.t facts constitute a throat to their security was 
ilso a reservation which must be capable of inherit ncj 
>y the individuals who compose the government of that 
îation itself. This uncontestod and established reser
vation of nations must not bo restricted to the moral 
lofense of the notional entities of the world but "Iso 
Bust be made available to a struggling man whose life 
mo freedom are endangered by the charge of individual 
'osponsibility for his participation in a decision of 
its government exorcising that right. The element of 
Individual intent here becomes of paramount import"lice.

Even though the pattern of conduct of a 
lation over the course of years is subject to condera- 
îation it does not necessarily follow that one 
Individual as a cog in the machinery of that govern- 
nent, serving for only a limited oeriod, is likewise 
subject to castigation. There are so many modifying 
Factors 'which dispel the theory of individual guilt 
Lnvariably flowing from national guilt. It is more 
than specious reasoning which leads us to acknowledge 
that a nation or the government of that nation, through



a pyramiding parade of ill-considered past decisions 
and actions may havo created an insoluble condition 
of affairs which, when thrust upon a new participant 
in that government, is quite incapable of dissolution 
by means short of hostilities.

In this respect Japan and its governmental 
leaders differed from Germany. There the situations 
arising from time to time were creations of a conti
nuous group with one leader who held the same govern
mental reins consistently over a period of years. Wo 
newcomer v/p.s brought into the government upon whom 
fell the task of providing a solution to a problem 
parented by the actions of a different government or 
group of men in the past. But horo in Japan such did 
frequently occur, a notable example being the induction 
of Admiral SHIMADA into a cabinet post fifty days 
before the commencement of the Pacific War and the 
thrusting upon him of a lighted squib of international 
disruption which had been t hrown from hand to hand 
as its flaming fuse approached the stage of explosion.

That he provided no answer to a problem that 
had spelled defeat for so many others before him cannot 
be a crime. The adoption of the solution of war cannot

4
I pso facto  s p e ll out g u i lt ,  fo r such a conclusion

without a deep determination of the inner fa ctu a l
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a pyramiding parade of ill-considered past decisions 
and actions may have created an insoluble condition 
of affairs which, when thrust upon a new participant 
in that government, is quite incapable of dissolution 
by means short of hostilities.

In this respect Japan and its governmental 
leaders differed from Germany. There the situations 
arising from time to time were creations of a conti
nuous group with one leader who held the same govern
mental reins consistently over a period, of years, %> 
newcomer was brought into the government upon whom 
fell the task of providing a solution to a problem 
parented by the actions of a different government or 
group of men in the past. But horo in Japan such did 
frequently occur, a notable example being the induction 
of Admiral SHIMADA into a cabinet post fifty days 
before the commencement of the Pacific War and the 
thrusting upon him of a lighted squib of international 
disruption which had been t hrown from hand to hand 
as its flaming fuse approached the stage of explosion.

That he provided no answer to a problem that 
had spelled defeat for so many others before him cannot 
be a crime. The adoption of the solution of war cannot

i

ipso facto  s p e ll out g u i lt ,  fo r such a conclusion

without a deep determination of tho inner fa ctu a l



a pyramiding parade of ill-considered past decisions 
and actions may have created an insoluble condition 
of affairs which, when thrust upon a new participant 
in that government, is quite incapable of dissolution 
by means short of hostilities.

In this respect Japan and its governmental 
leaders differed from Germany. There the situations 
arising from time to time were creations of a conti
nuous group with one leader who held the same govern
mental reins consistently over a period of years. <Vo 
newcomer was brought into the government upon whom 
fell the task of providing a solution to a problem 
parented by the actions of a different government or 
group of men in the past. But horo in Japan such did 
frequently occur, a notable example being the induction 
of Admiral SHIMADA into a cabinet post fifty days 
before the commencement of the Pacific War and the 
thrusting upon him of a lighted squib of international 
disruption which had been t hrown from hand to hand 
as its flaming fuse approached the stage of explosion.

That he provided no answer to a problem that 
had spelled defeat for so many others before him cannot 
be a crime. The adoption of the solution of war cannot

i
ip s o  f a c t o  s p e l l  o ut g u i l t ,  f o r  su ch  a c o n c lu s io n

w ith o u t  a deep d e te rm in a t io n  o f  th e  in n e r  f a c t u a l
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matters lending to that decision wouio render "hUgntoty | 

a cardinal principle of justice.

CHINA: 1928 - 1935.
11-a. While SHIMADA is charged with the

planning, preparation and waging of a war of aggression

against the Republic of China ho is not charged with
1

initiating such war. Nor is he mentioned as one of

the individuals who unlawfully ordered, caused or
2

permitted the attack on the city of Nanking, the city
3 4  5

of Canton, the city of Hankow, the city of Changsha,
6

the city of Hengyang in the province of Hunan and the

cities of Kweilin and Liuchow in the Province of Kw^ngsi,

ll«t. At the beginning of the Indictment

years SHIMAIiA held the rank of captain commanding the
8

cruiser TAM. At the time of the Manchurian Incident,

September 18, 1931» he was Chief of Staff of the

Combined Fleet and First Fleet with the rank of rear 
9

admiral. In February of 1932 he served as Chief of 

Staff of the Third Fleet aboard the flagship of
10

Admiral NOMURA, later Ambassador to the United States.

1. Counts 6, 19, 27, 28; Tr. 38-39, 45, 50, 50-51.
2. Count 45, Tr. 60.
3. Count 46, Tr. 6O-6I.
4. Count 47, Tr. 61.
5. Count 48, Tr. 65.
o. Count 49, Tr. 65-66.
7# Count 50, Tr. 66.
8. Tr. 34,647.
9. Tr. 34,648.

Ibid._____________________________________________ ____
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In Juno 1932 he was apn^inted Chief of the Naval

Information Bureau and later in November of the same
1

year became Chief of the Operations Bureau. The 

prosecution has made no serious attempt to connect 

SHIMADA with the early hostilities in China since 

there is no evidence against hiu. except the wearing of 

his naval uniform.

'J
V * «& m
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J
In June 1932 he was appointed Chief of the Naval

Information Bureau and later in November of the same
1

year became Chief of the Operations Bureau. The 

prosecution has made no serious attempt to connect 

SHIMADA with the early hostilities in China since 

•there is no evidence against hi«- except the wearing of 
his naval uniform.

«

1. Ibid.
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China: 1 9 3 5 - 1 22lL
12-a. In December 1934 he bocr.no a vice-

ac’r.iral am"! served as attachée1 officer with the Naval

General Staff fron February 1935 vjitil December at
1 •

which tine he becano Vice-Chief• Proof of his

activities Curing his tenure as Vico-Chief of Naval

General Staff is limitée1 to such natters as werc-

touchec1 upon by the prosecution in their cross-examina-’
tion of SHIMADA. Much extraneous natter such as

whether the first trans-oceanic bombing tool: place at
2.

this tine or as to where the airplane.units tool:
•>

off fron in tneir bombing missions against China or 

as to whether SHIIxADA transmitted orders to his superior

full Admiral HASEGAY/A, then Commander in Chief of the 

China Fleet, to carry out the bombing of Nanking 

occupied much of the prosecution’s attention. It 

should be noted that SIII’TADA is not named in count 45 

charging the ordering, causing or permitting of the 

attack on Nanking. SIIIIIADA was not Vice-Chief of
5.

Naval General S inf f when the Pr.nay was sunk.

12-b. Such orders as wore issued by the
6.

Naval General Staff were not created by SHIKADA.

1. T. 34648.
2. T. 34734.
3. T. 34736.

4. T. 34736.
5. T. 34737, 34738.
6. T. 34

737,
809.

i
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and the Vico-Chief of Navel General Staff had no
1 •

authority to issue orders to A ein irai KASLGAWA,
The orders cane fron the Chief of Naval General Staff 
pertaining to all fleet operational ratters and he, 
as Vice-Chief, did not handle the transmission of

2.
orders which were usually by telegraph. Nor is 

there evidence he formulated any policies.
13-a. At no tir.e has the prosecution con

nected 8HIÎÎADA with action pertaining to the 1937 

China Incident, which would exclude hin fron their 

statement previously given that the accused has been 

charged with crimes against peace "only if he partici

pated in the formulation of the aggressive policy of 

the government, or if he, in the first instance, in

duced the aggression which was subsequently made a
3.

policy '■'f the government," The prosecution upon 
receiving the answer fron SHI:ADA that he merely 

acted under orders fron then Chief of Naval General 

Staff Prince FUSHIHI gave vent to their imagination 
b,r entering upon a historical discussion of the as

cension to office of Prince FUSHIÏÎI in 1932 and his 
succession by Admiral NAGANO in 1941,

1. T. .34809.
2. Ibid.
3. Prosecution Argument, para. K-3, T. 40540.
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13- h. h'hile it is difficult to See where 
Adnir.nl SHIIADA fits into the* picture here the prose
cution concludes thr.t ho one1, "the* rest of the navy

/
one1, army militarists appear to hove caused and to 
have Inter usot1. those* appointments of Imperial princes 
os Chiefs of Stoff as a neons of shielding the aggres
sive* nolicios of the arny and navy staffs fron effoc-

1.
tive control or criticisn." This assumption, vague
as it is, rests only upon the clout’s of surnise and
speculation without the support of the soil of
evidence. A roofing of the evidence reveals that
it was this sane Prince FUSIilHI who of vis of Navy
Minister OIIIAWA concerning the reconnonc1 rtion of
SHIMADA ns Navy Minister anf it ’.vas also the* sane
Prince FUSIÎIMI fror, whom SHIMADA roquestef a.f.vico as

2.
to whether to accept the assignment. It nay not 
be too bolt1, to suggest that the* prosecution should 
have reversed its theory.

Activities; 1937 - 1940.
14- a. SHI MAD A terminated, as Vico-Chief of 

Naval General Staff in December of 1937 and was 
assigned as C o m ander in Chief of the Second Fleet.
A year later he was removed to the Mure Naval Station
1. Prosecution Argument para. TT-29, T. 41679. 
v. T. 34652.

m
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----------------------------- 3_  ■
*'.s Connnnder in Chief. An analysis of these assign

ments nre revealing —  not of e x t r a or c’ i nn r y nc’v''.nce- 
2.

rent os the prosecution vjouIA have you believe —
t

but of systematic advances solidly coordinated v,ith

his no,., experience on;’ Seniority, Ho evidence is
\

directed. ngninst hin 'uring this peri oc’..

Chino:.. 1.94p_- 1.9/4
14-b. In 11:.y of 1940 r.s vice-adniral ho wcs 

ordered to assume conrr.nd of the Chinr. Sor.s Fleet 

succeoeing Admirai OIIhA.'.'A who was destined to becone 

Nrvy Minister un.'er the Secon.1. '.nd Thirc’. X0M0YK Cabi

net s ont’, who in turn hoc’, succeeded Admiral HASEGAWA.
3.

Six nonths later he becone a full admiral. It was 

to this assignment lasting until September of ‘the next 

year that the prosecution attachée! sore importance.

The prosecution went into some c’.etail at the tine of 

cross-examination relative to his connection with 

naval operations against China. At no time while 

occupying this post has the defense ever claimed that 

SÏIIMADA as Cannanc’er in Chief was not responsible in 

chain of conna.nc! for navi oper tions. Our only con

tention was that he was carrying out the dictate of
1. T. 34648.
2. T. I69OO.
3. T. 34648.

t

. . .y
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his government in keeping with recognized rules of
1
2

3

4
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warfare•
15-;'.. It was sought to show SHIMADA perpe

trated sono offense by reason of the fleet blockade
1.

of the China Coast. ’ Idle not only is this act
2.

recognized as legal, the defense established further

that ijhe policy of blockading the China Coast had

been put into effect long before SHIÏ5ADA*s tine, being

carried, out by his predecessors, Admiral OIIIAI'A and.
3.

Ad.niral HASEGAWA. Instructions concerning visit,

search and. capture of vessies were issued, by the

rrooer naval authorities in terns fully conplying with
4.

existing international law. Thus the evidence is- 
that SHIMADA continued, the functions of his predecessors 

in this regard, and. he did. not thereby execute a new 

operational procedure, n.uch less femulate an opera

tional policy. The purpose and object of the blockade 
was to prevent Military suanlies fror, going to Chung-

5.
king •

16-a. As to participation of the Fleet in

bombing rissions the established, policy of the Japanese

1. ,T• 34740. . ’ -« • •
?.. T. 21509 - 21512s, 1932 od. of Anerican Naval Vfar 

College International Law Situations with Solutions 
and Notes.

3. T. 34808.
4. Ex. 2545, T. 21529 - 21536.
5. T. 34739.
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Navy was to direct such attacks against military
1.

objectives only. Participants in the* attack were
under strict instructions to adopt all necessary
measures toward the end of bombing exclusively

military targets and each plane.was instructed to
carry nans of the streets edited by the Naval General

2.
Staff in order to ascertain the military objectives.
But this was not all. Not only were orders issued by 
the Naval Goner''l Staff pert - ining to these natters 
but the Navy Ministry had issued written information 
entitled "Criteria in Air Fighting" designed to 
clarify the rules of aerial conduct and a supplementary 
guide entitled , "Miscellaneous Observations on Aerial 
Bombing," had been distributed with the force of an

3.order. SKIIÏJDA gave the prosecutor a straight
answer when he said the objectives of the bonbing

4.
were "troops and military installations." Not 
even by innuendo has the prosecution be^n able to 
show SHIMADA ordered the bonbing of other than military 
objectives.

16-b. Hence, rather than the evidence 

indicating ordurs designed to establish a policy

1. T. 21401.
2. T. 21479.
3. T. 21508.
4. T. 34736.

it •<- *

\
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c f indiscrininate bonbing it appears those in con- 
nand, both at the tine of SHIi ADA's connand and be
fore, had taken such precautions as cou IC. reasonably 
be exoectod. An answer to the rather ludicrous 
question of the prosecution put to SKIMADA, "Do you 
tell this Tribunal that no one in the City of Chung
king was struck by the bor.bing or affected by it
fror.: fire or otherwise/?" was forostallod by the

1.
Tribunal. No one is naive enough to speculate 
that civilian casualties can be avoided, when r.ili- 
tary objectives are situated within the city itself. 
The test is whether or not this accused ordered the 
attack of non-v'ilitary objectives or negligently 
oerritted. such. There is no evidence which would, 
support the prosecution*s contention that he did. so 
order or pernit.

17-a. In r.oving on to the next phase of
SbIFADA's career we trust we are not guilty of serious 
nisjudgnent in ignoring what we consider as irrelevant

Icornents by the prosecution pertaining to his activi- |
ties in China.
1. T. 34741.

I
j
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'chedInterin Between Cor.inc.nCer in Chief of 
Chine. Seas Fleet r.nC Assumption 

of Navy Ministership.

17-b. After finishing his ordinary tour of

duty as Commander in Chief of the China Seas Floot,
1.

SIIIIIADA was ordered to return to Japan. The

prosecution secured several newspc.per clippings

which allegedly told of the return of SHIMADA on

September 15. 1941, and depicted his interview with
2.

the Enperor. It night well be said that the 

accuracy of a newspaper story varies according to 

the source of the subject natter, the accuracy of 
the reporter and the editing of the publisher. In 
any event such reports cannot be considered as the 

most reliable -evidence. Thus it is surprising that 

the prosecution would attempt to press upon this 

Tribunal these two documents as valid evidence re

flecting the intention or thinking of the accused
3.

SHIIIADa on natters which followed later.

1. T. '34742.
2. T. 34694.
3. T. 34694, 34695.

I
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1
Interim Between Conncnder in Chief of 

Chino. Seas Fleet ant’. Assumption 
of Navy Ministership.

17-b. After finishing his ordinary tour of
duty as Commander in Chief of the China Seas Fleet,

I.SIIIMADA was ordered to return to Japan. The
prosecution secured several newspaper clippings
which allegedly told of the return of SHIMADA on
September 15« 1941, and depicted his interview with

2.
the Emperor. It night well be said that the 
accuracy of a newspaper story varies according to 
the source of the subject matter, the accuracy of 
the reporter and the editing of the publisher. In 
any event such reports cannot be considered as the 
most reliable -evidence. Thus it is surprising that 
the prosecution would attempt to press upon this 
Tribunal these two documents as valid evidence re
flecting the intention or thinking of the accused

3.SHIIIADa on natters which followed later.

1. T. '34742.
2. T. 34694.
3. T. 34694, 34695.
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1 Ö - 8 .  I f ,  h o w e v e r ,  ' t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  a t t a c h e d

a n y  r e a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e  t o  t h e  f r e t  t h a t  SHIMADA m o d e

a  r e p o r t  t o  t h e  T h r o n e  u p o n  h i s  r e t u r n  f r o m  C h i n a

t h e y  s h o u l d  h a v e  b e e n  c o n t e n t  w i t h  t h e  v e r y  s o l i d

e x p l a n a t i o n  g i v e n  by N a v y  M i n i s t e r  OIKAWA w h e n  h e

WPS c r o s s - e x a m i n e d  o n  t h i s  p o i n t .  OIKAV.'A s a i d  i t

w a s  o. c o m m o n  p r a c t i c e  t h a t  c  g e n e r a l  r e p o r t  o n  o p e r a t i o n s

a n d  o p e r a t i o n a l  m a t t e r s  b e  g i v e n  t o  t h e  T h r o n e  a t  
2

s u c h  t i m e s .  I f  t h e r e ^  i s  a n y  t r u t h  i n  t h e  n e w s p a p e r  

a r t i c l e s  w h i c h  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  s e e m s  t o  a d v o c a t e  a s  

t h e i r  b i b l e  w i t h  v e r s e  a n d  c h a p t e r  r e v e a l i n g  t h e  

t r u e  m i n d  a n d  i n t e n t  o f  SHILIA DA,  i t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  

t o  n o t e  e x a c t l y  w h a t  t h e  c o n t e n t s  o f  t h o s e  a r t i c l e s  

a r e .

l 8 - b .  I n  t h e  f i r s t  p l a c e  SHIMADA d i d  n o t

s p e a k  o f  a c t i o n  a g a i n s t  C h i n a  b u t  r a t h e r  h e  s p o k e
3

o f  t h e  J a p a n e s e  a t t a c k  o n  t h e  C h u n g k i n g  r e g i m e .

H e  s p o k e  o f  t h e  l o s s e s  i n  t h e  w a r  a n d  h i s  r e g r e t s .

H e  s p o k e  t h e  s a m e  a s  a n y  m i l i t a r y  m a n  m i g h t  h a v e  

s p o k e n  f o r  i t  w a s  n o t  h i s  d u t y  t o  r e t u r n  f r o m  t h e  

f i g h t i n g  f r o n t  a n d  m a k e  a n  a n t i - g o v e r n m e n t a l  s t a t e m e n t .  

S u c h  m i g h t  w e l l  h a v e  b e e n  p u r e  t r e a s o n  a n d  h a r d l y  i n  

k e e p i n g  w i t h  h i s  s w o r n  d u t y  a s  a  h i g h - r a n k i n g  m i l i t a r y  

m a n .

I

25
2. T. 34,594
3. T. 38.087^ 38.088
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19-a. What there is in these rrticles that 
would show that SHIMADA was possessed of vicious 
feelings toward the Western Powers escapes our attention. 
Is it not understandable that a military man whose 
objective was to end the China Affair according to 
the dictate of his government would not feel 

favorably disposed to any country or power that was 

lending aid to the opposing forces and spilling the 
blood of his ov/n men? We must give him credit for 

common sense at least and possessing the honest emotions , 

of on ordinary person. Is there one of us under 

like or similar circumstances that would have felt 

strongly in favor of those powers who were openly 

supporting the enemy? Yet in spite of this there is 

no evidence that SHIMADA at any time raised his voice 
against the Western Powers.

19-b. To the contrary we have the testimony ' 
of Admiral SAWAMOTO who recalled that in December 

1940 as Commander in Chief of the Second Expeditionary 

Fleet under the China. Seas Fleet SHIMADA, as Commander 
in Chief, called a meeting of the commanders of the 

various units in Shanghai. During the course of that 

meeting SAWAMOTO told this Tribunal in no uncertain 

words that SHIMADA "clearly expressed vital interest 

in the relations of Japan and the United States."
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SHIMADA was very disturbed about the increasing

tenseness of the situation, said SA’.VAMOTO, and "I

remember he said there must not be o war between
1

Japan and the Western Powers*"
20-a. This evidence was introduced by

the defense for the sole purpose of revealing the

true thinking of SHIMADA. The value of this
particular bit of testimony Is enhanced by the fact
that the statement so m-de was given at a time when
SHIMADA had no cause to misrepresent or to speak

other than his true feelings for, as the witness
testified, it was merely a conversation which could

have had no bearing on the political situation of 
2

the time.

The Recommendation of SHI MAD A as Navy. Minister

20-b* SHIMADA finished his ordinary tour
of duty as Commander in Chief of the China Seas

Fleet and moved on to a new assignment as Commander
3

in Chief of the Yokosuka Naval Station. Having been

away from Japan for two years and never having held

a political assignment, a fact admitted by the 
4

prosecution, SHIMADA frankly confessed that he knew

1. T. 34,607
2. T. 34,600
3. T. 34,649
4. T. 16,901

r“
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2

nothing of the inner fibers of the intense political
situation which then threatened to cruse the fall

5 4 u
of the Third KONOYE Cabinet. Unquestionably his 

entire naval career had been relegated to sea 

assignments and service with the Nav^l General Staff.

20- c. That the matters of government were

held in high confidence if not secrecy were attested
to by TOGO, who v;ith wide experience in diplomatic

affairs and who must have had access to more contacts

than SHIMADA which would have given light to the

true international situation, testified that at the

time of joining the TOJO Cabinet he had no correct

knowledge of the progress of the Jananese-Airerican 
1

negotiations. Thus the evidence is uncontested
that SHIHADA had no inside knowledge of the serious

state of affairs with the accompanying issues and
could have formed no preconceived opinion on them

2
before accepting the position of Navy Minister.

21- a. It is well to note that no Navy

Minister of Japan has ever been other than a senior
3

officer on the active list. The Ordinance of 193°

6

T. 34,650 
T. 34,609 
T. 35,666 
T. 34,649 
T. 34,571
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1
making such mandatory in no way influenced the Navy 

because they had followed this procedure as a matter
2 4

of custom and tradition from the very beginning.
3 The duty and obligation of recommending a Navy Minister
4 5

was in the hands of the outgoing Navy Minister.
5

After the Navy Minister hod made a recommendation rs
6

to his successor such nomination was tantamount to7
8 appointment for it v/as inherently mandatory upon the

6
Premier who hod no pctual choice in the matter. Thusy

10 it was that this peculiar tradition of the Japanese

11 Novy which necessarily limited the field of candidates

12 for the Navy Ministership expressed itself in a

13 telephone call received by SHIMADA on October 17th, 
714 1941.

15 22-a. It was but several weeks after
16 assuming his new command at Yokosuka that SH ILIAD A
17 received the order to report to the Navy Ministry
18 in Tokyo. Upon being received at the Navy Ministry
19 he was told by Navy Minister OIKAV/A that he was
20 OIKAWA's choice to become the next Navy Minister
21 1

in a new cabinet to be formed. It was after a short
22

talk with Admiral OIKAWA that SHI MA DA explained his
23
24
25

4. T. 34,571
5. T. 34,570
6. T. 36,525
7. T. 34,649 
1. T. 34,650

25
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position spying he felt himself unnur.lil led for the
2

post because of his long absence from Japan. He

thereupon refused the recommendotion which fact is

confirmed not only by SHIMADA’ s testimony but by
3

OIKAV/A himself. Not only did SHIKADA refuse the

appointment but he asked Admiral OIKAWA to continue
4

on as Navy Minister and this also is confirmed
5

by OIKAWA and unchallenged by the prosecution.
22-b. OIKAV/A however had decided as a

6
matter of political morality not to succeed himself.

The Chief Prosecutor himself assumed the task of

cross-examining OIKAV/A and in answer to the question
as to what he meant by political morality OIKAWA said

that matters had become so complicated that n new

cabinet starting afresh and v/iping the slate clean

made inadvisable the participation of the old members
8

in the new government. Furthermore OIKAWA had been

Navy Minister under two different cabinets each of

which had resigned and it was quite understandable

that he felt it necessary for a new man to take over
1

his burdensome job.
2. Ibid.
3 .  T . 3 4 , 5 7 2 .
4 .  T . 3 4 ,6 5 0 .
5 .  T. 3 4 ,5 7 2 .
6. T . 3 4 ,5 7 0
7 .  T . 3 4 ,5 9 1
8. Ibid.

T . 3 4 , 57 0 , 3 4 , 571 »_________ ________________________
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He rise made it elerr that his decision not to succeed
himself ns Navy Minister was arrived at before he

2
kne’- TOJO 'tips to become the new premier.

23-a. The thing thnt has stung SHI MAD A
throughout this case is the prosecution’s charge
that he was selected as Navy Minister "because he
was, and was known to be, on active supporter of the

3TOJO policy." /lthough the prosecution readily
made this statement they attempted to offer no evidence
in support thereof. Even though their allegation
had not the benefit of evidence the defense could
not rest without destroying the unjustified inference
that may follow this unwarranted statement. It was
therefore that the man who recommended SHIMADA was
called to the witness box for the purpose of reciting
in detail how the appointment occurred. The prosecution
also must have interrogated Admiral OIKAV/A on this
point in the days before the trial but it nevertheless
did not prevent their making the statement.

23-b. At this time SHIM/,DA was a full
admiral on the active list. Other than the present
Navy Minister there were eight other admirals ahead

4
of him in seniority. Starting with the oldest in
2. Ibid.
3. T. 16,905.
4. T. 34,571.
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seniority Prince FUSHIaII, Ad mi m l  OIKAV/A related ’ 

to this Tribunal exactly why erch of the eight was 

disqualified by him in regard to their possible
5selection. The prosecution did not question OIKAWA

6
on his reasoning and explanation. The Chief
Prosecutor w^s frank to admit when OIKAWA took the
stand and subjected himself to cross-examination that

1
OIKAWA v/as a key witness. His solid testimony, 
admittedly of vital importance is worthy of complete 

study.
. 24-a. Admitting that in regard to the

question of war or peace the Army took one view and

the Navy another the prosecutor v/as unable to i» any
way infer from his cross-examination of OIKAWA that

the appointment of SHIMADA v/as other than the

voluntary choice of Admiral OIKAWA, the very men whom

the prosecution had just stated took that stand for 
2

peace. If SHIiuADA had desired to change the existing 

policy of the Navy, if he v/as the aggressive men the 

prosecution would now have you believe he is, v/ould 

he have requested Admiral OIKAWA to remain in office
I

as Navy Minister? Or v/ould he have been selected by

5. Ibid.
6. T. 34,575 et seq.
1. T. 34,579.
2. Ibid.

45,380
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OIK/;WA as his successor if OIKAWA believed hin to be
in discord vith the established naval views? Does it
sound reasonable that aggressive, war-like SHIFADA,
p.s the prosecution has painted him, would have
refused the appointment as Navy Minister, would
have turned down this golden opportunity to give vent
to his aggressive intent?

24-b. SHTMADA then, on the evening of
October 17th, 1941, having told Admiral OIKAV.A that
after a. period of four years a way on routine naval
assignments he did not feel his knowledge of the
political situation at home or of the international
complications w^s sufficient to qualify him, togehter
with the statement that he had never served in the
Navy Ministry and had o distaste for politics with no
desire to become involved in that line of work,

1
returned to his. Tokyo home. But on the following
morning he was again summoned to the Navy Minister’s
official residence where not only Admiral OIKAWA
met him but also Chief of Naval General Staff Admiral 

2
NAGANO. On this occasion Admiral NAG,'NO himself urged 
SKIMADA to accept the recommendation telling him that 
it was his duty as a high-ranking admiral to do so.
1. T. 34,650
2. T. 34,651
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SHIMADA however told NAGANO, ps he had told OIKAWA,
thpt he did not feel himself qualified. Thereupon
NAGANO and OIKAWA told SHIHADA that Prince FUSHUil,

then the oldest and most respected of naval officers,

had surveyed the field of candidates and <etermined
3

that SHIMADA was the logical one. At the sane time
ns these conversations wore taking place at the Navy

Minister1s official residence several telephone calls
care in from the Cabinet Formation Headquarters urging
that a candidate for Ilavy Minister be recommended

as sion as possible since all of the other ministers
4

of the nc-vj cabinet had been determined,

25-a.- SKIMADA told this Tribunal that at
the time he hesitated and was greatly perplexed. He
said he realized that he actually was one of the fev;

senior naval officers available for the high post and

that the fact that Prince FUSHIMI, Admiral OIKAWA and
Admiral NAGANO had all asked him to accept bero heavily

on his mind. In considering these factors he said

he reversed his earlier decision *nd agreed tentatively
1

to accept the recommendation. He then went to consult 

Prince FUSHIMI personally anc there discussed with him

3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
1. T. 34,651, 34,652.

I
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the Kötter of acceptance or refusal of the Minister«
ship. The Prince himself urged him to accept the

2.
post.

26-a. SHIilADA has told this Tribunal in

n straight-forward fashion and unchallenged by the
prosecution that he did accept the assignment although
it was "naver solicted, initially refused and in fact
was an unwanted and unwelcome assignment." These
statements by Admiral SHILiADA are fully substantiated

4
by the testimony of Admiral OIKAV/A. After the 

refusal 0IKAV7A said he told SHIMADA to consider the 

natter overnight and that the next morning he called 

SHIMADA ag'*-in to the official residence v.'here the
5

conversations were resumed os SHILSADA has related.

26-b, The prosecution assertion therefore 

that there was any connection between T0J0 and SHIMADA 

either personally or through mutual political interest 

falls with a sounding thud. OIKAWA himself, referring 

to this matter said "there is a bsolutely no truth to 
the allegation that Admiral SHIMADA was appointed 

because T0J0 wanted him to be. To my knowledge Admiral
2. Ibid.
3. T. 34,652
4. T. 34,572
5. T. 34,573

y _j£<:
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SKIliADA and T0J0 were not even acquainted et that
6

tir e. " As for SK ILIAD/.T s own personal statement on
the natter he sain, after quoting the prosecution
allegation, that it was "entirely unv/nrranted *-nd

1
not founded upon fact."

27-a. SHILi/.DA said that he didnft know 
TOJO having net him only once and for a few moments 
in Shanghai in 1940. He testified that it would have 
been impossible for the Premier, an Army man, to 
even suggest a. certain individual in the Navy for the 
post of Navy Minister since it would have net with 
violent opposition as a blow to the Navy1s prestige 
and also because of the natural rivalry and opposing

2
viewpoints of the two branches of the armed services.

27-b. Even after agreeing to accept the 
post of Navy Minister SHIatADA was not content to pick 
up the working of the office without first exacting 
a condition fron the new Premier TOJO. He states that 
immediately after informing OIKAttA on the morning 
of the 18th that he would accept the recommendation j
he went to visit TOJO for the purpose of laying down

3
a prerequisite for his acceptance of the Navy Ministership!,
6. T. 34,572.
1. T. 34,653
2. Ibid; T. 36,525
3. T..34,654

25
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SHIKADA even gives the tine of day when this convcr-
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2
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srtion with TOJO took place and he seid that he spoke
to TOJO personally telling him that he would insist
that negotiations with the United States be pursued
to the utmost with the firm determination of seeking
a peaceful solution to the difficulties between the

4*
two countries before he would accept the post.

/

25 4. Ibid.
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continued their conversations relative to the Navy’s

views on pending negotiations with the United States
and the need of arriving at a peaceful solution of the

difficulties if possible and that he and SKIMADA were
1.

in full agreement. OIKAV-’A states that SHIHADA then

went to see Premier TOJO laying down his prerequisites
of acceptance. SAWAMOTO also states that he personally

knew that on the morning of October 18th after agreeing
to accept the Ministership, SHIMADA went to see TOJO

for the purpose of laying down the prerequisite of
2.

acceptance of the post of Navy Minister.

28-b. TOJO agreed with SHIFADA and as SHIMADA

testified: "TOJO emphatically agreed that it would be

the policy of the government to start from scratch in

attempting to wholeheartedly and sincerely reach a

diplomatic understanding to the ond of preventing war
3.

in accord with the Emperor's wish."

SHIMADA states that he was relieved and felt

that the Army and Navy were in complete agreement on
this point which had essentially led to the downfall of

4.
the KONOYE Cabinet.

(1. T. 3^573.
2. T. 34610.
3. T. 34654, 35671 (TOGO: 30603 (KAYA); 36311 (TOJO)
4. T. 34654.)_____________ I_________________________—
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28- c. SHIMADA's testimony if fully supported

by that of SAWAMOTO who also states that upon returning

from his visit to TOJO, SHIMADA related to him that TOJO

"had completely agreed with him and they were going to

adopt a policy of making utmost concessions to the
United States in order to avert war." SAWAMOTO states

1.
that "we were all highly pleased." TOJO also 

supports this statement for upon cross-examination he 

said that SHIMADA came to him before acceptance of the 
Navy Ministership and insisted that there be an under

standing that negotiations with the United States be 
2.

carried out. %

2Ç.-a. Thus are the facts surrounding SHIMADA's 

appointment to the post of Navy Minister. It would 
appear that not only was SHIMADA reluctant to accept 

the assignment, not only did he refuse initially urging 

OIKAWA himself to remain but that even after acceptancé 

he did all that any man could do to see that his 

position in the new cabinet would be in accordance with 

the policy of peace.
29- b. As to SHIMADA's attitude or state of 

mind at the time of joining the cabinet he himself 

summed it up nicely when he said that he did not have 
the impression that he was joining a war cabinet under

(1. T. 34610.
2. T. 36523.)
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which the nation would bo plunged into the bitter and
tragic struggle that followed but that he thought from

the very military strength of the government itself that

it would exhaust the last possibility of peaceful efforts

to settle the dispute and that it could do so because of
1.

its control.
29-c. OIKAWA who is neither an accused or 

potential accused would hardly have come into this Tri

bunal and tèstified on behalf of SHIKADA substantiating . 

as he did word for word SHIMADA’s testimony if he had 
felt that SHIKADA had gone contrary to the stand for 

peace that he himself had previously taken. OIKAWA 
stated that GHIMADA and he shared the same view and that 

the ultimate decision of the Navy to fight was entirely

dependent upon the then existing international situation
2.

which took a violent turn for the worse. Then too 
there is the testimony of SAWAMOTO who served both under 
OIKAWA and SHIKADA in the capacity of Vice-Minister of 
Navy and who certainly must be in a position to under
stand the full views of both Navy Ministers and how they 
correlated with the attitude of the Navy at the time.
It is the prosecution itself who characterizes the

3.
position of the Navy as one for peace.
(1. T. 34655.
2. T. 34574.
3. T. 34579.)

/
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30- a. The Navy was traditionally opposed to

political matters and refrained from participation in-
1.

sofar as such was possible. Even at the time of the 

fall of the Third K0N0YE Cabinet the evidence reveals 

that Admiral OIKAWA as Navy Minister left the decision 

of war or peace to the Prime Minister himself. Since 

at that time Prime Minister Prince K0N0YE favored con

tinuation of negotiations the outcome was the fall of 
that cabinet in opposition to the- Army. If the same 
policy adopted by Admiral OIKAWA had been followed in 

the T0J0 Cabinet, that is, leaving the matter to the 
Prime Minister as the head of the government the result 

would have depended entirely upon the attitude of the 
Prime Minister. As it so happened SHIMADA did not leave 

the matter to the Prime Minister as had been done in 

the previous cabinet but even before entrance laid down

his prerequisite demanding that negotiations be carried
2.

on. It was the turn of events, the factual situation

which was the result of the pyramiding parade of past

decisions and events that led to the situation confront-
3.

ing SHIMADA at that time.

31- a. Reciting that SHIMADA was not well in

formed on the naval situation SAWAM0T0 testified that

(1. T. 34669.
2. T. 34654, 34610.
3. T. 34574.)

vm'tt, • t h tiu . *.r. 1
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during the first days of SHIMADA's tenure of office he
explained the full situation to SHIMADA and that they

1.
talked together quite often. He said that he knew 

SHIMADA's avowed intention at the time of assuming the 
post of Navy Minister was no different than his prede

cessor Admiral OIKAWA. Such statement was not challenged 

by the prosecution.
31- b. The evidence reveals that SHIMADA very 

shortly after becoming Minister called a meeting of 

the higher ranking officers of the Navy Ministry and
the Naval General Staff and told them of his determination

to push the peace talks and outlined the navy policy
which was exactly in keeping with the Navy's views1 under

2.
the old cabinet. SAWAMOTO told this Tribunal that

SHIMADA said that he would resign his post if elements

opposed to exhausting every effort toward achieving
3 •

peace through diplomacy became too strong.

32- a. Up to this point therefore do we have 

a criminal, a man guilty of violating international law, 

accused of the most infamous of crimes, or do wc have a 

man who sincerely, honestly and in a normal fashion be

fitting his rank and assignment sought to carry out his 

duties as a prudent and reasonable man would have done?

25 (1. T. 34609.
2. T. 34609.
3. T. 34610.)
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1
The prosecution cannot ignore these facts. So we urge 
the Tribunal to accept these undisputed facts for they 

are matters of extreme importance to the accused 
SHIMADÂ as bearing upon his later decision for war.

The TOJO Cabinet from October 23rd to 

November 5th, 1941.
32- b. SHIMADA testified in some detail con

cerning his activities at the Liaison Conferences be
ginning October 23, 1941. He frankly told the Tribunal 

that the vital issues then present were not of his 

creation nor had he even a minor part in their formation

unless as he states "ny lifelong career in the Navy
1.

qualifies me as responsible." His wording cannot be

improved upon as expressing the exact state of affairs
at that time when he said the problems facing them had
already crystallized and his only function was to

attempt a. solution of them in his new capacity as Navy

Minister. The days that followed in pursuance of this t.
2.

task were the most taxing and trying of his life.

33- a* The first period, as he puts it, was
from October 23rd until the Imperial Conference of 

3.
November 5th. During that period of time his thoughts 

were focused on two main problems, the first being how

(1. T. 34656.
2. T. 34656.
3. Ibid.)_______________________________________________ _
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1
best to ease the difficult conditions of withdrawal of 
troops from abroad and to reconcile this with the views 

of the Army. The second concerned the greatest possible 

concession that Japan could afford to make in order to 

bargain for an agreement with the United States. He 

recognized that the greatest difficulty concerned the
1.

withdrawal of troops from China and French Indc-China.
33- b. What did SHIMADA do during these times 

to the end of formulating his opinions and decisions?
Ke tells the Tribunal that he attempted to ascertain 

the general sentiment of naval circles, that he ob
served the thinking of the other members of the govern

ment and took into consideration the trend of public 

opinion at the time. Therefore, besides his own mental 

processes he points to three important faetörs which
influenced him - the people, the government itself and 

2.
the Navy. He concluded the best solution, therefore,

was a compromise with the United States and Great
3.

Britain with each side giving ground. But there was 

a strong prevailing opinion that the matters had devel

oped so far as to make it physically and psychologically
4.

impossible to withdraw all of the forces from China.
34- a. It was argued that it would have

(1. T. 34657.
2. Ibid.
3. T. 34657._____________________________________________A. Ibid.)

25
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have raised the prestige and standing of the United 

States and Great Britain in the Far East thereby rele

gating Japan to a dependent position for its economic
1.

existence and position as a world power. His think

ing at the time was that it would be advisable to 
effect a compromise by a strategic withdrawal from

China over a period of time and to effect an immediate
2.

withdrawal from French Indo-China. But this had to be
3.

correlated with opposition to such a step. To

SHIMADA's thinking there was no doubt that if these
steps were possible the present government would be

making deep concessions which had not been possible at
4.

the time of the preceding Third KONOYE Cabinet.

34-b. The evidence shows that the most

important of the issues relative to the downfall of the
Third.KONOYE Cabinet as expressed by Admiral TOYODA,

then Foreign Minister, was the question of withdrawal
5.

of troops. Tho Japanese proposal of September 25th, 

1941, made at the time of the Third KONOYE cabinet 

stipulated that the stationing of Japanese troops and 

naval forces in China would be maintained for an

(1. Ibid, 34658.
2. T. 34658.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. T. 25490, Ex. 291.)

\
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unnamed period of time. SHIMADA's concurrence in 

what'later were called proposals A and B were indeed

improvements upon the efforts of the K0N0YE Cabinet.

35-a. Admiral TOYODA, the Foreign Minister of

the Third KONOYE Cabinet, on October 13, 1941, in his
message to the High Command had proposed the withdrawal

3.
of troops from China within a two year period, and

opposed the further dispatch of troops to French Irdc-
4 .

China. SHIMADA early in December, 1940, while 

Commander in Chief of the China Seas Fleet had opposed
5

the further dispatching of troops to French Indo-China
! and the withdrawal of troops from China over a period

of time toother with the immediate withdrawal from
French Indo-China was voiced later when he was Navy

6.
Minister.

2 .

16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

35-b. The proposal concerning the withdrawal

of most of the Japanese forces from China within a two
7.

year period was incorporated in proposal A. This 

proposal with its complete contents was a revision of 

the former proposal of September 25th and if nothing 

else indicated an attempt at making concessions regard*

(1. T. 25938, Ex. 1245-E.
2. T. 25978, 36327.
3. T. 25915.
4. T. 25914, 25915.
5. T. 34607, 34608.
6. T. 34658.
7. T. 25978.) _ _ _ _ _
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less of the criticism attached to them. From

< 3

October 23rd until November 5th long and continuous
2.

liaison conferences were held. Much discussion was

had concerning the possibility of acceptance of
3.

proposals A and B by the United States and there
were those who were of the opinion that preparations

for war should be put into effect even at the same
4.

time the negotiations for peace were being made.
THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half

past nine tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjourn

ment was taken until Friday, 26 March 1947 

at 093C.)

T. 25,966, Ex. 2925 
T. 34,656 
T. 25,949 
T. 25,951, 34,658
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Friday, 26 March 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan r-f

The Tribunal iret, pursuant to adjournment,
at 0930.
Appearances:

For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 
the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE E. H. NORTHCROFT,
Member from the Dominion of New Zealand, HONORABLE 
JUSTICE B. V. A, ROLING, Member from the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands and HONORABLE JUSTICE JU-AO FEI, Member 
from the Republic of China, not sitting from 0930 to 
1445; HONORABLE JUSTICE E. STUART McDOUGALL, Member 
from the Dominion of Canada, not sitting from 1330 to 
1445.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

m-

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT; The In tern ation a l

Military Tribunal for the Far Fast is now in session.
THE PRESIDENT: All of the accused are present

except vSHIRATORI and UMEZU, who are represented bv 

counsel. The hupamo Prison surgeon certifies that they 

are ill and unable to attend the trial today. The 

certificates will be recorded and filed.
Mr. Brannon.
MR. BRANNON: If the Tribunal please, I continue

readinp at pape 36 (reading:)

November 5 - November 26, 1941

36-a. »SHIMADA explains briefly but adeq\;atelv

how the decision care about on November 5th to prepare

for war while at the same ti^e steadfastly maintaining
efforts for peace through diplomacy.1 The High Command

argued that since the imposition of freezing measures

bv the United htates, Great Britain and the Netherlands
Japan's vital resources were subiect to gradual depletion

2vjith no means cf replenishing such resources. It was 
feared that the materials necessary for war would be 

gradually exhausted and Japan would collapse militarily 

and economically. rHIMADA, being a military man, no
1. T. 34,658
2. T. 25,950
3. T.' 25,950
4. T. 34,658
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1 doubt viewed the situation practically for he told

2 the Tribunal that the economic encirclement of* Japan

3 had an effect more telline than they dared admit to 
1

4 *he world. Thev were alarmed at the increasing
•

5 armaments of the United btates; thev took into consid-

6 eration the American Fleet at Hawaii and its reduced
7 distance from Japan, and hovering over them was what
8 thev considered to be an unsympathetic and unyielding
9 2 .

attitude o* the United states toward negotiations.
10 The American military and economic aid to China with
11 the acccmnanyinp bitter feeling it aroused among the
12 Japanese people mas viewed along with the military
13 conferences beinp carried out bv the Allied Powers which
14 3were pointedlv directed against Japan.
15

37-a. On November 4, 1941, one day before the
16
17 Imperial Conference, a meeting of the military council

18 lors was held which was a rare proceeding, for such

19 occasion had not ta>en place since the establishment

20
4of the military councillor svstem in 190?. Prince

21 KANIN, prevtovslv Chief of Army General ttaff, presided

22 at the conference and the Emperor submitted the auestion
23 as to whether or not it was advisable for the Navv and
24
25

Armv High Command to draw up operational plans to meet
1. ?Æ,658
2. T. 34,659
3. Ibid.
4. T. 36.329 }

25
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the eventualities which might arise if the Japanese-
1

American negotiations failed. It was there that 
Admiral NAGANO, Chief o** Naval General htaff, explained 

that if matters continued in their present fo**m the 
national strength o^ Japan would be lost and Japan would 

find itsel^ in the '/»orst possible situation. He concur
red with the government's bending everv effort to tide- 
over the crisis by means of diplomacy but explained that 
Japan might be put into a pos*M.on where there was no

alternative except to commence hostilities and in that
2event preparations must be made.

38-a. He did not voice the opinion that Japan
could win the war for ho said it was bound to be a

protracted one and the result depended upon incorporeal

elements, thp total potential of the respective nations
and above ,all how the \«orld situation develops, whi«h

3
n o b o d v knows at present. He said that there was a
good chance in the initial operations if the commencement

of war be in December on the basis o** respective fighting
4

strengths in the Pacific.

38-b, It was this same Admiral NAGANO who in 

July had also told the Emperor that he was not confident

1. T. 36,329
2. T. 36,330
3. T. 36,3*»1
4. T. 36,330, 36,331

25
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o** victory at all*
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NAGANO also said t b n t  i *  J a p a n e s e -

I:

American negotiations fortunetolv succeeded, the opera-
2tional préparât\ons wouldbe countermanded at once,

38-c. The Army Chief of General htaff ^UGIYAMA

reported that ey must expect and prepare for a pro
's

fractod war.' ot the least of the problems was the 
cas« of petrol c ’m. Where the stock a v a i l a b l e  for civil
ian use would be exhausted b v  June or July of 1942 in

4spite o* strict rationing, the stock for military use
was so small r^at the Japanese Nnvv would have been
faced, with t;ho impossibilité o* discharging its
functions, * f the worst came, in less than a year and 

. 5a n«lf.
;.9-a. ’Vhile the government was considering the

maximum amount of concessions that could be made and
exertina ovorv effort to ’’each an agreement with the
United t^ates within the limits of their ability, t^e
High Command, hHIMADA said, was faced with t^o problem

of b e in g  c a l l e d  upon to c a r r v  out its function if p e a ce
6

negotiations failed. Ho, too, speaks of the oil suuplv 
stating that the High Command argued that the Navv had 

approximately a two "ears supply of oil with no more
1. ^x. 1125, as corrected 4. ?. 25,950

bv Lan«7, ^ec. , ?. 10,667 5« Ibid.
2. ". 36,330 6. T. 34,661

m . 36,331

, I
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coming in* The civilian oil could not have lasted more 
than six months, thus, if the High command mas to be 

called upon to perform in the event of the failure of 
diplomatic negotiations thev charged that if "orced to 
wait until the following spring thev would bo unablo to 

risk a naval fight 1** called upon to do so because of 
the steadily decreasing oil supply.

39-b. fc*HIHADA said that at all times they 

considered that the use o^ force to break out of the 
Allied ercirclement was n last measure resort and 
purely defensive. "I never entertained a doubt that 

Japan or any nation had the soverign right to act in 

self-preservation and to determine *or herself what 
accumulation of events would entitled her to exercise 
thet right" said hHIHADA in his testimony before the

pTribunal. Not only was there not a single member of
either the government or high command who wanted war,
but the militarv men kn ew  too well that Jnnan had on its

hands the China Affair of over four venrs duration, which
3

promised no hope of being successfully terminated,

HHIMADA therefore told the tribunal that "to reason 
that we would voluntarily i n c u r  additional hostilities

1. T. ^4,661
2. T. 34,659
3. ,r. 34,660
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with such powers as the United htates and Great Britain 
would be to attribute to us unthinVabl<= .Iuvenile military 
rensoninp."

40-n. SHII’ADA’s talk was straiphtforward, if 
the Tribunal please, and the siraiphtforward revelations 
of the thinkinp of an honest militarv man. It is not 

our position here to arpue that his conclusions were 

right or wrong but onlv to insist that thev were the 

result of the workings of an ordinarv patriotic mind, 

f’hese matters which we have before set out are onl^ a 

sketchv scraping of the surface of the events which were 

under his observation and before him for consideration.

He had, in addition to these matters, reports submitted 
to him b,r the experts of the Foreign Office whose com

piled information —  realistic and pointed —  were

onouph to cause nnxietv in the mind of any government 
2leader. Thus, he said, concerning the dn^s of 

Hovember 5th and thereafter: "It was then, In nn atmos

phere of growing desperation brought on by the factors 
which I have described, that caused the government to 
take detailed steps for war even though thev hoped for 

and still felt peace possible through negotiations."
40-b. Thereafter, Ambassador KURUt-U was dis-

1. T. 14,660
?. T. 25,553, 34,680-Def .Doc.1482 0*>. 3567)5 

Def. Doc. 1739 (Sx. 3566)
3. T. 34,662 ---------- -----
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notched to the United ftates to contribute to the immed

iate solution or the difficulties. hHIHADA straight

forwardly testified that there was no subterfuge or 

deceit attached to the additional ambassador's going 

to the United states, for "it a fight against the

rime element and a redoubling or our efforts to succeed
2

in diplomacy before we were forced into hostilities."

Nor only does É-HIUADA state this, but KURUr-U himself on

November 17th around. 11 A.U. told the President of the

United states personally that Japan mas: " . . .  desirous

of the success of the negotiations, but the time element

has to be taken into consideration because the economic

and military ability or Japan to defend herself would

deteriorate with procrastination; Japan cannot submit

to complete surrender without doing everything to ovoid

it; and therefore, though Japan is earnest about the

success of the negotiations, they must at the same time
a

be concluded speedily."' There was no subterfuge in the 

words spoken bv KURTJfU to the President that the freez

ing regulation had caused impatience in Japan and a feel-
4

ing that Japan had to fight while it still could. Unies

this point is c l e a r l y  understood and believed a great
5

injustice will result, eFIHADA testified.
1. T. 25,982, ?4,664
O . W <iA

4. 26,043
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4 1 - a .  O f  s u p r e m e  i m p o r t a n c e  i n  b e a r i n g  u p o n

t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  w h e t h e r  fc*HI»!ADA p o s s e s s e d  c r i m i n a l

i n t e n t  i s  h i s  s t a t e m e n t  t h a f  i n  t h e  d a v s  t h a t  f o l l o w e d

h e  w a s  s t i l l  v e r v  h o p e f u l  t h a t  p e a c e  w o u l d  e v e n t u a l l y

c o m e  t h r o u g h  s o m e  d i p l o m a t i c  a r r a n g e m e n t s . ^ "  T h e

h o n e s t y  o f  t h i s  n e w c o m e r  i n  t h e  J a p a n e s e  G o v e r n m e n t  i s

r e v e a l e d  i n  h i s  w o r d s :  " I t  w a s  d u r i n g  t h i s  t i m e  t h a t
2

T b e g a n  t o  f u l l v  a p p r e c i a t e  t h e  g r a v i t y  o f  a f f a i r s . "

A n d  i t  d o e s  n o t  s o u n ^  l i k e  a  w a r - m i n d e d  a d v o c a t e  o f

a g g r e s s i v e  v> ar  o r  a  m a n  w i t h  c r i m i n a l  m o t i v e  o r  i n t e n t

w h o ,  w i t h  d u e  h u m i l i t y ,  s t a t e d :  " T h i s  c o m p l i c a t e d

s i t u a t i o n  w e i g h e d  h e a v i l v  o n  ra v  m i n d .  E a c h  d a v  I  w e n t

t o  t h e  t - h r in e  t o  a s k  f o r  d i v i n e  g u i d a n c e  s o  I  m i g h t

s e r v e  t h e  E m p e r o r  i n  b r i n g i n g  a b o u t  h i s  f e r v e n t  d e s i r e s

^ o r  p e a c e .  I  w a s  n o t  a  s t a t e s m a n  n o r  a  d i p l o m a t  b u t  I

t r i e d  t o  b o rro w  u p o n  a l l  o f  t h e  s k i l l  a n d  r e a s o n i n g  I

p o s s e s s e d  t o  s e e ’*'- a  s o l u t i o n .  I t  w a s  i n  t h i s  m i x e d

a t m o s p h e r e  o "  d o u b t ,  h o p e ,  f e a r  a n d  s p e c u l a t i o n  t h a t
■x

t h e  H u l l  n o t e  o f  N o v e m b e r  2 6 t h  w a s  r e c e i v e d . " '

25 1 .  ^ 4 ,6 6 4
2 .  I b id
T. Ibid, 34,665
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Tossing the Lighted Squib.
42-a. It is well to pause here to note that

the TOJO Cabinet had not built the structure of

differences existing between Japan and the United 
4

States. The pyramiding parade of past events are
5 6

earmarked by the downfall of the Second and Third

KONOYE Cabinets which were, of course, governments
in which SHIMADA neither participated nor had know-

7
ledge of their workings. The essential differences
which plagued these cabinets, and which problems were
inherited by the cabinet in which SHIuùADA became
Navy Minister, are well known to the Tribunal and

. 8
actually need no further discussion. The testimony 
of YAMAMOTO, Kunaichi, well supplemented by document
ary evidence, is replete with a graphic description

of the troubled tines and the diplomatic attempts to
9

rectify the hopeless situation.

4. Tr. 25,870-25,872
5. Tr. 25,749
6. Tr. 25,868
7. Tr. 34,650
8. Tr. 25,871* 1. The problem of stationing or with

drawing of troops from China.
2. Japan's attitude toward the Tri

partite Pact.
3* The problem of non-discriminatory 

trade in the Pacific area.
9. Lx. 2915, Tr. 25,908

o : . ̂
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43-a. It was J.apanese-Anerican negotiation
troubles that caused the fall of the Second K0N0YE
Cabinet when the opposition viewpoint of then Foreign
Minister iuATSUOKA became more than the government 

1
could tolerate. But the important fact is that 
the government fell because it was unable to solve 
the Japanese-Anerican differences.

43- b. The Third K0N0YE Cabinet minus 
juATSUOKA and four lesser ministers and with the addi
tion of the former Vice Minister of Navy, Admiral 
TOYODA, as the new Foreign minister undertook to
tackle again the problem of negotiations with the 

2
United States. The system of the cabinet holding
joint conferences with the Supreme Command in the

3
Palace was instituted. What progress, or rather,
lack of progress was ; ar1e in the negotiations has
already been revealed in full. Perhaps Keynoting
the efforts of Japan was the proposal of Prince
KONOYE to meet personally with President' Roosevelt,

4
made August 4, 1941 to the War and Navy Ministers.

44- a. On the sane day such a step found the 
Navy completely agreeing, with KONOYE himself reciting
1. Tr. 25,747
2. Tr. 25,748
3. Ibid
4. Tr. 25,766
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43-a. It was J.apanese-Anerican negotiation
troubles that caused the fall of the Second KONOYE
Cabinet when the opposition viewpoint of then Foreign
Minister iuATSUOKA became more than the government 

1
could tolerate. But the important fact is that 
the government fell because it was unable to solve 
the Japanese-Anerican differences*

43- b. The Third KONOYE Cabinet minus 
mATSUOKA and four lesser ministers and with the addi
tion of the former Vice Minister of Navy, Admiral 
TOYODA, as the new Foreign minister undertook to
tackle again the problem of negotiations with the 

2
United States. The system of the cabinet holding
joint conferences with the Supreme Command in the
Palace was instituted. What progress, or rather,
lack of progress was : a^e in the negotiations has
already been revealed in full. Perhaps Keynoting
the efforts of Japan was the proposal of Prince
KONOYE to meet personally with President' Roosevelt,

4
made August 4, 1941 to the V/ar and Navy Ministers.

44- a. On the sane day such a step found the 
Navy completely agreeing, with KONOYE himself reciting
1. Tr. 25,747
2. Tr. 25,748
3. Ibid
4. Tr. 25,766
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that "the Navy expressed complete.accord and, more
over, anticipated the success of the conference."
And this approval was given by Navy minister ÔIKAWA 
who later so sincerely urged SHIiiADA as his successor.
This offer of the Premier to go abroad had no prece-

3
dent in Japanese history. Vice Admiral OKA of the 
Naval Affairs Bureau of the Navy ministry was en
thusiastic and energetic in his attempt to make

4
preparations for such a meeting. The United States, 
however, clid not choose to ratify or agree to this

5procedure.
44-b. The Third KONOYE Cabinet resigned

without effecting any results toward the solution
6

of Japanese-Amerlean differences. On Sunday,
October 12, 1941 Prince KONOYL met at Ogikubo with
the minister of War, the minister of Navy, the
Foreign minister an*-1 President SUZUKI of the Cabinet
Planning Board. The Navy minister OIKAWA at this
crucial meeting reached the traditional naval dis-

7taste for engaging in political matters in the 
following statement concerning the continuation of 
negotiations or the going to wars

Tr. 25,770 5. Tr. 25,7?4
Ibid 6. Tr. 25,868
Tr. 25,788 7. Tr. 34,669
Tr. 33,367, 33,391
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"We have now indeed cone to the crossroads
where we must determine either upon peace or war, I
should like to leave this decision entirely to the
Premier, and, if we are to seek peace, we shall go
all the v;ay for peace. Thus, even if we make a few
concessions, we ought to proceed all the way with the
policy of bringing the negotiations to fruition. If

in the midst of negotiations —  after negotiations
have gone on for two or three months, one says that
"they won't do from any point of view,' and 'Y/ell,

we've got to have war now, ' —  the Navy will be put
to inconvenience. If v/e are to have war, we must

determine upon v/ar here and now, Nov; is the tine.

If v/e decide that we are not to have war, I should
like to have us proceed upon the policy that we will
bring negotiations to fruition no natter what happens."

45-a. In leaving the matter to the Prime

minister as head of the government rather than

taking upon themselves as a branch of the military
to decide this vital issue, criticism was made,
whether justly or not, that the Navy took a weak 

2
position. Yet the Army and the Government, as well 

as the Navy, well knew that Prince KONOYE's position

1. Tr. 25,863, 36,303
2. Tr. 36,524, 36,303
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4

was solidly behind the continuation of negotiations
1

as KONOYE hlr.self had so positively stated. Rathe* 

than condennable it would appear, at least to those 
who feel the military should be subservient to the 
civilian, that the statenant of the Navy’s views 
was a sound and wise procedure, for it left to the 
civil authorities the right to make the decision 
which would bind the riavy. That Premier KONOYE 

would rather h'âve had the Navy fight his battle for 
hin by taking a positive stand against the Army, 

through direct words rather than relegate the decision 

to hin, is an understandable but complete extraneous 
natter. Other than the naval protest against the 

provisions of the 1930 London Naval Treaty no evi
dence has been presented this Tribunal that the 
Japanese Navy cast its influence in natters of state. 

This should not be forgotten.
46-a. It was the position of the army

2
against the withdrawal of troops from China, to

gether with their contention that war should be
3

decided upon by the middle of October, that led 
to an irreconcilaable difference of views in the 

government, The Imperial Conference decision of

1. Tr. 25,364
2. Tr. 25,865
-in.— Tr. 25, 870-------------------------------------------
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Septenber 6 recited that if negotiations had no
hope of fulfilment by the beginning of October 1941

Japan should immediately determine to v;age war
against the United States, Great Britain and the 

1
Nc-thc’.'lands*

46-b. It becomes apparent, therefore, that
the decision to prepare for war vas made before any
one contemplated that SHI^ADA was to be a cabinet 

2
nenber. At the. September 6th conference they vent
so far as to use the words “a decision for war"
which was predicated upon the possibility of
failure of Japancse-Anerican negotiations by the

3
middle of October. When October came and the 

negotiations had fared no better than before the 
difference of views of the A m y  and the Government 
pertaining to the execution of this decision ex
pressed. itself openly in the intransigent opinions 

expressed, at Ogikubo. A now government was formed 
and SHL-iADA vas tossed, this lighted squib of irre

concilable nation*»! and international differences 
by Admiral OIKAV/A who, we submit, must have enter
tained weak optinisn as to the ability of anyone to 

bring forth a solidification of thought concerning
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Japanesc-American problens•
47-a. Vie call attention to the fact that in 

the government that had just fallen because of its 
inability to solve the problems facing it the Navy 
was strongly representor1, and on the side that

1
favored settlement of the issues through peace. 
Admiral TOYODA was the Foreign minister, Admiral 
N0i.’HJRA v̂ as the Japanese Ambassador in the United 
States, Admiral OIKAWA vas, of course, the Navy 
Minister an- Vice Admiral OKA was the great expo
nent of the prayerful meeting attempted between

2
^rince KONOYE and. President Roosevelt. Collectively 
these powerful naval men had. failed to do what 
individually SJIjsADA likev isc could not achieve.
Yet the prosecution would take his life for this 
failure!

47-b. The "wipe the. slate clean policy"
3

bequeathed to the T©J0 Cabinet meant that the
Imperial decisibn of September 6, that is to go to
war if negotiations had not succeeded by the middle

4
of October 1941, was to be disregarded. Nothing
else could be wiped clean —  the difference still
existed. The American position was the same. The
1.. Ex.-2916, Tr,V2J?,912 3. Tr. 36,309
2. Tr. 25,869, Line 9 4. Tr. .25,921
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Japanese viewpoint was unaltered. It was simply a

matter of continuing negotiations with no new
weapons or new thoughts given to aid the new cabinet

1
in its efforts toward success by diplomacy. Navy

minister OKAWA did not offer any suggestion as to
how to achieve the desired compromise with the United
States and advisable as it was that he left the
matter of war or peace to the government or the
Premier for decision it did not make for a^construct?

2
ive step toward solving the differences.

4-8-a. Why should a special stigma be at
tached to a government which in November 1941 decided 

on the probability of hostilities by December if 

diplomatic means availed naught, when the govern
ment before it had decided in September that the 

failure of negotiations by October would lead to

war? Pressuring both decisions was the thought of
3

the High Command that to v/ait until spring would 

have found them unable to risk war, and even to 

wait until the advent of winter weather would have 
greatly hampered if not prevented operations on the 
seas. And in the TOJO Cabinet this time element had 
reduced itself to where a decision could not be

1. Tr. 36,303
2. Tr. 36,303
__In. 34-J&2___________________ ______________________
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avoided*
The Hull Note of November 26th,
48- b. At this period when the High Command 

was reaching the end of its preparations for hos
tilities and the government desperately hoping for

a change in the diplomatic picture which could spell 
peace, there arrived the so-called Hull Note of 

November 26th. Whatever characterization the prose
cution may have placed on the Japanese reaction to

1
this diplomatic notice it becomes necessary to 
honestly consider what the Japanese reaction actually 
was. There is no need for elaboration on its con
tents but only for a discussion of its effect upon 
the accused SHIkADA. He described it as a *jarring 
blow.'1* It was unacceptable in Japanese governmental
circles and there vas no one who advocated its accept- 

2
ance. The view taken was that it was impossible to

accept the terms thereof and that it was an ultimatum
3

threatening the existence of Japan. There were in
4

America those v:ho shared the same interpretation,
49- a. SHIMADA stated that:
'’It seems clear that no nation vrillingly 

relegates itself to a secondary position as a world

1. Pros. Argument, para. 6, Tr. 38,952
2. Tr. 34,665
^  Tr. 'U, 665. 35,830 4* Tr. 10,954 ________
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power if it can help it. History to this very
minute dictates that every leading power constantly
seeks to preserve its rights, prestige and dignity

and to this c-nd constantly follows a policy which it
deems aost beneficial to itself. As a patriotic
Japanese, loving my country, I was confronted with
the ouestion of whether or not Japan could bow to the
American demands and yet preserve its standing in
the world. It would have been treasonable to have

advocated a step contrary to the best interests of 
1

my country."
49-b. Thus it was that SHIwADA said in his 

opinion the security of Japan was threatened, that 
she had a right to determine for herself what accumu
lation of events would entitle her to act in self 

defense and that he formulated his opinion on this 
basis. Therefore, if we borrow from the well-estab

lished internationally expressed reservation that no 
treaty or agreement precludes a nation from fighting 
in self defense or determining for itself what state 

of affairs provokes that right, a personal defense 
for an accused who exericses that right as a govern
mental leader participating in such decision is born. 

Has it not been firmly established from the- recitation 
1. Tr. 34.666 ____
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45,415

of facts that SHIuADA should be a recipient of such 
a defense? Were not his thoughts predicated upon 
such factual natters or circumstances as would lead 
a reasonably prudent nan under like or sinilar cir
cumstances to act as did he?

50-a. *ie did not nince words in his testi
mony when he said: "I frankly state it was this
reply of the United States that caused me to step 
the boundary line of peace when the final decision
was made at the Imperial Conference of December 1,

1
1941." However, even at this twilight hour he was
of the opinion that there would still have been time
te prevent hostilities had the United States recognized
that Japan was sincerely actempting to reach a qon- 

2
promise. And to this end there was a standing order
issued by the Naval General Staff for the Fleet to \
return upon the giving of notice at any time before

3
the first blow was struck.

50-b. The prosecution argues that SHL.ADA
t

and NaGANO advised the Emperor on November 30, 1941
that the Japanese Navy’s preparations for war against
the United States and Great Britain were adequate

4
and satisfactory. Such is auite correct except that
1. Tr. 34,666 3. Tr. 26,727, 26,768
2, Ibid 4. Pros. Argument, para. TT-10,
______________________ lr. 41,662_______________________
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SIIIMADA on crubg-t-xamlHatidh explained that the ques-
tion of confidence in the ultimate outcoae of the war
was not the theme of thQ conversation but only as to
whether they were confident of the preparations which

1
the Navy had made. He said the inquiry from the

Throne on that day to Admiral NAGANO as Chief of
"aval General Staff was "what was the state of the
operational plans?" and to hin the inauiry from the

Emperor was what was the state of preparàtions as far
as the Navy Ministry was concerned. Both he and

NAGANO answered that preparations were completed,
SHIiùADA said he spoke of preparation in connection
with personnel and materials and that everything

2
possible was being done in that regard. We sub

mit that SHIkADA did no wrong in speaking the 
truth. The converse is to contend that he should 

have told the Emperor that the Navy was not prepared 
for action and in doing so have lied to the head of 
the state,

51-a* The KIDO Diary entry concerning this
3

matter is discussed by KIDO himself in his testimony. 
He denounces the prosecution interpretation that the 

Navy Minister and Chief of Naval General Staff had

1, Tr. 34,700
2. Tr. 34,701 
3» Tr, 31,046

i
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given affimative answers as to the success of the
war. It is clearly shown that the auestion was
whether the Navy’s hands were too full to engage in 

2
nev; operations. SHIiuADA volunteered nothing; he was

3 •
asiced by the Enperor. It was his duty to answer.

1. Tr. 31,047
2. Tr. 31,046
3. Tr. 34,700
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51-b. The Nevy wr.s never confident of 
1

winning the wer. Eut, es SHB'ADA seid, they were 
confident thet they were better prepared at that time

2
to fight then they would have been at any later date. 
This is reasonable in face of the evidence hereto
fore given concerning Japan's diminishing war poten
tial. NaGANO previously ha.d told the Emperor in 
July 1Ç41 that he was not confident of a victory over
the United States at all. He made no optimistic state-

3ment to the Liaison Conference of November 1 and
later on November 4 he- refused to say that Japan could 

4
win the war. Thus it would have been manifestly a 
reversal not subject to reasonable acceptance had he 
voiced his opinion to the Emperor tha't the Navy was 
confident of victory. His contrary statements of 
only a few clays before not to mention his personal 
statement to the Emperor in July would have provided 
an inconsistency too glaring for anyone's acceptance. 
Comman sense in view of these facts demands SHIMADA's 
recital of that conference with the Emoeror be

5
accepted. At this time the Emperor well knew that
there was a unanimous agreement on the necessity of

6
going to war.
(1. Tr. 30,654, 36,331.
2. Tr, 34,666.
3. Tr. 30.654.________

(4. Tr. 36,331.
5. Tr. 34,667.
6. Tr. 35,711.)
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Initiating Hostilities and the 
F i n d  Notifier tion.

52-f;. It is established that the operational
plans and procedures were solely within the responsi-

1
bility rnd workings of the Naval General Staff whose
head w<s directly answerable to the Emperor.. SHIMADÀ
was first informed of the Pearl Harbor Attack after

2
becoming Navy Minister October 18th, 1941 rnd had
nothing whensoever to do with the drafting of the

operational plans either for the Pe? rl Harbor /ttcck
3 ,

or other naval op.rations. The empty prosecution
charge to the contrary was never nourished by 

4
evidence.

53**d SHIMaDa ’s alleged membership in the 
Imperial General Headquarters was fully explained

5
as being a technical membership only. The Imperial

General Headquarters which had no ,central office or
singular building vrns nctua.lly composed of the Army

6
General Staff end the Naval General Staff. SHIMADA
did not attend any of the operational discussions
that were held by the Naval General Staff and could

7
not have attended those held by the Array. SHIMADA
himself told the Tribunal without contradiction that

(1. Ix. 2982, Tr. 26,430, (4. Tr. 10,194, 34,662.
34,663, 34,627. 5. Tr. 34,676

2. Tr. 34,627. 6. Tr. 34,628
—  3« Ibid.----------------- 7. Tr. 34,676. 34.628.)

E- -i *
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he never attended any of the meetings and had no
right to do so, and having no voice in such matters
as operational and strategic problems it would have

1
been inappropriate for him to hâve rttended.

53- b. The prosecution does not and cannot
seriously contend that SHIMADA had any direct respon-

«

sibility concerning th: operational orders for the 
opening of hostilities but they do charge that he 
is to be held answerable for the alleged failure to 
give proper notice of the commencement of such

2
hostilities in compliance with Hague Convention III.

54- a . The Tribunal has heard much testimony 
relative to the Navy's position in regard to the giving 
of notice before the opening of hostilities. Actually 

it is only relevant in so far as it bears upon the 
accused Admiral SHIilADA. At no time has cither the 
prosecution or defense even suggested that SHIÎÎADA 
took a stand in opposition to the delivery of anyI
notification. The man who brought the charge that the 
Navel General Staff opposed the riving of notice

3
specifically excluded SHI 'ADA from his accusation.

It was the contention of TOGO that Vice Chief of 
Naval"General Staff ITO demanded that negotiations be 
(1. Tr. 34,676
2. Pros. Argument par. TT-45,

------Tr. 41,690.-------------------------------- ----------
3. Tr. 35,834 (TOGO).
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left untcrminrtcd in order thr.t the wrr |c started
with the maximum possible effectiveness. However he
never ettribi.ted such c statement to NAGANO, the
Chief of lie vr.l Gcnerrl Strff either upon direct or
cross-exeminction. He wrs çuite cereful in wording
his str te-me-nts so es to never s? y NAGaNO rdvocctcd
en attack without notice. He would only sty thrt

2
Na GaNO spoke of "r surprise ettcck," ‘v. mrtter which
wc shell discuss in e moment.

54-b. TOGO heving testified thft Admircl
3

NAGaNO v/; nted to errry out c surprise rtteck strted

thet on leccmbcr 5th, four deys leter, (thet perheps
should be three deys letcr) NAGANO seid thet "this
wes e very importent note ; nd should be delivered to

4
Secret? ry Hull oersonrlly." He wrs risked on cross- 

cxeminr tion to explr.in why, if NAGANO wrs so opposed 
to the notice, he then insisted on this direct method 
of delivery to the Secretary of Stete of the United

5
Str tes. He r. ns wer wes thet

"* * * NAGaNO very crrefully noticed 
end grve his retention to mrtters of diulometic 

procedure when he seid thet it world be betterI ,
(1. Tr. 35,714, 35,715'
2. Tr. 35,334, 35,715.
3. Tr. 35,714.
4. Tr. 35,722.

— j* Tr 35,35-1.)_______________________________________
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I
to h:ve the note-, being such an importent }
one, delivered to the Secretary of Stete.
And I even gained the impression that Admiral 
NAGANO, having attended interactional con
ferences such as those held in Geneve end 
London pc id attention - he geve his full

1
attention to such matters of procedure."

The Tribunel's attention is called to this obvious 
inconsistency.

55-a. TOGO'S assistant YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi
who confirmed TOGO'S story, also told the Tribunal j

that, "It v:as on the 2nd of leccmber that the Liaison
Conference agreed that with respect to the time for
the notification to be delivered, the Foreign Minister

and the High Command shoi Id consult each other and
2

drew up - or come to a. conclusion on the matter." !
55-b. The accused SHIilADA docs not recall

a. Liaison Conference on December 2nd, 1941, and he 
3

so testified. The accused MUTO stated no Liaison
4

Conferences were held on December 2nd, 1941. Ob-
j

viously TOGO doubted the memory of his Chief assistant j 
YAMAMOTO, whose testimony ha must have perused beforehanjd,

I
(1. Tr. 35,854. I
2. Tr. 26,125.
3. Tr. 34,674.
4. Tr. 33,156.)
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-ft>r--whcn--TO€ü- te stifled he sidctruckcd - the issue-—  
saying the discussion came up "at the first Liaison
Conference following the Imperial Conference." We 
submit there is a strong question as to whether or 
not there was ever a meeting held on the drto that 
the alleged statements ere supposed to h; ve been made 
and we further submit that TOGO'S memory racy not justi
fy his charge as to the absence of that quality in

2
his fellow accused.

sarily it is sufficient to cell to the Tribunal's
attention thet counsel on every possible occasion
sought to question any accused regarding the alleged
navel opposition to the giving of notice who took
the witness box. SIIIHADi. testified that TOJO, SUZUKI,
KAYA, HOSHIlvO, OKA and Î.ÎUT0 did not recall such a

3matter occurring. MUTO said that it was an important 
matter end. if it had occurred he would h^vc remembered 
it and his words were, "I do not remember having hoard 
admirai ITO advoca.ting an attack against the United
States without warning." Admiral OK/, said that he 
had never heard from any source wh?tsoever thrt the

5
Naval General Staff entertained any such idea. The

1

56-a. But not to pursue the matter unnoces-

4

(1. Tr. 35,714.
2. Tr. 34,835-
3. Tr. 33,W .

(4. Tr. 33,156, 33,157
5. Tr. 33,403.)
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for-whcrr-TOGO" tcstif led ' he sidetracked the issue------ -
spying the discussion erme uo "it the first Liaison

1
Conference following the Imperii 1 Conference." We 
submit there is t strong question as to whether or 
not there was ever a meeting held on the date thet 
the alleged statements ere supposed to h. vc. been nude 
ind wo further submit thrt TOGO'S memory mey not justi
fy his charge as to the ebscncc of thrt qur.lity in

2
his fellow accused.

56-a. But not to pursue the mrtter unneces
sarily it is sufficient to cell to the Tribunal's 
attention thet counsel on every possible occasion 
sought to question m y  accused regarding the alleged 
navel opposition to the giving of notice who took 
the witness box. SIIIjlADi. testified thet TOJO, SUZUKI,
KA YA, H0SHI1\0, OKA end I.1UT0 did not recall such r

3mrttcr occurring. MUTO said that it was rn importent
matter end if it hrd occurred he wovld hrve remember*d

it end his words were, "I do not remember heving heard
üdmiral ITO advoca.ting an attack against the United

4
States without warning." Admiral OK/, said that he
had never heard from any source whftsoever thrt the

5
Nav.'l General Staff entertained any such idea. The

(1. Tr. 35,714. (4. Tr. 33,156, 33,157
2. Tr. 34,835« 5. Tr. 33,403.)
3. Tr. 33,674.

i
t. K’P
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Accused KivYii testified "Ï h rv c m  o ‘re c ö 1 le drion—of-----
ever herring any such thing at m y  of the Lit ison

1
Conferences I attended." TOJO likewise disturbs
TOGO’S story by sr.ying thrt such c. thing actually did 

2
not happen. TOJO r.lso verified the fact thr t SHIMADA 
and NiiGANO hid questioned him in Sugamo Prison con
cerning this story of TOGO at which time he gave them

3
the same answer he gave the Tribunal. Upon cross-
examination TOGO was reminded that SHIMADA, TOJO,
SUZUKI, KAYA, HOSHINO, OKA and MUTO did not remember
the incident and he wcs asked if he was prepared to

4
sty all of these men were actually lying. His answer

5
was that he had no confidence in their memory.

57-a. TOGO had. first told his story about
the naval opposition to the sending of r notification
before being interned with the rest of the accused in
Sugamo Prison. Uuon hearing of his account of the
matter NAGANO and SHIMAM took a. poll of their
fellow defendants who had attended the Liaison

6
Sonforenccs. Since every one was solidly against 
the TOGO story, shortly after the incarceration of 
TOGO he- was engaged in conversation by NAGANO and

(1. Tr. 30,661.
2. Tr. 36,528.
3. Tr. 36,528.
4. Ibid. ;
5. Tr. 37,030.)
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1
S H IL Aß A, which was their first" opportunity to talk 
over the mrttor with him.

had to sr.y about the matter rnd undoubtedly therG 

spreng up between TOGO, SHIMADA end NAGANO some 
bitterness. It w;s thus thet TOGO gevc vent to his 
personal feelings when upon cross-examination by 
SHIMADA1 s counsel he testified thf.t SHIi£ADA had re
quested him not to sr.y enything about the Nrvy desiring 
to carry out a. surprise attack end rlso seid something
in the na.turc of r. thrert if he did so. Upon being

asked of the nrture of the threat he said, "I did
3not consider it n threat to do me bodily harm" and 

"I was not able to get specifically whet the person
v/ho threatened me was intending to do." /nd TOGO was
not concerned with risking what was meant by the "thrert."
TOGO v/ould not sry it wa,s a threat but only "words

5
which sounded like a throat."

the ri|ht to again take the stand to refute this 
story. Actually the TOGO trie involved only two 
men —  NlGANO and ITO —  who in the indifference of 
death could hardly be plagued by his story. Yet SHIMADA

57-b. TOGO w?s told whet the other accused

2

4

58-a. Hence it wes that SHIMADA requested

(4. Tr. 35,977.
5. Ibid.
6. Tr. 35,859.)
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accepted It rs offensive not önly“tö^TTc“ö?gTrfrzStTön i 
in which he had served for so many years but to him
self person.-lly. V/c cell to the Tribunal's attention 
in so frr rs the credibility of -the two men is con
cerned, end this is perhaps the only importance of
the matter, thrt since- only three- men knew about the 

• 4
conversation, one of whom is deed, SHIMADA could well
hrve denied the whole story if he wes adept rt pre-
verification. But in his straight-forward manner he
told the Tribunal the actual story. It was pointed

out thr. t it wot Id have been ridiculous for SHIMADA
or NAGANO to hrve r ttempted to prevent TOGO from
telling his tale since TOGO had already made this
statement on several occasions before and could not

have retracted it without putting himself’ in an
3

embarrassing position.

58-b. As SHIMADA said, "to ha;ve made a. threat
to him would have been both absurd and unthinkable
and nothing was said which could have led him to 

4
this belief." Ve also call to the Tribunal's 
attention that counsel for the accused TOGO attempted 
to prevent SHIMADA from testifying by joining with

(1. Tr. 35,859.
2. Tr. 35,839
3. Tr. 37,031.
4. Tr. 37,031.

i

_
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the prosecution in making objections to SHL.'ADA’s
1

rebuttal affidavit. And it is likewise celled to
the Tribunal’s attention th£t upon conclusion of

SHIMADA’s testimony counsel for TOGO did not rttempt
2

to cross-examine. All of which detracts from such
comments r.s may be forthcoming in the ex perte sefety
of their summation. If the prosecution honestly
beli< ves there were "other occasions" when TOGO wrs

3
"threatened," rs they would now infer they had full
opportunity to bring them out. How ern they now
speculate so in their argument?

59-e. No one doubts or has any evidence
been offered to the contrary that the Foreign Minister,

4
was chargeable with diplomatic matters. Certainly 
the final notification to the United Stetes fell

5 ;
within this category of duties. The government left !

i

the physical fact of the note’s construction and con- j 

tents to the Foreign Minister with the Navy General 
Staff interested mainly in the time clement of delivery.

That there was complete grcement between all parties !
j

concerned including the Foreign Minister and the Naval , ; 

General Staff with respect to the giving of the !
(1. Tr. 37,028. (4. Tr. 26,131.
2. M .  37,034. 5. Tr. 34,723.
3. Pros, argument par. TT-49, 6. Tr. 26,135.)

Tr. 41,696.
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notification before any attack was carried out is
1

the admission of TOGO himself.
60-c. SHDIADa stated it well when he seid:
"It wrs my firm belief thrt in respect to 

• such matters I could r<.ly upon the knowledge 
rnd skill of the Foreign Minister end his 
experts. Consequently, I never felt any con
cern rbout the procedure thrt wrs adopted
until the question wrs rriscd rftcr the end 

2
of wer."

Or rs the Prime Minister himself testified when asked

in effect if he depended unon the Foreign Minister
for his understanding of the lew relative to the lest
notifie:tion, "I depended exclusively on the views of

3
the Foreign Minister."

60-b. Although TOGO w: s asked if he did not 

feel it wrs his duty to rdvise the liaison members 
concerning the lrw in regard to the procedure of the 
note he seid that he r avise d them to take the customrry 
procedure but thrt there wrs no discussion on whether 
or not hostilities commenced by Japan one hour rftcr
giving the notice v/ould be in compliance with the l«aw. 
He further said that his cdvice wrs premised on the

4
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feet thrt ell thpse'"prcsc.nt‘were'"generally frmilic.r

v/ith provisions of internrtione.l le.w and the t hi h.-d
1

no intention of conducting r lecture. He did not

c'nsidc-r it his duty to give special explanations

be cruse "cabinet ministers r.re ne.ture.Ily '»cncrrily
2

informed about international lr ;/.** Yet, if the Tri

bunal pl.r.se, in his direct testimony TOGO went to some- 

length to explain thrt he himself wes not rn expert on 

interne tione 1 lev; e nd hence studied ct gree t length 

on the metter perteining to the notifiertion rs well

c.s consulting several cx.t.rt authorities on intcr-
, 3

national lew for lcgcl opinion.

(1. Tr. 35,847.
2. Ibid.
3. Tr. 35,723.)
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6l-a. Suffice it is tc sav th*t the "sur
prise attack" contemplated by the Navy through its 
spokesman NAGAH0 was the same kind as fully exDlained 
in the United States Rules of Land Warfare, the Brit
ish Manual of Military Law end the Japanese Laval 
Manual, all of which provide thet a surprise attack 
is still possible even under the terms of the Hague
Convention III relative to the commencement of hos- 1
tilities. The President himself stated:

"Obviously on ultimatum does not prevent a 
surprise attack. The ultimatum does net in
dicate when and where the attack is coming 

2
and its nature."

In these concise words the President expressed what

counsel so clumsily had endeavored to without success.
The evidence reveals that the navy fully expected to
be apprehended by American forces at least an hour

3
. before the attack. And hence as far as they were 
concerned it would have nr.de no difference whatsoever 

y/hother a declaration of war in the strongest of lan
guage had been sent to the United States or the notice 
as it was written by TOGO. Thus Admiral OKA could see 

no reason for not adding positive words to the

1. T. 36,117, 42,455
2. T. 36,118
3. T. 26,729, 26,769 __________________________
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6l-a. Suffice it is to sav tint the "sur
prise attack" contemplated by the Navy through its 
spokesman KAGÂL0 was the same kind as fully explained 
in the United States Buies of Land Warfare, the Brit
ish Manual of Military Law end the Japanese Laval 
Manual, all of which provide that a surprise attack 
is still possible even under the terms of the Hague 
Convention III relative to the commencement of hos- 
tilities. The President himself stated:

"Obviously an ultimatum does not prevent a 
surprise attack. The ultimatum does net in
dicate when and where the attack is coming 

2
and its nature."

In these concise words the President expressed what
counsel so clumsily had endeavored to without success.
The evidence reveals that the Levy fully expected to
be apprehended by American forces at least on hour

3
. before the attack. And hence as far as they were 

concerned it would have nr.de no difference whatsoever 

whether a declaration of war in the strongest of lan
guage had been sent to the United States or the notice 
as it was written by TOGO. Thus Admiral OKA could see 
no reason for not adding positive words to the

1. T. 36,117, 42,455
2. T. 36,118
3. T. 26,729, 26,769
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%

notification.
61- b. In spite of the openly expressed ill- 

feeling of the accused TOGO for SHIMADA he told this 

Tribunal in no uncertain words that "not cnce has 
SHIMAÏA proposed going to war without negotiation 

first."
Conventional War Crimes and 

Crimea Against HumaAlty
62- a : SHIMADA carefully explained that the

duties of the Navy Minister in regard to prisoners
of war entailed the issuance of regulations providing 
for their handling. In pursuance of this responsi

bility the Ministry did issue regulations, one of
3

which is exhibit 3055» It is hardly necessary to re
mind. the Tribunal that the prosecution has introduced 
no orders issuing from the Navy Ministry or General 
Staff which would command or permit the mistreatment 

of prisoners of v/ar.
62-b. In connection with the Naval Minister

ial Notification, here referred to, it is shown to the
contrary that regulations in compliance with existing

4
international practices v?ore promulgated. However,

1. T. 33,322
2. T. 35,833
3. T. 27,276
4. T. 27,362

'a
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it may be quite correct to pursue rne matter iron the 

position token by the President when he stated "It 

isn't what they said that matters, it is what they did 
that matters." In accordance v/ith this theme it is 
mandatory upon the prosecution to prove that the Min
istry was so constituted as to permit SHIMADA's con
trol over such matters.

62- c, After r>. ccption of such regulations as 
the Navy Ministry issued it became the duty of the 
commanders in chief of the various areas wherein the
prisoners might be l»cated to follow and enforce such

2
directives. In turn th--y could issue such orders os 

were deemed necessary to fit the immediate circum
stances confronting them so long as they were in har-

3
mony v/ith the provisions of the Ministry regulations.

SHILADA testified that the facts adduced hero during
the trial were his first apprisal of such misdeeds of

4
naval personnel and he was shocked and ashamed. He 
assumed a moral responsibility for the conduct of men 

on the scene but such is not to be confused with the
5

important factor of chain of command responsibility.
63- a. The Navy Ministry was not consulted

1. T. 27,275
2. T. 35,669
3. Ibid.
4. T. 34,670
5. T. 34,670
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4 5,4 33

by the naval General Staff in connection with opera

tional orders; and in ease of an engagement v/ith the 

enemy, prisoners of war at the zone of operation were
under the- complete command of the commanders in the 

1
field. The remoteness of the ^avy Minister seated in 
Tokyo from activities on the battle field must con

stantly be borne in mind..
63- b. Quoting a man described os the Director 

of War Crimes Prosecution, Pacific Ocean Area, Captain 
(now Rear Admiral) Murphy the prosecution sots forth 

the following words:
"The pattern of the policy of the Japanese

Government seemed to be to require and permit
local military commanders to unlawfully kill on
the spot all prisoners of war, except certain
ones wanted for questioning by higher authority

2
or other specific purposes unknown,"

Quite understandably no attempt was made to read these 
words into the transcript. As an opinion and conclu

sion on an important issue they are an invasion of the 
province of this Tribunal and certainly should have 
boon disallowed if a reading had been attempted,

64- a, This same affiant states that of 698
persons that were known to have been lost in the

1. T. 27,363
2, Ex. 2057. T, 15.042__________________________
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Pacific area many of thorn wore undoubtedly killed in
battle, but, on the other hand, many were captured by 

1
the Japanese. He also states that "investigations
show that 149 Americans were illegally executed by the
Japanese military authorities while being hold os

2
prisoners of war in the Pacific Ocean areas." We sub
mit that from the very limited statistics given by 
this man upon whose opinion the prosecution relies to 
show a governmental pattern of conduct it is proven 
that there was no such policy.

64-b. In regard to the alleged atrocities
committed on Kwajalein the prosecution quoted the pur-

3ported words! of Admiral ABE in command of the island: 
"However, a directive was issued to mo 

from the Highest Naval Central Headquarters to 
dispose of them (prisoners of war) on my island, 
and I had nothing to do but obey it without 
question."

They neglected, however, to set forth from the same 
record and from their own evidence other statements 
of ABE v/hich completely destroy the import of this 
quotation and are quite incompatible with the theory 
advanced. ABE was asked as to the identity of the
1. T. 15,044
2. Ibid.
3. Pros. Argument para. TT-58, T» 41,702____________ _
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1
officer giving him the orders and he said:

"Lieutenant Commander OKADA, Sadatomo.
From my present viewpoint, I can not definitely
sav whether the personal opinion expressed h v
Lieutenant Commander OKALA was the policy of the
Navv. hut at the time I believed it was the pol-

1
icy of the Navy and that is why I did it*"

65-8. He was also questioned prior to this
statement concerning the alleged naval policy announced
by the Navy Staff officer Lieutenant Commander OKABA
and the prosecution evidence shows this answer of ABE:

"The staff member (OKADA) did not bring beck
orders and he did not older me to c a r r y  out the

executions on the spot, but he expressed the
opinion v/hich I took to be the Navy policy that

2
that would 'be the thing to do and I agreed."

We submit that the prosecution shatters its own con
tention by its own evidence.

3
65-b. The reading of this prosecution exhibit

revealed statements made to ABE as to the effect of his
4

telling a lie and committing the crime of perjury. At 
the conclusion of the reading of the document the Pres

ident remarked that the

1. T. 15,029
2. Ibid.
3. Ex. 2055-C, T. 15,025
Tl TV 15,028 ---- -----------------------------------
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"* * * evidence v/r.s obtained by a tlireat, 
of course, but whet the attitude of the Members 
of the Tribunal v.̂ 11 be to evidence obtained 
by threat, of course, is e matter for them en
tirely.”

65-c. The witness T0MI0KA, formerly Chief of
the First Section of the Naval General Staff, was

2
called to the witness stand b y the defense and testi
fied that he gave orders to Lieutenant Commander Soda- 
tono OKABA, Staff Officer of the Naval General Staff, 
to go to Kvajalein and other islands for the purpose 
of re-examining the defense projects in the Pacific 
Ocean area. Such a move was the result of a decision 
early in October of 1942 of Imperial Headquarters to 
organize a combined inspection oarty from both the

3
Army and the Havy for front line defense inspections. 
T h e y  were sent to the Mar sloe 11 Group, the Mariannas, 
the Carolines, the Solomons, New Britain Islands and 
others, and TOMIOKA personally instructed Lieutenant 
Commander OKADA who was his subordinate. Ho abso
lutely denied that ho gave OKADA orders for Vice Ad
miral ABE concerning prisoners of war, and told the 
Tribunal that the First Section of the Naval General
1. T. 15,029-30
2. Ex. 3057, T. 27,284
__L-27,285_____________________________________
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Stoff did not handle matters dealing with prisoners
of war, such being beyond the scope of his authority
and he could not have given any such orders or instruc- 

1
tions*

66-a. He v/as told of Vice Admiral ABE's 
statement to the effect that AEE was informed by Staff 

Officer OKADA that the disposition of Central Author
ities V'cs to execute prisoners where they were captured 
and not send them to Japan* To this TOMIOKA definitely 
stated that he knew nothing about it and that ABE's
statement differed greatly from the Japanese Navy's

2
official forms for forwarding orders* TOMIOKA told 
the Tribunal that there vras positively no form for for
warding an oral order through a third person and that 
he did not know of any case where an order or instruc
tion was forwarded directly to a unit under the command
of the fleet from General Headquarters v/ithout first

3
going through tho Fleet Headquarters* OKADA v/as killed

4
in the .Philippines in December, 194-4.

1. T. 27,286
2. T. 27,287 
3* T. 27,287 
4. T. 27,289
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Stoff did not handle matters dealing with prisoners
of war, such being beyond the scope of his authority
and he could not have given any such orders or instruc- 

1
tions.

66-a. He v/as told of Vice Admiral ABE's 
statement to the effect that AEE was informed by Staff 

Officer OKADA that the disposition of Central Author
ities V'cs to execute prisoners where they were captured 
and not send them to Japan. To this TOMIOKA definitely 
stated that he knew nothing about it and that ABE's
statement differed greatlv from the Japanese Navy's

2
official forms for forwarding orders. TOMIOKA told 
the Tribunal that there was positively no form for for
warding an oral order through a third person and that 
he did not know of any case where an order or instruc
tion was forwarded directly to a unit under the command
of the fleet from General Headquarters without first

3
going through the Fleet Headquarters. OKaDA v/as killed

4
in the .Philippines in December, 1944.

1. T. 27,286
2. T. 27,287
3. T. 27,287
4. T. 27,289
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6 7-0.. The -rose cut ion reference to a report 
of the éxecutions on Wake Island being forwarded to 
the Navy Ministry Bureau of Military /..ff air s is based 
upon evidence which '-.Iso reveals that Admiral SAKAI- 
BARA concocted a false story and this was the one

3.
related to the Navy Departn«nt in Tokyo. Again
the evidence revealed the executions were a result of
imminent enemy invasion by a convoy on October 7»

4.
1943? which had. been sighted, off the island. The 
evidence reveals that the com .'.and er of v:ake Island 

in the initial period, of the Japanese invasion 
telegraphed the Connander in Chief of the Fourth 

Fleet and the Cciar.ander in Chief of the Combined 

Fleet concerning the captured, prisoners. At the sane 
tine the information was relayed to the Naval General 

Bta.ff and the Navy Ministry. Arrangements were made 
for the transportation of the orisoners fron Wake

5.
Island, to Japan for delivery to the array. Many 
of the prisoners were ill and. others voluntarily 
wished to remain on the island. The Ministry informed 

them by cable to have every prisoner voluntarily

1. T. 27287.
2. T. 27289.
3. Ex. 2036~Av 2036-B - T. I4972-I4983.
4. Ibid.
5. T~.~ 27364.'

iäSka
,̂1?.

mix.
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sinn an agrouriunt to engage in work on the island.
1 •

not directly connected. with combat. The prosecu
tion stetes that the executions were reported to

2.
Fourth Fleet Headquarters at Truk but this the de
fense has been unable to verify for it does not appear 
in the transcript at that place.

3.
68-a. In exhibit 2038 the prosecution

offered, the statement of a Japanese prisoner of war
guard aboard, the Nitta îîaru which took some 1200
Japanese prisoners of war from Wake Island, in January
of 1942. As to the atrocities cor.ii.iitted aboard, that

ship the prosecution's own witness said:
"I nr. sure that Captain SAITO *‘lid not report

the execution of the five American prisoners of war
aboard, the Nitta Karu in January 1942 to his superiors

4.
at the Kure Naval Training Station."

That the Navy Itinistry was m  t notified, of 
this incident is confirmed, by the witness TAKATA who 

was employed therein as Chief of Suction One of the
5.

Naval Affairs Bureau. The prosecution evidence 
recites the robbing of prisoners, taking of wrist
1. T. 27367.
2. Pros. Argument para. TT-5B - T. 41701; Ex. 2057 - 

T. 15042.
3. T. 14992.
4. T. 14999.
5. T. 27369.
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watches and rings which flu re distributed among the crewel 
nil of which indicates irresponsible action initiator. ' 
solely on the pert of the captain of the ship.

68- b. Horrible os this evidence is, it is 
rerely indicative of isolated action destroying the 
r.ssunption that it was the policy of the Japanese 
Government to permit or order such conduct, and revea.ls 
that such natters wor.; not reported to the authorities. 
The prosecution stated that 14 protests and inquiries 
fron the United. States Government regarding the 
civilian prisoners captured, on Vfake Island, were dis
regarded. by SIIIMADA and. other Japanese defendants of'

3»
the navy and foreign office. They forget to toll 
the Tribunal that the first eight exhibits were in
quiries concerning the American personnel on Wake 
Island and. were not protests of mistreatment. The 
latter six communications were received, when SHIMADA 
was not in office either as Navy Minister or Chief of

3 ♦
Naval General Staff. The evidence does not show 
that such requests were forwarded, to the Navy Minister 
for action.

69- a. In regard, to the prosecution's state
ment that evidence was presented of the execution
1. T. 14999.
2. Pros. Argument para.TT-59 -T.41703\ T.15001-15042.
^  F.y. ?048i.2053 . 15QOI. ________ ;_________________
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of Allied fliers on Chi-Chi Jima in the Bonin Islands
fron August 1944 through I'arch 1945 by Jr.pr.noso A m y
and Navy officers it is to bo observed that SHIMADA
was no longer either Navy Minister or Chief of Naval
General Staff at this tine. They also state without
the suooort of evidence that these executions were

lo
reported to higher naval authorities. . And in chock-r%Cm % ^
ing the citation we arc unable to' find at the page
designated, ,or thereabouts the statement the execution

of fliers took place. There is only the stator.unt

that war crimes were discovered among other places on
Chi-Chi Jinn Island, Bonin Islands. Again their

3.
argument that there was a massacre of American 
prisoners on Palawan Island on 14 December 1944 should 

have included the statement that at this time SHII.IADA 
had been retired from office for some six months.

70-a. The prosecution states the alleged 
attack on the hospital ship Op Ten Noort and the 
hospital ship Comfort were SHIi ADA’s responsibility.
In regard to the attack on the navy hospital ship 
Comfort on October 24, 1944 and again on April 30,

1945» they say SKIKADA is chargeable and responsible
1 . Pros. Argument para. TT-60, T. 41703.
2 . Ex. 2057 - T. 15042. .
3 . Pros. Argument para. TT-61, T. 41704.
4. Pros. Argument para. TT-64, T. 41706.

4.
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ovcn though ho had cor.sue1, to ho Navy Minister r.nc!

Chiof of Naval General Staff because they wero a
continuation of the policy and practices traceable

'1.
to his period of responsibility. vJe charge this

is not worthy of answering for they hc.vu shown no
policy or practice, or to say the least, no policy
or practices instituted, or carried out by SHIMADA.

%
70- b. In regard to the Netherlands hospital

ship Op Ten. Noort which was captured by the Japanese,

the prosecution alleges that protests were directed
to the Prime Minister, the Foreign Minister and Navy

2.
Minister SHIIÎADA, and. were not honored. The pro

tests so mentioned, by the prosecution included those 
from the captain of thu ship addressed f.o the Japanese

3.Navy Minister at Tolcyo. Being simply letters which 
would have to be nailed or delivered fron the place 

of internment in war tines there is absolutely no 
evidence that such was done and. hence that the Navy 

Minister received the sane»
71- a. This is the extent of the prosecution's 

argument against SHIMADA for mistreatment of prisoners 
of war and civilians. Other than their charge that

1. Pros. Argument para. TT-64, T. 41707.
2. Ibid - T. 41706.
3. Ex. 2067 - T. 15070.
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everything the Jr.pr.noso Nr.vy personnel did. in the
1 •

wry :■■£ nisconduct was directly chr.rSerbie to SIIIMADA, • 

they have produced no evidence which links SHIIIADA 
with responsibility concerning r.ny of the r.cts, Sur- 
nise, speculation and indeed far-fetched rer.soning 
does not dis chr.r ge their onus. No evidence has been 
riven that SHIIIADA issued orders commanding or was 

- apprised of any of the alleged atrocities or nistrent
rant of prisoners of war. The Vice-Minister of Navy 
SAWAIÎ0T0 told the Tribunal that he did not receive 
m y  protests concerning prisoners of war but that they

would probably have been routed to appropriate sub-
2.

sections; me! he further said that if he did not 

receive then Navy Minister SKIV*ADA himself, in his
3.

high position, would not have received, then. The
V

prosecution in their efforts conviot are perhaps

guilty of a very common oversight and that is the

failure to realize just how remote and far renoved
fron the scene of action was the Navy Minister in
Japan, The vast majority of the work of the r.inistry
was taken care of by the many bureaus and. section
chiefs of that ministry and. it is humanly inpossible
to inagine that these isolated natters were routed to
1. Pros. Argument oara. TT-63 -T. 41705. 
fi. T. 34611,

__3- T .-QA612.
t
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SKIMADA for personal study and consideration but it 
depicts the setting fron a practical, common sense 
point of view.

72~a. In regard to prisoners of war the
evidence fully supports the contention that prisoners
of Wear taken V' the navy had to be turned over to
the array and that their care while in the custody

1,
of the navy was designated only temporary. Rather
than the prosecution proving that the Navy Ministry
issued orders commanding the commission of atrocities
or the nistreatment of prisoners of war the defense
offered in evidence a Navy Ministry notification
which vrç.s dated 1941 and which provided treatment for
nrisoners of war not dissimilar to the provisions re-

2.
quirçd under international law. At the tine of
the offering of this exhibit the Tribunal requested
that all of it not be road. However, we deen it of

3.groat imp' 'tance. Such orders as were issued by 
the ministry disprove by positive evidence what the
prosecution would have you accept through inference.

4.

1. Ex. 3056 - T. 27278.
2. Ex. 3055 - T. 27276.
3. Ibid.
4. T. 27278.
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Submarine Atrocities.
72- b. At the risk of repetition, we again

remind the Tribunal that the evidence is concise and
clear in establishing that the Navy Minister had no
control over operational tactics or orders. He was
never consulted with regaro to submarine operations in

1
the Pacific War. But as we have proceeded to show
that such matters were under the jurisciction of the
Naval General Staff we come to a consideration of the
six months' period when SHIMADA also held that post.
To fully probe the matter we calleo to the witness box
a highly competent witness, former Admiral YAMAMOTO,
Chikao, who gave valuable testimony concerning Japanese

2
submarine warfare operations. The competence of this 

witness was established by the fact that he was Chief 
of the First Section of the Naval Department of the 

Imperial Supreme Command from January 194-3 until Decem
ber 1944 and in this capacity had charge of the draft-

3
ing of over-all submarine operational orders.

73- a. The witness testified that in the 

latter pari of March 1943 a period known as the Third 
Phase of the naval campaign was commenced and that in 
regard to the submarine warfare this phase was broken

1. Tr. 27,363.
2. Ex. 3052, Tr. 27,253.
— Tr-. 27,252.-------------------------------------------
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-------------------------------- 1------------------------
down into three minor periods. The first period of
submarine activities extended from the latter part cf

2
March 1943 to October of the same year. The second
period began in October 1943 and extended until August
1944, During the first two periods orders were issued
by the Chief of Naval General Staff to Commander-in-
Chief YAMAMOTO and to the later Commander-in-Chief of

3the Combined Fleet Admiral KOC -., The Navy Minister 
was not concerned.

73-b. Admiral SHIMADA became Chief of Naval 
General Staff in February and remaineû as such until 
August 1944 but during that period no submarine cam
paign orders were issued as the evidence so recites. 
The third period which began in August of 1944 was
not altered in so far as the principle of operation

4
of the previous directive was concerned. The prosecu
tion has introduced in evidence an alleged submarine

5
operational orcor dated Marsh 20, 1943. Tucked away 
in this order consisting of eight translated English 
pages together with a rap, is a paragraph providing 
for the destruction of crews of enemy ships after the 

sinking thereof. The prosecution has sought to make

1. Tr. 27,253.
2. Ibid.
3. Tr. 27,255.
4. Tr. 27,256.
5. Ex. 21Ô5, Tr. 15,184. ________________________
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much of this alleged order in so far as the accused
1

SHIMA9A is concerned.

74-a. Before discussing the contents of the
alleged order it must be noted that it purportedly was
issued in March of 1943 at which time Admiral SHIMABA
was Navy Minister alone. It is not an order from the
Naval General Sgcu f but is signed by MITO, Hisachi,
as commanding the First Submarine Squadron Force. The
document was issued from aboard the flagship at Truk

and is entitled "First Submarine Force Order." On its
face it is limited to cite First Submarine Force and
does not include any other unit.

74-b. The First Submarine Force on March 20,

1943» belonged to the Sixth Fleet which die not operate

in the Indian Ocean area, being oirected largely to
2

the Samoa-Fiji area. The Southwestern Area Fleet was
3

the one operating in the Indian Ocean. The Sixth
Fleet had its base at Truk while the Southwestern Area
Fleet had its base at Penang with its theater limited

4
to the Indian Ocean.

74-c. The defense called KITO, Hisachi, the 

supposed author of exhibit 2105, the submarine order,

1. Pros. Argument para. TT-17, Tr. 41,668..
2. Tr. 27,258, 27,259.
3. Ibid.
4. Tr. 27,260.

► v*W
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in an effort to render tbe Tribunal the greatest
assistance possible in clarifying the question. The
prosecution contends that MITO did not deny the authen-

1
tioity of the order. This is not an accurate statement
for MITO said he could not concede that such an order

2
would ever have been issued. He said he had been
interrogated several times before by the prosecution
relative to this oraer and had discussed it thoroughly.
"I told them that while it appeared to be in the same
form as other orders issued I had no recollection of

3this particular one," he said. Further MITO stated,
"I denied knowledge of the execution order arid also
denied that there was any collaboration to my knowledge
with German submarines or that we employed any tactics

4
based upon German origin."

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brannon, who follows you?
MR. BRANNON : Mr. McManus, for the accused

ARAKI.
THE PRESIDENT: Vie will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 

taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 

were resumed as follows:)
1. Pros. Argument para. TT-17, Tr. 41,669.
2. Tr. 34,637.
3. Tr. 34,636.
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--------- MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International-------
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brannon.
I®. BRANNON: 75-a. MITO further said that he

had been told that the prosecution submitted that "the
Navy Minister must be held responsible for the top
secret naval order for submarine operation requiring the

1,
complete destruction of ships sunk by submarines.* * *" .
Said MITO: "This is absolutely contrary to fact. The
Navy Ministry could not issue such an order since it is'
a matter entirely within the prerogative of the High
Command and I cannot conceive by any stretch.of tho
imagination how it can be said that any such order, if

2.
actually issued, came from the Navy Ministry."
Assuming that the order was actually issued MITO said
that the "parent order or basic order would have come
from the Commander in Chief of the Combined Fleet and
probably would have been received from the Chief of

3.
Naval General Staff at the highest point." The
prosecution of course left out the word "probably" when

4.
they attempted to set forth what MITO had said. But 
if such were the case the man in the General Staff at
that time who was drafting the orders was one YAMAMOTO,
(1. Ibid.
2. T. 34638.
3. T. 34637.
4. Prosecution argument par. TT-17, T. 41668.)

---.......
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Chikao, the witness who, as stated before, was in the 
General Ptaff and was in charge of drafting the submarine 
orders.

76-a. Said YAMAMOTO when questioned about the
principle of annihilation of crew members of a sunken
vessel and as to whether such had ever been adopted in
the plan of operations drawn up in the Naval General
Headquarters: "The Japanese Navy have never adopted
such a principle; absolutely no, never." Reciting that
it was contrary to the very teachings of the Japanese
Navy itself he cited Naval General Staff Directive 15 of
30 November 1941 and Naval General Staff Directive No. 60

1.
of 1 March 1942 as illustrating the policy of the Navy.
The prosecution cross-examined MITO striving to show
that an 8th Submarine Squadron operated in the Indian

2.
Ocean and was also under the Sixth Fleet. The witness
definitely told the prosecution that there was no 8th
Submarine Squadron under his command and he commanded
the First Submarine Force which was supposed to have

3.issued this order.
76-b. The witness TOMIOKA who was YAMAMOTO’s !1Ipredecessor in the drafting of submarine orders was 

asked if during the war an operational policy was either;
(1. T. 27257, 27258. !
2. T. 34É41.
3. Ibid.)
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1
planned or indicated by General Headquarters to
annihilate the crew members of ships sunk by submarines.
He said: "Such a thing was never planned nor indicated
by Imperial headquarters Naval Command Instructions. If
it' were indicated it should be recorded in the file of
Imperial Headquarters Naval Command Instructions. Not
only is there no such order but this is very far from

1.
the spirit of the Japanese Navy." The prosecution
itself admitted that it was the Southwestern Area Fleet
with Headquarters at Penang that operated in the Indian

2.
Ocean.

77-a. The President of the Tribunal said: "Of
course, a submarine could have, done anything it liked

3 •
without letting Imperial Headquarters know.* * *"

This statement was made at the time the prosecution 
asked the witness YAMAMOTO if local commanders could 
inaugurate submarine warfare involving the tactics of 
destroying surviving crews and passengers without 
Imperial Headquarters knowing of the fact. The question 

was disallowed by the Tribunal.
77-b. Submarine directives from the Naval 

General Staff were introduced in evidence. Among them 

were Orders 15} 60 and 61. Directive 15 issued to the
(1. T. 27294.
2. T. 27266.
3 . T. 27265.)
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1
Commander in Chief of the Combined Fleet on î'ovember
30, 1941, and it provided for time to be given the crew

1.
and passengers of torpedoed ships to seek safety;

5 •
Directives 60 and 6l, issued to the Commander in Chief 
of the Combined Fleet and to the Commander in Chief of 
the China Seas Fleet respectively. The former contained 
this provision: "In the operation by surface craft it
shall be made a rule as far as possible that such attack 
be preceded by duly processed visit and search, and 
every possible endeavor shall be made to rescue human 
lives if circumstances warrant the sinking of the 
vessels." The latter directive provided: "In dealing
with foreign shipping in general due process shall as 
a rule be taken in accordance with the provision of law. 
If a sinking is made without (being able) to go through 
a prescribed process because of some forced circum

stances', every possible means shall be taken to rescue 
human lives after sinking." Directive 6l could not 

recind Directive 15 because the latter was issued to the 
Commander in Chief of the Combined Fleet while the former 
was directed to the Commander in Chief of the China

1.
Fleet - each under independent and separate commands.
The prosecution's only comment in face of this evidence
(1. T. 27296, 26301, Ex. 3058-A.
2. T. 27274, Ex. 3054-Â.
3. Cf. prosecution argument par. TT-17, T. 41617.)

-
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was that the mere issuance of directives d*es not fully
discharge responsibility. As to prosecution comment

that Directive 209, dated March 25, 194-3, does not
contain instructions to save survivors, may it not with
balancing logic be said that it does not contain orders

1.
to not save them? The violent disagreement between 
this positive evidence and the prosecution's assertions 
is not reconcilable.

78-a. Although the prosecution persistently
referred to the German policy of destroying shipwrecked

2.
survivors, it is interesting to note,that the Nuernberg, 
Tribunal passing judgment on Admiral Doenitz stated:

“The evidence does not establish with the certainty re
quired that Doenitz deliberately ordered the killing of

3.
shipwrecked survivors.“ The prosecution makes the
unwarranted statement that two German submarines were
given to Japan in return for atrocity submarine warfare

4- *
as proposed by Hitler. Such statement is counteracted 
more than once by defense evidence. Admiral Wenneker, 
the German Naval Attache in Tokyo, stated regarding 
the gift of the submarines: “We wished to assist the
Japanese toward the construction of modern and efficient 
Japanese submarines. To this end we presented them with
(1. T. 41617; E X .  3053-A, T. 27270.
2. T. 27261, 27262.
3. Nuernberg decision p. 140.
4 .  P r o s e c u t io n  a rg n in rn t  p a r .  T T - l6 ^  T .  4 1 6 6 7 , 416 .6 8 . ) -----
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---------------------- 3_--------------------------------- ----
two new submarines." Admiral NOMURA who was assigned 

in Germany as a member of a Mixed Technical Committee 
stated that the gift of the submarines was utterly un
conditional. He said: "In return for this offer no
request was made for more intensified submarine warfare

2. 3.
on the part of Japan." Hitler's words as quoted by 
Admiral NOMURA were that he hoped the Japanese Navy 
would be benefited in her submarine construction and he 
wished to donate two of the new German submarines to9.•
Japan.

79-a. Admiral NOMURA stated that the naval 
authorities in Tokyo simply instructed him by telegram 
that as the primary obÖective in bringing the German 
submarines to Japan lay in the contributory effect of ' 
these submarines on Japanese building technique three 
German technicians should be brought to Japan along with

5*the submarines. The Japanese did not find the German

submarines suitable in construction for their purposes
and decided they could not be duplicated with practical 

6»
benefit. And this statement is confirmed by Admiral
Wenneker when he said that he was later informed that
the Japanese felt they could not duplicate the submarine
(1. T. 26556.
2. T. 26573, 26574.
3-. T. 26574.
4.
5. T. 26574
— T. 26575r4-------------------------------------------
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____________  __ 1.
and did not intend to do so.

79rb. The long prosecution dissertation con
cerning Ambassador OSHIMA and Foreign Minister Ribben- 
trop of Germany in connection with the submarine trans
action avails nothing for even their statement that 
OSHIMA said that Japan intended to accentuate submarine 
warfare and would like to have the two German submarines
is absolutely no offense of any kind. The war at this

2.
time was going on. At no time did OSHIMA telegraph

3.any messages to the War or Navy Ministers in Japan.
79-c. The prosecution comments on SlilMADA's

statement that he had no knowledge of alleged submarine
atrocities and allege that many protests by the Allied
Governments were ignored by the Japanese Navy and Foreigr

4.
Offices. Of these protests the Tribunal should take 
note of the prosecution*s failure to relate that all i
except one are dated after SHIMADA had left both the
office of Navy Minister and Chief of Naval General
Staff. In complete fairness, they should have notified
the Tribunal of this fact. And there is no evidence
that he received any protests contrary to his solid

5 •
statement to that effect. All except one of the total
(1. T. 26557.
2. Prosecution argument par. TT-16, T. 41668.
3. T. 26603.
4. Prosecution argument par. TT-12, T. 41663.
5. T. 34671.)
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1

of nimr"Japanese- submarlnes~'öpeT'äting Uri the Indian "
Ocean from 1943 until August, 1944, were reported as

1.missing. The Commanding Officer of the remaining sub
marine was killed in action in July, 1944. Under these 
circumstances with the submarines and their crews fail
ing to return to their base a complete investigation of 
their activities was impossible.

80-a. The prosecution brought into the court
room a Japanese Nisei named NAKAHARÂ who had served

3.
aboard the Japanese submarine 1-8 as radio monitor. .
His testimony depicts the strained attempt of the 
prosecution to involve SHIMADA where the facts dictate 
it should not be done. The testimony of NAKAHARA is 
hardly a worthy means of attempting to establish 
responsibility on the part of SHIMADA. Such statements 
in his affidavit that he was told, after his return to 
Tokyo, by the Chief of the Third Section of the Naval 
General Staff not to relate his observations are indic
ative of a desire to cast an inference that the Naval
High Command was attempting to cover over the misdeeds

4.
of the submarine crew. On cross-examination he ad
mitted that such instructions were not given to him in 
his opinion, to prevent him from revealing the commission
(1. Ex. 3064, T. 27351.
2. T. 27351.
3. T. 38136.
4. T. 38144.)
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of atrocities but could have been routine security
1.

procedures. Again his statement that he was never
questioned at the General Staff or by the Foreign Offic
in regard to the happenings aboard the submarine was
designed to cast inference that the authorities were

2.
negligent in not investigating the matter.

8l-a. But again on cross-examination he stated
that not only did he not attempt to report to anybody in

3.the Haval General Staff concerning the matter but as
far as he knew Commander ABIIZUMI did not renort the

4.
killings, and as far as he knew no one reported the

5 •acts to any one in Tokyo. In regard to the order not
to relate overseas experience he explained that they
went to Truk Atoll once and when he returned such statje-

6.
mert was made. Therefore in point of sequence there 
is no connection between his statement and the commission
of submarine atrocities. He testified that the commander
of the submarine ARIIZUMI told hin not to tell about the
killings and when asked on cross-examination why he hac
been told this if the actions taken were in compliance
with orders his waiverjng answer was that "it may have

7 »
been that it might be troublesome." When asked to whoih
(1. T. 38149. 5. Ibid.
2. T. 38144. 6. Ibid.
3. T. 38149. 7. T. 38148.)
4. Ibid.
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it may have been troublesome he answered that he didn’t 

know. He was asked if an officer obeyed orders why he 
should be afraid to admit that he carried them out.

His evasive and confused answer was that he was a 
civilian and not an officer and didn’t know about that.
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82-a. Fs to the attempt to connect the acts -|
of ARIIZUMI, whom they admit in their argument was2 3
known as the "gangster” and th* "butcher", with the
Naval General Staff we have only to point to the
method adopted as a means of proof, NAKAHARA’s
testimony on direct examination that the Commander
told him the killings took place under orders from

4
the Naval General Staff was fully clarified on 
cross-examination v/hen it was revealed that it was a 
passing conversation at meal time with no other5
substantiation of any kind. The witness admitted 
that he, being a Nisei, was not trusted with secret 
information or secret assignments, and that he had 
never seen any official orders issued from the Naval
General Staff or the Ministry commanding the killing

7
of survivors of enemy vessels.

82-b, He further told the Tribunal that the 
orders of ARIIZUMI, the Commander of the submarine, 
were obeyed "because we knew he was ruthless." He
testified that ARIIZUMI’s nick name among the crew

8 '**■'
was "gyangu" meaning Gangster. Furthermore a reading of
2. Pros. Argument para. TT-13, T. 41,664.
3 . Pros. Argument para. TT-5Ï, T. 41,698.
4. T. 38,140.
5. T. 38,148.
6. T. 38.147.
7 . Ibid.
8. T. 38,140.

25
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the other prosecution evidence relative to the alleged |
submarine atrocities revefls that the robbery of vmtches,
rings end other items denote plunder and robbery on

1
the part of the captain and crew. It is not beyond
possibility that these actions as carried out were
the individual misdeeds of the commonders and the
crews seeking to benefit by the robbing of the victims
of the vessels they sunk. Furthermore NAKAHARA's
statement that the submarine would stay surfaced

2
perhaps an hour or two hours is entirely contrary
to the expert statement of Admiral Ï.1IT0 who told the
Tribunal such was unthinkable during these days of

3modern warfare with radar, etc.
83-n. Admiral SHIMADA told the Tribunal

that not even by stretching his imagination could
he believe that such an order was issued commanding

4
the killing af submarine survivors. It should also I
be called to the Tribunal's attention that NAKAHARA 
reports that he returned to Japan in September of 1944 
at which time SHIKADA had resigned both as Navy

5Minister and Chief of NaiVal General Staff. Any 
inference resulting from his not being questioned
1.
2.
3.4.
5.

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

15, 115. 
38,150. 
34,637. 
34,671. 
38,144.
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has limited its charges of submarine atrocities to 
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we do not hpve need to consider the subject further
6

than has been here presented,

Miscellaneous

83-b. The prosecution argument relative to
SKIwADA's military decorations is hardly worthy of a

reply. The defense called to the witness box naval

officer NUJIläl, who v/as assigned to matters of naval
decorations at th*»t time, for a full explanation of

1
S H I K A D A ^  Anti-Comintern decoration. So adequate

and complete was his testimony that the prosecution

waived its cross-examination. But this c’id not

nrevent them from commenting on this particular award
2

in their final argument. It was explained that 

SHIIIADA’s only connection with the Anti-Comintern

Pact was his high rank in the Navy and that the

decoration received, far from being dependent upon
3

merit, was 2 mere formality, SHIiCADA himself

explained the av/ards v;h:'ch he had received and there
4

v/as no challenge from the prosecution.

6. T. 34,772. ‘
1. T. 34,630.
2. Pros. Argument pars. TT-34, T, 41,683.
3. T. 34,632.
4. T. 3 4 ,6 7 5 .
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84-a. Although abandoning their original 
sontention that SHIi.'ADA^ membership on the Chinn

5Affairs Bonrd wns of importance, it is interesting
to note the undisputed evidence shows thnt whomsoever
became Navy Minister likewise was automnticnlly appointed
rs a Vice-Chairman cf this board with no duties or

6
functions attached.

84-b. Another faux pas on the part of the 
prosecution in their grasping for evidential straws 
was their baseless charge that SHIKADA was recommended 
by Premier TOJO as Welfare Minister in the Cabinet 
reorganization of July 1944 in order to have a member

7of the Imperial Rule Political Society in the cabinet.
rOJO utterly crushed their attempt to connect SHIMADA
in political matters when he testified that the SHIMADA
he had in mind was Toshio SHIMADA entirely a different

1
person thr»n the accused. SKIMADA himself could not
understand this attempt to characterize him os a
politician by an allegation so easily susceptible of
investigation and discovery of error before it was 

2
made.

85-n. The prosecution charges th-̂ t SHIMADA
5.
6.
7.
1.

T. 16,901.
T. 34,675.
T. 16,909.
T. 36,526.
T. 34,668, 34,669.

2 5
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showed his belligerent attitude tov'ard the United 
States rnd Great Britain beenuse he said recording 
to a newspaper article "the confrontation between the 
Chiang supporting pov/ers and our nation has come to 
assume serious proportions suggestive of an aggravated

3
tension in the international situation," We hardly
know how to answer this except to spy that it was
perhaps an ultra-honest statement the tire clothed

4
in words of admirable mildness. The prosecution 
also disliked the emphatic manner in which the accused 
testified and submitted that it indicated strong

5
feeling against the United States and Great Britain, 
That SHIMADA honestly and sincerely believed in that 
which he testified and did so in a forthright, strong 
fashion is to us an indication of the sincerity of 
his thought and hardly subject to the criticism so 
directed, SHIi/lADA is no more deserving of criticism 
for his "emphatic manner of testifying" than is the 
American Admiral who appeared as a prosecution witness 
before this Tribunal.

86-n. As to the relationship between 
Admiral SHIiiADA and those other Japanese naval officers 

who wore associated with him because of rank and age,
3. Pros, Argument TT-24, T. 41,675.
4. T. 38,086.
5. Pros, Argument TT-24, T. 41,675.
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y;e ask the Tribunal to view the- obvious ns the answer.
»

It is the weakest of nil possible arguments thnt the
prosecution could advance to complain of this factor.
For in every navy in every country of the world there

is an acquaintanceship and a sharing of mutual dut/es
between those men who fron their early naval academy
days have advanced through the years to high rank
and positions of command. If it were otherwise it

1
would indeed be strange.

86-b. According to the Anglo-American
conception of conspiracy lack of acquaintanceship with
fellow conspirators is of course no defense. But in
the practical common sense vie- point the fact of
SHIl-'IADA’s scant acquaintance or no acquaintance at
all with the other accused is indicative of his non-
political connection and essay the fact that he was

2
simply a naval officer.

Conclusion
86-c. There is much that should be said no 

doubt. But within our limited ability v/e have tried 

to give you such facts, such evidence and such thoughts 
as v/ill dr*w apart the curtains from the stage of 
misunderstanding as to the charges ^f criminality aimed

x

1. Pros. Argument para. TT-32, T. 41,681.
2. T. 34,676.
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we ask the Tribunrl to view the- obvious os the answer.
*

It is the weakest of oil possible arguments that the
prosecution could advance to complain of this factor.
For in every navy in every country of the world there

is an acquaintanceship and a sharing of mutual duties
between those men who fror, their early naval academy
days have advanced through the years to high rank
and positions of command. If it were otherwise it

1
would indeed be strange.

86-b. According to the Anglo-American
conception of conspiracy lack of acquaintanceship with
fellow conspirators is of course no defense. But in
the practical common sense vie" point the fa.ct of
SHIl-'lADA’s scant acquaintance or no acquaintance at
s.ll with the other accused is indicative of his non-
political connection and essay the fact that he v/es

2
simply a naval officer.

Conclusion
86-c. There is much that should be said no 

doubt. But within our limited ability v/e have tried 

to give you such facts, such evidence and such thoughts 
as will draw apart the curtains from the stage of 
misunderstanding as to the charges of criminality aimed

1. Pros. Argument para. TT-32, T. 41,681.
2. T. 34,676.
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et SHIii/.DA. When the Tribunal cores to a deliberation 
en the maze of evidence before it, predicated upon 
variga.ted and intricate factual matters depicting 
a period of many years and which as a natter of 
evidence has well nigh exhausted a. two year span, it 
will have before it a problem ominously challenging 
in all of its many aspects.

87-a. Because counsel sincerely and deeply 
recognizes this fact our constant purpose and intent 
has been to avoid a twisting and turning of evidential 
matters into an interpretation favorable to the 
accused but at the sane time to strike at that evidence 

and those allegations which v/ould lead to a false 
conclusion. Clearly then, for convenience prising 
from logical sequence, the case against SHILiADA is 
capable of division into two periods divided by his 
appointment as Navy Minister,

87-b. The prosecution portrayed SHIliADA’s • 
career quite well when they s^id he joined the Navy 
in. 19OI, when l8 years of age and remained in that 
service as an active naval officer until January 1945;
and that he held no political office until he became 

2
Navy Minister. Leaving aside for the moment the period 
commencing October l8, 1941, we have squarely presented 
n problem of vital interest to military men the- world ovc*. 

X  T. 16,900.----- 2. T." 16,901.
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87- c. It touches off the query of whether 
these men can longer pursue their profession of arms 
without the ever-present fear of ultimate punishment 
at the hands of a victorious enemy. The honorable 
profession of arms'*'* is subject to no criticism in 

and of itself. It is not a crime to devote your 
life to the military whose function is the protection 
of the land and whose duties flow from the dictate
of its current government. If the military efforts 
of a professional soldier enforcing and carrying out 
the directive of the policy makers of his nation in 
compliance with the acknowledged laws of war were a
crime, the words of praise and decorations of honor

\

bestowed upon those protectors of the many nations 
of the world would resolve themselves to sheer 
hypocrisy and the commendations heaped upon their 
shoulders would be but proof of guilt.

288- a. No one has ever argued this premise —  

unless it can be the begging innuendo arising from 

the prosecution*s interpretation of conspiracy or
the waging of war that is subject to a later adjudi
cation of aggressive. But for aught that we might 

here say it does inject into the procedure of a
W

1. Nuernberg decision, p. 107.
2. See Nuernberg decision, p. 107: "The Tribunal does

not declare the General Staff and High Command to 
be a criminal organization."
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military man’s life the vexing problem of deciding 
when his conduct is criminal and when it is commend
able. The protective forces of the nations of the 
world, the military and the naval, will listen with 
rapt attention to the utterances of this Tribunal in 
its finding on this most vital of issues, for it 
becomes apparent that a line of demarcation must be 
drawn somewhere.

88-b. The other part of SHIMADA’s life, the 
34 months from October 18, 1941 when he became Min
ister of Navy until he resigned as Chief of Naval 
General Staff on August 2, 1944, presents another 
problem. If,with full knowledge of the facts, he 
had solicited the post, if he had maneuvered and 
campaigned for the job or even if he had behind him 
a background of political ties and participation in 
affairs of state an entirely different factual picture

t
would be before the Tribunal for study. But how 
utterly and completely different it was. From the 
evidence before us it is undisputed that SHIMADA was 
drawn into the climaxing moments of the confusing and 
ebullient Japanese-American differences solely because 
of his then rank and status in the Navy. It was a 
trick of fate made possible through the odd tradition 
of the navy and the ordinance which demanded a high-
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ranking admiral on the active list for the post of 

Navy Minister. Of course he did not have to accept 
and the evidence is indeed positive that he did 
refuse only to yield to the insistent urgings of those 
fellow naval officers whose prestige and position 
he could not well ignore.

89- a. In carrying out the functions of his

high office there is nothing to show that SEIMADA's
actions were at any time accompanied by criminal
intent, impelled by criminal motive or the result of
criminal negligence based on inadequate factual
provocation. And this is all important, for in line

with the theme here advanced the Chief Prosecutor
said in speaking of an accused, "He is being charged
with crime. His state of mind, it seems to me, is

.1.of considerable importance." And it was the Presi
dent, who in replying said: "His honest and reasonable,
though mistaken, belief in the existence of a state of

2 #
facts is a defense."

90- a. Thus SHIMADA’s thoughts, his belief
and conviction that his country was imperiled and its 
security threatened, giving rise to the right to 
fight in self-defense have been the subject of much 

of the evidence presented. As to what criterion can 

1. Tr, 36571._____________ 2. Tr. 36571.
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be applied to determine when a condition of threatened 
national security arises we can perhaps only specu
late or turn to the thinking of eminent minds*'1’*

90-b. SHIMADA*s high rank and position was 
not bought at the price of membership in a "Nazi" 
party of Japan. As a member of the Navy he belonged 
to a powerful organization which the evidence has 
shown never caused the fall of a cabinet or prevented 
its formation and seldom took the initiative in 
state decisions.

90-c. The culmination of events that led to 
war on December 7, 1941 reminds us of the rule of law 
regarding “proximate cause." "The causes that are 
merely incidental or instruments of a superior con
trolling agency are not the proximate causes and the 
responsible ones, though they be nearer in time to
1. Cf. Public Papers and Addresses of President 

Roosevelt, 1940 Volume, introduction thereof!
"There was a time when we could afford to 

say that we would not fight unless attacked, 
and then wait until the physical attack came 
upon us before starting to shoot. Modern 
techniques of warfare have changed all that.***
An attack today begins as soon as any base has 
been occupied from which our security is 
threatened. That base may be thousands of 
miles away from our own shores. The American 
government must, of necessity, decide at wfrich 
point any threat: of attack against this hemi
sphere has begun; and to make their stand when 
that point has been reached."
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the result. It is only when the causes are inde- 
pendent of each other that the nearest is, of course, 
to he charged with the disaster."

91-a. It is with a sincere and honest 
appraisal of the evidence presented in this case 
th vt we ask for the acquittal of the accused Admiral 
SH3MADA, Shigetaro on all relevant counts in the 
Indictment.

91-b. And this last personal word if I may: 
One of the greater adjective contributions to the 
future law of nations is destined to be the appear
ance of citizens from the victorious powers repre
senting with sincerity, integrity and without fear 
those accused members of the enemy who have been 
called to the bar of justice for alleged transgres
sions, In so acting we have striven to usher in a

✓
code of conduct befitting the benevolent powers of
the world and which concept is so keenly expressed
in the words of a great Englishman: "So let them
act up to the level of their power and responsibility-
not for themselves but for all men in all lands— and

2.
then a brighter day may dawn on human history,"
1. Blythe v. R.R. Co., 25 702 (Colo.)

Black Law Dictionary, 1458,

2. Kinston Churchill, August 16, 1945, in speaking 
of the United States-,
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TP1? FR^IDRNT: ’?*r7 PcManus.
Î*R. Mc"ANTF: î-r. President and Members of

the Tribunal, at this time I should like to present 
the summation on behalf of Baron General ARAKI, .°adao.

I might point out to the Members of the 
Tribunal that portions of this summation will not be 
read. I have them marked in my copy, and when I come 
to such paragraphs or portions of the summation, I 
shall cell them to the attention of the Tribunal.

Chapter 1. The Suspicion Against ARAKI
A• The Development of That Suspicion
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The prosecution's suspicion against ARAKI can 
be observed by dividing it into four phases.

(1) 'Then ARAKI was detained at the Sugamo 
Prison, on 19 November 1945, the outline of ARAKI's 
career was made public as the result of the informa
tion gathered by the Intelligence Section of GFO, SCAP 
and published in the newspapers throughout Japan the 
following day. It was as follows:

"Fe was the Minister of Education from 1938 
to 1°39, and in line with ultra-Nationalism, completely 
reorganized the system of education. As an extreme 
militarist and as an ardent nationalist, he had influence 
in the military circle and was a strong force behind 
General TOJO .1'__ . __ .. _ . ____  ___
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Heading this* AHAK.I' .um=Cii,
if not the entire population of Japan, was somewhat
astounded. It was an overt fact to the whole nation
that ARAKI was the man who extinguished the raging
flames of the Hanchurian Incident and because of this
was attacked by the Fascist group of Japan. (Fe was on

.1
the blacklist of the °himpeitai. )

It was also know that, while he had nothing
what°oever to do with the "February 26 Incident" of
February, 1936, he was compelled to retire from active
service together with five other generals, on the
ground that as an elderman of the army he should take
moral responsibilit',, for its disorder? and that the
moment he was put on the reserve list the regulation
providing that the "ter Minister must be in active ser- 

2
vice v/as revived and ARAKI was completely shut out by 
the army. Consequently the one who had been expelled 
from army circles was alleged to be the strong force 
behind TOJO. The question of this nature which cer
tainly must have been throughly clarified during the 
course of this two-year trial before this Tribunal v»as 
primarily the suspicion placed upon him.

THF PRESIDENT: fTr. FcHanus, you are reading
from rejected documents.
1. Tr. 28.477, def. doc. 1^59 (rejected'
2. Tr. 5C6, ex. 93 J

25
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1
MR. McMANUS: I f  t h e  T r i b u n a l  p l e a s e ,  I  e x 

p l a i n e d  t o  M r .  B r o w n  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l  q u o t a t i o n s  

f r o m  r e j e c t e d  d o c u m e n t s  h e r e  a n d  t h a t  w h e n  I  c o m e  t o  

s o m e  T s h a l l  o m i t  t h e m .  H o w e v e r ,  c o n c e r n i n g  t h i s  

p a r t i c u l a r  d o c u m e n t ,  I  am  s u r e  t h a t  t h e  T r i b u n a l ,  w h e n  

i t  c o m e s  t o  p a g e  1 1  o f  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  —  t h a t  t h i s  f a c t  

I  m e n t i o n ,  t h e  r e j e c t e d  d o c u m e n t ,  w i l l  b e  c l a r i f i e d  

a n d  w i l l  b e c o m e  k n o w n  t o  t h e  T r i b u n a l ,  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  

a n  e x h i b i t ,  e x h i b i t  1 6 5 «  t r a n s c r i p t  p a g e  1 6 3 6 ,  w h i c h  

I  o m i t t e d  t o  p l a c e  h e r e  a n d  w h i c h  I  p l a c e d  o n  p a g e  1 1  

o f  t h e  s u m m a t i o n .

T H E  P R E S I D E N T :  M r .  B r o w n .

MR. B R O T H : Y o u r  H o n o r ,  o n  b e h a l f  o f  t h e

p r o s e c u t i o n ,  I  d r e w  t h e  a t t e n t i o n  o f  m y  l e a r n e d  f r i e n d ,  

M r .  M c M a n u s ,  y e s t e r d a y  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  w e  s h o u l d  o b 

j e c t  t o  c i t a t i o n  o f  r e j e c t e d  d o c u m e n t s ,  a n d  h e  i n f o r m e d  

m e  t h a t  h e  p r o p o s e d  l e a v i n g  t h a t  p a r t  o u t .  T h a t  i s  

w h y  n o  o b j e c t i o n  w a s  t a k e n  b e f o r e  t h e  r e a d i n g  o f  t h i s  

s u m m a t i o n  s t a r t e d .

THE PREP> ID E N T  : T e l l ,  I  h a v e  s a i d  q u i t e  o f t e n

d u r i n g  t h e  s u m m a t i o n s ,  a n d  I  s a y  a g a i n ,  w e  w i l l  u t t e r 

l y  d i s r e g a r d  a n y  s t a t e m e n t  o f  f a c t  n o t  s u p p o r t e d  b y  

t h e  e v i d e n c e .  T e  t r u s t  y o u  t o  o m i t  s t a t e m e n t s  o f  f a c t  

n o t  s u p p o r t e d  b y  e v i d e n c e ,  M r .  M c M a n u s .

MR. McMANUS: Y e s ,  s i r .

I
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12) The second is the series of charges
against AP.AKI in the indictment. The prosecution's
accusation against ARAKI is comprised of 41 charges:
i.e., counts 1 to 17, 27 to 32, 34 and 44 together
with all the other accused; and counts 18, 19, 23, 25,

26, 33, 35, 45, 46, 47, and 51 to 55 together with
some of the other accused.

Concerning counts 18, 19 and 23 and counts
29 to 34, as we have already pointed out to the Court
in our motions to dismiss at the end of the prosecu-

1
tion's direct case, and which has further been corrobo-

2
rated during the presentation of the defense case,
ARAKI at the outbreak of all the incidents contained
in these counts held no responsible position.

This fact will further be corroborated by the
presentation of ARAKI's curriculum vitae by Prosecutor 

3
Forwitz. Concerning counts 26, 36 and 51, counts 28,
45, 46 and 47, and counts 44, 53, 54. and 55, while
it is true that ARAKI was a cabinet councillor or the
Education ?Tinister, by that time the government bad

4
adopted the "Five Minister Conference" and it is ob
vious ARaKI could not have been responsible in view of 
the fact that the prosecution failed to prove why they
1. Tr. 16,289
2. Tr. 28.121, ex. 3160
3. Tr. 68Ô
4. Tr. 28,486, ex. 3169; tr. 28,508, ex. 3170___________
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held ARAKI responsible, Who was only cabinet councillor 
or Education Minister, v/hile such men as Navy Minister 
v0NAI, Foreign Minister ARITA, Finance Minister ISHIWATA, 
v/ho were actual members of the Five Minister Conference, 
were not held responsible.

’"ith respect to this point, the prosecution 
contended in their Summation 1-4, "It is no excuse or 
defense for these accused that other conspirators have 
not been indicted." However, our contention is that 
where principal figures whose responsibility in an 
action should be most important are not indicted, it 
shows that the criminal nature of the action is non
existent, or if any at all, is very slight —  we contend 
that there is no criminal nature. A practice of indict
ing unimportant figures, leaving principal figures 
unindicted certainly would be alien to any kind of 
justice.

Concerning count 27, the prosecution seems to
have based their attempted proof of this allegation
on the speech ARAKI made in the film "Critical Period

1
for Japan" and of an interrogation of ARAKI. Concern
ing the aforementioned speech, this Tribunal has heard 
the gist of it and it is our contention that it deserves 
ne comment. ’Vith regard to the interrogation afore-

1. Tr. 2240, ex. 188 E
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mentioned, it is respectfully called to the Tribunal's 
attention all the testimony relating to the misinter
pretations, poor translating and lack of adequate inter
preters during these interrogations conducted at Sugamo

1
Prison at the early stages of this trial, and we
particularly call to the attention of this Tribunal the
instance of the misinterpretation wherein it was
alleged that the 'Tar Minister could order the Chief of
Staff to conduct a campaign against the four eastern

2
provinces of Manchuria.

Continuing with this second suspicion against 
ARAKI, the prosecution in presentation of their curricu-

3
lum vitae of ARAKI listed him from March 28, 1939, to 
August. 3C, 1939, as Chairman of the National General 
Mobilization Committee. However, Mr. Brown stated

4
during the course of this trial that this was a mistake 
and that it should have been Chairman of the National 
General Spiritual Mobilization Committee, against whom 
there were no charges.

1. Tr. 28,222, ex. 3l6l; tr. 28,415
2. Tr. 2240, ex. 188 E
3. Tr. 688
4. Tr. 28536.
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mentioned, it is respectfully called to the Tribunal's 
attention all the testimony relating to the misinter
pretations, poor translating and lack of adequate inter
preters during these interrogations conducted at Sugamo

1
Prison at the early stages of this trial, and we
particularly call to the attention of this Tribunal the
instance of the misinterpretation wherein it was
alleged that the ’far Minister could order the Chief of
Staff to conduct a campaign against the four eastern

2
provinces of Manchuria.

Continuing with this second suspicion against
ARAKI, the prosecution in presentation of their curricu-

3
lum vitae of ARAKI listed him from March 28, 1939, to 
August. 30, 1939, as Chairman of the National General 
Mobilization Committee. However, Mr. Brown stated

4
during the course of this trial that this was a mistake 
and that it should have been Chairman of the National 
General Spiritual Mobilization Committee, against whom 
there were no charges.

1. Tr. 28,222, ex. 3161; tr. 28,415
2. Tr. 2240, ex. 188 E
3. Tr. 688
4. Tr. 28536.
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This fact is pointed out to show to the*
Court that this mistake, together with other suspi
cions mentioned in this first phase of this summation, 
might well have been the reasons why ARAKI was in
dicted in the first place, mistakenly or otherwise.

(3) The third phase of the suspicion 
against ARAKI which might have led to his indictment 
was a further misunderstanding by the prosecution 
which is clearly manifested in the prosecution’s 
reply to our motions to dismiss at the conclusion of 
the prosecution's direct case. It again deals with 
the General National Mobilization Committee. On 
January 30, 1947, Mr. Comyns-Carr in reply to our 
motions states:

"It v/as whilst such a policy was being 
pursued that ARAKI was appointed President of the 
General National Mobilization Committee on 28 March 
1939. It is clearly inconceivable that such a post 
should have been confided at such a time to anyone who 
was not heart and soul in sympathy with, and an active 
supporter of the criminal conspiracy for world con
quest on which the Japanese Government was engaged.

"It is submitted that the confidence thus 
shown in ARAKI by his fellow conspirators after all 
these years of aggression is very significant of their

» I- j|. _ 1 m
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confidence in him.'*
Brigadier Quilliam, on October 21, 1946, 

in the opening statement for the prosecution which 
dealt v/ith general war preparations, stated in the 
section dealing with general military preparations, 
as follows:

"Significant evidence of the aggressive 
intentions of Japan is obtained from the function and 
scope of the General Mobilization Law. This law, 
which has already been produced in evidence as court 
exhibit 84, was adopted in 1938. . . It is not too 
much to say that by the adoption of this law Japan 
at one stroke became a totalitarian state and finally 
committed herself to a policy of aggression and ex
pansion. . .It is obvious that without those powers 
the war preparations could not have been made.'1 *

Consequently, if ARAKÏ did hold the Important 

post of President of the National General Mobilization 
Comnittee during this period the prosecution's inter
pretation was, perhaps, inevitable.

However, on the other hand, if ARAKI had 
never had this post, the prosecution's conclusion 
should have crumbled right then and there and the

1. Tr. I6809.
2. Tr. 8197-8198.
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result should have been_a completely”!^versed con- 
elusion; namely, that because ARAKI did not approve 
of criminal conspiracy for the purpose of world 
domination and because he did not give active 
support thereto, he was not appointed to such im
portant posts and the conspirators showed, no confi
dence towards him. The prosecution has clearly 
stated that they were mistaken and that it should 
have been the President of the National General 
Spiritual Mobilization Committee. They further 
stated that neither this Committee nor its President 
were being charged with any crimes.^

At this juncture we were able to find the 
basic cause and the answer to a question we have had 
in our mind for a long time. The question is, why 
was the prosecution under an utterly reversed 
hallucination in thinking that ARAKI was a strong 
power behind TOJO? This serious illusion and the 
misunderstanding of the interrogation by the prosecu
tion are both errors, undoubtedly because of two 
different languages, and is in addition a glaring 
example of the difficulties to be confronted in an 
international trial.
1. Tr. 28536.
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(4) The fourth phase of the suspicions 
maintained against ARAKI deals with the prosecution's 

argument.
When the prosecution heard ARAKI's speech

in the film "Critical Period for Japan," and when
they realized their mistakes in his interrogation
after hearing bis explanation in paragraph 28 of

1.his affidavit, and after finding out that he was 
not the President of the National General Mobiliza
tion Committee but was merely the President of the 
National General Spiritual Mobilization Committee, 
which was only a movement for the improvement of 

national livelihood, we were confident that they 
would drop their charges against him. However, 
they have continued to maintain these charges 
against him, and, to say the least, it is most 
regrettable.

The Key to Clear the Suspicions Against ARAKI.
If the following questions are studied the 

suspicions cast on ARAKI, we are certain, will be 
clarified.

V/hat was ARAKI's reaction toward the 
October Incident?

According to the testimony of witnesses 
1. Tr. 28221, Ex. 3161.
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HASHIMOTO, Kingoro,2* and WACHI,3* since ARAKI was 
a man of character they attempted the October 
Incident, hoping to flaunt him as a figurehead, that 
is to say, as the Prime Minister, but instead they 
v/ere reproved by him and had to cancel the plan, and 
were themselves taken into custody.4’*

(6) Why did ARAKI carry out his purge 
within the Army when he became War Minister?

ARAKI in his affidavit states that he 
carried out a personnel purge. If he did incite 
the so-called political assassins as the prosecution 
concludes, why would he have purged them? It is his 
contention that he did this to calm the excitement, 
to stabilize the nation, and to promptly terminate 
the Manchurian Incident.

It is the further contention of ARAKI that 
' in his advocacy of Kodo he endeavored to teach the 
Japanese spirit of benevolence and that he further 
endeavored to awaken the people of Japan, who were, 
while the world was facing a period of confusion, in 
a state of utter decadence and illusion. His purpose 
was to have them reflect upon themselves as one of 
the fallow nations of the world, so that this
2. Tr. 28795, Ex. 3195. 4. Tr. 28791, Ex. 3195.
3. Tr. 19667, Ex. 2424. 5. Tr. 28149, Ex. 3161.t
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awakening would hastily extinguish the~Sanchurlari 
Incident and prevent a full scale Sino-Japanese War*

(7) Why was it that the Shimpeitai attempted 
to assassinate ARAKI? The Shimpeitai, which was 
arrested on July 12, 1933, attempted to assassinate 
all the ministers of the SAITO Cabinet, including 
ARAKI, holding that the disposition of the Manchurian 
Incident.was too weak-kneed.** It was an explosion 
of the pent-up dissatisfaction of the extreme 
rightist group over the fact that the Manchurian 
Incident was brought to a conclusion to prevent a 
full scale Sino-Japanese war and that the Manchukuo 
Government was not made a puppet regime.

THE PRESIDENT: You are entering a new
phase really, so this is a convenient time to adjourn.

We will not sit after 2:45 p.m., but at that 

time will adjourn until Monday next. •
We will adjourn now until half-past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)

25
1. Tr. 1636, ex. 165
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Th'1 Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at

1330.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

?*ilitarv Tribunal for the Far East is nov; resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. McManus.
MR. McMANUS: I shall continue, if the Court

please, at pape 11, paragraph (8) (reading:)
(8) Why did ARAKI resign from his post of 

War Minister?
ARAKI v/as taken seriously ill on January 1,

I934 and for a time he was in a critical state. When 
he regained his health, somewhat considerably, Premier 
SAITO and the members of his cabinet and even the Army 
circles asked him to remain in office. However, he 
resigned his post for the following reasons:

1. From the beginning, the outbreak of the
i

Manchurian Incident gave ARAKI serious worries, but 
his position was related to education, which had 
nothing to do with the Incident.

1. T. 28,430, Ex. 3,166

J
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(2) Nevertheless, v/hen finally the Incident 
developed into a serious situation ARA’<I v/as called 
upon to undertake the important task of clearing up 
the trouble and he finally succeeded in settling the 
natter, once and for all, before it exploded com
pletely. However, it is ARAKI's contention that his 
true intention was not merely the settlement of the 
Manchurian Incident but a far nore important matter 
was on his mind.

(3) H,e states that his true ideal was the 
future stabilization of Japan which was in a tempest, 

and the establishment of peace and good will in the 
Far East,

(4) In his affidavit he said that he had in
1

mind, for a long time, a plan to establish this a 
national policy, and that as soon as he was able to 
place under control the troubles in Manchuria he 
started to work on this aforementioned plan.

(5) In the middle of this task he was taken
suddenly ill, and while he did recover he was unable

2
to be active.

(6) A chance for presenting this plan to the 
Diet could not be overlooked, but because of his

1. Tr. 28,157, Ex. U6l
2. Tr. 28,430, Ex. 3166

*
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illness he was compelled to resign, but not before
entrusting this matter to others, making for its
materialization, '•Basic Suggestions for Emergency
Policies" presented to the Prime Minister was one 

1
of them.

In other words, in his mind the Manchurian 
Problem was not the main question. When the fight
ing* ceased it would be settled. His one desire was 
the promotion of good will and peace, and because of 
this ardent intention, he placed reliance on his 
successor and resigned his office,

(9) Why was ARAÏCI forced out by the Army? 
In Paragraph No. 12 of his affidavit, ARAKI 

states, "In the meantime, things completely turned 
to the worse, and after two years from the time of 
my resignation, the 2,26 Incident forced myself and
other senior members of the army to leave active

2
service altogether,"

3The prosecution in its exhibit No. 93 also 
admits that the Army shut out those men. It is the 
accused ARaKI's contention that the basic reason for 
this was because he was strongly opposed to the (Ten
dency at that time of falling blindly toward pro-%
1. Tr. 28,446, Ex. 3166
2. Tr. 28,163, Ex. 3l6l
3. Tr. 506, Ex. 93
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Fascism and pro-Germany and Italy, owing to over

zealousness towards "national control."
(10) Why did ARAKI join the First KONOYE

.... 3 Cabinet?
4

The reason according to the accused why a
5

retired General, purged from the Army, became a
6

Cabinet Councillor and the Education Minister of7

00 the First KONOYE Cabinet was because the Premier, 
Prince KONOYE, rnurih concerned over the outbreak of9

10 Wiv viiAiid XliCXClwiiy ̂ V.dllvvLl üllüliX ̂ \TiliO UcLU bu bUvCvO oH

11 fully terminated the Manchurian Incident, to endeavor

12 once again to settle this further disturbing dispute
2

13 between China and Japan.
14 (11) Yifhy did ARAKI turn down the offer of
15 the Home Minister post in the YONAI Cabinet?
16 When asked to enter the YONAI Cabinet as
17

«
13

Home .minister, ARAKI refused, stating that from his 
experience in the KONOYE and the HIRANUiiA Cabinets,

19 he was well aware that he would be of no use what-
20 3

ever as a civilian minister of state.
21

(12) Why did ARAKI break off his relation
22

with Prince KONOYE?23
24
25

According to the witness TOMITA, Kenji, owing
1. Tr. 688
2. Tr. 28,203, Ex. 3l6l
3. Tr. 28,217, Ex. 3l6l

25
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1 to strong opposition by ARAKI over the questions
concerning the Tripartite Alliance and the Imperial
Rule Assistance Association, relations between
Prince K0N0YE and ARAKI officially became, for

2
the tine being, severed.

It is clear from this fact alone how strong 
his opposition was to Fascist control, and further 
from this fact, we ask the Tribunal to consider the 
accused's sincerity in his endeavor to avoid the 
danger of a Tripartite Pact from an international 
point of view.

Now, if the Tribunal please, it is one con
tention that when the facts herein above are cor
rectly weighed, the Tribunal must conclude that 

every one of the charges listed by the prosecution 
against ARAKI have been based upon a complete mis
understanding.

Chapter 2.
The Conspiracy Charge and ARAKI.
(1) In regard to conspiracy, mr. Keenan in

his opening address argues various points in great

length, which may be summarized as follows:
(1) Its purpose was criminal or unlawful;

2. Tr. 28,550, Ex. 3172 
1. Tr. 28*546, Ex. 3172



(2) Even if this purpose, in itself, 
was not so, its means were criminal or unlawful;

(3) The gist of the crime is the 
confederation or combination of minds;

(4) It is constituted by an agreement; 

it is, however, the result of the agreement and not 
the agreement itself.

He further argued that the object of the , 
charges "was of aggression, and that this was a crime 
under International Law." Argument of Law is a 
general matter and not for individual defense. How
ever, uir, Keenan laid a foundation by stating that 
International Law was the product of justice, human
ity, and the sense of right and wrong, and originated 
from the so-called "Natural Law." He further goes on
to quote from Webster's New International Dictionary,

\
Second Edition, Unabridged, 1943, what is generally 
known to all.

The Chief Prosecutor then enumerates the 
following as the general facts of conspiracy:

(1) The design to instill and encourage 
militaristic spirit;

(2) That the future progress of Japan 
was dependent upon wars of conquest;
______________ (3) Initiating and organizing ultra-
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( 4 )  T h a t  a l l  J a p a n ’ s  f o r e i g n  p o l i c i e s  

e v e r  s i n c e  t h e  l u s s o - J a p a n e s e  W a r  w e r e  e i t h e r  f o r  

p r e p a r a t i o n  o r  f o r  t h e  e x e c u t i o n  o f  w a r s  o f  a g g r e s 

s i o n  w h i c h  w a s  a  c o n s p i r a c y  w i t h  t h e  A r m y  a s  i t s  

e e n t r e ;

( 5 )  A n d  f i n a l l y ,  l i s t s  t h e  v a r i o u s  

o c c u r r e n c e s  o f  t h e  1 8  l o n g  y e a r s  b e t w e e n  1 9 2 8  a n d  

1945.
T h e  c o n c l u s i o n  r e a c h e d  f r * m  t h e  a b o v e  i s  t h a t  

i t  w i l l  b e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  s t u d y  w h e t h e r  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  

c h a r g e d  ( 1 )  h a d  t h e  i n t e n t i o n  a n d  p u r p o s e  o f  a g g r e s 

s i o n ;  w h e t h e r  ( 2 )  t h e  m e a n s  a m o u n t e d  t o  a g g r e s s i o n ;  

a n d  w h e t h e r  ( 3 )  t h e  g a u g e  f o r  m e a s u r i n g  t h i s  i s  i n  

a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e  N a t u r a l  L av ;  o f  j u s t i c e  a n d  h u m a n 

i t y .

A s  w e  h a v e  s t a t e d  i n  t h e  c h a p t e r  b e f o r e ,  

w h a t e v e r  w a s  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t s  h e  f a c e d ,  

ARA.CI n e v e r  h a d  t h e  i n t e n t i o n  o f  a g g r e s s i o n .  H i s  

o b j e c t  w a s  a l w a y s  j u s t i c e ,  p e a c e  a n d  h u m a n i t y *  H e  

f o u g h t  f o r  t h i s  a n d  s u c c e e d e d  i n  t h e  i n i t i a l  s t e p ,  

e s t a b l i s h i n g  p e a c e  b a s e d  u p o n  j u s t i c e  a n d  h u m a n i t y ,  

b y  p u t t i n g  a n  e n d  t o  f i g h t i n g .

F r o m  t h i s  b r o a d  v i e w p o i n t  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a tI
t h e  c h a r g e  a g a i n s t  A R A K I a s  a  p a r t i c i p a n t  i n  a  c o n -
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spiracy ia.completely misdirected.
2, The contention of the prosecution as

to ARAKI in the case of conspiracy is not quite clear. 
It seems that they list in general the following 
items, based upon their general principles of con
spiracy as already stated.

(1) He propagated, educated, and in
cited world domination.

(2) He planned and executed the occu
pation of the Four Eastern provinces.

, (3) He set up, recognized, and led a
puppet government.

(4) He dispatched troops to Shanghai 
and intended the aggression of Central China.

(5) He took actions in violation of 
International treaties.

(6) He participated in the China
Incident.

(7) He planned and executed aggression 
against the Soviet Union;

(8) He also planned aggression against 
the United States and Great Britain.

3, Furthermore, the prosecution contends 
that the participation by ARAKI in the conspiracy 
begins, at least, from the time he became War
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ÜinistejT. Their reason for this being that (1) he 
was responsible because he accepted the post of War 
Minister knowing that a "military policy" was al
ready in effect; and that (2) thereafter, he fully 
participated in this conspiracy by ordering aggressive 
actions.

3. The outline of our reply to the prose

cution's contention.
(1) ARAKI had no intention of world domina

tion and never participated with any person, includ
ing any of the accused in this case, in a conspiracy 
for wars of aggression. The purpose of his actions 
were to stop wars and establish a way for peace and 
humanity, and therefore he naturally never propagated, 
educated, nor incited aggressive wrr. What ARAKI 
emphasized, based on peace and humanity, was the 
ideas of xtODO, which is founded on benevolence and 
the inherent freedom of men which is diametrically 
opposed to ideas of aggression. A careful considera
tion of the speech in the prosecution's film "Critical 
Period for Japan" alone, will clarify this. lowever, 
this matter v/ill be dealt v.ith in detail separately.
In addition v/e wish the attention of the Tribunal to 
be directed to the fact that ample documents in con

nection with this matter were prepared and tendered,

II
i

jiî
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but, unfortunately, most of then were rejected.
(2) The prosecution seems to contend that 

ARAKI as an important member of the Kokuhonsha con
spired together with the accused HIRANUuA, KOISO 
and others in regard to political maneuvers.
(HARADA memoirs) This matter will be discussed in 
detail in the specific reply to Paragraph AA-4 of 
the prosecution’s summation,

ARAKI never planned or executed the occupa
tion of the Pour Eastern Provinces. He acted strict
ly in accordance to the policy of the INUKAI and 
SAITO Cabinets, which was to promptly terminate the 
fighting and establish peace and order in these 
provinces. After a year and a half he was able to 1 
attain this objective. The military actions taken 
were the minimum necessary, and inevitable, for the 
purpose of r.aint .ining local public peace. The fact 
that no aggressive plans of occupation existed has 
been made clear by our counter-evidence (which will 
be discussed in the subseauent paragraph dealing 
with the wianchurian Incident.)

The prosecution relied upon ARAKI’s inter
rogatory. This evidence we contend has no value 
whatsoever.
1. Tr. 28,590 2. Tr. 37,492, Ex. 3753?
__________________ !— Tr. 37-T-56Q-, Ex* 3754-A

1
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^ (3) The independence of iianchukuo came 
about by the voluntary actions of the local people 
themselves, and its object was to recover peace and 
order and terminate further fighting. The various 
treaties concerning its independence, recognition, 
and so forth, v/ere left in the hands of the diplomatic 
channels of the Foreign Luinistry. The Army, in regard 
to its guidance and assistance to manchukuo, strictly 
limited it to its initial mission, namely, the 
maintenance of peace and order, and the newly arisen 
problems of national defense. The prosecution ten

dered exhibit 222 and several other documents, but 
these are not sufficient, we submit, to support their 
contention; and especially as a basis for proving 
ARAKI's personal responsibility they are futile.
These points will be argued in full later.

(4) The dispatch of troops to the Shanghai 

area was carried out in pursuance of the Cabinet’s 
policy to protect the local residents and to deliver 
the Navy from imminent danger. However, even while 
the truce negotiations were being conducted, the 
withdrawal of troops began, and together with the 
conclusion of the agreement, the general withdrawal 
was also concluded. This withdrawal was, in fact,
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1
due to ARAKI's own insistence.

(5) ARAKI has never taken any actions in 
violation of International Treaties. In regard to 
military actions in kanchuria, as we have previously 
stated here, when ARAKI became War minister manchuria 
was already a scene of fighting and disturbances. 
Actions were taken on the basis of the “reserved 
right to suppress banditry" of December 10, 1931, and

ywas in accordance with the right of self-defnese to
save the Japanese residents and the troops in kan-
churia from danger. The Lytton Report shows how
critical the situation v/as at the time, and actions
had to be taken from the standpoint of self-defense.
These military actions, the independence of kanchukuo
and its recognition were all in accordance with the
studies and investigations made by the Foreign
ministry and the policy of the Government. The
Government cane to its decision after being informed

2
that it would not be in violation of treaties, and 
after considering the result of the above-mentioned 
research. ARAKI, as War minister, carried out his 
initial duty of maintaining peace and order within 
the limits of this decision. He was already at this
1. Tr. 37,618, Ex. 3768-A; Tr. 28,140, Ex. 3l6lj 

Tr. 28,461, Ex. 3168.
2. — 3Lr>.-28,l $0, Ex. 31-61.------------------------------
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time, greatly concerned with the probier.; of how to
stop the fighting, and used the minimum number of
troops v/ithout extensive manipulation and without 

1
mobilization.

(6) As regards the China Incident, by re
quest of Prince XONOYE, ARAKI as Cabinet Councillor 
and as Education minister exerted all efforts to 
bring about a prompt termination, but denied the 
scope in v/hich to exercise his powers, he had no

2
opportunity and was unable to attain this objective.

(7) He never planned nor carried out aggres
sion against the Soviet Union. On the contrary, he 
was greatly concerned over the advance of the Comin
tern from the point of view of safeguarding the 
national polity. The armed clashes at the border 
around Changkufeng and Nomonhan have nothing to do 
v/ith this issue. This will be discussed in the 
chapter dealing with the Soviet Union.

(8) The advance into French Indo-China, and 
such other matters relating to Hainan Island and the 
Spratley Islands were taken up at the Five ministers* 
Conference and, as Education Minister, ARAKI did not 
participate. Actually, the occupation of French
1. Tr. 28,168, Ex. n6l
2. Tr. 28,203, hx. 3l6l
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Indo-China took place after he left public office.

(9) He never had aggressive intentions to
wards the United States and Great Britain. FurtherO 
more, the prosecution has not been able to prove on
what this contention is based. A reading of exhibit 

1 2
3766, and exhibit 3767, is sufficient to clarify
this point, and his determination is clearly stated

3
in the •'Outline of Emergency Measures."

(10s The prosecution's view that ARAftl's 
tine of entering the conspiracy was the time he be
came \.-ar minister is a grave mistake. Before he be
came toar minister his duties (Chief of General Af
fairs Bureau of military Education) did not keep him 
sufficiently informed about the current situation and
he accepted the post following the recommendation by

4
the "Three A m y  Chiefs." After his acceptance, as 
already stated, he took actions to maintain peace and 
order and to stop the fighting in Manchuria, disre
garding the strong arguments of the political and 
military circles, but carrying on according to his 
ows ideas; and after a year and a half was able to 
attain his purpose. The only things he did after
1. Tr. 37,612, Ex. 3766
2. Tr. 37,612, Ex. 3767
3. Tr. 28,446, Ex. *166
4. Tr. 28,127, Ex. 3161
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becoming War Minister were to terminate hostilities 
and straighten out matters. Instead of having any 
aggressive intentions, he actually took positive 
measures for peace. Therefore, it is absolutely 
untrue to say that he participated in aggressive con
spiracy. When one considers the measures he took 
after the fighting in Manchuria was stopped, such 
as his attenpt to have everything settled by a 
Far lästern peace conference, and his complete with
drawal of troops from Shanghai, maintaining that 
peace and order can be kept without then, which 
surprised everyone even at that time, it will be 
realized that the facts themselves prove that he did 
not join any aggressive conspiracy.

1

f c .

TXT

tv
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___________5) Our reply to the prosecution*s evidence.

Some evidence has been tendered by the prosecu
tion concerning the points mentioned above. However, no 
evidence has been tendered which proves that ARAKI con
spired with others for the purpose of world domination. 
Instead, it made clear the cause of the prosecution’s 
misunderstanding, and established the fact that he had 
no intention of aggression or world domination, but was 
actually exerting, his effort for a purpose exactly 
opposite to it. Arguments regarding the evidence in 
connection with ARAKI’s action subseouent to the 
Manchurian Incident will be submitted in a later chapter. 
In the following paragraphs we shall replv to the 
prosecution's evidence concerning propaganda, education 
and incitement in relation to conspiracy.

A. Propaganda.

Exhibit No. 148, the film ’’Critical Period for 
Japan.” (The defense considers this film to prove 

the fact that ARAKI's ideas were opposed to aggression, 
and for this reason will go into detail.)

The prosecution stated that this was a propaganda
2

film of a vicious tvpe and in connection with this 

fhat ARAKI should have been the government's spokesman

1. T. 3,155
2. T. 1,185
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1te the public. Explanation as to whether this is,
in fact, a vicious propaganda film or not, seems to be
unnecessary since the Tribunal has already seen it.
Furthermore, as indicated in Part I (which was not
projected but is definitely in evidence) this film was
made arbitrarily by the Mainichi Phimbun, merely using
ARAKI’s speech as its subject« Witness MIZUNO also
testifies in effect that everv bit of responsibility
for the making of this motion picture is on the Mainichi 

2Shimbun.
If ARAKI is to be responsible for this film, 

some kind of proof, such as that he recorded the speech 
after the film itself was made, or that he gave detailed 
instructions at the time of its filming, or that he had 
something to do with its editine, must be established. 
Unless this is done he cannot be held responsible. The 
substance of his speech, in outline, is that he shows 
Japan’s position at the time and asks the public to 
reflect upon it. Up to Part VII, this is merely 
repeated. After this, that is, in the latter half of 
this film, he preaches KODO as a wav to safeguard Japan j 
and its morals in accordance with the august policy j
indicated by the Imperial Household, explaining the true j

1. T. 16,806
2, T. 18,622
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meaning of national defense and the intrinsic nature 
of the Imperial Armed Forces. And in conclusion he 
Drays for world peace brought about in cooperation 
with Europe and the Americas.

In Part II he gives the bare facts of the 
current situation at the time in the Far East, without 
anv ostentation.

In Part III, deploring the slackness of the 
time, he asks the Japanese people to reflect on them
selves, saying:

"We, the Japanese people, surpass all other 
peoples of the world in our fervent love for peace and 
in our respect for ,lustice and honor.

' "Truly, this is the great spirit of the found
ing of our Empire and is the fundamental consciousness 
of our whole race.

"The gates of our country were opened in the 
great reformation at the time of the MEIJI restoration, 
when the true aspect of Japan was revealed to the whole 
world.

"Ever since then Japan has been advancing with 
rapid strides, taking her stand for righteousness and 
with firm resolution to spare nothing for the sake of 
peace."

In Part IV he warned those among the people who
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1 wore utterly insensible, saying that the ruinous and 
corruptive conditions brought about by the flippant 
profligates caused Japan to be looked down upon, 
continuing to sav that this was the real cause of the 
Manchurian Incident, deploring same, and also saying 
that this was the reason for Japan’s solitary position 
in the world, "the seed of which I do not hesitate to 
sav, was sown by our own hands." This latter statement, 
of course, the Tribunal must consider as a condemnation 
of those people who placed Japan in such a position.

In Part V, he asks, " . . .  what does it mean 
to have the consciousness of being Japanese? What is 
the true nature of Japan?" And says that it is the 
spirit represented by the Three Articles of Imperial 
Regalia which symbolize Justice and honor, benevolence, 
and courage and decision. These are "the great ideals 
of our Empire." "These are our national virtues, 
which the Emperor himself has set up as his ideals."
"This is the so-called Imperial Way /KODO/." "To 
protect this Way, to make it more glorious and to advance 
in this manner should be the only ideal and duty of 
Japanese subjects."

In Part VII he states:
"To explain national defense in a few words,

I sav that it is the defensive abilities of a country,
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that la, the defense of the wav of the nation. A 
country or a nation has its own wav, the way of our 
country is . . . the Imperial Way. In short, the 
army of our countrv is the Emperor's army, which is, 
at the same time, the national armv. Therefore, I 
consider the army as the essence of the national 
virtues. To tread on the path of the Emperor is the 
spirit bv which our army is organized. That is, the 
spirit o** the Japanese forces is realized when they 
enhance the national virtues, the ideals of the Emperor, 
in compliance with the spirit of the Emperor who commands 
them. This is the reason why the Japanese armv never 
starts an act unless being commanded by the Emperor.”

A further quotations "The purpose of fighting 
is solely to observe virtue and to carrv it out. 
Naturally, it is necessary to win, but if the victory 
should be accompanied by the resentment of the peopleI
conauered, it is quite a d v e rs e  to the spirit of the 
Imperial Army. If our troops are stationed in a certainI
place, they must t r y  to be admired and respected by the 
natives of the place. That is the trup spirit of the 
Imperial Army, through which the glory of our nation 
will be enhanced."

How now can it be said that ARAKI taught and 
encouraged aggression to the armv? Jt becomes clear that

I

I
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1
he endeavored to raise the army’s moral value. It proves 
that he did everything to raise the morals of the troops 
and induce the people to reflect on themselves, hoping 
for eternal peace and goodwill with all nations.

In Part IX he emphasizes the importance of the 
spiritual element, quoting from the following passage 
in the "London Times", addressed to the Japanese after 
the Russo-Jananese War: "The victory you won in the
recent Russo-Japanese !7ar is indeed due to the spiritual 
union of the Japanese."

Part X, if vour Honors please, it is our 
contention, does not contain ARAKI’s speech.

In Parc XI, ARAKI, quoting the proverb, "Adversity 
makes a man wise," encourages the people as follows:

" . . .  the true spirit of the Japanese race 
lies in finding order amid chaos and in realizing an 
ideal world.

"Today, Manchuria is called the life-line of 
our country, but it is not a life-line to satisfy mere 
appetites for food. . . '

"We must look, we ought to look upon Iianchuria 
as a moral life-line.«

It shows, if the Tribunal please, that between 
this ideal of ARAKI’s and the subsequent development of j 
Manchukuo there existed a wide gap, \7hen one reads I
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ARAKI^s affidavit this fact becomes very clear.
Therein it is stated by him the following:

"The development of Kanchukuo after that was 
not quite as it should have been# Dissatisfied with 
this state, I refrained from attending the 10th annivers
ary celebration of its foundation."

In Part XII he concludes his speech by saying:
"My compatriots whom I love and honor. . . I 

firmly believe that with Europe and the United States we 
can bring about everlasting peace in the whole world."

All this shows, if the Tribunal please, that 
ARAKI never thought of world domination, but actually 
said, in his conclusion, that if the Japanese were sincere 
and patient the future of Asia would be bright and that 

I peace could be brought about by joining hands with 
Europe and the United htates.

The prosecution produced the witness MAKAI,
Kirabei to prove the viciousness of this picture. However 
as he stated himself, when this film was produced he was 
still a middle-school student, two years before he enter-

i
ed the company.

It is our contention, if the Tribunal please,
that he was not qualified to talk about its production

1, T, 28,153, Ex. 3161 
2# T. 1,190
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or discuss its propaganda value. As for his criticisms, 
ho states that the most aggressive part was where a silly
cartoon showed a small Japanese plane eliminating all 
planes of other nations

1, T. 3,196
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Defense witness ML5UN0, Shinko, was the nan 
responsible for the production of this i Cm, as the 
Chief of the Motion Picture Department of the Mainichi 
Shimbun, and as the actual man who did the general 
direction at the time of its filming.

2
This witness testified as to the objective of 

the production of the film and the reason for the use 
of AhAKI’s speech. The gist of his testimony was 
that after the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident 
Japan became diplomatically isolated in so far as 
international relations were concerned, while intern
ally there was a great deal of ideological confusion
caused by the infusion of Communism and totalitarian-

\
ism.

To bring order out of this chaotic state, 
it was decided to make a suitable motion picture, and 
after a lengthy discussion at a senior officers’ con
ference of the newspaper it was decided that "among 
all men, whether of the military field or.non-military,
that the then War Minister ARAKI was the most moderate

3
and the most neutral in his thinking."

!
With the actual value of this speech, together j

I
with the testimony re its production and the

1. T. 1.177; T. 18,619
2. T. 18,619

_3̂ ---T.-_l8,-622------------------------------------------
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responsibility therefore by witness MIZUNO, we submit, 
that the speech by ARAKI was not of a dangerous char
acter contending superiority of the Japanese race, nor 
was it a propaganda effort for world aggression as the 
prosecution contends» On the contrary, we submit 
that the film itself proves that it was an educational 
motion picture urging the people of Japan to peace
fully reflect upon themselves, and endeavor to show 
the right way'to the Army, which had not at that time 
been able to shake of its Prussian militarism. How 
the prosecution came to consider this motion picture 
as evidence against ARAKI is still a very deep mystery 
to us.

Nov/, if your Honors please, continuing this 
first phase of "ARAKI and Conspiracy" the prosecution 
further attempted to connect the accused with their 
propaganda allegation by elucidating upon a custom 
v/hich has prevailed for many years in practically all 
the countries of the world. The prosecution attempted 
to make much ado about the sale of such items as candy, 
ice cream, popsicles and many other such items as would 
appeal to children. Their contention was that the 
Government of Japan, particularly when ARAKI was War 
Minister, was sponsoring sales talks by the vendors 
of these items for the purpose of instilling in the

w
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minds of the aforementioned children ideas of aggres
sion. I night point out to this Court that in my obser
vation and undoubtedly in any cne of your Honors’ this 
custom still prevails not only in Japan but in many 
other countries; but, of course, not for the purposes 
of propaganda as the prosecution contends.

Undoubtedly your Honors are well av/aro of 
the fact that when you wore small boys, as I myself 
can vividly recall, vendors of such items above- 
mentioned would always endeavor to attract a group of 
potential youthful buyers of their appealing merchan
dise, by not only offering the merchandise itself, but, 
because of competition, would always dangle an addition
al attraction. I can well recollect that vendors at 
home would offer such items as picture cards, buttons, 
etc., for the purpose of having children buy their
wares. This promoted such an interest for children

%that many youthful games were originated such as tos
sing or matching pictures, er making a delightful col
lection of a certain series of buttons.

Not only was this practice by the manufac
turers of various items confined to an appeal to chil
dren but this practice was also directed to adults, 
for instance, in the sale of cigarettes, süch pictures 
or buttons were distributed vd.th various brands of the'

*v 1
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aforementioned cigarettes for the purpose cf enticing 
the public to buy their particular brand with the 
ultimo to' aim in view that when a complete collection 
of possibly 50 or 60 pictures or buttons were collected 
they could be redeemed for any valuable prize listed in 
their own particular distributed catalogues.

These pictures and buttons depicted famous 
prizefighters, movie start, battleships, famous his
torians, writers, philosophers, etc.

It is our contention that the prosecution is 
endeavoring to take advantage of this practice by 
various manufacturers or vendors for the sole purpose 
of misleading this Court into the belief that this 
individual competitive practice was sponsored by the 
Government of’Japan for the purpose of aggression. V/e 
further contend that this practice not only until this

I

present day prevails in Japan but in many other coun
tries of the world. To say that this world-renowned 
manufacturers’ competitive practice should be charged 
to the Government of Japan, or more asinine, to ARAKI, 
for propaganda purposes, is to say the least, ridicu
lous.

There is not a scintilla of proof that the 
Government cf Japan or ARAKI ever sponsored any such 
program for aggressive or nationalistic purposes.

H
v  •
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Nov/, if ycur Honors please, continuing with 
this second general phase "ARAKI and the Conspiracy" 
we have divided this phase into four parts, namely:
1. Propaganda (which has already been completed);
2. Education which should be discussed now but we 
feel that for the convenience of the Tribunal it would 
be much better to discuss it later; 3« Incitement 
(which will be divided into five subsections; namely - 
"October Incident and ARaKI"; "May 15 Incident and 
ARaKI"; "February 26 Incident and aRAKI»; "SHIMPEITAI 
and AKaKI" ; and "KODO and ARaKI"); and 4. Imperial 
Rule Assistance Association.

Now, taking up the conspiracy concerning 
"Incitement."

20. Minister Golunsky in his opening statement 
for the Russian phase used the words, "so-called 
young officers instigated bv the defendant ARAKI and 
others." However, v/e find difficulty in discovering 
where this evidence is.

Nevertheless, to preclude any misunderstanding, 
and for the soke of prudence, the relations between 
ARaKI as an individual and the so-called terrorist 
groups of assassins and intimidatcrs according to the 
prosecution, shall be explained.

The. "October Incident and ARaKI»

*V A *
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The October Incident has already been referred 
to in the previous section and as stated will be ex
plained in detail in the specific reply to the prose
cution's summation, Paragraph AA-5. aRaKI, while he 
was being set up as a leader, a figurehead leader, 
preached justice and moral obligations, and by so doing 
mode them drop the attempt.

31. The "May. 15th Incident and aRAKI»
Even since the October Incident ARaKI was

deeply concerned over the movements of the young offi
cers, and especially after he became War Minister he 
kept strict vigilance, cautioning his subordinates 
never to be rash or to: act carelessly. This v/e submit 
is why not a single army officer, except eleven Mili
tary Academy cadets who were lured by Navy officers,

2
participated in this Incident.

32. The "February 26th Incident and iJUKI" 
Yeung army officers v/hc restrained themselves

during the time ARaKI was War Minister and did not 
join the May 15th Incident did get involved in the 
February 26th Incident. These men were stirred by the 
various happenings within the army, such as the trans
fer of the Inspector General fer Military Education, 
the a IZüWa Incident, the discharge of old-time officers, 

1. T. 19,667, Ex. 2424
28,196, Ex. 3l6l----------------------------------
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and so on. But they avoided ATb»KI, owing tc; the outside
«

propaganda. So oven when War Minister K^WASHIMa recom
mended a meeting with him they refused. Since his 
plans were not being realized and matters in and with
out the Army were going against his ideals, AfiiiKI 
retired from the surface and kept his distance even with 
the Army authorities and old-time officers. However, 
after this Incident AMKI and five other generals were 
retired from the active list, but ARAKI himself had 
nothing to do with this incident. When it broke out 
he was extremely worried for the sake of the army and 
did all he could to end it.

The defense, to prove the non-existence of 
conspiracy in relation to this Incident, prepared 
the testimony of Mr. T0L0K0KI, Sakae, who was a news 
reporter assigned to cover the army and was well- 
acquainted with the situation at that time, but, unfor
tunately, his testimony was also rejected by the Tribu
nal.

33» The SHIMPEITAI arrested or assassinated 
all the cabinet members of the SAITO Cabinet, angered 
by the weak policy towards Manchuria adopted by War 
Minister AhAKI and thte Premier. In the belief that 
it was of the utmost necessity to prove AHAKI’s 
1. Def. Doc. 2519
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1
painstaking labors, in spite of opposition by extrem
ists, by which he settled the Manchurian Incident with
out letting it become an overall Sino-Japanese clash,

1
vie prepared the affidavit of witness OMORI, Sogen, 
who was once a member of the SHIMPEITAI, but left the 
group because he was opposed to the assassination of 
aRaKI* This was also rejected by the Tribunal. How
ever, the HARaDA Diary (97th Entry, Sept. 9, 1933) 
clarifies this point, and we believe that ARAKI’s 
attitude at the time may be judged by this. Idr. Taven- 
ner during the examination of witness MITARAI stated: 
"The WAKATSUKI Cabinet fell, according to that individ
ual, as the result of Army pressure. The testimony 
introduced in regard to the INUKAI Cabinet is that 
there was extreme military pressure due to the position
that the cabinet vras opposed to the military claims 

2
in Manchuria." The above, we submit, shows that ARAKI 
was not on instigator of the so-called terrorists, but 
tried to prevent them. He was shunned and finally 
became one of the marked victims of this group.

Further, under this incitement allegation 
concerning the education and guidance of young officers 
during his office os Commander of the 6th Division 
(1929) and as head of the Military Staff College, we 

1. Def.Doc. 2568
2*— T . 17tT O --- --------— ------------------------------
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prepared the affidavits of Witness KAWAGOE, former 
staff officer of the 6th Division and witness IIMUKA, 
former senior instructor of the Army Staff College; 
but these documents also were rejected by the Tribunal.

34. "The. KODO faction and ARAKI»
In regard to the KODO faction there is the

1
testimony of Witness TANAKA, Ryukichi.

According to Witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, there • 
were the KODO faction and the TOSEI /Control/ faction 
and their aim wrs the renovation of the corrupt poli
tics at that time.

Ke goes on to say that the radical officers 
looked up to General ARaKI, MAZAKI, and YAMaGAWa  as 
the leaders of the KODO faction, and that their prin
cipal objective was the idea of direct rule by the Em
peror, and for this reason it was entirely opposed to 
Communism, and he also added that they were very antagon
istic towards Soviet Russia but hod no enmity towards 
other nations.

However, there did not actually exist a body 
or group by the name of "KODO Faction". To ARAKI 
and others who taught that "under the August Virtue 
of His Majesty the Emperor the Imperial Army should 
enliven our national virtue and defend the Imperial 
1. T. 15,855
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Way /K0L0/,r.# The name, "K0D0 faction," began to be used
by some one or another amongst the journalists. On the
other hand, those who advocated immediate "total war
formation" in the German style, were identified by
someone or another as the "Control faction" /TOSEIHa /*
However, in reality, there were no cliques or factions
as these within the army itself. The young officers
who participated in the February 26 Incident were
called the KODO faction by those who created this name,
b u t  i n  r e a l i t y  t h e y  w e r e  a d m i r e r s  o f  ARa K I  a n d  Ma Z A K I

but their ideas were substantially different from those
o f  Ma Za K I .  T o p r o v e  t h i s  w e  a t t e m p t e d  t o  i n t r o d u c e

1
the testimony of witness SüGANaKI, ALAKI and the others 
strongly criticized the dictatorial ways of the Commun
ists end the Nazis, and as a natural result, consid
ered the March Incident and the October Incident most 
deplorable. The reason why no young officers partici
pated in the May 15th Incident was because AKAKI’s 
endeavor to lead them on the right path was well con
sidered.

When ARAKI became the War Minister, and Gen
eral Ma Za K I  the Vice Chief of the General Staff, and 
Lieutenant General YAMAGa Wa  the Vice Minister of War, 
the press called it the golden age of the K0DÖ faction, 
1. bef. Doc. 2568
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and it was said that the Army started to advance ser
iously towards becoming an army in accordance with the 
fundamental principles laid down for which it was 
created.

JiFiAKI and the others transferred the extrem
ists from the central army authorities and attached 
them to the field units with the object to suppress and
calm them, and to let them have experience of the field
units. They, a R a KI and the others aforementioned, 
skillfully managed the Shanghai and Manchurian Inci
dents, stopped the fighting and disturbances, and thus 
prevented a general Sino-Japanese clash.

In answer to ARaKI’s resignation due to ill
ness, one after another of these men left their impor
tant posts and at the time of the February 26th Inci
dent not a single one of' them was holding an important
post in central army offices. And they, together, left 
active service about the time the February 26th Inci
dent occurred. Furthermore, by t-he adoption of the 
regulation providing that the War Minister must be on 
active service, aRaKI’s way back to the Army was 
blocked.

The prosecution contends that the revival of 
the "War Minister Active Service" system was one of 
the means of the conspiracy amongst the militarists.
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Then the prosecution plunges into an extraordinary con
tradiction by charging ARaKI, the victim, as one of 
the participants in this same conspiracy. The reason 
for Premier KONOYE bringing ARaKI in as Cabinet Coun
cillor and Education Minister was because he wanted 
the so-called KODO people to promptly settle the China 
Incident as they did in the case of the Manchurian In
cident. However, a retired general shut out by the 
army could do nothing and the peaceful settlement of 
the China Incident did not succeed, An excerpt from 
the KONOYS Diary ("Lost Politics") was prepared to 
prove this point, which was, however, rejected. Other 
documents dealing with the KODO faction were prepared, 
but these too, unfortunately, were rejected.

35* ImpgrAsI Puls A s s i s sspc-Aa-Upja
In Section 6 of Appendix A of the Indictment 

it is stated, "During this period such free Parlia
mentary institutions os previously existed were grad
ually stamped out and system similar to the Fascist or 
Nazi model introduced. This took definite shape by 
the formation (on the 12th October, 1940) of the Imper
ial Rule Assistance Political Society." •

However, defense witness TOMITa , Kenji, Chief 
Cabinet Secretary in the Second KOHOYE Cabinet, testi
fied that ARaKI declined the post of Cabinet Councillor
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because he was opposed to the establishment of the 
Imperial Kule Assistance Association and the conclusion 
of the Tripartite Alliance; end from then onwards pub
lic association between Prince KOhOYE and iJd*KI v?as 

1
discontinued.

In view of what has been shown in the preceding 
passages we respectfully request this Tribunal to con
clude that /iPiiJCI’s intention was to establish an ideal 
fundamental peace - not a sham superficial peace, but 
a peace based on spiritual promotion through morality.

iJiAKI puts into words his real sentiment, es
pecially at the beginning and the end of the speech he 
wrote himself addressed to the people o^ the world - 
namely, "Peace and Humanity of the World! May Glory 
be unto You!" There are many other pieces of evidence 
to prove this; such as his books, "Only at the Sacri
fice of One's Self!", and "Youth and Mental Training!", 
his radio broadcast for young boys and girls, and his - 
speeches in the Diet. These, however, were rejected 
by this Tribunal as being repetitious. Since the out
line of these documents —  I shall skip that sentence, 
if your Honor please.

As a matter of fact, .aIu.KI, sacrificing him
self, ignoring all criticism and fame, relentlessly 
1. T. 28,546, 25,550_____________________________________
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triée; to correct the fundamental faults of the mili
ter y. It is our contention that the evidence shows' 
that he was, in actuality, taking exactly the opposite 
direction to that of the prosecution's allegation of 
conspiracy, ns to Mr. Keenan's address in regard to 
the principles of conspiracy, it is further our conten
tion that it has been proved that no aggressive purpose 
ever existed re iJutKI, and that, on the contrary, his 
means and intention were to stop hostilities and estab
lish peace, with a fervent desire towards realization, 
and this, therefore, does not constitute a drime.

The foregoing, together v/ith our arguments 
in aH/JCI's individual motion t«. dismiss at the end of 
the prosecution's direct case, concludes our reply to 
the conspiracy charge against this accused, and I 
respectfully refer your Honors to transcript pages 
16,277 to 16,288.

\
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tried to correct the fundamental faults of the mili
tary. It is our contention that tho evidence shows' 
that he was, in actuality, taking exactly the opposite 
direction to that of the prosecution's allegation of 
conspiracy, ns to Mr. Keenan's address in regard to 
tho principles of conspiracy, it is further our conten
tion that it has been proved that no aggressive purpose 
ever existed re ARaKI, and that, on the contrary, his 
means and intention were to stop hostilities and estab
lish peace, with a fervent desire towards realization, 
and this, therefore, does not constitute a drime.

The foregoing, together with our arguments 
in *ih/.KI's individual motion tc dismiss at the end of 
the prosecution's direct case, concludes our reply to 
the conspiracy charge against this accused, and I 
respectfully refer your Honors to transcript pages 

16,277 to 16,288.
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Now, if your Honors please, the beginAing 
of Chapter III, from page 48 to page 72, depicts 
the domestic and international situation at the time 
of ARAKI's assumption of the office of War Minister.
I shall call it to the Language Section's attention 
that the Japanese pages are from 2Ç to 46. I believe 
that these conditions have been gone over completely 
and fully in the general phase of the presentation 
of the defense's case and, therefore, I shall omit 
reading same. However, I shall ask your Honor to 
have these pages considered as part of the summation 
end considered also as part of the record.

Till. PRLSIDENT: Mr. McManus, you are not at
liberty to say that certain things would have been 
established but for the fact that documents were 
rejected. That is tantamount to using rejected docu
ments. If ih the balanoe of the summation there are 
such statements please omit them.

Now at what page do we start?
MR. McMkNUS: Page 72, if the Tribunal please.

The next title will be the Formation of the INUKAI 
Cabinet.

I shall do my best to comply with your 
Honor's wishes.
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(The following is the portion of the 
summation not read but incorporated in the 
record:)

III. THE MANCHURIAN IRCIDENT AND ARAKI. 
I. Domestic and International Situation at 

the Time of ARAKI's Assumption of Office 
as Tar Minister.

ARAKI took up his duties as War Minister 
three months after the outbreak of the Manchurian 
Incident. The domestic and international situation at 
the ti-.e was as follows:

A. International Situation.
(36) Heavy Oppression of the USSR 
The Lytton Report states at the beginning of 

Chapter One (p. 13) as follows: "The events of
September 18, 1931 . . . .  were but the outcome of 
a long chain of minor occasions of friction . . . .
A knowledge of the essential factors . . . .  is neces
sary to a complete understanding of the present con
flict. . . . The national aspirations of the Republic 
of China; the expansionist policy of the Japanese 
Empire and of the former Russian Empire; the present 
dissemination of communism from the U.S.S.R.; the 
economic end strategic needs of these three countries; 
such matters as these, for'example, ere factors of
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fundamental importance in any study of the Manchurian 
1

problem."

Further, in connection with the relationship 
between Japan, Soviet and China, the Lytton Report 
reads as follows:

"The attitude of the Soviet Government gave 
a strong impetus to China's nationalistic aspirations.
As the Soviet Government and the Third International 
had adopted a policy opoosed to all Imperialist Powers 
which maintained relations with China on the basis of 
the existing treaties, it seemed probable that they 
would support China in the struggle for the recovery 
of sovereign rights. This development revived all the 
old anxieties and suspicions of Japan towards her I
Russian neighbor . . . the possibility of a danger j

from across the North-Manchuricn border again became a j 
matter of concern to Japan. The likelihood of an |
alliance between the Communist doctrines in the North
and the anti-Japanese propaganda of the Kuomintang in i

j
the South made the desire to impose between the two j
a Manchuria which should be free from both, increasingly ii
felt in Japan. Japanese misgivings had been still j
further increased in the previous few years by the 
predominant influence acquired by the U.S.S.R. in 
(1. Tr. 18,666) _________
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Outer Mongolia and the growth of Communism in Chine."

Exhibit No.2373 (John B. Powell's "My
2

Twenty-Five Years in Chine," fully revecls U.S.S.R.'s
interest in Manchuria.

On page 211 of the seid book, there is the 
following recount: "One day I visited a parade ground
and was surprised to see a regiment of Korean troops 
drilling and maneuvering under Soviet officers. I 
was told that the Korean regiment was part of the 
Soviet border-defence force. Later, in the vicinity 
of Lake Eaikcl, I observed even larger bodies of
Oriental troops wearing the uniform of the Soviet 

3
army."

In those days, Japan, who, after the World 
Var I, had fallen behind in point of armament, was 
profoundly menaced the U.S.S.R., double-tracking 
the eastern section of the Trans-Siberian Railway, 
constructing the Bam (Baikt1-Amur) Railway, and 
establishing the seat of heavy industries in the Mar
itime Province of Siberia, with Habarovsk as its 
center.

The cause of even greater anxiety than this 
were the activities, under the directive of the Third
(1. Tr. 18,732 
2. Tr. 18,420 

— 3"^~Tr. 18,432»*3)-
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^nternational, for the internal disorganization of 
1 jTaprn. Mr. Besedovsky, Soviet Charge d’Affaires to 

okyo from 1926 to 1927, describes in detail those 
naneuvers going on during his stay in Japan. His book, 
"Spying on Japan," translated into Japanese, was widely 
read around 1931«

It was when such a state of affairs had set 
the nerves of the Japanese people on edge against the
U.S.S.R. that ARAKI was selected as War Minister.

(37) Oppression of the United States, Great 
n 'Britain and the League of Notions.

Although the outbreak of the Manchurian 
Incident was occasioned by a chance occurrence, at 
the very root of the matter was the aggravation of the 
anti-Japanese tendencies in China, brought about by a 
lack of understanding on the part of the Great Powers 
towards Japan. As a matter of fact, it being impossible 
for Japan to take care of her annually increasing popu
lation, she had no alternative but to resort to peace
ful overseas activities by the nationals. However, 
the emigration of the Japanese people into other 
countries was prohibited. Her economic activities 
overseas, again, came up against tariff walls. In 
such a way, Japan’s recourse to overseas activities, 
by way of a solution to the increase in population,
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which is c natural phenomenon, wr.s completely baffled 
j by these two obstacles. Inasmuch es emigration and 

freedom of commerce ere the naturel requirements for 
the pe? ceful development of t. nation, the denial of 
such giving rise to the question of how to maintein 
existence, various problems with regard to self
existence and self-defense ere liable to ensue. Among 
nations, however, there exist treaties prohibiting 
arbitrary conduct. Nevertheless, a nation has to do 
something to save herself from perishing altogether.
To ward off this ultimate deadlock of existence was 
at once the function of diplomacy and the mission of 
the League of Nations. However, neither showed, as 
it ought to have shown, much zeal for a full and
fundamental solution of the matter, and the racial ;

!
discrimination, the immigration lav;, the denunciation 
of the Lansing-ISHII Agreement and so on drove Japan 
to a most difficult situation. In fact in those days 
the passion for national existence was obullient among 
the Japanese people. ARAKI’s speech "Emergency Japan"

!
is one example. To check at once til the activities
of a big nation, with more population than it coi Id
take care of, was nothing less than the taking of life
given by the God. It is too selfish a way of advocating«
the maintenance of ffi status quo.__Such pacifism is----
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against the naturel lew and morally deficient and is
therefore short-lived, as history proves. It was when
the anti-Japanese movements and c. boycott of Japanese
g»ods in Manchuria, following the denunciation of the
Lansing-ISHII Agreement, the enforcement of the
immigration law, the abrogation of the Anglo-Jepanese
Alliance and so on, ha.d all but obliged Japan to come
forward to grapple with the situation. It was at
this time that the Manchurian Incident broke out
and rapidly spread among the three countries. Uoon
the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident, again, the
world, in utter disregard of the historical background
of Manchuria, showed no sympathy. The SHIDEHARA
diplomacy, presumably legitimately, aimed at dealing
with various issues by peaceful means. It was but
natural, however, as has been pointed out by the 

1
witness Liebert that Japan, failing to lay openly 
before the other party her claims for self-existence, 
should only have invited for herself the others' 
contempt and that, ultimately, an unfortunate calamity 
should have occurred. It vas after such a calamity 
had actually broken out and, furthermore, after Jaoan 
had suffered the censure of the Council of the League 
of Nations as expressed, by 13 to 1 vote against herself,
(1. Tr. 8,413)

»
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that ARaKI assumed the office of *’ar Minister. The 
outburst of the national emotion of the Japanese 
people, which resulted from mr.ny years of oppression 
that they had undergone end v/hich could not possibly 
be subsided by such r. superficial vote, gave rise to 
various untoward events within the country. In 
addition, Japan having become more and more isolated, 
the Japanese people were in the height of excitement 
in those days.

Confronted with such a situation, ARAKI 
recognized that in order to restore Japan from her 
isolated condition it was of major importance to urge 
the self-reflection of the Japanese people themselves, 
end accordingly he aimed chiefly at the elevation of 
national morality.

(38) The State of Affairs in China.
It is stated in the Lytton Report as follows: 

"Having started upon the road of international cooper
ation for the purpose of solving her difficulties, cs 
was done at Washington, Chine might have made more 
substantial progress in the ten years that have since 
elapsed had she continued to follow that road. She has 
only been hampered by thevirulenco of the enti-foreign 
propaganda which has bc-en planned. In two particulars 

~has this Injun carried so fer c.o-to contribute to the

/
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erection of the atmosphere in which the present
conflict arose ■—  namely, the use rar.de of the economic
boycott, to which reference is mc.de in Chapter VII,
end the introduction of anti-foreign propaganda into

1
the schools." (omitted) "As r. result of this virulent 
anti-foreign propsganda carried through every nheso 
of public life, the students hove been induced to engage 
in political activities which sometimes have cul
minated in attacks on the persons, homes or offices 
of Ministers and other authorities, and in attempts 
to overthrown the Government. Unaccompanied by effective 
internal reforms or improvements in national standards, 
this attitude tended to alarm the foreign powers and
to increase their reluctance to surrender the rights

2
which are at the moment their only protection."

"In the North had occurred the rcbellicn of 
General Shi-Yu-san, supported by a. hostile inter
vention on the part of the Cantonese troops in the 
province of Kunanj simultaneously with this inter
vention came the events of September 18th at Mukden. 
Lncouragcd by these circumstances, the Reds resumed 
the offensive, and before long the fruits of the

3
victorious campaign were almost completely lost."
(1. Tr. 18,688.
2. Tr. 18,609

- -3. Tr. IS.702.)_______________
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As these quotations reveal, there were in 
Chine still a number of rival chiefs each holding his 
own sphere of influence, as in the days of the 
Revolution. It was sot forth in the written opinion

0submitted by the Japanese Government to the League of 
Nations that instead of the three governments in ex
istence at the time of the conclusion of the Nine 
Power Treaty, China now had five, including the Com
munist Government and thatthey were in continual strife 
with each other. The pledges, made at the time the 
Nine Power Trerty was^concluded, of the reduction of 
the Army and the realization of national unity had 
completely vanished. The preservation of the ter
ritorial integrity of China and the unification and 
the independence'of China, which constituted the main 
points of the Nine Power Treaty, had not yet been 
attained. Under such circumstances, it was impossible 
to carry out the provisions of the Nine Power Treaty,« 
however ardently one may have desired to abide by 
them. Further, while Mr. Chiang continually vacillated 
in his policies, now tolerating Communism and now 
opposing it, a number of untoward events, occasioned 
by the anti-foreign sentiment, were already taking 
place (at Nanking, Kewkiang, Hankcw, Chinan, etc.).

-rniW-mm
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(39) The Stete of Affairs in Manchuria. 
Relations with Japan.
The Lytton Report says, "So far as Japan is 

China’s nearest neighbor and largest customer, she has 
suffered more than eny other power from the lawless

4conditions described in this chapter. Over two-thirds
of the foreign residents in China ere Japanese, and
the number of Koreans in Manchuria is estimated at
about 800,000. She has more nationals, therefore,«
than any other power, who would suffer if they were
made amenable to Chinese lav/, justice and taxation

1
under present conditions."

we also wish to refer to the same report, *
Chapter III, under "Manchurinn Issues between Japan

2
and China Before September 18, 1931»" "Japanese
Investments." Japanese investment in Manchuria in

0 31928 reached’¥1,510,000,000, and the Lytton Report
estimated it more than ¥1 ,700,000,000.

Foreign Minister YOSHIZAWA in his speech
at the Diet on June 22, 1932, said that Manchuria had

4
very important relations with Japan.

As these exhibits reveal, especially after 
the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident, this state 
(1. Tr. 18,706.
2. Transcribed in page 1,757-62

1---- -3- gy ** 0 j 614 _______________
4. Ex. 2413,'Tr. 19,522) ~
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)f affairs grew aggravated almost hourly. The situ- 
tion was such that if Japan should be off her guard 
:ven temporarily there was no telling whrt damage she 
should suffer and in addition large-scale warfare was 
Ln the offing.

('40) The General State of Affairs.
The Military Governors, who had assumed the

:ontrol over various areas, and their subordinates/
irving already taken to flight, and the whole Man
churia. having been reduced to a state of confusion, 
the peace preservation societies in various localities
rere the only means to maintain minimum peace and 

1
irder.

(41) The Condition of Bandits.
The Lytton Report states as follows:
"Banditry has always existed in China and 

the adminstretion has never been able to suppress it 
thoroughly. Lack of proper communications was one of 
the reasons which prevented the administration from 
getting rid of this evil, which increase or decreased 
ccording to changing circumstances. Another contri
buting cause is to be found in the local uprisings 
nd rebellions which have often occurred in China., 
specially as a result of maledrainistretion. Even 
(1. Lytton Report, p. 88, Chapter VI, Part 1)

Vcr'-n 1 • • > • • ■ \ *. * •
< r< * 1 -'■ * ' T
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cfter the successful suppression of such rebellions,
bendit gangs recruited from the ranks of the rebels
often remained active in perts of the country. This
was specially the case in the period following the
suppression of the Triping rebellion (1850-1865).
In more recent times, bandits have also originated
from the ranks of u .paid soldiers who were not able
to find other means of living and had been accustomed
to looting during the civil wars in which they had 

1
taken part."

"/s in. China, banditry has always existed
in Manchuria. Increasing or diminishing in numbers
in relation to the activity or the weakness of the♦
Government, orofessional bandits are to be found in
all parts of the Three Provinces fnd their services
were often employed by different parties for political 

2
purposes."
(Answers given by Witness TNBO, Saburo, under cross-

3 .
examination by prosecutor Ur. Comyns Carr). '

4
Affidavit of KAWABE, Torashiro, Court Ex. 2489-B.

(42) Chang Hsueh-llane and his Followers. 
Rallying scattered troops, Chong Tso-hsiong,i

one of the followers of Chang Hsueh-liang, was
(1. Tr. 18,690-1.
2. Lytton Report, p. 150
3. Tr. 19,508.

■ 4. Tr. 20,517)----------------------- ------------------
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continuing subversive activities in the rear, in 
Chinchow. The intervention of the United Stetes and 
the League of Nations having caused them to regain 
their strength rnd in addition, the feet thft the 
Japanese troops had once heeded for that district and 
hrd turned back halfway having had rn inspiring effect 
on their morale, they advanced as far as to the 
vicinity of îîukdou and were engaged in activities sub
versive of the rmblic peace end order there.

In Court exh'bit 2414 (The Preliminary Report 
of the Commission of Inquiry of the League oi Nations)
it is stated that the number of these bandits totalled 

1
some 40,000.

(43. The Strength of the Kwantung Army and 
the Number of the Japanese and Korean 
Inhabitants.

Court exhibit 2414 (The Preliminary Report
of the Commission of Inquiry of the Leagc of Nations)
reads as follows; "The numbers given for the first
part of December are 4,000 inside and 8,900 outside
the South Manchuria Railway Zone, making a total of 

2
12,900."

According to the Japanese figures, however, 
the number of the Japanese troops at the time of the 
(1. Ex. 2414, Tr. 19,536
2. EX. 2414, Tr. 19,533)---------------------------

^ jZy. •
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outbreak of the Manchurian Incident was given as 

10,400 and the total of the Japanese and the Korean 

inhabitants os 1,000,000 (the total of the Korean 

inhrbitr.nts being 8 0 0,0 0 0 ).

Furthermore, "Chapter II, Actual Situation 

in Manchuria11 of the Preliminary Report of the Com

mission of Inquiry of the League of Nations, which is

Court exhibit 2414, the speech delivered by V'ar
2

Minister ARAKI before the Diet, "The Complexity of
3 ‘

the Manchurian Problem" end so on give a detriled 

account of the special position and the prevailing 

conditions of Manchuria.

(44) The Sta»c of Affairs in Japan, 

a. Internal Conditions in General.

1. The cold weather damages and other

natural calamities and disasters, coming on top of 

the inefficiency of administration, had reduced the 

rural communities to the depth of misery. Besides, 

due to the impotency of political parties, the
4

Japanese people were in a most wretched condition.

(45) Thought Problems.

The aggressive policies adopted by the Third 

International created a serious repercussion in the

(1. Tr. 19,532
2. Ex. 3167, Tr. 28,436
3. Page 234 of the Lytton Report._______________________
4. Tr. 1,421-2) ~

25
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thoughts of the general public, which gave rise to 
Fc.scistic movements. Furthermore, the pressure ex
ercised by the League of Nations and the United States 
engendered among the Japanese fairly strong feelings 
of hositility.

3. Public Peace and Order.
It was not long after this that the March

and the October Incidents, and the Blood Brotherhood
2

Incident and the May 15 Incident closely followed. 
Within the country there prevailed inexpressible 
tenseness.

(46) The State of Affairs in the Army.
The army and the government, who, prior to

the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident, failed to
form a far-sighted judgment of the situation and
thereby to prevent it from its inception again failed,
now that the Incident had actually broken out, to
dispose of it efficiently and thoroughly. To make
the matter worse, the general public had for many
years been indignant at the corruption of the political
world. The army fell into disorder. In the array, as
well as in the Government, the leaders lost all their
authority over their subordinates; there v/as a general
tendency of insubordination and of placing less
(1. Ex. 179-E, Tr. 1934» being an excerpt from
---- KIDO Diary------------------------------------------
2. Ex. 165, 164; Tr. 1,639)

II
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confidence in one's superiors, each going, ft his 
piersure, to serve whomever he liked. Besides, there 
wc:s no telling when -those of youthful vigor might go 
out of their proper limits rnd r.dont terroristic 
measures. It wes, indeed, a criticrl period-for the 
Army. *

1
Witness WaKATSUKI, in his affidavit, set forth

his thoughts end impressions, stating that everything
2

went contrcry to his wishes. Court exhibit 2392
(Speech delivered by Prime Minister WAKATSUKI).

3
In Exhibit 179-J, which is KIDO's Diaryy 

there the following entry:
"The rrmy is so strongly determined in its 

positive policy towerd Manchuria that orders given by 
the Central Authorities may not be carried out.

"The Emperor has expressed satisfaction and 
approval to the Prime Minister and the Minister of 
rer for the governmental policy to strive not to ex- 
tend further the Manchurian Incident. However, the 
Army is reported to have construed and to be indignant, 
that the Emperor's opinion had been so induced by his" 
personal attendants.

"In view of such circumstances, it was
(1. Ex. 162,Tr. 1,579
2. Tr. 19,195
3, Tr. 1,938)

t
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decided among us that the Emperor had better not say 
anything further about the Manchurian policy unless 
he is necessitated to do so, end tlirt the Genro 
(meaning Prince SAIONJI) against whom the Army harbors 
antipathy, had better not make a trip to Tokyo."

Witness KATAKURA testified that Commander 
HONJO, in an interview with Ambassador YOSHIZAWA when 
the latter was on his way hone from Europe in order to 
assume the foreign ministership in the INUNKAI Cabinet, 
talked to i.nbessc.odr YOSHIZAV/A on three matters. First 
of all, he explained about the independence movement 
which was rapidly maturing. Secondly, he stated that 
in meeting the situation then prevailing in Manchuria 
he would not like to scu the Manchurian issue settled 
as a political issue between political parties for 
their own benefits. Thirdly, in the light of the 
fact that the soldiers who had devoted their best 
efforts in the Incident mostly came from fishing and 
farming villages, he hoped to see the conditions in 
their villages improved, and thereby to give peace 
and comfort of mind to these soldiers and to have

1
the benefit of the incident spread to these villages. 
This interview, which took place towards the middle 
of January 1932, is indicative of how difficult the
(1. Tr. 19,000-1)

B ® a
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strte of affairs was both in Manchuria and in Jcpr.n 
herself, already, in the c-r.rly days of the Manchurian 

Incident.
(49) Political Situation.
The political parties and the bureaucracy 

were corrupt to the core, so much so that they were 
utterly incapable of meeting a national emergency.

Witness TOEUGAVA, Yoshichika, testified as 
follows: "According to my interpretation, two
political parties were fighting each other at that 
time in Japan and the people were suffering because 
of that. Therefore, wc endeavored to find a.method 
to establish a new and serene Jcucn."

In answer to Counsel ITO's question, "As
the critical state of the n- tion which prevailed at
that time was caused by the evils of political parties,
financial cliques, and the privileged classes, their
,ob.1ect was to give c blow to them in order to effect
a national reform. Wasn't that so?" Witness INUKAI,
Ken, who was being cross-examined, stated, "What the
counsel has just said regarding the reasons behind
the assassination of my father at the ti ;o of the

2
May 15 Incident, I acknowledge."
(1. Tr. 1,447 
2. Tr. 1,525)

T
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(48) On 28 June 1946, Witness Ï/AKATSUKI, on 
cross-examination by Counsel OKiJtfOTO, mode the follow
ing answer; "The spreading of the Manchurian Inci
dent was against the hopes of the government, and I 
viewed this development with great alarm and mis
giving, end I took every step possible to prevent 
the further expansion of this Incident." He went on 
to say th;.t finally he came to the conclusion that 
the current government, by the Minseito Party alone, 
was too v/eak and that it would be better to realize 
a coalition cabinet, including also the opposition 
party, in order to show where the wish of the Japanese 
people lay and thereby to urge the Army's self- 
reflection. He then, according to his testimony,
had the Hone Minister take some steps? but all this

1
proving a failure, the Cabinet resigned cn masse.

1. On June 26, 1946, Fitness SHIDLHARA,.
Kijuro, in answer to a. question put to him by 
Prosecutor Helm, stated as follows: "As everyone
knows, the- Manchurian Incident did not cease. And in
spite of all the efforts of General MINAMI, the

2
Incident continued to develop and expand."

2. On 3 July 1946, in the course of a

(1. Tr.'1,579 
2. Tr. 1,389)
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cross-exanination conducted by Counsel KIYOSE, 
witness OKADA, Koisuke, made the following replies:
"The Army and Navy ere a pert of the Japanese Govern
ment. All of the successive Army and Navy Ministers 
have tried their utmost to cooperate with the inten
tions end policies of the Government, Even in spite 
of this there was cm element of younger officers who 
would not toe the line;" "The leaders in the 
military, both army and navy, have tried their ut-

1
most to control these elements but could not succeed."

(49) As the outline in the foregoing prra-
ttr.phs shows, the situation, both at home and abroad,
at the time ARAKI assumed the Office of War Minister,
was quite out of the ordinary. Besides, ARAKI had
held the post of a divisional commander for a con-
silerable length of tine, on the distant island of
KYUSHU, far away from Tokyo, before he came back to
Tokyo towards the middle of August 1931» and became
Inspector-General of Military Education, those duties
had nothing to do with those complications of the
situation. Without, therefore, having had time to
become fully conversant with the circumstances
surrounding the Manchurian Incident, that had broken*
out soon after his appointment as Inspector-General 
(1. Tr. 1,867)_____________________________ _________ ___
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of Military Education. he ce.nc in December to beer 
the brunt of this extremely difficult situation. He 
then devoted himself to the performance of his duties 
in accordance with tho views of the Prime Minister 
concerning the measures to save the situation, and 
he finally succeeded in his mission of putting an 
end to the Incident. The written answer submitted by 
ARAKI to the Prosecution and entitled "The ^tate of 
Affairs in Japan after the World War I and the 
Attitude and Movements of Younger Officers," gives 
a detailed account of Japan's domestic and inter
national situation after the World War I. This docu
ment, however, was not received in evidence. The 
gist of tho document is contained in the supplement 
for reference. In order to form a. judgment upon 
ARAKI's attitude in dealing with the situation, it 
is of utmost importance to grasp the general state 
of affeirs, as set forth in the foregoing paragraphs.
In connection with the disposition of the Manchurian 
Incident, although Lord Lytton and his party showed 
fairly good understanding of the affair, still they 
must have found it difficult to comprehend every 
delicate turn of the situation. As the Lytton Report 
itself points out, it must, indeed, have been difficult 
(1. Def. Doc. 674)
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for the League Councillors fully to understand these 
circumstances without first observing the t ctuel 
stete of affairs on the spot. The preceding outline 
hes been given in the hope that it may contribute to 
the proper understanding of what is to follow. Keep
ing an eye both on the general trend of affairs and 
on the policies of the government, disregarding all 
his personal interests, threading his way, so to 
speck, through various difficulties and doliberating 
both on internal and international problems, ARAKI 
made the best of the Manchurian Incident in' its 
changing phases, and succeeded in putting an end, 
at the least possible sacrifice, to one of the most 
momentous issues. The repercussion of the world to 
ARiiKI's self-sacrificing resolution and disposition 
of the Incident was both good and bad and he met with 
both approbation and reprobation, as well as current
misunderstanding. In the belief that it is the duty/
of us counsels for defense to make this point clear 
to help in a fair trial against ARAKI, we have set 
forth in considerable detail how matters stood about 
the time of his assumption of office as rar Minister.

(Which was all the summation 
incorporated^in the record but not read.)

1
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1 11• The Formrtion of the INUKAI Cabinet.
(50) Prime Minister INUKAI's Mission.
1. The YhtKATSUKI Cabinet, despite its 

wholehearted efforts es heretofore set forth, collapsed 
helpless to check the surging tides, so to speck, of 
the genercl stete of effeirs both c.t hone end abroad, 
end in Manchuria as well.

2. The responsibility to beer the brunt of 
this difficult situetion fell upon INUKi.I, Tsuyoshi, 
known in the Japanese politiccl circles es en authority 
upon Chines»; effeirs.

3. In view both of His Majesty the 
Impcror's confidence end of the Japanese people*s 
expectations in hin, he wes under obligetion by ell 
means to settle this most difficult issue.

I

(5D Circumstances Surrounding ARAKI's j
!

Instruction as vTcr Minister.
The prosecution, through the production of 

vitness INUKAI» alleged rs if there had been some un
customary procedure in connection with the appoint- j
ment of /Ri»KI, cs Wer Minister. Namely, ct Page 1551 j

I
of the English transcript, Witness INUKAI, Ken, 
stated the t the circumstances leading up to the find j 
recommendation of Genercl ARAKI rs War Ministc-r had 
been somewhat different from the ordinary way of
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recommending a rnr Minister, thr.t there had been
mother candidate, Licutenr.nl General /.BE, end that
e. greet number of officers of field rrnk, colonels,
lieutenant colonels, and majors, hr.d considered
«RAKI es best fitted to the post. After ell, however,

1 Prine Minister INUKAI had recommended IRAKI to the
Emperor, on his own responsibility, rnd for the reason

»
that if ARAKI became ver Minister there would be no
gulf between the older officers end the younger

\
officers. ARAKI at thrt tine had no knowledge at all 
of such actuation. Even if the senior officers 
night have said something, they could certainly not 
have influenced the Three Chiefs of the Army or the 
Pi*irje Minister to change their or his views. We 
attempted to prove —  I will omit that, if your Honor 
pleases. I will omit to the bottom of that paragraph.

Even if INIKAI's testimony be taken at its 
face value, the .reasons therein stated for ARAKI's 
appointment woi Id point to ARAKI's impartiality and 
fairness and would reveal ARAKI to be the right man 
to bring harmony to the /rray.

Furthermore, there was no fact of younger 
officers recommending ARAKI, as maintained by witness 
INUKaI. I will omit the next sentence to the end of 

— the paragraph, if your Honor pleases.________________

-MW.!'--
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Ve believe we have now made it clear thf.t 
ell the suspicions that IRAKI'S installetion os War 
Minister had been due to recommendations by younger 
officers or thrt e conspiracy had existed in connec
tion with Manchurian issues, are exceedingly 
prejudiced. The subsequent relations between /RAKI 
end the younger officers will also corroborate our 
position. It is, therefore, our contention that 
wc have left nothing ambiguous concerning this 
point.

C. The Manchurian Policy of the INUKAI
f.abinet.

(5S'< Prime Minister INUKAI, uoon the for
mation of .his cabinet, had a talk with Vrcr Minister j

/ !AR/iKI, who reported to him on the actual state of 
affairs in the army and on the situation in Manchuria. 
The Premier, when he got his ideas into stupe, sub
mitted them to the Cabinet meeting, and there the 
Manchurian policy of the INUKAI Cabinet was formally

1  i

determined. The following is its outline: j
1. Emphasis should be laid as it tad j1

been laid by the preceding cabinet, upon seAf- !
defense and non-expansion, and the restoration of law ! 
and order. The termination of hostilities especially 
should be the fundamental policy. Since Chang 
(1. Ex. 3161, Tr. 28,131) ~  ;--
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2. Every r.oa.sure should. bo taken to no et 
and cake the best of the inninent danger being en
countered by those on the spot, and in order to do 
so, the diplonatic negotiations conr.encod. by the 
forcer cabinet should be continued and the success
ful conclusion thereof be urged. -t any rate, a 
fund.oriento.l policy to meet the aggravation of the 
critical situation and. the d.evolopnent of the 
general situation should bo established and the 
gradual extension of the scope of action be fore
stalled by all n^ans.

3. L thorough explanation should be cade
to the League of Nations and other countries concern
ing the real state of affairs of Manchuria, end in 
order to gain their cocplote understanding investi
gation concis siens should be welcomed.

In accordance with this decision, the War,
Navy, Finance, and Foreign Ministries each discharged/
its own sphere of duty, always maintaining close

1.
contact with one another.

53. With regard to this policy decided upon 
by the INUT.AI Cabinet, anybody would, readily adrit it 
to have been the only way of terminating the hostili
ties as early as possible, in order to forestall a 
1, Ex. 3161. T, 28130-31»____________________________
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full-scale clash of arms between Japon one’ Chine,
-ne"! as the Lytton Report itself recognizes. Such
w~s the best solution to the prevailing state of
of fairs, so long as it was inpossible for Ilanchuria
to return to the conditions which existed before

1.
September 1931»

'fitness INUKAI testified, that he had. in-
%

tended to ask for an Imperial order to withdraw
troops fron Manchuria, which would have been a very
good idea, if such a thing had been possible. As

2.
the Lytton Report itself admit tod., however, the 
situation was such that the troops could not be 
returned to their original post. If their return 
should have been affected, nevertheless, and if the 
trooos at the front (whose total strength was only 
about one-twentieth of the army under the command 
of Chang) and the Japanese residents (numbtiring 
1,000,000) should have suffered a heavy loss, which 
was most likely under the circumstances then prevail
ing, the Supreme Command va uld have been held responsi
ble. It was, therefore, not the kind of thing the 
Prime Minister could have executed on his own
1, Ex. 3168, T. 2845?i-»x.i-31r.:2»982: ARAKI’s 

handwritten statement - Ex. 3162, T. 2o244.
2. At page 127 of the English text.
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responsibility; he had, first of all, to obtain the 
judgment of the Chief of the A m y  General Staff. The 
idea itself night have been good, but not only was 
the contemplated nethod of execution erroneous but 
also such a step did not meet the actual requirements. 
It is unthinkable that such an experienced politician 
as Prunier INUKAI should have been so thoughtless as 
to take such a neasure. That such a forced step would 
have led to an unexpected expansion of hostilities 
has lroady been nadu clear.

1.
Furthermore, as General 1IAZAKI testified, 

the Enporor, with his regard for the Constitution, 
'•ould, under no circumstances, have issued an order 
for withdrawal, unless so advised by sone leading 
members of the Supreme Command, And Premier INUKAI, 
even if he nay have thought of withdrawal at one time, 
would not have tried to effect it. As for ARAKI, he 
knew nothing at all about this natter, and naturally 
he never expressed any opinion. It is, therefore, 
evident that the testimony of INUXAI, Ken, is in
credible.

The fact that this policy of the central 
government was thoroughly understood by the personnel 
of the lowest rank was testified to by witness 
1. Ex. 3168, T. 28458._____________________________
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T 7
TANGE, Kunji, through his affidavit.

III. Me ajsur̂  s_ LCcqte.d_ by. fP-P. Hinis&qr
ARAKI.

A, ARAKI* s Resolution.
54. The actual state of affairs both at hone 

on’1 abroad an-’ in Manchuria at. the tine has been 
elucidated in the foregoing pages.

As has be on pointée1, out, ARAKI, who hat! 
held the post of bhe Inspector-General of Military 
Education, engaged in duties having nothing what so- 
ever to do with the actual handling of the situation, 
was now obliged to accept a position, vested with 
the heavy responsibility of saving a nest difficult 
situation, unparalleled in the history of the coun
try. A gigantic responsibility of grappling with 
difficulties which even General ÎIINAKI, the preceding 
War Minister, with all his ability and popularity, had 
failed to solve, now fell upon ARAM 11 s shoulders. 
Besides, the die was already cast, an’ the whole of 
Manchuria had been thrown into a r.ost chaotic state. 
The very fate of the Kwantung Amy, to say nothing of 
the rights and interests of the Japanese residents, 
was at stake. The situation was, indeed, so critical 
that there was the danger that a single r.-isstep would 
1. Ex. 2422, T. 19600._______________________________
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(55) Mr. President, and Members of the
Tribunal, we have no knowledge of military affairs.
However, confronted with the problem of terminating the
hostilities as soon as possible, in order to forestall

1
a full-scale clash between Japan and China, when the 
antagonistic sentiments were running high between 
the Japanese and Chinese authorities in the field, 
when the nationalist sentiments were extremely tense 
at home, and when the League of Nations and other coun
tries, who had a faulty idea of the current situation, 
were abt to stimulate and support China, what strategist 
of what country in the world could have adopted measures 
better than those actually and successfully effected 
by ARAKI?

We most respectfully request that in order 
to weigh the alleged guilt of ARAKI, the Tribunal will 
take full notice of what importance he attached to 
peace, humanity and international agreements in meet
ing the epoch-making and worldwide difficulties that 
he was confronted with then.

Now what were the measures that ARAKI took?
We feel we need some reference at this stage to' the *
basic ideal of ARAKI as expressed in Chapter 14 of 

2
his affidavit, to which we respectfully invite the 
1. Ex. 3173, Tr. 28,557. 2. Tr. 28,170.
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Tribunal's attention. For thirty years, ever since 
World War I, ARAKI has been appealing to the whole 
world the necessity of avoiding war, or, in case war 
is inevitable, of minimizing its casualties. He 
advocated the necessity of the establishment of peace 
and harmony between Eastern and Western civilization 
and of spiritual cultivation of conciliation and mutual 
sympathy. At the time when world Bolshevization and 
Nazism were rampantly raging, he placed the primary 
importance of self-defense in furtherance of moral 
spirit and definitely denounced the idea of expansion 
of territory. He has once objected to the annexation 
of Korea. He also objected to imperialism, monopolism, 
egoism and to the principle of administering control 
by force. He kept himself aloof from those opportu
nists who were once a dominant feature in Japan, and 
endeavored .to gain friends in and out of Japan, who 
would support his principle of establishing international 
morality. This was most clearly manifested in his 
speech at Karuizawa. He was placed in the turmoil of 
the Manchurian Incident after it had broken out. He 
made a deliberate study of the situation and determined 
to put an end to it as expeditiously as possible.

(56) Immediately after ARAKI's appointment 
as War Minister, former War Minister MINAMI,___________
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Vice-War Minister SUGIYAMA and Chief of the General 
Staff KANAYA explained to him about the state of affairs 
of Japan at that time. The information ARAKI then 
received was as follows!

a. As had already been made public by the 
former cabinet, the incident had been occasioned by 
the illegal acts of the Chinese and Japan had merely 
been exercising har right of self-defense. We had 
striven to settle the trouble under a non-expansion 
policy and to maintain law and order with a minimum 
recourse to arms.

b. However, the conditions being excessively
menacing, both the Japanese civilian inhabitants and
the Kwantung Army were in great trouble. Particularly,
Chinchow and its vicinity were in a most dangerous
state, since the fact that the Japanese force had
returned its troops from the half-way point of its
campaign was utilized by the Chinese for their propa- 

1
ganda.

c. While the League of Nations had not 
appreciated the actual situation in full, the coun
cillors' meeting had approved Japan's rightful asser
tion of reserving her rights of pacifying bandits 
and other groups of turbulent elements. It had also 

1. Page 77 of the Lytton Report.
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Decided to despatch a commission of inquiry.
The above is the outline of the information 

ARAKI received from the two sources, namely, military 
administration and military command, concerning the 
prevailing state of affairs. The rest of the informa
tion he gained is contained in his affidavit and,' 
therefore, will be omitted here.

(57) As has already been set forth, ARAKI, 
after receiving this information, talked with Prime 
Minister INUKAI,' who then, making up his mind and sub
mitting his final decisions to the cabinet meeting, 
determined the Manchurian policy of the INUKAI Cabinet.

I
ARAKI am INUKAI, who were congenial not only in point 
of their unworldly character, but also in their tastes 
in art and culture and were able to exchange their 
political views in a friendly and confidential manner. « 
ARAKI supported the Prime Minister most whole-heartedly 
and exerted his utmost efforts to put into execution 
whatever had been decided uprn as the policy of the * 
government.

THE PRESIDENT: You are coming now to an
entirely now matter. We will adjourn until half-past 
nine on Moncay morning next.

(Whereupon, at 1440, an adjounrnment 
was taken until Monday, 29 March 1948, at 0930.)

T] Def, Doc. 2527.
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1 Monday, 29 March 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
T'/ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,

at 0930»

Appearances: v
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE B. V. A. ROLING,
Member from the Kingdom of the Netherlands and HONORABLE 
JUSTICE R. B. PAL, Member from India, not sitting from 
0930 to 1600.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 

For the Tefense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)

25
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45,556-
MARSliAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

except SHIKATORI and UMEZU who are respresented by 

counsel. The Sugarao prison surgeon certifies that they 

are ill and unable to attend the trial today. The cer

tificates v/ill be recorded and filed.

With the Tribunal's permission the accused 

KAYA will be absent from the courtroom the whole of the 

morning session conferring with his counsel.

Mr. McManus«

MR. McMANUS: 58. In order to execute mili

tary administration, of which he was in charge, in ac

cordance wjth the governmental policy, ARaKI made the 

following plans :

(1) To make the public have a correct view

of the situation; to stabilize the conditions in the 

country through the realization of cooperation and 

harmony among the military, elle government, and the 

people at large. j

(2 ) To stabilize the conditions in the army j
I

by means of a radical reshuffle of the army personnel.

'.y> To check the rapid spread of the hostili-I
ties by Lv.r e.Uately putting an end to the disturbances 

■then t a k in g  nlace, and to  m ake h a s t e  to  terminate all ___
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hostilities, as the first move in the peace measure 

that is to follow.
With these three ends in view and with great3
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resolution, he set to work to administer military af

fairs.
59# By then the disturbances had spread all 

over Manchuria and it was necessary to put out explo
sives, so to speak, taking fire everywhere and at all 

times. Hot alone in Manchuria but also in Japan there 

were dangerous ignitable objects to be disposed of.

It was,'nevertheless, but natural that ARAKI should 

have attached primary importance to the cooperation and 

conciliation among the military, the government, and 

the people at large within the country. It was also 

natural for him to have entertained great expectation 

in the success of the diplomatic authorities who, in 

accordance v/ith the policy of the government, were en

deavoring to obtain the understanding cf the League of 

Kations„

Hi-: 9RESIDEHT: My colleagues keep asking

me, 11 Is this in evidence?" "Is that in evidence?"

I think the reply must be in the negative. However, 

we car.-t r,r.ie time now in editing this summing up, or 

summation, so proceed.
■_____HR. McIvlAHUS: To sneak in parable form, the
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situation was similar to a car darting down a slope, 

at a great speed; it would have been futile to try to 

stop it with one's bare hands. ARAKI had to jump into 

this car, risking his own life, to apply the brake. It 
was a year and a half later that the brakes worked, at 

Tangku.
The first time he put on the brake, his objec

tive was the repression of dangerous thoughts through 

the conciliation among the military, the government, 

and the people at large; the second time he did so he 

aimed at the termination of hostilities at Shanghai and 

the withdrav/al of the entire Japanese troops; the third 

brake was in connection with his efforts to terminate 

as soon as possible the hostilities in Manchuria. We 

should like to elucidate upon these points in the fol

lowing pages.

After having succeeded in bringing to an end 

the hostilities then going on, he proposed to the cabin

et that preparations be made for the convening of a 

Far East Peace Conference, by means of v/hich he hoped 

to put an end to international alienations, which he 

thought was at the root of such hostilities.

Before the cabinet reached any decision on

this matter, however, he withdrew from the scene on
i

— account of i l l n e s s . -------------------------------------
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In the light of all these circumstances, it 

would seem that not only was ARAKI void of any aggres
sive intentions but, on the contrary, he voluntarily 

let himself be involved in the whirlpool of a difficult 

situation and finally saved it. He is in no way guilty. 

Rather, it is cur contention that his services in the 

cause of peace should be given due recognition. Here

inafter, v/e shall endeavor to prove this point.

7. Cooperation and-Conciliation Among the 

Army, the Government and the People. (A correct under

standing of the situation and the stabilization of the 

domestic conditions, through self-reflection, mutual con

ciliation and cooperation.)

60. What ARa KI feared at the very outset of

his assumption of office as War Minister was a chaotic

confusion of Japah's public opinion. As he stated

in his speech entitled "Emergency Japan", it was his
opinion that the Japanese themselves were to blame

for Japan's isolated position and the insults offered
1

by other countries including China. He believed that 

the key to the solution of the internal confusion and 

to the recovery of Japan's international confidence lay 

in the Japanese people's self-reflection and awakening 

to the importance of peace. Accordingly, though busily 

Jr.— .Chapter 4 and Annox 1 of Ex. 148--------------------- -
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engaged in state affairs, he found time to moke speeches

and to publish his ideas, for the guidance, of the people.

His speech "Emergency Japan", his talk over the radio

addressed to boys and girls in time of emergency, and

so on, constitute examples of such. However, "Japan's
2

Mission in the Showa Era", (which was written by

Mr. KINOSHITA, Takeshi, according to an outline given

at the request of the Social Education Associetion),
3

•and "An'Appeal to the Whole Nation", (compiled by Mr. 

SOMEI, the then Principal of the Aoyama Normal School, 

who relied upon newspapers and magazine articles) were 

not written by AKAKI himself and therefore ARaKI could 

not be held responsible for those publications.
Thinking it a national disgrace that the mili

tary officers and the government officials were at 

odds with each other, ARAKI strove to take the lead 

in cultivating cordial relations with the other members 

of the cabinet. For example, for two fiscal years the

army turned over to the navy a certain amount from the
4

army appropriations. In dealing with matters pertain-$
ing to diplomacy, he was alwr-ys obedient to the views 

of the Foreign Minister and other diplomatic authori

ties; never once did he act contrary to their views

1. Def. Doc. I960
2. Ex. 760 
— Ex. 3164-

4. KARADA Memoirs

Ï, V-
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and policies. An excerpt from HAKALa Memoirs asserted
\

that ARAKI, together with Foreign Minister UCHIDA, 

advocated Japan's withdrawal from the League cf Natiçns, 

which assertion, however, must have been based upon 

supposition, since the details cf the cabinet meetings 

are not known. At any rate, this is an example of 

ARAKI*s confidence in the Foreign Minister and agree

ment in views with him in point of diplomacy. AhAKI 

looked for the Imperial Way as the basis for national 

.unity and sought, by observing His Majesty's injunc

tions and being loyal tc him, to develop to the fullest 

extent the inherent Japanese characteristic and there

by to sober down the general excitement« I shall new 

delete the rest cf that paragraph.

<\ 6l. Simultaneously with appealing tc the gen

eral public, he required his subordinates in the army 

strictly tc maintain discipline. In view of the fact 

that the officers of medium grades and younger officers 

had been in a more or less wild mood ever since the 

March and October Incidents, he not only strictly ad

monished them tc act within limits, tc be obedient to 

their seniors, and to become officers worthy of His 

Majesty's affection, but also made strenuous efforts to 

guide them in a proper direction. As a result, net a 

"single young officer cf the army participated-in the----
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May 15th Incident, Unfortunately, hcv/ever, eleven 

cadets of the military academy were involved in the 
Incident. Deeply feeling his responsibility, AKAKI 

at once tendered his resignation- and recommended a cer

tain person as his successor. He remained in office, 

however, pressed to do so by Prime Minister SAITO,

62. Further, ARAKI ardently promoted coopera

tion not only within the army itself but also between 

the army and the navy, on the contention that if the 

army and the navy, instead of cooperating were at odds 

with each other, they would become vulnerable to possi

ble insults, which eventually may lead to seme disturb

ances.
On 3 July 1946, in the course of Counsel 

OKAMOTO’s cross-examination of witness OKADA, Keisuke, 

the witness admitted that in 1932 the army had turned 

ever to the navy a certain amount from the army approp

riations and stated that "It was a fact that the Army
1

took a very humble attitude towards the Navy," This 

testimony corroborates cur position.
For the salvation of the agrarian comnunities, 

which had been impoverished to such an extent as to 

give rise t< hostile feelings between urban and rural 

inhabitants, ARAKI, towards the end of 1933, proposed 

IT.— TV 1 ,?03---------------------------------- ---—  ----
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1 to crnvenc a Five Ministers' Conference in order to

establish appropriate policies. He was presentst

this meeting and assisted the Agriculture and Forestry

Minister in determining the fundamental policies tc
1

deal with the agrarian problems* Realizing himself 

that the absence cf such virtues as conciliation, peace 

and cooperation net only occasioned petty frictions 

within the country but also, as a result of such, in

vited other countries' contempt, AhAKI endeavored tc 

put his ideas into practice in the actual administra

tion of- the affairs of state. He thus made it clear«
in actual practice that he was not defiant, net egois

tic, net exclusive, net prejudiced nor bigoted in his 

ideas. He maintained the same attitude also toward 

international affairs. It is a well-known fact that 

he advocated conciliation in connection with the im

portation of rice from Siam and also v/ith the agreement 

with Lancashire concerning cotton spinning. The idea of 

exploitation cr aggression had never entered his mind.

I shall delete the balance of that paragraph.

C. ARAKI's Reshuffle cf the Army Personnel 

63* In order tc- tone down, cn' the one hand, 

the extreme reformists all over the country, and Non the 

other hand to calm down the outbursts cf strong emotion 

-3r.— Ex. 3 U 6 ----------------------------------------- — ---
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of the leaders cn the spot in Manchuria, ARaKI thought 

it of foremost importance tc effect a large-scale re
shuffle of the army personnel, and in spite cf many

/

difficulties arising from the fact that the Incident

was in progress, he carried it out as soon as possible.

That those involved in the March and October Incidents

were removed one after another from important posts

in the Central Army offices has been revealed by the

testimony of the accused HASHIMOTO, the testimony cf
1

Yfitness V/ACHI, Takaji, and the testimony of witness
2

TaNAKA, Ryukichi.

THE PRESIDENT: You struck cut the last sen

tence cf the preceding paragraph. Actually, you should 

have struck out the whole paragraph. However, proceed.

We are disregarding everything net supported 

by evidence. Our only regret is the time we are casting 

in reading material of which we can make nc use.
MR. McMANUS: May I proceed, your Honor?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes.

MR. McMANUS: War Minister ARAKI, between the

time of his appointment as such and August of the fol

lowing year, the time of the aforementioned personnel 

change, replaced extremists and belligerents with men 

who were moderate and impartial and whe were sincere

JU— Et . 2A2A, T ... 19,667
2. T. 2062
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and diligent in conducting military affairs* This is
clearly shown in Section 8 of witness KkWABE, Torashiro’s 

1
affidavit.

Not only in view of the fact that the personnel 

of the Japanese Army headquarters at the front had 

become quite exhausted, but also in order to execute 

thoroughly the new policies resulting from the establish

ment of the New State of Manchukuc, ARAKI effected a 

complete change in the personnel of the Kwantung Array.

He recommended as the new Commander-in-Chief Field Mar

shal MUTO, a man of character, broad views, and intel

ligence. Witness HASHIMOTO referred to this question 

in the course of Counsel OKAMOTO's cross-examination 

on 24 March 1947* The witness testified that in August, 

Commander-in-Chief HONJO was transferred, that in April, 

Chief of Staff MIYAKE was replaced by HASHIMOTO (not

the accused HASHIMOTO), and in August the witness him-
2

self was transferred.

65. This radical shake-up laid AhAKI open to 

the severe censure and to the later movement for ostra- i
j

cizing him. Yet, so drastic was the measure that its | 

effect was equally remarkable. There was now closer 

cooperation between the Kwantung Army and the army 

authorities in Tokyo. It was under such circumstances

1rs— Ex* 24Q8. fi- 19,424
2. T. 19,020
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that the Tangku Agreement was ccncluded and the dis

turbances came to an end. Upon close study of this 

matter, your Honors will find that by August 1932 those 

who hod ployed major roles in various incidents hod been 

removed from their posts in the central army offices.

66. Further, in connection with this personnel 

shake-up, the witness INUKAI, Ken, testified on 28 June 

1946 that "Around December of 1931, there v/as still an 

opinion within the General S^oTf* and the War Ministry 

that Manchukuo should not be established as on inde

pendent state. . . In January 1932, following personnel 

shifts within the army, this opinion ceased, and the 
great majority of the array were convinced that Manchukuo 

should be established as a separate state. For instance, 

one section chief in the General Staff v/hc had been sym

pathetic v/ith my father's views was shifted to the
1

command of the regiment at Kenan in Korea."

That by the "section chief in the General

Staff" was meant Colonel SHIGETO, Chiaki, who hod

participated actively in the March Incident was made
2 .

cleer in the KIDO Diary, as well as in the testii ony
3

if the witness FUJITa , Isamu, mode on 27 June 1946.

In viev' cf this fact it was quite natural that

1. T* 1,548
2. Ex. 179-C, T. 1,928
3» TI 1?465------- ------------------------------------- — J
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the personnel shake-up effected under War Minister 
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Whatever might have been the circumstances 

surrounding his testimony, it is extremely strange 

for INUKa I to imply in his testimony that Manchukuo 

was established by relegating Colonel SKIGETO and others 

who had maintained that the sovereign rights should be 

respected.

11
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To begin with, the independence cf Manchukuc 

was not v'orked cut through the machinations cf the 

Japanese military.

The fact is, prior tc the Manchurian Incident, 

the Chong family had declared the independence of the 

region. Later, because of the maladministration by 

the Changs, and in view of the past historical develop

ments of Manchuria, various attempts were made to claim 

independence from the rest of China. With the outbreak 

of the Manchurian Incident there was a strong demand 

voiced by Manchukuoans themselves for the establishment 

of an independent state* The 'official view of the 

Kwantung Army on this matter, based upon the necessity 

for the maintenance of public order, was first sub

mitted to the central army office, particularly to the 

-îNUKhl Cabinet on 4 January 1932» fey Colonel TTAGaKI,-—
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who cone up tc Tokyo.

Circumstances surrounding this matter ore
1

stated i ITAGnKI's affidavit, as v/ell as in ARAKI’s 
2

own affidavit«

Accordingly, INUKa I's testimony serves to 

prove, if anything, that War Minister aRAKI’s personnel 

purge was a thorough-going one, but not at all that 

he attempted to establish Manchukuo by relegating offi
cers who advocated paying respect to China’s sovereign 

rights.

D. ARUCI’s Efforts to Terminate Fighting and 

for the Resteratien cf Peace.

67» We v/ish to submit first of all that noth

ing is as far from the facts than to sc y that aRa KI 

formulated the plan for the occupation of Chino’s four 

eastern provinces. We wish to emphasize that he mode 

sincere efforts at terminating the hostilities and 

restoring peace and order in Manchuria.
68. In the introduction of the present docu

ment we have pointed out that the prosecution has in

troduced into evidence notes taken while interrogating 

iJhAKI. The prosecution further tendered in evidence 

three excerpts, Nos. 188-a , B and Ç  from the same exhibit

». Ex. 3316, T. 30,278
2. Ex. 3161
T.— EX-.-T 87------------------------------------------- — “—
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in order to prove that Afw*KI formed a plan for the occu

pation of* the Chinese four eastern provinces*

These notes were not taken down in shorthand, 

they v/ere neither shown nor read to the accused, and 

were neither sworn to nor signed by hin. It is our 

contention that these documents are nothing more than 

a prosecutor's memoranda. Due to faulty interpreta

tion, there v/as a serious lack of understanding between 

the prosecutor and iJuJCI, which caused many errors 

found throughout the memoranda.

Mr. Comyns Carr summoned on 4 September 1947 

three prosecution interpreters to the court, and re

quested iitAKI to identify them one by one. We feel 

that this practice by the prosecutor v/as insufficient, 

as only three interpreters v/ere produced, and, further

more, it certainly can be no test of the correctness 

or inaccuracy of the contents of the interrogations or

memoranda•
I

We intended, should the interpreters be for- . i 

mally called to the v/itness stand, to point out tho- i
I

roughly the places where misinterpretations occurred ' j 

so that the court should be clearly informed of the |
I

circumstances wherein aK/*KI v/es misquoted. However, 

the interpreters v/ere never summoned as formal witnesses, 

and the v/hole affair presented a lamentable lack of
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clarification.

However, the following comments are added by 

way of refutation.

69« In ÀÎUtKI's handwritten answer to the

prosecutor ocncerning the circumstances of the disposi-
1

tion of the Manchurian Incident, there was embodied 

therein nothing about the alleged plan for the occu

pation of the Chinese four eastern provinces, simply 

because he hod no such intention. During the cross- 

examination of iJüJCI, the prosecutor spoke about this, 

and charged aluMCI's omission proved that he had on 

aggressive intention. Such a charge lacks a proper 

foundation.
70. The prosecution in their tender of iJinKI's 

2
interrogations, quoted many excerpts therefrom, but it 

is particularly brought to the Tribunal's attention 

that they failed to point out other portions of ARkKI's 

interrogatories which clearly shov; that throughout 

the period in question he exerted his utmost for "the 

restoration of public peace and order." Specific points 

brought out are as follows:
His advocacy of a passive occupation of Man

churia which was threatened with general disorder (In

terrogatories dated 5th February);

1. Ex. 3162
2. Ex. 187
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His advocacy of 0 non-extonsion of the Man

churian Incident, and his wishes for its speedy termin

ation;

His advocacy to bring peace and order to Man

churia at the earliest date (circumstances did not allow 

an immédiate withdrawal of the Japanese forces into 

the railway zone) and his statement "I /AIwJCI/ wanted 

to take the most effective measures for preventing the 

Incident from spreading all over China, thereby to 

t rminate the Incident locally and ultimately." (In

terrogatories dated 7th February);

His further statement, "As the War Minister 

it v/ss ny duty to bring the Incident to a speedy ter

mination; I advocated the opening of diplomatic nego

tiation; however, the war had already begun then." 

(Interrogatories dated 8th February);
Now wo oome to his statement that the plan 

for the restoration of public peace and order was drawn 

up on 17th December 1931; however, iJmKI was not sure 

of the exact date. (Interrogatories dated 13th Feb

ruary) .
It should be pointed out here that the gov-

2 5

eminent's decision was said to have been made on 17th 

December. The reason for iJUJII not stating this point 

clearly in his handwritten answer to the prosecutor is
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that kr. Hider of the prosecution named 17th December 

os the date of the plenary session of the Privy Council 

at which session the plan would have been made. Though 

in his mind aRiiKI seriously doubted the accuracy of the 

dote so named, he had to accept the prosecutor's word 

for the time being. Later it was established that the 

plenary session of the Privy Council took place on 30th 

January 1932» Because of this circumstance *Ju»KI
4

specifically mentioned the date as the 17th December, 

which of course was an error, and therefore the prose

cution's statement that this plan was made four short 

days after iiR«ivI became War Minister is erroneous.
4

We ore forced to conclude that the prosecutor 

simply ignored all these points, and composed the in

terrogatories by taking advantage of insufficient in

terpretation by the interpreters, or by making the ac

cused answer yes or no to questions which included the 

prosecutor's own conclusions.

For instance, exhibits Nos. 188-A, B and C 

contain serious mistakes. As to the dates of inter

rogation, 188-A was taken on 15th February. Particu

larly the latter portion of the exhibit No. 188-C, the 

interrogatory taken on 8th February contain passages 

which ore beyond our comprehension.

1. Ex. 3174
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I shall leave out the next sentence.

Briefly speaking, however, concerning the

alleged decision upon the plan of occupation of the

Chinese four eastern provinces, AIu.KI himself never

employed the word "occupation". In the latter section
1

of Paragraph 2 of his affidavit ARAKI emphatically 

denies the use of this particular term. Either 

interpreters’ mistake or the prosecutor’s misunder

standing caused ARAKI's explanation for the INUKal

Cabinet’s decision upon its Manchurian policy to be
2

wrongly put down in his interrogatories.

The prosecutor also misunderstood that the 

creation of the Chinese four eastern provinces by 

adding Jehol Province to the theretofore three eastern 
provinces was due to the widening by ARaKI of the 

scope of the occupation plan of the region.

However, the fact that since 1928 Jehol had 

been included in the sphere of influence of Chang 

Hsueh-liang as the Commander-in-Chief of the North

eastern Frontier Army was clearly set forth in the 
3

Lytton Report, It is extremely regrettable that such 

an obvious fact should rouse an extraordinary suspicion 

on the part of the learned prosecutor.

1. Ex. 3161, pp. 10-11, 10 Sept. 1947, No. 268
2, cf, Para. 28-3 of ARAKI’s affidavit and the * 3

ADDondix of the present document.
3. T. 18,719 ------------------------

I
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(71) During the cross-examinations of witness
1

TAKEDA, Hisnshi on 4 April 1947, and of witness
2

KAV/AFE, Torrshiro on 4 april 1947, the prosecutor 

questioned them concerning the pirn of occupation.

Both witnesses definitely answered they neither laid 

eyes on, nor heard about such r. decision, In view of 

the total absence o.’ the alleged fact end the conse-. 

quentlack of proof it is but natural that no natter 

how hard the prosecutor should try he shoiId be un- ' 
able to uncover a justifiable basis for this accusation.

(72) Witness LÎAZAKI, Jinzcburo, stated in 
3

his affidavit that upon his appointaient as Vice-Chief 

of the Krny General Staff, the then War Minister ARAKI 

had told hin as follows:
" . . .  the situation has simply become more 

aggravated. As there is every danger that it 

will develop into a regular war, we must leave 

no stone unturned in immediate saving of this 

compiler ted situation. . . I think there will
ibe no need of further operations unless our j

Army is challenged. At any rate, we will try j
I

to cease hostilities within the snallcs*- possible j 

scope. The Government is on principle dealing

(1. Tr. 19,380
2. Ex. 2408, Tr. 19,444 3
3. Ex. 31$8, Tr. 28,457)_______________________________

t
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(71) During the cross-examinations of witness
1

TAKEDA, Hisashi on 4 April 1947, and of witness
2

KAV/APE, Torashiro on 4 april 1947, the prosecutor 

questioned them concerning the plan of occupation.

Both witnesses definitely answered they neither laid 

eyes on, nor he;rd about such a decision, In view of 

the total absence o,‘ the alleged fact and the conse

quent lack of proof it is but natural that no natter 

how hard thc! prosecutor should try he shoild be un

able to uncover a justifiable basis for this accusation.

(72) Witness LÎAZAKI, Jinzaburo, stated in 
3

his affidavit that upon his appointment as Vice-Chief 

of the ^rny General Staff, the then War Minister ÂRAKI 

had told hin as follows:

" . . .  the situation has simply become more 

aggravated. As there is every danger that it 

will develop into a regular war, we must leave 

no stone unturned in immediate saving of this 

complicated situation. . . I think there will 

be no need of further operations unless our 

Army is challenged. At any rate, we will try 

to cease hostilities within the smallest possible 

scope. The Government is on principle dcr.ling

(1. Tr. 19,380
2. Ex. 2408, Tr. 19,444
3. Ex. 31$8, Tr. 28,457)______________________________

I
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with Cheng Hsüoh-liêng who is still distrubing-“ 

pec.cc end order. Therefore our scope of oper
ation is limited under rny condition within 
his sphere of influence. Bearing this in nind, 

plec.se control the Army strictly. At my 

appointment rny predecessor told me r.lnost the 

.seme thing. At the time . . .  I met Premier 

INUIpxI . . . who also mc.de some remarks on the 

situation which was more or less similar to 

that of War Minister AR^KI,"

(73) Again, in the testimony of NAKAJIMA,
1

Torckichi there is the following pcssrge:

"/The Genercl (ARAKI)/ was then very 

much worrying over the Ma.nchuricn Incident.

He said that there.was a danger of it develop

ing into an all out clash between Japan and 

China, if we should leave it to take its own 

course. . . .  I for myself should'do my best 
to put an end to the armed fighting now going 

on, and to prevent the clanger of an all out 

clash between Japan and China."

to

Prosecution witness INUKAI, Ken, in answer 
2

question expressed his belief that War Minister

ARAKI had endeavored to check the expansion of the

(1. Ix. 3173, Tr. 28,557 
2. Tr. 1,489)

-I-

#

*
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1

unfortunete Incident. In view of the testimonies 
of these witnesses flonc, it is clear thrt ARAKI 

thought end rcted for the sole purpose of bringing 
the. hostilities to rn end.

1
(74) ,:cr Minister ARAKI, in his speech f t the 

6lst Session of the Imperial Diet (24 .torch 1932) 

summarized the Manchurian situation os follows:
"At present, the Japanese forces now 

staying in Manchuria, number less thon 30,000 

end r.re stationed in the vest area of Manchuria 

end Mongolia more then two times a half as 

large os our empire end ere directly charged 

with protection of the lives end properties 

of the 1,000,000 Japanese end Korean residents 

end indirectly with the preservation of peace- 

end welfare of the 30,000,000 inhabitants.

The soldiers hfve fulfilled their duty with 

unfailing rectitude to take up their stand on 

the life-line of national defence end safe

guarded national security."

This makes it. -..vident that ARaKI, in con

formity with the policy of the Government, was earnestly 

devoted to the main duty of preserving peace end order 

end strengthening the national defense.

(1. Lx. 3167, Tr. 28,439) !

J
25
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(75) At the plenary session of the Privy
1

Council on 3 0  Jrnuory 1 9 3 2  , Foreign Minister 
YOSHIZAWA clearly defined the objective of the 
Government, by stating as follows:

" . . .  the first object of our action in 
Manchuria is the maintenance of peace and 
tranquility, this being our fundamental 
policy toward Manchuria. . . the p^ace of 
that region is an absolute necessity to our 
Empire.

I shell omit the next paragraph.
Thus it is clear that ARAKI, as the v’ar 

Minister of the INUKAI Cabinet, exerted faithfully 
his utmost to terminate the Manchurian Incident, 
since to do so in accordance to the cabinet policy, 
he thought, was in line v/ith his official duties.

(1. Ex. 3174, Tr. 28,581)
25
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There have been actual Instances where its 

lack of a definite policy made a government powerless 

to deal with incidents, and invite its antagonist's 

contempt.

In view of these instances, it was necessary 

for the INUKAI Cabinet to formulate through the cabinet 

council a definite policy. The cabinet policy once 

formed, ARAKI as the War Minister transmitted the basic 

policy to the Chief of the Army General Staff, and 

himself took charge of matters concerning military 

administration, which were required for putting 

operational matters into execution by the Army General 

Staff.

In accordance with the governmental policy 

transmitted via the Army Minister the Army General Staff 

effected troop movements whenever necessities arose 

for the protection of Japanese residents in China and 

for the maintenance of public peace and oroer in the 

region. As soon as such necessities ended forces so 

despatched were immediately withdrawn. The most 

conspicuous instance is found in connection with the 

Shanghai Incident.
The entire incident came to an end with the 

conclusion of the Tang-ku Agreement.

We submit that the aforementioned evidence
!

J



proves abundantly that ARAKI, in strict accordance with ]

the set governmental policy, acted throughout the tenure 
of duty within the definite sphere of his own juris
diction, for discharging his official duties as the 
War Minister.

cooperated and as the result, many untoward incidents 
which threatened to break out at various places were
successfully forestalled, and the Tangku Agreement was 
arrived at one year and a half later.

II. Next we come to the question of the 
legitimacy of Japan's right to self-defense in Manohuria. 
> The question of self-defense having been
decided upon by the preceding cabinet, the INUKAI 
Cabinet entertained no doubts whatsoever as to its 
legitimacy. In our submission, ARAKI, who was acting 
•n this belief by the government has nothing to do 
with the question of the right of self-defense before 
this Tribunal.

that Chapter I of the Lytton Report gives detailed 
account of the

In line with the governmental policy, ARAKI

(80) However, it is pointed out to the court

(1) existence of bandits,
(2) existence of several rival pr-*

-- regimes, and the-consequent -diff±culty__of



control over local troops, and
(3) conspicuous increase in cases of mass 

outrages due to the infiltration of communism.

China has not been capable of fulfilling her 

obligation of protecting foreign nationals who are 

residing, according to the provisions of treaties, 

within her territories. The right of the home govern

ment of the residents, who suffered losses and damages,
I

to protect its nationals is recognized by international 
law.

In fact the condition at that time was so com

plicated that even Lord Lytton admitted in his report

that a mere restoration of the status quo would be no 
1

solution. WAKATSDKI Cabinet in its Second Declaration 

expressed the same view. From these two facts, it is 

clear that the state of danger was still existing.

Having learned through the Foreign Office’s 

researches in treaty provisions and international law, 

the legitimacy of exercising the right of self-defense, 

ARAKI felt perfectly secure in his continued exercise 

of the right, beginning at the time of his assumption 

to the War Minister's post. The termination of the
i

hostilities, however, was always his objective. !

From a purely operational point of view, by

__the use of a sufficient number of troops, the enemy______
1 . Lytton Report, p. 1 27 .
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1
could have been immediately suppressed. In order to 
avoid entering into a full-scale war with China, ARAKI 

dealt with the incident with a minimum army strength, 

and without mobilizing additional forces.

The entry as to the use of a large force
1

toward the end of the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoir appears to 

be HARADA's account of what ARAKI told him as an 

instance of a pure operational matter. Being a non

military man HARADA apparently was unable to grasp its 

whole significance.

At the Council of the League of Nations held 

on 10 December 1931, the reservation as to the right 

to suppress bandits was recognized. The actions of 

self-defense based upon this approved right have con

stituted the foundation of operations since the sup

pression of bandits in Chinchow. Questions concerning

this matter are made clear by Foreign Minister YOSHI-
2

ZAWA's address at the Diet.
III. The pacification of the Chinchow District 

was due to the insincerity on the part of Chang Hsueh- 

liang and the Chinese sice. The military action was 

taken for the purpose of preventing the district from 

danger.
82. The prosecution contends that the INUICAI

— U  -&x- No. - 3768..... 1---------
2. Ex. No. 2413, Tr. 19,521.

j
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45,582
Cabinet, because of the fact that the pacification of 

the Chinchow district was carried out after the forma

tion of the cabinet, extended the occupation of Man

churia and thus executed aggression in Manchuria and 

charges ARAKI, then the War Minister, with this respon

sibility. However, the circumstances of the general 

danger at the time when the INUKAI Cabinet was formed,

l.e., when ARAKI assumed the office of the Minister of 

War, are stated in the preceding chapter and the Chin

chow problems was one of the most important questions 

left unsolved by the preceding cabinet.

In other words, soldiers were dispatched but 

were soon recalled from the Chinchow district during 

the latter part of November towards the end of the 

preceding WAKATSUKI Cabinet, and diplomatic negotia

tions. were started to solve the dispute concerning the 

Chinchow district, which, however, were brought to a 

standstill. This fact was taken advantage of by the 

bandits and their instigators who centered in and 

around Chinchow and they intensified threats against 

Mukden and its vicinity. The INUKAI Cabinet was formed 

during this period. Chang Hsueh-liang and the Chinese
i

side still failed to carry out their promise; moreover, j
I

the fact that soldiers were once dispatched but were j

racalled during the period of the preceding cabinet------ 1
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was made a subject of counter-propaganda by the Chinese 
side who claimed that they had won the victory, where
upon the activities of bandits were greatly increased* 
Furthermore, the troops under Chang Hsueh-liang insti
gated and joined hands with them. They crossed the 
Liao River and were menacing the vicinity of Mukden
exposing the Japanese residents and troops to imminent 

1danger.
Taking into consideration the general trend, 

the INUKAI Cabinet decided upon a general plan to 
restore peace and order as part of the Manchurian 
Incident; at the same time, it continued diplomatic 
negotiations for a further two weeks. During this 
period, the activities of the bandits became most out
rageous and as many as three to four hundred atrocities 
were reported in only ten days. These atrocities in
creased daily and amounted to more than 1 , 5 0 0 cases 
for the forty days since the negotiations were started 
until December 27, which immediately preceded the dis
patch of Japanese troops. Thus the Japanese residents 
and even the Japanese troops were faced with imminent 
danger. Moreover, the diplomatic negotiations which 
were still continued received lip service only and no 
concrete results were achieved, which, of course,
~lr Cf, The Lytton Report:.. .The occupation of Chlnchow, p. 154.
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contributed to increase the danger and small skirmishes j 

at the front line. The INUKAI Cabinet, then in about j
I

two weeks after its formation, i.e., in about one month ,
I

after the diplomatic negotiations were started,.was 

compelled to take necessary measures for the protection 

of the Japanese residents as well as to save the 

Japanese troops, Japan, thereupon, issued a statement 

on December 27 and resorted to armed actions from the 

ond of December by virtue of her right to supDress ban

ditry condoned by the League of Nations on December 10. 
The Japanese Government, moreover, declared at that 

time that .the whole responsibility for this action 

rested with the Chinese side. Once this firm decision 

was expressed, the bandits as well as the troops under 

Chang Hsueh-liang which supported them began a general 

retreat and the bloodless entry into Chinchow was accon- 

plished on January 3'. • Thus the basis for the distur

bance of peace and order in this district as well as 

causing disturbances around Mukden was obliterated. j 

In accordance with the policy decided by the government, 

ARAKI informed the Army General Staff of the extent

of the military action to be taken and the latter tookj «
charge of its execution. Although no specific and j

definite evidence has been offered by the prosecution J1
with respect to this action, it is tied in with the }
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decision of the policy referred to above and ARAICI’s 

responsibility is charged in counts 2, 6, and 27. It 

is our contention, however, that this is an extremely j 

arbitrary conclusion and belies the actual state of 

affairs. The defense submit the following evidonce to 

disprove the foregoing allegation.

83* Various facts with respect to the dangerous 

condition of the district.
1a. The Lytton Report states,

"The districts evacuated by the Japanese were 

reoccupied by the Chinese troops, and this fact was 

widely advertised. Chinese morale was slightly raised; 

and the activities of irregular forces and bandits 

increased. Profiting by the winter season, they crossed 

the frozen Liao River at many points and raided the 

country around Mukden. The Japanese military authori

ties realized that even to maintain their existing 

positions reinforcements would be necessary, and with 

these reinforcements they hoped to be able to get rid
i

of the menace of the Chinese concentration at Chinchow."

Hence the Lytton Report Itself proves that 

the Japanese Government could not remain indifferent.
t

Moreover, how the measures a'dopted by the procoding 

cabinet to advance troops once and then recall them' j
4

madeJfche opposing party grow presumptuous and brought '

l. pp. 154-155. ’ : : J
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about bad results is well-established not only by the j

Chinchow Incident but also by the fact witnessed in

later years in the Shanghai district. The Lytton
1

Report further states: /
"The stout resistance put up from the first 

by the Chinese 19th Route Army, with the assistance 

later of the 88th Guard Livisions was hailed through

out China with the greatest enthusiasm, and the fact 

that the original three thousand marines had to be 

supplemented by three divisions and a mixed brigade 

of the Japanese Army before the Chinese forces were 

finally dislodged and driven back after six weeks of 

fighting created a profound impression upon Chinese 

morale. The feeling prevailed that China must be saved |

by her own efforts. The Sino-Japanese conflict was ;
;

brought home to the people throughout China. Every- i
where opinion hardened and the spirit of resistance 

increased. In Manchuria the news from Shanghai put 

heart into the scattered forces still opposing the 

Japanese troops. It encouraged the subsequent resis- j 

tance of General Ma Chan-shan and stimulated further 

resistance of all Chinese. The resistance of the

Volunteer Armies increased. Exoeditions to suppress 

them met with indifferent success, and in most areas

1. pp. 175-176.
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1
the Japanese stood on the defensive, taking up positions 

along certain railway lines which were frequently 

attacked."
Hence this passive attitude of the Japanese 

only tended to increase hostilities.
84. The declarations before hostilities 

began by Division Commander UELA and Commander-in-Chiof 

SHIRAKAWA made in compliance with the desire of ARAKI 

to promote peace from the beginning and to keep the 

damages to the minimum in the Shanghai area met with '

unexpected bad effects and this, we contend, is proof 

to show wherein rested the difficulty to save the 

situation. We firmly believe that the proper under

standing of these fundamental circumstances is most 

important in the execution of a fair trial.

I shall omit paragraph 85.
1

86. Witness TAKE-DA, Hisashi, in his testimony

stated:
•The conclusion was that so long as we did 

not capture the base of enemy operations near Chinchow, 

we would find.it difficult to preserve peace in our 

district, • .and the Chinese troops which gathered in 

the vicinity of the city reached 35,000'and the 

number of volunteer bandits, detached forces, incited

1. Ex. No. 2405, par. 8, The Dispatch of Japanese Forces
to Chinchow, tr. 19,352.
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by the Chinese forces reached from 50,000 to'60,000.

Disturbances plotted east of the Liao River gave direct

threats to the South Manchuria Railway and the bandits

along the Antung-Fengtien Railway appeared to be

cooperating. The destruction of railroad and'stoppages

of traffic occurred in rapid succession. Though we
»

adopted"the policy of localizing the affair, the 
situation became so serious that we could not tolerate 

it any longer. . *.it was a pressing need to capture the 

base of their operations. The (Kwantung) Army reported 

the above situation to the central authorities of the 

army."
1

Witness KAVJABE, Torashiro, in his testimony

stated:
" . . .  the Commander (of the Kwantung Army) 

and his staff officers were extremely concerned by 

the repeated violence along the South Manchuria Rail-
I

way by bandits who maintained their base at Chinchow.

I heard that the Japanese Government was negotiating 

with the Nanking Government and also with the Adminis

trative Authority of Chang Hsueh-liang through diplomatic 

channels at Peiping to have the Military Government at 

Chinchov; withdraw to within the Great Wall, but did 

not see the result of this revealed.

__________1. Ex. No. 2408, Tr. 19,420-19,421._________
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"Furthefmore, since the middle of December, 

the regular army (TN: of Chang Hsueh-liang) came out 

of the vicinity of Chinchow to a place near the South
/

Marichuria Railway and took a course of action in 
cooperation with the bandits,"

1
87. ARAKI, in paragraph 4 in his affidavit 

stated, with respect to the measures taken by the 

govorrment and the control military authorities at 

that time, as follows:
" . . .  the Japanese Government had to resort 

to arms to wipe out the stronghold of the bandits'and 

the lawless mobs in oroer to save the Japanese national 

from danger, I communicated this decision of the 

government to the General Staff. In the meantime, 

the government made a proclamation on the 27th to 

clarify the situation and explained to the world the 

difficulties that Japan was confronted v/ith."

And he '.vent on to clarify that the operational 

action was conducted by the Army General Staff. He 

further made it clear that no positive measures were 

taken in spite of the casualties suffered by the 

isolated KOGA Cavalry Regiment and other damages 

caused by the atrocious activities of bandits in 

later cays. Besides the above, several newspapers

1. Ex. No. 3161, Tr. 28,132.
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1

in these cays reported the circumstances of this in.tni- 

nent danger. The foregoing testimony makes it clear 

that the general condition was such that Japan was 

compelled to take adequate measures for the sake of her 

own self-defense, and Witness MINAMI, in his testimony 

stated that the dispatch of troops to Chinchow was cue 

to the changed condition,

88. This dispatch of troops was a lawful 

measure based upon the Japanese reservation concerning 

Japan's right of self-defense when the Japanese dele

gate stated at the League Council on Lecember 10, 1931» 

that his acceptance "was based on the understanding 

that this paragraph (No. 2) was not intended to preclude 

the Japanese forces from taking such action as might 

be necessary to provide directly for the protection 

of the lives and property of Japanese subjects against 

the activity of bandits and lawless elements rampant 

in various parts of Manchuria."

39. It is further our contention that this 

action did not violate the guarantee to the United 

States of America.
It is definitely clear that a stipulation was 

attached to the guarantee given to Mr. Forbes, United 

States Ambassador (during the WAKATSUKI Cabinet) on 

November 24, 1931» as follows:
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"The clause in the draft prohibiting hosti

lities he agrees to, but is insistent that Japanese

citizens must be protected by Japanese troops against
1

marauding bandits which infest the country.”

It is stated already in the foregoing that 

the pacification of Chinchow did not go one step 

beyond this condition.
90. The pacification of Chinchow was a prob

lem which had been under discussion for some time prior 

to the assumption by ARAKI to the office of Minister

of War and was the result of the unavoidable self-/
defensive action caused by the imminent danger to 

Japan's self-existence as stated above. At that time, 

Chang Hsueh-liang was playing on Japan on the con

venient pretext of diplomatic negotiations on one 

hand and was in the practical sense menacing the 

Japanese troops and residents through bandits on the 

other hand. At the same time he was trying his best 
in his propaganda to utilize third parties. The INUK&.I 

Cabinet had to deal with this entangled Chinchov/ 

problem which had alreacy been started. Under such 

circumstances, any cabinet, oven the WAKATSUKI Cabinet, 

was sure to be obliged either to adopt the same 

measures if things were left as they had been at that 

time or else there was no assurance that it would not
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have brought about military actions on a êbanb 3c315

thus leading to the outbreak of a real war between

Japan and China. All the difficulties mentioned above 
«

were dealt with by the INUKAI Cabinet so that not a 
drop of blood was shed. After that, for as long a 

period as one year after the establishment of Manchukuo, 

Jehol, which was the very base for Chang Hsueh-liang 

to carry out his disturbances against Manchuria, was 

left untouched and this was for the sole purpose of
9
10
21
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
1$
19
20 
21 
22

permitting enough room for negotiations between Japan 

and China. The INUKAI Cabinet which succeeded the 

previous cabinet amidst internal disturbances was able 

to suppress public opinion at home and was also able
I

to take such flexible measures as mentioned above in 

spite of the fact that the nation had enough real power 

and the support of the general public so that if she 

really desired she was in a position to have her own 

way in everything. All the above goes to prove suffi

ciently that it was due to the peaceful intentions 

entertained by ARAKI in the INUKAI Cabinet to bring 

the armed disturbances to a speedy and yet satisfactory 

end.23
24
25

The prosecution alleges that the prompt’ with

drawal on the part of the bandits and Chang Hsueh-liang* 

troops upon Japan*s resolution to relieve Chinchow

£
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showed that China haa no intention or resistance. In 

fact, this conclusion is far from the truth. It was 

a well-known conventionality of the Chinese people that 

where once an attitude of tolerance beyond a certain 

limit was taken, they were apt to take advantage in it 

causing disastrous results. Japan had a bitter 

experience of this nature in Nanking in 1927, where 
Japanese Army and Navy troops were disarmed and the 

members of the Japanese Consulate and Japanese nationals 

suffered casualties. Also at the time of the Su-Pingwen 

Rebellion, the Japanese nationals in Manchuria would 

have suffered serious calamities if there was a slight 

delay on the part of Japan in coping with the situation. 

These will serve to show how mistaken the prosecution's 

allegation is.

91. As explained above, the pacification of 

Chinchow was really an unavoidable step taken by the 

INUKAI Cabinet in order to cope with the aggravated 

situation after all diplomatic measures failed. This, 

we contend, proves that ARAKI executed the policy of 

the government in pursuance of his official duties and 

at the same time, measured the military action with 

due consideration to bring the armed disturbances to 
an end in the then near future.
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IV. Dispatch of Troops to Shanghai^ ~

92. The handling of the first Shanghai

Incident is the best example which reveals the charactc

is tic methods peculiar to V/ar Minister ARAKI. The

beginning of the first Shanghai Incident related to

the action of the Japanese Navy, but as it took place

after ARAKI assumed the office of War Minister, ho

was able, therefore, to take whatever steps he desired

to settle the dispute. That was why it terminated not

only in a non-expansion of the incident but also

clearly depicts the reason why he was able to prevent

further disputes by evacuating the whole of the armed

forces. This was als , one of his actions which will

enable one to determine what his intention in the

settlement of the Manchurian Incident was to bring

the armed disturbances to an end.

93» Concerning this incident, he took no

interest in the beginning and left the matter entirely

to the navy and the Foreign Office. The HARADA 
1

Memoirs (Series No. 65) also refers to this matter.

Witness Powell stated about the strengthening 

of Japanese Navy and its bombing, this was entirely 

a navy affair, of which /IRAKI knew nothing, and even 

the navy did not make report to the cabinet.

1. Ex. No. 3768, Tr. 37,618.
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However, the danger which confronted the 
! Japanese resicents one tho navy reached such n state

2 I
! of affairs that it coule not be left to take its own
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j course and the cabinet at last decided upon dispatching 
! thoops. It was décidée by consultation between the 
! War Minister and the Chief of the Army General Staff 
that a minimum number of troops would be dispatched, 
as the result of v,hich the first mixed brigade in its 
pe^ce footing was sent out. The situation then was so 
tense that the troops were transported by destroyers, 

j This was followed by the 9th Division in its peace
Ij footing and the total strength of troops sent amounted 
to some 10,000 in all. The enemy strength of the

I

19th Route Army at that time v;as estimated at 50,000, 
From the viewpoint of the fundamental principle of 
operations, practical sense demands a dispatch of 
troops equal to the strength of the enemy. However, 
it was considered that the way to settle the case 
peacefully would be to show, to the fullest extent, 
Japan's sincerity to avoid war. This v/as the reason 
why tho troops of the above strength were dispatched 
and the commander of tho army group, in accordance 
with the wishes both of the War Minister and the Chief 
of the Army General Staff, issued a statement concerning

I

I



ARAKI’s
---- 1

a peaceful settlement of the incident.

attitude and true intention in handling not only the

Shanghai Incident but the entire incicent may be seen

in the foregoing statement and .the reason for the

unavoidable dispatch of troops is clearly stated in
2

the statement of the Japanese Government.

94. At the tine when the 9th Division was 

first to be sent, ARAKI, as stated above, exprossed his 

desire to Divisional Commander UEDA to avoid hostili

ties as far as possible and to achieve the object 

through peaceful means. Divisional Cotrmandc-r UEDA

addressed the 19th Route Army based upon this very
3

desire of the Minister of War. However, this peaceful 

generös ity on the part of ARAKI was taken advantage 

of by the 19th Route Army, '»hich made complete prepa

rations for war curing three days prior to the time 

limit for evacuation. As a result of this, the UEDA 

Division had to fight. Although ARAKI's generosity 

was subjected to ridicule by some Japanese and foreigners 

he took further measures to cope with the situation.

95. As the third step, ARAKI upon consulta

tion with the Chief of the Army General Staff, gave 

the post of Chief of Operations Section to Colonel

1. Ex. Nos. 3I63-A and B, Tr. 28,257, Tr. 28,271.
2. Ex. No. 2417, Tr. 19,563.'

Ex« No. 3163. _
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QBATA, 3inshi.ro, one requested hin to draft 'in opor-'.- 

tion plan which would enable the Japanese Army to accom

plish the object of reinforcing their forces in 

Shanghai with the minimum casualties to be inflicted 

upon the Chinese. As a result of this, the reinforce

ment division landec at Chi-liao-kou on March 1, and 

the statement of Army Commander SHIRAKAWA was issued 

on that very day in accordance with the wishes of 

War Minister ARAKI. Tno 19th Route Army immediately 

retreated as was demanded in the UEDA statement. Their 

object having been achieved, the expeditionary forces 

ordered the cessation of hostilities on March 3 , two 

days after their landing. The Chinese Army also 

issueo a similar order the following cay. Thus, the 

object was attained successfully with ornctically no

bloodshed this time in only three days after*the v^n-
2

guard of the reinforcements landed.

96. The expeoitionary forces which ceased 

hostilities retreated voluntarily to a line in the 

rear, toward the end of March, and one division and a 

half were recalled, to Japan. After that, Japan wel- j
I

corned the assistance ana cooperation of the committee j
!

composed of the representatives of Britain, America, ;
1. Ex. No. 3163-B, Tr. 28,271. I
2. Testimony of MASAKI, Ex. No. 3168, Tr. 28,461. j

Diet speech "Dÿ vîuf Mlnlstui AMICI, Ex* No. 3167,--- 1
Tr. 28,443.
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Franco and rtaiy, and a truce agreement was formally 

concluded on May 5. This welcome by ARAKI of the oar- 

ticipation of the International Committee was ARAKI's 

fourth method, which we contend shows how ARAKI 

respected the international relations in Shanghai in 

view of the international character of the city.

97. After the conclusion of the truce agree

ment, the right tr station a part of the forces for the
\

time being was recognized in view of the general situa

tion and by virtue of Article 3 of the truce agree

ment (Appendix 2). However, in view of the international 

character of the city of Shanghai and for the purpose 

of respecting the sovereignty of China, War Minister 

ARAKI resolutely carried out general evacuation before 

the end of May. In connection with this, ARAKI was 

blamed by some influential Japanese who said that it 

was quite improper of him to carry out general eva

cuation disregarding the insecuritv in Shanghai; at 

the same time, the Chinese Army made propaganda of 

this to say, contrary to fact, that the Japanese took 
to their heels because they lost a war, which exercised,

as already referred to above, considerable influence
1

upon the situation in Manchuria. Influential Chinese 

people declared that the measures adopted bv Japan in

1. Lytton Report, Chap. 5, P. 175.
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tne settlement of the Shanghai Incident were based upon

sincerity and, contrary to their expectation, that J-'p-'n

might launch upon unprecedented operations. They further

.declared it was worthy of note to find ARAKI, HASAKI
and OBATA in the Japanese Army. The foregoing is the

gist of the report appearing in the official organ of
1

the Blue Shirts Society at that time.

98. Witness J. B. Powell testified and made 

it clear in his cross-examination by Counsel Furness

on August 6, 194-6, that the first Shanghai Incident was

brought about by the attack by the Chinese Army on the

Japanese landing marines when the latter intended to

take their positions in accordance with the martial law

proclaimed for the purpose of maintaining peace and

order by the Municipal Council of Shanghai, and that,

after the conclusion of the truce agreement, the

Japanese Army remained in the stipulated area in per-
2

feet good military order, also testified to by Vice-
3

Admiral SAWEJIMA, Tomoshige, and Captain KITAURA,
4

Toyoo*

99. The prosecution included one Item in its 

counts in the Indictment concerning the nrogress of

1. ARAICI Affidavit, Ex. No. 3161, par. 5.
2. Tr. 3260.
3. Ex. 2420, Tr. 19,578.
4. Ex. 2421, Tr. 19,586.

25
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the Shanghai Incident and" charged that” AK AK I agrood
with the government to dispatch troops and later
reinforced one division; however, so far as ARAKI hir.i-
self is concerned in this matter, the charge cannot
but be declared to be exceedingly impertinent. We
shall, however, set forth hereunder a few facts in 

$
order to prove ARAKI's state of mind with respect to 
the situation concerning China.

During a period when the national opinion was 
extremely complicated, it was most difficult to exe
cute the over-all withdrawal of troops. We shall not, 
for the moment, question the propriety of the ability 
with which ARAKI handled the troops; however, because 
ARAKI placed the first and foremost idea in the 
restoration of peace and the future cooperation between 
Japan and China he overcame the extreme and popular 
opinion and succeeded in carrying out this difficult 
task of the aforementioned withdrawal.

The measures taken by ARAKI in handling the 
Shanghai Incident, vie hope now are clear. Not until 
the ardent desire of the government and the navy 
was expressed to him did ARAKI reluctantly consent to 
dispatch troops in the first place, and then only 
for the purpose of protecting the Japanese residents 
there. And then in spite of prevailing public opinion
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of Chin?, provides so many examples."

Under the circumstances mentioned above, one 

Japanese and three Koreans were muroered beside one 
Japanese flight officer, which forced the Japanese 

Government to take proper measures for the protection 

of the Japanese residents. Due to the fact that troops 

were once before dispatched for the purpose of rescue 

but were recalled immediately, the situation in that 

area was further aggravated as was experienced in the 

case of Chinchow. We call the particular attention 

of the Tribunal to the latter part of the statement 

just read in the report, to-wit:

"Fighting between two irregular Chinese troops 

would have resulted in the retreat on the town of a 

defeated army, the horrors of which the recent history 

of China provides so many examples."

101. With respect to the circumstances under

which troops were dispatched to Harbin, Witness TAKEDA,

Hisashi, then the Chief of Staff of the Kv/antung Army,

clearly testified in his affidavit under the heading,

"The dispatch of troops to Harbin," that the Kwantung 
*

Army at first maintained an attitude of prudence, but 

it decided to dispatch troops, how that a few Japanese 

residents .and a flight officer were murdered, in order 

-3m— By- No. 2405, Tr. 19T354, par. 9._________________
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completely w4.thd-row~them as quickly as possible.

After this, more than four years elapsed 

before the outbreak of the China Incident and the rela

tions between Japan and China were calm and cordial 

ana Japan was able to recover her good reputation among 

the family of nations. This reveals ARAKIfs true 

intentions and state of mind relative to his peaceful

ness and his attitude toward not only China but other 

nations of the world.
We therefore state that the charge made by 

the prosecution is utterly groundless and declares 

circumstances 'which are entirely contrary to facts.

V. Dispatch of Troops to Harbin.
1

100. The Lytton Report states as follows!

"General Hsi Hsin advanced with his troops as 

far as Shuang-cheng. . .but when it came to serious 

fighting • . . the advance was at once checked (by 

the forces under Generals Ting Chao and Li Tu). The 

situation thus created was felt by the Japanese to be 

full of danger for the large Japanese and Korean 

colonies at Harbin. Fighting between two more or less 

irregular Chinese forces in the immediate neighborhood 

would have resulted in the retreat on the town of a 

defeated army, the horrors cf which the recent history 
1. p. 158.

o
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of Chin?, provides so many examples It

Under the cireurnstances mentioned above, one 
Japanese and three Koreans were murdered beside one 
Japanese flight officer, which forced the Japanese 
Government to take proper measures for the protection 
of the Japanese residents. Due to the fact that troops 
were once before dispatched for the purpose of rescue 
but were recalled immediately, the situation in that 
area was further aggravated as was experienced in the 
case of Chinchow. We call the particular attention 
of the Tribunal to the latter part of the statement 
just read in the report, to-wits

"Fighting between two irregular Chinese troops 
would have resulted in the retreat on the town of a 
defeated army, the horrors of which the recent history 
of China provides so many examples."

101. With respect to the circumstances under 
v/hich troops were dispatched to Harbin, Witness TAKEDA, 
Hisnshi, then the Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army, 
clearly testified in his affidavit under the heading, 
"The dispatch of troops to Harbin," that the Kwantung 
Army at first maintained an attitude of prudence, but 
it decided to dispatch troops, how that a few Japanese 
residents and a flight officer were murdered, in order 
-I*— Ev.-Np. 240«?, Tr. 19,35*. par. 9»_________________



to protect the other 5,500 Japanese residents there.

We shall not requote TAKELA here as it has already

been referred to in the foregoing.
102, Witness KAV/ABE also gives similar

1
testimony in his affidavit.

2
103 . ARAKI states in his affidavit as follrws: 
"The government had taken a cautious attitude

toward this district (and wished for a peaceful 
settlement of the case), but ns the situation became 

so serious the government considered it necessary to
Itake measures to restera law '»nd order in that district 

to protect the Japanese residents."

104. Reply by Foreign Minister YOSHIZAWA at
3

tne Privy Council Meeting (January 30):

"As to the dispatch of troops to Harbin, this, 

as ARAKI has stated, was done by the Kwantung Army j

as a measure to protect the lives and properties of 

the Japanese in North Manchuria, who and which w ere 

endangered by bandits."

As stated above, the dispatch of troops to 

Harbin was exactly the same step taken by the Japanese I 

Government as the powers wished to have adopted to 

protect their own nationals in various parts of China

1. Ex. No. 2408, Tr. 19,420.
2. Ex. No. 3161.
3~. Ex. No* 3174, Tr. 28,580. _______________________ ___
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who were then exposed to grove danger. The reason why

it w?.s necessary to take measures for the protection

of Japanese residents on the spot was^ ns is states in
the latter part of the report of the Lytton Commission

was due to the consideration of the disorder and the
subsequent sad plight which would easily be brought

ab'»ut as the result of the clash between the Anti-Kirin

and Kirin Chinese regular armies« Japan had a bitter

experience with respect to cases of malicious murder

by the Chinese curing 1928 when the second dispatch

of troops to Tsinan was being carried out. As Foreign

Minister YOSHIZAWA stated above, the measures were

unavoidable under the prevailing disorderly conditions
in China at that time, which were well understood bv

the world powers and were not in violation of inter-
1

national treaties.

1. ARAKI Affidavit, Sx. No. 3161.
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VI. Ine* e n e nd en c e of Hanchukuo.

105« The Lytton Report in Chapter VI states 

the circumstances of the independence of Manchukuo 
based upon the materials collected by Lord Lytton anc. 

his commission at that time. The fact that an atmos

phere of movements for the Independence of Manchuria 

had existed prior to the Manchurian Incident was 

testified to, beside the above materials by various 

pieces of evidence introduced before this Tribunal

such as K AS AG I, M A I ,  Y'itness XATAKURA, ITAGAKI
1 •

affidavit, and the memorandum by HONJO, Chapter 3.

This atmosphere made a rapid progress after the out
break of the Manchurian Incident and the Committee of 

Peace and Order was established on September 24th, 

while on the 26th declarations contenplati ng the J

independence of Mukden Province and of the Three j

Eastern Fr* xnces were issued. The observations of the 

Japanese Government addressed to the League of Nations 

also touched upon this natter (The Lytton Report and 

this observation is an official document of the Japanese 

Government). At the tine of the formation of the

INUKAI Cabinet, the general idea for the independence 
0

seemed to have already been in the progress. No
I

definite report was received, it seems, by the Central j 

1. Ex. No. 2043.

*
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Government in this regard ns it m s  treated at that 

tire as a local affair, In this respect, the rrny 

authorities in the WAICATSUKI Cabinet sent instructions 

on September 26 to those concernée, "not to engage 

themselves in those reportée! movements," which fact 

was testified to by WAKATSUKI, SHIDEIiARA and IIINAiil.

At the tine when the INUKAI Cabinet was 

formed, i, o., when ARAKI took the office of War 
Minister, this movement for independence seemed to 

have already been progressing to a considerable ex
tent among the influential Chinese, but the INUKAI 

Cabinet naturally adontod the same policy in this 

problem as the preceding cabinet and it never became 

an important question before the cabinet meeting 

immediately following its formation. It was in the 

early part of January, 1932, that ARAKI came to know 

of this nar or definitely from. Colonel ITAGAKI who 

came up to the capital in order to make a direct 

report to the War Minister. (It was about three weeks 

after ARAKI became War Minister.) (Testimony by 

ITAGAKI and ARAKI affidavit.) Therefore, it is 

clear that ARAKI had no knowledge of this ratter 

prior to that period and consequently entertained no 

interest which would enable him to form an opinion 

for or against the natter. Hu was devoting himself
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entirely to the* weens by which to restore peace and

order and to bring the hostilities to an end.
rTitness INUKAI scons to have nixed up the

establishnent of Manchukuo am-, the question of her

recognition, so that the testimony in his affidavit

in this regard is inconsistent am’ is not clear.

Stating that it was "to oppose the recognition of

the puppet state of 1/ nchukuo," he testified that

Premier INUKAI sent a messenger to Chiang Kai-shek

in the nid.’.le of December, 1931» st which tine, hovi-
«

ever, Manchukuo was not yet established. Mnnchukuo 

was not founded yet at that time, therefore, conceding 

a messenger was really dispatched as he claims, he 

c^uld not have had anything to do with the question of 

the puppet state still less with the question of 

recognition. Wc are inclined to assume that this 
natter of dispatehing a messenger was motivated from 

a desire peculiar to Premier INUKAI in order to satisfy 

his own self-confidence that ho was an expert in the 

affairs of China and also to distinguish himself 

because of his favorite secret activities. With 

regard to this natter, therefore, ARAKI know nothing 

about it as it was testified to by Witness INUKAI.

The transfer of Colonel SHIGETO, which was alleged

to have been connected, with th is  n atter, was duo to
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tho cleaning up of the arr.y personnel and was not Cue 
to the alleged interference in the establishment of 

Kanchukuo; further, he was connected with tho March 

Incident, all of these facts were established by the 

testimony of FUJITA, Isar.u. Therefore, prior to 

ARAKI’s assumption of tho office of War Minister, tho 

central authorities did not seen to know clearly 

about the independence movement except as runors, 

but the following statements show clearly that it had 

gained oo.nsidera.blo progress at least among personages 
of high standing in Manchuria as well as the fact that 

ARAKI had absolutely no relations v;ith this matter.

fir« * - fggyMTT: • .--r—T- -
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106, Upon receiving a report from Colonel
1

ITAGAKI of the views of Commander-in-Chief H0RJ0,
ARAKI came to be aware for th' first time of the real

situation on the spot, and it y/as his duty as War
Minister to report the matter to Premier IKUKAI. The

prosecution contention that the fact that he made a
\

report *f these views to the Premier means ARAKI 
approved of them, because he could, if he so desired, 
refuse to report same, is not logically consistent. 

Moreover, the prosecution's argument is based upon 

ARAKI's incorrect interrogation taken in the Sugamo 

Prison.

It is naturally very difficult for the control 

army authorities to decide the propriety of such a 

question and the opinion of the Foreign Ministry must 

also be considered, it was but natural, therefore, 

that a report should be made to the Premier (who was
t

holding the Portfolio of the Foreign Ministry con- - 

currently at that time.) In this respect, ARAKI 

expressed no views but indicated simply that he would 

devote himself entirely in the maintenance of peace 

and order. The report made by ITAGAKI, ir. connection 

with this matter, of the views of Commander-in-Chief

1. ITAGAKI Affidavit, Paragraph 1-(10).
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------------------------------------------------ î-------
. H0NJ0 is contained in the Memoradnum by HOHJO as

2
well as in ITAGAKIrs Affidavit. ARAKI, after having

heard the views, was following the proper procedure

when he reported the matter to the Premier, as stated
above, in order to hea,r the opinion of the Premier

and concurrently Foreign Minister on this matter on

behalf of the Army whose principal duty it was to
maintain peace and order. The circumstances in this

3
respect are clearly stated in ARAKI’s Affidavit.

Witness KATAKURA made it clear that ARAKI, 
upon receiving a report from Colonel ITAGAKI, did 

not at once approve cf the views. In the direct 

examination of ITAGAKI he denied the testimony of
t

Witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, who stated that he had 

heard from ITAGAKI that ARAKI had approved of them. 

TANAKA1s testimony in this regard is incorrect.

I shall- omit down to the end of the next
quotation.

Again, Foreign Minister YOSHIZAWA stated

at the Privy Council Meeting, January 30, 1932, "this

matter (of a new government in Manchuria) originated
4

among the Chinese themselves in Manchuria."
1. Ex. No. 2043* The establishment of Manchukuo and 

thereafter, Para. 3)
2. Ex. No. 3316
3. Ex. No, 3l6l, para. 8
4. Ex. No. 3174, T. 28,580
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This fact cnn clearly be proved by the
Independence Declaration of the new Manchu-Mongolian
State, and the Proclamation on the Establishment of

1
Manchukuo.

!
I shall now omit paragraph 110 entirely.

In the memorandum by HONJO, Chapter 3,
2

'•Establishment of Manchukuo and afterwards", it is 

stated as follows:
"The Kwanturig Army ro:;e only in self-defense 

and took action only in self-defense. At first we 

did not, therefore, consider any aspect of the 

problem of Manchuria's future status...How could we 

have expected the safety of our resident nationals' 

lives and property and of Japanese interests but by 
the stabilization of life and the public peace? For 

this reason I supported not only the district self- 
governing committee which was voluntarily organized 

by Yuan Ching-kai and others in Mukden within ten days 

after the outbreak of the incident, but also the self- 

governing committee of various localities thus gave 

impetus to self-government...
"Nevertheless, as these organizations were 

only makeshift and temporary, somé permanent organization

1. Ex. No. 2429
2. Ex. 2043, T. 19,264

m s .'Vftil-
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had to be established. Indeed, a cry for this arose 
rromptly and suddenly among the self-governing f

direction department, district self-governing committee 
circles, and military and civil notables and prominent 
men in all quarters who know our activities well."

Thus, it is clear that the founding of the 
nation was not the scheme of Japan to establish a 
puppet regime.

112. Furthermore, the studies made by the
Japanese Foreign Office which were accepted by the
Japanese Government as its views and contained in the 

1
Lytton Report - - «

I shall now omit the next quotation.
Inasmuch as the views were accepted by the 

Government to be correct, ARAKI, as Minister of War, 
had only to rely upon the studies carried out by 
experts on the matter. However, as mentioned already 
and os was reported at the time in newspapers, ARAKI 
was exceedingly cautious regarding this matter when 
he had an interview with Prince SAIONJI on March 10th. 
His remarks to the Prince were in substance to the 
effect that although Premier INUKAI had already declared 
that the recognition was inevitable, ARAKI was of the 
opinion that no rash actions should be taken to extend
1. p. 265.
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recognition onoe, but-• thpt—f-uH-est stud4.es--of- the----
question be made and at the same time watch carefully
the development of that country. This fact clearly

shows ARAKIfs attitude at that time and disproves the
contention of the prosecution in this respect.

Further, in order to corroborate the foregoing

fact, we quote hereunder the pertinent portion from
1

the Lytton Report.
N 113. "The justification in this case has 

been that all the military operations have been 
legitimate acts of self-defense, the right of which 

is implicit in all the multilateral treaties mentioned 

above, and was not taken away by any of the resolutions 
of the Council of the League. Further, the administration 

which has been substituted for that of China in the 

Three Provinces is justified on the grounds that its 

establishment was the act of the local population who, 

by a spontaneous assertion of their independence, have 

severed all cr.mections with China and established 

their own Government. Such a genuine independence
•

movement, it is claimed, is not prohibited by any 

international treaty or by any of the resolutions of 
the Council of the League of Nations, and the fact 

of its having taken place has profoundly modified

1. p. 265.
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1
the application of the Nine Power Treaty and entirely 
altered the whole character of the problem being 
investigated by the League."

I shall now omit paragraph 114.
115. The prosecution, quoting from the 

HARADA Memoirs, questioned ARAK.I on the opinion express 
by Dr. TACHI and Dr. Baty, advisor to the Japanese 
Foreign Office; and it might have been quite possible 
that the Foreign Minister took into consideration that 
opinion in his studios on the question because the 
former was a non-official of the Foreign Ministry.
At any rate, the decision was that it did not violate 
the provisions of the treaty.

We find quite a number of international 
jurists expressing their opinions in this respect.

I shall-omit paragraph 116.
VII. Recognition of Manchukuo.
117. The prosecution contends that the

establishment of Manchukuo was a part of the practical
aggression upon Manchuria by Japan, who, by making
it a puppet state, came to control Manchukuo and it

i
relies entirely upon the testimony of ex-Emperor Pu- 
Yi. The beginning of Manchukuo was started by the 
ardent desire which had existed for a number of years 
and the initiative of influential people in Manchuria,

ed

.J
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who, through the North-Eastern Administrative Council,

of which they were members, declared independence and,

with popular support, received Mr. Pu-Yi as the

Regent. Mr. Pu-Yi as well as those around him had

wished for independence. These people developed their
movement into independence by availing themselves
of the position taken right after the Incident. The
Kwantung Army, which aimed mainly at self-defensive

activities from the military point of view engaged
exclusively in maintaining peace and order leaving

administration to local people without enforcing

military administration. The only evidence on which

the prosecution relied m d  tendered was the testimony

of Pu-Yi and a few documents which it obtained from

the files of the Japanese Foreign Office and the War

Ministry which were ill~c?rrnnged both in order and 
1

contents. The credibility of the testimony of Pu-Yi 

v/as broken down in his cross-examination we contend. 
Considering the present personal condition of Pu-Yi, 

it will easily be understood to what extent the basis 
of his testimony may have influenced his state* of mind 

because of his present circumstances, which fact must 

also be taken into consideration in weighing his 
testimony. On the other hand, Mr. Woodhead's testimony

1. Ex. No. 222 and a few documents immediately following.'
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established facts entirely contrary to those testified to 
1

by Pu-Yi. It was made clear by this testimony that the
state was not a puppet at least at the time when ttanchu-
kuo was established as well as when it was recognized by

✓

Japan.
118. As far as the Japanese Government was con

cerned, now that Manchukuo had actually been established, 
she wanted to have it guarantee the self-existence and 
self-defense of Japan which had been endangered in the 
past due to the misgovernment and extortion of the Chang 
family in Manchuria.

2
119i The Lytton Report states as follows:

"It must be apparent to every reader of the preceding
chapter that the issues involved in this conflict are not
as simple as they are often represented to be. They are,
on the contrary, exceedingly complicated, and only an
intimate knowledge of all the facts, as well as of their
historical background, should entitle anyone to express
a definite opinion upon the situation. This is not a
case in which one country has declared war on another
country without previously exhausting the opportunities
for conciliation provided in the Covenant of the League
of nations. Neither is it a simple case of the
(1. Ex. 3158.
2. p. 263-4.)

*****
■ytm m
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established facts entirely contrary to those testified to 
1

by Pu-Yi. It was made clear by this testimony that the 
state was not a puppet at least at the tire when Manchu- 

kuo was established as well as when it was recognized by 
Japan.

II8. As far as the Japanese Government was con

cerned, now that Manchukuo had actually been established, 
she wanted to have it guarantee the self-existence and 

self-defense of Japan which had been endangered in the 

past due to the misgovernment and extortion of the Chang 

family in Manchuria.
, 2 

119 J The Lytton Report states as follows:
"It must be apparent t. every reader of the preceding
chapter that the issues involved in this conflict are not

as simple as they are often represented to be. They are,
t

on the contrary, exceedingly complicated, and only an

intimate knowledge of all the facts, as well as of their
historical background, should entitle anyone to express

a definite opinion upon the situation. This is not a

case in which one country has declared war on another

country without previously exhausting the opportunities
for conciliation provided in the Covenant of the League

of nations. Neither is it a simple case of the

(1. Ex. 3158.
2. p. 263-4.)
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violation of the frontier of one- country by the armed 

forces of a neighboring country, because in Manchuria 

there are many features wituout an exact parallel in 
other ports of the world."

It is always difficult to know the real 
truth by way of only superficial arguments on 

international law, simple documents or opinions of 

individuals.
With respect to the position of the Sovereignty 

of Manchuria, we find in the Lytton Report that
"China was disturbed by large bandit forces

which"frequently interfered with communications;

when the Washington Conference was still in session,

there existed no fewer than three Governments professing
to be independent, not to mention the virtually

autonomous status of a number of provinces or parts

of provinces; the Central Government’s authority is

still weak, is not, at least openly, repudiated; and

the independence of Manchuria was declared by Marshal 
1

Shang Tso-lin."
Concerning the restoration of the statu5 quo 

pnte of the Manchurian Incident, it is out of the 

question according to the Lytton Report which goes 

on to say as follows*

L. p. 27
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"It must be clear from everything that we

have already said that a mere restoration of the status
quo ai.te would be no solution. Since the present

conflict arose out of the conditions prevailing before
last September^ to restore these conditions would

merely be to ladite a repetition of the trouble. It
would be to treat the whole question theoretically
and to leave out of account the realities of the 

1
situatien."

"As already stc?.ted, there is no question

of returning to the conditions before September, 1931.

A satisfactory regime for the future might be evolved
2

out rl the present one without any violent change,"

Further, under Paragraph 4 of the Conditions

of settlement, it states:

"The rights and interests of Japan in

Manchuria are facts which cannot be ignored, and any
solution which failed to recognize them and to take

into account also the historical associations of Japan
3with that country would not be satisfactory,"

Such being the fact, it was admitted that 
there was no question of Manchuria returning during 

the tenure of the SAITO and INUKAI Cabinets, to the
1. p. 266
2. p. 271
3. P. 272
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1
conditions before the Incident for the sake of future 
peace of Japan and Manchruio. It was but natural 
that everybody thought it proper, as it was desired 
by the people in Manchuria as well ns Mr. Pu-Yi at 
that time, to proraote the growth of Manchukuo which 
had already come into being. The most deliberate studies 
carried out by the Japanese Foreign Office at that 
time finally reached the conclusion, as stated in 
the Lytton Report as well as in Japan* s observations 
to the League of Nations, that the establishment of 
Manchukuo was the result of self-disintegration within 
a nation nn.'. '■■.'•hr, not constitute any violation whatever 
of the stipule •: i ons of treaties '•nd the Japanese 
Government cru.e cc make its mind to accord recognition 
to the New State inasmuch as her foundation had already 
been laid and there was good prospects for her future 
development. However, further scudies of this question 
had been continued until the final announcement.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 1100, pfter which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

II!
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT; The International 

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. McManus.
MR. McMANUS: 120. During that time, a

decision that Manchukuo should be recognized was 

adopted by the House of Representatives in 1932.

The awkward position in which the Kwantung Army 

was placed with respect to the New Government and 

the task of maintaining peace and order is clearly 

set forth in the note left behind by HONJO and 

KATAKURA's testimony.
121. These studies by the Foreign Office 

and the reasons and contents of the approval by tho 

Government of them were stated in detail by Foreign 

Minister UCHIDA in his replies to the deliberations 

at a meeting of the Privy Council on September 13,^
\

the gist of which is as follows;

These quotes are all contained in exhibit 

241. Although they might appear to be from different 

documents, they are all contained in this one exhibit. 
I quote:

"The action of September 18 was nothing but 

the exercise of our right of self-defense. It is 

true, however, that this action was taken advantage
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of by the people of Manchukuo for creating a new 

state, but . . . recognizing (the creation of the 

new state was entirely based on) the free will of 
the people of Manchukuo. The Nine Power Pact provides 

that the Chinese territorial integrity shall be 

respected, but it makes no provision at all for a 

case where a part of China becomes independent as the 

result of China's own disintegration. Of course, in 

this respect, various views are held in the United 
States and other countries, but these are their own 

views. We should go ahead with the view given above. 

In fact, when Ambassador DEBUCHI recently approached 

the American Government authorities and informally 

asked if they would protest in case Japan should 
recognize Manchukuo, they replied that they had not 

the slightest intention of making a protest or con

voking a Nine Power conference, inasmuch as there 

was no hope of such a conference reaching any con

clusion. Besides, the convocation of Nine Power 

conference will be opposed b y ’some European countries.

"The powers are concerned with the open 

door principle, principle of equal opportunity, etc., 

but we do not see any conflict between the documents 

of this bill and these principles."
__________Further, Privy Councillor ISHII. an__________
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authority on Japan'.s foreign diplomacy, stated in 
substance as follows at the same meeting of the Privy 

Council: t
" . . .  the independence of Manchukuo was 

due to the disintegration of China and that the 

territorial integrity of the Republic of China was 
broken by none other than Manchukuo. This will 

nullify the argument that Japan violated the Nine 

Power Pact. Now that Japan has concluded an alliance 

with new Manchukuo for joint national defense, I 

believe there will be no room for opposing the 

stationing of Japanese troops in Manchuria, thus 

making the League’s past resolution a dead letter.

"Now, supposing that the Lytton's Inquiry 

Commission recognized China’s sovereignty over 

Manchuria and recommended that China allow autonomy 
to Manchukuo, and supposing the League adopted this 

recommendation, Japan need not comment on it. It is 

for Manchukuo herself to assert that an independent 

state should not be placed under the sovereignty of 
any other country. At any rate, in consequence of the 

independence of Manchukuo, it has become unnecessary 

for the League of Nations to deliberate on the Man

churian question under Article XV of the League’s 

covenant.__It_was rather strange that the Manchurian _
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and the Mongolian races had started no independence 
movement up to now. . • and it will not be difficult 

to make them (Lord Lytton's party) understand the 
creation of Manchukuo as well as the problem of 

racial self-determination."
The annexed documents to the Protocol 

between Japan and Manchukuo contain the agreements 

stipulated in the following letters which were con

firmed and made official. These letters were exchanged 

at an early period of the establishment of Manchukuo 

at the request, it must be noted, of the Regent;
122. A letter addressed to HONJO, Commander 

of the Kwantung Army, from Regent Pu-Yi of Manchukuo 

under date of March 10, 1932, and
A letter in reply addressed to Regent Pu-Yi 

of Manchukuo from the said Commander HONJO under date 

of March 12, 1932.
123. Witness Woodhead, in his affidavit1 

states the impressions he received at the time when 

he had an interview with Emperor Pu-Yi in September, 

1932, and thereafter, concerning Mr. Pu-Yi's adminis

trative policy as follows:
1. "In October 1930 at a private lunch with 

the Emperor in Tientsin, I had remarked that perhaps

1 .  Ex. 3 1 5 8 . ................. ......... ... .............................................
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iext time vie meTTKë~might not be so accëSSible. 'You 
iee,' he observed, 'that your prophecy has been ful

filled.'"
2. "To the question whether he was really 

happy in his present position, he replied with 

emphasis that he was."

3. "I then remarked that the general im
pression that prevailed in Shanghai and indeed 
throughout China was that he had been coerced into 
his present position, and that he was not a free 

agent. From this report he emphatically dissented." 

(Thus, it was made clear that this rumor at that 

time was quite groundless.)

4. Ambition of the Regent.
"He had, he maintained, been actuated by a

double motive in accepting the office of the Chief

Executive. First, on account of political reasons.

When the Manchu Dynasty abdicated it had been with the

avowed intention of restoring the sovereignty to the

people. Twenty years had elapsed since. . . The
«

political power had passed not into the hands of the 

people, but of ambitious and grasping militarists 

(Chinese military cliques). There had been incessant 
civil war and disorder. China's relations with 

Foreign Powers had grown steadily worse. And the
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1
pledge made in the abdication treaty that absolute 
equality v,ould be maintained between the five races 
of China had been flagrantly violated.

"Secondly, he was actuated by personal 

motives. Manchuria was his ancestral home. It was 
only natural that he should feel greatly interested 
in what was happening in this territory. Moreover, 

every undertaking to the Manchu Dynasty contained in 

the abdication agreement had been wantonly violated. 

The allowance to be paid to him by the State had been 

cancelled. His private property had been confiscated. 

He had been treated with studied disrespect by the 

Kuomintang. And. the ancestral tombs had been 

violated. . •
"It was only natural, therefore, that when 

trouble occurred in Manchuria he should follow 

developments v/ith great attention and wonder whether 
he was not destined to play some part in an attempt 
to improve the condition of his ancestral provinces."

5. "At no time, in Tientsin, in the Leased 

Territory, or in Manchuria, was he ever under any 

restraint, nor was any coercion applied to him."
6. "I asked his views on the government

of Manchukuo, and he at once replied that he 'favored 

the .adoption of the Wang Tao Doctrine, based upon____



the teachings of Confucious.* Competition and strife 

between nations only led to war and intense suffering. 

Confucious taught that governments should rule hon
estly, observe the golden rule toward each other, 

and work for humanity and peace. That crystallized 

the Oriental spirit. That was the spirit in which 
Manchukuo had issued its declaration of independence."

7. With respect to international problems: 

"We should like to have the friendliest

relations with Great Britain and all the other Powers. 
And we believe that we can contribute towards the 

realization of world peace."
8. With respect to internal problems:

"Our domestic policy will aim at making it

possible to lead peaceful and happy lives. We shall 

have no political parties in the new State. They 

only make for disharmony." (Thus he anticipated the 

struggle which might follow immediately upon the 

establishment of the State and was carefully prepared 

for it.)
9. Concerning bandits: ". • », it v/as not

a new problem and required all to give all the 
assistance in their power to eliminate this evil.

In this connection, he paid a very warm tribute to»
General MUTO, the Chief of tha Japanose delegation____
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10. Trusting General MUTO, Commander in
Chief of the Kvantung Army at that time:/

“And he (Pu-Yi) felt confident that General
MUTO would help to smooth over past and present dif-

» #
ficulties."

Under the circumstances stated above, Pu-Yi 
made it clear that Manchukuo was not a puppet state.

The latter part of paragraph 8 of the ARAKI - 
affidavit also shows the aspiration entertained by 
Pu-Yi, Emperor of Manchukuo at that time, and reveals 
that Pu-Yi was never placed under any restrictions to 
put into practice his aspiration and to administer 
state affairs out of his own free will and that he

16
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was very keen to execute his ideas.
124. The prosecution, as it has already been 

mentioned in the foregoing, has tried to establish 
the alleged fact that there v/as an intention to 
create a puppet state by means of such phrases as 
"seizure of real power" and "fait accompli" which it 
has picked out of the documents obtained from the 
Army and the Foreign Office. Conceding that these 
documents arc authentic, there v/as no knowing under 
the then prevailing circumstances what disputes 
might happen should influential officials in the
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î"anchuküo Gôvcrnincn¥^bG"~pGrmit_ted to enjoy authorities 
such as stated by Pu-Yi in tho foregoing and later 
proved by the duplicity in Kolumbui’ in North Manchuria 
as well as in Jehol, these steps were but the natural 
measures which should be adopted by any country that 
might anticipate any suffering from the disputes. 
Especially, as the Army had a very serious responsi
bility for any of these local disturbances, these 
phrases must have been added by the committee when 
this question was brought before the Manchuria- 
Mongolian Deliberation Council attached to the Cabinet 
at that time, but it was far from the intention of 
the Government to take them to mean monopolizing 
Manchuria for tho purpose of despoilment. It should 
be considered to be prepared for an emergency.
Granted that these phrases had been included in the 

first draft, it does not seem that the Cabinet 
demanded their enforcement. Still less so as »the 

authenticity of these documents is not well established 
and ARAKI's responsibility in this connection is not 
clear.

126. The matter of deciding Japan's attitude 

towards the establishment and recognition of Manchukuo 

being related to diplomacy and was under the charge 

of the Foreign Ministry, it was, therefore, tho

'-.4
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natural duty of ARAKI, as Minister of War, to rospcct 

the views of the studies of the Foreign Office and 

have the Army do everything in its power to be fully 

prepared for the maintenance of peace and order and 

the safeguarding of national defense so that nothing 

was to be desired on the part of the army. Therefore, 

the demand in this respect was proposed, but other 

than that he listened to and relied upon the views 

of the Foreign Minister. The views stated above 

were explained by the Foreign Minister and v/as later 

approved and was made the decision of the Government, 

which became the standard for further actions.

Should there have been aggression or its preparations 

at that time with respect to the military action, it 

would become a different story, but the lack of'the 

existence of such aggression or its preparation has 

already been established. That being so, it is 

natural that ARAKI, as the Minister of War, should 

bear no responsibility ~ith respect to matters 

regarding treaties and other similar objects of a 

crime. It v/as but too natural to follow those views 

inasmuch as the reasons made clear said, as stated 

above, that they did not violate the provisions of 

treaties. Moreover, the term of a puppet government 

is used by the third party based upon suspicion for

'***£—“—
\
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some political purposes or is quoted in connection 
with some political intrigues for ulterior purposes, 
and, therefore, should not be concluded lightly.

With the testimony already stated above, the contrary 
fact to a puppet government will be established.

127. In addition, the fact that ARAKI 

respected international treaties and adopted a very 
prudent attitude to such an extent that peace and 

order could bo maintained is shown in the interroga
tion taken by the prosecution on ARAKI at Sugamo 

1Prison, as follows:
"I demanded that it (recognition) should be 

postponed till the decision is reached by the League 

of Nations, and I thought it could wait so long as

order was maintained.” (March 8) j
j

"I thought the postponement (of the recogni- ; 

tion) was bettor provided order could bo maintained." 

(March 8)
"We did not think that it violated the jI

Treaty (the Nine Power'Treaty)," (February 10). j

I shall omit the next paragraph.
As can be seen from the evidence, at the

Privy Council meeting in January 1932, ARAKI ropliod 
only to matters relating to the maintenance of peace

1. Ex. 187.___________________________________________
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and order, and at the mooting hold on September 13, 

1932, v'hen the recognition was approved, ho only- 

stated about the amount of the military expenses to 

be shared by Manchukuo in her joint defense with 

Japan by way of the maintenance of peace and order.

It is added further, in order to show clearly the 
whereabout of the responsibility arising out of 

official duties, that matters pertaining to treaties 

and pending diplomatic questions were handled at that 

mooting by the Foreign Minister.
VIII. Pacification of North Manchuria, 

Kolumbulr and Jehol.

129. The problems of the pacification of/
North Manchuria,Kolumbuir and Jehol all arose after 

the declaration of the independence of Manchukuo. 

Furthermore, the last pacification operations in 

North Manchuria and the problems of Jchol and 

Kolombuir arose following the signing of the Japan- 

Manchukuo Protocol were mainly problems of the 

preservation of law and order within the State of 

Manchukuo. Japan, namely, fulfilled its international 

obligations arising from the Japan-Manchukuo protocol 
by protecting Japanese residents in Manchukuo and by 

carrying out mopping-up operations jointly with the 

Kanchukuoan forces against the subversive elements
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whose activities disrupted the law and order v/ithin 
that country.

130. The mopping-up operations were first

directed against General Ma Chang-shen, who, having
once pledged allegiance to Manchukuo, assumed an
important position in the government, and later,
against the anti-Kirin Army of Ting Chao and the

Army of Resistance against Japan and Manchukuo led

by Li Tu, both of which attempted rebellion in

April 1932. The operations against these armies

were started then, and continued up to the time of

Ting Chao’s surrender in the following year, 1933*
Ting Chao later assumed an important post in the
Manchukuoan state. W e shall omit describing the

details of these facts inasmuch as they are noted in
o “5

General ElIDO’s testimony^'MAZAKI’s testimony, and 
ARAKI's affidavit.4 *

It is clear from the Lytton Report mentioned 

before that the Chinese side positively conducted 
activities aimed at disturbing peace and order in 

this area after the termination of the Shanghai 

Incident, pretending that they had won victory in 

that incident.

1. Tr. 28153, Ex. 3161. 3* Tr. 28461, Ex. 3168.
2. Tr. 19505, Ex. 2412. 4. Tr. 28154, Ex. 3161.
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131. As a result of the attempted insurrec

tion of Su Ping-Wei in December 1932 on which occasion 
two Japanese air officers of a force-landed aircraft 
were killed and the Japanese residents were endangered, 
Kolombuir was also made a target of the pacification 

operations of Japanese-Manchukuoan troops.
General ARAKI requested the Kwantung Army 

to consider fully the maintenance of good relations 

particularly with the Soviet Union. The Kwantung ; 

Army acted in accordance v'ith this request and the 

Soviet Union also understood its position and cooper

ated with the Kwantung Army in rescuing Japanese 

residents. Thus the insurrection was suppressed 

within a short period of time.^*
I

132. The contention of the prosecution/
concerning the oacification of Jehol was based on

2.
court exhibit 192-A, which is a statement issued 
by the Foreign Affairs Department of China,

However, in considering this document, one 

should bear in mind the fact that it was drawn up 

after the termination of the Pacific War. The 

prosecution's allegation to the effect that the in

vasion of Jehol was commenced in July 1932 seems to

1. Ex. 2412, ENDO's testimony, Tr. 19496:
Ex. 3168, MAZAKI's testimony, Tr. 28461;
Ex. 3I6I, ARAKI's testimony, Tr. 28l?5.Tit; " 2269. — --------
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point at the skirmish caused as a result of the 
firing by the Chinese troops on the Japanese 
searching party, sent out after a Japanese govern
ment official by name of ISKIMOTO, who had been 
abducted from a train v/hile traveling in Jehol 
province. The small Japanese searching party, however, 
withdrew immediately afterwards.'1'* The Jehol campaign 
was carried out by the Japanese-Manchukuoan troops in
the spring of the following year under the circumstanc€

2
as described in the attached table.

War Minister ARAKI requested the Kwantung 
Army not to let this campaign affect Forth China, in 
particular. The Kwantung Army acted well in accord-

!
ance with this request and stopped at the line of the j

t
Great Wall, in spite of tremendous operational dis- j 

advantages arising therefrom.
The prosecution exhibit 3165, a telegram 

from the War Minister to the Commander in Chief of 
the Kwantung Army shows that this expedition was 
legal, as it was a joint operation of the Japanese 
and Manchukuoan troops in conformity with the pro
visions of the Japan-Manchukuoan Protocol, and that 
the prosecution’s allegation is without any
1. Lytton Report, p. 109 of Japanese text.
2. Tr. 19496, Ex. 24-12.
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1. Ex. 2412, ENDO * s affidavit, Tr. 19496:
Ex. 3168, MAZAKI's testimony, Tr. 28461; 
Ex. 3375, KOISO's testimony, Tr. 32202: 
Lytton Report (Japanese Tr. pp. 147-148).
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133. As it is stated in the foregoing para
graphs, the events which occurred after March 1, 1932, 

when Hanchukuo declared its independence in response 
to the wishes of its leaders and thirty million people, 

and particularly after September 15 of the same year, 
when Japan officially recognized the state of Manchukuo, 
were entirely of a different nature as compared with 

the events which occurred prior to these dates and were 
the acts undertaken by Japan purely to discharge its 
duties arising from her international obligations. The 

Japanese Army therefore carried into practice the pro
visions pertaining to the military matters stipulated 
in the agreement between the two governments and thus 
discharged its duties arising from the protocol binding 

both the Japanese and Manchukuoan governments. How, 
then, can these acts be regarded as criminal?

I shall omit the next three paragraphs.
VIII TANGKU TRUCE AGREED NT AND DAIREN 

CONFERENCE

4 * 1-Ü v-J 
■ 1 ;.,4

. ' .5''.
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135. The contents of the Tangu Truce Agree
ment are clear from court exhibit 193» This agreement 

was signed by General Ho Ying-Ching, the representative 

of the northern branch of the Military Council of the 
Kuomintang Government, and Major-General OKAÎ TJRA, Neiji, 

VlreipChlef of.Staff of the Kwantung Army, on Hay 31. 1933»
1
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The circumstance? leading up to the conclus ior
I

of this agreement show that the resistance offered 
against the Japanese troops was motivated by the 
intention of Chiang Hsueh-liang and not by that of the 
Chinese Central Government. The retirement from public 
life of Chiang Hsueh-liang took place prior to the 
conclusion of this agreement.

7e can have therein a glimpse of the true 

nature of the Manchurian regime arid its relationship 
•with the Central Government of China, which tends to 
show that Manchuria had not been completely under the 
control of Manking as well as the complexity of the 
Manchurian problem.

The Manchurian Incident was not a war-between
Japan and China from the point of view of international
law, and therefore no peace treaty was signed after
it? termination. A perfect state*of peace was restored
in the relations between Japan and China following the
conclusion of this truce agreement among Japan., China 

, 1 ' 
and the newly created state of Hanchukuo.

136. 'Tithin one year and a half from the

assumption of the post of 7ar Minister, ARAKI was able
to settle completely the armed conflicts resulting from

1. Testimony of witness END0} ^aburo, tr. 19,496, 
ex. 2412; MAZAKI, tr. 28,461, ex. 3168
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the Manchurian Incident, which was not a war but an
outburst of the evils of long years' standing and a
most complex and difficult problem which successively

1
gave rise to new situations. Can this be called the 
commission of an act of aggression? I believe that we 

should rather recognize therein his meritorious deed 
which was conducive to the realization of the establish

ment of peace.
If one recalls that after the conclusion of

this agreement, ARAKI began earnestly to strive for

the establishment of internal security and of measures

aimed at bringing about world peace from Asia, and that

he tried to persuade several senior members of his
cabinet within six months after the occurrence of the

Incident as the first step of his endeavors, conferred,
with the British Ambassador and tried to guide properly
both the rightist and leftist factions without any
ideological prejudice, then one would understand clear-
lv his attitude towards the settlement of the Manchurian 

2
Incident.

137. Although it is an internationally 

recognized fact that the Manchurian Incident had been 

completely settled by the conclusion of the Tangku 
Truce Agreement, the following material can also be

1. 3l6VJau. -28,1.56—
2. Bx. 3161, tr. 28,454
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1 found in the transcript of the court proceedings.

2 a) General MAZAKI testified in his affi-

3
1

davit, "Then the hostilities were finally settled by
4 the conclusion of Tangu Agreement."
5 b) Prosecution witness Major General TANAKA,
6 d

Ryukichi stated , from the practical point of view,
7 peace was established between Japan and China with the
8 Tangku Truce.
9 c) Defense witness Major General KATAKURA
10 testified on March 24, 1947:
11

"Around about June of 1933 the Tangku Truce
12 /

13

14

was concluded between North China and the Manchurian 
side, and in July the so-called Dairen Conference was

»

13 held in Dairen with representatives from Japan, Man-

16 churia, and North China. As a result of this confer-

17 ence the military strife between North China and Man-

18 churia was, at least for the time being, brought to a

19 close, and it was decided that other outstanding prob-

20 leras thereafter be settled through amicable processes,
21 and efforts by ARAKI were made to have one-time enemie;
22 become friends."
23 The transcript page for this quote is 19,033
24 4. The Dairen Conference
23 1. Tr. 28,462

2. Tr. 2,108
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138. The Dairen Conference was held be
ginning from the middle of July, 1933» following the 
conclusion of the Tangku Truce Agreement, assembling 
representatives from Manchukuo and Chine. The confer
ence took up postal and railway issues and reached

1
agreements thereon.

The conference later studied the customs,
telegraph, and other issues, and solved all issues by

2
the spring of 1935.

139. *s I have stated above, the armed con
flict known as the Manchurian Incident ended with the 
conclusion of the Tangku Truce Agreement, following 
which the ^ino-Japanese relations became closer than 
before, and two years thereafter the two countries 
raised the status of their respective diplomatic envoys 

to ambassadors from that of'ministers. In the mean
while the powers gradually came to recognize the state 

of Manchukuo. The act of assuming the task of handling, 
after it had occurred, the Manchurian Incident, an 

incident v/hich at one stage was feared and suspected 

might spread into a worldwide conflagration and of ter
minating the gruesome armed conflict and of laying the 

foundation for a closer relationship between Chine and

1. Ex. 2505, witness FURUYAMA, Ketsuo, April 28, 1947.
2. Tr. 19,035, testimony of Major General KATAKURA, 

March 24, 1947.
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and Japan could not have resulted from a policy ba«»ed 
solely upon aggressive ambitions and force. I hope 
that the Tribunal will fully consider ARAKI's earnest 

endeavors and peaceful intentions by which he contribu
ted in bringing about such a smooth result.

The independence of Fanchukuo,'an extraord-
«

inary change v/hich occurred before the termination of 
the armed conflict, was nothing but a concretion of the 
trends of long years standing realized at the spur of 
the military hostilities. From the standpoint of inter
national lav;, arguments both for and against the crea
tion of Fanchukuo are held by various people. However, 
if one takes into consideration the actual situation 
which prevailed then and thereafter in China, one cannot 
pass too rigid a judgment on this matter, especially 
in the light of the fact that some influential inter
national jurists had also recognized the iegelity of 

the state of Manchukuo.
Furthermore, ARAKI, far from trying to ob

scure the issue, attempted to discuss the matter fully 
with the powers to find a clear end peaceful solution.
In the midst of his endeavors, to Which he devoted him
self, however, ARAKI finally broke down from an illhess.

140. ARAKI end International Problems
A. The relations with the League of Nations.
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1) Japan's relations with the League of 
Nations were rather strained at the time of ARAKI's 
assumption of the post of 7ar Minister. As the sending 
of an inquiry commission had already been decided by 
the League, ARAKI considered it to be a good opportunity 
to have Japan's faith and the true state of affairs 
recognized fully. He received the League's commission, 
entertaining great hopes.

I shall omit the next paragraph.
141. It was as a result of l a r Minister 

ARAKI's collaboration with the powers that, on the 
occasion of the First Shanghai Incident, Japan adopted 
a cooperative attitude, accepting the good offices of 
the consular cotfps of Britain, America, France and 
Italy, and concluded the truce agreement in considera
tion of the position of Shanghai as an international

r
city.

142. I shall omit relating here the circum
stances which led to Japan’s recognition of Manchukuo, 
as they were already explained in the chapter concern
ing the recognition of Manchukuo, in which, we believe, 
ARAKI's concern for the maintenance of international 
collaboration in regerd to Japan's recognition of Man-

1. éx. 3167, tr. 28,443; ex. 3163, tr. 28,433; ex.
3168, tr. 28,462
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chukuo was sufficiently established.
143. With respect to Japan's relations with

the League of Nations, ARAKI endeavored to seek its
understanding up to the time of the opening of the
General Assembly, by doing his utmost to explain the
complexity of the Manchurian Incident and his desire

for the maintenance of peace in the future. In the
1

interrogation taken at Sugamo Prison he stated:
"’Thile the policy of the League was ex

cellent, they were blind to the actual state of affairs, 
taking the Lytton Report as a basis for their state
ment. I proposed a Far Eastern Conference in October, 
1933) to discuss the pending questions. This was wide
ly reported by newspapers. Also in November, I told the 
press people that the policy of the League of Nations 
was correct and that we should have remained with the 

League."
144. At the time when Mr. MATSUOKA was to

be despatched as Japan's chief delegate to the League 
of Nations, the cabinet then decided that Japan should 

remain within the League of Nations to the last and 
endeavor to obtain its complete understanding, and the 

instruction to the above effect was given to delegate 

MATSUOKA. The resolution of the General Assembly was 

1. Ex. 188 C, Feb. 7, 1946 ........ .......... .......
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adopted, however, before the termination of the hos
tilities. Japan's position was not understood finally 
and she withdrew from the League of Nations in accord
ance with Clause 3, Article I of the Covenant. How much 

ÄRAKI regretted this action appears in paragraph 10 of
the testimony of his close friend Lieutenant-General,

1
NAKAJIMA made on September 16, 194-7.

145. As Japan's secession from the League of 
Nations was an inevitable step for her and there exist
ed between the League and Japan no differences with the 
exception of the Manchurian issue, Japan tried even 

thereafter to continue to cooperate with the League in 
its various peaceful projects.

I shall omit the balance of that paragraph.

In other words, it is clear that Japan did 

not intend from the outset to withdraw from the League 

of Nations and that the step was taken also against the 
will of ARAKI. The then government decided for the 

withdrawal on account of the lack of the agreement of 

views with the League of Nations resulting from a fail
ure of the diplomatic negotiations. ' ARAKI, as stated 
above, regretted it, but he nevertheless gave his 
agreement to this action from the viewpoint of his 
responsibility for the maintenance of law and order in 

1. Tr. 28,557 _______________________ ___ _________
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Hanchuria. That he had fully respected the treaties 
and international agreements we have already shown.

However, as the handling of these affairs 
fell under the charge of the Foreign Office, ARAKI 
respected the opinion of the Foreign Office. The opinic 
voiced by him, therefore, had only an indirect effect. 
Thus ARAKI could not carry into practice fully whet he 
had personally intended.
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146, A passage of the lftlÜDÄ-SAT0TTJI 7<eraöTrs^ 

states that together with Foreign minister UCHIDA, ARAKI 
Insisted on an immediate secession from the League and 

differed from other members of his cabinet on this 
point. However, ARAKI, as said above, left the task of 

handling international problems in the hands of the 
^ore'gn Minister, whom he trusted. Therefore, the fact 
that he supported the Foreign Minister's views by 
expressing the same views himsel^, is nothing but a 
proof of his respect of the opinions of an expert and 
of the confidence he had placed in the Foreign Office. 

Viewed in this light, it can be said that t^e other 

cabinet ministers were irresponsible persons and that 
there was nothing unusual about the attitude taken by
ARAKI in agreeing with the foreign Minister's views, j

j
”hich he himself did not advocate oositivelv. Further- jI
more, the Diet bv then had a l r e a d v  adopted a resolution j 

approving Japan's move and the atmosphere which pre
vailed in Geneva was fatal. One must also remember ;

j
that all this occurred during the last part of February j 
when the final outcome of the issue had already been !

definitelv shappd.
B) The Advocacy of the Far Eastern 

Peace Conference.

147. ARAKI was by nature a proponent of inter •
±r-Vx. 3772------------------------ ----- ;________________
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national collaboration. In the concluding portion of 
his speech in "Japan In Emergency", which was tendered 

as a prosecution exhibit, ARAKI stated that the light 

will soon shine in the East, and the future o^ Japan 
and of Asia would be promising and, together with 

Europe and America, it will maintain the real peace 
of the world.

In the course of cross-examination, defendant 
SHIRATORI replied affirmativelv to the question put 
to him bv British prosecutor Comyns-Carr whether or 

not ARAKI was an advocate of international collaboration, 
and added an explanation to the effect that ARAKI’s 
spirit of international collaboration did not differ 
fundamentally from that of Hr. SHIDERARA.

148. ARAKI particularly regretted^ that 

Japan had parted with the League of Nations and wished,

as a remedial measure therefor, to convene a Par
/

Eastern peace conference assembling all nations having

interests in the Far East in order to strive for the

establishment of a peace which trulv conformed to the
2existing conditions in that area. It is as previously 

stated that ARAKI endeavored for the realization of this* 

' conference and engaged in the basic studv of emergency

1. Ex. 3161, T. 28,557
2. Ex. 3161, T. 28,446-
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*

national policy projects including this matter and by 
preparing provisional outlines of his plan immediately 
after the complete termination of the hostilities in 
Manchuria brought about by the conclusion of the 
TangVu Truce Agreement.

149. For the purpose of discussing this 
project fully in the Diet .Session of Januarv 1934 , 

he requested the fellow members of h*s cabinet to 

exchange their opinions so that he would be able to 
face the Diet J*essicn after having obtained the 

unanimity of views on this subject. He therefore held 

conferences of the minitsers concerned (First, a 
Five Ministers conference, including Premier, Foreign, 
War, Navv and Finance Ministers; Second, a Six Minis

ters conference, centering around Home, Agriculture, 
Finance and Pri^e Ministers and also including War 

and Communications Ministers - the latter being called 

to participate as the representative of the political 
parties) and agradually progressed towards the realiz

ation of his project. Unfortunately, he broke down 
from pneumonia on January 1, 1934, and his condition 

beoame critical. However, his sense of responsibility 
did not allow him to neglect the important session of 
the Diet by remaining in his sickbed. He therefore 

resigned from his post on Januarv 23, after having
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earnestly ~conveyed hischeri shed“ideas to the Prime ----
Minister and asked him to proceed with the establish
ment of a remedial measure.'*'

150. Be that as it may, it was most unfortun
ate that there existed then within the government no 
one who was capable of carrying this project into 
practice, and this plan which was aimed at bringing 

about stability in Japan and peace in the world was 

consigned to oblivion. Thus he was disappointed with 
the members of the ^AITO Cabinet. Later, when he was 
asked to accept again the portfolio of War following 
the resignation of his successor, War Minister HAYASHI,

he declined the offer finally and would not enter the
2

^AITO Cabinet again.

151# The activities of ARAKI for the two years 
since he had assumed the post of War Minister in Decem

ber I93I, amidst the strained emergency situation to 
the time when he settled the Manchurian Incident and 
stabilized thoughts, which tended to go to the extreme, j

were only a prelude, as it were, of his efforts aimed |
!

at contributing to the realization of his ultimate ideal, 
through which he hoped to eliminate the evils both at

1. Ex. 3166, and testimonies of WitnessesMASAKI
and MAKAJIMA, T. 28,446, Ex. 3166; T. 28558, |
Ex. 3173 !

2. Ex. 3161, ?8,l63 j
I_______ __ _________  ___ j
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home "and abroad and to serve his countrv with the l,Kodou- 
ideals he had long entertained, as well as to assist 
in laying the foundation for thp establishment of 
world peace. His intentions are apparent in "The 
Outline of the Draft of Emergency Measures" although 
this single,document is not sufficient to bring the 
whole picture to light.

152. A review of bis activities during those 
two years, in which he worVed earnestlv for the realiz
ation of this ideal, will reveal ARAKI's intentions 
at this Juncturo.

C)• The Problem of International treaties.

We contend that the difference of opinions 

on the question of international treaties does not, 
of itself, constitute a crime. We believe that in the 
event a law concerning war critics and war trials is 
stipulated in the future as a result of a fair and• f

Just conference of the world powers, then such a law 

would have a binding force on cases involving viola
tions of international treaties. We cannot accept the 
theorv that the international treaties and agreements 
as tht^v exist tedav should have the same binding power. 
Furthermore, even if we conceded hypothetically to the 

contention of the prosecution that an interpretation 

1. Ex. 3166, T. 28,446
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of the prosecution that an Interpretation placed by 
those who are powerful of the international treaties 
is just and right while another interpretation by 
those who are weak may be criminal, we still claim 1 
that, as far as ARAKI himself was concerned, there 
cannot be found anv instance of his violating inter
national treaties and agreements. We shall first 
rebut the following court exhibits which, the prosecu
tion alleges, are related to ARAKI's testimony concern
ing international treaties, made while he was in the 
witness box.

1154. Rebuttal Against Court Exhibit 1104 
This exhibit is Mr. hTIM^ON’s affidavit.

Relying on this affidavit, the prosecution contends"H.
that, on November 24, 1931, the Japanese Foreign Minister 
gave the American Ambassador an assurance saving,
"the Premier, the Pecretarv of War, the Chief of Staff 
and he are agreed that towards Chinchow there shall be 
no hostile operations and orders to that effect have 
been issued." According to the same affidavit, how
ever, the military action against the Chinchow Area 
was again started after December 11, 1931 and Chinchow 
was captured by the Japanese Troops on January 3, 1932.
It further stated that, at this stage, the annihilation 

1. T. 10,081
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of the army organized by Chiang Chih-shih was completed 
and the control of the whole Manchuria fell into Japan
ese hands.

This affidavit is full of exaggeration and is 
written with a complete disregard of the changes of 
the actual situation. For instance, the allegation 
that the army organized by Chiang Chih-shih was com
pletely annihilated by the capture of Chinchow and 

the whole of Manchuria was placed under Japanese 
control, is nothing but an opinion, which is far too 
remote from the facts already nroven before this 
Tribunal. This affidavit falls to note the fact that 
the military expeditions to Chinchow were carried out 

on two occasions, each under different circumstances, 
and tends to give the impression as if the assurance 
given on the previous occasion was broken on the next 
occasion under pxactlv t^e same circumstances.

As the learned members of the Tribunal are 
fully aware, the second military expedition against 
Chinchow was carried out under the following circumstanc 
es: The discontinuation by Japan of the first expedi
tion was utilized by the Chinchow regime as material 
for counter-propaganda and they showed no sincerity 

in the subsequent diplomatic negotiations, playing 
only with treacherous ruses. Under the circumstances,
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1
nothing worthy of note hod been achieved in over a 
month since the time of the previous cabinet. Mean
while, soldier-bandits under the protection of Chiang 
Hsueh-liangfs regular troops commenced to make frequent 
appearances even in the vicinity of Mukden, thus 
endangering the safety o? Japanese residents. It was 
due to this newly created situation that Japan was 
obliged to carry out another military expedition in 
that area, and she attained her aim almost without 
any bloodshed. The Tribunal will remember that the 
av>pve circumstances had already been explained in 
connection with the account of the pacification of 
Chinchow area. The affidavit in question further 
stated that the operations were commenced on December 
lit1-. According to this allegation, it becomes clear 
that tHe expedition had already been started in the 
field before ARAKI's assumption of the post of War 
Minister. It would therefore be unjust to place the 
responsibility for the breach of assurance on ARAKI.

In explaining the reason why Japanese expedi
tionary forces, which had once been withdrawn under the 
WAKATPUKI Cabinet, had to be sent out again for the 
pacification of the same area under the INUKAI Cabinet, 
defendant MINAMI testified that the step was taken on
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1account of the change of the circumstances.
2

155« Rebuttal Against Court Exhibit 2219.

This exhibit had been offered in evidence as 
an interrogation by the prosecution of defendant ARAKI. 
However, this document in reality is nothing but a memo 
taken down by the prosecution and is quite incomplete 
as an interrogation, as it contains many erroneous 
facts written down without correction through inadequate 
interpretation.

It appears that this exhibit purports to show 
where the responsibility lies for the rejection of the 
protest lodged by the United states in the Spring of 
1938 concerning the American rights and interests in 
China. However, as it is already clear to the Tribunal, 
the problems concerning diplomacy and military affairs j
were all studied at the time bv the Five Ministers
Conference, including Prime, 'Vrr, Navy, Foreign and
Finance Ministers. The remaining cabinet members
having never been consulted about those matters, it
was not possible for ARAKI, who was then the Education
Minister, to know this fact, and, consequently, he had

•

no responsibility therefor. This fact has been clearly
3 . . .testified to bv witness RI7AJ as well as witness IFHI’7A'T’A. 1 2 3

1. T. 19,921-2
2. T. 15,841
3. Ex. 3169, T. 28,487

----- 4. T. 15,837-------- :----------------------- — ----
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156« Rebuttal Against Court Exhibit 2218. 

This exhibit is a part of ARAKI’s interroga-
2 !tion taken bv the prosecution pertaining to the r^la-
3 I
4
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tions between the Five Ministers Conference and the 
Cabinet Meeting, and which purports to place the respons
ibility for diplomacy and the military affairs on ARAKI, 
who was Education Minister at the time.

In the first place, the questions and answers 
contained therein lack clarity. ARAKI explained therein 

that, should there hnve arisen important matters, they 
would have been discussed at the cabinet meeting, but 
as the importance of the matters then being considered 
by the Five Ministers conference had not yet been 
determined, thev were not referred to the cabinet meeting 

It also seems that various other matters are 
confusedlv interwoven in that part of the interrogation, 
in the final analysis, it seems to end in ARAKI’s favor. 

It is clear from its final paragraph that, although 
ARAKI was of the opinion that the diplomatic policies 
should be discussed at the cabinet meeting, those matters 
were not discussed before ordinary cabinet sessions be- t 
cause the five ministers had strongly rejected the idea 

that the cabinet ministers other than themselves should 
participate in the discussions of the Five Ministers

1. T. 15,837
25
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~Cohrrrenco; rt- was^t- the time ̂ vben Japan was entirely 
absorbed in the prosecution of the China Incident, This 
point can also be made clear from the testimony of 
witnesses ARITA and ISHIWATA.

1
157* Rebuttal Against Court Exhibit 2216.

This exhibit appears to contain questions and 
answers on the operational matters of the employment of 

troops, but, on account of inadequate translation, 
the meanings of some sentences lack clarity and precis
ion. Moreover, whatever interpretation one may place 
on them, it is clear that they are only devoted to 

explaining the fundamental principles for the despatch
ing of the troops. ARAKI being Exucation Minister at 
the time, merely explained the principles for the use 
of the troops. In any event, these answers cannot 
constitute the basis of ARAKI’s responsibility as 
Education Minister.

1. T. 15,832
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158» Rebuttal Against court exhibit 2222 
This exhibit contains Questions put to 

ARAKI on the subject of the cabinet meetings and 
the Privy Council session concerning Japan's with
drawal from the League of Nations.

As it was stated before, the SAITO Cabinet, 
having decided at its cabinet meeting not to Recede 
from the League of Nations and to endeavor to s^ek. 

the League's understanding to the last, instructed 
Chief Delegate ivATSUOKa to that effect before his 

departure. However, as the result of the develop

ments of the proceedings at the General Assembly,
Japan was obliged to leave the League of Nations,
and the Government, following the lead, had to make

2
its determination.

Such were the circumstances leading up to 
Japan's withdrawal from the League of Nations. How
ever, the act itself of seceding from the League was 
permitted by its Covenant, in which the-e was no 

provision stipulating that the exercise of this right 
constituted a crime. Furthermore, in the course of 
an interrogation by a prosecutor at the Sugamo Prison, 
ARAKI gave the following reply:

1. Tr. 15,845
2. Ex. 3161, Tr. 28,170
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"From my point of view, I felt sorry about

the withdrawal from the League of Nations. I believed
that Japan should have stayed in the League.

"I also told a newspaper reporter assigned
to the V*ar Office that Japan should stay in the
League of Nations. J»ly talk was published in the

•1
press and the people said that I was weak."

2
V/itness MAZAKI also stated in his testimony 

that he "was under the impression that the \/ar ministe r 
had been prepared with an opinion with which he hoped 
to persuade the League of Nations."

Chapter 5* The Application for the Dismissal 
of All Charges Concerning the 
Julanchurian Incident.

159. V e respectfully ask the Tribunal to 
seriously consider the dismissal of all charges con
cerning the manchurian Incident, separating them from 

all the Counts of the Indictment including conspiracy, 
on the grounds (a) that the Lanchurian Incident was 
an incident of a peculiar and unique nature and that 

it should be regarded as a problem already solved, 
and Cb) that the jurisdiction of this Tribunal only 
covers the war which was in existence at the time of
1. Ex. 187, Interrogation of February 11.
2. Ix. No. 3168, Tr. 28,463
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the issuance of the Potsdam Declaration. However, 

here we shall deal only v/ith the former ground, 
leaving the latter to the general summation.

The Peculiar Character of the iuanchurian
Incident.

160. The manchurian Incident was not a war.

The Manchurian Incident was a military action which 

corm. enced by the Lukouchiao Incident and ended by 
the conclusion of the Tangku Truce Agreement. How

ever, it was not a war intended to be such by the 
governments of the two countries involved but a 
series of arned conflicts caused by untoward local 
incidents. As it was shown already, the TNAXATSUKI 
Cabinet, which was in power at the time of the sudden 
outbreak of the incident, proclaimed the exercise of 
the right of self-defense. The succeeding IWUiiAI 
and SAITO Cabinets continued the same policy. The 
governments of the tvo countries involved always 

maintained positions wherefrom they could enter peace 
at any time, both having no intention to go to waï*.
For that^reason, there was no declaration of war

and the diplomatic relations of the two countries 
were being continued throughout the incident.

161. From the outset of the incident, the

citizens of the two nations lived in each other's_______

4 5 ,6 5 9
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country without being subjected to any restraint or 
oppression, continued to engage in their peaceful 
pursuita and received no restriction in traveling 
within both countries. The diplomatic relations of 
the two countries had been maintained normally until 
the two countries terminated the use of military 
force by the conclusion of the Tangku iruce Agree
ment. As far as the international relations between 
Japan and China were concerned, it was nothing more 
than an incident between Japan and ivianchuria and an 
act of self-defense on the part of Japan against the 
unlawful actions of Chiang Hsueh-liang.

It must also be remembered that the special 
character of the nanchurian region as well as the 
peculiar nature of the relations between the Chiang 
family and the Central Chinese Government had been 
left unaltered. Therefore, no peace treaty was con
cluded bet' een Japan and China, and, in this regard, 
it entirely differs from the Shanghai Incident.

Immediately after the outbreak of the Inci
dent, Sung Tzu-wen made a proposal concerning the ,
settlement of the Incident to the Japanese Ambassador, 

1
SilGE^IïSU, and Premier INU£AI, on the Japanese side, 
also sent his confidant, nr. KaYANO, Osakazu, to

%

1. Tr. 3,052

l
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Nanking to have him negotiate with the Chinese leaders.
The fact that the wanchurian Incident did not 

result in a rupture of the diplomatic relations be
tween the two countries concerned is a proof that 
it was an exercise of the right of self-defense.
The Lytton Report stated that Japan’s action could 
not be regarded as an act of self-defense as the 
initial incident was too insignificant, but the same 
report took cognizance of the then prevailing situa- 
tion, in which a major conflagration could have been 
kindled with a single natch in view of the local 
conditions before the outbreak of the Mukden Inci
dent, and stated that it would be difficult, except 
for those who are thoroughly familiar with the real 
conditions of that area, to pass a judgment on the 
situation.

The situation having been such, the Japanese 
Government and the central army authorities neither 
could foresee nor assess the situation prevailing 
there. Everyone who had travelled in wlanchuria in 
those days also expressed his impression to the same 
effect. Everyone equally recognized the absence of 
law and order there as well as the strained atmos
phere existing between China and Japan. One must 
take it for granted, however, that a considerable__ _ J

V
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amount of malicious conjecture and calumny should !
have been contained in the telegrams sent by the 
Foreign Office representatives, Consuls HAYASHI and
b.0'RISHLaA, possibly because of the rumors deriving 
from the emergency situation and the strained senti
ments which existed between the Army and the local 
Foreign Office agencies. It must be added that the 
HARADA-SAIONJI semoirs also have the same tendency 
in this respect.

The circumstances having been such as were 
set out in the HONJO Testament, both for the central 

army authorities and the government, the quickest 
way to prevent the incident from spreading into a 
major conflagration and to find an amicable solution ; 

was to largely respect the views of the authorities 
in the field.

B. the Auinchurian Incident was Not an Act 
of Aggression.

162. It was not a mere incident caused be
tween the two countries beyond their borders. A 
situation arose wherein not only Japan's vested rights iI»
and interests in that region residents could not be j

i
safeguarded because of the anti-Japanese activities j

and the people's contempt for Japan, regardless of
the fact that Japan possessed various rights and_________
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interests there including the right to station i
troops. When the incident of the blowing up of the 
railway occurred, the Japanese troops stationed 
there exercised their right of self-defense in 
order to carry out their duty. Under the circum
stances which prevailed in China in that period 
cases of similar nature often occurred on account 
of the Chinese Government's failure to protect the 
rights and interests of powers in accordance with 
the provisions of the treaties.

Among the incidents of a similar nature 
were the shilling of Nanking by the British and 
American warships and Britain's despatching of troops 
to Kiukiang. Japan also had her bitter experiences 
on several occasions in Tsinan and Shanghai. Would 
international jurists recognize these actions as 
acts of aggression? The crossing of the Japanese 
troops beyond the limits of the wanchurian Railway 
Zone constituted nothing but a combination of the 
right of self-defense, the legality of which is also 
recognized by international jurists.

I

163. As it was stated before, as far as j
1

Japan was concerned, neither the authorities on the 
spot, nor the central government authorities enter- 
talned the least intention to create an independent-----
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state. A declaration to that effect was made before
1

the Diet by Premier INUKAI. Witness MITARAI testi- 
2

fled, "I know that Premier INUKAI was a fervent
advocator of respecting the Chinese sovereignty and

the security of her territory." Witness ISHIWARA’s 
3

testimony also established this point.
The desire for independence, which the 

people in that region had entertained for a long 
period, set spurs to the independence movement 
taking advantage of this opportunity. When the 

opportunity for the independence of manchuria had 
become ripe, the Kwantung Army first assessed the 

views as to whether this movement should be suppressed 
or left alone. Finally the Kwantung Army determined 
its views in favor of independence, if independence 

was feasible, inasmuch as it would iave been impos
sible to maintain lav/ and order in Manchuria, if the 
rising tide of the independence movement were not 

left alone. This view, together with a report on 
the prevailing situation, was conveyed to the central 
Japanese authorities, when Chief of Staff ITAGAKI was 

ordered to proceed to Tokyo in January, 1932. The 
central government, as it was already shown, respected
1. Ex. 2418, Tr. 19,570
2. Tr. 17.818
3+___Etc. 2 5 8 4 __________________________ ___________________________________
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state. A declaration to that effect was made before
1

the Diet by Premier INUKAI. Witness kITARAI testi- 
2

fied, "I know that Premier INUKAI was a fervent
advocator of respecting the Chinese sovereignty and

the security of her territory." Witness ISHIWARA's 
3

testimony also established this point.
The desire for independence, which the 

people in that region had entertained for a lo’ng 
period, set spurs to the independence movement 

taking advantage of this opportunity. When the 
opportunity for the independence of manchuria had 
become ripe, the Kwantung Army first assessed the 

views as to whether this movement should be suppressed 
or left alone. Finally the Kwantung Army determined 
its views in favor of independence, if independence 
was feasible, inasmuch as it would lave been impos
sible to maintain lav/ and order in Manchuria, if the 
rising tide of the independence movement were not 

left alone. This view, together with a report on 
the prevailing situation, was conveyed to the central 
Japanese authorities, when Chief of Staff ITAGAKI was 

ordered to proceed to Tokyo in January, 1932. The 
central government, as it was already shown, respected

1. Ex. 2418, Tr. 19,570
2. Tr. 17.818
3* Ex. 25-8-4---------------------- ----------------------- J

• V •
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the views of the army in the field and let the
Manchurians proceed according to their own wishes,
if they were to cooperate in preserving law and
order in that region, (The foregoing circumstances

1
were clearly established in the HONJO Testament, 
testimonies of ITAGAKI, u aTSUOKA and ARAKI.)

We attribute the reasons why the Lytton 
Commissions report, while it gave a detailed ac
count of the circumstances, drew a conclusion con
trary to the facts, to the lack of cognizance, on the 
part of the Commission, of the true situation and

their method of basing the report on propaganda
2

and tendencious explanations which exaggeratingly 

underlined a few somewhat excessive cases occurring 
in the course of v/arlike operations, I shall omit 
the balance of that paragraph,

C. No atrocity was Committed During the 
Manchurian Incident,

164, The Lytton Commission's Report testi

fies to the fact that not a single case of general 

acts of atrocity occurred during a year and eight 
months of the Manchurian Incident, This is a proof 

of the fact that the Manchurian Incident broke out

1. Ex. 2043, Tr. 15,001-8
2. Ex. 192A
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in spite of self-restraint on the part of the Japan
ese and that it was not caused through enmity or 

rancour.
165. Major General KATAKURA, Tadashi, testi

fied as a witness:
"At the time the Japanese attitude was,

those Who took a hostile attitude toward Japan would
be punished, but those who had ceased resistance would
be welcomed and absorbed into ordinary Manchurian life,

1
They were not treated at all as prisoners of war,"

166. The prosecution pressed witness ENDO,

Saburo asking him whether regular troops had not been
executed under the pretext that they were bandits,

2
but he replied clearly that it,was not the case,

167. The only instance which may have served 
to create the suspicion of the commission of atroci
ties during the Manchurian Incident, was wr. Powell's 

testimony which was accompanied by an article from 
the Chicago Daily Tribune presented to the Tribunal
to confirm his testimony. The inquiry conducted in 
the Tribunal revealed, however, that the Powell 
testimony was based upon an article appearing in the 
China Weekly Review, which the witness had written

1. - Tr. 18,997
2. Tr. 19,507-8

namsr,
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relying on information from Chinese sources and that 
the article in the Chicago Daily Tribune was a repro
duction of the same article, being, therefore, devoid 
of an accurate foundation.

The event referred to in that article took 
place as <?. result of the fighting which occurred 
when Lieutenant INOUYE, commanding the small Chieng 
Chin-Tsai Garrison unit v/hile advancing on a search
ing mission, was attacked by a large number of ban
dits, pushing ahead to strike the Chiang Chin-Tsai 
Garrison troops, It is clear that the event did 
not occur in the manner as was publicized, but it 
was reported, on the contrary, that the Japanese 
unit rescued villagers and other people. All in 
all, this evidence has no probative value as it was 
an article written by Mr. Powell on the basis of 
hearsay which he obtained from the rumours concerning 
the battle conditions of a small unit in a restricted 
locality.

D. The Manchukuoan Government was not a 
puppet regime.

168. What is the definition of a puppet
regime?

What is the meaning of the expression, 
“puppet regime," as used by the prosecution? Could
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all independent and severeign states receiving politi
cal, economic or military aid from other countries 
be called "puppet regimes"? Could the Balkan states 
and other newly-founded countries of Europe be called 
puppet regimes manipulated by some other countries?
Are the countries generally known as "satellites" 
puppet regimes? It is customary v/ith all newly- 
founded states to receive support and assistance of 
various kinds from their friendly neighbors.

It is evident, however, that, the countries 
proTiding aid are liable to act selfishly and make 
the recipients of aid their "puppets," vis-a-vis 
Manchukuo, but it is our contention that the Japanese 
Government was particularly mindful of this point 
and took every precaution so as to enable it to 
govern itself independently. ARAKI having had deep 
concern particularly about this point, opposed the 
creation of an advisory organization out of Japan's 
diplomatic agency and insisted on the exchange of 
ambassadors. To call Manchukuo a puppet regime, in 
our contention, is nothing but a political calumny 
deriving from a malicious design to make unfavorable 
propafc-'nda between the relations of other countries.

169. The circumstances leading up to Man-

45,668
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It is as previously stated that Manchukuo's 
birth was a result of spontaneous efforts of the Man
churians. Therefore I shall dwell on it only briefly. 
It is clear that the Japanese leaders had no pre
meditated design towards ibanchukuo, judging from the 
fact that the Japanese Government was flurried at 
the foundation of manchukuo and devised measures

I
towards it only after it had come into oeing, The 
HONJO Testament testified to this point. Even if 
assistance and cooperation were given to it in the 
meantime, one cannot call wanchukuo a puppet regime 
because of that, as such steps were only natural and 
the examples of the kind could be found everywhere.

Even if a powerful country gave assistance
\

to a powerless country, one cannot say that the 
former made a puppet of the latter. When the policies 
of a newly-founded state were a cause of great mis
givings to another state and, if, in that event, the 
latter state gave guidance to the former so as to 
forestall disadvantages, can one say that the former 
has become a puppet manipulated by the latter?

In other words, to accuse someone irrespon
sibly with aggression or founding of a puppet regime 
only by seizing upon some transitory phenomena must 
be said to be an entirely unreasonable assertion.
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THE PRESIDENT: Before you go further, i.r.

ncmanus, a serious auestion arises here. On page 
195 you attacked the Lytton Commission on certain 
grounds. On page 196 you disclose the grounds are 
from the- Japanese observations. You strike out the 
reference to the- Japanese observations, and it looks 
as though you arc auoting from the record itself, 
from the evidence. Unless I make comment such as 
this from time to time, we will be grossly misled, 
perhaps, unless we have a clear recollection of all 
the evidence. I suggest you go through the balance 
of your summation and strike out everything not 

supported by evidencej not merely the reference to 
rejected documents but to the contents of the rejected 
documents which you have used.

i:R. LiCiuANUS: If your Honor pleases, I
thought I had done that. However, I may have over
looked one or two points, and I shall carefully 
scrutinize the balance of the summation and try to 

comply with your Honor's wishes.
If your Honors please, it was not my inten

tion in the summation to attack the findings of the 
Lytton Inquiry. I merely wanted to present certain 

facts so that your Honors could determine whether or 
not the Japanese leaders at that time v:ere of the
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opinion as to whether or not they were right or their 
state of mind,

THE PRESIDENT: The state of mind of every
accused must be determined on the evidence before us 
and not on rejected evidence.

mR. iviciùANUSî I merely mention these facts, 
if your Honor pleases, with the sole intention, and 
no other reason except, to try to assist the Tri
bunal.

THE PRESIDENT: VJe cannot be assisted by the
reference to evidence or to statements from rejected 
documents. We can only be misled.

We will adjourn until half-past one.
(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess 

was talc on. )
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AFTERNOON SESSION

!
The Tribunal net, pursuant to recess, at 1330.  ̂
I'/iBSHAL OF THE COURTi The International 

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.
THE PRESIDENT: The accused MATSUI is absent

from the courtroom due to illness.
With the Tribunal's permission the accused

J
KILO and KAYA will be absent from the courtroom during ; 
the second period of the afternoon session conferring 

with their counsel.
MITSUI is represented by counsel.
Mr. McManus.
MR. McMANUS: 170. The true aspects of the

activities of the State of Manchukuo.
So many examples can be seen in past history 

as well as at present of a newly-founded country re- i
ceiving aid from a friendly third country, that such jI
a practice can be said to be almost customary among j
nations.

Foreign Minister UCHIDA once explained at a 

Diet session, Japan at the time of the Meiji Restora
tion received great assistance both in men and material ;I
from B r ita in , America, France and Germany. The number j

of the foreigners then employed by the Japanese [
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Government exceeded more than 500. Japan, therefore, 

had relied more on foreign aid then than Manchukuo 
depended on Japan's assistance at the time of her al
legedly puppet existence. Manchukuo being based on the 
principle of the harmony of the five races and its 
government structure well established, culture within 
that state became incomparably more advanced than at 

the time of Chang Hsueh-liang's regime, and the people 
could live happily»

To a question put to him on cross-examination
by Captain Kleiman, prosecution witness ex-Admiral
OKtiDA, Keisuke, replied that he thought he v/as doing

2
s good deed for Manchuria. What he stated represents 
the desire of the then government of Japan and was 
desired even more strongly by ARa KI, The fact that 
ARaKI later did not attend the 10th Year Anniversary

9
of Manchukuo because of the situation then prevailing

. 3
in that country amply explains his state of mind. It 
must .also be added that the whole Japanese notion en
tertained the same hopes and desires towards Manchukuo 
as did aRAKI,

A pessimistic observation is made in Part 2, 
Chapter Vi, of the Lytton Commission's Report, in which

1. Ex. 3158, T. 28,076, Affidavit of Woodhead
2. T. 1,894
3. Ex. 3161, T. 28,153

tk
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it is stated:
"There is no indication that this 'Government' 

v/ill in fact be able to carry out many of its 
reforms. To mention but one example, there 
seem to be serious obstacles in the way of the 
realization of their budgetary and currency 
reforms, etc. .

In the light of the progress which Manchukuo 
achieved later, it is evident that the members of the 
Inquiry Commission did not have an insight into the 
real causes which lay behind the prevailing situation. 

The Commission itself testified to the difficulty of 
assessing the situation in Manchuria for someone with
out a sufficient knowledge about that region. Although 
the Lytton Commission made great efforts to assemble 
all kinds of information, its findings included many 
such matters which did not coincide with the actual 
state of affairs.

AïiüKI's contention was that Japan's assistance
\

should have been mainly directed to induce Manchukuo 

itself to attain the ideal of its foundation, namely 
the harmony and concord among the five races. His 

discontent v/as due to the fact that the reality dif
fered from his aspirations, there being some among the 
Manchukuoons who were not satisfied with the prevailing
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state of affairs. All this shows that ARAKI was sin
cerely hoping for the success of Manchukuo as an inde
pendent state and did not have the least intention to 
seek profit fron Manchukuo or to make it a puppet re
gime.

171. Guidance given bv Japan.
It is a fact that Japan gave support and as

sistance to Manchukuo ever since Japan's recognition i
of the new state. Japan extended recognition to Man- i 
chukuo not for the purpose of making it a puppet state 
but because she hoped that Manchukuo would develop 
into a full-fledged country. It is needless to say 
that Japan, because of her peculiar position, had var
ious views and opinions as to the neons of giving coop
eration and assistance to Manchukuo, but there had 
.been no one in the responsible position at the tine of 
the INUKAI and SAITO Cabinets who had the intention
of infringing upon the independence of Manchukuo, The I

«

prosecution hod presented nine consecutive documents !

'in evidence starting fron court exhibit 222, which
we shall refute as follows:

We wish to point out first of all that these j

documents (Ex. 222 and its subsequent numbers) were !«\
made after Manchukuo was founded and was officially itIrecognized by Japan; and so most of the cross-examination J
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by the prosecution based upon these documents, against 

the contents of aRAKI's affidavit was, wo should say, 
entirely far afield. For instance, the prosecution 

referred to exhibits Nos. 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 
228, 230, 231, 233, 234, and 187, on the cross- 
examination of ARAKI ie his affidavit, in which AhAKI 
stated:

"The decision of the government on this 
problem was also to leave it alone to the 
Manchurian people and to make no interference 
with it inasmuch as the primary concern of the

2
government was in preservation of law and order."

However this part of ARa KI's statement con
cerned the state of affairs prior to the independence 
declaration of Manchukuo, whereas the documents re

ferred to by the prosecution related to matters after 
the declaration, some of them even after the official 
recognition of the state.

3
173» Exhibit No. 222 and others appear to be 

the documents with which the Japanese Government regu
lated the basic policy of coping with the new state of 
affairs, but in the absence of a complete record at 
that time, it is not possible for us to know the '
1. T. 28,288
2. T. 28.140
3. T. 2,817
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deliberations which constituted the background of
1 diese documents, nor are v/e in a position to know how
2 !*ar the contents of these documents were put into
3 practice. However, v/e have good reason to believe that 
some of them wer« never practiced, whereas some were 
merely the plans of a division chief or a section chief 
of the General Staff, and stopped there. There are 
some in the form of.answers to inquiries bearing the 
name of AIUJCI, but with the lack of the original tele- 
jrans of inquiry, there is no way of knowing the exact

„^leaning of those documents. That one (222) is doted 

12j:he 1st of March is a primary mistake because it appears 
13to be the decision of the cabinet of its policy after 
MHenry Pu-Yi’s assumption cf the post of the Executive 
15Administrator of Manchukuo. The Customs Office at 
i'>;hat tine was within the Japanese Leased Territory 
i7ànd in view of its special relation with Japan, Manchu- 
18l[uo hod to immediately set up a plan to settle this 
19duestion. This fact causod the Japanese Government to 

hold a cabinet meeting which resulted in this decision, 
and this, v/e contend, is very good proof to show that 
the foundation of Manchukuo v/as not the result of a 

premeditated program of Japan. The request of the army,
j.s stated in Chapter 5» that, that in v/hich it placed its 

first importance in pacification of bandits and

20
21
22
2 3

2 4

2 5
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protection of Japanese nationals. As for such phrases
1 2 

as "grasp of real power," and "accomplished status,"
they appear in almost every chapter of this document.
It seems that the people in charge of these affairs 
adopted them, as they were drafted by those v.ho had 
apprehensions over the situation. As a whole, we be
lieve that this document honestly represents the anxiety 
on the part of the Japanese Government as to whether or 
not they could place full confidence in the new regime, 
ïhis document was made because the government desired 
that the Government of Manchukuo would not be thrown 

into utter confusion because of problems such os Open 
Door Policy, Equal Opportunity and EnpZoyment for For
eigners, and we can see further a state of confusion 
e?>en in the Japanese Government at that time. What 
v/e cannot see is how this document could be token 
os the one purporting to moke the new regime a puppet 
of Japan, or as the one interfering with it, because 
the document was a timely measure to avoid a further 
disorder of the situation.

3
174. Exhibit No. 223 was presented by the

prosecution as the record of cabinet meeting held on«
April 10, 1932, but Y0K0MIZ0 testified that the cabinet

1. T. 2,819
2. T. 2,819
3. T. 2,825

: SMJ liUmWHMlTlN t

25
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meeting did not keep any record of its deliberation.
This document locks very much like a draft prepared
by the Foreign Office concerning Japan's aid and
cooperation on finance and economy of Manchukuo. From
its wording, " . . .  taking into consideration the
demands of the new state and its missions towards the 

2
Empire", this document seems to shew Japan's intention
of financial and economic assistance,

3
175« Exhibit No. 224 is nothing but the 

settlement of the question of Japan's purchasing some 
railways of a private concern, a question which had
been pending for some time in the past.

4
176, Exhibit No. 225 is also nothing new.

The matter on v/hich a negotiation had started in 1930 
was brought to a decision at the time of WAKATSUKI 
Cabinet at its cabinet meeting, and the decision was 
made into a written form on account of the new founda
tion of the Manchukuo Government. It was possible as 
well as natural that the military authorities (army 
and navy) requested that a full consideration be given 
to the question of Japanese garrison in that area, as 
it had much importance from the viewpoint of the

1. Ex. 3171, T. 28,537
2. T. 2,826
3. T. 2,827
4. T. 2,83025
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1
notional defense. We contend thot there was nothing 
unusual in so doing.

1
177« Exhibit Kc. 226 is net dated but appeals 

from its contents to have been made after the founda
tion of Manchukuo. Primarily, the military affairs 
concerning Chientao had been under the jurisdiction 
of the Korean Army, and so was the protection of Japan
ese nationals there. With the organization of the Man
chukuo Government the army submitted to the central 
authorities its opinion, in this document, that same 
be transferred to the Kwantung Army. Other matters 
contained in this document were also administrative 
measures of similar nature. These questions should 
have been clarified as far as the Kwentung Army was 
concerned, and this document shews no sign cf Japan's 
interference with or restriction over the affairs of 
Manchukuo. That the Kwentung Army negotiated with 
the Manchukuo Government over those matters was quite 

natural under the circumstances where the hostilities 
cf the Manchurian Incident were still going on. There 

is at least nothing in this document which seems to 
restrict the’Manchukuo Government. With the lack of 
the telegram, to which this document was made in reply, 
this is the only explanation we can offer about the

1. T . 2,836
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document.
1

178. Exhibit 227 was to comply with the
!

request of Manchukuo of settling the question of Cus
toms Office, located within the Japanese Leased Terri
tory of Dairen. The proposal of Manchukuo was nothing 
unnatural in view of her foundation and the necessity of 
readjusting her financial affairs. The Kwantung Army 
added to this proposal its opinion for putting it into 
practice, and the Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Array 
transferred the same to the Vice Minister of War. The 
whole affair was initiated by'the request of Manchukuo, 
and was not an interference cn the pat of Japan over 
Manchukuo affairs. The document bears the names of 
Consul General M0RIM0T0 and Chief of Dairen Customs 
Office FUKUM0T0, from which it will be seen that the

matter was not a direct concern of the army.
2

179. Exhibit No. 228 does not clarify the 
circumstances in which it was written, inasmuch as the 

two telegrams (Nos. 277 and 609) from the Commander
of the Kwantung Army were not attached. Those two 
missing telegrams, it would appear, seem to have ap
pealed to the central government the difficulty of the 
Kv/antung Array of maintaining peace and order, on account 
'of the uncertain attitude of the Japanese Government
1. T. 2,837

----
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1
concerning official recognition of Manchukuo and the 
policy of assisting that country. It was the tine when 
public opinion of Japan was in favor of giving official 
recognition to Manchukuo. In fact, on June l|?th, five 
days after the date of this document, the Imperial

1
Diet made the resolution of recognizing this government. 
Both the army central authorities and the government 
had no other idea than respecting the independence of 
Manchukuo and wishing for her development, and, there
fore, were not in favor of the opinion of establishing 
a so-called Governor-General in Manchuria. This was 
the reason why they could not come to a decision ©n 

the matter requested by the Kwantung nrmy* In any 
case, they telegraphed, in reply to the inquiry, saying 
that a controlling organ over the Manchukuo Government 
should not be established, and cautioned the Kwantung 
Army to be careful over the administrative matters of 
South Manchuria Railway zone and Kwantung Leased Terri
tories, in view of the fact that Manchukuo had not 
been officially recognized. We contend that this was
nothing but a fair and sound opinion of the government.

2
180. Exhibit 230 is, as is said in its pre

text, a telegram sent by HAGATA, Chief of No. 2 Divi
sion of the General Staff to the Chief of Staff of the

1. T. 28,473 
-2*— T. — 2,903

■r;
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Kwantung Army, submitting the former’s experimental 
plan for the study of the latter. This plan was dis
cussed by the Kwantung Army, together with NAGATa 
at the occasion of his visit to Manchuria, and the 
result of the discussion was telegraphed by the Kwan
tung Army Chief of Staff to the Vice Minister of War, 
intending to make it material for the study of the 
latter. ARaKI did not even know such document had 
existed. It must have been a tentative plan of the 

branch of the army in charge of this line of work. 
From the contents of this document it is easy to con
ceive that it was not approved of by the central army 
authorities. We, therefore, contend that this has no 

probative value.
1

181. Exhibit No. 231 was a document written 
after the recognition of Manchukuo, and had no signi
ficance beyond what it ostensibly said in the con
tents, that is, to reframe into more efficient order 
the communication system in Manchuria which had been 
disorderly. The army approved of this suggestion and 
desired its execution, because it was necessary from 
the viewpoint of maintaining law and order. It was, 
just as its text said, the cooperation on the part of 
the army in providing social equipments along culture 

1. T t 2,919  _____  ________________
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1
'and economic lines as well as in improving installations
for security of national defense and law and order.

1
182. Exhibit No. 233 was made at the time 

when Manchukuo, having achieved due development, re
quired the sound development of her economy, culture 
and maintenance of law and order and security of 
national defense as her imminent necessity. Especially, 
the government under the Executive Administrator had 
lasted for two years and there was a gradual outcry 
for establishment of a monarchy. This document seems 
to have regulated various necessities concerning ad
ministration. Since Japan had a special agreement with 
this nation whose foundation had not been quite solid, 
it was only her duty to do this by virtue of her being 
a senior nation.

While the army requested the Manchukuo Govern
ment not to neglect the security of law and order and 
the national defense, its attitude was fully defensive. 
This is clearly shown in Chapter 6 where the expression 
"defensive equipment" is used.

Furthermore, there was a committee in the 
cabinet at that time, consisting of several governmental 
departments which were related to Manchuria, This 
committee, as one of the organs of the cabinet, set up
1. T. 2,926
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the plan and its method of practice about Manchurian 
affairs. The regulation was that the important ones 
should be submitted to the cabinet meeting for decision, 
and so it was not necessary to submit all matters to 
cabinet meetings. This fact is further clarified in 
the document by the descriptions of "Committee of the 
Investigation of the Executive Policy towards Manchuria 
and Mongolia", "The Financial Investigation Committee 
toward Manchuria", and "Japanese and Manchurian Indus
trial Administrating Committee".

184. We hope we have fully explained in the 

above how mistaken and prejudiced it is to assume the 

exhibits aforementioned as proof of Japan's alleged 
intention of Manchurian domination. We have repeatedly 
stated that Japan had been aiming to settle the Man
churian problems in such a way as would set up a land 
of peace in one corner of the Far East. Japan desired
the birth of a model nation to make it a criterion 0

for China for her unification. With regard to the
question of the sovereignty of China over Manchuria,
iJtAKI considered that Manchukuo and China would be able
to come to terms after the settlement of these various

1
affairs. ARAKI expressed this view to Lord Lytton, 
saying that in such a vast country as China, peace had 
to be established gradually, section by section. Above
1 . T .  1 ,713
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all, iiKAKI had the intention of holding an International
Peace Conference of the Far E0st after the Tangku
Treaty to eliminate all causes of future trouble and to

1
consolidate a firm foundation for peace.

Before the League of Nations had adopted its 
decisions, the Japanese Government submitted its 
opinion of the Lytton Report to the League, and fully 
deliberated the differences of opinion as expressed in 
the Lytton Report.

I shall omit the next sentence.
Lord Lytton himself admitted in his report 

the difficulty of studying the truth of Manchurian 
affairs.

It is a grave mistake to say that because of 
this cooperation between Japan and Manchukuo, Japan had 
an intention of dominating Manchuria or that Japan 
intended to make Manchukuo her puppet government. It 
is also respectfully called to this Tribunal’s atten
tion that many countries officially recognized Manchukuc 
and even the United States, in her informal talk, ex
pressed an agreement of the recognition. These facts, 
it is our contention, will explain, more eloquently 
than anything else, the real state of affairs at that 
time.

—1-.— T^- 28,162_____________ _____________________________
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and economic lines as well as in improving installations
for security of national defense and law and order.

1
182. Exhibit No. 233 was made at the time 

when Manchukuo, having achieved due development, re
quired the sound development of her economy, culture 
and maintenance of law and order and security of 
national defense as her imminent necessity. Especially, 
the government under the Executive Administrator had 
lasted for two years and there was a gradual outcry 
for establishment of a monarchy. This document seems 
to have regulated various necessities concerning ad
ministration. Since Japan had a special agreement with 
this nation whose foundation had not been quite solid, 
it was only her duty to do this by virtue of her being 
a senior nation.

While the army requested the Manchukuo Govern
ment not to neglect the security of law and order and 
the national defense, its attitude was fully defensive. 
This is clearly shown in Chapter 6 where the expression 
"defensive equipment" is used.

Furthermore, there was a committee in the 
cabinet at that time, consisting of several governmental 
departments which were related to Manchuria. This 
committee, as one of the organs of the cabinet, set up
1. T. 2,926
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the plan and its method of practice about Manchurian 

affairs. The regulation was that the important ones 
should bo submitted to the cabinet meeting for decision, 
and so it was not necessary to submit all matters to 
cabinet meetings. This fact is further clarified in 

the document by the descriptions of "Committee of the 
Investigation of the Executive Policy towards Manchuria 
and Mongolia", "The Financial Investigation Committee 
toward Manchuria", and "Japanese and Manchurian Indus
trial Administrating Committee".

184. We hope we have fully explained in the 

above how mistaken and prejudiced it is to assume the 

exhibits aforementioned as proof of Japan's alleged 
intention of Manchurian domination. We have repeatedly 
stated that Japan had been aiming to settle the Man
churian problems in such a way as would set up a land 
of peace in one corner of the Far East. Japan desired 
the birth of a model nation to make it a criterion 
for China for her unification. With regard to the 
question of the sovereignty of China over Manchuria, 
**RAKI considered that Manchukuo and China would be able
to come to terms after the settlement of these various

1
affairs. ARAKI expressed this view to Lord Lytton,
saying that in such a vast country as China, peace had
to be established gradually, section by section._ Above
1, T. 1,713
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all, iiKAKI had the intention of holding an International
Peace Conference of the Far East after the Tangku
Treaty to eliminate all causes of future trouble and to

1
consolidate a firm foundation for peace.

Before the League of Nations had adopted its 
decisions, the Japanese Government submitted its 
opinion of the Lytton Report to the League, and fully 
deliberated the differences of opinion as expressed in 
the Lytton Report.

I shall omit the next sentence.
Lord Lytton himself admitted in his report 

the difficulty of studying the truth of Manchurian 
affairs.

It is a grave mistake to say that because of 
this cooperation between Japan and Manchukuo, Japan had 
an intention of dominating Manchuria or that Japan 
intended to make Manchukuo her puppet government. It 
is also respectfully called to this Tribunal's atten
tion that many countries officially recognized Manchukuc, 
and even the United States, in her informal talk, ex
pressed an agreement of the recognition. These facts, 
it is our contention, will explain, more eloquently 
than anything else, the real state of affairs at that 
time.
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185. aspects of on Independent Stete.
Court exhibit 3165-A offered in evidence by 

the prosecution on September 12, 1947 (c telegram 
of congratulations to Mtnchukuo, sent by the War 
Minister to the Commender-in-Chief of the Kwcntung 
Army) clearly shows v'or Minister ARAKI's attitude 
toward Mcnchukuo. The telegram contains the con
gratule t ions and gratitude of the V’ar Minister towards 
the Commander -in-Cnief of the Kwantung Army concerning 
the completion of the pacification of Jehol on March 
11, 1933« The text of the telegram includes the 
following items:

1) Through a close cooperation of the armies 
of Japan and Me.nchukuo,

2) a great success has now been accomplished 
in the task of eliminating banditry in Jchol.

3) I congratulate you for having consolidated 
the foundation of the peace in Asia.

4) Please transmit above to the Manchukuoan 
National Army.
In Items (1) (through a close cooperation between the

1
armies of Japan and Manchkuo) and (4) (Please transmit 
above to the Manchukuoan National Army) it is clearly 
shown that Wsr Minister ARAKI treated on an equal 
H .  F.x. U65-A. Tr. 28T^3l)_________________
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footing the armies of Japan end Manchukuo end paid 
them due respect. Item (2) shows that the Jehol 
Campaign was nothing more then o mopoing-up operetion 
against the bandits in Jehol and Item (3) in which 
the V*\ r Minister expressed his congratulations for 
the consolidation of the peace in Asia clearly shows 
ARAKI’s objective in settling the Manchurian Incident. 
It is a communiertion between organs within the army, 
being a telegram sent by the lrcr Minister to the 
Kwantung army commander, which did not require half
hearted diplomatic phraseology and in which one can 
perceive the true motives, of the sender.

It is also customary with the high command 

and the war offices of every country to send telegrams, 
in the names of the Chief of the General Staff and the 
War Minister, after a large military engagement to 
the highest ranking officer of the array concerned, in 
recognition of his services. It is difficult to under
state’. for what purpose the prosecution tendered this 
telegram in evidence. For the reason stated above, 
we shall ask the Court to consider this document as 
one tendered by the defense also.

186. The Treatment of Manchukuo by the 
Powers as an Independent State.
__________We shall now further ask the Tribunal to

■mm*
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sideration of ARAKI's connection with the recognition 
of Manchukuo cs rn independent state.

1) Manchukuo was recognized by Japan on 

September 15, 1932.
2) The Dairen Conference was convened in 

July, 1933, essembline the representatives fron China, 
end Manchukuo and an agreement was concluded, con-
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earning postal and railway services.
3) Between the Soviet Union and Menchukuo, 

the Agreement on the River and Waterway Traffic w<-s 
signed in July, 1934. The Agreement for the Sale of 
the Chinese Eastern Rcilv/ay was signed in March, 1935. 
The two countries also exchanged consuls.

4) Japan announced the abolition of its 
extraterritoriality in Msnchukuo as well os the trans

fer of the administrative rights of the Manchurian 
Railway Zones in Aiigust, 1935» f.nd enforced the sane 

by the end of November 1937.
5) The Vatican recognized Menchukuo in April,

1934.
6) The Republic of Salvador recognized 

jlanchukuo in May, 1934. Salvador was a member of the 

League of Nations.
__________7) The Republic of Dominica recognized^ ____
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Manchukuo in October, 1934*

1937.
9) Spain recognized Menchukuo in December

1937.
10) Germany recognized Menchukuo in May, 1937.
11) Poland recognized it in October, 1938.
12) Hungary recognized it in January, 1939.
13) Slovakia recognized it in March, 1939*
14) Rumania in December, 1940.
15) Bulgaria recognized Manchulfuo in May, 1941.

16) Finland in July 1941.
17) Croatia recognized Menchukuo in august,

1941.
18) Thailand recognized it in august 1941.
19. Denmark recognized Manchukuo in August,

1941.
20)Great Britain despatched an economic 

mission to Manchukuo.
E. Now for the purpose, once again, of 

calling to the attention of the Tribunal that there 
existed no aggressive warfare conspiracy to dominate 
any part of Asia or the World, we respectfully point 
out and contend tha.t there is definitely no relation
ship between the Manchurian Incident and the China
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Incident.

187. It is the fact as has been previously 
stated that Japan, China end Manchukuo re-entered 
into a state1 of peace by the conclusion of the Trngku 
Truce ügreement and the Dairen Conference.

188. The National Government of China issued, 
on June 10, 1935, an Ordinance for the Fronotion of 
International .mity, which said:

" . . .  while international good faith
should be fcithfully kept and international
peace should be established in harmonious
cooperation with other countries, above all
it is of urgent importance to promote friendly

1
relations with our immediate neighbors. . ."

By issuing this order, the National Government, in 
consideration of its bitter past experience of having 
engendered the Manchurian Incident through the anti- 
Japanese activities and acts of contempt against Japan, 
endeavored to re-establish friendly relations betweon 
Japan and Chino so as to avoid the recurrence of 
incidents of a similar nature.

189. In 1934, Japan and China raised the 
status of their Ministers stationed in their respective 
countries to that of Ambassadors, and on June 16 of
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the :une yecr, the Japanese Ambassador to China, 
ARIYOSHI, presented his credentials to Mr. Lin-Shen. 
the President of the National Government of China. 
Whereupon, the relations between Japan and China 
became more friendly and the two countries cane to 
cooperate more fully with each other.

190. In July, 1937» the Lukouchiao Incident 
broke out quite unexpectedly. Two years had elapsed 
between the time of the. conclusion of the Tcngku 
Truce Agreement in May, 1933» m e  the date of 
Ambassador ARISUYL's presentation of his credentials 
in June, 1935. Two more years had passed before the 
outbreak of the Lukouchiao Incident in July, 1937» 
making the total of the tine elapsed four years. In 
the light of the developments such as stated above 
during this long period, it is clear that there is 
no conceivable relationship between the Manchurian 
Incident and the China Incident. The relations be
tween Japan end China hod become even more close 
than in the past. We shall attempt to more fully 
clarify this point by enumerating below views of 
various circles as extracted from the record of the 
proceedings of this trial.

As it was pointed out previously, all Japanese
p H i n c l u d i n g  prpgnpiit.1 nn witness Major General
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TANAKA, Ryukichi < nd defense witnesses Major General
1

KATAKUR*, Tedashi end Lieutenant General ENDO, Srburo
•

equally stete-d that the Mrnehurien Incident had been 
termine tee! by the- conclusion of the- Trngku Truce Agreement.

Chinese witness General Chine Ten-chun on 
July 25, 1946, in answer to a question in cross-examin
ation by counsel 0KÏ.M0T0, stated that the Lukouchiao 
Incident broke out as v result of the Hsian Incident, 
which was an entirely unforeseen incident. In other 
words, he meant that the Lukouchiao Incident broke 
out with the Hsian Incident as its remote cause and 
that there existed no plan nor connection with which 
he could link it with the Manchurian Incident,

In Court exhibit 213 (prosecution document 
Ko. 1871-E, entitled "Summery of Japanese War Crimes 

in China from September l8, 1931, to August 13, 1937, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China.) it is 
stated s

"Beginning in the summer of 1935,
Japanese military planes flew frequently over 
and landed around Peiping and Tientsin. . . Nov/

North China had become peaceful. Therefore, 
diplomatic relations between Japan and China 
should promptly be conducted on a normal basis. . . 
----Tn t.hr: above document^ it isjaade clear that

v

".’.va; :1
3Z.-.2L.

«A
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the Chinese Government contended thrt perfect peace 
v/Es restored between Japan end Chine through the con
clusion of the Tengku Truce Agreement, that it wes 
eftcr 193?) two yerrs after the conclusion of the 
Tengku Truce Agreement, thet Japanese airplanes flew 
for the first time to the Peiping-Tientsin area, and 
not a single incident occurring before the aforementioned 
1935. It is evident that, even if Japan had relied on 
a provision of the Tangku Truce Agreement to justify 
a violation of the border by a Japanese airplane two 
years later, tlie act itself did not impair the effect 
of the Tangku Truce Agreement.

In the opening statement for the prosecution 
phase on the General Preparations for War, Prosecutor 
Brigadier Quillian stated as follows:

*"In June 1937» the month before the Marco 
Polo Bridge Incident the Japanese War Office 
prepared a Five-Year Plan for the production 
of war materials. . ."

"Until 1938 the number of Divisions and 
Independent Brigades remained fairly constant. . ."

"Significant evidence of the aggressive 
intentions of Japan is obtained from the function 
and scope of the General Mobilization Law. This
Law, which has already been produced in evidence as
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Court Exhibit No. 84, was adopted in 1938. . ."
"It is not too much to soy thrt by the 

adoption of this lovi Jrpcn at one stroke become 
o totr.litrrion str.te end finolly committed her
self to o policy of aggression end expansion. . ."

I
"It is suggested thrt it is of the utmost 

significance that os early as 1938 this drastic 
law should have been adopted and such all- 
embrccing powers obtained. It is also sug
gested, indeed it is obvious, that without
those cowers the wer preparations could not

1
have been made. . . . "

In other words, it was stated that real war 
preparations could not have been made without the 
powers embodied in the National Mobilization Low, 
that the National Mobilization Law first cane into 
being only after the outbreak of the China Incident, 
and that all measures had been taken on the basis of 
the China Incident. Leaving aside the question of 
whether to admit all these contentions, they serve to 
clarify the fact thrt there was no direct connection 
between the Manchurian and China Incidents. It was 
os though the prosecutor had definitely stated here 
that there was no war preparation going on at the time 

-P- Tr. p p . 81Q 6t 81Q7, 8198)_______________________________

i l

\
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of the Manchurian Incident.
On October 24, 1946, prosecution witness

Liebort testified as follows:
"After 1932, the aggression or wc.r against

Manchuria was a closed affair. Thrt had been
completed. Whitever hrppened in the relations
between Japan and China didn’t break out formally,

1
as I recall, until 1937*"

Although wc cannot accept the charge of ag
gression contained in this prosecution's exrert witness' 
report he had unquestionably testified that the Man
churian Affair had been a closed affair and that it 
had nothing to do with the China Incident. Further
more, that there is no relationchip between the Man
churian and China Incidents is a natter of common 
knowledge among people at large.

The Conclusion of the Lytton Commission's 
Report ("Considerations and Suggestions to the Council," 
Lytton Commission's Report Chapter X, Comments, Page 291) 

At the end of the Lytton Commission's report, 
the following passages can be found:

"On august the 30th Count UCHIDA is reported 
to have declared at Tokyo:

"'The Government considers the question 
------r>£_fii.nr>-.Trpnnrgp relations as more important ___
(1. Tr. 8,572)

■fükp1
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"We cannot close our Report more appropri
ately than by reproducing here the thought 
underlying these two statements, so exactly does 
it correspond with the evidence we have collected, 
with our own study of the problem, and conse
quently with our own convictions, so confident
are we that the policy indicated by these dec-

/
larations, if promptly and effectively applied, 
could not fail to lead to a satisfactory solution 
of the Manchurian question in the best interests 
of the two great countries of the Far East and 
of humanity in general."

Japan and the Lytton Inquiry Commission finally 
differed in their viev/s concerning the method for the 
solution of the Manchurian problem, but it is clear 
from the statement of Foreign Minister UCHIDA that 
the then Japanese Government attached more importance 
to the fundamental relations between Japan and China 
than the problem of Manchuria.

It is also clear, therefore, that Japan 
intended to establish peace between Japan and Ch'ina 
on the basis of the Tangku Truce Agreement. The ' ■ 
occurrence of the Lukouchiao Incident four years there
after cannot delete the fact that a complete peace was
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established between Japan and China through the con
clusion of that agreement.

191. The prosecution also anticipates the- dis« 
missal of the charge concerning the lianchurian Incident, 

The following statement v/as made by prosecutor 
Comyns-Carr in response to the defense's argument 
concerning the jurisdiction of this Tribunal.

'Whether the war of Japan against Chino 
should be regarded as continuous from the 
18 September 1931» onwards or as having a. 
fresh start on 7 July 1937» is one which the 
Tribunal may find it necessary to determine on 
the facts. The Indictment provides distinct 

, Counts (2 and 3» end 18 and 19» and 27 end 28)
enabling the Tribunal to give effect to either

\
view which it may take on this question. In 
our submission, even if the Tribunal should 
take the view (contrary to the submission that 
we shall make) that those are to be regarded 
as separate wars, there is nothing in the v 
Charter, the Teres of Surrender or the Potsdam 
Declaration to prevent the Tribunal from exer
cising jurisdiction with regard to crimes
committed by any of the defendants in connec-

1
tion with either of them." 1

(1. Tr. 173-^74)

37

«J»
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1 It is obvious thrt there is no connection 
whatspever between the Manchurian and Chine Incidents.
Even if Prosecutor Conyns-Carr night have drawn a 
clear distinction between the two incidents, he asserted 
in his conclusion that the jurisdiction of this Tri
bunal which is based upon the Charte? end Potsdam 
Declaration could be exercised over the Manchurian 
Incident, rnd pointed out 6 counts of the Indictment, 
including Count 11.

The period of 18 years covered by the Indict
ment is nothing but a tentative limit which the prose- * 
cution hod set in presenting their charges, but nothing 
is mentioned either in the Charter or the Potsdam 
Declaration whether or not the Manchurian Incident is 
to be included among the natters to be tried at the j
present Tribunal, end the decision, therefore, lies 
entirely in the hands of the prosecution. Consequently, 

we contend that the Tribunal will have committed no
violation of the Charter and the Potsdam Declaration

\ '

by segregating the charges on the Manchurian Incident 
from the Indictment and by dismissing then from the 
present trial.

The Commander of the Allied Powers, to whom 
the Chief of Counsel is to render appropriate legal
assistance (Charter, „Article 8). issued the jpurge

\
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directive on January 4, 1946, directing the Japanese 
Government to promulgate the ’'urge order. The sene 
directive stipulated that the persons who had been 
in public offices between July 7, 1937, and September 2, 
1945, were to be affected by the purge order but not 
since September 18, 1931.

THE PRESIDENT: Vrould you give us the exhibit
numbers of those purge orders, please?

MR. McMANUS: Yee, your Honor, I shall put
then on an errata sheet and attach them to the summa

tion.
The above directive, therefore, recognizes 

July 7, 1937, as the date of the commencement of the 
past war. There is no reason, at this juncture, to 
make a distinction between the war crimes trials and 

the purge order.

25
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Furtlm.rr.or.., it rust bo mentioned that the 

former Deputy Chief of the General otaff, General 

IhiZAKI, who, havin'- a direct connection with opera

tions, handled tile settlement of the kr.nchurian 

Incident together with War Minister 'ne ’/ho

had been incarcerated in the Sukarno Prison at the«
S'-re time that ARAKI was so incarcerated, was released, 

on August. 3 0 last year, 1947. r«oui:. this fact not 

constitute a clear roof that the prosecution had 

recognized the legality of the military operations 

at the tine of the Manchurian Incident?

This concludes the chapter of our summation 

with respect to the Manchurian Incident, and I most 

earnestly hope that the Tribunal will cither dis

miss all charges concerning the Manchurian Incident 

from, the Indictment or acquit ARdKI and all the other 

defendants in so far as these particular charges are 

concerned.

Chapter IV - ARAXI*s Dissociation with the
Army.

On JA ne. - ry 23, 1934, when ARAKI resigned j 

from, the post of War Minister due to illness, he was 

appointed ^ar Councillor and remained at that post 

until March 6 , 1 9 3 6 , when he was retired fror’ active

service. During this period he was watching the

TV

4i
*
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Furthermore, it must bu mentioned that tho 
former Deputy Chief of the General Staff, General
F.mZAKI, who, having a dir^ct connection with opera
tions, handle.’ the settlement of the Manchurian 
Incident together with War Minister hR/Jil, -nd who 

had been incarcerated in the Sukarno Prison at the 
S'ne tir’e that ARhKI was so incarcerated, was released 
on August. 30 last year, 1947. ’’ould this fact not 
constitute a clear 'roof that the prosecution had 
recognized the legality of the military operations 
at the tine of the Manchurian Incident?

This concludes the chapter of our summation 
with respect to the Manchurian Incident, and I r.ost 
earnestly hope that the Tribunal will either «dis

miss all charges concerning the Manchurian Incident 
from, the Indie tuent or acquit AJÏAKI and all the other 
defendants in so far as these particular charges are 

concerned.
Chapter IV - AR/JCI* s Dissociation with the

Army.

On January 23, 1934, when J.RAICI resigned 
from, the post of War Minister due to illness, he was 
appointed ’-far Councillor and remained at that post 
until March 6, 1936, when he was retired from active 

service. During this period ho was watching the
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r.rr.y gradually become disorganized, especially 

bewween 1934 fine’. 1936 when the ousting of the 
Inspector General of Military Education, an;-* 1 the 
assassination of General NAGATA occurred. Ho was 
nost deeply concerned over the whole natter, but 

the views of the arny leader at tha b tine were 
different fron his own. Ultinately, the deplorable 
February 26th Incident occurred, and immediately 
following this he was retired fron the active list. 
After this the War Minister Active Service systen was 
received, closing all ways for his return to arny 
service and completely severed his relation with the 
arny.

1 ) Tke jLutjLqs. and. the, authority, vested on 
War. Councillors.

The position of War Councillor was as often 
said nnongst arr.y officers, an old peopled hone —  
a storage for possible war-tine array commanders anong 
the generals on active service list without .any par
ticular assignment. Therefore, during peace tine, 
to keep these non away fron interfering in the army’s 
administration and command, they were given no duties 
nor was any authority vested in then. Only when an 
especially imortant question arose would he be 
required to answer inquiries by the War Minister, or
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if the Enperor would. address a special question to
thon, they would get together and reply to the Throne
They were given no power to decide nor had they any
rules or regulations as to the council. It is true
as Ur. Horwitz stated in his explanation of the

1.
Supreme War Council, that the council played no 

»
part with respect to tactics and strategy. Not only 
tactics and. strategy, tut also played, no part with 
respect to arny administration.

2) While ARAKI was a Military Councillor, 
except for a scandal within the army, nothing impor

tant toolc place.
(1) He hold, the post of Military Councillor

for approximately two years, hut during the entire
neriod not a single enquiry of importance was made

2.
f them.

I shall omit the next paragraph.
(3) During his two years' tenure of office, 

there were incidents oxticnely damaging for its 
prestige inside the army. There were namely: the
dismissal of the Inspector General of Military Educa
tion; the murder of Major General NAGATA, Chief of 
the Military Affairs Bureau inside the War Ministry

1. T. 672.
2. T. 28164.
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Building; etc. The (1i.ssr.tisfaction of the young 
officers, who were quieted for a tine, again became 
apparent and improper actions began to be taken. The 
KODO faction, the TOSEI (Control) faction, the 
SEIGUN (the picked troops) faction and the sort, 
wore widely discussed, and anonymous and inciting 
letters were being scattered. Cheap magazine and 
newspaper reporters and professional political hangers- 
on were utulizing then as material for instigating 
aublic opinion. Information brokers were selling 

these to businessmen, and in some extreme cases to 
foreign envoys. Even those of a higher level who 
were engaged in gathering information began buying up 
these commercial "intelligence" for their own use.
Some of then became the official reports by foreign 
envoys to their homo government and exerted an evil 
influence on Japan’s foreign relations as well as on 
her internal political affairs. One is surprised to 
find, in reading Ambassador Grow’s "Ten Years in 
japan," that it is filled with this type of information. 
A large quantity of this kind of information seemed to 
have reached, in particular, the Soviets. This was 
the reason why ARAKI was gravely misunderstood after 
the February 26th Incident, at home and abroad.

Numerous examples in the KARADA-SAIONJI Memoirs show
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that HARADA also used those sources of information 

as a "basis and tying them. up with the hearsay iters 
he himself hoar A an’ reportée! same* to Prince SAIONJI,

4) This was about the tine such donorina- 

tions as "KODO faction" and TOSEI faction" were in
vented by these "informâtion gatherers" and became 
widely soread among the people. Each person had his 
own views as to the b^st way to menage the situation, 
which noant that there were conflicting opinions, but 
did not mean that various cliques wor^ formed in the 
army. Since there wore no party rules or regulations, 
making it clear who were members and who were not, a 
ran was often referred to as belonging to tho KODO 
faction in one of these reprehensible pieces of litera
ture and as belonging to the TOSEI faction in another.

Witness TANAT.À, Ryukichi, in reply to mr. 
Comyns Carr's question, testified as though bodies 
by the name of KODO faction and TOSEI faction actually 

existed. This, too, was probably based, upon the 
rumors circulated at the time. In reply to the prose
cution's question as to who was the head of tho KODO 
faction, Witness TANAKA merely said that tho radical 
officers looked un to ARAKI, NAZAKI, ~nd. Yd.KAGAV’A as 

their central figures, but never said that these men 
actually controlled or headed a group of men. In
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short, it r.eans nothing r.c-rt* then that tho young 
radical officers respecte-’, then, ’’’hothor '"itnuss 
TANAKA hir.self was one of then or not lu s not been 

rode clear.
Nevertheless, except for internal disorder 

in the arny, it will be node clear that no inportant 
inquiries wore uado during the' period AIlAI-.I was War 

Councillor. I
3 ) Ro.tij’itfieni. of. Gonor_aJL yiVAKI_.
(1) At the tire AilAKI was War Councillor, *

i. e., around 1935, os we have already explained, 
the arny faced, a period of grave confusion and dis
order. Tho fact that the arry could not cone with 
this period suitably becanu the seed of Japan's 
internal and external ontanglonunts and risfortune in 

latter years.
(2) The cause ^f this disorder was tho 

deference of Japan's national opinion. Whether 
military or the civil population, it was 'ivided as

t
to the best way for Japan to protect herself against 
the attack by the Third Corv unist Internationale and 
the pressure put upon her by the other powers after 
the Washington Disarr.aucnt Conf^r^nce.

First, thuro were’those who began to ad.riro j 

sene of, the ways of th-. new Nazis activities in Europe, j

m m
* » «*- +— -

r V.*

t
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They ’Jante", to cor.bat tho Thire'. Internationale in the
style an:’, at the sane tine reorganize the nation.
Secondly, tli.-ru wore those who wanted. to 

reorganize the country by corr.unisn and to look 
towards Hussin as their father lane’.

Thirdly, there wero the ones who only wanted 
to be loft alone so they coule’, enjoy thensolves.
Those wanted the sjtâ tus (juo.
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Fourthly, there wer« those who wanted to 
gain the world’s confidence fror, the r.oral point of 
view by idolizing the Inperial House and faithfully 
follov’ing its way. According to Japan’s basic teach
ing, these non considered substantial improveront, 
to the Japanese people to fern a noral nation, the 
print) necessity.

Fifthly, there were those who were indecisive 
with nothing in mind. but the advance of thenselvos. 
Aron*» the so-called intelligonzia and the members of 
universities wore increasing crys against capitalism. 
These wore not included in the second category. How
ever, among the university professors and students 
wore a number who woru against the military and Japan's 
national polity, advoc-ting connunisn, or socialism.

Amongst the financial circles, party politi- 
clr.ns and, the upper classes many naturally foil .into--
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the third category. These 'wore"thé most "frequently . j
1

attachée! by both the left anc! right extremists. Host |
of the young members of the- army circles also advo- i

I
ented reorganization, -nd began to lift up their heads j 
advocating whichever way they chose —  either the 
first or the fourth.

The fifth group is to be fount! at any tire, 
in any country. They were preoccupied in self-preser
vation and .ps far as saving any situation, they were 
more harmful than helpful.

3) It was natural for sore of those belong
ing to the first and fourth groups who had a certain 
amount of worldly knowledge and who somewhat over- 
« trussed reality, or practicality, to attempt practical 
consolidation of the military by central control, 
following the wake of the Germans. And they tried to 
carry out a social reformation on this line. These 
even commenced to appear among the spirited and in
tellectual members of the cerftral army offices.

Opnosed to this were those who laid too ruch 
stress on ideal or soirit. They saw by their own 
eyes the bad social conditions and cane to the conclusion 
that to improve this it vns first Necessary to improve jI
the r.inds of the public. As a result, remembering the j

I
Emperor’s words to the effect that lie, the Emperor !
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hirself, is responsible for each and every Japanese 
to a. place in society and if ev.̂ n 0 single person was 
unable to find one it was he, the: Enperor*s own foult, 
cere to think that the prina.ry teaching for the 
Japanese was to revere the Knperor ant", pronote his 
way. Especially the excitable old-t:* ne officers 
attached to provincial units, who wore daily seeing 
the critical state of the farriers car.e to atteint to 
carry this ideal out even ~t the sacrifice of their 

own self.

I
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THE PRESIDENT; Where did you get all this, 
Mr. McManus? • This is like a speech in the Diet or an 
address to the U.N. It is not like a summation in a 
court. It is wholly unrelated to the evidence.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honor please, I was
just trying to point out ARAKI*s association with the 
KODO faction.

THE PRESIDENT; Yes, proceed.
MR. McMANUSt I shall omit the balance of 

that down to the bottom of the page, number 4.
4) ARAKI -was with the front line troops 

during World War I and himself observed a war between 
civilized nations. Since then he held the belief that, 
together with the development of science, future 
warfares between civilized nations would be drastic 
and become the crucial problem for mankind. He 
considered general mobilization and totpl warfare the 
falling step from v/ars between men to wars between 
beasts, and earnestly tried to think of a way to 
remedy this. He came to the conclusion that the 
cultivation of Japan*s basic national teaching of 
benevolence, and the proper and just martial spirit, * 
in other words practicalness, was the answer. By this, 
he believed that even if war was inevitable, it would 
be ended quickly, as human beings should do, and if
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THE PRESIDENT; This might have been put 
in a statement from the dock if the Charter permitted j 
it, but as I pointed out months ago the Charter does j 
not permit any such thing. No other accused hrs 
attempted anything of this kind, Mr. McManus. It is 
only wasted on us. We must decide in accordance with 
the evidence.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honor pleases, I shall !
refrain from reading part of this and ask that it be 
included «and made part of the record.

THE PRESIDENT; No, it cannot go into the
i

record if it is objectionable, as it is. This alleged 
summation covers 420-odd pages. Its length is accounted 
for by the fact that to a great extent it is not 
evidence.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honor pleases, there
are some passages in here which tend to explain the 
situations at the time and to give your Honors a back-

i
ground so that your Honors —

THE PRESIDENT; We cannot be told these things; 
they are not in evidence. It is not right to keep 

on repeating that we are confined to the evidence.
i

Is any other accused prepared to present his j 
summation at this stage? If so, v/e will adjourn this j

___________________ __ _____________ j

-fermV
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for revision. • ••
MR. McMANUS: If your Honor please, I can

continue to another chapter.
THE PRESIDENT: We do not want to hear

anything that is not in evidence, I have made a dozen 
appeals to eliminate material that is not in evidence, 
but it has been fruitless as far as I can gather.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honor please, I could
continue and start.at page 248 with paragraph 206.

THE PRESIDENT: My Colleagues, who have been
perusing the document as I have been talking to you, 
have discovered a number of quotations from rejected 

documents.
MR. McMANUS: They are marked out, if your

Honor please, on my copy. I had not intended to read 
them.

THE PRESIDENT: I do not like to adjourn at
this stage. We are within twenty minutes of the mid- 

afternoon recess, but if KAYA*s summation is ready we 
will take it.

Can you guarantee that for the next twenty 
minutes you will omit anything not supported by 
evidence, Mr. McManus? If you can, we will hear you.

MR. McMANUS: I shall attempt to do so, if •
your Honor please'.
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__________ THS PRESIDANT: ' W<?U, lf y°u fgl1 tQ d° S-_-
we w i l l  a d jo u r n  t h i s  m a t te r  f o r  r e v i s i o n  and ta h e  t h e .

n e x t  c a s e  t h a t  i s  r e a d y .  P ro c e e d  f o r  th e  t i » e  b e in g . 

MR. McMANUS: I  s h a l l  s t a r t  a t  page —

TH E P R ES ID EN T* One o f  my C o l le a g u e s  w a n ts

a c o n fe re n c e  on t h i s ,  so  we ,1 1 1  a d jo u r n  f o r  t h a t  

p u rp o s e .
(W h e re u p o n , a t  1425, a r e c e s s  w as 

t a k e n  u n t i l  1 5 0 0 , a f t e r  w h ic h  th e  p ro c e e d 

in g s  w e re  resum ed  a s  f o l l o w s ! )

y

.1.
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MARSHAL-«F THE COURT : The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. McManus, we have decided
_ not to hear any more of ARAKI’s summation until it 
is revised; that is to say, until all the statements 
of fact not supported by evidence are struck out.
That will apply to all future summations which may 
similarly offend. We simply will not allow you to 
address us on statements of fact, or of alleged fact, 
not in evidence. No court would.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honor pleases, this
is quite a lengthy summation and I am sure that you 
understand It is impossible for me, within a period 
of just a half-hour or so, to revise this accordingly, 
so consequently to do as your Honor suggests, it

s
certainly would take me overnight to do it.

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. KAYA’s case is next
and will take the whole of the afternoon and longer 
perhaps, so we adjourn your summation, or the balance 
of It, for revision, Mr. McManus, and we will take it 
after KAYA’s summation if you are ready.

MR. McMANUS: I might call to the Tribunal’s
attention that from chapter eight to the end of the 
summation it is almost exactly as your Honor wants it; 
however, the part between where I am right now and
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chapter eight will have to be revised, If your 
Honor pleases.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Brown.
MR. BROWN: Your Honor, may we take it that

any statement of fact not supported by citation will 
oe disregarded by the Tribunal?

THE PRESIDENT: We expect you to give the
citation, either the page of the transcript or of 
the exhibit, but it will be too much to say that we 
will reject a statement of fact supported by evidence 
but where the citation is not referred to or is not 
given. We do expect citations. Without them, of 
course, we are put to great trouble, but so far 
counsel have not offended in that respect. Where 
they have the evidence they generally refer to it 
by stating the page of the transcript or the exhibit 
number.

MR. BROWN: In this particular summation,
your Honor, there are statements which look sometimes 
as though they might refer to evidence. It is not 
clear whether they do or do not, and there is no 
citation. I am merely referring to such cases as 
that.

MR. McMANUS: With regard to Mr. Brown,
if your Honor pleases, I am sure after your Honor
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has read this summation that you will note all the 
footnotes and notice the citations which I stated, 
and in most instances I have struck out the portions 
where I do not have any citations for any statements 
made.

THE PRESIDENT: Personally I will not.
disregard arv statement of fact in a summation which 
is supported by evidence simply because it does not 
give the citation; nevertheless, on behalf of the 
Tribunal, I direct you to give the citation. That 
applies to all summations, not only to yours,
Mr. McManus.

Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, Members of the

15
16
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19
20 
21 
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25

Tribunal.
THE PRESIDENT: KAYA was excused from attend

ance this afternoon, but I understand he is present 
now. In any event you are here, Mr. Levin.

Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, Members of the

Tribunal, I might say before I begin that I was in 
the midst of preparing an errata sheet in connection 
ivith this summation, anticipating that the ARAKI 
summation would not be concluded before tomorrow 
afternoon; however, I trust that I may have it ready
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by sometime tomorrow morning and have distribution 
of it made so that the Tribunal may avail itself 
o’ the information which is contained therein.

I request, too, Mr. President, that any 
portions of the summation which I do not read and 
which I do not ask to be deleted be made a part of 
the transcript of the record. There will be quite 
a number of pages which I shall not read.

THE PRESIDENT: Provided the omitted parts
contain submissions of lav/ and statements of facts 
supported by evidence and citations and nothing 
more than that.

MR. LEVIN: I am sure, Mr. President, we
made a very scrupulous effort to have this summation 
contain nothing but references to the evidence and 
to the documents and such submissions of law as we 
deem have been presented here.

I begin to read the summation on behalf 
of Mr. KAYA:

In making this summation on behalf of the 
accused KAYA, we shall 'follow the divisions made by 
the prosecution and comment seriatim on the evidence.

A. F ir s t  Period:
Covers the period from the time he f i r s t

entered the Finance M inistry up to the--t-imo ho was----
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appointed Finance Minister on June 4, 1937, that is, 

the period in which he was a minor official of the 

Finance Ministry.
B. Second Period:
Covers the period he was Finance Minister in 

the First KONOYE Cabinet, commencing on June 4, 1937 

and ending May 26, 1938.
C • Third .Period :
Covers his service as President of the 

North China Development Company for two years and 
two months; from the time when he resigned as 
Finance Minister in the First KONOYE Cabinet until 
he became Finance Minister in the TOJO Cabinet, from 

May 27, 1938 to October 17, 1941.
D. Fourth Period:
Covers the period he served as Finance 

Minister in the TOJO Cabinet, from October 18, 1941 

to February 19, 1944.
At this point we would like to call the 

attention of the Tribunal to the probative value of 
the evidence adduced on behalf of the defendant KAYA. 
Vfe shall classify the evidence into three groups:

1. The first comprises evidence tendered 
and accepted during the KAYA individual phase.

This group comprises the testimony of
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fourteen witnesses, three documents, and KAYA's own 
testimony. None of these witnesses was cross- 
examined by the prosecution. This is without prece
dent in this trial. The prosecution's cross-examina
tion of KAYA himself was short and simple. This 
indicates the reliability of the evidence adduced.
Of the few points raised by the prosecution in con
nection with the testimony of the defendant KAYA, we 
shall go into their relevancy at a later stage.

May I say, Mr. President, that I am reading 
the summation as corrected, for which I have prepared 
an errata sheet. There may be some parts where I am 
reading somewhat different from the document you have.

2. The second group refers to defense 
evidence adduced in other phases.

Of the evidence in the second group, the 
two exhibits concerning military currency have direct 
connection v/ith KAYA. One of these was an affidavit 
of a witness and there was no cross-examination by 
the prosecution. And none of the other evidence in 
reference to KAYA was questioned on the point of 
relevancy.

3. The third group comprises evidence 
tendered by the prosecution, and of this group, we
wish to point out those parts which are in KAYA's

_ J

U

w
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favor•
17e believe there v/ill be no objection by 

the prosecution to this. We wish to point out that 
the basis of our argument is evidence high in proba
tive value as mentioned above.

A. First Period. N-9-2:
The prosecution has pointed out that of the 

accused, KAYA's record with the Japanese Government 
is the most active and extensive of all. Wo do not

agree with* this ‘contention, but we do not wish'to 
argue the matter for the contention does not prove 
KAYA’s criminal responsibility. On the contrary, 
KAYA's service with the Japanese Government shows 

the following facts:
1. That he was sincere, faithful and con

scientious in his work.
2. That he struggled against the powerful 

military v/hen only a mere bureau chief to prevent 
increase in military expenditures and international 
race in armaments, and despite the difficulties 
achieved fair success.

3. That he exerted great efforts toward the 
maintenance of a healthy national finance and inter
national peace, and after entering into wartime con-
ditions, continued to exert his efforts"to prevent a -J

■ J
9
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break-down of the national defense.
4, That he was against outbreak of war and 

also the spread of hostilities and did. everything in 
his power to prevent them.

5* That his policies and method of carrying 
them out were moderate and sound, respecting as much as 
possible the will of the people.

6. That his policies and methods of carrying 
them out met with disapproval of’ the military and he 
was twice forced to withdraw from the Cabinet.

7. That he was not a politician or a 
schemer and was not associated with any political, 
military, leftist, or Tightest groups. He was purely 

a financial administrator and not a politician.
The above facts can be seen from the various 

evidence adduced. The above-mentioned facts also 
become clear from the various evidence referred to 
in the arguments to follow. Here we wish to point 
out the following two points;

1, The various evidence adduced during his 
individual phase * bear out our contention.

2. The KIDO Diary and the SAIONJI-HARADA 
Diary records the public and behind-the-scroen 
activities of the statesmen and military men on

^"33371 Tr. 30536*30660.------------- -------
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trial in this court, but no mention is made of KAYA 
that might implicate him for criminal responsibility 
as charged by the prosecution. Not a single excerpt 
of the KIDO or the SAIONJI-HARADA memoirs were 
tendered against KAYA.

KIDO has testified that he has known KAYA 
b.

since 192?, the longest among the twenty-five 
defendants. However, in the voluminous excerpts of 
this diary tendered as evidence, the only time KAYA 
is mentioned is in the diary of November 2, 194-1, 
which we tendered as evidence. If KAYA had been 
politically ambitious or a political schemer, he 
would no doubt have follov/ed the footsteps of the 
other politicians and have tried to "work" on KIDO 
during the period KIDO held the influential positions 
of Chief of the Secretariat of the Lord Keeper of the 
Privy Seal and Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal. That 
he did not is indicated by the lack of any such 
mention in the KIDO Diary. It indicates that KAYA 
was an earnest financial administrator who occupied 

himself with his task.

b. Ex. 334-0, Sec. 324, Tr. 31207.
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2

N-9«3^_____ - __  _____________________________The prosecution in paragraph II-3 of its sum
mation has stated that KAYA "held not less than 90 
governmental appointive positions in various activi
ties." The greater part cf these positions v/ere as 
member or secretary of committees and concerned
largely with finance as is noted in his personnel 

a
record. And it is clear from evidence that the posi
tions mentioned were mostly nominal and

b
required no actual work on his part. KAYA's main 
work, that is, the work that occupied his full time
and energy, is explained in paragraph (1) of his affi-

c
davit. The prosecution has inferred that as an
official of the Finance Ministry KAYA should have known
day by day what was going on in the government. This
inference drawn from the contention that KAYA held
numerous positions is not correct, for as stated, the
positions were mostly nominal and that he hardly had
any connection with international matters can be seen

d
from his personnel record.

The contention of the prosecution does not 
prove in any way that KAYA was party to any conspiracy. 
It is merely conjecture without proof.

The prosecution has charged that KAYA was a
a. Ex. Ill, tr. 722
b. Ex. 3341, tr. 31,675; ex. 3468, tr. 33,304; ex.

3369, tr. 31,809; ex. 3473, tr. 33,379
c. ex. 33371 tr. 30f635--------------------------- — ----
d. Ex. Ill, tr. 722
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member of the Opium Committee in 1934. This is a mis
take. KAYA was a member of the Opium Committee from

a
March 6 to June 3, 1937. Evidence has been adduced
to show that during the period KAYA was a member of the

b
committee, the committee was purely nominal and was 
merely ex-officio. Again, KAYA is charged as having 
been counsellor of the Manchurian Affairs Committee, 
but the prosecution has nowhere adduced any evidence 
to show the duties and responsibilities of a counsellor 
of the Committee, nor what KAYA did in that position. 
Nor has the prosecution pointed out any activity of 
the Committee during the period KAYA v/as counsellor.
The position of counsellor was purely nominal, like 
most of the extra positions charged against him, and 
actually he did nothing as a member of the committee. 
Again, he is charged as having been a member of the 
Colonization Plan Investigating Committee for Hokkaido, 
but Hokkaido is part of Japan proper and its purely 
domestic policy does not concern foreign countries.

The prosecution points out that KAYA attend
ed the Geneva Conference in 1927 and the London Naval 
Conference in 1929 as a member of the Japanese delega
tions, and seems to attempt to apply a sinister meaning
a. Ex. Ill, tr. 722.
b. Ex. 3335, tr. 30,623
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to this. But actually KAYA made great contributions
to these conferences by holding down the navy’s demands

a
from the financial point, as was b ro u g h t out in the 
testimony of KOBAYASHI, Seizo, head of the navy repre
sentatives to the Geneva Conference; TOYODA, Teijiro, 
navy delegate to the London and Geneva Conferences and 
who later served as Foreign Minister in the Third 
KONOYE Cabinet; TSUSHIMA, Juichi, Finance Ministry 
representative to the London Conference; and KAWAGOE, 
Takeo, who was KAYA's superior in the Finance Ministry
at the time of the Geneva Conference, and that of the

b
defendant himself. To what extent the wishes of the 
Japanese Navy were suppressed at the London Conference 
can be seen from later developments. 1when the treaty 
came up for ratification, the Naval Supreme Command 
opposed it on the ground that the prerogatives of the 
Supreme Command had been infringed,leading to the 
assassination of the then Premier HAMAGUCHI and the May 
15 Incident.

The prosecution contends that during the per
iod from 1931 to 1936 fiscal year the army budget had 
increased. Against this contention we would like to 
point out the following*
a. Ex. 3334, tr. 30,620 Ex. 3324, tr. 30,576
b. Ex. 3329, tr. 30,600 Ex. 3334, tr. 30,619

Ex. 3328, tr. 30,597 Fx. 3337, tr. 30,637
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TI Firstly7 during thê period KÄYÄ was
merely an official of the Finance Ministry and acted
in accordance to the direction of the Minister and
other superiors; he was not in a position to decide on 

a
the budgets.

2. Secondly, during this period the army
increased their power tremendously as the result of the
Manchurian Incident and the May 15 Incident, and used
its power in demanding an increase in military budgets.
The critical situation of 1935 and 1936 was made an

b
issue in seeking their demands. By this time the 
military strongly insisted on the independence of the 
Supreme Command, and its power became so great that the 
cabinets and the public were in constant fear of the 
military.

Even under such a difficult situation KAYA, 
as a subordinate of Finance Ministers TAKAHASHI and 
FUJII, helped the two ministers in applying brakes to 
the increased demands of the military. Without the 
efforts of KAYA, the military would have succeeded in 
getting further increases. It was through his efforts 
that the budgets were prevented from being larger, an 
unusual accomplishment for an official of the Ministry.

a. Ex. Ill: ex. 3334, tr. 30,621
b. Ex. 3775, tr. 37,650; ex. 3326, tr. 30,590

I
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This fact is confirmed bÿ the testimony of his then
superior officials, Hr. TSUSHIMA, Juichi, who later
became Finance Minister, and KA^AGOE, Takeo, who was
his superior officer at that time; by the testimony
of UCHIDA, Nobuya, who was then Minister of Railways;
by the testimony of Admiral KOBAYASHI, Major-General
OKAZAKI, and Vice-Admiral TATEMOTO, who were the men
in the army and navy having charge of military budgets
at the time, and by the testimony of GOTO, Takanosuke,
a close friend of the late Prince KONOYE, and that of 

a
KAYA himself. ’ïhat efforts he made and what pains he
suffered in bucking the all-mighty military can be
appreciated by going over the above-mentioned testimony.
His stubborn resistance against the powerful military

b
endangered the life of one cabinet, and because of
his resistance he was termed an anti-militarist who
fnterferred with the prerogatives of the Supreme 

c
Command and endangered national defense. The military 
men believed that it was KAYA who was instrumental in 
enforcing the anti-military policy of Finance Minister

a. Ex. 33?*," tr*. 30,577-79? ox.13325, tr; 30,584;
Ex. 3326, tr. 30,588; ex. 3327, tr. 30,594;
Ex. 3329, tr.-30,600;. fexi: 3330, tr'. 30,607; ' ■ ' •
Ex. 3337, tr. 30,636; ex. 3334, tr. 30,622

b. Ex. 3325, tr. . 30‘,584 . ; .- *
c. Ex. 3326, tr. 30,590; ex. 3327, tr. 30,594

I
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TAKAHASHI. which became one of the causes of the
February 26 Incident in which TAKAHASHI was assassinat- 

a
ed. The Incident put an end to the OKADA Cabinet
and was followed by the HIROTA Cabinet v/hich gave in
to the demands of the military. BABA, who became
Finance Minister in the HIROTA Cabinet, removed KAYA fron
the post of Chief of the Accounts Bureau, accepted the
demands of the military, and rejected the TAKAHASHI
policy, the result of which was a feeling of uncer-

b
tainty among the economic and financial circles.

The prosecution has charged that KAYA com
plied with the demands of the military. The charge 
is far from correct. The military, for instance, 
v/as very much dissatisfied v/ith TAKAHASHI and KAYA, and'
for this reason Prince KONOYE hesitated in appointing

c
KAYA Finance Minister.

In paragraph II-6 the prosecution stated 
that KAYA assisted Finance Minister YUKI as Vice- 
Minister in combatting the military, but the cut he 
obtained was "a mere fraction." The size of the cut, 
however, is not a fair basis of judging KAYA's inten
tion and efforts, for the power of the military by that
a. Ex. 3324, tr. 30,577; ex. 3326, tr. 30,590
b. Er. 3324, tr. 30,579; ex. 3327, tr. 30,596;

Ex. 3322, tr. 30,553-8
c. Fx. 3330, tr. 30,607

y.'

«

25
I
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time was far greater than what it was when he was
Chief of the Accounts Bureau. In 1936, while he was
chief of the Accounts Bureau, the so-called February 26
Incident took place. This Incident made the general

public regard the military with extreme fear. It was at
this time the system of limiting the War and Navy

a
Ministers to officers in active duty, and the decisive
power of the military became a fact as well as in
theory. When UGAKI was commanded to form a cabinet
following the fall of the HIROTA Cabinet, the army

opposed him, so he was not able to form a cabinet.
The army made it clear that it had the power to prevent
the formation of any cabinet or break any cabinet 

b
in power. Under such a situation KAYA's success in 
cutting the demands of the military to any extent 
must be regarded as a great achievement. It was a time 
when the public was concerned as to how far the mili
tary budgets would go, and the cut on their demands had
a good effect in soothing the feeling of uncertainty

c
harbored by the economic and financial circles.

The prosecution has Implied in II-7 that 
there was a sinister meaning connected with KAYA's

a. Tr. 16,857-8
b. Sx. 3322, tr. 30,553; tr. 1608-9
c. Ex. 332?, tr. 30,55325
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entrance into the"'First KONOYE Cabinet. Their irâpïïca- j 
tion is a mere conjecture that disregarded the actual 
conditions in Japan at the time as sho’ n by the evidence 
adduced.

The prosecution has contended that the 
efforts on the part of the Finance Minister YUKI and 
Vice-Minister KAYA to check the growing military expen
ditures were a failure, a s  already explained, it was 
no easy matter to curtail demands of the military which 
had grabbed absolute political power by means of the 
February 26 Incident and instituting >~«em whereby 
only officers in active duty could become "Tar or Navy 
Ministers. Finance Minister TAKAHASHI tried to stop the 
fast encroaching military power and was assassinated, 
and the 1937 military budget was approved by Minister 
BABA as requested by the military. ,nhen KAYA became
Vice-Minister, this 1937 budget, as far as the govern-

a
ment was concerned, stood decided and to reduce a bud
get already decided was many times more difficult than 
reducing budgets which were still pending. KAYA 
accomplished the impossible task and succeeded in shav
ing a part of the military budget already decided.
Whether this was a success or*a failure must be judged 
in the light of the conditions existing at that time, 

a. Ex. 3322, tr. 30,553- !
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The prosecution has contended that KAYÀ I
joined the First KONOYL Cabinet knowing that with jI
him in the Cabinet would be powerful military men. !

i
V.'e wish to point out that the Army and Navy Chiefs ]
of Staff. Army Vice-Chief of Staff and Chief of
the À-wantung Army were not members of the Cabinet,
nor part of it. When KAYA joined the Cabinet he did
not dream he could control the military completely.
The situation at that time was that all the states- J
men combined could not resist the military. Four
months prior to his appointment to the Cabinet post
KAYA was a mere bureau chief in the Finance Ministry
without any political leaning or power. Then why did
he join? The testimony of YUKI, Toyotaro sheds light 

a
on this points

"Fearing that such expansion policies as 
upheld by my predecessor might come to reassert it
self and convinced of the necessity of adhering to j

1
the policy of strict econony followed by me, I 
recommenced Mr. KAYA to Prince KONOYE for the post 

of Finance Minister."
At that tine there were many political climb

ers who played up to the military. YUKI saw this in < 
BABA. KAYA thought that his becoming the Finance j

I
a. bx. 332r, T. 30,555 1
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minister vas more helpful to the healthy economy of 
Japan than any one else assuming that post. He be
lieved so because he had long years of experience 
with military budgets and he himself sincerely be
lieved that he was most faithful in the maintenance 
of Japanese finance.

A month after KAYa assumed his post the 
China Incident broke out. The Incident made in
crease in military expenditures inevitable. KAYA 
endeavored to keep the increases as low as possible 
and the concensus of the knowing Japanese at that 
tine was that no one could have, done better than 
KAYA. The best proof of this is that the military
was dissatisfied with KAYA and forced his resigna- 

e
tion.
N-9-8

The prosecution contended that "policies 
that reached far into the future" were formed during 
the days immediately preceding the First KONOYE 
Cabinet and KAYA must have known about them.

1. The first "far-reaching" policy men

tioned is the Anti-Comintern Pact. This Pact was
b

concluded on November 25, 1936 when KAYA was Chief
a. Ex. 3330, T. 30,608; Ex. 3329, T. 30,600 

Ex. 3337, T. 30,641; Ex. 3322, T. 30,555
b. Ex. 3«, T. 5934-6



_______________________a__________________________
of the Financial Bureau, under Finance minister
BABA who did not like KAYA. KAYA certainly did not
have anything to do with the conclusion of the 

b
Pact.

2. As regards the so-called "incidents"
in Manchuria, KAYA had no connection with then nor
has the prosecution adduced any evidence to show

c
KAYA had a part in them. There is no evidence 
that KAYA was connected with the military activities 
in North China and with the Japanese policies in 
Manchukuo. In 1936 the Finance minister was the 
pro-militarist BABA with whom KAYA did not see eye 
to eye resulting in KAYA’s transfer to the Financial 
Bureau. The conjecture of the prosecution is en
tirely without grounds.
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B. Second Period.
N-9-9.

The prosecution alluded to the Five Year 
Program of Important Industries and the Five Year 
Plan for the Production of War materials in para
graph 11-8, but as the execution of these plans 
too'K place after KAYA became Finance minister I 
shall discuss them at this time.

The prosecution has contended that these two 
plans formed the basis for a plan of a war of aggres
sion, but adduced no evidence to prove their con
tention. Their contention is no more than a conjec
ture without proof. There is no need for me to go 
into a discussion as to whether or not the two plans 
were part of a plan for a war of aggression for KAYA 
did not adopt the plans nor aided in their execution. 
He did not even icnow such plans existed. He heard 
of them for the first time in this very courtroom.

1. The testimony of 01CADA, Kitcusaburo, who • 
drafted the plans in Question, testified in this 
court to the following effect:

a. The plan referred to in exhibit 841
concerned the Army only and was not submitted to the

a
other ministries or to the Cabinet.
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' b. The Fivi Year Program Tor Important ij
Industries (exhibit 342) was unofficially referred
to the Cabinet and concerned ministries as reference,
but nothing was done about it on account of the
China Incident until January 1939 when a part of the
plan received Cabinet approval. This v/as over

a
eight months after KAYA had resigned.

c. The various ministers did not know 
b

about this plan.
2. YOSHINO, Shinji, who was minister of 

Commerce and. Industry in the same Cabinet v/ith KaYA 
and who resigned at the same time with KAYA has testi
fied in the court that he did not know such a plan

« c 
existed.

3. If such a plan had been referred to the
Cabinet, it would, have been submitted to the Planning
Board for study and. investigation. Hovrever, when
UYEkURA, Kogoro, who was department head of the
Planning Board from October 1937 to January 1940,
testified, in this court bo said he did. not know of 

d
any such plan.

4. fitness Liebert, when cross-examined,

a. Ex. Ill, T. 18,309
b. T. 18,311
c. T. 18.232.
d. Ex. 2802, T. 25,197 !
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testified that he did not know whether the plan was
a

adopted by the cabinet.
5». ISHIV1ATA', Shotaro, who was Vice-Kinister

of Finance under KaYa , testified that he did not
know of such a plan and that the Finance ministry

b
did not adopt nor refer to such a plan.

6,i ICAYA, himself, has also testified in a 
c

similar vein.
7. Exhibit 2227 adduced by the prosecution 

does not mention anywhere that KAYA was acquainted 
with the plan.

The above mentioned evidence proves con
clusively that KAYA knew nothing about such a plan. 

N-9-10
The prosecution in paragraph 11-10 stated 

that Japan in February, 193* began to emphasize 
state control of economy, mentioned briefly about 
oil, coal and establishment of heavy industries in 
wanchukuo and attempted to give the impression that 
KAYA was responsible for them, without having ad
duced any evidence to support their contention.
KAYA did not become Finance minister until June,
1937 and the controlled, economy emphasized by the

a. T. 8570
b. Ex. 3321, T. 30,548
c. Ex. 3337, T. 30,641

J

äi

■Ti»
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prosecution in their summation was put into effect
when BABA was Finance Minister during the critical

a
tine following the February 26th Incident. KAYA
during this period was Chief of the Finance Bureau,
a post which had no responsibilities in*deciding 

D
policies.
N-9-11

In respect to the reference to the China
Incident we wish to call the attention of the Tri-

c
bunal to KAYA's testimony on this point:

"I became Minister of Finance on June 4, 
1937 and I knew nothing about the Lukouchiao Inci
dent before its outbreak. The Cabinet made no 
plan or preparation for the Incident. I learned 
about it for the first time after the outbreak of 
the Incident and the report was that hostilities 
betwe'en the Chinese and Japanese broke out due to 
illegal attack by the Chinese. The Cabinet, of which 
I v/as a member, decided on a policy to regard the 
Incident as a local incident and to settle it on 
the spot as soon as possible. It was against the 
sending of troops from Japan, but if that became 
inevitable to limit the troops to a small number.

a. T. 8543; Ex. 3324, T. 30,579
b. Ex. 3324, T. 30,549; Ex. 3327, T. 30,596
c. Ex. 3337, T* 30,640
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The sending of troops was due to the Army report that 
continued illegal attacks on the part of the Chinese 
troops and the massing of their forces in the area were 
going on; so when the Army requested an increase in 
troops in order to protect the lives and interests of 
Japanese in that area, the Cabinet could not help but 
give its assent. The Cabinet's motive in assenting to 
the requests for sending troops bv the Army was to protect 
the lives and interests of Japanese nationals and the 
small Japanese force stationed there in accordance to 
treatv. "I opposed especially the dispatching of 
troops to Shanghai for I believe it would spread the 
Incident wider. I as^ed for reconsideration, but my 
request came to no avail for the other Cabinet members 
thought the dispatching of troops was necessary in 
order to protect Japanese interests. However, on every 
occasion I tried my best to limit the budgets required 
for the dispatching of troops."

This testimony clearly shows that KAYA was 
not party to any aggression. It shows that KAYA 
and the Cabinet of which he was a member were opposed 
to the dispatching of troops and agreed to it only 
when the situation became inevitable and even then 
endeavored to limit the troops to a minimum.

ICAYA’s testimony just quoted is confirmed
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by the testimony of SHI0N0, who was Minister of 
Justice in the sane Cabinet. This point was not 
contradicted.«

KAYA strongly opposed the dispatch of 
troops to Shanghai. An episode confirming this 
was unexpectedly introduced into court during the 
presentation of evidence for HIROTA on February 2, 
1948. Prçsecutor Conyns Carr in objecting to de
fense document No. 3014, mentioned the fact that "the 
document contained a passage in which the Navy
Minister shouted at the Finance Minister in the

b
Cabinet Meetr'ng, '• The document in auestion is an
excerpt of fcr.a 3AI0NJI-RARADA Diary of August 1937 
and speaks of the Cabinet meeting v:hen the auestior^ 
of dispatching troops to Shanghai was discussed.
The passage referred to by the prosecutor indicates 
how strongly £AYA^ who was the Finance Minister, 
opposed the dispatching of troops to Shanghai. As 
far as KAYA was concerned, his only source of infor
mation on which he based his decision was the re
ports of the Military and Foreign Office. KAYA, 
having been a civilian minister, was not informed

(
about operations beforehand nor consulted.about then.
a,
b, - ,
c, Ex. 3337, T. 30,640^ Ex. 3320, T. 30,538
a. Ex. 332O, T. 30,536
b. T. 30,66!
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This is confirmed by other evidence such as the 
independence of the Supreme Counand tendered by 
both the prosecution and the defense*

The prosecution has stated that the Cabinet 
on July 11, 1937 decided to send a larger army to 
North China, that KAYA approved this and that this 
was the beginning of tfye Sino-Japanese War. V'e do 
not agree with this contention. As far as KAYA 
was concerned, he did not agree to start a war 
against China, nor did he agree to send a large 
arny. What he agreed to was to send a minimum arny 
necessary to safeguard Japanese nationals and inter
ests fron Ch ..nose attacks, and it clearly stated 
that the troops dispatched were to be returned hone 
as soon as the Incident, which was then regarded as 
a minor local incident, was settled. KAYA believed 
that the Cabinet's decision was not only inevitable, 
but justified, and judging fron the situation at 
the tine it was only natural for KAYA to have be
lieved so. On this point, we wish especially to
call the attention of the Tribunal to the testimony

a
of KAYA, SHIONO and HOKINOUCHI. KAYA's belief that
lives of Japanese nationals, their interests and the
safety of the snail Japanese troops were in danger
a. Ex. 3260, T. 29,687-9; Ex. 3320, T. 30^537. _____
---Ea > 3337-, T-. 30,639=40---------- ----"

S'-.

■y.

)
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due to the increase and massing of Chinese troops 
was justified and can readily be understood by perus
ing reports obtained by Japan. It was natural that 
these reports were read and discussed and formed 
the basis for the Cabinet's decision.

KAYA resigned fron the Cabinet in kay, 1938»
long before the Incident had spread to the focal 
points of Hankow in Central China and Canton in 
Southern China and his resignation was due to pres
sure by the military and to the fact that he har

bored doubt as to whether Japan's policy was wise
or was within the sphere of necessity.

N-9-12
It is a fact that Japan's military budgets 

increased and a Temporary Special military Account 
was set up in 1937, but these were due to the out
break of the China Incident, and beyond the control 
of KAYA. The best test, we believe, as to whether 
or not KaYA had any criminal responsibility in 
connection with the China Incident, is his attitude 
towards the Incident« On the natter of increase 
in military budgets, KAYA has testified:

a

b

a.
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"On every occasion I tried niy best to Unit
a

the budgets required for the dispatching of troops."
This vas confirned unexpectedly by evidence

adduced by other defense counsel.
V/itness TANAKA, Shinichi has testified that

KAYA reduced the A m y ’s request for three months
expenditures for dispatching troops to North China
to two months. Again TANAKA has testified that
the A m y  was hard put during the operations against

b
Hankow and Canton due to insufficient funds.

The evidence just referred to indicates 
that KAYA hoped the Incident would be settled early 

and was against its spreading.
In connection with the great increase in 

the 1937 military budget, we wish to call the atten
tion of the Tribunal that the budget for 1937 (ex
cept expenditures for China Affairs) was in reality 
decided in the autumn of 1936 when Finance Minister
BABA accepted the Amy's demand in total. KAYA

c
had no connection with this increase.

N-9-1?
I wish to explain briefly at this point 

KAYA's position in the First K0N0YE Cabinet in con-

9.#
b.
c.

Ex. 3337, T. 30,640 
Ex. 2483, T. 20,689 
Ex. 3322, T. 30,553
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ncction with the China Incident. In short, KaYa vas 
not among those who held the actual power of naming 
a decision. The Tribunal is well acquainted with 
the various evidence in reference to the Five 
ministers' Conferences. The Five ministers’ Confer
ences \-ere frequently held during the HIROTA and 
OKADA Cabinets and by the First KONOYE Cabinet after 
the Cabinet change in may 1938« (KAYA resigned dur
ing the Cabinet reshuffle.) These Pive ministers1 

Confercnees decided on important natters. While 
KAYA w&.s in off:ce during the First KONOYE Cabinet, 
important natters v/ere decided by either the Four 
ministers' Conference composed of the Premier, 
Foreign, War and Navy ministers or the Three minis
ters ' Conference made up of the Foreign, War and 
Navy ministers. Evic.cnce shows that in connection 
with these ministers1 conferences, preparations or 
investigations were conducted, at conferences com
posed of the Vice-ministers and other subordinate

a
officers of the Foreign, Y/ar and Navy ministries.
KAYA and the Finance ministry were not included in the
setup. His exclusion, zo a large measure, was due

a, Ex, 3260, T, 29.692-701; Ex. 37*4, T. 37,164;
T. 22.023, 22,029, 22,034, 22,075-8; 
ix. 3876, T. 3 8 ,6 7 1-3 ’ I. 39,^59 I

I
.1

I
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1
to his weak political position. The Finance minister
in the OKADA Cabinet, TaKaHaSHI, and the finance
Minister in the First KONOYE Cabinet who took his

\
place, IKEDA, were regarded in high esteem by the 
public because of their age and fine records. The 

. Finance minister in the HIROTa Cabinet, BaBa , was 
ten years older than KaYA and on good terms with 
the military. KAYA, however, was nothing more than
a bureau chief in the Finance ministry but four

a
months before he became Finance minister. He was 
a career Finance minister, a nan without the backing 
of a political party or a financial clique. His 
standing with the military was anything but good 
for he had for many years bucked against the mili
tary on the natter of budgets. He stood in an 
extremely weak political position.

25
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In almost every country we find two categories 
of state ministers: the first with power to decide on
state policies and the second, that do not participate 
in the making of policies but n e r e l v  administer poli** 
cies decided bv others in the name of the whole as heads 
of ministries« That KAYA belonged to the latter group 
is evident from the foregoing explanation.

Tnere is no evidence that as Finance Minister
*

in the First K0N0YÏÏ Cabinet, KAYA entrusted the making 
of decisions in connection with the China Incident with 
the Three Ministers and Four Ministers Conferences,

The prosecution in 11-13/14 quoted 
KAYA’s testimony: ” 1 was occupied with the difficult
task before me and I did not dream about a preparation 
for a future war," and branded the testimony as "a 
deliberate lie." Fe is further charged as having 
made speeches and written articles "in an effort to 
.■justify his actions, as well as the decisions of the 
Cabinet;" that, "he never condemned the increasing

r

activities and control of the militari;" that, "at 
that time Japan’s economy was placed on a wartime basis;" 
r>nd that he was "an active and willing conspirator.”

Allow me to reply to these accusations;
1« Yi/hen Kava said he did not dream of a future jI
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war he meant the Pacific War and this is clear from
aparapraph 4-e of his affidavit.

KhYA has testified that he knew nothing about 
the two five-year plans of the Array labeled by the 
prosecution as preparations for the Pacific War, and 
that he had his hands full with financial measures to 
counter the unexpected outbreak of the Ch^na Incident. 
KAYA has not denied that he took financial measures in 
connection with the China Incident; his hands were full 
looking after the financial measures in connection with 
the China Incident ->nd had no t̂ rae *o even dream of 
preparations for th ; Pacific War. KAYA has not told 
any "deliberate li^ri." The following evidence confirms 
this:

r̂ora the time prior to the China Incident, the 
financial conditions of the country were anything but 
good« the kinancr IHn^ster KAYA was hard-pressed 
untangling the •.nsatisfactcry conditions. On top of 
the unstable economic condition, t^ere was the powerful 
military and rightist groups whose radical and high- 
pressure derann «s onlv added to the economic and 
financial distress a^d uncertainty.

i-'-vch was the condition when the unexpected
i
I!
_i

- I

China Incilent broke out. As the Incident spread, 

----- a. T ^-30,639---------------------- -----------
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war he rayant the Pacific War and this is clear from
aparapraph 4-e of his affidavit.

KaYA has testified that he knew nothing about 
the two five-year plans of the Army labeled by the 
prosecution as preparations for the Pacific War, and 
that he had his hands full with financial measures to 
counter the unexpected outbreak of the Ch^na Incident. 
KAYA has rot denied that he took financial measures in 
connection with the China Incident; his hands were full 
lookinp after the financial measures in connection with 
the China Incident •’nd had no t^me *-o ever dream of 
preparations ch ; Pacific War. KAYA has not told 
any "délibérait Htt." The following evidence confirms 
this:

^rom the time prior to the China Incident, the 
financial condit ons of the country were anything but 
good; the finance ï'in^ster KAYA was hard-pressed 
untangling the vnsatisfactcry conditions. On top of 
the unstable economic condition, there was the powerful 
military end rightist groups whose radical and high- 
pressure dem an»s onlv added to the economic and 
financial distress a^d uncertainty.

fveh was the condition when the unexpected 
China Inci lent broke out. As the Incident spread, 

------a. T, 30,63-9------------------ ------  ------------

* ̂ » t .
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»
contrary to the wishes of KAYA, niilitarv budgets 
increased, bond flotations increased and added to the 
feeling of uncertaintv that pestered the economic and 
financial circles. As the country entered into a 
quasi-wartime condition, the power o* the military and 
the rightist groups became stronger and their demands 
for radical and dangerous economic and financial meas
ures became stronger. i*uch was the situation KAYA 
faced and he exerted his everv effort to forestall 
financial and economic chaos and pacify the growing 
feeling of uncertainty among the people- 

Witness YUKI has testified: '
‘•In June the same vear Mr. KAYA became Minister 

of Finance, but due to the outbreak of tho China 
Incident soon afterward the feeling of uneasiness in 
economic circles aggravated, .'-uch difficult problems 
as financial stringenev, abnormal fluctuation of stockI
exchange market, pressure of increased demand for funds 
cropped up one after another. ?he China Incident ex
tended to »Shanghai area and everything came to assume 
a wartime aspect. As things went on in this wav, some 
among the so-called reformists or the radicalists 
impatiently demanded a drastic reform in the economic 
set-up of the country, calling for the nationalization 

a. Ex. 3322, T. 30,558

»
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o f  f i n a n c i a l  o r g a n s ,  t h e  t h o r o u g h g o i n g  c b n t r o T ~ S T  

e c o n o m y ,  e t c . ,  a n d  t h i s  t h r o w  t h e  e c o n o m i c  c i r c l e s  i n t o  

p r o f o u n d  u n e a s i n e s s  a n d  t e r r o r . ' *

A g a i n  o n  p a p e  8  o f  h i 5» a f f i d a v i t ,  Y U K I  h a s  

t e s t i f i e d  a s  f o l l o w s :

" H r .  KAYA, a s  t h e  M i n i s t e r  o f  F i n a n c e ,  e n d e a v 

o r e d  t o  a d j u s t  c a p i t a l  i n v e s t m c  if5t>, e a s e  c r e d i t ,  c h e c k  

t h e  r i s e  o f  i n t e r e s t  r a t e  o n  l o ; . n s ,  s t a b i l i z e  t h e  

s e c u r i t y  m a r k e t  a n d  t h u s  k e e p  o p e n  t h e  s t o c k  e x c h a n g e  

a n d  e a s e  t h ft a n x i e t y  o** t h e  f i n a n c i a l  c i r c l e . "

W i t n e s s  T M J t H I M A  h a s  t r  s f - . i ^ i e d  

" I n  J u l y  t h e  M n o - J a n a n o ^ e  h o s t i l i t i e s  b r o k e  

o u t .  T h e  d e m a n d s  f o r  i n c r e a s e d  m i l i t a r v  e x p e n d i t u r e s ,  

e x p a n s i o n  o f  p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  w h a t - n o t ,  b e c a m e  i n t e n s i f i e d  

t h e  f i n a n c i a l  c i r c l e  ’w a s  o v e r t a k e n  b y  u n e a s i n e s s  m o r e  

t h a n  e v e r .  KAYA, a s  t h e  F i n a n c e  M i n i s t e r ,  r a c k e d  h i s  

b r a i n s  t o  k e e p  t ^ e  s c a r e d  f i n a n c e  i n  o r d e r  t h r o u g h  

m a i n t a i n i n g  t h e  e x c h a n g e  r a t e s ,  c o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  s u p p l y  

o f  i n d u s t r i a l  f u n d s ,  e a s i n g  t h e  c r o d i t  s t r i n g e n c y ,  

c h e c k i n g  t h e  a d v a n c e  i n  m o n e y  r a t e s ? ,  a v e r t i n g  t h e  c l o s 

i n g  o f  t h e  s t o c k ,  e x c h a n g e s ,  s t a b i l i z i n g  t h e  s e c u r i t y  

m a r k e t ,  m o d e r a t i n g  t h e  p n n i c - s t r i c k « e n  s e n t i m e n t  o f  t h e  

f i n a n c i a l  c i r c l e  a n d  p r e v e n t i n g  t h e  s e l f - d i f f i d e n c e ,

25 e t c .  T h e  p l i g h t  t h e n  w a s  s u c h  t * e t  w h o e v e r  m i g h t

a. Fx. 3324, T. 30,579
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become Finance Minister, it would be the utmost of his 
power to maintain the order of the financial circle, 
leaving no room for anything like a preparation in the 
fir-id of economics and public finance for a future war 
of aggression."

This testimony was not contradicted.
2. The prosecution has contended that during 

th« period KAYA was Finance Minister, Japan’s economy 
was established on a wartime basis. However, it was 
not until January, 1939 or eight months after KAYA 
resigned tKat a part of the Army Five-Year Plan was 
adopted. Perusal of the prosecution’s evidence on 
this point will reveal the far greater portion of the 
Important wartime measures were adopted after KAYA 
resigned from the cabinet. However, it is contrary to 
facts to conclude that the measures taken by him were 
in preparation for a war of aggression. In present-day 
Japan under a new constitution that outlaws war, similar 
measures that were adopted under KAYA, such as Adjust
ment of ^unds and Encouragement of savings, are being 
carried out by the Japanese Government. These are 
necessarv measures for t^e absorption of the people’s 
buying pov»er and controlling supply of industrial funds 
in times when there is an over-supply of currency in 

a. Ex. 84?, T. 8270
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circulation and a great demand for capital. We repeat, j 

the prolonging and expansion of the China Incident were j
I«

contrary to KAYA's fond wishes. But when it did spread, j 
it was onlv proper to adopt adeauate Pleasures to meet 
the changed situation. The gist of the matter is whether 
the measures were adopted with the intention of waging a 
war of aggression or v/hether the measures were adopted 
to meet an unexpected situation. The motive back of the 
measure should be the test. We have shown the situation 
that faced KAYA as Finance Minister and why it was nee- 
es-sar”" for him to‘adopt such measures as encouragement 
of savings and adjustment of funds, and that KAYA did 
not for a moment think the-«' were for preparation for 
a war of aggression.

3. The prosecution has contended that while 
claiming his hands were full, KAYA found time to make 
speeches and therefore he was deliberately lving.
This is a most unfair conclusion, witnesses have 
testified of the chaotic economic conditions that 
necessitated measures such as the Fund Admustment and 
Encouragement of Savings on a grade scal°, which the 
people had not experienced heretofore. The people’s 
understanding was necessary. KAYA disliked to force his 
measures on the people and chose a voluntary method* 

a. Ex. 3222, T. 30,558; Ex. 3323, T. 30,569-72.

\
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By means of speeches, be meant to seek the cooperation 
of the people. Speech-making became part of his work 
to prevent the collapse of the financial and economic 
order. He did not go around making speeches to defend 
himself*

4. The prosecution has contended that KAYA did 
not condemn the acts of the military. The military, 
looking at it from the broad point of view, was a part 
of the government. The War and Navy were attacked in 
cabinet meetings, it was another matter to criticize 
them publiclv. £ny public criticism of the military 
was a grave matter and any man making the criticism, 
even if it was a justified criticism, was sure to have 
the military upon him. If KAYA had openly criticized 
the military he would undoubtedly have been forced to 
resign, not that it mattered to him, but it was cer
tain that someone more in tune with the military would 
have been appointed and his moderate policies would 
have been cast aside in favor of more radical and 
dangerous policies.

The witness AKAfcHI has testified:
"Many people were doubtful as to whether they 

were able enough to dispose of the demands on the part 
of the radical forces and to proceed with moderate
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policy in maintaining the situation." !
The testimony just referred to gives an idea j

of the difficult situation. It was necessary to avoid
dangerous measures, without clashing with the military,
as much as possible. The work called for extreme«
patience, but it was necessary for the good of the people 
and the country.

Pt the London Naval Conference, Premier 
HAMAGUCHI exercised a strong hand over the Navy. Prem
ier HAHAGUCHI did gain temporary victory, but because 
of it he was assassinated and gave rise to the May 15th 
Incident and through this Incident the military enhanced 
their power and the Supreme Command's independence be
came universally recognized.

Finance Minister TAKAHASHI long fought against
the military and succeeded in suppressing them to a

*
gre?t measure. The result was the February 26th
Incident in which TAKAHASHI was assassinated. Through
this Incident the military gained absolute power and
the military budget was at once increased by Finance 

b
Minister BABA.

"t the London Conference and during the TAKA
HASHI opposition against the military, KAYA worked hard

a. 3x. 3323, T. 30,572 Ï
b. Ex. 3 3 2 2 , T. 30,553; Ex. 3 3 2 4 , T. 30,579 i
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to suppress the military. He remembers weil the tempor- j 
ary success and their aftermath.

when KAYa was Finance Minister the power of the 
military was far greater than what it v/as during the time 
time of HAMAGUCHI or TAKAHASHI and in comparison KAYA 

had far iess power than either of them. To avoid clash
ing with the military and to pursue a course awav from
radicalism was the onlv road open to KAYA. Only by

a
this course could he serve his people and country. ButtWs
does not mean agreeing to an illegal act. We have
clearlv shown that KAYA v;as not an "active and v/illing
consDirator", as charged by the prosecution.

N-9-15. In paragraph 11-15* the prosecution
has mentioned about KAYA’s speeches in exhibit 3338-A,
The prosecution has pointed out the topic of the
speeches was "Armed War'and the War of Economy,", but •

b
perusing the book "Wartime Economic Life" , we note 
that the speeches are grouped under the heading "Japan’s 
Economic Power." "Armed War and the War of Economy" is 
a sub-heading under it. This, however, is not important. 
The topics mentioned were chosen by the editor of the 
book, and not KAYA. The important thing is the content 
of the speeches.

a. Ex. 33?3, T. 30,572
b. Ex. 3338, T. 30,665

I

25
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While it is evident from the part of the speech ! 
that was read into the record, we note upon reading the 
whole speech that the gist of the speech is: to what
extent can the Japanese economy withstand war expend
itures? The speech goes on to explain that considering
its economic status, Japan was capable of shouldering

aa wartime expenditure of Yen 20,000,000,000.
The question is whether or not FAYA had insist

ed that war efforts should be pushed because the country 
was able to bear an expenditure of 20,000,000,000. The 
speech does not contain anything of the sort. On the 
contrary, the speech bemoans the spread of the China 
Incident.

We shall now go into the motive of the speech. 
KAYA mentioned in the speech that as the military 
expenditures approved by the Diet ran up to a huge sum 
he thought there were many people who had doubts as 
to whether or not the Japanese economy could shoulder 
such, an expenditure. This was a verv important and 
grave problem at that time. We have seen from the 
testimony of YUKI, AKAfciJI and T̂ UfcHIFA that the uncer
tain economic conditions that prevailed prior to the 
outbreak of the China Incident became much more pronounc-

a. Ex. 3338-A, T. ^0,667
b. Ex. ?324, T. 30,579 ' j

i
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ed on account of the Incident. A financial administrat
or must consider as especially important, the nsychology 
of the people. If a state of economic chaos existed and 
the financial circle regarded it in an exaggerated light, 
the actual conditions would become that much worse. 
Uncertainty and disorder actually made the situation 
worse. Such being the case, it becomes an important 
job for the financial administrators to remove any 
uncertainty that the people might entertain. Witness
TSUSHIMA has testified that, "KAYA, as Finance Minister,

% «
racked his brain to Veen the scared finance in order . . 
and prevent self-diffidence ..."

The time was critical and KAYA, as Finance 
Minister, could not announce a pessimistic outlook; it 
was necessary for those in charge of financial adminis
tration to caution the people in time of financial 
stability and make the people feel calm in time of 
uncertainty.

By his speeches, KAYA did not attempt to drum 
up war fever. He made those speeches in an attempt to 
alleviate the undesirable situation caused by the 
Incident.

fftien he stated that it was necessary to meet 
the demands of the Army and the Naw, he did so because 
he could not have sa^d otherwise as a member of t|ie i.

«I
I
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Government. Troops were dispatched because t^ev had 
to be dispatched and what he did was inevitable on 
account of it. It has already been stated that he 
opposed the decision to send troops to China, but 
that was a matter over which he had no control. More
over, the speeches in question were made in October 1937 
or about two months after the Incident had spread to the 
Shanghai area, as mav be noted at page 26 of Exhibit 
3338 (Japanese original) and not at the beginning of 
the Inci’dent. They were made at a time when the 
Incident had spread against his wishes.

It is contended that KAYA referred to the 
Incident as a de facto war. The actual battles at the 
time between the Japanese and Chinese forces and their 
effect on the finance and economy of Japan made the 
Incident no different from a war. It was inevitable 
that the financial measures take on the asnect of war.

N-9-I6. The prosecutor has taken up Mr. KAYA’s 
speech delivered in April 1938 in which he urged "Prepar- 
edness for a Prolonged War." The conclusion the prose
cutor has drawn from it is entirely wrong and he is thtis 
giving a wrong hint or suggestion to the Court*

(1) The real caption of this speech was "How 
to £erve the Country bv savings." 

a* T. 30,665
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THE PREf-IDENT: Mr. L p  vin, it is now four
o'clock. We will adjourn until half past nine tomorrow 
morning*

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 
was taken until Tuesday, 30 March 1948, at 
0930.)

I
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Tuesday, 30 March 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan
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The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,
a t  0 9 3 0 .

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE B. V. A. ROLING,
Member from the Kingdom of the Netherlands and 
HONORABLE JUSTICE R. B. PAL, Member from India, not 
sitting from 0930 to l600; HONORABLE JUSTICE HENRI 
BERNARD, Member from the Republic of France, not 
sitting from 133° bo l600.

For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese
i

to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OP’ THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except UMEZU and SHIRATORI, who are represented by 
counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certifies that they 
are ill and unable to attend the trial today. The 
certificates will be recorded and filed.

Mr. Levin.
I®. LEVIN: May it please the Tribunal, thero

may be a few slight corrections in words and grammar 
that we have not been able to catch last night or 
during the day yesterday. We would like to have per
mission to make those corrections nunc pro tunc. They 
will not in any manner change the context or substance 
of the summation, and we shall make every effort not 
to place an undue burden on the reportorial staff.

THE PRESIDENT: Submit the application to
me in the ordinary way, Mr. Levin. I deal with those 
matters.

MR. LEVIN: I begin on page 43, in the middle
of the page.

"Preparedness for a Prolonged War" was nothing 
but the heading of a part of the speech. In this 
speech he appealed to the people for their spontaneous 
practice of savings, fully explaining its necessity.
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may be a few slight corrections in words and grammar 
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during the day yesterday. V/e would like to have per
mission to make those corrections nunc pro tunc. They 
will not in any manner change the context or substance 
of the summation, and we shall make every effort not 
to place an undue burden on the reportorial staff.

me in the ordinary way, Mr. Levin. I deal with those 
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MR. LEVIN: I begin on page 43, in the middle
of the page.

"Preparedness for a Prolonged War" was nothing 
but the heading of a part of the speech. .In this 
speech he appealed to the people for their spontaneous 
practice of savings, fully explaining its necessity.

Mr. Levin
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This can be easily understood if we read the whôle
✓

text of the speech, namely, court evidence No. 333Ö-B* 
In a section of his speech not recorded in 

court evidence No. 3338-B detailed explanation is given 
about the necessity of savings for checking inflation 
as well as the ways in which the people's savings are 
to be made. It is evident that the speech aimed at 
the encouragement of savings by the people. 7ith the 
extension of the China Incident contrary to his wishes 
the war expenditure swelled in an alarming degree, 
necessitating the issuance of huge amounts of national 
bonds. Under such a situation, unless the bonds were 
smoothly absorbed by the people Japan coulc not main
tain its economy and finance, and with inflation 
threatening at hand, the Finance Minister ought to 
exert his best effort to prevent it. Enormous amounts 
of money were spent by the army and the whole country 
was being flooded with money. Under such circumstances 
KAYA thought that the best way to absorb the curren
cies and thereby to check inflation was to increase
the savings of the people. And the goal of savings

/
increase was several times as much as in normal times* 
This he stated unequivocably in his speech. He did 
not like to enforce savings by means of law as he was 
not, by his nature, inclined to use coercion. He
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rather considered it harmful to resort to coercion Th ~ 

such a matter, and therefore found it absolutely 

necessary to inspire the people with a voluntary will 

to practice savings.

Most of the people were getting increased 

incomes due to the prosperity of munitions industries’ 

and were leading ^n easy life. They did not deny the 

necessity of savings, but were not so enthusiastic 

about their savings, being oisposed to satisfy their 

wants instead.
The situation being such, it was a most impor

tant duty of the Finance Minister to make the nation 

savings-minded so that the desired goal of savings 

could be attained and the collapse of Japan’s national 

economy averted. And it was a difficult job, but 

should be carried out in order to safeguard the people *|s 

living. One of his tasks ho had to do to fulfill his

duty was this speech. If he had been a man who
\

could afford to resort to coercion to attain his 

object, he would not have made such a speech as this.

-.J
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2, It is true that he advocated in his speech 

that the nation should be prepared against the possi

bility of a prolonged war. But this cannot be construed 

as signifying that he wanted a prolonged war. It is 

entirely wrong to infer from it that he was hoping for 

such a war and inspiring the people with such notion. 

China, on her part, had been prepared for a protracted 

war, manifesting her strong will to fight it out to the 

bitter end and the cabinet at that time could not but 

believe it. As it was, Japan was of necessity compelled 

to provide against it. It was necessary therefore for 

Japan to take such measures as would enable her to 

withstand a prolonged war in order to save her finance 

from imminent danger.

It is the rule of the world that many undesir-i 

able things happen. Both the individuals and the j

countries are required to be prepared against them 

though they do not like it. Such was KAYA’s Dosition.

It is wrong to conclude that he desired or willed to 

have a prolonged war because he advocated the neces

sity of preparedness against such a war.

3. The people, when they are getting good

25
incomes usually do not think of the necessity of their 

saving money to safeguard their living. But the 

■nftennnit;r nf fhplr p-rar.t 1 nine saving existed. While
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they were in a position to save a substantial portion 

of their incomes, they were liable to spend their money 

recklessly. It was therefore necessary to appeal to 

them in various ways so as to make them save their 

money. Should they think that the war would soon end, 

they would endeavor to do what they were not well 

disposed to do. KAYA could not help, therefore, 

expounding the necessity of the nation’s preparedness 

for a protracted war.

Reading the part of his speech quoted by 

the prosecutor we find that what KAYA stated in his 

speech was quite commonplace in those days. There can 

be found nothing in it that would give an impression 

that he had mace any special effort to carry through 

the China Incident vigorously.

4. Attention is called to the fact that the

said sneech was made on April 12, 1938. It was after
(a)

the China Incident spread fairly extensively and the 

peace effort between Japan and China failed.

N -9 -1 7 .

1. KAYA’s speech given in exhibit No. 3338-C 

is one in which he explains in detail about the neces

sity of economy of consumption and increase of savings 
for the enlightenment of womenfolk. This can be seen
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if we react the entTré speech/ ~Itr~Trerg~an--obvious fact---

in those days that to effect economy in consumption of 

various commodities anc to increase the people's 

savings was a vital necessity in orcer to maintain 

national finance and economy and to prevent inflation 

in this country. Much depended upon the Japanese house- 

wives for the attainment of that object; hence, his 

speech to the women. When we read through the whole 

text of this speech, we can readily understand that 

the speech was not intended in any way for warlike 

propaganda.

The prosecutor referred to this as if KAYA 

had given positive publicity to the aim of the 

National Mobilization Law in that speech but it is 

wrong. In this speech, he briefly touched upon the 

National Spiritual Mobilization Campaign. The said 

National Mobilization Law was enacted in the year 

following the year in which he had made that soeech. 

Again the speech in question was, as stated by the 

prosecutor., made in Lecember'1937 when the China Inci

dent was fairly extended already. Never was it the

case where he delivered it wishing for the extension
«

of the incident.

It must be remembered that these speeches are 

not a stenographic record of what KAYA said but were
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^constructed bv the editor from memory more than a year 

fitter they were delivered. KAYA neither examined nor 

3edited them before they were published.

4 In view of this, there is a fair amount of

5possibility of the existence of some differences between 

6irhat he actually spoke and what was published as the 

7 ;ext of his speeches. The book publishing his speech

8 was issued in September 1938. The China Incident by
9 bhat time showed a further development than when the
0 speech was delivered. Journalism is generally liable >
1
to exaggeration. There is therefore no gainsaying 

that it is wrong to conjecture what was published had 

some amount of inaccuracy and exaggoration.

2. The court considered that a government’s 

diplomatic announcement made on the occasion of the 

outbreak of an international dispute or immediately 

before the commencement of hostilities was liable to 

be coated with embellishment and not represent the 

true mind of the government, anc on this ground the 

court often refused to accept such announcements as 

evidence. There is good reason in this attitude of 

the court, and we admit its justice. The same concep

tion must justify the fact that "when a war or hostili

ties similar to ?. war are going on, the government and 
■n -u nrft<»<nir y^ry often apt to use strong terms
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3edited them before they were published.

4 In view of this, there is n fair amount of

5iossibility of the existence of some differences between 

6what he actually spoke and what was published as the 

7 ;ext of his speeches. The book publishing his speech 

8was issued in September 1938. The China Incident by 

that time showed a further development than when the 

speech was delivered. Journalism is generally liable > 

to exaggeration. There is therefore no gainsaying 

that it is wrong to conjecture wh»t was published had 

same amount of inaccuracy and exaggeration.

2. The court considered that a government’s 

diplomatic announcement made on the occasion of the 

outbreak of an international dispute or immediately 

before the commencement of hostilities was liable to 

be coated with embellishment and not represent the 

true mind of the government, and on this ground the 

court often refused to accept such announcements as 

evidence. There is good reason in this attitude of 

the court, and we admit its justice. The same concep

tion must justify the fact that "when a war or hostili

ties similar to •?. war are going on, the government and 
■f+.y ŷ -ny often apt to use strong terms

■ ' » ■ i t



in what they have got to say to the public outside tho 

government contrary to or against their will." There 

are often circumstances in which, while they inwardly 

abhor the state of hostilities and truthfully wish for 

its early termination, they cannot openly express what 

is in their mind* Or there are cases where they find 

it inadvisable to disclose what is in their mind, as 

it is feared such disclosure might prove disadvantageous 

for the realization of their true wishes.

It is often seen in international relations 
that a country, while crying for peace,*prepares for 

war, or while showing a strong attitude as if she were 

ready for a war, she strives for the maintenance of 

peace. The best worst that can be said of KAYA's | 

speeches is that they were the hyperbole of the j

hustings. I
3. Just like the conception as stated above, j 

it is considered there is justice in the following ccn-j 

ception, namelyî j
The true mind of the official in the ndminis- j

tI
tration of the national affairs is reflected in his j

word or action uttered or taken behind the scenes, :9 î

unknown to the government circles or the public. On 

the basis of this assumption there is nothing that 
-mlgh+ Via +.r>irr.?n ns proof or might Induce us to surmise
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that ÄAYA ever wishea or pianndd for the uutbreak of---

the China Incident or its extension. On the contrary 
it has been made clear that he endeavored to prevent 

its extension, and the dispatch of troops to China and 

that he grieved over its eventual extension and was 

placed in a very difficult position on that account.

Of the materials furnished to the Court the»
KIDO diary and SAIQNJI-HARADA memoirs have been taken 

up by tho prosecution as evidence best showing the real 

state of affairs in the Japanese political circles in 
those days. There is nothing in them that might be 

taken as suggestive of KAYA's haying ever wished or 

strived for the extension of the China Incident or 

been militaristic or belligerent. If there were found 

anything in them suggestive of such a fact, the 

prosecution must have referred to it as evidence 

against KAYA, but the fact was they did not.
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On the bnsis of the above conceptions and also 
judging from his actions during the long period of his 
service in the Ministry of Finance, wo are led to the 
conclusion that the speeches made by KAYA referred to 
above represent some of his earnest efforts exerted for 
the realization of the wishes he had persistently 
cherished, namely, the prevention of the threatening 
financial collapse of Japan whereby to keep national 
finance on a stable basis, and that they were in mo way 
intended for the inspiration of his audience with any
thing like warlike sentiments.

If KAYA had. been a man v/hose frame of mind 
allowed him to have recourse to a strong coercive 
measure to carry through his purpose, he would have 
resorted to law and authority, and would never have 
taken the trouble of busying himself with making speeches 
in the midst of his pressure of business as a Finance 
Minister,

N-9-18.
KAYA had nothing to do with Japan entering 

into the Anti-Comintern and Tripartite pacts. While 
no such clnim was made by the prosecution, by innuendo, 
they attempt to infer some responsibility on his part 
because the Japanese Government entered into those 
pacts while he was in the service of the government.
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The prosecution mentioned that KAYA had con

nection with the "Extraordinary War Expenditure Account." 

As minister in charge of finance, this was only natural 

and thore was nothing illegal about it. The Electric 

Power Law was mentioned, but nothing was said about 

KAYA*s connection with it except that he was a member 

of the cabinet. That the Electric Power Law was not 

a preparation for a war of aggression will, no doubt, 

be argued in another phase. As far as KAYA was con

cerned, it has already been made clear that he did not
i

know about £he Army Five-Year Plans, nor had adopted 

them in any way, nor had any inkling about a future war 

of aggression. Even if some had considered the Elec

tric Power Law as a preparation for a war of aggression, 

there is no evidence that KAYA, too, believed so or that 

he should have guessed it or that he was informed about 

it* The prosecution mentioned that the Manchurian 

Heavy Industry was established and was in operation.

What has been said in this connection with the Electric 

Power Law can be said about this. The prosecution 

pointed out that the North China Development Company

was formed on April 30, 1938* This is a mistake.
(a)

The company was established in November 1938» Detailed 

arguments will be made in connection with the North 

ar .  Ex . .3337»’ T . ■ 30642 ^ ______ ________________________ _

25
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China Development Cör.ipany. ]
/ *

N-9-19. In paragraphs 18 and 19, the prosecution stated 

that KAYA was "authorized to apply the Temporary Fund 

Adjustment Lav/" and that "KAYA directed the investment 

policies of all banks thereby destroying the last 

vestige of the autonomous action in banks." We shall 

point out the mistake in the prosecution’s centention 

and give the facts as they really happened.

1. We have already shown that KAYA did not 

know anything about the Army Five-Year Plans, did not 

adopt them in cany way, nor think about a future war 

of aggression. The First KONOYE Cabinet also did not 

adopt the so-called Army Five-Year Plans, and it is 

clear that the above-mentioned law was not drafted in 

connection with the Five-Year Plans. The Fund Adjust

ment Law was drafted because of the China Incident and 

not for a future war of aggression. This oan be seen

from the fact that law was to become void one year
(b)

after the termination of the China Incident. The 

one-year grace was to allow for postwar settlements.

This law was put into effect in September 1937 or 

directly after the incident had spread to the Shanghai 

area and at that time no one thought the incident would

(b) Ex. 2788, T. 25,045.
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—last another f-lvo or o-lx-yea-r-s•-------------------------------

Witnesses YUKI and AKASHI have testified that 

the law was drafted to stabilize the economic circle
(a)

and prevent inflation threatened by the China Incident.

The law recognized large capital be turned

towards war industries, but this was inevitable for

the incident spread wide, contrary to the wishes of

the Japanese Government. Capital, however, would have

turned toward the war industries without the law, for

capital goes where profit is the largest. For that
(b)

reason, as testified by witnesses YUKI and AKASHI, 

capital outlay in total sum was put under control to 

avoid inflation and for the maintenance of an orderly 

economy.

The prosecution’s contention seems to be 

that measures adopted because of the China Incident 

could be applied to other purposes and therefore could 

be preparations for a future war. However, it does 

net become a crime unless it is shown that such measures 

were adopted with intent to use them in a future war 

of aggression and were actually used for that purpose.

It has already been shown that K A Y A ’s hands were full 

with the China Incident and he had no time or room to

a . Bx. 3 3 2 2 , T. 30559? Ex.-3 3 2 3 , T . 3 0 5 6 9 ..  •
b. Ex. 3 3 2 2 j T. 30559; Ex. 3 3 2 3 , T. 30569.

iI
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2. Witness YUIvI, who at that time was

Governor of the Bank of Japan,has testified os
a.

follows :

"Again, the decisions of whether or not to 

give ••'emissions to investment or loons were made at 
the meeting of a conr.ittee formed. of nenhers fron 

various government offices concerned and. the Bank of 

Japan. But inasmuch as the criteria by which such 
cl ec is ions were to be made consistée! in whether or not

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 

21 
22

the particular industry for which the fund was re

quired was essential in the national emergency created 

by the China Incident and whether or not there was a 

prospect of equipments or materials being obtainable 
for the said, industry. The military and. the Ministry 

of Commerce and Industry and. other departments of the 

government which had. direct connection with the 

allocation of materials had. the greatest say in making 

decisions of ’/es' or ’no,* while the Ministry of 

Finance had. little authority, and. the actual situation 

was such that both the Finance Ministry and. the Bank 

of Japan were just to play the part of merely pro-
23
24
25

curing funds needed.1*

Witness AKASHI, who during the sane period 

was. a veteran in the banking circle, has testified as

û T E xT 3 3 2 2 ';  T .  3 0 b 'b '9 . ---------------------------------------------------------------- ~
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"It had been the most conspicuous feature of 

Japanese economy since the outbreak of the China 

Incident, that the material had become the master and 

the finance the secondary natter,"

Fron the above it can be seen that the 

contention tjjat. KAYA. dlTLoc.te_d the ad jus trient of

inveltrient policies is far fron correct,♦
3 . The accusation that KAYA destroyed the

I
last vestige of the autonomous aetion in banks is
contrary to facts, v,itness YUKI and AKASHI have

testified that KAYA conplied with the wishes of the

financial circles and allowed as nuch freedon as 
b.

possible.

Not only that, in the natter of savings

campaign KAYA looked to the nation*s self-awakening
c.

instead of resorting to leg^l means of compulsion.

The two aforementioned witnesses have testified that
i

KAYA's policies were mild and moderate as compared to 

other war tine nensures and were regarded with dis

favor by the radical groins and the militarists which
d . *

led to his resignation. In other words, he was in

just the opposite camp fron that contended by the

a. Ex. 332-3, T. 30570.
b. Ex. 3322, T. 30559; Ex. 3323, T. 30569.
c. Ex. 3322, T. 305585 Ex, 3324, T. 30571-9.
d. Ex. 3323, T. 30579: Kx.3329.T.30602?Ex.3330,T,306o8,

m
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"It had been the most conspicuous feature of 

Japanese econor.y since the outbreak of the China 

Incident, that the material had becone the raster ant! 

the finance the secondary natter."

Fron the above it can be seen that the 
contention that KAYA directed the adjustment of 

investment policies is far fron correct.t
3. The accusation that KAYA destroyed the

last vestige of the autonomous ration in banks is

contrary to facts. ,,ritness YUKI and AKASHI have

testified that KAYA complied with the wishes of the

financial circles and. allowed, as much freedom as 
b.

possible•
Not only that, in the matter of savings

campaign KAYA looked to the nation's self-awakening
c.

instead of resorting to legal means of compulsion.

The two aforementioned witnesses have testified that %
KAYA’s policies were nild and moderate as compared to 

other war time measures and were regarded with dis

favor by the radical groups and the militarists which 
' d." ' .

led. to his resignation. In other words, he was in

just the opposite camp from that contended by the

a. Ex. 3323, T. 30570.
b. Ex. 3322, T. 305595 Ex. 3323, T. 30569.
c. Ex. 3322, T. 305585 Ex, 3324, T. 30571-9.
d. Ex. 3323, T. 30579? Ex.3329,T.30602?Ex.3330,T.30608.

u
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the prosecution. ----------------
The prosecution contenue I that KAYA

" estnblishec.1 and operated reserve banks under the

direction of his office in China.“ There is no

evidence that such banks were, either directly or
e.

indireötly, une!er his direction. Nowhere in the

evidence referred to by the prosecution is there any

nention that ICAYA established and operated banks. We

are surprised and. astonished that such a statement,

not based on any evidence in the record, could

oossibly have been r.ade by the prosecution. No cotter

how you look at it, wo contend that KAYA had no

responsibility in the ratter.
Third Period: N-9-20. The prosecution

contended that while KAYA testified that he had no

connection with the cabinet nor was he a government

official fron May 26, 1928 to October 18, 1941, he

did admit upon cross-examination that he held various

posts appointed by the cabinet.
This contradiction arose fron a. mistake in

translation. The original of his affidavit is in

Japanese and. the part in question in the original

rends: “I was not a member of the cabinet nor an

official of the government from • • This was«
a. Ex. 840, sec. 115, T. 8444-5«
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nistranslator to rear : "I had no connection withtüe
a.

cabinet. . and bee me the ground for cross-

exanination on the part of the prosecution. His reply 

to the prosecution*s cross-examination did not con

tradict his testimony for while he held posts appointed

by the cabinet, he was neither a member of the cabinet
b.

nor an official of the government This mistake
c.

has subsequently been rectified by the Language Board. 

KAYA testified that during this period he was neither 

a cabinet nenbor nor an official of the government 

to show that hj was not in a responsible government 

position when the clashes with Soviet Russia took 

place, or when the Japanese troops moved into French 

Indo-China or when the Tripartite Pact was concluded 
or when the greater part of the alleged preparation for 
war was made.

17
is
19
20 
21
22
23
24

In short, the seeming contradiction was
caused by mistranslation and. in no way affects the

probative value of the testimony.

N-9-21. The prosecutor stated that KAYA

made a speech, after his resignation from the post of
d.

Finance Minister, encouraging savings. He delivered 

such n speech because he considered it imperative that

a. Ex. 3337, T. 30639. c. T. 36995.
b. Ex. Ill, T. 30662. d. T. 30679.25 !
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tho people s houle1, bc nindocT’t'ô”prHctïce saving other- j

wise a terrible inflation would cone upon then as the

result of their failure to increase their savings.

He feared also that if the people should fail to

increase their savings voluntarily, the cabinet

which had its finance portfolio held by another nan

night resort to coercive noasures to enforce people’s

saving. He had it firnly in his nind that such

coercive steps should be avoided'by all means.

Reference to AKASHI’s testimony will help one under-
a.

stand this. The fact that KAYA spoke publicly on 

the necessity of people’s savings even after his 

resignation shows how enthusiastic he was to prevent 

inflation.
Later he became tho chief inspector of the

b.
Price Adjustment Committee, and exerted his efforts 

in an attempt to avert inflation since the savings 

encourag«mnnt campaign was going on smoothly on its 

track. He, who had a ministerial career, willingly 

accepted tho post of the chief inspector of a committee 

and »jalously attended to his work, while many com- 

nittees were liable to function perfunctorily and 

frequently were a nominal existence. He could do his

a. Ex. 3323, T. 3057I.
b. T. 3068O.
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1
job with enthusiasm as his" tine was free". This also | 

shows how eager ho was to prevent inflation. This 

nay have nothing to Co with his caso, but will serve 
to aid in understanding the real significance of 

KAYA's actions.
The prosecution referred to two speeches 

nade by KAYA while he was out of office and called: 

attention to the absence of any ronark about the 

savings in those speeches, hinting as if the state

ment that he was an ardent expounder of savings were 

a falsehood, and as if ho were inspiring warlike 

sentiments. But if one is ronindod. on what occasion 

those two spooches wore delivered, one would easily 

realize that there is no wonder about the absence of 

any remark about the question of savings.

N-9-22. The prosecution offered two 

exhibits (exhibit 3339 and. 3339-A) with respect to 
KAYA*s address delivered in November 1938. We contend 
the exhibits just mentioned show nothing that he 

advocated war and. therefore, has no criminal character.

1. The -T.-r'rn-0hina-Manchouloio Hound Table 

Conference in connection with which the address 

mentioned was delivered, was held with views of 

inviting Manchoukuoan and Chinese economic interests
a. T. 30686, 30693. !II
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2. The Pound Table Conference was held under j 

the auspices of purely private economic organizations.
3. The Round Table Conference was composed 

of economists of the three countries and was not a 

large gathering. KAYA did not attend any of the

numerous meetings held in Tokyo. This is clearly shown
a*.

by the record. The address mentioned in exhibit Ho.

3339 was made by KAYA at the time he assumed the post
t

of chairman of the preparatory committee of the confer

ence. This address was made neither before the Japan- 

China -Manchukuo Economic Ptound Table Conference, nor 

before any meeting open to the public.

4. Exhibit 3339-A is about the meeting held

in Hiroshima, a local city, and, as testified by KAYA,
b.

was not a large gathering. KAYA testified the speech 

at Hiroshima was a mere greeting, which the prosecution 

insisted on calling an address. We do not care to 

argue with the prosecution as to whether it was a mere 
greeting or an address, but we would like to say that 

KAYA said it as a salutation. The last part of exhibit 

3339, the beginning of exhibit 3339-A shows clearly that 

he used the word "greeting" in the speech just mentioned,

5. The contents of the speech indicate that

it was not made with the aim of asserting his own :
(a. T. 30707. I
b. T7--30707-.-)----------------- ------  ---------- 1

i



opinion. He has testified that it was made at a meet

ing of the Sponsors' Preparatory Committee and was a 
formal address in which the policies adopted by the

Government at that time, and what were being generally
a.

discussed, were referred to.

When one examines the contents of his "speech," 
it will be understood that they are as he stated and it 

seems natural for him, assisting with the meeting, to 

make such statements. He only referred to what was 
being spoken of generally and as a matter of common 

knowledge at that time.

is that according to the court transcript it is recorded 

that KAYA's testimony concerned exhibit 3338, but it 

will be well understood that KAYA testified with regard 

to exhibit 3339 instead. This can be confirmed by re

ferring to the transcript covering redirect examination

of the accused KAYA by his counsel. The Court ruled 

that the expression of peaceful intention which diplo

matic authorities made in public is of no value because 
it cannot 'be determined as expressing their real in

tentions. Similarly, it will also be a natural con

clusion that his formal address given on such an 

occasion as stated above cannot be judged as his real 

(a. T. 30707.

In addition, what we would like to state now

b

b. T. 3070 7.)
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opinion. He has testified that it was made at a meet

ing of the Sponsors’ Preparatory Committee and was a 

formal address in which the policies adopted by the

Government at that time, and what were being generally
a.

discussed, were referred to.

When one examines the contents of his ’’speech,” 

it will be understood that they are as he stated and it 

seems natural for him, assisting with the meeting, to 
make such statements. He only referred to what was 
being spoken of generally and as a matter of common 

knowledge at that time.
In addition, what we would like to state now 

is that according to the court transcript it is recorded 

that KAYA’s testimony concerned exhibit 3338, but it 
will be well understood that KAYA testified with regard 

to exhibit 3339 instead. This can be confirmed by re

ferring to the transcript covering redirect examination
b.

of the accused KAYA by his counsel. The Court ruled 
that the expression of peaceful intention which diplo

matic authorities made in public is of no value because 
it cannot 'be determined as expressing their real in

tentions. Similarly, it will also be a natural con

clusion that his formal address given on such an 

occasion as stated above cannot be judged as his real 

(a. T. 30707.
— ïr.— T .-30707.) -------------------------------
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opinion of the China Affair.
KAYA had no knowledge of the fact that his

speech was recorded, that is, no procedure was taken
that he read the record through and admitted it to be

a.
accurate at that time. He has testified that while 
he recollects making a statement at the time, he does 
not recollect whether he said exactly as recorded in the 
document. It cannot be said that the document does not 
contain exaggeration or additions to what he actually 
said.

For reasons mentioned above, we contend it , 
cannot be decided from his "speech" made at the Japan-

\

China-Manchukuo Economic Round Table Conference that he 
desired the expansion of the China Incident or that he 
inspired the masses with enthusiasm for a war. On the 
contrary, his short tenure of office, the uncontradicted 
fact that he insisted that the matter be settled locally, 
and finally, his resignation at the request of the 
Premier speak more eloquently than words that he was 
opposed to the China Incident.

N-9-23.
KAYA was president of the North China Develop-

25
ment Company for two years and two months. We shall 
first show there was nothing criminal about the company 

4 ^ — I.- 30683-6*)_______________________________________
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1. The Company was established for the purpose 

of economic collaboration between China and Japan and for 

the mutual benefits of the two peoples.
a. The establishment of the Company was not in 

breach of international law or obligations.
b. The Company was not established for the 

purpose of depriving from China and the Chinese people 

anything unlawfully, nor work against the welfare of 

China or its people.

c. The Company did not discriminate against 

nationals of Third Powers nor apply unlawful pressure 

against them.
The above-mentioned facts are clear from the

testimony of KAYA and OIKAWA, Genkichi, which was not 
a.

contradicted. The facts, furthermore, are confirmed
b.

by the prosecution’s evidence exhibits 460-A and 3263, 
and there is no evidence in contradiction.

2. The Company was not planned for a war of ' 

aggression. Development of the natural resources of

North China was a blessing to the people of North China j
i

and increased materials for the national defense of j

Japan as mentioned in exhibit 460-A. To strengthen the j

national defense of a country is not a crime. In

planning any economic measure it is only natural to plan
Ex. 3337, T . 30645; F.x , 2579, T . 21951-4.____________

b. T. 5253; T. 29820-4.)
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and be of use in the defense of the country. Because an
I

economic measure did these two things, it cannot be said
that it was done as a preparation for a war of aggression.

*
Nor can it be said that KAYA realized the establishment 

of the Company was for a war of aggression.
If Japan had confiscated the products of North 

China it would have been a crime. As Japan paid for 

what it obtained it cannot be a crime even if the pro

ducts it obtained were used for national defense.

The Company did not receive any directive from 

the Japanese Government to point all expansion of

production with the year 194-1 or thereabouts as the goal,
a.

nor did it do so on its own. It is clear from exhibit 

460-A that the Company aimed for a long-term economic 

development and not for a short-term production.

Deficits in the early years were expected and clans for 

government subsidies to pay dividends on stocks held by 
private individuals were made and carried out. Invest

ments in subsidiary companies were made on the basis of
b.

long-ranged development and not for immediate orofits.

This shows that the Company was not established as part

of a plan to wage war in tie very near future. It is

clear that what the Company did was no more than ordinary
4 a. Ex. 3337, T . 30646.__________________  _
b. Ex. 46Ô-Â, T. 5253? EX. 2579, T. 2195$-V; £x. 3337T 

T. 30645.)
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long-ranged economic development. There is no evidence-  

that the Company had the year 1941 or thereabouts as its 

goal in carrying out its activities.
Again it is mentioned that the Japanese Govern

ment could issue to the Company directives concerning 
national defense, but in fact, the Government did not 

issue any directive either for national defense or for a 

war of aggression.
3. The prosecution looks at the establishment 

of the North China Development Company as part of the 

Cabinet decision of December 24, 1937, and that while 

there was nothing sinister a bout the wording of the 
decision itself, the real purpose was for a war of 

aggression. As evidence, KAYA's statement to the press 
as quoted by Goette was adduced. The prosecution1s 

opinion on this point is far from correct.

a. The Cabinet decision of December 24, 1937, 

was a secret document containing the true intentions of 

the Cabinet. If the document had been intended for 

public announcement then there might be room to doubt 

its sincerity, but as the document was a secret document 

there was no need to camouflage its meaning.
b. KAYA's statement quoted by Goette was made 

in 1940 and the statement was made about the Material I
Mobilization Plan of North China at that time. That th4
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statement was not in referene’e T o  the motives of "the
a.

North China Development Company is clear from the record. 

It might be correctly argued that if the Material Mobil
ization Plan of North China had aimed to supply the 

needs of the Japanese Army in connection with the China 

Incident and the needs of the peoples of China and 

Japan, the products of the companies in which the North 
China Development Company had financial interest. It 

was true of the industries in Japan financed by the 
financial institutions of Japan. Because of this it 
cannot be justly concluded that all the industries and 
financial institutions were established on the motive 

of aggression. The same reason can be applied in the 

case of the North China Development Company and to judge jI
the nature of the Company from the testimony of Goette 

is a mistake. i
c. It ia clear from the prosecution*s evidenceî 

exhibit 460-A, that the North China Development Company

was without exception barred from engaging in business
b. !

enterprises. Thus whether it was or was not a confis-j
I

cated enterprise, the North China Development Company ’ 

oould not operate it. And there is no evidence to show j 

that the Company either confiscated or operated an j 
enterprise owned by the Chinese.

(a. T. 3872.
b. T. 5253.)_____________ _ __________
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1
4. The Company did not control the economy of"j

• I
North China. The prosecution has given the impression 

that the Company controlled the whole economy of North 

China, but this is not correct.
a. The Company was connected with only a 

certain oortion of the enterprise of North China as
a.

mentioned in exhibit No. 460-A and in KAYA's affidavit.

The Company was not permitted to become concerned in

such active industries as general business, agriculture,

spinning, weaving, and tobacco, nor in banking or
b .

insurance business. Furthermore, it was not connecte^ 
with all the enterprises in the fields it was permitted 

to make investments. For instance, during the period 

KAYA was president, the Company was not connected with 

the famous Kailan Colliery of North China. As the 

Company was devoid of any power, it could not make in-
I

vestment, or loan, unless such financial aid was j

solicited. !

a. As previously mentioned, the Company was j 
merely a financial organ for investments and loans and j 
was not permitted to engage in business enterprises. j

i

c. The Company had no power whatsoever againsjt 

a second party. It had no power of compulsion against i

(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30643; Ex. 460-A, T. 5253. 
b. Ex. 3337, T. 30643.)

_ J
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anyone. Power against a second party rises out of law 
ard no law giving such power to the Company was enacted 

either by the Japanese Government or the North China 

Political Council.
d. as stated in exhibit 460-A the purpose of 

the Company as defined by law, was to co-ordinate and 

adjust the enterprises of North China, that is enter

prises in specified fields, by means of investments and 
b.

and loans. «
It can be seen from the foregoing that the

Company carried out its activities by means of capital
outlay and not by means of force. On this subject matter

c.
KAYA has testified as follows: "Loans and investments
were subject to contracts under which the company ob

taining the financial aid was required to obtain the 

approval of the North China Development Company in 

certain prescribed matters in order to avoid over

investment or unwarranted expansion and thus endeavored 

to bring about a jound and orderly development of the 

economy of North China. The Company had no right over 

any industry except those in which it had a financial 

interest and even then, the rights were limited to thos 5 

specified in the contracts."
(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30645.
h  T
c! Ex. 3337, T. 30645.)
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--------- gi»nm t.hP foregoing it. is clear that co-ordinat^c

and adjustment were carried out by means of contracts and 

not by force.
There is nothing new in the procedure whereby 

the holding company requires the subsidiary companies to 

seek its approval on natters prescribed in the contract. 

It is nothing unlawful or anything to be unduly concernée 

about.
As to the purpose of the North China Developmenl

Company in co-ordinating and adjusting the enterprises,a.
exhibit 460-A has the following to sayi "Co-ordination 

and adjustment of the operation of the subsidiary 

companies, as provided in the law concerning the North 

China Company, is designed to eliminate the possible 

occurrence of circumstances which may hinder synthesized 

growth of various enterprises relating to development of 
natural resources and other industries which will be 

started in that area."
In reference to co-ordination and adjustment 

we note the following:
\ •

1. In the scope, it covers only a portion of

the industries of North China.
2. ,Jts method was not bjr means of force, but 

through ordinary business procedure.

(a. T. 5253.)ê
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3. The C0r.1pr.ny was not a state organ having 
;overnmental administrative powers, nor did the scope 
>f its activities include the entire economy of North 
:hina.

It is now clear that the phrase used by Liebert
n describing the purpose of the Compary, "control and
idjustment of the economy of North China," as found in

a.
ds testimony, is far from correct.

We have shown that the nature and activities of 
;he North China Development Company were not of an 
iggpessive nature? nor Infringed upon international law. 
,re wish to point out the following which we believe con- 
‘irmi our conclusion and makes clear the point that 
ihere was no responsibility for unlawful acts on the 
>art of defendant KAYA as president of the Company:

1. As already mentioned, the North China 
)evelopment Company did not administer the entire 
economy of North China. Its scope of activities was 
nuch smaller than the impression imparted by the 
irosecution»s case. This can be seen from the evidence 
sendered by the prosecution. Statistics prove our con- 
;ention, but we refrained from introducing any for we 
relieved the matter was too unimportant to waste the 
Court's time. One point we wish to mention is that the 

— Tt- W 4 ^ ---------------------:------------------------
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3# The Company was not a state organ having 
2governmental administrative powers, nor did the scope

3 of its activities include the entire economy of North

4  C h i n a .

It Is now clear that the phrase used by Liebert 

Ln describing the purpose of the Compary, "control and

ldjustm.ent of the economy of North China," as found in
a.

iis testimony, is far from correct.
We have shown that the nature and activities of 

the North China Development Company were not of an 

aggressive nature? nor infringed upon international law. 

V'e wish to point out the following which we believe coiv 

firms our conclusion and makes clear the point that 
there was no responsibility for unlawful acts on the 

part of defendant KAYA as president of the Company:

1. As already mentioned, the North China 

Development Company did not administer the entire 

economy of North China. Its scope of activities was 

much smaller than the impression imparted by the 

prosecution’s case. This can be seen from the evidence 

tendered by the prosecution. Statistics prove our con

tention, but we refrained from introducing any for we 
believed the matter was too unimportant to waste the 

Court's time. One point we wish to mention is that the 

fin— T-. 8474.)--------------------- :_____________
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figures in the asset and liability columns for the j« i
years 1944 and 1945 are rather large, but this was due I

I
to the inflation which raged through‘China at the time, j 

The figures do not represent true values. We wish tc 

point this out although it was long after KAYA's time.
2. The Company did not make any unlawful

profits. As mentioned in exhibit 460-A, losses were

expected and subsidies were provided for. This is also

mentioned in the affidavit of OIKAWA, Genkichi. In

section 5-3 of his affidavit, KAYA has testified that
during the period he was president, the Company was

continuously in the red and paid the private stock

holders dividends of not more than six per cent per «
annum out of government subsidies, that the affiliated
companies all made small profits, which when distributed

as dividends, were made without discrimination among
a.

Chinese and Japanese stockholders.

3. We believe the prosecution has given the 

impression that the Company was a monopolistic organ, |
I

but the Company was not granted any such power by law.

It had none as the lack of evidence on the part of the

prosecution shows. KAYA mentions this point in section !
b. ' !

5-b of his affidavit. As already mentioned, the i

Company did not monopolize the enterprises of North j
(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30645. i
-bi— Fx-.- 3337y TT--3064*.)-------------------------------- -

i»sg.«
"It:

TC!
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China.
4. The Company was not an organ with power to

enforce its will, nor was it an organ to command the

dictates of the government. It is clear it was not an

organ to plan the material mobilization of Korth China

or enforce such a plan. This is mentioned in 5-b of 
a.

his affidavit.
We now wish to reply to the argument of the

prosecution in their summation, E 81-94, which is

referred to in 11-23, T. 41,035-6.
1. The prosecution has contended that the

North China Development Company had under its control

the iron mining industry with 200 million tons of iron

ore, but that was'the estimated ores in the mines.

Prosecution’s witness, Chin Tai-ju has testified that

during the period of six to seven years, the total iron

ore mined was 4,300,000 tons and at that time there was

practically no facilities in North China for smelting
b.

the ore. This fact is shown in exhibit 462-A. The 

smelting facilities were gradually established with the 

financial help from the Development Company. The greatejr 

part of the ore was by necessity shipped to Japan and 

Manchukuo to be made into steel.. That Japan and Man- !
* i

chukuo shipped back to North China steel many times noreji
(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30643. \
b,- T. 52-78.)------------------------------------------ J

-’TV"
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I proceed with paragraph 3 on page 79.

(The following paragraph, not read, 

was copied into the transcript as follows!
2. The prosecution has contended that the 

jroductive industries of North China were taken over 
3y the stock companies, but as already stated, the 
field of investments of the Nofcth China Development 

Company was limited. It was not permitted to make 
investments in every industry and even in the permitted 

fields, to a limited number of companies and Chinese 
investments in the affiliated companies were treated
on the same basis as Japanese investments. There is 

no evidence of unfair treatment as far as North China 
was concerned. There is no evidence that the amounts 

of its investments in the affiliated companies were 

illegal.)

3. Goette has testified about the coal
shortage in Peiping and gave the impression that the

shortage v/as caused by the North China Development

Company. VMiat Goette tried to convey was not true.
/
The area around Peiping produced much coal, 

but the North China Development Company had nothing 

to do with the coal produced there. This can be seen 
by looking at the list of subsidiary companies tendered
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(a)
by the prosecution. The coal mines in which the 

North China Development Company had financial interests 

were all located several hundred miles away from 
Peiping.
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The coal mines around Peiping and mines 
in the other districts were from time to time molested 
by bandits and because of unsatisfactory police 
protection, production and transportation of coal were 
often hampered. Shortage of coal in Peiping for the 

above reasons v/as met by bringing in coal from distant 
areas, but due to the fighting going on in certain 

areas and due to the wreckage of railroads by the 

bandits, this was not always accomplishes, nnd made 

temporary shortages inevitable.
If Japan had taken out large amounts of coal 

in spite of the needs of North China, then other cities 

and in fact, the whole of North China would have 

suffered coal shortages. Such was not the case, nor 

has Goette testified about it.
4. The prosecution has pointed out that

I
the amount of salt, coal and steel (mistake for iron J 
ore) exported to Japan greatly increased and that this jI
shows Japan controlled the economy of China and tr ie d
to give the impression that the North China Development

fâ )— Ex. 470----------- ------------------------------------------------------------- 1

I
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Company had some kind of connection in the matter.
This contention of the prosecution is not correct,

a. The prosecution1s figures of 1945 
show amount in money value. China et that time 
was suffering from a bad inflation and the prices 
of goods were in astronomical figures. Therefore, 
the increase in money value does not mean increase 
in goods.

b. In spite of the high prices in China,
Japan endeavored to maintain the Chinese currency 
by placing the yuan on par with the Japanese yen. This

worked to great disadvantage to Japan, but was done 
to bring about economic cooperation. The comparison 
made by the prosecution is meaningless.

If survey is to be made on the export 
statistics, the export-import between Japan and China 

from 1931 to 1936 is about the same, but from the 

year 1937, when the China Incident started, to 1941, 
export from Japan to China exceeded greatly the import 
into Japan from China. It is clear that China received 
more from Japan than she shipped to Japan. In other 
words, the balance was in favor of China. It is clear 
from the export-important statistics that while China 
shipped a part of the raw materials, she received in 
return necessities in the form of manufactured goods.

I

J'
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The conclusion of the proseciïtTôn~Ys~in error. In
fact, the statistics show the contrary, and v/e commend
the table at the bottom of page 82 to the attention

(a)
of the Tribunal.

After 1942, while Japanese goods were cheap
in price, Chinese goods were high. Therefore, in
yen the imports from China greatly increased. This,
however, does not show the amount and value of goods 
exchanged. Japanese goods were shipped cheaply to
Chine where the profits were used to bolster the
Chinese currency.

12

13 (a) Ex. 467 
Year

Export from Export from
Japan’ to Chino China to Japan

14
15
16 
i’17
18
19
20

1931
1932
1933 x
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

141
108
117
148
159
179
312
455
681
629

102 h
Il II 113 h
!l II 119 h
Il II 133 h
Il II 154 h
Il H 143 h
Il H 164 h
Il II 215 h
It II 338 h

hIl H 433

145 million yen --  «
h
h
it
h
h
it
h
it 
it
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c. Mention is made of the North China

Telephone and Telegraph Company. As stated by the 
prosecution, this Company was established on July 
30,19-»8. The North China Development Company was 
established after that, that is, in November of
1938. This shows that the North Chinn Development 
Company had no connection with the establishment 
of the North China Telephone and Telegraph Company.

We have shown in our argument on the North
China Development Compnay that there was nothing 

criminal about the Company, especially during the 
presidency of KAYA, and this shows no criminal 
responsibility on the part of KAYA.

We now wish to reply to the argument in 11-23v
in which the prosecution remarked that employees of 
this company had been invited by the Chinese. It is 
true that the Japanese employees had been enjoying 
the good will of the Chinese but none of them had 
been invited by the Chinese to China. The prosecutor

used the word "officers", but neither the directors 

nor the Japanese employees wore Japanese government 
officials.

It was also said by the prosecutor that Mr. 
KAYA* s mission as its president had been to furnish 

financial aid to the Japanese troops in their operations
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c. Mention is made of the North China

Telephone and Telegraph Company. As stated by the 
prosecution, this Company was established on July 
30,19^8. The North China Development Company was 
established after that, that is, in November of
1938. This shows that the North China Development 
Company had no connection with the establishment 
of the North China Telephone and Telegraph Company,

We have shown in our argument on the North
China Development Conpnay that there was nothing 

criminal about the Company, especially during the 
presidency of KAYA, and this shows no criminal 
responsibility on the part of KAYA.

We now wish to reply to the argument in 11-23
v

in which the prosecution remarked that employees of 
this company had been invited by the Chinese. It is 
true that the Japanese employees had been enjoying 
the good will of the Chinese but none of them had 
been invited by the Chinese to China. The prosecutor

used the v/ord "officers", but neither the directors 

nor the Japanese employees wore Japanese government 

officials.
It was also said by the prosecutor that Mr. 

KAYA*s mission as its president had been to furnish 

financial aid to the Japanese troops in their operations
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in Manchuria and Chinn, whereas the fact was that the
Japanese troops were entirely dependent on the money

«
supplied by. the Japanese Government.

The president of the Development Company
never extended even a sen of pecuniary help to the

Japanese troops, nor is there found any evidence to
show his extension of such a help. The fact v/as
that, far from helping others, the said company
was obtaining subsidies from the Japanese Government 

, (a)
due to the red-ink situation of its finance.

' The prosecution, in 11-23, stated that
"according to KAYA's testimony before this Tribunal,
the officers of the North China Development Company
were in China upon the invitation of the Chinese, and
the invasion^in March of the Japanese armies in

Manchuria and North China was an excursion put on by

the Chinese for the entertainment of the Chinese."

If this case were not so serious I would think that

my dear friend and colleague from my hone state v/as
attempting to be facetious, but I merely remind the
Tribunal that there is no evidence by KAYA in this
record which bears out this statement. I believe the

statement v/as an error or a misapprehension.
The prosecutor further stated that he had

(a) Ex, 3337, T. 30,645; Ex. 460-A, T. 5253; Ex. 2579, 
t. 2l,951-4. s
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the knowledge of the fret that the Japanese Array 
had forcibly taken over Chinese industries and were 
operating these industries to support Japanese war 
efforts. KAYA it is true, was aware of the fact 
that Japanese troops had supervised some of the 
Chinese enterprises, but never did he^engage in the 
operation of any of such enterprises. He was

told that it was to maintain order and to give
employment to Chinese people that the Japanese troops
had taken over supervision of Chinese enterprises.
Therein can be found nothing that night establish.
KAYA's responsibility for crime.

One of the most important facts whereby
to judge what responsibility Mr. KAYA had as the
president of the Company is that the said Development
Company was under the direction and supervision of
the China Affairs Board and was not permitted to act

(c)
on its own initiative or judgment. The president 
of the Company was an administrator pure and simple.

He v/as neither a non holding final responsibility 
for the establishment of an economic policy in North 
China nor one in a position to act as an intermediary 
assistant. As a matter of fact there is no evidence 
of his action in that direction,
(b) Ex. 3337, T. 30,645; Ex. 460-A, T. 5253, T. 30,601-4
(c) Ex. 3339, T. 30,645; Ex. 460-A, T. 5253;

Ex. 455, T. 5183
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The prosecutor in his suturation has classified
the defendant1 s criminal responsibility into three
categories, but the president of the Company does
not fall under any of them.

In Appendix E of the Indictment it is mentioned

that in 1939 KAYA was an advisor to the Bureau of
Chinese Affairs (Sine Jimukyoku) but no evidence
is given for it. In the organization of the Bureau

of Chinese Affairs there was in existence no such
(a)

post as advisor. This shows the fact that he was 
not in a positii a to participate in the drewing-up 
of the economic policy for North China. In KAYA*s 
personal history there is found nothing to indicate 
that he was ever in such a position. It is sheer 

misstatement.
Conceding that the nature and action of the

North China Development Company were such as would 
constitute a crime, KAYA in his capacity as its 
president was not responsible for it. Not less so 
since the Company itself did nothing criminal.

There is no evidence of criminal act on the 
part of KAYA. On the contrary, evidence shows that 
KAYA rescued the people of North China from famine.

What he did on that occasion was, considering the time, 

(aj Ex. 455, T. 5183.

(c)

(b) Ex. Ill
-U) Ex-.- 3337-S, I. 3Q,646-7.
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a very difficult task outside of his responsibility.
It shows his friendship toward the Chinese people 
and his intention when he becar.e president of 
bringing about close collaboration between China and 
Japan.

EPUrth PejJLg.d
KAYA has always hoped for the maintenance 

of peace with the United States, Great Britain and 
other countries.

The prosecution has failed to tender any
evidence to show that KAYA was a party to the planning
of the war against the United States and other
countries as charged before the tine (October 18,1941)
he joined the TOJO Cabinet. KAYA had always harbored
a strong desire to maintain peace and avoid war with

«
the United States. (Peace v/ith the United States 
naturally meant peace with Great Britain, Dutch 
Netherlands and other countries and hereafter peace 
with the United States will mean -peace with the United 
States, Great Britain, Dutch Netherlands and other 
countries.)
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His strong desire for peace before entering
the TOJO Cabinet is shown in the testimony of UCHIDA,
Nobuya, TOYODA, Teijiro, who was Foreign Minister in

»
the Third KONOYE Cabinet, his good friend GOTO,
Takanosuke and of KAYA, Okinori. * The testimony
of these three individuals rising out of intimate
talks with the defendant KAYA shows how deeply he
harbored the desire for peace with the United States.
When the voice of the militarist and the Tightest
groups became stronger and stronger and when it came 

«
to be rumored around that the Japanese-American
negotiations were being stumped with difficulties,
KAYA, as one of the intellectual moderates, could not
keep his earnest desire for peace locked in his heart.
He repeated his feelings to nis friends. At the time,
he was president of the North China Development
Company and was not a member of the Cabinet, his
feelings were expressed as a private citizen to his
friends in private conversations and not in public
speeches or as a government official and there can
be no room for doubt as to his sincerity. That he
sincerely hoppd for peace with the United States is
also shown in other evidence. It becomes clear from
the conversation between TOJO and KAYA at the time
a. Ex. 3325, Tr. 30585; Ex. 3328, Tr. 30598?----------

Ex. 3330, Tr. 30609; Ex. 3337, Tr. 30648.
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1 KAYA received an invitation to join the TOJO Cabinet.

TOJO asked KAYA over the telephone to join his 
cabinet as Finance Minister. TOJO was in fact the 
representative of the Army and it was generally 

believed at that time that the Army was in favor of 

a strong attitude against the United States. KAYA 
had no way of learning any more about the actual 
condition of the negotiations, its past history or 

of the attitude of the Army in regard to the negotia

tions except from current rumors. TOGO has testified 
that as the Japanese-American negotiations were strictly 

secret he did not know about them.
KAYA felt he was qualified for the post for 

he was a recognized financial expert. However fitted 

he felt for the post of Finance Minister he did not 

desire to join the cabinet if TOJO was determined on 
war. KAYA questioned TOJO on three points, to which 

TOJO replied:
1. That he had no intention of waging a war 

with the United States% that he would continue the 
Japanese-American negotiations and endeavor to reach 

a peaceful settlement.
2. That in order to make the maintenance of 

peace with the United States possible, he would

a. Ex. 3337. Tr . 30648 ; Ex . 3646, Tr» 3$674 *------ ------



endeavor toward closer cooperation between the 
Supreme Commands and the Cabinet.

Needless to say, KAYA was very much sur
prised and pleased at the first reply for public 
opinion was that the Army might start a war any day. 
(KAYA did not know about the talks at the Ogikubo 
Conference nor the reasons back of the resignations 
of the Third KONOYE Cabinet, nor that TOJO was com
manded by the Emperor to revoke the September 6th 
Decision and start with a clean slate. He was not a 
politician and did not know about the inside workings 
of the political circle.)

That TOJO would exert his effort to bring 
about closer relations between the Cabinet and the 
Supreme Commands was indeed an important point, for 
in Japan the Supreme Commands existed as a separate 
organ from the Cabinet. The Supreme Commands had the 
power to move troops as it saw fit. Since the Man
churian Incident the people were of the belief that 
the Supreme Commands could move troops at its own 
free will and disregarding the wishes of the Cabinet, 
which led to warlike clashes. Such incidents caused 
much concern among the people. Considering the con
ditions at the time it was extremely important for 
the Cabinet to maintain peace and to avoid such lack
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1
of cooperation on the part of theSupreme Commands•

3. In answer to the third question TOJO 

replied that he fully agreed with KAYA that the new 
Cabinet should leave aside ideology and adopt policies 

in keeping with the time and existing conditions.

This point was also very important if peace was to 

be maintained. Heretofore, the military and the 
Tightest groups had been insisting that the Government 

should follow radical policies based on the so-called 
ideology such as totalitarianism and controlled 

economy. At home, these ideologistic policies 

amounted to a radical turn toward militarism. Abroad, 
it meant a stiff front. It meant if TOJO turned a 

deaf ear to the ideological demands of the militarist 

and Tightest groups, it would be an important step in 

avoiding war. The fact that KAYA had pressed this point 

shows KAYA was nonmilitarist and nonrightest In his 

strong desire for peace.
TOJO's assurance satisfied KAYA. If the 

Prime Minister-to-be was nonmilitarist and nonrightest, 

he would naturally have agreed to KAYA*s views, but 

then he would have had a difficult time putting the 

theories into practice for it was certain he would 

have received strong pressure from the militarist and 

Tightest groups. However, the Prime Minister-to-be
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T0J0 was a military man having great influence among 

the military circles and he was in a better position 

than a nonmilitarist to put such theories into prac
tice. A great deal more could be expected from him 
than from a nonmilitarist or nonrightest. Even if he 

were not able to control the militarists completely, 
in reality he was the most suitable man to control 

the militarists and for him to harbor such ideas was 

most promising and under the existing condition the 

m6st could be expected from him.
KAYA agreed to join the TOJO Cabinet only

after receiving from TOJO his full assurance on the

above-mentioned three points. This fact is covered by

KAYA’s testimony and by the testimony of GOTO, Taki-

nosuke, KOBAYASHI, Seizo and YUKI, Toyotaro.a * The
latter three witnesses have testified that they heard

from KAYA shortly after he joined the Cabinet; that he

joined the Cabinet only after receiving full assurance

from TOJO that he, TOJO, had no intention of starting

a war; that the new Cabinet would endeavor to settle

the Japanese-Amerlean negotiations peacefully. The

testimony of these three was offered without any cross-

examination from the prosecution. TOJO, himself, has

a. Ex. 3337, Tr. 30648-9; Ex.-3322, Tr. 30556;
Ex. 3329, Tr. 30603; Ex. 3330, Tr. 30609.

25
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testified that both KAYA and TOGO had pressed the 

point regarding continuation of the negotiations and 

an endeavor toward a peaceful settlement before the 

two had agreed to join the Cabinet. *
That TOJO gave TOGO the same assurance that 

he would endeavor to maintain peace at the time TOGO 

joined the Cabinet has been brought out in the cross- 

examination of the prosecution's witness SUZUKI, Tomin 
by TOGO'S counsel.k* The foregoing clearly shows that 

up to the time KAYA joined the TOJO Cabinet as its 
Finance Minister, he did not participate in any con

spiracy to wage a war of aggression against the 

United States, Great Britain, Dutch Netherlands and 

other countries.

N-9-25.
The prosecutor in 11-25 expresses his doubt 

of KAYA havinp peaceful Intentions when he entered 

the Cabinet and gives a few reasons to substantiate 

such doubt. Now we wish to point out the error of 

the prosecutor in his judgment.
1. The prosecution has stated that while 

KAYA had put up a constant fight against the swelling 

budget demands of the military, he saw his efforts

a. Ex. 3655, Tr. 36315.
b. Tr. 1217.
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consistently defeated. His efforts, however, were not 

altogether in vain but bore some fruit, for had it 

not been for his exertion, the military budget 
requirements would have easily run into more appalling 

figures. This is as referred to in N - 9 - 5 ,  N -9 -6  and 

N -9 -1 1 .  KAYA did not think that he could carry his 
point and restrain the increase of the military 

budget requirements as he desired, but believed that 
he was better able to check to some extent the exces

sive demands of the militarists than any other 
Finance Minister. This will be admitted as true by 

perusal of our explanation given previously.
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----------2.— TfiS"'pro?eeutor stated" that KAYA had bu en---

aware of militarism in Japan being uncontrôlable.
Of course KAYA did not think that he was powerful 

enough to restrain completely the militarists who were 
so mighty in those days. But he did think that he 
possessed more ability than any other Finance Minis
ter who could easily follow the dictates of the mili
tary, to check the militarists heading toward danger.

3. The Tripartite Alliance among Germany,

Italy and Japan had already been signed in the pre
vious year, and Japan had teen steadily proceeding 
on a path of aggression —  sc stated the prosecutor.
But whether the Tripartite Alliance and Japan's expe

dition were aimed at aggression was a matter not quite 
clear to KAYA, who was not an ordinary politician but 

was absorbed in the affairs of the North China Develop
ment Company, being outside of the government. It 

was, however, because he felt, according to what was 

rumored in those days, the existence of tension be

tween America and Japan that might precipitate a war 

between these countries that he confirmed TOJO's inten
tions of maintaining peace and his policy for ensuring 
it when he was approached by the latter to enter his 

cabinet. As. stated before, he joined the cabinet in

a comparatively favorable situation.
___________ ___ ______  ______________________________!
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4. The prosecutor further expressed his 
doubt as to KAYA being confident of his ability to 
guide the country in a peaceful direction.

It was possible that he had no absolute con
fidence in such ability. There is no wonder about 
it. In those days it v/as advertized in this country 
that Japan was being challenged to a war by foreign 
countries, though it might be a mistake, but the 
fact was such talks were widely circulated in this 
country then. There were heard various Jingoistic 
arguments by militarists and rightist elements. In 
such an atmosphere prev- riing throughout the country 
it was but natural that he could not be confident of

t
his absolute ability to shire his country's course in 
a peaceful direction.

But since TOJO, who was regarded as the most 
Jingoistic, pledged his exertion towards a peaceful 
settlement of the American-Japanese controversy in his 
talk with KAYA, he believed that there was hope for a 
peaceful settlement of the negotiations and thought 
that the realization of his hope could best be achieved 
by his rendering the best cooperation with TOJO's 
effort, thereby to increase as much as he could the 
possibility of maintaining peace between the two 
countries. By so doing he thought, he nnnl d. better_____
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serve his country and the cause of peace than stand
ing aloof as a mere onlooker.

5. The prosecutor further stated that the 
Manchurian Incident had been a prelude that had event
ually developed into .a virtual war with China, but we 
do not wish to argue as to whether or not the prose- 
cution's point of view is correct. But since he had 
surveyed the course of events throughout the Manchurian 
Incident and the China Incident, KAYA confirmed with
TOJO about the relations between the cabinet and the 
Supreme Command before joining his cabinet. He v/as 

thus gravely concerned about averting the danger of 

war.
6. Again, the prosecutor charged that KAYA 

concerned himself in the plans of conversion of peace
time industries to war munitions industries, but the 
fact remains that during the ten months or thereabouts 
in the early days of the China Incident he was engaged 

in financial administration, while the various indus
tries and munition production were affairs with which 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Ministries 

of War and Naval Affairs were concerned, and the in
dustrial planning was a task assigned to the Planning 

Board, and not to the Finance Ministry. We do not
deny that the financial administration handled by t h e___
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serve his country and the cause of peace than stand
ing aloof as a mere onlooker.

5. The prosecutor further stated that the 
Manchurian Incident had been a prelude that had event

ually developed into ,a virtual war with China, but we 
do not wish to argue as to whether or not the prose- 
cut ion's point of viev; is correct. But since he had 

surveyed the course of events throughout the Manchurian 

Incident and the China Incident, KAYA confirmed with
TOJO about the relations between the cabinet and the 

Supreme Command before joining his cabinet. He was 

thus gravely concerned about averting the danger of 

war.
6. Again, the prosecutor charged that KAYA 

concerned himself in the plans of conversion of peace
time industries to war munitions industries, but the 

fact remains that during the ten months or thereabouts 
in the early days of the China Incident he was engaged 

in financial administration, while the various indus

tries and munition production were affairs with which 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Ministries 

of War and Naval Affairs were concerned, and the in

dustrial planning was a task assigned to the Planning 

Board, and not to the Finance Ministry. We do not 

deny that the financial administration handled by the
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Finance Ministry had indirect relation v/ith such 

affairs, but since in those days the China Incident 
had developed fairly extensively contrary to his 
wishes, he could not do otherwise than letting them 
go on to some extent as they had been. The point is 
that he had never concerned himself with any plan 
or action of positively helping them go in that direc
tion.

7. It is stated by the prosecutor that 
KAYA himself had advocated the policies of meeting the 

demands of the military first, but the real fact on 
this point is as mentioned in the Second Feriod of 
this summation, and the prosecutor's statement is 
clearly incorrect.

The military currency for use in the Southern 

Regions was prepared and printed before the outbreak 

of the Pacific ’far.
-e do not wish to argue whether the people 

who prepared the military currency did so as part of 
the conspiracy or did so because they considered the 
preparation vital end necessary in case of a war in 
self-defense, for as far as KAYA was concerned, it 
was not as part or preparation for a war of aggression. 

This is clear from evidence tendered.
THE PRESIDENT: 7e will recess for 15 minutes.
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(thereupon,'at 10*?,- » r e c e s F w W  

taken until 1100, after which the proceed 

in g ç  were resumed as follows.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The

Military Tribunal for the Far East 
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President,

at page 99*

International 

is now resumed»

I continue reading

25
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Witness YOSHIDA has testified as fellows :
Ml. I, Y08HIDA, Tosuke, graduated from the 

Lav; Department, Tokvo Imperial University in 1926, 
and immediately entered the Finance ministry, I was 
Chief, T r e a s u r v  Section, Finance Bureau, Finance 
Ministry, from Januar^ 1, 1941 through October, 1942. 
Therefore, I have full knowledge of the procedure 
concerning military notes.

UpC| l i t *
n .̂ In January, 1941 the Army requested the 

Finance Ministry to take steps for printing and manu
facturing militari notes with denominations in foreign
currencies of the southern regions, ’Wiereupon, in the

» »
same month, a finance Ministry decision on the prépara- j 
tion for the issuance of military notes with foreign ■ 
currency denominations was made, and n printing and !
manufacturing order was placed with the Printing Office,!• ̂ . 't<»
a Government organ under the d .rect supervision of the‘ i » . . .  ? *
Cabinet. Around Wav of the sam« vear certain of ther
said military notes had been printed and manufactured. 
Printing and production o* same was also continued

* 1
thereafter.

24 "4. About the middle of October rf the same 
year, the Army requested the Finance ’’inistry to take 
_____ a. Sx. ?025, T. 26,972-75

25
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necessary measures for dealing with said military notes* 

We, the staff of the Finance Ministry, were working on 
the draft measures relating thereto. In the meantime a 
Cabinet change took place on 18 October 1941, with 
Ur. KAYA, Okinori as the new Finance Minister. On 
22 October we completed the drafting of a document 
entitled 'the issuance of military notes with foreign 
currency denomination, ‘ which was to be submitted for 
approval to the ministers concerned. mhe draft vms 
passed upon by the respective bureaus concerned in the 
Finance Ministry and went to Mr. KAYA, the new Minister.

"Mr. KAYA showed deep concern about the passage 
in the summarized particulars relative to the issuance 
of the military notes with foreign currency denomina
tions in the said draft that reads: 'Military notes
with foreign currency denominations shall be issued, 

preparing for the eventuality of our taking military 
operations in Fouth Seas Regions, when they shall be 
used bv the armed forces concerned, in their payment 

of military expenditures.'
i

"He warned maybe this passage is not erroneousj 
but it is inadeauate to fully express what the draftingj

, iI
authorities are intending. The A m y  requests that the j 
military notes prepared b e fo r e h a n d , probably because 

it fears that exigencies cannot be met by setting about
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t the business in a hurry, just when hostilities have 
Depun. But our country has bv no means decided to 
wage any war. The meaning of drafting this document, 
therefore, shall be that vfe want to be provided with 
measures relating to military notes, in advance, just 
as a sort of general preparedness to cope with an 
unexpected eventuality. The document shall make clear 
the above-said purport and record what is truly meant 
bv the drafters.

"Upon this, the Ministrv, on 29 October, made 

out and decided upon a document recording the import 

of Minister KAYA's remark, and annexed it as a refer
ence to the end of the above-mentioned document for 
approval, entitled, ’the issuance of militarv notes 
with foreign currency denominations.' This was sent 
around to and approved bv the respective Ministries 
concerned. After being thus approved, the document 
including the said reference was kept in the Treasury 
Section where I worked.

"5* The 'issuance' of militarv notes, as 
mentioned in the aforesaid document, means the crediting 
by the Bank if Japan to the 'other Government deposit* 
at the Bank, of the amount of militarv notes manufactured 
by the Cabinet Printing Office and received by the Bank 

from the said Office."

m s’
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Exhibit 3026 is the reference which was made
a

20

in the afore-mentioned testimony, and states as followsï 
"The issuance of military notes with foreign 

currency denominations for the use in the Southern 
Area military operations f.

"In view of the ini~ernational situations
and if in case when war plan? in the fou them Area are 
made for an uncxoeut.ed evenv-ality in the future; and 
considering a necessity which may arise in that con
tingency, the issuance of military notes in foreign 
denominations shall be made as preparatory measures 
in order to provide for payment of military expenditures 
of the unit concerned according to the following general 
outlines,

"Note: The issuance of military notes in the
past was decided upon by the cabinet conference, due to 
the fact that they were issued just at the time of their 
actual use. The present, issuance, however, being a mere 
preparatory measure conceived for an unexpected event
uality in the future, is decided upon bv the ministers 
concerned only, pending report to the cabinet conference 
if bv any chance an emergency truly happens to necess
itate their actual use,"

From the evidence referred to, the following 
a. T. 26,980-1_______
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I ire clears
1. Preparation of military currency was started

3 .n January 1941 and the Finance Minister at this time
4 »as not KAYA.

2« That ehe Finance Ministry did in reference 
;o military currency wav in compliance with request

jy the War Mini sc-rv*
3« TVs: •} is ;i nih.U/.; io wfiloaie that the 

Jecision for war aireaè,r made,.
4. The J.hc-5 s •.•»r prape rat ions to issue 

nilitarv currency, aanuftetore of printing plates and 

the actual printing and storage of same were made 
before KAYA assumed his post.

5. Thp clerical tasks in connection with the 
military currency at the Finance Ministry were already 
routine business before KAYA became Finance Minister*

6. In compliance with the request of the Army, 

officials of the Finance Ministry were already at work 

drafting the documents on rules concerning military 
currency before KAYA became Finance Minister.

7* KAYA directed the officials of the Finance 

Ministry to attach a memorandum to the documents they 

had prepared, making clear the following points:
a. The documents were not based on a decision

to wage war against the United status, etc*

'AM
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b. The documents were not a decision to wage

war*
c. They were not made in hope or in expecta

tion of a war.
d. They were not a preparation for a planned

war.
e. The decision was based on the following 

thought: "In view of the present international situa
tions", and "being a mere preparatory measure conceived 
for an unexpected eventuality in the future".

8. The actual use of the militarv currency 
was not decided on at that- time*

The above-mentioned points have not been contra
dicted and there 's no evidence to the contrary.

The document on military currency did not 
decide on the actual use of the militarv currency.

This can be clearlv inferred from Exhibit 3026.
The title of one of these documents is, "The 

Issuance of Militarv Currency." The word "issue" is 
generally understood to mean putting the currencv in 
use, but "issue" in this case did not have the same 

meaning* "Issue" here meant that the Bank of Japan was 
to book the militarv currencv in a separate account as 
differed from the general government account. It was 
merely a step for the Bank of Japan in placing the
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b. The documents were not a decision to wage

war.
c. They were not made in hope or in expecta

tion of a war.
d. They were not a preparation for a planned

war.
e. The decision was based on the following 

thought: "In view of the present international situa
tions", and "being a mere preparatory measure conceived 
for an unexpected eyentualitv in the future".

8. The actual use of the military currency 
was not decided on at that- time*

The above-mentioned points have not been contra
dicted and there ’s no evidence to the contrary.

The document on military currency did not 

decide on the actual use of the military currency.
This can be clearl" inferred from Exhibit 3026.

The title of one of these documents is, "The 
Issuance of Military Currency." The word "issue" is 
generally understood to mean putting the currencv in 
use, but "issue" in this case did not have the same 

meaning* "Issue" here meant that the Bank of Japan was 
to book the militarv currencv in a separate account as 
differed from the general government account. It was 
merely a step for the Bank of Japan in placing the
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military notes under the Bank's custody. It did not 
mean paying out. Difference in meaning of a term from 
that generally understood often occurs when technical 
masters are concerned, such as was the case with the 
"issue" of military currency. This is evident from 
the following:

1. Affidavit of witness YOSHIDA at Section 5» 
which we have alreadv auoted.

2. Article 6 of directive from the Finance

Minister to the Bank of Japan covering procedures in
a

dealing with military currencv, states as follows:

"The Bank of Japan, upon receipt of the foreign military
currency in pursuance of the provisions of the preceding*
Article, shall accept the same as a separate deposit 
and shall settle it under the item "amount of issuance 
of the war-notes" in the items of the combined ledger 
of the Treasury, provided that the acceptance value of 
the s»id separate deposits shall be in accordance with 
the appended table."

The reference in Exhibit 3026 was drafted at 
KAYA's instruction four years before the termination of 
the war, that is, before the Pacific War began. It was 
drafted at a time when KAYA did not dream there would b» 
a trial such as the one before this Tribunal, This25 1
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document Is a "top secret11*"document“of the Japanese' 
Government (It is not a notice to the Bank of Japan), 

and there was no need of camouflaging in the document 
the real intention o* the government and no need of 
making any gesture to the Japanese public or to foreign 
countries. The probative value of this document, there
fore, is most high, and it clearly shows that KAYA was 
not partv to any conspiracy, if there was one.

The situation in reference to military curren
cy, we believe, has been made clear by the facts 
already mentioned, but to make it clear from another 
angle, we would like to brieflv describe the internal 
political situation at the time the draft in reference 
to the "issuance of military currency" decided on 
October 31 and the attached memorandum directed by KAYA 
drafted on October 2?, 1941,8

1. TOJO announced at the Liaison Conference

of October 23, 1941 that the new Government would revoke 
the Imperial Conference decision of September 6th and 
would start from scratch in an endeavor to bring the 
Japanese-American negotiations to an amicable settlement

2. At the time KAYA joined the TOJO Cabinet 
on October 18, he pressed and received TOJO*s assurance 
that every effort would, be made to conclude the

a. Ex. 3025, T. 26,974
b. Ex. 3444, T. 33,018; Ex. 2915, T. 25,909
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-,___ _________  ,ft
fflpanoserAraerican negoElationéÿ ' " j

3* At the Liaison Conference on November 1, 
w  the Supreme Command made the proposal that if the 
negotiations failed to show sign of a settlement by the 
epd of Noyember, to commence making preparations for

»’ * r

operations immediately, KAYA and TOGO argued against 
the proposal and obtained a dav/s grace to think over 
the natter.

* KAYA communicated his assent to TOJO the fol
lowing day^b

4. The decision for war against the United 
States and Great Britain was made after the Hull note 
was received.

The above facts show that at the time the

"issuance of militarv currency" was decided on, the
■

Japanese Government was not decided on war. As far as
KAYA was concerned, as a member of the Cabinet, he was

»
exerting his every effort to avoid war and the memorandum 
is a dear indication of his desire to avoid war.

We shall how discuss why KAYA did not reject 
the War Ministry*s request to establish a procedure of 
handling milttapv currencv. The reasons were as follows». ’ i

1. When KAYA,assumed his i>ost as Finanop
Minister, natters concerning militarv currencv were

a. Ex. 3337, T. 30,650
b. Ex. 3337, T. 30,651-4
c. F,x. 3337, T. 30j655

1
!I

j
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alr̂ nd-i- part of the routine work of the Finance Ministry, jI
Work on the military currency was started ten months 
before KAYA assumed his post, but it was not sufficient 
reason why KAYA agreed to the Army’s request. If KAYA 
had believed it was a preparation for v*ar, he would 
not have agreed to it,

2, The international situation at the time 
was precarious and Japan was feeling the effect of the
pressure of the ABCD encirclement. The Supreme Command,

a
as evidence shows, felt the danger of an attack from 
the United States and Great Britain, and it was only 
natural for KAYA to be made conscious of this danger at 
the Cabinet and Liaison Conference meetings. Under such 

a situation it was not possible to reject a War Ministry 
request. KAYA was in a position to argue against war at 
the Cabinet and Liaison Conference meetings should the
vital question of war or peace come up. He, therefore,
felt it was all right to do as the War Ministry requested

*u Ex. 3655, #103, T. 36,338, 36,353
Ex. 3029, T. 27,06p
Ex. 3565, T. 34,658-9
Ex. 3027, T. 27,020-1
Ex. 3331, T. 30,612
Ex. 3337, T. 30,650-1
Ex. 3660, #57, 100, 108. 114, 116, 117, 120, 

122,128,120,169,172,174,177,181,
I83,188,195,200,202,205,207 

Ex. 2882, T. 35,7^0-2 
Ex. 2847, T. 25,493

j
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As KA¥A was very anxious of avoiding war^ he"

took special note to mave It plain that the "issuing"

or the establishment of "procedure of handling" military
currency were not measures taken as the result of a

»

decision for war, nor were they taken because war ™as 
desired or anticipated. He made it clear that the 
measures were taken as a mere general preparation in 
case of an unexpected eventuality by having a memorandum 
attached to the drafts. He did so to remove any mis
understanding as to his position and that of the 
Government.11
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The prosecution in 11-26 has contended that the 
draft m e a su re  entitled " t h e  issue of military notes with 
foreign currencv denomination" called for the manufacture 
of military notes by October 20 and November 20,1941.
The document entitled "the issue of military notes 
with foreign currency denomination" was decided on 

October 31, 1941 as can be seen from exhibit 852 

(Communication No, 9) and exhibit 3025, and it is 
absurd to contend that a measure decided cn October 31 
called for the manufacture of notes by the 20th of the 

same month. Again, going over Transcript page 8453 
cited by the prosecution, we note that the prosecution
witness has testified that orders for the manufacture

. I
of military currency were based on communications j
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No, 6 and w«. 7 of exhibt't~852._ Tîcwêver^these two 
communications were drafted and decided on in September 
1941 as can be seen from the dates on them, KAYA was 
not in office when the two communications were decided 
on, therefore, while this may be a trifling matter, it 
stands to reason that KAYA had no connection with the 
matter charged by the prosecution.

The prosecution, in 11-27 and 11-28, while««
admitting that KAYA exerted some effort to avoid war> 
seems to discount it and to be trying to make it appear 
as if KAYA had taken a stand to positively propel the 

nation toward a war. But this is gross distortion of 
the fact.

1, We now wish to clarify that KAYA was not 

in a position to plav any leading role at the Liaison 
Conferences. We have taken this opportunity to do so 

in order that our later explanations mnv be better 
understood.

At the said Liaison Conferences various issues 
centering around the American-Japanese negotiations were 

,most earnestly discussed. His oresence at the confer
ences was not essential or of any primary importance.
Neither was he expected to play an important part in

athe conferences. It was because of the fact that, 

a. Ex. 3331, T. ?0,6ll

- I

______I
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while the major issues of discussion were as mentioned
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before, he who was purely an expert in financial admin
istration, was a total stranger to the course of events 
attending the Anerican-Japanese parley and also to various 
diplomatic affairs. The right to a voice in the discuss
ion of various pending issues of the Anerican-Japanese 
controversy was virtually held by the Ministries of War, 
the Navv, Foreign Affairs, and the High Command of both 
Army and Navy. The drafting of the various instructions 
wired to the Japanese Ambassador to Washington and of 
the policies and plans in relation to the conduct of 
the said negotiations was made upon consultation among 
War, Navy and Foreign Ministries, and telegraphic 
messages and other information received from the Japanese 
Ambassador to America were exchanged between the said
three ministries, but never shown to KAYA or to his 

a 1
ministry. He was simDly informed of such natters at
the Liaison Conference or at the Cabinet meeting. The 
Premier and the ministers of War, the Navy and Foreign 
Affairs had their own staff respectively at the Liaison 
Conferences, namely, HObHINO, MUTO and OKA. Mr. YAMA
MOTO, chief of the American Bureau of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, was always present at the conference.

a. Ex. 2915, T. 25,908; Ex. 3646. T. 35.707;
Ex. 3454, T. 33,101-4; Ex. 34Ô0, T. 33,675$
Ex. 3444, T. 33,016-8.25
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But KAYA had no such staff.
As to the plan of how to further conduct the

negotiations with America, it was made after exchange
of views among the three ministries of Far, Navy and
Foreign Affairs and after the views of the High Command
were taken into due consideration. The  plan so worked
out was presented to the Liaison Conference. Under
such circumstances KAYA was in a very difficult position
to have any powerful voice at such conferences, and vet
he exerted his best to avoid the war, which fact is
shown by his own testimony and bv that offered by Mr.
YAMAMOTO * Kumaichi, then Chief of the American Bureau
of the Ministrv of Foreign Affairs, who has testified as

b
witness for KAYA.

2, Anticipating the possible failure of an
amicable settlement of the American^Jannnese controversy,
KAYA endeavored to fin'' means whereby to prevent a war
and to maintain p e a c e  between the two countries. This
shows how faithful he was to the cause of peace. Since
he came to attend the Liaison Conferences, at which he
was informed of the course of events and circumstances

«
attending th e  negotiations in Washington, as well as of 
t h e  contentions and views of t h e  High Command, it dawned

a. Ex. 2915, T. 25,908; Ex. 3646. T. 35,707;
Ex. 3454, T. 33,101-4; Ex. 3480, T. 33,675;
Ex. 3444, T. 33,016-8.

b. Ex. 3331, T, 30,611



an hin that a successful sëïtTëmehtvof t7ie~ controversy 
was extrenelv difficult of realization. Therefore, he 
thought that, while everv effort should be made of 
course to bring the negotiations to a peaceful settle

ment, such measures as would prevent a war even after 

the failure of the negotiations should be thought over. 
Whereupon, he proposed a settlement of the oil issue.

Thus it can be seen that KAYA’s effort to avoid 
the war had a good aim and was positive to say the least 
for he was a financial expert, and not a minister in 
charge of industrial affairs. It is an established 
custom in Japan that a minister does not and should not 
meddle with affairs of another ministry, and yet it was

I

KAYA who presented the aforesaid oil problem at the 
bconference. The record clearly shows that there was 

nobodv else than KAYA who offered a concrete proposition 
aimed at the avoidance of war even in the event of the 
failure of the American-Japanoso negotiations.

3* It was thought in those days that there was 

no alternative for Japan other than to open hostilities 
if she should be shut off from all sources of supply of
oil. Before the United fetates enforced the embargo on

a. Ex. 3337, T. 30,650; Ex. 3331, T. 30,611;
Ex. 2767, T.' 24,861-2

b, Ex. 3337, T. 30,650; Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2;
Ex. 2767, T. 24,861-2
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oil cjqrortT to Japan, the late President"'”RôôsëveT t~ said 
to Ambassador NOMUBA, to the effect that it was in order 
to maintain peace in the Pacific that we have hitherto 
refrained from placing art embargo on oil export to Japan,
but now we cannot but place such embargo. Thus it was 
hinted that the oil embargo would lead to war. Again, 
NAGANO, then chief of Naval General Staff, told the 
Enroeror in Julv 1941 that Japan had no other alternative

oil supply from abroad. Various evidence shows that 
it was an overshelming view both in America and Japan 
that Japan world be driven to war if she should be shut
off from oil sunplv from abroad. For Japan had but 

meager oil resources within her own territory and had 
no other source of its supply to depend upon for her 
requirements should she reach a peaceful settlement in 
her negotiations with the United States. Without oil, 
her Navy would be a mere scarecrow and she would be 
placed in a defenseless position. The oil stored in 
the country was limited while she was threatened with 
the so-called ABCD encirclement both militarily and 
economically.

a

than to resort to war if she should be shut off from
b

c

a.
b.

Ex. 2382, T. 25,750-2 
Ex. 1125, T, 10,185

c.

_»
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to maintain peace in the Pacific that we have hitherto
refrained from placing ah embargo on oil export to Japan,

a
but now we cannot but place such embargo. Thus it was
hinted that the oil embargo would lead to war. Again,
NAGANO, then chief of Naval General Staff, told the
Emperor in Julv 1941 that Japan had no other alternative
than to resort to war if she should be shut off from

b
oil supply from abroad. Various evidence shows that
it was an overshelming view both in America and Japan
that Japan world be driven to war if she should be shut

c
off from oil supplv from abroad. For Japan bad but 

meager oil resources within her own territory and had 
no other source of its supply to depend upon for her 
requirements should she reach a peaceful settlement in 
her negotiations with the United States. Without oil, 
her Navy would be a mere scarecrow and she would be 
placed in a defenseless position. The oil stored in 
the country was limited while she was threatened with

21
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23

24

the so-called ABCD encirclement both militarily and 
economically.

3 •
b.
c.

Ex. 2382, T. 25,750-2 
Ex. 1125, T, 10,185
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

2915, T. 
3337, T. 
3655, T. 
2833-A,

25.923-4;
• 301650; Ex 
36,319; Ex 
-• 25,336-9,

Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2;
. 3646, T. 35,691;
. 2882, T. 25,750-2;
T. 25,345, T. 25,349-50
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25
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Under such circumstances It'was generally feared In ~ 

Japan that the country might at any moment be attacked
• I

by the Allied Powers and that there was nothing to
a

safeguard Japan from such danger«
KAYA, both at the Liaison Conferences and at 

the Cabinet meetings, was told of this situation. Now, 
if Japan could find means to obtain her oil requirements 
even after the failure of the negotiations then going 
on between the two countries, and could be assured ^f 
its procurement, even to the extent of her minimum 
needs, the war could be averted, or Japan would 
find it unnecessary to decide on a war, at least. In 
other words, if Japan could obtain a continued supply 
of oil tc the extent of her minimum reauirements, she 
could then keep her armament on a working basis by 

'such oil imported together with her oil stored within 
her territory and would maintain her power of resistance 
against outside attack, thereby to be assured of her 

national security to some degree. But, on the contrary, 
if a continued supr^ly of oil from abroad were not ensur
ed, her stock of oil would soon be exhausted, which would

a. Ex. 3655, T. 36,338, 36,353; , „
Ex. 3029, T. 27,061; Ex. 3565, T. 34,658-9?
Ex. 3027, T. 2“ 020-1; Ex. 3331, T. 30,612;
Ex. ?337-; T. 30.650-1;
Ex, 3660, T. 3?']08-,114-i:i.6-117-120-122-128-130, 
T. 57,169- 172*0.'/̂  -1^7-181-183-188-195-200-202- 
T. 57,205-207;
Ex. 2082, T. 25,570-2; Ex. 2847, T. 25,493.

2 5
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render her defenseless Against“attack from other cöürftries," 
an eventuality that would spell the loss of her sense of 
security^ Under such predicament a powerful conclusion 
»loomed up that Japan should settle the issue by means of 
a war before her stock of oil was exhausted. Therefore, 
the solution of the oil problem was considered the only 
effective .means to avoid a war. Hence, KAYA made the 
aforesaid proposition In regard to the oil problem.

There is one thing we might add in this connec
tion. The oil problem, that is, the problem of synthetic 

oil, was one that was to be studied not to wage a war
but to avoid it. This fact is clear by referring to 

aevidence and various explanations hitherto offered. 
KAYA's proposition regarding synthetic oil was seriously 
taken up and studied, but for technical reasons and for 
lack of sufficient materials it was found and concluded 
that no sufficient quantities of it could be obtained 
in time to meet her needs.b

a. Sx. 3337, T. 30,650;
Ex. 2767, T. 24,861-2

b. Ex. 3655, T. 36,319;
Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2
Ex. 2767, T. 24,861-2

rw?,vfn
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It is shown in witness OKaDA's testimony
thft KAYA urged a re-study of the seid oil problem
by the Vrer Ministry after the latter completed its

r.
initial study. It will be appreciated that KAYA
who wr.s a Finance Minister could not possibly do
better than what he did.

Again, when at the Liaison Conference on
November 1, 1941, a plan for the commencement of >>
military preparations for war in the event of the
failure of the Americon-Japanese parley in spite of
this Third Plan, KAYA proposed the importation of oil
from North Karafuto and, if necessary, the purchase
of North Karafuto as the lost recourse for Jenen to

take for the solution of the critical problem of oil.
But this proposition was shelved as one impossible of
realization in view of the international situation

b
then prevailing. But the fact remains that KAYA did
all he could to avoid the war.

It is an injustice to undervalue KAYA's
effort in that direction when the war-nindedness of

c
the powerful High Command was so strong. ^

N-9-28. The Liaison Conference of November 1, 
1941, began in the morning dnd lasted until two o'clock
(a. Ex. 2767, Tr. 24,861-2.
b. Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2; Ex. 3337, T. 30,650
c. Ex. 3646, T. 35,619)

---1
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öf the following morning. At this conference, the
Supreme Command was of the opinion that the United
States had no intention of coming to an agreement and
made a proposal to decide at once on the waging of war
KaYA and the other members of the Cabinet opposed this 

a
proposal.

The Foreign Minister then brought forward
two proposals, the "A" and "B" plans which showed

b
great concessions.

The Supreme Command insisted that: "If by
the end of November the negotiations did not show a
possibility of a settlement, we should be ready to
decide on war and with that in mind there is need of
commencing preparations now." "Japan faces a crisis,"
stated the. Supreme Command in support of its proposal,
"due to the military ant} economic pressures by the
allied Powers. If the negotiations remain unsettled
£na we drift along as we are, the defensive power of
Japan in the Western Pacific in comparison with that
of the Allied Powers will day by day decline, v'e will
reach a critical point if we go along as we are until
after December. If we are then attacked or there
(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30,651; Ex. 3655, T. 36,317 

36,322.
(b Ex. 3655, T. 36327; Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2;

Ex. 3337, T. 30,651-2)

j
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arises a necessity of waging a war in self-defense 
Japan will be so weak by then that the Supreme Command 
will not be able to accept the responsibility of 
national defense. V’e must make up our minds to decide 
on war before the opportune moment is lost end with 
that In mind we should decide on a preparation for

f
war."7

S
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The Supreme Command further stated :
". . . . However, as it goes without saying

that we should continue our best efforts for the
success of the negotiation, if v/e become assured of
its success, the operations preparations should be

b
stopped as a natter of course."

Such v/as the purport of the Supreme Command • s
statement. This is the same Third Plan referred to

c
by TOJO in his affidavit.

The Supreme Command's proposal was not a 

proposal to wage a war, but it greatly increased the 

possibility of war and to KAYA it was a very grave 
problem.

KAYA v/anted to prevent Japan from starting$

a war even if the negotiations failed. To do this, 
he realized the only solution was a source of oil,

(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30,651-2
b. Ex. 3331, T. 30,613
c. Ex. 3655, T. 36,317, 36323)
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As £ counter measure to the Supreme Command’s pro
posal, KAYA suggested a plan to import oil from 
K&rafuto. If necessary purchase the island of Kara- 
futo to make this source of oil a certainty. KAYA’s 
suggestion was a measure of last resort and while no
one opposed it, it'was not adopted as the current

•relationship between Japan and Soviet Russia made the 
immediate realization of such a proposal out of the 
question.

KAYA's proposal showed his sincere desire
to avoid war at all cost. He pointed out the danger
of war, that even if the war was for self-defense
the outcome world be uncertain if it became a long
protracted war and the result of defeat after a long
protracted war world be far more miserable than if war
were averted. All the members except KAYA and TOGO,

a
however, agreed to the Supreme Command’s proposal.

From the point of view of a humanitarian,
KAYA sincerely desired to avoid war for he realized 
both his people and the enemy would suffer the con
sequence of war. As a patriot who loved his country
and people, he dreaded to see his country plunged into

b
a dangerous and uncertain war.
(a. Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2; Ex. 3337, T. 30,654;

T. 36,062.
b. Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2; Ex. 3337, T. 30,653)

■ *
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However, if settlement was not reached there 
was no way of safeguarding the very existence of Japan 
as a nation as KAYA's oil plans were not adopted. 
Obviously, Japan's fighting power would diminish with 
ti .e and the Supreme Command was of the opinion that if 
the days dragged on as things were it could not bear 
the responsibility of national defense. The situation 
was such that KAYA, as a civilian member of the con
ference could not openly opnose the Supreme Command's 
proposal. He felt, however, to give asent would be 
inviting grave dangers. The conference dragged on un
til the following morning. KAYA wanted to find a 
solution somehow. He, together with TOGO insisted 
the matter should be given further serious consider
ation. The Supreme Command insisted on an immediate 
decision, but due to the strong insistence on the part 
of KAYA and TOGO, these two w.ere granted another day 
to consider the matter. This fact KAYA mentioned in 
his own testimony and confirmed by the testimony of
YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi, the KIDO Diary of November 2,

a
1941, and the testimony of TOGO and TOJO.

Discussion at the Liaison Conference of
November 1, 1941, dragged on until the following morning
(a. Ex. 3337, T. 30,650-4; Ex. 3331, T. 30,611-2;

Ex. 3332, T. 30,617; Ex. 3655, T. 36,124;
Ex. 3646, T. 35,695; Fx. 3333» T. 30,618) I
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In view of the prevailing situation, it was no small
4

matter for KAYA to request for more time to think the 
matter over, after the discussion having lasted all 
day and night, and since the Army and Navy were 
strongly determined to immediately begin preparations 
for operations. (The preparations were not to inter
fere with the negotiations. The preparations were to 
be ready in case the negotiations failed.)

Evidence adduced shows that the final oper
ations plans of the Combined Fleet were made by

c
November 1 of the same year; that the Army and

b
Navy councillors had a joint meeting on November 4:
that the proposal of'November 1st Liaison Conference

\
was decided on at the Imperial Conference of November 

c
5; that on the same day operations command was issued

d •
to the Combined Fleet; that on November 6 command for

preparation of operations was issued to the Commander-
e

in-Chief of the Southern Areas Army General TERAUCHI:
and on November 8 operations agreement was reached

f
between the Army and Navy.

KAYA at that time knew nothing about the
aforementioned operation commands, 
(a. Lx. 809
b. Ex. 3655, T. 36,329
c. Lx. 3655, T. 36,335
d. Ex. 809
0. Ex. 3027, T. 27,032

- f. Ex. 3O27, T* -2.7iP_32).. ... ..

but they show how

j
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urgent the state of condition was and we can imagine 
what strong attitude the Army and Navy Supreme Com
mands took on the question of immediate decision on 
the Third Proposal. The attitude of General SUGIYAMA 
on the proposal mentioned in the testimony of witness 
YAiIAMOTO could not have been otherwise, looking back 
at the situation at that time and it is clear that
the testimonies of witness YAIAM0T0 and of KAYA were

a
not exaggerations and in fact were modest. The fact 
that he reserved his reply for a day cannot be looked 
at lightly.

The prosecution has stated that KAYA was 
a silent participant at most of the meetings. This 
was only natural, for as already explained he did not 
play a major part at the meetings. In s^ite of his 
minor role at the meetings, he did stand up strongly 
against war. The reason the Liaison Conference of 

November 1, 1941 dragged on until the following morning 
was that he and TOGO refused to accede to the Third 
Proposal and it goes without saying that KAYA expressed 
himself amply at this meeting. The prosecution’s 
charge that he supported the military is without founda
tion, The Imperial Conference was a mere formality and 
it is only natural thaï- KAYA did not say anything at 

(a, Lx. 3331, T. 30,611-2; Fx. 3337, T. 30,654)
j
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N-9-29. KAYA has testified that after return
ing home from the Liaison Conference of November 1, 
he considered the Supreme Command's proposal from all 
angles, that it was already past the stage as to 
whether the proposal was good or bad, thet he believed, 
it was impossible to stop the proposal. I shall ex
plain the situation.

After thinking over the matter, KAYA was con
vinced that while the question that the proposal wasy
good or bad was important, no .matter what the reason, 
if possible the Supreme Command's proposal must be 
stopped, but concluded that as a practical problem 
it was impossible to do so. He based his conclusion 
on the following reasons:

1. At the Liaison Conference all except 
KAYA pnd TOGO had assented to the Supreme Command's 
proposal.

I
2. The Supreme Commend had insisted that 

the decisiqn must be made at once and agreed to give 
KAYA and TOGO just one day to consider the matter and 
that only after a heated argument.

3. For the Supreme Command to make such an 
important proposal gave rise to the supposition that 
the Army and Navy were united in their opinions. It

r '■ tom nfciji
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gave rise to the supposition that radical young 
officers' groups were decided on going ahead with

\ 2 preparations for operation for the military leaders
|j 3

►j ‘ 4
would not have made such a grave proposal without

f 5
the backing and urging of the radical young officers'

1
1 6

groups. These young officers' groups actually had con-/

1 *  7
trol of the military. It was not difficult to supnose

1
■I 8 that the military leaders were having a difficult time

I 9
suppressing the radical young officers' groups in
their demand for immediate disruption of the Japanese-

11
American negotiations*

12 4. The Navy was in complete accord on the
13 proposal. This was very important. Up to that time,

a144 it was felt that the Navy v/as not in favor of war and
15 this gave rise to the hope that the decision for war
16

might yet be averted. It was due to this reason that
^  17

the Imperial Conference decision of September 6 was
18

revoked for a new start. However, on this proposal it
19

20 was evident that the Navy was in accord with the Army.

21 This was extremely important in making the situation

22 decisive.

23 For reasons stated KAYA felt it was impossible

24 (a. Ex. 3470, T. 33,342-3; Ex. 34-73, T. 33,388; 
T. 33,392-3, T. 33,394-5, T. 33,399;

25 Lx. 3454, T. 33,104-5; Ex. 3 W ,  T. 33,299- 
33,320; Ex. 3605, T. 35,205-6; Ex. 3340,
T. 30,963-4) !

. i m m j j  .mum*1
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to alter the determination-©?''’the militarists*. ^The 
stete of condition in Japan at the time was such that 
the Army alone could have forced the hand of the Govern
ment. With the Army and Navy united, it was clear that 
the Government had no power of'resisting. If KAYA had 
opposed, what paths would have been open to him?

He might have campaigned his disapproval 
within the Government, or he might have conspired with
the Senior Statesmen in opposition measures. KAYA,

a
however, did not have a political backing to carry ,
out an effective campaign and menoeuvering was not
his forte. Needless to*say, it was impossible for him
to stir up public opinion against the proposal in a
society in which the military was all-mighty.

What would have been the result if he had
openly opposed within the Government? He probably
would have been asked to resign, and if he had consented,
someone having the militarists’ point of view would have

«
been appointed to succeed him. If he had refused to
resign the Cabinet would have been forced to resign en
bloc and the militarists and the ultra-nationalists
would have crucified him as a pro-American who caused
the nation’s defense to fall into danger. Strong
criticism against the pro-American elements would have
(a. Fx. 3322, T. 30,557; Ex. 3325, T. 30,586;

Ex. 3320, T. 30,606)
25
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swept the country end the power of the radical groups 
would have become only the more stronger. In such a 
situation the command to form a new cabinet would most 
probably have gone to someone in the military and in 
the formation of the new cabinet the question of re
viewing the Japanese-Amcriccn situation, as was the 
condition when the TOJO Cabinet was formed on October 17, 
1941, would probably not have come up. This is clear 
for the militarists would no doubt hove insisted that 
there was no need of going into it again for the TOJO 
Cabinet had already studied the problem fully. It 

v/ill be remembered that the TOJO Cabinet was formed 
with the condition that,the Imperial Conference decision 
of September 6 bo revoked and the Japanese-American 

v problems be studied anew. The Navy was in complete 
accord with the Army this time.

If anyone in favor of absolute peace had
been given the command to form the new cabinet, or if
the rc-study of the Japanese-American problems had been
made a condition to the forming of the new cabinet,
the militarists, the radicals and Tightest groups
would have staged a coup d ’etat. The prevailing situr

a
at ion made such a presumption highly possible.

»
The Senior Statesmen would have guessed that 

the situation just mentioned would have become a fact

(° - li: Ï: W > 8i ~ ~
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militarist plan of TOGO or KAYA they would have known 
it was impossible to take any measures against the"' 
militaristsjinder the prevailing situation. It v/as 
clear the new cabinet would have adopted from the start 
a rather pro-war attitude.

Under such a situation the Supreme Command's 
proposal before ^he November 1 Liaison Conference 
would have been immediately approved. Those who were 
not militaristically inclined like KAYA would become 
the target of severe criticism for having caused the 
loss of valuable time necessary for operations prepar
ation by bringing about a political upheaval. He would 
have been ousted from the Cabinet. The moderates would 

have lost whatever little power they possessed and the 
pro-militarist sentiment would hove spread throughout 
the country like wild fire. It was clear that in such 
a situation the possibility of an amicable settlement 
of the Japanesc-Amcrican problems would have become 
extremely weak and the possibility of war would have- 
been argraveted.

For reasons mentioned it was clear that it 
was impossible for KAYA or any other civilian official 

to stop thp Supreme Command's proposal. It was im
possible for a civilian official to stop any measure
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backed by the entire Army and Navy.
The greater majority of the so-called Senior 

Statesmen seemed to be in favor of peace, but they 
would not have taken any positive step in opposition 
to the militarists for they did not have sufficient 
power to push their.opposition and they were afraid 
the counter-measures the militarists would have taken 
would not only have endangered their personal safety, 
but would have plunged the whole nation into danger.
At the Senior Statesmen's Conference of Nobember 29, 
I94l, nc one openly voiced opposition to war.

For reasons stated KAYA, as a member of the 
Cabinet, gave up the idea of opposing the Third Plan.

In spite of his opposition KAYA did not re
sign his post for he believed his resignation would

a
only aggravate the tense situation.

I. His successor would be named immediately, 
but it would take a day or two before his successor 
would be ready to assume his duties and '■his would 
lead to stiff criticism by the military that the change 

cost the loss of valuable time necessary for prepar
ation for operations at such critical time.

24
23 (A. Ex. 3337, T. 30,655)
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— Even Tf  ̂"the reasoft for his resignation------
was not made public, it would be generally known that j

!
the reason was in connection with the Japanese-American 
problem. He would be charged as having caused a breach 
at a time when national unity was highly essential and 
would be the target for severe criticism by the pro

war factions.
3. He would have been regarded as a spineless 

pro-American. j
The above reasons would s tir up the pro-war |I

factions. His personal safety would be endangered.
This he did not mind if the result would be to theI
good of the country and people, but it was clear his 

resignation would not ease the situation. It was 
clear the situation would only become worse. The 
rightist groups and the young military officers were 
radical and impulsive and had the tendency to vehement- 
ly fight back opposition and would have made the attack 
on KAYA an issue in stirring up public opinion for 
war. Such was the situation and his resignation would 
have been fuel to the anti-American sentiment of the 

pro-war groups.
If the United States had agreed to even a 

part of the "A" or "B" plans discussed at the Novem
ber 1st Liaison Conference, Japan would have made j

45,847
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further concessions arid a compromise might have been 
(a)

possible. However, if the anti-American sentiment 
grew in intensity, it would have been difficult to make 
further concessions. Thus the resignation of KAYA 

would have only lessened the possibility of the 
Japanese-American negotiations from reaching a settle
ment.

If KAYA had resigned his successor would not 
have been a moderate, peace-loving man like KAYA. It 
was clear that a man who was in complete accord with 
the military would have been selected.

From the standpoint of national finance, such 
a prospect worried KAYA deeply. To KAYA, it was a 
bitter oxperience when after the February 26th Inci
dent, Finance Minister BABA readily acquiesced to the 
demands of the military for increased budgets for 
this caused much uneasiness among the financial and 
economic circles. KAYA, as Vice Minister and Minister
of Financo, had a difficult time overcoming the ill

(b)
effects causod by the BABA policy.

The resignation of KAYA or TOGO would have

caused repercussions abroad for news to the effect
that their resignations were due to disagreement on
major issues of the Japanese-American negotiations was
(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,651, 30,655-6.

-Cb) Ex. 33??, T...„3Qr558_r Ex. .3324,...T.. 30,579-80.
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sure to leak out. Ät 'aT time whë h T;hê gôvë'rnmëntTwas 

facing an urgent and important diplomatie problem, a 

discord within the cabinet was bound to have ill e f 

fect internationally, especially when it was believed 

there still was a possibility of reaching an agreement 

based on the Japanese proposals* Such a breach in the 

cabinet would have only hampered the negotiations, 

prolonged settlement and invited further dangers.

Having the welfare of the country and people 

at heart, KAYA decided not to resign. He still had 

hope and decided to make use of the position in an 

endeavor to avert war. He believed he could contribute 

more toward peace as a member of the cabinet.

What efforts he exerted for the cause of peace

can be seen from the demand he put to the Supreme

Command after the receipt of the Hull Note that even

after preparations for war operations were made and

even after hostilities have commenced, all plans for

operations be dropped immediately upon receipt of signs

that the negotiations might reach a settlement. To
(a)

this demand, the Supreme Command a greed.

Such was the reason why KAYA decided to remain 

at his post and finally assented to the Supreme Co m 

m a n d ^  proposal of November 1st. His decision to

(a )  Ex. 3 3 3 7 , T . 3 0 ,6 5 6 -7 ; Ex. 3007, T. 2 6 ,7 2 6 -9 ;
______ F.x. 3 0 1 0 , T. P6,767-8; Ex. 3 4 4 4 T. 33.019-20;

E x . 3 0 27 , T . 2 7 ,0 3 3 -4

25
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remain in the cabinet did not mean he changed "hTs views-  
on the problem of war. On the contrary, he felt that 
if he resigned, the effect, both at home and abroad, 
would be unfavorable towards the settlement of the 
Japanese-American negotiations and thus aggravate the 
possibility of a war between the United States and 
Japan*
N-9-29-A.

Because of the state of condition already 
explained, KAYA was not able to oppose the Supreme 
Command's proposal to commence preparations for opera
tions although he was against it. He hoped that somehow 
the Japanese-American negotiations would reach a settle
ment. Kis mind was constantly on the negotiations and 
he was happy when the news was good and worried when 
the news was bad.

At the Cabinet and Liaison Conference meetings, 
KAYA had endeavored at every opportunity to soften 
Japan's attitude.

In the meantime, the Hull Note of November 26 
was received. KAYA had been informed of the strong 
United States attitude, but the situation eased some
what around the 20th of November and KAYA was hopeful 
that the negotiations might turn to the better. The 
arrival of the Hull Note put an end to this hope. When j

>1.'S ; V w*"*y. y y. . .Tït'*---
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report concerning the HullNote^wasme de~JaparTTost
hope for a settlement. It was reported that the
United States had rejected Japan's proposals which the
United States had previously given indications as being 

(a)
acceptable.

They were told that if she accepted the Hull 
Note it was certain Japan would lose, directly or indi
rectly, her international position, that her very 
existence would be endangered. This was the opinion 
of the Supreme Command and of the Cabinet members. On 
top of this, the Prime Minister and the Foreign Minis
ter reported that the Hull Note was a virtual ultimatum 
and that the United States had no intention of compro
mising. They were also told that behind this firm atti
tude of the United States was a well-prepared fighting 

(b)
force.

KAŸA was not in possession of sufficient 
knowledge to oppose the above-mentioned views. Those 
who sincerely hoped for a settlement of the negotia
tions and for continuance of peace believed that if 
the United States had accepted even a part of the "A" 
or "B" proposal, Japan, too, would have mode concession
(a' Ex, 3646, T. 35,706; Ex. 3655, T. 36,355
(b) Ex. 3655, T. 36,358; Ex. 3646. T. 35,706;

Ex. 3565, T. 34,665; T. 36,108, 36,135-7;
Ex. 2954, T. 26,072-3; Ex. 2955, T. 26,009,
T. 26,093
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"irfäh effort to reach”'̂ “settlement* This lost hope 
(a)

was nov/ gone.

It might be said that we are contradicting 
ourselves for were not the "A" and "B" proposals the 
final Japanese proposals? Not necessarily. They were 
not final proposals for those who desired sincerely 
to attain an amicable settlement. In the discussion 
for a plan for diplomatic negotiation within the govern
ment, the following situation is probables

There would be a group which would advocate 
further concessions in order to reach an agreement 
and a different group which would advocate no conces
sion and bring the negotiations to a close. In the 
pursuing discussions, a middle ground would most prob
ably be taken signifying the maximum concession and a 
minimum demand. Otherwise there would be no agreement 
within the government. The agreement reached within 

the government would be considered by the government 
as the final plan and would be handled as such. For
eign Minister TOGO, no doubt, proceeded with the nego

tiations on that basis# However, after negotiating, if 
there was a sign of reaching on z greement by making some 

concessions, it would be re-studied by the government.
If the advocates of a firm stand persisted on their 
stand, the discussion would come to nought, however,
(a) Ex. 3337, T. 3 0 7 6 5 ?

4 5 ,8 ?2
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there is the possibïlitÿ~ôf a gr~ëëihg~ tö~;just_öhe 'more 

concession. To have such a possibility in mind was, 
at the time, only natural for those who sincerely be
lieved in averting war. This hope, KAYA explained in 

his affidavit and was not contradicted.
Under the situation there was nothing left 

but to choose one of the following:
1. War, or
2. Continue with the status quo.
To follow the second course meant Japan's 

power of national defense would become weaker each 
day and the Supreme Command's statement that it could 
not shoulder the responsibility of notional defense 
under the circumstances could be understood. In con
nection with this v/e hove already related how, without 

success, KAYA tried to find a solution that would 
enable the country to go on without going to war. It 
was thought that when the Hull Note was mode public, 
the militarists, the rightists and the people in gen
eral would be greatly agitated and would advocate im
mediate war. In such a situation a small minority 
group might try to stave off the frenzy for war, but 

it was easy to predict that such a minority would be 
helpless against the war fever. Any attempt to avert 
war would hove been like pouring oil on a fire.
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The Cabinet and the Liaison Conference held
their meetings. War was, in fact, d*icide<T at these
meetings. At the Senior Statesmert’s Conference held
on November 29th, no one come out openly against war

We have shown that KAYA did not want war,
r«2>r was he indifferent to war. He exerted his every 
\
effort to avert war.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half
past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was
taken.)

i

25
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AFT3RN00N SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess,

at 1330.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, and Members of the

Tribunal, I continue reading in the middle of page 14-5, 

at N-9-30.
It is true that KAYA attended the Senior 

Statesmen's Conference held on November 29, 194-1, but 
there was no decision made at this conference. KAYA^ 
was not one of the Senior Statesmen. Never was he a 
party to any decision even if made, nor did he say any
thing at the conferences. This was acknowledged by the 

(a)
prosecution.

The prosecution stated that KAYA had attended 
the Imperial Conference held on Lecember 1, 194-1, and 

that he had reported about the financial and economic 
power of Japan at this conference. But the allegation 
that he reported on Japan's economic strength is not 
true. There is no evidence in support of that allega

tion , TOJO has testified that KAYA made merely a
(b)

finanoial report. Such economic problems as concerned j

(a) T. 36.364-7, Pros. Sum. 11-29. ■
(b) Ex. 3*15, T. 36,374.------------------------------------ -
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4 5 , 8 #

AFTERNOON SESSION !

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess,
at 1330.

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

MR, LEVIN: Mr. President, and Members of the
Tribunal, I continue reading in the middle of page 145» 

at N-9-30.
It is true that KAYA attended the Senior 

Statesmen's Conference held on November 29, 1941, but 
there was no decision made at this conference. KAYA# 
was not one of the Senior Statesmen. Never was he a 
party to any decision even if made, nor did he say any

thing at the conferences. This was acknowledged by the 
(a)

prosecution.
The prosecution stated that KAYA had attended 

the Imperial Conference held on Lecember 1, 1941, and 
that he had reported about the financial and economic 

power of Japan at this conference. 3ut the allegation 
that he reported on Japan's economic strength is not 
true. There is no evidence in support of that allega

tion , TOJO has testified that KAYA made merely a
(b)

financial report. Such economic problems as concerned j

(a) T. 36.364-7, Pros. Sum. 11-29. '
(b) Ex. "3655, T. 36,374.---------------------- -----------J
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industrial production, transportation and goods and

resources are matters outside the scope of authority
of the Finance Minister. They are matters with which
the Minister of Commerce and Industry, the Minister
of Agriculture, the Minister of Communications, the
Railway Minister and the President of the Planning
Board were concerned, and all these ministers were
present at the said Imperial Conference. It was out

(a)
of the question for KAYA to report on such matters.

The prosecution stated that KAYA had told 
the Prime Minister previously that he would not oppose 
a war. The Liaison Conferences and the cabinet meet

ings held during the period of November 27, 194-1, to 
December 1, 194-1, took place after receipt of the Hull 
Note. The formal decision at such conferences was 
left over to the Imperial Conference on December 1,
but as a matter of fact all members at the conference

(b)
acknowledged that war could not be avoided.

We mean to say that he was merely one of those 

present at the conference.
It is true he attended various conferences, 

but as reiterated before, he always endeavored to 

avoid war. He was finally compelled to agree to the

(a) Ex. 3655, T. 36,372.
(b) Ex. 3655, #106, 108, T. 36,359, 36,360.

%
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opening of hostilities, but he did so believing that 
Japan could not avert the war for the sake of her 
existence as a nation. Never was it his intentions 
to support an aggressive war, nor a war in contraven
tion of international treaties. Nor did he take part 
in the deliberations to make preparations for such.
This will be elucidated at length in another part of 
this summation.

It follows therefore that his attendance at 
the said Liaison Conferences, the cabinet meetings 
and the Imperial Conference did not in any way consti
tute his alleged conspiracy.

To go to war or not to go to war meant whether 
or not to fight a defensive war,

N-9-31.
I have already mentioned about the pains and 

efforts KAYA went to in an attempt to avoid war, that 
he was against war but assented to war because he 
sincerely believed the war inevitable in self-dofense. 
On this point KAYA was not cross-examined, nor was its 
probative value contested.

If KAYA sincerely believed the war was in 
self-defense, the question rises as to why he tried so 
hard to avoid war. I believe I have already made this 
(a) Ex. 3337« T. 30,657«_______________________ _____

(a)

n .

'7’ixaojr— --^
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clear, but as this is a most important point I shall 
try to explain briefly why he hesitated in giving his 

assent.
1. It was only natural for a man of KAYA's

(a)
character to want to avert war, KAYA sincerely 
believed war brought misery and suffering to the victor 
as well as to the loser and even to parties not directly 
concerned. He saw before him the hardships placed 
upwi the people on account of the China Incident. He 
did not wish to burden the people further.

! 2. KAYA was a financial administrator. War
places the finance of a nation in extreme difficulties

j which continue on until after war. This is true evenI
i with the victor nation. In time of war, compared to
i
i the men in the fighting forces, a financial administra-
I
! tor's work is back-stage work without due recognition.
I
i An honest and serious man like KAYA could not desire
I
j war from his own standpoint, nor from the standpoint

! of the nation.
I
• 3« It was not difficult to foresee that aI
j war against the United States would be extremely 
dangerous for there were ample reasons to believe the 
war might be long and protracted. There was no com

parison in the production powers of the two countries 

(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,653; Ex. 3331, T. 30,612.
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and in a long war, the power of production is a deciding

factor. Sven the headstrong Supreme Command had stated
there was no confidence of a sure victory if the war

(a)
dragged on for over two years. Even if the war was 
in self-defense, if defeated, the results would be 
far worse than not going to v/ar at all.

Of the three reasons mentioned, KAYA was 
conscious of the first reason from the very first; of 
the second reason, even before he became Finance 
minister; and the third, as a matter of common sense 
before he joined the TOJO Cabinet, before he listened 
to the arguments of the Supreme Command.

For some time after joining the TOJO Cabinet KAYA 
was not certain, if a Japanese-American war should break 
out, whether or not the war was necessary from the 
standpoint of national defense at that time. KAYA's 
great fear was that the radical elements in the mili
tary and other outside groups would plunge the nation 
into war, even were it possible to avoid war. However, 
after lapse of some days, he could not help but come 
face to face with the problem of whether or not to go 
to war for self-defense.

KAYA eventually assented to the Third Plan of the 
Liaison Conference of November 1, 1941. The Third Plan, 

(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,654, Ex. 3331, T. 30,612.

i
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1
hov/ever, was not a decision for war. It was a decision
to commence preparations for operations. That immediate
commencement of preparations v/as necessary for the
defense of the nation was the strong contention of the
Supreme Command. This is clear from the testimony of

(a)
KAYA and YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi. The Supreme Command was 
firm in its insistence, but there was not the slightest 
hint of a war of aggression in the reasons advanced 
by the Supreme Command as to why immediate commence**' 
ment of preparations was necessary. KAYA did not 
believe the firm attitude of the Supreme Command 
meant aggression.

Even after it became clear that the impending 
v/ar was in self-defense, KAYA endeavored to avert it 
for war, itself, was a calamity and a grave danger to 
Japan. It is a gross error to conclude that just 
because he. tried to avert it, it v/as for aggression. 
Even if he had considered that war was wrong it is 
clear that he did not think of the war as a war of 
aggression.

We shall explain positively the reasons why 
KAYA believed the war v/as to be a defensive war. At 
the cabinet meetings and Liaison Conferences he was 
told of the following:
(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,651; Ex. 3331, T. 30,612.
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1. The Supreme Command was of the opinion 

that if the state of conditions dragged on until after 
December without the negotiations reaching a settlement, 
Japan's power of defending herself in the Yi/estern 
Pacific would become so weak in comparison with that

•

of the ABCD powers that she would not be able to 
defend herself. To support this assertion, the Supreme 
Command pointed out the scale and rate of military 
preparations of the United States, which Japan can 
nowhere come near; that the ABCD encirclement in pre
paration for war against Japan was getting tighter each 
day; that without oil from the United States or the 
Dutch East Indies there would come a time when Japan 

v/ould not be able to move her battleships or fly her 
aircraft.

2. Japan lost hope of reaching a settlement

after receipt of the Hull Note for if the demands of
the United States were accepted, it was clear Japan's

(a)
very existence would be jeopardized. She would lose 
her legitimate rights and might even result in the loss 
of Korea. Such was the explanation of the leaders of 
the cabinet and the Supreme Command.

3 . TOGO and TOJO explained that the Hull 
Note was a virtual ultira turn.

(a) T. 36,108, 36,135-7? Ex. 3655, #104, T. 36,355.
25
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1, The Supreme Command was of the opinion 

that if the state of conditions dragged on until after 
December without the negotiations reaching a settlement, 
Japan's power of defending herself in the Western 
Pacific would become so weak in comparison with that 

of the ABCD powers that she would not be able to 
defend herself. To support this assertion, the Supreme 
Command pointed out the scale and rate of military 
preparations of the United States, which Japan can 
nowhere come near; that the ABCD encirclement in pre
paration for war against Japan was getting tighter each 
day; that without oil from the United States or the 
Dutch East Indies there would come a time when Japan 

v/ould not be able to move her battleships or fly her 
aircraft.
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2. Japan lost hope of reaching a settlement

after receipt of the Hull Note for if the demands of
the United States were accepted, it was clear Japan's

(a)
very existence would be jeopardized. She would lose 
her legitimate rights and might even result in the loss 
of Korea. Such was the explanation of the leaders of 
the cabinet and the Supreme Command.

3. TOGO and TOJO explained that the Hull 
Note was a virtual ultima turn.

(a) T. 36,108, 36-,135-7? Ex. 3655, #104, T. 36,355.
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4-, As already stated, to go on without 
reaching a settlement would have caused Japan to lose 
her power and there would have been no way out for 
Japan except to subjugate herself to the demands of 
the other countries. It was believed that the results 
would be far worse than what would have followed if 
the Hull Note v/as accepted.

5. Furthermore, the prevailing situation was
such that the military was of the opinion that there
was no telling when the Allied Nations might commence 

(a)
an attack, and there was no good reason to deny this 
fear, nor any good reason to deny the opinion that 

Japan would not be able to ward off an attack if the 
commencement of war was delayed.

KAYA at the time did not have any good reason 

to go against the explanation.
For reasons stated, it is clear that it was 

only natural for KAYA to have arrived at the conclusion 

that it v/as inevitable that Japan must go to war for 
self-defense. And it is not difficult to see that a 
man of KAYA's humanitarian outlook who dreaded the 

dangers that a defeat would bring on the nation and 
for that reason even endeavored to avert a defensive 
war, could not have thought that the war was for

(a) Ex. 3655, T. 36,358; Ex. 2847, T. 25,493; 
------Ex. 3027, T.-27,020*1»....... ........ .. — .J

Vi

t ■
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4. As already stated, to go on without j
reaching a settlement would have cau»©d Japan to lose | 
her power and there would have been no way out for i
Japan except to subjugate herself to the demands of
the other countries. It was believed that the results 
would be far worse than what would have followed if 
the Hull Note was accepted.

5. Furthermore, the prevailing situation was
such that the military was of the opinion that there ;

I
was no telling when the Allied Nations might commence 

(a)
an attack, and there was no good reason to deny this 
fear, nor any good reason to deny the opinion that 
Japan would not be able to ward off an attack if the 
commencement of war was delayed.

KAYA at the time did not have any good reason 

to go against the explanation.
For reasons stated, it is clear that it was

Ionly natural for KAYA to have arrived at the conclusion 

that it was inevitable that Japan must go to war for 
self-defense. And it is not difficult to see that aI
man of KAYA's humanitarian outlook who dreaded the 

dangers that a defeat would bring on the nation and
for that reason even endeavored to avert a defensive i

*
war, could not have thought that the war was for i

i
(a) Ex. 3655, T. 36,358; Ex. 2847, T. 25,493? I

-------- Ex, 3027-, T.. 2.7,.020*1-____________________________)
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aggression.
The explanation of Prime Minister TOJO at

the Imperial C o n f e r e n c e  o f December 1, 1941, was clear
on the point that Japan was forced to go to war

(a)
because her very existence was threatened. TOGO

Cb)
made similar explanation at that conference.

Even the Kellogg-Briand Treaty recognizes 
the right of each nation to decide what is defensive.

9 :
10

; The prosecution and the Tribunal recognize this. The
question is whether or not the defendant sincerely and

n , without fault believed the war was in self-defense.
i

12!KAYA sincerely without fault believed so.
13

14
13 !

ing:
At this time we wish to point out the follow-

We do not deny that KAYA knew before the

17
n:

Pacific War broke out in the southern areas that the 
southern Pacific would become the battlefields. But 
it cannot be concluded from this that KAYA thought the

l‘> !Iwar was a war of aggression. It has been said that
the front line of United States' defense was the banks

21 !
I of the Rhine River. The Supreme Command of Japan

22 I
'recognized that speedy occupation of the southern areas

«  (c)
was necessary for the defense of Japan. It is a24

25 (a) Ex. 2954, T. 26,072-3.
(b) Ex. 2955, T. 26,089-93.
(o) Ex. 3007, T. 26,715.
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matter of natural conjecture that such an explanation 
was made to KAYA at the conference meetings. It was 
common sense that even in a defensive v/ar that battles 
might take place outside of the homeland.

We do not deny that at the time there were in 
Japan many who believed in a firm stand, many v/ho were 
for war; that the motive of these people for wanting 
war might have been other than that of defense, but 
no one at the cabinet meetings or the Liaison Con
ferences ever suggested any other reason for going to 
war than that in self-defense. There is no evidence 
! to the contrary.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
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24
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N-9-J1-A.
What the prosecution contends in 11-31 shows 

the prosecution has misconstrued KAYA's defense.
In the first place, the prosecution has con

cluded that KAYA joined the conspiracy. That KAYA was 
not party to any conspiracy we have already mentioned.

KAYA has testified that after the Liaison 
Conference of November 1, 1941, and again at the time 
when the decision for waging v/ar was reached, he had 
considered resigning from the cabinet, but he did 
not resign. Perhaps it v/as because of this the prose
cution contends that he did not free himself from 
the conspiracy. But the contention of the prosecution
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1
is in error. If KAYA had considered resigning because
he felt the decision was for a war of aggression and
had not resigned, then it night be said he did not
divorce himself from the conspiracy. But it v/as not
so. KAYA sincerely believed the war was in self-
defense. However, he thought of what defeat would

mean to the country, that even if the war was in self-
defense, if Japan lost the war, she would be in far
worse situation than if she did not go to war at all,

(a)
even if the war was in self-defense. He thought of 
the responsibility as a minister to participate in 
the decision for such a dangerous v/ar and considered 

whether it v/as not better for him to resign. After 
much consideration he came to the conclusion that to 
resign would bring bad effects to the country. There-

I
fore, he decided not to resign. We have already 
related in detail as to why he did not resign on 
November 2 and we shall now relate why he did not resign 
on December 1, at the time the decision for war was 
made.

He gave the matter his deepest consideration.
Why he decided to stay with the cabinet is expressed

(b)
in his affidavit:

(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,654.
(b) Ex. 3337, T. 30,654; T. 36,996-7.
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"Japan was embarking on a perilous war, 
whether good or bad. If the Finance Minister had 
resigned on the ground that he was against war, there 
would arise the possibility of adding greater diffi
culties to the already difficult situation. The pub
lic would have interpreted the resignation to mean 
that financially and economically Japan was not in a 
position to fight the war successfully, that the 
Finance Minister resigned because he felt the burden 
too great for the nation to bear. When it comes to 
national finance, the feeling of the people is especially 
important. If the people are made to lose confidence 
it will breed a feeling of uncertainty and thus 
become a cause for defeat. I was against the war, but 
I could not think of increasing the dangers that 
Japan faced. I felt it my duty to carry out my 
responsibility."

If the people lost faith in the vaL ue of the 
currency they would start buying up goods in a mad 
rush* This would make prices go up and thus aggravate 
inflation. In a country, in time of war, the amount 
of currency increases and commodities become scarce.
This phenomenon is especially noticeable in a country 
with v/eak production power like Japan. In countries 
weak in production power, loss of faith during wartime

j
I

!
j
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in the country's currency vaLue would bring about a 
serious inflation that would cause the financial and 
economic system and order of the country to break down 
and thus become a basis for defeat. It is natural for 
the people of the country to lose confidence in their 
currency value once they begin to feel that the war 
was too much for them or that finance and economy of 
the country could not withstand the war.

As Finance Minister, KAYA could not think 
of permitting his own action to contribute toward 

anticipated dangers.
Under such a situation he could not resign.

It is clear he did not continue to remain in office 
because his self-interest dictated. As a patriot who 
loved his counjtry there remained no choice but to drink 
back the tears and continue in his position.

In II-3 1, the prosecution has contended that 

KAYA first of all aided the military. Evidence, how
ever, shows that KAYA constantly endeavored to suppress 
the military from pushing the country into danger.
It is a fact that KAYA was a member of the cabinet in 
which the military had decisive power and because 
he did not criticize the military outside of the cabinet 
it cannot be said that he aided the military.

Conditions in Japan at that time were such

•

!
4:
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1 that there could not have been a cabinet without a 
strong military influence. Entering such a cabinet, 

the best possible thing he could do was to endeavor 
to suppress radical and dangerous measures from within 
the cabinet. When concerned that someone might do a 
dangerous thing, the only possible way to prevent it 
is to be near the person. From the conditions at the 
time it was clear that to criticize the military at a 
distance would, have brought about disorder and chaos 
and would not have changed conditions for the better.
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Now wo wish to call attention to the follow
ing fr.cts in regard to the relations between the 
Pacific War and KAYA.

1. It was an undeniable fact that prior 
to his entry into the TOJO Cabinet such.causes as 
would, viewed objectively, make tho war inevitable 
had already been a fait accompli « for it was on

a.
October 18, 1941 that ho joined the TOJO Cabinet*
The Tripartite Pact was concluded in 1940... Before 

his entry into the cabinet there had been a decision 

made at the Imperial Conference hold on July 2, 1941, 
with which ho had nothing to do, and in accordance 
with that decision the Japanese expeditionary forces 

advanced into southern Indo-China. This action on 
the part of tho Japanese Army was replied to by the 
United States, Great Britain and the Netherlands in 
the shaoo of freezing of the Japaneso funds in these 
countries and an embargo on the export of petroleum 
products to Japan. This action on the part of the 
three countries proved a severe blow to 'Japan and 

made the American-Japanese negotiations nore difficult 
for Japan. On account <v' this the Supreme -Command of 
Japan was driven to take a very firm attitude. Later 

the decision made at the Imperial Conference held on 

a. Ex. 111.

r.
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September 6, 1941 created a situation that forcefully 

impelled Japan toward the opening of hostilities.
As is seen from those facts, KAYA became a 

member of the T0J0 Cabinet under difficult conditions 
already created. Another fact we wish to draw your 
particular attention to is that KAYA entered the 
cabinet without any knowledge whatever of the said 
decision at the two Imperial Conferences held on 
July 2 and September 6, to say nothing of the particu
lars of the decision as stated previously,

2. It is true that KAYA was present at 
certain Liaison Conferences and Imperial Conferences, 
but he was not informed of many secret natters.

a. He was never a party to the deliberations 
on the warlike operations, nor was he informed of 
them beforehand as to when, where and how operations 
would take place. Needless to say, nobody outside 
the military was allowed to noddle with the plans of 

military action. This is acknowledged by the prosecu
tion. It is a fact clearly proved by ovidcnce on the 
independence of the Supremo Command in Japan and by 
other evidence. KAYA was neyer in a position to

#127 T. 3b40$*
T?ï* oéîé» 35702;*Ex . 3337, T. 30640, 30658;Ex. 3565, #19, T. 34676; Ex. 3336, T. 30627-30.
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know or bo informed. beforehand of tho plans of attacks i
on Pearl Harbor and other places.

b. As for tho proposition for a final effort 
I tf'i be made by Japan to break up tho inpasse of her
j negotiations with Ar.orica in accordance with Anbassa-
I dors NOMURA and KURUSU’s telegram, which suggested a

compromise of the negotiations by telegram between the
President of tho United States and the Emperor of j

;
Japan, evidence shows that this proposition was dis
posed of among TOJO, XIDO, SHIMADA and TOGO, and was
never submitted to any Liaison Conference or to any

a.
cabinet meeting.

c. President Roosevelt’s telegram addressed
to the Emperor was likewise disposed of by TOJO and
TOGO. It was n^ver presented at any of tho Liaison

b.
Conferences or of tho cabinet meetings.

d. KAYA was not informed as to tho exact date 
of the commencement of hostilities. It was necessary 
for him to know the date of commencement of hostili
ties in order to take adequate measures to prevent the 
anticipated shock and disorder arising therefrom that 
news of the commencement would cause to the financial j
a; Si. 3646, #665f 68,' T.‘35704,'35707?T\ 35820*4: *

Ex. 3655, #108, T. 36360. *
b. Ex. 3655, #129, T. 36410-11, Ex. 3646, #82, T. 30705-6j

___.__  i
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circle. He, therefore, inquired of TOJO, SHIMADA and
♦

HOSHINO and was finally able to know of the exact
date of the connencenent of hostilities one or two

a.days previous to the actual connenconent of war.
e. KAYA’s position at the Liaison Conference

I

was as narrated in N-9-27. ^Phat I have said in the 
SUZUKI summation in reference to the November 11 and 

13 Liaison Conferences can bo said in connection with 

this summation on behalf of KAY A.
N-9-31-C* The testimony cf the various ■* 

accused differ as to whether or not the notice for 
declaration of war and the method of notification was 
discussed at the Cabinet Meetings and Liaison Conferences, 

v,e shall first of all argue fron the stand
point that the declaration notice was discussed at the 
Liaisen Conferences and Cabinet Meetings and that KAYA 

was present at the meetings when the discussions took 

place.
1, Question of ' no notice:
One of the accused testified that the navy 

insisted on attacking without giving due notice.
Others deny this. Even if the first was true, the 

responsibility rested with the navy and KAYA had no 

part in it.

a. T. 30705-6. ________ ___________ _ i
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circle. Ho, therefore, inquired of TO JO, SHIMADA and !
% •

HOSHINO and was finally able to know of the exact j
i

Cato of the connencenent of hostilities one or two (
a.Cays previous to the actual connencenent of war.

e. KAYA's position at the Liaison Conference
*

was as narratoC in N-9-27. ^Phat I have said in the 
SUZUKI summation in reference to the November 11 and 
13 Liaison Conferences can bo said in connection with 

this summation on behalf of KAYA.
N-9-3I-C. The testimony cf the various * 

accused differ as to whether or not the notice for 
declaration of war and. the method of notification was 
discussed, at the Cabinet Mootings and Liaison Conferences, 

,:,e shall first of all argue from the stand
point that the declaration notice was discussed at the 
Liaiaun Conferences and. Cabinet Meetings and that KAYA 

was present at the meetings when the discussions took
t

place.
1, Question of' no notice:
One of the accused testified that the navy 

insisted on attacking without giving duo notice.
Others deny this. Even if the first was true, the ,•

responsibility rested with the navy and KAYA had no • , 

part in it. |
a. T. 30705-6. _____________________________________ _J
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Again, TOGO, who testified that the navy
v; ante cl to nake the attack without notice, stated that
while ITO, who was Vice-Chief of the Navy General Staff,
insisted on attacking without notice, he, ITO, with-

a.
drew his denand towards the end of the meeting.
That at the very next meeting it was decided to give

notice before attacking was brought out in the testi-
b.

monies of TOGO and TOJO, Fron this we can conclude
that KAYA was not liable to any criminal responsibility
for being present at the meetings.

As to the tine of delivering the note, full

responsibility rested with the Supreme Command and
c.

the Foreign Minister.
On the question of delivering the note after

the opening of hostilities, it is clear from evidence
d.

that the government in Tokyo had. no such intention. 
Evidence tendered shows that the delay was inadver
tently, caused by the officials at the Japanese Embassy 
in Washington, that it was not through any fault on 
the part of the Government in Tokyo. Even if the
a. Ex. 3646, Sec. 74, T. 35714-6.
b. Ex. 3646, Sec. 75, T. 35716; Ex. 3655, Sec. 120,

T. 36390.
c. Ex. 3655, Sec. 120, T. 36390.d. Ex. 2 9 1 5, T. 26096-7; Ex. 3655, Sec. 120, 128,

T. 36390, 36410: Ex. 1216, T. 10534-5; Ex. 1218, .
U n l S 5*7 * E x * 3é 4 6 ’ S o c* 7 5 ’ 7 9 ’ 81 » T * 35716, 35722, 3 5725.

_e. Ex. 2964, T ._.26189} Ex. 2967, T ... 26209.
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Tokyo Government was responsible for the delay, surely 

there could ho no doubt that the Finance Minister had 

no responsibility. j
2. Question concerning the contents of the |

note. I
The question is whether or not the commence- j

rent of hostilities is clearly expressed in the note. I 
’Ve do not wish to argue whether it is necessary to ;

I
state clearly on the commencement of hostilities.
Even if such was necessary we contend there was no 

' evil intent or slip on the part of KAYA for evidence
I

' shows that the draft of the notice was made by the 
I Foreign Ministry and was reported to the conference by 
; the competent official on diplomacy and the contents of
t
I

! the note fulfilled the requirements under international 
I a. j
! law. KAYA was not in a position to examine the note I
1 ! j and make corrections for he was not a competent official

on diplomacy, nor was ho a specialist in international 

law. For the average person, international law was !
much more difficult to understand than domestic laws 

j for international law contains special terms, inter

pretations of which was reserved by individual coun- : 
tries and there arc cases in which actions by countries

a. S^ A , £ 20iJr’ 3638^-93; Ex. 3646, Sec. 76,77, 78, T. 35718, 35719, 35721. i
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in contradiction to the terns of treaties have been 
recognizee! as customary lavi. It is so complicated 
that even the diplomats had to study the problems^as"' 

they arose. It was only natural for ICAYA, who was 
not versed in international law, to accept the 
interpretation of the responsible conpetent official 

on international law.
3. On the question of notification to Great

Britain.
The Foreign Minister concluded that to the

£
best of his knowledge, notification was not necessary
and for the same reason mentioned in ,,2." ICAYA had

no responsibility in the natter.
KAYA acknowledges the fact that he was

present at r.ost of the Liaison Conference meetings,
but there is no evidence that he was present at the
meetings held in the beginning of December when the
notice was presumably discussed. Witness YAMAMOTO,
Kumaichi, has testified that he did not remember
whether ICAYA attended the Liaison Conference meetings

b.
held in December. ICAYA has also testified that he
did not remember whether ho participated in the dis- 

* c^
eussions on the Final Note. This is only natural

a. E±. 3646, Sec. *85, T. -35731* • •
b. Ex. 3331, T. 30615.
c. Ex. 3337, T. 30657.
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considering the prevailin'' situaion.
The decision for commencing hostilities was 

reached at the Imperial Conference of December 1,
1941. Except for the extremely slight hope that war 
might be averted by the negotiations reaching an under
standing, KAYA realized that war was on hand.

For Japan, the createst and most dangerous 
war in its history was about to commence. KAYA was 
extremely busy with the many tasks of his ministry.
His bip job was to prevent financial chaos when news 
of the commencement of war broke out. It was his 
responsibility to look after increased war-time 
expenditures, increased taxes, floating of huge bond 
issues, establishment of air-raid insurance (at that 
time a Finance liinistry responsibility) and other 
big problems.
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After the question of pence or war v/ns 
decided KAYA took less interest in the Liaison 
Conference. The Conference, too, did not require

his attendance and therefore, he attended the meetings 
irregularly thereafter. Such being the case, it is 
only natural that he missed the discussions.

For reasons stated we contend that KAYA 
had no responsibility concerning the final Japanese 
Note.

N-9-32
The prosecution referred to the establishment

of the 6th Committee. If, by this reference the
prosecution negns that KAYA was responsible because
its membership was composed of Finance Ministry
officials, we wish to point out that the charge is
unfounded. Its members and secretaries were nominated
by the Prime Minister and worked under the direction
of the President of the Planning Board who v/as the
chairman of the Committee. There was nothing that
could be ascribed to the responsibility of the Finance 

(a)
Minister.

Further, the said Committee was created
after the decision on v/ar and there v/as nothing in 
itself that was possessed with a criminal nature.

(a) Ex. 1331, T. 11,944.

j
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The establishment of the- Greater East Asia 
Ministry became necessary v/ith the progress of war.
It was established for the purpose of dealing with 
matters arising between Japan and the countries 
cooperating with Japan. Therefore, there is no 
criminal responsibility for having participated in 
the discussions for its establishment.

ATROCITIES AivD TREATMENT OF PRISONERS OF WAR

N-9-33.
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There has been no attempt by the prosecution
in any manner to offer any evidence in so far as this
accused is concerned in relation to these charges.
Their only contention is that his responsibility arises

(a) /
because he was a member of the cabinet. (KAYA not
only had the responsibility that every other member

of the Cabinet had; we do not concede for a moment
that KAYA had the same responsibility that every other
member of the cabinet, but contend that responsibility
of members of the cabinet was dependent upon the

(b)
particular function of the cabinet minister, and

Cc)
in the opening statement of Colonel Woolworth and 
the testimony in the general phase, the name of Mr.
KAYA is not adverted to in one single instance.) In 
support of our position we refer the Tribunal to the

Cd) * (S)
uncontradicted testimony of KAYA on this point.
(a) T., ~pT~30y658--i9-----<tr)-T., p 41,04-3.—
(S) 'T. 30,658 14262-66
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the discussions for its establishment.
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only had the responsibility that every other member 
of the Cabinet had; we do not concede for a moment
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that KAYA had the same responsibility that every other
member of the cabinet, but contend that responsibility
of members of the cabinet v/as dependent upon the

(b)
particular function of the cabinet minister, and

(c)
in the opening statement of Colonel Woolworth and
the testimony in the general phase, the name of Mr.
KAYA is not adverted to in one single instance.) In
support of our position we refer the Tribunal to the

(d)
uncontradicted testimony of KAYA on this point.
Ta) T^T PV-3O7658--9-----frtr) T., p 41^043.— M  T,
(d) "T. 30,658 14262-66
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|h1s statement of his knov/ledge and relation to this
t

I subject is a complete answer to the charges in the 
jIndictment. "I, at least, was not even informed about 
I the acts of atrocity, either officially or otherwise.
! Nothing about the acts of atrocity was mentioned in the 
press or radio. I was not even informed about the
protests from foreign countries. I was of the impression

(a)
the war was being fought fairly."

We have specifically answered each one of the 
Counts on this subject in the Indictment in subsequent 
pages and commend them to the Tribunal for its consider
ation, which will serve a more useful purpose than by 
our reading them at this tine.

(A portion of the summation, which was 
was not read, is as follows:)

l a) T. 41043.

w m
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KAYA ws>s merely a civil official} in 
addition to this, the Cabinet in which he was Finance
Minister was, unlike those of the other countries, 
powerless over the Army end Navy both in per.ee end war 
and possessed only a limited power over matters concerning
war. The Cabinet hrd no pov/er to participate in 
operation matters in any way. Fpr KAYA, who was a 
member of the kind of cabinet just mentioned, to be 
indicted and charged with counts under Murder was 
beyond our expectation. Even at the Nurenberg Trials 
there was no such counts based on such grounds.

While we believe the counts in this group 
ere lacking in legal reasons, we wish to deal v/ith 
them briefly to show that KAYA was not in a position 
to be responsible for the Counts under this group.

1* Count 37
To charge KAYA with murder for deaths 

caused by attacks without due notice is a gross 
injustice* He was not the minister having jurisdiction 
over the matter of giving notice, nor did he pdvocate 
attack without notice. We have already shown in 
N-9-31-C that he had no responsibility over the delay 
in dispatching the notice or concerning the contents 
of the notice.

*■". . i ' i1.'
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KAYA Wf?s merely a civil official; in 
addition to this, the Cabinet in which he was Finance
Minister was, unlike those of the other countries, 
powerless over the Army and Navy both in peace and war 
and possessed only a limited power over matters concerning

war. The Cabinet had no power to participate in 
operation matters in any way. For KAYA, who was a 
member of the kind of cabinet just mentioned, to be 

indicted and charged with counts under Murder was 
beyond our expectation. Even at the Nurenberg Trials 
there was no such counts based on such grounds.

While we believe the counts in this group 
ere lacking in legal reasons, we wish to deal with 
them briefly to show that KAYA was not in a position 
to be responsible for the Counts under this group.

1. S.pmA.3?
To charge KAYA with murder for deaths 

caused by attacks without due notice is a gross 
injustice. He was not the minister having jurisdiction 
over the matter of giving notice, nor did he advocate 

attack without notice. We have already shown in 
N-9-31-C that he had no responsibility over the delay 
in dispatching the notice or concerning the contents 

of the notice, !
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" 27 Count 38—
KAYA has testified th*t he firmly believed

the war was a defensive war in which Japan was
(a)

fighting for her very existence. We have already 
clearly shown that at that time KAYA sincerely believed 

so without fault, therefore, it is clear that to charge 
KAYA with the responsibility of murder because he 
assented to a war of aggression or a war against 
treaty guarantees, etc. is unfair.

It has been mode clear by the testimony

of KAYA and other evidence that in Japan the Supreme
Command was an independent organ, which without
permit from the Cabinet or discussing the matter
over with the Cabinet or notifying the Cabinet before^
hand, decided on its own authority as to when and
how and where an attack will be made. As evidence
shows, KAYA did not know beforehand about the attack

(b)
on Pearl Harbor. Therefore, there is no reason 
Y/hy KAYA should be held responsible for battles in 
which he had no part, nor could not even if he had 
wanted to.

For the reason just stated and for reasons

(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30,657 '
(b) Ex. 3855, T. 36,408
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related under Counts 37 and 38, it is clear that KAYA 
had no responsibility v/ith this count.

4. Counts 40-43
For the same reasons mentioned under Count 

39, KAYA hod no criminal responsibility for charges 
under the above-mentioned counts.

5. Count 45.
Granted that the alleged atrocities by

Japanese troops in Nanking really happened, evidence
adduced shows that KAYA had no power to order or permit
them. KAYA has testified that he was not consulted
beforehand about the attack on Nanking, that he did
not know at the time of the alleged acts of atrocity

Ca)
and that he was not in a position to know of them.
His testimony was not contradicted and there is no
evidence to the contrary.

Witness ISHII, who was Chief of the East
Asia Bureau of the Foreign Office, has testified
in response to a query by prosecutor Comyns Carr that
the protests from foreign countries about the acts

of atrocity at Nanking were transmitted to the Army
and Navy, but other Ministries and the Cabinet meeting

(b)
were not informed about the protests.
(a) Ex. 3337, T. 30.640, 30.658
(b) T. 29,977, 29,980, 29,983, 29,987

KAYA did
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not protest because he clid not know such acts were 
contemplated or taking place. It was only natural 

he did not know about them.
5. Counts 46, 47
I
The attacks on Canton and Hankow, mentioned

in the above two counts, took place on the 21 and 27 
(a)

October respectively, that is, after KAYA*s 
resignation from the Cabinet on May 26, 1938. For 
this reason and for reasons mentioned in other 
counts, it is clear KAYA hod no responsibility for 
acts under counts 46 and 47.

N-9-33-’
In regard to the Counts in Group Three, KAYA

has testified as follows:
•'As to the acts of atrocity and other acts

in violation of the law of land.warfare, I had no
connection v/ith them whatsoever. In Japan the Supreme
Command existed as an independent organ from the
Cabinet and we, civilian members of the Cabinet,' were 
not informed beforehand or consulted on plans and
preparations for battles. Furthermore, we civilian

members of the Cabinet, had no power to commend or
stop a bottle. We had no voice in the choice of
commanders of the Army and Navy. I, at least, was
(a )  E x .  I l l
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1
n o t  e v e n  i n f o r m e d  a b o u t  t h e  a c t s  o f  a t r o c i t y ,  e i t h e r  

o f f i c i a l l y  o r  o t h e r w i s e .  N o t h i n g  a b o u t  t h e  a c t s

2 o f  a t r o c i t y  w a s  m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h e  p r e s s  o r  r a d i o .  I  .

• 3 w a s  n o t  e v e n  i n f o r m e d  a b o u t  t h e  p r o t e s t s  f r o m  f o r e i g n

4
c o u n t r i e s .  I  w a s  o f  t h e  i m p r e s s i o n  t h e  w a r  w a s

5
b e i n g  f o u g h t  f a i r l y .

6
" A s  t o  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  o f  p r i s o n e r s  o f  w a r ,

7
I  w a s  n o t  i n f o r m e d  n o r  c o n s u l t e d  a b o u t  i t  e i t h e r  i n

8
9

t h e  C a b i n e t  m e e t i n g s  o r  e l s e w h e r e ,  n o r  w a s  I  i n f o r m e d

10 a b o u t  t h e  p r o t e s t s  f r o m  f o r e i g n  c o u n t i r e s .  I t  w a s

11 s a i d  t h a t  i n  p r e v i o u s  w a r s  J a p a n  h a d  a c c o r d e d  g o o d

12 t r e a t m e n t  t o  p r i s o n e r s  o f  v ie r .  C o n c e r n i n g  t h e  t r e a t m e n t

• 13 o f  v ? a r  p r i s o n e r s  d u r i n g  t h e  P a c i f i c  W a r ,  I  w a s  n o t

14 i n  a  p o s i t i o n  t o  e v e n  d r e a m ,  t h a t  i l l - t r e a t m e n t  w a s

15 b e i n g  a c c o r d e d  t o  p r i s o n e r s  o f  w a r ,  I  d i d  n o t  e v e n

16 h e a r  o f  r u m o r s  t h a t  p r i s o n e r s  o f  w a r  vie  r e  b e i n g

17 i l l - t r e a t e d .  T h e  p r e s s  a n d  r a d i o  m a d e  n o  m e n t i o n  o f  
( a )

18 i t . "

19 T h i s  t e s t i m o n y  v ie s  n o t  c o n t r a d i c t e d .

20
KAYA w a s  m e r e l y  a  m e m b e r  o f  t h e  C a b i n e t ,

21
a n d  v in s  i n  n o  w a y  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  t h e  c r i m e  u n d e r

22
G r o u p  T h r e e .  T h e r e  i s  n o  q u e s t i o n  o t h e r  t h a n  t h a t

23
o f  w h e t h e r  h e  w a s  i n  a  p o s i t i o n  t o  r e s t r a i n  o r  s t o p

24
a n y  u n l a w f u l  a c t i o n  t h o u g h  h e  h a d  n o  a u t h o r i t y  t o  d o  s o .

25
(a) Ex. 3337, T .  30,658-9.

f e l l 7- : . 1 r , * b ^
v/ v-’_ >"
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Various protests filed by foreign countries were
mostly transmitted either to the War Ministry or the Naval
Ministry. None of them was ever conveyed to the Finance
Ministry. Nor were they presented at the Cabinet meet-

(a)
ing or at other conferences he attended.

Though we now find that the maltreatment of 
POW and the breaches of international land warfare com- 
mited by the Japanese outside Japan proper were made an 
issue of, in those days the Japanese public and the civil 
officials being completely shut off from the outside 
world, were kept ignorant of then and there is no evi
dence to support the conjecture that KAYA was or ought 
to have been informed of such unlawful conducts on the 
part of the Japanese.

Again, the fact that KAYA consented to the
opening of hostilities cannot let anybody infer that he
;ave his consent to the waging of a war in which breach
>f international warfare law might be committed.

MR. LEVIN: (Reading continued)
The prosecution in its summation referred to

ïhe Siam-Burna Railway and based its charge on the
qonjecture that the construction of the said railway

(a) Ex. 1489, T. 12833; Fx. 2174, T. 15515;
Ex. 1488, T. 12821; Ex. 473, T. 5494;
Ex. 2171, T. 15510; Ex. 2172, T. 15511;
Fx. 2173, T. 15513.)

</
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coule1, not have been carried out without consultation1
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with KAYA. But there is no evidence in support* Even 
if he had been consulted in that natter, there could 
not be any question about his responsibility for the 
alleged maltreatment of POV/ employed in its construction 
work, so long as such consultation was concerned only 
with the building of the railway itself. Only in 
such coses where he was consulted about the maltreatment 
of POV/, his responsibility would be open to question
as insisted by the prosecution. The fact is that 
KAYA know for the first time of the employment of 
POV/ in the said railway construction work and of their
mistreatment when the matter was brought to light at 
this Tribunal. Jt is no wonder, for the Army had no 
obligation to inform him of this matter. Needless 
to add, he was never consulted or intimated about the 
said railway before its construction was started.

The employment of POV/ in any labor was a 
matter that the Army alone was to decide, which can 
be seen from the fact that the War Minister was 
responsible *or the control end supervision of POW.

To sum up, KAYA was never consulted or 
informed about the construction of the Siam-Burraa 
Railway and vas never consulted,, informed or knew 
about the employment of,POW in its work or the

I

I

i
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1

maltreatment of POW employed in its construction 

work, and there is no evidence to prove to the 
contrary. Court Evidence No. 475 is a report of 
inquiry into the employment of POW in the s»id railway 
construction, but nothing is found therein that might 
suggest that either the Finance Minister or the 
Finance Ministry had anything to do with it.

By the above, we think v/e have clarified 
that KAYA is not guilty of any count presented against 
him, no matter what may be the legal construction of 
the conspiracy or of the right of self-defense, etc.
We now wish to stress the following facts as data 
for the Tribunal to pass correct judgment on this

defendant.
1, Either during the period when the Second

KONOYE Cabinet was in power or the period when the
Third KONOYE Cnbinc-t was functioning, the Finance
Minister never attended any Liaison Conference (though
he attended Imperial Conferences.) But KAYA who
had neither a powerful political background nor any

(a)
personal relation with Premier TOJO used to attend
most of the Liaison Conferences held during the TOJO
Cabinet. As a matter of fact however .there were
hardly any discussions on financial matters. Only
(a) Ex. 3322. T. 30.557; Ex. 3325, Ï. 30,586; Ex. 3330, 

T.’30,606; Ex. 3337, T. 30,694.

I

i

II

i

25
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one of such natters was given pnong various items of
(a;

study in October 1941, though no record is available 
as to what study was made on it. The problems 
concerning goods anc materials, industrial production 

and transportation were vital issues at that time 
and the problem of finance was of a secondary 
importance. Then the question may arise why KAYA 
who was not politically powerful and v/hose affairs 
were of lesser importance attended the Liaison 
Conference. It is considered possible that it was 
because of the following reasons*

When joining the TOJO Cabinet he confirmed 
the following points in his talk with T0J0:

(a) The negotiations then going on between 
America and Japan to be continued for a peaceful 
settlement.

17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

Cb) The liaison between the Cabinet and 
the Supreme Command to be maintained effectively 
to ensure pence.

It is considered possible that KAYA frequently 
attended the said Liaison Conference as its meeting 
wos held with these two itnes as the main issues of 
discussion.

If such was the case, here is a very curious

(a) Ex. 3331, T. 30,6ll
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phenomenon. It is a curious phenomenon for none 
of the Cabinet Ministers who attended the Imperial 
(Conference on December 1, 1941 at which they decided

on war and consented to such decision, but who did
\

not attend most of the Liaison Conferences, were not 
indicted. One of them, the then Minister of 
Agriculture and Forestry was released months ago, 
and it is said that a decision has been made not to 
indict other Cabinet Ministers on a charge of crime 

against peace.
What difference, then,does there exist

between KAYA and those Cabinet Ministers? If ever 
there was any difference, it was that KAYA, unlike 
those Ministers, was present at most of the Liaison 
Conferences and zealously endeavored to avoid the 
war. It so happened that KAYA, who dedicated himself 
to the cause of peace and strived hard to avert a war, 
confirmed TOJO*s intentions before joining his cabinet 
and or. this account was made to attend the said Liaison 
Conferences. If that were the reason, whereas other 
State Ministers escaped indictment, KAYA was indicted 
merely because he attended the Liaison Conferences.
He, who was unusually zealous in the maintenance of 
peace, had been indicted on a charge of crime against 
peace. There can be no greater paradox than this.
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2. It has been proved that he c'lici not'intend 
in any way to commit a breech of international lav;
and treaties, but the fact that he was not only far
fron indifferent to international law but was a nan
who respects it can be verified by the absence of

any evidence against him of his having every perpetrated
a breach of the international lav; or any international
treaty in the conduct of his affairs in the Finance
Ministry as its chief. To substantiate this we night
cite the following instances:

(a) As for the finance of the Japanese-
mandated islands in the Southern Seas it was provided
by a treaty that no revenues from those islands should
be used as military expenditures of Japan. Hence,
he never used it as a source of revenue to meet 
war expenses, however huge the military requirements
might be. There is no evidence whatever to the contrary 

* (b) During the Pacific War all alien
properties in Japan proper v/ere under his custody, 
and he gave lawful directions in dealing with these 

properties. No evidence has been adduced of his ever 
•laving taken unlawful measures on these properties.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Levin, you are not ' ■

25



I 2. It has been proved that he did not intend
Jin any way to commit a breach of international lav;
and treaties, but the fact that he v/as not only far
[fron indifferent to international law but was a nan
who respects it can be verified by the absence of

any evidence against him of his having every perpetrated
a breach of the international lav; or any international
treaty in the conduct of his affairs in the Finance
Ministry as its chief. To substantiate this we right
cite the following instances»

(a) As for the finance of the Japanese-

nandated islands in the Southern Seas it was provided
by a treaty that no revenues from those islands should
be used as military expenditures of Japan. Hence,
he never used it as a source of revenue to meet 
war expenses, however huge the military requirements
might be. There is no evidence v/hetever to the contrary

(b) During the Pacific War all alien 
properties in Japan proper were under his custody, 
and he gave lawful directions in dealing with these 

properties. No evidence has been adduced of his ever 
•laving taken unlawful measures on these properties.

THE PRESIDENT* Mr. Levin, you are not ' *
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obliged to Meet things that are not charged against 
you. All this is outside the evidence.

UR. LEVIN* I think I quite agree with the 
Tribunal. Mr. KAYA felt that this was sort of an 

offensive statenent rather than a defensive one. I 
think if we had More time to go over the summation after 
it had been prepared it might have been omitted. I 
regret it was in the summation, if the Tribunal please.

THE PRESIDENT* We can draw no conclusions, 
either, from the fact that other ministers were not 
charged. We do not know whet the circumstances were; 
that is beyond our province.

MR. LEVIN* On the whole I quite agree 
generally with the suggestion of the Tribunal, but I 
do think it offers a parallel which the Tribunal night 
give some consideration to.

In view of the President’s statenent I shall 
omit the paragraph at the top of page 184, and I shall 
also omit paragraph 3 and 4 and go to page 188, if the 
Tribunal please.

The bottom of page l88i

The following two points should be taken 
into consideration,

(a) One of the points is whether or not it 
was his fault to have Judged that it was unavoidable
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for Japan to open hostilities or to sene’, her forces 

in order to ensure her self-defense. As regards 
this point, the position he v:rs in wrs as follows*
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He had for himself no means to obtain infor
mation whatever, so that he had to rely solely on 
information furnished by the ministries of Foreign 
Affairs, War and Navy and by the High Command in re
gard to the intentions of foreign countries and other 
international circumstances. It could not be helped 
that he had to depend upon the views of the Prime 
Minister and other cabinet members including Ministers 
of Foreign Affairs, War and Navy as well as of the High 
Command to form his own judgment.

It is true that he should have discounted 
some of the informations and views on some occasions, 
and it is considered probably he did so. But it must 
be admitted that he had no other sources available to 
him on which to base his judgment, being placed in such 
a position as he was. Even if there were facts and 
information that have been brought to light later but 
that were not available to him at that time, his failure 
to avail himself of such facts and information could not 

be ascribable to his fault.
(b) As to whether the gradual extension of the 

China Incident was absolutely unavoidable for Japan he 
came to harbor some misgivings since the beginning of 
1938 (though he had no data to make him conclude Japan 
was wrong.) Further he came to question whether the
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action Japan was then taking was a wise measure for 
Japan. This (narrated later) coupled with the militarisi 
opposition to his retention in office accounted for his 
resignation.

CONCLUSION
A. FIRST PERIOD.
V/e submit that the evidence establishes that 

during the first period referred to by the prosecution 
of KAYA's connection with the Government, that is, until 
he became Minister of Finance in 1937, he indicated 
his peaceful attitude, intentions and opposition to the 
military fron the early 20*s when, at the London and 
Geneva Naval Conferences, as a government official in 
a minor capacity, he exerted every effort to obtain the 
agreement for the reduction and limitation of naval 
armaments; that he was not, and did not, participate 
in a conspiracy or participate in planning or initiat

ing an aggressive war; and that he is not guilty of 
the charges contained in any of the Counts of the Indict* 
rent covering that period.

B. SECOND PERIOD.
That during his brief tenure as Finance 

Minister in the First KONOYE Cabinet he was opposed to 
the extension of the China Incident; that he was 
Finance Minister such a short period of time before the



incident occurred that it would have been imoossiDie ror 
him to hove knovm that the incident was contemplated or 
planned; that he had no part in, and had nothing to do 
with, and that he did nothing to further the Manchurian 
Incident; and his opposition thereto and well known 
attitude for peace is indicated by the fact that he was 
requested to resign.

C. THIRD PERIOD.
That when he was President of the North China 

Development Company he performed his functions within 
the confines of his duty as an administrator; that the 
North China Development Company, as admitted by the 
prosecution, was not to engage directly, and did not, in 
business enterprises; and that as President of the 
North China Development Company, he was under the direct 
control and supervision of the China Affairs Board; that 
he had nothing to do with the armies in North China and 
Manchuria;' and the evidence is uncontr icted that the 
North China Development Compan;' did not furnish these 
armies with financial or other assistance.

D. FOURTH PERIOD.
Thet having been in China until shortly before 

the formation of the TOJO Cabinet, he joined the TOJO 
Cabinet only after inquiry from TOJO as to what the new 
Cabinet proposed to do in relation to certain problems
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which he nosed to T0J0, and was assured it would be the 
policy of thé new Cabinet to carry on in accordance with 
KAYA’s position for peace, and successful termination of 
the negotiations between Japan and the United States; 
that though unacquainted with the decisions of July 2 
and September 6, 1941, when ho entered the T0J0 Cabinet, 
the subsequent rccission of the September 6, 1941, 
decision of the Imperial Conference was affirmative 
evidence of the good faith of the promise made by T0J0 
to KAYA to continue Japanosc-Anerican negotiations for 
the peaceful settlement of their differences, which 
certainly-justified KAYA's belief in respect thereto.

There is to be deleted the next three lines 
beginning with "and" and ending with "High Command."

That the military currency was prepared at the 
request of the War Ministry long before KAYA became17

18
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23
24 
23

Finance Minister in '* a TOJO Cabinet, and that arrange
ments were only made for its deposit in the Bank of 
Japan for use "in the eventuality of an unexpected war;" 
that decision for war was not decided at the time; that 
he did everything in his power to avert war with the 
United States that a civilian member of the Cabinet could 
do, and was one of two men who obtained postponement of 
the decision of November 1, 1941; that when subsequently 
he was advised by those charged with responsibility that
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the Hull Note was an ultimatum, and that the war was for 
defense, as a civilian member of the Cabinet he can be 
charged with no responsibility under the various Counts 
in the Indictment. He was "not responsible for the 
aggressive policy followed by Japan" as alleged by the 
prosecution, and the acts and statements which he made
were made "by him in the course of his official duties

a.
pursuant to an already established policy."

The prosecution does net contend that there is 
any evidence in the record to sustain the Counts of the 
Indictment in Groups 2 and 3 against KAYA.

We submit that the entire case of the prose
cution against KAYA is of the same tenuous character as 
that indicated in its presentation with reference to 
Groups 2 and 3, and that there should be a finding of x
not guilty as to him on all of the Counts in the 
Indictment with which he is charged.

a.
The- prosecutor has made reference to almost

b.
every event that occurred from 1931 to 1945 (date of
surrender) not even excluding the period from 1917 and
thereafter when he first entered the Finance Ministry as

c.
a clerk by competitive civil service examination and 
desires the Tribunal to sustain the charges in the Indict 
ment against KAYA on the basis of those events, the vast 
(a, b, & c. T. 41025. 41026. 41028, 41029.)

\
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majority with which he had absolutely nothing to do, and 
there is no contention in respect thereto in the evidence. 
No person, no event, no occurrence is omitted.

I am reminded of the remark attributed to 
Chancillor Thurlow when informed that the Attorney 
General had taken nine hours for his opening in the 
famous treason trial of John Horne Tooke. "Nine hours," 
exclaimed gruff old Chancellor Thurlow when he was told 
of the Attorney General's opening, "Nine hours! Then 
there is no treason, by God," In the language of
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Chancellor Thur low, thon there is no crime., by God.
Mr. President and Members of the Tribunal,

I now conclude our summation with absolute sincerity 
in the integrity of our defense.

"The first four acts already passed,
"The fifth, will see the closing of the drama 

of the day,
"Time's noblest offspring is its last."

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. McManus.
MR. McMANUS: Mr, President and Members of the

Tribunal, with your permission I shall resume with 
ARAKI's summation, starting at page 248, paragraph 206: 

206. Cabinet Councillors of the First KONOYE

Cabinet.
Having failed in causing General ARAKI and

others to be reinstated in the army, Prince KONOYE
created on 15 October, 1937, the Cabinet Councillor

1
system for the disposition of the China Incident, and 
appointed ARAKI a councillor. Circumstances surround
ing his appointment are related in ARAKI's affidavit.
Indeed this Cabinet Councillor system was created by 

2
Premier KONOYE for a speedy disposal of the China 
Incident and was of entirely different character from 
(1 Ex. 3161, T. 28200.

F.x. 3161, T. 28201.)_______________________ ________
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the Cabinet Councillor system established in March,
1943, to cope with various problems relating to the 
Pacific Y/ar.

In view of the fact that both offices are 
referred tc in the transcript as Cabinet Advisors, it 
is purposely mentioned here lest the term should lead 
to a misunderstanding.

It is due to a misinterpretation that the 
exhibit No. 2217 says, "It was compulsory to attend," 
and it should be corrected as, "The meeting was 
scheduled for once or twice a week." In the same 
way, "I attended all the meetings," should be, "I 
attended almost all the meetings.” Two statements in 
exhibit No. 2218 that "when I was Minister of Education, 
I did not attend these meetings," and that "if a 
question regarding foreign policy came up, this would 
be discussed at the usual cabinet meetings," are contra
dictory to each other. It is the contention of the 
accused, these statements should read, "Questions con
cerning diplomatic policies were to be discussed at the 
Five Ministers' Conference," and, "I did not attend 

these Conferences."
As has been pointed out, these mistakes were 

caused through interpreters' confusion who were unable 

(1 T. 28226.)
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the Cabinet Councillor system established in March,
1943, to cope with various problems relating to the 
Pacific Y/ar.-

In view of the fact that both offices are 
referred tc in the transcript as Cabinet Advisors, it 
is purposely mentioned here lest the term should lead 
to a misunderstanding.

It is due to a misinterpretation that the 
exhibit No. 2217 says, "It was compulsory to attend," 
and it should be corrected as, "The meeting was 
scheduled for once or twice a week." In the same 
way, "I attended all the Meetings," should be, "I 
attended almost all the meetings." Two statements in 
exhibit No. 2218 that "when I was Minister of Education, 
I did not attend these meetings," and that "if a 
question regarding foreign policy came up, this would 
be discussed at the usual cabinet meetings," are contra
dictory to each other. It is the contention of the 
accused, these statements should read, "Questions con
cerning diplomatic policies were to be discussed at the 
Five Ministers1 Conference," and, "I did not attend 

these Conferences."
As has been pointed out, these mistakes were 

caused through interpreters' confusion who were unable 

(1 T. 28226.)
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to distinguish'between the question of principle and 

that of practice.
While ARAKI was a Cabinet Councillor he was

2
unable to participate directly in Chinese problems.

I shall now omit the balance of that paragraph 
and proceed to paragraph 207 on the next page.

207. Rape of Nanking.
Instead of holding conferences among themselves, 

the Cabinet Councillors were merely to give advice 
directly tc Premier KONOYE; despite the initial expec
tation of their own importance, theirs was an unpaid 
honorary position with no authority. As a matter of
fact, not a single important question was ever referred 

3
tc then.

As ARAKI's affidavit states, it is a fact that
i

as a Cabinet Councillor he exerted his efforts for a
4

speedy solution of the China Incident.
For the simple reason that ARAKI was a Cabinet 

Councillor at the tine of the fall of Nanking the prose
cution allegedly charges him with some responsibility 
for the massacre at Nanking. This is not reasonable, 
for why should a Cabinet Councillor who was vested with

(1 T. 28227.
2 T. 28487.
3 T. 28202.
4 T. 28203.)
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1
to distinguish'between the question of principle and

1
that of practice.

While ARAKI was a Cabinet Councillor he was
2

unable to participate directly in Chinese problems.
I shall now omit the balance of that paragraph 

and proceed to paragraph 207 on the next page.
207. Rape of Nanking.
Instead of holding conferences among themselves, 

the Cabinet Councillors were merely to give advice 
directly to Premier KONOYE; despite the initial expec

tation of their own importance, theirs was an unpaid 
honorary position with no authority. As a matter of
fact, not a single important question was ever referred 

3
tc them.

As /vRAKI's affidavit states, it is a fact that
as a Cabinet Councillor he exerted his efforts for a

4
speedy solution of the China Incident.

For the simple reason that ARAKI was a Cabinet 
Councillor at the time of the fall of Nanking the prose
cution allegedly charges him with some responsibility 
for the massacre at Nanking. This is not reasonable, 
for why should a Cabinet Councillor who was vested with
(1 T. 28227.

2 T. 28487.
3 T. 28202.
4 T. 28203.)
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little political power and much less with military
1

authority be charged with such a responsibility? As
for moral responsibility, we claim there is none because
ARAKI was then totally unaware of the incident, and
was unable to present his views.

This fact was made abundantly clear by ARAKI's
answer to Mr. Comyns Carr's cross-examination on 12 

2
ßeütenber 1947. We maintain therefore that this charge 
is entirely without foundation.

B. ARAKI as Education Minister.
208. Circumstances surrounding ARAKI's appoint 

ment as Education Minister.
Premier KONOYE appointed ARAKI a Cabinet 

Councillor. However, as Cabinet Councillors had no 
authority and being outside the Cabinet, they had no 
opportunity to influence cabinet conferences by voicing 
their views, Prince KONOYE effected a large-scale 
cabinet reorganization on 26 May 1938. As the result, 
ARAKI was appointed the Education Minister, General 
UGAKI, Foreign Minister and IKEDA, Scihin, Finance 
Minister. A little later ITAGAKI was made the Army 
Minister.

209. The Five Ministers' Conference.
(1 T 28202.
2 T 28407.)
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Soon after his reorganization of the cabinet,
Premier KOKOYE adopted the system of the Five Ministers*
Conference. Thus, important matters related to the China
Incident were deliberated upon and decided by Premier,
Foreign, Finance, Army and Navy Ministers. It so
happened, therefore, that though ARAKI entered the
cabinet, he was not given the opportunity to participate
actively in the disposition of the China Incident.

Under the HIRANUMA Cabinet the same situation
prevailed, and no important diplomatic and military
problems were ever considered at cabinet conferences.
ARAKI, accordinaly, was aware of neither such problems,
nor the Governmental statement sot forth in the court

1
exhibit No. 1291, prosecution document No. 1644.

209. Having no connections with military
I

operations at the front, Education Minister ARAKI was 
totally excluded from military and diplomatic affairs 
relating to the China Incident. He was thus a cabinet 
minister by name only. The situation was the same under 
the HIRANUMA Cabinet so far as ARAKI was concerned.

Since military operations at the front were not 
submitted for the consideration of the cabinet confer
ences in general, either before or after their execution, 
there is no reason whatsoever that an Education Minister 
should be held responsible for them.
(1 Ex. 3169, T. 28487, ISHIWATA's affidavit, Ex. 3170,

T. 28508; Ex. 3l6l, T. 28215.)
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The prosecution is charging ARAKI with the 
responsibility for the massacres at Hangkow and Canton, 
and also for the execution of the China Incident.
However, these are operational matters pure and simple, 
and as such they were not revealed beforehand to ARAKI, 
who merely listened to reports after the operations 
had taken place. So far as the massacres are concerned, 
he was not aware of them at any time. Because of the 
existence of the Five Minister’s Conference; and be
cause operational matters were handled exclusively by 
the High Command, cabinet ministers who were not 
iirectly concerned with these matters knew nothing 
about them.

The only instance was one immediately after 
(LRAKI*s appointment as the Education Minister; he 

iiscussed the situation with the Premier in the 
presence of the Home Minister SUYETSUGU. When ARAKI 
proposed an immediate termination of the China Inci- 
lent, SUYETSUGU held a view diametrically opposed to 
iis, and the two had a heated argument. After that 
kRAKI refrained from participating in any further 

arguments.‘L*
Since such a strange Five Ministers * Confer

ence was empowered then to deliberate upon and decide 
fci ARAKI*» Interrogatories; Ex. 2218.------------------- -
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matters, we reiterate again that ARAKI as an Education 
Minister cannot be held responsible for the execution 
of this China Incident.

The question of the Tripartite Pact was 
under discussion by the Five Ministers’ Conference 
during the HIRANUMA Cabinet. Since a final decision 
was not reached, the question was not submitted to the 
Cabinet Conference. As for matters relating to the 
Wang Ching-wei Government, they were proceeding under 
cover of secrecy. So much so that the Education 
Minister ARAKI was not aware even of Wang’s coming 
to Japan.’*'*

The prosecution, we contend, has offered no 
accurate proofs against ARAKI on the foregoing points.

211. General educational administration.
A. Concerning education while ARAKI was the 

Education Minister, the prosecution charged him only 
for the alleged strengthening of military education.
It suffices, therefore, for the defense to refute the 
prosecution's contention on this point alone. It is 
our belief, however, that to elucidate what sort of 
educational administration ARAKI put into effect on 
what ideals while he held the Education Ministership 
is to prove that he never participated in the alleged 
1. Tr. 28216.---------------------------------------- -—
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common conspiracy for any aggressive war or the 
execution thereof as claimed by the prosecution.

212. B. Under paragraph 20 on page 491* 
of his affidavit ARAKI states:

"The most serious apprehension of Japan at 
that time was the disturbance of ideological circles. 
There was a time when communism spread widely among 
the people, and once it became the tide of public 
opinion; then there was a time, later, when people 
followed Nazism or Fascism. This trend gave rise to 
complications between the liberalism which had also 
existed at that time, and caused a terrible state of 
chaos.

"The several unfortunate incidents which 
arose from the current situation at that time were 
due to the disturbance of thought on the part of the 
people. On the other hand, the rise of the Nippon 
spirit tended to create a dogmatic nationalism, which 
from its lack of ubiquity, was apt to fall into 
extreme rightism and was pregnant of much danger. The 
cause of this defect was due to the fault of perfunctory 
education which had a tendency of making the people j 
lose sight of ideological independence and lofty 
ideas. In order to reform this, I advocated that 
1. Tr. 28207.
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the Imperial virtue "of benevolence and'lrolreranet;-, 

which had been the basic spirit from the time of the 

foundation of our country, should be borne in mind 

and cultivate in it an ubiquitous character which was 

welcome in all the modern civilized countries of the 

world. Imperial admonition was my guiding principle 

when attending to this work, inasmuch as the Imperial 

admonition was teaching us the basic principle of 

humanity with His Majesty's generosity, and I con

sidered that that was the code that the people should 

observe. This principle, which had been the basic 

spirit fron the time of the foundation of the Empire, 

was entirely different from militarism, but it was

the one essentially required for the correction of
1 .the defect in ideological circles at that time."

Thus, ARAKI's ideals, which the prosecution 

calls extremely militaristic, are in reality tended 

toward neither communism,nor Nazism, nor narrow 

nationalistic rightism, but are the same basic 

ideals of peace and humanism common among all modern 

civilized nations. It was ARAKI's desire to prevent 

the Japanese from falling in either one of these 

extreme ideas through a thorough recognition of this 

basic spirit. For this purpose ARAKI as the Education

1. Tr. 28209.
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Minister adopted this ideology as the Dasic policy 

of education,
213. C. In line with this policy the 

following concrete measures were taken:
(1) Lest Japan's youth should be influenced 

by the Nazi ideology, ARAKI gave orders to have the 
group of boys visiting Germany visit also England and 

France.'1'*
(2) ARAKI expressed the strong desire that

Japan should conclude the cultural agreement not with
Germany alone, but with any other countries having 

2such desire, *
(3) Declared publicly that no country could

depend upon armed might for being permanently a
first-class Power, that a state could become a real

3,first-class Power by her cultural merits alone.
(4) Encouraged researches in basic sciences

and provided for scholarships and subsidies; also
a.

encouraged technical education. *
(5) When the suspension of school English 

courses was advocated because of adverse sentiment 
toward America and England during the China Incident,
1. Ex. 2378. Tr. 28526.
2. Tr. 28526.
3. Tr. 28527.
4. Tr. 28527.

• ......... • 4 5 j 903



Minister adopted this ideology as the basic policy j
of education,

213. C, In line v/ith this policy the 
following concrete measures were taken:

(1) Lest Japan's youth should be influenced 
by the Nazi ideology, ARAKI gave orders to have the 
group of boys visiting Germany visit also England and 

Prance.1 *
(2) ARAKI expressed the strong desire that

Japan should conclude the cultural agreement not with
Germany alone, but with any other countries having 

2such desire. ’
(3) Declared publicly that no country could 

depend upon armed might for being permanently a 
first-class Power, that a state could become a real 
first-class Power by her cultural merits alone.

(4) Encouraged researches in basic sciences
and provided for scholarships and subsidies; also

4encouraged technical education. *
(5) When the suspension of school English 

courses was advocated because of adverse sentiment 
toward America and England during the China Incident,
1. Ex. 2378. Tr. 28526.
2. Tr. 28526.
3. Tr. 28527.
4. Tr. 28527.
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ARAKI sounded warning against this exclusive 
dogmatism, and refused to consider such an argument. 
Instead he instructed the general public that the 
nation should not boast of its racial superiority, 
but should try to become one to be loved and praised 
by others.1*

(6) Throughout the tenure of office as the 
Education Minister, he instructed the general public 
that in accordance with Emperor MEIJI’s wishes the 
Japanese should make thorough studies of the occi
dental culture, and strive neither to be affected by 

Fascism, nor become narrow-minded. *
(7) Regarding the deaf and mute training 

he always stressed in citing the instance of Miss 
Helen Keller that the divine faculties should be per

fected.^*
(8) Whenever American-born Japanese were 

troubled about American-Japanese problems, he invar
iably requested them to be exemplar:' American citizens
and to lend a hand in removing misunderstanding between

4.the two countries.
214. D. Though its forepart is styled after

1. Tr. 28528.
2. Tr. 28529.
3. Tr. 28529.
4. Tr. 28529.
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the form of instructions -issued by Governmental 
offices during an incident, even exhibit 1383" in 
its latter half contains the following views by 
ARAKI:

"The worth of a state, internationally, is 
judged according to the amount of respect it enjoys 
from the rest of the world, and the character of a 
country depends upon the moral virtues of students 
and pupils who are responsible for shouldering the 
future. Students and pupils should be highly proud 
of themselves. They should polish up their character; 
cultivate their personality; endeavor constantly in 
the pursuit of'learning and culture lest they be 
shunned in the least. They must also do the duties 
that are required of them at the present time."

This view by ARAKI was added on to the fore
part of the exhibit consisting solely in what was 
composed perfunctorily by the secretariat of the 

Ministry. The whole thing was aimed at uplifting 
the moral standard of students in general.

216. No strengthening of military education•
(1) OHUCHI, Hyoye, a prosecution witness, 

testified on 19th June 1946 as follows:

1. Pros. Doc. No. 7113•25
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composed perfunctorily by the secretariat of the 
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216. No strengthening of military education.
(1) OHUCHI, Hyoye, a prosecution witness, 

testified on 19th June 194-6 as follows:

1. Pros. Doc. No. 7113*
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"* * * military training * * * becoming 
compulsory in 1938 when General ARAKI became 
Minister of Education * * *. General ARAKI as 
Minister of Education ordered compulsory military 
training and lectures in all universities." ̂

-,

J
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However, in answer to Defense Counsel OKUYAMA's 
cross-examination, OHUCHI answered:

"I have not heard that directly as a school 
authority, but I have only heard it indirectly.”

The witness' answer revealed his testimony 
1

is based on hearsay.
As shown in the defendant KIDO's affidavit, 

OHUCHI was not familiar with the actual state of 
affairs, as he was imprisoned one year and six months 
after his arrest in February, 1938. All that he testi
fied to in this connection is what he heard after his 
release from the prison.

I
OHUCHI testified too that ARAKI had nothing 

to do with his arrest.
217. KAIGO, Tokiomi, a prosecution witness, 

gave on 18th June, 1946, the following answer when 
questioned by the prosecutor Mr. Hammack:

”0 In addition to lectures on military sub
jects given at any time, did actual military training 
become compulsory in the universities?

"A It was decided in the year 1939 to in
troduce mil'itary drill with rifles. And it was put 
into practice since September of the same year. But

1. Tr. 979

I
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at that time students were told to conduct rifle prac
tice only on the occasion of field maneuvers, and on
other occasions they were supposed to attend lectures 

1
only."

It should be noted that beginning September,
19j9, ARAKI was no longer holding the office of Educa- 

2
tion Minister.

"A In November, 1941, the outline of the
instruction in military drill was issued; after the
issuance of the outline, training with rifle was con-

3
ducted at universities also."

Unlike witness OHUCHT, who was a professor of
economics, and was imprisoned for an extensive period,
witness KAIGO is a university professor specialized
in history of Japanese education who took actual charge 

4
of training.

’’itness KAIGO's testimony is not hearsay 
evidence like OUCHI's but is based upon his specialized 
study and personal knowledge gained through his ex
perience in handling actual affairs.

218. The following points have been made 
clear through witness KAIGO's testimony:
1. Tr. 889
2. Ex. 203, ARAKI's curriculum vitae
3. Tr. 889
4. Tr. 936

I
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J
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a) Military education at Japanese educa
tional institutions is of long standing.

b) Military education has been instituted 
since the Meiji Era after the example of advanced 
countries of the v/orld which adopted the policy of 
wealthy nation, powerful army.

c) Revisions were made after the World War 
I for various reasons

1) As a countermeasure for the reduc
tion of armaments.

2) For the correction of frivolous ideas.
3) As a counter-measure for the anti

militaristic ideas.
d) Military education was not instituted\

with aggressive intention.
t

e) Bolstering of the system with the out
break of the China Incident and the Pacific War v/as 
but natural.

f) No connections existed between the Educa
tional Council and the ‘military education.

g) Racial superiority of the Japanese was t
i

not taught in connection with military education.
Witness KAIGO also stated as follows:
a) Military education has been continuously 

given at Japanese educational institutions_since_19JL4ji_.
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b) Officers in active duty were first attached 
to schools and colleges prior to 1925 (at the same
time military training system was put into effect at
all universities; and the system became compulsory at

$
high schools, normal schools, and colleges).

c) It was in September, 1939» that military
drill (field drill with rifle) was put into practice
at universities in addition to classroom lectures.

It should be noted that ARAKI had already
1

resigned in August, 1939.
d) Indoor drill with rifle was instituted

in November, 1939, when ARAKI was no longer Education 
2

Minister.
c) The Educational Council was established 

in 1937, and through its operation policy for the 
revision of text-books was laid down in 1939.

In view of these facts it is clear the prose
cution's charge that ARAKI as Education Minister 
brought educational institutions under the influence 
of militarism is unfounded on the facts.

219. Question of the compulsory system of 

young men's schools.
The prosecution charges that as to attend

the young men's schools was made compulsory while
1. Ex. 203. ARAKI's Curriculum V i t a e _______. ̂___

-203, ARAKI's CurriculumVitae ~~
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ARAKI held the Education Ministership, it amounts to
that he made the military education compulsory.

Hov/ever, to make the attendance at young
men's schools compulsory was decided upon long before
by various educational advisory organs. Later their
recommendation was submitted to the Fducational Council,
which after due deliberation returned its findings.
Ey the time ARAKI was appointed the Education Minister
necessary official procedures had been completed,
and the order making the system compulsory was issued

1
by him as an official routine.

2
220. In his affidavit v/itness YOSHIDA testi

fied that "up to 1939 military drill was an elective
3

subject at universities."
However, v/itness YOSHIDA was a section head 

of the Tar Ministry, and bears no comparison with the 
witness KAIGO, who is a specialist in the subject.
In view of KAIGO's testimony, it is clear that the 
tv/o items in witness YOSHIDA's evidence were based 
upon his misunderstanding.

As witness ITAMATSU successively served as 
the Chief of the Archives Section and the Secretariat 
Section of the Education Ministry, his testimony on
1. Tr. 28,585
2. Ex. 2377
3. Tr. 18,461------------------------------ —  ___ _____
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Japan's educational system is impeccable in its pro

bative value.
While submitting evidence I'TAMATSU was tem

porarily subjected to prosecutor's challenge in connec
tion with the matter of “sponsor." That his testimony
stated the truth should be clear in view of the fore- 

1
going.

221. General Chin Te-chun, a prosecution 
witness, stated on 24 July, 1946, in answer to the 
defense counsel's cross-examination that "the central 
government order was received in the spring of 1936. 
But prior to that somè of the schools had already put 
up these courses by themselves. In 1937 there was 
some concentrated training." »

From his testimony it is clear that China 
issued already in 1936 an order concerning the mili
tary drill at various schools. Inasmuch as national 
defense is a relative matter, it is but natural for 
Japan to assume a positive counter-measure v/hen her 
antagonist in an incident adopted a policy of a con
centrated military education.

Testimony by witness KAIGO and IWAMATSU 
made it abundantly clear that it was beginning 1941 -

1. IWAHATSU's testimony; par. 20 of ARAKI's affidavit;
--- Tr. 18,56-3------ -------------------------------------
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î that the military education system in its true sense 
was established and stressed at Japanese universities 
and other educational institutions, ^hen this took 
place, ARAKI was no longer the Education Minister.

THE PRESIDENT: ,fre will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after v/hich the proceed
ings v/ere resumed as follows:)
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■MARSHAL OF TH~F COURT:__The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

TUg PRESIDENT: Mr. McManus,
MR. j&cMANUS: 222. ARAKI as Chairman of

National Spiritual Mobilization Committee.
The prosecution declared that they were not

1
charging ARAKI with this.

Ill Monopoly of Opium.
223, The prosecution introduced for the 

first time in its summation the allegation that ARAKI 
was connected with the monopoly of opium. However, 
in going through all the testimony which has been 
presented in this relation, v»e fail to find a 
scintilla of,evidence which proved even in the remot
est way the responsibility of ARAKI re this matter,.

\
either as War minister or Education minister.

AA-53, the prosecution summation, asserts 
that an agreement has been reached between Manchukuo 
and Japan. This is nothing more than an assertion 
that a free transaction between two countries was 
approved by the cabinet meeting of Japan.

In AA-54 it deals with the establishment of 
the opium monopoly system in manchukuo, but there is 
not the slightest evidence to show any connection 
1. Tr. 28,536

■MW
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1 with War Minister ARAKI.
A A-55 explains the relations between Man- 

chukuo, Formosa Government General and the Bureau 
for the Kwantung Leased Territories* While it shows 
that the matter was decided upon at the cabinet 
meeting, upon enquiry to the Opium Committee, it 
does not refer in any way to the responsibility of 
Education Minister ARAKI.

The question of opium has fully been covered 
in the Manchurian Phase of the general summation so 
we will not go any further into this question.

By the foregoing we contend that while he 
was Education Minister, he neither strengthened nor 
desired to strengthen military education in schools.

I
I shall omit the balance of that paragraph.

Chapter VI. Japan-Soviet Relations and
ARAKI.

224. The prosecution charged that ARAKI had 
aggressive designs against the Soviet Republic, and 
that he laid railroad lines in and exploited Man
churia in connection with the Manchurian Incident in 
order to make preparations for launching an attack 
against the Soviets. In order to prove this the 
prosecution held that ARAKI executed repeated attacks 
against the Soviets, and that as the Education _______

TTT
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Minister, ARAKI participated in the Changkufeng and 
Vomonhan Incidents; it relied upon its witness 
TANAKA's testimony that as a leader of the Kodo-kai, 
VRAKI harbored ill will toward the Soviets; and it 
iroduced for this purpose several newspaper and 
nagazine articles of insufficient probative value 
and a few additional witnesses.

I shall omit the next sentence.
The prosecution's contention and the points

Lt intends to prove relate to the following Counts: 
(1) Count Nos. 25, 26, 35, 36, 51, and 52 

concerning the Changkufeng and Nomonhan Incidents.
II 'Refutation of exhibits and Counts.
225. Counts 25, 26, 35, 36, 51 and 52

lold ARAKI responsible for Changkufeng and Noraonhan 
Incidents while he was the Education Minister. As 
las been proved in the foregoing section, throughout 
;he First K0N0YE and the HIRANUM Cabinets important 
îtate affairs were discussed exclusively by the Five

21 ministers' Conference composed of the Premier, Army,
22 lavy, Foreign and Finance Ministers. ARAKI as the
23 Education Minister never participated in those con- 
24Terences. Again, in Par. 23 of ARAKI's affidavit it 
25 shows the Education Minister's position in the cabin-

♦̂•■«8 ftt. t.hnt. f-.lmfi. Hr onpl ̂  nnt: tnkfl pAT»fc__
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in the discussion of international questions»
226. The prosecution wade references to

1
ARAKI'b interrogatories. As has been pointed out 
no charge should be based upon the interrogatories, 
as they contain numerous mistakes.

227. Now what was cited in TAKEBE, Rokuzo's 
2

affidavit was not a prefectural governor's conference. 
The fact was that ARAKI as the War minister invited 
for luncheon the prefectural governors who were- ad
visors to the Servicemen's Relief Association. On 
the occasion ARAKI gave an address expressing his 
appreciation for the assistance the governors rendered 
to the Association.

That ARAKI made no reference whatsoever to
an aggressive policy or current situation is proved
by the testimony by the Governor of the Tokyo Pre-

3
fecture Kosaka Yasumas , who was then the senior

4
governor and by the affidavit of SUZUKI, an accused.

The evidence of TAKEBE like that of Pu-Yi 
v/as given while he was imprisoned. It is left to the 
Tribunal's fair judgment to what extent TAKEBE's 
statements should be credited with probative value,
1. Ex. No. 2218
2. Ex. No. 670
3. Ex. No. 3715, Tr. 36,960
4. Ex. No. 3605, Tr. 35,173-9
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in view of the circumstances wherein he found him
self.

228. ARAKI's alleged talk at the Osaka
1

Political and Economic Research Association was 
reported by the Japan Advcrtizer. This was origin
ally reported by the Domei News Agency on hearsay, 
and a hearsay report of the Domei's article was re
printed by the Japan Advertizer. Being a report 
based upon double hearsay, the significance of the 
article is utterly incomprehensible.

229. At the roundtable conference reported
2

by the ICokumin Bhimbun, ARAKI explained the then 
prevailing situation by drawing a parallel between 
the Government's lack of fixed policy for effecting 
control over the Army and the Navy and its similar 
lack of a definite policy during the Siberian Affair.

Due to the state of affairs at that time, 
the newspaper was unable to report his talk as it was 
actually spoken, but made various alterations. As
the result the iriteup became entirely different

3
from what ARAKI actually said.

230. Exhibits Nos. 746 and 746 relate to 
notes exchanged between Japan and the Soviet Union
1. Lx. No. 67I-A. Pros. Doc. 2^27, Tr. 7,334
2. Ex. No. 667, Tr. 7,309-10
3. Ex. No. 3170, Tr. 28,508
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concerning the Soviet proposal in connection with 
the Japan-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact of 1933»

First of all, international issues were 
handled by the Foreign Office.

In the individual phases of SHIGEMITSU and 
HIROTA those circumstances were dealt with and 

clarified.
The situation is explained under Par. 14-A 

1
of ARAKI’s affidavit.

Now there further is no denying that the . -
Third Internationale was then intensifying its world
Bolshevization policy. Hence Japan felt a consider-

2
able misgiving and harbored a strong suspicion.

I shall now turn to the first paragraph on 

the following page;
The two exhibits, 746 and 747, are the 

notes exchanged between the two governments showing
t

that the proposed Non-Aggression Pact was not con
cluded immediately. They cannot be the evidence to 
prove that the Japanese Government at that time 
harbored aggressive intentions. Subseauent events 
bear out that Japan's suspicions were well founded.

I shall omit the balance to the middle of

the paragraph 231,

1. Ex. 3161, Tr. 68,173 2. Ex. 3l6l, Tr. 28,173
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~  dont ent s of the documents '/Ol and 7u2 relate
to matters under the jurisdiction of the Army General
Staff, and the War minister had no relation whatso- 

1
ever with them.

As witnesses KAWABE, and KASAHARA testified, 
the documents represent results of private researches 
made between the section heads. It was customary 
for members of the sections concerned of the Army 
General Staff to draw up drafts covering subjects 
they were interested in, and to conduct researches in 
them. Results of such researches were soaetires sub
mitted to their superiors for reference. Both wit
nesses testified they did not even show the documents

2
in question to their superiors.

In view of the contents of the documents it 
is perceivable that the Japanese Army at that tine 
was in no position to make use of the drafts in any 
way beyond what the witnesses testified. In our 
submission, ARA±CI who then held the Army ministership 
should not be held responsible for the documents,

232, As has been stated, ARAKI himself did 
not write the "Japan's mission in the Showa Era.”

I shall delate until the first paragraph on
the next page.

1. Ex. 3161, Tr. 28,173 2. Tr. 7,633
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Under the circumstances, ARAiCI cannot assume 
■esponsibility for separate sentences contained in 
;he book. Rather, his idea should be grasped by 
•eading the book as a whole.

Omit the next paragraph.
Exhibit No. 7G0 summarizes the follov;ing

‘acts:
Around 1921 and 1922 Soviet troops forcefully 

iccupied Outer Mongolia under the pretext of suppress- 
.ng anti-communistic forces in Mongolia, and estab- 
.ished a communistic government. In 1924 the Outer 
Mongolian Republic was established under the pro
jection of the Soviet Union, and declared its inde- 
>endence from China. Subsequently the new Republic's 
nfluence threatened to extend to Inner Mongolia, 
»inkiang, and even to Manchuria. Nevertheless, no 
sountry offered a protest against the practice, and 
t was feared that a general disturbance would con
sequently aet in in Asia.

I quote from the Lytton Report: "... Japan-
sse misgivings have been still further increased in 
;he last few years by the predominant influence ac
quired by the- USSR in Outer Mongolia and the growth

1
>f communism in China, ...."

P. 68 of the Lytton Report.

1 PI prifl* I' .WilliII llMBtf
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Later the Soviet-Alongolian Alliance was 
formed, and the region was practically annexed to 
the Soviet. Union.

I shall start with the second sentence in 
the next paragraph.

ARAKI thought, therefore, such state of af
fairs should be depicted clearly in order to insure 
peace in Asia, and to safeguard Japan from the impend
ing danger. He stated also, should the Bolshevization 
of Asia endanger Japan's national polity, counter
measures should have to be adopted. If Outer mon- 
golia was to become independent, it should negotiate 
with China with the view toward acquiring a fully 
independent sovereignty, he said. For, to allow the 
affair to remain indefinite, he thought, was to 
create the cause of future evil. ARAKI was relating 
the actual state of things then existing in Asia.
His statement of facts should not be interpreted as 
revealing his aggressive intentions toward the Soviet 

Union. Ex. 760.
233. In his opening statement, the Soviet 

prosecutor declared that Japan since long past has 
been planning aggression against Russia. Going back 
to the Sino-Japanese War, he contended that all inter
national complications since then have resulted from
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Japan's aggressive intentions. He asserted that the 
Manchurian Incident v-as but an extension of Japan's 
aggressive action.

The prosecutor regarded all measures Japan 
and ».anchukuo adopted for the preservation of peace 
and the promotion of culture in manchuria as prepara
tions for an attack against the Soviet Union. The 
prosecutor charged ARAKI as one of the alleged con
spirators who planned such an act.

His allegation is based upon the aforemen
tioned evidence of insufficient probative value; and 
in addition he made an abstract statement.

234. Attention of the Court is called to
the fact that the- military facilities Japan requested
tianchukuo to construct within her territories were

1
limited strictly to those of a defensive nature.

235. Soviet-Japanese negotiations were con
ducted on friendly terms during the Manchurian Inci
dent as well as on the occasions of suppressing un
lawful elements in Kolumbuir and Northern üanchuria, 
while ARAiCI held the Army Ministership, That friendly 
relations existed between the two countries, neither 
of the two constituting menace to the other, is tes
tified to in the evidence of the witnesses ENDO and

1. Tr. 2929. Ex, 2 3 3 ________________________
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TAKEDA, as well as in ARAKI's affidavit.
236. The contention by the Soviet prose

cutor that on the occasion of the sale of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway to Japan, she purchased the line 
cheap by repeatedly interfering with the operation 
of the line, and subjecting railroad employees to 
threats, appears to be nothing but a pretext thought 
up at this late date.

It is carrying the imagination too far to 
say that after the uanchurian Incident Japan especi
ally incited the Chinese to do that.

In Chapter II of the Lytton Report, under 
Item 3, "Relations with Russia," there appear the 
following accounts relating to clash of interests

1
between Chang Tso-Iin’s regime and the Soviet Union.

I
I quote: “After the adherence of itanchuria

to the Nanking Government, nationalist spirit in
creased in strength, and the efforts of the USSR to 
maintain predominating control over the railway v;ere, 
more than ever before, resented ... and many import
ant Soviet organizations and enterprises were forcibly 
closed down ... many Soviet citizens were arrested, 
and some were deported."
1. P. ,66

■ \
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I shall omit the next four paragraphs.
V, Defense Against Bolshevization.
238. (l) As has already been s tated, ARAXff 

had no concern about communistic theories being put 
into practice within the Soviet Union. As a Japan
ese national, he was unable to accept the Third
Internationale's policy of Bolshevizing the world,

1
and v/as always on guard against it,

239. He was extremely worried about the 
two attempts at high treason by communists, at 
Toranomon in 1922 and Sakuradamon in 1932» and 
started to keep watch over communistic activities in 
Japan, lest it should endangc-r Japan's national 
polity.

The- ICokuhonsha in question was first estab
lished during this period and for the very reason 

2
aforementioned.

240, "The Basic Plan for Emergency measures" 
which ARAKI submitted to Premier SAITO when he re
signed as the ¥»'ar minister, proves this point.
ARAICI advocated in this plan that rightist and left
ist political offenders should equally be granted 
amnesty, thereby popular sentiment should be changed

1. -Sx;-3J.61, Tr. 28,173
2. Ex. 3161, Tr. 28,172
3. Ex. 3166. Tr. 28,451_______________________________
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I shall omit the next four paragraphs.
V, Defense Against Bolshevization.
238. (l) As has already been stated, ARA&f

had no concern about communistic theories being put 
into practice within the Soviet Union. As a Japan
ese national, he was unable to accept the Third
Internationale's policy of Bolshevizing the world,

1
and was always on guard against it.

239» He was extremely worried about the 
two attempts at high treason by communists, at 
Toranomon in 1922 and Sakuradamon in 1932» and 
started to keep watch over communistic activities in 
Japan, lest it should endanger Japan's national 
polity.

The Kokuhonsha in question was first estab
lished during this period and for the very reason 

2
aforementioned.

240. "The Basic Plan for Emergency measures" 
which ARAKI submitted to Premier SAITO when he re
signed as the War minister, proves this point.
ARAIwI advocated in this plan that rightist and left
ist political offenders should equally be granted 
amnesty, thereby popular sentiment should be changed

1. -Exi 33.61, Tr. 28,173
2. Ex. 3161, Tr. 28,172
3. Ex. 3166, Tr. 28,451_______________________________
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completely.
Vie submit that this fact proves that unlike

old-fashioned, rightistic ultra-nationalists, ARAKI
is broadminded, and can be in accord v/ith anybody
in the world, in accordance with the Imperial wishes

\
for putting into practice the principle of universal 
brotherhood. Even thoughARAKI did not accept the com
munistic theory of bringing pressure upon human 
rights and huapn freedom, he maintained no idea to 
interfere with communism.

I shall omit paragraph 241.
\

245» Army appropriations during the period
when ARAKI was the Var minister (1932-1933) were
approximately 170,000,000 yen annually, exclusive of
the expenditures covering the Incident. The amount
was little more than the appropriations during a
normal year, ^t is noted that the expenditures 

/
covering the i-ianchurian Incident were approximately

JL
150,000,000 yen for each of the two years.

Though, under the provisions of the Japan- 

itfanchukuo Protocol, Japan's obligations for national 
defense increased, with corresponding increase in the 
number of garrisons in Manchukuo, there was no material 
change in the size of the Japanese Army.

1. Tr. 28,193

•ù
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Japan and wanchukuo entered into the agree
ment of common defense; however, iianchukuo's mili
tary facilities were constructed for defensive 
purposes, and had no aggressive characteristics* It 
is customary for a newly established state with its 
aspirations for civilization to construct additional 
railway lines, to unify communication facilities, 
and to develop natural resources* Thia is also 
necessary for national defense purposes.

These considerations should suffice to dis
prove the prosecution's contention that Japan had 
planned to make Manchuria the base for her alleged 
aggression against the Soviet Union. The facilities 
actually established did not exceed the scope of 
the normal national defense and cultural requirements.

In view of the atmosphere then prevailing 
in the Soviet Union, it was expected her ideological 
propaganda directed toward îùanchukuo would precede 
an armed invasion, and precedence was given to the 
organization of precautionary ..easures against such 
propaganda. Even the number of the troops stationed 
in Manchuria at that time was not increased in any 
appreciative degree.

246. According to the ‘•Table of Growth of 
Strength of the Kwantung Army and the Japanese Army
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as a Whole," it is quite evident that the size of 
the Japanese Army and its equipuent during the tine 
of ARAKI's War ministership were extrenely insuffi
cient. So much so, that it was out of the question 
for Japan to attempt the invasion of either China or 
the Soviet Union. Moreover, the undersized Army was 
left in that state for several years. It was consid
erably later that the Army was expanded in any way 
at all.

Considering all the facts abovementioned, ve 

submit that the prosecution's charge concerning the 
Soviet Union is totally unfounded.

Chapter VII, ARAXI's retirement from politi
cal life.

247, After the resignation en bloc of the 
HIRANULiA Cabinet, ARAXI severed all connections with 
political life. However, as he was a cabinet coun
cillor in the ABE and YONAI Cabinets, although it
was a post in name only, some explanation is believed * 
necessary in this connection.

248. Cabinet Councillor in the AÖE Cabinet.
ARAXI and ABE we re classmates during their

military Academy days and were close friends. When 
ABL formed his cabinet and requested him (ARAKI) to 
1. Ex. 706, Tr. 7,531

5!! J !
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be a consultant for the purpose of settling the China 
Affair, ARAKI could not out of sheer obligation de
cline, Furthermore, as the system of cabinet coun
cillor y/as already substantially powerless and mere
ly an existence in name only, ARAKI consented,

249. After his assumption to the post of 
cabinet councillor, ARAKI not even once met the
prime minister in connection with the current situa- 

1
tion. As the ABE Cabinet resigned en bloc (16 Janu
ary 1940) only a month or so after ARAKI became 
cabinet councillor Cl December 1939) there was not 
even an opportunity afforded for a meeting between 
then,

I shall omit paragraph 250.
251. In the formation of his cabinet, 

Premier YONAI then reauested ARAKI to take the port
folio of Hone Affairs. When the YONAI Cabinet was '• / 

• * 
being formed, YONAI made an earnest appeal to General
ARAKI through ISHIWATA to take the office of Home
Minister, but he declined it on the grounds that he
could not render any service as the trends of the

2
times v/ere against him. Special attention is called 
to the words "he declined it on the grounds that he 
could not render any service as the currents of the 
1. Tr. 28,215 2, Tr. 28,508

I
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'tine v/oyG~agalast"hlu,**-for fron' this it becomes----
auitc clear that ARAKI held views contrary to the 
general trends and to those of the responsible 
leaders of that tine and was completely disassociated 
from the political circles and the military.

252. Thus it was that ARAKI was then re- 
ouested to accept a cabinet councillorship, as he 
had declined to become the Hone Minister. So as he 
had accepted this minor position in the ABE Cabinet, 
and considering that if he declined even to become a 
cabinet councillor, even though it would be in name 
only, such an attitude might not only impair their 
friendship, but might also possibly lower YONAI's 
prestige considerably in political circles, he 
(ARAKI) decided to accept. However, ARAKI only con
ceded to accept in so far as he was assured that his 
name alone would be sufficient, and as heretofore 
mentioned the cabinet councillors continued anV
inactive existence and ARAKI rarely attended any of 

1
their meetings.

Thus, as the foregoing will abundantly
c l a r i f y ,  ARa K I  d i d  n o t  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  a n y  w a y  i n  t h e

then current situations while cabinet councillor in\
either the ABE or the YONaI Cabinets.
1. Ex. 3161, -r. 28,217

2 5
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253» ARAKI declines cabinet councillorship 
in Second KONOYE Cabinet.

254, When Prince KONOYE undertook to organ
ize the Second KONOYE Cabinet he sent Chief Cabinet
Secretary TOiuITA to ARAKI to reauest the latter to

1
become a cabinet councillor. When thus approached 
ARAKI pointed out that Prince KONOYE had already 
decided on the establishment of the Imperial Rule 
Assistance Association as a domestic move and on the 
conclusion of the Tripartite Alliance as an inter
national move and, he, therefore, declined the 
offer saying that there was no way of his giving any 
assistance as a cabinet councillor since these two 
vitally important questions for Japan had already 
been decided upon.

255* Greatly taken aback by the report 
brought by Chief Cabinet Secretary TOMITA, Prince 
KONOYE personally called on ARAKl's residence and, 
although he explained that the Imperial Rule Assist
ance Association was to be an organization which 
banded together the powerless political parties and 
that the Tripartite Alliance was to be concluded in 
order to prevent American participation in war as 
there was every danger that such participation would 
1. Ex. 3172, Tr. 28,546
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lead to a world war, ARAKI replied that whatever may * 
be the Prince’s views the actual development of the 
situation would negate his ideals and drive Japan 
both domestically and internationally into fascism 
and advised with utmost candor that the Prince was

I
playing with fire that may lead to the utter de
struction of the country» Five houB of persuasive 
arguments proved fruitless and ARAKI refused to join 
the cabinet. Since that time the relations between 
the two, which had been intimate and friendly, were 
broken off.

256. The prosecution alleges that ARAKI
desired an attack on the United States and Great
Britain and has attempted to tie this up with the
Tripartite Alliance. V/e believe it is sufficient to
allude only to the above without referring to a large
amount of testimony (such as that of ARITA and
ISHIWaTA) to meet the prosecution's contention. The

2
SAIONJI-HARADA memoirs show that already from the 
midst of the Manchurian Incident ARAKI's attitude 
toward the United States, Great Britain and the 
other Powers has been that of cooperation and 
friendly intercourse.
1. Ex. 3172, Tr. 28,550
2. Ex. 3766 and 3767

4^,937
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Chapter VIII, Comments on the Prosecution's
Evidence,

ARAICI is well versed in the national liter
ature of Japan and the Chinese classics. Hence, be
cause his addresses and writings are profound in 
thought and full of flowery rhetoric, they are diffi
cult of full compréhension, in some cases by even the 
Japanese themselves.

I shall proceed to the first paragraph on 
the next page,

A serious case for the many fundamental mis
takes in the prosecution's interrogations of ARAKI 
is to be found in the prosecution's lack of prelim
inary understanding (at the time the interrogations 
were taken) of the current situation in the various 
periods concerning this defendant and in the lack 
of competence on the part of interpreters. The 
difficulty of understanding ARAKI's diction may be 
regarded as another reason why he could not make 
'inself sufficiently understood by them,

I shall now turn to page 291, paragraph 258,

258, Nov/, the prosecution, following its : 
usual practice, has picked up Just a few lines relat
ing to general situations and has used then as data 
upon which to base its charges for certain acts and _
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conspiracy. The prosecution overlooks ARaKI's main 

point on the enhancement of morality which has noth

ing to do with aggression or hegemony as can be 

clearly appreciated by a reading of entire texts.

26l. All excerpts taken by the prosecution
1

from "To All the People of Japan" are parts of a 

speech made by ARAKI when war was going on.

To talk on the question of morality in the 

midst of war is like pouring v/ater on burning ob

jects, and although the government authorities dis

approved, ARAKI adamantly continued to teach morality. 

On page 27 in Court exhibit 3164-A, ARAKI is quoted 

as saying:

"Needless to say, the Imperial Army's 

spirit lies in exalting Kodo (Way of the Imperial 

House) and spreading the national virtue. That is 

to say, every bullet must be charged with Kodo and 

the point of every bayonet must be infused with the 

national virtue. If there be anyone who opposes 

Kodo or the national virtue he should be given an 

Injection with this bullet and this bayonet,"

Prom this it is clear enough that he is 

speaking of the bayonet and the bullet of the Ir- 

perial Army in the moral sense. This is also a reply 

to Par. AA-84 of the prosecution's summation.

1. Ex. 3164—A
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I shall, nnlt the next, paragraph.

262, Presentation of excerpts as evidence 

does not provide data upon which to judge ARAiCI's 

true intentions.

«É
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When an excerpt is taken omitting the foregoing 

passage and the meaning of the extracted portion is 

not truly understood, then it offers every chance that 

it would be interpreted in an unfavorable light.

In the aforementioned exhibit 3164-A it is 

pointed out —  I skip nine lines —  the passage ex

pressing the fact that peaceful conditions were first 

and foremost was willfully left out. For this reason 

the excerpt, taken alone, gives rise to the apprehen

sion that the meaning of the main text may be taken as 

warlike.

However, a passage just prior to that quoted 

by the prosecution from page 84 of the same court ex

hibit was omitted. The omitted passage says,

•’The attitude of our country consistently 

and unchangingly lies in the independence of 

Manchuria for the sake of peace in the Far 

East and peace in the world."

Because of this omission, ARAKI’s true meaning is mis

understood to an extreme degree.

Although only a few examples have been cited 

above, the same can be said of nearly every piece of 

evidence presented by the prosecution. The prosecution, 

by presenting excerpts into evidence, has obscured the 

meaning of the entire text of documents. Although this
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is a disadvantage to all the defendants, AIiAKI espec

ially is placed at a serious disadvantage for the reas

ons hereinbefore set forth.

263, Evidence which has hO-Bellablllty.

The reliability of court exhibit No. 3164 

produced by the prosecution just referred to cannot 

be established. On 12 September 1947, AHAKI, during 

the course of his testimony, stated that this book 

was not written by him, but by a man named SHIBUI, 

a teacher of a normal school, that in editing the 

book SHIBUI showed a commercial interest and failed to 

carry out ARaK I ’s request that the source of talks and 

articles and their dates be clearly mentioned and that 

he had therefore reprimanded SHIBUI for having failed 

to carry out these instructions. He further stated,

"I should like to state further 

that inasmuch as I did not actually write 

the article by my own hand, some phraseology 

used is sharp.

"With regard to press articles and magazine 

articles, I think that for the purpose of sel

ling these publications for commercial purposes 

the state of affairs in the country were taken 

into consideration and, in parts, strong words 

______were used. But generally speaking, although______
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I have not glanced through and read the entire

book ('and therefore I do not know, I think')

the thoughts I had in mind were substantially 
1

reproduced."

To suddenly present to the defendant an 

edited' collection of potpourri made by scmoone else 

that does not give any sources or dates and to ask . 

him for an explanation; and, moreover, to ask him for 

an immediate reply after showing him only parts thereof 

in the manner pointed out in the previous section —  

this cannot be regarded as a practice which completely 

respects the rights of an accused.

Especially if one reads the preface^, one will 

note that SHIBUI states with respect to the circum

stances attending the editing of the book and its con

tents that the book is defective.
2

Prosecution exhibits Nos. 222 and 223 were 

offered in evidence as records of cabinet meetings.

As the originals show, they are documents typewritten 

on Foreign Office stationary and ore, of course, not 

records in the files of the cabinet. According to the 

testimony of Y0K0MI20, Mitsuteru, Chief of the General 

Affairs Section of the Cabinet at the time, records 

pertaining to cabinet meetings were made by the Cabinet 

1. T. 28,368
— Pros. Doc. No * 1415-B------------ ---------------------
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Secretariat. Furthermore, there is not a single sig

nature on this set of documents and there is nothing to 

show, presuming that the meetings took place, how many 

decisions were made, how the matters were handled, 

whether revisions were made, or who was present or 

what kind of arguments. Moreover, from the face of 

the documents it has no form as a document pertaining 

to a cabinet meeting and ARAKI did not identify it.

That such unreliable documents cannot have any authen

ticity is abundantly clear.

264. Prosecution's Interrogation of AhAKI.

The prosecution, prior to the issuance of the 

Indictment, interrogated the suspects and tendered in 

evidence the interrogatories then taken. With regard 

to AhAKI, they were presented as exhibit No. 187, end 

excerpts in exhibits Nos. 188-A, B, C, D and E, No, 229

and exhibits Nos. 2216 and 2222. However, as AhAKI/
stated in his affidavit, the interrogatories for the 

most part wore no more than notes taken by the prose

cutor; he was never asked to give an oath; there were 

no stenographic records taken; he wrs not shown what 

had been written nor was anything read to him; and he 

was not asked to sign anything. Not only were there 

many mistranslations due to the lack of competence on

1. T. 28,537______________

I
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the port of the interpreters, but there were many ob- 

vious errors of fact. The prosecution's grounds for 

offering this evidence ore probably based on Article 13 

(a) of the Charter, to-wit: "All purported admissions

or statements of the accused are admissible." However,
y

Article 13-C-(d) stipulates "An affidavit, deposition 

or other signed statement." In this case, it will in 

all probability be contended that reference is made to 

statements generally and that they are admissible in 

the case of the accused under 13-A whether the state

ment is on affidavit or not. However, we cannot accept 

this view, because all civilized nations are agreed that 

in criminal proceedings the rights of the accused should 

have the utmost protection. In every state in the 

United States the deposition of the accused is handled 

most carefully and when the accused himself is a wit

ness he is treated in the same manner as a third party.

In England, also, the rule is applied that a deposition 

unfavorable to the accused cannot be used as evidence 

if the accused so states end does not approve it. In 

Japan, too, the country of the accused, when a procès 

verbal or protocol is drawn up at the public procura

tor's off.’ je, a clerk of the court is made to attend 

as a witness and the document is read to or by the 

deponent who is then asked whether the contents are

■x
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correct or otherwise. When the deponent requests addi

tions, omissions or changes, they are so recorded in 

the document. It is stipulated that the deponent affix 

his signature and seal to the document. (Article 51 

of the Criminal Proceedings Lav/). Replies of this 

accused to the prosecution in his ov/n writing were 

not accepted and it is submitted that it cannot be 

called fair and just that an interrogatory not seen by 

nor read to him should be in evidence. Hc-nce, we can

not but interpret Article 13-A as naturally being 

restricted by Article 13-C (3) and that a deposition 

by the accused as in the case of third parties requires 

his signature. The prosecution should approve this 

view for in the prosecution's exhibit No. I98I-A (Ex

cerpt from TOJO, Hideki's interrogatory) it says! "The 

above replies were read to the deponent who confirmed 

that there were ,no errors." We say this because if 

the prosecution holds the view that such extra care 

is unnecessary it would not hove troubled itself to put 

in this superfluous statement.

Accordingly, v/e respectfully request the Tri

bunal's consideration of the points which we have set 

forth above,

I shall now proceed to 266 on page 300.\
266. Disregard of Evidence Relating to the
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Accusers Philosophy.

I shall omit the first paragraph.

The prosecution has pointed out that the ac-

:used had an aggressive philosophy end dared to carry

.t out. In the case of AKAKI the prosecution says

;hat he propagated, taught and incited aggressive

;hought. Since the accused's counsel insist that

KAKI never propagated, taught or incited aggressive

;hought and that what he explained was the Kodo philo-

ophy, it is necessary that the Kodo philosophy which

KAKI propounded be explored by the Tribunal. The

rosecution objected to a document tendered by the de-

ense stating that it was useless to prove that a theft

as not committed on Friday against a charge that a

heft was committed on Thursday. The President remarked

t this time that it is only natural for a skillful

onspirator to express nice opinions especially to N

ewspapermen and rejected interviews given by War Min-
1

ster ARAKI to newspapermen of a third country.

However, we contend that responsible statesmen

tand on consistent principles and do not advocate ag-/
ression on Thursday and give a speech contrary to that 

n Friday. As a matter of fact, the prosecution has 

ot supplied any convincing data about the crime which
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it claims was committed on Thursday,

I now shall proceed to page 305, last para

graph,

Nov/; if the Tribunal pleases, there follows 

immediately hereunder an explanation and refutation of 

a few of the salient points contained in the prosecu

tion’s summation, A complete refutation to the entire 

summation of the prosecutor is contained in Chapter 10 

of this summation.

In reply to Paragraph AA-2 of the prosecution’s 

summation wherein the prosecution assumes that simply 

because ARAKI held two important educational posts just 

prior to the invasion of Manchuria that he, therefore, 

must have known what the Japanese forces were doing in 

Manchuria, it is the contention of the defense that 

this assumption simply does not follow. It is purely 

a speculation on the part of the prosecution. There is 

not a scintilla of evidence to prove this fact, and, 

because of the lack of this proof we further contend 

that the Court must accept ARa KI’s direct statement to 

the contrary, to-v/it: that he first learned of the

outbreak of the incident from newspapers.

V/o further contend that neither does it follow 

that ARAKI by accepting the post of War Minister

1. Ex, 3161, T, 28,126



accepted the responsibility for the invasion of Man- i

churia, and as the incident had already been in progress 

three months before ARAKI assumed the post of War Min

ister, the Court might well conclude that ARAKI as a 

patriot accepted this post for the purpose of putting 

an end to it as expeditiously as possible. We invite 

the Court's attention to the affidavit of MASAKI whereinI
he quoted ARAKI as stating:

"As there is every danger that it
i
I

will develop into a regular war we must j

leave no stone unturned in immediate saving !
1

of this complicated situation."

Replying to Paragraph AA-4, the prosecution

seems to contend that ARAKI as an important member of

the KOKUHONSHA conspired together with the accused

HIRANUMA, KOISO, and others in regards to political 
2

maneuvers.

In regard to this matter, we believe that it 

will be sufficient to understand the fact, as ARAKI
3

himself has testified, that the KOKUHONSHA was created 

for the purpose of preventing terroristic actions against 

the Emperor by members of the Communist party; the War 

Minister at that time, General UGa KI, and the Chief of

1. T. 28,457 !
2. Exs. 3753 and 3754. HARADA-SAIONJI Memoirs |
3. T. 28,332, line 18, to 28,333, line 12 1
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1
the Naval General Staff, Vice Admiral Sa ITO, were both 

directors of the KOKUHONSHA. Senior officers of the 

army and navy in active service, judicial officers, 

and civil governors, were secretaries, and in the lower 

stratum there were many laborers and even women members. 

The fact that army and navy heads were openly secre

taries and that the War and Navy Ministers permitted it, 

is in itself, sufficient proof that it v/as not a polit

ical organization.

During the later period, i.e. after 1929 when

aRa KI was appointed Divisional Commander and left the
1

capital (curriculum vitae) he had in reality no con

nection with the KOKUHONSHA, Thus it is clear that 

the prosecution's argument has no foundation. This 

organization disbanded in 1934.
2

The entries in the HARaDA Diary tendered by 

the prosecution merely contain slanderous gossip against 

HIRANUMA arising from individual sentiments. aRAKI's 

relation to HIRaNUMa was not that of a follower. This 

becomes evident when the situation at the time of the 

HIRaNUMa Cabinet is viewed. It has been proved that 

even at such a critical period HIRANUMA never confided 

in nor discussed matters with ARAKI personally,

1. Ex. No. 103, T. 688
2. Ex. No. 3753, T. 37,492; Ex. No. 3754, T. 37,56025
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With reference to Paragraph AA-5, it is dif
ficult for us to understand the prosecution's allega
tion that AluiKI must have known about the outbreak of 
the Manchurian Incident which occurred in September 
1 9 3 1 because of an inference by the prosecutor that he 
approved of an attempted conspiracy to overthrow the 
cabinet in October, one month later. This again can
not follow, and the prosecution once more defeats its 
own contention when it specifically refers to the evi
dence that Aït/.KI was the one who thwarted this con
spiracy.

IifiSHILIOTO revealed his plans to ARäKI who, 
because he was a man of character was to be, i.e., the 
plan was to make him Prime Minister. Now is it logical 
to assume that if ÀRnKI had any sympathy with this 
plot that he would immediately berate and reprove the 
instigators and then in addition inform the War Min
ister so that appropriate action could be token, and
which was taken when the conspirators were taken into

1custody under arrest? As the prosecution contends that 
the overthrow of the then prevailing cabinet was for 
the purpose of supplanting it by one with stronger 
policies concerning the Manchurian affair, it con be 
logically assumed that ARhKI by his actions condoned 
1. Ex. 2424, T. 19,667 ___I

t »V . ; ■ •••• , > -  -
• -NV.fj
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the more temperate policy of the WAK/.TSUKI Cabinet 

and harbored no aggressive attitude toward the Man

churian Incident,

Replying to AA-6, the prosecution again at

tempts to convince this Tribunal by speculation rather 

proof that ARAKI must have been aware by this time of 

the agitation for the extension of the Manchurian Inci

dent. "Must have been aware" - where is the proof? 

Furthermore, where is the crime in the mere acceptance 

of a War Minister post?

The prosecution continues to endeavor to create 

inferences by innuendo in this same paragraph by stat

ing that aRAKI was appointed to this post in a manner

contrary to customary procedure. «RaKI himself not
1

only denied this but we invite the Court's attention 

to the testimony of MINaMI when cn re-direct examina

tion he stated that as outgoing Minister of War he
2

recommended his successor aRhKI.

Continuing to prosecution's Paragraph AA-7 

and referring back to the language used in reply to 

Aii-6, that the prosecution was attempting to sway 

this Tribunal by inferences, by innuendo, such as, 

ivRh KI was appointed War Minister because he, of all 

people, could control the young officers, the

1. Ex. 3161, T. 28,127
— T< go; 101----------- ------------  —  ~  - ---
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prosecution has again defeated its own conclusion when 

they attempt to prove another point by contradicting 

themselves by another reference to the record that 

could not control the young officers.

The prosecution states that INUKAl's reason 

for appointing iJtiJCI War Minister was because he be

lieved iJinKI could control the young officers and there

fore there would be "no gulf between him (INUKal) and 

the young officers," Now I point out to this Tribunal 

the testimony of young INUKAI himself (the son of the 

Premier) where on cross-examination he v/as asked the 

following questions "If you know what kind of a 

feeling Premier INUKAI entertained toward General iJuJCI, 

I would like to know," Kis reply to this question was! 

"Frankly speaking he didn't seem to have 

been thinking that General „KAKI, the then 

War Minister, v/as a man who was able to control

all the younger officers who were in favor of
2

spreading incidents in Manchuria,"

In view of this, your Honors, it is our con

tention that the conclusion drown by the prosecution is 

completely erroneous. Now again, it is pointed cut to 

this Tribunal the lengths to v/hich the prosecution will 

go in their endeavor to justify these charges against

1. T. 1,488-9; 1,541
2. T. 1,488------------  ----- -------  --------
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the accused ARa KÏ, when In this paragraph of their sum

mation they refer to the First Shanghai Incident as 

the "China Incident." It is further pointed out to 

this Court that itRüKI was the only person responsible 

for the complete withdrawal of all Japanese troops from

Shanghai despite severe criticism at home and contempt 
1

abroad. The sole reason for this withdrawal was for

the interests cf peace as stated by üRa KI in the 6lst
2

Session of the Diet in March 1932.
10
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. Ex. 3161, T. 28,141 

. Ex. 3-167, T. 28,436
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In Paragraph AA-8 concerning the Army Budget, 
the prosecution states that ARAKI opposed the reduc
tion of same.

Well, if your Honors please, it is a matter

of common knowledge that all branches of a government\
at the end of a fiscal year endeavor to at least ob

tain the same amount of money allotted for the previous 

year, if only for the purpose of keeping their particular 

department operating and I dare say in nine out of ten 

instances, an increase is asked for. It is also a 

matter of common knowledge that a government is always 

desirous of cutting down expenses and in most instances 

this requested increase on the port of a department 

chief is made with the optimistic hope that he might 

receive the same amount as the previous year's 

allotment.
However, here the prosecution states that 

ARAKI stated that doubling the budget would have been 

a reasonable request. Of course, your Honors must 

take into consideration that HARADA said this and it
hi

is entirely the prerogative of the Tribunal to either

accept the veracity of ARAKI's statement which your

Honors have heard from ARAKI himself who took the
1

witness stand here , or that of HARALA whose statements 

(1. Ex. 3 1 6 1 Tr. .28,193)___ ____ __________________________
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in our contention have been completelydiscredited.

Replying to prosecution's paragraph AA-9

wherein it is stated that trocps were also sent to

Chinchow at the end of Leceraher, 1941, to relieve
2

Japanese nationals and that MINAMI stated that the

occupation of Chinchow took plare while he was absent

in Manchuria and on his return he, MINAMI, stated to

ARAKI that this act was contrary to policies

decided upon during his, MINAMI's, administration,

it is respectfully called to the attention of the

Tribunal that the defense unon redirect examination 
»

of MINAMI endeavored to show that conditions in 

Chinchow underwent a drastic change over a very
3-

short period cf time end that when it was stated to

the Court, the defense should like to clear this matter
4

up, the President stated: "Wheter ARAKI's silence

gave consent is something we can’t take into con

sideration at all." Consequently, in view of this 

statement by the President, it v/as decided by the 

defense that there was no issue to meet. The 

prosecution in paragraph AA-10 referring to the 

occupation of the four provinqes states that even 

though ARAKI complained about the interpretation of

(1. Tr. 37,466 - 37,531
2. Ex. 31ol, Tr. 2d,193
3. Tr. 20,101
4. Tr. T0,102) . ~ ----- --------
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his remarks when he was interrogated in Sugamo that 

it made no difference whether ARAKI said "to restore 

law and order in or 'occupation’", for the prosecution 

stated that it was difficult to see how law and order 

co'. Id be restored in the four provinces without 

occupying them. It is our contention that this 

conclusion does not follow either. It should Ve 

noted that in the preceding paragraph AA-9, the 

prosecution refers to the restoration of law and 

order in Harbin and it should be further noted that 

law and order was restored there without Japanese 

troops even entering the city but merely approching 

the outskirts of same and remaining there for such 

period of time as was necessary for the aforementioned 

restoration.

Part IX Re Rebuttal Evidence.

268. Exhibit No. 3754-A, Prosecution Docu- 
1

ment No. 3150-ZA .

The document is introduced, according to the

prosecutor, because ARAKI denied the following facts.
2

(1) He was on intimate terms with HARADA.

(2) The Kokyhon-sha was a political organ-
2

ization.

(1. Tr. 37,560
2. Tr. 28,331
3. Tr..-28,332)___________________ ___________
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1
(3) ARAKI was an admirer of HIRANüWA.

Re No. 1, in examining Prosecutor Comyns Carr's 

cross-examination of Witness ARAKI, we find this 

statement: "Though HARADA was not specially on
2

intimate terms with me, he came to see me occasionally." 

He said that though they were not specially intimate 

they met occasionally. This does not contradict 

HARADA's statement: "I am also intimate with him."

Because in the Japanese language KON-I (intimacy) is 

generally used with two meaningp: common intimacy and

special, deep intimacy. Moreover, in the same docu

ment, ARAKI5s first name was misrepresented. This 

shows that Both of them were not really intimate.

Re No. 2. Regarding the Kokuhonsha, ARAKI

replied:

"The Kokuhon-sha was not a political 

organization. . . the object of the organiza

tion was that a similar incident like that of 

NAMBA, Daisuke should not be allowed to occur 

again and that in order to prevent such an 

incident it should be known to the nation that 

the Emperor had in mind the welfare of the 

nation . . .  I had not so much connection

( 1 .  T r .  2 8 ,3 3 2
2 .  T r .  2 8 ,3 3 1 )

25
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with it, and I think perhaps it broke up 

after issuing only a magazine."

And that document never says that the Kokuhon-Sha
* •*

had any political implication. On the contrary, IRAKI’S

testimony shows that it was not e political organiza- 
1

tion. The Kokuhon-Sha aimed at a purely spiritual 

movement, and not a political one. We believe this 

is proved by the fact that Minister of War UGAKI and 

General MAZAKI who were in active service were appointed 

directors of the Kokuhon-Sha together with Admirals 

KATO, SUTTSUGTT and OSÜMI who were also on the active 

list, despite the regulations of the Japanese Army 

end Navy which prohibited any soldier or sailor on
2

active lists to participate in a political movement.

In December, 1920, when the Kokuhon-Sha was

founded es is describ ed in Exhibit No. 164, ARAKI v/as

not in Tokyo, but in Kyushu as Regimental Commander

of Kumamoto. It was in 1924 (as is stated in Part 1

of "Principle Actions" in exhibit No. 164) that

ARAKI Joined the Kokuhon-Sha. On July 16, 1933«, es

is stated in the last paragraph of "Principle Actions"

(this date coincides with that in HARADA’s Memoir -

exhibit No. 3754), ARAKI was in Kyushu as the 6th

(1 . T r. 28,332
2. 1 x . 164, T r. 1,636)
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1
Division Commander end not in Tokyo.

Re Mo. 3. ARAKI replied to the question as 

to whether or not he was an admirer of HIRANUMA as 

follows:

"I cannot understand the intension of

the question. I respected him as ray senior

who had a very sound view regarding ideas."

This clearly shows that ARAKI respected him in some

sense. Accordingly, the prosecutor tried, from his

misconception, to infer the falsehood of ARAKI's

alleged negative statement by that document. Needless

to refute,it is self-evident that the prosecutor's

assertion is meaningless.

269. Concerning exhibit No. 3762A , Prosecutor

Comyns Carr stated that following reason for the

presentation of this document. He intends to disprove

ARAKI's statement that at the cabinet conference o f ’

March 11, 1932, there was no decision to postpone the

recognition of Menchukuo as it would be a breach of
4

the Nine Powers Treaty. But in the transcript of 

Prosecutor Comyns Carr's cross-examination on 

September 12, 1947, of Witness ARAKI, he says:

(1. Ex. 103
2. Tr. 28,332
3. Tr. 37,598
4. Tr. 28,355) •

■S*. •> »
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"I am not sure whether or not it was

on the 11th day that the cabinet conference

was held, but I remember what you said. I
1

think such a policy was taken."

Therefore, unlike the prosecutors assertion, he did 

not deny the cabinet decision. Accordingly this 

document is favorable to the accused in the follow

ing points:

(1) That the government assumed orud-nt 

attitude by postponing the recognition in view of 

the international relations.

(2) An agreement was not reached even about

the following issues: If Chang Hsueh-liang's Army

attacked the new state, what should the Japanese 

Army do? and whether or not it might be better for 

Japan to assume the same attitude as that taken by 

her at the time of the Fengtien-Chili War (A Chinese 

civil war).

This strongly proves that Japan never planned 

to make Manchukuo a puppet by recognizing and guiding 

that country'.
2

270. Re Exhibit No. 3765 , the prosecutor
3

presented this document as rebuttal against ARAKI's

(1 . T r. 28,356
2. T r. 37,609

25
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testimony that he never talked with Prince KOKOYF in

1932 regarding China's direct proposal for peace

negotiations. But in that day's transcript Witness

ARAKI says, not "I never talked with him about it,"
1

but "I don't remember it well."

Though this document is portly obscure, it 

touches on ARAKI's thought. Therefore let us con
sider it to ARAKI's advantage, as ARAKI wented the 

problem solved not through Japan-Chinese direct 

negotiations, but through the League of Nations. He 

didn't went Japan to wage war against the whole world, 

but that as this question was already under discussion 

in the League, Japan and China should not try to settle 

it personally, but it should be seltled openly by the 

League after having heard Japan's position on the 

Eastern situation. That Japan should not take such 

a half-measure as settling the issue through personal 

negotiations for fear Japan should become isolated 

from other nations. That was ARAKI's assertion. It 

was either KONOYL's or HARADA's misrepresentation to 

state that ARAKI wanted to wage war against the world» 

It was clear that ARAKI was not an advocate of 

international isolation by the fact that he advocated 

cooperation with England and America and other 

(1» Tr.- 28,366)------------------------------- -------------
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international friendliness, which will be shown in 

the discussion relating to the following exhibits,

No. 3766 and 3767.
1

271. Concerning exhibit No. 3766A , the

prosecutor presented this document as rebuttal against

ARAKI’s denial that he showed his national policies

to KONOYE and HARADA in November, 1932, and that
Finance Minister TAKAHASHI said that it would take

four or five years to fulfill and needed much 
2

expenditure-. The <transcript shows that when Prose

cutor Comyns Carr asked, "Did you show your olan 

regarding national policies, first to Prince KONOYE 

and then to Baron HARADA in November, 1932?" V/itness

ARAKI replied not in the negative, but, "I don’t
3

remember it well,"

Though this document states that ARAKI met 

KONOYE on the morning of October 30, it does not 

say that they met in November. The prosecution 

cross-examined ARAKI by disregarding the date or 

deliberately distorting it because of ARAKI's con

fusion of memory. Therefore ARAKI replied that 

he did not remember, os he confused it with his Sugges

tion of National Emergency Policies made in the summer

(1. IPS Doc. No. 3150-60A-61B, Tr. 37,612
2. Tr. 37,612
3 . Tr. 28,391) ___________________ _______
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1
Wednesday, 31 March 1948
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INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court Hous,e of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan
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s The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,

9 at 0930.
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Appearances:
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting.
For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 

For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 

to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

except UMEZU and SHIRATORI who are represented by 

counsel. The Sugamo prison surgeon certifies that 

they are ill and unable to attend the trial today.

The certificates will be recorded and filed.

Mr. McManus.

MR. McMANUS: With your Honor's permission,
I shall resume at page 322, paragraph 272.

, 1272. Re Exhibit No. 3767-A, we contend 

that it works to the advantage of the accused ARAKI 

because:
(1) ARAKI intended to be amicable with 

Britain, the United States and other nations.

(2) That even in the midst of the Manchurian 

Incident he intended to hold a peace conference by 

inviting Britain, the United States, France, Soviet 

Union, China and any other nations that were interested 

in the East for the purpose of preventing Bolshevism 

and settling the Manchuria issues in a peaceful manner.

(3) That he asserted that Japan's foreign
t

policy should be based on Japan-Amerlean amicability 

and that the same policy should be maintained with

1. IPS Document No. 3150-61-A, T. 37,612
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(4) That Japan's armaments should be

equipped for national defence so that Japan might not

be despised or threatened by other Powers, this being

merely a preparation to avert a provocative war.
1

273. Re Exhibit No. 3768-A, the prosecution
\

presented this document as rebuttal against ARAKI's
2

denial of the following. ARAKI is alleged to have 

said to HARADA when the latter came to see him on 

December 6, 1932, as follows:
(1) If the Japanese armed forces remained 

as they were in Jehol, a similar disaster as that of 

Nicholievsk v/ould have broken out,

(2) It should be settled with one stroke 

by despatching a large number of troops there as in 

the Shanghai Incident.

(3) At first the army did intend to despatch i 

troops to Shanghai.
(4) The Foreign Office did not recognize 

that the army settled the Shanghai Incident in a 

hurry.
Now in the transcript, Witness ARAKI says:

"As I have said now Mr, HARADA came unexpectedly 

and after hearing my chats would return home. Therefore

1 . T. 37,618.
2. T, 28,346.

25



it is difficult to state here when I met him and v/hat

I told him unless it was on some special occasion...."

"As I have repeated now, I cannot now

answer for sure regarding what I told Mr. HARADA. As

I do not remember v/hat I told or said to him, I cannot 
2

answer."

Therefore, ARAKI did not deny the prosecutor's 
statement as to his interview and the contents of his 

talk with HARADA, but stated that he did not remember 

particular circumstances.
3

274. Re Exhibit No. 37&9-A, the prosecutor 

presented this document as rebuttal against ARAKI's 

denial of the following facts:

(1) That he opposed the conclusion of the 

Non-Aggression Pact.

(2) That Finance Minister TAKAHASHI said 

that the Army and gendarmes controlled the public 

opinion and the press by threatening them.

But the following facts will be found by 

reading the Transcript:

Regarding problem (1) opposition to the Non- 
Aggression Pact, all the cabinet members unanimously 
agreed that it was necessary first to settle all the

1. T. 28,348
2. T. 28,349
3. IPS Document No. 3150-66A. T. 37,630.

1
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problems that were pending between Japan and the

Soviet Union. After that a Non-Aggression Pact

should be concluded with sincerity and in accordance

with the true spirit of the pact, for as an alternative
1

a serious situation might develop.

Accordingly it was not an opposition.

Indeed the Japanese Government v/ished, as it agreed 

to the intention of the pact, to have more fundamental 

problems considered in that connection. But it did 

not develop to be a formal proposal. First ARAKI stated 

he did not remember and then he denied that it was 

discussed in a cabinet meeting. It is our contention 

that this denial can readily be understood if one 

takes into consideration his first statements that he 

did not remember and that as the matter never developed 

into a formal proposal it is quite conceivable that 

ARAKI could well have believed that no such situation 

ever occurred.
Concerning the second part of this document, 

that the press was controlled by the army when ARAKI 

was War Minister, we merely call the attention of the 

Tribunal to the very next document introduced by the 

prosecution wherein it relates to a verbal chastizement

1 .
2.

T. 28,395
Ex. No. 6770-A
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of ARAKI by some members of the cabinet because ARAKI

nor the army could control the press. These documents
1

directly contradict each other,
2

275. Re Exhibit No. 3770-A, the prosecutor 

presented this document as rebuttal against ARAKI's 

denial of the following fact.
At a cabinet conference on February 1, 1933» 

some member of the cabinet said that the army was 

instigating the press by advocating Japan1s withdrawal 

from the League of Nations and asked why the Minister 

of War did not suppress it. In the transcript 

prosecutor Comyns Carr asks, "Didn't any member of the 
cabinet complain at a cabinet conference on February 

1» 1933» that the army was instigating the nation 

through the press to pave the way for withdrawal from 

the League?" Witness ARAKI replied, "I don't know." 

When the prosecutor asks, "Do you mean that you did 

not instigate but that the newspaper published articles 

of its own free will?", ARAKI replies, "Yes, I do,"

When the prosecutor asks further, "Y/hy did you not 

make the press stop it?", he replied, "The press
3was not all under our jurisdiction.

276. Re Ex. No. 3771-A which the prosecutor 

1» T. 37,630 to 37,634.
2. T. 37,633 -2fl,3?64. I. 37,635

•. \ ;
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offers in rebuttal to ARAKI's denial that the cabinet
decided in 1933 to avoid further trouble with the

League of Nations, to describe the campaign in Jehol

as against bandits and not Chinese regular troops,

ARAKI contends that if the latter half of this document

is read in view of his answer, it is clear that the v

cabinet decided in the conference that the Japanese

forces should operate to keep peace and order in

Manchukuo as an obligation of joint defence stipulated

in the Japan-Manchukuo Protocol, but that precautions

should be taken for the Japanese forces not to march

over the Great Wall to the south crossing Jehol. In

this respect ARAKI’s testimony does not conflict
with this document. This is clarified by Witness MAZAKI,

2
277. Re- Exhibit No. 3772-A, this document 

says that the Minister of ¥/ar together with Foreign 

Minister UCHIDA, urged immediate withdrawal from the 

League of Nations at the cabinet conference held on 

December 15, 1933, Lut that many other members of the 

cabinet did not agree with them.

But this is HARADA's irresponsible misrepre

sentation, for,

(1) HARADA could not have known the details

1 . Ex. No. 3168, T. 28,460
2. T. 37,636
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of the cabinet conference, ns^he wns not a cabinet 
member. He must have hcnrd it from someone.

(2) This document does not even s a y  from 

whom HARADA received his information.
1

And (3), Part 13 of ARAKI’s Affidavit 

clearly shows that ARAKI wns fundamentally opposed 

to the withdrawal,
2

278. Re Exhibit No. 3775-A, we call your

Honors* attention to the meaningless purpose for which

Prosecutor Comyns Carr offers this document re ARAKI.
3

The prosecutor stated in his tender of the document,

"I now offer...in rebuttal of ARAKI*s 

refusal to confirm...that the Japanese Cabinet discussed 

the attitude of the United States and European 

countries towards trade matters."

"Refusal to confirm" What does this mean?
What does it prove?

4
The transcript clearly shows that ARAKI 

did not deny, as he said, "I do not remember well,"

How could he have confirmed what he did not remember wollt
I

Such an endeavor as this by the prosecution 

to convince this court of an accused*s guilt by trying

1. Ex. No. 3161, T. 28,170
2. T. 37,649
3 . T. 37,647
4. Î. 28,391
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to create an erroneous inference must be hold against 

the prosecutor unless he succeeds in convincingly 

establishing that the accused deliberately lied. We 

contend he has not done so and therefore nil such 
similar endeavors and attempts must be disregarded 

and carefully scrutinized by this court.

Even though we contend that the entire 

document should be disregarded there are several other 

points concerning the contents of same, for the sake 

of prudence, we believe should be called to the 

Tribunal’s attention. On cross-examination ARAKI 

said, "I had a hot discussion with Mr. TAKAHASHI. It 

was on another question. But as it has some bearing 

on what you ask, shall I tell you about it?" Your 

Honor, the President, replied "You needn’t answer 

unless you are asked." The. matter then, we contend, 

was ended.

Another point concerning this document was 

the mistranslation and I quote the following from the 
record.

On page 37,731, the President said*

"The correction made this morning by Captain 

Kraft is on important one, in my judgment; but it does 

not help the defense, strangely enough, unless I 

1 . T. 28,391 •
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1
misinterpret the document..."

On page 37,732-3-4, the record continues*
"UR. McMANUS* Your Honor, insofar ns your 

Honor has referred to the correction made by Cnptain 
Kraft this morning, may I just ask your Honor, or at 
least point out to the Court that the sentence in 
Japanese concerning this particular sentence of Exhibit 
3775-A contains a double negative.

"THE PRESIDENT: It is a common form of
expression, grammatically correct. We do not misunderstan(

li it.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

"MR McMANUS: But because of this, your
Honor, I understand it is very difficult to translate, 
so consequently, I ask the Court, just for this one 
point, to hove it resubmitted to determine whether 
this is in the present tense or the future tense. In 
viev; of the few sentences before it, as it reads as 
corrected by the Language Section, your Honor can 
readily see that it does not make sense.

"THE PRESIDENT* If Captain Kraft cores to 
reply to you, Mr. McManus, he is at liberty to do so, 

"MR. McMANUS: Your Honor, all I request
is that it be resubmitted to determine whether this is 
in the present or future tense.

I

>
"THE PRESIDENT* Captain Kraft.
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"LANGUAGE ARBITER (Captain K m  ft) * Sir,
in regard to the tense of this expression, we discussed%
the matter quite at length and found in a previous 
sentence the time referred to was today, and for that 
reason we translated it to be in the present tense.
In the sentence itself it is difficult to determine 
what is meant. You have to take it from the context, 
the entire context.

"THE PRESIDENT* That is a feature of the 
Japanese language, I understand. It is not something 
new.

"1SR. McMANUS* Your Honor, the crux of the
entire discussion was whether or not there would'be

\
a crisis in 1935 or 1936 v/hich was sometime in the 

future. ,
"THE PRESIDENT* Put it in your summation."
If tie Tribunal pleases, we still contend 

that the correct translation of the lost sentence in 
this document should read "It cannot be said thpt 
there will not be a crisis." When it is changed in 
this way we submit that it is the attitude that a 
War Minister should assume and that the document then 
would have no probative value.

This further, is only one of many instances 
m3gt.rnngint.inns have occurred. To cite just one

■A- ..
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1
other glaring example we request the Tribunal to refer 

to page 37,661 of the record concerning exhibit No. 

3769-A when after it had been pointed out by the 

defense counsel that there had been many errors in 
the aforementioned document, the Language Arbiter 

made the following corrections (and I quote from the 

record).

"LANGUAGE ARBITER (Captain Kraft) 1 If the 

Tribunal please, the following language corrections 

are submitted:
"Reference Document No. 3150-66-A, exhibit 

No. 3769-A, Line 13: Insert 'and such circles* between

the words 'army* and 'fear*.
"Second paragraph, line 6, delete ‘army1 

and substitute * military* *

"Line 10, delete ’by the army on the reason* 

and substitute ’because*.
"Line 11, delete *army* and substitute 

* military*•
"Page 2, lines 2 and 3, delete 'mumbled 

that he would explain later or the like* and substitute 

’said, well later on or something like that'."

All these latter corrections, if the Court 

will please note occurred in one single document.

Now, as aforementioned, as your Honor advised
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me to call this to the Tribunal’s attention in

summation I am so doing ”'ith the sincere request that

your Honors will give same careful consideration.

For the last comment on this document, 3775-A,

it should be noted that Baron HARADA said this.
1

279. Exhibit No. 3775-B. The transcript
2

says that Witness ARAKI replied to Prosecutor Comyns 

Carr’s question as follows*
"After the five ministers’ conference settled 

the issues regarding national defence and foreign 

affairs, it was probably issued by the B’oreign Office.

I cannot understand its details as it has been explained 

too simply. But I think it could be issued."

The prosecutor, however, presented this 

document as rebuttal against AR/KI’s denial. Therefore 
it is self-evident that it should be disregarded.
Moreover, it was proper, as it is stated in the 

document, that the government and the army should prevent, 
under the circumstances of the Incident, domestic 

disturbances caused by the Third International or 

the Fifth Column. Therefore this document is neither 

relevant nor important.
3

280. Re Exhibit No. 3777-*'» this document

4 5 ,9 7 8
1/

1. T. 37,649
2. T. 28,398
3. T. 37,665

- -
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only shov/s Premier OKADA’s supposition of ARAKI*s 

intention from the fact that First Division Commander 

YANAGAWA was constantly attending in the War Minister’s 

room. At that time (September 13 or so, 1934), ARAKI 

was not Minister of War, but General HAYASHI was War 

Minister, in whose room First Division Commander 
YANAGAWA was said to be attending. Apert from whether 

or not Premier OKADA considered Division Commander 

YANAGAWA’s behavior as an overthrov/ing movement of the' 

cabinet, General OKADA was well aware that ARAKI 

was not an advocate of the annexation of Manchuria.
For, when Counsel OKAMOTO cross-examined him while 

he was on the stand;
"In SAUNHARST’s affidavit such phrases 

often appear as ’the army's establishment of a puppet 

regime* or ’the Am y ' s  plans to occupy Manchukuo'• Do 

you really mean by the word 'army* some young officers 

and not, for instance, these accused here?"

Mr, OKADA replied:
1

"That is so."

ARAKI's affidavit says that he was opposed 

to the annexation of Korea as he ha.d no territorial 

ambition, maintaining that a nation which had its own 

racial history should not be annexed. Furthermore,

1. T. 1904
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HARADA*s Memoirs, "Justice Minister Tells", No. 97» 
proves th~t ARAKI was not an advocate of the 

annexation of Manchuria. It says:
"That the incident of Shimpeitai was a 

serious one. A considerable number of rioters was to 

be gathered. A concrete plan was also made by those 

in Osaka. They announced they would offer prayer to 

the Mciji Shrine. Many people would gather. While 

the attentive precautions were made by the police to 

the prayer-meeting, various quarters would be attacked. 

Their respective roles seem to have been decided.

When he was asked, ’Will you assassinate the War 

Minister?*, SUZUKI, Zen-ichi, replied, *0f course we 
will, because of ARAKI we cannot control Manchuria*."

Therefore ARAKI was not an advocate of the 

annexation. On the contrary, os he settled the 

Manchurian Incident in such a way as not to be annexed, 

the extreme rightists resented this and tried to kill
p
him.

281. Re Exhibit No. 3806, this document is 

concerned A7ith the closing period of the HIRANUMA 

Cabinet in August, 1939, when the attendant of Prince 
SAIONJI, a senior statesman, were maneuvering for a

1. T. 28,188
2. T. 37,841

••
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succeeding cabinet. According to the document HAKADA 

met ARAKI with a view to having ARAKI and KOISO 

as next cabinet members as it was KONOYE*s wishes.

But he found ARAKI1s view of KOISO W"s extremely 
unfavorable, it says. We contend the following two 

points in this evidence are to ARAKI’s advantage,

(1) He says, "Such a maneuver is extremely 
detrimental and contradictory with the time when Japan 

is going to establish a new order with morality". Thus 

he asserted that a maneuver was detrimental to Japan

in Kodo C the Imperial Way)•

(2) HARADA says, "ARAKI spoke, not well 

but extremely ill, of KOISO. And so I felt despaired 

of KOKOYE's intention that KOISO and ARAKI be in the 

same cabinet". This statement will overrule the 

prosecution’s testimony of the common conspiracy of 

ARAKI and KOISO supporting HIRANUMA as their head 

through the Kokuhon-Sha organization. Though ARAKI 

did not agree to be in the same political activities 

with KOISO, he denied that he spoke ill of KOISO.

ARAKI, who made it a rule never to speak ill of others, 
replied firmly in the negative v/hen Prosecutor Carr 

asked him about it without revealing the proposed 

cooperation of ARAKI and KOISO. It seems that either 

Mr, HARADA described such an event to endorse his own
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story or he told /R/.KI what he had heard fron others.

Nov/, if your Honors please, I hove here a 

list of all /iRAKI's evidence in refutation to every 

paragraph in the prosecution's summation, and I have 

listed all the evidence that v/e have put in in 

refutation to every charge by the prosecution in this 

particular paragraph, number 10. It contains nothing 

more than a reference to our documents, and I ask 
that it be included and accepted by the Tribunal 

as port of the transcript. Even though it might be 

only for reference I ask that it be considered part 

of our summation and I shell refrain from reading same.

THE PRESIDENT» It will be included in the 

transcript.
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(A portion of the summation, which 

was not read, is as follows:)

Refutation to the Prosecution Summation.

Chapter 10.
A A-2.

1. ARAKI was not conversant with the current 

state of affairs before he became War Minister.

A. Tr. 28,126, Ex. 3161 (outbreak of the 

Manchurian Incident was known tc hin by the newspapers.)

B. Tr. 2,062 (ARAKI had no connection with the 

central political circles.)

C. Summation chapters 18, 5*.

2. Chief of the General affairs Department of 

the Inspectorate General of Military Training was an 

advisory position to the chief of the office which had 

nothing to. do with military administration or operation

A. Tr. 518. * *

B. Tr. 28,125, Ex. 3161 (This was an advisory 

position to the Inspector General.)

C. Summation chapters 18, 54.

3. Chairman of the committee of the entrance 

examination of the Military Preparatory School was a 

position to be occupied by the Chief of the General 

Affairs Department of the Inspectorate General of 

Military Training.

L.i'
•C*

* .
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A. Tr. 28126, Ex. 3161.

B. S urne, t ion chapter 54.
4. ARAKI did not accept responsibility for the 

invasion by accepting the post of Minister of War. He 

became War Minister to terminate the Incident.

A. Tr. 28,457, Fx. 3167 (No stone had to be 

left unturned in immediate saving of the situation.)

B. Tr. 28,557, Ex. 3173 (ARAKI told me he 

should do his best to put an end to the armed fighting.)
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22

C. Summation chapters- 52-54.
I. Activities Before Appointment as War 

Minister, December, 1931*

AA-3.
1. Chairman of the Committee of the Entrance 

Examination of the Military Preparatory School was under 

jurisdiction of the Inspectorate General of Military 

Training, not under the War Ministry, and so the position 

had nothing to do with the military administration.

A. Tr. 28.126, Ex. 3161.

B. Summation chapter 54.
AA-4.

23
24

1. ARAKI was not concerned in establishment of 
Kokuhonsha.

A. Tr. 1,636, Ex. 164 (It was established in

December, 1920. ARAKI joined it in 1924. "Principle
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story or he told /RAKI what he had heard fron others.

Now, if your Honors please, I have here a 

list of all ARAKI's evidence in refutation to every 

paragraph in the prosecution's summation, and I have 

listed all the evidence that we have put in in 

refutation to every charge by the prosecution in this 

particular paragraph, number 10. It contains nothing 

more than a reference to our documents, and I ask 
that it be included and accepted by the Tribunal 

as pert of the transcript. Even though it might be 

only for reference I ask that it be considered part 

of our summation and I shall refrain from reading same.

THE PRESIDENTS It will be included in the 

transcript.
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î
(A portion of the- summation, which 

was not read, is as follows:)

Refutation tc the Prosecution Summation.

Chapter 10.

AA-2.

1. x'JU.KI was not conversant with the current 

state of affairs before ho becare War Minister.

A. Tr. 28,126, Ex. 3161 (outbreak of the 

Manchurian Incident was known tc hin by the newspapers.)

B. Tr. 2,062 (ARAKI had no connection with the 

central political circles.)

C. Summation chapters 18, 54.

2. Chief of the General affairs Department of 

the Inspectorate General of Military Training was an 

advisory position to the chief of the office which had !i
nothing tc do with military administration or operation!

A. Tr. 518. *

B. Tr. 28,125, Ex. 3l6l (This was an advisory 

position to the Inspector General.)

C. Surnation chapters 18, 54.

3. Chairman of the committee of the entrance 

examination of the Military Preparatory School was a 

position to be occupied by the Chief of the General 

Affairs Department of the Inspectorate General of

Military Training.



A. Tr. 28126, Ex. 3l6l.

B. Surmation chapter 54.

4. ARâ KI did not accept responsibility for the 

invasion by accepting the post of Minister of War. He 

became War Minister to terminate the Incident.

A. Tr. 28,457, Fx. 3167 (No stone had to be 

left unturned in immediate saving of the situation.)

B. Tr. 28,557, Ex. 3173 (ARAKI told me he 

should do his best to put an end to the armed fighting.)

C. Summation chapters- 52-54-,
I. Activities Before Appointment as War 

Minister, December, 1931*

Ai.-3.
1. Chairman of the Committee of the Entrance 

Examination of the Military Preparatory School was under 

jurisdiction of the Inspectorate General of Military 

Training, not under the War Ministry, and so the position 

had nothing to do with the military administration.

A. Tr. 28.126, Ex. 316I.

B. Summation chapter 54.

AA-4.

1. ARAKI was not concerned in establishment of 

Kokuhonsha.
A. Tr. 1 ,636, Ex. 164 (It was established in 

December, 1920, ARAKI .-joined it in 1924. "Principle
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activities" ir Ex. 164.)

2 B. Tr. 688, Ex. 103 (ARAKI was in Kyushu as

3 Commander 23rd Regiment.)

4 C. • £ urination chapter 268.

5 2. Kokuhonsha had no political significance. 

•6 It was to promote the spiritual culture of the ceople.
7
8 
9
10
11
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A. Tr. 28,332-28,333.
B. Tr. 1,636, Ex. 164 (Page 3 of this exhibit 

is a list of principle members of Kckuhonsha, which in

cludes several Generals and Admirals. If it were a 

political organization, those people would not have 

joined it.)

C. Summation chapter 268. 4

3. On or about July l6, 1931,tthe date of 

entry cf HARADA Memoir, ARAKI was not in Tokyo. He was 

Divisional Commandor in Kumamoto.

A. Tr. 1 ,636, Ex. 164 (principle activities)

B. Tr. 37,567, Ex. 3754-B.

C. Tr. 683, Ex. 103.

D. Summation chapter 268.

AA-5.
1. ARAKI says he did not know the outbreak of 

the Manchurian Incident other than by the newspaper 

reports.

A Tr. 28,126, Ex. 3l6l.
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2. ARAKI waS scheduled to be the head of the 

intended cabinet at the October Incident net because of 

his position, but because of his unimpeachable character.

A. Tr. 19,667, Ex. 2424.

B. Tr. 28,795, Tr. 3,195.
C. Tr. 2,062.
3 . ARAKI’s crushing of the October Incident 

shows that he was not a member of the conspiracy.

A. Tr. 15,586, Ex. 2177-A (ARAKI was not 

involved in thé Incident.)
, B. Tr. 19,667, Ex. 2424.

C. Tr. 28,125, Ex. 3161.
D. Summation chapters 5, 14-35.

II. Activities as War Minister in Relation to 

Manchurian Incident.

AA—6.
. 1. Circumstances surrounding his appointment

were not different from others.

A. * Tr. 28,127, Ex. 316I.

B. Tr. 20,101.

C. Summation Chapter 51.

2. If the Premier considered that there would 

be no gulf between the older and younger officers, it 

must have been one of the motive powers, not the sole 

cause, of having led him to the decision.____________
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*

A. Tr. 1,551 (ARAKI did know of the feeling)
B. Tr. 28,127, Ex. 3161.

AA-7 •
1. ARAKI endeavored to check the spreading of

the Incident.
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

A. Tr. 1,489.
B. Tr. 28,458, Ex. 3168.

C. ‘ Tr. 28,557, Ex. 3173.
2. ARAKI successfully controlled the young

officers.

A. Tr. 28,196, Ex. 3161 (During the tenure

of his office, there was not a single instance of un

lawful incident by army officers. Army officers did 

not participate in May 15 Incident.

B# Summation chapter 31.

3. INUKAI’s despatchnent of emissary to
Chir.ng Kai-shek was a private affair. Chaing Kai-shek

at that time was not the head of the government. In view 

of the existing state of affairs in Manchuria, it is in

conceivable that INUKAI should have intended having 

Imperial Command to withdraw the troops.

A. Tr. 28,148, Ex. 3l6l.

B. Tr. 28,461, Ex. 3166.

C. Summation chapter 31, 53.
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AA--8.

1. The army budgets in 1932 and 1933» ex-

eluding the budget for the Manchurian Incident, was not

nore than those of preceding years.

A. Tr. 28,193, Ex. 3161.
B. Tr. 7,531, Ex. 706 (Strength of army in

1932,)
C. Summation chapter 245, 246.

2. ARAKI kept close co-operation with the

Premier to deal with the Manchurian Incident.

A. Tr. 28,149, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 1,867 (Succeeding Ministers of Army

and Navy co -operated with the government.)

C. Tr. 28,462, Ex. 3168.

D. Tr. 19,570, Ex. 2418.

È. Summation chapter 57.

3. ARAKI's concession of a portion of the army

budget to the navy certainly in in conflict with HARADA‘s

statement that he requested a doubling of the army

budget.

A. Tr. 28,192, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 1,902.

C. Summation chapter 62.

4. It is highly inconceivable that ARAKI

— should have- Alsousspd n serious problem of the army
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budget with HARADA with when he was not uu intimate term? 

and who was certainly not a cabinet member.

A. Tr. 37,616, Ex. 3767-A.

B. Tr. 28,331.
C. Sunnrrticn chapter 272.

AA-9.
1. Harbin Expedition was to protect Japanese

nationals residing there.

Ex. 57 (p. 79, Lytton Report.)

Tr. 19,355, Ex. 2405.
Tr. 19,422, Fx. 2408.

Tr. 28,143, Ex. 3l6l.

Tr. 28,583, Fx. 3174.

Summation chapters 100,101,102.

Chinchovv Expedition was to restore law

Ex. 57 (Lytton Report, p. 77)

Tr. 19,352, Ex. 2405.

Tr. 19,420, Ex. 2408.*

Tr. 28,133, Ex. 3161.

Summation chapters 82, 83, 86, 87.

3 . The expedition was based on Japan's reservation 

at the Council of the League of Nations.

A. Ex. 57 (Lytton Report, p. 77)

• B. Summation chapter 88.

8
9

10

11

12 
” 13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21
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B.
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D.

E.

F. 
2.

and order.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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4. The expedition was not violating Japan's 

assurance tc the U. S. Government.

A. Tr. 2,246-2,247, Ex. 190 (Japanese 

citizens must he protected by Japanese treeps.)

B. Summation chapter 89.

5. Pacification of Chinchow had started before 

ARÂKI became War Minister.

A. Tr. 28,132, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 10,075» Eoc. 1104 (After December 11,«
1931» the movement towards Chinchcw was resumed.

C. Summation chapter 90, 154.

6. The prosecution distorted UINAKI’s testimony.

A. Tr. 19,921-2 (This occupation was neces

sitated by the state of the opposition.)

B. Tr. 19,923 (All he did was tc listen.)

C. Summation chapter 87.

AA-10.

1. There was not a plan for the occupation of the 

Four Eastern Provinces of Manchuria.

A. Tr. 28,131, Ex. 316I (This is a mistake 

caused by the interpretation.)

Tr. 28,225, Ex. 3161 (This allegation is 

entirely different from the fact.)
*

Tr. 28,304 (There were no plans tc occupy 

the Four Eastern Provinces.)
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2
3
4
5
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B. Tr.
C. Tr.
D. Tr.
E. Tr.
F. Tr.
G. Tr.

tho spreading.)

K. Tr. 28,439.

I. Tr. 28*581.

J. Summation Chapters 67-70.
2. The tern "Four Eastern Provinces" was first 

used in 1928.

A. Tr. 28,304 (You chose to occupy Jehrl as 
well, making four.)

B. Tr. 28,304 (That is net correct.)
C. Tr. 18,719, Ex. 57 (Administration of 

i'anchuria with the addition of Jehol.)

D. Summation chapter 70.

3. Restoration of law and order is different from 
occupation.

A. Tr. 28,130, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 28,302, 28,310.

4. Military operation was to execute self-defense,

A. Tr. 19,522.

B. Tr. 28,130, Ex. 3l6l.
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5. Kisunderstanding caused by incompetent inter

pretation.

A. Tr. 28,131, 28,225, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 2,781. (Kr. McJ’ar.us’ objection.)

6. Written answer by ARAKI at the Sugar.e Prisen 

to the prosecution’s interrogation should be considered 

a part of his interrogation record.

A. Tr. 28,223, Ex. 3l6l (As I felt uneasy of 

this situation, I suggested)

B. Tr. 2,219, -x. 188-C (Kr. Hydes said, "We 

will bring you a copy of the translation," a part of 

record of interrogation on February 11, 1946, which was 

rot re.ad.)

on the sheet of paper I gave to you"....first page of 

exhibit Nc. 187-E which was not read.)

7. The record of interrogation was not the one 

ARiiKI approved. It was not read fc r hin, his signature 

was not requested on it, and it was not made on oath, 

and, furthermore, the Japanese was net even stenographed

A. Tr. 28,221-2, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 14,576, Ex. 1981.

8. The nost obvious mistake in the record cf 

interrogcation.

i!I

C. Tr. 2,8.97, Ex. 229 ("All this is written

Tr. 28,225-7, Ex. 3161
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AA-11.

1. ARü KI's speech at the Privy Council meeting 

was his explanation against the rumors.

A. Tr. 28,580 (In the declaration of the 

Commander of the Kwantung Army.)

B. Tr. 28,582. (YOSHIZAWA's speech.)

Ill Moves Towards Manchukucan Independence

AA-12.

1. It was in January, 1932, that the central 

military authorities learned, by the report of Colonel 

ITAGAKI, the true state of affairs in Manchuria.

A. Tr. 28,144, rx. 3161.

B. Tr. 30,283, Tx. 3316.
2. ARAKI carried out personnel shifts tc pacify 

the excited element of the army. The shift of Colonel 

SHIGETO was also dene for the same purpose.

A. Tr. 28,196, 28,148, Ex. 3l6l.

B. Tr. 1,926 (SKIGEFUJI is same as SHIGETO.)

C. Tr. 1,465.

D. Summation chapters 63-66.

AA-1 3.
1. Independence of Manchuluo was a spontaneous 

action on the part of the Manchurian people.

A. Tr. 2811-2, Ex. 221.

________ B. Tr. 19.002.______________________________

!
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C\ Tr. 30,279, 36,283, Ex. 3316.
D. Tr. 19,264, Ex. 2043.

E. Tr. 22,132, Ex. 2584.

F. Tr. 28,582, Ex. 3174.

G. Tr. 503, Tx. 66.

H. Tr. 19,703, Ex. 2429.
I. Tr. 19,688, Ex. 2425.

J. Summation chapters 105,169.
2. ARAKI conveyed the report of Colonel ITAGAKI to 

Premier INUKAI.

A. Tr. 28,145, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 30279, Ex. 3316.
C. Tr. 19,002.
D. Summation chapter 106.

3. The government, after careful stud;'- cf the 

situation, decided to leave alone the question of inde

pendence for the sake of maintaining law and order.

A. Tr. 28,582, Ex. 3174.

B. Tr. 28,146, Ex. 3l6l.

C. Tr. 19,570.

AA-14.
1. ARAKI*s answer to the prosecution's interro

gation was misinterpreted. He meant "The North-Eastern 

Administratifn Committee was established in Manchuria 

by the Manchurian people to make preparation for

S i .  •

. . V  ■ !

-as
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independence." Prosecution admits in AA-16 that inde

pendence declaration was made on February 18th. Then, 

it is cur submission, it is chronologically wrong to 

assume that such appointment was done by the Cabinet in 

February or March. It is a question of common sense that 

such administrative body should not have been appointed 

by Tokyo.

A. Tr. 28,225-6, Ex. 3l6l.

B. Tr. 30,279, Ex. 3316.
C. Prosecution summation AA-16.

AA-15.
1. Prosecution, in an endeavor to shew the friction 

between the Premier and ARAKI, introduced evidence to 

allege the discussions between ARAKI and Finance Minister 

TAKAHASHI. No evidence was tendered to prove the former.

A. Tr. 37,632, Ex. 3769-A.

B. Tr. 37,633, Ex.' 3770-A.
2. TAKAHASHI, when ho spoke to ARAKI about Army, 

meant the young commissioned officers who were indignant 

over the current situations. ,He merely blamed the 

excess of actions on the part of the military police, 

acknowledging at the same tine that ARAKI did not mean 

to do it. He admired ARAKI’s spirit and requested that 

his spirit would influence the conduct of the military 

police.

\

/
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A. Tr. 37,632, Ex. 3769-A.

3 . ARAKI did not administer any pressure* upon the 

speeches and opinions.

A. Tr. 37,633, Ex. 3770.

B. Tr. 28,395, Ex. 3161.

C. Summation chapter 275.

IV. Establishment of Manchukuo Independence and Sub

sequent Economic and Military Moves.

ÂA-16.

1. It is quite natural that Japan discussed dip

lomatic matters with a nation which had declared inde

pendence. Moreover, the customs were within Japan’s 
leased territory and it had special relation with Japan. 

This was the reason why the cabinet hastily held its 

meeting.

A. Tr. 2,817, Ex. 222.

B. Summation chapter 173.

AA-17.
1. The government did not admit that it was a 

violation of the treaty. It tried to avoid misunder

standing.

A. Tr. 37,599, Ex. 3762.

B. Tr. 28,356-7, Ex. 3161.
2. Government cculd not dccied whether it should 

take the sane attitude as Japan took toward the
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1 Feng-Chili War. This itself will show that Japan had
2 rit a plan to establish Manchukuo. /3 A. Tr. 37,598, Ex. 3762-A.
4
5
6

B. Summation chapter 269.

3. Prosecution's evidence shews that the cabinet'

7 meeting was carried over tc Saturday, having reached no

8 decision over the matter. In the summation, the

9 prosecution cited this evidence as if the decision were

10 made.

11 A. Tr. 37,598-9, Ex. 3762. '

12 AA-18.
13 1. This is the question concerning the admini-
14 stration of the Kwantung Army, and it has nothing tc do
15 with the situation in Manchuria.
16 A. Tr. 2,836, Ex. 226.
17 , B. Summation chapter 1 77.
18 •

19
20

AA-19.
1. Support of the new state was necessary for the

21 sake of co-existence and co-prosperity.

22 A. Tr. 2,826, Ex. 223.

23 B. Summation chapter 174.

' 24 2. No army commissioned officer participated in

25 the May 15 Incident.

.
A. Tr. 28,196, Ex. 3161.

25
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AA-20.

1. Wc dr not see anything unusual in discussion 

and coring to terms with the newly established state 

wi**i respect tc her finance and military ratters.
A. Tr. 2,838, Ex. 227.

B. Tr. 2,831, Ex. 225.

C. Tr. 28,151, Ex. 3161.
i.ii-21.

1. This is a telegrar. requesting then tc be 

cautious in dealing with the problems concerning the 

official recognition of the state.

A. Tr. 2,846, Ex. 228.

B. Summation chapter 179.

2. The contents of Hr. Stir.sc.n’s affidavit dc not 

relate anything unusual, except that he received a 

telegrar. informing hin that the press had telegraphed 

the ccntents of War .Minister ARAKI's speech before the 

Supreme Military Council, which ordinarily ought to be 

kept secret.
A. Tr. 10,081, Ex. 1104.

3. ARAKI desired to resort to the League of 

Nations tc settle the natter rather than to rely on 

direct negotiations with China.

. A. Tr. 37,610, Ex. 3765-A.

___________ B. Summation chapter 270.______________________

?
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4. ARAKI was not an isolationist. (The allegation

was based on the slip of tongue of KONOYE.)
t4* • Tr. 37,614, Ex. 3766-A.

B. Tr. 37,615, F.x. 3767-A.

C. Surr.ation chapter 270.
AA— 22 «

1. State of affairs up to the recognition of

Manchukuo.

A. Tr. 28,472.

B. Tr. 2,984-8.

C. Tr. 28,150-1, Ex. 3161.

2. It was not a punpet governront.

A • Tr. 28,076, Ex. 3158.

B. Tr. 17,818.

C. Tr. 22,132, Ex. 2584-5.

D. Tr. 15,001-8, Ex. 2043.

E. Tr. 30,285, Ex. 3316.

F. Tr. 19,002.

G. Tr. 28,166-9, Ex. 3l6l.

H. Tr. 1,894.

I. Sunnation chapter 168-186.

AA-23•

1. Study of the question of recognition.
» A. Tr. 28,582, Ex. 3174.

JB+-__Tr. 2.984., F.x.-241.________________________

J.
v m ' D
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C. Tr. 28,3/6, Ex. 3161

D. Tr. 28,356, Ex. 31^1

1. Exhibit Nr. 230 was nothing hut a tentative 

plan cf the Kwantung Amy.

1. Exhibit No. 227 has no direct relation with 

the Army, being a report fron the Chief of Staff to the 

Vice-Minister of War.

1. The Chicago Tribune reported the hearsay stcry 

of witness Powell.

A. Tr. 3,220.

B. Tr. 6,698, Ex. 610-A, 611-A.

2. There was not a single case of atr<city in the 
Manchurian Incident.

A. Tr. 2,902, Tx. 230.

B. Summation chapter 180

AÂ-25

A. Tr. 2,844, Ex. 22?.
B. Summation chapter 178

AA-26

A. Ex. 57 (Lytton Report, page 109)
B. Tr. 9,027.* \

C. Tr. 28,199, Ex. 3l6l.

D. Summation chapter 167.



AA-27.
1. After the recognition of Iîanchukuo, the com

munication system was improved and measures were taken 

to secure law and order.

A. Tr. 2,919, Fx. 231.
B. Summation chapter 181.

AA-28.

1. The recognition of Manchukuo was at the same- 

time the desire tc establish a happy land.

A. Tr. 5,038, Ex. 442.

B. Summation chapter I8 3.

AÂ-29.
1. Japan respected the independency of Iîanchukuo.

A. Tr. 2,927, Ex. 233.

B. Tr. 2,976, Ex. 241.

C. Tr. 28,166, Ex. 3161.

2. It was the duty of the Army during the course 

cf the Incident to prepare against clandestine activitiej 

for disturbance cf order by the fifth column.

A. Tr. 37,649, Ex. 3775-B.

B. Summation chapter 279.

AA-30.
1. Monarchy was decided upon by Manchukuo. Japan 

merely acceded to her request of making preparations in 

putting into practice this decision.
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A. Tr. 2,933, Fx. 234.
2. Cabinet Councillors were not concerned with the 

heavy industry plan in Manchukuo,

A. Tr. 28,201, lx. 3l6l.

AA-3 1.
1. The Cabinet Councillor was to terrinate the 

China Incident, and was net in any way concerned in the 

questions relating to Manchuria.

A. Tr. 23,201, lx. 3161.

AA-32.
1. Japan did not expand her territory and, there

fore, did not violate the security she gave.
A. Tr. 1,808, Fx. 174.

B. Tr. 9,4-83, Ex. 966.

AA-33.
1. The Minister of War at the tine when the Com-

nandor of the First Division YANAGAWA is alleged to have 

always remained in his room was General HAYASHI, not 

ARAKI, date being September 13, 1934-.

A. Tr. 686, Ex. 103.

2. Admiral OKADA knew quite well that ARAKI was 

not in faver of the opinion of annexing Manchuria.

A. Tr. 1,904.

V. Shanghai Incident.

AA--14-37*______________________________________
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Y. The Army did not tool'll to Jlbpuli'h- troops to

1 îhanghai.
2 A. Tr. 37,618, Ex. 3766-A.

3 B. Tr. 28,140, Ex. 3161.
4 C. Summation chapter 93.
5
6 
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

2. Legality of tne expedition.

A. Tr. 19,561-2, Ex. 2416;

Tr. 19,565, Jx. 2417.
B. Tr. 19,578, Ex. 2420.

C. Tr. 19,586, Ex. 2421.

3. Expedition was made with an intention of , 

bringing peace.
A. Tr. 28,257, 28,271, Ex. 3163-A-B.

4. Hostilities ceased as scon as the energy retired 

to the 20 Kilometer line.

A. Tr. 28,138-9, Ex. 3161.

B. Tr. 19,572.

C. Summation chapter 95-96.

Over'-all withdrawal of trc.ops

A. Tr. 28,462, E.x. 3168.

B. Tr. 28,443, Ex. 3167.

C. Tr. 28,140, Ex. 3161.

D. Summation chapter 97.

6. China aggravated the situation by propagandiz

ing that the Chinese troops had won the victory.
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ht Ex. 57 (Lyttrn Report, page 87)

7. Japanese troops maintained discipline and ro-
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

naincd within the limited area.

A. Tr. 3,260.

B. Summation chapter 98*

VI. Occupation of Jehol.

AA-38.

1. There was no plan of occupying the Four

9
10

11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24

Eastern Provinces. This question was dealt with under 

answer to AA-10.

2. There is no evidence tr prove that ARA?I 

stated the details at the cabinet meeting and Privy 

Council meeting in which this matter was decided.

A. Tr. 28,580, Ex. 3174.
3. The prosecution's record of interrogation con

tains seme reference to the Five Minister Conference, 

but this was a mistake caused by misinterpretation, the 

explanation of which is made under answer to AA-10.

A. Tr. 28,225, Ex. 3l6l.

AA-39-43.»
1. Exhibit Ne. 192-A is a document prepared by 

China after the cessation of the Pacific War, and (e 

contend that it has no probative value.
25 A. Tr. 2,269, Ex. 192-A.

B. Summation chapter 132.
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2. Ihc-fighting in Jch' 1 tcok place in February, 

1933, rricr to iwhich there were merely apprehensions 

against attack.

A. Ex. 57 (Lytton Report, page 80-3l)

B. Tr. 2,270, Ex. 192-A.

C. Tr. 19,4-99, Ex. 2412.

D. Tr. 28,l53f Ex. 3l6l.
3. Legality of pacification of Jehol.

A. Ex. 57 (Lytt* n Report, page 86)

B. Tr. 32,227, Ex. 3375*

C. Tr. 19,4-97, Ex. 2412.

D. 2,976, Ex. 241.

F. 37,618, Ex. 3768-A.

4. Difficulties in the pacification campaign.

A. Tr. 28,461, Ex. 3168.

B. Tr. 28,154, 28,375, Ex. 3l6l.

C. Tr. 19,499, Lx. 2412.

D. Tr. 37,635, Ex. 3771-A.

E. Tr. 28,380, Ex. 3165-A.

AA-44.

1. The Kanchurian Incident was completely termin

ated by the Tangku Truce Agreement.

A. Tr. 28,462, Ex. 3168.

B. Tr. 2,108.

C. Tr. 19,027.
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1* When ARAKI became War Minister, the 

relations between the League and Japan had already 

been considerably aggravated, nevertheless ARAKI 

endeavored to improve it bv requesting the League to 

recognize the actual state of affairs in Manchuria.

A. Ex. No. 57 (Lytton Report, pD 10, 12)

B. Summation Chapter 140

2. At the F’rst Shanghai Incident, ARAKI 

accepted the mediation by the Consular Corps.

A. T. 19,573, F.x. 2419
B. Summation Chapter 96, 141

3. Official recognition of Manchukuo was 

carried out in accordance with the suggestion of the 

the Foreign Office.

A. T. 28,150-1, T. 28,166, Ex. 3161

B. Summation Chapter 126

$• When MATSIJOKA was dispatched to the League 

of Nations as Japan’s delegate, he was instructed by 

the cabinet to taVe steps not to withdraw from the League.

A. T. 28,857, Ex. 3173

B. Summation Chapter 146
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5. When. Japan was compelled to withdraw from 

the League, ARAKI was of the opinion that Jaoan should 
collaborate with the world on all other matters#

A. T. 28,170, Ex# 3161 

3. Summation Chapter 146

60 When the hostilities in Manchuria were 
pacified, ARAKI /proposed a Far Eastern Peace Conference 

to improve and adjust the international relations#
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24

A. T. 28,453, Sx. 3161 
B# T. 28,162, Ex. 3161 

0. , T# 28,462, Ex. 3168 

D. Summation Chapter 148-150

7# ARAKI exerted his best to maintain inter 

national collaboration.

A. T, 28,448, Ex, ^166

B. T. 3,188, Ex. 148

C. T# 28,470

D. T# 28,857-8, Ex. 317^

E. T. 35,083
F. T, 28,188, Ex. 3161

G. Summation Chapter 147,154

25
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---------- aAw 51------------------------------------- — — —
*

1. Cabinet Councillor was not an institution 

to discuss such matters as the invitation to attend the 

Brussels Conference, or any other general diplomatic 

problems.
A. T. 28,201, Ex. 3161

B. T* 28,203, Ex. n 6 l
C. Summation Chapter 206

A A- 52
1# Japan’s non-cooperation with the League of 

Nations did not mean Japan’s abandonment of an attempt 

toward peace.
A. T. 3,650, Ex. 271

AA-5?
3. Japan’s relation with Ifanchukuo

A. Summation Chapters 222, 223

AA-54

1. Internal problems of Manchulcuo

A. Summation chapter 233

AA-55

' 1* V/e do not see anything unusual or illegal 

in the procedures taVen bv the government in connection 

wit;h opium as stated bv the prosecution under this para-
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V

i

graph. ,,re contend this was a rightful and proper measure 

on the part of the government

A. T. 4,709, Ex. ?81
B. Summation Chapter 223-4

aa-56
1. 7e contend that the reports by the TT.e. 

Treasury Attache on the narcotic activities in the 

various districts cannot be the proper materials 

^'ith which to accuse t^e responsibility' of ARAri.
»

IX. ARA’-'I's attitude towards U.h.h.R.

AA-57
1, Ex. 702 represented the opinion of a part 

of the army personnel, with which ARAKI had not been 

concerned.

A. T. 7,515, Ex. 702

B. T. 7,679

C. T. 7,6?3

2. Moreover, the contents o^ this exhibit 

were not to advocate a positive war, but to maVe prepar

ation against the exigence of war in the future.

A. T. 7,632

B. T. 28,173, Ex. 3161
C. Summation Chapter 231
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11

13

A A-5» ------— --------------------

1 1* Ex. 701 is merely an opinion o^ an Attache,

2 and we contend that there is nothing unusual for an
5 attache to make such submission of opinion.
* A. T. 7,509, Ex. 701

B. T. 7,680
)

C.
f

T. 28,173, Ex* 3161
D.. Summation Chapter 231

AA-59

1. Ex* 3766-A and 3767-A will clearly prove
that ARAKI made It a national policy to keep friendly

terras with the TT.S,A. and other powers*
A. T* 37,614, Ex. 3766-A

B. T. 37,616, Ex. 3767-A

2. According to Ex. 3766-A, Finance Minister

TAKAHASHI backed ARAKI’s eraergencv policy and encouraged

him that it would take four or five vears instead of

two years.

A. T* 37,615, Ex. 3766-A

3. Japan’s armament at that time was extremely

poor*

A. T* 28,191, Ex. n 6 l

B. T. 7,531, Ex. 706
C. Summation Chapters 245, 246

m
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4. To consider for two years whether or not 
1 to attack soviet Russia neans to watch that country,

'»nd it does not mean to wage war after two years.

A. T. 37,615, Rx. 3767-A

5. In order to prevent further spreading of 

communism in the East* ARAKI planned to invite the 

powers to hold a peace conference so that an agreement 

might be reached between Soviet Russia that Communism 

mav not be propagandized.

A. T. 37,615, Rîx. 3767-A.

6. What ARAKI meant was a total budget for 

Japan. He said the amount to cope with the development 

of the country and it did not mean the military budget 

alone.

A. T. 37,616, Ex. 3767-A 

AA-60
1. ARAKI was not opposed to the non-aggression 

t̂ between soviet Russia, but he considered settlement 

>veral pending problems prior to such pact would be 

iar" to avoid further trouble in the future.

A. T. 28,173-4. Ex. 3161.
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4. To consider for two years whether or not 
to attack Soviet Russia means to v/atch that country, 

and it does not mean to wage war after two years.

A. T. 37,615, Ex. 3767-A

5. In order to p re v e n t  further spreading of 

communism in the East* ARAFÎ planned to invite the 

powers to hold a peace conference so that an agreement 

might be reached between Foviet Russia that Communism 

mav not be propagandized.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22

A. T. 37,615, Ex. 3767-A.

6. What ARAFI meant was a total budget for 

Japan. He said the amount to cope with the development 

of the countr,r, and it did not mean the military budget 

alone.

A. T. 37,616, -.x. 3767-A

AA-60
1, ARAKI was not opposed to the non-aggression 

pact between hoviet Russia, but he considered settlement 

of several pending problems prior to such pact would be 

necessary to avoid further trouble in the future.
23
24

A. T. 28,173-4. Ex. 3161.

25
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2. _ The frovlft’~3 ppgpbsal for the non-aggryss-" 

ion pact was not made in such a way as would require 
Japan’s formal replv to it.

A. T. 7,720, Ex. 746
I

B. T. 7,727, Ex. 747

AA-61

1. In Ex. 3775-A, ARAKI said "It cannot be 

said that there will be ro crisis." This is substan

tially different from the prosecution’s allegation 

that "There will be a crisis." Furthermore, by crisis 
he meant that international relations would be endangered, 

A. T. 37,651, Ex. 3775-A

AA-62

1. We submit witness KOSAKA, the most senior 

member of the prefectural governors at that time, 

clearly testified the credibility of witness’TAKEBE’s 
testimony,

A. T. 36,980-5, Ex. 3715

3. T. 35,232-3, Ex. 36:>5 i j
C. Summation Chapter 227 1

i
2. War Councillor had nothing to do with oper-j

ations.

A. T. 672
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B. T. 28,164,, Ex. 3161

C. Summation Chapters 193-4

AA-6?

1. Ex. 667, in our submission, is not telling 
the truth,

A. T. 28,507, Ex. 3170

2. Ex. No, 3170 will testify that ARAKI was 
opposed to the administrative policies of the government 

at tt>at time,

A. T, 28,506, Ex, 3I7O

B. Summation Chapter 229 *

3. The Chang-Ku-Feng and Noraonhan Incidents 

were mere border troubles, wit which ARAFT was not 

concerned.
A, T, 28,216, Ex. 3161

B. Summation Chapter 210, 225

X# ARAKI’s responsibility for events

in China after 1937.
AA-64

1. Between îlarch 10, 1936 and October 15, 1937 

when he became Cabinet Councillor, he had no relation 

w h a t e v e r  with t^e Army or the political circles.

t v .  -,
JW'

/
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A. T, 688, Ex. K P  "

B* To 28,200, Ex. 3161

C. Summation Chapter 203

2, Premier K0N0YE asked ^RAKI to become 

Cabinet Councillor to ask him to settle the China 

Incident.
A. T. 28,200, Ex. 3161

B. Summation Chapter 206

3. The ob.iect oc Cabinet Councillor

A. T. 28,201, Ex* 3161

B. t ummation Chapter 20f

4. Organization of the Cabinet Councillor 
A. 28,201, Ex. 3161

5. Cabinet Councillor had no authority over

political natters.
A. T. 28,410, Ex. 3161

6. Evidence shows that ARAKI was against the 

occupation of Nanking.
A. T, 28,176, Ex. 316I

7. ARAKI did not know o^ the atrocities in

Nanking. Th°re
nsible even

is no evidence to show that ARAKI 
in the slightest degree for this

wp s
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incident.

A. T. 28,407

AA-70

1. Ex.2219 and Ex. °2l8, in our submission, 

are not sufficient to prove the responsibility of a 

cabinet minister. Th^se exhibits show the uncertainty, 

unreliability and self-contradiction of the record of 
interrogation bv the prosecution, but what we can, even 

vaguely, know from them is (1) to all matters decided
l

upon at the cabinet meeting all cabinet members are 

responsible; (2) cabinet ministers other than members 

of Five Kinisters Conference were excluded from the dis

cussion of the China Incident and the Important problems 

were not discussed at the general cabinet meetings.

A. T. 15,841, Ex. 2219

B. T, 28,412, Ex. 3161
C. T. 15,837-8, Ex. 2218

D. Summation Chapter 208, 209

2., KONOYE had ARAKI join the cabinet when he

learned that iiRAKI as a Cabinet Councillor had no author

ity or say over cabinet affairs. It is our contention 

that if Cabinet Councillor had been so powerful ns the 

prosecution seems to insist, there were no reasons why 

I'-ONOYF. ahnnld roahuf^led his cabinet to select
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1

TOAKI, IKADA aftd .’»RAI'I from c a b in e  t"xouncillpr5~rrnti 

appoint thon cabinet ministers.

A. T# 688, Ex. 103
B. Summation Chapter 208

3. KONOYE did not appoint a RAKI a cabinet 

councillor and, later, Education Minister because he 

considered him an authority on Chinese affairs, but 

because he wanted hin to display the sane ability that 

a RAKI showed in terminating th« Manchurian Incident in 
settling the China Incident,

A. T. 28,178, Ex* 3161

B. T* 28,201, Ex. 3161

4* That ARAKI was opposed to the China Incidert 

was a natter of* common sense among the learned class of 

Japanese people. The prosecution's allegation that 

ARa KI was an authority on Chinese affairs and that he 

knew of the Nanking atrocities is a nonsensical distor

tion to well-informed people.

A. T. 28,506, Ex. 3170

B. T. 28,508-9, Ex. 3170

23
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1
5. KONOYE adopted, after his reshuffle of the 

cabinet, the Five Minister Conference svsten, and this 

prevented ARAKI from making any suggestion as to the 

termination of the China Incident«

A. T. 29,204, Ex. ?l6l
B. T« 28,215, Ex. 3161

C. T. 28,486-7, Ex. 3169
D. T. 28,508, Ex. 3170

E. Summation Chapter 209

10
11 !f
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24

6. ARAKI did not know the Nanking atrocity

case, nor did he have any means of knowing such affairs, 

The prosecution's query as to if he had not known of it 

by the newspapers is t^e one which disregarded the current 

state of affairs in Japan in those days.

A. T. 28,407-8

B. T. 28,507-8, Ex. 3170

7. The Cabinet Councillor meeting was to be 

held once a week. That the attendance to it was com

pulsory was a misinterpretation. ARAKI onlv meant that 

it was so regulated.

A. T. 28,226, Ex, 3161

B. Summation Chanter 68, 264

2 5
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AA-71
1» This was the(. matter to bo taken care of 

Five Ministers Cohforonco. ARAKI was not con- 

in it.
A. T. 28,508, Ex, 3170

B. T. 28,486-7, Ex. 3169
C. T. 28,216, Ex. 3161

D. Summation Chanter 209

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
•22
23
24
25

AA-72
1 . ARAKI became Education Minister because

it was learned that a Cabinet Councillor had no author

ity towards settlement o'* the China Incident. He .loined 

the cabinet together with U G A K I and IK E D a ,  both of whom 

were members of the Cabinet Councillors and who were 

opposed to the China Incident.
A. T. 28,203-4, Ex. 3161

B. Summation, Chapter 208

2. When a nation is at the state of war against 

another nation, it is rot an easy task for any person 

outside the military authorities to check the fighting, 

nevertheless, ^RAKI accepted this task in accordance 

with the persistent reouest of KONOYE. However, his in

tention was frustrated by the establishment of the Five

Ministers uonterence.
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A. T. 28,204, Ex. 3161

•• T. 28,410-2, Ex* 3I6I
T* 28,215, Ex. 3161 

<
3. The source of information of ex. 671-A is 

ouite dubious. The Japan Advertizer based this news on 

the report of DOMEI News Agency which obtained it from 

unknown source as being the contents of the speech that 

ARAKI made at the Osaka Political and Economic Research 

Association. The contents of the speech were made al

most unintelligible during the course of the transmission. 

A. T, 28,235 
3. Summation Chapter 228

XI. ARAKI's relation with tie Western
Powers•

AA-73-74
1. The Japan-Germany Culture Agreement was

« ♦

under the jurisdiction, of the Foreign Office.

A. T. 28,215, Ex. 3161

2. The Agreement had no significance other 
than culture.

A. T. 28,215, Ex. 3161

3. ARAKI „rivocated exchange of culture not
onlv with Germany and Italy alone, but wllh-all other



countries of the world,

A. T. 28,488, Ex. 3069

AA-75

1. The prosecution's auotation from exhibit 

2218 omitted the word "usually". What ARAKI answered 
was, "The matters of great importance to the foreign 

office, the War, Navv and wJ.nance Ministries were 

usually not nut before the full cabinet meetings," and 

we believe this answer is not in contradiction with the 

testimony of ARI^A,
A. T. 15,836, Ex. 2213

3. T, 15,837

Ç, '% 28,488, Ex, 3169

AA-76

1. The Anti-Comintern Pact and t^e Tripartite 

Pact were fundamentally different in their nature. It 

is quite Clear that ARAKT was opposed to the Tripartite 

Pact.
A. T. 28,488, Ex. 3169

B. T. 28,547, Ex. 3172

C. Summation Chanters 254, 255
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AA-77
1. The Cabinet Councillors were not consulted 

on those general diplomatic matters.

AA-78.
1. The Education Minister was not concerned 

with the Five Ministers Conference, '’’here is no evidence 

to show that ARAKI was exceptionally concerned in it. 

ARAKI always advocated friendly terms with Britain, the 

United states and other powers.

A. T. 3 »188, Ex. 148
B. T. 28,453-4. Ex# 3 7 6 6 -A

C. T. 28,453-4, Ex. 3166 

D. T. 37,615, Ex. 3767-A

E. T. 28,179, Ex. 3161

F. T. 28,191, Ex. 3161

G. T. 15,855

XII. ARAKI’s worV as Education Minister.
A A - 7 9

1. IWAMAT‘sUTs testimonv clarified that 

rVAMAThU and other perfunctories of the Education 

Ministry saw that ARAKI as a civilian minister had 

acted properly and moderately# ,,

A. T. 18,541-2, Ex# 2378
B~i Summation Chapters 2ll"213--- —---------------
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AA-80
1 . OUCHI’s testimony is to the effect t^at 

the universities in ToVyo made a request at the time 

when ARAKI was War Minister that military drill and 

lecture should be adopted as part of its curriculum.

He did not sa-1', as the prosecution alleges in its summ

ation, that ARAKI advocated it.
A. ?. Q42

2. Witness OTTCFI further testified that he did 

not believe ARAI'I was concerned with it

A. Ï. 964

3 » He further admitted in the course of cross- 

examination that his statement concerning Education 

Minister ARAKI was hearsav.

A. 979

4, CITCHI stated that the m i l i t a r v  drill was 

practiced in 1939, but he did not say that it was so 
done during ARAKIls tenure of office. Whi}.e i t  is true 

that it was practiced from »September 1939, ARAKI résignée 

from his post in August of that vear.

A. T. 963

B. ^. 889

'•ïfV.
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5. OUCHI Is a professor on economics and 

finance, and he has a record of having been kept in 

detention with a charge of thought, whereas Ka IGO is a 

specialist of modern educational historv. OUCHI made 

several corrections of his statements in the course of 
the cross-examination but KAIGO never changed his state« 

ment, not even under the request that he may be defined 
as a hostile witness. This fact speaks for itself as to 

the credibility both witnesses, '"here is not a 
scintilla of evidence to show that while ARAKI was 
Education Minister there ’«as a single orofessor who

was either imprisoned or discharged on account of non

collaboration.

A. T. 946

B. T. 902
C. Summation Chapters 217, 218

6. KAIGO testified'that military drill with 

rifle in schools started in ?ioyember 1939* ARAT’I was 
not Education Minister then.

A. t . 890 ^

B. Summation Chapter 217

25
7. There is no discrepancy between ARAKI's 

statement and that of P7AMATSU. ARAKI referred to the

spiritual side hf the nutter, saying the-t- ha ondonvorod—
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to promote the morel standard of the students, whereas 

I^AI'ATFU referred to laws and regulations, saying that 

no new regulation was Issued during ARAKI*s tenure of 
office.

A. T. 28,210-1, Ex. 3161

3. T. 18,543, Ex. 2378

8. China started military drill In schools from
Fprlng 1936..

A. T„ 2,464
8. Sivr.sation Chapter 221

AA -81.

1, System of South's School education had beer, 
a long pend'.?;g problem before ARAKI became Education 
Minister. It was decided at the Cabinet meeting at 
the ti"»e'Wher._AB.’.ri was Education Minister and the j 
natter was t? eraverred for further deliberation to the 
Education-Co*':-,?upon whoso-decision the Education 
Ministry tool r.rcossarv routine procedures to naV© it 
a law.

A. T. 28,584, Ex. 3175
B. T. 28,211’, Ex. 3161
C. Summation, Chapter 219

(
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2. It was a responsible svstem, not compulsory, 
as the prosecution seens to allege.

A. T. 28,584-5, Ex. 3175-A
B. Summation, Chapter 214.

3. The prosecution cross-examined IWAMATh'U 

on Order or Inspection of Military Training at Youth's 

School on 31 November 1938. This question was later 

clarified by presenting a document to the prosecution 

bv r^AI'ATHJ explaining that a part of the above- 
mentioned order which had already existed was deleted 

on that date, corresponding to the change of Order of 

Conscription, in which schools designated to be given 

terms of grace were changed. By this document, it was 
clarified that A JUKI had not strengthened the militaryI
training in schools. Mr. Brown stated before the 

Tribunal that he would inform the Tribunal if he 

found anything contrary to our statement. That ho has 

not done so bv this time is, we believe, the best answer,

A. T. 36,986.

4. ARAKI signed on that Imperial Ordinance, 

ex* 739, as one of the cabinet ministers who were to 

countersign o p  all the Imperial Ordinances.
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XITI. Speeches and Writings by ARaKI
AA-82.
’Vo trust tho Tribunal has seen, by witnessing 

the film, that the speech in the "Emergency Peried of 

Japan" did net contain any aggressive meaning*

1. He said to restore peace in the Far East, 

not to dominate it.

2. He only lamented the lack of true recog
nition on the part of the League of Nations of the 

state of affairs of the Far East,

3* ARAKI meant to request the Japanese people 
»

to reflect on themselves re their deterioration. He 
said it was the request from heaven to the Japanese 
people.

4. Advocacy of n flourishing Japan, is, we 

contend, nothing unusual for an independent nation*

5. In ARAKI's conclusion of bis speech in the

"Emergency Feriod of Japan" hQ stated: " . . .  and I

firmly believe that with Europe and the United statesj ' 

v.»e can bring about everlasting peace in the whole world."

A. T. 3,188-9, Sx. 148-A

B. Summation of Chapter 29

V V
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Ail-SB
1* ARAKI's action during the Ttrst Shanghai 

Incident represents most faithfully his ideal*
(1) Commander o? the Corps UEDA, at-the risk 

of operational disadvantages, advised enemv to resort 
to noace terms,

(2) Cessation of fire was immediately ordered 
on the following dav, and taking into consideration the 
intermediation of the corps of consuls, the Truce Agree
ment was duly signed,

(3) When the Treaty was signed, ARAKI withdrew 
the whole of the trocns from China. Thus he tried to 
prevent the cause of future trouble. It is our sub
mission that there is not a single point in this action 
that deserves censure,

A, Summation Chanter 92

A A-84
1. When ARAKI pointed cut the ambiguous border 

area in Outer Fongolin, he meant precaution fron a 
defensive purpose, and it was bv nc means any aggressive 
intention.

A, T. 28,174, Ex. 3161

.« q U ft
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2* ARAKI's statement in the "Address to All 
Japanese People" as emoted bv the prosecution is an 
advice that he gave to the soldiers at the front. He 
advocated bv this that even in fighting strict morality 
must be observed.

A. ?. 28,364, Ex. 3164

AA-8T
1. The affidavit of KI8AKA, then governor of 

Tokyo Prefecture, proved the incredibility of the 
testimony of TAKEBE, who is still in the custody of 
Bovist Russia. 'Iso, wo trust, BUZUKI's statement 
supported it.

A. T. 36,980-5, Ex. 3715
B. T. 35,232-3, 3x. 3605
C. Summation Chapter 227

üA-86
1. ARAKI's address given on the 15th Anniversary 

of the issuance of the Imperial Rescript was a routine 
work which had been done every year by the chief of the 
Ministry which was in charge of national spiritual 
mobilization. It was merely made public by the name of 
the Minister, although it was written bv his subordinates^

A. T. 28,204-5, Ex. 3161
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MR. McMANUSî I shall now go to page 381» 
if your Honors please.

Chanter n  CONCLUSION
308. General Comments on the Prosecutions 

Submissions and Proof against ARAKI.
A. As stated above, of the 41 counts charged 

by the prosecution against ARAKI, it has attempted 
proof of only Count 27 with respect to responsibility 
for the execution of the Manchurian Incident. it we 
receive the Tribunal’s acknowledgment that ARAKI1s 
part in that Incident was one of merit in ending it
as contended by the defense and not one of responsibility 
for its expansion, there is nothing else upon which 
to make any charge of responsibility against him.

B. The prosecution at first believed that 

ARAKI's speech in the motion picture film "Japan in 
Emergency" was strong evidence to support the charge
of commop conspiracy, but I am sure, the Court completely 
understands that the speech contains nothing of an 
aggressive nature after having seen the film projected 

on the screen. Furthermore, it also became clear 
that what was said in the prosecution's interrogatory 

about a plan of occupation of the Four Eastern Provinces 

being adopted immediately after ARAKI»s* assumption of 
office as War Minister was not that, but the fixing

/
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of a limit on the area of military operations by the 
INUK/J Cabinet for the purpose of terminating the 

incident, something fundamentally different from a 
plan of occupation.

C. The suspicion that /-RiJCI as a leader

of the militarists and as a big power behind the TOJO 

Cabinet was a propelling force for aggressive war 
up to the Pacific War has been shown to be based on 

a complete misunderstanding and it was mpde clear 
that General ARAKI who won high praise from Japanese 

and foreigners for skillfully putting an end to the 

Manchurian Incident and thus preventing a general war 

betv/een China and Japan over 15 years ago completely 
severed connections with the army immediately after 

the February 26th Incident in 1936.

D. It has also become clear that ARAKI 

became Education Minister not for the purpose of 
strengthening military education but in accordance 

with the desire of Prime Minister KONOYE that he help 

bring the Chine Incident to a settlement just as he 

had the Manchurian Incident before by restraining the 

army; thpt the compulsory system of the Youth Schools 

had already been decided by the cabinet during the 

tenure of his successor and that the Education Ministry 

did no more than dispose of the steps to be taken as a
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business routine in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Education Council; and that the compulsory 
system of Youth Schools was instituted for the purpose 

of effecting equality in education and not, as the 
prosecution erroneously claims, as a preliminary step 
for the strengthening of military education.

E. It was also made clear to the Tribunal 

that since he realized after the inception of the 

Five Ministers Conference that any minister not among 

the five could not have been of any assistance with 

regard to settling the China Incident, ARAKI retired 

completely from political life. This has been shown 

by the fact that he declined to become Home Minister 
in the YONAI Cabinet and at the time of the 2nd KONOYE 
Cabinet he had a heated argument with Prince KONOYE 

because of his opposition to the conclusion of the 
Tripartite Alliance and the establishment of the 
Imperial Rule Assistance Association at which time he 

not only declined the request to become a Cabinet 
Councillor, but even broke off intercourse with the 
Prince.

Thus all misapprehensions on the part of the 

prosecution were dispelled.

309. The Difficult Problems of ARAKI to 
Advocate Peace and Humnnitarinnism.
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A. The problems of modern Jnpan in the realm
of thought and politics were not easy. After World 
War I leftist movements became active and, at the 
same time, as a reaction against them fascist thought 
raised its head. Society was already crowded with 
the ’’democratic intelligentsia" who mistook slovenliness 
for freedom. All this confusion caused a disorderly 
three-way struggle. The domestic confusion became 
almost fatal to Japan as the Manchurian Incident 
became aggravated because of the lack of order in 
China ^nd lack of understanding by the Powers.

when he assumed the War Ministership. In assuming 
his office he realized that one of the roads to quell 
the confusion within the country and to terminate the 
disturbance in Manchuria lay in having the Japanese 
people to become conscious of original and traditional 
spirit of Japan, namely, his idea of KODO. In other 
words, 'if he believed that if an understanding of the 
virtue of benevolence of the Imperial House could 
have been awakened in the confused minds of the 
Japanese people their feeling could be stabilized, 
and contempt on the part of foreign countries eliminated.

B. ARAKI confronted this difficult situation

C. On the basis of this belief. ■ ARAKI
. T. 28,188.
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explained to the people in general and urged them to 

return to the spirit of Japan and to respond to the 

virtue of the Imperial House and contribute to world 
pleace. To the officers and men of the arny he advised 
them to be the Emperor's Arny which is the guardian of 
the Emperor's virtue of benevolence that is, to be 

such soldiers thrt when they would win they should 
not be hated by the enemy and when they were stationed 
they should aim for the friendship of the people. This 
is exactly as set forth in detail in the address in 

the talking film, prosecution Exhibit No. 148.

Moreover, with regard to the excited elements within 
the arny he forcefully carried out personnel purges 

while as to army forces in the field outside of the 
country he demanded the strictest discipline. Ât the 
time of the Shanghai Incident, he had every single 

soldier withdrawn as soon as the troops which had been 

sent had carried out the assignment for which they 
had been dispatched, /it the time of the pacification 

of Jehol he ordered the strictest observance of the 

Great Y/all line and did not permit the crossing thereof 

regardless of any challenge from the opposing side.

Thus exactly as he believed and assured he brought about 

the settlement of the Manchurian Incident.

___________(l) Is there any instance, if the Tribunal
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pleases, of an armed disturbance which occurred
»

during the period covered by the Indictment being 
stopped other than that at the tine when ARAKI was 
War Minister?

(2) Is there any instance of immediate with
drawal of troops from an area of military operations 
except that at the time of War Minister ARAKI?

(3) Were there any troops which engaged 
in action during the tenure of War Minister ARAKI 
who committed atrocities?

The foregoing constitute the features of 
ARAKI* s time a.nd we respectfully request the judgment 
of the Tribunal after due consideration whether 
ARAKI* s activities were aggressive or not, whe+her 
he trampled upon international law or not, and whether 
he ran counter to humanity or not.

D. Because he resigned as War Minister on 
23 January 1934, because of illness, he was unable 
to carry on his movement to convene a Far Eastern Peace 
Conference which he had been considering for the 
purpose of adjusting diplomatic relations ever since 
the conclusion of the Tangku Truce. Domestically he 
was under attack by fascist elements and he finally 
and completely broke relations with the army in March 
19.36« It is our firm belief that this very break of
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1 hR/.KI* s from the army was the turning point in the 
army's drift toward a tragic fate,

E, However, even after that he continued his 
peace movement os a non-military man. After becoming 
Education Minister at the behest of Prime Minister 
KONOYE his teachings to practice the Imperial virtue 
of benevolence and his contributions to world peace 
were continued. Sad though he was that by being 
Education Minister he could not help settle the China 
Incident as desired by Prime Minister KONOYE, he 
nevertheless urged the people to self-reflect by 
contributing an article addressed to Chinng Kai-shek 
and to the Japanese people in the Bungei Shunju 
magazine, and, opposing the capture of Nanking, he 
published in the newspaper a famous poem in which 
grief is expressed over brethren fighting, manifesting 
his sorrow over the hostilities between China and Japan,1

25
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F . That ARAKÏ was unfortunately indicted Dy

the prosecution, notwithstanding these facts, was a

matter of deep regret to him. As the Tribunal will

probably recall, ARAKI, when he was asked to plead
at the time of the arraignment on 6 May 1946, stated »

that he wished to have his counsel reply as had been 

arranged, to which the President demanded that he 
himself make his plea. ARAKI stood up quietly and 

declared, "I have generally glanced through the 

Indictment, but the charges of crimes against peace 

and crimes against humanity which are found in the 

first part mean divesting ARAKI of all the pride of 
his seventy years of life. I absolutely cannot 

acquiesce." Suddenly in this brief instant, in a 

voice expressing his innermost convictions, he thus 

manifested his complete dissatisfaction to being 

tried for crimes against peace and humanity. What he 

meant was that it was for these very things, for 

peace and humanity, that he had labored during his 

seventy years of life, that even though he may have 

been mistaken, he could not but feel the strongest 

dissatisfaction that he should be indicted, even in 

the slightest degree, for crimes against peace and 

humanity and therefore he absolutely could not submit 

and expressed his complete innocence. V/hat a person

;:-vV-ï-S£ 0
■■■■

- ■ " y y m



exclaims in a sudden instant usually is the truth.
We believe that of all things this brief statement by 
ARAIÇI surpasses all evidence offered in his behalf • 
and that this will surely appeal to the human senti
ments of this honorable Tribunal.

G. The misunderstanding that ARAKI was a 
militarist arises from the misunderstanding of the 
Kodo philosophy which he cherished. It is because 
of ignorance of the fact that the true essence of 
Kodo is found in the spirit of yamato (Japan), in 
benevolence, in liberty and in equality that the 
hasty judgment is passed that those who advocate 
Kodo are narrow-minded nationalists or dictatorial 
imperialists. This does not apply only to the prose
cution but also to quite a number of Japanese.

In fact, there was even one v/itness who 
testified before this Tribunal that the Allied 
General Headquarters had banned the words hakko 
ichlu and this is proof that the true teachings of 
Japan are not understood.

Frankly speaking, there were among ARAKI's 
intimate friends quite a number who expressed the 
desire that such matters as Kodo, the fundamental 
policy of the State, and the Japanese spirit not be 
touched upon in offering his defense before the
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Tribunal because they were liable to invite misunder

standing and therefore would tend to be unfavorable 

to him. Thereupon, after careful consideration, we,

?*r. ^UGAT?ARA, Mr. HASUOKA, and myself, consulted 

ARAKI himself and he said:

Now, if your Honors please, I can quote 
what General ARAKI told me and told Mr. SUGATARA.

I don't know whether your Honors will consider this as 

an addition to his affidavit, whether you want it in 

the summation, whether I might present it now as 

additional thoughts pertaining to his state of mind, 

or whether you want ARAKI himself to tell you in these 
two pages what he told us.

THE PRESIDENT: ARAKI had the option under

the charter of appearing personally, that is, of defend* 

ing himself or of defending himself by counsel. He 

decided to e m p lo v  counsel. You are the counsel. You 

must put his case. He cannot now come to the lectern 

or even remain in the dock and address us.

MR. McMANUS: May I continue, your Honor?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 'Ve are going on to what

page now?

I®. McMANUS: If your Honor pleases, I just

finished 389, and I should like to state in conclusion 

what ARAKI said to us, even though it might not
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specifically refer to any particular document in the 
record. Put it is the conclusion and it is argument, 
and if permitted I should like to say it so that the 
Court can determine his ideas or they can disregard 
them, as they please. I ask the Court to please permit 
me to continue reading.

THIS PRESIDENT: Your summation, like every
other summation, must be confined to submissions of 
law and submissions of fact supported by evidence. 
Permission is refused.

MR. McMANUS: If your Honors please, I under
stand the point is —

THE PRESIDENT: The Court is unanimous on
that, Mr. McManus. I consulted them this mornxng.
They are unanimous.

MR.. McMANUS: If your Honors please, I shall
omit the conversation had with ARAKI, but nevertheless 
I must take issue with the Court on this point, and I 
ask your Honors to bear with me. In summation some 
leeway should be given for argument, for analysis, so 
that possibly your Honors can at least'take one view 
or another, not a set view.

THE PRESIDENT: This is not law and it is not
argument on facts, and it is not a statement of fact 
based on evidence. It is beyond what a summation should

•v-u<
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be and therefore you cannot read it.
MR. McMANUS*. I shall proceed, then, to 

page 392, if your honors please.
Tin? PRESIDENT: It is pointed out to me that

at least two Judges think you might read it. I was 
v.Tong in saying we were unanimous. That is the im
pression I formed when I consulted my colleagues —  
that we were unanimous. At least nine Judges are 
against you.

MR. McMANUE: Tell, in view of the disposition
of the Court, I shall proceed to page 392.

Te pray that the Tribunal will accurately 
understand the intrinsic value of Japanese culture 
which the accused ARAKI is staking his life to have 
understood and appreciated without confusing the 
essence of the peaceful past history of the Japanese 
people and the result of the late war, and with such 
understanding pass upon the case of this accused.

310. ARAKI often used the expression sekai- 
tekl Nippon, which means "Japan on a world standard." 
This is an expression which is the exact opposite of 
Nippon-teki sekal. which means "TorId on a Japanese 
standard," coined by narrow-minded rightists.

THE PRESIDENT: This is not in evidence, as
far as I know.
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?*R. McMANUS : ARAKÏ always urged self-reali

zation on the part of the Japanese people, that culti
vation of individual culture and refinement begins 
v/ith personal struggle and effort and by serving others 

by one's own sacrifices, that government rested upon 

respect of the laws of nature, that is, to permit all 

things to have each its proper and rightful place in 

the scheme of things, and that this vas the spirit of 
Kodo.

1
ARAKI states, paragraph 14 C of his affidavits

"I am not a so-called pro-Anglo-Saxon, nor 
am I, of course, anti-Anglo-Saxon... Moreover, I am 

of the opinion of obeying His Majesty the Fmperor and 
bringing about peace and welfare upon the basis of the 

original doctrine of Japan. I believe so and I have prac
tised so. This was not an opinion formed from so- 

called divine inspiration or from dogmatic ultra

nationalism. On the contrary, I trust that it is a 

most humane principle agreeable to the world's omni

present natural law."
2

He states further:

"Primarily my views of peace or views of life 

do not admit of territorial expansion. Amalgamation 

of a nation which had its own race and history was one

1. Rx. 3161. tr. 28,179
2. T r .  28,-188-----28,189— -----------------------------------------------------------------------------



thing I definitely rejected... That was why I objected 

to the amalgamation of Korea... ^uch having been my 
views, T can clearly declare that never in my life 

have I entertained an idea of aggression, to say 
nothing of world domination. If I am allowed to ex

press my views, such ambition as territorial ex

pansion is nothing but an infantile glory which is 
far from permanent glory. ,rTith regard to Manchuria.

T accepted the post of ’7ar Minister when Manchuria 
was in a turmoil of disturbances. My whole-hearted 

attention was devoted to nothing but terminating the 

hostilities."
Members of the Tribunal, even among the Jap

anese people there were those who, without knowing the 
true essence of KODO. distorted the term and used it 
as meaning aggression. But this is not the fault of 

this philosophy. Ignorant opportunists truckling 

with the general trend spoke of it to suit their ov/n 

convenience and blasphemed against it. Is not the 

peaceful and humanitarian philosophy in which the 

accused ARAKI strongly believes something that is 

immutable and does it not transcend time and place? j 

Is not this a philosophy which would rebuild a peace-
t

ful Japan and contribute to world peace? ”Te fervent- |
I

ly request the wise judgment of this Tribunal.
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One point which I personally deem very 
necessary to call to this Tribunal’s attention is a 
question put to the accused ARAKI while he was on the 
v/itness stand. ’?ith all due respect to this Court and 
with the knowledge it is doing its utmost to be emin
ently fair, it is ray contention that the following 

question was a grave mistake and might very well lead 
to a serious miscarriage of justice. ,

Question: "’7ere you arrested for espionage
in middle Asia in April, 1912, by the Russian Secret 
Service Agents?" '

Of course the accused ARAKI’s answer was :
1

"T was net m rested." '

In sny important trial where a man's life 

is at stake if such a question is put to an accused 

by a prosecutor and the accused's answer is"No," the 
prosecutor at some'time during that trial must offer 
some evidence to justify himself for putting such a 
question to the accused. If he does not do so, this 
particular point will be held against him and the 

judge himself must give these instructions to a jury, 
as such a question is an inflamatory one and would 
very easily sway that jury against that accused.

Now, as the Tribunal is  actin g  in a dual

capacity as judge and ju ry , I  see no reason why th is
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matter should not be called to the Tribunal’s atten
tion at this time.

As the accused's answer was "No," the matter 
was dropped immediately; nevertheless, the inference 
on thè record stili remains as a detrimental one 
towards this accused.

If, of course, the answer was "Yes," as it 
very well appears that this might have been the gamble 
that the questioner was depending upon, then the 
Tribunal could very well have continued its question
ing concerning such an episode. But as the answer 
was "No," it is not sufficient to say, "Let us drop 
it. Let us f.'fget about it." ”"e insist that this 
matter should be carefully considered by this Tribunal 
so as to determine whether or not it was an endeavor 
to create an unfavorable inference.

Furthermore, in asking this question, the 
Court stated: "They relate to a period before that
covered by the Indictment, but it is claimed they go

1
to the character of the witness."

T,,hen the witness answered "No" and the Court
upon returning from recess stated: "The question and
answer or part answer thereto put to this witness just

2
before we adjourned will not be considered..." it 
nevertheless continued with another question, to v/it:
1. Tr. 28,419
2. Tr. 28,420
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'•Do you know anything about the Japanese plan Otsu?"
Nor, as the Court just before asking these 

questions used the plural, we must assume that the 
latter question was also asked for the same purpose, 
i.e, to find out about the character of the witness.

Tt is now our contention that at this stage 
the Court itself opened the door into the character 
of ARAKI and that the Court erred in its refusal to 
accept character evidence for this accused.

,r,e beseech the Tribunal at this time to recti
fy this alleged mistake and to graciously reconsider
the defense documents of ?Tajor General F. S. G. Piggott,

1
Gir Francj.:-: ■'*, Bindley, and Malcolm D> Kennedy, attached 
as an append;.:? to this summation, in J;ne interest of 
a fair and just trial for this accused.

Now, if your Honors further please, from the 
foregoing it is quite evident that the prosecution 
contends that because the accused ARAKI just happened 
to be a general in the army it goes without saying 
that he must have been belligerent, aggressive, har
boring ideas of world domination, and furthermore, 
ardently in love v/ith the intricacies of warfare, and 
must have been a supreme advocate of war itself. The
1. Def. doc. 573i def. doc. 340; def. doc. 573-B,

340-B; def. doc. 339; def. doc. 356; def. doc. 63825
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prosecution v/ould very much like this Tribunel- to be

lieve this fantastic conclusion.
I am sure that the Court as a whole has come 

to the conclusion that ARAKI in his speeches and writ
ings was one who advocated Kodo, the Imperial ’Vay, 

spiritual and moral theories. Nevertheless, I ask the 
Court this questions Is it inconceivable to believe 
that because ARAKI was a general in the Japanese Army 
he could not abhor war, aggression, belligerence, 
extra-territorial ambitions, personal ambition and 
confine Iiiiself to the spiritual and moral aspect of 
the people/ n:' a nation? ""ell. just perchance, if it 

is incor/'c ?; J • , let us for the sake of argument alone 

take possiL-l/ roxeone who might ba presently in the 

same high position as ARAKI was in 1931 and 1932. 
Suppose for the sake of this argument we take the 

Supreme Commander himself, General NacArthur. Let us 

look back a few years to see what be had to say as a 

general in the army about the ideas of military men 

and his conception of their ideas and particularly 

his own about war.

THE PRESIDENT: This is not in evidence.
NR. McMANUS: It is argument, your Honor.

It is an analogy.

THE PRESIDENT: No, it is not.
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MR. McMANUP: And in so far as your Honors are
not only Judges but jurors also, and you must decide 
the fate of these men —

THE PRESIDENT: T7e are bound by the evidence
as Jurors. We excluded this type of thing in the case 
of the accused TOJO during the evidence for him. At 
least Mr. Blewett endeavored to get in something of 
this kind and the Court disallowed it.

IT?. McMANUSs Well, if your Honors please,
I can't ser anything other than that it is argument 
and T aslr ; > n Honors to take it. I ask you to per
mit it t- -.’cyd for the purpose cf determining —
It is aï ̂v.r: - r e !  you can disregard it 1a you wish.
It is an ;*.r rj y. After all, the »v-r ;n the d^ck should 
be judged by a jury of their peers arc not, as your 
Honor possibly says, as judges only.

THE PRESIDENT: "Peers" is not the appropriate
word in the circumstances. You are trying to get in 
statements of fact that are not evidence. You know 
it is wrong, and yet you are persisting.

MR. McMANUE: Well, if your Honors feel that
way, I shall omit any such statements. I only made 
such an attempt thinking I would be granted some lee
way in my conclusion. I shall continue from page 400, 
if your Honors please:
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Nov/, in conclusion, if your Honors please,
I am sure that every one of you members of this 
Tribunal understand that my sole purpose in coming 
to Japan v/as cortainly not to freo an archcriminal. 
Frankly speaking, if that were so I can assure every 
one of you that I would not be hero and I hope and 
know that you believe me. My purpose in defending 
General ARAKI is not only to present the facts but to 
do it in a fair and square manner which I think and 
hope that I have done. Your Honors have said on many 
occasions that you are not jurors but judges, never
theless, as I dared to point out to this Tribunal on 
one occasion that your Honors are acting in a dual 
capacity of judges and jurors. I still know and am 
of that opinion that your Honors and your Honors 
alone arc the men to decide the fato of these accused.

Now, for thet moment, considering your Honors 
as the jurors, my job is finished. The responsibility 
that I had during the course of this trial now shifts 
from me to you. I know from my experience here during 
the past two years that this Court will do everything 
in its power to be eminently fair. I only ask you to 
consider the evidence very carefully which, of course, 
I know you all will do, and further, in view of my 
personal experiences in this Tribunal. I know that
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wherever there is the slightest doubt as to the guilt 
of the accused ARAKI, you will give him the benefit 
of that doubt.

It is my contention that ARAKI is innocent.
I hope and pray that your Honors will come to the 
same conclusion.

I humbly ask your Honors to return this man 
who, in the waning years of his life, has spent these 
past several years in prison, to the society to which 
he rightfully belongs, and I sincerely beg your Honors 
to acquit him.

THE PRESIDENT: You have some appendices,
Mr. McManus. What do you propose to do with them?

MR. McMANUS: I beg your Honor’s pardon?
THE PRESIDENT: You have a number of appen

dices here.
MR. McMANUS: If your Honor please, I laid

the foundation for your Honors to please read those 
documents. I do not intend to read them. They are 
rejected documents. There are four or five rejected 
documents. I laid the foundation. It is your Honors’ 
choice whether you care to read them or not.

THE PRESIDENT: They will not be included
in the transcript.

Mr. Caudle.

•«•*!»! ii'IIMM —‘ 1**
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MR. CAUDLEi Mr. President, with the permission 
of the Tribunal I will proceed in presenting the sum
mation of the accused SHIRATORI.

Division I - GENERAL.
The defendant SHIRATORI is indicted on Counts 

1-17, 27-32, 34 and 44-, that is to say, he is indicted 
only on counts common to all the accused in the present 
case. It may, therefore, be said that the gravamen of 
the charge against him is his alleged involvement in 
a conspiracy or conspiracies which the prosecution 
contends existed during the period from January 1,
1928 to September 2, 1945. Relying upon all the evi
dence adduced, and arguments advanced by the defense 
in the general phase, wo have refrained from auy legal 
argumentation for SHIRATORI in this regard, for such 
an effort would, after all, be of little avail if, in 
spite of all that the defense counsel have said and 
done in the general phase, the theory of conspiracy 
in all the implications read into it by the prosecu
tion were to be adopted in this trial. It would 
suffipe to submit respectfully that granting there 
liad existed some kind of a common plan among some 
persons at some stages during the period specified in 
the Indictment, the proofs produced not only by the 
defense but by the prosecution, go to show the absence
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on the part of SHIRATORI of any criminal mteht, a
factor which may bo regarded as essential in any legal

«
conception of conspiracy.

Since it seems that in charging SHIRATORI
with conspiracy, the prosecution attach special impor-

1 .tance to Count 5, we have endeavored to try and 
exculpate him more in detail on this than on Counts 
1-4. In Counts 6-17, SHIRATORI is charged with plan
ning and preparing a war of aggression, etc., against 
the prosecuting countries, while Counts 27-32 and 34 
accuse him of waging such a v/ar against those nations. 
Apart from the question of conspiracy, we have tried 
to counter these charges mainly by producing evidence 
of the nature and character of the positions he held 
under the Government all that period.

The prosecution state in their summation of 
SHIRATORI’s case (UU-18) that "either by reason of 
misapprehension of the Indictment or because of the 
absence of any exculpatory evidence," SHIRATORI’s 
defense attempted in general to plead the private 
character of his conspiratorial acts, but that 
SHIRATORI was not indicted as Minister to Sweden or 
as Ambassador to Italy or as Foreign Office Advisor 
or in any other official capacity." (UU-18). We have, 
1. Tr. 16924.



of course, no quarrel with the prosecution*s conton- 
! tion that SHIRATORI stands indicted as an individuali
charged with certain enumerated crimes and must answer 
for his actions as an individual." (UU-18) We would 
like to submit, however, that in determining the 

j criminality of any actions by an individual, it is 
of vital importance first to consider the harm dono 
or the evil effect brought about by such action, and 
that in this respect it makes all the difference in 
the world whether anything said or done by an individual 
was official or unofficial in character, or whether ho 
was then acting in his official or unofficial capacity. 
And further in this regard, if no difference existed 
between the statements of a person acting in an official 
capacity and those of a person acting as an individual, 
then every editorial writer on papers in all democ
racies would be subject to indictment on a similar 
charge. One of the most notable bulwarks of all 
democracies is the freedom of expression and we con
tend that SHIRATORI, as an individual, certainly had 
that right,

In this connection, wo desire to refer to 
Appendix E of the Indictment, which says: "The state
ments hereafter set forth following the name of each 
Individual defendant constitute matters upon which*
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the prosecution rçill rely Inter alia as establishing 
the individual responsibility of tho defendants," 
and that it is mentioned under SHIRATORI's name that 
he was, between 1928 and 1945s Chief of the Informa- 
tion Bureau (1930).; Minister to Sweden, etc. (1936); 
Ambassador to Italy (1939); Advisor, Foreign Office 
(1940); Director I.R.A.P.S. (1943); author of an 
article in "Contemporary Japan" pointing out the 
necessity of a world conflict to establish the "New 
Order in Asia" (April 16, 1941). For reasons best 
known to themselves, the prosecution did not produce 
in evidence the magazine article here cited.

If the Tribunal please, I learned from
Mr. Sandusky that they did include it in another»
group of articles. I just learned that; but it was 
not introduced in the same manner referred to in tho 
Indictment.

In view of the above, it was but natural that 
the defense for SHIRATORI should have concentrated on 
these positions held by him on which the prosecution 
said they would mainly rely in fixing SHIRATORI's 
responsibility. They now come out, however, with a 
new theory and try to assess the responsibility of 
each individual according to the position he occupied 
or the~par_t'Jie.played _ in the formulation or ad option
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~of policTesHby the Japanese Government. (K-;D 
Whether the Tribunal will be pleased to accept this 
thesis or otherwise, we are satisfied that in effect 
this new definition would make little difference in 
so far as the proofs tendered and arguments set 
forth by SHIRATORIrs defense are concerned. None of 
the positions he held during the period of the Indict
ment carried with it any policy-making authority.
That point seems to be admitted by the prosecution 
both in their general and SHIRATORI summations. They 
state in the general summation (K-4) that: "OSHIMA
and SHIRATORI have not been charged with any aggres
sive acts committed or statements made prior to the 
time they became formulators of national policy."
They further make it clear (K-5) that SHIRATORI has 
been charged solely because he ceased to be "conduit 
and spearheaded the movement to bring Japan into the 
Axis partnership in crime." ( K - 4 )  Thus they place. 
SHIRATORI in what they call the third category of 
defendants (K-5), whom they define as "those defend
ants who, although they had no duty or responsibility 
fixed by the law of Japan, have by their acts and 
statements placed themselves on the policy-making 
level and are therefore chargeable with responsibility 
in fact."
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Wo expect to enter into discussion on this 
point in detail in later chapters of our summation. 
Before doing so, we should like to dwell upon several 
questions which have important bearings on the con
struction to bo placed on the acts and statements 
cited by the prosecution as reasons for their main 
charge against SHIRATORI.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 104 5, a recess was 
taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)
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MARSHAL OF THE CÔÜRT: The Internétiohdl-----
Military Tribunal for the Far lest is now resumed.

THI. PRFSIDFNT: Mr. Caudle.
MR. CAUDLE: I will resume reading at the

middle of page 6.

1. The prosecution have, both in their 
rebuttal and summation, persistently attempted to 
insinuate that S'lRATORI was a favorite of the so- 
called Military Clique ever since the Manchurian 

/ffr.ir, and that he, in turn, was r friend of theirs 

and tried to cover up their unlawful activities. 
Contrary to the prosecution’s assertion that he 

himself admitted "he was in favor with the military," 
(UU-6) SHIRnTORI’ s interrogatory at Sugamo clearly 

shows that he explicitly denied being a friend of 
the military or a favorite of theirs. If the prosecu
tion had raised this point earlier, we could have made 
an ample excerpt from the said interrogatory. As it 

is, we must rest satisfied with submitting that if 
he had really been a favorite of the military, which 

the prosecution consider to have been dominant in 

Japan, SHIRiiTORI ought certainly to have cut a much 

more distinguished figure in the latter half of his

official career. As shown by SHIRATORI's personal
(2)

history, up until the Manchurian Incident, his 

(2. Ex. IZ'y and Ex. j5'/5) —------
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career as a diplomat was a rather promising one, for 
he was always assigned first rate posts and his 
promotion was very rapid until his appointment as 
Chief of the Information Bureau under Baron SHIDEHARA. 
The Manchurian Incident and the consequent downfall 
of the so-called SHIEEHARA diplomacy, however, very 

adversely affected SJilRATORI’s official career and 
personal life. He was compelled to accept posts he 
did not like and was often and for long periods 
placed on the waiting list, which shut him out from 
all activities in the service of his country except 
as a private individual, either as a v/riter, lecturer 
or commentator. This highest position to which he 

was ever raised was that of Ambassador to Italy, at
t

best a second rate ambassadorial post in Japan's 

diplomatic service. He was sometimes mentioned by 

newspapers as a possible candidate for the Portfolio 
of Foreign Affairs, but was never once given any 

ministerial position in any of the numerous cabinets 

of Japan since 1931. And this was in spite of the 

prosecution's assertion that besides always enjoying 
full support of the *rmy, SHIRi.TORI had Prince KONOYE 

as his political patron, a contention which is also 

based on very merger evidence and is not quite in 

keeping with reality. The prosecution state (UU-78)

ÖsBfö

/
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that SHIRATORI wrs raised to the position of Adviser
to the Foreign Minister and that this position carried
Shin-nin rank, which was the highest in official

hierarchy. That îs entirely wrong. Though on the

waiting list, SHIRATORI was then still an .Ambassador
of Shin-nin rank, while and Adviser was a Shin-nin

Trigu, or a qucsi-Shin-nin, so that his appointment
(3)

to advisership was not a promotion but a demotion, 

Moreover, the adviser was removable by the Minister 
at his will and had in any event to resign along with 
the latter, shovld such be brought about.

2. While stating, as mentioned before (K-4) 
that SHIRATORI has not been charged for any aggressive 
acts committed or statements made prior to his appoint
ment as Ambassador to Italy when he volunteered to 
become c formulator of nationc-l policy, the prosecu-I
tion nevertheless charge that SHIRATORI joined the 
"conspiracy" at a.n early date, and in their summation 

attach s great importance to the charge that SHIRATORI 

advocated Japan's withdrawal from the League of Nations 

On a very flimsy account contained in HARADA- Memoirs, 

which, moreover, was clearly denied by SHIRATORI from 

the stand, and without the support of any other evi

dence, not so much as hearsay or newspaper reports,

(3. Refer to Witness SAITO's testimony,
T. 34.986) ______________________

tx

A / ; .

/
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the prosecution build a theory all their own and 

draw serious inferences and conclusions against 

SHIRfcTORI. We must respectfully call the Tribunal's 

attention to the fact that in cross-examining 

SHIRATORI, the prosecutor did all he could to prevent 

any explanation or detailed answer, and that he v/ent 

the length of requesting the Court to intervene and 

direct the witness to answer only.in monosyllables.

More especially, in regard to this question of with

drawal from the League, SHIRATORI's offer of explan

ation was rejected so that he had to rest satisfied 

with a bare denial of having advocated Japan's with

drawal from the League, ''hen the excerpt from HARADA 

Memoirs was introduced as evidence in rebuttal con

cerning this matter, SHIRATORI was sick in a United 

States Army hospital, as the record will show, having 

undergone a throat operation, and could not be contacted 

by the defense counsel for consultation.

3* SHIRATORI's discontent with the official

positions alloted him by his superiors ever since the

Manchurian /ffnir was such that he gradually came to

assume the role of opposition to each succeeding

Government, whether he was in active service or on
(4)

the waiting list. In his letter to ARITA , if the*

(4. Ex. 77 4 - A T read only partly by t h e _______________ _
prosecution and defense.)

zS .*?*': Zi-" . ' *V?V. ’

4
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same is to be considered by the Tribunal, we find him 
criticizing the Foreign Office in bitter terms for 
its lock of policy and for cowering before the 
swaggering military. In the article in the magazine

(5)Kaiso , the very first he ever contributed to o 
Japanese journal, he vehemently rebukes not the 
Japanese people, os the prosecution contend, but the 
government, for its employment of those threadbare 
end discredited slogans such as self-defense, wrongs 
and injustices committed by China, etc,, and its 
failure to give an explanation of the Chino Affair 
at once satisfying the conscience of the Japanese 
people and convincing the outside world at large.

SHIR/.TORI goes even further in expressing 
his dissatisfaction with the manner in which the Japan
ese Government was attempting to settle the Manchurian 
and China problems, by saying:

"But judging from the past results, only 
the passive phrase has been applied as in 
conciliation with all countries. . . The de
nouncement of the Washington Treaty too is with- 

' in the category of passive diplomacy. At least, 
it cannot be deemed as being a positive diplomacy. 
One cannot help but entertain doubt as to the

(5. Ex. 3596-B, read only in part by the 
■----prosecution.-! '
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objective of Japanese' diplomacy by the 
present Foreign Office.

"Conciliation is merely a means of 
diplomacy and is merely technical. If it is 
r principle, it must be thorough. Have they 
enough courage to return Manchuria to China, 
to get reinstated in the Leagc of Nations

(5a)
and to apologize to the- wor.D for the crime?"

The prosecution asserted that by opposing
his Government in the negotiation for the Tripartite

agreement of 1938-39» SHIRATORI voluntarily raised
himself to the policy-making level. But it was not

the Government's policy itself that he really called
in question at that time, but the manner and method
they adopted in order to .attain their objectives. He
time and again told the Government to give up the

(6)
whole idea of an alliance with the Axis , if they 

could not see their way clear to making concessions 
in regard to their proposed unilateral reservations.

That he criticized both the ABE anc YONAI
(7)

cabinets may well be assumed from his habitual
opposition to the powers that be. Though accepting

advisorship in the Foreign Office, he was very often

(5a* Ex. 774A, p. 9. This part was not read 
before the Tribunal.

6. Ex. 2234; item (m) of Chapter V of this
summation.----------------------------------------

7. Ex. 3838)
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critical of both MATSUOKA end of the KONOYE Cabinet
in general. The interview he cave to the Asehi

(8)
Chimbun soon after the conclusion of the Tripartite 
Alliance in September, 1940, shows how independently 
of his Government he acted and whrt a detached view 
of the Alliance he took.

T h a t  S H I R A T O R I  h a s  t r i e d  t o  s h o w  t o  t h e  

T r i b u n a l  t h e  p e r s o n a l  e n d  i n d i v i d u a l  c h a r a c t e r  o f  h i s  

a c t s  a n d  s t a t e m e n t s  w a s  n o t  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  d e n y i n g  

h i s  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  i f  a n y ,  f o r  t h e m ,  a s  t h e  p r o s e c u 

t i o n  a s s e r t ,  b u t  w a s  p r i n c i p a l l y  b e c a u s e  h e  d e s i r e d  

t o  m a k e  i t  c l e a r  t h a t  n o b o d y ,  i n c l u d i n g  h i s  c o - d e f e n d a n t s  

i n  t h i s  t r i a l ,  i s  t o  b e  m o d e  t o  s h a r e  a n y  l i a b i l i t y ,  

i f  t h e r e  b e  s u c h ,  w h i c h  w e  d e n y ,  f o r  w h a t e v e r  h e  d i d  

o r  s a i d .
I

4 .  A l o n g  w i t h  A m b a s s a d o r  O t t ' s  t e l e g r a m s  

a n d  HARADA M e m o i r s ,  S H I R A T O R I ' s  o w n  w r i t i n g s  a n d  

s p e e c h e s  f o r m  t h e  b u l k  o f  t h e  e v i d e n c e  p r o d u c e d  a g a i n s t  

h i m  b y  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n .  Wo h a v e  s t a t e d  a b o v e  h o w  

S H I R A T O R I  s h o w e d  a  r e c a l c i t r a n t  t e n d e n c y  i n  o f f i c e  

a n d  o p e n  o p p o s i t i o n  t o  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  w h e n  o u t  o f  

o f f i c e *  o r  o n  t h e  w a i t i n g  l i s t ;  h o w  h e  w a s  n e i t h e r  n 

f a v o r i t e  n o r  a  f r i e n d  o f  t h e  m i l i t a r y  a n d  h o w  h i s  

a c t i v i e s  a s  a  w r i t e r  o r  s p e a k e r  s u c h  a s  t h e y  w e r e
I

(8) Ex. 2234: this part was not reed by the
prospmitH nn T )------- .—  ------------------------------------
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began so late as the letter rr.rt of 1937» which means 
that r.ll of SHIR/.TORI's works along this line are 
products of or largely influenced by that special 
atmosphere which is witnessed in any country at war.

Read against such a background, we submit 
that the IPS exhibits on this head, numerous as they 
are, cannot justly lead to any of the conclusions 
and inferences the prosecution were pleased to draw 
from them in their summation. In a latter chapter 
where we deal with some of the items to which the 
prosecution seem to attach special significance, v/e 
shall try and refute their contentions in detail.
Here we shall rest satisfied with denying in a general 
way the orosccution's contention, unsupported by any 
evidence at all, that.SHIRATORI was allotted the role 
of propagandist for his Covernment or what they call 
"The Military Clique" or "Conspirators." They appear 
to la.se their allegation for one thing on that part 
of his public statements where he attempts to justify 
or apologize for Japan's actions on the continent, 
and her diplomatic moves. vriting or speaking in public 
in war time, however, when popular feeling runs high 
and patriotism or "my country right or wrong" type 
is apt to become the supreme virtue, who could help 
trying to justify to the world at large the conduct

f e  - -: v
fass?,

I . B .V
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A

nd motives of his won country or Government? That 
HIRATORI never was looked upon as a propagandist 

rfay best be shown by the fret thf.t he v/rs not once 
ppointed or even considered as a candidate to the 

Presidency of the Government Information Bureau, a 
6ninisterif l post created before the outbreak of the 
acific war. If SHIRATORI really had been the effective 
pokesmanfor the "conspirators" that the prosecution 

9’dould have the Tribunal believe, it would be difficult 
lotlo understand why he was not assigned any such role 
lidtaring the Pacific war which they contend represents 

he culmination of the "conspiracy."

5. With respect to SHIRATORI's part in the 
acific war, which we will cover later in full detail, 

it has been conclusively shown that SHIRATORI became 

eriously ill in April, 1941, and had no part in the 
formulation of the plans for, or carrying out this 

ital issue in any degree whatsoever. Further that, 

fter his resignation as Advisor to the Foreign Office,

16

17
18
19
20
hie never again held a position with the Japanese Govern- 21

2̂ iont; and although he was elected to the Diet, he 
2̂ icver took any active part in such duties or responsi- 
2̂ ility. Upon his election to the Diet he was also 
25racde an ordinary director of the I.R.A.P.S., of which 

tpere were a great number —  and not to be confused
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with a. managing director, which was of greeter 
importance end of which there were only e few. It 
has been clearly shown from the evidence, which we 
will now discuss before the Tribunal, that SHIR/.TORI 

took no pert whatsoever in its functions and certainly 
could not be held liable for any acts he might have 
committed in such capacity. Moreover, SHIRj.TORI 

was relieved of his seat on the directorate after 
one year and withdrew from the Society itself soon 
afterwards.

Wherefore, the defendant SHIRATORI denies 
any guilt or responsibility whatsoever for any of 
the charges against him contained in any of the counts 
of the indictment, ■"e will now present to the Tribunal 

a complete- resume or summation, with citations, of 
the evidence submitted by the prosecution and the 
refutation of same by the said accused, which not only 
leaves the prosecution in a position where it has 
failed beyond a reasonable doubt to prove the guilt 
of the said, accused, but, on the other hand, proves 

his innocence of all charges brought against him.

II. MANCHURIAN INCIDENT.

The prosecution insisted, "While he (SHIRATORI) 

Is specially concerned with Count 5, we submit that 

oe was in the general conspiracy from the beginning.
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and resoonsible under cil the counts in which he 
( I D

is charged."

The prosecution further stated: "From the
31st of October 1930 to the 2nd of June 1933 SHIRATORI
was the official spokesmen of the Foreign Ministry,

and was decorated for his services in the Manchurian
(12)

Incident." However, at the time of the Manchurian
Incident, SHIRATORI was the Chief of the Bureau of

(13)
Information ; that is to say, a Section Chief of
the Foreign Ministry who is neither a statesman nor
a politician, but an official serving under the

(14)
control and direction of the Foreign Minister.

»

And the prosecution*s witness Boron SHIDEHARA
testified that during the tenure of his office as

Foreign Minister SHIRATORI served as Chief of the
Bureau of Information directly under him; that he felt
that SHIRiiTORI definitely and completely fulfilled the
duties of his office in line with the peace policy

of the WAKATSUKI cabinet, and that SHIHATORI's
activities had met with the wholehearted approval of

(15)
the cabinet and SHIDEHARA himself.

As to the- decoration of SHIRî.TORI, we 
respectfully refer to Chapter V of this Summation.
(11. T. 16,924 
12. T. 16,912

(13. Ex. 3575
14. Ex. 3576, T. 34,831
15. T. 1356)

I: *
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It is true that foreign correspondents chose
to refer to SKIRATORI os the "spokesmen" of the Foreign
Office. However, this is f misnomer, not at all in
keeping with the officiel legal definition of the
office r.nd which is moreover misleading as'to the
relative importance of the Bureau. In the United States
Government, for instance, "spokesman" is a name given
the Secretary of State or even the United States

(16)
President himself.

(17)
The prosecution stated: "Exhibit 179-Q

s h o w s  him taking part, in a discussion as to setting
(18)

up a new regime in Manchuria."
By this statement the impression is given 

that SHIRATORI made the following statement: "It re
quires prompt solution. In order to reach prompt 
solution, it will be necessary to create a new regime 
in Manchuria, If the Central Authorities should give 
the agitators of the movement a tacit approval to do 
so, it will facilitate the solution of the problem," 
However, said exhibit shows explicitly that Mr. HAYASHI 
nude that statement, with which SHIRATORI had nothing 
to do.
(16. T. 35,070-71
17. T. 1942
18. T. 16,912-13)
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The prosecution endeavored, by its cross- 

examination of SHIRATORI (19) to show that he collab

orated and played some part in the Manchurian Incident. 

The prosecution quoted a passage of its interrogation 
of SHIRATOKI in Sugamo Prison, in order to show that 
he, as the Chief of the Information Bureau, tried to. 
cover up and pacify the public and make them pleased 
with what the military had done, (20) But, as shown 

already, SHIRATOKI was only a bureau chief of the For

eign Office, whose main business was nothing more than 

handing out news items, both good and bad, favorable 
and unfavorable, to both the domestic and foreign 

press as well, from day to day, and publishing state
ments and declarations by the government concerning 

foreign affairs, under the control and direction of 
the Foreign Minister. (21) SHIRATOKI did, at the in

struction of the Foreign Minister, all he could in 

his attempt at mobilizing the public opinion in favor 

of a peaceful adjustment of the Manchurian Affair. (22) 

And the prosecution's witness, Baron SHIDEHARA, testi
fied very favorably to SHIRATOhl, as aforesaid. (23)

The prosocution endeavored to show that

(19) T. 35,064-085
(20) T. 35,066-67
(21) T. 35,031-078
(22) T. 35,030
(23) T. 35.071-75 and 15.137-39________________________
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SHIRATOLI took part in drafting the Japanese reply to 
the Lytton Report, which was a detailed justification 
of Japanese action in Manchuria. (24) But SHIRaTORI's 
work was mainly to put into Japanese the draft reply 
prepared in English by Dr. Baty, an Englishman and an 
advisor to the Foreign Office.(25)

All the other efforts of the prosecution to 
testify by its cross-examination SHIRATOKI's collabora
tion in the Manchurian Incident brought about no re
sults.

The prosecution tendered in rebuttal excerpts 
from HAKADA Memoirs in evidence in order to show cer
tain activities of SRIRkTOiiI during the Manchurian 
Incident.

(a) Exhibit No. 3763-A (26): This is an
excerpt from HAKADA Memoirs under date of 3 May 1932, 
the gist of which was that SKIRATOLI, along with many 
others in the Foreign Office, advocated the withdrawal 
of Japan from the League of Nations; that in view of 
past Japanese action in Manchuria since September 18 
she could not, that is to say, in good conscience, 
remain in the League; further, that the small nations, 
who were without sufficient information, were not the
(24) T. 35,082-083
(25) T. 35,144
(26) T. 37,604-05__________________________
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the proper ones to judge Japanese actions and that
I

it would be better to deal direct with America, Bri
tain and France. Further, that the statement was evi- 
iently made to the Chief Cabinet Secretary MOBI, who 
ävidently was sympathetic to the idea and recommended 
such action to the Premier.

The prosecution insisted in rebuttal that this 
iocument was offered to contradict SH IB ATOM ' s denial 
Dn cross-examination (26-a) that he advocated Japan's 
withdrawal from the League of Kations, and his further 
ienial (P6-b), that he ever stated his views on this 
subject, as recorded by llARkhA. ( 2 6 -c)

Now, EARADA does not show from whom, when and 
inder what circumstances he got the above-mentioned 
information. It is quite clear that this is nothing 
aut1 a préfabrication made up by EARADA as conclusion 
5n the basis cf information he has received from var
ious unknown sources. The passage in quotation marks 
ibove, beginning with - "Japan is unable to remain in 
the League" and ending with "It is quite improper to 
remain in the League", is not at all an aggressive 
opinion, even if true, as it advocated negotiations 
iirect with England, France and the United States to

-a) T. 35,081 
-b) T. 3 5 , 0 8 2  
-c) T. 37.601
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tion. Judging from the general style of recording the 
passage, it could not be a direct quotation of SHIKA- 
TOFiI’s talk, and further, SHIRATOhl denied it. The last 
sentence - "He must have aroused Chief Cabinet Secre
tary MOhl's sympathy," was an opinion of HARADA; and 
the author of the statement - "MOHI went directly to 
the Premier and urged withdrawal from the League," 
is not mentioned#

The withdrawal of Japan from the League of 

Notions on 27 March 1933 was, of course, decided by 

the cabinet and sanctioned by the Emperor on the ad
vice of the Privy Council (26-d). Even if we presume
that SHILATOliI really had a talk with MORI and the lot-

$
ter urged the Premier to withdraw from the League, 
about at the end of April or early in May 1932, it 
will be very difficult to conclude that that influenced 
.in any way the most important decision of the Japanese 
Government to withdraw from the League in March 1933» 
nearly o year later#

Moreover, SHIRATORI was the Chief of the In
formation Bureau of the Foreign Office during this 
period and served under the control and direction of
(26-d) Ex.- 271, Minutes of the Privy Council con

cerning termination of cooperative relations 
between Japanese Empire and various organs of 
League of Nations, T. 3,641-52
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the Foreign Minister. How could ho decisively influ
ence eny important foreign policy of the government?

Furthermore, SKIRalORI replied, during his 
cross-examination, to a question by the prosecution 
relying on the above-mentioned excerpt from HARADA 
Memoirs, os follows:

"If you want me to explain, I shall do so, 
but as to whether or not I advocated such a 
withdrawal (from the League of Nations), I 
did not advocate it." (26-e)

However, the prosecution did not permit him to explain.
And SHIKaTOKI, in a Ü, S, Army Hospital due to illness, 
necessitating a throat operation, was not able to attend 
court and could not make any explanation about the 
matter in surrebuttal. Under such circumstances, the 
reel story might, if clarified, hove been entirely dif
ferent from that written by HARADA in his Memoirs.

In short, the defense for SHIRÄFORI respect
fully insist that exhibit No. 3763-A is false, and 
worthy of no consideration by the Tribunal.

(b) Exhibit Mo. 3764-A (26-f); This is an 
excerpt from HARADA Memoirs under date of 12 September 
1932, the gist of which was that HARADA made a visit to j

I

SHIRATORI at the Foreign Office, at which time SHIRATORI j
(26-e) T. 35,081 

-f)(26- T. 37,606-07
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suggested the appointment of General AHAKI as Premier, 
due to the fact that under the then cabinet the exchange 
rate hod dropped considerably; that this was brought 
about by influence from the Military which caused the 
government to move to the right after announcing for
eign policies ore to be to the left; further, that such 
confusion was harmful to the country's reputation and 
that the only solution was to form a strong government 
which would follow a direct course - to all of which 
HaHADA replied in the negative, stating that the Mili
tary should be kept in the background and that most of 
the trouble was caused by lack of diplomacy.

The prosecution insisted, in rebuttal, that 
this document was offered to contradict SHIRATORI's 
denial (26-g) that he ever suggested to HARADA that 
ARAKI be mode Premier, or that he ever expressed an 
opinion favoring such appointment, (26-h)

Even if we presume some credibility in the 
aforementioned HARADA's story, it must be concluded 
that SHIRATORI himself did not belong to any group of 
militarists, but that he only suggested to HARADA that 
ARaKI be made Premier, in order to be able to stabilize 
the Japanese foreign policy and thereby also the Japan
ese exchange rote. Apparently SAIONJI, the Cabinet- 
(26-g) T. 35,083-84____________________________________
(26-TO— T. 37,505
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maker, was not influenced by SHIRATORI*s suggestion, if 
such was ever made, and we deny that it was, in any 
way whatsoever, and at any rate, ARAKI did not become 
Premier.

At that time HARADn was the main furnisher of 
information for Prince SAIONJI, the Cabinet-maker of 
Japan. However, SKIRATOhl was only a bureau chief of 
the Foreign Ministry, who was neither a statesman nor 
a politician, but an official serving under the control 
and direction of the Foreign Minister, and had, of 
cour so, nothing to do with the domestic politics. 
Therefore, SHIHaTOHI's opinion on a matter of the above- 
mentioned sort, if ever expressed and we deny that it 
v/as, could not be anything more than that of a layman. 
Although HARADA recorded in his Memoirs such a talk with 
SHIRATORI, we cannot appraise very highly the value 
of the entire HARaDA Memoirs, as will be later pointed 
out.

SHIRATORI denied categorically the aforesaid 
story recorded by HARADA. In his cross-examination he 
replied to a question put by the prosecution, as fol
lows:

"Not only did I never express such views
to others, but I, myself, never even harbored

_____such thoughts." (26-1)____________________________
(26-i) T. 35,084
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Therefore, HARaDa must have committed some grave mis
takes in recording the above-mentioned entry of his 
Memoirs.

In sum, we respectfully insist that exhibit 
No. 3764-A is a préfabrication without basis of fact, 
and is unworthy of consideration by the Tribunal.

(c) Exhibit No, 3773-A (26-j): This is an
excerpt from HARaDA Memoirs under date of 14 May 1933, 
and contains the passage to the following effect:
Vice Minister ARITA came over to HaRADA's place after 
9:00 p.m. and made a statement to the following effect: 
With the permission of the Minister, a plan was made 
to change personnel, sending SHIRATORI, Chief of the 
Information Bureau, abroad and TaNI, Chief of the Asia 
Bureau, to Manchukuo as a Councillor. ARITa submitted 
the plan to the Foreign Minister UCHIDA, who said to 
SHIRATORI: "I want you to go abroad either os a Minis
ter or a Councillor," and SHIRATORI stated: "I will
give it consideration, but what do you think about 
sending the Vice Minister abroad also?" Long before 
that, when SHIRATORI was approached on the same subject, 
he strongly objected by stating: "If I should be sent
out, there is no telling as to what may happen."

(26-j) T. 37,641-43
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Consequently, UCHIDA was finally placed at 
a complete loss and said to ARITAï "Since SHIRATORI 
states that if I send you abroad Vie will go, I want 
you to go out as Ambassador to Great Britain or to any 
other country you orefer. If you accept this proposi
tion, the natter will be settled amicably." ARITA 
thought that if UCHIDA was going to take the stand 
that in a quarrel both oarties were to blame, it was 
utterly useless for hin to give UCHIDA his support, 
and that it would be best for hin to resign before 
such a decision was reached. On the other hand, when 
ARITA’s resignation became a reality, SHIRATORI seemed 
to feel that he had to resign also. However, as the 
result of conferences with SUZUKI of the army,
SHIRATORI finally said: "I shall accept the post of
Minister to a foreign country, provided that there 
will be no change in policy." On the next day he 
made his said intention known to UCHIDA, who was over
joyed at the action of SHIRATORI. UCHIDA seemed to 
have been especially pleased when SHIRATORI advised 
him: "Please, in any case, retain the Chief of the'
Asia Bureau, since he is a very important figure in . 
connection with Chinese problems."

The prosecution stated that this document 
W P Q  t.r> S H T R  ATfiRT « s a w ____________

\ . • I
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1
cross -examina ti on (26-k) that he hat’ attempted to 

barp;ain with Foreign Minister UCHIDA concerning his 
transfer; his further denial (26-k) that he had 
offered to accept a post abroad if Vice-Foreign 
Minister ARITA wore also to be sent out of the 
Foreign Office; and to contradict a third denial 
(26-1) that he had finally consented to go abroad 
as Minister provided there would be no change in 

the policy of the Foreign Office (26-n).
Nov;, fron the general forn of the recording

of the exhibit, it appears that ARITA's visit to
HARADA was some tir.’.e after 9 o'clock on the 14-th

day of May 1933» In the conversation set forth in

the first part of said exhibit, it states that at

that tine ARITA was the Vice-Foreign Minister, etc.

(T. 37641-43). However, the last part of the exhibit

(T. 37643) with no new date line, and presumably
pertaining to a conversation with ARITA on the same
night, refers to the resignation of the Vice-Minister
(ARITA), which goes to conflict in its entirety.
Further, HARADA recorded in the exhibit several

direct quotations of the conversations between the
26-k. T. 35084.
26-1. T. 35085.
26-n. T. 37640.
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Foreign Minister UCHIDA and SHIRATORI. These are, 
of course, nothing more than hearsay. Moreover, 
HARADA did not show who was the bearer of the follow
ing two direct quotations of SHIRATORIfs talks:

1) . "If I should be sent out, there is 
no telling as to what nay happen." (26-n),

2) "I shall accept the post of Minister to 
a foreign country provided that there will be no 
change in policy." (26-o).

Furthermore, we respectfully call the atten
tion of the court to the following facts:

1) As the witness SAITO testified, the 
Vice-Foreign Minister has control over the personnel 
affairs of the Foreign Office (26-p), He arranges 
the change of personnel, and, in case it concerned 
higher officials, it will usually be conrunicated in 
advance to the persons concerned, who will then have 
occasion to express their personal wishes in regard 
to the planned change. The final decision lies, of 
course, in the hands of the Foreign Minister.

2) To the question of the prosecution on
cross-examination:
26-n. T. 37642. 
26-0. T. 37643. 
26-p. Ex. 2588, T-. 34962.
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"When ARITA refused to go to England and 
resigned instead, did you not consent to go abroad 
as Minister, provided the policy of the Foreign 
Office not be changed?"
SHIRATORI replied as follows :

"It is out of thss question for bureau 
chiefs or ministers to rake such unwarranted denands, 
and I have never done such a thing."

As SHIRATORI was at that tire Chief of the 
Infornation Bureau, with only such duties and re
straints as heretofore set forth, his answer must 
be true. In this respect we would like to refer to 
the testimony of KADOWAKI to the effect that the 
Foreign Minister TOGO dismissed four radical 
diplomats; to wit, one Ambassador, two section chiefs 
and one junior secretary (25-q).

3) With respect to an alleged personal 
controversy between SHIRATORI and ARITA, as reported 
by HARADA, SHIRATORI testified also on his cross- 
examination that at that tine there night have been 
rumors that ARITA-and he had quarreled, but that this 
was absolutely not true (26«r). However, if HARADA’s 
statement as regards the enmity of SHIRATORI and 
ARITA is taken on its face value, it would strongly 
26-q. Ex. 3626, T. 35519. 26-r. T. 35084.

w
i.

. *r
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indicate the absence of a conspiracy and would show 
much dissention in the Foreign Office at that tine.

It rust therefore be concluded fron the above 
that HARADA's story in exhibit No. 3773-A, in case we 
presume it contain some truth, must be one made up, 
strongly distorting the real facts, and accordingly, 
it has only a very limited probative value. Moreover, 
it is quite clear that such incident in the Foreign 
Office cannot have anything to do with the indictment 
for conspiracy, but controverts the sane, as aforesaid.

In short, there is no substantial evidence 
to show that SHIRATORI participated in any conspiracy 
relative to the Manchurian Incident, in the event it 
is assumed that such a conspiracy existed. Therefore,

j
the prosecution's insistence that SHIRATORI was in the j 
general conspiracy from the beginning (26- s), is not 
true, as further borne out by the prosecution's asser
tions in paragraph K-4 of their general summation, 
heretofore referred to in Chapter I, General, of this 
summation.

t

In summing up the contentions of the prosecu
tion with respect to SHIRATORI's activities as pertain 
to the Manchurian Incident, it can bo justly said that 
in the absence of the wholly undependable HARADA Memoirs, 
26-s. T. 16924.
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there is no evidence connecting SHIRATORI with this 
natter. On the other hand, the evidence fron the 
prosecution’s own witness Baron SHIDEHARA, the then 
Foreign Minister, who testified ns hereinabove stated, 
to the effect that SHIRATORI was cooperative with his 
.policy in trying to settle the incident and bring 
about the peaceful solution thereof, not only refutes 
HARADA, but is certainly r.ore worthy of belief. In 
view of this fact, the prosecution’s assertions nust 
be deemed to be only assumptions, presumptions and 
conclusions, based upon the so-called Memoirs of a 
sick and wholly unreliable person. In this regard 
we respectfully refer to the summation prepared for the 
accused KIDO wherein this subject is treated at 
length at pages —  if it please the Tribunal, at that 
time I understood! .Mr. Logan was to present Mr. KID0*s 
summation prior to me, and T  was going to insert the 
record pages; and I would like permission to insert 
them after Mr. Logan presents the summation.

III.
SHIRATORI and the USSR.

The prosecution state: "On the 4th of
4

November, 1935, SHIRATORI advised ARITA by letter 
that the threat of future caLab.ity should be removed 
while Russia was comparatively Impotent. He advocate
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war if that appeared inevitable in order to shut
27.

Russia out completely from advancing into East Asia."
In the "Statement of Official Procurement" 

attached to IPS document No. 2419» it is stated that 
the said document was obtained from the Japanese Govern
ment.

Now, it was clearly shown by the testimony 
of the witness YATSUGI, Kazuo (28) and. by the state
ment of prosecutor Higgins (29), that the Society for 
the Study of National Policy (Kotusaku Konkyu-Kai) - 
this title has also been translated as "National 
Policy Research Institute" - was a purely private 
organization, and. it was neither an organ of the 
government nor a part of it. YATSUGI testified also 
that he had never been an official of the Japanese 
Government (30); that IPS exhibit 774-A was the copies 
made by him from copies of SHIRATORI’s private letters 
to ARITA and. was confiscated from him by IPS; that he 
borrowed the said other copies from ARITA and. that he 
had never seen the original of these letters (31). 
Therefore, the aforesaid'^Statement of Official
27. T. 16925; *ofcr also.to Ex ,.a774-A -(IPS doc. 241Q-A), 

T. 7884.
28. t ! pp. r7374-78 and 34834.
29. T. II394.
30. T. 34837.
31. T. 34834-35.
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Procurement" of the prosecution cannot be true, and 
the document should be stricken fron the record. It 
rust also be said that it is not sure whether these 
"copies of copies" quite conformed to the original 
(32).

On the 12th and 14th of August, on the 24th 
of September and on the 1st of December, 1947, impor
tant language corrections were made by the Language 
Arbitration Board with regard to the British trans
lation of exhibit No. 774-A.

Exhibit 774-A was read partly by the prose
cution (33) before, and partly by the defense (34) 
after the correction.

If we assume that exhibit 774-A generally 
conforms to the original letters, then the document 
speaks very clearly for the following facts: (a)
that they were private letters, pure and simple, and 
are to be clearly distinguished from official documents 
sent from subordinates to superiors (35); or semi
official documents exchanged between colleagues;
(b) that the letters (dated 4th of November'and 12th 
of November, 1935) were written shortly after the
32. Refer also to T. 7879-82.
33. T. 7884-87.
34. T. 34838-44.
35. Refer to T. 34838-40.
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Seventh Congress of the Connunist International in 
Moscow brought out in August, 1935» c resolution to 
the effect that Japan ant'. Germany were its primary 
enemies (36); (c) that SHIRATORI's suggestion was not 
unreasonably to force a war against the USSR, but to 
negotiate with her with determination, not refusing 
even war if it is inevitable, in order to shut her 
out from advancing into East Asia and thus to remove 
future calamity when she was comparatively impotent 
(37); (G) that SHIRATORI was of the opinion that 
there was no need for Japan to make any specific 
understanding with Germany as the two nations were in 
the sane boat vis-a-vis Russia (38); (e) that SHIRA
TORI ls views in regard to China, England, and the 
United States of America, etc., were very reasonable, !
fair and. just (39) j and (f) that he deplored the j
decision of his government for the denouncement of 
the Washington Naval Treaty as a passive diplomacy 
(in stating as follows (39-a)):

"But judging from the past results, only
I

the passive phrase has been applied as in concilia
tion with all countries. . • The denouncement of the
36. T. 33987. 38. T. 34842-43.
37. T. 34842. 39. T. 34840-44.

39-a. Ex. 774-A, p. 9. This part was not 
read before the Tribunal.

. —  t
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Washington Treaty too is within the category of 
passive diplomacy. At least, it cannot be deemed as 
being a positive diplomacy. One cannot help but 
entertain doubt as to the objective of Japanese diplom
acy by the present Foreign Office.

"Conciliation is merely a means of diplomacy 
and is merely technical. If it is a principle, it 
must be thorough. Have they enough courage to return 
Manchuria to China, to get reinstated in the League 
of Nations and to apologize to the world for the 
crine?"

Vre would like to call the attention of the 
Court to the fact that, when the two letter? were 
sent, SHIRATORI was Japanese Minister to Sweden (40), 
and that ARITA was Ambassador to Belgium, from where 
he was transferred to China (41), that is to say,
ARITA did not yet become Foreign Minister at that 
tine; that, therefore, the prosecution’s use of the 
expression "SHIRATORI advised ARITA, etc." is quite 
misleading as the latter was not In position to put 
into execution SHIRATOKI’s suggestions in this matter.

It must also be pointed out that SHIRATORI, 
in one of the letters explicitly states that it was
40. Ex. 3575.
41. T. 3^845.

jJ&aresr -
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néant for ARITA personally a ne! that no copy was 

made by hinself. It is very patent fron the general 

context that SHIRATORI's nain object in writing this 

letter was to inpress upon ARITA, Ambassador desig

nate to China, the urgent necessity of checking the 

North China nachinations by the military and of 

stopping all southward advance beyond the Great Wall; 

and that he expressed his idea that the best way to 

attain that object was to emphasize the nonace fron 

Red Russia and concentrate all Japan’s efforts, both 

military and diplonatlc, upon that problem. We do 

not see anything criminal for a professional diplomat 

to write to a friend a strictly confidential personal 

letter of this sort. It was neither propaganda for 

an aggressive policy nor an advocacy of wanton use 

of force, but merely a bid for determined diplomatic 

effort to tackle "the menace on earth" that was 

hanging over Japan. We respectfully invite the 

Honorable Court to consider for a moment what vast 

difference it would have made in the subsequent 

events and developments in this part of the world if 

SHIRATORI had really wielded, the degree of Influence 

the prosecution aver he did in the formulation of 

Japanese diplomacy and the line of policy advanced 

b y  him in this exhibit had been adopted by Japan
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around 1935 or 1930.
The prosecution state further: "He (SHIRA-

TORI) held the post of advisor until the 22nd of 
July, 1941, when he resigned, owing to ill health.
On the 7th of July (42), and. again on August the 
1st (43), Ott stated, that he was intending to resume

44.
an activist policy, and advocated war against Russia."

They read only a part of exhibit 1113 (45)» 
and the defense read the entire remaining part (46).
In this document, Ambassador Ott himself stated that 
SHIRATORI was seriously ill, and that he made the im
pression of needing rest and being mentally tired (46)• 
,,?o would like to refer also to the testimony of Ott 
given to counsel for SHIRATORI, as well as of the 
defendant SHIRATORI himself (47). As to the statement 
attributed to SHIRATORI "that as soon as he was able 
to take up his political work again, he wants un- 
changedly to advocate an active course for Japan, 
and that he regarded the entry into the war against 
Russia as the most urgent goal" (48), wo rely on the 
testimony of the witness HISRIMA (49) and of the
4ÎÎ Ex. 3. T. :• 10157-58v 48. T. 10158.
43. Ex. 800. T. 7967-68. 49. T. 35013-018.
44. T. I6918-I9. ‘ ‘ * ■
45. T. 10157-58.
46. T. 34948-49.
47. T. 34883-86.
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witness MURAMATSU (50), in order to show thr.t, granted 
he had really said anythin?» of the sort, SHIR AT OR I was 
too ill at that tine to take responsibility for it.
At any rate, the assertion is denied.

The prosecution read only a part of exhibit 
800(51)» but we would like to rely on the entire 
exhibit; that is to say, also on the first part of 
exhibit 800, beginning with "Minister Secretary 
YAMAMOTO con.r.issioned with the affairs of the Vice- 
Foreign Minister, gave r.e the following information 
about the situation. • and ending with "YAMAMOTO 
did not contradict my renark that both governnents • . • 
and limited themselves, at present, to economic re
prisals," as well as on the last part of exhibit 800 
which reads as followsï

"In regard to my remark that the Soviet 
Government night then delay Japan*s entry into war 
by delaying negotiations and in cooperation 
with the progressive pressure of the Anglo-Saxons, 
until the beginning of winter and thereby perhaps 
prevent it entirely, YAMAMOTO asserted that he 
personally believed that a quick entry into war would 
be the right thing."
50. T. 35013-018.
51. T. 7967-68. L)

t
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It is quite clear that the prosecution
r.isapprehended exhibit 800, for a closer scrutiny
of the sane shows that acting Vice-Foreign Minister
YAMAMOTO nade the statement and not the defendant
SHIRATORI, and that fron the entire exhibit only

the clause "which SHIRATORI, whom I visited again

during the past days in his place of convalescence,¥
had pointed out to ne as being serious" relates to 
SHIRATORI. We also refer to the testimony of Ott 

given to counsel Caudle (52), as well as to the 

serious illness which r.ado it inpossible for SHIRA

TORI at that tine to take responsibility for any 

expression of his views. (See the above-mentioned 

footnotes (49) and (50).
SHIRATORI was appointed Minister to Sweden 

and was ordered also to serve concurrently for the 
countries of Norway, Denmark, and Finland in June,

1933 (53), where he remained until Novenber, 1936.
The Anti-Cor.:intorn Pact was negotiated during his 

stay in Sweden (54), and finally concluded on the 
25th of November, 1936, while he was en route hone 

fron his post at Stockholm (55). Though ShlRATORI, 

during his stay of three years in Scandinavia (56),

52. T. 34886. 55. Ex. 3575.
53. Ex. 3575. 56. Ex. 3575; 5 Dec.1933 -12 Nov.1936
54. T. 33984-87 and Ex. 3575. !;■ !
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visited Berlin several tines and also r.ot the accusée1. 

OSHIIIA at banquets given by the Ambassador, he did 

not discuss natters relating to the Anti-Cor.intern 

Pact with the latter, who wa« military attache at 
that tine. As 0SHII5A testified, SHIR AT OR I was never 

at any tire connected with the negotiations or the 

conclusion of the Anti-Conintern Pact. (57)(58).
The prosecution failed to testify that 

SHIRATORI had anything to do with participation in 
the Anti-Conintern Pact of Italy on the 6th of 
Novenber, 1937 (59)» of Ilanchoukuo and other coun
tries (60), as indeed he was in no position to have 

anything to do with the natter.
It is charged in Count 17 that between the 

1st of January, 1928, and thu 2nd of September, 1945» 

SHIRATORI planned and prepared a war of aggression, 

etc., against the Soviet Union; but, as abundantly 

clear fror, the foregoing, the prosecution have failed, 

we subnit, to substantiate that charge. And as has 

been pointed out in the general defense, the world 

knows of the Russian attack on Japan, notwithstanding 

the fact that the Russian-Japnneso Nonaggression Pact 

was still in full force and effect at that tine.
57. T. 35085-87. 59. Ex. 36, T. 6036.
58. T. 34084-86. 60. T. 6045 and 6046-48.

*  g n s= ; zss.-:■ g e t. ir -s  :;a n i t t y =1 im» — rri-1 ■ vrrtr--—
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IV. CHINA AFFAIR.
The prosecution state:
"From.the 31st of October, 1930, to the 2d

of June, 1933» SHIRATORI was the official spokesman
of the Foreign Mnistry, and was decorated for his
services In the China Affair of the nature of which 

' (63)
the prosecution has no other knowledge."

About this matter of decoration of government
officials, we should like to refer, among the rest,

(64) (65?)
to the testimony of the witnesses MURATA, NARITA

(66)
and MATSUHOTO, which clearly shows that an over

whelming number of persons were decorated in the 'Mai- 

churian and China Affairs; that the awards were, prac
tically speaking, without regard to the actual service 

rendered but were due nainly to the positions held by 

the officials concerned, and finally that even persons 
t who were generally regarded as opposed to, these affairs 

were likewise decorated. The fact that SHIRATORI was 

decorated does not, therefore, prove anything concern
ing the part he played in the China Affair. At the

t
time of the outbreak of the China Affair, he was on 
the waiting list of ministers in the Foreign Office and
(63) T. 16,912.
(64) Ex. 3147, T. 28,026-33.
(65) Ex. 3614, T. 35,398-99.
(66) Ex. 3623, T. 36,464-65.

I
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had no duty, authority or influence concerning the 
formulation of policy by his government (67 & 67-a).
In his sworn affidavit he states: "About the China
war I knew as much or as little as ordinary readers 
of newspapers either in regard to the circumstances 
of its outbreak or to the measures the government was 
adopting one after another."(68)

On Japan's China policy he wrote to ARITA in 
1935, as follows: (68-a),

Seven: Paragreph 1, second line of page 4
of said exhibit:

"The Foreign Office should be aware that the. 
situation prior to the Manchurian Incident more than 
proved that mere formality such as 'Sino-Japanese Good
will' has no value, on the other hand, the militarists 
appear to be focusing their eyes on North China, try
ing to build up a somewhat modified and moderated isian- 
choukuoe Foreign views aside, from the standpoint of 
the interests of the empire itself, the propriety of 
such policy is at least very problematic."

Same paragraph, 17th line of page 4 of said
exhibit:
(67) Exs. 125 and 3575.
(67-a) Refer also to witness SAITO's testimony,

T. 34,970-75.
(68) Ex. 3595, T. 35,031-32.
(68-a) Ex. 774-A, T. 34,840-42._____ ______
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"Therefore, our future policy towards China 
should be aimed solely at the exclusion of outside 
influences and disregarding entirely immediate small 

profits."
Same paragraph of page 4 to page 5> first 

line of said exhibit:
"Although we may mention 1 exclusion of foreign 

influences,' we, of course, do not mean the exclusion 
of all foreign activities in orderto acquire monopo
listic positions. For instance, I believe that due 
respects should be given to the various British,
American and other legitimate establishments in China, 

and moreover, we should be so prepared as to give them 
willing cooperation. By excluding foreign influences 

from China, we do not mean to be the so-called 'dog 
in the manger,' but only the expulsion of all influences 
which are harmful to China, and consequently to Japan. 

Although we may say that this shall be applicable to 
all, regardless of what that country may be, when we 
take a general view, we find that the activities of 
the various countries in China today do not retain any 
vestige of the former days when each country had her 
own sphere of influences. Only a few relics of the 
former age remain, but in general, they could be said 

to be unharmful. If Japan takes the initiative, for
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instance, in discarding the rights of extraterritoriality 
and other formal special rights, and of having the 
foreign settlement removed, and the number of foreign 

advisors reduced, would not the rest be satisfactory?
"It is needless to say that, among foreign 

influences that should above all be expelled, is that 
of Red Russia. This is a ouestion on which our 
empire's diplomacy must concentrate its main force in 
the future, and Sino-Japanese concert and cooperation 

with the Anglo-Americans are necessary for the solu
tion of this problem."

That alone, if nothing else, would suffice to
t

show beyond all doubt that SHIRATORI could never have 
had anything to do with the planning and preparing a 

war of aggression, etc., against China, as the 
prosecution indict him in count 6.

After the unfortunate conflict did take place, 

and assumed proportions of a regular war, and the* 
feelings of both nations ran high, SHIRATORI could 
not openly oppose it, although he deeply deprecated 

it in private. All he could do was to work for its 
quick settlement and to that end he bent all his 

efforts (68-b);
The prosecution charge SHIRATORI, in 

(68-b) T. 35,088 and 35,033.

ssi-'-:4-i li i nl tttitffe
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counts 27 and 28, with waging war of aggression, etc., 
against China; but none of the positions he held from 

1928 to 1945 had anything to do with the waging of 
the China war. During the entire period he never once 
served either in Manchuria or in occupied China, nor 
was he in any way connected with the numerous wartime 
organs and commissions which were set up to help 
prosecute the war.

V. NEGOTIATIONS FOR A TRIPARTITE PACT IN 

1938-1939, and
VI. SHIRATORI'S CAREER AFTER AiiBASSADORSHIP

TO ITALY.
I shall proceed with division V.
(a) SHIRATORI's warning to the Democracies:
The Anti-Comintern Pact concluded between 

Japan and Germany in 1936 and acceded to by Italy and 

other nations gave impetus naturally to the counter 
movement by the communists for the so-called popular 
front in opposition to what they termed "the national 
front" of Fascist countries. This counter-movement 
of Moscow was a great success in that it could range 
on their side many of the western democracies in so 

far as opposition to the Fascists was concerned. The 
Japanese Government and people were rather slow to 
awaken to the new development, having too long been
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accustomed to the idea that capitalist democracies ” 
and communist Moscow were irreconcilable.

That SHIRATORI did not at first like the idea 

of entering into special agreement with Germany but-’... 
rather advocated understanding with the democracies, 
especially England and China, in order to cope with 
the communist menace can be shown from exhibit 774-A.

The article he published in the "Contemporary 
Japan" of March 1938 issue contained the following:

"Japan, Germany and Italy, the three greatest 
totalitarian countries of the world, have concluded 
an Anti-Comintern Pact, the sole aim of which repeatedly 

has been declared by the governments of the three 
powers to be common defense against the Communist Inter

national and its schemes of world revolution, , , But 
it is extremely difficult to understand that democratic
nations, despite the absence of any attack or threat

%

of attack on themselves, should, from a preconceived 
notion of their own, place a false construction on the 
intentions of the ’have not' countries and attempt to 
check and suppress their activities at every turn.
Would not such an attitude only drive these countries 
beyond the bounds of their original Anti-Comintern 

Pact and compel them to collaborate in self-defense 

along more general lines?" (69)
(69) T. 35,104-5.
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The prosecution seem t.-> attach great impor

tance to this article which they regard as proof 

that SHIRATORI advocated the enlargement of the Anti- 

Comintern Pact as early as the spring of 1938» I*1
their summation they try very hard to intimate that 
this article had something to do with the German pro
posal to Japan early in that year for the intention 
of the Anti-Comintern Pact into a military alliance of 

general application. The prosecution begin by 
stating that SHIRATORI visited 0SHI*iA several times 
while in Sweden. It is a clear misstatement. Anyone 

who knows the geography of Europe at all will at once 

agree that for one who lives in Scandinavia it is .
necessary first to proceed to Berlin before going to 

any other parts of Europe except England. There is 
nothing at all extraordinary that during his three 
years in Stockholm he should have visited Berlin five 

or six times. It is not at all likely that SHIRATORI 
saw Military Attache OSHIMA each time he was in Berlin. 
At any rate, there was scarcely anything more than a 

speaking acquaintance between SHIRATORI and OSHIluA 
before SHIRATORI's arrival in Rome at the end of 1938.

At the time he wrote the article, SHIRATORI 
of course had not the slightest idea that Germany 
should actually make a proposal along the line indicated



by him. As the article plainly speaks for itself, 
it is nothing more than a warning or an appeal to the
democracies not to lend themselves to the popular 
front movement and force Japan to fly into the arms 
of Germany and Italy in spite of her true desire but 
purely in self-defense. That an article was published 
in the "Contemporary Japan" which was principally meant 
for American readers (70-a) and which in Japan was 
scarcely read by any readers beyond the American and 
British Embassy and business or press circles, clearly 
shows that it was meant for these readers and not meant 
for an advocacy of such an idea among the Japanese 
statesmen or leaders.

past one

(70-a) T. 34,998.

taken.)

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half-

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 1330.
MARSHAL OF THE COURT î The'International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Caudle.
MR. CAUDLE: Mr. President, I proceed to

read, as we have it listed, page 2 of Section V.
(b) SHIRATORI's appointment as Ambassador to

Italy: SHIRATORI was appointed Ambassador to Italy
on September 22, 1938: left Tokyo November 22, 1938,

(71)and arrived in Rome on December 29, 1938. The
prosecution stated that SHIRATORI accepted the post
of Ambassador to Italy and journeyed to Rome in the
latter part of December, 1938, with the expectation that
he would succeed in concluding the Tripartite military

(72)
alliance between Japan, Germany and Italy.

It is true that SHIRATORI accepted the 
ambassadorship because he was able to see that he 
would be able, even from Italy, to contribute to the 
solution of the China Affair, which was the most

(73)pressing problem of the time. But SHIRATORI makes
(74)it clear in his affidavit that in common with the

71. T. 34,906 and Ex. 3575
72. T. 16,914; also Ex. 498, p. 6083 and 34,865-66
73. T. 35,090 and 35,032-34
.......... . "  • -5 ,0^2-34.___________________ __
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then Premier, Prince K0N0YE, he thought that the use 
of such a pact lay mainly in the effect it would have 
on England and American regarding their Far Eastern 
policy. That SHIRATORI was not at all enthusiastic 
about the proposed Axis rapproachment may be seen from 
the fact that although he had three months in which 
to study the problem before leaving Japan for his 
post, he not only did not peruse or even ask f^r a single 
official document bearing on this matter or discuss 
it with anyone in position of responsibility at all.
In short, just as he v/rote the magazine article 

above mentioned as a sort of appeal or warning to 
America, so he regarded this proposed alliance 
principally as a gesture on Japan’s part to awaken, the 
democracies. It might be well to remind the Tribunal 
that Germany used these very same negotiations as 
a leverage to work out the Non-Aggression Pact with 

Russia.
About SHIRATORI's appointment as Ambassador 

to Italy, the witness UGAKI, the then Foreign Minister, 
testified to the following effects

Toward the end of August, 1938, Premier 
KONOYE suggested to UGAKI that he appoint as Vice 
Foreign Minister, SHIRATORI,-who was then on the 

waiting list as a minister plenipotentiary. While

<
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UGAKI had no desire to remove the then Vice-Minister, 
he thought it a pity to leave SHIRATORI so long without 
any assignment —

Your Honor, it doesn’t appear on my sheet 
but there was supposed to be a revised sheet of this 
which lists the dates from 28 April 1937 to the 
22nd of September 1938, it being on the waiting list.
For some reason or other mine hasn’t been inserted yet.

THE PRESIDENT: We have the revised sheet.
MR. CAUDLE: (Continued)
— from April 28, 1937 to September 22, 1938 —  

therefore UGAKI proposed to SHIRATORI the post of 
Ambassador to Italy. SHIRATORI showed reluctance at 
first, but consented a few days later, and was formally 
installed on 22 September 1938. In deciding upon this 
appointment, UGAKI never thought of specifically 
instructing SHIRATORI to conduct a negotiation looking 
to strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact, nor to let 
him in any way put forth special efforts to induce 
Italy to participate in such a new agreement. In 
offering him the Rome post, therefore, no mention 
whatever was made of this matter. The question of 
strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact was brought to, 
the notice of the Japanese Government merely in the 
for»™ r.r information from German quarters by the Japanese

r !i'35S0'i |T r  **■*■> t v »*«-  x
i. 3777*3-4* (75-b ) Ï. 34,916.
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(75- a)

I

Military Attache in Berlin, and noil through any (JlpiöHtetljc
organ. The whole matter v/as still at a quite unofficial
and .sounding stage as pertained to Japan. No mature
study had yet been made, nor a final conclusion

(75*reached at that time. Further, as will be brought 
out later, Germany and Italy had already agreed on 
the matter before SHIRATORI ever became in the least 
way involved therein.

The prosecution, relying on Exhibit 3791-A,
the entry of 16 June 1938 of HARADA Memoirs,

contended in the rebuttal that KONOYE told HARADA
the story that War Minister ITAGAKI persisted in
recommending to Foreign Minister UGAKI, SHIRATORI as
Vice Foreign Minister. This story was denied by the
witness UGAKI on his cross-examination by the prosecutiorl. 
(75-b)

Moreover, it is a hearsay of hearsay and, as
.heretofore explained in our discussion of HARADA*s
memoirs in the Manchurian part of SHIRATORI*s defense,
the HARADA Memoirs have generally a very limited
credibility. Therefore, the sworn testimony of the
witness UGAKI on his cross-examination must be preferred
to any entry of HARADA Memoirs.

It is respectfully requested that the Tribunal
reed in detail this entire exhibit; namely, 3791-A if
HARADA Memoirs are to be given any credit at all,
(75) .Ex. ' 3 5 8 © ^  34,908-910j..3.5,033=14; 35,111.______
(75-a) T. 37, 743-44 (75-b 3 T. 34,916.
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1
because this document specifically shows that it was
Jdesirable from Prince KONOYE's viewpoint that
i
SHIRATORI be made Vice Foreign Minister, in order 
to alleviate some of the pressure placed on Foreign 
Minister UGAKI by the field officers of the Army, 
necessitating UGAKI1 s having some means to hold them 
down, and yet appear to be cooperating with them.
It further shows that ITAGAKI, the then Minister of 
War, was in favor of such a move. This apparently 
contradicts itself in that if ITAGAKI were the war 
monger the prosecution insists he was, and was 
supporting SHIRATORI then how is it that SHIRATORI was 
also to be used as a tool of UGAKI to keep the military 
in its place by nefarious methods, which we assume 
would be submitted by UGAKI?

To show further contradiction of any 
conspiracy at this time, this document states that 
SHIRATORI1s personal conduct at that time was not of 
the best and for this reason the Navy was wholly 
opposed to him ^nd said document quoted Vice Minister 
(Navy) YAMAMOTO especially as saying that in view 
of this fact - "We cannot keep such a man for official 
disciplinary reasons." Further, UGAKI is quoted as 
saying* "I have heard that SHIRATORI is to some extent 
very Moose' with his finances. If he*s acceptable
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(75- c)

to the Army, he Isn't to the Navy. This is really an 
awkward situation."

The prosecution, relying on Exhibit 3794-A, 

the entry of 2 July 1938 of HAKADA Memoirs 
further contended in the rebuttal that OKAWA, Shumei, 
recently brought a petition from the young officials 
of the Foreign Ministry to UGAKI, the Foreign Minister, 
urging the appointment of SHIRATORI as Vice Foreign 

Minister. Witness UGAKI denied the story on his cross- 
examination by the prosecution (75-d). Moreover, the 
exhibit itself clearly shows that the above story was 
merely a sort of gossip brought out when HARADA, Navy 
Minister and Vice Minister, had a leisurely conversa
tion for approximately two hours at the Navy Minister's 
(75-c).

At this time tie would like also to call the 
attention of the court to the fact that SHIRATORI 
never was appointed Vice Foreign Minister (75-f)« 
SHIRATORI arrived at Rome on the 29th of December 1938 

without any special instruction or even sufficient in
formation about the proposed treaty with Germany and 

Italy (76). He paid informally an inaugural c^ll to
(75-c) T. 37,761 
(75-d) T. 34,915 and 34,917 
(75-e) T. 37,761 
(75-f) Ex. 3575
(76) T. 35,034 and 34,941
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Italian Foreign Minister Cinno on the 31st of the same 
month, and requested Ciano to arrange for presentation

t
of his credentials to the Italian King (77). In early 
January 1939, Premier Prince K0N0YE resigned and was 
replaced by Baron HIR/iNUMA, but SHIRATORI received no
instruction from the new cabinet (78). SHIRATORI/
presented his credentials to the Italian King on the 
10th of January, 1939 (79)» In this respect we would 
like to call the attention of the Court to the follow
ing passage on page 356 of "Treatise on International 
Law", Eight Edition, by William Edward Hall:

"A diplomatic agent enters upon the exer
cise of his functions from the moment, and from the 
moment only, at which the evidence that he has been 

invested with them is presented by him to the govern
ment to which he is sent, or to the agents of other 
governments whom he is intended to meet, and has been 
received by it or them. When he is sent to a specific 

state, the evidence with which he is required to be 

furnished consists in a letter of credence of which 

the object, is to commun .Le,*-re the name, of the bearer, 
to specify- his rank as rmbessodor, minister pleni

potentiary,, minister resident, or charge d ’affaires,

(77) T. 3V)itf 35,036
(78) T. 35,036
(79) T. 34,91,3-919 and 34,920-921*

/
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to bespeak credit for what he will commuhïca të'Tn tKe 
name of his government."

It is quite clear, accordingly, that SHIRATORI 
could only enter upon the exercise of his functions as 
Japanese Ambassador to Italy from the 10th of January,
1939.

(c) SHIRATORI had nothing to do with the • 
negotiation for a Tripartite Pact until early 1919.

Under the above mentioned circumstances, it 
goes without saying th»»t SHIRATORI had nothing to do 
with the initiation, the talk and the negotiation until 
early 1939, for a Tripartite Pact betv/een Japan,
Germany and Italy; also, he could not have anything 
to do with the matter.

As to Ribbentrop's telegram to Ambassador Ott
(80), testimony of the witness US AMI (8l), end of the 
witness OSHIMA (82), showed clearly the above-mentioned 

talk and negotiations were begun and carried on exclus

ively in Germany until early 1939. Furthermore, the 

witness NAGAI testified that, up until the arrival of 
SHIRATORI at Rome, the Japanese Embassy there was not 
in receipt of any official communication from any quart-, 

ers concerning the throe-power treaty then being mooted

(80) T. 6097-6102.
(81) T. 33,731-744
(82) T. 33,997-34,014
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in Berlin, although SAKAMOTO, Charge d1Affaires, was 
said to have privately acquired some knowledge about 
the matter from the Military and Naval Attaches, and 
that SHIRATORI, who had not brought with him any 
written instructions of the Japanese Government, said 
to the witness that the whole affair had now become 
clear to him as a result of the detailed account given 
him by both SAKAMOTO and the attaches (83).

(d) The prosecution Insisted that prior to 
the arrival of SHIRATORI at Rome, both Ribbentrop
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and OSHIMA had failed in their efforts to bring Italy 

into agreement for a. Tripartite Alliance (84).

However, "Ciano Diary" clearly shows that 
exactly at the time of SHIRATORI*s arrival in Rome, 
Mussolini decided on the 1st of January, 1939 (or 
maybe on the 31st of December, 1938) to accept Ribben- 
trop's proposal to transform the Anti-Comintern Fact

f

into an alliance and that he wished the alliance to be

signed during the last third of January (85). Ciano’s
Diary shows further that Ciono informed Ribbentrop by
telephone ol the aforesaid decision of Mussolini on the
2nd of January, 1939 (86), and that he also informed

von Mackensen, the German Ambassador to Italy, (87),

T. 34,922-923 T. 34,924: refer also to 
Mackensen's memo (T. ■ 
34,926-271*___ •__________

(83) T. 34,940-941
(84) T. 16,914
(85) T, 34,922

(86)
(37)



of tho game decision. It is quite clear that SHIRATORI 
had nothing to do with bringing Italy into agreement 
for a Tripartite alliance.

(e) Ciano Diary offered in evidence by the 
prosecution:

The prosecution offered in evidence against 
SHIRATORI excerpts from "Ciano Diary;" Ex. 499-«; ! 
that is, entry for the 7th‘ of January, 1939 (88), and 
Ex. 501; that is, entries of the 6th of February and 
the 6th and 8th of March, 1939 (90). These entries 
reflect only Cicno's one-sided viewpoint. The best 

evidence of SHIRATORI's official acts and advices to 
his government would be the telegraphic reports which 
SHIR/iTORI sent from Rome at that time, as Japanese 
Ambassador to Italy. But the defense could not offer 
them because these telegrams were destroyed by fire 
and exist no more, as shown by defense Exhibit 3586 (91).

SHIRATORI does not remember ever meeting 
Baron HIRANUMA before he left Japan for Rome in 
November, 1938, and he had no knowledge or information 
about HIRANUMA's diplomatic views at that time. The 
entry in Ciano’s Diary to the effect that SHIR/TORI 
told Ciano that the new Premier HIRANUMA was openly
(88) T, 6092
(90) T. 6095-97
(91) T. 34,931-32

46,110
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in favor of the tripartite alliance, is not true (92).
SHIRATORI was received by Mussolini and paid 

his respects to the latter on the 6th of January, 1939.
At that time SHIRATORI had no instructions either of 
the KONOYE Cabinet or of the new HIRANUMA Cabinet, 
and, moreover, he was not qualified to act as Ambassador, 
as his credentials were not yet presented. At that 
interview Mussolini did all the talking and would 
scarcely allow SHIRATORI to say anything beyond chiming 
in occasionally. It seems that Ciano attributed to 
SHIRATORI some of the things said by his father-in-law 
on that occasion. Nothing that SHIRATORI gave them to 
understand warrants the statement contained in exhibit 

499-i (93), that he was greatly in favor of the tri
partite alliance, which he regarded as a weapon to 
force Great Britain to concede "( the many things she 
owed to us all." (94) After the interview, SHIRATORI 
told the witness NAGAI that he wa.s surprised to know 
that Mussolini was all for the proposed treaty, going 
so far as to expect its consummation within a few 
weeks, and that inasmuch a.s a final decision in this 
matter had first to be made by the Japanese Government, 
he tried somewhat to dampen Mussolini's zeal (95).

(92) T. 35*034-35
(93) T. 6092
(94) T. 35,036-37
(95) T. 34,941

y • -! *
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That being the case, SHliiATORI could not possibly 
have assumed the forward attitude ascribed to him

(96)
by Ciano in the aforesaid Exhibit 499-A*

As to the later entry in Ciano Diary tendered
(97)

received from his Government in regard to the proposed
tripartite pact w^s th^t which was brought by the
ITO Mission at the end of February, 1939. This
instruction was addressed to both ambassadors, OSHIMA
and SHIRATORI, and was transmitted to them together

(98)
in Berlin.

The main part of the Japanese counter-draft

of the Tripartite Pact contained in this instruction
, (99)

was the same as paper No. 1 of Exhibit No. 2619, 
consisting of the following three documents:

consultation and assistance between Japan, Italy and 
Germany.

98, given .
---  002), by witness USAMI (T. 33.732-36) and b y ______

witness NAGAI (T. 34,941-43).

in evidence by the prosecution, we will explain 

afterwards.

(f) Instruction brought by the ITO Mission: 
The first instruction which SHIRATORI ever

(A) the pact proper; namely, the pact of

(B) the signing protocol, and
(100)

(G) the secret accessory protocol.

hit ill
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Further, recording to the instruction, no limitation 

or condition was pieced on the duty of mutual assistance, 
in so far ns the pact to be published was concerned. 
However, the following tvo secret understandings or 
reservations were to be annexed to the pact, and OSH IMA 
and SHIRATORI were specially instructed to trys and 
obtain the concurrence of the German and Italian 
Governments to these reservations*

1) Th~t Japan would not render any military 

assistance in case Germany and Italy were attacked

by countries other than Soviet Russia, unless these 
countries had turned communistic, and

2) Explanation would be given to third
parties to the effect that this pact was an extension

(101)
of the Anti-Comintern Pact.

As will be explained later, the above 

mentioned draft pact itself; that is, the pact proper 
and the two protocols, was a very weak and harmless 
treaty which, according to SHIRATORI's opinion, would 
by no means dr"g Japan, against her will, into a war 
of Germany’s or Italy’s making, and, moreover, the 
existence or possibility of which, so SHIRATORI thought, 
would contribute to a speedy peaceful solution of the

101. T. 34,002-003; 33,736-737, *nd 34,942-43.
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Chinn Affair. Further, the proposed pact contained
nothing that would prevent Japan's entering into a.
separate arrangement with Great Britain and America

(102)
concerning China and the Far East. There was
<-lso reason to expect that Germany and It^ly would
agree to the Japanese draft-pact. However, the above-
mentioned reservation No. 1 was in fact going to limit
the duty of military assistance to cases where Soviet
Russia was involved, f'nd SHIRATORI was of the opinion
that not only was there no prospect for such unilateral
reservations ever to be entertained by the German end
Italian Governments, but it would be a disgrace to
Japanese diplomacy to leave on record a proposal v/hich
clearly amounted to taking back with the left hand
that which v/as offered with the right. He cabled
his view to the Japanese Government and recuested it

(103)
to reconsider the matter. That Ambassadors
submit now and then their opinions to their governments,
is - fact which occurs in every country, and which is

(104)
clearly allowed by lew in Japan.

102. T. 35,040.
103. T. 3^,942-43; 33,738-39 and 35,040-041.
104. T. 34,003-004; 34,054 and 35,040-041.
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New. Ciano stated in his diary that SEIRATORI
105

(advised hin not te accept the Japanese counter-proposal
But this is a very unkind way of interpreting SKIR^TORI's
words, which wore nerely to the effect that he was
afraid Japanese c  unter-prrposal would be unacceptable
tc. Ciano, but that Ciano did not have to take it as the

106
final word.

Ciano stated further that SKIRi.TORI told Ciano
that he refused t< connunicate through official channels,
that he asked Tokyo to accept the Pact of Alliance
without reservation, and that otherwise he wculd resign

107and bring about the fall of the cabinet.
And apparently relying on this entry of the

Ciano Diary, as well as on Ribbentrop’s telegram to 
108 . '

Ott, the prosecution insisted that SKIRnTOFI advocated
an all-out military alliance without reservations,* that 
he endeavored to impose his crnvicticns upon the Japa
nese Government, and, tc influence and direct Japanese

109
policy with regard thereto; that he refused to fcllo^ 
the a'dvice of the ITO Mission and tc corrunicate the 
compromise proposal of the Japanese Government through 
official channels, and that he threatened tc cause the
(1 0 5 . Ex. 501. T. 6096.

106. T . 35038.
107. Ex. 501, T. 609É.
108. Tx. 502, T. 6100. 

—109^— £ ,- 16914 . )-------------
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cabinet-by resigning from his priai unless----
110

the government reconsidered its stand.
It goes without saying that such insistences 

cf Ciano, of Ribbentrop and of the prosecution have been 
contradicted more than sufficiently by the above ex
planation. Moreover, as the witness NAGAI testified,
SHIRATORI never threatened the Japanese Foreign Minister

111
with resignation.

Ul-a
(f-1) Exhibit 3797-A, which was intro

duced by the prosecution and quoted from in paragraph 
UU-50 of its summation, states as fellows, in part: 
"Therefore, no matter what they (Ambassadors tc Rome 
and Berlin) night say, the (Japanese) Government cannot 
cancel its decision. All we have tc do is to change 
the Ambassadors if they are going to rush tc conclusions 
and say that the decisions (of the Japanese Government) 
will not do. As f c r the transfer of Ambassadors, I would 
like to carry it out after the close of the present 
session of the Diet. In all cases we wired back instruc
tions to both (Ambassadors) to do as recommended by the 
Japanese Government. . . .In all likelihood, the Premier 
is presumably cf the sane opinion." And so you find 
another glaring inconsistency and gross misstatement by
(110. T. 16915; Ex. 501, T. 6096; Ex. 502, T. 6100,
111. T. 34-O45.
111-a. T. 37,773.)

. -• 'i1’
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1
by Cianc, who evidently knew little or willingly diverted 
his writings from the truth.

2 The prosecution insisted that this document
3 was tendered in evidence in rebuttal tc c< ntradict the
4 111-b

testimony of defendant OSHIMA, in which he denied
5

receiving instructions fror the Foreign Ministry between6
arrival of the ITO Commission in Berlin in the latter

€ 7
8 part of March, 1939, to do as recommended by the

111-c
9 Japanese Government.

10 Now, the witness USAMI testified that in reply
11 tc the instruction brought by Minister ITO late in
12 February, 1939, 0SHI1ÏA and SHIRATORI submitted their
13 opinions tc Foreign Minister /»RITA early in March, and
14 that late in March ARITA in turn wired a new instruc-
15 tim, but that it was not true tlrt in the meantime,
16

Yc7- 17
that; is, between the beginning and end of March, 1939, 
ARITi. sent an instruction tc the Japanese Embassy in

18 Berlin, urging it tc carry on the negotiations pursuant
19 111-d

tc the original instruction brought by ITO. And
20

as witness NAGAI testified, the negotiations for the21
22 Tripartite Alliance wore carried rn almost exclusively 

111-0
23 in Berlin, and, farther, the testimony of Stahner

24 on examination by counsel fer SKIRATORI stated that

25 (111-b. T. 34129.
111-c. T. 37771.
111-d. Ex. 3908, T. 38872.

--111 .fi-s— 44vf-M-/h) *£ f!hnn»nr V j--
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Italian negotatic.ns were carried cn almost entirely by 

Hitler and Ribbontrop with Mussolini and Ciano, record 

24,482. Therefore, SHIRATORI could not have received 

any instruction fron ARITA, which was not sert to 

O rHIMA at the sane time. In reality, he also did not get 

any such instruction as mentioned in exhibit 3797-A.

Apart fron the general incredibility cf HARADA 

Mericirs, about which we will treat later, this also 

shows how KARADA wrote incorrectly. It night be that 

ARITA, in reality, had not yet "wired back instructions 

to both (Ambassadors)" at that tine, and that he could 

net do so as it was only presumed that the Prime 

Minister was of the sane opinion, but there was no 

certainty of such a fact.

(g) New Instruction of the Japanese Government.

In answer to the opinion submitted by OSHIMk  

and SHIRATORI, as to the instruction brought by ITO 

Mission, a new instruction of the Japanese Government, 

revising the original text of the socrèt understandings 

or reservatifns arrived at Berlin and Rene at the end of 

March, 1939» The gist of this new instruction was as 

fellows: The secret understanding or reservation No. 1

was revised tc the effect that although Japan accepted 

the duty of military assistance also in case Germany 

and Italy were attacked by ccuntries other than Soviet
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Russia, she would not be able to carry it cut effect
ively for the tir.ie being. As tc the secret understand
ing or reservation Ko. 2, Japan wanted tc reserve that, 
in case inquiries were nade by third parties, Japan 
would explain that, as far as Japan was concerned, she
had nothing in view but the destructive activities of

112
the conmunist International in concluding this treaty.

SKIRi.TORI connunicated the Japanese instruc
tion to the Italian Government in early April, 1939, as

113
the entry for April 21, 1939, of the Ciano Diary relates.
It is therefore patent that the prosecution's insistence,
relying on exhibit 502, that in April the Japanese
Governnent reconsidered its stand and presented a new
draft of the treaty, and that SKIRATORI again refused tc

ccrar’i”'icate officially the Japanese Government's proposal
114

tc the nation to which he was accredited, is not true.
Germany and Italy accepted the Japanese pro

posal insofar as the pact proper, the signing protocol 
and the secret accessory protocol was concerned, but
showed reluctance to accept the secret understandings

115
cr reservations. Their opinion was that such matters 
as mentioned in the reservations should and could be 
referred tr agreements tc be made by the conferences of
(112. T. 34005-6: 33739.
113. T. 34946-48.
114. T. 16915-16; see also Ex. 502, T. 6100.
115. T. 34947-48, 34006-7, 3373?;;407)-----------------
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the three contracting countries envisaged in the Pact,
(h) Later Negotiations.
The negotiations thereafter were confined ex

clusively to exchanging arguments concerning the Japa-
117nese reservations and these reservations were largely 

accepted by Germany and Italy, the only point of differ
ence that remained to be adjusted narrowing down to
whether these reservations were to be committed to black

118
and white, or to remain an oral understanding. The

119
papers Nos. 3 and 4 of exhibit 2619 were a tentative 
draft, and so-called "Gaus Draft," drawn up by German 
and Japanese experts at Berlin on the basis of the Japa
nese reservations, but this Gaus Draft was not accepted

120.
by the Japanese Government.

The Italian Government practically left to 
Berlin the entire matter of the Tripartite Treaty, and 
there was not much in the way of exchange of views or 
negotiation between SBIRATORI and either Mussolini or 
Ciano. SHIRATORI informed the witness NAGAI at one time 
"that Ciano had told him with cynicism that the whole 
question was in the 'able* hands of the German Foreign 
Minister. Such being the case, the negotiations were
<116. 'T. 33739-40, 34006-7, 34937.
117. T. 34954.
118. ’ t ! 35041,* 33740-41, 33748-50 , 34008-9 , 34011-12.
119. T. 22548-50.
120. T. 34008-9, 33740-41, 33748-50, 22541.



carried on almost exclusively in Berlin and the part tha
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SHIRnTORI played was confined mainly to making suggestin
121

or advancing views to the Foreign Ministry in Tokyo.’'
The entire negotiation was finally terminated,

due to the conclusion of the German-Russian Non-
Aggression Pact on 23 August 1939 about which we will 

122
explain later.
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(i) Conclusion of the Italo-German Alliance. 
Ciano wrote in his diary as follows:
(A) February 3» 1939 - that Mussoline was dis

contented with the Japanese delays in concluding the 
Tripartite Alliance and regretted the way in which 
Ribbentrcp lightly assumed that Japan would agree to con
clude the pact. Mussolini thought it might be a good 
idea to conclude a dcuble alliance, without Japan, and 
leave Japan to face Anglo-French forces alone. In this 
case, the pact would have no anti-British or anti-. 1 2 3.
American flavor whatsoever.

(B) March 3» 1939 - that Musseline and Ciano
discussed the Tripartite Alliance. New delays were
caused by Japanese red tape and formality. Mussolini
was always more in favor of the bilateral alliance with
Berlin, leaving Tokyo out. Italo-German alliance with j
(121. T. 34944-5; refer also to testimony of Stahner,

T. 24482.
122. T. 34012, 33741.

— I23.— T-y-34928-30»)----------- :-------------------------- !
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Japan would push the United Stateä intc the *irns uf the

western democracies once and for all. Mussolini w an ted
123

to speed up the Gerran-Italian alliance.
(C) April 25, 1939 - that news arrived from

Berlin that Japan persisted in their reservations with

respect to the triple alliance; therefore, the signing
was postponed sine die. Mussolini said that he was just

#as glad; actually for sometime he had considered Javi~-.nj£
123

adherence more harmful than useful.
(D) May 6 and 7, 1939 - Mussolini asked Cianc

to have the bilaterial pact announced which he had
always preferred to the Triangular Alliance. Ribbentrop.
who at t^e bottom of his heart, had always aimed at the

inclusion of Japan in the pact, at first demurred, but
then ended by giving in with the reservation that he
must obtain Hitler's approval. Hitler called cn the

123.
telephone, gave his immediate approval.

This pact of friendship and alliance between124
Germany and Italy was signed on the 22nd of May, 1939«

(j) Conclusion of the Non-Aggression Pact 

Between Germany and U.S.S.R; Negotiations for a Tri

partite Pact Failed Completely and No Results Were 
Obtained.

SHIRATORI anticipated that the Nazi Government
(123. T. 34928-30.

124. T. 6120-22.)
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1
would make full use of the proposed alliance in their
diplomatic maneuvers in Moscow and wired to Tokyo more
than once that a rapprochement between Soviet Russia
and Germany was quite possible and that Japan must not
forget the policy pursued by Kaiser Wilhelm II, who
abetted .the Csarist Russia in her Far Eastern adventures
by guaranteeing her rear in the west, but his submission

12?
was entirely disregarded. All efforts for a Tri
partite Pact failed completely. The conclusion of the »
German-Russian Non-Aggression Pact on 23 August 1939 
struck Japan as a surprising blow and caused the resign
ation of the HIRANUT5A Cabinet. All negotiations with 
Germany and Italy about the alliance were stepped, and
relations between Germany and Japan coded down to a low 

126
degree.

SHIRATORI did not advise Ambassador OSHIMA not
tc execute the instruction from Tokyo to lodge a pretest
with the German Government over the German-Soviet Ncn-

127
Aggression Pact, as exhibit 2232 states. ' SHIRATORI 
had suggested tc Foreign Minister ARITA that the pro
test should be presented by himself tc Ambassador Ott 
for transmission to Berlin, as it would be too cruel 

thus to make OSHIMA "drink boiling water" in addition tc

(125. T. 35042, 34943.
126. T. 34854-5, 34865, 33743.
127. T. 16006.^_________ ______  _____________
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his great chagrin at the- Gorman-Soviet rapprochement.
Accordingly, SKIRATORI telephoned to OSHIMA to suggest

127-a
that he night wait until Tokyo was further heard fron.
There was no need to play for tine as so absurdly pt\.-

128
pounded by the prosecution, as all negotiations 
ceased in tote, and the tire element did not enter into 
the natter. Further, no delay occurreu in the notifi
cation of the German Government concerning Japan's 
feelings in the natter because only a day afterwards, 
namely, 25 August 1939, Ambassador Ott telegraphed to 
his Government that the Japanese Foreign Minister handed 

him copies of the following instructions he had sent to 
CSHIIÎA on the sane day: 7 s,To inform the Gorman Govern
ment that the Japanese Government had interpreted the 
conclusion of the Non-Aggression Pact as finally term

inating the present negotiations between Japan and
129

Germany for a ^Tripartite Pact with Italy."
Furthermore, Ambassador HORINOUCHI stated t<̂

U. S. State Secretary Cordell Hull on 26 August 1939 
that, speaking personally, he might say his Government 
had decided on the previous day to abandon any further 
negotiations with Germany and Italy relative tc closer 
relations under the Anti-Comintern Pact to which they 
(127-a. T. 35045.
128. UU-63 of prosecution summation.

— 12.9U____T. 6122.)________________________________________
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had been parties for sere- tine.____________________ _____
00 No Casual Relations Existed Between the

1
Negotiations in 1938-39 and the Conclusion of the Tri
partite Pact of 27 September 1940. This is quite clear 

fron the following facts:
(A) As explained in item (i) above, SHIRATORI'

activities in Italy were entirely fruitless. Moreover,
SKIRATORI had little contact with the Italiar side; he
had made few, if any, acquaintances in the political
and social circles in Rome, and above all, he did not
have any intercourse with the leaders of the Fascist

131
Party and of the Italian A m y  and Navy. Therefore, 
it must be said that SHIR..TOR I contributed very little 
to the Italc-Japanese rapprochement. SHIRàTORI, as 
Ambassador to Italy and not to Germany, had no duties t< 
work for collaboration of Germany and Japan and did 

nothing for that. He saw Ribbentrop only on twe
I

occasions, in April and in June, 1939. Ribbentrop couh
132

not know SHIRATCRI very well. The prosecution has 
produced no evidence that SKIRATORI ever saw Hitler.

(B) As explained in item (j) above, the nego
atiens for a Tripartite Pact failed, and terminated
finally, no results wore obtained, and German-Japanese
relations v-cled down to a L w degree, due to the

(130. T. -4197; see also item 9 of Appendix C of the 
Indictment. 131. T. 34945.

1^2-i— T . 34137T 24481-2, 14128-Q.)____________________

130
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conclusion of the German-Pussian Ncn-Aggrossicn Pact.
(C) The change in the Japanese public senti

ment in favor of the Axis in the late spring cf 1940 
was solely due to the German victories in Europe and the
strong economic measures taken by the United States 

133
against Japan.

(D) Foreign Minister MATSUOKA seemed deter
mined from the outset that no person, not excepting 
Premier KONOYI himself, should share with him either the 
blame or the credit for the new diplomatic venture for 
rapprochement with the Axis powers, which he was embark
ing upon. He was particularly secretive or exclusive in 
tne conduct cf the negotiations with Stahner and Ott for 
the Tripartite Pact. He made it a point of distinguish

ing this pact from that abortive attempt of 1938-39» and]j
refused to studv documents or consult persons that had ;

134
anything to do with the previous negotiations.

MATSUOKA stated at an Imperial Conference 
regarding the conclusion cf the Tripartite Pact of 27 
September 1940 that the fundamental principle of his 
negotiations with Germany was entirely different from

135.
that of HIRANUM*. Cabinet days.

(E) Prince KONOYF stated in his article “On

(133. T. 34855.
134. T. 35049.
135. T. 6341.)
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137

he Tripartite Alliance" that, inasmucF;Ts~tHö alllHnbe '
of September, 1940, was to be directed against Great
Britain and the United States and not against the
U.S.S.R., as in the previous year, there was a funda-

136.
mental difference in nature between the twe plans.

(1) The Draft Tripartite Pact Considered in 

1939 Was a Weak and Harmless One.
The prosecution insisted that SHIRATORI advo

cated an all-out military alliance without reservations. 
But that is not true. The Tripartite Pact advocated by 
SHIRATORI was a weak and harmless one, as explained 
hereunder.

As shown in item (f) above, the main part of
the Japanese draft of the Tripartite Pact ccntained

in the instruction brought by the ITO Mission was the
138

same as paper No. 1 of exhibit 2619, consisting of
the three documents; namely, the pact proper, the
signing protocol and .the secret accessory protocol,

which were accepted by Germany and Italy at an early
139

stage of the negotiation. An analysis of these 

documents shows the following!
(A) the titel of the Pact proper was "Pact 

of Consultation and Assistance between Japan, Italy and

OI36. T. 24291
137. T. 16914; Tx. 501, T. 609?.
138. T. 22539-50.

- 139.--Sap, also Item ( g) above.)________________________
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Germany."
(B) the draft preamble of the Pact proper 

left no room to doubt that the Pact was tc be primarily 
directed towards the Comintern and Soviet Kussia.

(C) as the witness USAMI testified, the Pact
140

was not to be directed against the United States.
(D) Article I of the Pact proper stipulated: 
"In case one of the contracting powers should

be drawn into difficulties by the attitude of a power 
or powers not party tc this Pact^ the contracting powers 
shall enter forthwith into a consultation concerning 
measures to be taken jointly."

(E) Article II of the Pact proper stipulated: 
"In case one of the contracting powers should

be threatened without provocation by a power or powers 
not party to this Pact, the other contracting powers

s
engage to render to the threatened power political and 
economic support for the removal of this threat."

fi40.---T-.- 33751.)
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Paragraph 1 of Article III of the Pact 
proper stipulated: "In case one of the contracting
powers should become object of an unprovoked attack 
on the part of a power or powers not party to this 
pact, the other contracting powers engage to render 
their help and assistance«"

The above-mentioned stipulations clearly 
limit the obligation to render political and economic 

support or to render help and assistance, including 
military assistance, to cases in which unprovoked 
threatening or attack was made on one of the con

tracting pov/ers. And as such unprovoked threatening 
or attack was extremely unlikely to be started by 
England or Prance, the above stipulations afforded
ample guaranty against Japan's involvement in an

141aggressive war in Europe.
(F) Paragraph 2 of Article III of the Pact 

proper stipulated: "The three contracting powers

shall in this case forthwith consult and decide the 
necessary measures for carrying out the obligation 
provided in the foregoing paragraph."

Further, item (A) of "Secret Accessory 
Protocol" stipulated: "Concerning Articles II and III

of the Pact, the competent authorities of the three 

drtU Tr« 35043 »------------------------- ---------------

;



contracting powers shall examine in advance, as soon 
as possible after the Pact becomes effective, what 
individual possibilities of conflict exist and in what 
manner and to what extent the contracting powers 
shall render each other support or help and assistance 
according to the geographical circumstances.'1

According to these stipulations, support or 
help and assistance would not be rendered automatical
ly, but the matter would be examined and decided by a

142conference of representatives of the three countries. 
This fact constitutes the second guaranty against 
Japan’s involvement in an aggressive war in Europe.

(G) The above-mentioned draft Tripartite 
Pact brought by the ITO Mission and accepted by 
Germany and Italy, contained no stipulation to the 
effect that the three powers should secure the domina
tion of the whole world, each having special domination 
in its own sphere, and that for that purpose the 
three powers should mutually assist one another, as 
stated in the Indictment.

(H) Thus, it is clear that the draft Tri
partite Pact was not an all-out military alliance, 
but was a very weak and harmless document, partaking 
more of the character of a treaty of mutual
142. See also Tr. 34935-938»
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cons ult St iöYT'änd assistance- than'öf ä military 
a l l i a n c e . I t  cannot be a crime to conclude or 
to advocate such a pact, with or without the reserva
tions mentioned in item (f) above. SHIRATORI cabled 
bis view against these reservations to the Japanese

144Government and requested it to reconsider the matter, 
but this fact cannot possibly be a crime.

As shown in item (g) above, a now instruction 
of the Japanese Government, revising the original 
Japanese reservations brought by the ITO Mission, ' 

arrived at Berlin and Rome at the end of March 1939, 
and .SHIRATORI did not oppose this new instruction, but 

communicated it to the Italian Government early in 

April 1939. As a result of negotiations concerning 
the new Japanese reservations, as shown in item (h) 
above, the point of difference between Japan on one 
side and Germany and Italy on the other, narrowed 
down to whether these reservations were to be committed 
to black and white, or to remain an oral understanding. 
That, however, appeared to SHIRATORI such a trivial 
matter, after all, that it was beyond his comprehension 

why both sides contested that point so stubbornly to 
the last. He considered that an oral understanding was

143. Tr. 35040.
144. See item (f) above.
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consultation-ahcT' as s I stancè" than'bf à military 
alliance.14̂ * It cannot be a crime to conclude or 
to advocate such a pact, with or without the reserva
tions mentioned in item (f) above. SHIRATORI cabled 
bis view against these reservations to the Japanese

144.
Government and requested it to reconsider the matter, 
but this fact cannot possibly be a crime.

As shown in item (g) above, a new instruction 
of the Japanese Government, revising the original 
Japanese reservations brought by the ITO Mission, ' 

arrived at Berlin and Rome at the end of March 1939, 
and .SHIRATORI did not oppose this new instruction, but 

communicated it to the Italian Government early in 

April 1939. As a result of negotiations concerning 
the new Japanese reservations, as shown in item (h) 

above, the point of difference between Japan on one 
side and Germany and Italy on the other, narrowed 
down to whether these reservations were to be committed 
to black and v/hite, or to remain an oral understanding. 
That, however, appeared to SHIRATORI such a trivial 
matter, after all, that it was beyond his comprehension 
why both sides contested that point so stubbornly to 
the last. He considered that an oral understanding was

143. Tr. 35040.
144. See item (f) above.
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______ vt—__3-4 ty-____________________________________
sufficient, * and urged the Japanese Government 

not to attach too much importance to their formula 
of reservations, inasmuch as the stipulations con
tained in the text itself afforded ample guarantee 
against involvement in an aggressive war in Europe,
which was extremely unlikely to be started by England 

146or France. * The papers Nos, 3 and 4 of exhibit
2619 were a tentative draft drawn up by German and
Japanese experts at Berlin on the basis of the

147.Japanese reservations.

Now, the gist of No. 1 of the Japanese
reservations contained in the aforesaid new Japanese

148instruction was as follows: -- that although Japan 

accepted the duty of military assistance only in 

cases when Germany and Italy were unprovokedly 
attacked by countries other than Soviet Russia, she 
would not be able to carry it out effectively for 
the time being.

And paper No. 4 (draft of a formulated 
declaration to be made verbally by the Japanese

Ambassador before signing) of exhibit 2619 reads as
x. ,, 149.follows:

145. Tr. 35116-117.
146. Tr. 35041, 35042-043.
147* English translation of paper No. 3 was partly 

corrected by Language Arbitration Board on 
December 2, 1947, Tr. 34318,

148. See item (g) above.— ±49^— Tr ♦ 22541, 02550»---
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"On instruction by my Government, I ask 
your Excellency to take note that Japan can carry 

out the obligations, accepted in Article III of the 
pact, to render help and assistance in a military 

respect at the present and in the immediate future 
only to a restricted extent. The details as to the 
military assistance to be rendered from time to time 
in the future, shall be reserved to the discussions 
provided in the secret accessory protocol."

It is quite clear that the above-mentioned 
stipulations, that is, No. 1 of the new Japanese

t
reservations or paper No. 4 of exhibit 2619, consti
tute the third guarantee against Japan’s involvement 
in an aggressive war in Europe.

Moreover, the witness USAMI testified that 
SHIRATORI had never advocated an alliance of contents 
stronger than the draft, exhibit 2619, and that there

t
was no one ^Ise who advocated an alliance stronger

150.than that draft during the negotiations. * Therefore,
I

the strongest draft tripartite pact ever considered by 
anyone during the negotiations in 1939 was the draft, 
exhibit 2619, which in reality was, as clearly shown 
above, a very weak and harmless one, partaking more of 

the character of a treaty of mutual consultation and 

ISO, Tr, 33750-751 •--------------------------
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assistance then of a military alliance. V/e would
like, in this matter, also to refer to SHIRATORI’s
lecture at the Imperial University Alumni Association

151.in February 1940.
(1-1) The problem of the so-called "war 

participation” of Japan: The prosecution’s exhibit 
3798-A, an excerpt from HARADA Memoirs under date of
18 April 1939, was tendered in rebuttal substantially

. 151-a.for the following purposes:
l5l-b.

(A) To contradict the testimony of OSHBJA 
in which he denied making the statement to Ribbentrop 
that Japan would probably participate in war;

(B) To contradict the testimony of 
151-cSHIRATORI * where he testified that: "I never

£or a moment imagined that such a pact would by any
means drag Japan against her will into a war of
Germany*s or Italy’s making."

And again: "As to accusations that I acted
contrary to instructions from my government, I can

state with truth that there was not a single instance
of any such delinquency on my part."

HARADA wrote in exhibit 3798-A that the

151. Tr. 34935-938» language corrections by Language 
Arbitration Board on 12 August 1947.

151-a. Tr. 37773-774; 37777-778.
■151-b. Tr. 34135.
l5l"C. Tr.-35040.--- :------------------------------------
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Foreign Minister (ARITA) reported to the Emperor on 
the afternoon of the 8th as folio',vs:

'•Ambassadors OSH IMA and SHIRAl'ORI made a 
c?.arification, which represented their own opinion 
only, to Germany and Italy of the Empire's intention 
to fight in the event that these should wage war with 
England and France, but they should be made to take 
this back considering that they acted without regard 
to the wishes of the central authorities and that l?l-d.
their words and actions overstepped /their authority/*"

The following prosecution's exhibits (A)-(F)
tendered in rebuttal also relate to the same problem
of the so-called Japan's war participation:

1 5 1 - 0 .
. (A) Exhibit 3798-B: This is an excerpt

from HARADA Memoirs under date of 18 April 1939 and 
its gist is as follows: Day before yesterday, that
is, on the 10th, when the Foreign Minister visited 
the Palace after the Five Ministers' Conference held 
a few flays ago, the Emperor made an inquiry about the 
progress of the meeting to the Foreign Minister*
Prior to this, the Emperor had learned of the opposi
tion made to governmental instructions by both 
Ambassador OSHIMA and SHIRATORI concerning the problem
151-d. Tr. 37779.
151-e. Tr. 37779-780; 37782-784.25
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On 11 April 1939 W<s 
Emperor declared to the War Minister ITAGAKI that the 
action of OSHIMA and SHIRATORI in expressing inten
tions of participating in war constituted an infringe
ment upon the supreme authority of the Emperor, and 
he expressed his extreme displeasure with the War 
Minister's attitutde of supporting them under such 
circumstances.

With respect to this document, the Court's 
attention is respectfully called to the spurious 
nature, and the haphazard manner in which this pur
ported conversation between ARITA and HARADA was 
recorded, which upon its face shows that HARADA 
could not possibly Have been correct in quoting a 
conversation with ARITA, word for word, which said 
conversation took place on the 11th of April and the 
word-by-word description thereof dictated in a care- 

less manner on the 18th of April, fully a week later. 
We respectfully refer the prosecution to those items 
mentioned in Section I, General, of this summation, 
wherein the witness, Mrs. KONOYE, testified on cross- 
examination to the manner in which HARADA dictated 
his so-called Memoirs, and the manner in which she, 
as his seeretary, took them down, she stating, among 
other things, that they were corrected and recorrected

I

Vft:

/
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by various other people who were not even present 

when the alleged conversation took place. Again I 
refer to KIDO's summation, the record pages of which 

we do not have now.
151-g. '

(B) Exhibit 3800-A: This is an excerpt

from HARADA Memoirs under £ate of 5 May 1939 and
contains a passage to the effect that on 25 April
1939, after the Five Ministers' Conference, ARITA
told HARADA that an urgent request had come from both
Ambassadors (OSHIMA and SHIRATORI) for their recall;
that, therefore, a discussion was held to devise
necessary due countermeasures, and that it was decided

that communication be made directly by the Premier
with Hitler and Mussolini, through the German and

Italian Ambassadors in Tokyo, instead of using the
Japanese Ambassadors in Berlin and Rome.

Now, as to the fact that both Ambassadors
requested ARITA for their recall, ITAGAKI and OSHIMA 

. 151-h.
denied it. SHIRATORI was never examined by the
prosecution about this matter. The so-called request
for recall under such circumstances would be at the
\

same time a request for acceptance of resignation.
And witnesses USAMI and NAGAI testified that OSHIMA.
151-g. Tr. 37808-809.
151-h. Tr. 30497; 30498, 34137.

f in m-1
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"äncT'SHiHATORi héVér threatened the Govermmmt with a
. 151-i.resignation.

151-J.
(C) Exhibit 3801-C: This is an excerpt

from HARADA Memoirs under date of 9 May 1939 and con
tains passages of the following gist: ARITA said to
HARADA that it was indeed inexcusable for those 
abroad to propose, on their own authority, such a 
thing as "participation in war" and to make such an 

arbitrary reply. A Five Ministers1 Conference was 
scheduled for tomorrow, but this matter would be of 
considerable difficulty for Premier HIRANUMA was 
inclined to assume a supporting attitude rather than 

remain neutral. . . On the 7th HARADA asked ARITA 
the results of the Five Ministers' Conference. As 
HARADA had expected, the Premier supported the opinion 
of the War Minister and upheld OSHIMA’s answer to 
Ribbentrop that in the event of war between one of 

the contracting parties and a third nation, Japan 
would be considered to have entered a state of war,
although she would not give any military support.

, % „ 151-k.(D) Exhibit 38.03-A: This is an excerpt
from HARADA Memoirs under date of 23 May 1939 and
contains passages to the following effect: The Five

151-i. Tr. 33741, 34945.
I51-j. Tr. 37823-824.
151-k. Tr. 37825-827.
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Ministers1 Conference was held on the 20th and the 
problem was settled in substance roughly. However, 
with regard to the Foreign Ministers* proposal to 
make Ambassador OSHIMA retract his affirmative 
answer to Foreign Minister Ribbentrop*s question as 
to whether it was all right to conclude that /Japan/ 
would enter into a state of war, the Premier was 
evasive and would not make him retract it. The 
Foreign Minister, however, cautioned the Premier 
that he ought to report privately to the Throne, 
because though it could not be said that a complete 
agreement in opinion had been reached between the 
Army and Navy /the matter/ had actually been decided 
and it appeared that instructions would soon be 
issued. . . And though the Premier was asked over 
and over at the Five Ministers' Conference to rescind 
Ambassador OSHIMA's words, he simply assumed an 
attitude indicating that that was all right. And so 
the deletion of Article III of the above-mentioned 
secret understanding concerning the participant 
nations, etc., and the revision of the wording of the 
announcement to be made to the world have finally 
been carried out, but the statement about "entering 

into a state of war," etc. by Ambassador OSHIMA /in 

reply/ to Rlbbentrop, the annulment of which was______

'tv./-- '

/
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pressed— fop by Foreign Minister ARITA, had teen left 
unrescinded after all. And so this had had much to 
do with leaving unoorrected a source of trouble for 
the future.

151-1.
(E) Exhibit 3803-Bt This is an excerpt

from HARADA Memoirs under date of 23 May 1939 and 
contains passages of the following gist:

1) Vice-Minister YAMAMOTO said to HARADA
to the following effect: Both Ambassadors, that is,
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI, said that nothing could be done 
about that particular draft and they kicked it back.
At the same time the Army claimed that there were 
some words missing. (T.N. presumably in the draft); 

therefore YAMAMOTO thought that /ehe whole business/ 
was scandalous.

2) Foreign Minister ARITA said to HARADA 
the Army*s contention that words were missing meant 

a clear-cut expression of participation in war, and 
ARITA could not agree with them. Yesterday ARITA sent 
the Vice-Minister te the Premier, but he said that it 

should be done the way the Army wants. It appeared
as if he too wished to have it read "participation in 
war."

3) The Navy Minister said to HARADA: It

15I-I. Tr. 37828-029.
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was outrageous ëvën tô mention mailers “such-as 
participation in war or condition of war. In spite 
of the fact that the Emperor often said, "I shall 
not permit it" to the General Staff Headquarters, the 
War Minister and the Premier concerning participation 
in war, it was very abominable for the Premier to 
support the Army and the Ambassadors who took action
contrary to the will of the Emperor.

15I-m.
(F) Exhibit 3746: This is Ott’s telegram

to the German State Secretary dated 27 May 1939 and 
contains a passage to the following effect: Army
spokesman gave to Ott the following information: 
Foreign Minister wired decision of the Five Ministers* 
Conference of 20 May to Berlin and Rome in a form
which the Army rejected because it did not automatic
ally fix the entrance into a state of war against
England and France, but proposed to make it dependent 
on the situation at the time. Japanese Ambassadors 
in Berlin and Rome had refused transmittal. Prime I
Minister had ascertained this departure from the 
decision after it had left and had delivered /his/ ;
own correction to the cabinet. With the express J
approval of the Supreme War Council, the War Mini3terj 
is again struggling, together with the Prime Minister, 
for a clear conception of this basic question.
151-m. Tr. 37401
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Now, as we have already shown and will 

further show later, both HARADA Memoirs and Ott*s 
telegrams have only a very limited credibility. 
However, in case we presume that the above-mentioned 
excerpts from HARADA Memoirs and Ott's telegram 
contain some truth, we could conclude from them the 
following facts:

1) During the negotiations of the Tripartite 
Alliance in the spring of 1939, OSHIMA and SHIRATORI 
answered to the German and Italian Governments to the 
effect that, in case Germany and Italy should wage 
war with England and France, Japan would participate 
in the war.

2) The Foreign Minister ARITA opined that 

both Ambassadors should be made to take their answers 
back, as they acted without regard to the wishes of 
the central authorities and as their words and actions 

overstepped their authorities.
3) ARITA reported the matter to the Emperor 

on the 8th (Ex. 3798-A) or 10th (Ex. 3798-B) of April 
1939, and the Emperor opined that the action of both 
Ambassadors was an infringement upon the supreme 

authority of the Emperor.
4) At the Five Ministers* Conferences on 

about the 6th and 20th of May 1939 ARITA endeavored

K
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to attain a decision to make OSHIMA. retract his 
answer to Ribbentrop, that in the event of war 
between one of the contracting parties and a third 

nation, Japan would be considered to have entered a 
state of war, although she would not give any 
military support, but the Premier and the War 
Minister opposed ARITA's proposal and the matter 
was left undecided at the Five Ministers* Conference 

on 20 May 1939.
5) The decision of the Five Ministers* 

Conference of 20 May 1939 was wired to both Ambas
sadors in Berlin and Rome, but they kicked it back. 
The Army and the Prime Minister opined that the in
struction drafted and sent by the Foreign Minister 
did not quite conform to the decision of the afore

said Five Ministers' Conference, and the Prime 
Minister ascertained this departure from the decision 
after it had left and delivered his own correction 

to the cabinet.
The defense for SHIRATORI does not know to 

what extent the above-mentioned conclusions are true 
and correct. However, in so far as SHIRATORI was 

concerned, the truth is as follows:
1) As shown in item (1) of Chapter V above, 

draft texts of the pact proper, the signing protocol,
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V

and the secret accessory protocol of exhibit 2619 
were accepted by Japan, Germany and Italy at an 
early stage of the negotiation*

I

/■
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2) Paragraph 1 of Article III of the pact 
proper stipulates that in case one of the contracting 
powers- should, be attacked unprovokedly by a power or 
powers not a party to this pact, the other contract
ing powers engage to render their help and assistance.
It is not clear from this stipulation whether or not 
the "help and assistance" include also military assist
ance and possible participation in war.

3) The gist of No. 1 of the Japanese reser
vations contained in the aforesaid new Japahese instruc
tion, which arrived at Berlin and' Rome at the end of 
ïTarch, 1939, and were communicated to the German and 
Italian governments in early April, 1939» was that, 
although Japan accepted the duty of military assist
ance also in case Germany and Italy were unprovokedly 
attacked by countries other than Soviet Russia, she 
would not be able to carry it out effectively for the 
time being (151-n).

If Japan gave military assistance, though to 
a restricted extent, to Germany and Italy, it goes with
out saying that Japan would also be participating in 
war automatically for Germany and Italy. If ARITA 
opined the military assistance and the war-participa
tion were two different things, he should have indicated

(151-n) See items (g) and (1) of Chapter V above;-------
also refer to paper No. 4 of ex. 2619.
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it clearly in his instructions.
4) SHIR ATOP. I seems to have answered to an , 

inquiry by the Italian Government about this matter 
in the above-mentioned sense.

t 5) As hereinbefore stated, Japan's obliga
tion to render help and assistance included also mili
tary one, and the participation in war for Germany and 
Italy would not arise automatically, and further, that 
there were triple guarantees against it, as set forth 
heretofore, and for the sake of clarity, enumerated 
again as follows: (a) Should Germany and Italy be
attacked unprovokedly (pari 1 of Art. Ill of the pact 
proper); (b) A conference of representatives of the 
three countries would examine and decide whether Japan 
should render help and assistance, including also mili
tary one, and participate in war for Germany and Italy 
(par. 2 of Art. Ill of the pact proper and item (A) of 
the .Secret Accessory Protocol); (c) And further, the 
Japanese military assistance for Germany and Italy 
would be for the time being only of a restricted extent, 
and the details concerning the military assistance 
should, of course, be reserved to the discussions pro
vided in the Secret Accessory Protocol (No. 1 of the 
Japanese reservations contained in the new Japanese 
instruction and paper No. 4). ’Ve submit therefore that

■v
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upposing FHIRATORI actually gave the above explanatory 
answer to the Italian Government concerning the con
struction of the words '•military assistance," he could 
nave said, without any scruples but with perfect truth, 
that the Tripartite Pact would not have dragged Japan 
against her will into a war of Germany's or Italy's 
making.

6) Since that time SFIRATORI got no instruc
tion nor reprimand of the Japanese Government about the 
ibove-mentioned problem. He never heard how the Emper
or opined about it. If the Japanese Government could 
not attain any agreement about the matter, it is quite 
natural that the government also could not have sentA

any instructions to the ambassador in Rome or reprimand 
l6him about it. ARITA's personal opinion could not 
X7lossibly have been the opinion of the Japanese Government. 
isTherefore, SHIRATORI never acted contrary to any instruc
tions of the Japanese Government in this respect.
20 7) It. is quite clear from ex. 3Ö03-A above
21that the instruction to both ambassadors sent on the 
22basis of the decision of the Five Ministers' Conference
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n 20 May 1939, if the story of sending such an in
duction be true, related to only the question of the 
D-called secret understandings or reservations, and

nbt the question pi Japan's war-participation, the latter

i I itf*«aauMll hip 11 «'I
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question having been left undecided at the cabinet 
conference. And if both ambassadors really kicked the 
instruction back, as stated in ex. 3Ô03-B above, or if 
they really refused transmittal of the instruction, as 
stated in ex. 3746, we must interpret the story in the 
sense that Germany and Italy did not accept the con
tents of the Japanese instruction. It is significant 
that the prosecution did not question SHIRATORI on 
this matter when he testified in his own behalf and 
introduced this document in rebuttal at a time when 
RHIRATORI was in a U. R. Army Hospital for a throat 
operation and could not be contacted by counsel for a 
reply.

THE PRESIDENT: 'Thy do you keep repeating
that? It looks like this summation was composed by a 
number of counsel, among whom there wasn't much coopera
tion to avoid repetition. Many other matters have 
seen repeated too. I suggest you go through the balance 
5f this when you get the chance and cut out matters 
that have already been stated.

MR. CAUDEL: 8) "e would like to call the
attention of the Court also to the following fact:
As shown in item (i) of Chapter V above, Mussolini v/as 
discontented with the Japanese delays and preferred an 
rtalo-German double alliance to a tripartite one, leav-
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: rng~ JapanTö ' face“ Angl o-Fr en ch fôrces alorie, as the 
i;hen would have no anti-British and anti-American 
2flavor whatsoever. In April and May, 1939, when Japan
3 persisted stubbornly in their reservations to be attached
4 :o the tripartite alliance, Mussolini and Ciano were 
working eagerly for the double alliance rather than the 
tripartite pact, considering Japan's adherence to the 
alliance more harmful than useful. An Italo-German 
alliance was concluded 22 May, 1939»

The above-mentioned decision of the Five 
Ministers' Conference of 20 May 1939 was wired, if we 
presume the wiring of it as true, to Rome in such an 
atmosphere.

9) ’”e respectfully refer here also to the 
testimony of the defendant 0SHI!*A and the witness 
UFAMI concerning the problem of war-participation (151-0 
(OSHIMA). 151-p, UPAMI).

10) As pertains to the purported Memoirs of 
HARADA, if any consideration is to be given them, it is 
significant that practically all of the so-called in
formation "written by him in this matter came supposedly 
from ARITA, the man whom the prosecution has insisted 
was at complete odds with SHIRATORI, and even if such

(151-0) i5x. 3508, tr. 34,006 and 34,008 
(151-p) Fx. 3494, tr. 33,740

4
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are true, which we deny, such were naturally biased in 
nature (151-q).

(m) The Basic Idea of SHIRATORI As Ambassador . 
to Italy for Concluding a Tripartite Pact

Shortly before SHIRATORI's appointment as 
Ambassador to Italy, the Premier, Prince KONOYE, told 
him that there was talk of a rapprochement between Japan 
and the Axis powers; that KONOYE was not enamoured of 
the idea himself but that inasmuch as direct negotia
tion with Chiang Kai-shek had so far proved almost use
less, some other diplomatic means had to be sought to 
quickly dispose of the China mess; that in KONOYE's 
opinion a friendly intervention by England and America 
was the greatest desideratum, but nothing short of a 
possible alignment of Japan with the Axis would cause 
them to modify the anti-Japanese attitude they had 
maintained ever since the Manchurian imbroglio.
SHIRATORI concluded from this talk that at that moment 
it was not so much the actual rapprochement with Ger
many and Italy that KONOYE really desired as the effect 
that such a gesture on Japan's part would have on 
England and America in regard to their Far Eastern 
policy. He felt he could agree in principle to KONOYE's

(151-q) Ex. 3738, tr. 35,084-85__________________
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foreign policy thus outlined and so accepted the 
Ambassadorship to Italy proposed by the Foreign Minis

ter UGAKI (152).
That was the basic idea that influenced 

SHIRATORI during the whole course of the negotiation 
in 1939* Therefore, irrespective of whether the 
negotiation was to succeed or not, he considered it of 
the first importance that the fact that such pourparlers 
were going on between Japan and the Axis powers should 
become known to the world, especially to America and 
England. He was on occasion intentionally outspoken 
or indiscreet in his press interviews, generally assum
ing an air of optimism even at moments when the success
ful conclusion of the negotiation seemed more than 

doubtful (153).
The first instruction to SHIRATORI was brought 

by the ITO Mission, as shown in item (f) above, and as 
shown in item (1) above, the draft tripartite pact 
contained in the same instruction was a weak and harm
less one, having twofold guarantees against Japan's 
involvement in an aggressive war in Europe, which was 
eytremely unlikely to be provoked by England or France, 
and FHIRATORI thought that such a pact would not only

(152) Tr. 35,032-033.
(153) Tr. 35»Q3Bi-n39______________________________________
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not stand in the way of Japan concluding separate 
arrangements with Fngland and America concerning China 
arid the Far T’ast, but, on the contrary, the existence 
of such a pact, or its very possibility or imminence, 
would serve as a sort of leverage in moving the Anglo- 
Saxon countries to reconsider their Far Eastern policy, 
thereby making it possible for Japan speedily to wind 
up, with their friendly cooperation, the unfortunate 
conflict with China (154). Fe considered it of utmost 
importance for Japan to avoid, by all means, a complete 
diplomatic isolation which would render all the more 
precarious the chance of an early settlement 'by diplo
macy of the China affair, and that unless there were a 
fair prospect of coming to a satisfactory agreement 
with the Anglo-Saxon countries in the meantime, the 
conclusion of the Axis pact for what it was worth would 
be almost the only way of preventing such an eventuali
ty (155).

■?ith such an idea SHIRATORI advised the Jap
anese Crovernment against the draft reservations to be 
annexed to the draft tripartite pact, brought by the 
ITO Mission, and requested it to reconsider the matter\ 
as there was no prospect for such reservations ever
(154) tr. 35,040
(155) t,r. 35,043______________________________________ __



to be entertained by the German and Italian Govern
ments (157)- The prosecution contend that from the 
moment when RHIRATORI opposed the ITO Mission, he vol
unteered himself upon policy making level and must 
bear responsibility in fact. But the whole matter is 
not so simple as that. The Japanese counter-proposal, 
as brought to Europe by the ITO Mission, while osten
sibly appearing to represent a marked enlargement and 
strengthening of the Anti-Comintern Pact, was, by 
reason of the two reservations proposed, rendered in 
fact nothing more than the Anti-Comintern Pact with 
its secret military understanding incorporated in the 
text of the new treaty, 'fhile SHIRATORI did not as
certain this point definitely from Prince KONOYE when 
the Tripartite rapprochement was first discussed in 
August, 1938, SHIRATORI had the general idea that the 
Japanese Government was considering a Tripartite Pact 
of much wider scope than the Anti-Comintern Pact.
After arriving in Pome his impression in this respect 
v/as confirmed by various circumstances. He learned 
how the Japanese Government considered the first German 
proposal a capital idea calculated to kill three birds 
with one stone. He learned how General OSHIMA was 
aphorized by Mr. ARITA to call on Mussolini to discuss
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the matter.
The instruction brought by the ITO Mission 

said that this counter-proposal represented the true Jap
anese policy as determined from the outset and that

»

if there were any different views anywhere, it was a 
misunderstanding. Misunderstanding or not, Italy cer
tainly had a very different view. She had no quarrel 
with Soviet Russia and was not a party to the secret 
protocol of the Anti-Comintern Pact. On the other 
hand, she had clashes of interests with Britain and 
France around the Mediterranean and Africa. She wished 
her diplomatic position strengthened by rapprochement 
with Germany and also with Japan if that was possible.
She was persuaded that such a tripartite arrangement was 
now within possibility. Mussolini suddenly became 
very enthusiastic and expected the consummation of the 
treaty within a few weeks.

But now comes the Japanese counter-proposal 
which in plain English tells Italy that “Japan expects 
Italy to come to her help in case of Russian attack, 
but that in case of British or French attack on Italy, 
Japan cannot extend any military help, and that she 
intends to tell England and France so beforehand.

That was not a question of policy but one of 
common decency. To deliver the Japanese counter-

f. -
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1 proposal to the Italian Government at that moment

2 would have been little short of an affront. No am-

3 bassador in any position would have submitted to such
. 4 an instruction.
5 The comparative ease with which the Tokyo
6 Government reconsidered its position shows that the
7 modification of the reservations was more within the

6
8 scope of technique of negotiation than that of an
9 absolute or supreme policy. And as the new Japanese
10 draft reservations, which revised the original ones
11 brought by the ITO Mission and which constituted the
12 third guarantee against Japan's involvement in an
13 aggressive war in Europe, arrived, and was communicated
14

by PHIRATORI to the Italian Government (158) and as

*
O
16 finally Germany and Italy insisted that the reserva-

tions should be an oral understanding, while the Japan-17
18 ese Government persisted in having them in writing

19 (159) SHIRATORI considered that an oral understanding

20 would be sufficient and urged the Japanese Government

21 not to attach too much importance to their formula of
• 22 res ervat ions (l60).

23 TrTien England offered Japan concessions in
24 (158) See item (g) above, and last part of item (1) above

(159) See Item (h) above.25 (160) See middle part of item (1)
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the Tientsin affair in the middle of 1939, on the 
basis of which Japan was going to make terms with 
England, SHIRATORI felt that what he had at first ex
pected as a result of the negotiations for a tripartite 
alliance brought about in part the results that he 
had expected. It was the duty of ARITA, the then 
Foreign Minister, to bring about a closer rapproche
ment between Japan on one side and the United states and 
Britain on the other, and it was SFIRATORI's task to 
bring about, to facilitate, an alliance between Japan
on one side and Germany and Italy on the other, as

%
ambassador to Italy. Although on the surface it 
appeared that the two were moving in opposite direc-

I

tions, actually speaking, the work that SHIRATORI was 
doing was facilitating and furthering ARITA's work of 
bringing about a rapprochement with the United States ani 
Britain; and to that end SHIRATORI not only gave his 
efforts but he "prayed for /»RITA'S success,’’ (l6l)

THE PRESIDENT; 'He will recess for fifteen
minutos.

(’Thereupon, at 1445, a recess was 
taken until 1500, after which the proceed

ings were resumed as follpws:)

(161) Tr. 35,112-113
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Caudle.
MR. CAUDLE: I will proceed, sir, at the next

to the last paragraph on page 55»
In this connection, the prosecution cross- 

examined SHIRATORI as to whether he had not'sent two 
telegrams to ARITA concerning the Tientsin Affair of 
1939. Without showing him exhibit 2234, they quoted 
the following two short sentences:

"In order to establish a new order in 
China today we must drive out from China the 
old order which is represented by Britain. . . 
Therefore, I believe that Japan should conclude 
a treaty as soon as possible with Germany and 
Italy in opposition to Britain and France." 

SHIRATORI answered that he had no recollection what
ever of having sent such a telegram (162). It is no 
wonder that so brief and insufficient a quotation 
could not refresh SHIRATORI’s memory. This exhibit 
is an excerpt from a lecture given by SHIRATOhl at a 
meeting of the Imperial University Alumni Association 
in February 1940 (corrected by the Language Arbitration 
Board on August 12, 1947 (163)» and reads in full as
(162)
(163)

T. 35,114-116T. 16,044-046 and 25,512-513 \
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follows:
"However, a nation-wide anti-British move

ment broke out with respect to the Tientsin 
problem. And as I saw that this was supported 
by the whole Japanese nation, I thought that it 
was no time to hesitate and in early July I 
advised the Government twice in details as 
follows :

"'Germany and Italy are not contemplating a 
war against the U.S.S.R. If the Government is 
going to conclude a Treaty on the assumption that 
war will be waged against U.S.S.R., the idea had 
better be given up. I believe the intention of 
Germany and Italy is to draw Russia to their side 
after concluding an alliance among Japan, Ger
many and Italy. In order to establish a new 
order in China today, we must drive out from 
China the old order which is represented by 
Britain. Therefore, I believe that Japan 
should conclude a treaty as soon as possible with 
Germany and Italy in opposition to Britain and 
France, and then to confront the U.S.S.R. with 
the combined power of Japan, Germany and Italy; 
cause her to withdraw from the East, to stop 
her aid to Chiang Kai-shek, to withdraw her
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froces from the Manchurian-Soviet border; and 
gradually effect the solution of the pending prob
lems favorably to us, I believe that this policy 
is best suited to the occasion for Japan,

" ’At this moment if we do not conclude an 
alliance with Germany and Italy, Germany will 
probably league with U.S.S.R. Moreover, it is 
drawing near. It is not the time for hesita
tion. If Japan tried to solve the problem 
between her and U.S.S.R. after the alliance 
between Germany and U.S.S.R, has been concluded, 
wouldn't things become unfavorable for Japan, 
because it is not the logical process?*

"But the Government, of course, was unable 
from the beginning to give thought to my opinion, 
because they had in view a treaty for fighting 
with U.S.S.R. whereas this was a proposal for a 
treaty for making peace with her, an idea very 
different from the original one."

The general tenor of SHIRATORI's speech was 
that seeing that a nation-wide anti-British agitation, 
apparently unchecked by the Government, had occurred 
in the early summer of 1939 with the question of the 
British Concession in Tientsin os its ostensible cause, 
SHIRATOhl thought that there was now very little
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prospect of a friendly understanding with the Anglo- 
Saxons. Or. the other hand, the Tripartite Alliance 
negotiation was hanging fire indefinitely, mainly be
cause of Japan's insistence on its formula of reserva
tion, while in SHIRATORI's opinion German-Soviet 
rapprochement was steadily taking shape. What SHIRA
TORI states in the exhibit is that in face of such a 
situation, he thought there was not a moment to be lost 
in quickly concluding the Axis alliance for whatever 
it was worth, in order that a complete diplomatic iso
lation for Japan might be avoided.

It was quite another story, therefore, when 
later the British Government suddenly changed its atti
tude and negotiation on the basis of their concessions 
was to take place in Tokyo. We fail to see anything 
inconsistent in SHIRATORI's stating from the witness 
box that he fervently hoped for ARITA's success in this 
negotiation.

Now, in order to show that SHIRATORI wanted 
"to establish a new order in China" and "to drive 
out from China the old order which is represented by 
Britain" not by violence or armed forces, but by 
peaceful means, we would like to quote a short pas
sage from Ex. 2232 (Plessen's Memorandum dated Sept
ember 4, 1939, concerning his interview with SHIRATORI

m
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shortly before ö h i k a t u k i's departure from home), 
lMfhich reads as follows:
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’•The goal of Japanese policy in China re
mains, now as then, the establishing of a new 
order there, with which was linked the expulsion 
of England from China. In order, to attain this 
goal Japan was hoping for financial help from 
America." (164)

(n) The activities of SHIRATORI as Ambassador 
to Italy for Concluding a Tripartite.Pact., cannot bs a

a Crias»
From the detailed explanations above, it must 

be concluded as follows:
(A) SHIRATORI's intention, during the whole 

course of the negotiation in 1939» was to contribute, 
in so far as he could, to a peaceful settlement of the

I
China Affair by concluding a weak and harmless tripar
tite pact, which would also prevent the outbreak of a 

.(164-Ä)
European war. Therefore, there was not the least sem
blance of criminal intent on his part, but in his mind

«
a means to a solution of a very difficult problem not 
only to Japan but other nations involved.

(B) SHIRATORI's activities, limited as they 
were, failed completely, both as to conclusion of a
tripartite pact or furthering the collaboration of
(164Q— T. 16.0091,0X0^-------------------------(164-A) T. 34,9^-938, cor.' by Lang.Sec. 12 Aug, 1947)
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Japan, Germany and Italy. ~ ; ~
(C) There was no causal relations between 

SHIRATORI's negotiations in 1939“ and the conclusion 
of the Tripartite Pact of 27 September 1940.

(D) The responsibility for treaties or al
liances did not finally rest with SKIRATOhl, an Ambas
sador, but with his Government (165), although under 
the law he had every right as ambassador to make sug
gestions to and advise his government.

(E) Therefore, SHIRATOKI‘s activities as ' 
Ambassador to Italy for concluding a tripartite pact 
cannot be a crime as defined in Count 5 of the Indict
ment.

VI.
SHIRATORI*S CAREER AFTER AMBASSADORSHIP 

TO ITALY
SHIRATORI was ordered to return home 2 Septem

ber 1939» He departed from Rome 15 September and ar
rived at Tokyo 13 October 1939» he was released from 
service in Italy and was placed on the waiting list 
9 January 1940; he was appointed as Advisor to the 
Foreign Ministry 28 August 1940; he was released from 
advisorship to the Foreign Ministry 22 July 1941; he 
was elected a member of Parliament 30 April 1942; he 
(165) T. 31,255-57 and 34,975-76

46,162
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Japan, Germany and Italy.
(C) There was no causal relations between 

SHIRATORI•s negotiations in 1939 and the conclusion 
of the Tripartite Pact of 27 September 1940*

( D ) The responsibility for treaties or al
liances did not finally rest with SKIRATOhl, an Ambas
sador, but with his Government (165), although under 
the law he had every right as ambassador to make sug
gestions to and advise his government. *

(E) Therefore, SHIRATORI’s activities as 
Ambassador to Italy for concluding a tripartite pact 
cannot be a crime as defined in Count 5 of the Indict
ment.

VI.
f lHTKf t T n R T t R  HABF.F.R A FTER  A M BASSA DORSH IP 

TO IT A L Y

SHIRATOKI was ordered to return home 2 Septem
ber 1939. He departed from Rome 15 September and ar
rived at Tokyo 13 October 1939; he was released from 
service in Italy and was placed on the waiting list 
9 January 1940; he was appointed as Advisor to the 
Foreign Ministry 28 August 1940; he was released from 
advisorship to the Foreign Ministry 22 July 1941; he 
was elected a member of Parliament 30 April 1942; he 
(165) T. 31,255-57 and 34-,975-76

/
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was appointed as a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Imperial Rule Assistance Political Society 20 
May 1942; he seceded from the same society 28 J(fune 1943» 
and he resigned membership of Parliament 5 December
1945 (166).

VII.
SHIRATORI*S ATTITUDE ShOhTLY BEFORE 

DEPARTURE FROM ROME
(a) The prosecution contends that shortly 

before his departure from Rome, SHIRATORI stated to 
Plessen, a member of the German Embassy at Rome, on the 
4th of September 1939, to the effect that the goal of 
Japanese policy in China remained, now as then, the 
establishing of a new order there, with which was 
linked the expulsion of England from China; that in 
order to attain this goal, Japan was hoping for finan
cial help from America; that after the over-powering 
of Poland the opportunity of an understanding with France 
and England might present itself; that Germany and 
Italy were not at present in a position, and France 
and England were not disposed to wage a war on a truly 
large scale, and that if it should come to a general 
conflict into which Italy, the United States, Russia 
and Japan would then necessarily be drawn, it would 
(166) T. 34,949-50

/
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simply be a catastrophe whose extent could not be con
ceived (167)« There is a most significant conflict 
in these contentions, because it is inconceivable that 
Japan could hope for financial aid from America to oust 
Britain, America's friend and natural ally, from China.

(b) Exhibit 2232 (168): This exhibit consists
of the following two documents:

1) Mackensen's telegram to Ribbentrop dated
i  *

2 September 1939, which contains the following passage: 
"Japanese ambassador visited me today to in-" 

form me that he had now received his expected 
recall. Expects to depart in about three weeks, 
would particularly welcome /opportunity/ to have 
detailed talk with German Foreign Minister on 
homeward trip which he may take via Moscow. He 
seemed to be of the opinion that with a new Japan
ese Cabinet there was a well-founded chance for 
successful-continuation of the stalled further 
rapprochement with the Axis Powers. For this 
very purpose of being able personally to work 
more effectively than was possible from Rome he 

was going to Tokyo." (169)
2) Plessen's Memorandum dated 4 September

(167) Ex. 2232, T. 16,003-010
(168) T. 16,003-010
(169) T. 16,003-004
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(c) SHIRATORI contradicted, in his affidavit, 
the aforesaid Mackensen's statement in exhibit 2232, 
as follows:

"The prosecution cites a telegram by the 
German Ambassador in Rome, (Ex. 2232; T. 16,003) 
in which I am represented as having assured him 
of my continued efforts for the sake of German- 
Japanese friendship. Could I have answered other
wise to a diplomatic colleague who expressed to 
me his concern about the effect my sudden recall 
at that particular juncture might have upon the 
relationship between Japan and the Axis? Accord
ing to the same exhibit of the prosecution, I am 
reported by the German Embassy in Rome as stating 
that I would particularly welcome an opportunity 
to have a detailed talk with the German Foreign 
Minister on my homeward trip. I do not understand 
how they could have put the matter in that way, 
for to the best of my memory, it was Mr. Mackensen 
himself who told me, through his councillor, one 
Mr. Plessen, that he had been instructed by von 
Ribbentrop to inquire if I would not return to 
Japan by way of Berlin. I answered him that I 

(170) T. 16,004-010



had already booked my passage to New York on 
the Italian steamer Conte di Savoia. If I had 
really wanted to see Ribbentrop, I could, of 
course, have easily made a trip to Berlin before 
my departure from Rome, without consulting Mr. 
Mackensen at all*" (171)

Further, the war had broken out between Ger
many and Poland, and the then Foreign Minister was 
Admiral NOMURA, a pro-British and pro-American diplo
mat, and it is unimaginable that SHIRaTOKI could have 
thought that the Axis alliance could have been fur
thered at that time and under those conditions.

(d) Exhibits Nos. 1827 and 3827-A: The con
tents of these two documents were used by the prosecu
tion on its cross-examination of SHIRaTORI and SHIRATORI 
denied them (172). And the prosecution tendered in re
buttal the two documents in evidence, in order to rebut 
the aforesaid SHIRaTORI’s insistence in his affidavit 
and his denial on his cross-examination, and contended 
that, apart from the rebuttal value of these two docu
ments, the prosecution would urge their importance on the 
ground that they indicated SHIRaTORI^ determination to 
continue his collaboration with the Nazis after his 
government had officially terminated negotiations for
(171) Ex. 3595, T. 3 5 ,0 4 4 - 0 4 5(l?a) T. 35,131--------— -------------— -----
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an alliance (173)» The two documents are as follows:
1) Exhibit 3Ö27. This is a telegram dated 

4 September 1939» from Weizsaecker in Berlin to the 
German Embassy in Rome and reads as follows:

"Please inform SHIRkTORI that Reich Foreign 
Minister will gladly see him at the given time 
in Berlin. Please keep in contact with SHIRkTOhl 
and note his departure." (174)

2) Exhibit 3Ö27-A: This is a telegram dated
I

9 September 1939, from Mackensen in Rome to the German 
Foreign Office and reads as follows:

"Response to telegram doted 4, No. 465. 
SHIRiiTORI, whom I informed in accordance with my 
instructions, has in the meantime dropped the 
idea to return via Siberia. He regrets greatly 
not to be able to see Reich Foreign Minister again, 
but plans to ask Ambassador OSHIMA, who will, 
v/ithin a few days, come to Rome, to transmit 
to Reich's Foreign Minister what he wanted to 
state to him personally." (174)

(e) Now, Plessen wrote in his memorandum 
mentioned above about his talk with SHIRkTORI on the 

4th of September 1939 as follows:

(173) T. 37,985
(174) T. 37,986-987
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"To a remark from me that he (SHIRATQRI) had, 
so far as I understood it, the wish to speak 
to the German Foreign Minister on his return 
trip to Japan, Mr. SHIRaTOKI replied that his 
travel plans were not yet definite. He would 
presumably return to Japan via Scandinavia and 
America and would, of course, be happy to talk 
to the German Foreign Minister in case the latter 
wished it. I got the impression that Mr. SHIRA- 
TCRI did not wish to ask for a conference on his 
own initiative, so to speak, probably out of 
regard for General OSHIMA." (175)

Plessen's statement of 4 September is clearly 
inconsistent with the aforementioned telegram of Mack
ensen dated 2 September. If we presume that Plessen's 
statement hod a certain amount of credibility, it is 
quite clear that SHIRATORI never asked for a confer
ence with Ribbentrop. ^nd we must then conclude that 
Mackensen misapprehended or distorted or enlarged some 
remark of SHIRATOhl that might have been casually or 
gesturely made at the time he called on his German 
counterpart to say good-bye, and sent his aforesaid 
telegram of 2 September, although SHIRATOhl himself has 
no recollection altogether of having expressed any such 
(17«?) Ex. 2232. T. 16.008-009

J  I , v  '
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remark. In reply to Mackensen's telegram, the German 
Foreign Office sent to Rome the hereinbefore mentioned 
instruction of 4 September, which Mackensen communicated 
to SHIKATOhl. SHIRjiTORI answered to the German Embassy 
that he had already booked his passage to New York on 
an Italian steamer, and on the basis of this SKIRaTORI's 
answer, Mackensen dispatched the aforesaid telegram of 
9 September. If we reason in this way, the above- 
mentioned statement of SH3RAT0RI in his affidavit must 
be entirely true and correct.
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In concluding Chapter VII of this Summation, 

namely, SHIRATORI’s activities while Ambassador to 

Rome, we wish again to impress upon the Tribunal the 

very trivial part SHIRATORI played in these negoti

ations .

The evidence as cited hereinbefore, clearly 

and unimpeachably shows that practically all negoti

ations were carried on directly with Italy from Berlin
(176)

through German and Italian officials ; further, 

that although SHIR/'TORI might have been indiscreet 

in his statements, such action was explained by him 

thoroughly in that he was more interested in publiciz

ing the negotiations than he was in the consummation 

of the pact, in order to let the world know Japan 

considered such a move, which would thereby give her 

a better leverage to work out an understanding with 

Britain and America and through their good offices 

settle the China Affair.

It is a well known fact that in diplomatic 
relations there is much talk back and forth between 
both sides in a round-about and vague nature. Seldom, 
if ever\, are direct statements made that carry a con
crete meaning. It would appear that only direct 
statements are made by such diplomats to their home 
(176. Tr. 24,482)
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office, and conversations with diplomats representing 
other nations are such as to leave vague and sometimes 
misunderstood impressions. If SHIRATORI made state
ments to Plessen or Mackensen or Ciano, alleged by 
the prosecution, it would seem only reasonable to con
clude that he was talking merely to cover up his 
embarrassment and to alleviate as much as possible any 
personal friction that could nave resulted between 
him and such people over the events of the times. It 
is also safe to presume that inasmuch as he was leaving 
at once, this was, in diplomatic parlance, "easing 
his way out." Further, that after his release from 
the post of Ambassador, he (SHIRATORI) was placed on 
^he waiting list until late /ugust, 1940 (see Chapter 
VI, this summation), which took him completely out of 
official contact, and with no duties or authority 
whatsoever (176-A).

Now, with reference to the exhibit referred 
to in the prosecution's summation (UU-65)» namely, 
exhibit 507» transcript 6129, to the effect that 
Ribbentrop told Ott "SHIRATORI would soon return to 
Tokyo and would also work along the lines of German- 
Japanese cooperation which he had indicated," is 
absoxutely false on its face, in that the exhibit 
(176-A Tr. 34,970 (bottom of page)
--------and—34, £71)-------- -----------------------------
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referred to clearly states that the object for which 
he would work was for better Russian-Japanese relations. 
However, SHIR/TORI did not make this statement to 
Ribbentrop for the simple reason that he did not see 
Ribbentrop at any time prior to his departuere, and 
if Ribbentrop had any basis upon which to make such a 
statement, it must have come from some other source.
As hereinbefore set forth, and as the record will 
show, SHIRATORI only saw Ribbentrop two times, on the 
occasion of Hitler's Birthday in Berlin in April,
1939 (I76-B), and June, 1939 (176-C). At any rate, 
according to Ott, SHIRATORI took no active oart what
soever in regard to furthering German-Japanese rela
tions upon his return to Tokyo; that is, at least 
during the three months period between October, 1939» 
and January, 1940, during which he retained the title 
of Ambassador to Italy, and further, Ott stated that 
it was in the late spring of 1940 before anyone dis
cussed anything at all about German-Japanese relations
(I76-D). Further, it is shown that after his release 

«
from the post of Ambassador, as aforesaid, SHIRATORI
was placed on the waiting list until 28 August 1940
(I76-E), which separated him from official contacts
(I76-B. Tr. 24,481 
176-C. Tr. 34,138-39 
176-D. Ex . 3579, Tr. 34,854-55.
176-E. Fx. ^575. Tr. 34.949)_______ ______________
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and conferred upon him no duties or authority what
soever during this oeriod (176-F).

The prosecution has gone to great lengths
*

to emphasize what they term the "change" in SHIRATORI 
upon his arrival in Rome in that he assumed policy
making activities beyond the scope of his authority. 
However, an ambassador has no policy-making authority 
whatsoever, and it is certainly within the scope of 
his duties and his natural right to r e c o m m e n d to his 
Government such things as he saw on the ground, because 
after all he was the eyes and ears of his Government 
in a foreign country many thousand miles away. We 
feel justified in our contentions that although he 
barked loud, there was little bite. The net result of 
his tenure of /mbassador in Rome was aboslutely nil.

VIII. SHIRATORI AS ADVISOR TO THE 
FOREIGN OFFICE UNDER MATSUOKA.

TRIPARTITE PACT OF September 27. 1942.
We will contradict later, also, the prosecu

tion's contention, which related to SHIRATORI's 
activities in the period from his return home from 
Italy until his anpointraent as the advisor to the For
eign Ministry, and which relied upon telegrams of 
Ambassador Ott as well as upon SHIRATORI's lectures 
and articles.
Ç 176-F. Last line Tr. 34-,970-71.)

i
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_________ The prosecution tendered in evidence a report
of the Secretary General of the Metropolitan Police 
Board, dated 18 June 1940 (177), in order to disprove 
the statement of SHIRATORI that there was no instance 
of his opoosing the policy of the YONAI-ARITA cabinet, 
and to contradict his two specific denials of ever 
having expressed an opinion to the Parliamentary 
Members' League for the Consummation of the Sacred 
War, calling for the overthrow of the YONAI-ARITA 
cabinet (178), as well as to rebut his statement that 
as an ambassador on the waiting list with no political 
connections whatever he had no knowledge at all of 
the circumstances concerning the fall of the YONAI- 
ARITA cabinet (179). These assertions are incorrect 
in that SHIRATORI allegedly spoke as follows!

"Being a governmental servant, I feel I 
have to refrain from making recourse to 
language insinuating the overthrow of the

0
Cabinet, but as regards the re-orientation 
of Japan's foreign policy, I may say that it 
appears that we have already missed the op
portunity when we consider the situation -in 
the light of the present advance of Germany.

(177. Ex. 3830, Tr. 37,993-995.
178. Tr. 35,123
179. Tr. 35,047 and 37,993.)25
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This, however, does not mean that we can see 

no prospect st all.

"Nevertheless, I feel it absolutely 

impossible to entertain any hope in this 

regard as long as the persons who opposed 

the proposition of a Japan-Germany-Italy 

military alliance remain to hold the minis

terial posts in the cabinet."

(Thus, he used words insinuating the over

throw cf the Cabinet.)

There is certainly no advocacy of the overthrow of 

the YONAI Cabinet, as the first part of the alleged 

statement clearly shows —  while the last portion of 

the statement is nothing more than a remark to the 

effect that it was impossible to hold any hope for 

a change toward better Germany-Italy-Japan relations 

as long as those who opposed it remained in the Cabinet.

Moreover, the last sentence, stating - "Thus, 

he used words insinuating the overthrow of the Cabinet" 

is nothing but a conclusion of the maker of the report, 

who was a member of the special higher police.

Moreover, this secret political police, which 

was abolished Ty order of SCAP, had ieen responsible 

for controlling leftist and rightist movements as well 

as anyone who was opposed to the policy of the
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1
This, however, does not mean that we can see 
no prospect at all.

"Nevertheless, I feel it absolutely 
impossible to entertain any hope in this 
regard as long as the persons who opposed 
the proposition of a Japan-Germany-Italy 
military alliance remain to hold the minis
terial posts in the cabinet."
(Thus, he used words insinuating the over
throw cf the Cabinet.)

There is certainly no advocacy of the overthrow of 
the YONAI Cabinet, as the first part of the alleged 
statement clearly shows —  while the last portion of 
the statement is nothing more than a remark to the 
effect that it was impossible to hold any hope for 
a change toward better Gerraany-Italy-Japan relations 
as long as those who opposed it remained in the Cabinet.

Moreover, the last sentence, stating - "Thus,
he used words insinuating the overthrow of the Cabinet"»
is nothing but a conclusion of the maker of the report, 
who was a member of the special higher police.

Moreover, this secret political police, which 
was abolished ty order of SCAP, had ïeen responsible 
for controlling leftist and rightist movements as well 
as anyone who was opposed to the policy of the
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This, however, does not mesn that we can see 

no prospect at all.

"Nevertheless, I feel it absolutely 

impossible to entertain any hope in this 

regard as long as the persons who opposed 

the proposition of a Japan-Germany-Italy 

military elliance remain to hold the minis

terial posts in the cabinet."

(Thus, he used words insinuating the over

throw of the Cabinet.)

There is certainly no advocacy of the overthrow of 

the YONAI Cabinet, as the first part of the alleged 

statement clearly shows —  while the last portion of 

the statement is nothing more than a remark to the 

effect that it was impossible to hold any hope for 

a change toward better Gerraany-Italy-Japan relations 

as long as those who opposed it remained in the Cabinet.

Moreover, the last sentence, stating - "Thus, 

he used words insinuating the overthrow of the Cabinet" 

is nothing but a conclusion of the maker of the report, 

who was a member of the special higher police.

Moreover, this secret political police, which 

was abolished ty order of SCAP, had ieen responsible 

for controlling leftist and rightist movements as well 

as anyone who was opposed to the policy of the
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government (180), being the counterpart of the German 
Gestapo, and ever available to trumping up false 
charges against anyone not strictly in line with the 
Government of the day by misquoting and other such 
tactics. Therefore, also in case we presume the 
above mentioned meeting really occurred end that 
SHIRATORI attended it, the entire story might be quite 
different from whet was stated in the above report, as 
SHIRkTORI hod no recollection about it (l8l). At any 
rate, the above report does not show that SHIRATORI 
had any knowledge of the circumstances concerning the 
fall of the YONAI Cabinet.

However, the real cause of the fall of the 
YONAI-ARITA Cabinet was as clarified by the witnesst
SAWADA in the defense phase for the accused HATA (182), 
and such gatherings of small groups Of the people 
as mentioned above could hove nothing to do with the 
matter.

The YONAI Cabinet was -succeeded by the 2nd
KONOYE Cabinet in July, 1940. Prince KONOYE suggested
the rctantion of SHIRATORI, then Ambassador on the
waiting list, for the Foreign Office as Vice-Minister,
(I80. Refer to testimony given by prosecution's 

witness KOIZUMI (Tr. 1264-65) and defense 
witness NAKAMURA (Tr. 18,519-525)

181. Tr. 25,123.
182. Ex. 3205, îr. 29,009-018)___________________

2 5
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but Foreigri Minister MATSUOKA had already decided on 
OHAS'à I for that post. MATSUOKA told SHIRATORI that 
he intended to effect a wholesale dismissal of senior 
diplomats and suggested to SHIRATORI to show the way 
by resigning the position of Ambassador which he held 
nominally until then, and by way of compensation 
MATSUOKA offered SHIRATORI an appointment as advisor 
to the Foreign Office, along with SAITO, an intimate 
friend and confidant of MATSUOKA. Although, as has 
been shown, neither party had any liking for the 
other, SHIRATORI accepted the offer because he was a 
career diplomat, without other means of support (I83). 
The competence and duties of the advisor were not 
clearly defined by any act or ordinance. He had no 
access, as of right, to any document or information 
belonging to the Foreign Office. His influence and 
activities depended largely upon the personal character} 
ist.ics of the Foreign Minister of the time and es
pecially upon the degree of intimacy and confidence 
that might exist between him and the Minister (184).

SHIRATORI had not met MATSUOKA for more than 

ten years before that time (185). He had little to 

do with M a TSUOKA personally as well as officially (186)
(I83. Tr. 35,047-048
184. Tr. 34,957 and 34,875-76
185. tr. 55,047---------------
186. Tr. 34,958)
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1 Moreover, MATSUOKA was a man of great self-confidence, 
who would do everything by himself, rarely asking 
the advice of others, and he scarcely ever consulted 
even his intimate friend SAITO, another advisor to 
him, upon important questions of policy or of govern
ment (187). Therefore, SHIBATORI's advisorship to 
MATSUOKA was a sinecure from the beginning., He was 
never consulted by MATSUOKA on any matter of policy; 
important documents and information concerning the 
cardinal policies of the government in foreign affairs 
were being kept from him, a most striking instance of 
which was IPS exhibit 541, a document containing the 
basic oolicy of the Government in regard to the con
clusion of the Tripartite Poet (188). Further than 
that, Ambassador Ott testified that not only did he 
not observe any personal influence of SHIRATORI with 
iaATSUOKA but he occasionally got the impression of a 
certain mistrust between MATSUOKA and SHIRATORI by 
some remarks they made to him about each other (I89).

(I87. Tr. 34,958
188. Tr. 35,048 and 34,959
189. Tr. 34,877.)
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MAl'SUOICA seemed determined irom the outset
that no person, not excepting Premier Prince KONOYE
himself, should share with him either the blame or
the credit for the new diplomatic venture he was
embarking upon. And it was in the conduct of the
negotiations with Stahmer and Ott for the Tripartite
Pact that he was particularly secretive or exclusive,
especially of EHIRATORI (189-A). He made it a point
of distinguishing this pact from the afore-explained
attempt of 1938-39, and refused to study documents or
consult persons that had anything to do with the
previous negotiations. SHIRATORI’s opinion was never
asked in any respect and at any stage of negotiation
and when he was first allowed to see the draft text
of the treaty, not to be confused with the preamble
thereof, it was already in a finished form in the
English language (189-B). Later he was asked to
translate into English the preamble of the treaty
which Advisor SAITO drafted in Japanese by MATSUOKA's
order. As has been shown, I.-ATSÜ0KA made the first
English draft of the preamble to the treaty, which was
translated into Japanese by Foreign Advisor SAITO.
Thereafter, SHIRATORI re-translated the preamble into
189-A. T. 24480-481.
189-B. Item 4, Ex. 3588, T. 34959-960.
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English from the Japanese text prepared hy SAITO.----
9

KATSUOKA was more impressed with SHIRi&ORI's English 
than he was with his own and consequently adopted 
SHIRATORI's translation (189-C). SHIRATORI was 
never told by MATSUOKA or anyone else as to the real 
meaning of the several articles of the pact, nor did 
he learn if there was any secret understanding concern
ing the document. Until they were read or tendered 
in evidence before this Tribunal, he was entirely 
ignorant of the existence of so many annexes and 
exchanged notes bearing on the Tripartite Pact of 
27 September 1940 (190).

Iu is stated in exhibit 3145-A, a memorandum 
with annexes by MATSUMOTO, that "On 5 September 1940 
a plan, as Annex No. 1, was drafted by Vice-Foreign 
Minister OHASHI, the advisors SHIRATORI and SAITO, and 
presented by Foreign Minister MATSUOKA to the Four- 
Minister Conference for consideration." (191).
This statement is entirely erroneous. OHASHI, SHIRA
TORI, and SAITO never made that plan on September 5» 
1940, or on any other date (192). The said Annex 
No. 1, attached to exhibit 1145-A, is exactly the 
189-C. T. 34985.
190. T. 35049-050 and 34959-960.
191. T. 27986.
192. T. 34967.

—
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same as "the document entitled : ""StTeng Lhenlng of 
the Japan-Germany-Italy Axis," (193)? which was 
adopted on September 4, 1940, at the Four-Minister 
Conference, and which was later confirmed by the 
Liaison Conference of September 19» 1940 (194). It 
is unimaginable that the plan which was decided upon 
by the Four-Minister Conference on September 4 should 
be drafted the following day by OHASHI, SHIRATORI and 
SAITO to be presented by MATSUOKA to a Four-Minister 
Conference.

The witness SAITO testified that he had no 
knowledge as to who drafted the original of the 
aforesaid Annex No. 1; to wit, IPS exhibit 541; that 
he was shown it by MATSUOKA after it had passed the

m
Four-Minister Conference, but it was not shown to 
SHIRATORI at any time (196), and that he had nothing 
to do with the revision of the document by the 
Foreign Office on September 4, 1940, and he knew for 
certain that SHIRATORI also had had no connection with 
it (197).

The original of this exhibit; that is, Annex 
No. 1, on page 12 thereof, shows that the contents
193. Ex. 541, T. 6307-08.
194. T. 27994.
195. T. 34966.

196. Refer also to T,3495C|.
197. T. 34967.
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are written in both black and rod print. The where

abouts of the original plan is not known, but the 

black print on said page shows that it is a revised 

draft made of the original plan by army and navy 

officials concerned on 6 August 194-0. The red print 

on this page shows corrections made to the aforesaid 

revised draft by the Foreign Office on 4 September 1940, 

It will b e  noted that such of tho revised draft of 

the 6 August 1940 meeting as was changed by the 

Foreign Office has rod linos marked through it, strik

ing the same out. The rod print inserted on said 

page 12, and .hereafter, stipulates the corrections or 

changes mace on 4 September 1940.

At the top right corner of page 12 there are 

written in red print two marginal notes, which state:

1. "The draft is a revised draft made by 

army-navy officials concerned."

2. "Tho red letters are a revised draft by 

the Foreign Office."

(N. B. Above items read as corrected by the 

Language Arbitration Board, 24 September and 4 November 

1947.)
On the r ig h t margin of page 12, i s  written

in  black p rin t -  "6 August 1940," which is  struck out
hy a red lin e . Next to th is  i s  written in  red ink
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"4 September 1940," those being the dates qf the 
revised draft of the army-navy officials, and a 
further revision thereof by the Foreign Office, 
respectively.

The army-navy draft extends from pages 12 
to 26 and contains corrections throughout in red ink 
made by the Foreign Office on 4 September 1940, as 
aforesaid fN. B. - The English translation extends 
from pages 2 to 16).

Therefore, the original exhibit 3145-A shows 
cn its face that the original draft was made prior to 
6 August 1940? that the same was revised by army- 
navy officials concerned on 6 August 1940; and that 
this draft was again revised on 4 September 1940 by 
the Foreign Office. On the same day, namely, 4 
September 1940, this revised draft of the Foreign 
Office was adopted at the Four-Ministers Conference, 
which consisted of the Premier and the Ministers of 
the Army, Navy and Foreign Affairs (exhibit 541, 
pp. 7-15; T. 6307-08).

Thereafter, a plan identical with this plan, 
word for word, was adopted at the Liaison Conference 
of 19 September 1940 (exhibit 541, pp. 7-15» T.
6307-O8).

Therefore, it is clear that at least two

Mi

v
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1
drafts had boon made, as aforesaid, prior tcT“SHIRATORI • s~ 
appointment as advisor to the Foreign Office on 
28 August 1940, and the revised draft adopted by the 
Foreign Office and thereafter by the Four-Ministers 
Conference on the same day, namely 4 September 1940, 
occurred prior to the so-called meeting of OHASHI,
SAITO, and SHIRATORI, when the original draft was 
alleged to have been made, in the erroneous memorandum 
of MATSÜM0T0, on 5 September 1940, a day after the 
semi-final draft was adopted by the Foreign Office 
and the Four-Ministers Conference. Consequently, it 
is unimpeachably shown that ÎÎATSUM0T0 was mistaken 
and without proper knowledge of where, when and by 
vihom the various drafts were made, end further shows 
that SHIRATORI could not have had the part therein 
stated by MATSUMOTO. This is further substantiated 
by the evidence of Foreign Advisor SAITO (T. 34966-967)» 
and SHIRATORI himself (T. 35049), lines 19-20).

It should also be noted that MATSUMOTO was ap
pointed to the Foreign Office on 5 September 1940 and 
further that he did not assume the duties of his office 
until the latter part of September 1940, which was 
after the final draft had been approved by the Liaison 
Conference 19 September 1940 (T. 34966 and 34982). !

In short, it is quite clear that SHIRATORI
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had nothing to do with the conclusion of the Tri
partite Pact of 27 September, 1940. We rely, in 
this regard, also on the evidence given by the witness 
Stahmer (199)«

In MATSUOKA's other diplomatic moves, such 
as negotiations and agreements with French Indo-China, 
Siam and Dutch East Indies, as well as the recogni
tion by Japan of the Wang Tshing Wei Regime on 
November 30, 1940, and the Joint Declaration of Japan, 
Manchukuo and China, etc., SHIRATORI was even less 
concerned than in the Tripartite Pact, Also, nothing 
was made lc.io.'n to SHIRATORI about KATSUOKA's trip to 
Europe in the spring of 1941 until a few days before 
his departure from Tokyo. The circumstances under 
which this trip was decided upon by the government and j 
its object and purpose wore kept entirely from him (200)•

As we will explain later, SHIRATORI became 
seriously ill at the beginning of April 1941, soon 
after MATSUOKA left for Europe, and after spending 
nearly a month in the hospital, moved to the seashore 
at Hayama, where he remained convalescing in almost 
complete retirement and unfit for any activities for 
about a year. Although he was Foreign Office advisor

......... ' «• '
199. T. 24480-481 and 24439.
£00r Ti 35050 and 34960-9&U------------------ --------
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in name until his resignation on 22 July 1941» he 
did not, during that period, once put in an appearance 
in the Foreign Office and had nothing to do with the 
affairs of that office, nor did he ever see MATSUOKA 
again after the latter’s departure for Europe in 
April 1941, until they were thrown together at Sugamo 
early in April 1946. SHIRATORI did not concern him
self in any manner in the diplomatic negotiations 
between Japan and the United States from April to July, 
1941 (201).

In our above argument, we often relied on 
the testimony given by the Witness SAITO, co-advisor 
to the Foreign Office, along with SHIRATORI (201-A). j 
The prosecution attacked the credibility of SAITO's j 
testimony in UU-81 and UU-82 (pp. UU 82-85). We Jt
contradict this attack as follows: ;

1) SAITO stated in his affidavit (201-B) 
as follows:

"Although I saw Mr. SHIRATORI almost daily iIat that period at the advisor's quarters of the j
Foreign Office, I am not aware that he was playing
201. T. 3496I-962 and 35050-051.
201-A. Ex, 3588 and 3589, T. 34956-986.
201-B. Ex. 3588, T. 34963.
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any important part as a member of the said directorate."
During the cross-examination by the prosecu

tion, SAITO stated as follows (201-C):'
"Let me add here that Mr. SHIRATORI, while 

advisor to the Foreign Office, hardly wont to the 
Foreign Office."

V-'ith regard to this so-called self-contradic
tion of SAITO relative to how often he saw SHIRATORI, 
et cetera, wo wish to call the attention of the 
Tribunal to the fact that tile particular period SAITO 
says he saw SHIRATORI daily was prior to and during 
the period o/ October 1940, only a little over a

!month after his appointment as Foreign Advisor, when |
!

he would naturally try to take an interest in his j
I

position. We further contend that the latter state- ! 
nient advanced by SAITO, without even being questioned ! 
about it, that SHIRATORI very seldom came to the j

I

foreign Office, was during the period after October, 
1940, and after SHIRATORI finally became convinced j 
that ho was an advisor in name only and that his !
presence at the Foreign Office was neither needed, 
expected or required. It will please be noted that 
SAITO was careful to use tho phrase - "Although I 
saw Mr. SHIRATORI almost daily at that period, etc.,"
201-C. T. 34977»
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strongly indicating that he didn:t see him often 
later on. Therefore, there could be no inconsistency 
in the testimony of the witness SAITO, as the prosecu
tion would have the Tribunal believe.

2) The fact that SAITO did not recollect 
"the stream of (SKIRATORI’s) propaganda lectures and 
writings" advocating the alliance with the Axis, shows 
how few people heard or read the lectures and writ
ings in question, and how little influence those 
lectures and writings exerted. Moreover, we respect
fully refer to the evidence of the witness MISHIMA, 
who testified that the various magazines in which 
SHIRATORI's articles appeared varied in circulation 
from 1000 monthly for the smallest, to from 20,000 
to 30,000 monthly for the largest (T. 35011-012). V/e 
contend this is a very limited circulation of such 
articles in a country of nearly 80,000,000 people 
and would not have moulded public opinion to one iota 
of the extent that the prosecution insists, and so 
continuously harps on. Further, according to the same 
witness, the number of persons attending lectures 
given by SHIRATORI ranged from ten up to seven or 
eight hundred (T. 35012). This is indeed a limited 
attendance for one who is alleged to have been the 
moulder of public opinion in Jaoan. when even an

3

L i;
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ordinary speaker in America can draw 15*000 to 18,000 
in Madison Square Garden or elsewhere for political 
rallies. Further, we will later show that these 
lectures and writings were not so numerous as the 
prosecution described.

3) In Part VI of Ex. 2234 (201-E), in his 
article published in the "Greater Asia Magazine" in 
June, 1940, SHIRATORI, under the presumption that 
Germany would win the European war, stated that "Japan 
cannot remain idle as an onlooker in the event of a 
wholesale change of territory taking place in the 
southeast of Asia." However, under such circumstances 
as prevailed after the great German successes in 
the Western Front in early summer of 1940, everyone,

Iif placed in the same situation as the Japanese at |
I

that time, would say the same thing.- It cannot be 
branded as "SHIRATORI’s emphatic espousal of an 
advance to the South." It must be borne in mind 
that at the time of this article Germany had overrun 
the Netherlands and France, who held valuable colonies 
in the South Seas district, and it could be naturally 
assumed that Germany, unless something could be done, 
would exploit these colonies to their own use. There
fore, SHIRATORI’s thought was that it was the proper
201-E. T. 1606^-068.__Refer also to Er. 2234, Part IT,---
pp. 33-5?, read only in part by the prosecution.

A.
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time to moke some rapprochement with Germany to 
guarantee some form of commercial operations in 
these areas. This was doubly important due to the 
action of America in placing an embargo on exports and 
imports from and to Japan and by her economic 
pressure on Japan. Further, it is to be borne in 
mind that at the time of this article, in June, 1940, 
SHIRATORI was then on the waiting list and had no 
duties, authority or functions whatsoever in the

\
Foreign Office (T. 34971), and spoke only as an 
individual.

\
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4) As we will show later, SHIRATORI almost 
always aimed by his speeches and writings their indi
rect or reverse effect or Influence. Therefore, if 
SHIRaTORI's "inflammatory speeches and writings" 
appeared as pro-Axis, it cannot be necessarily incon- 
si stent with the fact that SHIRATORI was in reality 
not a Germano-phile.

5) SAITO testified in his affidavit (ex.*314-3) 
that the English text of the preamble was written and 
proposed personally by ÜATSUÖKA, but this original 
draft text had been lost, therefore, SAITO quoted
in the exhibit, as the said original text, the pre
amble in the final foirm in the Tripartite Pact, as it 
was not necessary for him to explain the matter in great 
detail in that exhibit. Now, as the prosecution 
attacked during his cross-examination the apparent in
consistency between his two statements in exhibits 
3588 and 3143 (201-F), SAITO explained in detail that 
there were in fact three drafts of the preamble —  
iüATSUOKA's original draft in English, SAlTO's trans
lation of it into Japanese, and SHIRATORI's retrans
lation into English, which became the final version.
As MATSUOKA's original manuscript was written by him 
extempore in the course of his personal negotiations 
(201-F) Tr. 34,983-985.
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with Stahmer and Ott, it is quite conceivable that it 
was not carefully preserved for a long time. Further, 
as MATSUMOTO actually began to participate in the 
negotiation for the Tripartite Pact in the latter part 
of September, 1940 (201-G), when the draft Tripartite 
Pact was already in a finished form in English, his 
“official record" Cex. 3145-A) cannot be a first-hand 
one, correct and authentic in every respect.

THE PRESIDENT: You have a whole section here
dealing with his illness. That could be dealt with 
in a couple of lines. You have six pages. The whole 
thing is terribly overdone. That is all I can say abu 
about the summation.

MR. CAUDLE: I was only trying to put in
there what had been brought out in evidence.

THE PRESIDENT: Proceed.
MR. CAUDLE: IX. SERIOUS ILLNESS OF SHIRATORI,

AND OUTBREAK OF THE PACIFIC WAR.
Since early 1941, SHIRATORI became deeply 

absorbed in the study of quite a number of voluminous 
works on Japanese national polity and Shinto mythology, 
and frequently sat up all night. His absorption in 
these topics led him to overtax both his mind and body 
to the extent that he became afflicted with an 
(201-G) Tr. 34,982-983.
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obstinate insomnia and about the 20th of March he 
was seized with what apparently was an acute case of 
nervous debility, accompanied by somewhat alarming 
indications of mental abnormality (202).

About the 5th of April he began to show marked 
signs of esdiaustion, and from the night of April 8 
indications of a mental derangement became apparent 
Dr. MURAî ATSU, Vice-Director of the i&atsuzawa Psychiat
ric Hospital, Tokyo, lecturer at the Medical Faculty 
of the Tokyo Imperial University and professor of 
the Tokyo Medical College, and Dr. MIYAKE, professor 
of the Tokyo Imperial University, were cal led in to 
examine SHIRATORI on the 12th of April, 1941, and 
found him in a state of so-called delirium and diagnosed 
his condition as a manic state of manic-depressive 
psychosis (203)«

Thereafter, SHIRATORI was sent to the Komine 
Psychiatric Hospital, Tokyo, on the l6th of April,
1941 (204). The witness mISHIMA learned from SHIRATORI 
afterwards that he (SHIRATORI) had completely lost 
consciousness from about the 9th of April, 1941, 
and that it was on the 28th of the same month that he 
awakened to find himself in bed in an unknown 1 >. o:s:a'
(20?). Ex* 3592,-Trÿ 35,003.* *'
(203) Ex. 3593, Tr. 35,014-015.
(204) Tr. 35,015.

25
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hospital (205). In this respect Dr. MURAMATSU test!-__
fied that he was informed on the 25th of April, 1941, 
that SHIRATORI had at last recovered his consciousness 
(206).

SHIRATORI was allowed to leave the hospital
1

on May 10, 1941. Dr. MURAMATSU saw him on the follow
ing day and found his mental condition now remarkably 
settled, but a state of excitement was still present.
It was necessary for him still to continue taking a 
considerable amount of sedatives as late as in the 
middle of June 1941.

In view of these unsatisfactory circumstances, 
following his return from the hospital, Dr. MURAidATSU 
strictly cautioned the patient and his family against 
receiving visits and taxing his mind with questions 
concerning international situations and against read
ing anything, including magazines and newspapers. It 
was in order to facilitate the practice of such a 
strict seclusion treatment that Dr. MURAMATSU advised 
SHIRATORI to remove to a seaside cottage at Hayama, 
although that involved much inconvenience to him as 
the physician in charge (207), and SHIRATORI removed 
there in the middle of June 1941, where he remained
(205) Tr. 35,004.
(206) Tr. 35,015-016.
(207) Tr. 35,016-017.
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convalescing until April of the next year (208),
Dr. iulJRAiuATSU made his last visit down to Hayama on 
the 13th of August, 1941, and found that SHIRATORI at 
that data could hardly be regarded as "completely 
cured," but he decided to discontinue his visits in 
the thought that so long as his advice was strictlyt
followed by the patient and his family, expert help 
could now be safely dispensed with, barring an un
expected change or relapse. Before quitting, Dr. kURA- 
kATSU renewed his advice to SHIRATORI and his family 
to use special care to concentrate all their efforts 
on recuperation for at least half to one year, refrain
ing from all official work or political activities, 
and having as little as possible to do with the outside 
world generally, and he emphasizéd.the particular 
importance of guarding against a relapse which was 
apt to occur in a case like that of SHIRATORI within 
one-half to one year of apparent recovery (209).
Dr. MURAuATSU learned from SHIRATORI's family that his 
counsel was being faithfully acted upon by the patient 
(210). The witness UISHIhA also testified in this 
regard that to the best of his knowledge, SHIRATORI 
faithfully observed the injunction by Dr. I5URAMATSU,
(208) Tr. 35,004.
(209) Tr, 35,017-018.
(210) Tr. 35,018.

s ...
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especially for the first six months of his retired 
life (211). According to an entry in his pocket 
diary, Dr. üURAüATSU had a message from a friend of 
SHIRATORI's that about the 23d of December, 1941, 
SHIRATORI had a relapse and was again suffering from 
lack of sleep. (212). Thus, SHIRATORI was rendered 
physically and mentally unfit for any activities of 
any responsibility from April 1941 until about April 
1942; that is to say, during the most crucial period 
in the history of Japan. Although he was Foreign 
Office advisor in name until his resignation on 22 July, 
1941, he could have, and had nothing to do with the 
affairs of that office since April 1941 (213), and 
thereafter he had no official position until he was 
elected as a member of Parliament, 30 April 1942 (214)* 
As to SHIRATORI’s condition of health during his 
election canpaign in April 1942, please refer to 
item (b) of chapter X hereafter.

We have presented this evidence of SHIRATORI^ 
illness rather in detail in order to show that except 
by such an undue stretch of imagination and of the 
logic of conspiracy as the prosecution indulge in
(211) Tr. 35,004.
(212) Tr. 35,018.
(213) Tr. 34,961.
(214) See Chap. VI above and Tr. 34,949-950.
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be charged with planning, preparing or instigating 
the Pacific War.

We also submit this evidence definitely 
impeaches the credibility of the reports Ambassador Ott 
sent to Berlin concerning SHIRATORI (ex. m 3 and 800). 
As witness LIISHIUA testifies, the nature of SHIRATOR^s 
malady and his actual conditions at the time were 
such that it is entirely unimaginable that as early as 
July 7, 1941, he should have engaged in any serious 
or sensible conversation with a foreign diplomat on 
international politics. As SHIRATQRI says, Ott's 
was a surprise visit; that is to say, if Ott's inten
tion to visit him had been made known beforehand, 
SHIRATORI and his family would certainly have declined, 
in obedience to the injunction of the physician. 
SHIRATORI has no recollection of the conversation with 
Ott ôn July 7 or about August 1; indeed, the very 
fact of Ott's visit to him about that time did not 
occur to SHIRATORI when IPS exhibits were tendered 
in evidence, but he had to first ascertain it of his 
family. As for Ott's statement (ex. 608) that he saw 
SHIRATORI early in December perhaps at Hayama, not 
only did SHIRATORI have a slight relapse and was 
more than ever out of touch with the outside world,
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but Hayama being a summer resort, it is impossible to
! imagine that Ott should be visiting there at so un-
j
seasonable a time as December. If he had been there 
cn purpose to see SHIRATOTjI, he ought to be able more 
clearly to recall it. Wu respectfully submit that 
apart from other proofs we have offered in this 
matter, the above few samples ought to show convin
cingly the general character of Ott's telegrtms where
in SHIRATORI1s name is dragged in.

X. MPERIAL RULE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATION and 
IMPERIAL RULI ASSISTANCE POLITICAL SOCIETY and 
SHIRATORT; and

XI. SHIRATORI'ß POSITION DJRING WORLD WAR II.
The first is division X:
(a) SHIRATORI and IRAA (Imperial Rule 

Assistance Association)ï
As to the circumstances surrounding the 

establishment of the Inperial Rule Assistance Associa
tion, as well as the character and status of the 
association, we rely on the evidence given by witness 
ARIivJi, former Secretary-General of the association
(216), as well as on the evidence given by the defense * 
in their jeneral phases. The IRAA was Conceived of 
from the beginning as a public organization (comparable
(216) Ex. 3594, Tr. 35,320-026.
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~to_lTTïÿgienic organization) ~as distinguisfttî3“frôm 
political parties, aiming afc it did at organizing 
the entire nation in such a manner as to enable them 
more loyally and effectively to discharge their 
duties as Imperial subjects. Prince KONOYE, the 
organizer and the first President of IRAA, clearly 
stated on several occasions that the association was 
sharply to be distinguished in'character from the one- 
party system of the totalitarian countries of Europe
(217).

SHIRATORI was among those who were originally 
invited by Prince KONOYE, in August 1940, to form 
the Arranging (or Preparatory) Committee for the IRAA, 
but he did not take any active part in the discussions 
of the committee. He generally absented himself 
from its meetings (218).

(217) Tr. 35,021-022; refer also to evidence given by 
prosecution's witness GOTO, Tr. 1646 and l653“54.
(218) Tr. 35,021.
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the entire nation in such a manner as to enable them 
more loyally and effectively to discharge their 
duties as Imperial subjects. Prince KONOYE, the 
organizer and the first President of IRAA, clearly 
stated on several occasions that the association was 
sharply to be distinguished in character from the one- 
party system of the totalitarian countries of Europe 
(217).

SHIRATORI was among those who were originally 
invited by Prince KONOYE, in August 1940, to form 
the Arranging (or Preparatory) Committee for the IRAA, 
but he did not take any active part in the discussions 
of the committee. He generally absented himself 
from its meetings (218). IiII
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(217) Tr. 35,021-022; refer also to evidence given by 
Prosecution's witness GOTO, Tr. 1646 and 1653-54.
(218) Tr. 35,021.
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• Witness ARIMA testified that the directors 
of the IRAA numbered about fortv, of whom about dozen 
were managing directors; that the business of the 
association was in practice mainlv undertaken b^ the 
managing directors, the secretary-general, etc., 
that »HJRAT0RI was nominated an ordinary (not managing) 
director, in October 1940, but that ARIMA did not 
recollect that PFIRATORI ever attended any of the 
meetings of the directorate or otherwise played any 
part in connection with the activities of the associa
tion, and that fcKIRATORI's activities in the organiza
tion were in fact so inconsequential that it was not 
until witness ARIKA was requested by PHIRATORI’s counsel 
to make a deposit! n regarding the latter’s activities 
in the organization that ARIMA remembered that at one 
time bHIRATORI was a member of the Arranging Committee 
and an ordinarv director of the IRAA (219)»

Also, the testi»ony given by prosecution’s 
witness GOTO, one of the organizers and directors of 
the IRAA, leads to the conclusion that ^HIRATORI did 
not nlav a part in the association prominent enough to 
come to G0m0’s notice (220).

Witness SAITO testified that the IRAA had for
(219) T. 35,022-023.
(220) 1,661-63.
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its object the moral mobilization of the nation and 
did not concern itself directly with politics, much 
less with diplomatic questions. Although'at that par
ticular time SAITO saw SHIRATORI almost daily at the 
advisors* quarters of the Foreign Office, he was not 
aware that SHIRATORI was playing any important part as 
a director of the association. In fact, SAITO remem
bered SHIRATORI1s telling him once that he (SHIRATORI) 
expected nothing of real value or significance from 
this organization; and SHIRATORI generally stayed away 
from the meetings of the association which were held 
quite frequently at its initial stage (221).

When the IRAA was reorganized in the spring of 
1941, all the directors of the association tendered 
their resignations. While most of the directors decide« 
by April 30, 1941, to retract their resignations, wit
ness ARIMA and several other directors left their posts 
SHIRATORI was among those who resigned and never took 
any step to retract his resignation, as did various

(222
others, but remained completely out of the organization 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half
past nine tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment was 
taken until Thursday, 1 April 1948, at 0930.)

(221) Tr. 34,968-64. (222) Tr. 35,023.)
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Thursday, 1 April 194ft

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

' Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,

at 0930.

Appearances;
F?r the Tribunal, all Members sitting, v/ith 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE L  M. ZARYftNOV,

Member from the U. S'. S. R., not sitting fnom-0930 to 
1200.

For the Prosecution Section, same as befere. 
For the Defense Section, same 8s before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese, 
to English interpretation was jnade by the 

Language Section, IMTFE.)

y
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~~ MARSHAL OF THE^COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session, 

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
except UMEZU and SHIRATORI, who are represented by 
counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certifies that 
they are ill and unable to attend the trial today.
The certificate will be recorded and filed.

Mr. Caudle.
MR. CAUDLE: Mr. President, I will continue

where we left off yesterday afternoon on page 4 of 
Division X of the summation.

(b) SHIRATORI and IRAPS (Imperial Rule 
Assistance Folitical Society).

About the time of the general election of 
April 1942 SHIRATORI was not yet completely recovered 
from his illness. He had little intercourse with the 
outside world and rarely saw anyone besides his 
relatives and close friends. He was mostly engaged 
in the study and practice of Shintoism. However, a 
number of young men from his native province asked 
him for permission to use his name as a candidate in 
the coming election, expressing their ardent desire 
to sweep away the long standing abuses of their con
stituency and by conducting a model campaign set an 
example to the whole nation. SHIRATORI felt no longer
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any interest at all in politics, but was finally 
prevailed upon to comply with their desire, on 
condition that he was not himself to take part in 
the election campaign and that he would make no 
speech nor even put in an appearance in his consti
tuency. It was only when rival candidates contended 
that SHIRATORI was so ill that he could not even come 
down to his native place, that his friends requested 
him to make a speech or two if only to counter this 
hostile propaganda. He had to consent, although with 
much reluctance. He was then very weak, but somehow 
managed to address several gatherings. He mainly 
talked about, Shintoism and national polity, dwelling 
almost in passing on current questions of diplomacy 
and of war. As election speeches in wartime, they 
v/ere rather uncommon and quite a surprise to many 
among his hearers.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Caudle, there is no
evidence of this as far as I recollect. There is no 
reference given,

MR. CAUDLE: I have a citation for all that,
sir, on the following page. It is practically all a 
quotation from the testimony of the witness MISHIMA.

THE PRESIDENT: Is it? Very well, proceed,
---------MR. CAUDLE:— At this general-election^ ----



SHIRATORI *.p<3 one of the me-pn^lrtb^oommi^ Tide d _
»

candidate s, but it vic.a a matte:' arranged between 
his supporters and the préfectoral branch of the 
vrcomme'aiing body, ijid he was ?iot himst...f concerned 
in it at all but only learned frbout it afterwards•
Y/hr.i he got elected,, on 30 April 1942 SHl^tATORI, as 
a "recommended" meucber of parliament., almost auto- 
matically became a member of the Imperial Rufe Assist
ance Political Society and was alno nominated « n \
ordinary member of the Board of Directors of thO
Society jo M a y  20, 1942, However, as his health V as
not yet 4uitc ̂ normal and as parli vnentary life and
internal politics were new to him, SHIRATORI was not
able or allowfic to vplay any role to speak of either
as a director of IRAPS or a member of parliament.
He was soon Relieved of his seat in the directorate
of the IFAPS and ho seceded fron the Soviety itself

223.
on 28 June V 943.

We submit that SHIRATORI did little or nothing
during the pacific War and certainly had no part in
the waging thereof. The fact that his activities ln j
IRAPS were : o insignificant goes to substantiate this j
contention, and certainly he is without guilt of any j
223. Refer* to testimony given by witness MISHIMA, one 

of SFÎIRATORPs closest friends, who was in charge 
of SlfflRATORI*s election business at that time. 

^ r004-006; see also Tr. 3l>0?3»______
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kind of charges contained in the Bill of Indictment.
XI. SHIRATORI*S POSITION DURING 

WORLD WAR II.
SHIRATORI*s connections with the Government 

completely ended when he resigned as Foreign Office 
Advisor on 22 July 1941 and he never held any 
official position again until the end of the war.
He had scarcely any friend in the Government or in 
the Army and Navy, nor did he have any special 
source of information concerning current events and 
the real war situation. Although he was a member of 
Parliament in name until his resignation on 5 December 
1945, he seldom attended the sessions of the Diet, 
nor did he serve on any of the Parliamentary commit
tees. He was a perfectly free and independent indi
vidual holding no brief for any group or organization

224.whatever•
We would like, in conclusion, to quote a 

short passage of the testimony given by witness 
MISHIMA: "It may be said in sum that the serious
illness with which he was seized in thé spring of 
1941 brought about a marked change in Mr. SHIRATOR^s 
character and outlook, drawing him more deeply into 
a domain of spirituality and religion. He gradually 
224. Tr, 35053-054.___________________________________

i
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ceased to have ahything to doj nob-»e>nly-with govern*__
mexlt and gênerai political circles, but v/lth most of
his friends of many years* standing. I can bear
testimony, as one of the few friends remaining close
to him to the last, that during the entire period of
World War II, Mr. SHIRATORI concerned himself very

225,
little with affairs of this workaday world."

XII. TELEGRAMS OF AMBASSADOR OTT AND OTHER 
COMMUNICATIONS RELATIVE TO SHIRATORI*S ACTIVITIES AFTER 
HIS RETURN FROM ROME.

The prosecution offered in evidence a large

number of telegrams of Ambassador Ott and other

German documents, which formed the most important

part of the prosecution's evidence against SHIRATORI.

We will treat these telegrams here en bloc, relying

on an interrogation of Ambassador Ott by counsel for

the accused to refute all allegations and contentions
226of the prosecution in this regard.

With regard to the interrogation of 

Ambassador Ott by counsel for SHIRATORI in Peiping,

Shina during May 1947, which interrogation the prose-
/

cution has been pleased to belittle and to expiate 

as an ex parte interrogation, the attention of the 

rribunal is called to the following facts :

>25. Tr. 35007. 226. Ex. 3579, Tr. 34848-904.
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On 13 November 1946 as the minutes of the 
Chambers hearings will show, an application was filed 
for subpoenaes to be issued for the production of 
various witnesses to appear on behalf of the accused 
SHIRATORI, among which was one for Ambassador Eugene 
Ott; that thereafter on 26 November 194-6 an order was 
entered granting a subpoena for the production of the 
said Ott before this Tribunal as a witness. There
after, as the record of the clerk*s office will show, 
a subpoena was issued for the said Ott and was for
warded through regular channels for service, but for 
some unknown reason said subpoena was never served, 
and this resulted in the necessity of counsel for the 
defendant SHIRATORI making a long and arduous trip to 
Peiping to obtain a sworn statement from the said Ott 
relative to the aforesaid communications and other 
matters.

Further, the attention of the Tribunal is 
called to a proceedings in Chambers of Thursday,
1 May 1947, before Sir William Webb, President of the 
Tribunal, at which time the prosecution was repre
sented by Mr. Frank S. Tavenner, the then Acting Chief 
of the prosecution section, and the defendant SHIRATORI 
was represented by American counsel, Charles B. Caudle. 
As these proceedings will show, it was mutually
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agreed upon between counsel for the prosecution and 

counsel for the defendant SHIRATORI with the approval 

of the President of this Tribunal that the said 

counsel for SHIRATORI should go to Peiping and inter

rogate the said Ott relative to the various communica

tions sent to and received by him from his Government, 
which have been introduced as exhibits in this trial, 

together with other matters pertinent to the issue} 

that immediately upon his return he should submit a 

copy of the interrogation to the prosecution in order 

that they might do one of three things: (1) Send a

prosecutor to Peiping to cross-examine Ambassador Ott 

on the interrogation; (2) Mail a questionnaire of a 

cross-examining nature regarding the interrogation 

to Ott for his replies thereto, or (3) if so desired, 

have Ott brought before this Tribunal for cross- 

examination on the interrogation.

The records of the clerk’s office will show 

that immediately upon return of counsel from Peiping 

he filed, on the 2?th day of May 1947, the original 

of the interrogation in the office of the clerk and 

delivered a duplicate original of the same to the 

prosecution. It is further called to the attention 

of the Tribunal that at no time thereafter did the 

prosecution make any attempt whatsoever to cross-_____
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examine the said Ott by any of the three hereinabove 

described methods, although they did see fit to send 

interrogations to him in Shanghai, prior to his 

repatriation to Germany, in late August or early 

September 1947, relative to defendant OSHIMA. Yet, 

as aforesaid, not one word was asked relative to 

SHIRATORI.
(a) SHIRATORI*s relation to Hitler,

Ribbentrop and Ott« It has boon clarified that

SHIRATORI saw Ribbentrop only on two occasions, in

April and in June 1939, and that, accordingly,
2 2 6 -A .Ribbentrop could not know SHIRATORI very well. I

The prosecution has produced no evidence that j

SHIRATORI ever saw Hitler. |

In the opening statement of the prosecution 

on 19 September 1946 it was stated: "Former Ambassa

dors OSHIMA and SHIRATORI, who had resigned upon the j 

failure to conclude the Tripartite military alliance, 

worked in confidential cooperation with the German 

Embassy in this program, and the Gorman Ambassador j

was directed by Ribbentrop to keep in close touch with
227.

these two collaborators.”

As to the former part of this prosecution's

226-A. Tr. 34137, 24481-82, 34138-139.
227. Tr. 5860.

v
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statement, we will explain later. As to the latter

part, it seems that the prosecution relied on exhibit
228.

507, in which it was stated as follows: "SHIRATORI

who will soon return to Tokyo from his post of Ambas-, 

sador in Rome, will also work in this idea." However, 

according to the original German text of this exhibit, 

it is gramatically quite clear that the above sentence 

is not a part of Ribbentrop’s instruction to Ott, but 

a part of an unknown person*s talk to Ribbentrop, 

which Ribbentrop quoted in indirect narration in his 

telegram to Ott. The Language Arbitration Board 

corrected the above sentence (English translation 

from the German original), as follows: "SHIRATORI,

who would soon return to Tokyo from his post of

Ambassador in Rome, would also work along these
„229.lines."

Further, as was shown on page 8, Chapter VII

of the summation, this so-called instruction to Ott

related only to better Russian-Japanese relations and

not as alleged, better German-Japanese relations.

Moreover, SHIRATORI testified in his affidavit about

the above sentence in exhibit 507 that he promised

nobody, nor gave anyone to understand, that he would

228. Ribbentrop's telegram to Ott, Tr. 5860.
229« Tr.. 13097.___________________________________________
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cooperate with tho Geiman Embassy in Tokyo along the 

line indicated in that document; that whatever activi

ties he might have engaged himself in after coming 

heme from Europe were entirely of his own accord and 

in his own judgment, and that he had absolutely no

connections whatever, either with the German or the
230.Italian Embassy in Tokyo.

Other than exhibit 5°7 above, the prosecution 

failed to produce any evidence which testified that 

Ott was directed by Ribbontrop to keep in close touch 

with SHIRATORI,

SHI'AfORI testified further, in his affidavit, 

that he was never in occupation of position of respon

sibility in the Japanese Government at any period i!
during Ambassador Ott*s sojourn in Japan; that there- |

!
fore there could not be any question of official 

contact between himself and Ott; that, privately, he 

and Ott were not on any especially friendly terms, 

and that it was entirely on social occasions that they !
231. !saw each other. * i

I
Witness SAITO testified that though during 

their advisorship to the Foreign Ministry, both 

SHIRATORI and himself often met the German Ambassador 

in a social way but there was, to the best of his

230. E»«-ä595, Tr. 35045-0*6
231. Ex. 3595, Tr. 35052.

25
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knowlego, nothing to indicate that SHIRATORI was on
any specially intimate terms with Ott or any other
member of the German Embassy in Tokyo. SAITO did not
believe SHIRATORI to have been a Germanophile, fot he
remembered a remark he had made at a gathering of
Foreign Office officials during the Pacific War to
the effect that it was no less objectionable for them

232,to be pro-Axis as to be pro-Anglo-Saxon,

32. Tr. 34-963
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ott testified in ex. 3579 (233) as follows:
1) Ott met SHIRATORI for the first time 

about October or November, 1938, prior to his depart

ure for Rome as Japanese Ambassador to Italy, orr the 

occasion of a farewell dinner given by the Italian 

Ambassador in Tokyo (234).
2) Ott never discussed with SHIRATORI, prior 

to his departure to Rome, any alliance between Japan, 

Germany, and Italy; Ott himself didn't know of nego

tiations having been started (235)*
3) Ott did not hear from SHIRATORI at any 

time during his stay in Europe (236).
4) ' Ott met SHIRATORI the second time after 

his return to Tokyo sometime during the latter fall 

of 1939 at an official function given by the Italian 

Ambassador; they met rarely thereafter within the next 

several months and their meetings were social, and no 

political matters, and particularly the German-Japanese- 

Italian Alliance, were discussed during that time (237).
5) "The conclusion of the German-Russian 

Non-Aggression Pact in August, 1939, struck Japan as a

(233) Interrogatory of Ott made on 18 Hay 1947 by Chas. 
B. Caudle, counsel for SHIRATORI, at Peiping,
tr. 34,849-904

(234) Tr. 34,852
(235) Tr. 34,852
(236) Tr. 34,853
(237) Tr. 34,854

25
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surprising blow, and caused the resignation of the 
FIRANÜÎTA cabinet. All negotiations about the Alliance 
were stopped and relations between Germany and Japan 
cooled down to a low degree. This situation exist
ed until about the late spring of 1940, when the devel- *
opment of the war in Europe began to reflect in a 
changed Japanese mind. Also the strong economic 
measures taken by the F. S. Government against Japan 
contributed likewise to this change of the Japanese 
mind." (238)

I might add this is quoted directly from Ott's
statement.

6) SKIRATORI was placed on the waiting list 
of'ambassadors about three months after his return to 
Tokyo, at a reduced salary. He kept this status until 
late August, 1940, when he was appointed Advisor to 
the Foreign Minister (239). Ott had no official rela
tions with SHIRATORI during this time and saw him 
occasionally in a private capacity (240).

7) SPIRATORI was not in occupation of any 
important position in Tokyo during the whole of Ott's 
sojourn in Japan and during Ott's personal acquaintance 
with him except as Advisor to the Foreign Minister (241).
(238) Tr. 34,855
(239) Tr. 34,855
(240) Tr. 34,856

1(241) Tr. 34,899---- ------------------ ---------------------

I
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Po Great an Influence:
1) SHIRATORI did not appear to Ott to have 

any influence in important affairs of state, or to 
carry any weight with Foreign Minister MATSUOKA in 
the position as advisor to him (242).

2) Judging from later developments and proven 
facts and events as Ott knew now, SHIRATORI never 
carried any weight with his government nor influenced 
the policies thereof, either foreign or domestic, 
during Ott's acquaintance with him in Tokyo (243).>

(c) Ott Knew That SHIRATORI *7as Very Out
spoken and Talkative-

Ott heard SHTRATOKI several- times criticize.* 
in a most outspoken-manner measures announced by the • 
Japanese Government. SHIRATORI appeared to Ott some
times to be a rather talkative man (244).

(d) The prosecution, relying on ex. 800, -

contended:
’’SHIRATORI frtm time- to- time ' communicated 

important information to the German Ambassador in > 

Japan." (245) »
(242) Tr. 34,899
(243) Tr. 34,899-900
(244) Tr. 34,899
(245) Tr. 16,923? ex. 800, tr. 7968
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1 However, as we will explain later, the prose

cution misapprehended the said ex. 800, and it was not 
PFIRATORI but Acting Vice Foreign Minister YAMAMOTO 
who gave information to ambassador Ott, ex. 3579, tr.

V 34,886.
Further, Ott testified that SFIRATORI never 

furnished to the German ’"rabassy in Tokyo any news or 
information concerning an important policy or decision 
of his government, or any state secret in general (246).

(e) Ott's Personal Relationship with Rlbbentroi
1) Ott testified in his interrogatory as 

follows: (247)
"The relations between Germany and Japan went 

up and down several times during the years of ny own 
experience, 1934-1943. ’̂hen the Japanese Government 
in the face of dramatic changes and actions in the Ger
man policy, acted in their own way, Ribbentrop reacted 
often with marked distrust and decision. He had a 
strong tendency for 'wishful thinking,' and for over
looking the fact and forces upon which the Japanese 
Government used to base their decisions.

'"Then I (Ott) often tried to moderate the
views and instructions of Ribbentrop, I awakened a
mounting distrust and suspicion that my attitude was1
(246) Tr. 34,898-899 

— (247) Tx. 3579, tr. 34,900-902

✓
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influenced by undue consideration of those Japanese 
tendencies which v/ere either indifferent or opposed to 
friendly relations between Japan and Germany, and that 
I had not sufficient contact with other groups of the 
political Japanese life. I had to presume that this 
opinion of Ribbentrop would spoil the success of my 
moderating work and drive him even more to other sources 
of information which v/ere more in line with his own 
ideas.

"In order to avoid such a development, I 
carried on personal relations with the few Japanese 
who were personally known to Ribbentrop, and whom I 
had theretofore been instructed to contact (248).

"I mentioned these people, among them Am
bassador SHIRATORI, and stressed their cooperation on 
occasions, especially when I tried to give weight to 
my opinions or suggestions contrasting Ribbentrop's 
ideas or instructions or when it seemed necessary to 
confirm him that my report covered the situation from 
every point of view."

2) In exhibit 504 (tr. 6108-11), Ott’s tele
gram dated 6 May 1939, Ott reported:

'Trom the Foreign Ministry a senior official
who stands especially close to Ambassador PHIRATORI
(248) Prosecution failed to produce in evidence this 
instruction, which concerned SHIRATORI; also the de- • 
fense for gllDt. could hot have round it.

IBM Mfeii it *».•*■!. *nw i!n' "ana.iniriL.MfT-1- ^ -- ; ‘l-'-'
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46,

let me know personally that in the entire government a 
deep cleft between friends and enemies of the alliance 
had formed." (249)

The above information had nothing to do with 

SFIRATORI, who was in Europe at that time. And Ott 

testified that he mentioned the name of FFIRATORI in 

his telegram above for the reason that it might add 

to the weight of the report in the mind of the German 

Foreign Minister (250).

3) In exhibit 516 (tr. 6152-53), Ott's tele

gram dated 12 June 1940, Ott reported:
"The Embassy is still endeavoring to stir up 

Japanese ill-feeling against America by influencing the 
press and leading political personalities in a way 
deemed proper. I myself have expressed the thought in 
many discussions with leading political personalities; 
as for example, KONOYE, FUETFUGU, and KUHARA, that the 
interests and activity of America ... (one group of 
words garbled) in the Pacific area and therefore a con
flict between Janar and America is in the long run un
avoidable.

"In confidential cooperation v/ith the Em
bassy, Ambassadors OPHIMA and SFIRATORI and circles
(249) Tr. 6110 and 34,863
(250) Tr. 34,863
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closely connected with them are operating in the sème 

direction." (251)
The pro«ecütioïi insisted, relying on this 

telegram, that SKIRAtfORI and OSHIUA in the summer of 

1°40, worked in confidential cooperation with the 

German Embassy in Japan in stirring up Japanese ill- 

feeling against America by influencing the press and 

political leaders (252). However, ott testified ebout 

the background of this telegram as follows:

"Thé collapse of France was obviously imminent 

and the British situation was very precarious, center

ing round Dunkirk. The only effective relief which 

might keep up the resistance power of England and work 

against the early settlement of the war could come from

the United states of America, and v/as asked from them
0

very urgently. Therefore, the German Government en

deavoured to hamper such a relief, and considered as a 

useful way a continued tension in the Pacific area, 

which might prevent the United States from removing 

their attention i..iu fighting forces from the Pacific 

to the Atlantic. It was a complicated matter to ad

vance such, a policy upon Japan, because the Japanese 

attitude was much divided, as it is given in the first 

part of my report. In this situation I got instructions

(251) Tr. 6152-53(25?) Tr. 16,917-918----------------------------

Am.
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fco fencK an Italian protest obviously against a Japanese 

measure in favour of the United States and contrary to 

the Italian interests —  I do not recall the case 

exactly. ’"hen I presented my objections to the Reich 

Government's intentions, I had to avoid the permanent 

distrust of Ribbentrop that I was inclined to block 

his aims. Therefore, I stressed in paragraphs Nos.

3 and 4 of my report that I was working in my own way, 

and pointed to the cooperation of SHIRATORI and other 

Japanese persons known to Ribbentrop in order to im

press him and to succeed in ray objections." (253)
Ott testified further that he did not mean in 

the last paragraph of the above telegram that the 

Embassy, SHIRATORI, etc., worked together in a common 

programme, based upon a mutual understanding and common 

agreement, because there v/as no such agreement; that 

FHIRATORI, as far as Ott knew, warned by private talks 

and sometimes by the press against the courting of the 

United States, after they had enforced hard economic 

measures upon Japan; that it was not a common plan taken

by Ott, SHIRATORI, etc.; that Ott had only private»
talks with each of them separately; that Ott was never 

in the company of SHIRATORI, etc., at the same time for 

the purpose of carrying out this so-called political 

(253) Tr. 34,872-873
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cooperation; that Ott emphasized the close c’ööp'eratTori 
in order to give weight to the message, and to carry 
through his objections, and that Ott might add that he 
used the names of KONOYE and SUETSUGU for the same v 
reason (254).

SHIRATORI gave lectures and interviews after 
he had returned from Rome. However, he testified in 
his affidavit that whatever activities he might have 
engaged himself in after coming home from "urope were 
entirely of his own accord and in his own Judgment, and 
that he had absolutely no connections whatever with the 
German Embassy in Tokyo (255).

4) About exhibit 1272 (tr. 11,351-358),
Ott's telegram dated 17 May 1942 recommending various 
German decorations (256), Ott testified that he recom
mended SHIRATORI on this occasion of a decorations list 
for the Tripartite Pact, because he was personally 
known to Ribbentrop and had been the advisor to the 
Foreign Minister at the time of the conclusion of the 
pact, in order to lessen the opposition of the Reich’s 
Foreign Minister against the whole matter of decorations, 
and< that, judging from later developments, Ott did not 
think that the efforts of SHIRATORI, and particularly
(254) Tr. 34,873-74
(255) Tr. 35,045-046; refer also to witness M E H I M A ’s 

testimony, tr. 35,007-008
(256) Tr. 11,351-358 ________________  _________________
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the results of such efforts to further Japanese-German 

relations, deserved the award given to him (257). 

will explain about exhibit 1272 later more fully.

5) "HIRATORI testified in his affidavit that 

much of Ott's information, such as it was and false 

as it was, he was informed, came from the confidential 

secretary of Prince KONOYE, one OZAKI, Hidemi, who 

was later tried and executed; that OZAKI was a communist 

and associate of Zôrge, a German by birth but, as 
SHIRATORI was further informed, a Russian spy who had 

worked his way as a newspaperman into the confidence of 

Ott, and that it seemed that FPIRATORI's name was some- 

times used merely to give credit to this sort of in

formation without his knowledge, as borne out in Ott's 

interrogatories (258). Further, as FHIRATORI was known 

to be very outspoken and talkative, this made it 

opportune for Ott to use his name as aforesaid, to give 

credence to his communications and therebv allay the 

suspicions of Ribbentrop. Also, whether by force of

habit or not, Ott often used SPIRATORI's name mislead- 
\ » 

ingly when the name of some other person would have
sufficed (258-A).

24

23

(257) Tr. 34,893
(258) Tr. 35,052-053- 
(258-A) Tr. 34,898
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We will now treat the telegrams of Ott and 
other German documents one by one:

(a) Exhibit 502 (Tr. 6097-6102): This is
Ribbentrop's telegram to Ott dated 26 April 1939, 
which is the reply to a telegram sent by Ott to 
Ribbentrop, wherein he stated he had heard through 
his Military Attache, who had obtained the infor
mation from some members of the Japanese Army, that 
negotiations were being carried on between Germany, 
Italy and Japan for a further strengthening of the 
Anti-Comintern Pact, and reouesting information as 
to the matter (259).

It will be noted that in this particular 
document Ribbentrop goes to great lengths to impress 
upon Ott the confidential and ultra-secret activities

I
theretofore and then being carried on as between him 
and OSHIkA, and him, OSHImA, SHIRATORI and Clano on 
other occasions. He cautions Ott to make no mention 
of such negotiations under any circumstances, and 
goes even further to say not even to discuss it with 
the Italian Ambassador, who, according to information • 
he (Ribbentrop) had learned from Ciano, had not been 
informed regarding the matter.

The prosecution in its summation (UU-5D goes 
259. Tr. 34,852-53 and 34,861
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to great lengths to try to impress upon this Tri

bunal the secrecy in which such negotiations were 
carried on, using the aforesaid exhibit, and going 

further to say that the Japanese Governments propos

als to the German and Italian Governments were never 
transmitted officially by SHIRATORI. (It is inter

esting to note the distinction the prosecution makes 

between activities of an official capacity and an 
individual capacity in this regard, and then takes 

exactly the opposite viewpoint as pertains to speeches 

and writings made by one in an official capacity in 
relation to those made in an individual capacity, 

where they contend there is no difference.)

Nov/, it must be remembered that the original 

negotiations for the strengthening of the Anti- 

Comintern Pact began some time in the middle of 

1938, even before OSHI^A was made Ambassador to 

Germany and had been carried on to a great extent 

for nearly a year without Ott having been officially 

or even semi-officially notified of such'. This fur

ther goes to show why Ott felt that Ribbentrop dis

trusted him. It is also logical to conclude that 

when Ribbentrop received a wire from Ott requesting 

information on all negotiations up until that time, 

Ribbentrop had to find some means, or use some lang-

- lÊtm ï I fc ;

m W v ',

■ËB
>
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through cnanneis, witnout~Utt having been Informed-----

by his Government of any such activities. It is 

only natural to assume, as aforesaid, that Ribben^ 

trop "doctored" his communications to Ott, to cover 

up his (Ribbentrop's) utter disregard of Ott during 

the negotiations.

Now, at this period where do we find SHIRA

TORI and what was he doing? Why, the prosecution 

brings out themselves that SHIRATORI was making 

statements to the press and otherwise publicizing 

the negotiations (Tr. 34,140), and SHIRATORI admits 

in his affidavit that he did just that for, as he 

contends, he was more interested in the world know

ing of the negotiations than he was in the consumma

tion of the treaty for reasons already set forth

herein. (Tr. 35,038, line 23; 35,039.)
263

(b) Exhibit 504: This is Ott's telegram

to Ribbentrop dated 6 May 1939, and contains the 

following passage:
"From the Foreign Ministry a senior official,

who stand especially close to Ambassador SHIRATORI,

let me know personally that in the entire government

a deep cleft betv/een friends and enemies of the
264

alliance had formed."

34,864-5

25
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Here we find Ott with his ear to the ground,

true to Ribbentrop1s instructions, to seek out and

forward all information he could get, and all the

while SHIRATORI is in Rome. This exhibit has been

treated already in item 2 of (e) of this Chapter XII.
264

(c) Exhibit 2198s This consists of two

telegrams, one from Ott to Ribbentrop dated 11 
265

August 1939,'.and the other from Ott to the German
266

State Secretary dated l8 August 1939, concerning 

negotiations for a Tripartite Alliance.
The first alleged telegram advised Ribben

trop of purported happenings at the Five-Minister 

Conference on 8 August, 1939, wherein, according to 

Ott, War minister ITAGAKI resolved to resign his 

post if the matter could not be settled by 15 

August, and further, according to Ott, would entail 
the resignation of OSHI&A and SHIRATORI. Ott fur

ther states in this telegram that the War Minister 

would keep Germany advised through OSHIMA and SHIRA

TORI, by-passing the Foreign Minister.

Now, Ott testified about h^s telegram, Ex.

2198, that this was the only case he was informed of 
v/here the War Minister by-passed the Foreign Minister

264. Tr. 15,744-5; 34,141-5? 34,864-5
265. Tr. 34,142-3
266. Tr. 34,145
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in communication with S'lIRATORI about these negotia- 

tions. He stated further that it was a matter of 
extreme urgency because the answer had been re

quested within four days; that by sending through 

the usual channels, there was a possibility of delay; 
that he had no knowledge of what happened immediately 

thereafter, but that on August 29 the Japanese 
Cabinet resigned, following the non-aggression pact

between Germany and Russia, and that afterwards all
’ 268

negotiations between the three powers ceased.
However, the Foreign Office, the War Ministry

and the Navy winistry were using different telegraphic

codes from and to their respective representatives,

and, therefore, it was quite impossible to make

direct exchange of telegrams betv/een the War

Minister and the Japanese Ambassadors in foreign 
269

countries. The defendant ITAGAKI testified, as 

a witness, to the effect that from the standpoint of 

the organization or system of the Japanese Government, 

or actually speaking, he could not possibly do such 

a thing, as to send a telegram to a Japanese Ambassa

dor abroad and that actually he had never sent such 
270

a telegram. Also, the defendant OSHI m A, as a

268. Tr. 34,865
269. Tr. 38,723, Ex. 3885; Tr. 38,725, Ex. 3886
270. Tr. 30,336-7
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(e) Exhibit No. 507: This is Ribben-

t r o p ’s telegram to Ott, dated 9 September 1939, and 

we have already treated it in item (a) at the be

ginning of this Chapter XII. Also, we have shown 

in this chapter the fact that SHIRATORI did not 

take the active part predicted in the exhibit.
275 '

(f) Exhibit No. 511: This is a tele

gram to German State Secretary signed by Stahmer- 
Ott, dated 23 February 1940, and contains the follow

ing passage:

"After my arrival here I found such Japanese 

already known' to me as OSHIMA, SHIRATORI, TERAUCHI, 

ISHII, etc., in an unchanged friendly attitude and
276

ready for every support."

Ott testified about this telegram to the 

following effect: The message was sent by Stahmer,
i

but due to the regulations for sending of cypher 

telegrams from the German udssion abroad to the 

Home Government, the Chief of Mission, that is, Ott, 

had always to sign such a telegram for expedition. 

Stahmer paid a private visit in Ott's company to 

SHIRATORI, due to the instructions of Ribbentrop to

274. Tr. 6 1 2 6 - 3 0
275. Tr. 6140-42
276. Tr. 6141; also refer to Tr. 16,917 (prosecution 

contention relying on this exhibit).
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witness, denied the above communication from the 
War Minister, in the course of his cross-examination. 
If the wire was sent, although the above shows the 
impossibility of such having occurred, Ott gives 
his version of why such recourse was used and 
further, that it was the only time he ever learned 
of such procedure. In any event, the circumstances 
surrounding this matter are so confusing and con
flicting that the document itself loses all weightf
and is not worthy of consideration.

272
(d) Exhibit 498: This is Ott's telegram

to German State Secretary, dated 8 September 1939, 
and contains the following passage:

"The Ambassador in Moscow (note: it should
be 'Rome1), SHIRATORI, will return from Rome, since 
at that time he had taken up the post of Ambassador 
purely in the expectation that he would succeed in 
concluding* an Italian-Japanese-German military 
alliance."

Ott stated about this telegram that the
273

information was based on hearsay. Further, we 
have already treated this matter in detail in item 
(b) of Chapter V above.
271. Tr. 34.142; 34,144; 34,145
272. Tr. 6082-3 » refer also to prosecution's conten

tion relying on Ex. 498, Tr. 16,914.
.2Z3. Tr, 34,P**

271

IML
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get in touch witn tne personal acquaintances bf 
Ribbentrop in Japan. At that time, Stahmer was 
attached as a representative of Ribbentrop to the 
mission of the Duke of Saxe-Coburge Gotha, sent to 
Japan for presenting Hitler's congratulations on the 
occasion of the 2600th anniversary of the founding 
of the Japanese Empire, and to the United States

2 77
as a goodwill mission to the Red Cross Society.

Stahmer testified to the following effect:

He met SHIRA?ORI first in April, 1939, when SHIRATORI 

was invited to Berlin during the birthday of Hitler; 
Stahmer saw him twice during lunch and dinner, and 

they talked together, but not politically. The next 

time he met 5HIRAT0RI was in February, 1940, during 

his short, first stay in Japan as a member of the 

mission of the Duke of Saxe-Coburge-Gotha. He saw 

SHIRATORI at that time tv/ice; onee during a dinner 

in the German Embassy and a second time on occasion 

of a Japanese lunch in Tokyo. On this second occa

sion Stahmer saw SHIRATORI together v/ith some other 
Japanese, and they talked about general topics. He 

sent a telegram, wherein he gave a short survey of 

his impressions of the general political situation, 
which was a combination of everything he heard from

277. Tr. 34,868-70
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the Japanese whom he knew, from the people In the 
German Embassy, and from the German journalists.
The telegram contained a passage that he found such 
Japanese already known to him as OSHItaA, SHIRaTORI, 
TERAUCi.il, ISHII, etc., in an unchanged friendly 
attitude and ready for every support, but that was 
Stahner's personal opinion and the impression he 
got from his conversation with these Japanese. He 
did not talk with any of then concerning the alliance 
between Germany and Japan, because at that time the 
German-Japanese relation was not very good and there 
was no possibility of such an alliance; he gave up 
any hope and avoided the talk on that line. Also, 
these Japanese, including SHIRATORI, did not express 
any readiness to him at that tine to support an

278
alliance v/ith Germany.

Further, we would like to call the attention 
of the Court to the fact that SHIRATORI occupied no 
official status other than that of being on the

279
ambassadorial waiting list during all this time.

280
(g) Exhibit 516ï This is Ott's telegram 

to Berlin dated 12 June 1940. We have already
278. Tr. 24,402-3; 24,479-80; 24,519; 24,521-23 and 

24,553-54.
279. Refer to Ex. 3575. •
280. Tr. 6152-53
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treated this exhibit in item (3) of this Chapter 
above,

281
(h) Exhibit 523: This is Ott's tele-

»
gram dated 24 June 1940 and contains the following 
passage:

"Also Ambassador SHIRATORI, who is ever
more frequently named as the coming Foreign Minister
advocated a Non-aggression Pact with Russia in an

282
interview yesterday with the Yoiuri,"
This is one of SHIRATORI's activities as a writer 
and lecturer, about which we will explain later in 
detail, Y.'e would like also to add that he was, at

283
that time, on the ambassadorial waiting list,

’ 284
(i) Exhibit 536: This is Ott's telegram

dated 20 July 1940 and contains the following pas
sage:

"iwATSUOKA's appointment (note: as Foreign
Minister) was generally approved by the press, as a 
new orientation of Japanese foreign policy is ex
pected from him with certainty. OSHIi-iA and SHIRA
TORI . . .  (1 group garbled) expressed themselves

285
in a similar vein at press interviev/s,"
281,
282.
283.
284.
285.

Tr. 6176-77
Tr. 6177, Tr. 34,874-875
t ï : m u
Tr. 6262

2 5
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The prosecution, relying on this exhibit, contended 

that SHIRATORT lent, by the above press interview
286

the weight of his influence to iuATSUOKA's policies. 
However, SHIRATORI was, at that time, still in the 
ambassadorial waiting list and had almost no 

political influence. The telegram is another 

example of using SHIRATORI's name by Ott in the sense 
explained above.

28 7
Exhibit 538: This is Ott's telegram

dated 2 August 1940 and contains the following pas

sage:

12
t i

M
15

16.

17„

18

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

"Ambassador SHIRATORI informed confidentially 
that he had declined the post of Vice Foreign Minister. 

It is to be considerêd that he will not be appointed 

permanent advisor to the Foreign Minister. He be

lieves he can e xercise a far-reaching influence in 
this capacity.1*

About this telegram, Ott testified to the following 

effect: SHIRATORI did get the appointment as advisor

to the Foreign minister, but he did not exercise a 

far-reaching influence in such a capacity, as later 

developments, especially during the negotiations for 

a conclusion of the Tripartite Pact proved. By his 

official relations v/ith several Vice-Foreign Ministers' 

286. Tr. 16,918 287. Tr. 6265

\
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of Japan, Ott realized that a Vice Foreign minister 
was the permanent representative of the Foreign 

minister in all dealings with Foreign missions, 
which the foreign Minister did not take up person-* 

ally. Furthermore, he was responsible for the ad

ministration and personnel matters of the ministry. 
His position was comparable to the Under Secretary 

of State of the United States. The advisor had 

none of these functions, and his effectiveness 
depended upon the personal influence he had with 

the Foreign Minister. Ott did not observe that 

SHIRATORI had any personal influence with isIATSUOKA, 
even during the negotiations for the Tripartite 

Pact. Ott occasionally got the impression of a 

certain mistrust between kATSUOKA and SHIRATORI by

remarks they made to him about each other of a
288

critical nature.

Further, this telegram from Ott (Ex. 538) 
was entirely contrary to the facts, as there was a 

vast difference in the powers, authority and respon

sibility of a Vice minister as compared to those of 

an Advisor, which distinction was fully explained 

by the witness SAITO, who served as a Foreign 

Advisor at the same tine as SHIRATORI. Also, SAITO

288. Tr. 34-^875^77_______  ________________
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was.given to understand at the tine that SHIRATORI’s

appointment as advisor, was due mainly to Prince

KONOYE's recommendation. Moreover, EATSUOKA was a
man of great self-confidence, who would do everything

by himself, rarely ashing the advice of others.

SAITO could, therefore, state with truth that

SilRATORI's advisorship under kATSUOKA was more or
less nominal. He was not asked to advise on hardly

any subject, least of all on important diplomatic 
289

questions.
Furthermore, we would like also to refer

to the testimony of SHIRATORI as a witness in this 
290

matter, as well as to our explanation in Chapter 

VIII above.
291

(k) Exhibit 548: This is Ott's telegram

dated 23 August 1940 and contains the following 

passages:
18

19

20 I

21

22

23

24

"1. The Government announces an extensive 

revisenent of the Foreign Service . . .  The Foreign 

minister declared to the press, that this action 

had become necessary in order to secure the new 

foreign policy introduced by him and to bring the 
Japanese Foreign Service into coordination with the

2 5 289. Tr. 34,962-3: 34,957 and 34,953
290. Tr. 35,047-49
291. Tr. 6296-98

J
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4 6 , 2 3 8

n e r  Japanese conditions . . . The drastic action 

of the government evidently intends in the first 

place to render harmless the exponents of pro-Anglo- 

Saxon courses. This is also strongly underlined by 

the press, . . .

M2 . With the aim of further preparation of 

suitable actions for the adjustment of State affairs 

on an authoritarian model, the government had 

formed a commission of 24 leading personalities. 

Ambassador SHIRATOHI was appointed the representative 

for foreign political matters in the commission.

The commission consists mostly of followers of the 

reform movement and of the policy of cooperation with 

the Axis powers which is constantly demanded by 

this movement.”

\ - r-r&'rr

' i ' ' .
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As to the former part, witness SAITO testified
1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8 

9

10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
I
18
19

20 

21 

22

that the wholesale dismissal of Japanese diplomats by 
MATPUOKA and OHASHI (Ex. 548) took place before the 

appointment of the advisors; that as fcAITO’s appointment 

as advisor was then definitely decided upon, he was 

admitted into counsel over this matter, but that 

SHÏRATORI had nothing at all to do with it, and that, 

in fact, as an Ambassador on the waiting list, he was 

counted among the senior diplomats to be dismissed (292).

We would like also to refer to the testimony of 

SHIRAT’ORI as a witness in this matter (293).
As to the latter part, Ott testified to the 

following effect:
By that time there were various rumors about 

interior measures taken by the new cabinet. The reported 

formation of a commission was one of these rumors. He 

was never informed who else comprised this commission. 

After dispatching the message, Ott never hoard again of 

such a commission or of any of its activities. He had 

to consider that information reported by him was 

erroneous. (294)

23

24
25

Now, witness ARIMA testified that the Imperial 

Rule Assistance Association was organized on the basis

(292) T. 34,958-59
(293) T. 35,047-48
(294) T. 34,878

Ii

II!

ii

M Vi 11 b«i a •
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of the report o** the Arranging (or Preparatory or Prepar

ation) Committee for the New National structure; that 

SHIRATORI was among those who were originally invited by 

Prince KONOYE to form the Committee, but that'Mie did not 

ta>e any active part in the discussions of the Committee, 

and that, in fact, he generally absented himself from its 

meetings (295)»

It seems that the prosecution was of the opinion 

that this Preparation Committee and the Commission of 24 

leading personalities mentioned in Exhibit 548, were one 

and the same; and the prosecution contended that though 

Ott attempted to impeach his own report in Exhibit 548, 

this original official report was true and. correct (2 9 6)«

However, the prosecution failed to show that 

the Preparation Committee consisted of 24 members. More

over, the Japanese are not accustomed to call a commiss

ion or committee bv the number of its members, as 

commission or committee of 24, etc.

At any rate, in case we presume that the 

Preparation Committee and the Commission of 24 were one 

and the sam^, it must, nevertheless, be said that the 

fact tNat Ott repudiated his own official report clearly 

shows how shaky and hanhazard generally his reports were.

(295) T. 35,02n_21
(296) T. 37,987-8825
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(1) Exhibit-&2 (2°7) i Thls is Ott's telegram I
to the Reich Foreign Minister dated 31 January 1941 and
contains the following passage:

"Sharpened attitude of American Government has
heightened the political tension of Japan considerably
and has brought conflict with America closer.

"Unitv of government and nation behind the
Tripartite Pact has been unmistakably proved in the

*
Diet negotiations, economic circles are also decreas
ing their resistance. The government is trying to scare 
America from entering the war by threatening attitude, 
armament measures, and sharp speeches in Diet and press.

"In contrast to this, activistic circles demand 
preventative attack, on Singapore as the key position in 
the West Pacific Ocean. They expect to deprive America 
by a surprise action of the possibility of military war
fare in the Pacific Ocean or to render it difficult.
This minority group is under the leadership of Admiral 
SUETSUGU, Ambassador SHIRATORI, and has the support of 
the voung officers’ corps and individual high leaders 
of the Army and Navy." (298)

Ott testified abou* this report to the follow- j
' jing effect: Ott got this information during the month i

i
(295) T. 35,020-021
(296) T. 37,987-88
(297) T. 6429-34

-____ (298)__T. 6429-30______________________

I
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of January 1941, from différant members of the German 

Embassv, and from a number of Japanese of various kinds 

'filth whom ha had talks. *s the report pointed out in 

the first paragraph, it was a time of heightened polit

ical tension, therefore, a lot of sharp political dis

cussions were going on. However, they were not official* 

but only the gossip of the day. Ott was not afforded 

any proof of 8HIRAT0RI being a leader among such a

group (2 9 9)*

From this testimony of Ott, it must be concluded 

that the information is v/ithout basis of fact. Moreover,
I

we would like to call the attention of the Court also 

to the fact that, as already mentioned, Ott testified

that he used the names of KONOVE, HJETHUGU and HHIRATORI jj
in order to give weight to his report (3 0 0 ). j

Furthermore, witness RAITO testified in this ! 

matter to the following effect: RAITO knew nothing about,

SHIRATORI•s acting as a leader of "activistic circles ’1 ! 

("minority group") demanding preventative attack on 

Singapore in January 1941, as stated in Exhibit 562.

From what 8AIT0 knew, as a friend and colleague, about 

SHIRATORI’s diplomatic views, he was by no means an

advocate of Ja p a n ’s southward advance (301).
(299) T. 34,879-880
(300) T. 34,874
(301) T. 34,964

25
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(n) Exhibit 107V (**02)": This is Ott's telegram
to RibVntrop dated 18 Fav 1941, and contains, at the 
end of* n long political report, the following passage: 

"Finally, the activist group which is closely 
working together with the Embassy, is at present weak
ened bv the serious illness of ÜHIRAT0RI, who has left 
the political struggle on account of* a serious and 
apparently incurable illness." (303)

This is a typical example of Ott's reports,
f

in which he tried to show to Ribbentrop that he did not 
fail to consider opinions of every group of the political 
Japanese life, and especially to keej; contact with the 
few Japanese, including SHIRATCRI, who were personally 
known to Ribbeptrop, and whom Ott had been instructed 
to contact. In this re'spect, we respectfully refer to 
the tastiwonv of Ott, mentioned in item (e) of the first 
part o'* this Chanter XII (304). le would like also to 
call attention to the fact that f'HIRA^ORI lay, at that 
time, in a hospital unconscious, as mentioned in Chapter 
IX above.

(n) Exhibits 3829 and lllV. Exhibit 3829 is 
Ribbentrop's telegram to Ott dated 3 July 1941, which 
was offered in evidence bv the prosecution in the

(302) T. Q909-13
(303) T. 0912-I3
(304) 8ee also T. 34,900-902

25
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rebuttal in order tc rebut the attack of Ott on Exhibit 
1113, hereinafter set f’orth, whereby Ott claimed it was 
a casual, neighborly visit of no significance, and to

s'
further rebut f^HIRATORI *s statement that the visit was 
"ouite an informal one1* as hereinafter set forth, and 
to show the importance of t<HIRATORI and his activities 

with his so-called German collaborators (305)* Exhibit 

3829 reads as follows:
’•You (Ott) reported sometime ago that 

bHIRATORI was unfortunately having to leave political 

discussions there as a result of serious illness*

When I (Ribbentrop) asked the Japanese Ambassador 

to Rome when I met hi"' in Venice howfflIRATORI was 

getting along, he was very astonished to hear of an 

illness and claimed to have knowledge that hHIRATORI . 

was as well as ever. He had only recently had good 

news from him. I request a telegraphed report on 
tSHIRATORI’s true state." (306)

With respect to Exhibit 1113, the same being 
Ott’s telegram to Ribbentrop dated 7 Julv 1941, four 
days after receipt by him of the above quoted wire from 

Ribbentrop - the prosecution read the latter part of 

this telegram (307) and the defense read the former part 

(308).
(305) rp. 37,991
(306) T. 37,992

(307) T. 10,157-58
(308) 34,948-49

I

*

.
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The entire text is as follows:

"Had the opportunity to talk personally to

HIRATORI in a spa, where he is living on account of

Lllness. At this occasion he amplified as follows to

news regarding his illness alreadv conveyed to me and

the Italian Ambassador from his intimate circle: Pince

the end of April he is suffering from kidney trouble

and was in danger of his life for weeks. Recently *

there had been an improvement, so that the doctor hopes

for recovery until Fall. He has had to abstain from

all political work and today, with me, has had his

first talk outside of his closest circle. PHIRATORI
«

made the impression of needing rest and being mentally/

tired; he visibly suffered from a difficulty at walking, 

and also complained of it.

"I transmitted him the best wishes of the 

German Foreign Minister for his recovery, which 

evidently greatlv pleased him. He asked me to thank 

the German Foreign Minister and to assure /him/ that 

as soon as he was able to take up his political work 

aeain, he wants unchangedlv to advocate an active 

course for Japan, and that he regarded the entry into 

the war against Russia as the most urgent goal."

Ott testified about this telegram to the follow

ing effect: At that time, PHIRATORI was residing at

* /
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Hayaraa, which is a seaside resort about two hours drive 
from Tokyo. Ott went many times in the summer to the 
seaside near Hayama where he had his own villa, as many 
foreign diplomats had. On one of these occasions he 
visited SHIRATCRI. The wav to his residence was a

I
circuit of just five minutes on the w av to his own villa. 
Ott had been directed by Ribbentrop to convey to SHIRATORI 

his best wishes for his recoverv. However, Ott did not 
make a special trip to this place for this purpose, but 
chanced to go by during his visit to his own villa. Ott

I
reported SHIRATORI suffering from kidney trouble, as he j

I
had been informed, but he found out later that it was j 
really of a mental nature. At that time SHIRATORI gave 

him the impression of being mentally tired (309).
PHIRATORI testified in his affidavit as follows:

I
i

"It is a fact that the German Ambassador i
j

called on me at my cottage in Julv, 1941. It was a \

surprise visit and quite an informal one. I was still ,

in a verv weakened condition mentally and physically. 1i
I do not retain any clear recollection of that inter- i

view, but it could never have been such as his cable j

to Berlin (Exhibit -111?) would seem to suggest.” (310) j
A comparison of the telegram sent by Ribbentrop j

i
to Ott (Exhibit 3829) and the reply sent by Ott to !

(309) T. 34,883,886
(310) T. 35,051
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1
RlbbentroD (Exhibit 1113), shows specifically*

1) that if Ott’s visit was not a casual one,
2 as wa contend, it certainly had no political significance
3 in that he was only requested to find out and report the
4 physical condition of SHIRATORI, which had been confused
5

in the wind of Ribbentrop by Ott’s telegraw of 18 May
6

1941 (Exhibit 1073)j and Ribbentrop's conversation with7
the Japanese Ambassador in Rome;8

2) that Ribbentrop had a mounting distrust »nd9
ciicnl on nf fltt • « r'pr.npf'î nr> nf lon«t cjn (Itt fol t10

11 V I M  X  < L l i  ̂  b l i v >  îll I j  X  £  V ' V V / I J  14 A  *4 vy i. l i X  k j  v« i.|  UI4 O  t « V I V/ X  ü i l  X  y.' «X X A U  c i  j j  l "  11  ^

12 3) mat contrary to utt s telegram to AiDDen—
*

13 trop, he (Ribbentroo) did not instruct Ott to convey to
14 RHIRATORI his best wishes for his recovery;
15 4) further, that this was not a particular
16 special mission requiring an urgent reply, in that
17 fully four davs elapsed between the time Ott received
18 Ribbentrop’s telegram and the time he forwarded his
19 reply, although the place of bHIRATORI's residence
20 at that time v/as hardly two hours from Tokvo,
21 As to 8HIRAT0RI’s illness, we have already ex-

' 22
plained, in detail in Chapter IX above. It is quite clear

23
24 from the explanation there that, especially during the

25 first of July, 1941, when the aforesaid Ott’s visit 
occurred, 8HIRAT0RI was still too ill to take responsibil-

•

? ’ Tnr'rTT-llkS illi.il- 1 • s.1!il iic njr.iyir ! : -- : - - . . _____
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Lty for any expression of his opinions. This applies 

=ilso to the so-called SHIRATORI’s statement at the end 
of Exhibit 1113, that, ns soon as he was able to take up 
iis political work again, he wanted unchangedlv to advo
cate an activist course for Japan, and that he regarded 

the entry into the war against Russia as the most urgent
goal, in case we presume the truth of that statement*\
f<HIRATORI denied categorically such a statement in his 

affidavit (3 1 2 ).

Furthermore, we respectfully refer also to our 
explanations in this matter in Chanters III and IX above.

(o) Exhibit 800I This is Ott's telegram dated

1 August 1941, and the prosecution rend only a part of 

it (313). As we have already explained in Chapter III
above, the prosecution misapprehended the exhibit. The 

entire statement in Exhibit 800 was m^de by the acting 

Vice Foreign Minister YAMAMOTO, excepting the underlined 
part in single flotation marks in the following sentence, 

v/hich part alone relates to hHIRATORI:

"V/hen I (Ott), because of rumors, ‘which 
ftHIRATORI, whom I visited again during the past days 

in his place of convalescence, had pointed out to me as 

being serious,* anticipatedly asked whether Japan intended

(312) T.
(313) T.

35,0517967-68

jI

I

I •
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1
Jto start her active advance with demands on the Soviet 
Jovernroent, the Vice Minister narked this way as the 
jest method of finding a defensive excuse for a Russo- 
Japanese attack in face of the neutrality agreement.”
(314)

Ott testified about Exhibit 800 to the following 
effect: Ott held the conversation set forth in the exhib
it with Minister Secretary YAMAMOTO, commissioned with 
the affairs o** Vice Foreign Minister. i-'HIRaTORI was not 
present there. Ott had visited SHIRaTORI during the past 
3avs in his place of convalescence. This visit was 
another one sailor to the previous visit mentioned in 
Exhibit 1113 (314-A). Now, FHIRATORI has no recollection 
about this second visit bv Ott in Julv 1941, and there
fore, ho did not touch it in his affidavit. Though Ott 
testified that it was another visit, the defense cannot 
help to presume that Ott did not, in reality make this 
second visit, but merely used FHIRATORI’s nano in order 
to give weight to his report.

(314) » T. 7968
(314-A) Ex. 3579, T. 34,886

I

- ' ■ <5--K,
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(p) Exhibit 60b (315)* This is Ott's 
telegram to the Reich Foreign Minister dated 5 December, 
1941, and contains the follrwing passage:

"SHIR/.TORI explained to me that the 
leading circles of Japan have come to the 

conviction that Roosevelt wants now to enter 
the war by means of a conflict in the Far 

East. From various sides the opinion has 

been advocated that the United States are 

now sure of the coalition of the ABCD States 

and Russia, which has been striven for for 

more than ten years. Therefore,Roosevelt 

believes that the moment for a settlement 

has come, since one cannot be certain of 
the adherence of those states in the future."

Ott testified about this exhibit to the fol- j 

lowing effect: Only the first sentence of the

aforementioned passage (which is underlined) referred 

to SHIRATORI. He did not recall where he saw 

SnlR^TORI at that time, but it was possible that it j

was another visit to his seaside villa. SHIRATORI |
i

still appeared to be in a state of convalescence. j«
Ott did not think he reported to his government that 

SHIRATORI had recovered, at that time or before (316). 
(315. Tr. 6662-65
— 316. Tr. VI,887-89)_______________ ;__________________
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"As to the other interview which General 

Ott alleges to hove had with me after that 

date (IPS Ex. 608), I cannot recall it at 

all. As the Ambassador was at his seaside 

cottage only during the summer months, it is 

altogether impossible for me to make out how 

he could say that he had seen me in December, 

1941, and discussed current questions with me, 

the more so since I had a slight relapse about 

that time (3 1 7 ) and was more than ever out of 

touch with the outside world." (3 1 8 )

Nov/, Exhibit 608 is, as the document itself 
clearly shows, a very important telegram of Ott, in 

which he reported to Ribbentrop the attitude of the 

Japanese Government to the "Hull Note" of 26 November 

1941, as well as the extremely strained relations 

between Japan and the United States. SHIRATORI had 

no official post since 22 July 1941; he remained 

convalescing in almost complete retirement at Hayama 

after his serious illness in the spring of 1941, and, 

moreover, he had a relapse and again suffered from 

insomnia and mental fatigue in December 1941 as we

(317. Ex. 3593, Tr. 35,018 
318. Tr. 35,051-052)
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already explained in detail in Chapter IX above.
Under these circumstances we must conclude 

that Ott again used SHIRATORI’s name in this very 
important telegram to Ribbentrop in order to avoid 
Ribbentrop's distrust and suspicion, and to give 
weight to his report (319), though SHIRATORI, re
fraining from all political activities, could not 
have any political influence and was not able to get, 
not only officially but, also, as a layman, any 
information about the current situations, especially 
at that time. It is contended further that Ott did 
not, in reality, see SHIRATORI at this time either.

(q) Exhibit 576 (320): This is Ott’s report
to Ribbentrop, from the train, dated 25 March 1941, 
concerning military preparations in Japan, and en
titled "Note on Situation in Japan." Ott had.beenV
recalled to Germany to be present during the MATSUOKA
conference at that time (321). The report contains
the following passage: "Ambassador SHIRATORI stressed♦
also the necessity to tie up the English fleet."

Ott testified about this exhibit to the 
following effect: The note was sent while Ott wais in
Germany. He was called by his Government to Germany
(319. Refer to record pp. 34,900-902
320. Tr. 6477-80
321. Tr. 6475-76)

Fv, »■*''
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1
to be present during tïïc" vis it'of Japanese Foreign ----

Minister MATSUOKA to Berlin. SHIRATORI was at that 

Iti'ie in Ja p a n . Ott met SHIRATORI some time, p r o b a c y  

in February 1941, during a farewell visit before Ott 

left for Germany. The meeting was not of an official 

nature, but purely personal. SHIRATORI was a career 

diplomat, and at no time saw any service either in 

the Japanese Army or Navy (322), and the opinion 

expressed by him was only that of a layman, and not 

the opinion of a man versed in military tactics. The 

seme opinion had been voiced to Ott during that period 

by other laymen (3 2 3 ).

Now, SHIRATORI was the advisor to the 

Foreign Office about in February, 1941. But,as ex

plained in detail in Chapter VIII above, his position
\

was a sinecure. He was never consulted by the Foreign 

Minister MATSUOKA on any matter of policy. Important 

documents and information concerning the cardinal 

policies of the government in foreign affairs were 

being kept from him.

Under these circumstances, it is quite in

comprehensible that Ott placed in his "Note on Situ

ation of Japan, 1' Ex. 576, the aforesaid opinion of

(322. This is quite correct. See SHIRATORI's 
curriculum vitae, Ex. 3575.

323. Tr. 34,890-891)
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Minister MATSUOKA to Berlin. SHIRfiTORI wrs at that 
ti :o in Jrpan. Ott met SHIRATORI some time, probab1y 
in February 1941, during o farewell visit before Ott 
left for Germany. The meeting was not of an official 
nature, but purely personal. SHIRATORI was a career 
diplomat, and at no time saw any service either in 
the Japanese Army or Navy (322), and the opinion 
expressed by him was only that of a layman, and not 
the opinion of a man versed in military tactics. The 
same opinion had been voiced to Ott during that period 
by other laymen (323).

Now, SHIRATORI was the advisor to the 
Foreign Office about in February, 1941. But,ns ex
plained in detail in Chapter VIII above, his position 
was a sinecure. He was never consulted by the Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA on any matter of policy. Important 
documents and information concerning the cardinal 
policies of the government in foreign affairs were 
being kept from him.

Under these circumstances, it is quite in
comprehensible that Ott placed in his "Note on Situ
ation of Japan, 1* Ex. 576, the aforesaid opinion of
(322. This is quite correct. See SHIRATORI's 

curriculum vitae, Ex. 3575.
323. Tr. 34,890-891)4
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SHIRATORI side by side with the opinions of the Chief 
of the Navel General Staff, Admiral KONDO, rnd of 
the Chief of the General Staff, General SUGIYAMA, 
the highest authorities of Japan in military tactics. 
There is no other way than to conclude that it is 
also another example of using SHIRATORI’s name by 
Ott in his report in order to avoid Ribbentrcp's 
distrust and suspicion and to give weight to his

9 message.
10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 

21 

22

23
2 4

(r) Exhibit 1272 (324): This is Ott's
telegram to his government dated 17 May 1942, and

t
reads in part as follows:

"The Japanese Army have repeatedly 
approached the Military Attache with the 
request to recommend certain Japanese for 
receiving German decorations on the occasion 
of the Tripartite Pact.

"Besides above, it orosed 2 or 3 more 
awardings.

"(2) Toshio SHIRATORI, born 8 June 1887 
in Chiba, formerly Ambassador in’Rome. Advisor 
of the Foreign Minister when the Tripartite 
Pact was concluded. For a long time he was 
the principal advocate of intimate cooperation

(324. Tr. 11,351-358)
25
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1

— w±th-Germany._Member of the New Diet after

having recovered his health, SHIMT0R1 will 

probably agein play an important port in 
foreign end home politics. Order: Great 

Cross."
j Ott testified about this exhibit tc ehe follow

jing effect: For awarding German decorations tno
recommendations h::d to be made to Hitler by his 

Chancellory, which got the proposals from the various 

Reich Ministries, as the Foreign Ministry, War 

Ministry, etc. Ribbentrop was, for himself •'nd for 

his personal favorites, rather nnxioi s to get foreign 

decorations- and became very angry when he considered 

the Japanese Government too reluctant in bestowing 

t sufficient number of decorations upon German people. 

He succeeded in blocking in the Reich Government 

every award of decorations for Japanese for a con

siderable time. Consequently, the Japanese side 

became very insistent, and stressed the- striking 

contrast with the Italian practice, wheie there was 

a sumptous flow of decorations. »
In order to break this deadlock troubling the j

atmosphere in  Tokyo, Ott eventually  presented to

Ribbentrop a l i s t  wherein Ott recommended decorations

to be bestowed on the second anniversary of the
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1
Tripartite Pact in September, 1942 (324-A). The 
German Protocol had provided that the Great Cross is 
the only class of decoration for which a person of 
Ambassador's rank is eligible, /.s this fact was 
well known to the Japanese Board of Decorations, the 
bestowal of a lesser decoration would have been con- 
sidered by the Japanese side principally ns most un-

I

favorable, as Ott's long experience proved. Ott 
recommended SHIRATORI on this occasion of a decor-

I

otions list for the Tripartite Pact because he wasI
personally known to Ribbentrop, and hrd been the Ad
visor to the Foreign Minister at the time of the 
conclusion of the Pact, in order to lessen the op- 
postion of Ribbentrop against the whole matter of 
decorations (324-B). From later developments, Ott 
did not think thrt the efforts o'f SHIRATORI, and 
particularly the results of such efforts to further 
Japanese-German relations, deserved the award given 
to him (324-C).

MaTSUOKA had been decorated previously.
SAITO, Yoshie, another Advisor to MATSUOKA during the
negotiations for the Tripartite Pact, had been
recommended and decorated at the same time as SHIRATORI
(324-A. Tr. 34,892 
32A-B. Tr. 34,893
324-C. Tr. 34.8cn)____________________ _______ ___
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with the Greet Cross (324-D).

There is no need to add anything to this 

testimony of Ott. Wc only would like to call the 

attention of the Court to the following facts:

1) That SHIRATORI had been disabled,due 

to serious illness, for any activities cf 

rcsponsiblity from April, 1941, until about 

April 1942, as shown in Chapter IX above.

2) That SHIRATORI had no part whatsoever 

in the planning or waging of the Pacific War, 

and never occupied a policy-making position 

prior to or during that time? that is to say, 

during his entire career (3 2 5 ).

3) That the docoration list proposed in 

exhibit 1272 comprised persons recommended by 

Ott, by the Military Attache, and by the Air 

Attache, and that SHIRaTORI was recommended by 

Ott (326).

Furthermore, witness SAITC testified in this 

matter to the following effect: SHIRATORI and SAJ.TO

received on the same date a German decoration of the 

same grade, ostensibly in recognition of their ser

vice relative to the conclusion of the Tripartite

(324-D. Tr. 34,894.
325. ix. 3575

---- Trl 11,35-3; 11,354 end 11,356-)---------------

i
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Pcct (Lx, 1272). From his experience durinp*™nT5~"—  
long career os a diplomat. SAITO knew that the ex
change of decorations between governments was. in 
fact* largelv n matter of formality or eciqi't tto, 
having more to do with the official positions held 
by the indjviduaIs concerned than with thwii ?jal 
merit or actual service., 3't seemed that Ott, in his 
report to his government, attached undue imnoria.nce 
to the position of Foreign Office Advisor (327)- 
Further, Ott gave unwarranted credit to EHIRATOP.I, 
as afore sc id,

\

25
(327. If » 34,964)
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pression. His congratulatory telegram to the 

Fuehrer and Reich's Chancellor, by which act 

he shook off his proverbial reticence in an 

unusual manner, may have been based upon such 

influence."
The prosecution insisted that this document 

was offered as rebuttal evidence to contradict 

SHIRATORI's statement on cross-examination (329) that „ 

he had no special conversation with Ott prior to leav

ing for his post in Italy and his specific denial (330)

(328) T. 37,983-84
(329) T. 35,095
(330) T. 35,096

14
15
16
17
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19
20 

21 
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25

(s) Exhibit 3826 (328): This is Ott 's ̂ teiswam--

;o the German Foreign Office, dated 1 November 1938, 

nnd reads as follows:
"Japan's attitude towards the European crisis. 

Prime Minister Prince KONOYE at two meetings 

during the days of crisis vigorously expressed 

his high esteem for the German policy but notice

ably avoided going deeper into conversations 

which would fix clearly the Japanese attitude.
I have endeavored through the new Ambassador 
to Rome, Mr. SHIRATOhl, who is especially active 

in favor of the anti-Comintern policy, to in

fluence him in the direction of a stronger ex-

/
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1 hat Ott had used him to influence Prince KONOYE. The 

»rosecution contended further that this document 

ühowed the beginning of ShlhATORI’s active collabora

tion with Ott to bring Japan more closely into the 

Axis camp. (331)
Now^ the defense could not question Or.t about 

this document, because it was brought cut for ti.e first 

time in rebuttal, long after Ott‘s departure for home, 

lowever, we can call the attention of the Court to 

Ott's testimony that he met SHIKATORI for the first 

time and only once, prior to his departure for Rome,

12 on the occasion of a farewell dinner given by the
13 Italian Ambassador in Tokyo (332). It is very unlike-

14 .y that such a delicate talk as Ott pretended in
15 exhibit 3826, could have occurred at the first meeting 

16between himself and SHIhATOKI, under such circumstances.

This exhibit must rather be counted as the first tele

gram of Ott, in which he used SHIhATORI’s name in order 

to avoid Ribbentrop's distrust and suspicion and to 

give weight to his report, as he testified in his 

interrogatory (333)« Further, as hereinbefore set 
forth, SHIRATOhl was in the U. S. Army Hospital, having 

undergone a serious throat operation, during the entire

17
18
19
20 

21 

22

23
24
25 (33D T. 37,982

(332) T. 34,852; Ott met SHIRATORI the second time af
ter SHIRATORI's return from Rome to Tokyo in the 
Fall of 193-9y T .- -34,854-

(333) Ex. 3579, T. 34,900-902
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time the rebuttal evidence was placed before the Tri- 

bunal and was not permitted to see his counsel, nor 

was he later afforded an opportunity to deny the alle

gation.
Moreover, ShlRüTOhl testified, in answer to the 

cross-questioning of the prosecution, that before his 
departure for Rome, he discussed the matter of Axis 
alliance with Prince KOhOYE only once; that is to soy, 
when he visited KOKOYE around the end of August 1938, 
to consult him about his appointment to Rome. It may 
also* be pointed out that when KOMOYE's message in ques
tion is said to have been dispatched, he was concur
rently the Foreign Minister, and that, therefore, it 
ought to have been his subordinates in the Foreign Min
istry, from the Vice Minister on down, that advised 
him in the conduct of Foreign Affairs. Ambassador 
Designate has no function to discharge before his in
stallation in the office at his post, more especially 
in matters that have no relation whatever to the country 
to which he is accredited. We submit from the above 
that this exhibit shows nothing more than the beginning 
of Ott’s misuse of SHIRATORI’s name in the dispatches 
to Berlin with the purpose of advertising his activi
ties in Tokyo (333).
(333) Ex. 3579, T. 34,900-902
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(t) Exhibit 3828 (334): This is Otc's tele-

gran to the German Foreign Office dated 27 January 1941, 

and contains the following passage:
"At my quite private farewell breakfast 

which I gave for Ambassador OSHIMA today, ne 
and Ambassador SHIRATOhl directed the censerra
tion to the topic of recognition of Wang Cuing-vroio 
Beth Ambassadors advocated the view that Japan s 

request to Germany for récognition of Wang Ching- 

v/ei is net advisable at this time in order not 

to decrease the possibility of a later German 

influen.ee on Chiang Kai-shek, Both Ambassadors 

found understanding for this view from the For

eign Minister.."
The prosecution insisted that this document 

was offered in evidence to contradict SHIRATüF.I's 

denial on cross-examination (335)» that he or OSJhlMA 

advised with either Ott or MATSUOKA on this matter, 

and to disprove SHIhüTOEI*s statement in his affidavit 

(336); that his position as Foreign Office Advisor was 
a sinecure, and his further statement (337) that, as 
advisor, he was not interested in MATSUOKA's diplomatic 

moves (338)•

(334) T. 37,990
(335) T. 35,122 
X336) T. 35,048

(337) T. 35,050
(338) T. 37,989
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Now, this exhibit was also brought out in the 
rebuttal and the defense could have no opportunity to 
question Ott about it. As witness SAIÏ0 testified, 
SHIliATOLI had nothing to do with the recognition by 
Japan of the Y/ang Ching-wei regime on 30 November 1940
(339) « If we presume the truth of the exhibit 3828, 
we must conclude that SHIRaTORI did not wont *to block 
the way to attain peace with Chiang Kai-shek through 
German mediation. That would be an effectuation of 
his own diplomacy, as heretofore sfiown, that is, above 
all, settle the China mess with Chiang Kai-shek, rather 
than advice-giving as Advisor to the Foreign Minister 
or an interest-taking in MATSUOKa 's diplomatic moves. 
However, os SHIRaTORI categorically denied the con
tents of the exhibit, in so far as he v/as concerned
(340) , we think that this is also another case in 

which Ott used SHIImTOhl's name in order to odd weight 
to his report.

THE PRESILENT: V/e will recess for fifteen
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
taken until 1100, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

(339) T. 34,960-961
(340) T. 35,122

25
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D l MARSHAL OF THE COURT; The International
u
d 2 Military Tribunal for the Far Fast is now resumed.
a

3 THE PRESIDENT: Iur. Caudle.
& 4 MR. CAUDLE: If it please the ïribn.ial, I
s
p

5 will resume reading at subsection (u), page 12 :
r 6

<xx) Inhibit 3746 (341): This is Oc;‘sa
t 7

telegram to the Reich Foreign Minister dated 27t S
9

May 1?39. We have already discussed this matter in 
Item (1) of Chapter V.10

11 (v) Exhibit 3811 (342)s This is a memo- .

12 randum da cod 21 December 1938, signed at Berlin by

13 Wiehl, Chief of the Commercial Bureau of the Geican
14 Foreign Ministry, offered in evidence by the prosecu-
15 tion in rebuttal, in order to contradict the evidence
16 given by the defendant 0SIIÏMA concerning the negotiation
17 regarding preferential trade treatment to Germany in
18 North China. This exhibit contains the following two
19 passages :
20 "On the other hand, the newly appointed am-
21
22
23

24

bassador to Rome, SIIIR AT OR I, in an interview on 26 
October in Tokyo, also spoke of preferential creat- 
ment for German technology, industry and trade. (343)« 
341. T, 37408-410,

25 342, T. 37899-902.
343. T. 37900.
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"The army was for it, also a part of the 
foreign service, SHIRATORI, for example, were for it; 
the opposition was to be found principally among 
domestic economic circles." (344).

Now, at the time of this purported interview 
on 26 October 1938, Wiehl was in Berlin with SHIRATORI 
many thousand miles away in Japan. Further, SHIRATORI, 
as Ambassador elect, could not have had use of the 
Foreign Office communications system wherewith to 
transmit any information such as reported in this 
document. Nor could he use the same facilities for 
transmission of such information to Ambassador OSHIMA, 
who was at that time also in Germany. In fact,
SHIRATORI had no recourse whatsoever to any of the 
Foreign Office communication facilities. Consequently, 
this report comes from a source unknown. The document 
states it was an interview. Well, an interview with 
whom, under what circumstances and where? If it were 
a newspaopr interview, I state as counsel for SHIRATOR}, 
we have been unable to locate it, nor do any of his 
publications, such as have been produced by the prosecu
tion, indicate any such attitude on the part of 
SHIRATORI. Consequently, this document is certainly 
not worthy of consideration. It is only a statement bÿ 
344. T. 37901.
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a man who had never at that time seen SHIRATORI and 
who does not say where such information comes from, 
nor have counsel for SHIRATORI, after diligent search, 
been able to find out. In fact, wo do not believe 
that even Ott, with all his communicating genius, as 
has hereinbefore been shown, could have sent such a 
message as this to Germany, although on its face it 
appears to have a tinge of Ottism.

(w) Exhibit 35>03-A. The first telegram 
(345): This is Ott's telegram to Berlin dated 31
December 1939» tendered by the prosecution in the 
phase of the defendant OSHIMA, and contains the 
following passage:

"As the foreign political pressure and serious 
internal differences continue to exist, neither a 
coalition cabinet capable of action nor the (complete) 
affiliation with any of the European power-groups is 
to be expected for the time being. According to the 
views of Ambassadors ÆSJIXMA and SHIRATORI, who are 
working hard for overthrowing the present cabinet, 
two or three more transit cabinets will be needed in 
order to bring about a drastic change of the course."

Ott testified in the prosecution's cross
interrogatory that this was a general situation report
345. T. 33938-941._______________________________ _____

!
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jvhich reflected the political pressure in Japan;
> 1 .that the cabinet was inefficient and was being at-

• 2
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tacked from various sides; that the opposition of 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI was not a determining factor; 

that-he did not remember the details of their actions 

and the basis of his knowledge; and that the change 
of the cabinet in Japan was a subject of common 
conversations at the time (346).

Here again Ott used SHIRATORI's name at the 
end of hu. long political report to his government..... 

Prom'-his above mentioned testimony for the prosecu
tion,, as well as from the text of the telegram itself, 

it can-easily be concluded that Ott used SHIRATORI1s 

*14' name~here also in order to avoid Ribbentrop’s distrust 
island suspicion, and to give weight to his report.

SHIRATORI held at that time nominally the position of 
it ambassador, without any assignment, and, therefore,
18 p® had no influence whatsoever.

In conclusion, in the final analysis of the..19
20JL&onimutïtcations forwarded to the German Foreign Office
21 .. .-by* Ott during his tenure as German Ambassador to 
22- -lapandit is glaringly evident from Ott’s own ad- 

' - . » 23
. Rissions and from later developments that practically • 

24-
'** —  -ill^^uch-ctmimunications were sent in a manner so as to 

25
~ — .*46-, Ex. 3503-B, T. 34373.

V
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1
be the most convincing to Ribbentrop. V/e must not 

forget that much of this so-called "information" Ott 

forwarded to his Home Office came from sources which 

Ott himself admits from time to time were without 
basis of fact or to be erroneous information. Further, 

we cannot discount the fact of the presence of the 
Russian spy Sorge in the official household of Ott, 
who, in order to strengthen his position in the 
German Embassy for the obtaining of more important 

information, submitted various so-called "inside 
dope" to Ott. This "dope" was obtained by Sorge from 

OZAKI, Hidomi, the confidential secretary of Prince 

KONOYE, also a communist and Russian spy, working in 

league with Sorge and who was later court-martialed 

and executed for these crimes (T. 35052).

Ott, in forwarding these so-called reports, 

had to give Ribbentrop some assurance as to from 

where this information came. Inasmuch as Ribbentrop 
knew SHIRATORI and had instructed Ott to keep in 
touch with SHIRATORI, he often submitted these reports 

using SHIRATORI*s name to give credence to them. It 
is to be remembered that Ott had a strong sense of 

feeling that Ribbentrop mistrusted him and was not 

satisfied with the reports of Ott because he (Ribben

trop) being a wishful thinker preferred to listen to
I



-ffloffr-to hi-S
liking. For this reason, among others, Ott used 

SHIRATORI*s name, where ordinarily it would not have 

been necessary, to allay the suspicions of Ribben- 

trop. (347)

We further rtish to call attention to the fact 

that not a single document offered by the prosecution 

in the way of communications from or to Ott carried 

any semblance of an oath, and under these circumstances 

certainly c m  carry no weight, especially in view of 

the sworn interrogatories of Ott admitting the falsity
0

thereof, in regard to which the prosecution did not 

see fit to attack by cross-examining Ott in any m a n 

ner, as agreed upon, and which was set forth in t h e  

first part of this chapter.

347. T. 34,900-902.

A

dke.
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XIII. SHIRà T oRI 1S ARTICLES M U  LECTUREST-------

(a) Witness MISHIMA testified about SHIRA- 

T O R I ’s activities as a writer and lecturer as follows: 

"Having undertaken from time to time the 

task of putting in order and compiling the writings and 

lectures of Mr. SHIRATORI, I am well acquainted with 

the circumstances under which he wrote or made speeches. 

Such contributions of articles to magazines and delivery 

of lectures by SHIRATORI were made always only upon the 

basis *»f hi.s being urged most earnestly by the people 

requesting them, and, therefore, I have never seen even 

one instance where he did so voluntarily. . . M r .  SHIRA

TORI was not, properly speaking, a writer or lecturer 

nor was he over known as such. His writings and 

lectures, however, seemed to enjoy a certain amount of 

popularity and were therefore sought after by journalisr 

mainly because he was generally considered as one of th< 

most outspoken and nerhaps indiscreet of our bureau

crats and diplomats. After coming home from Sweden 

in 1 9 3 6 , he held no responsible position in the govern

ment at Tokyo, having been placed on the waiting list 

for several years except for a brief space as Ambassa

dor to Rome. He used to say in those days that he coul: 

give utterance to his own thoughts all the more freely, 

because, although nominally still a diplomat, he was
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' :

not admitted into knowledge of state secrets or 

government policies. In reply to the criticism ex

pressed in some quarters about some of his utterances 

being too outspoken, Mr. SHIRATORI once told me as 

follows :

"'In these days of dictators everywhere who 

do not believe in mincing words, tho diplomatic 

axiom of fortiter in re, suaviter in nodo will per

haps have to be reversed. . . Since, however, we do 

not tr.oay want war with any country, it might be 

permissible or oven advisable to indulge in out

spoken language every now and then.’“ 053)«

(b) SHIRATORI testified in his affidavit 

about his activities as a writer and lecturer as 

follows :

"In some of my lectures and interviews I 

tried to show that despite the Gorman-Soviet Non

aggression Pact, tho possibility was still there for 

Japan to enter into agreement with Germany and Italy, 

together with Soviet Russia this time. Having been 

relieved of my assignment and placed on the viaiting 

list, I was rt liberty to say things which might not 

necessarily please the government, or which might

353« Ex. 3592, T. 35007-009î and refer also to the 
------langUQge--oorgQotions by the LAB on 13 February

1948.

#
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appear to run counter to its policy. For one thing,

E had to vindicate myself against censures and 

criticisms poured forth upon me in some quarters 

either for what I did or for what I failed to accom

plish while in Rome. But my main motive was the same 

then as "before; that is to say, to contribute in my 

own way toward the speedy termination of the China 

war. In order t o  have the Democracies alter their 

attitude towards Japan, I judged it would be more 

ef fee M u -3 to remind them that Japan's isolation was 

not nearly so complete as appeared on the surface, 

than to confess weakness and openly court their 

sympathy and good will. The advocacy of views like 

mine by a certain section of the Japanese people 

could not, in my opinion, have hampered the efforts 

of the government, but ought, on the contrary, to 

have helped them along in effect.

"The sudden flaring up of public opinion in 

Japan in favor of the Axis Powers, which occurred 

towards the summer of 1940, was solely due to the 

lightning^successes of the German arms in the Western 

front and was in no way to be attributed to the 

activities of any individuals or groups in this country. 

(354).

^  ~ T.~"35046-47.
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"It is true that soon after the conclusion 
of the Treaty I was asked for an interview by the 
Tokyo Asahi Shitnbun (IPS exhibit 2234) and that I 
also wrote a few articles on the subject, the original 
Japanese text of the article cited in IPS exhibit 
557-A being one of then, but those represent nothing 
but my own personal interpretation and argument, not in 
any way based on official information or inspiration.
I am not conscious of ever having put forth any special 
efforts to unite the nation behind the Axis Pact as 
the prosecution contends (T. 16919). £o unanimous 
was the acclamation accorded the pact in Japan when 
it was published that any such efforts would have 
been quite superfluous." (355)•

(c) As already shown in detail in Chapter 
XII above, German Ambassador Ott testified to the 
effect that SHIRATORI was not in occupation of any 
important position and had not any great influence, 
but that he was very outspoken and talkative. Con
sequently, the name of SHIRATORI was, for Ott, quite 
opportune to be made use of as a furnisher of informa
tion or opinions, and Ott probably used SHIRATORI1s 
name often in his reports for this reason.
355- EX. 3595, T. 35050.
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I (d) The earliest article of SHIR,TORI offered

in evidence by the prosecution was exhibit 3596-B dated 

October 1937 (356), and the latest., one was exhibit 

2233-A, dated June 1942 (357). SHIRfTORI, after return

ing hone from Stockholm, was placed on the waiting list 

of ministers 28 April 1937, was appointed Ambassador to 

Italy 22 September 1938, departed from Tokyo 22 November, 

arrived at Rome 29 December 1938, was ordered to return 

hone 2 September 1939, departed from Rome 15 September,
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arrived at Ir>!:yo 13 October 1939, was pieced on the 

ambassadorial waiting list 9 January 1940, was appointed 

Advisor to the Foreign Minister 28 August 1940, was 

released from the same post 22 July 1941, and was elected; 

as a member of Parliament 30 April 1942 (358). As shown j 

in Chapter VIII above, 3IlIR.TCRIfs advisorship to the
I

Foreign Ministry was a sinecure. Accordingly, if we pre-j

sume that SHIR.TORI’ s activities as a writer and lecturer;
i

began from October 1937; it is quite clear that they were;II
done in course of the period when SHIR,TORI had prac

tically no official duties and responsibilities, except- j
'!

ing a brief space of ambassadorship to Italy, during 

which time he did not engage in such activities.

(356) Tr. 35/101, read only nortly by the prosecution.
(357) Tr. 16,012-026. SHIRATORÏ ' s articles are: Ex-3596~B

P.X-35Q6-A; Ex -2234, Parts I-VÏI; Ey-557; Ex-^QC;
Ex-35°7-A; Ex-35^8; and Ex-2233.

(358) Ex. 3575 ______________
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(c) From the above explanations, the follow

ing can be concluded;

1) SHIRATORI vns not, properly speaking, a 

writer or lecturer, nor was he ever known as such.

2) SKIRATORI's writings and lectures seemed 

to enjoy a peculiar, if not wide popularity, due.to 

his indiscretion.

3) SHIRATORI did his activities as a writer 

and lcctur.r only in his private capacity; he never 

made ox off eio any propaganda for th„ government, nor 

were private utterances and writings ever sanctioned or 

condoned by tlv* government.

4) SHIRATORI contributed articles to ncvvspaperj 

and magazines or delivered lectures only after being 

urged most earnestly by the people requesting it, that 

is, the publishers of the newspapers and magazines or 

organizers of the gatherings, etc., which, as we all 

know, is not an unusual custom or practice in America or 

Bri.tôin.; as witness such people as Roosevelt, Church

ill, Sraw. î.îorganthau, Byrnes and others, although we 

are not placing SHIRATORI: in such an exalted category as 

these gentlemen to which the, limited circulation of 

his articles *••111 attest.

5) SHIRATORI thought it might be permissible 

nr r i rrn nriVIrrhln tn In dulge in outnpnkrn nn^
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language every no’i and then, so long ns Japan did not 

want war. His outspoken or strong words did riot nenn 

always strong action but meant iri reality peace. 

SEIRATORI;a motto was: "Fortiter ln modo, 3uavitcr in re

It must be emphasized also, that there are often cases, 

in which strict attitude is more effecting than courting 

for* getting friendship of others.

G) SHIRVfORI wrote some of his articles or \
made some cf his lectures partly for the purpoee of 

vindicating himself against censures and criticisms
p

poured forth upon him in some quarters either for what 

he did or for what he failed to accomplish.

7) The peculis r popularity of SKIRATORI’s 

articles and lectures v»as mainly based on his out

spokenness and indiscretion, and not on his merit as 

writer and lecturer, which can well be shown by the type 

and circulation of the journals in which they were 

published, all of which were published only monthly and 

hqd an extremely small circulation for a country of 

nearly 80,000,000 people.

According to the testimony of the witness 

MISIIII.IA (359), who w^s not cross-examined by the prose

cution on this point, the monthly circulations wore:

The magazine "Diamond,” in the middle of 1940, 

“(359)— TT '. 30,011-12.------------------------------------------
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about 1 0 ,0 0 0 .

The magazine "Kokumin-Hyoron" (National Review), 

n 1940; about 1000-1500.

The magazine "Dai-Asia-Shugi" ( Greater Asia 

Magazine), in 1940, about 2000.

The magazine "Gendai" (Today), in the middle 

>f 1942, about 20,-000-30,000 .

According to the testimony of the witness Kiss 

UNO (3G0‘s , tne monthly circulation of the magazine 

"Contemporary Japan," the magazine on which the prosecu

tion relied so much that an article published therein 

was by reference made a part of the Indictment, in 

1940-41-42 varried between 1500-2000, and it was 

strictly an English language magazine and was never 

published in the Japanese language. She testified fu r 

ther, that from the outset this magazine was not pub

lished for domestic distribution, that, therefore, the 

domestic circulation rng very small, m  d that generally 

its distribution was directed towards the United 

S t a tes (361) .

Further, the witness MISHIMA testified that 

the number of the audience in .public gatherings, at 

"’hich SHIRATORI delivered lectures, was anywhere from 

ten some odd persons as constituting a very small

(360) — Sx. 3 5 90, -T-r . 34 ,990-97. ___
(361) Tr. 34,998.
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audlcncCL. UP to some 7Q0 or 800 (362). Those are Indeed

?

î

small audiences for a man alleged by the prosecution 

to be the moulder of Japanese public opinion, especially 

’’■»hen considered in the light of other speakers through

out the world who speak to thousands upon thousands on 

most any given occasion. The allegations and the extent 

of proof certainly controvert the other.

The above-mentioned magazines were those in 

which SHIRATORI'â articles in IPS exhibits appeared.

It must be said from these testimonies that most of 

the magazines in which SHIRATCRI’s articles appeared 

had comparatively small circulation, and that the audience 

of SHIRATORI's lectures was generally small.

(f) Exhibits 3596-B and 3596-A: The prosecu

tion, r,ith reference to these two ejhibits, have placed 

their own interpretation on the actions and talks of 

SHIRATORI. A close perus'd, of both documents will show 

that these are distortions and completely at variance 

with the true meaning thereof. The prosecution refers 

to ’’chiding" the Japanese people into accepting totali

tarianism as the dominant political philosophy of the 

future, and contends further that SHIRATORI in exhibit 

3596-A appeared in the role of an apologist for total

itarianism. It goes further to state he tried to 

(362) Tr. 35,012.
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justify continued outlawry by ridiculing the democratic 

idee that a treaty should be considered sacred and in

violable (UU-95, pg. UU-75), which is entirely different 

from the true meaning of the contents of either of the 

exhibits. Throughout the presentation of the prosecution’s 

case, they have resorted to quoting short excerpts from 

articles, communications and other documents which tend 

to place an unfavorable light upon the defense. Such 

assertions', when considered in the full context of such 

articles or documents, show the meaning to be exactly 

the bpposite and the prosecution’s contentions fade into 

nothing, a s , for instance, in exhibit 3596-B, the 

prosecution in its conclusion of the summation against 

Slim.TORI, state:

"SIIIRaTGRI pronounced a verdict upon himself 

and his co-conspirators when he said they raust plead 

’guilty* if they were obliged to explain and justify 

Japan’s expansion actions in the light of the western view 

of things or within the scope of law and treaty. It is 

our respectful submission that the- Tribunal cannot do 

better than-to accept this version as its own." (UU-97, 

pg. UTJ-76 ).

If taken at its face value, this assertion on 

the part of the prosecution could mean nothing more than 

SHIRhTORI pleading guilty to the offenses charged in
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the Indictment, but if consideration is given to the 

entire article, it will prove to be entirely different. j 

This article was written in 1937, long before 

the Pacific war, and the expression "we" naturally refers 

to all Japanese, whether they are occupants of the dock 

or those walking the streets of Tokyo and elsewhere. 

Although it is not our intention to include, word for 

word, each article cited by the prosecution, we dc think 

these two particular exhibits have been so distorted that 

it is well worth the time of the Tribunal to consider 

the documents on the basis of their true intent. We 

shall quote not too extensively various other parts 

thereof, which tend to shed light unoh the true meaning J 

of the articles.
I

In exhibit 359S-B, the very first article he J
ever contributed to a Japanese journal, he vehemently |

t

rebukes not the Japanese people, as the prose cuti cn con- , 

tend, but the government, for its employment of those j 

threadbare and discredited slogans such as self-defense,, 

wrongs and injustices committed by China, etc., and its j
I

failure to give an explanation of tho China Affair at i»
once satisfying the conscience of the Japanese people 

and convincing the outside world at large. {

To further show that these expressions were notj 

along the lines as suggested by the prosecution, we wish
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to refer to a statement contained in a letter from 

SHI Rn TORI to A RITA in the latter port of 1 9 3 5 ^  which 

expressions precede but are in line with the assertions 

contained in the aforesaid exhibit. In this regard, we 

respectfully refer the Tribunal to the second half of 

page 1 1 , Chapter I (General) of this sunmation, and by 

reference incorporate the some as part of the answer to 

the assertions of the prosecution in their summation 

of the meaning and intent of exhibit 3596-B.

Both in exhibits 3596-B and 3596-A the prosecu

tion contends that SHIRnTORI tried to "urge public accep

tance of his thesis that totalitarianism was to be the 

dominant political philosophy of the State," (UU-20,

p. UU-18), and that SHIRaTGRl "found it necessarv to chide
!

the people because they had not accepted the internal ! 

application of the new age totalitarianism that was being 

applied externally in Japan’s continental policy.” *

(UU-21, p. UU-30Ï) j

Ibis is a misconstruction placed on exhibit j 

3596-B. The last paragraph of this exhibit shows ccn- j 

clusively that Japan had not taken aggressive action in | 

China, but was only attempting to rehabilitate Asia, at j 

whatever oost to herself, and is appealing to the entire) 

world for a true understanding of J a p a n ’s intentions.

For the benefit of the Tribunal, we quote said paragraph:

? . ...

W:

t

?■ â-
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"It is in this light that we view tho present 

China affair. It presents u brave attempt on the part 
of Janun to rehabilitate Asia at whatever cost to hersôlf 

To us Japanese it is human civilization itself thut is 
here at stake. We take it that the whole course of his
tory is now at a turning point. It is from this angle thi 

we request the entire world to regard the present struggl« 
in China."

In both of said exhibits, with respect to urging 
the acceptance of totali tarianism by the Japanese people, 

the contents of exhibit 3596-A dourly show that from 

SHIRKTORI* s viewpoint, Japan had never known anything 
but a form of totalitarianism, us set forth in the follow|- 
inG excerpt:

"But according tc the philosophy of totalitarianf- 
isn, the whole state or nation is, to carry further the 
above simile, one large tree of which individuals consti- 

tude the branches and leaves. A branch, or a leaf, has 
its own functions and has, within the whole, its own 

significance for existence. However, it cannot live 
apart from the whole, and must always and willingly sacri
fice itself if necessary for the sake of the whole. . . 

Japan has had no other principle than this ever since 

the beginning of her history, although there have been ' 

certain external modifications in the governmental form

iu
y?-'.':
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j (under the influence of thoughts in.ported from abroad.
i

2 I This totalitarian notional principle - or national polity 

3^3 it is culled by the Japanese - is to the Japanese 

people a thing eternal and immutable."

This quotation simply means that Japan's 

national polity had, since the foundation of the Empire, 

been established and maintained upon a permanent and 

unchanging basis, and that totalitarianism embodied the 

j unity of sovereign and subjects as one organic body whioh 

has always been the immutable faith of the Japanese people.

As to the prosecution's contention that SHIRATOII 

tried to justify continued outlawry by ridiculing the 

democratic idea that a treaty should bo considered sacréeI
and inviolable (UU-95, p. UU-75), we respectfully call j

i

the attention of the Tribunal to the last paragraph of 

page 3 and all of page 4 o f ’exhibit 3596-B, which shows ! 

his intention to be somewhat different from that allegedl 

Although the prosecution alleges that these 

articles, etc., were prepared and delivered to mould ! 

Japanese public opinion, a careful scrutiny thereof will!
i

disclose they were really prepared for outside Y/estern ■ 

consumption, being strictly negative rather than positive; 

as witness exhibit 3596-A, which was published in the 

magazine "Contemporary Japun" which the seventh item of 

pnhparagranh (e). Chapter XIII of this summation"will
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(g) With reference tc exhibit 2234, trans
cript 16,027-69, which was read only partly by the 
prosecution and in which language corrections were made 
on 9 September 194-7, transcript 27,925, we wish tc call 
specific attention tc the preface tc the document, con
sisting of a number of articles bound together in book 
form, which sets forth SHIRATORI's contentions as tc his 
writings and lectures, as has been emphasized from tine 
to tine throughout this summation. In view of this 
preface, which is frank and bare upon its face, in the 
interests of tine we do not deem it necessary to discuss 
the document item by item. This preface appears in the 
record at page 16,029, and various language corrections' 
were made by the Language Arbitration Board which appear 
on page 27,925 of the record

These various articles contained in said exhibit 
2234, parts I to V, inclusive, only went tc point out 
that despite the German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact, 
there still remained the possibility of Japan reaching 
seme agreement with Germany and Italy, together with 
Russia, at that tine, and to impress upon the democracies

I

that Japan's isolation was not nearly so complete as j 
appeared on the surface. It is our contention that 
SHIRÀTORI felt that by pointing this fact out to the 
democracies, they would bo mado to realize tha£ -î -would-

t v k ^ y . v / -  .t
¥
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their part tc the speedy termination of the China Affair] 
As stated in the preface, he wanted these articles and 

lectures to vindicate himself from criticisms which had 
been uttered against him for his acts of omission and/or 
commission while in Rome.

«
With reference to part VI of exhibit 2234, the 

prosecution's contention is very confusing, in that they 

allege that in an article published in June, 1939, 
SRIRATORI cited and praised German victories in a war 

which had not yet begun. This- fact was called tc the 
prosecution's attention by the President of the Tribunal, 
transcript 16,063, but we fail to find any record of its 

correction. In the absence of this correction, we sub-
14 nit this article should not be considered.

13
16

17

Other articles mentioned by the prosecution have 
seen referred to and fully explained at various parte 

of this summation and we do not deem it necessary to

i8discuss them again in this chapter.
19

20

21

22

(h) In conclusion of this summation relative - 
tic SHIRATORI's articles and lectures, we wish to impress 
upon the Tribunal that every article written rr lecture 

slivered was contributed strictly as an Individual ex-
23pressing his own thoughts in a private capacity. The
24
dfites of the articles or lectures will show that they

25

.* #t »
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ship with the government ether than to obtain reduced 

pay until reassigned. The prosecution has utterly 

failed, in fact have not even tried, to connect any 

article or lecture with having the auspices, ccndcnenent 

or any relation whatsoever with government propaganda.

The only answer the prosecution could make to these 

assertions was that no difference existed between the 

responsibility of a person acting in an official 

capacity and one acting as an individual in a private 

capacity (UU-18 and UU-85), which construction, if 

upheld, would lay every newspaper editorial writer in 

the world open to similar charges and ccnvictiop thereof. 

This certainly is a most desperate and far fetched con

tention, particularly after they, the prosecution, draw 

an entirely different conclusion as to official and

private liability in their contentions that SHIRATORI>
did not officially convey to Ciano the instructions of 

the Japanese Government during the negotiations for the 

Tripartite Pact of 1939, but did so only in a private 

capacity (UU-51.) We are made to wonder on just what 

they intend to rely.

Be that as it nay, it is clear that btUKuTUKi
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never advocated war in his articles and lectures publish
ed before the ccnclusicn cf the Tripartite Pact cf 27 

September 1940, and after the conclusion of said Pact, 
according to Article III thereof, there had always 
been the possibility that Japan would fight a defensive 
war for Germany and Italy against the United States and

t

Great Britain and so SKIRATORI warned $ in his very 
limited capacity, of the possibility of war, but he 

never advocated war.

m
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XIV. CONCLUSION.

The prosecution contended in their summation 

(UU-97* p. UU-77) that the evidence adduced "leads tc 
the inescapable conclusion that SHIRATORI joined the 

conspiracy at an early date as a propagandist and 
apologist for the establishment of a new world order by 

means of force and aggression," and that "not only did 
he continue his attempt tc influence public opinion 
throughout the life of the conspiracy but he worked 

actively both in and out of public office tc influence 
successive governments tc take the steps necessary to 
effectuate the aims of the conspiracy."

To prove these contentions the prosecution has 
resorted to various forms of so-called "proof" by 
devious manipulations in order tc cast a mirage upon 

the evidence adduced and proposed by this illusion tc 

convict the defendant SHIR.'.TOR I of the charges against 
him contained in the Indictment. As a perusal of their 

summation will show, it contains mostly argument, pre
sumption, assumptions and conclusions without satis

factory evidence to substantiate any such contentions. 
At the outset and throughout the course of the present
ation of their evidence against SHIRATORI, they have, 

time and tine again, tried tc impress the Tribunal with 

their arguments relating tc SEIR..T0RI1 s propagandists

ft—TEf !ll Mill [ Jrrt
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activities and the so-called tremendous amount of in

fluence and opinions he (SHIRATORI) imposed upon the 

Japanese public, and by intimation sought to make him 

a second Goebbels and the chief moulder of Japanese 

opinion.

As the evidence has shown, SïIIIL.TORI never 

held but one position that could in the least be called 

that of a propagandist. This was Chief of the Inform

ation Bureau of the F-reign Ministry. As has been 

pointed out, this position was only that of a bureau
t

chief and carried no policy-making authority or 

activities whatsoever! that as such he was directly 

under and subject tc the orders and directions of the 

Foreign Minister of the time, who, as the record has 

shown, was Baren SHIDEHAEA. As has been pointed cut in 

this summation, Baron SHIDEHARA, while testifying as a 

prosecution witness, stated that SHIRATORI conducted 

the affairs r f his bureau in line an'1 in accord with all 

directives from him, and cc-operated in every respect 

toward a peaceful solution of the Manchurian Incident.

The prosecution laid great stress upon 

SKITu.TOni's association with the younger officers cf 

the military. It was further pointed > ut in this regard 

that the Foreign Office experienced «at this time extreme 

difficulty in determining what was in the rinds cf those
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sc-called younger officers, who brought about the Man

churian Incident and were at the time engaged in further

ing the same. To this end, as set forth in the record 

at pages 35>072-73» it was directed that SHIRATCRI 

cultivate these young militarists to gather information 

for the Foreign Minister; that under the immediate 

direction of the Foreign Minister he had no alternative 

in the matter. At no time after being relieved from 

this position in 1933 did he ever occupy an information 

position of any nature. The only evidence introduced 

along this line was various lectures and articles 

delivered and written bv him, which as has been conclus

ively shown, were delivered and written by'him in a

strictly private and individual capacity. There has
»

not been one iota of evidence introduced to, in a n y  way, 

connect SHIRATORI's lectures and articles with having 

been instigated by the government during his entire 

public life. The evidence will show that he only did 

what every free individual under democratic laws has a 

right to do, that is, express his own mind. As was 

pointed out in this summation, the dates of the articles 

introduced as evidence by the prosecution, as compared 

with the dates of his curriculum vitae will show that 

never at any time was such a lecture or article 

d p H v p r o d ,  written or published while SHIRATORI occupied

.....
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Tin official position. E f -aii times he wes- either on------

a waiting list, awaiting reassignment, or holding a
v

position which only called for payment of salary but 

entailed no authority or duties whatsoever.

It is interesting to note that in the Nuernberg 

trial evidence was adduced that one Hans Fritzsche

engaged in propaganda activities under Goebbels and
\

Dietrich, Reich Press Chief, by way of the radio and 

rose, through various promotions, to Head of the Radio 

Division cf the Propaganda Ministry and Plenipotentiary 

for the Political Organization cf the Greater German 

Radio. It was proven that through his various propaganda 

activities he broadcast, or caused to be broadcast, 

various false information and anti-Semitic propaganda to 

incite the German people against the Jews and performed 

various other propaganda activities under and by direc

tion of the government and Nazi party, but the verdict 

concluded that Fritzsche never occupied a position high 

enough to bring him within the scope of a policy-maker, 

and though he did at times make strong statements of a 

propagandistic nature in his broadcasts, the Nuernberg 

Tribunal was not prepared t hold that they were in

tended to incite the German people to commit atrocities 

on conquered people, and he could not have been held to 

have been a participant in the crimes charged. Further,

:y *

v
1 r > '+
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that his aim was rather to arouse public sentiment in 

support of Hitler and the German war effort. And in 

conclusion the Nuernberg Tribunal fcund that Fritzsche 

was not guilty under the Indictment and directed his 

discharge.

In this instance, Fritzsche had the entire 

German radio system at'his command. The statements and 

articles of SHIFiATORI were so inferior to this n a n ’s 

that they are hardly worthy of mention. There were only 

fourteen articles in evidence, all of which were pub

lished in monthly magazines cf extremely low circulation 

and seme were published in a magazine, namely, "Contemp

orary Japan," which was never meant for Japanese con

sumption, but was primarily for expert to America, while 

his lectures, as the witness MISHIMA states, were 

attended by audiences ranging from about 10 people at 

seme to 700 or 800 at others.

Not by the wildest stretch of the imagination, 

in the use of which the prosecution appears to be very , 

adept, could SKIRATORI be classified with Fritzsche.

Yet it was determined that Fritzsche was not guilty.

Further, we have the verdict against Franz von 

Papen, who was tried with Fritzsche at Nuernberg. In its 

verdict, the Nuernberg Tribunal lists manipulations of 

devious and underhanded character carried on in Austria
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and Turkey by vcn Papen on behalf of the Nazi party 
while ho served as German Ambassador in both countries. 
They show how he tried to undermine the Schuschnigg 
government and how he advised Hitler what action to take 
in bringing about anchluss in Austria. Also, he arranged 
a meeting between Hitler and Schuschnigg in Berchtes
gaden on February 12, 1938, and at its conclusion advised 
Schuschnigg to comply with Hitler's demands which 
amounted to surrendering Austria to Nazi Germany. How
ever, in its conclusion, the Nuernberg Tribunal found 
vcn Papen not guilty. Again we find that not by any 
stretch of the imagination could the activities of 
SHIRATORI be classified as even remotely comparable to 
those of von Papen, and if the decision at Nuernberg is 
in any manner a criterion on international law governing 
the issues here involved, SHIRATO.TÏI is certainly not 
guilty of the charges relating tc propaganda.

As the prosecution contended, SHIRATORI's only 
acts of alleged policy-making were when he failed or 
refused to carry out the dictates of the ITO Mission.
As we have shown, he never had an opportunity to carry 
out such directives as the Tripartite Pact of 1938-1939 
was never concluded. Further, there was no proof of a 
refusal but only that he gave his government the benefit 
of such information as he had been able tc obtain or
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acquire cn the ground. It must be remembered that the 

only ambassadorial post in the entire governmental 
career of SKIRATORI was the ambassadorship to Rome, in 
which he was actively engaged for a period of a few 

days over eight months, which duties resulted in exactly 
nothing. As to the Tripartite Pact of 1940, it has been 
shewn by both the prosecution and the defense witnesses 
that SHIRATORI had no part whatsoever in the negotiations 
cr conclusion of the same, never having attended even one 

meeting as Foreign Advisor in regard thereto.
As to the Pacific War, it has been conclusively 

shewn that SHIRATORI did not and could net have had any 

part whatsoever in its planning cr waging.
Finally, it is desirable to call the Tribunal’s 

attention to the fact that in no instance has any testi

mony of a sworn nature been introduced against 
SHIRATORI, there being not one sworn statement intro
duced ncr one live witness produced to testify against 
him. The great majority of the evidence against him was 
the so-called communications between Ambassador Ott and 

the German Government, together with several extracts 

from HARADA's Herrirs. However, Ott in his sworn inter
rogatory gave the background of these statements and 

swore to the falsity of some, stating that others were 
K-n *.nnr>-pn-.:mV^ -inaT»Q naiif.r lier! flea and painted a
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clear picture nf why and under what circumstances such 
crnnunications were sent. As to HARADA's Memoirs, all 

information contained therein was hearsay and necessarily 
unreliable. Further, it has been shown that the cir

cumstances and surrounding conditions relating to the 
mental and physical cendition of HARADA and the manner 

in which the memoirs were written were such as to make 
them altogether of no factual value. We, therefore, 

wish to reaffirm that not only has the prosecution failed 
beyond a reasonable doubt to prove the guilt of SKIRA- 

TORI on any of the Cc unts charged against him in the 
Indictment, but on the other hand, SKIRATORI has pro
duced evidence to controvert the prosecution's evidence

I

to the extent that he has, beyond a reasonable doubt, 

shown and proven to this Tribunal that he was not guilty, 

Wherefrre, the accused ShIRnTORI, through 
counsel, prays that a verdict of Net Guilty be entered 

in this matter as pertains to all Counts in the Indict
ment with which he is charged, and that an order be 

issued releasing him from custody.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Furness.
MR. FURNESS: May it please the Tribunal:
1. I will commence this summation by referring

briefly to the prosecution's summation en the general
1

censpiracy Count, Count I of the Indictment, which

£6,296

(T.Prosecution summation D to H.)
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outlines not only its general proof on that Count but 

also its general proof on all crimes against peace. In 

this outline of general proof, totalling 631 paragraphs, 

his name is mentioned in only seven: Paragraphs G-53,

54, and 56, and H-101, 103» 107, and 199.
2. The first three relate to diplomatic con

versations between the defendant as 'Ambassador to the 

United Kingdom and Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign 

Secretary Eden during February, 1941. The next three, 

H-101, 103, and 107,'reftr to his diplomatic conversation 

as Ambassador with Litvinov, People's Commissar for 

Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, in the summer of 

1 9 3 8 during the Changkufeng (Lake Khassan) Incident.

In H-I99 the Soviet prosecution sums up against him, 
charging him with contributing to initiation of u n 

declared war at Lake Khassan and various other activities 

not mentioned in any of the preceding paragraphs of its 

summation.

3. I submit that, on its own outline of 

general proof which refers to him only in six paragraphs, 

the seventh being undocumented and bare assertion, all 

relating to purely diplomatic activities as Ambassador, 

this defendant should be found not guilty on all Counts

(1. Prosecution summation I.)_______________
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1
charging crimes against peace. It is significant that 
although charged with planning and waging all wars 
which commenced cn 7 December 1941, he is not charged 
with initiating any of them, nor for conspiracies to 
murder or murders upon the initiation of such wars.

4. In addition tc crimes against peace, he
2

is charged with murder at three Chinese cities, but 
these Counts have apparently been dropped since the 
prosecution dees net refer tc them in its individual 
summation against him, and there is certainly nothing 
resembling proof. He is also charged with murder in

3
the region of Lake Khassan in July and August, 1938.
I submit that no murder was committed there. The prose
cution alleges that this was a war; it is their alle
gation, and they stand or fall by it, and I submit 
killings in a war, aggressive or not, are never murder;
certainly not by an Ambassador, acting under instruc-4
tiens of his Government, half v/ay across the world from 
the scene of the fighting and from the seat of his
(1. Counts 1-18, 23, 25, 27-35. See also prosecution

summation K-4: "No diplomat has been charged in any
instance because he carried out the instructions of 
the Foreign Ministry. . . .The reason for non- 
inclusion of such ambassadors is that the ordinary 
character of an ambassador as conduit transmitting 
messages and information between his own nation and 
the nation to which he has been accredited has been 
recognized.

2. Counts 48-50.
~ T .— c o un t 5 2 .)----------------------------------------------------------------------- —4, See prosecution summation K-4 quoted footnote 1, 

par. 3, this summation
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1 5. The defendant is also charged under

2<!ounts 54 and 55 for the commission of war crimes
t  I

nd crimes against humanity. Counts 44 and 53, the 

4 conspiracy Counts, have been dropped by the prosecution.

5 Inder Count 54, it is charged that he "ordered,

»uthorized, and permitted the same persons as mentioned 

Ln Count 53 to commit the offenses therein mentioned 

m d  thereby violated the laws of war." If we examine 

Count 53, we find that the persons he is charged with 

•ordering, authorizing and permitting" were "Commanders- 

Ln-Chief of the several Japanese naval and military 

forces....officials of the Japanese War Ministry and 

persons in charge of camps and labor units for prisoners 

5f war and civilian internees, and the military and 

ïivil police of Japan, and their respective subordinates," 

?nd that he is alleged to have "ordered, authorized 

>r permitted" them "frequently end habitually to commit 

breaches of the Laws and Customs of War" against the 

*rmed forces and prisoners of war and civilians of 

;he Allies in the power of Japan. I submit that the 

jhrase "that the Government of Japan should abstain 

from taking adequate steps in accordance with said 

Conventions and assurances snd Laws and Customs of 

far, in order to secure observance and prevent breaches 

thereof" defines only one of the objects of the

i
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alleged conspiracy, rnd, since t^e conspiracy charge 

has been dropped, is not carried over into Count 54. 
Obviously, too, the context of the letter Count 
charging commission of offenses does not include it.

6. Therefore under Count 54 he is charged 
individually with command responsibility. I submit 

that he had none. He had, as a civilian Foreign 

Minister, no power of command over Commanders of the 
armed forces of Japan, the officials of the War 

Ministry, or the camp commanders or the police; no • 
power to command under which he cculd order, authorize 

or permit. He was Foreign Minister and ell the persons 
he is charged v/ith ordering, authorizing and permitting 
were under the Army pnd Navy General Staffs, or the 
War, Navy and Home Ministries.

7. Count 55, I submit, charges no crime 
under the Charter. It charges that the defendant 

with others “being by virtue of their respective 
offices responsible for the observance of the Laws 
and Customs of War in respect of the armed forces" of 
the Allies and many thousands of prisoners of war
and civilians then in the power of Japan.. I'deliberately 

and recklessly disregarded their duty to take adequate 
steps to secure the observance and prevent breaches 

thereof and thereby violated the laws of war." Since
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the conspiracy counts have been dropped a substantive 

charge must be proved. This requires proof beyond 
all reasonable doubt of direct individual responsibility 
for acts or omissions resulting in commision of crimes.
I submit that this charges only neglect of duty, not 
any crime under the Charter nor under international 
law, the olause "thereby violated the lows of war" 
being a bare affirmation referring back to the preceding 
part of the Count which charges only neglect of duty.
It does not charge that atrocities were committed 

nor that this defendant had control over persons who 

committed them. Under Article 5 of the Charter, 
conventional war crimes are defined merely as "Violations 

of the laws of war." So we must look to international 
law to find out what these crimes are and I submit that 
nowhere in international law is neglect of duty, 

unless coupled with control over those who actually
1

committed atrocities, a war crime. The YAMASHITA case 

extended the liability for command responsibility to 

an unprecedented degree. But there the charge was 

that YAMASHITA "While commander of armed forces... 
unlawfully disregarded and failed to discharge his 
duty as Commander to control the operations of the 
members of his command, permitting them to commit

------- I n  Y A M A S H I T A .  ^ 2 7 .  U . S . I .
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brutal atrocities and other high crimes..., and he 

thereby violated the laws of war." In that charge 
are found three essential elements In addition to an

\
allegation of neglect of duty; (1) that he commended
the forces, (2) that he failed to control those forces,

(3) permitting those forces to commit war crimes.
None of those elements appears in this charge. The
same reasoning also applies if the charge covers, in
addition to war crimes, crimes against humanity since
those have some definition in the Charter Article
5 C. They are there said to include "murder, exterminatic

enslavement, deportation »nd other inhumane acts, etc."
Nowhere in this definition and nowhere else in the

Charter is mere neglect of duty defined as a crime.
8. But regardless of whether this Count

\
alleges a crime under the Charter or under international 

law or not, we submit that no deliberate or reckless 
disregard of duty has been proved, much less any 
deliberate and reckless disregard which must be proved 

beyond reasonable doubt in order to convict; rather 
that the evidence shows that this defendant performed 

his duty and in fact went beyond it in an effort to 

obtain better treatment of prisoners of war.
CHINA

___________9. The defendant SHIGEMTSU was first assigned

I»
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to service in China on 27 January 1925 as First
Secretary of Legation, serving there until 28 December
1927. He returned as Consul General on 20 February
1929, becoming also Councillor of Embassy on 24 

1
April 1 9 2 9 . He took a prominent part in settling

the Tsinan and- Nanking Incidents of 1927, 1928 and 
2

1929. He was appointed Minister to China prior 
to the Mukden Incident on recommendation of Baron

3
SHIDEHARA in order to carry out the latter*s policy.
The SHIDEHARA policy was described in the Lytton
Report as "conciliatory and peaceful", "good will

4
and neighborliness", and by its author on thg witness
stand as one of "friendship" and non-interference in

5
Chinese affairs. This was the policy of the WAKATSUKI

6
Cabinet, SHIGEMITSU made every effort to carry it out

7and Baron SHIDEHARA was completely satisfied. The 
policy of the Legation under SHIGEMITSU was to avoid 
cause for incidents^ to settle them by negotiation 
and peaceful means.
1. Ex. 123, T. 775
2. T. 3040 to 3042
3. T. 1363
4. Ex. 57, T. 1764
5. T. 1362
6. T. ;'fS7
7. T. 1363
8. T. 3042

25
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10. Prior to the Mukden Incident, anti-
Japanese sentiment in the Three Eastern Provinces

1
of China comprising Manchuria was strong. In order 
th^t they might investigate this situation which 
Minister SHIGELUTSU feared might cause Sino-Japanese 
relations to deteriorate, he arranged for T. V. Soong, 
the President of the Executive Yuan, to make a trip 
to Dairen and Mukden so that he might exchange 
opinions with Count UCHIDA, the President of the

t

South Manchuria Railroad, and Chang Hsueh-liang, the
Young Marshal. SHIGEMITSU planned to go north also

2
and lend assistance. The purpose was to settle as
many of the easier questions as possible, then take

3up the more fundamental ones, and thereby reduce 
A-

tension. These plans were made during August and 
September 1931, before the Mukden Incident, and not 
on account of it in April-May 1932, as argued by the

5prosecution in its summation. They were efforts to 
solve the difficulties which were the fundamental 
cease of the outbreak of hostilities.
1. T, 3039
2. Ex. 3536, T. 34,470, 34,471
3. Ex. 3537, T« 34,472
4. Ex. 3538, T. 34,475
5. S.S.-36
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11* Before the trip could be made the
Incident occurred, but the motives of both men was
clear; to relieve the tension, to prevent its breaking
out in forceful action. The men with whom he v/orked
v/ere men of power and influence, T. V. Soong, then
and now, one of the great men of China, Count UCHIDA
who, as President of the South Manchuria Railroad,
was the most prominent Japanese civilian in Manchuria,
and the Young Marshal, dictator of Manchuria. He
would not hpve enlisted their help unless he had wanted
to accomplish a peaceful settlement.

12. Even after hostilities commenced on the
night of the l8th the efforts of T. V. Soong and
SKIGELIITSU did not come to an end. On the morning
of the 19th, SHIGEMITSU conferred with Soong. It was
proposed that a powerful joint commission be appointed
to prevent the Incident from expanding, to settle it,
to mitigate its disastrous effects on the relations

1
between Japan and China. SHIGEMITSU that day forwarded

2
the proposal to Baron SHIDEHARA, recommending quick
acceptance and urgently awaited approval by return

3
telegram. The answer came from SHIDEHARA on the 21st, 
making the further proposal that the objective of the
1. Ex. 246, T. 3050
2. Ex. 246, T, 3052
T. Ex. 2*6 T. ^054, 3055________ ______________________

1

J
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joint commission be not only the settlement of the

*

1
2
3
4
5
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incident, but also agreement on basic principles in
1

order that similar incidents might not recur. But
due to the rapid spread of hostilities the Chinese
Government decided to appeal to the League of Nations

2
and rejected the proposal.

past one.
THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half-

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess wps taken.)

, Ex. 246, D.D. No. 5- not read 
Ex. 246, T. 34,480, 34,481

L .1
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 133°. 
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: With the Tribunal's permission

the accused TOGO will be absent from the courtroom the 

whole of the afternoon session conferring with his 

counsel.
Major Furness.

MR. FURNESS: I resume the summation on

behalf of the defendant SHIGEMITSU, thirteenth para

graph.
13. On 23 September, five days after the

fighting began, SKIGEMITSU sent a telegram to Foreign
1.Minister SHIDEHARA, deploring the incident. He said:

"The recent action of the military was based

on their conception of the Emperor's prerogative of
supreme Command and was taken, entirely ignoring the '
government. Deep is my feeling to see that whatever
achievements in external affairs resultant of our

untiring efforts have been all of a sudden reduced to

nothing. I am profoundly distressed to think of the
.2.
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He went on: "In any case, no Chinese
authorities will appear hereafter which will be able 
to conclude any reasonable agreement with Japan on 
the Manchurian question or to begin negotiations for 
that purpose. Consequently, we shall have to be 
prepared to see Japan and China in fact deprived of 
diplomatic relations for a long time as a result of 
the present incident which also will have to remain 
exposed to censure of world public opinion. •

He did more than deplore, he warned: "In
this situation it is most earnestly desired that 
arbitrary action of the military should be interdicted 
so as to make the word of the state emanate solely 
through the channel of the government, that irrespon
sible and disadvantageous propaganda of the military 
circles should be stopped, and that, making its stand
clear, the government should re-establish political

2.leadership. . ."
Again, and this is significant since he has 

been accused particularly by the Soviet Union, he 
warned: "Should our troops by any chance advance into
North Manchuria, a clash with Russia would immediately 
be surmized and that will make the situation even

1 .  T r .  34479, 344 8 0. 2 .  T r .  34477.
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1
more serious."

Finally, he warned against anything which
might cause further incidents outside Manchuria, in

Shanghai, for example, where fighting started four

months later and the Japanese naval forces were first
involved: "As the matter stands today there is no
foretelling that unpropitious incidents will not
happen outside Manchuria. (In this regard I request

the Government to call full attention of our Navy in
2.

no case whatever to move recklessly^'

14. At the time of the first Shanghai
Incident, SHIGEMITSU was still Minister to China.t He

3.was not Consul General. Consuls Generals are not, 
as prosecution alleges, subordinates of Ministers,^*

The Tribunal will remember the many telegrams from 
HAYASHI, Consul General at Mukden, and other consuls 

in China, reporting direct to Baron SHIDEHARA during 

1931 and 1932, which were introduced into evidence. No 
demands were delivered by him and he was, in fact, not 

in Shanghai, when the demands were delivered on 

20 January 1932, nor when fighting broke out on 
29 January 1932, but in Japan. KIDO's diary entry of

1. Tr. 34-479.
2. Tr. 34479.
3. Tr. 3799.
4. Tr. 3042.

25
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21 January 1932 shows that after a lecture by
1
2 SHIGEMITSU in the Emperor's presence, the Emperor

3 asked SHIGEMITSU: "Then is it not possible for the

4 time being to hope for an intimate friendship with

5 China?" The Minister answered that as long as the

6 Manchurian problem exists he felt it was difficult

7
1.to enjoy good friendship.

$
15. He did not return to Shanghai until the

9 30th or 31st of January. * Upon his return he expressed
10 his dissatisfaction at the outbreak of hostilities
11 and thereafter did his utmost to limit and terminate
12 hostilities as soon as possible. Even before formal
13 conferences under the procedure proposed by the League
14

of Nations started, he had informal meetings with the
IP
16 British and American Ministers who, at his request,

17 got in touch with the Chinese general during the
e 18 height of hostilities and arranged a temporary truce

19 in order that Chinese noncombatants might evacuate

20 Chapel, thus saving the civilian population from the

21 full effect of the fighting. During the course of the
22 fighting, he persuaded the officers in command of the
23 Japanese forces to limit the fighting to Shanghai and
24 ^ •

the adjacent area and not to advance further into China,
25 1 . Ex. 3340j T r. 30754.

2. Ex. 3540, Tr. 34487.
JL. Ear.. W A O r. Tr . 14488....................
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and in fact, the Japanese forces did not advance

further than the environs of Shanghai.’*’* By March

15, Japanese forces had started to withdraw, * and
by March 20 were not far above the number normally

stationed in Shanghai. On March 24, Sino-Japanese

conferences on the cessation of hostilities began and

the Truce Agreement was signed on May 5, 1932. On
April 29, five days before it was signed, SHIGEMITSU

5.was gravely injured in a bomb outrage. That night,

though gravely wounded, with his leg half torn off,

SHIGEMITSU ordered his staff to send a telegram to

the Foreign Minister, stating that owing to his

wounds he would be unable to attend to his daily

business, but that he strongly urged the conclusion

of the agreement be not hindered or delayed because

of the bomb incident, since the conclusion of the

truce agreement was, from the viewpoint of national
6.

policy, of the utmost importance. The agreement 

formally terminating hostilities was signed by repre

sentatives of the United Kingdom, the United States, 

France and Italy, as well as representatives of China

1. Tr. 3260, Tr. 3?95. /
2. Tr. 3796. r
3. Ex. 57, p. 86.
4. Ex. 57, p. 86.
5. Ex. 3540, Tr. 34488, Tr. 3264, 3265.
6. Ex. 3540, Tr. 34489.
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and Japan,1 * by Mr. SHIGEMITSU about an hour before 
his leg was amputated. * The attitude of the Minister 
throughout this was one of seeking peace, not aggres
sion. In proof of this I cite the evidence of the 

witness J. B. Powell, certainly a man who had no 
incentive for thinking well of things Japanese, who 
testified on direct examination: "Incidentally, I
see Mr. SHIGEMITSU sitting here among the accused.

3 •
He worked very strenuously to get the thing settled."

On cross-examination he testified:

"SHIGEMITSU as a civilian was doing everything he 

could to bring about an adjustment of the situation 

there. That is, no one, I d o n ’t think, would class 

him as an aggressive figure in these activities such
4

as the military were." *
16. The prosecution in its summation would 

have us believe that he dictated those telegrams and 
signed the Truce Agreement under pressure of foreign 

countries, there on v;hat might have been his death-bed, 
at the least, permanently and most painfully crippled. 

Such a statement would be absurd if it were not mali
cious. We have the testimony of the representatives
1. Ex. 2419, Tr. 19574. 4. Tr. 3262.
2i Ex. 3540, Tr. 34489. 5. SS-4.
3. Tr. 3252.

25
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of two of those '•foreign countries" who signed with 
him. Sir Miles Lampson, now Lord Killearn, who 
represented Great Britain, testified! "On the 
Japanese side Mr. SHIGEMITSU from the outset cooper
ated wholeheartedly, and much of the credit for 
reaching an agreement was due to his persistent 
efforts and patient cooperation. When agreement had 
been signed, he was unfortunately seriously wounded 
in a terrorist outrage. Despite the fact that he 
was in severe pain, he refused to allow his injuries 
to hold up the signature of the agreement, which was 
accordingly taken him in hospital, where he signed 
it."1.

Nelson Trusler Johnson, the Minister from 
the United States, testified;

"From the time when hostilities between 
Japan and China broke out at Shanghai, China in 
January 1932, to the signing of the truce that ended 
those hostilities on May 5, 1932, Mr. SHIGEMITSU 
devoted all his time and energy first to finding 
means to bringing his own countrymen and the Chinese

X

to discussions aimed at ending the strife, and latterly 
with me, British Minister Sir Miles Lampson, now 
Lord Killearn, M. Wilden, the French Minister, and 
±î-E r.-3543-,-^r. 34494 . ----- ------ - -------
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Count Ciano, the Italian Minister, to bring these 
discussions to a successful conclusion of the Truce 
Agreement of May 5, 1932. That agreement had to be

I taken to the bedside of Mamoru SHIGEMITSU at the
I
i hospital, where he lay seriously wounded by an 

assassin’s bomb, thrown onto the speakers’ platform 
where he and other Japanese speakers were standing on 
April 29. Throughout this difficult time Mr.‘SHIGE
MITSU spared no efforts to localize the incident, 
and contributed decisively to the creation of an 

atmosphere of friendliness making possible a truce 
and the withdrawal of the considerable Japanese 

military forces landed around Shanghai.”^*
17« The prosecution argues that the award 

to the accused of the Order of Merit with the Order

of the Double Rays of the Rising Sun shows his con-
2nection with expansionChina. * This award was

3»made on 29 April 1934 * and according to his personal
!

record was in recognition of services in the 1931- i 
1934 affairs. Therefore, the award might have been 

for any services during that period, including his 

services in bringing to an end the hostilities at 
Shanghai. So many av/ards were made of the same type

1. Ex. 3544, Tr. 34-496.
2. SS“3•
3. Ex..123, Tr. 776. _______ , _______________________
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that it is apparent that they were made to almost 
all persons holding office during that period. Awards 
for such services were made to 452,826 persons, of 
whom 158,593 received the sarie orders as those made 
to the accused.Among  those receiving awards for

2.
such services were Baron WAKATSUKI, former Premier,

3.Baron SHIDEHARA, former Foreign Minister, * and 
MORISHIMA, Morito, Consul at Mukden, * all of whom 

testified for the prosecution regarding their efforts 
to avoid and, after hostilities began, to limit the 

expansion of the Mukden Incident. Another who re
ceived such an award was HAYASHI Kyujiro, who, as 
Consul General at Mukden, sent many telegrams to 
Baron SHIDEHARA showing his efforts along these same 

lines.
18. In the prosecution*s summation it is 

alleged that the accused v/as a member of the Board of 
Manchurian Affairs^*and that this shows that he was 
connected with further development of Japanese expan
sion in Manchuria and with the transformation of 

Manchukuo into a military base for an attack against

1. Ex. 3147, Tr. 28028, 28029.
2. Tr. 1553.
3. Tr. 1318.
4. Tr. 3006.
5. Examples: Ex. 181, Tr. 2178; Ex. l8l, Part 1,

Tr. 2179; Ex. 181, Part 2, Tr. 2183.
£ r - 6 S - 2»-------------------------------------------------------------- 1— ...........................
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the Soviet Union. * His personal record shows that he
was appointed Councillor of the Board of Manchurian

2
Affairs on January 18, 1935» * not that ho was
appointed a member of that Board. Prom the ordinance

3.establishing that Board it is apparent that the
4.duties of that Board were purely administrative.

The power of Japan in Manchukuo was the power of the 
Kwantung Army, not of any civilian board. * No 
proof has been submitted regarding the powers of a 
Councillor nor of any policy advocated or furthered 
by the accused. It is submitted that this merely 
shows that he held office in the Government during 
this period.

19. The attitude of the accused SHIGEMITSU
towards China did not change. While he was Ambassador
to the Soviet Union he spoke to his United States
colleague, Joseph E. Davies, of his desire to compose
peace in China and to end a war he deplored and

6.thought ill-advised. And after becoming Ambassador
in London he expressed the same attitude in conversa

is t
tions with H. A. Grynne, editor of the Morning Post,
1. SS-3.
2. Ex. 123, Tr. 776.
3. Ex. 451.
4. Ex. 451, Tr. 5113.
5. Ex. 241, Tr. 2979, Ex. 241, P. 5 (II)C, not read.
6. Ex. 3546, Tr, 34508.
7. Ex. 3552. Tr. 3*536.___________________
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-' 8 ; “Itand with the American Ambassador Joseph E. Kennedy,
In a telegram to Foreign Minister ARITA in May 1940
he recommended conciliation between the Wang Ching-woi
and Chiang Kai-shek governments and the Chiang govern-
ment and Japan regardless of conditions. * In
August 1940, in a telegram to Foreign Minister
MATSUOKA, he said, "I believe to show a liberal-
minded attitude towards settling the China problem

3.expresses not weakness but strength on our part.”
20. On 19 December 1941 the accused was 

appointed Japanese Ambassador to the National 
Government of China at Nanking.^* On 11 April 
1942 in a conference with Marquis KIDO ho outlined 
the necessity for radical reorientation of Japan*s 
policy towards China, emphasized that China's inde
pendence and sovereignty .should be fully recognized, 
that China should be returned to the Chinese, and 
that the two countries should v/ork on a cooperative 
rather than punitive basis, * in other words, what 
came to be known as the New China Policy. On 9 Jan
uary 1943 he signed as Japanese Ambassador a treaty 
with the Nanking Government, providing for the return
1. Ex. 3*51, Tr. 34532.
2. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9685.
3. Ex. 1023, Tr. 9715.
4. Ex. 123. Tr. 777.
5. Ex. 3340, Tr. 31061.______________________
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1
of the international settlements to the jurisdiction 

of China and the abolition of extraterritorial 

jurisdiction.^*

1. Ex. 2610, Tr. 22387-22389.
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21. In its summation the prosecution has

made the statement, completely unwarranted by any evi
dence, that the functions of the Japanese Ambassador 
to the Nanking Government went far beyond the scope of 
ordinary diplomatic representation, and alleged that, 
since the Japanese Ambassador to Manchukuo was 
Commander-in-Chief of the Kwantung Army, he was actu
ally dictator of Manchukuo, and "that the full subord
ination of the local administration to the Japanese

2
emissaries was still more expressed in this case."
They cite no proof, and there is no evidence to support 
this. The power of the person occupying the concurrent 
posts of Ambassador to Manchukuo and Commander-in-Chief 
of the Kwantung Army was due to his commanding that 
army. In the case of the National Government at Nank
ing, the Ambassador commanded rio armies. He was simply 
the Ambassador.

22. I submit that there is no evidence 
against this defendant on the counts involving China, 
counts 2, 3, 6, 18, 27, 28, 48, 49, and 50.

THE SOVIET UNION
23. I have already referred to the warning 

by the accused in his telegram to Foreign Minister
1. SS-17
2. SS-17
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SHIDEHARA sent five days after the hostilities at Muk
den broke out, that if they should spread into North

1
Manchuria, he feared a clash with Russia. The witness
MORIFHIMA testified that the policy of the-accused es
Minister to China was to try to prevent hostilities
which started with the ïfukden Incident spreading into
Nor til Manchuria, since, if that happened, it would

2
adversely affect Russo-Japanese relations.

24. He did not approve of the negotiations
with Germany for a Tripartite Pact to strengthen the
Anti-Comintern Pact in 1939, which later proved abort- 

3
ive.

25. On 27 August 1936 he v/as appointed
4

Ambassador to the Soviet Union. His American colleague, 
Joseph E. Davies, testified to SHIGEMITSU's successful 
efforts with Litvinov to prevent the border incident 
along the Amur River from breaking into war between

5
Japan and Russia.

26. He conducted the negotiations with Lit
vinov during the summer of 1938, which were first aimed 
at preventing hostilities breaking out along the border 
near Lake Khassan, and after they did break out, were
1. Ex. 246, tr. 34,479
2. Tr. 3057
3. Tr* 33,798-9, 34,066
4. Ex. 123, tr. 776
5. Ex. 3546, tr. 34,508, 34,509
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successful in terminating them. Throughout he acted
under the instructions of his government. This is
evident, not only from the testimony of the Foreign

1
Minister, General UGAKI, and from the contemporary

2
confidential reports of the Japanese Foreign Office,
but also from the records of the conversations between
FHIGEMITSU and Litvinov in the latter's official 

3diary. In view of the use made by the prosecution of 
General UGAKI as a witness, the prosecution cannot 
well maintain that General UGAKI is a party to any con
spiracy, particularly in this instance, where it has 
introduced evidence in rebuttal showing that he was
instrumental in trying to prevent the incident from

4
breaking into open hostilities.

27. The prosecution says that the defense 
failed to produce these instructions. The defense 
could not produce the actual instructions because the 
section in which such records were kept was burned to

5
the ground during the Allied bombing of Tokyo, and 
all records in ?Toscow were destroyed at the begin-

6
ning of the xvar between the soviet Union and Japan.
The witness HAYASHI, Chief of the Archives Section
1. Ex. 2715, tr. 23,868 to 23,872
2. Ey. 2647-A, tr. 22,922 to 22.942
3. Ey. 2633, tr. 22,804; ex. 26j 5, tr. 22,826; ex. 2638, 

tr. 22,852; ex. 2716-A, tr. 23,906; ex. 2716-B,
tr. 23,907? ex. 27160, tr.23,908; 

-. Ex. 2793-A, lr. 37,756-----------EX.c/VJ-A, ** •
5. Ex. 2630, tr. 22,760
6. Ex. 2637, tr. 22,845-22,846

25
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of the Foreign Office, testified that he had made a
thorough search for such telegrams and communications,
could find nr.ie, that the records of the Foreign
Office showeS that the files relating to this incident
had been destroyed by fire. After cross-examination
this witness was stood down until he produced the
Foreign Office records for the inspection of the prose- 

2
cution. That he did this I think the orosecution will 

«
not deny. The fact that the prosecutior.’ at no time
asked that he be recaMed to the witness stand must
indicate that they do not question his testimony
accounting.for the non-production of such documents.

21}. On 11 July 1938 Soviet trocps appeared
on Chang-ku-feng Hill, and advancing on to the side

»
facing Manchukuo, began to dig trenches. On the 14th 
instructions were telegraphed to the Japanese Charge 
d'Affaire« in Moscow to protest and demand withdrawal, 
which instructions he carried out. The Ambassador at 
that time was away on a trip, but acting on orders of 
his Government, urgent because of the gravity of the 
situaticn, he returned to Moscow on the 18th. On the 
20th he interviewed Litvinov. SHIGEHITSU, at the 
beginning of the interview, said: "I have an urgent
1. Ex. 2631, tr. 22,780-22,781
2. Tr. 22,792, 22,794, 22,796, 22,798, 22,800
3. Ex. P647-A, tr. 22,927
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instruction from my Government." He then stated that
on July 11 Soviet troops had unexpectedly occupied the
Chang-ku-feng district west of Lake Changchi (Khassan),

2
and had begun to fortify it. He continued: "On
having studied the question again, the Imperial Govern
ment wired me and instructed to state the following," 
that according to the data at the disposal of the Man- 
chukuoan Government, the region belonged to Kanchukuo, 
that the west coast of the lake was the border, and 
"that the Japanese army in virtue of its obligations
to Manchukuo might take measures ensuing from these 

4
obligations." Pursuant to these instructions, he 
demanded that the Soviet withdraw its troops so as to 
restore the status quo which had existed until July 11. 
He was, therefore, as Ambassador, conveying the message 
of his Government, acting on the assumption that the 
postulate supplied by his Government was correct, 
that is, that Hanchukuoan territory had been invaded 
by armed troops who were building fortifications, that 
Japan had obligations to Manchukuo which it must fulfil, 
and that demand should be made that such troops withdraw 
beyond the border. He did not say that the border must
1. Ex. 2633, not read
2. Ex. 2633, tr. 22,804
3. *x. 2633, tr. 22,80425
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be "accurately demarcated at that Llme~oir~fche basis- -of—
the data of Manchukuo alone, but instead that such
determination might be made after tranquility had
been restored on the border on the basis of data which

1
each side had at its disposal. Later in the interview
he said, according to Litvinov's diary: "Therefore
Japan has the right and obligations to Manchukuo to
use force in order to make the Soviet troops evacuate
from the territory of Manchukuo unlawfully occupied by 

2
them. I submit that this was merely a statement of 
Japan's obligations; further, that it followed naturally 

the instructions which he had received from his Govern
ment to say: "The territory belongs to Manchukuo and
the Japanese Army might take measures ensuing from

3
these obligations." In the course of the interview,
PHIGEMITSU pointed out that both the Russian and Chinese
texts of the Hunchun Border Protocol indicated that the

4
west coast of the lake was the border. As to the map 
which Litvinov produced, SHIGEMITSU replied that he 
could not tell whether it was false or authentic, he 
had never seen- it before, it had never been published, 
it did not correspond with the text of the Hunchun

1. Ex. 2633, tr. 22,807
2. Ex. 2633, tr. 22,816. 22,817
3. Ex. 2633, tr. 22,805
4. Ex. 2633, tr. 22,810

>1
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Border Protocol, and that when the time came to demar-
1

cate the border, all maps should be considered. Lit
vinov said that he did not know whether the map had

2
been published or not. General UGAKI testified that 
he did not think that the map had been published.
The basis for the Japanese-Manchukuoan claim that the 
border ran along the west shore of the lake has been

4
outlined in the General Summation on the Russian Phase 
and will not be repeated here. But there is no reason 
to doubt that the demand made by SHIGEMITSU was made 
in good faith, that it was based on the information 

which he had received from his Government, that he had 
no reason to disbelieve it, that it was based on the 
Japanese contention regarding the border, and that he 
was, as Ambassador, following the instructions of his

5
Government. 'He contend that the contention of his 
Government was correct, but v/hether it was or not was 
not for him to ‘judge. He was in Moscow, not at Chang- 

ku-feng. He necessarily had to depend on the informa
tion given him by his Government and to follow its 
instruction. No Government could operate if its Am-

1. Fx. 2633, tr. 2?,8l6
2. Foe. 2633, tr. 22,812
3. Tr. 23,903
4. Defense summation H-12
5. Fee pros, summation K-4 quoted, footnote 1, para. 3 

this summation.
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bassador was held responsible for the truth of the 
information supplied him by his Government or the 
correctness of its contention or if he assumed to judge 
either.

29. The spirit behind his statements was 
clear: Withdraw troops, which are the potential cause
of fighting, and then settle the border after tran
quility had been restored. Litvinov throughout the 
interview claimed that the hill, not just the western
slope, was the territory of Soviet Russia, and rejected 

1
the demand.

1. Fx. 754, tr. 7,762; ex. 2638, tr. 22,859-60
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30. Th- Government at Tokyo decided to take
an entirely defensive position. Troops vhich had
taken up this position vere in fact withdrawn on

2
the 23th of July.

1̂, How fighting broke out has been out-
3lined in the General Summation, There is no evidence

that it was ordered or caused by any action of
this defendant. He con:.anded no troops. He v;as

«

not in a position to authorize to give anyone orders. 
There is no evidence that it was caused by him, 
nor that any Message from him had anything to do 
with the con encenent of hostilities. There is 
no evidence that it was permitted by hin. He 
had no authority to command or control, under which 
he could permit. It cannot be argued that any war 
was initiated by him. Wars are not initiated by 
two diplomats, each'representing his country's 
claims, conferring tèn days prior to any fighting \ 
and far from the scene of hostilities, and in 
bHIGLwITSU's case, far from Tokyo, the seat of his 
Government.

23
24

1'.
2.

Ex. 2622, Tr. 22,586, Ex. 30Q3, Tr. 22,717, 
2 3 ,8 8 6, 2 3 '-388, Ex. 3908, Tr. 3 8 ,8 5 0  
Ex. 2622, Tr. 22,588, Ex. 26o8, Tr. 22,717, 
Ex. 2 6 2 8 . Tr. 38,850 
Defense Eun. xtion H-l825 3
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32. After hostilities broke out, his efforts
were devoted to ending them. His next interview
with' Litvinov was on 4 August 1933. He began it
with the statement: "In accordance with instructions
received, he had to make a report regarding the border 

1
incident," that he proposed "immediate cessation of

hostilities on both sides and settling of the matter
in diplomatic negotiations," and said that the
Japanese Government was prepared to embark upon

2
concrete negotiations. Litvinov rejected the pro
posal, saying that it v/as impossible, while fighting
was going on, to consider peaceful settlement of\
the problem, that first of all the inviolability of
the boundary as claimed by Soviet Russia must be 

3
guaranteed. SHIGEMITSU replied that the proposal
related only to the cessation of hostilities, that
the juridical questions regarding the border should
be considered later, that even the Soviet contention
that the boundary p a s s e d  over the summit did not give

A
it the right to occupy the entire hill. Again the 
spirit behind the proposal of the Japanese Govern

ment made by SHIGEMITSU v/as clear: end hostilities,
1. Ex. 2635, Tr. 22,826
2. Ex. 2635, Tr. 22,826
3. Ex. 2635, Tr. 22,826, 22,827
4. Ex. 263?, Tr «—22,831 --------------------------

I

/

*
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then settle the border. At no time during this
interview or any other did he demand that Japan's

clains be satisfied as a prerequisite for the cessa-
1

tion of hostilities. Instead, Litvinov demanded
that all Russian claims be acceded to before cessa-

2
tion of hostilities-.

33, The prosecution's summation admits:
"On August 6, 19385 Zaozernaya (Changlcufeng) Hill
was cleared of Japanese troops by regular troops of

3
the Soviet Army." This was affirmed by Litvinov
in the next interview with SHIGEMITSU on 7 August
1938 during which he stated: '‘Japanese troops were

4
forced to evacuate Soviet territory," and again: 
"According to my information there were no longer

5
any Japanese troops in Soviet territory." We do 
not admit of course that Japanese troops were ever 
in Soviet territory, but it is significant that, 
despite his statement that there were no longer 
Japanese troops on Russian territory, Litvinov 
again refused to agree to a cessation of hostilities.

34. The final interview between the two
men during the course of the incident took place on
10 August 1938. At this interview SHIGEMITSU said

1. Pros. Summation SS-34 4. Ex. 2638, T. 22,855
~2~.— Exr.-g635, Tr. 22,826---- — Ex . 2638, ??,856 
3. bb-9

- '
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then settle the border, At no title during this
interview or any other did he demand that Japan's
claims be satisfied as a prerequisite for the cessa-

1
tion of hostilities. Instead, Litvinov demanded
that all Russian claims be acceded to before cessa-

2
tion of hostilities*

33* The prosecution's summation admits:,
"On August 6, 1938, Zaozernaya (Changkufeng) Hill

was cleared of Japanese troops by regular troops of
3the Soviet Army." This was affirmed by Litvinov

in the next interview Y/ith SHIGEMITSU on 7 August
1938 during which he stated: "Japanese troops were

4
forced to evacuate Soviet territory," and again: 
"According to my information there were no longer

5
any Japanese troops in Soviet territory." We do
not admit of course that Japanese troops were ever

in Soviet territory, but it is significant that,
despite his statement that there were no longer
Japanese troops on Russian territory, Litvinov
again refused to agree to a cessation of hostilities.

34. The final interview between the two
men during the course of the incident took place on
10 August 1938. At this interview SHIGEMITSU said

1. Pros. Summation SS-34 4. Ex. 2638, T. 22,855
± 1— Ex . 2635, Tr. 22,826----5-—
3. bh-o
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that the danger of hostilities was •’ue to the fact

that the troops of both countries stood opposite each
1

other in one line, the very danger v/hich he had 

envisaged and to which he had called attention in 

the first interview he had with Litvinov on 20 

July. He proposed that cessation of military activi

ties be accompanied by withdrawal of the troops of 

both sides from that line, so that, after fighting 

had ceased and the border country was calm, it would.

be possible to proceed to the demarcation of the 
2

border. This Litvinov refused, stating that no 

Russian troops would, be withdrawn; he insisted in

stead on the unilateral withdrawal of Japanese 
3

troops. To this, in order to end the fighting,
4*

SHIGEMITSU agreed. Later, as a result of a direct

ive from the Kremlin, Litvinov says in his diary:

"I had decided not to insist on the necessity, for 

justice' sake, for the Japaiese troops to retreat
5

one kilometer," SHIGEMITSU accepted this final 
6

proposal, and on the following day an agreement

for cessation of hostilities on that basis was signed
7

by SHIGEMITSU and Litvinov, and later, forces of
8

both sides were withdrawn.

1. Ex. 2716a , Tr. 23,906 5. Ex. 2716d , Tr. 23,911
2. Ex. 2716A, Tr. 23,906 6. Ex. 2639, Tr. 22.869
3. Ex. 2716-0, Tr. 23,909 7. Ex. 273, Tr. 22,875-6
4-w Ex. 27-I6IV Tr-*-23,910 __Ex. 2641, Tr. 22,878
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35. In our General Summation we have argued 
that, since this matter was settled by this agree
ment between the two countries involved without any 
demand fdr punishment and later a Neutrality Pact 
was signed between them, that should end the matter.

! We have also argued that this was a border incident,
2

not a war. I shall not repeat those arguments 
here. But even if the Tribunal decides that this 
was a war, we submit that there is no evidence that 
the accused SHIGEMITSU took any part in planning, 

i preparing, initiating, or waging it. He was neither
I

I in Tokyo nor at the scene of the fighting. He neither 
commanded nor controlled any troops fighting in it. 
There is no evidence that he took any part in any 
decision regarding it. He had no authority to order, 
authorize, or permit. He was a diplomat acting 

under instructions. Furthermore, the record of these 
interviews shows that he devoted his efforts to pre
venting the outbreak of hostilities, then after the 
com.iencement, to end rather than continue them.

36. Later, negotiations were started for
the formation of a commission to mark the boundary.
In its Summation, the prosecution says that SHIGE-
jiilTSU only then consented to recognize the Hunchun

1 .Defense Summation H-8
__? .Defense Sommation H-8, H-20._______________________
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Border Protocol and the map attached thereto as
basic documents for the delimitation of the border
line, thus admftting that he was wrong and. that his

demands had been unlawful. The Japanese conten ion

that the border was the west side of Lake Khasan was
at all times based, on its interpretation of the
Hunchun Border Protocol. It ha^ fron the first
interview recognized it as a basic document; had, in

2
fact, based its claim on its interpretation of it. 
SHIGLxilTSU had stated at the first interview that

3
that map should be considered as vrell as other naps, 
and, at these later interviews after figiting ceased, 
he did not ad,mi- that the Japanese concention was 
wrong, otherwise here would, have been no reason

i
for the formation of a commission. In the interview
on 21 August 1938, he insisted, that other materials be i

4 '
taken into consideration. Again on 31 August he J
said that his understanding was that the commission

5
would consider other material and Litvinov agreed.
The understanding therefore was tiat the Hunchun !

i
Border .'rotocol was a oasic document, its interpre
tation v ould. be decided by the commission together 
with that or other materials which might be submitted.

1. SS-11 4. Lx. 2643, Tr. 22,905 1
2. Ex. 2633, Tr. 22,310 5. Ix. 2646, Tr. 22,915
3. Ex. 2633, Tr. 22,807
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_____________________________________________ 1.__________
37» The prosecution in its summation says

that after the Lake iChasan Inci.-.ent, SHIGEi^ITSU could
not remain as Japanese Ambassador in i.oscow, the
implication being that he had become persona non
grata. There is no evidence of this in the Record.
In fact, the evidence is directly to the contrary.
Foreign minister UGAKI testified that his transfer
to London was a promotion, that he had heard from no

one in Russia nor from anyone else that the Soviet
Union did not desire him to remain as Ambassador, nor
that that country was dissatisfied v'ith his work. He
testified: "I know that he had done his best to carry
out the policy of the Government to remain at peace
with the So’1 iet Union, and that he had been success-

2
ful and. therefore recommended his promotion." He
further testified that the persons most responsible
for the peaceful settlement of the incident v/ere

3SHIGEjJITSU and himself.
38. I submit that there is no evidence 

against this defendant on the Counts involving Russia, 

Counts 17, 25, 35 and. 52.

1. Prosecution Summation SS-12
2. Ex. 2715, Tr. 2 3 , 8 7 1
3. Tr. 23,903
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Ambassador to Great Britain
39» The accused was appointed Ambassador

1
to Great Britain in September 1938. He had been
recommended for the promotion^by General UGAKI, the

2
Foreign Minister.

40. While still Ambassador in moscow, he
expressed to his American colleague Joseph E. Davies
his eagerness to prevent war in China spreading into

3
conflict between Japan and the United States.

41. His efforts while Ambassador to main
tain good relations between Great Britain and Japan 
and to avoid rather than plan war are shown in many 
documents, submitted in his defense, which I shall 
mention later. The prosecution, however, cites 
certain telegrams which they argue éfrov/ him to have 
been an adherent of aggression. I shall analyze 
these documents, since in my. submis-sion they show 
that he was striving to prevent the war in Europe 
from spreading to East Asia, to keep the peace.

42. First is a telegram from SHIGIiuIISU
4

to Foreign minister ARITA dated 23-iuarch 1940. In 
this message written before Oer-many started its 
intensive warfare on the western front, the Ambassador
1. Ex. No. 123, Tr. 776 4.. .Ex. 1016, Tr. 9674-82
2. Ex. No. 2715, Tr. 23,871
3» .'-X. No. ?54o,- Tr. 34,508_________________________

r 'V .
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was reporting a conversation with R. A. Butler, 

Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs. He tells Butlers 
"It must be a matter of congratulation if some com
promise can be found between the new Central Govern
ment and the Chungking Government." Butler in reply 
says that he hopes the new government will be success
ful and that the British Government in settling the
Tientsin problem is expressing her desire to be of 

2
service. Later SHIGEMITSU tells Butler that the

authorities of both countries should strive for
3

collaboration and conquer every difficulty. Butler
says that SH CG EMITS U has outlined a large picture
of the international relations of the world and that

4
he is of the same opinion, I submit that in this 
telegram SHIGEiûITSU is shown performing the normal 
functions of an Ambassador, that it shows no plans 
for war, but rather a desire for good relations be
tween the country which he represents and the country 

to which he is accredited.
5

43. The prosecution next quotes a part
of a sentence from a telegram sent by SHIGFiilTSU to

6
Foreign Minister ARITA dated May 13, 1940, and says
1. Tr. 96£6 6. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9683
2. Tr. 9677
3. Ex. IOI6, Tr. 9679
4. Ex. IOI6, Tr. 9680
5. SE-12, Tr. 9635
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t h a t  h e  u r g e s  t h e  l a t t e r  t o  " a p p l y  o u r  n a t i o n a l

p o l i c i e s  f o r  C h i n a  a n d  t h e  S o u t h  S e a s  i n  a c c o r d a n c e

w i t h  t h e  p o l i c y  t o  m a k e  o u r  s i t u a t i o n  i n  E a s t  A s i a

f i r m  a n d  s t a b l e . "  T h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  o m i t t e d  t h e  f i r s t

p a r t  o f  t h e  s e n t e n c e .  I n c l u d i n g  i t ,  t h i s  s e n t e n c e

r e a d s :  " T a k i n g  i n t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  t h e  s u p e r i o r i t y

o f  G e r m a n y  o n  l a n d ,  t h a t  o f  B r i t a i n  a n d  F r a n c e  a t

s e a ,  v :e  h a v e  t o  a p p l y  o u r  n a t i o n a l  p o l i c i e s  f o r

C h i n a  a n d  t h e  S o u t h  S e a s  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e

p o l i c y  t o  m a k e  o u r  s i t u a t i o n  i n  E a s t  A s i a  f i r m  a n d  
1

s t a b l e . "  I  s u b m i t  t h a t  t h i s  s h o w s  n o  p l a n n i n g  o f  

w a r  a g a i n s t  t h e  g r e a t  n a v a l  p o w e r s ,  b u t  i n s t e a d  

r e c o m m e n d s  a g a i n s t  w a r .  T h e  t e l e g r a m  t a k e n  a s  a  

w h o l e  m a k e s  t h i s  e v e n  m o r e  c l e a r .  H e  p r e d i c t s  t h a t  

e v e n  a f t e r  t h e  o c c u p a t i o n  o f  t h e  c o a s t  l i n e s  o f  

H o l l a n d  a n d  B e l g i u m ,  w h i c h  a p p a r e n t l y  h a s  n o t  y e t  

b e e n  c o m p l e t e d ,  H i t l e r  w i l l  n o t  s t o p  b u t  t h e  s c a l e  

o f  w a r f a r e  w i l l  i n c r e a s e ,  a  p r e d i c ; i o n  w h i c h  w a s ,  

o f  c o u r s e ,  t r u e ;  t h a t  J a p a n  m u s t  b e  p r e p a r e d  f o r  

a l l  p o s s i b l e  e v e n t u a l i t i e s  a n d  s h o u l d ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  

s t a t e  h e r  P o l i c y .  H e  r e c o m m e n d s  t h r e e  p r i n c i p l e s :

C l )  J a p a n  s h a l l  n o t  c h a n g e  t h e  s t a t u s  o u o ;  ( 2 )  t h a t  

n o  c o u n t r y  e i t h e r  b e l l i g e r e n t  o r  n e u t r a l  s h a l l  i n t e r -

1. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9685-6
2. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9684

«h*- ■ i sssaw füttMI-v“—
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fere with the status quo; and (3) that the interests 
of the natives of the South Seas be the primary 
consideration, In view of Japan*s relations with 
the United States, Soviet Union and belligerent 
countries he recommends urgently conciliation be
tween the Wang Ching-wei Government and the Chiang
Kai-shek Government and betv/cen the Chiang Kai-shek

2
Government and Japan regardless of conditions. He 

✓
points out that even if Germany’s success on land is 
decisive, the naval power of Britain and France will

I
remain strong so that, even if France was over
whelmed, the war v/ill not end, that the victory of 
Germany would solidify the unity of Britain and 
France even in defeat, and that if Hitler's success 
on land is kept in check, the power of those two

3
nations will remarkably rally, I submit that all
these predictions were true, and that the policy he
advocated was a policy opposed to the spread of war
to East Asia rather than one of planning war,

4
44, The prosecution then quotes excerpts ( 

from SHIGELtilTSU*s telegram to ARITA of liay 25, 1940.
This telegram was written after the trend of battle
1. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9684
2. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9685
3. Ex. 1017, Tr. 9685
4. SS-13
5. Ex. 1018, Tr. 9687________________

25
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had become clear. He speaks of the firm resolution
of both Britain and Prance, but states that Japan
must be prepared to cope v/ith the situation if these
two great powers which occupy so much of the Far
East are defeated, leaving Japan as the only great
power in the Far East. I submit that this was a
problem which any Japanese diplomat must necessarily

consider and report to his chief. His recommendations
are made "In order to prevent the v/ar to spread into 

1
East Asia," They include the withdrawal of bellig

erent troops from China and the three-hundred miles 
principle which had already been advocated for the 
Western hemisphere. He recommends that all this be
done by diplomatic procedure rather than under the

2
pressure of military side or of public opinion.
As a Japanese diplomat, he recommends the strenghen- 
ing of the Japanese diplomatic foundations by peace
ful means in preparation for the ending of the war. 
Here again I say he is recommending measures which 
he believes will prevent the spread of war, rather 
than planning war.

, 345. The prosecution in its summation»
quotes excerpts from his telegram to ARITA dispatched
1. Ex. 1013, Tr. 9689
2. Ex. 1018, Tr. 9690

-3 -.— S S -1 4 ---------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
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The conquering country »vas Germany• Therefore he states
that if the districts of East Asia and the {<outh heas
should be owned bv another great power, Jaran might be
driven to risk war with that country and the stability

1
of East Asia would deteriorate. I submit that this
refers to Germany, the conquering country. He says
that the British Empire h->s made it clear that she will
continue the war even if France should succumb, that
she shows confidence with regard to anv invasion of
England by Germany and that it is evident that this
invasion cannot be as easily carried out as in the 

2
case of France, * He soys, however, that it is evident
that even after the war the influence of Europe in the
East will be lessened and t^at Japon must take this into
consideration in defining her general position in East
Asia.^ I submit that this was only a prediction and
•that the events that have followed have shown its truth.

He states that the districts of Greater East Asia should
4

not be exploited as plantations , and I submit that this
is the natural and .justifiable attitude of an Oriental,
The important part of* the telegram is his recommendation

that Japan st«te its foreign policy to be, that "Japan
1. Ex. T’o. 1019, Tr. 9,693
?. Ex. No. 1019, Tr. 9,693
3. Ex. No. 1019, Tr. 0,693
4. Ex. No 101O Tr. 9,6?2
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is gravely concerned with the stability of East Asia, 
including the fouth vceas, and is resolved that the
spread of European War must be prevented, and is taking

!
policy to exclude the conditions destructive to said
stability and to prevent those which nnv be destructive."
X submit that this is grave counsel against the spread
of war rather than planning war.

246. In its Summation , the prosecution auotes
from the message from ambassador SHIGEHITSU to Foreign

3Minister KaTPUOKA of «upust 5, 1940 . The telegram is 
addressed to a man who favors an outright alliance with 
Germany and is in a position to bring it about and 
PHTGEMITSU is recommending such a policy not be adopted.
He urges that Jaran instead of entering into any allianc 
with Germany adopt a policy under which she will retain 
independence of action. He points out that, while Soviet 
Russia is at that time following a parallel policv with 
Germany, she retains the right to compromise with Britain, 
He points out that the policies of Britain n^d America 
are not Joint but parallel policies, and that the mannejr 
in which they are applied will depend on Japan's attitijde 
He savsî "If wo carry out our Greater East Asia polie

1. Ex 1019, Tr. 9,692
2. PS-13, h’F-14
3. Ex. 1023, Tr. 9,712
4. Ex. 1023, mr. 9,714 - 9,715

b

/
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jli.1. t h  a  t o p  o n a b l e  f a i r  a n d  s q u a r e  a t t i t u d e ,  wo n a v  p r o p e r -  

2 j . y  e x p e c t  A n g l o - A m e r i c a n  r k  Y r u c t i e n s  t o  b e  r e m o v e d . " ' * '

3 i î e  w a r n s  a g a i n s t  p o w e r f u l  m o v e m e n t s  w h i c h  w o u l d  t h r o w

4

5

6

7

8 

9

10

11
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13

f a r a n  i n t o  c o n f l i c t  w i t h  B r i t a i n  a n d  A m e r i c a ,  w h i c h

w o u l d  e x p a n d  t h e  C h i n a  I n c i d e n t  i n t o  w o r l d  w a r .  Ho s a y s

o n e  o f  t h e s e  i s  a  m o v e m e n t  t o  d r a w  J a p a n  i n t o  c o n f l i c t

b y  m a k i n g  J a * p a n  p r o v o k e  B r i t a i n  a n d  A m e r i c a ,  H e r e  a g a i n

h e  f e a r s  t h e  s p r e a d  o f  w a r  t o  H a s t  A s i a  a n d  w a r n s  a g a i n s t  
2

i t .  I n  r e g a r d  t o  C h i n ' 1  2 3,  h e  s n v s ,  " I  b e l i e v e  t h a t  t o

s h o w  a  l i b e r a l  m i n d e d  a t t i t u d e  t o w a r d  s e t t l i n g  t h e  C h i n a  

p r o b l e m  e x i  r e s s e s  n o t  w e a k n e s s  b u t  s t r e n g t h  o n  o u r  p a r t .  

T h e n  h e  s o v s :  " I n  v i e w  o f  o u r  h i g h  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  p o s i t i o n

„3
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i t  w o u l d  b e  i m p r o p e r  f o r  u s  t o  b e  v i c t i m i z e d  b v  o t h e r

c o u n t r i e s ,  n o t  t o  s t o r k  o f  a d o p t i n g  a n  a t t i t u d e  o f
4

s u p p l i c a t i o n  o r  s u b o r d i n a t i o n , "  A n d  t h i s ,  I  s u b m i t ,  

c a n  o n l v  a p n l v  t c  G e r m a n y  f o r  b e  f o l l o w s  i t  w i t h  a  s t a t e - ;  

m e n t  t h a t  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r v  t o  i m p r o v e  J a p a n e s e  r e l a t i o n s  

w i t h  t h e  P o u l e t  U n i o n  a n d  t o  p r o c e e d  w i t h  s c r u p u l o u s  

c o n s i d e r a t i o n  a n d  p r u d e n c e  i n  J a p a n e s e  r e l a t i o n s  w i t h

5 1
G r e a t  B r i t a i n  a n d  A m e r i c a .  E v e n  i n  h i s  r e f e r e n c e  t o  ;

6 !
t h e  s m a l l e r  n a t i o n s ,  o n e  o f  w h i c h  h a v i n g  , 1 u s t  b e e n  (l
c o n q u e r e d  b v  G e r m a n y ,  g r a v e l y  a f f e c t i n g  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  o f  j

1. Ex. 1021, T. 9,715 4. Ex. 1023, T. 9,716*
2. Ex. 1023, T. 9,715 5. Ex. 1023, Q,7l6
3. Ex. 1023, T. 0,715 6. Ex. 1023. 9,71325
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jbhe Far East, and whoso colonies were therefore in danger 
|>f being claimed bv her, I submit there is no recomnenc-t»
ation for war. Certainlv there is no evidence of any 
planning of war, of use of force to carrv out national 
poliev, rather the r e v e r s e .  He did not occupy any 
position in which such plans could be made. He took part 
in no conferences in v;M.ch decisions were made. He 
recommended against an alliance with Gernanv since by 
entering into alliance with Germany, Japan would lose 
her freedom cf action to reach an adjustment with the 
Western Powers.

47. His recommendations were not followed. In 
signing the Tripartite Pact on 27 hertomber 1940 Japan,

14
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bv entering into an alliance, gave up her right to act 
independently of Germany, to reach an understanding with 
Great Britain and the United rtntes inconsistent with 
that Pact, the very thing he feared and warned against# 

48. During the succeeding months, he sent and 
received many telegrams, seme of which have bpon offered 
in evidence and none of which is consistant with jlans 
or proTaraticns for war. We may be certain if there 
had been any such telegrams, the prosecution would have 
produced them. The message from Foreign Secretary Eden 
to MLiThUOKA of 7 February 1941 was forwarded saying 
that Japan, because of her advantageous geographical

I .

I!

i

1»_ Ex. Fo. 1023. T. 9,712, 9,713, 9,716
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position, should renain aloof fron the war, particularly

after four years of the China Incident; that England is

not decadent, that she had the unlimited support of the

United States; that since the crisis of the bombing of

London in September, her power had increased and she
2

would not be defeated, Again Prime Minister Churchill 

message to the Jar.anese Government, 24 February 1941, 

was forwarded, in which Ur. Churchill said that even 

now His Majesty's Government feels well assured of theii 

ability to maintain themselves against all comers, and 

thev have every reason to hope that within a few months 

thev will, with rapidly increasing supplv of materials

which is coning from the United States, be overwhelming^.
3 PHIGEUITSU in two telegrams, one disratched

4 . . _  _ . 3
strong,

24 February 1941 ’ and the other 25 February'7 reported 

Churchill's conversât:ions with him on the 24th, in whicii 

the Prime Minister said that the British had a firm 

resolution for prosecution of the war and that it would 

end in victory on the side Britain, I mention thesej 

because they were also SHIGEUrTsU's ^wn views. He brouightU|gt

back that verv message to his government when he returned 

to Tokyo in June of the same year. He himself had beeri

1. Ex. 10^9, T. 9,785
2. T. 9,787
?. Ex. 1049, *. 9,823

4. Ex. 1048, T. 9,819
5. Ex. 10^1, T. Q,828
6. Fie. 1048, T. 9*819;

Ex. 1051, T. 9831

i ■
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in London during the crisis of the war and knew what
survival of the crisis meant.

49o Tho evidence of the men who knew him in
London shows his feeling with regard to his country's
signing the Tripartite Pact and his efforts, despite it,
to maintain good relations with Great Britain» The day

1
after tho Pact was signed Hillman , the head of the
International News Service in Europe, ’talked with him
and found him annoyed and depressed by the conclusion
of the Pact, of which ho bad been given only half-dav's
notice. But he intended to remain in London as long as
possible in order to mitigate the effects of the Pact

2
and by diplomacy to prevent its be>inp implemented.

50. The statement of Lord Hankey, Member of
Mr. Churchill's Cabinet, outlines some of these efforts.
Earlv in September 1940, before the Pact was signed,
PKIGEHIT&'U conferred with Lord Hankey, Lord Lloyd, Chaiif-4
nan of the British Council, General Piggott and others 
regarding the deterioration of Anglo-Japanese relations 
It was proposed that an official British mission headed 
by a minister of cabinet rank should visit Tokyo to mak^ 
the British case better known and to counter the propa*- 
ganda of Nazi visitors in Japan. Viscount Halifax,

1. Ex, 3551, T. 34,533-4
3 .  F.ï.# 3 54 7 Î Î I  34 \ 511
4 . Ex. 3548, T . 34 ,51 2

w
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Secretary of btato for Foreign Affairs, had at proved 
these ta]>se But the plan for this official mission 
was dropped because of the signing of the Tripartite 
Pact a few dnvs later on September 27. Next it was 
proposed that instead of sending a government mission, 
a mission headed by Lord Hankey be sent bv the British 
Council, Lord Lloyd undertook to report this proposal 
to the Foreign Office, Since relations continued to 
deteriorate, the opportunity for the visit passed,"1’
The talk then centered around Mr. ITATBUOKA’s pending 
visit to Berlin and Rone in the spring of 1941, tho 
bad effect tsat it had on British public opinion and 
the dangers that Japan might pass from passive to active 
membership in the Axis. SHIGEÎ-ITSU expressed the opinion 
that even if the mission could net go to Japan it would 
be useful to send influential British citizens to explain 
the Allied situation to Japan, to emphasize the import
ance of recent victories in the Mediterranean and to 
counter the continuous contacts between Germanv and Japan. 
It was proposed that MAT^UOKA be persuaded to come to
London to counteract the effects of his visit to Berlin 

2and Rone, Lord Hankey then urged that the Ambassador 
meet MATsUOKA at some neutral point in Europe, preferably

1. T. 34,513-4 
? 7 "T . 34,517
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Sv/itzorland. Lord Hankey app.ealed direct to tho Prime 
Minister for priority passage for hin but the diffi
culties of transport across war-torn Europe fron Lisbon 
to Berne made it impossible for the Ambassador to reach
IIATtUOKA. before his return to Tokvo.^ General Piggott

2
in his statement describes PHIGE!i!IT.'-U,s positive
attitude; he urged that they not await developments,
but counterattack. Lord frenpill In his affidavit tells
of his talks with tHIGEUITrU about this trip and of
^HIGEMITMJ1 s desire to advise I-̂ ToTJOICA against closer
cooperation with the Axis. PHIGEUITPU was to take with
him a number c f  points which Prime Minister Churchill
wanted to put to the Japanese Foreign Minister and Lord
^ennill describes MtEGEMITtU’s obvious enthusiasm ever

3this important and effective material. R. A. Butler,
former Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs, identifies
these points as Exhibit 1062, and states that Mr.
i^HIGEMIT^U was selected as a representative to bring

4them before ILiTt-UOKA. In this letter, setting forth 
these questions,' the Prime Minister sa^s: "From the
answers to these Questions nay string the avoidance by- 
Japan of a serious catastrophe and a marked improvement

1. ?. 34,516 - 34,520
2. Ex. 3518, T. 34,522
3. Ex. ^549, T. 34,525- - a— r v .  v ^ o ,  T .  5 a  « P Q _ _ _ _

ïy.'îssj ... f.
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between Japan and Great Britain, the groat seapower of 
1the west." X ask the Tribunal to read that prophetic

letter. No 'vase statesman could have read it without
thinking; "Will it not be disastrous in the end for us
to tie our fortunes to Germany and Italy, should we not
keep the reace with th« Western Powers?" hHIGETIThU
would not h a ve  wanted to carry then unless he had desired
Japan tô avoid active collaboration with the axis and
remain at peace with Britain. The verv nature of the
letter sh'mvs the good faith of the messenger selected
to deliver it. It carried with, it a not« of warning
that, due to Japan's accession to the Tripartite Pact,
the United t-tates was pore likely to pnter the war, that

.

the Axis had passed its peak of strength. It was the j
verv message that ^HIGGMITMJ brought back with him j

I

when he returned to Tokyo that summer; Britain had net 
been defeated and would not be defeated, America’s aid 
would increase, with that great material aid the issue 
was not in doubt, that Japan should not become involved 
in war with these tw« countries, but settle her differ
ences with them and remain at peace. It was good prac
tical advice which it was bored would be effective in

25
Tokyo during that spring and summer of 1941 

1* Ex. 1062, T. 9,871
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51o His offerts wore not confined to govern
ment circles* he used the press. At his suggestion 
H. A. Gwynne of the Morning Post, editor of one of the 
créât London dailies, ran leading articles pointing out 
that the war partv was losing for Japan the friendly 
feeling of Britain which dated from the 1914-lal8 ”far. 
The very quality of the men with whom he dealt contra
dicts any suggestion that he was misleading them or 
that they were being taken in. They had all had the 
utmost experience in world affairs. They were all great 
ratriets. T. V. Soong, Lord Killearn, Nelson Johnson, 
Powell in China, Davies in Russia, Kennedv, Lord Hankey, 
Lord Lloyd, Ptggott, Butler, Gwynne, Winston Churchill 
in Britain —  does anvone think they could have been 
taken in? Would he have selected T. V, Poong in 1931» 
Lord Hankey and Lord Lloyd as persons to go on missions 
to maintain g^od relations with his country if he had 
not wanted such good relations?

52. If any further proof of his good faith is 
needed, it is found in what he said and did when he 
returned to his own country in the summer of 1941, for, 
despite the fact that he was back among his countrymen 
and there was great resentment there against the nation 
from which he had cone so that his attitude could not 
-----1. Ex. 3 3 4 , 5 3 6 - 3 4 , 5 3 0 ---------------------
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53. KIDO, in his Diary entry of 23 July 1941,
tells of SHIGELIITSU1 s report to the Emperor a few days
after his arrival in Tokyo. Ho told the Emperor of
the determination of Mr. Churchill and the British
people to win the war despite the defeat at Dunkirk,
the very statement that Mr. Churchill made when he

1
conferred with him in London in February. On September
25» 1941, he told KIDO of the firm determination of
Britain and America. Ko pleaded that Japan should
settle axl outstanding problems with America and that
Japanese-Americon diplomatic relations should be ad- 

2
justed. On many occasions he told KILO that, from his
experiences in Europe, Japan should not become involved

3in the European War.
54. Lots in August cr early September, 1941, 

he conferred with General MDTO, telling him that there 
was no likelihood of Britain's losing the war, that 
there would be no collapse of Britain, that the United 
States would seriously assist her and that no one must
fail to take into consideration the great natural

4
strength of America. Most important and significant 
is his report to his chief, the Foreign Minister, i.d-

5mirai TOYODa . I quote from his affidavit:
1. T. 31,213
2. T. 31,217
3. T. 31,231

4. T. 33,173
5_*_. Ex. 3 554. T._ 34,541
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have been very popular, he consistently advised that 

Great Britain and America were determined and invincible 

and that Japan should not make them her enemies in war* 

He arrived in Tokyo about 20 Julv 1941, and had many 

talks v/ith sir Robert Craigie, British Ambassador to 

Japan, and now member of the United Nations War Crimes 

C o m ission. He told Sir Robert that he had returned on 

leave because he believed that he could do more in Tokyo 

than in London to arrest the deterioration in Japan's 

relations with the Western Powers.^- sHIGKI'ITSU,

Admiral TOYODA, the Foreign Minister, and Sir Robert 

met at a tirio when a critical stage had been reached 

in the Washington negotiations and SHIGEHITPU urged 

the British Government play its part in averting a 

breakdown. Later, at Mr. bHIGEMITSU's request, Mr. 

YOSKIDA, former Ambassador and recently Premier, asked 

Sir Robert for suggestions for ending the deadlock in 

regard to Indo-China; but Sir Robert was precluded by 

his instructions from taking any official part.

25
1. Ex. 3555, T. 34,546
2. T. 34,547
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53. ICIDO, in his Diary entry of 23 July 1941,
tells of SHIGEMITSU's report to the Emperor a few days
after his arrival in Tokyo, He told the Emperor of
the determination of Mr, Churchill and the British
people to win the war despite the defeat at Dunkirk,
the very statement that Mr. Churchill made when he

1
conferred with him in London in February. On September
25, 1941, he told KIBC of the firm determination of

¥
Britain and America, He pleaded that Japan should
settle ail outstanding problems with America and that
Japanese-American diplomatic relations should be ad- 

2
justed. On many occasions he told KILO that, from his
experiences in Europe, Japan should not become involved

3in the European War.
54, Late in August 02- early September, 1941, 

he conferred with General MÜTO, telling him that there 
was no likelihood of Britain's losing the war, that 
there would be nc collapse of Britain, that the United 
States would seriously assist her and that no one must
fail to take into consideration the great natural

4
strength of America. Most important and significant 
is his report to his chief, the Foreign Minister, u<X-

5mirai TOYODa . I quote from his affidavit:
1. T. 31,213 
.2, T. 31,217
3. T. 31,231

4. T. 33,173
5. Ex. 3554. T, 34.541

/.\
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"In his report to me which was oral about —  
the European situation, he particularly empha
sized the fact that Great Britain would never 
be defeated in the war with Germany, and he stated 
his opinion that Japan should in no case be in
volved in any war, and that the negotiations 
then under way with the United States should 
by all means be brought to a successful end."

55» It is significant that although the de
fendant was in Tokyo for the five months before Pearl 
Harbor, and is accused of being a member of the general
conspiracies he is not charged on any of the counts

2 3 
with initiating any war nor with conspiring to murder
anyone on that fateful day.

56. I submit that there is no evidence 
against this defendant on Counts 1, 4, 5, 7 to 16,

23 and 29.
PRISONERS OF VAJt

57. The defendant became Foreign Minister on
20 April 1943 and occupied that office until 13 April 
1945. During the period many protests were received 
from neutral powers representing the Allied countries, 
which may be divided into two categories: (1) Allega
tions thft atrocities had been committed by Japanese
1. Counts 1, 4 and 5 3. Counts 37,39
2. Counts 39-43
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troops or that prisoners of wrr had been subjected to 
maltreatment or neglect, and (2) Requests for permis
sion to inspect camps and requests to interview pris
oners without the presence of a guard. The proof al
leged against this defendant is that he made answers

m
to these protests, that the statements in these answers
were false, and that he denied permission to visit
camps and to interview prisoners without the presence
of a guard. It is submitted, however, that in order
to prove its case against this defendant, if Count
55 alleges a crime punishable under the Charter, and

1
we have argued that it does not, the prosecution must* 
prove beyond all. reasonable doubt that he with others 
deliberately and recklessly disregarded their legal 
,duty to take adequate steps to secure observance and 
to prevent breaches of the laws of war, and that as a 
direct result atrocities were committed or tha*t pris
oners of war were neglected or maltreated. We submit 
that no such proof has been produced.

58. In order to have some duty with respect 

to atrocities committed during operations or for neg
lect "or maltreatment of prisoners of v/ar, it must be »
proved that this defendant had the legal duty and the 
power of command by which he could command or forbid 

—3r*— Geunt 55 of tho Ind-iotment------------------- ------

V

i i
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and it is submitted that he had none; he was a civilian 
and, of course, commanded no troops either engaged in 
operations or in charge of internment or custody of 

prisoners of war.
59# Troops engaged in operations were under 

the command of the army Commanders who in turn were 
under the jurisdiction of the Chief of the Army General 
Staff. Prisoners of war from the time of capture until 
they were delivered to internment camps were’ in the' 
custody of such Army Commanders. Responsibility for 
their custody from the date of their internment was 
the responsibility of the Minister of War. The Imper
ial Ordinance on Prisoner-ef-War Internment camps pro- 

2
vides in part:

"Article 1
"The Prisoner-of-War Internment Camp is

N

a place under the jurisdiction of the Minis
ter of War for the internment of prisoners of 
war.

"Article 3
"The Prisoner-of-War Internment Camp shall 

be administered by the Ccmmander-in-Chief of 
an urmy or a garrison as provided for by the

1. Ex. 3655, T; 36,412-3.
Ex. 3098, T. 27,795 to 27,696

2. Ex. 92, not read; Ex. 1965-A, T. 14,445-6 _________
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1
Minister cf War and. shall be superintended by 
the Minister of War."

The Minister of War was also responsible for the treat
ment cf prisoners of war. The Regulations for the

1
Treatment of Prisoners of War provide in part:

"Article 2
"The Prisoner of War Administration Division 

shall be established in the Ministry cf War. for 
the conduct of all affairs relative to the 
treatment of prisoners cf war and civilian in
ternees in the theatre of war.

"Article A
The Division head shall administer the 

affairs of the Division under the orders of 
the Minister of War, and the staff members shall 
carry out their duties under the orders cf the 
Division head."

60. It is unnecessary for the purposes of 
this Summation to ascertain how this responsibility 
was divided; sole responsibility was at all times 
in the military authorities, and none was left over 
for the Foreign Minister or any other civilian.

61. The duties of the Foreign Minister are 
set forth briefly in the Imperial Ordinance for the 
1. Ex. 1965-A

\
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Organization of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs which

1
provides briefly in Article 1:

"The Foreign Minister shall take charge 
of the administration of matters concerning 
state affairs relative to foreign countries."

Ho administers such affairs, he does not control them.
He is not in any sense a law enforcement officer, 
particularly over troops engaged in operations or 
commanding internment camps over which he had no con
trol or command and ever whose activities he hod no 
competence. He is the contact of the Japanese Govern

ment with foreign countries. Since protests are commun
ications from foreign countries they were received by
him. Since the answers were communications to foreign

2
countries they were forwarded by him.

62. This duty gave him no authority over the
treatment and custody cf priseners of war and v/ithout
such authority he could have nc. duty or responsibility
for their treatment or custody. That he had nc such
duty is affirmatively proved by all the witnesses pro- j
duced by the defense, none of whom was cross-examined 

3
on this subject, and by witnesses called by the
1. Ex. 76 (See Language correction 5 March 1948)
2. Ex. 3646, T. 35,771
3. Ex, 3040, T. 27,147, 27,148. 27,152;

Ex. 3646, T. 35,768-9, 35,771 o 
Ex. 3895, T. 38,782; Ex. 3898, T. 38,787-88
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prosecution, net only a Foreign Office official but 

high ranking officers of the Japanese Army who testi

fied that such authority and respcnsibility was that
2

of the War Minister.'

63. General Ta NAKA testified graphically: 

"In Japan the handling of prisoners is 

quite different from other countries, and the 

Prisoner-of-War Information Bureau and admin

istration cf prisoner-cf-war matters were under 

the supervision cf the War Minister himself.

And, therefore, in so far as the actual hand

ling of matters related to prisoners of war was» 

the responsibility cf the War Minister himself,

and the Foreign Office was merely a post, office
3

which handled the communication."

&

1. T. 15,530
2. T. 14,843, 14,883, 14,365, 14,419
3. T. 14,365
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64. Many witnesses have been produced by 
both the prosecution and defense to testify as to the 
responsibility of various Army and Navy officers and 
officials for prisoners of war. Wiile some of the 
evidence is conflicting as to the division of respon
sibility between such officers and officials, none 
has ever testified that the Foreign Office had any
responsibility for their custody or treatment.

/

65. The duty of the Foreign Office then was 
only the receipt of protests and the forwarding of 
answers to protests. We submit that from this duty, 
no authority over or responsibility for the treatment 
of prisoners of wer can be derived. But even here 
the authority and d u t y  o f  the Foreign Minister was 
strictly limited. He was not given the duty, 
authority, or means to investigate and, it follows, 
could not be held responsible for the answers. It 
was the authority and duty of the Minister of War, not 
the Foreign Minister, to investigate the facts alleged 
in the protests and to communicate the information on 
which answers to the Protecting Powers were based. 
Imperial Ordinance Ko. 1246, promulgated 29 December 
I94I shortly after the war started, established the 
Prisoner-of-”ar Information Bureau, and reads in
part as follows:

~ n — Kx. I96!?‘-A7T. u ; 440-2--------------------— ----

wiiq wwi kiwi:"
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"Article I
"The Prisoner-of-V.'ar Information Bureau 

shall be under the control of the Minister 
of "ar and shall manage the matters mentioned 
below:

"1. The investigation of internments, 
removals, releases on parole, exchanges, 
escapes, admissions into hospitals, deaths 
of prisoners of war, and the maintenance of 
records for each prisoner.

"2. The communications, correspondence 
and informât:? or regarding the conditions of 
the prisoner.-: of -vnr,

* 4. * -h *

"Article 4,
"The director administers the affairs 

of the Bureau under the direction and 
supervision of the Minister of War.

"Article 5
"In regard to matters falling within 

his jurisdiction, the director may demand 
information from any military or naval unit 
concerned."

66. The investigations were to be made by

MMfM
t

1»
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that Bureau. It had the authority and means^of 
r,making them since it could demand information from
the units concerned, a right which the Foreign
Minister did not have. It had jurisdiction over
information regarding Navy prisoners of war as well

1
as those in the custody of the Army. It was set up
shortly after the beginning of the war pursuant to

2
International Treaty, The ordinance is counter
signed only by« the Premier and the Ministers of War 

3and Navy. Under Japanesè lav/ an ordinance is counter
signed by the Premier and any state minister in 

4
charge. The fact that the Foreign Minister was not 
required to sign this ordinance voids any suggestion 
that he was in any way responsible for the Bureau or 
its activities.

67. That the Foreign Office had no author
ity or duty to make an investigation and no facilities 
to do so is proved affirmatively, not only by the 
testimony of witnesses called by the defense, on

5
which matters none was cross-examined, but also by
witnesses called by the prosecution, not only a

6
Foreign Office official but also a high-ranking 
(1. Tr. 14,879, 14,884
2. Hague Convention IV, Art. 14, Tr. 14,842, 14843
3 . Ex, 92-A, not read, Tr. 35,585
4. Ex. 3637, Tr. 35,583.
5. Ex. 3040, Tr. 27,148, 27, 152;

-7— 38,788, 38,789, 38,792__________
6. Tr. 15,530)
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permitted by the Army to visit such camps. That
the replies were therefore necessarily prepared on
the basis of this information is admitted by the 

3prosecution. It was the duty of the Foreign Office 
to forward such replies; it would have violated its «
duty, had i+ not done so.

68. The manner in which protests were
handled is described in the orosecution*s General

4
Summation on prisoners of war. It is stated: 
"Considered as a matter of machinery no fault can

5be suggested with regard to this system." This, I
submit, indicates that the Foreign Office performed
its duty and its only duty in regard to such orotests
The protests were promptly translated and forwarded |
by the Foreign Office to the military authorities.
They were forwarded by the military authorities to
the commanders of the prisoner-of-war camps in the
area concerned and from these sources a reply was I

7 j
preoared and forwarded to the Foreign Office. That I 
it was the duty of the military authorities to supolyj
(1. Tr. 14,419
2. T.r. 38,901
3. Tr. 15,530-1, Ex. 3040, Tr. 27,151, Ex. 3646 

Tr. 35,771; Fx. 3898, Tr. 38,879.
4. J-69 to J-72 (5. J-73)
6". Tr. 15,528; Lx. 3040, Tr. 27,148, 27,151,

Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,789.
7. J-71, Tr. 14,875, 14,876, 14287)
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the information on which replies were based is
apnarently admitted by the prosecution, since in its

1
general summation it states, in referring to the
replies of the Foreign Minister on protests regarding
camps in Thailand:

"It is therefore obvious then when
SHIGEMITSU sent his replies of 24 July
and 1 October 1943» it was known to the
military authorities in Tokyo whose duty
it was to supply him with information that
the replies were not in accordance with

2 »
existing facts."

Replies to Protecting Powers were at all times based
on the information received from the military
authorities and were promptly forwarded to the

3Proteoting Powers. The Foreign Office constantly
followed up its requests in writing, orally and in

4
conferences with Army and Navy officers. Until 
the information was received from the military 
authorities no answer could be made. There were 
delays on the part of the War Ministry, but there is 
no proof that the Foreign Office was responsible for 
(1. J-87
2. Ex. 2023 A-2, Tr. 14,792, Ex. 2017, Tr. 14,747
3. Tr. 15,530-1, Ex. 3040, Tr. 27,151? Ex. 3^46,

Tr. 35,771, Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,879
4. Tr. 15,529, E x .  3040, Tr. 27,164, Ex. 3898

____ Tr. 3,8.789. 38,790)_____________
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any such delays. Most protests required information
from field commanders or from camps in distant places/
and communication was at all times difficult and, late 
in the war, because of the effectiveness of the sub
marines, almost impossible so that replies could sel-

1
dom or never be forwarded immediately. At times the

2
Army was reluctant to answer. Some protests were 
perhaps not answered though whether or not a reply 
was made in individual cases is difficult to determine 
due to the destruction of documents by Allied incendi
ary bombing during the war and destruction by fire
prior to the surrender and when SHIGEMITSU was not 

3in office. But there is no evidence that the Foreign 
Office withheld information or did not accurately, 
faithfully and promptly forward such information as 
it had received from the military authorities. The 
Foreign Office could not forward replies unless and 
until it received the information from the military 
authorities. It would have violated its duty had it 
done so.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.
(1. Ex. 3IO3, Tr. 27,790, 27,792, 27,793,

Tr. 27,794-6
2. Tr. 14,848.
3 . Prosecution Summation J - 6 9 )
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any such delays. Most protests required information
from field commanders or from camps in distant places/
and communication was at all times difficult and, late 
in the war, because of the effectiveness of the sub
marines, almost impossible so that replies could sel-

1
dom or never be forwarded immediately. At times the

2
Army was reluctant to answer. Some protests were 
perhaps not answered though whether or not a reply 
was made in individual cases is difficult to determine 
due to the destruction of documents by Allied incendi
ary bombing during the war and destruction by fire
prior to the surrender and when SHIGEMITSU was not 

3in office. But there is no evidence that the Foreign 
Office withheld information or did not accurately, 
faithfully and promptly forward such information as 
it had received from the military authorities. The 
Foreign Office could not forward replies unless and 
until it received the information from the military 
authorities. It would have violated its duty had it 
done so.

THE PRESIDENT: We will recess for fifteen
minutes.
(1. Ex. 3103, Tr. 27,790, 27,792, 27,793,

Tr. 27,794-6
2. Tr. 14,848.
3. Prosecution Summation J-69)
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MttRSHi.L CF THE COURT: The International Military

Tribunal for the Far Eust is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Furness.

MR. FURNESS: I shall resume the summation on

behalf of the defendant SHIGEMITSU at paragraph 69.

69. The prosecution in its summation against 

this defendant has listed inr footnotes every protest 

made to the Japanese Government, some before he took 

office and some after he resigned as Foreign Minister.

The prosecution alleges that the facts have been proved, 

ii jit is not necessary to go into them since all the evi

dence indicates that the protests were treated uniformly

ohd in a way conceded by the prosecution to be subject
1

to no criticism. They were referred to the military 

uuthorites und the answers made were bused on the infor- j 

motion received irom them. Our position wus stated by 

the President when he interrupted the reading of the ans

wer of the Japanese Goverhmont to the protest regarding 

the death march and other alleged atrocities in the

Philippines which had occurred long before this defen-
2

dunt assumed office. I quote from the transcript: 1 2

1. Summation J-73.
2. Tr. 14,823, 14,824.
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"THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Voolworth, do you

subnit that this nuterial you have been reading estab

lishes breaches of the convention by way of admission 

or otherwise?

"l.:R. V/OOLWORTH: This is a reply--

"THE PRESIDENT: Or that it inplicates the

uccusod in any such broach? I know what the document is, 

but I would like to know why you are reading it tc the 

extent that you are reading it. «
"Ut. WCOLV/ORTH: If the Tribunal please, the

sole purpose in reading this reply by SHIGEmITSU, who 

is in the dock, is that it has been proven before in 

this case that the facts which he denies —  were, as a 

matter of fact, true, thit those atrocities had been 

committed, and I believe it implicates him.

"THE PRESIDENT: V/hot he says by way of excul

pation does net tend tc prove his guilt unless in the 

course cf excusing himself he makes admission.
* * * * * * * *

"IR. WOOLWORTH: If the Tribunal please, it

appears to the prosecution that the sending of this 

letter over the signature cf the Japanese Foreign N.inistei 

in which statements are contained whidh have boon shown 

to be absolutely false, carries the imputation of intent 

on his part and guilty knowledge of the offences which

v

i'fef - ..

#If
C
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had bean committed.

"THE PRESIDENT: That would be clear if this

could be shown to be pure fabrication on the part of the 

defendant SHIGEMITSU. But it is otherwise if he was 

passing on information he had obtained from others, his

subordinates included.”
* > ; ; * * * # * *

Thero is no evidence that the answer to this 

protest or to any other was a fabrication by the defen

dant, it is sc factual and detailed, stating justification 

and reasons in many cases, as well as dentelé that it was

obviously based on report of an investigation which had
1

been made by the military authorities.

70. Other answers denied the facts alleged, 

and the prosecution asserts that these facts ha\Te beon 

proved by evidence that they have produced. But there 

is no evidence that the accused know of those facts, nor 

that he did not accurately report the information given

him by the military or naval authorities which had made j
I

the investigation. An example is the attacks on survivorjsI
fror Allied merchant ships by Japanese submurines referred

to in paragraph SS-32 of the Individual summation. Since

the attacks occurred thousands of miles away in the Inditn
1. Ex. 2024-A-3, Tr. 14,796 to 14,822, 14,826-7,

Ex. 2024-A-4, Ex. 2024-A-5.



Ocean, it is difficult to understand on what theory this 

defendant could bo held responsible. That he requested 

an investigation, that it was made, and that he accurately 

reported it is reflected in the evidence. The witness 

YMIa LOTO, Yoshio, testified:

”22. Q. Were protests received in connection 

with the sinking of Allied Powers merchant ships by 

Japanese submarines in the Indian^Ocean during the war 

and perpetration of atrocities on the survivors?

”A. I do not remember the date and the number 

of times the protests were received, but we did receive 

some.

”22. % What seeps were taken at the time of

the receipt of those protests?

The parties in charge of the submarines 

were asked to make an investigation of those connected

with it. Inasmuch as the matter involved operations,/
the investigation was required to the Naval General 

Staff and the fact vjas thoroughly investigated. But as 

they reached the Conclusion that since the Japanese sub

marines were not involved in the protests we replied to
1such effect to the Foreign Office.”

The reply of the accused was:
” C o n corning t h e  natter I h a v e  h o d  t h e  c o m p e t e n t  

l;*; Ex. 3066, Tr. 27,382.

/
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authorities nuke strTcï Fnvustigaïi olî7rTn'^iiCh“ üose------
I <
(indicated; and it is clear that Japanese submarines at
I

(least had nothing to do with such facts as arc mentioned
i 1in the protest.”

71. Replies were not apparently mode to ell

the letters requesting the list of prisoners on Wake Island.

The list of prisoners cf war was not ke-ot by the Foreign
2

Office but by the Prisoner-of-Y/ar Information Bureau and 

there is no evidence that the requests for information 

were not forwarded in the manner outlined. There is evi

dence that no reply was received from the Prisonor-of- 

War Information Bureau or the navy on which a reoly cculd
!

be based. The 2d Section of the Naval Affairs Bureau :

was the reception organ^while the 1 st Section nrepared !
5

the reply. One witness from the 1st Sectioh testified j
!

he never heard of certain memoranda inquiring about prison

ers, but it is impossible to identify any of these memo- ,
4 j

rendu with any of the evidence in the cose. This, if ; 

true, would indicate that the protests wore never deliv

ered to the 1st Section, that no reply was sent by the 

navy which the Foreign Office could forward to protect

ing powers.

1. Ex. 2102, Tr. 15,177.
2. Ex. 1965-A, p. 9, Articles 15 to 18.
3. Ex. 3065, Tr. 27,358-9, Tr. 33,371-2.
4. Ex. 3066, Tr. 27,378.
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72. The provisions of domestic law relevant to

visits to e-amps by noutr -1 representatives ore oontained

in the following articles of the Detailed Regulations
1

for the Treatment of Prisoners of War.

"Article 11. Persons whe desire to enter tho 

prisoner of war camps shall obtain permission from the 

commandant of the c^mp. However* in the case of foreign

ers, such permission shall bo granted by the Minister of 

War.

"Article 12. An inquiry shall be made os to the 

object, status, occupation, etc., of any person who 

desires to enter a prisoner of war comp, and extrerae 

caro shall be token for controlling them and for prevent

ing espionage, and no persons shall be allowed to enter 

unless it is necessary.

"Article 13. When an interview with a prisoner 

of war has been authorized, necessary restrictions regard

ing the place, time of interview, end tho range within 

which the conversation shall bo conducted may be imposed 

for the purpose of control and a guard shall'.elso be 

present at this interview."

73. I have already shown that tho Minister of 

Y/ar had sole jurisdiction over prisoner of war camps.

Three requirements are evident from the provisions I

1. Ex. 1965-A, p. 8 .
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[ave just quoted and are applicable to all requests by----

eutral representatives to visit camps whether in Japan 

or in occupied territories.

(a) Since those representatives were foreigners, 

only the Minister of War could grant such requests. It 

was c> decision for him to make; the Foreign Minister hadI
nc right to moke it.

(b) Military security was a paramount considera

tion and in time of war only military authorities could 

decide whet night endanger such security.

(c) A third person was required to be present 
at all interviews.

74. Many protests were filed because of the 

refusal of the military authorities to'peimit neutral 

representatives, foreigners, to visit camps. A request 

by the United States Government that interviews be 

allowed without the presence of a witness was submitted 

to the War Minister by the Foreign Ministry in July 

1942 with a statement that the latter ministry believed 

the request should be granted. The War Ministry, however, 

replied:

"I ask you to duly understand that our policy 

is not to permit the representatives of International Red 

Cross Committee and of those countries protecting the 

1. Ex. 3529, not read.

I
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interests of energy countries tr hold interviews with war
1
prisoners and those interned by the crmy without tho

2
presence cf an observer.
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"The reasons for drafting this reply:
"1. Article 10 of Detailed Regulations for 

Treatment of War Prisoners. ’In case any interview with 
any war prisoner is permitted, considerable limitations 
should be made, to maintain strict order, as to the place 
and time for that interview 8Dd it should be done in 
the presence of an observer.*

"2. There is a groat danger of this being mis-
1

used for transmission of secret information."
75.1 The policy therefore was set long before 

this dofendant assumed office. But it was not only a 
matter of policy. Under the laws of Japan, only the War 
Minister could grant permission to the foreigners who 
were requesting it, and ho refused permission on two 
grounds: (1 ) military security and (2) Japanese law
required presence of a third party. It is submitted that 
in conveying this refusal of permission by the Ministry 
of War to the protecting power, the defendant was per
forming his duty; if he had not done so, ho would have 
violated his duty and his answer would not have been 
true.

9

1. Ex. 3529, not read.
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76. Froa the early days of the war, visits
1

to camps in Junan proper had been rade, Sone protests

were filed beouuse permission was not granted to visit

all camps in Japan but permission could only bo fronted

by the Minister of War and the Foreign Minister could
2

only convey his decision to the neutral authorities.

77. Many protests were, however, filed because 

of the refusal of the military outherities to grant 

permissionoto neutral observers, foreigners, to inspect 

camps in occupied territories. Here again it wes a deci

sion made by the Minister of War who alone had authority
3

to grant such roquosts, not by the Foreign Minister who
4

hud no such authority. Hero again in July 1942, long 

before this defendant assumed office, a request had been 

submitted by the Foreign Office to the War Ministry which 

answered:

"Since 1 t is the Im p e r ia l  policy not to permit 

visits by agents of the protecting power of enemy coun

tries to prisoners of war and tc internees in occupied

areas, and the adjoining operational areas, reply should
5

be made accordingly to the Swiss Minister."

The notice of this policy cf the War Ministry

1 . Ex. 3140, Ex. 3040, Tr. 27,149.
2. EX. 3367-ii.
3. Ex. 1965-A quoted above.
4. Ex. 3896, Tr. 38,789.
5. Ex. 3367-a , See language correction, 16 March 1948.

!
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^itiS given the protecting powers in July 1942, long
1

2l efor& this defendant boctne Forci gn Linister. Here again 
. . -2 

3 his was a policy of the military authorities, the grounds

4for which were reasons of military security in time ofr*
5 Y»er which no civiliun hod a right to .iudge. Nevorthe-

.ess, the Foreign Office continuously endeavored to obtain 
4

such permission. .-»t last on 8 December 1944 notice was 

8 given that visits would bo permitted to camps in the
C)

southern area in places where they would not hinder mili-
1° tary operations, provided the governments of the Allied 
n

5owers would give reciprocal rights to the International
12

13
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21 

22
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Red Cross to visit camps in territories occupied by the

(t^lies, in which Japanese prisoners of war and civilians 
5

were interned. The Swiss Minister did not notify the

Japanese Government until 7 April 1945 that reciprocity
6

already existed with the United Kingdom, and it was not 

until 10 Lay 1945 after SHIGEL1TSU had already resigned 

that the Swiss Î'inis tor sent notice that the United 

States would make arrangements for inspection at scipon, 

Guam and Tinian and would endeavor to obtain permission 

from appropriate authorities for visits to comps in

1. Ex. 2016-A, A -8 , h -9, Tr. 14,730.
2. Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,795.
3. Ex. 3040, Tr. 27,150.
4. Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,795.
5. Ex. 2016, A-56, Tr. 14,743; Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,794.
6 . Ex. 2016, A -60, Tr. 14,744.

J
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1
7e\> Cülodcnia . Cumps in Thailand and Singonore wo re 

jisited.
3

78. Article 86 of the Gone vu Convention providing 

or visits to camps and interviews with prisoners by 

representatives of third powers without the presence of

jn observer had been one of the reasons for Japan’s
4

refusal to ratify that convene.on, since it had been 

stated by the navy that this provision would be harmful 

from a military point of view. The requirement under 

thut article is not unqualified and we submit that the

qualification of military security was one a civilian
5

in time of war could not quostion. Furthermore, as I

hove pointed out, its enforcement would have contravened 
6

domestic law. These were the two reasons given by the 

military for refusal to permit visits and obviously they 

wore within the meaning of the phrase mutntis mutandis 

used by Japan in its dec?oration that it wou]d so apply 

the Geneva Convention.

1 . Ex. 2016, À-64, Tr. 14,744.
2. Ex. 3898, Tr. 38,799.
3. Ex. 15A-113, not read.
4. Ex. 3043, Tr. 27,179.
5. Defense summation K, paragraph 7, 8 .
6 . This summation, paragraph. 72,

r\>
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79» It has already heon argued that Japan
ê 1 .

not having ratified Hague Convention IV, was not
2.

bound by it, that tho declaration that she would
anply it mutatis mutandis was not an adherence * but

3.merely an expression of intention, that the meaning
of the phrase should depend on tho evidence of those 

4.
who used it, that it was meant certainly to include 
charges made necessary by conflicts with douestic

5.lav; since that was one of the reasons Japan had
6 •

refused to ratify the Convention.
80. We submit that the Japanese Government

had in no way extended tho moaning of "mutntis
mutandis" by stating on 28 April 1944:

"By tho above-mentioned intention of the
Japanese Government to apply ♦mutatis mutandis * the
provisions of 1929 Convention relating to prisoners
of war to American prisoners of war it is meant that
the provisions of the Convention will be applied
with modifications necessary to conform with the
provisions of existing laws and regulations of the
country and with the requirements of the actual

7.situation as it develops."
1. Ex. l ^ - .p .  113j not roàd.
2. Defense summation E, paragraphs 34, 35.
3. Idem. Paragraphs 35, 36.
4. Idem. Paragraph 37.
5. Def. Sum; M. Paragraphs 4
-■6. Idem.-Paragraph 5, 6; Ev . T . 2 7 1 4 0 .___________
7. Ex. 2024 A-4 npt rend.
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81. It had had that meaning from the begin-
TOGO’s statement quoted by the prosecution in

1.
its summation that
rung

111 Hut at.is mutandis1 then I supposed to 
imply that in the absence of serious hindrances the 
Convention would be applied; I assumed (although this 
was only an assumption on my part) that when the 
requirements of the Convention came into conflict 
with the provisions of domestic law, the former would 

prevail"
was, as he says, a bare assumption within his own
mind. No assurance or commitment to the Allies was
made to that effect, all other evidence refutes it.
Conflicts with domestic law were one of the reasons
Japan had not ratified the Geneva Convention though

2.
apparently TOGO did not know of this.

82. TO JO, Premier and Minister of War, at 
the time the phrase mutatis mutandis was first used 
testified!

"In response to an inquiry fromvtho 
Foreign Office regarding the Geneva Protocol, the 
War Ministry replied that although it could not 
announce complete adherence to this protocol, it
1. J-52.
-3. Ex. 3043> T. 27I8O .

'S .
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perceived no objection to the application, with 
necessary reservations, of its stipulations concern
ing prisoners of war. In January 1942 the Foreign 
Minister announced through the ministries of 
Switzerland and Argentina that Japan would apply the 
protocol with modification (Junyo) Ex. 1469-1957)«
By the term 'apply with modification' (Junyo) the 
Japanese Government meant that it would apply the 
Geneva Protocol with such changes as might be necessary
to conform to the domestic law and regulations as well

X •
as the practical requirement of existing conditions."

83. Compare the statement in the letter of 
28 April 1944:

"Modifications necessary to conform with
the provisions of existing laws and regulations of
the country and with the requirements of the actual

2.
situation as it develops."

And you find no difference.
84, Furthermore, the testimony of MATSU-

MOTO, who served under TOGO as head of the Treaty
Bureau, indicates that this statement of 28 April
1944 in no way changed the meaning of this phrase.

3«In his affidavit ho testified: 1 2 3
1. Ex. 3655, T. 36416*
2. Ex. 2024 A-4 not read.
3. Ex. 3039, T. 27135-6.

\
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Japan hod not ratified the Geneva Conven-
\

tion by reason primarily of the relations between the 
! provisions of domestic law with those of the Convention; 

and the problems growing from this inter-relation 
would still have given rise to such difficulty in the 
event of an undertaking to apply the Convention com
pletely and unconditionally. Moreover, it was antici
pated that great difficulties in practice would result, 
as large-scale warfare spread over East Asia, if we 
were to apply strictly all the stipulations of the 
Geneva Convention, which Japan had not ratified. It 
was for these reasons that it was replied that the 
stipulations of the Convention wer*« to be applied 
mutatis mutpjidjLs. it was the intention of Japan with 

respect to the treatment of prisoners of war that 
the stipulations of the Geneva Convention be applied 
so far as circumstances permitted; in other words, 
unless there were hindrances or obstacles which made 
its application impracticable.

85. It is unnecessary to point out that 
where protests concern the commission of atrocities 
by combat troops or maltreatment of prisoners, the 
offenses alleged in the protests had occurred before 
the protests were received and this defendant could 
not be held responsible for such offenses. In many
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c a ses Hs~TJTfose of "the allé pod ~ a troc it ies during- and-----
after the Bataan Campaign in the Philippines, they
occurred long before this defendant became Foreign

1 .
Minister on 20 April 194-3• The decision to build
the Burma-Thai Railroad was made by the Chief of the
Army General Staff and the Construction was commenced
in June 1942, also long before this defendant became

2.
Foreign Minister. Most of the actions or omissions 
alleged occurred in far-distant theatres of war or in 
camps in occupied territories also thousands of miles 
away from Tokyo. The prosecution in its individual 
summation says that this defendant denied the facts 
stated in protest, that the answers oontained false 
information and that the evidence submitted by it 
shows that the answers were also false. We submit 
that this is beside the point. In no case has any 
proof been offered that the accused knew that the 
information upon which these replies were based was 
false or that he had any reason to believe it was false.

86. Many witnesses among the military and 
naval men have testified that they had no knowledge 
of the acts or cvv. „ tions alleged in the protests and
1. Ex. 2016.
2. Ex. 3855, T. 36424; Ex. 475, T. 5524;

Ex. 1989, T. 14633.
25
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in many cases disclosed by the evidence. If they did
not know, is there any evidence, or can any inference
ever be drawn, that this defendant, a civilian in.
Tokyo, knew of them or had any reason to disbelieve
the information which he received denying the facts?
I submit that no evidence has been produced and no
such inference can be drawn. Rigid censorship was
imposed by the military against any reports which
gave the impression of any cruel treatment. This

1 •
would have prevented any knowledge reaching him.

87. As outlined in the General Summation
for the defense, many witnesses testified that the
instructions for fair treatment of prisoners of war

2.
had boen given. and many reports of inspectors by

3.Red Cross delegates and neutral observers, the
4,

Vatican representatives, have been introduced into
evidence. Letters of appreciation by men who were

5.
held prisoners have also been produced. These 
Indicated no evidence of cruelty and no reports of such 
men showing bad conditions or cruelty have been offered 
by the prosecution. That the defendant depended on
1. Ex. 1977, T. 14539.
2. Defense summation, pacpe 26-29.
3. Ex. 3041-A, T. 27169, T. 17174; Ex. 3042-A, T. 271^6 

Ex. 3308, T. 30714; Ex. 3309, T.-30184.
4. Ex. 3141, T. 27957.
5. Ex. 3122, T. 27846.
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these reports is evidenced by the fact that he cites
1 .

them in replies to protests. True, the prosecution

has offered evidence that the camps were cleaned up
2.

before the inspectors arrived, and that prisoners
3.

were intimidated, but if these deceived the in

spectors, what possible likelihood was there that the 

defendant could have known anything about the alleged 

conditions?

8 8 . The prosecution’s general summation 

is replete with statements to the effect that this 

was known to the Japanese Government,” These allega

tions being analyzed, we find their basis to be pro

tests, the facts of which were denied by the military 

authorities who had the authority, duty and means to

investigate, whereas this defendant had none,
4.

broadcasts alleging facts or warnings which added

nothing to ,the protests and a few reports made by one

military or naval man to another military or naval
5.

man without a trace of evidence that this informa

tion ever reached the Foreign Ministry. The prosecution

1*. Bat. 2024iA-3, pp. 17*18; Ex. 2024 A-4, p, Ilf -
Ex. 2024. A - 5, t>. 3*

2. Ex. 3843, T. 381 53; Ex. 3843-A, T. 38155;
Ex. 3843-B. T. 38156.

3. Ex. 3844, T. 38168,
4. Ex. 1488, T. 12821.
5. Ex. 3066, T. 27379; Ex. 1989, T. 14634.
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______-______________________ ____ . - 1 .-----------------
in fact states in its general summation: "The
expression. ‘Japanese Government* is here used in a
very wide sense as embracing not merely members of
the cabinet but senior officers of the army and navy,
ambassadors and senior public servants." It then is
evident that in using the expression throughout its
summation it asks the Tribunal to assume that knowledge
of one or more of these officials constitutes knowledge
of all of them, that any report from one army or navy
officer to another army or navy officer infers
knowledge, not only to all senior army and navy officers
but also all civilian officials of the government, an

2,
assumption and inference which is totally unwarranted. 89

89. The prosecution in its individual summa- 
«

tion refers to an exhibit entitled "Draft submitted 
for Approval of Higher Officers,' Matter Relating 
to the Establishment of an Office Concerning Japanese 
Residing in Enemy Countries and Enemy Nationals Residini; 
in Japan." The prosecution nowhere states what it 
believes this exhibit proves. It refers to it as a 
regulation but wo submit that even a casual reading of . 
it shows that it is not in any sense a regulation but
1. J-2.
2. See also defense summation, Sec. B (TAKAYANAGI), 

pp. 142,143#
3. SS-23.
4. Ex. 3845, T# 38174.

\
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just what it is labeled, a draft plan. The prosecu
tion quotes one paragraph of this draft plan but omits 
another significant one which reads, "1. VTork to
bo Handled by the New Office (Full Liaison shall be'

X •
maintained with bureaus and sections concerned)."
Even in the paragraph quoted by the prosecution it 
does not state that this bureau looks after the treat- 
ment of prisoners of war but merely that it "looks 
after business related to the treatment." I submit 
that this only means it looks after the business of 
the Foreign Office related to such treatment. That is 
that the office should be the contact with the protect
ing powers to receive their requests for information 
and for visits to camps, to provide the liaison 
necessary within the government to do this work and to 
forward the answers to the protests and requests —  
in other words, this was an assignment of certain work,
then being performed by the Foreign Office, to a

2.
particular bureau. It differs radically from, for 
example, the Prisoner-of-War Information Bureau which . 
was established by Imperial ordinance under which the 
authority concerning information and. records of
prisoners of war was delegated to the War Minister.
1. Ex. 3845, T. 38174.
2. Ex. 3898, T. 38788.
3. T. 14879,

3.

/
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1 Since the establishment of this office was an action

within the Foreign Office, rather than by government

or cabinet action, it in no way expanded nor could it

oxnand the duties or competence of the Foreign Minister
1.

The draft was provisional and changes were made. The 

functions and duties of the bureau set up in the 

Foreign Office are shown by a document issued by that 

bureau shortly after it was established, which clearly 

sets forth the functions and duties actually performed 

by that office as follows:
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"3. Liaison business relating to enemy 
nationals who are prisoners of war, internees, or 
residents in camps under Japanese authority.

••The liaison business relating to the treatment 
of the above-mentioned enemy nationalsCclothing, food 
living quarter.», inquiries into their safety, furnishing 
of lists, appointment ofJ and visits by the countries 
representing their interests and representatives of 
the international committee of the Red Cross, correspond
ence, relief, labor, punishment, repatriation).

"Such liaison business includes that of hendlin
of outgoing communications to representations from

' 1enemy countri~.’> and other sources."
These were the duties performed by the

s
Treaty Bureau before this office w^s established, they
were the duties performed by the new bureau after it
was established and throughout the time the defendant

2
was Foreign Minister. On the date the office was 
set up the name was fixed ns "Bureau in Charge of 
Japanese Nationals in Enemy Countries", which shows 
its primary duties and together with the exhibit to 
which 1 have just referred showing that the business 
was liaison, shows that the draft plan was not followed 
either in its entirety or in the all-important matter 
L. Ex. 3096, T. 38,784
2» Ex. 3894 , T. 38.782*__________  ___________
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_ Rinnft the Bureau 
was set up wholly by ministerial potion within the 
Foreign Ministry, not by any regulations, ordinances, 
or law, no approval by any higher source such as the 
Cabinet was needed or obtained and no jurisdiction

I
over treatment or custody of prisoners cf war was 
imposed upon the Foreign Office. The V'ar Ministry

2
continued to have sole jurisdiction and authority.

90, It remains only to discuss the 
testimony of SUZUKI, Tadakatsu,, former Chief of the 
Bureau in Charge of Japanese Nationals in enemy

.3
countries (net of the office concerning Japanese 
residing in e n e m y countries and enemy nationals 
residing in Japan as alleged by the prosecution - 
SS-13). The prosecution alleges that his testimony 
confirmsthis defendant's guilt since it states:

"He testified only that*.
"»A. SHIGEMITSU knew of the protests cf

the protecting powers.
"1B. In spite of that he never took up the 

matters of prisoners of war before the Cabinet.
"•C. SHIGEMITSU did not permit visits by. 

the representatives of protecting powers to the

2. Ex. 3895, T. 38,781, 38,782
3. Ex. 3898, r-. 38,785
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This does not correctly reflect his testimony 
so far ns it goes, nor does it take account of the 
fact thnt he testified to much more - that SHIGELHTSU 
went far beyond his duty in an effort to ameliorate 
the conditions of prisoners of war as I shall 
point out later. I will deal first with (A) and
Ce).

(A) Although none of the pages cited in
the footnote contain any evidence showing that
SHIGEMITSU knew of the protests by protecting powers,
he of course knew that protests were being received.
In view of the volume of work of the Foreign Office
he could not of course handle it personally or do all
this work himself. The witness SUZUKI testified that
as for most of the work or the work generally he himself

1
did his utmost to clear up the matters.

(C) There is also no evidence on the pages
of the transcript cited by the prosecution that
"SHIGEMITSU did not permit visits by the representative^
of protecting powers to prisoner of war camps". I
have shown in this summation that the War Minister

*

and the War Minister alone could give such permission 
and that the defendant merely conveyed his decision 
to the protecting powers and I will not argue this 
JU__T. 38,906

f <
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point again. The testimony of the v/itness on the
other hand shows that SHIGEMITSU and his subordinates
endeavored long and earnestly to obtain such permission
from the War Ministry but that the military authorities

1
would not readily comply with such requests. The

*

witness testified further that as a result of the
efforts of the Foreign Office permission to visit
such camps on a reciprocity basis was at last granted

2
in December 1944.

91# As to (B), the witness testified that
he did not "think" that the accused took up the matters

3
of prisoners of war before the Cabinet. It is 

submitted first, that it has not been shown that the 
defendant had any legal duty to do so. Furthermore 
all the information which he had from the ministry 
whose duty it was to investigate and report the 
information on which answers to protests were based 
reported that there was no delinquency. These 
reports came from his colleague in the Cabinet, the 
War Minister. The War Minister had sole responsibility 
for the treatment and custody of prisoners of war.
The v/itness testified that according to Japanese 
practice and custom it was inconceivable that anything
1. Ex. 3898, T. 38.795,
2. Ex. 3898, T, . , 38,795; Ex. 2016, A 56
3. T, 38,911 ______
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relating to prisoners of war should bo token up by
the Cabinet unless the matter were submitted by the 

1
War Minister. His testimony is borne out by Article
6 of the Imperial Ordinance on the Organization of 

2
the Cabinet which provides that the initiative in 
taking up matters is with the minister in charge, 
in this case the War Minister.

92. It is submitted that SHIGEMITSU took
far more effective and practical steps than that of
officially calling the matter to the attention of
the Cabinet. February, 1944, on the occasion of the
American protests he took these matters up with TOJO,
the War Minister, who then included in his own person
the offices of Premier, War Minister, and Chief of

4
the Army General Staff.

93. In October 1944, he took further more 
effective and practical steps by taking these matters 
up with the Supreme Council for the Direction of the 
V/ar. Unlike the Cabinet, this body included all 
officials that had any factual or legal competence over

5
the custody and treatment of prisoners of war.

1. T. 38,913
2. Ex. 70, See also Ex. 73
3. Ex. 3898, T. 38,791
4. Ex. 1270, T. 795, 796
5. Ex. 3896, T. 38,793

•

*
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The members of this Council, besides the Foreign
1

Minister, were the Premier,KOISO, and the War and

Navy Ministers, and, not members of the Cabinet but
*

having great competence and power in these matters,

the Chiefs of th«*. Army and Navy General Staffs. The

Secretariat of the Council were the Directors of the

Military and Naval Affairs Bureaus, both of whose

offices dealt with prisoner of war matters, and the
2

Chief Secretary of the Cabinet. On occasions the

Vice-Chiefs of the General Staffs, the Army and Navy,

attended the Council and members of the Cabinet

concerned. In this Council there was no chairman,
3

the Premier was in charge of expediting matters.

Like all the Liaison bodies this Council was formed 

because the Cabinet and other ordinary Government 

bodies did not have sufficient power to deal with 

matters under the military command. That this body

1. In the Summation for the defendant KOISO (N-12, pp. 
112-115) reference is made to the testimony of the 
witness TANAKA, Takeo (T. 32,544). TANAKA testifie 1 
only that prisoner of war matters were not dealt 
with by the Cabinet Council. The witness SUZUKI 
also mentioned (T. 38*914) in that Summation testified 
only that he did not think that SHIGELUTSU discussep 
prisoner of war matters individually with KOISO.

2. Ex. 3390, T. 32,537
3. Ex. 3390, T. 32,537

■
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was a more effective instrument for dealing in such

matters than the Cabinet and tha4-, its decisions

governed the decisions of the Cabinet has been admitted

by the prosecution. It has been celled by the
✓

prosecution the "old Liaison Conference under another 
1

name" and this Tribunal well knows the power of the

Liaison Conference, It is even stated by the prosecutior

that this council had more power, I quote*

"The succeeding (KOISO) Government separated

the military from the administrative and s et up this

new body called 'The Supreme Council for the Direction

of War*, As a result of this reorganization, the

Liaison Committee was abandoned largely because it

did not have enough power and was unable to iron out

the differences of opinion in high governmental circles,
»

particularly upon the question of industrial production, 

"The new Supreme Council was an effort to 

unify the supreme command and national affairs after 

the basic administrative and military policies had 

been formulated. Its task was one of integration with 

particular reference to military operations and production» 

"The new Supreme Council was responsible 

for decisions relating to the basic plans for the 

execution of the war and the all-important aircraft and 

1. T. 681

. I .
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other war production. The basic policies decided by

the Council were carried out by the Imperial Headquartefrs

^nd the Government, The relations between the new

Council and the Government were not based on legislating

but rather on political considerations. In other

words the Cabinet was not bound legally by the decisions

of the new Council, but from a political stand-point,

ns a natter of course, it v/as governed by the decisions
1

of the Council",
10
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94. It is submitted that in choosing this

body whose decisions governed those of the Cabinet

Council, he chose the more effective instrument and

the events which followed showed this. As a result of

his doing so, the Prisoner of War Information Bureau

sent its members to prisoner of war camps to instruct

the responsible officers regarding the considerate
2

treatment of prisoners of war. Brigadier Blackburn 

testified to the improvement of prisoners of v/ar from 

October 1944 to April 1945 when the defendant went out
3

of office. The witness YAMAfcOTI, Yoshio, testified 

that in December, 1944, the instructions were issued 

to make 0 survey report on the conditions of prisoners 

of wa.r held outside Japan and that when difficulties

1.
2.

-3-~

T. 6 3I- 2
Ex. 3 8 9 8. T. 38,794 
T. 1 1 , 6 1 8  __________
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in trnfficf -nd communication resulted in reports

1
not reaching Tokyo, the instructions v;ore renewed.
The fact that the reports did not corne in was, of course 
no fault of this defendant. By December of that year 
he had succeeded in persuading the military authorities 
to permit visits to camps in occupied territory.

95. Testimony of the Witness SUZUKI shows 
many other efforts to ameliorate the conditions of 
prisoners of w^r beyond the limits of the duty of 
this defendant. The more important include:

(A) Efforts to expedite the distribution
of relief goods and funds, efforts to provide facilities
for sending telegrams and to obtain permission for
neutral representatives to vitit camps in occupied
territories, informal conferences of officials in
the.-Foreign Office with officers of the military and
naval services during which it was urged by Foreign
Office officials th«t conditions be corrected if the
facts alleged in the protests should in any vay be 

2
true.

(B) Efforts in April 1944 to set up a Cabine|t 
Committee to discuss international lav/ natters which 
did not succeed because matters of prisoners of war
1. Ex. 3066, T. 27,376
2. Ex. 3898, T. 38,790, 38,791, 38,794

U '
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were exclusively handled by the array.
(C) Arrangements for the exchange of

internees and the transportation of relief goods to

civilian internaes and prisoners of war from October,
1943, and arrangements for another ship Tela Maru
os a result of a request by the United States Govern-

2
ment late in 194-3.

96. The prosecution in its general summation
says "Responsibility for an act follows the power and

3duty to do the act" It is submitted that the duties 
of the Foreign Minister are defined by Japanese law 
and it is submitted that no proof has been produced 
showing he had any duty with regard to the conduct 
of troops in the field nor over the treatment and custojdyI
of prisoners of war. To have duty he must be provided ! 
with commensurate power and he had no power over j
treatment or custody of prisoners of war. It is alleged 
that he "deliberately and recklessly failed to take j 
adequate steps". It is submitted that he had no power 
to take such steps, no power of command, just as essential 
to proof under Count 55 as under Count 54-, and could j

I

therefore have no duty to take them. His duty was to 1 

receive protests, requests for information rnd to visit
1. Ex. 3898, T. 38,792, 38,908,
2. Ex. 3898, T. 38,794, 38,795, 38,797; Ex. 3312, T. $0,2l8
3. Pros. Sum. K-21.

I
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camps, end to forward answers if and when he received 

them from the persons who alone had the duty, power 

and means to supply such information and to grant such 

requests. He could not say to the Swiss Minister*
0

"I refuse to give you that information,*' nor to the 

Minister of,V/ar* "Our enemy has said these acts 

occurred. You say they did not. I will not give 

your answer to the Swiss Minister." He had no power 

to investigate in order to gain knowledge and there

fore c~>uld have no duty to do so and was in fact.not 

permitted to do so. He could only forward the informatif; 

he received if and when he received it, end would have 

violated his duty had he not done so. no

power to give permission to visit camps, no power 

to order the Minister of War in charge of camps to 

give permission especially when the Minister of War 

said in time of war such permission would violate 

military security. Had he purported to do so when 

those who had power refused to give permission, he 

would have been untruthful and would have violated 

his duty. No duty under the laws of Japan has been 

proved, no power under the laws of Japan has been 

proved, the one must be commensurate with the other; 

no disregard of the duties of his office in the Japanese 

Government; "no evidence that he deliberately and

«
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recklessly disregarded his legal_ duty," rather'that
'le performed ' is duty. While he hod no knowledge
and no power to gain knowledge, ho was concerned
because he valued the reputation of his country ^nd
because of his humanitarian instincts if the facts
alleged in the protest which he had no power to

1
investigate should by any chance be true. He could
only persuade and while he had no legal duty to do so,
ho did persuade. And he took the matter up with the
most powerful body in war time Japan, one more powerful
than the Cabinet, formed like all the liaison bodies
because the Cabinet and other ordinary Governmental
bodies did not have sufficient power to deal with
matters relating to military command. By the prosecution*£ 

2
own test "No man has been charged with either crimes 
against peace or conventional war crimes and crimes 
against humanity unless he is in some way responsible 
for the aggressive policy followed by Japan which gave 
rise to those crimes". It is submitted that he should 
not have been charged under Counts 54 and 55 since 
there has been no proof th«-t he was in any way responsible 
for such policy, rather that he opposed it. I7e submit 
that there is no evidence against this'defendant on 

founts 54 and 55.
L. Ex. 3898, T. 38,791, 3 8 ,7 9 3
?, Prns , Aim- IC-g,------------- 1------------------------------- -----
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WARTIME SPEECHES
1

97. In their summation the prosecution quotefe
excerpts from certain wartime speeches and congratulatopy
telegrams made and issued by SKIGEMITSU as Foreign
Minister in the midst of the war. All were subsequent
to September, 1943» all but one subsequent to the,
Cairo Declaration in which the Allied leaders stated
that Japan would be stripped of all her territories
exceot the main island. Similar public speeches and
telegrams of felicitations were offered in evidence by

2 3the prosecution on 29 January 1948 and rejected, 
because they did not meet the tests for prosecution 
rebuttal evidence, that is, they had no importantp.noe o 
probative value. I submit the same applies to the 
evidence from which the prosecution quotes its summatio 

EFFORTS TO END THE WAR.
98. From the time that he became Foreign

5
Minister on 20 April 1943, one of the chief objectives 
of this defendant was to terminate the war. The record 
contains many evidences of these efforts. KIDO testified 
from the time of his appointment until the day of the
(1. SS-19, SS-20.
2. T. 38522, 38525.
3. T. 38524, 38526.
4. See also prosecution summation K-3* "No man has bleen 

charged in this proceeding because of any act com
mitted or any statement made by him in the course of 
his official duties pursuant to an already establish-

---- ed pulley if those matters were his only cumiëütlon
with that aggressive policy."

. Ex. 123, T. 777.)

4
h.
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surrender, he worked with SHIGEMITSU for the termination 
1

of the war. The first conference recorded in his diary
was on 13 May 1943, within a month of SHIGEMITSU's 

2
j appointment. Again in January, 1944, SHIGEMITSU stated 
to KIDO that he believed that unconditional surrender

3was unavoidable. KIDO's Diary shows that they conferred
I

again on 26 June 1944, and he testified that they worked
out a plan under which KIDO would assume responsibility
for the Imperial Court and SHIGEMITSU for the Govern- 

4 5
ment. They conferred again on 6 and 15 July and
throughout the summer and fall of 1944. Another con
ference is recorded on 8 March 1945.

99. SHIGEMITSU and other members of the KOISO 
Cabinet disagreed with the Premier regarding negoti
ations with Kiao Ping who claimed to have contact with 
the Chungking Government since it was evident that there 
was no chance of success and since they felt that he was j

I I
not a reliable person with whom to deal; that full

7
confidence and trust could not be placed in him. The 
fact that after the war Miao Ping was tried, convicted,
(1. Ex. 3340, T. 31069.
2. Ex. 3340, T. 31069
3. Ex. 3340, T. 31073; see also T. 31224.
4. Ex. 3340, T. 31075.
5. Fx. 3340, T. 3 IIO6 .
6. Fx. 3340, T. 31114.
7. Ex. 3340, T. 31115; see also T. 31245, 31246

Cf, defense summation N-12, pages 54, 98.)

n

j
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and executed by the Government with which it is claimed 
1

he had contact is, I submit, conclusive evidence of his 

unreliability and that there was no chance of success 

through him as an intermediary. The disagreement in

volved the approach not the desire or efforts for peace.

100. The accused worked for peace not only 

through his own Government but also through Germany to 

which country Japan was bound by agreement not to make 

a .separate peace. In August, 1944, he conferred with 

German Ambassador Stahmer regarding peace between

Germany and Soviet Russia as the first step towards
2

common peace between all the nations concerned, which 

conversation Stahmer reported to his Government. Later, 

in September, Stahmer and the accused conferred again, 

Stahmer bringing the reply in the form of an aide-memoire 

in which the German Government stated there was no

indication the Soviet Government was ready for an under-
3

standing with Germany. These talks had been initiated
4

by the Foreign Minister. He conferred with KIDO on 21
5

August about these matters, reported them to the Emperor
6

on 31 August 1944.

(1. See T. 32263.
2. T. 24483-4
3. Ex. 2745, T. 24485, 24486.
4. T. 24488.
5. Ex. 3340, T. 31107-8.
6. Ex. 3340, T. 31108.)
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101. He then made plans for the negotiation of

peace through the Soviet Union with which country Japan

ha 3 a neutrality pact. He reported these conversations

with Stahmer at a meeting of the Supreme Council for
1

Direction of War on 15 September 1944. He then laid

before the meeting a draft of measures to be taken vis-
2

a-vis the Soviet Union. This detailed and complete 

plan shows not only the intent of maintenance of neutral

ity, improvement of diplomatic relations between Japan 

and the Soviet Union and the realization of peace be

tween Germany and the Soviet Union, but plans for peace 

between Japan and Chiang Kai-shek Government of China 

and for general peace with all nations through the good 

offices of the Soviet Union. He proposed implementation 

of the neutrality pact, a non-aggression pact, a treaty j
t

of good neighborliness and friendship, demarcation of !
!

borders, means for solution of conflicts along the border.,

the use of the good offices for peace between Germany }

and the Soviet Union, mediation for peace between Japan
3

and the Chiang Regime and for general peace. Simul

taneously with such negotiations it was proposed that {

measures be taken for demarcation of the borders and !
1

solution of conflicts along such borders. It was fore- j

(1. Ex. 3557, p. 2, not read. !
2. Fx. 3557, T. 34551 to 34558.
3. T. 34554-5.)

I
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1
seen that certain demands would be made by the Soviet 
Union and he recommended that the envoy sent to negotiate 
be given wide discretion and authority. It was con
templated that these demands would be very extensive 
and the plan set forth concrete suggestions as to how 
they would be met in case of complete or partial success 
in the negotiations. Even if the Soviet Union only 
agreed to maintain neutrality most of her demands would 
be acceded to. If general peace was realized all the 
Soviet demands would be met. Throughout this period he
conferred with KIDO and had audiences with the Emperor

1
about these matters.

102. SHIGEMITSU also worked for peace through 
another neutral power. The Swedish Minister to Japan, 
Bagge, v/as returning to Europe and at SHIGEMITSU*s sug
gestion sent SAKAYA, the former Japanese Minister to 
Finland, a friend of Bagge's to see him. Shortly after 
his talk with SAKAYA, Bagge conferred with SHIGEMITSU whc 
urged him to find out the possibilities of obtaining 
peace for Japan. Bagge testified that he remembered

/
vividly SHIGEMITSU's express desire to do everything in 
his power to end the war as soon as possible even at 
great sacrifice to his country. A few days later SAKAYA 
saw Bagge and told him that the matter was most urgent 
(1. Ex. 334-0, T. 31107-9.)
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and that SKIGIMITSU hoped he would leave as soon as
possible and go straight to Stockholm to take up the

1
matter with his Government. The cabinet of which
ShlGEMITSU was a member resigned shortly afterwards.
SHIGEMITSU's successor, TOGO, took the same view of the
matter but later decided to try to obtain peace through

2
the good offices of Soviet Russia.

103. Even after he ceased to be a member of the 
Government he continued his efforts for peace ; On 9 
August 1945 the Government then in office was consider
ing the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration and it
was proposed that Japan make four conditions to its
acceptance. SHIGEMITSU called on the Lord Keeper to
urge that the Declaration be accepted without any con- 

3
ditions. ,

104. The accused played an all-important part j 
in the final act which ended the great Pacific War. On
2 September 1945, he signed the Surrender on board the
U.S.S. Missouri in behalf of the Emperor of Japan and

4
the Japanese Government. This was the culmination of 
all his diplomatic actions for the attainment of peace.
He had worked for peace throughout his diplomatic career
(1. Fx. 3558, T. 34561 to 34562.
2. Fx. 3558, T. 34563, 34564; see also Ex. 3^20,

T. 35455-7.
3. rx. 3340, T. 31176.
4. Fx. 6, T. 17156.)
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and that SHIGEMITSU hoped he would leave as soon as
possible and go straight to Stockholm to take up the

1
matter with his Government. The cabinet of which
SKIGEMITSU was a member resigned shortly afterwards.
SHIGEMITSU's successor, TOGO, took the same view of the
matter but later decided to try to obtain peace through

2
the good offices of Soviet Russia.

103. Even after he ceased to be a member of the 
Government he continued his efforts for peace; On 9 
August 1945 the Government then in office was consider
ing the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration and it 
was proposed that Japan make four conditions to its 
acceptance. SHIGEMITSU called on the Lord Keeper to
urge that the Declaration be accepted without any con- 

3ditions. i

104. The accused played an all-important part '
in the final act which ended the great Pacific War. On
2 September 1945» he signed the Surrender on board the
U.S.S. Missouri in behalf of the Emperor of Japan and

4
the Japanese Government. This was the culmination of j 
all his diplomatic actions for the attainment of peace.
He had worked for peace throughout his diplomatic career
(1.

2.

3.
4.

Ex. 3558, T. 3456I to 34562.
Ex. 3558, T. 34563, 34564; see also Ex. 3^20, 
T. 35455-7. ’
Ex. 3340, T. 31176.
Ex. 6, T. 17156.)
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and this was the third agreement ending hostilities. " 

which he had signed during the period of the alleged 

conspiracy for war; the first at Shanghai, the second 

in Moscow, and the last on the Missouri in Tokyo Bay.

1 0 5 . There had been riots and attempts at

assassination when it was decided to accept the Potsdam 
1

Declaration so that the decision to accept responsibili 

for consummating that acceptance by signing the surrender 

was not a mere expression of good will, not the popular 

thing to do, but involved risk of life and limb. He had 

known for thirteen years what an attempt at assassination 

might mean even if not wholly successful.

106 . Your Honors, we are told you want us to

give you facts, not eloquence, for which I am glad, beini

incapable of the latter. I have at times shown my feel

ings and my only excuse is that they run very deep. I 

regret any delinquency on my part, if such has occurred, 

for this client of mine deserves the best of defenses 

and his many friends all over the world have expected it 

of me.

10 7 . I am very proud to have defended this man

though I have never understood why he should be here to

defend. Only the prosecution can tell you and I sub

mit it has not done so in its proof or even in its

(1. Ex. 3340, T. 3 1 1 9 4-8 , 31201-2; Ex. 3231, T. 29322-6

N .
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summation, the allegations of which, I submit present no
l offenses within the true intent of the Charter. The
2 testimony in his behalf has been produced not only from
3 witnesses testifying for the defense but from those'
4

testifying for the prosecution. Not only his own
)
(y

countrymen, but many men from nations lately at war with
.••s 
* / 7 his have testified for him, a man accused of crimes

- 8 against their nations.

9 108. The proof shows that this defendant has

10 never been a party to any conspiracy for war, that this

11 defendant never planned war, never initiated war, never

12 waged war and —  it seems fantastic to have to say it --

13 never murdered anyone. When hostilities started despite
\

14 his efforts, he did his utmost to limit them, to prevent

15 their breaking into open war, to end them. He tried to |

A 16 1
prevent the spread of war to East Asia and after it

17 started tried to bring it to an end as soon as possible

•
18 and he represented his country in the memorable act
19 which ended it. He would not wish you to think him
20

21
22
23

other than a patriotic Japanese, loyal to his country 

and his Emperor, both before, after and during the war,

a Japanese who believed and still believes that the wel-

: 24 fare of his country lay in working with, not against the
i
■■

S 25 western democracies, that Japan and China and the other
•

nations of the Orient, close neighbors and brothers in

t

iMKCirTT!“"
1
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peace should be maintained with the great country which 
\

lies between these two cultures, Soviet Russia. His 

patriotism has been wise and far-seeing, without any 

taint of aggressive force.

109. And so I ask for an acquittal on all 

Counts. That is all I can ask for now, for the years 

he has spent in Sugamo Prison can never be returned to 

him.

THE PRESIDENT: It is too late to start the

next summation.

We will adjourn until half past nine tomorrow

morning.

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjourn

ment was taken until Friday, 2 April 1948, 

at 0930.)

blood, could and should be equals and friends and that

25
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Friday, 2 April 1943

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to adjournment,

at 0930.
Appearances:

For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, with 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE JU-AO MEI, Member

from the Republic of China and HONORABLE JUSTICE HENRI 

BERNARD, Member from the Republic of France, not sitting 

from 1500 to I6OO.
For the Frosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

•m M

(English to Japanese and Japanese 

to English interpretation was made by the 

Language Section, IMTFE.)
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Appearances:
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, v/ith 

the exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE JU-AO MEI, Member

from the Republic of China and HONORABLE JUSTICE HENRI 

BERNARD, Member from the Republic of France, not sitting | 

from 1500 to I6OO. j

For the Frosecution Section, same as before.

For the Defense Section, same as before.
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(English to Japanese and Japanese 

to English interpretation was made by the 

Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARPP&L OF THE COURT: ''’he International
Militarv Tribunal is no«' in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present
excert .^HIRATORI, UMEZU and IlaTbUI, who are represented 

counsel. The Fugano Prison surgeon certifies that 
they are ill and unable to attend the trial todav. The 
certificates will be recorded and filed.

Mr* Cunningham.
m .  CUNNINGHA?': If vour Honors please, this

is an arrlication for permission to file the affidavit 
of General George C. Marshall, retired General of the 
Army and the present h e c r e t a r v  of htate of the United 
states, in behalf of the accused OhKIM*.

Comes now the accused ObHIKA, through his 
counsel, and respectfully applies to this Honorable 
Tribunal for permission to file in these proceedings 
the affidavit of the present hecretary of htate of the 
United htates, former General of the Army George C. 
Marshall, and states as reasons for this application 
the following:

In December, 1946, counsel for this accused 
^iled an application with this Tribunal asking for a 
subpoena for the affiant. The application set forth 
that the witness will testify from first-hand authority
on the snbiect:
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1. Gerraan-Japaneso collaboration, military»
2. Preparation of the United Mates for the 

Pacific "far.
3. Japanese-;-.merican ’Var no surprise*
At that time the witness was in Nanking, China, 

on a special mission. By order of this Tribunal Number 
59?, permission was granted to interrogate the witness 
and facilities were to be made available for this 
purpose, application was made for travel orders tut 
before the arrangements could be made for the trip to 
China the affiant was elevated to the post of Secretary 
of Mate. After that if was impossible to arrange for

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 

21 

22 

23 
V  
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a personal interview,
Written interrogatories were submitted in 

hrptember 1947, through militarv and diplomatic 
channels. Due to the pressure of other matters, the 
nuestiens were not answered until March 10, 1948. The 
affidavit was received in ToVvo, Japan on March 29, 1948, 
bv counsel for the defense.

A copy of the affidavit is attached to this 
application. Its content bears heavilv upon the import
ant issues in this case and answers specifically the 
matters raised in the original application. The document 
establishes with overwhelming weight from the highest 
source the evidence of the defense upon the issues
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involved in Count Ç of *-hP Indictment on the Question 
of lack of collaboration between Japan, Germany and Italy. 
The document refutes clearlv and convincingly the charge 
made bv the prosecution that the throe nations collabor
ated to dominate the world. It shows that there was a 
lack of cooperation.

It is in the Interests of justice that this 
historic document prepared for this trial, be admitted 
as part of the record of thesp proceedings and be con
sidered as part of the defense evidence. It is only 
fate and the pressure of the present ^orld events 
which make this application necessary at this tine*
Notice was given to the mribunal on the 3rd day of 
February, at page 38,730 of the transcript, that the 
affidavit was being prepared and would be received, it 
was thought, before the close of the evidence in this 
case.

v/e submit that this tribunal in its discretion 
has full control over the record in this case and has 
the right to taccept evidence nt any stage in the proceed
ings. Circumstances over which wo had no control pre
vented this document from arriving before this time»

Out of resrect for +he statesmanship of the 
author of the affidavit end in recognition of his

'̂T
PtB
rno
fWi
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wisdom and appreciation for his responsibility in taking

1 his valuable time to execute an instrument of high
2 j probative value, and on account of the grave importance
3 II of the material covered in the affidavit, surelv we can
4(
! pause long enough to incorporate this useful document

5 !
I as an exhibit in this cause.

6

7
8 

9

For the3p reasons, it is regretfully urged 

that the record in this cause be held open for the 

purpose of accepting the affidavit of George C. Marshall

10

11
12
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14
15
16

17
18
19
20 

21 

22
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24

as an exhibit in behalf o<* this accused.

THE FRT5FTDENT: You might ask ns to reopen

the defense case in order to enable you to tender that 

evidence. That is as much as vou can do, Mr. Cunning

ham. No matter how great General Marshall may be, and 

no doubt is, that dees not justify us in incorporating 

in the record an affidavit or his. would not do 

it with an affidavit of Mr. Churchill's or any other 

statesman. Your application to have this affidavit 

incorporated in the record must be refused, but if vou 

would like to ask us to reopen the case to allow you to 

tender this further evidence, then we shall have to 

consider your application. Until judgment we have com

plete control over our own proceedings.

25
I understand that there is alrradv in evidence 

or t h e r e  was offered in evidence a similar statement by
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(General Marshall. r~thTnk we said inr~tli.il uccdstoir-----

iI that we could not allow even General Marshall to take 

2 * over our functions and decide issues which are for us 

to decide. However, this affidavit may contain material 

4 which is relevant and material,—  I don't know, I have

not ronfl it. I f  it simply g i v e s  General Marshall's
6 I
7
8

1 orinion, it must be rejected.

!ÎR. CUNNINGHAM: I shall answer to both matters,

9
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14
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17
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20
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25

your Honor. You have expressed nv desire much more 

clearly than I hove been able to express it, but I wish 

that the record of this case be reopened for the purpose 

of accepting the affidavit of General Marshall —  that 

is my first purpose. Now it is suggested from the table 

that the case of the defense be reopened for the purpose 

of accepting this document.

THF. PRESIDENT: "'ell, we must hear the prosecu

tion first.

HR. CUNNINGHAM* "hat is the first point. Now, 

on your second point, I subscribe heartily with what you 

said concerning the evidence which was introduced. The 

comment of the President at that ti^e was, as I recall 

it: ""fell, are we to accept the opinion of even George

Marshall on such a matter?" —  that is, in substance,

THF. FREUDEN?: Personally, I would accept his
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no -a-fodp^T-xn not allowed--to- do-sor- 

that nada cl^ar; this nav ba nisunderstood.
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11

I®. CUNNINGHAM: On your second point,
there is no necessity, I believe, in anticipating 
the objections of the prosecution. I should like 
to answer their objections as to the contents of 
the docui-ient when they have proposed the sane to 
the Tribunal. I don't know whether the Tribunal 
will consider both questions, the reopening and the 
admission of the document, at the sane time or 
whether they will take the objections to the re
opening first and then the argument upon the admis
sion of the document.

THE PRESIDENT: Well, it is desirable that
we should deal with tiu whole natter at once, un
doubtedly, I see no reason for dividing it, but
ny colleagues may take a different view. My opinion
is that we should deal with it at the same tine, 
deal with both natters together.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: In that event, I offer
the document as an exhibit,

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Tavenner.
MR. TAVENNER: If the Tribunal please, in

closing the defense case for OSHIJwA, counsel said 
in substance, page 38,729-30: There are other
Japanese documents and witnesses not ready for * • - 
presentation at this tine, and I want to retain the

Ék
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privilege of presenting this evidence if the evidence 
of the other accused goes long enough to permit the 
receipt and processing of these documents.

The President replied: "Do not conclude
from our silence that we are conceding anything to 
you. Already we can truthfully say that no Court 
has ever heard a defense more fully."

The defense desires now, in the last days 
of argument, to reopen the case for introduction of 
evidence which, if admissible at all, should have 
been tendered in the general phase. The strict 
rules relating to the receipt of after-discovered 
evidence are well recognized, but this evidence 
does not reach that dignity.

An examination of the document will dis
close two things: first, the questions posed call
for speculative ansv/ers and opinion evidence, so 
much so, in fact, that in many instances the affiant 
in his answer states that the matter is purely 
speculative. And, second, the material, not objection
able on the ground mentioned, is purely cumulative.
It is respectfully submitted that if this evidence 
in the exercise of due diligence had been discovered 
after the close of the case, it still would not be 
admissible under the after-disclosed evidence rule.
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-------- A -casual -reference ^e-thc document wil-1---
disclose that it is for the nost part taken fron 
defense document No. 1674, General Marshall’s Re
port, an excerpt from which was introduced in evi
dence on 19 June, 1947, transcript 24,754. The 
defense document No. I referred to is General 
Marshall's Report from which an excerpt was taken 
and which he so frequently cites in the course of 
this document. Only a short excerpt was admitted 
in evidence or tendered in evidence- from that docu
ment in June. In other parts of the record there 
are other excerpts fror, the same document. This is 
now an attempt to enlarge upon those excerpts which 
were introduced in an early phase of the case, a
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document which has been in the hands of defense 
counsel from the early days of this trial.

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, Mr. Cunningham.
r-5. CUNNINGHAM: In answer to the first

suggestion of Mr. Tavenner, that we closed our 
evidence, I night say that at page 38,730> your 
Honor will recall, I announced to the Tribunal that 
"nine months ago I submitted interrogatories to 
General Marshall. They are now in the process of 

preparation."
THE PRESIDENT: That excerpt v/as not ob-
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jèctëd'lioHbÿ- the pro s ecut’i o n .

V/ell, now I raise the question of whether 

we should take even General «larshall's opinion.

What you are proposing to tender now doesn't go 

beyond the excerpt in substance, does it?

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes, your Honor. V/hat I

an offering now answers specifically the questions 

which vie propounded to General Marshall, and in his 

excerpt he only gave a conclusion based upon the 

observations which he makes here, and they are the 

observations which we consider quite material and 

relevant.

25
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THE PhESIuENT: The affidavit contains the

reasons for the material on which he based his opinirn* 

Is that what you are saying?

MFv• CUKNIi'ÎGIUiMï That is right, ycur Honor,, 

and I took my cue- from v/hat ycur Honor said, at the 

time. Wo do net wa.nt the opinion, we want the facts, 

and I asked General Marshall for the facts and I b e 

lieve he has given me the facts.

THE PhESIDEHT: The prosecution net having

objected tc the tender of General Marshall’s opinion 

may, on reconsideration, see fit to allow the facts 

stated by General Marshall os the ground of his opinion 

to be admitted.

MR. T..VEKKER: If it please the Tribunal, I

think there is a distinction between facts as grounds 

for an opinion ai.d his reasons.

THE PRESIDENT: Doesn't he say in effect —

I have just glanced at the affidavit —  ’’These ore the 

grounds" "These are the facts" "These are the reasons 

why I form that opinion," and he states them very fully.
1 I

MK. TiiVEKKER: He states cc nsiderations that

he had in mind, he does not call them facts. The first 

one —

THE PRESIDENT: General Marshall w o u l d n ’t act

on anything but facts. He may have to act on
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nssunpti* ris sometimes, but surely net in that natter.
0 ■

MR. T.. VENNER: The very first consideration

was a question which he said he didn't know the answer 

to.

THE PRESIDENT: hell, he could net have noted

on that one. I ora speaking of facts or grounds on 

which he .lid act, I didn't s'y you should admit the 

whole affidavit.

Of course, the weaker the grounds are that 

General Marshall may have had the stronger should be 

the reason for the prosecution raising no objection.

HR. TAVERNER: If your Honor please, the chief

objection that I asserted is to the reopening of this 

case in the closing days of argument regarding a matter 

which to the greatest extent was in the hands of defense 

counsel from early in June.

THE PiiESIi/EWTi That is a very strict if not a 

technical view, hr. Tavanner. I emphasize, you allowed 

General Marshall's opinion to be tendered by the d e 

fense. Nov; they give us, or purport to give us, the 

grounds for General M a r s h a l l ’s opinion. Why shouldn't 

we have them without any further argument? You don't 

contest that that is General Marshall's affidavit, and 

you cannot contest that it is on a most vital issue in 

the case. ________________________________________

46,420
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tîh. T«.VEliNKh: The nsv/er to Question 1 is

only cnc page of this document. The rest of that ma

teriel has been in defense hands, and I think this is 

not the right time, at the conclusion of the argument —  

near the conclusion -- to po into matters that v/ere not
I

presented when they should have be:;n presented,

far as the answer to Question 1 is con

cerned, the matter to which you addressed your atten

tion, that could very w;ll have been introduced in 

behalf of the prosecution in explanation. I have no 

quarrel with —

ThE PhESIDEKTï Do you suggest I am exerting 

pressure on you, Mr. Ta vanner? You knew that I would 

have rejected that excerpt and General Marshall’s opin

ion would not have been in evidence if I had my way.

But you allowed it in, and you may very well now allow 

us to know the reasons for his opinion, ùfter all this 

isn’t an applici t.ion made to us after we retire to 

consider our judgment a m  before judgment, it is an ap

plication made in the course of the hearing.

Unless you wish to say any more, I don’t want 

to hear any more either fron you or Mr. Cunningham. We 

will consider the matter.

Hi. T.4VEi\i«Eh: I was in the midst of making a

gtntengnt_if ypu w m  permit m  to finish it.
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As I was stating, I have no quarrel ™ith 

the answer to No. 1 fron the standpoint of an explana

tion of the reasons for his statement in his report. 

Those reasons were not given in his report. But the 

other matters referred to are natters which could have 

been introduced at the proper time in the general phase 

of the defense case,

THE PRESIDENT: Do I understand you to say

the reasons that General Farshall gives in his affidavit 
for his opinion do not appear in this report from which 

the excerpt v/as taken?

ïüi. Ti.VENtlEh: Ho, sir, I do not think that

all of the reasons set forth in his answer to the first 

question appear in the report, nlthough I have no 

special objection to hearing his reasons, my objection 

did go to the entire document.

THE RESIDENT: I didn’t suggest you agree to

anj thing other than the grounds upon which he based his 

opinion.

21

22

23
24

13\. TAVENNEh: I have und er s too. 1 that, and I

have stated I have no quarrel with the first question 

particularly, question and answer.

ThE PRESIDENT: Look at the affidavit an1 tell

25 us w hether you a gree  to  a n y  o f  i t ,  r e f e r r in g  to  p a ra 

graphs .
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lih. ïi.VBhüîüi ; Yë's, I Will agree to thé first 

question and answer.
THE PIiESILENT: Hr. Cunningham.

MH. CbiduIttGiLJJ: I don’t believe that I have

anything further to s?y, your Honor, except that some 

of the material covered in the answer to No. 1 is in

filtrated into the answer to 2 end 4 and question No* 5» 

all relate to corroboration of the answer in No. 1.

THE* PiiESIDEi'T: We have to decide whether v.re

will reopen the case. Mr. Tavenner can't do that for 

us. But he can ad:jit a document or a part of it. We 

will confer on that natter.

Go on with KIDO. We can confer during the 

recess or luncheon adjournment.

Mr. Logan,
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THE PLESILEKT: tîr. Cunningham.

iüi. CUhi.IwGH/tM: I don't believe that I have

anything further to say, your Honor, except that some 

of the material covered in the answer to No. 1 is in

filtrated into the answer to 2 and 4 and question No* 

all relate to corroboration of the answer in No. 1.

ThE PuESILENT: We have to decide whether v/e

will reopen the case. Mr. Tavenner can't do that for 

us. But he can admit a document or a part of it. We 

will confer on that natter.

Go on with KIDO. We crn confer during the 

recess or luncheon adjournment.

Iir. Logan.
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MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with
the Tribunal's permission I desire to read the 

summation on behalf of the accused KIDO,.Koichi.

1. Th avoid aimless wandering in the 

wilderness of complicated and detailed factual matter 

which has been the outgrowth of the prosecution's 

case against the accused KIDO, it becomes necessary 

to analyze the charges against him in the full light 

of reality unencumbered by such interpretations

on irrelevant issues as would lead to our inability 

t® see the forest because of nearsighted examination 

of the trees. Composing a large portion of the 

prosecution's evidence is the KIDO Diary itself, 

voluntarily submitted for use by the prosecution 

as it saw fit. Interpretation upon interpretation 

caused by the wide chasm of the laneuftge barrier 

has hampered an accurate oortrayal of the events.

2. The Charter as the basic document setting 

forth the offenses for which the accused is to be 

tried can well be divided into two distinct divisions, 

the first being Crimes /gainst Peace and the second 

Conventional War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity.

It perhaps would have been less complicated had this 

Indictment followed the Nuernberg pattern narrowed

to four counts rather than its present 55» for in an

46,424
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MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with
the Tribunal’s remission I desire to read the 

summation on behalf of the accused KIDO,.Koichi.

1. Th avoid aimless wandering in the 

wilderness of complicated and detailed factual matter 

which has been the outgrowth of the prosecution's 

case against the accused KIDO, it becomes necessary 

to analyze the charges against him in the full light 

of reality unencumbered by such interpretations

on irrelevant issues as would lead to our inability 

to see the forest because of nearsighted examination 

of the trees. Composing a large- portion of the* 

prosecution's evidence is the KIDO Diary itself, 

voluntarily submitted for use by the prosecution 

as it saw fit. Interpretation upon interpretation 

caused by the wide chasm of the laneua.ge barrier 

has hampered an accurate portrayal of the events.

2. The Charter as the basic document setting 

forth the offenses for which the accused is to be 

tried can well be divided into two distinct divisions, 

the first being Crimes /gainst Peace and the second 

Conventional War Crimes ana Crimes Against Humanity.

It perhaps would have been less complicated had this 

Indictment followed the Nuernberg pattern narrowed

to four counts rather than its present 55» for in an
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--- ..-Mi* eway suoeeriuge ana unnecessary

verbiage we are faced with answering the simple 

question of whether the accused is responsible for 

the accomplishment of aggressive war. Although at
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MH» LOGAN i If the Tribunal please, with 
the Tribunal’s Dermission I desire to read the 
summation on behalf of the accused KIDO,.Koichi.

1. Th avoid aimless wandering in the 
wilderness of complicated and detailed factual matter 
which has been the outgrowth of the prosecution’s 
case against the accused KIDO, it becomes necessary 
to analyze the charges against him in the full light 
of reality unencumbered by such interpretations
on irrelevant issues as would lead to our inability 
to see the forest because of nearsighted examination 
of the trees. Composing a large portion of the* 
prosecution's evidence is the KIDO Diary itself, 
voluntarily submitted for use by the prosecution 
as it saw fit. Interpretation upon interpretation 
caused by the wide chasm of the laneufege barrier 
has hampered an accurate portrayal of the events.

2. The Charter as the basic document setting 
forth the offenses for which the accused is to be 
tried can well be divided into two distinct divisions, 
the first being Crimes /gainst Peace and the second 
Conventional War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity.
It perhaps would have been less complicated had this 
Indictment followed the Nuernberg pattern narrowed
to four counts rather than its present 55> for in an
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analysis of the case, such as we know the Tribunal 

desires, it becomes almost humanly impossible to 

touch upon the Indictment allegations with the 

fullness they deserve.

3. As has been said Crimes Against Peace 

consist only of the planning, preparation, initi

ation and waging of aggressive war or a conspiracy 

to accomplish the same. Conventional V'ar Crimes and 

Crimes Against Humanity are such as are contained in 

the laws of war and as designated in the Charter.

>!'e cannot subscribe to the belief that the Tribunal 

seriously considers the accused KIDO must answer to 

this latter category for he was neither a soldier 

in the field nor a formulator of policy regarding 

these matters. It is the former division —  Crimes 

Against Peace —  to which the prosecution has sought 

to attach the actions of KIDO.

4. Hovering over this entire proceeding has 

been the closeness of the accused KIDO to the Emperor 

of Japan and the accompanying interest which such 

would naturally arouse. Narrowing down to a brute 

frankness, shearing away subterfuge and unnecessary 

verbiage we are faced with answering the simple 

question of whether the accused is responsible for 

the accomplishment of aggressive war. Although at
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-one time a cabinet member occupying arrinslgnlfleant 

snd minor post, KIDO’s chief attraction to the 

prosecution has been his activities pertaining to the 

era that led to the Pacific hostilities.

5. In his capacity as Lord Keeper of the 

Privy Seal the question must be answered as to whether

or n't he had any power and whether or not such power\
or influence as he might have possessed was used 

to perpetrate the offense of aggressive war or not. 

This issue simply stated is difficult of study and 

to this end we shall seek to organize our presenta

tion in such a fashion as to assist the Tribunal 

to the end of arriving at what we consider an ob

vious verdict of innocence.

A. CRIMTS AGAINST PEACE.

6. To attempt e point by point answer in

comparable sequence to the prosecution argument would
be to force the defense to adopt a procedure not

best fitted to relate the evidence as we view it but

a sincere and earnest attempt has been made chron-%
ologically to answer in its entirety each and every 

allegation or charge and the citations of alleged 

evidence in support thereof made by the prosecution.

A comprehensive and chronological account of KIDO’s 

activities was rendered by him in his direct
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0

testimony. r'c will not repeat it hero, except 

when obliged to answer the prosecution's summation, 
but we ask the Tribunal to refer to it when neces

sary to ascertain the true facts. The task of answer

ing the prosecution's summation has been made ex

tremely difficult because with the facts it has 

intermingled argument and its own interpretation 

of the facts.
I. BIOGRAPHICAL MATTER.

7. Marquis KIDO was born on July 18, 1889. 

His grandfather, Marquis KIDO, Takayoshi was one of 

the three founders of the new government of Japan ~~ 

during the Meiji Ere;. KIDO's grandfather served in 

various ministries in the cabinet and played a 
prominent role in the drafting of the Constitution 

which established the Diet. His father, Marquis 

KIPO, Takamasa v/as Grand Chamberlain to Emperor 2
Meiji's son who subsequently became Emperof TAISHO. 

Thus in his home environment KIDO was imbued with 
the spirit of the new Japan and the promising future 

it had under constitutional government.
8, KIDO graduated from the Law College of 

the Imperial University of Kyoto in 1915 having 

majored in political economy and social science. On

(1. Tr. 10,716 - 31iglkn.gr- 
2. Aff. par 4, Tr. 30,719)

L



August 30, 1917 he succeeded to his father’s title

of Marquis and simultaneously became a member of

the House of Peers. After graduating from college

ho joined the government service in the Ministry

of /griculture and Commerce where he served until
3

193O as an administrative official.

9. In I93O and upon the recommendation of

Prince SAIONJI, Prince KONOYE, Baron HARADA,
4

Viscount OKABE and others he was appointed Chief

Secretary to the Lord Keeper of the ^rivy Seal

which position he held until June 13, 1936. Prom

then until October 22, 1937, he was President of
5

Bureau of Peerage. He served in the First KONOYEv
Cabinet as Minister of Education from October 22, 

1937* until May 26, 1938, (concurrent Minister of 

Y/elfare from January 11, 1938) Minister of Welfare 

from May 26., 1938 to January 5«. 1939, end Minister 

of Home Affairs in the HIRANUHA Cabinet from 

January 5, 1939 to August 28, 1939, but retired from 

then until June 1, 1940, when he was appointed Lord 

Keeper of the Privy Seal upon the recommendation of 

Prince SAIONJI, Prince KONOYE, Imperial Minister 

MATSUDAIRA, Tsuneo, Lord Keeper YUASA and Baron

(3. Aff. par. 4, Tr. 30,720
4. Aff. par. 5, Tr. 30,721 5
5. Ex. 112, Tr. 725) ____________
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------ g
HARADk which position ho held until November 1945.

10» The undisputed evidence is that KIDO
was a disciple of Prince SAIONJI, avidly following his
teachings and reasoning as shown in many excerpts
from his diary. Prince SAIONJI’s penchant for advising
that the government, the military, the court, and the
Emperor act within tho ambits of their respective
spheres and in a constitutional manner made a de-eu *7impression on KIDO. His diary reveals that some of 
the most important decisions which KIDO made while 
Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal v/ere difficult because 
he kept foremost in his mind the thought that the 
various branches of the government should not usurp 
the powers and functions of other branches. If the 
Tribunal would bear in mind the fact that KIDO was a 
constitutionalist, it will more readily understand 
the actions which he took.

II. TIE KIDO DIARY.
11. At the outset we would like to point to

a factor which may serve as a key for the padlock
of confusion that has surrounded the involvement of
KIDO in this case. The question might well be asked -
how did the prosecution acquire this KIDO Diary upon
(6. Diary, June 1, 1940. Ex. 2276 and errata Tr. 16,248 - 16,249, Diary, May 8, 1940,__ Aff. par. 129, Tr. 30,890-30,891.
7 Supra, par. i)0, pp. 4'/ - 48) ; '
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which it predicated so much of its evidence end used
as evidence itself? vras it stolen from KIDO? ,ras it

forced from him by confiscation? Was he threatened

or bribed into surrendering it to the Allied Powers?

The answer .is emphatically Noî KIDO was advised on
8

December 6, 1945» that he was to be arrested. He 

was apprehended ten days later at which timè he 

volunterily and of his own free will and accord 

revealed to Lieutenant Colonel Sackctt his compre

hensive and voluminous recordation of the vital events
9

during a chaotic period of Japanese history. As he

said, he had nothing to hide or fear. He voluntarily
10

caused his diary to be delivered to Colonel Sackett.

Why did KIDO voluntarily reveal and turn over his

diary? D-as it because he knew that there were entries

in it which would convict him or was it because he

knew that the diary wov.ld prove his innocence? If he

had been a. criminal at heart, as the prosecution would
11

have this Tribunal believe, and knew that the diary 

contained entries which would convict him, would it 

not have been a natural act for him to have destroyed 

the evidence?

(8. Diary, Dec. 6, 1945» *ff. par. -2,
Tr. 30,716.

9. Aff. par. 2, Tr. 30,716
10. Ibid.
11. Pros. Doc. 0003, Tr. 16,852.)
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12* In submitting his diary, did he not 
express a desire that the Allied authorities actually 
comprehend the workings of a state that led to a 
disastrous, result? Was it the act of a guilty con
science or of a man ashamed of the part he had played 
in his nation’s future or vr.s it rather an attempt on 
the part of a silent historian to educate the minds 
of those nations whose misunderstanding of Japan and 
its development led to direful results?
, 1 3. KIDO’s Diary, which the prosecution
admits was written with no ulterior motive in mind

12.
and should not be doubted, like any other diary, 
requires explanations. A diary is not kept for 
publicity purposes. It is common knowledge that a 
diary is kept for one's own information or use, and 
none but the author can explain the meaning of the 
entries. The Tribunal should not hesitate to accept 
KIDO's explanations of his diary entries where it was 
necessary for him to do so because as KIDO said, "Pres
sure of time prevented me at times from recording some

13.
of the events and of recording others fully," It 
would be a remarkable evunt if a person kept a diary 
so complete that it needed no explication.
12. Par. JJ-7, T. 41050.
13. Aff. par. 2, T. 30717.
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14. In weighing the evidence a most impor

tant point to be considered is the analysis and inter

pretation with a western mind of the English trans

lation of KIDO’s Diary. It is submitted that a 

Japanese explanation (such ns KIDO’s) of the Japanese 

original and a translation of the explanation into 

English is more reliable. KIDO knows what he wrote.

He had a clear conscience with nothing to hide or 

fear as demonstrated by the voluntary revelation and 

delivery of the diary, and his explanations should be 

accepted. The diary was written at a time when he 

had no reason to record anything but the truth.

15. After reception ofthe ICIDO Diary the 

prosecution was faced with the tremendous task of 

translating into English or into the language of the 

Allied nations the Japanese writing so as to convey 

an identical or similar thought concept scattered 

through the record, from the introduction of the first 

diary entry to the close of this proceeding, is solid 

evidence that this was not done. As wo said earlier in 

the trial, the translation from Japanese to English is 

at best a rough paraphrasing. Therefore, in the event 

of doubt certainly the issues should be resolved in 

favor of the accused. No diary entries conflict with 

KIDO's affidavit, although the prosecution claims some
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14, In -weighing the evidence a most impor

tant point to bo considered is the analysis and inter

pretation with a western mind of the English trans

lation of KID0‘s Diary. It is submitted that a 

Japanese explanation (such as KIDO*s) of the Japanese 

original and a translation of the explanation into 

English is more reliable. KIDO knows what he wrote.

He had a clear conscience with nothing to hide or 

fear as demonstrated by the voluntary revelation and 

delivery of the diary, and his explanations should be 

accepted. The diary was written at a time when he 

had no reason to record anything but the truth.

15. After reception ofthe KIDO Diary the 

prosecution was faced with the tremendous task of 

translating into English or into the language of the 

Allied nations the Japanese writing so as to convey 

an identical or similar thought concept scattered 

through the record, from the introduction of the first 

diary entry to the close of this proceeding, is solid 

evidence that this was not done. As we said earlier in 

the trial, the translation from Japanese to English is 

at best a rough paraphrasing. Therefore, in the event 

of doubt certainly the issues should be resolved in 

favor of the accused. No diary entries conflict with 

KIDO's affidavit, although the prosecution claims some
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do. The incorrect translation of the excerpts 

submitted to this Tribunal, by the prosecution, with 

corrections made at the defense's request tucked away
15.

in subsequent pages of the record over objection,

have not been conducive to a proper understanding of

the diary. Scanned or rough translations were used

by the prosecution, over objection. In one instance

three translations were made of one entry and the
16.

one which was offered was very confusing. As the

Tribunal observed, "KIDO's Diary was not well trans-
17.

In ted in the first instance, so v;e are told. *

16. Only by reading the entire diary can 

a true picture bo portrayed of KIDO, his actions 

and his innermost thoughts but that, of course, was 

a physical impossibility in this trial. The prosecu

tion offered approximately 125 excerpts and an equal 

number was offered by the defense. Many of these 250

excerpts are small portions of the daily entries. In
18.

addition, out of the 5920 entries in his diary,

14. P a r . W - 9. T. 41052. • . . . .
15. T. 37729; 10244 - 10245.
16. iff;•'par. 24. T. 30751 - 30752. * «•
17. T. 37729.

Kote: (Tho diary ontriee "which KIDO complained of,
in his affidavit were referred to the Language Sec
tion and correctedï This may have been .after the 
prosecution summation was written and the prosecu
tion statement thus is excusable. Par. JJ-7,
T. 41050.

-IA-, Aff. par. 3, T. 3 0 7 1 7,3 0 7 1 8 ,

11*»*»* .j

iMfg

/
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these 250 excerpts portray a very small cross-section

of KIDO’s actions and thoughts. The entire diary tells

a different story than these few excerpts reveal. It

is highly significant that the prosecution fails to

point to one single entry out of 5920 wherein KIDO

advocated war or aggression. In urging that XIDO’s

explanations of his diary should be accepted without

question, we ask that the Tribunal consider the fact

that the prosecution’s translations, without KIDO's

help, were incorrect and when they were brought to

XIDO’s attention he pointed out the errors of the

translations to counsel, and invariably corrections

were made. The fact that KIDO understands English
19.

imperfectly should not be criticised. It added 

to our burden. On the other hand, of all the excerpts 

which KIDO offered in his defense, and which were 

translated and approved by him after the translations 

were explained to him, not one was changed by the 

Language Section.

1 7. V/e submit that the prosecution has 

avoided the whole picture so that isolated single 

details could be stressed and strained. It failed 

to cross-examine KIDO on moat of his diary entries 

and his explanations thereof. Apparently realizing 

19. Par. JJ-7, T. 41050.
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that it failed to shako KIDO's credibility while he

was on the stand ("THE PRESIDENT • There are no

shortcuts to proper judicial determinations. Cross-

examination still remains the principal means of test-
20.

ing credit"), and realizing the absence of positive 

evidence that KIDO at any time voted for war, advocated 

war, or gave advice to anyone to wage war, the prose

cution repeatedly urges that KIDO’s explanations of his 

diary entries be rejected. The prosecution now says 

in effect —  do not accept the accused KIDO’s explana

tions, we can guess what he meant. In other words, 

recognizing its mistake in failing to cross-examine 

KIDO on most of his diary entries and explanations, the 

prosecution asks the Tribunal to substitute its 

guesses unsupported by testimony for KIDO's explana

tions. Most of its guesses are contrary to other

evidence in the case. It asks the Tribunal to hold
21.

that KIDO was a deliberately untruthful witness 

basing its contention on several instances of lack 

of recollection and in other cases where KIDO's expla

nation’s clo not coincide with the prosecution's guesses. 

In so far as the real issues are concerned, these in

stances are pitifully insig/iifleant.

20. T. 26221.
21. Par. JJ-8, T. 41051.
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18. In his t.vStiiwony vine-, pointed to at least 

seventeen misinterpretations cf various dio: 

the prosecution in its documents 0001 end 0003. The 

prosecution never cross-examined or challenged him on 

one of these. The some procedure of nisinterpretetion 

is being followed by the prosecution in its summation 

end on a larger seule.

III. CORROBORA Tier.

19. For gor. rul effect only, although no spe

cific reference save one or two in ninor instances is 

mode thereto in the remainder of the subnotion, criticism 

is directed at the withdrawal of certain affidavits from

22. Aff. par. 27, Tr. 30,756, Ex. 2251, Dior y Jen. 28, 
1932.

Aff. per. 12?, Tr. 30,882, Exs. 2262, 2268, 2269; 
2270, 2272, 775, Diaries Aug. 9, 1938, Lor. 31, 
1939, Apr. 19, 1939, Ley 2, 1939, Aug. 4, 1939, 
Au,". 22, 1939.

Aff. per. 127, Tr. 30,686, Ex. 2273, Dicry Nov.- 10,
1939.

Aff. per. 138, Tr. 30,697, Ex. 619, Diary Juns 19,
1940.

Aff. par. 139, Tr. 30,897, Ex. 1294, Diary June 27,
1940.

«ff. per. 151, Tr. 30,907, Ex. 627, Diary 
Sep. 14, 1940.

Aff. per. 164, Tr. 30,942, Ex. 1125, Diary 
July 31, 1941.

*ff. par. 224, Tr. 31,026, Ex. 1155, Diary 
Oct. 18, 1941.

Aff. par. 238, Tr. 31,044, Ex. 1196, Diary 
Nov. 29, 1941.

Aff. par. 239, Tr. 31,046, Ex. 1198, Diary 
Nov. 30, 1941. '

^ff. par. 283, Tr. 31,119, Ex. 1282, Diary 
Apr» 5, 1945.

Aff. par, 285, Tr. 3],122, Ex. 1282, Diary 
ftprr-&T-4-94£>-__----------- -------- -------- —
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KIDO’s order of proof. If there be tiny criticism, coun

sel assumes it ds his responsibility end urges that no 

blame therefor should attach to KIDO. If any explûnstion 

is necessary, reference is r.iado to the statement made by 

counsel at the time tho effidavits were withdrawn that

they were merely corroborative and contained no new 
24

material. It is a fundamental principle of law that no

presumption arises from non-production of corroborative
2 5

or accumulative evidence. This is especially so where

KIDO was extensively cross-examined for six days, his
26

testimony was straightforward, corroborated by other 

evidence, and most of it unccntested on cross-examination.

20. Furthermore, defense counsel huve been 

vigorously criticized by the prosecution at times for 

offering testimony allegedly offensive to previous rulings 

of the Tribunal. The Tribunal's ruling on the admission 

of the evidence which was prcpcsod to have been offered 

in KIDO’s cuse to corroborate him further had been 

previously made on several occasions just prior to the 

tine FIDO’s case was presented. The Tribunal said on 

September 29, 1947, when evidence wes offered which 

ti* * *substantiates the testimony of the last witness":

23. par,. JJ-8, Tr. 41 y Q5]>41,052. “ .
24. Tr. 31,645. ‘
25. Amer. Juris. Evidence Reprinted from Vol. 20,

Amer. Juris. Sec. 188, p. 193.
26. Tr. 31,216-31,614.
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”THE PRESIDENT: Tha t part of the affidavit was

contested in the cross-exnminution, if I recollect 

rightly; that is to say, the first two sentences of para

graph 4."

a t e * * * * * ’!1 *

"THE PRESIDAIT: It se^ns to bo repetitive,

Mr. Yafcaoka; unnecessary details of what is already stated

in the affidavit of the last witness and not contested.

I do not think any Member wants to admit it."
27

The objection was sustained.

21. V/hen the affidavit of I..a TSQH/-.IRr , Yasurausa,

was submitted to the Tribunal on behalf of the accused

HIRGT». on October 3, 1947, an objection was made by the

prosecution to paragraph 2 of the affidavit on a ground

that it purported to d o  information obtained from the

accused FIDO as tc what hannened at the meeting of Senior
" 2 6

Statesmen on November 29, 1941. The basis of the 

prosecutor’ s objection was:

"This account therefore is merely repetition 

and if there are any differences, in ray submission, it 

is not permissible to contradict KIDO’s or supplement 

FIDO’s written record of it by this witness’ account of 

what FIDO said to him.

"THE PRESIDENT: probative value is the test and

27. Tr. 29,567-29,568.
26. Tr. 30,021.___________________ ____ __________________________
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"THE PRESIDENT! That port of the affidavit v»os 

not contested in the cross-examination, if I recollect 

rightly; that is to say, the first two sentences of para

graph 4 . ”
* * * * * * * *

"THE PRESIDENT: It se^ns to be repetitive,

Hr. Yafcaoka; unnecessary details of what is already stated

in the affidavit of tho last witness and not contested.

I do not think any Lumber wants to admit it.”
27

The objection was sustained.

21. VJhon the affidavit of LfeTSUDkIRk, Yasumasa,

was submitted to the Tribunal on behalf of the accused

HIRCTr. on October 3, 1947, an objection was made by the

prosecution to paragraph 2 of tho affidavit on a ground

that it purported to be information obtained from the

accused FIDO as to what huonened at the meeting of Senior
26

Statesmen on November 29, 1941. The basis of the 

prosecutor’ s objection was:

"This account therefore is merely repetition, 

and if there are any differences, in my submission, it 

is not permissible to contradict KIDO’s or supplement 

EIDO's written record of it by this witness’ account of 

what KIDC said to him.

"THE PRESIDENT: Probative value is the test and

27. Tr. 29,567-29,568.
26. Tr. 50.021. ________ __________ _____________________ _______



i I supooso we prefer tho writing to whet this witness will 
I * 29

1 . tell as ho hoard fron l'IDO."
! 30

2 i Tho objection w a s  sustained. Age,in when the

affidavit cf Count KAPTNO w a s  offered by counsel on

5 :
FIDO's individual cr.se, objoctich was node on the ground 
' 31
unong other things that it was repetitious. Wo pointed

32
7

8

9
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out that the affidavit w c s corroborative, but hero

again tho objection V:«s sustained, this time tc the entire
33

affidavit. The Tribune] ’s attention wes directed to

it? ruling on Count L A i n r O ’s affidavit at the tine the
34

other affidavits viere withdrawn. An .oxa.vin&tien of the 
affidavits withdrawn, contrary to the prosecution’s con-*7 cxj
tention, would disclose that they were corroborative
and could be relied upon to support F I D O ’s case. Furtheri

nore, that there could be no such inf erences is apparent j

from the fact that the prosecution specifically stated |

it did not desire to cross-examine eleven of these wit- 
35

nesses, und it made no roprosentetion to tho court at
\
\ that tine that they wore not corroborative. These wore

37
withdrawn in the interest of saving time.

22. Is it fair to offer criticism of an accused
22
23
24

25

29. Ibid.
30. Tr. 30,024
31. Tr. 31,617
3 a . Tr. 3l,6ie33. Tr. 31,622
34. Tr. 31,645
35, Par . JJ-E,

36. Tr
37. Tr

41,051-41,052.

31,615.
31,645.
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who took the stand for failure to produce further corro- 

borativo evidence especially when the Tribunal is asked 

to accept guesses of what FIDO meant in his diary in 

place of FI D O ’s well-founded explanations? If FIDO's 

testimony was questioned, no witnesses wore colled in 

rebuttal. There is an abundance of corroborative evi

dence of FIDO’s case. Instead cf colling someone on 

rebuttal with personal knowledge, KallaDk’s diary referring 

to a few minor points was offered.

TK2 FIG SI DEFT: \Jc will recess for fifteen

minute s .

(’/hereupon, at 1045, a recess was 

takc-.n until 1100, after v;hich the proceedings 

were resumed as follows:)
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— TSJ.SHAL OF THE COURT : The Internc*4i^a _ _ _ _

Military Tribunal for tho Far East is now resumed.

TEF. PRESIDEÏÎT: By a majority tho Tribunal ha

decided to reopen the ease to admit the affidavit of 

General George C. Marshall to the extent of the firsc 

question and answer. It is admitted to that extent an 

will receive the number already given to the excerpt, 

but will bear the letter "B", if that letter has not 

already been assigned.
CLERK OF THE COURT: Defense document No. 330

referred to was narked defense exhibit 

No. 2765-B and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Do you want it read into the

record, Mr. Cunningham?
MR. CUNNINGHAM: Y/ill it be satisfactory to

read it —  the portion —  into the record at the end o 

KIDO's summation and not interrupt tho record, as it 

corresponds to the beginning of the case of OuKIIiA?

will receive exhibit No. 2765-B.

(V/hereupon, the document above

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, you may read it in thc-

course of OSHIM/Js case.



T&'jraranr OF THE COURT : The Interaatisnaa______

Military Tribunal for tho Far East is now resumed.

TKF. PRESIDENT: By a majority tho Tribunal has

decided to reopen the case to admit the affidavit of 

General George C. Marshall to the extent of the firsc 

question and answer. It is admitted to that extent and 

will receive the number already given to the excerpt, 

but will bear the letter "B", if that letter has not 

already been assigned.

CLERK OF THE COURT: Defense document No. 3300

will receive exhibit No. 2765-B.

(Whereupon, the document above 

referred to was narked defense exhibit 

No. 2765-B and received in evidence.)

THE PRESIDENT: Do you want it read into the

record, Mr. Cunningham?

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Will it be satisfactory to

read it —  the portion —  into the record at the end o 

KID0fs summation and not interrupt the record, as it 

corresponds to the beginning of the case of OSHIMA?

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, you may read it in thc-

course of OSHIMA• s case.

MR. LOGAN: Continuing KID0*s summation, para,-

graph 23, page 15:



IT:— THE 'ÏÏAllADA-SnIONJÏ MEMOIRS
23. Since the prosecution states that in its

case against KIDO one of its principal sources of in-
38

formation is the HARADA - S j 110 N JI Memoirs, let us con

sider them. The prosecution criticizes KIDC because
3e?

his affidavit contained no reference to them. In the 

first place, no excerpt from the HARADA-SAIONJI Memoirs 

was introduced in evidence against KIDO before he 

testified. In the second place, we had no desire to 

offend the Tribunal by initiating the introduction of 

evidence whose accuracy is highly questionable. When it 

v/as discovered that the prosecution was using them on 

cross-examination of some witnesses it finally filed 

the Memoirs, and the prosecution assumes that the 

defense studied them before KIDO testified. There is no 

evidence of this. It would have been a humanly physical 

impossibility to have scrutinized the 300 odd chapters 

of these Memoirs within the time allotted. Furthermore, 

we could not anticipate which part of the Memoirs, if 

any, the prosecution would use. The prosecution states j
r

that the Memoirs were filed and were under studv bv the
40 * j

' defense three months before KIDO testified. They were
41

filed on August 29, 1947. KIDO commenced testifying
(38. Par. JJ-6, T. 41049.
39. Par. JJ-ll, T. 41053.
40. Par. JJ-32, T. 41071.
41. Par. JJ-ll, 41053.)
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Ocfober~l4,' 1947, which' was on ly'’onc'mdfvEh ,fir t c-^hTays- 

previously. Furthermore, KIDO’s affidavit was served 

on October 3» 1947, and we believe the Tribunal realizes 

that for a long period of time prior to October 3> 19^7, 

time was not wasted by counsel on the examination of 

memoirs such as HARATVs. After the affidavit was 

completed only a brief examination of a few items was 

possible.

24. The prosecution devotes a considerable 

part of its summation in its endeavors to bolster the 

HARADA Memoirs. We submit that they are entitled to no 

weight whatsoever. All the circumstances surrounding 

the preparation of these Memoirs make their accuracy 

extremely doubtful. Before offering any of the excerpts 

in evidence the prosecution apparently had grave doubts 

about the HARADA Memoirs, and as will be shown it had 

reason to have doubts, because it first introduced 

evidence as to HARADA1s mentality, although the defense
I

had never raised such an issue. As a matter of fact,

KIDO, when cross-examined, had testified that HARADA,
42

"* * *showed no signs of going out of his mind.’1 The 

prosecution's procedure was novel but in view of the 

facts developed, its doubts were well founded.

25. The prosecution asks the Tribunal 

(42. T. 31574.)
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ut * *^o accept without hesitation the evidence of Dr.
43

MUBAYAMA" (with slight modification as to 1941 and 

1942 —  referring to testimony of Dr. SASSA, which 

indicates the prosecution accepts Dr. SASSA’s testimony.) 

Dr. MUBAYAMA testified that he treated Baron HARADA from

1922 until the time of his death. He oositively assertei
44

that Baron HARaDA had no other doctors. Dr. SASSA was 

called by the defense and was not cross-examined by the 

prosecution. He Droduced his clinical records, which 

have not been contested, and which showed that he treate 

Baron HARADA from March 15, 1941, until his death, and

that Baron HARADA was also treated by three other
45

doctors, SASAKI, SOKEDA, and KATSUNUMA. Dr. MUBAYAMA

testified that HARADA was affected by thrombosis of the
46

brain for the first time in August, 1943. Ho also

testified that from 1922 to 1941 Baron HARADA had

several illnesses only, none of which were serious, and
47

he suffered only from colds or indigestion. These 

statements also arc not true. Dr. SASSA’s clinical 

record shov/ed that HARADA told him on March 15, 1941, j 

that about two or three years prior thereto he experience

(43. Par. JJ-11, T. 41055.
44. T. 37449.
45. T. 38686-7.
46. T. 37448-9.
47. T. 37449.)
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difficulty in speaking. Thus ne was seriously i n  In' 
1938 or 1939. Dr» SASSA's clinical record also shows 

2 I that on August 22, 1942, HARADA told him, "About five
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or six years ago, his left arm and leg became numb', but
49

had recovered after a week or so." This latter ill
ness undoubtedly is the one in 1937 to which KIDO 
previously referred on cross-examination. The prose
cution overlooked this in summation. Dr. SASSA's 
diagnosis of HAEADA's condition on August 22, 1942, was
"* * *Daresis of the right half part of body and there

50
is fear of aphasia —  'thrombosis of the brain.'"
Txhibit A, attached to his affidavit but rot read, also
shows "thrombose" at that time. This affliction was one

51
year before Dr. HURaYAKA swore that HaRADA became ill.
Yet Dr. MURAYAI.IA also swore, "I had ooportunitios to see

52
him two or three times a month," and repeated his
assurance that the first time HAIiADA contracted throm-

53bosis of the brain was in 1943. He further testified
that he never heard of Baron HARADA having a paralytic

54
condition in 1937» Dr. MURAYAMA was confronted with

55
an excerpt from KIDO's Diary of February 27, 1937,
(48. T. 38686.
49. T. 38689»
50. T. 38689-90.
51. T. 38689.
52. T. 37451.
53. T. 37452.
54. T. 37457

-55. T. 37457.ï__________  ...
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(subsequently admitted in evidence) which reads as

follows: "At half-past eight KARADA called at ny home.

I was greatly surprised to learn that he was suffering

from nervous prostration and that the left half of his

body was semi-paralyzed. I advised him urgently to take
56

care of himself." It is significant that the prose

cution also ignored this diary entry in summation in 

what we consider its. attempt to attack KIDO's credibility 

Even after hearing this read to him. the doctor refused
57

to admit that HARADA was semi-paralyzed in 1937. How

ever, he did testify that paralysis or semi-paralysis was

caused by a blood clot, that a blood clot on the brain
58

causes pressure and is likely to affect the memory.

It is submitted the foregoing undisputed documentary 

evidence written by Dr. SASSA at the time of the occur

rence of the events recorded utterly discredits Dr. 

MURAYAMA v/ho testified from memory. Yet the prosecution 

asks the Tribunal to accept his testimony unhesitatingly. 

It is paradoxical that the prosecution makes light of 

HARADA’s memory of his report of previous illnesses to

22

23

24

Dr. SASSA, yet it asks the Tribunal to accept his 
exact recollections in his Memoirs of exact quotations 
of various conversations which took place at considerable

2 5 (56.
57.
58. 
59r

Ex. 3879, T. 38683. 
T. 37^58.
T. 37457.

-38684.)------- — \
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periods of time previous to the dates on which they 

were dictated.

26. The evidence leaves in grave doubt which

version of HARADA's Memoirs is before the Tribunal.

The prosecution called Prince K0N0YE‘s sister-in-law.

She testified on direct that HARADA used to dictate to

her1'"* * *once or twice a week from notes and from 
60

memory.* * *" She admitted, on cross-examination,

however, that there were occasions when she took the
61

dictation once every three weeks. She testified, on

direct, that HARADA never suffered from drowsiness when
62

he was keeping the records. When she was asked, on 

pross-examination, as to whether he became sleepy while 

he was dictating or while he was talking to someone^ she 

said, "I cannot say there were no such occasions."

She admitted, on cross-examination, "He was often
64

slightly ill or indisposed." She also admitted, on 

cross-examination, that once in a while Baroh HARADA 

appeared abstracted as though he was thinking of some

thing else when he was speaking to someone, and she got

the impression that once in a while he did not under-
65

stand the replies that were made. She also admitted

(60. T. 37464.
61. T. 37466.
62. T. 37465.
63. T. 37492.
64. T. 37490.

-65 . T-V 3-749I r ) --------------- ------------- ------------



1 that the regularity of her visits to Boron HARADA
66
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depended on his health.

27. ' Mrs. KONOYE also testified as to the 

method of the preparation of the Memoirs. On direct, 

she testified that she took notes from Baron liARADA in 

shorthand, transcribed them, gave them to Baron HAPADA 

for approval, HAP.ADA later took them to Prince SAIONJI 

for corrections and suggestions, which were incorpor

ated in the completed form, which she wrote in her own

handwriting, and which is the photostatic cony in 
67

evidence. She stated he dictated from memory and
68

notes. She also admitted, on cross-examination, after

14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24

being shown one of Baron HARADA's original diaries,

that on subjects other than person's names, KANADA

dictated to her from memory, and there were many

occasions when he dictated from memory and not from his 
69

pocket diary. She admitted that after’ Prince SAIONJI
70

edited the Memoirs, she rewrote them. She also stated 

that when the Memoirs came back from Prince SAIONJI, 

they were put in a vault at the Sumitomo Bank, and when 

asked if anyone else made any^corrections on them, she 
replied, "There were people." She admitted that the

(66. T. 37471.
67. T. 37462.
68. T. 37472.
69. T. 37473.
-70. T. 37481. ______ _______________________________
71. T. 37483.)

25
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---------------------------------------------------------72-
novelist SATOMI, Ton, rrp.de corrections on the Memoirs.

She also admitted, on cross-examination, that she- re

wrote the document which HAIUDA had taken to SATOMI for 

correction, and SATOMI corrected the rewritten cony of

that document, which she rewrote again, and that that is
73

the photostatic copy in evidence. She left the witness

stand at four o ’clock and when she came back the next

morning, after the prosecution had an opportunity to

talk with her, she changed her storv. She had acknow-
74

ledged that she did not have a good memory. Concern

ing her testimony on cross-examination, the prosecution 

expressed the desire regarding one question, "* * *to
75

tear it up completely.* * *" She changed her story, 

over objections, to say that the photostatic copy con

tained corrections and notifications made by Prince

SAIONJI, and SATOMI's corrections were made on another 
76

copy. This new story, however, disagrees with KARADA's 

own statement.

(72. T. 37483-4.
73. T. 37489-90.
74. T. 37511.
75. T. 37502.
76. T. 37481.)
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28. In the first excerpt fron HAhADA’ s
77

iiaries, which the prosecution offered in evidence, 

UhADA says:
“This is the way in which these memoirs 

are being n"de. Every week, I go to see Prince 
SAIONJI and node a report to hin; ry necorrndur for 

this report is used as the basic materials and I hove 

it taken down arid kept, I then take the transcribed 

r;onuscriot of the notes to SAICNJI; he reads the 

material personally, corrects mistakes, and adds 

whatever additional notes he deems necessary to the

re ncscript. He returns it to me the next tir.e I go

14
15
16
17
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19
20 

21 

22
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25

to see hin. A clean copy of this is na.de ; this is 

then edited and filed away.”

29. Thus it appears fror HARADA's ovrn state
ment that after SAIONJI rack, his corrections and 

additions a Glean copy of it was made, which was edited 

and filed away. Edited by whom? SATOLil? This agrees 
with the story Mrs. KÛN0YE gave on cross-examination. 

There have been some informal statements node by the 

prosecution which throw more confusion on the photostatic 

copy in evidence. The prosecution represented to the 

Courts ”he have got a photosta.tic copy of what ry 

friend calls *B ’, That is to say, the fair copy which 

— 77« Ex. 3753»A, T . 37 ,552,________
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nrs rade by this' witness after Prinee -6AIQNJI had------
aade his corrections on the original draft pn>i

78
Incorporating those corrections." This confirmed

iARADA's statement quoted above. Five days later, on

Fanuary 25th, 1948, the prosecution changed its

josition. It statedî appears that I was

r.istaken in inforning the Tribunal that the thing

rtiich had been photostated was f BT, the fair copy. It
79Ls, in fact, ’A"' "A" has been designated as

80
she original volume. Thus it rejects HARALA1 s 

statement and reaffirms Mrs. KCKOYE*s third story.

)he prosecution stated th* t the photostatic copy had 

:orrections made by HARADA and corrections rade by
ei

5AI0NJI, although there is no evidence by any 

/itness we know of that the photost->tic copy shows 

shanges by HARADA or what they were. This, of course,
t

îisngroes with the prosecution's own exhibit where

IARAD; has stated that the clean copy was edited and 
82

"iled away. In accordance with the Tribunal's ruling

shat statements of the prosecution not supported by

she evidence will be rejected, we ask that these
83

statements be rejected.

>8. T. 37,529 
>9. T. 37,884 
to. T. 37,526 
>1. T. 37,884 
J2. Ex. 3751-A, T. 37,552 83. T. 13,483-13,484
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307 Out -'f the" welter of testirony, 
oral submissions by the prosecution, it is submitted 
that the only conclusion is that Mrs. KONOYE was 
telling the truth when she s*id, on cross-examination, 
that the photostot was ?fde of the Memoirs of ter 
they were edited by SATOMI.

31* The Question of the accuracy of the
HARADA Memoirs is very doubtful from Mrs. KONOYE* s
testimony. As shown, she admitted on cross-examination
th-’t HAHADA's dictation was i.ostly from memory *nd an
examination of the Menoirs v/lll show th^t at one sitting
she took dictation regarding many conversations which
HARADA had at various tires with numerous people.
Human experience dictates th^t it requires a genius
to accurately quote conversations held as long ns
three weeks prior to the time of the recording, and
HARADA has never been presented to this court ns a
genius. On the contrary, Mrs. KONOYE testified, on
direct, that he was about average in methodical
methods of work, being neither outstanding nor ln.x

84
in the organization of his work. She further 
testified:

"Q. And the way you wrote the entries, 
isn't it true, Mrs. KONOYE that it would, be difficult
84. T. 37,464



for one to determine whether Boron HARADîf was -------

referrinp to the present tense or post tense, end it 

was difficult to deterhdne the predicate and the 

subject of the sentences, "nd it was also difficult to 

tell who was saying what?

"A. There were uany portions which were 

as you have indicated.”

She "Iso testified:

"A. When I was transcribing i.:y notes, I 

had great difficulty in trying to discover just wha.t 

portion in a given sentence wrs the subject."

”Q. And I suppose you did the best you 
could and wrote it cut the via y you thought it should 
be, is that right?

86
"A. Naturally, yes."

32. Mrs. KONOYE also testified, on crcôs- 

exarination, that she thought SATO MI was employed 

"...to make it grn:r.p.ticrlly correct, to figure out 

whether Baron HARADA was referring to the present 

tense or the past tense and who was speaking in the
87

various conversations,***." ‘ The rer»? fact that 

SATOMI was employed for this purpose shows how 

unreliable the Mer.oirs are irrespective of which edition
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wp.s photostoted. In the fnce of this, how unrelirbie 

pny trpnslpticn must be. If the copy in evidence is 

not the one on which SATOI.'I irrde these corrections, 

then the translator must surely hpve resorted to 

guessing.
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33* KIDO's testimony that KARADA was ill 

in 1937 is thus corroborated. In view of the fore

going testimony of Dr. SASSA and the excerpt from 

KIDO's Diary, can the prosecution be serious in making 

the bald statement that there is no evidence KARADA 

was ill during the period he was dictating to Mrs. 

K0NÖYE? To say that KIDO's statement that HARADA was 

ill is "clearly untrue" because of the evidence that 

he traveled during this time is not understandable.

He was able to travel. He v/as paralyzed when he

called on KIDO on February 27, 1937 as shown in
88KIDO's Diary. ■* * It is also respectfully submitted 

that with men's lives at stake, the accuracy of 

HARADA*s quotations of the exact statements made by 

various people should be viewed with extreme scepticism. 

It may be true that he held conversations and was 

reporting on the subject matter of the conversations, 

but it would be contrary to all concepts of justice 

that the exact words used be accepted by this Tribunal 

as accurate. In view of Mrs. KONOYE's testimony, it 

is also extremely doubtful if the persons whom 

HARADA says he is quoting were the persons who made 

the statements.

88. Ex. 3879, Tr. 33683.
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34. Lacking evidence establishing the

accuracy or credibility of the HARADA Memoirs, a

retreat is made to argument. Can the prosecution, in

this important trial, be serious in representing to

the Tribunal (and incidentally confessing its doubts)

11 * * * even if he sometimes missed some part of

what was being said to him, that is no indication

that he has invented or distorted those things which

he has recorded. No witness has attacked his 
89.honesty * * *" * If he missed part of a conversa

tion, his recordation would be distorted. Let us 

review what was said:

KOISO: "A. Absolutely no. I have heard

that that has been entered in HARADA's diary, but

that is completely without foundation. It is a com-
90.plete falsehood and a fabrication on his part."

"A. I have discovered that several times

he has twisted what I said and has told lies based on

that. And I believe he must have fallen into this

practice because of his own subjective view that I

was an advocate of the Tripartite Pact, and that is

why I deny the portion of the HARADA diary which you
91.just read to me."

89. Par. JJ-11, Tr. 41055.
90. Tr. 32326.
91. Tr. 32406.
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ARITAs "A. Although I do not doubt Baron

HARADA's capability nor his sincerity and good faith,

still I think there is room for doubt whether he was

conveying the truth and the full facts in every c a s e -
92.every instance.”

ARAKI: ”A. Well, he may have interviewed

important influential people. Hê may have inter

viewed others of the hoi polloi, I do not know. But,

I do not think that his reports were necessarily
oo

accurate .or important.”

TOJO: ”A. * * * just a sort of high class

information broker. * *

35. KIDO, when asked on cross-examination, 

pointed out that the memoirs were only inaccurate and 

incomplete.

KIDO: "A. I cannot now say for certain

that I did talk to HARADA in exactly that fashion

"A. * * * I am somewhat surprised at the
96.strong language employed."

"A. However I feel that HARADA might have 

been under a misapprehension when he penned such a

„95.

statement as this.” >7.

92. Tr. 28984.
93. Tr. 28326, 28331-28332.
94. Tr. 36656-36661.
95. Tr. 31448.
"96-. Tr. 31449, 
97. Tr. 31530.
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"A. I do not recognize much accuracy in
the writings of HARADA."98*

. "A. But neither can I believe he wrote
99down everything I said just as I said it." *

"A * * * HARADA must have left a great deal 

out of our conversation."•I_99*

V. KIDO HAD NO CRIMINAL MIND.

3 6. Sheared of all superfluities, the 

prosecution must establish by clear and convincing 

proof that KIDO had a criminal mind. The prosecution 

perhaps unwittingly but nevertheless in no uncertain 

terms demonstrates that he did not.

37. It takes the position unreservedly that 

KIDO was more interested in seeing that agreements 

were reached no matter what they were so long as they 

did not disturb the internal peace of J a p a n . I t  

is true that KIDO was very much disturbed and worried 

about affairs in Japan and was anxious about internal 

disturbances. He had just cause to be disturbed v/hen 

we consider the uprisings, planned coup d 1états, 

revolts and assassinations which had occurred. It is 

clear that had any of these disturbances come to

98. Tr. 31530.
99. Tr. 31574.
100. Tr. 31575.101. Par. JJ-5 1, Tr. 41090; Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41109;
_____Pros, Doc. 0003, Tr. 16847.______
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fruition it would have been impossible to hold back 
the tide of the internal situation moving toward the 
end which KIDO was trying to prevent. The tide would 
have taken its own course more decisively. Ke was 
striving to the best of his ability not to give a 
chance to radical positivists, and while reducing 
their evil influence to a minimum degree, he attempted 
readjustment of tv,e internal situation by making 
use of events as they presented themselves to change
the trend of events toward a greater goal, i.e.

102*world peace.
38. His concern for the effect which would 

be brought about by a disturbance of the internal 
peace such as the elimination of those close to the 
Throne who were in favor of peace is set forth fully 
in his diary of April 14, 1939, in a conversation he 
had with Foreign Minister ARITA about the Tripartite 
Alliance.

"If we should make a mistake in disposing of 
the matter I was afraid, as a problem of home admin
istration, it should result in leaving to posterity 
the root of more calamity than that caused by the 
problem of the London Naval Treaty, and as a result 
102. Tr. 31316-31322.
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of it the so-called Senior Statesmen would necessarily
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and positively be eliminated. „103.
104.39. His diary entries of August 7, 1941

105.and October 9, 1941 also show in his counsel to 

KONOYE that KIDO advocated Japan should bear ton or 

fifteen years of hardship and privation. Here again, 

he thought that during this period a change of situa

tion would occur so that Japan could effect political
*Lo5

reconstruction. * Certainly these thoughts of his 

expressed in his diary clearly show that his was not 

a criminal mind.

40, We now come to an extremely important 

consideration. The prosecution has summarized and 

evaluated KIDO’s mental attitude on a number of occa

sions, three of which are as follows:

(1) "His particular concern was always to

avoid internal quarrels in Japan. He did not so much
107mind what they agreed upon so long as they agreed."

(2) "He v/as not so much concerned as to what 

kind of alliance was made with Germany so long as they

avoided quarrels in Japan. „108.

103. Aff. par. 115, Tr. 30874-30875.
104. Ex. 1130, Corrected by Language Section Tr. 10667.
105. Aff. par. 200, Tr. 30960-30961; Ex. 1146, 

Corrected bv Language Section Tr. 11139.
IO6,. Aff. par. 187, Tr. 30946-30947.
107. Pros. Doc. OOÔ3 , P. 45, Tr. 16847,
108. Par. JJ-51, Tr. 41090.
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_________(ï) "We submit that KIDO was only interested
109.in securing agreement, no matter v/hat it was."

41. The first is a general appraisal of 
his mind unrelated to any particular action of his.
The second reference is to the advice he gave on the 
question of whether Japan should enter into a military 
alliance with Germany and Italy. The third is an 
estimation of the counsel he suggested on October 13, 
1941 that KONOYE should try to promote mutual under
standing between the War and Navy Ministers to which 
the prosecution observed, "Obviously this could only 
be done by one or the other giving way." * The law 
of this case is that the burden of proof is on the

111.prosecution to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Thus the prosecution has the burden of proving KIDO 
conspired to and did wage various declared or un
declared war or wars of aggression, etc. as set out 
in the Indictment (assuming for the purpose of this 
argument but not conceding that the Indictment follows 
the Charter). But the prosecution repeatedly contends 
that his counsel and advice was that he was not con
cerned with what they agreed upon so long as they
109. Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41109.
110. Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41109.
111. Tr. 22-23.

25
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agreed. (By "they" it is obvious the prosecution 
refers to other people and not KIDO). This can only 
mean that the prosecution’s position is that KIDO 
was not interested in whether the decision reached 
was part of a conspiracy to wage declared or un
declared war or wars of aggression, etc, or the 
waging thereof; or whether it was for a defensive 
v/ar or peace or any halfway measure. The prosecution 
says that all he wanted v/as that some decision be 
reached. Thus it logically follows that the prose
cution's position is that in advocating some decision 
be reached, KIDO was perfectly satisfied if it v/as 
a decision to commit some act not charged in the In-

I
dictment —  for example, peace. He is not charged jI
v/ith conspiring to commit or committing some act —  ;I
he is charged v/ith conspiring to commit and committing ; 
the acts set forth in the Indictment. The only con- i 
elusion which can be drawn is that the prosecution |I
admits it has failed to sustain the burden that he !!I
conspired to commit or committed the acts set forth iI
in the Indictment. Furthermore, in so far as the 
conspiracy is concerned, any contention that he did 1 
not resign even though his counsel v/as not taken is 
immaterial. Under the theory of conspiracy one must 
conspire ahead of time, not after the act is completed.



Even though he continued in office, the prosecution’ 55 

position by citing other instances is that he gave 

similar advice on subsequent occasions. By staying 

in office and trying to hold back the trend toward 

war KIDO demonstrates the necessity of public offi

cials assuming office to fight the forces of evil.

The prosecution’s attempt to croate lav/ to fit KIDO’s 
112case * does not pass the test of reason. By saying

with respect to all his advice, "He did not so much
113.mind v/hat they agreed upon as long as they agreed," 

v/e submit the prosecution admits it has failed to 

sustain its burden. On the basis of the prosecution’s 

ov/n contention, the counts should be dismissed as to 

KIDO.

42. The prosecution in reply to the motion

to dismiss admits, "His particular concern v/as always
114to avoid internal quarrels in Japan." * Bearing

in mind the many years KIDO devoted to prevent

assassinations, uprisings and revolts in Japan and

in some of which he v/as a target, the Tribunal's

attention is directed to two other statements of the
ll5.prosecution in its general summation, * wherein it

112. Par. C-17, Tr. 390^0; Par. C-24, Tr. 390?7-f8.
113. Pros. Doc. 0003, P. 45, Tr. 16847.
114. Ibid.
115. Tr. 38962-38963.
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must have overlooked KIDO:

1. "It seems never to have occurred to any 

of these accused that they had the first obligation 

and duty to set their own house in order, to the 

extent of providing amplo security from assassination 

of their own national leaders, before they proceeded 

on with this vast scheme to confer the benefits of 

Japanese civilization throughout such a great part of 

the world."

2. "* * * The record in this case clearly 

proves that Japan needed to defend itself not against 

forces from without, but from the evil, malignant 

and ruthless elements in the heart of its capital."

This is precisely what the prosecution in 

its individual summation says KIDO was doing. If 

there was ever a man unjustly prosecuted it is KIDO.

The prosecution admits he was opposed to the evil it 

condemns. It even goes further and admires his actions 

in saying*, "No doubt if his advice had been taken we
n -l /

should not be holding this trial today. * * *"

What a commendation considering the position of Japan 

and her people today. Notwithstanding this, it con

demns him,

116. Pros. Doc. 0003, Tr. 16852.
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1 43. KIDO’s aversion to war is best

exemplified in his diary entry of October 20, 1941,
117.after the appointment of TOJO:

"I told His Majesty that one mistaken step 

taken in the present cabinet change might have in

advertently plunged us into war. After careful con

sideration I believe this to be the only way of giving 

a new turn to the situation and had. thus recommended 

it."
44. Were these v/ords uttered by the same

118.
man whom the prosecution has branded as a criminal, 

a murderer,11^*a gangster,12^* an aggressor at heart^2’*"4 

Yes, these are KIDO’s v/ords.

45. The prosecution treats this diary entry 

with silence not only in cross-examination but also 

in summation. Why? Because it strikes at the heart 

of the prosecution's case against K3D0. It does not 

fit in with its theory that KIDO had a criminal mind 

and that he recommended TO JO to lead Japan to war.

The weakness of the prosecution's case is emphasized 

by its silent approval. By its silence there is only 

one conclusion. Apparently the prosecution concedes 

the fallacy of its theory.

117. Ex. 1157, Tr. 10295. 120. Tr. 31544.
118. Indictment. 121. Tr. 16852.
-tth— aid?---------------------------------------------- -



46. There is no evidence in this case oT 
any inflammatory speeches or harangues by KIDO beating 
war drums or advocating aggression. It just is not 
there. It exists only in the prosecution's mind.
The evidence is that KIDO was conciliatory, cultivating 
peace, using his skill to make it bloom. The evidence 
is that KIDO, well knowing that force destroys those 
who use it, tried to avoid force and at all times 
advocated prudence and patience as the method of

4
finding ways to settle Japan's problems.

47. In reply to the prosecution's contention 
that no entry from KIDO's Diary has been produced from 
either side which shows that he opposed any aggres
sion because it v/as morally wrong or contrary to 
international law or treaties, we wish to recall that 
on cross-examination, when requested to do so by the 
prosecution, he pointed out twelve different instances 
where he advised against aggression. * The prose
cution did not pursue the question further. Although 
the burden is on the prosecution to show he was in 
favor of aggression, and there is no burden on KIDO
to show he was not unless the prosecution had sustained 
its burden, which it has not done, we are nevertheless 
willing to accept its challenge and point out to the 
122^_Jr_1 3W00-31401-31402-31403-31404.

46,466
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Tribunal some of the entries of KIDO's Diary which 

show he opposed aggression in contradiction of the 

prosecution's bald statement,

June 23, 19311?3*

"Learned from HARADA deplorable information 

concerning a serious scheme in Manchuria on the part

of some military officers."
/ 124.

June 26, 1931

"* * * Called on the Lord Keeper at his

official residence and reported to him concerning

the information on a conspiracy in China contrived

by the military in conjunction with some adventurers."
12«?

September 22, 1931

"The determination of the military circles

towards Manchuria is so strong that it is feared that

orders given by the central authorities may not be

thoroughly understood."
126

November 13, 1931

"Agreement in opinion has been reached 

regarding the fact that a deep concern rather than 

grief is being caused over the present state of the

country having no national measures relating to the
123. Ex. 3340, Aff. par. 10, Tr. 30728.
124. Ex. 3340, Aff. par. 10, Tr. 30728-30729.
125. Ex. 179-1, Tr. 1938- as corrected by Language

Section, Tr. 34266-34267. 126
126. Ex. 3340, Aff. par. 22, Tr. 30742-30743.
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so-called ’Northward Advance Continental Policy'

held forth by the military, by which the country is

being vainly dragged along."
127February 4, 1932

"HARADA said that when he saw Finance 

Minister TAKAHASHI, the Minister v/as deeply anxious 

about the positive actions of the Army, saying that ' 

if things went on as they were, Japan would lose the 

confidence of the powers * * * and reported the pur

port to the Lord Keeper."
, 128.

February 16, 1932

"At 4 p.m. had an interview with Dr. TACHI ' 

at HARADA's and heard his opinion about the relations 

between the new state in Manchuria and Mongolia and 

the Nine Power Treaty. His opinion is that from the 

standpoint of international common law the open inter

vention on the part of our countrymen could not but

be regarded as violation of Article I of the treaty."
129 #

February 17, 1932

"His Majesty is deeply concerned about the 

Shanghai Incident and the attitude of the League of 

Nations in regard to the incident. I was deeply im

pressed when hearing the Lord Keeper's report and

127. Ex. 334-0, Aff. par. 28, Tr. 30756-30757.
128. Ex. 334-0, Aff. par.’3 1, Tr. 30761-30762.
.129. Ex. VU-0, Aff. par. 32T Tr. 30762-30763._________
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could not help sympathizing with His Maje^tTTrThS 
anxiety."

13°.
August 2, 1938

"1. In dealing with the present Incident, 
we are to adopt the policy of nonaggrandizement in 
order to avoid a war v/ith the USSR.

"2. We are to solve this problem by 
diplomatic negotiations and if the developments 
thereof make it necessary, we had better withdraw 
from the Changkufeng line."
September 26, 1940^^*

"It is indeed regrettable that such measures 
are taken by those in the field who do not understand 
the general situation. It is people like this who 
make the grave blunders."
December 3, 19401^?'*

"After the present war, there is little 
doubt that the only uninjured countries will be the 
USSR and the United States, while others would be 
exhausted. Then Japan will be placed between the 
two powers and subjected to an extremely enduring 
hardship.**** So provided that we are prepared for 
ten years of hardships and cultivate a morale based
130. Ex. 3340, Aff. par. 100, Tr. 30854-30855.
131. Ex. 643 Tr. 7049-7050.

Ex. 3340, Aff. par. l6l, Tr. 30914-30915»_______
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j on simplicity and virility, I believe it is not so 

2 difficult to emerge favorably in .the end»"

5 ing the relationship between America and Japan. We

6 must deliberate patiently on the matter in a con-

7 structive manner. I would urge the premier's careful
g

consideration on this point."

16 must reach the conclusion that our war with the U.S.A.

17 would be a hopeless one."

20 conclusion that the Supreme War Command should exert
21 every effort in order to bring about a diplomatic

22 133» Ex. 1125, Tr. 10186, as Corrected by Language
23 Section, Tr. 10667.

1 3 4. Ex. II2 9, Tr. IOI9 6 , as Corrected by Language
24 Section, Tr. IO6 6 7.

13?. Ex. II3Ô, Tr. 10199, as Corrected by Language

3 July 31, 1941133
4 "There are several means to be tric-d regard-

9
10

"Under those circumstances, we would be
11

13

12
threatened b,r an acute national crisis, if we made 

any mistake in our diplomatic moves."

14
August 7, 194113̂ *

15 "6. If the above-mentioned were true, we

18 September 6, 1941136
19 "* * * the Emperor should give a warning in

2 5 XX I l w U  ( •
1 3 6 . Ex. II3 5 , Tr. IO2 1 6 , as Corrected by Language Section. Tr. 31420.

Section, Tr. 10667
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success Inasmuch as the present decision was such

an important one that it might lead to a war in

which our national fortunes would be staked."
137

October 9, 1941

"1 . The resolution of the Council in the 

Imperial presence on the 6th of September seemed to 

me too outright. It was not the conclusion of ex

haustive discussion in my opinion.

"2. Judging from the situation both at 

home and abroad, it is very difficult to predict the 

outcome of v/ar with the U.S.A, So v/e had better 

reconsider it.
"3* It v/ould be inadvisable to declare 

war against the U.S.A. immediately."

October 13, 1941138*

"I expressed my opinion to him. Our con

clusion of the talk v/as this: The Premier should

make an effort to promote mutual understanding with 

the War and Navy Ministers."
October 16, 19411^ *

"I pointed out that the decisions made at 

the Imperial Conference on September 6 were rather
2 4

2 5

137. Ex. 1146, Tr. 10241, as 
Section, Tr. 11139.

138. Ex. 1149, Tr. 10275.
139. Ex. 1151, Tr. 10201, as
----- Seotion Tr. lllAl..-----

Corrected by L a n g u a g e

Corrected b y  L a n g u a g e
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careless and I urged the revision of the resolution
of the Council in the Imperial presence. * * *"

140October 17, 1941
"In deciding the fundamental policy of our 

country you need not necessarily follow the decisions 
of the Council in the Imperial presence on the 6th of 
September, but should study carefully conditions both 
at home and abroad."
October 20, 1941141*

"I told His Majesty that one mistaken step 
taken in the present 'cabinet change might have in
advertently plunged us into war. After careful con
sideration I believe this to be the only way of giving 
a new turn to the situation and had thus recommended 
it."

142November 19, 1941
"Aceordinrly, I advised His Majesty, when 

the Premier solicits His Majesty’s final decision, if 
circumstances require, the Premier should be ordered 
to hold the Council in the Imperial Presence with the 
participation therein of all the Senior Statesmen."
140. Ex. 1154, Tr. 10291, as Corrected by Language 

Section, Tr. 11142.
141. Ex. 115b, Tr. 10295.
142. Ex. 1181, Tr. 10389, as Corrected by Language 

Section, Tr. 11143.
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143.November 26, 1941
"Once the final decision is made this time 

it would truly be the last and irretrievably final 
one. Thus if there should be any doubt or any bettor 
idea to surmount the difficulties in Your Majesty*s 
mind, I pray that Your Majesty bo pleased to elucidate 
the same without the least reserve and take appro
priate steps which Your Majesty might not repent of 
afterwards."

144.
November 30» 1941

"I replied that His Majesty's decision is of 
such gravity that, once decided, it could not later 
be retracted. Hence it is felt that if there is the 
least uncertainty every possible precaution should be 
taker to do that to which His Majesty can give assent."

47. On the other hand, the prosecution has 
not pointed out one single diary entry where KIDO 
said "I urged war," or an equivalent statement.

48. Before dealing with the facts in detail, 
we must confess we are at a loss to understand what 
facts the prosecution claims establishes a conspiracy 
in so far as KIDO is concerned, when KIDO is supposed
143. Ex. 1190, Tr. 10429, as Corrected by Language 

Section, 11,143.
144. Ex. 1198, Tr. 10468, as Corrected by Language 

Section, 12.480.
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to have joined it, and what were its purposes. One 

of the prosecution*s chief witnesses, Premier 

WAKATSUKI never heard of any plan or conspiracy by 

these accused or any one to plan and wage wars of
14

aggression to conquer China and eventually the world. 

By repetition of the words conspiracy, joined the 

conspiracy, conspirators, etc., the prosecution does 

not establish there was one, or that KIDO was a con

spirator.

49. In abandoning the conspiracy charges

against KIDO for the period of time from October 28,
146I93O to June 13, 1936 r * it must be assumed that the 

prosecution has also abandoned all charges of sub

stantive crimes during this period, as it has pursued 

the conspiracy method of proof and fails to point 

out any proof of substantive crimes against KIDO.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half
past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)

14^. Tr. 1591.
146. Par. JJ-2, Tr. 41047.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Tht Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at
1330.

JhARSiAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is nov; resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.

liR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I will

continue reading from page 47, Par. 50, Marquis KIDO:
VI. EVENTS TW!ILE KIDO WAS CHIEF SECRETARY

TO THE LORD KEEPER OF THE PRIVY SFAL:

I93O - June 13, 1936.
50. Briefly, from 1930 to June 13, 1936,

KIDO, as Secretary to the Lord Keeper of the Privy
Seal, gathered information for the Lord Keeper, so
that he could be well informed if the Emperor asked
for advice. KIDO was not permitted to hold audiences

147
with the Emperor, His diary during this period 
records innumerable instances of his opposition to 
the military plotting and injecting itself into and 147

147. Tr. 31,400
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—  g a i a i f t g - e e n t T o l  -of -the-sov€rnnüttt-,-
/
viction that the various branches of the government

149 '
should be conducted in a constitutional manner,
148,

149.

Diary 6/23/31 - Aff. par. 10, Tr. 30,728 
6/26/31 - Aff. par. 10, Tr. 30,728-9 
7/II/3I - Ex. 179-A, Tr. 1925-6

11
11
h
11
h
11
it
h
11
11
11
11
11

7/13/31 - Lx. 179-3, Tr. 1926-7 
8/7/31 - Ex. 179-F, Tr. 1927-8

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

8/12/31 - Ex. 179-6, Tr. 1930-1 
9/9/31 - Ex. 179-C, Tr. 1934-5 
9/12/31 - Ex. 179-D, Tr. 1936 
9/19/31 - Ex. I79-H,
9/21/31 - Ex. 179-R,
9/22/31 - Ex. I79-I,
9/23/31 - Lx. 179-J,
IO/I/3I - Ex. 179-L, Tr.
IO/5/3I - Lx. 179-M, Tr. 
tional excerpt Aff. par.
IO/6/3I - Ex. 179-N, Tr. 
tional excorpt Aff. par.
IO/7/3I - Lx. 179-0, Tr. 
tional excerpt Aff. par. ,
10/12/31 - Aff. par. l8, TfA 30,738 
10/14/31 - Ex. 179-P, Trv i941-42 
II/I3/3I - Aff. par. 22, ir, 30,742-3 
II/I7/3I - Aff. par.
I/II/32 - Lx. 2191,
24, Tr. 30,751-2 
I/2I/32 - Aff. par.
2/16/32 - Aff. par.
2/17/32 - Aff. par.
5/16/32 - Aff. par.
5/I7/32 - Aff. par. 
as Corrected by Lang. .

“ 2/26/36 - Aff. par.
Diary, 10/19/31 - Aff. 1“ 10/28/31 - Aff. par. 21, Tr: 30,742

3/8/33 - Aff. par. 47, Tr- 3?J7s A  3/24/33 - Aff. par. 48, ir* 30, rto i

h
11
11
11
11

h
11
11
h
11

11
11
11

1936-7
1937
1933
1939
1940
1941 and addl-
16, Tr. 30,725 
1941 and addi-
17, Tr. 30,736 
1941 and acidi-
18, Tr. 30,737

22, Tr. 30,744-7 
Tr. 15,731, Aff. par,
26, Tr. 3C. 754
31» Tr. 30;761-2
32, Tr. 30,762-4
39, Tr, 30,776-81
40, als>; Ex. 2252,
;. S'ec., 'i’r. 16,215

a«
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his association v/ith, and admiration for the policies
150

of Prince SAIONJI, the historical development of
151

the duties of the Lord Keeper during cabinet changes
152

and his opposition to Fascism. His subsequent 

and continued adherence to these principles will 

be dealt with hereinafter in more detail.

51. It was only two weeks after his assump

tion of the position of Chief Secretary to the Lord

Keeper of the Privy Seal that Prime Minister HAMA-
153

GUCHI was assassinated. Thereafter followed a 

series of events, in which as shown by his diary,

KIDO had no part, except as a target of assassins

150. Diary 4/14/31 - Aff. par. 9, Tr. 30,725
" 12/16/31 - Aff. par. 23, Tr. 30,750-1
" I/I3/32 - Aff. par. 25, Tr. 30,753
» 2/26/32 - Aff. par. 33, Tr. 30,767-9
" 3/27/32 - Aff. par. 37, Tr. 30,774-5
- 4/8/32 - Aff. par. 38, Tr. 30,775-6
" IO/I8/32 - Aff. par. 45, Tr- 30.791
" 8/9/34 - Aff. par. 51, Tr. 30,799-800
" 8/29/35 - Aff. par. 53, Tr. 30.801
" 7/4/36 - Aff. par. 62, Tr. 30,823

151. Diary 4/13/31 - Aff. par. 8, ir. 30,724-5
** 4/14/31 - Aff. par. 9. Tr. 30,725 ö

12/12/31 - Aff. par. 22, Tr. 30,748 
2/12/32 - Aff. par. 30, Tr. 30,761
8/26/32 - Aff. par. 42, Tr. 30,787-8
8/27/32 - Aff. par. 44, ir. 30,789

» 9/16/32 - Aff. par. 45, Tr. 30,790
» 12/15/32 - Aff. p a r .  46, Tr; j

152. Diary 3/3/36 - Aff. par. 58, Tr. 30,8l
153. Aff. par. 6, Tr. 30,722

11
11
11
11
11
11
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in some of then, but to all of which he expressed

his opposition and used his best endeavors within the

scope of his minor position either to prevent then,

or strove- to rectify the resultant effects on Japan’s
internal and external affairs: the ^rch Incident

in 1931 which served as the commencement of the Army's
1 5 4

driving power in the political field, the nanchur-
155ian Incident, October 17, 1931 Incident, the

1?6
Sakurada Incident of January 13, 1932, the assassi

nation of Dan and INOUE, leader of the Linseito
157

Party in February 1932, the Lay 15, 1932 Incident

in which the residence of the Lord Keeper of the

Privy Seal was boobed and Prime Minister INUKa I
158

assassinated, the so-called god-sent troop affair 
159 l60

in July 1933, the August 1935 Incident, and

the February 26, 1936 Incident in which SAITO, Lord

Keeper of the Privy Seal, TAKAHASHI, Finance uinister
l6l

and others were assassinated.
52. Critical reference- is made by the 

prosecution to several events which occurred during

154. Aff. par. 7, Tr. 30,723, Diary 3/9/32, Par. 36,

155. Diâry°io/17/3l, Aff. PQr;.20ArTr;032 ^ ”40î Diary 3/9/32, Aff. par. 36, Tr. 30.772-3
156. Diary 1/13/31, Aff. par. 25, Tr* 30,753
157. Aff. par. 6, fr. 30,722 , o-,
158. Diary 5/16/31, Aff. par. 39, Tr» 30,776-81
159. Aff. par. 6, Tr. 30,722
160. Aff. par. 54, Tr. ^n,801 w — (mr_
T 6 i; Diary FÆ./2&, 27, AfJ,1Tr. 30,806-16; Diary 3/2/36, Aff. par. 57,

Tr. 30,317-8
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this period. It refers to FIDO's Diary of September 
162

10, 1931 in which KIDO agreed in general with 
TaNI's opinion that self-defensive action in x.ian- 
churia night be unavoidable according to develop
ments. As explained by KID0? he believed the posi
tion of the Japanese people in aianchuria v/as becom
ing dangerous and he was afraid that they might be 
massacred as were the Japanese by the Bolshevik
parties in 1920 at Nikolaevsk. The details of that

163incident were described by the accused mINAMI.
53» As abundantly shown in the evidence, 

when the wanchurian Incident started the official 
announcement was that the action was taken in self- 
defense, KIDO believed at that tine, and so testi
fied on cross-examination, that the action initially

164
was in self-defense. It v/as not until about a 

• week later, however, when he heard rumors that the 
action had not been taken in self-defense and he 
conseauently questioned HAYASHI of the Viar Depart
ment at Kasan «all as shown in his diary entry of

165
September 23, 1931« These two statements are not 
irreconcilable as the prosecution would have the

162. Par. JJ-4, Tr. 41,048
163. Tr. 19,781
164. Tr. 31,476
165. Ex. 179-J, Tr. 1939
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this period. It refers to FIDO's Diary of September 
162

10, 1931 in which KIDO agreed in general v/ith 
TaNI's opinion that self-defensive action in i.ian- 
churia night be unavoidable according to develop
ments* As explained by KIDO^ he believed the posi
tion of the Japanese people in Manchuria v/as becom
ing dangerous and he vas afraid that they might be 
nassacred as we re the Japanese by the Bolshevik
parties in 1920 at Nikolaevsk. The details of that

< 163incident v.ere described by the accused klNAMI.
53* As abundantly shown in the evidence, 

when the uianchurian Incident started the official 
announcement was that the action was taken in self- 
defense. KIDO believed at that tine, and. so testi
fied on cross-examination, that the action initially

164
was in self-defense. It v/as not until about a 

.,week later, however, when he heard rumors that the 
action had not been taken in self-defense and he 
conseauently questioned HAYASHI of the Vtar Depart
ment at Kasan nan  as shown in his diary entry of

165
September 23, 1931« These two statements are not 
irreconcilable as the prosecution would have the
162. Par. JJ-4, Tr. 41,048
163. Tr. 19,781
164. Tr. 31,476
165. Ex. I79-J, Tr. 1939
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T r i b u n a l  b e l i e v e »  O n e  r e f e r r e d  t o  h i s  b e l i e f  o n  

S e p t e m b e r  l 8 ,  1931 a n d  t h e  o t h e r  t o  h i s  b e l i e f  o n  

S e p t e m b e r  23, 1931» FIDO's p o s i t i o n  a t  t h a t  t i n e  

’•vas v e r y  m i n o r  a n d .  h e  h a d  n o t h i n g  t o  d o  v / i t h  p o l i 

c i e s  o r  d e c i s i o n s  a s  t e s t i f i e d  t o  b y  t h e  a c c u s e d
I66

SHIRATORI on cross-examination.

54. As shown in KIDO’s Diary of September
167

22, 1931, the Emperor had already approved the 
government’s policy to strive not to extend the 
Aanchurian Incident and the army was indignant be
cause the Emperor’s opinion had been induced by his 
personal attendants, it also shows that KIDO in 
the minor position as Chief Secretary to the Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal and some of his friends 
thought the Emperor ha^ better not say anything 
further " . . .  unless necessitated to do so . ."

»

and that Prince Sa IONJI should not cone to Tokyo

168

" . . .  unless there is an important change in the 
169

situation.-. The prosecution fails to mention

the conditional nature of the advice and argues that 

if the Emperor and Prince SAIONJI had taken a firm 

stand then it might have been decisive although

166. Tr. 35,069
167. Ex. 179-1. Tr. 1938 as cor. by Lang. Sec.
* sQ Tr. 34,266-34,267
168. Ex. 179-1. Tr. 1938 as cor. by Lang. Sec.

T r . 3 4 ,2 6 è -7469.— Ibldl 1. ____________ ______
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trouble with the Army night have- been provoked.
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The first part of this statement is speculation. The 
latter part of the supposition is probably based on
the prosecution’s knowledge of what actually happened 
the next month on October 17,* 1931. The prosecution 
also ignores the fact as reported in KIDO's diaries
of October 7, 1931 and October 12, 1931, that KIDO
did take part in having Prince Sh IONJI return to
Tokyo, when a change occurred and the situation

171
did become alarming. Was it a crime for KXDO
and his friends to express apprehensions at a social
gathering, which thoughts were not conveyed to the 

172
Emperor? KIDO had no responsibility to advise 
the Emperor at that time. V/as it a crime for KIDO 
to have the safety of the Emperor and Prince SAIONJI 
in nindi? The assassination of Prime Minister HAiaA- 
QUCHI in November 1930 and the March 1931 Incident 
were fresh in their minds at that tine. The October 
17, 1931 Incident which occurred one month later 
justified their apprehensions. As KIDO testified on 
cross-examination, he was worried about a coup d'etat 
and the possibility of those close to the Throne 
being eliminated and replaced by activists. Should

170.
171.
172.

Par. JJ-( 
Aff. par. 
Aff. par.

41,057 n 
30,737-8
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KIDO be condemned or praised because he worried

about the possible machinations of the militarists?

Anyone who has opposed  militarists would understand

why he was v;orried. Incidentally, when cross-

examined on this excerpt of September 22, 1931»

KIDO v/as unjustly accused by the prosecution of

using a *weasel" word "thoroughly" which the prose-
173

cution said was not in his diary. Later when

this diary entry was referred to the Language

Section, it was fo u n d  that the word "thoroughly"

had been omitted by the prosecution in its transla-
174

tion. The excerpt was corrected but nothing 

further was said by the prosecution.

55« KIDO's evidence of the principal events j 

which happened during this period were corroborated j 

as follows:

SHIDEHARA - on the lack of control of the ! 
175

Cabinet over the Army. INUKAI - on the inability

to withdraw' the Army from Manchuria due to opposition 
176

of the Army. The facts regarding the increased

political influence of the military during this 
177

period of time, as set forth in Fah's book,

173. Tr. 31,298-9
174. Tr. 34,266-7
175. Tr. 1335
176. Tr. 1526-9 177
177. Ex. 236I-C. Tr. 18,116-122_____________
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"Government in Japan;" a l s ^ a s  set forth in the 

testimony of INOUE, Saburo. KATAKURA - that the 

A m y  in the iaanchurian Affair^did not act in accord
ance with Cabinet decisions. Telegrams from the 

War minister dated September 19, 1931, confirming
the Cabinet decision to avoid extension of the man-

180
churian Incident. S3HD1HARA - with respect to

181
rumors of possible happenings in manchuria. The

182
events of the October Incident as related by LiINAm I,
The facts concerning the inability of UGAKI to form

a cabinet in January, 1937 as testified to by the183 184
witness TSUGITA, and UGAKI. The facts regarding

185
the February 26 Incident, as testified to by GOTO.

The fact that Count mAKINO, Prince SAIONJT, and 

HARADA, the Elder Statesmen, and KIDO were worried 

about the unlawful movements of the militarists; 

their efforts for a sound development of parliament

ary government, and the fact that ICIDO and HARADA 

often put questions to SUZUKI and INOUE at dinner 

parties or tea ceremonies to obtain information

regarding the military movements, as testified to by
178.
179.
180.
181.
182. 
1§3. 184. 
T857

Tr.
$r.
Ex.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

*5,159-61 18519,088
3421a . Tr. 32,826;33,589-9019,79029,649-50
lfo8, 1609, 1628

TrT~I6^r

. Tr. 1 6 3 9

Ex. 3 4 2 2-I, Tr. 32,843-4
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"Governnent In Japan:" als"?, as set forth in the
178

testimony of INOUE, Saburo. KaTAKURA - that the

Army in the ^anchurian Affair did not act in accord-
179

ance with Cabinet decisions. Telegrams from the 

War minister dated September 19, 1931, confirming 

the Cabinet decision to avoid extension of the ^an-
I80

churian Incident. SHHDEHARA - with respect to
181

rumors of possible happenings in manchuria. The
I82

events of the October Incident as related by LilNAinil,
The facts concerning the inability of UGAKI to form

a cabinet in January, 1937 as testified to by the
183 184

witness TSUGITA, and UGAKI. The facts regarding
I85

the February 26 Incident, as testified to by GOTO.

The fact that Count mAKINO, Prince SAIONJI, and 

HARADA, the Elder Statesmen, and KIDO were worried 

about the unlawful movements of the militarists;

their efforts for a soun^ development of parliament

ary government, and the fact that KIDO and HARADA 

often put questions to SUZUKI and INOUE at dinner 

parties or tea ceremonies to obtain information

regarding the military movements, as testified to by

178.
179.
180.
181. 
182.

1857

Tr. ^5,159-61 185. Tr. 1639
Tr. Ï9.088
Ex. 3421A. Tr. 32,826; Ex. 3422-I, Tr. 32,843-4 
Tr. 33,589-90 
Tr. 19,790 
Tr. 29,649-50
Tr. 1608, 1609, 1628 _  .....
Tr. 1639 --- --------- ~~



IN O U E .

June 1 3, 1936 - October 22, 1937 
56. During this period of tine iCIDO was 

President of the Bureau of Peerage. No events of 
special importance respecting KIDO have been pre

sented, and no charge is mentioned in the prosecu

tion's summation for this period of tine.
VIII

186

V II

EVENTS VII ILE XIDO WAS MINISTER OF 
EDUCATION AND AFTER JANUARY 11, 1938 

CONCURRENT WELFARE MINISTER 

OCTOBER 22, 1937 - ^  26, 1938 
57. We now pass on to consider the facts 

during the period iCIDO was a Cabinet Minister, at 

the inception of which, October 22, 1937» the 
prosecution now claims after two years of trial,

I87
its case against him begins substantially, al
though the Indictment charges him with various 

crimes dating back almost ten years previous —  to 

wit, January 1, 1928. He was not a cabinet minister 

when tho China Incident started on July l8, 1937» and, 

therefore, had no responsibility for the alleged
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planning, preparation or initiation thereof. The188
prosecution has abandoned this Count against him.

58, Under the Constitution of Japan,

Article LV, it is stated: "The respective Ministers

of State shall give their advice to the Emperor,
189

and he responsible for it." At the meetings of the

Cabinet discussions were held but generally speaking

the details pertaining to any particular ministry

were left to the competent minister of that ministry,
190

and tfis explanations generally passed the Cabinet.

It is only natural that vfhen a minister of State 

presented a matter to the Cabinet, if the other 

Ministers had insufficient data or information to 

raise objections to the competent Minister's opinion 

they would not be in a position to offer objection. 

Thus policies submitted by the competent Minister
>

were generally supported by the Cabinet, if the 

competent Minister explained it satisfactorily. Of 

course, administrative matters were handled by each 

Minister without submission to the Cabinet. If 

Ministers of State are to be indicted as war crim

inals for formalistic responsibility for attending 

Cabinet meetings and casting a vote in support of

188. Par. JJ-89, Tr. 41,128
189. Ex. 68, Chapter IV, art. LV, Tr. 17,475
190. Tr. 31,385-31,336

L
ék
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measures discussec1 at the meeting, then may we ask 
why most of the Ministers of State during the tine 

that KIDO was a Cabinet ainister were not indicted?

VIII Ca)
military Training Vas Not Intensified While

KIDO V/as education Minister•
59. KIDO was Minister of Education fron

October 22, 1937 to kay 26, 1938. There is no
competent evidence that as Minister of Education

KIDO used his position to further militarism or

aggression. KIDO’s testimony that when he was the

Education Minister he never promoted or encouraged

military training in the schools was not challenged
191

by the prosecution on cross-examination. The

broad and sweeping conclusions and opinions of

Colonel Donald Ross Nugent, prosecution witness,

with respect to teaching of aggressive militarisa

in the schools was shown on cross-examination to

have been unwarranted. His testimony regarding the

period of time KIDO was Minister of Education was

sparèe. He readily admitted that he could not
192

understand Japanese well. He instituted an
193

inquiry to the students through an interpreter. 191 192 193

191. Tr. 31,206
192. Tr. 842
193. Tr. 843
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- -------------------- m -------------
He vas not an education specialist. He investi

gated the thoughts of only 3^0 or 350 of 18 million 
students who he said were subjected to military

195
training. He inspected only 12 schools out of 

196

military training as late as 1940 to 1941 was only 

from lk hours to 3 hours and the rest was left to

state the amount of time devoted to military training

outside of school could have inculcated ultra-

to back up his opinion. Colonel Nugent also admitted 

that in the United States from 1937 on, military 
training was offered in high schools, colleges,

universities, junior colleges, preparatory schools
and so forth, known as Army and Navy ROTC under

reserve and retired officers of the United States
Army; that such training in land grant colleges was 

201
compulsory. 194 195 196 197 198

40,000. He admitted that the legal minimum for

197
the discretion of each school He could not even

school. He a d m it t e d  he was merely stating his own
199

opinion. He also admitted that other influences

200
nationalism Not even one textbook was produced

194. Tr. 363
195. Tr. 863-864-865
196. Tr. 859
197. ïr. 861-2
198. Tr. 862

199. Tr. 865
200. Tr. 864-5
201. Tr. 854
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60. It is clear frou the testimony of
p r o s e c u t io n  witness Professor K a IGO, T o k io n i  of

Tokyo Inperinl University the.t military training

in schools in Japan was not started by KIDO but

had been in force and effect in Japan since 1886.

K a IGO also testified that compulsory rifle drill was
203

not initiated until 1939, which was after KIDO 
re-signed fron the ministry of education.

202, Tr. 881 -
203. Tr. 889

*

J
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61, The prosecution rovers to the testimony 
of IKEt'HIMA. While it is true that he did testify on 
direct that in 1937 (he does not state whether before
or after October 22nd) the school system was reorganized
and more school time was devoted to military training

204and teaching of military subjects, he admitted on
cross-examination that at the time in question he was
an emplovee of a broadcasting company; that his whole
testimony on direct was hearsay and that he did not
recall how much m ore t im e  was d e v o te d  to military

20?training when KIDO was Education Minister. KIDO
testified that the first statement above made by

206IKE8HIMA on direct examination was not true. This
is corroborated by Ir.TAMATh'U who testified on direct
examination that no new measures were issued or taken
wit*' resnect to military education by KIDO whether at

207his own volition or not, and that the reorganiza
tion which was referred to bv IKESHIMA took place some

208
ti'ie around 1941, that is, long after KIDO resigned 
from the Ministry of Education.’

62. He also testified that IKE8HIMA1 s testi-
204. - T. 1,103
205. T. 1,103
206. T. 30,834
207. T. 18,543
208. T. 18,558
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nony on direct examination to the effect that more
time was devoted to military training and teaching

of nilitarv subjects while KIDO was Education Minister, 
209was incorrect. On cross-examination bv the

prosecution, IWAMATMJ denied that the question of

compulsory attendance at the Youth School which came

into effect in Anril, 1999 had been agreed upon while
210

Marquis KIDO was Education Minister. The Tribunals
attention is called to the fact that while the prose

cution witness IKEf-HIMA was an ewiloyoe of a business 

concern and he admitted his testimony was hearsay, 
r'JA’lA^hU was the Chief of the Section of Archives 

and Documents of the Ministry of Education during 

KID0Ts tenure of office as Minister of Education. 209 210

209. T. 18,577
210. T. 18,568-18,569
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“63-5' Prosecution witness QU&BI test-lfled on
direct examination that KIDO demanded the dismissal 
of Processor YANAIHh Ra from the faculty of the Imperial 

Universitv of Tokyo and as a result he was requested

by officials of the Universitv to resign, which he did.

But OUCUI, too, admitted on cross-examination that he
212was testifying from hearsay and that the reason 

for the dismissal of YANAIHARA was because of a

certain essav which he published a^d in view of the
213delicacy of the situation he, OUCHI, and other

friends of YANAIHARA advised YANAIHARA to resign,
214which he did voluntarily, and therp is nc direct 

evidence that J'lDO demanded YANAIHARA to resign.
Vhv did the prosecution fail to call YANAIHARA?

On the other hand, TAKAGI, Yasaka, Professor 
of the Imperial Universitv of Tokvo, who had also 

attended universities in the United Ftates of America, 

testified before the Tribunal and he was not cross- 
examined bv the prosecution. He stated that KIDO paid 

full respect to universitv autonomy and closely 

cooperated with Dr. NAGAYO, President of Tokyo Imperial

211. T, 04 5
212. T. 954
2 1 3. T. 952
214. 954
2 1 5. T. 31,640

2U

21 ±J
0,
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University« He corroborated KIDO’s testimony
that KIDO had common ideas with the universitv author

ities about university autonomv and that KIDO never
tried to antagonize or brine any pressure whatsoever

217
to bear upon the universitv. In dealing with the

question of Professor YANAIHx.RA, KIDO told him he

would not interfere, leaving the solution of the
218

problem to th° university authorities.

TAKEGI was one of the councillors of the university 

at that tine and ho stated that he knew that Marauis 

KIDO d^d not Interfere nor exert any pressure whatso

ever in connection with Processor YANAIHARA’s resigna- 
210tion. He also stated that he had froauent talks

with KIDO and vnow of no tendencies of KIDO toward
220

totalitarianism or fascism.

64. KIDO’s cooperation with the authorities

of the universitv and restect for université autonomy

is also shown in his dlarv entries of October 2b, 19^7;
221

November 9, 1^37, find November 30, 1937. The testi-
222mony of ^AKIKAWA is innocuous. The rest of the

general summation of the prosecution, incorporated 

in KIDO's individual summation bv footnote reference 
applies to a period of time after KIDO had resigned as

216. T. 31 ,642 220
217. T. 31 ,642 221
219!

•
31 J642 222
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1

2

2 2 3
as îîinister of Education.

64a. There is no ground ^or suspicion that 

a compulsory attendance at the Youth School was for
3 224

preparation for war. As testified to bv VOPFIDA,
4

fho Vmifh 'Tr'fllninp RrKnol urn«5 rpnpmpd thp Yniith Rohnnl
5

6 a n a  comnuisory courses oic not d p c o to p  € i t P C t i v p  u n t i x

7
A
~  8

April 1939, when the Imperial Ordinance was issued to 
22?

that effect. This was after KIDO had resigned as

9 Education Minister. YOSHIDA also testified that the

10 school military training at first belonged to the
11 gymnastics course but was created independently of

2 2 6i z P V T i m a s t i o s  1 n  1 9 3 9 .  » w h i c h ,  t o o .  w a s  n f t p r  KIDO£ V nil ici ö i».iwg in 17J7 j * m i w i )  uuu ̂ Mao ax uri
had resigned as Minister of Education. And he also

14
testified that in so far as universities were concerned,

15
militarv training was an optional course up to 1939

16
;r 17

and, while it was optional, most students were indiffer-
227

ent to such, training. This, too, was after KIDOlo
19 had resigned as Finister of Education on Fay 26, 1938«

20 The opinions of OUCHI with respect to teaching in

21 schools of* ultra-nationalism and preparation for

22 aggression was dispelled by Y O h H I D A ’s explanation of

23 223, Par. F .80, T. 39,426-^.9,427
224. *?. 18,451

24 225, T. 18,471-18,472-18,473-18,474-18,475-18,476
226. T. 18,45725 227, T. 18,461

V". •

.19 ■
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tho facts showing no such opinion of OUCKI was 
228

Justifiable.
65. In Juno, 1937 tho first K0K0YE Cabinet 

'/as formed. ’Then Prince K0N0YE became Prime Minister 

In June, 1937 he set up an Educational Council to 

irevamn the education system. Later, while KIDO was 

Sducatlcn Minister in November, 1937, in order to 
prevent the militarists from becoming members of this 

council he sought and obtained the services of non-

l i l i t a r v  men to servo on this council as President
228a •md‘ Members of it. This was the highest instru

iront ^or the renovation of t’*e education svstem and it
;omprised as councillors the most prominent persons of

229Learning and experience both in and out of office.

66. On direct examination by the prosecution

hhe witness KAIGO testified that the subjects discussed

Ln the Educational Council commencing December, 1937

?erp deliberated for several years and after December,

L937 the education in Japan was devoted to the promo-
230tion of patriotism. ’ Nothing has been offered by 

the prosecution which even remotelv shows that the 

Council was set up for militaristic education.
228. ". 18,à..86-18,493
228a. Aff. par.73, Diarv, Nov.27,l°37, *.30,832-3
229. 7. 28,206
230. T. 894
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23167. As pointed out bv the prosecution,
232

the cabinet decision of January 21, 1938 stated;

" • . . it is expected that education will be reformed
in order to cultivate the character of the people of

233
a great nation." This is commendable, not

criminal. It is submitted that there is nothing in 

those quoted remarks which conflicts with KIDO's 
testimony. It certainly cannot be argued that that 

part of the cabinet decision pointed to militarism,
234as the prosecution would have this Tribunal believe. 

KIDO’s statement in answer to Baron OKURA’s interpell

ation confirms the wholesomeness of KIDO's purpose of
235education. The Drosecution did not produce or

refer in its summation to one order, one directive, 

one ordinance regarding militarism in the schools 

'issued bv KIDO as Minister of Education, to substantiate 

its position, nor was ther^ any evidence to explain 
their absence, if they had been issued.

68. The prosecution argues that KIDO knew 

of th e  Hanking atrocities and therefore his credit as 

a witness is destroyed, as he had denied k n o w led g e  of

231. Par. JJ-46, Tr. 41,085
232. Ex. 3270, T. 37,251
233. Ibid.
234. Par. JJ-46, T. 41,085
235. Sx. 3737-A, T. 37,285-37,292

46,495
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1 these atrocities in his affidavit. The prosecution

mnkes light of HARADA’s recollection of an illness ho

had and which ho reported to Dr. SAhhA had occurred two
2^7or three years previously, but condemns 1\ID0 for

alleged f a i l u r e  to recall one event of eleven years

ago, which had occurred during a kaleidoscopic period

of Japan’s historv. ,,Thon confronted wi^h a newspaper

report of an interpellation of him by Baron OKTTiA at a 
2^0

budget meeting, *" and his recollection was refreshed,

FIDO readily admitted the occasion, but stated his

recollection was that he had talked on the sense of
239

sur-erioritv o^ the Japanese nationals in China.

69. The prosecution then offered in rebuttal
240the actual proceedings of the budget meeting which 

showed that OKURA mentioned reports in foreign news

papers about distasteful things written about the 

.actions of Japanese forces in the fhanghai-Nanking area. 

He also discoursed at length upon the attitude found 

abroad of the sense of superiority exhibited by the 

Japanese nationals toward the Chinesp, and this was 

the focus of his criticism.

70. KIDO acknowledged, in replv to OKURA,

237. T. 38,684
238. Ex. 7342-A, t . 31,515
239. T. 31,516
240. Ex. 3737-A, *. 37,285-37,292
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that ha had hoard of rooorts concerning the action 

of the Japanese troops in Shanghai and also heard of 

reports o* the sense of superiority of the Japanese 

nationals in China and Manchuria. It is ouito clear 

from what KIDO said that the reports he hoard wore 

not about Nanking. Me also replied to Baron OKURA 

that work in the oionentarv schools to correct this 

sense o* suoeriority had already been started and 

*hat further remedial measures would be carried out. 

Does this sound like a militarist? £ince the prosecu

tion's evidence shows KIDO was endeavoring to correct 

the sense op superioritv in the school children's 

minds, how can it fairlv charge that he fostered 

ultra-nationalism and aggression?

24
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Thà *'~r''culy
I « reports in foreign ntvsv pers about. *.„1.1. *[hod seen rep« 
is unsupported by the evidence. There- is also nc evi-

KIDO saw or heard of reports alleged tc have
dence that

made to HlivOTT*. about banking. If KILO had known 
f the atrocities of Nanking ho naturally woul'1 have 
entionecl it in his reply to OKUhu. The mere fact 
HHtOTL saw them is no evidence KILO did. The nroduc- 
tion >by the prosecution of the actual proceeding? of 
the budget meeting verified KIüÛ’s previous statement 
on cross-examination that his recollection was that 
he hat talked on the sense of superiority of the Japan
ese nationals in China. That the principal point of 
Baron OKU&i’s interpellation referred to this tonic 
and not to specific cases of "brutalities” or "atroci
ties" in Nanking is apparent fron his questions and 
also from the fact that he directed his questions to 
the Minister of Education and not the military. The 
prosecution’s unsupported assertion that KILO as ,a 
cabinet member is responsible for the hanking atrocities 
is contrary to the evidence that it was the responsi
bility of the military, and contrary to the prosecution1!: 
own claim in other part-; of its summation that it was 
the responsibility of the military.
241, Par. JJ-34, T. 41,074
-242. T. 31^516.________________________________________

.500

' -***• •
__________  I

rne article in question is not a
21J nt P°^icy" and the Tokyo Gazette is not the

Moreover, Prosecution when it put the 
23’[Ucstion to IW; M -pi" ti • -
( * ̂ ToU saia, "I will leave cut the Tokyo

28,407401’ 28’402’ 28,403? 28,404, 28,407, 28,406,

47- T 41,086; Ex. 226. T. 3.143_____

\
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71. The prosecution's contention that he 
241

had. seen reports in foreign nex/spapers about hanking 

is unsupported by the evidence. There is also no evi

dence that KIDO saw or heard of reports alleged to have

been made to HlhOTä about Nanking. If KILO had known
\

of the atrocities of Nanking he naturally would have 

mentioned it in his reply to OKUIu*, The mere fact 

HlhOTn saw them is no evidence KILO did.* The produc

tion 'by the prosecution of the actual proceedings of 

the budget meeting verified K I D O 's previous statement 

on cross-examination that his recollection was that7

he hoc talked on the sense of superiority of the Jaoan-
242

ese nationals in China. That the principal point of 

Boron OKUiu.'s interpellation referred to this tonic 

and not to specific cases of "brutalities" or "atroci

ties" in Nanking is apparent from his questions and 

also from the fact that he directed his questions to 

the Minister of Education and not the military. The 

prosecution's unsupported assertion that KIDO as^a 

cabinet member is responsible for the Nanking atrocities 

is contrary to the evidence that it was the responsi

bility of the military, and contrary to the prosecution's! 

own claims in other part-, of its summation that it was 

the responsibility of the military.

241. Par. JJ-34, T. 41,074
/ }/ •  r\ m  /
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72. Witness ISliII, Itnro, of the Foreign

Office, testified on cross-examination on October 3,

1947 that there was nothing about the atrocities in

Nanking in the Japanese newspapers; that he never
heard that HIHOTi». ever presented this question to the
Cabinet and that he, ISHII, did not regard the Cabinet

as a body to discuss such a question; that the Cabinet

was not in any position to deal with questions v/hich

concerned the military in the field and that he never

heard that this matter v;as submitted to the Cabinet.

On redirect examination he stated that the matter was

called to the attention of the liaison conferences and

warnings were issued to the military and that the

Foreign Office could do nothing more than it did from
243

the standpoint of the authority in its possession.

73» Minister of Justice SHIONO, Suehiko, tes

tified that during the First KObOYE Cabinet, Cabinet 

Ministers were not informed at the cabinet meetings 

about the acts of atrocities which were committed in 

China. He did not know whether there we re any protests 
from foreign countries but if there were, such pro-

244
tests were never brought to the attention of the Cabinet, 

He was not cross-examined by the prosecution* The 

243. T. 29,989, 29,990, 29,992, 29,993, 29,995, 29,997
-2 4 4 . T .  _____________________________________________ ______________________
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testimony of jJUiKI, LiATSUI, and Iu»Y*» vrere all to the

same effect.
VIII (b)

»The. Japanese Spirit"
74. In support of its contention that KILO 

sympathized with and participated in Japanese aggres

sion in China the prosecution refers to an article
called "The Japanese Spirit" which appeared in the

248
Tokyo Gazette of March-April 1938. The prosecution

only read into the record a part of this article. It

3Iso contends that the defense witness IWAMüTSU stated

that generally speaking no statement would be issued

oy the Department of Education without the knowledge

of the Minister of Education. IVA.M*»T5U answered this

■/hen he was quizzed by the prosecution on a hypothetical

question - if it is possible that an important statement

of policy could be issued to the press by the Ministry

of Education without the knowledge and approval of the 
249

20
21
22

Minister himself. The article in question is not a 

"statement of policy" and the Tokyo Gazette is not the 

"press." Moreover, the prosecution when it put the
23question to IWjJvL-.TSU said, "I will leave cut the Tokyo

24M45. T. 28,401, 28,402, 28,403, 28,404, 28,405, 28,406, 
28,407

25246. T. 33.878, 33,879, 33,880
247. Ex. 3337, T. 30,658
248. Par. JJ-47, T. 41,086; Ex. 226. T. 3.543 .________
2$% T. 1 8 , 5 8 1 ------
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Gazette." Am’ it substituted the word "press." It 
is clear that IVOLTSU was not purporting to say any

thing about tho Tokyo Gazette when he answered this 

question. Nor did the prosecution present that partic

ular publication of the Tokyo Gazette containing the 

article, "The Japanese Spirit" to IWAUnTSU and ask him 

the direct question whether or not it was issued by 

KILO. The prosecution preferred to drop the question 

since the witness said he did not know whet the Tokyo 

Gazette was and the prosecution observed, "It is prob

able not worth pursuing it with regard to the particular 
250

statement." Furthermore, IVAiLkTSU answered the prose

cution that it was part of his duties to issue state-
25]

ments to the press and he explained the natter in detail.
252

75* The evidence is that the Tokyo Gazette v/as 

published by the Japanese Foreign Affairs Association, 

that the material in the magazine was selected from 

"Shuho" (The Weekly Report) edited by the Board of In

formation and that it was this Board under direct con

trol of the Prime Minister and not the Education Min

istry that suoervised publication of the Tokyo Gazette
253in 1938. KILO fully explained the method of publica* 

tions and stated that he never wrote, edited, published
250. T. 18,582
251. T. 18,579, 18,580
252. Ex.. 448, T. 5,103 (certificate notread by Pros.) 

-253- Ex, 4A8, T. 5,103-.— Soo oleo Aff» par» 90, T*30-,-843
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254

tç-ef -the- article which appêaPéd 

in the "Shuho." Although KILO had nothing to do v;ith 
the article, on direct examination he offered to submit 
the "Shuho" of February 9, 1938 wherein the article ap
peared but the prosecution did not accept his offer nor

255
did it cross-examine him on this entire matter.

76. The Tokyo Gazette did not reproduce the 
following statement which appeared originally in the 

"Shuho."
"The Empire's action in the present affair 

(The China affair) does not contemplate any 
aggression or conquest as enunciated from tine 

to time with regard to its significance and ob
ject,"

The part of the article which was read by the prosecu

tion was a mere introductory remark. It was not a 

declaration of national policy but a general historical
statement. KILO endeavored to find out who wrote the

256.
article without success.

77* Approval of contributions to the "Shuho"
257

was given by the Vice Minister of Education. From the 
foregoing it is quite apparent that KILO was not con
sulted in advance about the article nor did he approve

254; Aff-par. 91, T. 30,944
255. Ibid.
256. Aff. par. 91, T. 30,844
257. Ibid.
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of it nor was any report submitted to him after the pub

lication. The prosecution offered no other articles 
issued from any departments controlled by KIDO and as 
the President of the Tribunal observed: "Fron such a

number of articles a hostile inference might be drawn,
258

but, perhaps, not from one article."
VIII. (c)

Peace with Chian? Kai-shek 

78, The evidence is undisputed os testified 

to by Hr. KISHI, Secretory to Prince KONOYE, that on 

the^night of December 16, 1937 he brought KILO a mes

sage from KOKOYli stating that since KOiiOYE could not 

grasp the Amy's real intention, KObOYE wonted KIDO to

find out from the War Minister at the next cabinet meet- 
259

ing. He was not cross-examined. The next day, Decem

ber 17, 1937, at the cabinet meeting KIDO observed that 

as it is a bilateral negotiation it may become necessary 
to make further concessions according to China's counter

proposals. He then asked SUGIY«Hf. if the Army was pre

pared. for it and SUGIYiJdA said, "Ko. These ore the 

minimum terns. In case they are rejected by o„J.na, 

there will be no alternative but to keep up military
26O

action against her." This is corroborated by the

258. T. 3,550
259. T. 31,639; see also «ff. par. 79, T. 30,836
260. Aff. par. 79. T, 30,836____________________________
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261
witness KI5HI, It was fully explained by KIDO on

262
cross-examination. War Minister SUGIYhIïA ’s explana

tions were not clear and the wishes of the High Com-
263

nand were known to the cabinet only through him. And

he could not find out from SUGIYaiA. the Army’s real
264

attitude toward the China Incident.
265

79. The prosecution in its general summation 
266

cites KIDO’s affidavit os authority for the proposition

that according to KIDO the ;»rny was most anxious to
press the peace solution, and that KIDO was the one

who led the battle to keep the terms more abstract and

that "the nrmy thought the chance of failure so great

that, according to KIDO, it had firmly determined to

bring about peace at any cost." KIDO did not soy that,

KIDO said in his affidavit that after he had spoken with

War Minister SUGIYj.Mii "I failed to fully understand,

therefore, that the Army had made a firm determination
267

to bring about peace at all cost." Furthermore, KIDO 

did not lead the battle to keep the terms abstract.

The cabinet decision was that they would leave the nat

ter to the Foreign Office and let the Ambassador sound 

out Chiang's views by showing comprehensive condition

261. T. 31,638-639 266. T. 30,836, 30,837
262. T. 31,426, 31,430 267. T. 30,836
263. Ï. 31,421
264. T. 311422_______.
265. Par. É-54, T. 39~263
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1 of intentions of Japan and rjffrain fron shov/ing details
268 *

as far as possible. Furthermore, as shown in KIDO's

Diary, December 21, 1937, the German Ambassador re-
269

quested further instructions which were given him.

80. On January 16, 1938 Prime Minister KONOYE
270

issued the statement of the Imperial Government. KIDO 

stated in his affidavit that although there was no evi

dence before the Tribunal that he knew of that he had
signed this statement, he voluntarily stated that the

271
fact v/as that he did sign it. It speaks for itself.

We ask the Tribunal to read it in full.

81. At that time it was ascertained that 

Chiang Kai-shek had no bona fides in restoring peace 

with Japan, and the Japanese Government thought that

a short cut for settlement of the China Affair w. s to

take constructive measures in China in conjunction with

those Chinese who shared Japan's ideals rather than

overrun the vast territory of China with armed forces

and the government decided not to deal with the Chiang 
272

Regime.

82. The Cabinet's decision not to deal with 

the Chiang Kai-shek Regime v/as made on the basis of a

268. T. 30,837, Diary, Dec. 18, 1937
269. T. 30,837; Ex. 2259, T. 16,222
270. Ex. 972-A, T. 9,505
271. Aff. par. 86, T. 30,840

-272-.— itrtdi--------------------------------------- =----- —
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report drafted by the Foreign Office, and at the cab

inet meeting Foreign Minister HIKOTA told his cabinet 

colleagues that he had arrived at the conclusion that 

no bona fides could be discerned judging by the reply 

from Chiang Kai-shek which was of such a dilatory nature
at that late stage, since it sought an elucidation on

273
the moaning of Japan's proposal.

83*' The facts for many months preceding the

decision by the Cabinet which adopted the advice of the

Foreign Minister are fully explained in the summation

of the accused Foreign Minister H1K0TA which we need

not repeat but adopt as part of this summation. KIDO

held the minor post of Education Minister at this time,

and believed whet was told him by the Foreign Minister

on the diplomatic matters and followed his advice. The

many steps enumerated by the accused HIKOTA taken to

effect this peace within his duties as Foreign Minister

definitely demonstrate that KIDO's part was very minor

and any contention to the contrary would be a 'gross

exaggeration. KIDO was asked on cross-examination if

he would not admit that it was perfectly obvious that
if the intentions of the KONOYE Cabinet were carried out

the terms would be so general and lacking in specific

273. Aff. par. 84, T. 30,8385 Ex. 2260, Diary Jan. 14, 
______ 1938, as cor, by Lang. See. T. 16.223_____________
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detoils thot it would be quite natural that Japan would

get an inquiry back from Chiang Kai-shek requesting more

details. KIDO replied that would be but natural. He

was then asked whether he had asked the Foreign Minister

on what ground he hod based his conclusion that no bona

fidcs were being shown by Cliiang Kai-shek. KILO replied

that he did not recall whether or not he did question the 
274

Foreign Minister. There was no necessity for KILO to

ask the Foreign Minister because prior to the decision

mentioned, the Cabinet hod received a report from

Foreign Minister hlhOTA on the details of the peace nego-
275

tiations with China. With respect to the four funda

mentals of peace, HOhINOUCHI, ex-Vice Minister for 

Foreign Affairs, testified:

"As to the contents of the four fundamental 

terms, however, a detailed explanation had al

ready been given through the German Government.

It was quite incomprehensible to us that the 

Chinese Government should make a request to know 

the contents of the terms to further details.

In the light of the progress of the past negotia

tions between the two governments since the out

break of the incident, the Japanese Government 

274. T. 31,462, 31,464
_22£.— ftff» pnr. 84,. T. 30,^3«---------------------------
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46,^08

--- could net"but regars_it os ah artirice to delay---
the settlement on purpose. The Foreign Office

was greatly discouraged by this reply of the
276

Chinese Government."

On cross-examination HORINOUCHI testified that he recol

lected that the Foreign Minister HlhOTA gave quite de-
277

tailed explanation in regard to those four terms. In 
the light of the above it is apparent that the full 

explanation had been given and that there was no nec

essity for'KIDO to ask the Foreign Minister for the

ground of his conclusion. The statement of January 16,
278

1938 does not in any manner indicate that Japan desired 

to conquer China by armed force. On the contrary it 

indicates that Japan was eager for an over-all peace 

between Japan and China and fervently hoped that great 

efforts would be put forth toward the accomplishment of 

this. Witness KAGESA testified that the National Gov

ernment once was about to accept the terms of the Japan

ese Government but on the 14th of January 1938 it sud

denly sent an answer contrary to the expectation of the 

Japanese Government, and upon receipt of the reply of 

the Chinese Government the Japanese Government drew 

the conclusion that the Chinese Government had no

276. T. 29,703, 29,704
277. T. 29,831, 29,832
278. Ex. 972-A, T. 9,505
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280
84. KIDO states in his affidavit that he 

was at a loss to understand on what basis the prosecu

tion in its cross-examination of KAWABE, Torashiro
\

could ask him if General TADA told him that KIDO

vigorously opposed neace with China when it was pro-
281

posed to the Cabinet meeting of December 21, 1937.

The question naturally arises why didn't the prosecu

tion introduce TADA's testimony either on its case 

or in rebuttal that he heard ttlDO say this, instead

of relying on hearsay? It called him as a witness on
282

another matter. KAWABE also testified that he re

called that TADA wont to the Liaison Conference and told 

KAWABE afterwards that he had expressed his own opin

ions quite a bit. If HARADA's Diary is to be believed 
283

it shows that a liaison conference was held on 

January 15, 1938 from 9*30 a.ra. to 8:00 p.m., at which 

conference the General Staff of the Army laid great 

stress on the necessity of making preparations againstI
the Soviet and for that purpose peace should be made

with China. SUYETSUGU entered into a heated argument
284

at that conference. Also HORINOUCHI testified 

that HIROTA never told him that the Cabinet, at the 

instance of KIDO, had refused the General Staff's

(280. Aff. par. 85, Tr. 30,840
281. Tr. 22,048
282. "Tr. 3377-3378
283. Ex. 3 7 8 9-A, Tr. 37,722
284. Tr. 29,702)

/ff V -
/■v. .
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iroposal that lenient rnd detailed terms should be
285

iresented to Chine. Under the Jepanese Constitu

tion no'person other then Cabinet. Ministers can attend 

abinet meetings and participate in its decisions.

[t is quite unbelievable that TADA attended any cabinet 

neeting end discussed t h e C h i n a  Affair. There is no 

evidence that he did. Again on the other hand, KIDO 

was never a member of the liaison conference and he 

lever had an opportunity to say anything to TADA in 

that conference.

85. Further, according to HARADA*s Memoir 
286

5f December 21, 1937» introduced by the prosecution 
3n rebuttal, KIDO is supposed to have told HARADA

\
hat he suspected that the Army General Staff was 

working fairly concretely through the German attache 

Ln Tokyo committing to them some definite terms of 

jeace and that he felt a great danger in the sudden 

irste with which the Army General Staff were turning 

or a peaceful settlement and that he could not but 

eel suspicious at the General Staff showing such a 

degree of eagerness for the negotiations and that he 

eared that Japan was being made a dupe of by Germany..

86. When HARADA submitted to Prince SAIONJI 

:he reports of the German mediation, Prince SAIONJI,

285. Tr. 29.806
286. jsx. 37öö-a , Tr. ’37,709)
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too, wcs suspicious of the underlying motive of

Germany end asked "Is this 'German mediation' to be

carried on by the German Government or by some German

individuals?" Ho, too, was grertly concerned about

the reasons for and the manner of hurrying through
287

these peace negotiations. From the foregoing it 

is quite apparent that it is not true that KIDO 

vigorously opposed peace with China when it was 

supposed to heve been proposed by TADA to the cabinet 

but if the entries of HARADii's memoirs are accurate, 

the evidence is both Prince SAIONJI and KIDO were 

worrying about the conspiracy of the Army General 

Staff and the German Government in which Japan might 

be fooled by Germany. Furthermore, it is quite apparent 

from all the evidence that KIDO, as Minister of Edu

cation, played a very minor pert in these peace negoti

ations which were within the competence of and being 

handled by the Foreign Minister upon whose judgment 

KIDO relied.
288

87. The evidence shows that when KIDO

was asked by prince KOKGYE to join his cabinet he

declined a.t first. He did not desire to join the

cabinet as he felt dissatisfied with the continuance

(287. Ex. 3881, Tr. 38,692 
288. Aff. prr. 65, Tr. 30,825)

it
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1 of hostilities with Chine. Prince KONOYE, however,

2 insisted that he should join it to assist him in

3 terminating the Chine Affair end KIDO was moved by

4 KONOYE's importunate request and accepted the offer.

5 The evidence is also undisouted that the Emperor,
6 desiring peace with China, approved of KIDO’s resigna-
7

•* 8
tion as President of the Board of Peerage to join the
KONOYE Cabinet, and he thought that KIDO was a man

2899 needed in the Government.
10 88. The prosecution argues that KIDO ad-
11 mitted that he was in close touch with KONOYE and had
12 been advising him before he joined the cabinet and
13 290

therefore must have known of the cabinet policies.
14

For more than a year prior to joining the KONOYE
15

Cabinet, KIDO was only President of the Bureau of16
17

- *
v  18

Peerage. There is no evidence indicating that KIDO 
knew of the cabinet decisions before he joined the

19 cabinet. As a matter of fact the only evidence is

20 that KIDO testified thet Prince KONOYE "* * *used
21 to seek my views from time to time, but aside from

291
22 this I had no direct connection with politics."
23 He had counselled KONOYE only with respect to the policy
24
25

(289. Diary Oct. 21, 1937, Aff. par. 66 
Tr. 30,826 - 30,827

290. Par. JJ-26. Tr. 41,066
291. Aff. par. 63, Tr. 30,824)

25
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of pursuing localization arid non-expansion of the 
292

China Incident. He was not cross-examined on this,

89. The prosecution also failed to cross-
examine KIDO on his statement thrt the policy of the

cabinet in regard to the answer to the council in

connection with the Nine Power Pact had been decided

by the cabinet prior to KIDO’s entry into the cabinet,

end that the decision at the Extraordinary Session

on October 27, 1937, five days after KIDO joined the
293

cabinet, was a matter of form. There is no evidence
1 I

tô the contrary.

90. KIDO’s statement that the heavy industries

project in Manchuria was decided before he joined the

cabinet is also unchallenged and if the prosecution

had any evidence to show the contrary it should have
294

produced it in rebuttal. The prosecution had

listed this in its summary as having been passed after
295

KIDO had joined the cabinet, end it was for this

reason that KIDO was "careful to allege" it was approved

before he joined the cabinet. To say that KIDO must

have known of it is the prosecution’s usual guess.
296

91. The prosecution infers that KIDO’s

(292. Aff. par. 64, Tr. 30,825
293. Aff. par. 68, Tr, 30.827
294. Aff. par 67, Tr. 30,827
295. Pros. Doc. 0001, P. 55
296. Par. JJ-26, Tr. 41,067)
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conversation with SUGIYAMA on November 3» 1937 was 
for the purpose of issuing a declaration of v/ar

3
4
5
6
7
8 I

I

9
10
n
12 I
1 3

14
15
16 
17

instead of settlement of the China Affair. The un-

contrndicted and unchallenged testimony is that KIDO

had a talk with Minister of War SUGIYAMA at Prince
29 7

KONOYE's request. The purpose of the talk was to

bring about a better understanding between these two

and ascertain the War Minister's real intentions

regarding the settlement of the China Affair and con
298

vey this information to Prince KONOYE. This is
borne out by KIDO's subsequent diary entries of

299 3OO
November 19, 1937 and the testimony of KIDO 

301
and KISHI. The uso of the words "declaration of 
v/ar" which appears in KIDO’s Diary of November 3 , 

1937 is emphasized by the prosecution but it over

looks the fact that they were discussing "saving the 
302

situation."
18
19
20 
21 
22

92. The construction placed by the prosecu-
303

tion on KIDO’s Diary entries of November 15th and
304 305

November 16, 1937 is not in accordance with facts.

The prosecution on its case did not introduce KIDO's

23

24
23

diary entry of November 15, 1937 in evidence. It was
(297. Aff. par. 70, Tr. 30,828.
298. Aff. par. 70, Tr. 30,829
299. Ex. 2258 as cor. by Long. Sec. Tr. 16,221
300. Aff. par. 79 & 80, Tr. 30,835 & 30,836
301. Tr. 31,638 - 31,639 (303. Aff. par. 70,

Sx. 2256, Tr. 16219-----&u-.-3ayB2-9>04. Ex. 22 
>05. Par. J 7% as cor. by,Lang. 

-27, Tr. 41,067)
S&clTr! 16,220
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admitted into evidence in KIDO's affidavit. From 
both of these entries it is crystal clear that KONOYE 
intended to resign as "he had little expected the 
situation would make such serious developments."
KIDO who has joined his cabinet to assist him in 
effecting peace with China stated in his diary that 
he. was surprised to hear of KOKOYE’s intentions so 
suddenly and that "in view of the serious effects 
it might have urged him to reconsider the question of 
resignation; but he would not change his mind."

306
93. His diary of the next day shows that

KIDO objected to KONOYE's resignation because if the
KONOYE Cabinet resigned en bloc the foreign exchange
rate would collapse and would adversely effect nutting
and eftd to the China Incident. The prosecution charge
that KIDO’s statement that his reason for objecting
to KONOYL's intent to resign was because of its
probable repercussions on the fortunes of war is not
borne out by this entry. It definitely establishes
the reason to be because of apprehension of the
development of facts comnlicating the solution of the
China Incident. This diary entry in no way contra-

307
diets the statement made by KIDO in his affidavit.
(306. Ex. 2257, as cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 16,220 

307. Aff. Par. 70, 71, Tr.' 30,829-30,831)

t.
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The reference by K1D0 to the offensive operation
referred to immediate military operation in the field 

308
at that time.

94. On November 18, 1937 the General Staff
amended Imperial General Headquarters Regulations to
include the establishment of Imperial Headquarters
by adding the words "in case of incidents" to the
existing limitation of "in wartime." The undisputed
evidence is that KIDO hod nothing to do with this 

309
revision. It was a General Staff matter.

95. KIDO mode an inquiry of the V'er Minister
310

at the cabinet meeting of November 19, 1937 and 
warned him against abusing the regulations. The

311assertion by the prosecution that KIDO’s affidavit
misrepresented the diary entry in saying that there
is no record of KIDO warning var Minister SUGIYAMA
is in part excusable because of the lack of understand-

312
ing by the V'estern mind of the Japanese. The 
question involved the meaning of the word "incident" 
which in Japanese, used in the new regulations, is 
very vague and can be construed either widely or 
narrowly. KIDO's intention was to prevent the Army
(308. Aff. Par. 71, Tr. 30,831

309. Aff. par. 72, Tr. 30,832
310. Ex. 2258 as cor by Lang. Sec. Tr. 16,221
311. Aff. par. 72, Tr. 30,832
312. Par. JJ-28. Tr. 41T067) _________________
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froramnking a wide arbitrary interpretation çf the
terra "incident" when he put the question as to the
meaning of an "incident" to SUGIYA1IA. Whai he answered,

SUGIYAMA could not be so impudent as to say that the

China Affair was included in the term "incident" as

a matter of course. Typically Japanese, the warning

was implied in questioning the meaning of the term.
Furthermore, an cxolanation of the YJar Minister’s 

313
reply definitely establishes that SUGIYAMA 

accepted FI D O ’s inquiry as a warning.

96. The prosecution claims that FIDO in his

affidavit omitted reference to the cabinet decisions

of December 24, 1937 2nd those of January 9th and

10th, 1938, in the hope that they had not been dis*

covered, because the orosecution had not offered them
314

as part of its case* v"hy did the prosecution 

wait until HIROTA's defense to offer these documents? 
Why did it not cross-examine FIDO on the latter two?

In any event in no imaginable way do they conflict 

with FIDO’s testimony.

97. The «exhibits the prosecution cites are

as follows: 1 xhibit 3265 is the Foreign Office record

concerning the basic policy for settling the China

(313. Ex. 2258 as cor by Lang Sec. Tr. 16,221 
314. Per. JJ-30, Tr. 41,069*, Par JJ-31,

Tr. 41,070; Par. JJ-10, Tr. 41,053)
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W
Incident. The Foreign, Navy and /rmy Ministers 

discussed the policy on January 10, 1938 and they 

decided that the matter should be discussed at the 

Imperial Conference as proposed by the General Staff. 

KIDO did not attend this Three Minister’s conference. 

The policy wis discussed at the Imperial Conference 

on the following d ay and this decision was announced 

by the cabinet on Janunyr 16, 1938. KIDO fully ex

plained the cabinet statement of January 16, 1938»
316

in his affidavit. There- was no need of referring

to the discussion (it was not a decision), because 

KIDO did no" attend the meeting.

(315. Tr. 29,855 
316. Aff. par. 86, Tr. 30,840)

Tt
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■--------- <?£-.— Exhibit 326'5-fs tns redora m  the“

Imperial Household Ministry concerning the Imperial 

Conference hold on January 11, 1938. KIDO did not at

tend this either. Kc-re too the decision made by the 
Imoorial Conference was later announced by the cabinel

on January 16, 1938, to which KIDO fully referred in 
317*

his affidavit. The fact that XIDO voluntarily

informed the Tribunal tha.t he signed KONOYE's state

ment although there was no evidence in the prosecu

tion's case that he did> shows a desire to reveal 

facts, not conceal them as the prosecution claims.
i

v'e also wish to point out that KIDO was not the Lord 

Keeper on January 11, 1938, so that KONOYE's state

ment to and action of the Lord Keeper then is not
318.

relevant to KIDO's case.
319.

99. Exhibit 3263 is the cabinet decision 

of the outline of measures of the China Incident 

made on December 24, 1937* It is idle to infer that 

KIDO tried to hide from his participation in the
32O.

cabinet meeting of December 24, 1937. The prosecu

tion had KIDO's Diary since December 1945 und must

317. Aff. par. 86, T. 30840-30841.
318. Par. JJ-14, T. 41058.
319. T. 29815.
320. Ex. 3263, T. 29815.

L -

w * r
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---------- 9#T— Exhibit ___J^o-rTTlIiu i'uciOï'â of the------
Imperial Household Ministry cnnf>.^,y concerning the Imperial
Conference hold on January H  iQîoy KIDO did not at-
tend this either. Hero too th.-v ..00 decision made by the
Imperial Conference t c s  Inter announced by the cabined 
on January 16,^938, to »hich KIDO fully referred in 
his affidavit. ‘ The fact that KIDO voluntarily 
informed the Tribunal that he signed KONOYE's state
ment although there was no evidence in the prosecu
tion's case that he did> she« a desire to reveal
facts, not conceal them as the prosecution claims.

I

v’e also wish to point out that KIDO was not the Lord 
Keeper on January 11, 1938, so that KONOYE's state
ment to and action of thu Lord Keeper then is not

318.relevant to XIDO's case.
, 319.99» Exhibit 3263 is the cabinet decision 

of the outline of measures of the China Incident 
made on December 24, 1937. It is idle to infer that 
KIDO tried to hide from his participation in the

320.
cabinet meeting of December 24, 1937. The prosecu
tion had KIDO1 s Diary since December 1945 and must
,31./. ait. par. 86, T. 30840-3°8*
318. Par. JJ-14, T. 41058.
319. T. 29815.
320. Ex. 3263, T. 29815.
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— ---------Exhibit 3264 m  tnj- rü6üï>a ar-tirê---------
Imperial Household Ministry concerning the Imperial 
Conference hold on January 11, 1933. KID0 did not a t j  

tend this either# Kero too the decision made by the 
Imperial Conference was later announced by the cabinet! 
on January 16, 1938, to which KIDO fully referred in

317 •
his affidavit. The fact that KIDO voluntarily

informed the Tribunal that he signed KONOYE's state

ment although there was no evidence in the orosecu- 
tion1 s case that he did-* shows a desire to rôveal 

facts, not conceal them as the prosecution claims. 

v’e also wish to point out that KIDO was not the Lord 

Keeper on January 11, 1938» so that KONOYE's state
ment to and action of the Lord Keeper then is not

318.relevant to ICIDO’s case.
319.

99» Exhibit 3263 is the cabinet decision 
of the outline of measures of the China Incident 
made on December 24, 1937. It is idle to infer that 
KIDO tried to hide from his participation in the

320.
cabinet meeting of December 24, 1937. The prosecu
tion had KIDO's Diary since December 194? and must
317. Aff. par. 86, T. 30840-30841.
318. Par. JJ-14, T. 41058.
319. T. 29815.
320. Ex. 3263, T. 29815.
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----------Exhibit 326~4 15 tm r rb a o rfl ' 61' the~
Imperial Household Ministry concerning the Imperial 
Conference hold on January 11, 1938. KIDO did not at
tend this either. Here too the decision made by the 
Iraoerial Conference was later announced by the cabinel 
on January 16, 1938» to which KIDO fully referred in

3 17.
his affidavit. The fact that XIDO voluntarily
informed the Tribunal that he signed KONOYE's state
ment although there was no evidence in the prosecu
tion's case that he did> shows a desire to rôveal 
facts, not conceal them as the prosecution claims. 
v’e also wish to point out that KIDO was not the Lord 
Keeper on January 11, 1938, so that KONOYE’s state
ment to and action of the Lord Keeper then is not

318.
relevant to XIDO’s case.

319.
99. Exhibit 3263 is the cabinet decision 

of the outline of measures of the China Incident 
made on December 24, 1937« It is idle to infer that 
KIDO tried to hide from his participation in the

320.
cabinet meeting of December 24, 1937. The prosecu
tion had KIDO's Diary since December 19^5 Qnd must
317. Aff. par. 86, T. 30840-30841.
318. Par. JJ-14, T. 41058.
319. T. 29815.
320. Ex. 3263, T. 29815.
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know from the diary entry of December 24, 1937» that 

he attended the cabinet mooting on that day. If the 

prosecution attached any importance to it that entry 

could have been offered in evidence by the prosecu

tion.
100. At the cabinet meeting held on December

21, 1937 KIDO maintained that policies for cultural

movements tovmrds China should bo established. The

diary entry confirms this and it also states that they

deliberated on "counter measures for the China Affair."
321.

The prosecution maintains that KIDO omitted all «
reference to thv.se words in his affidavit. On the

322
contrary these words are- explained in his affidavit 

when he pointed out that "policies for cultural move

ment toward China should bo established instead of

carrying out military activities to no purpose." As\
testified to by KIDO the words just quoted were used 

to explain what was in his diary.

101. The prosecution also states that KIDO

approved the National Mobilization Law. This law

was drafted by the Planning Board. Prince KONOYE

spoke before the Diet on the introduction of this
323.

bill on March 17, 193°. Previously, on February

321. Par. JJ-28. T. 41067.
322. Aff. par. Ô2, T. 30837.
32-3^-S*-t 2794, T. 25069-2-5071-.-------------------------
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' 4 ,  1 9 3 8 , M r .  S A I T O  t o l d  t h e  D i e t  o f  t h e  n e c e s s i t y
324.

o r  t h e  a d o p t i o n  o f  t h i s  b i l l .  A t  t h a t  t i n e  t h e r e

m s  i n  e x i s t e n c e  t h e  M u n i t i o n s  I n d u s t r y  M o b i l i z a t i o n

paw o f  1 9 1 8  w h i c h  w a s  n o t  a d e q u a t e  i n  i t s  s c o p e  a n d

l e c a u s e  o f  t h e  C h i n a  I n c i d e n t  t h e  b i l l  w a s  o f f e r e d  t o
325.

; u p p l o n e n t  t h e  d e f i c i e n c i e s  o f  t h a t  l a w .  I t  w a s

p p r o v e d  b y  t h e  D i e t  b u t  p r i o r  t o  i t s  p a s s a g e  a t  a

a b i n e t  m e e t i n g ,  K ID O  r e g i s t e r e d  o p D O s i t i o n  b e c a u s e
326.

;oo  m u c h  c o u l d  b e  d o n e  b y  w r y  o f  I m p e r i a l  o r d i n a n c e s .

s  f i n a l l y  a p p r o v e d  i t  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  a  g e n e r a l  m o b i l i -

n c i o n  d e l i b e r a t i o n  c o u n c i l  w o u l d  b e  c r e a t e d  i n  t h e

i i e t  w i t h  r n a rw  m e m b e r s  r e p r e s e n t i n g  t h e  D i e t ,  p e r m i t -

; i n g  t h e m  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  t h e  d e l i b e r a t i o n s  i n
3?-7.

l o n n c c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  l a w .  T h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h i s  d e l i b e r -  

i t i o n  c o u n c i l  w h i c h  K ID O  f a v o r e d  w a s  w e l l  e x p r e s s e d  i n  

; r e p o r t  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  S t a t e  a s  

a l l o w s  :

" H o w e v e r ,  t h e  d e c i s i o n  t o  s e t  u p  a

l a t i o n a l  M o b i l i z a t i o n  C o u n c i l  o f  f i f t y  m e m b e r s

; l a r g e l y  f r o m  t h e  t w o  H o u s e s  o f  t h e  D i e t )  t o  r e v i e w

; h e  m e a s u r e s  a p p l i e d  u n d e r  t h i s  s t a t u t e  t e n d e d  t o

n u l l i f y  i t s  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  a s  a  w e a p o n  o f  t h e  m i l i t a r y
328.

Ln t h e  s t r u g g l e  f o r  n a t i o n a l i z e d  i n d u s t r i e s . "

J24. Ex. 2792-C, T. 2506I, 25063.
525. T, 25068, 25071.
526. T. 31512, 31513.__________ _

327. Ibid.
328. Ex. 2768, 

T .  2 5 0 9 0 .
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Actually, it will be noted that the National Mobiliza

tion Bill was passed in May 1936» ten months after the 

China Incident had commenced, and was drafted on the 

basis of national mobilization laws of other coun-
329.tries. KIDO was not a competent minister directly 

in charge of this legislation. By merely citing, and 

failing in its individual KIDO summation to comment 

on, other bills which were passed while KIDO was a 

Cabinet Minister, it may be assumed that the prosecution 

does not attach much importance to them in so far as 
KIDO is concerned. These laws were in the^main under 

the competency of ministers other than KIDO and as 

the laws show, they were signed by the Prime Minister 

and competent ministers in charge pursuant to 
KOSHIKIREI. In any eVv,nt, tile prosecution's inter

pretation of these bills depended on the opinions and 

conclusions of Liehert which the Tribunal has been 

requested to disregard. The purpose of all these 

bills have been fully explained in the general economic 

summation. To say that hills passed in 1938 were pur

suant to a plan which was not adopted until January 

1939 is beyond comprehension. As the Department of 

State of the United States reported:

329. Ex. 2802, T. 252IO, 25215.

■ ■
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"On the whole, oven in 1940-41, Japan's 
economy was financed and operated by private enter

prise, which disposed of orofits and dividends with
3-30.

relatively slight government interference."

102. In reciting the events in May, 1938,
KIDO testified, " . . .  during the session of the Diet
various criticisms were hurled against HIROTA, Koki,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, in connection with the
statement, issued by the government, refusing to deal

331.with Chiang Kai-shek any more." The prosecution
argues that one criticism at a budget meeting in
February 1938 was of a different kind than KIDO

332.
suggests. ;.s shown above KIDO made no suggestion 

as to why HIROTA was criticised. The exhibit corrobo

rates KIDO. The fact that KIDO did not hear one of the

criticisms at a budget meeting was fully explained by
333.

KIDO on cross-examination, and is subject to no > 

criticism.

330. T. 25100.
331. Aff. par. 94, T. 30847.
332. Par. JJ-34, T. 41073.
333. T. 31491 - 31492.
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IX.
EVENTS ,r'HILE KIDO WA8 MINISTER OF WELFARE :

May 26, 1938 - January 5» 1939.
103. r,hen the Government began to realize

that the breaking off of peace negotiations with Chiang-

Kai-shek on January 14, 1938, was improvident, KIDO

assisted in the efforts to reconstruct the Cabinet in

May 1938 for the purpose of preparing for the breaking

of the innasso which had been caused by the statement
33-:-.

of not dealing with the Chiang regime. Dissatis

faction was felt with War Minister SUGIYAMA with whom
335.

it was found impossible to get in full touch, The 

War Ministry was opposed to any reconstruction of the 

cabinet but Premier KONOYE and KIDO exerted their 

bust endeavors and vigorously opposed the War Ministry 

as they were determined to bring about a settlement of 
the China Affair. The appointment of Lieutenant General 

ITAGAKI as War Minister was intended for the settle

ment of the China Affair, while the selection of
Mr. UGAKI as Minister of Foreign Affairs was aimed at

336.
facilitating a rapprochement with Chiang Kai-shek.

334. Ex. 226I as cor. by Lang. Suc., T. 3868I.
335. Aff. par. 94, T. 30847.
336. Diary May 22, 1938, Aff. par. 94, T. 30846-30848.
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1
104. Tho accused ITAGAKI testified on cross- 

examination that shortly after he was appointed he 

called on Marquis KIDO, who was then Minister of 
Welfare, on June 18, 1938» and the general subject of 
their conversation was how to effect a speedy settle
ment of the China Incident. KIDO told him at that time 
that the reorganization of the KONOYE Cabinet was under

taken for the purpose of bringing about a prompt 
settlement of the China Incident and that KIDO’s

personal opinion was that the China Incident must be
337.

speedily settled.
328.

105. Tho submission node by the prosecution
339 •

that KIDO's diary entry of May 19, 1938 is com
pletely misrepresented in his affidavit is not so.

The part of the diary entry of May 19? 1938 which was 
used by the prosecution as a ground to form its sub
mission that KIDO was a party to tho later reiteration 
of the decision in November and December 1938 not to 

deal with Chiang Kai-shek and that KIDO commits him
self to a protracted warfare of about three years in 

the event peace efforts failed is the quotation of 

General HONJO’s conversation as told by him to KIDO.

337. T. 30330 - 30332.
338. Par. JJ-35, T. 41074.
339. Ex. 2261, T. 16224 as cor. by Lang. Sec.

T. 38681.

. Jifj» -v&fs
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In the whole diary entry of May 19, 1938 there is not 

a single word of KIDO's own opinion regarding the 

China Affair. KIDO merely said that he agreed generally 

with HONJO’s opinion and promised his efforts. More

over, the diary entry shows that General HONJO told 

KIDO about elaborate plans of reviewing the declara
tion of the government not to deal with Chiang Kai-shek, 
and that General HONJO also expressed his opinion to 

KIDO that it was important to settle the China Affair 

by negotiations with the Chiang regime soon after the 
battle of Souchow, but incase it failed HONJO stated 

it would bo necessary to enter into protracted warfare 

by planning to continue for about three years. These 

were HONJO's words, not KIDO’s. This entry is completely 

misunderstood by the prosecution, owing probably to 

the insufficient knowledge of the Japanese language and 

by its interpretation of an English translation thereof.
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' 106. As testified to by KIDO in his affida-
3 4 0
t, KIDO had an interview with the Foreign Minister

ROTA at Premier KONOYE's request on May 23, 1938, and

ked HIROTA to think over his resignation. KIDO wfrote

his diary of the same day that he felt relieved to
341

ar HIROTA say that he would resign at any time.

May 26, 1938, as shown in his diary, KONOYE and KIDO

re at the Premier's room working out various plans

get Mr. UGAKI as the new Foreign Minister and when

e report came that Mr. UGAKI had consented, KIDO

s so rejoiced he took two pieces of Chinese poetry
ich KONOYE had composed as "* * * very fine souvenirs 

342
the occasion." Certainly KIDO's efforts to have

AKI join the cabinet cannot be construed as advocating

ntinuance of the China Incident. Mr. UGAKI testified

at when he accepted the post of cabinet minister he

ked Premier KONOYE to cancel the KONOYE declaration

January 16, 1938, when the occasion required and

de this a condition in acceptance of his post; that

emier KONOYE willingly accepted this condition saying
343

at it was all right to cancdl it. Mr. UGAKI also

(stified on cross-examination by the prosecution that

Æ. Aff. par. 99, Tr. 30,854.
U. Aff. par. 95, Tr. 30,848-30,849.
1-2. Diary. May 26, 1938, Aff. par. 96, Tr. 30,849- 

30,852.
ß. Tr. 38,811. _________ _________________
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li^en'hebecame Foreign Minister of the First KONOYE 
Cabinet the government's policy 0f not dealing with 
the Chiang Kai-shek Government was already just a
policy in name only. .That is, it existed just in words. 
Actually informal or private talks were already under 
way between the Japanese side and the Chinese regime 
then at Hankow through the channels of the Japanese Con
sulate General in Hong Kong and the emissaries cent bv

344the Hankow Government to Hong Kong. in the light of 
these facts certainly KIDO cannot be looked upon as 
an advocate of the continuance of hostilities withI
China, or that ho specifically agreed with that part
of HONJO's statement of planning to continue the inci-'
dent for three years, in the event peace efforts failed.

107. After the revision of the K0N0YE Cabinet
in Hay 1938, KIDO at the suggestion of Prince KONOYE
met ITAGAKI and on June 18, 1938, discussed the neces-

345uity of terminating the China Affair, ITAGAKI had 
entered the KONOYE Cabinet at the latter's suggestion
and therefore when KONOYE again revealed an intention
„ 346
to resign on, December 12, 1938, KIDO believed that
t h i s  w a s  i r r e s p o n s i b l e  a s  i t  placed ITAGAKI o n  t h e  s p o t  *

Aff — ' JW.OJ.O.
!46‘ Dia™ Z '  3V 5 2 * ______ ‘ • 334l> Tr. 31,392.

' ------------------------ - —
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the standpo'ih€“6f KONOYE's future politics. It was
347
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not to cover up for ITAGAKI as the prosecution claims 
hut to advise KONOYE that KIDO undertook to discuss 
the matter with ITAGAKI}

108. Whether KONOYE initiated the talk with 
348

ITAGAKI as related in KIDO's cross-examination when
there was a confusion betv/een the cross-examiner and

349
KIDO as to what date was being discussed, or whether

350
KIDO initiated it as shown in his diary is immaterial. 
The main point is that KIDO felt that to have the cabi
net fall at that time when Wang was about to arrive in 
Japan would biing to naught the realization of the 
China Incident. Apprehensive of this and thinking of
KONOYE's intent to resign KIDO advised him not to do

%
so. KIDO's purpose is indicated in the latter part

351of his diary entry. Later the HIRANUMA Cabinet con
tinued negotiations with the Wang regime and endeavored 
to bring the China Incident to an end by getting the 
Chiang regime and the V/ang regime to a compromise merger 
through the Wang regime 
fully explained by SHIMIZU

109. KIDO testified that on August 9, 1938,

The details of this were also 
352

347. Par. JJ-40, Tr. 41,080.
348. Ibid.
349. Tr. 31,394, 31,395.
350. Ex. 3341, Tr. 31,392.
351. Ibid.352. Tr. o p p«« P **. 95ftA, 

Tr. 22,274-22,277.
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~thër~standpoint of KONOYE's future politics. It was 
not to cover up for ITAGAKI as the prosecution claims 
but to advise KONOYE that KIDO undertook to discuss 
the matter with ITAGAKIJ

108. Whether KONOYE initiated the talk with 
348

ITAGAKI as related in KIDO’s cross-examination when
there was a confusion between the cross-examiner and

349
KIDO as to what date was being discussed, or v/hether

350
KIDO initiated it as shown in his diary is immaterial. 
The main point is that KIDO felt that to have the cabi
net fall at that time when Wang was about to arrive in 
Japan would bi ins to naught the realization of the 
China Incident. Apprehensive of this and thinking of
KONOYE's intent to resign KIDO advised hin not to do

%
so. KIDO's purpose is indicated in the latter part

351of his diary entry. Later the HIRANUMA Cabinet con
tinued negotiations with the Wang regime and endeavored 
to bring the China Incident to an end by getting the 
Chiang regime and the Wang regime to a compromise merger
through the Wang regime. The details of this were also

352
fully explained by SHIMIZU.

109. KIDO testified that on August 9, 1938,
347. Par. JJ-40, Tr. 41,080.
348. Ibid.
349. Tr. 31,394, 31,395.
350. Ex. 3341, Tr. 31,392.
351. Ibid. _ nn
352. Tr. 22.260-22.270î See also Kx...2586.-2g8Pr-e58frr 

Tr.' 227274-22,277.
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he heard from KONOYE that Germany had submitted serious 

proposals for the conclusion of a military alliance.
353

KONOYE's report of this is set forth in KIDO's Diary..

KIDO was not shown any draft of the proposal and

expressed no opinion about it in his diary except to

say, "It is a serious matter." KIDO was not a member

of the Five-Ministers1 Conference and did not know the
354

details of their meetings, as corroborated by UGAKI 
355

and /HIT/». The prosecution in support of its o

contention thre he did, merely refers to a large section
of its general summation, which we submit does not

support its contention. As shown in KIDO’s diary of
356

December 17, 1938, KONOYE again wanted to resign be

cause of the acts of OSHIItA in Germany and others 

desiring to make an agreement of a military alliance 

and a deviation from the policy which had been formerly 

adopted at the Five-Ministers‘ Conference concerning 
the intensification of the Anti-Comintern Pact.

THE PRESIDENT: 'fe will recess for fifteen
•A

minutes.
(’Thereupon, at 1445, a recess was 

taken until 1500, after which the proceedings 
we re resumed as follows :)

353. Ex. 2662, as cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 16,225.
354. Tr. 38,829.
355. Tr. Pfi.4fiQ-PR.4Q0î Tr. 28.486-28.487̂.-------------
356. Aff. par. 109, Tr. 30,866.
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT» The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: Continuing KIDO*s summation, page 9|2:
110. KIDO's testimony that he opposed this

alliance was corroborated by SHUDO as follows:

"I remember that Marquis KIDO told me that

although he was not a member of the Five Ministers1
Conference,, the matter being so important he had heard

about this matter, and told me about the domestic

situation in regard to this proposed pact, adding that

he, himself, fsit that this proposal should not be
3 57

carried through."

Even though KONOYE did participate in the

RIRANUMA Cabinet as Minister without portfolio, it is

quite apparent that KIDO cannot be held criminally
responsible for that. KIDO was not the Foreign

Minister in the HIRANUMA Cabinet, but entered it as

Home Minister. He was not a member of the Five
Ministers* Conference and never meddled in the details

of the conference, nor is there any evidence that he*

did. KIDO*s testimony is also corroborated by KONOYE*s 
358

Memoirs. The prosecution* s interpretation of

357. T. 35,446.
358. Ex. 2/35-A, T. 24,290-24,291.
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359
KIDO’s Diary of December 17,1938 is inaccurate.

111. KIDO is accused as being directly 
responsible for Japan* s proceedings with regard to
opium from the time he became Welfare Minister in

360
the First KONOYE Cabinet. Only minor direct
evidence involving KIDO is cited by the prosecution -

36l
KID0*s diary for December 12, 1938 - v/hich the
prosecution offered in evidence but it did not deem 
it of sufficient importance to read that part of the 
entry which referred to the Opium Committee. KIDO 
was not cross-examined about it and there is no evidence 
of what transni/ed at that one particular committee 
meeting. Witness KAMEYAMA, Koichi, testified that . 
the Opium Committee was established by the Opium 
Committee Organization Regulation Imperial Ordinance 
No. 38, March 31, 1931, and that this Committee was 
merely a consultant organ to investigate and consider
matters relating to opium and narcotics in response

362
to the recuest of the Ministries concerned. KIDO
was only Chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper of the 
Privy Seal when that committee was organized.
359. Par. JJ-50, T. 41,088.
360. Par. JJ-33, T. 41,076-41,077.
361. Ex. 3341, T. 31,392.
362. Ex. 3335, T. 30,624.
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X. EVENTS WHILE KIDO WAS HOME MINISTER
JANUARY 5, 1939-AUGUST 28, 1939

112. The First KONOYE Cabinet resigned en
bloc on January 4, 1939» After HIRANUMA received
the Imperial Command to form a succeeding Cabinet,
he requested KIDO to accept the Portfolio of Home

363Affairs in*his Cabinet. The prosecution argues
that KIDO’s statement in his diary that he accepted
this position on condition that he could "dispose
of the many different pending problems in the Ministry

364
at my discretion" is irreconcilable with his
statement when he became Minister of Education,
that he was anxious to receive information, suggestions

365
and opinions so that he could make proper decisions. 
This is a trivial matter with no merit. Furthermore, 
the outgoing Minister of Home Affairs, Admiral 
SUETSUGU, was a Fascist devotee of international fame 
and when KIDO accepted the Home Ministry there was 
an atmosphere surcharged with Fascism prevailing among 
the Home Ministry bureaucrats. When the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet was formed there was pending a troublesome 
question for the Home Ministry in the form of a bill 
for reforming the municipality system which had been
363. Par. JJ-44, T. 41,082.
364. Ex. 2667 and errata, T. 16,233.
3-65« Aff. par. 89, T. 30,842.__________ ____________ _
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drafted under 8UETSU0U’s guidance! kidu decided 

not to introduce such Fascist legislation. The 

Cabinet approved the decision and the bill died.
Not having any evidence to the contrary, the prosecution 

says that KIDO’s statement of the facts is not sub
stantiated by his diary. We refer the Tribunal to
diary excerpt of February 17, 1939 and KIDO’s

366
affidavit. We submit if the bill had passed the 
prosecution would huve offered it in evidence in 

rebuttal.

113. The veiled inferences of evil because
KIDO and SUETSUGU sat on the same Cabinet are

367
unsubstantiated in law and in fact. As Honorable 

Tom Clark, Attorney General of the United States, 

recently stated. "’Guilt by association’ has never
368

been one of the principles of our American jurisprudence." 
There is no evidence KIDO participated in his appointment.

114. The prosecution assumed on FIDO’s

cross-examination that KIDO was in favor of the

conclusion of the military alliance with Germany and
369

Italy, quoting FIDO’s Diary, April 19, 1939, in 
which KIDO wrote that he conferred with Premier HIRANUMA 
on the military alliance and emphasized that in the

366. Aff. par. Ill, T. 30,869.
367. T. 31,415.
368. Dept, of the Army Circular 69, December 15, 1947.
369. Ex. 2269, T. 16,235._________________________________

25
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1
event of its ending in failure it would have a
dangerous effect on the domestic situation and would
be a decisive disadvantage to the settlement of the
China Incident, and requested the Premier to exert

370
his increased efforts. As KIDO stated on cross-

examination, the matter was investigated thoroughly

in the Five Ministers* Conference. He also stated
that if the proposed agreement with Germany "*+*was
to be merely to the extent of strengthening the Anti-

Comintern Pact in such a way as would not aggravate

Great Britain and America, I would not oppose it.
371

That was the attitude I then took." As KIDO
also stated, there would be no end to a full explanation 

372
of it.

115. The Army wanted to conclude the Tri
partite Alliance Pact and the Navy was opposed to it.

If the Army and Navy came into a frontal clash, the 

usual coup d'etat and assassination of the Senior 

Statesmen *nd leaders of the Government might easily 

have occurred. KIDO, as Minister of Home Affairs, 

was apprehensive about such an incident and hc- 

endeavored to avert a clash between the Army and the 

Navy. The latter clearly appears from his affidavit

370. T. 31,480.
371. T. 31,480
372. T. 31,482.
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and diary uf April 1'4thy 1̂ 39"» The prosecution

claims this entry shows KIDO "insisted thpt the Army

and Navy must arrive at some compromise or other and
that HIRANUMA must write personal letters to Hitler 

374
and Mussolini." There can be no inference that 

KIDO was in favor of writing these letters to Hitler 
and Mussolini for the purpose of arriving at an 

agreement. The diary of April 14th, 1939 shows KIDO 
suggested to have these letters written to Hitler 

and Mussolini as "it was quite necessary to tide over
375

this deadlock by all means." We suggest that the

Tribunal read this diary entry in full.

116. If a clash occurred between the Army

and the Navy at home, riots and disorders would spring

up and when China became aware of this breach it would

react unfavorably to Japan. It was for this reason

that KIDO, in his conversation with Premier HIRANUMA
376

on April 19th, 1939, told him that from the view

points of maintaining public peace at home and settling 

the China Affair, he desired him to exert his best 

efforts in dealing with the matter so as not to bring 

about an unfavorable effect on those problems whether 

this agreement was concluded or not.

373. Diary April 14, 1938; Aff. par. 115, T. 30,873.
374. Par, JJ-51, T. 41.089-41,090.
375. Diary Apr. 14, 1939, Aff. par. 115, T. 30,873.
376. Ex. 2269, T, 16,235. _____
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1
117. The prosecution cites HARADA's Diary

entry reviewing a talk he is supposed to have had with
377KIDO on April 20, 1939, claiming that it showed 

KIDO used intrigue to persuade the Emperor to agree 

v/ith the Army1 s views at HIRANUMA's request. HARADA1 s
378

Memoir of May 5th, 1939 sharply conflicts with

the HARADA entry of April 20th, 1939, because the

former shows KIDO favored suppression of the Rightists.

The unreliability of HARADA1s Memoirs is further

exemplified in this entry beepuse he says that after
listening to KIDO, "***I remained silent,***" yet he

rambles on with what he is supposed to have replied
to KIDO, talking about beating to death five or six

people. The prosecution, to a certain extent, recognized

KIDO's position in saying that KIDO desired to avoid
379

quarrels in Japan.
118. To brand KIDO as holding the Emperor

380
secretly in some contempt, (although if he told 

HARADA, it no longer was a secret; SAIONJI would have 

known it), because of a three-line statement appearing 

in HARADA's Diary would necessitate discarding all the 

evidence showing a lifetime of effort and devotion

377. Ex. 3799-A, T. 37,789.
378. Ex. 38OO-A, T. 37,808.
379. Par. JJ-51, T. 41,090.
380. Par. JJ-12, T. 41,056.25
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displayed by KIDO in assisting the Emperor to the 
best of his ability. HARADA's statement is inconsistent 

with all of KIDO's thoughts expressed in his diary 

of fifteen years, all of his acts, all of his 
testimony and all of the other evidence in this case, 

either documentary or oral on KIDO's assistance to 

the Emperor. KIDO's thoughts about the Emperor
381

are recorded in his own diary of April 14, 1939 which
was six days before HARADA's statement which he said

382
KIDO made "at one time or another***."

119. It was in April, 1939 that the

strengthening of the alliance between Japan, Germany

and Italy was being discussed. KIDO as Home Minister

was worried about a frontal clash between the Army
383

and the Navy and perhaps a coup d'etat. KIDO 

records this in his diary of April 14, 1939? and then 

records his regard for the Emperor ns follows:

"Besides, to think that the Emperor who 

has been concerned about the transaction of the incident, 

irrespective of day and night, should feel more lonely 

by that. It is unbearable even to suppose. When we 

think of this and that, we clearly see that it is a 

duty of a subject, to defy and exclude all the difficult!«!

381. Aff. par. 115, T. 30,873.
382. Ex. 3799-A, T. 37,791.
383. Aff. par. 115, T. 3 0 , 8 7 3 » _______________________
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1
not to bring about such circumstances which point,

I have already told to the Premier and Y/er Minister."

120, If HiH/DA and Prince SAIONJI had

believed that KIDO held the Emperor in secret contempt,

would they, as well as the others, such as Prince

KONOYE, Lord Keeper YU ASA and Premier YONAI, who were

all close to the Emperor and Prince SAIONJI have

recommended KIDO as Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal?
384 385

KIDO's Diary of May 8, 1940, May 31, 1940, and
386

June 1, 1940 records these recommendations. HARADA's 

statement of what KIDO is supposed to have said is 

fantastic and in view of Mrs. KONOYE*s testimony, 

the Tribunal should refuse to accept it as accurate,

121. The unreliability of HARADA's Memoirs

and the danger of relying on hearsay evidence is clearly

demonstrated again by an examination of HARADA's excerpts
387 388

of April 22, 1939 and May 5» 1939 and the
389

prosecution's conclusions based on these excerpts.

The first excerpt is a report of some gossip KARADA 

heard, "***j.t was said***" that KIDO had said to someone 

not named that instead of changing the Emperor's views, 

he was to be forced to acquiesce by a threat of Cabinet
23
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resignation. Comingled with this is HARADA*s views
and interpretations. In the entry of May 5, 1939,

HARADA reports a conversation he had with KIDO on
April 24, 1939. (Prosecution erroneously states the

390
conversation was held on May 5, 1939» ) Thus,
this conversation was only two days after HARADA

had heard the gossip of April 22, 1939* HARADA says

in the excerpt of May 5th, 1939?
"When I called on KIDO on the morning of the

24th, he seemed to have greatly changed his attitude

and said: *There is no alternative but to recall

both Ambassadors T.N. OSHIMA and SHIRATORI at all cost.
If this should happen to influence the peace *nd order

within the nation, I intend to control matters suitably

and I expect to suppress the Rightists myself.•"

122. As testified to by NAKAMURA of the

Home Ministry, the rightists and leftists were treated
391

and controlled in the same manner. It is quite 
obvious HARADA’s undisclosed informant of April 22 

misinformed him of KIDO's views and actually KIDO’s 

attitude at all ti»nes was against the rightists. The 

prosecution after referring to these two excerpts 

from HARADA's Diary suggests that the Tribunal accept

390. Par. JJ-15, T. 41,058.
391. T. 18,524.
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the gossip contained in the entry of April 22, 1939 as
392

showing KIDO held the Emperor in some contempt.

123. Since KIDO's own conviction, according
393to the prosecution's evidence, was th*»t the rightists

should be suppressed, how can the prosecution conclude
thpt KIDO's mission was "***to guide the Emperor into
a more sympathetic attitude towards the views of the
Army and the right wing." How can the prosecution
genuinely further argue that, "This, we submit, is
the key to his whole course of action after he became

394
Lord Keeper in June, 1940."

124. The prosecution interprets these HARADA

Memoirs so as to fit them in with its theory in a
chronological order as is found in its claim, "On May
5th HARADA records that he (KIDO) had changed his
attitude since April 20th ?>nd was advocating the recall

of OSHIMA and SHIRATORI but this was the day after

HIRANUMA's letter to Hitler, which was not acceptable 
395to them." The prosecution quotes HARADA's Memoir 

396
of May 5, 1939. As related above this excerpt clearly
shows that HARADA is reporting a conversation with
KIDO which was on the morning of the 24th. This shows

that KIDO was advocating the recall of OSHIMA and
392. Par. JJ-12, T. 41,056; Par. JJ-15, T. 41,058.
3,93. Ex. 38OO-A, T. 37,808.
394. Par. JJ-12, T. 41,056. _ |

— P w r v JJ-51, T. -41-,-090-091.--396. Ex.- -3800-/1, -T-;— J
37,808.
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397

after, HIRAHUMA1-»-
.etter to Hitler.

a.
124 , As its concluding argument that KIDO

i/ns not an opponent of the military alliance, the
irosecution, after citing KIDO’s Diary of May 2, 1939,

398
>nd August 4, 1939 and another memoir of HARADA* s

399>f August 10, 1939, the latter, of course, being
totally unreliable states, "It is particularly significant
that he was urging compromise, not only to ITAGAKI,
vho favored full military alliance, but to YONAI, who 

400
opposed it." KIDO did not urge YONAI to compromise

401
9nd KIDO's Diary entry of May 2, 1939, cited by the 
prosecution, shows that he did not urge him to compromise, 
rhis entry sh^ws that KIDO colled on the Nevy Minister 
and exchanged views os to how to save the situation.
KIDO records*

"I stressed that there is no reason to force 
the conclusion of the Military Alliance, as it depends 
on the will of the other parties."

This definitely shows that KIDO was not 
eager for the conclusion of the alliance. He further 
records*
397. Ex. 2270 as Cor. by Lang. Sec., T. 16,235.
398. Ex. 2271 as Cor. by Long. Sec., T. 16,237.
399. Ex. 3807-A, T. 37,846.
400. Par. JJ-51, T. 41,091.
401. Ex. 2270 as Cor. By Long. Sec., T. 16,235.
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An assertion that this diary excerpt shows 
that KIDO was urging YONAI to compromise is beyond com

prehension. It definitely shows that KIDO was pointing 

out to YONAI the oossibility of trouble which would 

arise at homo and the bad influence therefore toward 

the Sino-Japanese Incident if the treaty failed, and 

that, therefore, public opinion should be unified in 

such an event. No suggestion of any compromise was 
made to YONAI and as shown, YONAI agreed with KIDO's 

opinion.

125. If he urged a compromise, as the prose

cution says, what terms did he urge? His talk with

YONAI paralleled the talk he previously held with
402

Premier HIRANUMA on April 19, 1939. KIDO had no ob

jection to the spirit of the Anti-Comintern Pact be

tween Japan, Germany, and Italy though he did not plan 
403

it. He testified that as mentioned in his diary he

was of the opinion that, setting aside strengthening the

Anti-Comintern Pact, there would be no necessity for

Japan to go so deep as to conclude a military alliance
404

between Germany and Italy. It was Von Ribbontrop,

German Foreign Minister, who proposed to Japan the

strengthening of the Anti-Comintern Pact to the extent

(402. Ex. 2269, T. I6235.
403. T. 31480.

— 404 T ?-K 4B ? F.y - 2270, T. 16235.)___________________.
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of the conclusion of a military alliance. With
respect to this, Japan was in a passive attitude. The

HIRANUMA Cabinet referred the question to the so-called

Five Ministers' Conferences, of which KIDO was not a

component member. The Five Ministers' Conference met in

session more than seventy times and yet failed to peach

an agreement of views due to the Navy's stout opposition
to the projected alliance with Germany which the Army

405
zealously advocated. This made the Army impatient

so that it started political warfare outside of the

government. The result was a very precarious condition

involving the maintenance of peace and order at home.
406

As shown in KIDO's Diary of April 14, 1939, he 

received a report from the police officials of the Vice- 

Ministry of Home Affairs regarding the uneasiness of the 

military due to the deadlock. If the Army and Navy 

clashed on this question the favorite coup d'etat and 

assassination of officials close to the throne and 

Senior Statesmen who were branded as advocates of main

tenance of the status quo or pro-British and pro- 

American leaders would probably result. Naturally KIDO 

was apprehensive. It was for this reason that KIDO 

called on the Navy Minister YONAI on May 2nd as related 

above.
(405. Aff. par. 112, T. 30871.

-406,— Aff. par. 115. T. 30871.1_______________

. ; -r-- • -

. >t rfits»rfüSViVk
im ■a*fr****̂ ’*' **■



126. In July, 1939, it was rumored in 
political circles that the Army and Navy were still 
disagreeing with one another and consequently the Amy 
became more impatient and was planning to lead the 
Cabinet to resignation en bloc by having the Minister 
of War resign and to proclaim martial law by taking
advantage of that opportunity, and thus finally to

407
establish a military government. KIDO as Home 
Minister, considered that if the Army took such measures 
public peace and order at hone would be seriously en
dangered, so he told V/ar Minister ITAGAKI to that effect
to urge him to reconsider the matter, as is shown in

408
KIDO's Diary for August 4, 1939. It is, therefore, 
apparent that KIDO urged neither YONAI nor ITAGAKI to 
compromise, as claimed by the prosecution. That there 
was every possibility of internal disturbance of alarm
ing proportions may be clearly soen from the message 
which was specially granted by the Emperor to General 
ABE on August 28, 1939, when he commended him to form 
a succeeding Cabinet following the resignation of the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet. ’'Discretion must be used in choosing 
the Home Minister and the Justice Minister as the

40$
maintenance of public order was of supreme importance." 
(407. Aff. par. 122, T. 30881.
408. Pros. Ex. 2271 as Cor. by Lang. Sec. T. 16237. 409
409. Ex. 2272, T. 16240.)
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127. The prosecution's argument is difficult
to follow. It claims that the evidence shows that
"KIDO insisted that the Army and Navy must arrive at

410
some compromise or other," but it also concludes that

411
KIDO wanted the Alliance concluded. But the resume
of the evidence definitely established that KIDO never
wanted the Alliance concluded. He only feared that if
the Alliance failed owing to a head-on clash of the
Army and Navy, it would have a very bad effect not only
on the domestic situation, but also on the settlement
of the China Incident, and he pointed this out to

412 413
Premier HIRANUIÎA, Navy Minister YONAI, and War

414
Minister ITAGAKI and urged them all to take these 
questions into consideration, as KIDO was Home Minister 
at that time and the internal situation in Japan was 
under his competence. His concern was with the home 
situation, not the Alliance.

128. In its summation of KIDO the prosecution 
dogmatizes that a Minister who permitted the Five 
Ministers' Conferences to make decisions of national 
policy and who did not repudiate .those decisions is 
equally responsible therefor as though he himself had
(410. Par. JJ-51, T. 41088; Par. JJ-35, T. 41074.
411. Par. JJ-65, T. 41105; Par. JJ-36, T. 41075-6.
412. Ex. 2269, T. 16235.
413. Ex. 2270, T. 16235 as Cor. by Lang.Sec. T. 16235.
414. Ex. 2271 as Cor. by Lang. Sec. T. 16237.)

I
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participated in the decision. No responsibility can

therefore attach to KIDO with respect to the Five

Ministers' Conferences regarding the military alliance

between Japan, Germany and Italy because the HIRANUI'A

Cabinet resigned en bloc before any conclusion was

arrived at regarding the military alliance. Furthermore,

ARITA testified on cross-examination that inasmuch as

the decisions of the Five Ministers' Conferences were

not reported to the Cabinet as a whole, there could not
415

have been the possibility of the Cabinet approving it.

129. By way of footnote, not mentioned or

referred to in the body of its individual summation of

KIDO, the prosecution apparently claims that KIDO has

some criminal responsibility for the enactment of the
416

Motion Picture Law. Apparently the prosecution does

rot really attach much significance to this because the
417

Motion Picture Law which was enacted on April 5, 1939, 

was not even read by the prosecution. As shown on its 

face, this law provided for a system of licensing for 

the production and distribution of pictures which would 

contribute to advancing national culture. NAKAI, 

prosecution witness, testified that it was not until 

1940 (after KIDO was out of the Cabinet) that a ruling 

(415. T. 28496.
416. Par. JJ-34, T. 41073; Par. F-91, T. 39436;

-------Ex.- 155, T. 1315; F„x. 147, T.*.115.7*___________ ___
417. Ex. 155, T. 13150
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was made by the Ministry of Eduction after which about

one-third of the pictures were devoted to subjects such
418

as national defense, etc. Defense witness KIDO, Shiro.

testified that the military attached no importance to

propaganda by motion pictures between 1938 and 1941,

and that the only censorship was the deletion of parts
419

of the pictures contrary to public morals and order.

130. Although KIDO is charged in the Indictment 

with the responsibility for the Changkufeng Incident of 

June, 1938, and the Nomanhan Incident in 1939, no 

mention is.made by the orosecution in its individual 

summation against KIDO of any of the facts setting 

forth his participation in these two incidents.

Strangely, the prosecution in its individual summation 

against KIDO asks for a conviction against him on the 

Counts in the Indictment referring to these two inci

dents. The prosecution in its general summation of the
420

Russian phase does not. KIDO’s testimony on these
421

points is contained in his diary and affidavit.

Perhaps the prosecution failed to comment on the evidence 

of these incidents in connection with KIDO in its 

individual summation against him because his attitude 

against war is clearly expressed in his diary of August

(418. T. 1200.
419. T. I8 6 0I-0 5 . 420
420. Par. H-193 to H - 2 0 ^ f T. 39961-74.
421. Aff. par. 99, 100, 120, T. 30654-5, 3687?.)
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46,551

---------------------------------------------------------- 422_____
2, 1 9 3 8, in reporting the decision of the Cabinet.

1 3 1 . The prosecution refers to a statement

that KIDO is supposed to have said to HARADA at the end

of July, 1 9 3 8, with regard to the Emperor's actions in

connection with the conversation of ITAGAKI and the

Emperor about the Changkufeng Incident. KIDO was not
423

confronted with this document on cross-examination.

In view of the dubious nature of the HATiADA Memoirs it

is most doubtful that KIDO ever made such a blunt remark

attributed to him by HARADA. The uncontradicted evidence
424

as shown in K I D O 's Diary is that KIDO joined in the

cabinet decision to stop the Changkufeng Incident from

spreading. Part of the same HAIiADA Memoir entry to
425

which the prosecution refers which the prosecution

did not offer in evidence, but which was read at the

request of the defense, states that KIDO told HARADA,

"If the Army says that we will have to fight with Russia,

then I will recommend KONOYE to resign resolutely. The
426

Premier was also of that determination."

(422. Aff. par. 100, T. 30854-5 ; 37758.
423. Ex. 3793-A, T. 37754.
424. Aff. par. 100, T. 3 0 8 5 4.
425. Ex. 3793-A, T. 37754.
426. T. 37758.)
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1^2 . In his diary of August 28, 19 3 9 ^ ^  

among other events, KIDO records that when General 

ABB was asked to form a cabinet, the Emperor had given 

General ABE three instructions:

••(1) Either TJITEZU or HATA should be appointed 

7ar Minister.
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427. Ex. 2272 and errata, tr. 16,240
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"(2) Diplomatic policy should follow the 
line of cooperation with Britain and the United states.

"(3) Discretion must be used in choosing
the Home Minister and the Justice Minister as the main-

428
tenance of public order was of supreme importance."

ABE told KONOYE of this, and as KONOYE was 
perplexed as to what to do he asked KIDO for his opin
ion. KIDO was no longer a cabinet minister at this 
time. After thinking it over, KIDO gave KONOYE his 
opinion for transmittal to General ABE. He advised 
discretion as to points 2 and 3» and on the basis of 
his experience as Chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper of 
the Privy Seal, he advised KONOYE on the procedure 
which could be followed to have either UMEZU or HATA 
appointed as v/ar Minister since the Emperor had expressed 
such a desire, and KIDO thought the matter should be 
handled, so as not to incur trouble to the Emperor.
In so far as KIDO was concerned, it was only a matter 
of procedure. The prosecution's interpretation of 
KIDO's advice that General ABE should use discretion 
as to points 2 and 3 as meaning with respect to point 
2 "... that ABE could pay just as much or as little 
attention to it as he thought fit..." is extremely 
strained, and apparently devised to suit the prosecu-
428. Aff. par. 124, tr. 30,882.
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tion's needs. It is to be noted that the Emperor 

specifically instructed General ABE to use discre

tion, that is, caution, prudence, care, as to item 3 

and there can be no doubt but that KIDO was using the 

word in the same sense with respect to item 2. The

prosecution criticizes KIDO for not dealing with this
430

subject matter, which it calls "the main point"

in his diary entry when he testified. The affidavit
431

shows KIDO did deal with it. If it was the main 

point, the prosecution did not deal with it on its 

cross-examination of KIDO. It cross-examined him . 

respecting the appointment of the 7ar Minister, apparent

ly considering that the main point, and KIDO had also 

dealt with this in his affidavit.

XI

EVENTS 7HILE KIDO \?AS RETIRED, AUGUST 

28, 1939 - JUNE 1, 1940. A NEW PARTY

133. On September 8, 1938, KONOYE discussed 

with KIDO the question of a new party movement which 

was coming to the fore. The evidence shows that the 

Home Ministry had prepared a plan which was patterned 

in many points after the German Nazi Party. KIDO

429. Par. JJ-16, tr. 41,059
430. Par. JJ-16. tr. 41.059 ____________________
4jl. Aff. par. 124, tr. 30,882 ~~
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discussed this with Tome T'inister SUGETSUGU and Justice 

Minister SEIONO. KIDO expressed his opinion that such 

a party leadership would be impossible in Japan. After 

several meetings a draft platform and declaration of the 

new political party was submitted to the Prime Minister 

on October 17, 1938. 'Vhen another conference was called, 
the Home Office plan was dropped, and instead it was 

decided to study a movement for a national organiza

tion as an organ for conveying the wishes of the ruling 

to the ruled and vice versa. On November 15, 1938, 

another conference was had between KIDO and the afore

mentioned minister, but the cabinet resigned en bloc
432

and no definite plan was worked out.

134. After the outbreak of the European war 

the question again came to the fore and discussions 

were being held by the Japanese people on political 

reconstruction and concentration of political power.

Some advocated that all political parties should be 

merged into a new one. A movement'started to have 

Prince KONOYE preside over the new political party.

Early in 1940 KONOYE began to consider these questions\
seriously, but paid more attention to the movement for 

national reorganization than his leadership of a new 

political party. It was his opinion that he could 

432. Aff. par. 105, tr. 30.860 - 30.862_________________

*
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prevent the army from advancing politically by concen

tration and establishment of political power. KIDO 

was opposed to the one state, one party idea as before. 

In view of the fact that he was out of office at that 

time he stood aloof from political circles and he 

only knew what v/as happening through information 

brought to him by his friends from time to time.

Count ARIMA spoke with him on or about April 14, 1940,
433

at which time the movement v/as gathering momentum.

Upon a rumor that the YONAI Cabinet v/as resigning and
«

that Prince KONOYE would be appointed the next Premier,
434I P Z A K I  called on KIDO on May 10, 1940. As the diary

entry shows KIDO frankly told him that as long as Prince

KONOYE remained in politics, KIDO would assist him by

playing a supporter's role, but as far as KIDO himself

was concerned, "! had no intention of forming any other

new political party." On the other hand, Prince

KONOYE, who had found it difficult as Premier of his

former cabinet in carrying out his policies because he

had no political party, v/as desirous of obtaining the

people's backing in some form in case he v/as asked to
435

form a new cabinet. On May 26, 1940, Prince KONOYE, 

Count ARIJIA, and KIDO at a dinner discussed the new

433. Aff. par. 130, tr. 30,891 - 30,892
434. Ex. 2274 and errata tr. 16,246
435. Aff. par. 132, tr. 30,893 _____________ -
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1
436

party and national reorganization. At this gather

ing they talked about the union of political parties,
437

but not of "... One State, One Party." KONOYE 
had strongly opposed this during his first cabinet and 

the movement had stopped at that time as the result 

of his efforts. As shov/n in KIDO's Diary of Hay 26, 

1940, they discussed that after the change of cabinet, 

consideration should be given to the formation of a 

new party when the movement for the establishment of 

it was commenced by the political parties themselves. 

After the issuance of an Imperial Mandate for a new 

cabinet, they stated that the following points should 

be considered:
(1) The establishment of a supreme national 

defense conference between the chiefs of the General 

Staff of both the army and the navy, the Premier, and 

the ^ar and Navy Ministers.
The object of this was to have the Premier 

take charge of the government based upon the backing 

of a new political party, namely, public opinion.
(2) As they were still engaged in hostili

ties with China they believed consideration should be 

given to the army and navy wishes regarding finances, 

national defense and foreign affairs, as is shown in

-436. Fx, 2f?75 and errata, tr. I6,g4ff-----------------
437. Aff. par. 133, tr. 30,894

‘vV
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the diary, and dissolution of all political parties 

should be requested. They also suggested that con

sideration be given to the composition of the cabinet 

of the Premier, the Tar Minister, the Navy Minister, 

and according to circumstances, two or three members 

of the cabinet; for instance, the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, etc., should be appointed. The remainder of 

the cabinet to be selected from the most able members 

of the new party. KIDO was not cross-examined on this, 

I3£. Then he was appointed the Lord Keeper 

of the Privy Seal, he was requested by IKEZAKI to 

refuse the office of Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal becaus|e 

of the importance of the role KIDO could take in the

new party. KIDO refused him, as shown in his diary of 
438

June 1, 1940. There is no evidence in the case that 

KIDO had anything whatsoever to do with that new party 

or any other party thereafter.

5TII

EVENTS "*HILE KIDO 7AS LORD KEEPER OF THE 

PRIVY SEAL FROM JUNE 1, 1940 - NOVEMBER 1945

(a ) Duties of the Lord Keeper of the Privy

Seal.

‘ v-1 ’f y * - ï .'-v . j
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of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal attention must be 

p^id first and foremost to the fact that the office of 

the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal is set up under pro

visions of the lav,' governing it as part of the institu

tions of the Imperial Court - not the cabinet (government)
439

nor the Supreme Command. It is the essence and tra

dition, of Japanese politics to draw a clear line of

demarcation between the government and the Imperial 
44C

Court. Simultaneously with the promulgation of the
441

law governing the organization of the cabinet in 1885,

it was stipulated that the Imperial Household Department

be established outside the cabinet and that all court

affairs be under the jurisdiction of the Minister of

the Imperial Household, who was to be held responsible

for advising the Emperor on all affairs relating to
442

the Imperial Family. The office of Minister of the 

Imperial Household sounds like the office of a Minister 

of State, but in reality there is a vast difference.

As the evidence of the various laws show, all officials 

of the Imperial Household Department are regulated by 

entirely different legal provisions in their treatment, 

appointment, and retirement from those regulating the

439. Tr. 674, 675; er. 95, tr. 17,535, 17,537
440. Ibid
441. Tr. 674
442. Ex. 94, tr. 684, 17,535 ___________________
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government official?. Simultaneously the Imperial

Ordinance relating to the organization of the office of
443

the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal was promulgated.

It is part of the various institutions of the Imperial 

Court.

2iZ. Article I of this law stipulates that 

the office of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal shall 

take charge of the privy and state seals and conduct 

affairs relating to Imperial rescripts, messages,
444

speeches, and correspondence of the Imperial Court.
44^

Article II stipulates that the Lord Keeper of the 

Privy Seal shall be personally appointed by the Emperor 

and shall assist the Emperor, constantly presiding over 

the office of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal.

1 3 8 . The question may well be asked why a 

court official of the rank and prestige of the Lord 

Keeper of the Privy Seal was appointed, especially 

since he enjoyed no actual powers corresponding to his 

high rank. The answer to this question is found in 

the Japanese idea about the seal. As it i s ’well known, 

the time-honored custom of the Japanese people is to 

create, modify or cancel their rights and obligations 

with impressions of their seals. The office of the

443. Ex. 95, tr. 17,535, 17,537
444. Ibid445. «.-Ibid________ ________ — ------------ -
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4-6,5&1

Lord Keeper of the Privy Heal was sot up to add to the

dignity of taking cur tody of the privy and state seals.

1,39. There could be no grosser mistake than

to qontend that the office of the Lord Keeper of the

Privy Peal comparer to •‘•he British Lord Privy Seal.

The latter is a member of the cabinet, resigns with it,

and shares a responsibility v/ith it, but the Lord

Keeper of the Privy Seal in Japan is not a member of
446

the cabinet but e mere court, official. He does not 

share responsibility with the cabinet nor does he resign 

vith the cabinet. His position might be compared to 

that of Ponsoby who during the Victorian Era was appoint

ed private secretary by nueen Victoria and she sought 

his views upon important, occasions.

140. Appendix !5 to the Indictment describes 

Marquis KIDO as "chief confidential advisor to the 

'^mperor." It would be a mistake to say that that 

characterization means that KIDO was responsible for 

the final and decisive advice to the Emperor on the 

conduct of state affairs requiring Imperial sanction,
447

including both‘home and foreign politics and diplomacy.
448

An impartial survey of the Japanese constitution

and its political composition reveals that the Ministers

446. ?y. 95, art. II, tr. 17,536447. Par. J.T-25, tr. 41,065, aff. par. 168, tr. 30,925.
448. Ex. 68, tr. 17,^15
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lord Keeper of the Frivy flcal was sot up to add to the
dignity of taking custody of the privy and state seals.

m -  There could be no grosser mistake than
to qontend that the office of the Lord Keeper of the
Privy P.ee.1 compares to the British Lord Privy Seal.
The latter is a member of the cabinet, resigns with it,
and shares a responsibility with it, but the Lord
Keeper of the Privy Seal in «Japan is not a member of

446
the cabinet but a mere court official. Be does not 
share responsibility with the cabinet nor does he resign 
with the cabinet. His position might be compared to 
that of Ponsoby who during the Victorian Era was appoint
ed private secretary by Oueen Victoria and she sought 
his views upon important occasions.

140. Appendix E to the Indictment describes 
Marquis KIDO as "chief confidential advisor to the 
'^mperor." It would be a mistake to say that that 
characterization means that KIDO was responsible for 

the final °nd decisive advice to the Emperor on the 
conduct of state affairs requiring Imperial sanction,

447
including both'home and foreign politics and diplomacy.

448
An impartial survey of the Japanese constitution

and its political composition reveals that the îïinisters
446. Fy , 95, art. II, tr. 17,536
447. Par. J.T-25, tr. 41,065, aff. par. 168, tr. 30,925-
448. Ex. 68, tr. 17/-15
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1

of °'tate are responsible for advising the Emperor on 
the conduct of state affairs in general under the 

provisions of the constitution, Article LV: the Chief 

of Staff of the army and the Chief of Staff of the 

navy, respectivèly, advise the Emperor on the con
duct of military and naval affairs by virtue of the

449
army and navy General staff • regulations ; and the 

Minister of the Imperial Household Department is 

responsible for advising the ^mperor on the conduct' 
of court affairs under provisions of the law govern

ing the organization of the Imperial Household Department 

The question might then well be posed: "Tiat is meant

by the "HOHirsU" or assistance of the Lord Keeper of 

the Privy Seal to the Emperor?
141. The law and responsibility for advising 

the Emperor on conduct of state and court affairs 

and matters of supreme command is clearly fixed,' but

responsibility of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal for
451

assisting the Emperor does not appear. The evidence

clearly shows that the Minister of State is responsible

to advise the Fmperor in connection with the conduct
of state affairs on the propriety or otherwise of

committing some action, and requests Fis Majesty to
452

approve his advice. The Minister of State does not 
449. Ex. 78,ex.79,tr.684,17,509, 17,5lO;ex-3336,tr.3Q,62(

4 5C

'450'.'Ex. 94,Arr. II, tr. 17,539, 684-
451. Ex. 95, Art. II, tr. 17,536 ' -
452. Ex.68, Art. LV. tr. 17,4-75; tr.36,381, 35,332

/
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submit his advice to the Throne for more information.

Thus the assistance of the Lord Keeper of the Privy

Seal is entirely different from the advice of the

M i n i s t e r  o f  S t a t e .  I n  h i s  c o n d u c t  o f  s t a t e  a f f a i r s

the Emperor commits some actions. For that purpose His

M a j e s t y  m u s t  b e  p o s s e s s e d  o f  a  c o r r e c t  j u d g m e n t  o n  h i s

attitude toward his actions. It is the duty of the

L o r d  K e e p e r  o f  t h e  P r i v y  ^ > a l  t o  a s s i s t  t h e  F m p e r o r

in the proper way to his judgment, so as to help His
453

Majesty perfect his Imperial virtues. It is not a

question of whether it will have any bearing on the

c o n d u c t  o f  s t a t e  a f f a i r s ,  b u t  i t  i s  t h e  q u e s t i o n  o n

what subject to advise the Fmperor in connection with 
454

state affairs.

1 4 2 . The aide-de-camp system set up in

accordance with the lav; has particular significance

i n  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  o f f i c e  o f  t h e  L o r d  K e e p e r  o f  t h e

rrivy Peal. The aide-de-cerops were very close to the
455

Emperor. The evidence is that as far as military 

and naval affairs are concerned, the army and navy 

made appeals and submitted reports and replies, to the 

^mperor either directly or through their aide-de-camps.

453. Tr. 35,799
454. Tr. 36,511
455. Tr. 673, 674
456. Aff. par. 144, tr. 30,901; tr. 674

Sr.*.’ V- >lÄ ‘ ■■
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The Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal had nothing to do 
with their appeals or reports to the throne. All 
officials of the office of the aide-de-camps to the 
Emperor were under the jurisdiction of the ’Var and Navy 
Ministers, having nothing to do with the Minister of 
the Imperial Household Department. Thus, the army . 
and navy having direct access to the rmperor was en
tirely unrelated to the office of the Lord Keeper of 

457
the Privy Féal. The report of the Lord Keeper of 
the Privy Seal to /the T’mperor is called "gonjo" in 
Japanese, while that of the Minister of state to the
J
throne is called "sojo" or "joso," as appears in Japan-

458
ese in the original KIDO Diary.

143. In characterizing KIDO as "chief con-
459

fidential advisor to the Emperor" the prosecution 
overlooks its own evidence. The Imperial Ordinance 
relating to the organization of the office of the

I
Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal contains the words "Joji460
Fohitsu" in describing the duties of the Lord Keeper. 
This has been properly translated as set forth in the 
exhibit "he shall 'regularly assist' the rmperor..." 
Article II, which provides "Joji Pohitsu," lacks such 
word as "responsibility." The Imperial Ordinance

457. Tr. 36,511
458. Ex. II34 as cor. Lang, Sec. tr. 10,668
459. Indictraent,.ADpendiy E.
46DT“Ey. 95, tr. I'), 535, 17,^37
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relating to the organization

Imperial Household in defining the responsibilities

Df the Ministry of the Imperial Household sets them
461

forth as "Fohitsu," which has also been properly

translated in that exhibit where it states that the

Minister of the Imperial Household "shall be rrespon-

sible for assistance* to the Emperor." The word
"Fohitsu" and its translation of responsibility for

462
advice also applies to the Ministers of State.

From this it is quite apparent that the difference in

the functions of these officials is entirely due to

the fact that the Lord Keeper's assistance was offered
463

to the Emperor only for his information, the nnperor

being entirely at liberty to adopt it or not, whereas

the Minister of State and the Minister of the Imperial
464

Household were responsible for the advice they gave.

From this it clearly appears that the "Joji Fohitsu" 

offered by the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal to the 

peror is not advice but an explanation.

1£4. Another duty of the Lord Keeper of the 

Vy which arose through custom was that involv- 

S the appointment of a new Prime Minister. This 

duty originally devolved on the Genro, or Elder States

loi. Ex. 94
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1
men. The tine came, however, when there was only one
surviving Genro, Prince SAIONJI. As he advanced in
age he declined to submit his views to the throne on
that ground, and as shown, it became customary for the
Emperor to order the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal to
consult with the Senior statesmen, as distinguished from
the "Genro," or Elder Statesmen, and to submit recommen-

466
dations to the throne. ’Then a change occurred the
Emperor commanded the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal
to recommend a suitable candidate for the succeeding
prime minister, "... after consultation with the

467
Elder Statesmen." It naturally follows, the Lord
Keeper of the Privy Seal was not in a position to
recommend a candidate of his own choice to the Emperor
in case the candidate v/as opposed by all the Senior
Statesmen. If a majority of the Senior Statesmen raised
an objection to the candidate of his choice, the Lord
Keeper could not recommend the candidate to the Emperor,
because it is clear that the Imperial Command signified
that due consideration should be paid to the views of

468
all the Senior Statesmen or their majority views.
466. Ibid; Aff. par.-8, ■••tr. 30,724, Diary Apt.' 13,1941.
467. Ex. 532, tr.6244-6248; e*. 1277, tr. 11,372;
• ex .'*1282, tr. 11,388

468. rx. 532, tr. 6249-6256; ex. 1117, tr. 10,186 
• as cor. Lang. Sec. tr. 10,667; ex. 1154, as
cor. Lang. Sec. tr. 11,142
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145. In discussing KIDO and the duties of
469

he Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal the prosecution
advances the theory that uas Lord Keeper he developed a
new function, that of advising the Emperor on the

470
choice of every new Premier." This contention is
conclusively refuted by KIDO's testimony and his diary 

471
entries. The prosecution says that the discussions
KIDO l̂ ad with SAIONJI in 1932 "merely show a desire
on the part of SAIONJI, owing to his advancing years,
to have the assistance of the Senior Statesmen in exer-

472
cising this function..." Compare this with the diary
entry. In KIDO's Diary of August 26, 1932, KIDO reports
a talk he had with the Lord Keeper as follows:

"He said when he visited Gotemba the other
day, Prince SAIONJI wished in the future the Emperor's
inquiries as to a new premier be addressed not to the
Genro alone but to a conference of Senior Statesmen
which the Lord Keeper shall call and after deliberation

. 473the Lord Keeper shall submit an answer to the Emperor..."
In its resume the prosecution overlooked Prince SAIONJI's
inclusion of the Lord Keeper.
169. Par. JJ-14, tr. 41v058pPal'v*'JJ*17;-*tP?41,059 
1-70. Par. JJ-20, tr. 41,062; par. JJ-24, tr.41,064
471. Aff. par. 40-46, tr. 30,785-30,793; par- 127, 

tr. 30,886; par. 145, tr. 30,901; ex. 2273,
Diary Nov. 10, 1939, tr. 16,242

472. Par. JJ-20, tr. 41,062
73. Aff. par. 42, rHnry 4ng 26, 1013------------------

\Y.
l
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146. A draft of procedure to be used in
‘onnection with the Senior Statesmen's Conference
irepared by KIDO at the request of the Lord Keeper of
:he Privy Seal is set forth in his diary of September 

474 475
.6, 1932 and December 15, 1932. In order to make
;he meeting more democratic KIDO had included a provision
Ln the draft that the President of the House of Peers
and of the House of Representatives should be included
among the Senior Statesmen. Mr. ICKIKI, the Minister
af the Imperial Household, objected to this and it was 

476
»tricken.

147. K.TDO testified that the procedure used
3y him for the appointment of a new prime minister v/as
the same as that "... used by my predecessor, Lord Keeper
fUAPA except, that the Senior statesmen were to be con-

477
suited as a body and not individually and separately.”
Che prosecution claims that there is no evidence that
the Lord Keeper was to play any part except perhaps that
3f a convener in connection with the Senior Statesmens'%
Conferences before KIDO became Lord Keeper. There is
evidence, because, as shown, KIDO so testified. In
its next sentence the prosecution impliedly admits that
*74. Aff. par. 45, tr. 30,790
*75. Aff. par. 46, tr. 30,791 - 30,792 '
*76. Ibid
*77. Aff. par. 145, tr. 30,902
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KIDO so testified but claims that there was no corrobora

tive evidence that KIDO's ” ... predecessor had adopted
478

a somewhat similar method." The prosecution has 

overlooked its own evidence, which disproves its argu

ment. In setting forth the duties of the Lord Keeper 

of the Privy Seal, the prosecution has admitted*.

" M s  most important function in late years 

has been that of recommending to the Emperor a successor 

premier upon the resignation of a cabinet. In prior 

years his sole function in this regard was to transmit 

the decision of the Elder statesmen or Genro to the 

Emperor. In 1935, a? Prince SAIONJI grew older, upon 

resignation of the KAYAFHI Cabinet the Lord Keeper him

self was asked to and did himself make the recommenda

tion after consultation v/ith SAIONJI. This precedent 

was followed until January. 1940. when the Lord Keeper
t

first determined upon the successor premier after con

sultation with the individual ey-premiers_andjthere-- 479
after obtained SAIONJI1 s views.11

Thus the procedure testified to by KIDO was followed 

by his predecessor YUAPA in the selection of YONAI as 

Premier on January 19, 1940.

148. If there was doubt in the prosecution's

478. Par. JJ-20, tr. 41,063
479. Tr. 675 - 676

. 1- -I

irsor**
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mind on m i s  fact, it had an opportunity to

c o rro b o ra te  o r  c o n t r a d i c t  i t .

14£. Wien the affidavit of ̂  

who was former Lord Keeper of the Privy sealj wag 

offered in evidence the prosecution objected to it and 

particularly that part on the «̂ procedure on the 

appointment of a new premier« • • The objection 

to the entire affidavit was sustained, if the prose

cution had the slightest doubt, would it not have been 

fairer to permit this affidavit in evidence, cross- 

examine Count IvAKINO, and be of assistance to the Tri

bunal instead of waiting until summation to raise its 

argument? The decision on the affidavit of Count 

MAKINO discouraged the offering of further corrobora

tive evidence on KIDO's behalf. The prosecution even 

took an unheard of measure in objecting to evidence in 

mitigation, and continued to >do s o  even after it was 

pointed a’l/t that such objections were unprecedented.

1 4 9 - a . "Cven  i f  K ID O  d i d  d e v e l o p  a new f u n c 

t i o n  o f  a d v i s i n g  t h e  E m p e r o r  o n  t h e  choice o f  e a c h  

n ew  p r e m i e r ,  a l t h o u g h  t h i s  i s  f l a t l y  t 0  '/h e  

c r i m e  a l l e g e d  i n  t h e  i n d i c t m e n t  d o e s  that*PPl y ?  

n o t  t a k e  i t  u p o n  h i m s e l f  t o  r e c o m m e n d  a F 6®i e r ‘ /

480. Tr. 3 1 ,6 1 7

46,570

iL

n
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mind on ltd? fact, it had an opportunity to either 

corroborate or contradict it.

149. 'fhen the affidavit of Count MAKINO,

who was former Lord Keeper of the Privy Peal, was

offered in evidence the prosecution objected to it and

particularly that part on the "... procedure on the
480

appointment of a new premier..." The objection 

to the entire affidavit was sustained. If the prose

cution had the slightest doubt, would it not have been 

fairer to permit this affidavit in evidence, cross- 

examine Count MAKINO, and be of assistance to the Tri

bunal instead of waiting until summation to raise its 

argument? The decision on the affidavit of Count 

MAKINO discouraged the offering of further corrobora

tive evidence on KIDO's behalf. The prosecution even 

took an unheard of measure in objecting to evidence in 

mitigation, and continued to>do so even after it was 

pointed av-t that such objections were unprecedented.

149-a. *Tven if KIDO did develop a new func

tion of advising the Emperor on the choice of each 

new premier, although this is flatly denied, to what 

crime alleged in the indictment does that apply? He did 

not take it upon himself to recommend a premier. He 

480. Tr. 31,617

L S t e i f e -
:,-y- -V'''V.v ■v " ' '

!
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481
was definitely opposed to that. He is even criti
cized by the prosecution for the one instance during 
the extremely critical time of April 5, 1945, when he 
sought advice of more people (army, navy ministers, 
and the chiefs of staff) before the conferences v>ith 
the President of the Privy Council and the Senior 
Statesmen. If KIDO had not consulted the President of 
the Frivy Council and the Senior Statesmen, or if he 
had consulted them and disregarded their opinions and 
gave his own recommendation, it would seem that the 
prosecution then would have something about which to 
complain. The prosecution does not suggest that KIDO 
ever misinformed the Senior Statesmen or concealed any 
facts from them or ever misrepresented any fact to them. 
Obviously not, because he never did. ’That other pro
cedure than that which was used would have been logical? 
If there had been anything morally, politically, ethi
cally or criminally wrong with KIDO's actions in the 
procedure used or in the statements he made in the con
ferences with the Fenion statesmen, the prosecution
never proved it from the Senior Statesmen themselves.

482
A number of them appeared on the witness stand. *?e 
may assume the prosecution did not ask them, because

481. Diary Dec. 15, 1932, Aff. par. 46, tr. 30,791
482. YONAI, ’TAKATSUKI, OKADA, TQ.TO _________

25
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KIDO had done nothing wrong. Any argument that KIDO

secured more power for himself would be ridiculous in

face of the fact that the recommendations of the Senior

Statesmen were always taken by KIDO and reported to the 
483

throne. It was not solely KIDO's opinion. A study 

of each of the Senior Statesmen's Conferences reveals
m

comprehensive discussions by the Senior Statesmen and
484

decisions based on logical reasoning. These men were 

not rubber-stamp yes-men for KIDO. If they had been, 

the prosecution would have seized upon this point, and 

rightly so. The fact that they were not shows how un

important KIDO really was. It showed he had very little 

influence, let alone any powerful influence. . They were 

leaders and former premiers of Japan.

150. In the summation offered to the Tribunal 

on behalf of HASHIMOTO, Kingoro, one of the accused, 

Prince SAIONJI, Count MAKIIJO, the Senior Statesmen, 

KONOYE, KIDO, SUZUKI, SKIGUMITSU, SHIRATORI, INUKAI, 

ARIMA, SAKAI, and OKABE are represented as controlling 

politics in Japan, with several of them at various 

times forming the nucleus of power. No mention, how-

483. e.g. Aff. par. 216, tr. 31,018
484. Diary July 17, 1940, ex. 532, tr. 6249.

Diary July 17, 1941, ex. 1117, tr. 10,667 
Diary Oct. 19, 1941, ex. 1154, tr. 11,142;
Aff. par. 216, tr. 30,991 - 31,018 

Diary July 17, 1944, ex. 1297, tr. 11,372 
______ Diarv Apr. 5 . 1945. e x . 1282T tr. lltjftft

•• •
iSiajsfF'

L J
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ever, if made of the most important fact of the power
ful influence of the army chiefs of staff and army 
politicians who could make and break cabinets by hav
ing the ’*ar Minister resign or by refusing to appoint 
a new '7ar ?ïinister. Also overlooked is the fact that 
of the 17 cabinets from TANAKA in 1927 to FUZUKI in 
1945 nine of the premiers were of the fighting ser
vices. These facts amply demonstrate that neither KIDO

9 n o r  a n y  o t h e r  c i v i l i a n  c o n t r o l l e d  p o l i t i c s  i n  J a p a n .

151. It is interesting to note that this
summation criticizes KIDO's efforts in conjunction with

485the Senior Statesmen. Although counsel for HASHIMOTO
correctly states that after the death of Prince SAIONJI
and the retirement of Count MAKINO, the choice of a new
premier was decided upon by the Senior Statesmen and
that their decision was then recommended to the throne 

486
Dy KIDO; on the next page he states that KIDO's ad- 
/ice alone decided the succeeding Prime Ministers upon 
the collapse of the Third KONOYE Cabinet, which of 
course is wholly inaccurate.

152. Likewise the statement made on behalf of 
JAFHIMOTO, an army man, that KIDO and KONOYE interfered
85. HAFKIMOTO Summation p. 12
86. » » p. 11
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46,574

in the choice of a ’?ar Minister at the time of the fall

of the HIRANUHA Cabinet is not only remarkable but in-
487

accurate as heretofore shown. The balance of the 
summation insofar as it theorizes with respect to KIDO's 
action is, we submit, not compatible with the facts.
N«,*ed we remind the Tribunal that: the evidence in KIDO's 
case showing his fight against the military obtaining 
political power in Japan is forcefully demonstrated 
by the criticism directed against KIDO in the aforesaid 
summation.

I might say, your Honors, that if is paradox!-i 
cal that the two men are in the same box.

121- KONOYE in his memoirs accurately por
trayed the effect of the militarists' pressure in
politics, which curbed the Premier's efforts, when he 

488
said:

"Recently Premier TOJO spoke to the Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal KIDO, and sympathetically, 
that now that he had become Premier he understood for 
the first time how difficult it was for the previous 
premiers to do things, and that he himself would to the 
very end proceed with a duplication of posts; to this 
I understand the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, KIDO, 

487- Infra, p. 110-111
488. Ex. 2865, tr. 25,671, 25,672 ____________
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replied that that was not thTHFiTtHTthaTt~£Fm'£r~ 
one had said this, that it had been exactly the same 
from the time of the first KONOYe  Cabinet, and that, 
late though it may be, to have the army realize this 
point was fine."

THE PRESIDENT: '?e will adjourn until half-

past nine Monday morning.

(thereupon, at 1600, an adjourn

ment was taken until Monday, 5 April 1948, 

at 0930.)
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at 0930.

Monday, ..5_Apri.l_.1540.

INTERNATIONAL III LIT ARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
War Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal met, pursuant to ad fournirent,

9 Appearances:
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25

For the Tribunal, all Members sitting.
For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 

For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 

to English interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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1
MARSHAL OF THF COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.
THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are rresent

except UMLZU, MATSUI and SHIRATORI who are represented 
by counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certified that 
they are ill and unable to attend the trial today. The 
certificates will be recorded and filed.

Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I shall

continue reading FIDO's summation, page 130, paragraph
154.

XII. (b) June 1. 1940 - September 12. 1 9 4 0 .

154. With respect to FIDO's activities from
June 1, 1940 to September 9» 1940 the prosecution

489
makes a few broad general remarks. We point out 
that FIDO had no duty to make protests to the Cabinet 
Ministers, that he did confer with the Emperor and 
that FIDO did not accept various v lews without objec
tion as contended by the- prosecution. It was during«
this period of time that FIDO received information 
from the Foreign Minister of what transpired at the 
Four Ministers' Conference regarding French Indo-China

49O
as shown in his diary of June 19» 1940. He received
information from Foreign Minister ARITA about a
(489. Par. JJ-53, T. 41,094-41,095 
490. Ex. 619» T. -6624)--------------------------------

I
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1
conversation he hrd with Ambassador Grew concerning

a treaty between the l nited States and Japan, as
491

shown in his diary of June 27, 1940. The orosecu-
492

tion retreats from its contention that these

exhibits showed KIDO’s attitude tov/ards the United

States, Great Britain, and the Netherlands, after KIDO

had pointed out in his affidavit the prosecution's
493

erroneous conclusions, and now only claims that it

shows he had knowledge. On July 1, 1940 as shown in 
494

dis diary Foreign Minister ARITA told him about

12

n various matters including the situation in Hongkong,

13 r

the negotiations between Japan and America, and requests 

rom Germany of withdrawal of representatives from

1 4certain countries, the Netherlands East Indies economic

15 jroblems, and the probability of sending an economic

l6nission to French Indo-Chine and the Netherlands Last

17Indies. As is shown in the same diary entry KIDO did 
|0

report these matters to the Emperor. The prosecution
495

l9:.gnores KIDO's diary entry of July 5, 1940 and his 
20

21
J

22
I

23
24

affidavit reciting the plot to kill Premier YONAI,

hr. MACHIDA, Count Ma KINO, Baron HARADA, Baron ICIÎIKI,

(491. Ex. 1294 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.
M T. 38,680
492. Doc. OOO3 , Tr. 16,851
493. Aff. par. 138-139, Tr- 30,897-30,898
494. Ex. 1295, T. 11,710
495. Ex. 532, T. 6,241)25
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Mr. KIDEA, Admiral OKADA, Mr. YUASA, end Household

Minister MATSUDIARA, who were ell close personal
496

friends of KIDO, end KIDO was elso on the list.

His diery for that drte shows that ho reported this 

to the Emperor.
497

155. His diary of July 7? 1940 shows that 
there were rumors of a political chenge and Baron 
HIRaIJIMA favored the appointment of Prince KONOYE.

498
His entry of July 8, 1Ç40 reveals that the Army
supported Prince KONOYE. As this entry shows, KIDO
received this report fron Vice V'r.r Minister ANAIv'I
but did not express his opinion. Prince KONOYE was
the overwhelmingly popular choice as Premier, also
having the backing of the political moves which were
steadily being taken to counter the Army's advance

499
in the political field. If KONOYF had not been
recommended the result would have been to hand over
political p o w e i  entirely to the At- a t  that time.
KIDO's Diary also shows thft he discussed these matters
with the Emperor on that date. The diary of July 14

500
1940 also shows that he discussed with the Emperor 
the question of hcavy artillery mobilization in South
(496. i»ff. par. 141, Tr. 30,899
497. Lx. 532, Tr. 6,242
498. Ex. 532, Tr. 6,242-6,244
499. Ex. 143, Tr. 30,900-30,901
500. Ex. 534, Tr. 6,259)

25
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China. This dieary entry also reveals that when re

quested to obtain information, in accordance with his 

duty, KIDO avoided conferring directly with the military 

authorities and had the chief aide de camp to the 

Emperor make an investigation. It shows that it was

not part of KIDO's duties to contact the military
501

authorities with respect to operations.

156. The YONAI Cabinet fell after Vrar Minister

HATA's resignation and the Army refused to suggest a

successor as related in KIDO's Diary of July 16,
502

I94O. All the evidence shows KIDO had no part in
503

the reasons for the fall of this Cabinet. KIDO 

conferred with the Emperor and the Emperor requested 

him to ask the President of the Frivy Council and the 

former Premier about the selection of the head of an 

incoming cabinet, and to report their answers after 

consultation with the Senior Statesmen, which he did. 

KIDO was requested to arrange the council of those 

people in the palace and that he himself should par

ticipate in it. Attention is directed to the fact 

that the method of proceeding was ordered by the Emperor.

(501. Aff. par. 144, Tr. 30,901
502. Pros. Ex. 532, Tr. 6244-6248
503. Tr. 28,918-28,944-29,945,

Tr. 36,580)
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1577 His dirry* of ' JüIÿ”I7> l94ü~‘ sets' 
forth the conference of the Senior Statesmen. WAKATST’KI, 
former herd of the Minseito Party, was the1 first to 
recommend KONOYE. V/ÀKATSUKI, a prosecution witness, 
has never bien represented es a militarist. KONOYE 
was the popular choice of all those present and he 
was the pepulcr choice- of the political parties, as 
well as the Army. Vhcn KIDO reported the recommenda
tion of the Senior Statesmen to the throne, the Emperor 
asked KIDO if he could give KONOYE. some advice —  that 
is, that KONOYE should.be prudent in the choice of 
the Foreign and Finance Ministers, as the situation 
at home and abroad was very grave. KIDO told him it 
would be a good idea to do so, all of which appears
in the diary of July 17» 1940. KIDO's Diary of July

50518, 1940 reveals that KIDO deplored the fact that 
the former War Minister had recommended TOJO while 
KONOYE was in the midst of forming a cabinet and KIDO 
recorded his wish that this "* * * instance might not 
set a precedent."

158. On August 9» 1940 KIDO had an audience
506

with the Emperor wherein the Emperor expressed a 
regret that the new Foreign Minister MATSUOKA "* * failed
(504. Ex. 532, Tr. 6249-6256
505. Ex. 539, Tr. 6266-6267
506. Diary, Par. 148, Tr. 30,905)

504
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to hr.ve any clear perspective of /.marice's future

policy." On September 9, 1940 KIDO received e report

thrt the military rgreement parley for a peaceful

advance into Indo-China had, "*** taken a turn for the

worse since the advance of one battalion or so of our
50 7

troops into French Indo-China." While it is true

that this entry of the diary does not shov; KIDO's

indignation at the actions of the military authorities,

he was indignant at the operations of the military as
508

appears in his diary entry of September 26, 1940, 

when after hearing that an Army unit had landed at 

Indo-China to bomb Haifong he stated in his diary, "It 

is indeed regrettable that such measures ere taken by 

those in the field who do not understand the general 

situation. It is people like this who make the grave 

blunders."

159. In September 1940 MATSUOKA's suggestion

that an ultimatum be sent to French Indo-China was

pending. The Emperor advised KIDO, as is shown in
509

his diary of September 14, 1940 that the views of 

MATSUOKA and of the Army General Staff did not co

incide exactly and that there would be no other wa.y 

(507. Ex. 626, Tr. 6971
508. Ex. 643, Tr. 7049 ns Cor. by Lang. Sec. on 

Mar. 18, 1948.
509. Ex. 627 as Cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 7029,

Tr. 7103, Tr. 36,680)
25
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-aTgaopfc. t.n I r t  the._gr>vf>rnmgjit- r n r r y  m i t  I t s  p o l i c y  »nrior 
«

the present circumstances. KIDO agreed with this es 

is shown in the diary, and KIDO recognized that the 

situation was very grave. The Emperor did not show 

•hearty approval. KIDO added that he should direct 

the government to take a cautious attitude. In render

ing his assistance, KIDO, as is shown in the diary, 

pointed out that it was being said that if matters 

continued without doing anything, the mischief making 

of England and the United States would become more 

serious and an opportunity might be given to them to 

cooperate with French Indo-China, e.nd China. Contrary 

to the prosecution’s contention KIDO was not expressing 

his opinion on this question; he was merely reporting 

what others were saying.

XII. (c) The Tripartite Pact.

160. The undisputed evidence is that KIDO 

first learned of MATSUOKA's secret conduct of negoti

ations for the conclusion of an alliance between Japan

and Germany on September 12, 1940. Even the divisional
510

chiefs of the Foreign Office were unaware of this secret. 

The Prosecution makes the usual guess that KIDO knew 

of what was secretly going on at MATSUOKA’s house 

prior to that date. Contrary to the prosecution's 

(510. Aff. par. 152, Tr. 30,907)
I
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contention K I D O ’s D i a r y  of September 14, 1940 does not

say, with its inference of prior knowledge by KIDO,

that TOJO informed KIDO later that evening that the

Novy*s objection had b e e n  withdrawn. The entry

specifically shows that TOJO told KIDO that the

"***Army and Navy had arrived at an agreement concern
a i

ing relations with Germany and Italy."

161. There is absolutely no evidence in 

this case that the Emperor ever disapproved of the 

government's decision after the government had made

it and when it was submitted to the throne as a national 

policy. Prior to making a decision the Emperor may 

express his views or caution the cabinet or request 

the cabinet to reconsider its proposed attitude there

upon. The prosecution approaches this proposition as 

if KIDO had greater power than the Emperor. It tries 

to create the impression that KIDO was making the 

decisions. This is, of course, entirely unsupported 

by the facts. KIDO merely submitted his views to the 

Emperor and the final decisions were reached by the 

government and the High Command.

162. KIDO discussed the matter of this

alliance with Prince KOKOYF and Foreign Minister

(511. Ex. 627, Tr. 7029 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.
Tr. 7 IO3 and Tr. 3 6 ,6 8 0 )
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MATSUOKA. KONOYI and MATSUOKA argued thrt the alliance

was intended to prevent America from Joining in the

wr.r end further th.'t in case Japan was isolated in the

Pacific without concluding such rn alliance, Japan

might be attacked by America at any moment. That was

their standing explanation and KIDO thought that the

alliance might cause an antithesis with America, and

eventually Japan would have to oppose Great Britain
512

and the United States.

163. As shown in his diary of September
, 51316, 1940 he conferred with the Emperor about the

alliance with Germany. On this occasion KIDO testified

that he had advised the Emperor that this alliance,

if concluded, would divide the world into two parts,

irrespective of the opinions of the Prime Minister and
514

MATSUOKA to the contrary.

164. The prosecution’s reasoning with respect

to KIDO’s actions at the time the Tripartite Pact wrs

consummated is difficult to follow. It says that no

entry in HARADA Memoirs is in conflict with any entry
515

in KIDO’s Diary. Yet it creates an extreme divergence
516

of views between HARADA’s Memoirs of October 20, 1940,

(512. Aff. par. 153, Tr. 30,909
513. Ibid.
514. Ibid.
515. Par. JJ-11, Tr. 41,056
516. Lx. 38IO, Tr. 37,300)
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518 519
September 16, 1940, End September 21. 194.0.----------

All of these exhibits refer to the Tripartite Allicnce. 

The HARADA entry of October 20, 1940, purports to 

quote word for word some conversations HARADA is 

supposed to have had with KIDO and KONOYE occurring 

about a month previous. Its accuracy is highly ques

tionable if the Tribunal accepts KIDO's Diary to be
520

accurate as requested by the prosecution. The gist 

of the prosecution’s contention seems to be that 

according to HARADA, KIDO and KONOYE persuaded (al

though the exhibit does not use this word) the Emperor 

to give Imperial sanction to the Tripartite Pact and 

that they told the Emperor that it was the only way 

of keeping the United States of America out of the war.

Contrast this with KIDO’s Diary entry of September 21, 
521

1940 which is also a prosecution exhibit. In his 

diary KIDO said;

"With regard to the solution of the China

Incident, I expressed my opinion to His

Majesty to the effect that wc should have

eventually to oppose both England and the

United States if we concluded a military

(517. Ex. 627, par. 6, 7» 8 not read, Tr. 7029 as 
Cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 7103 and Tr. 38,680

518. Tr. 30,907-30,908-30,909
519. Ex. 2277, Tr. 16,250
520. Par. JJ-3, Tr. 41,048
521. Ex. 2277, Tr. 16,250)
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alliance with Germany end Italy. We should, 

therc-fore, make necessary adjustments regard
ing our relations with China as soon as 

possible."

Clearly this shows that KIDO told the Emp. ror that 

if a military alliance with Germany and Italy was 

concluded, it would bring on war with both England 

and the United States. No amount of twisting of 

language can interpret that as a persuasion of the 

Emperor to accept the Pact.

165* It is quite clear that by making
522

»♦♦♦necessary adjustments***" regarding the China

Incident KIDO was talking about making concessions.

What else could it have meant? The prosecution asks

the Tribunal to reject KIDO's statement in his affidavit

that this meant making concessions, but it does not

suggest whet those words "necessary adjustments"
523

mean.

(522. Aff. par. 154, Tr. 30,910 
523. Per,. JJ*54, Tr. 41,095)
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166. In this Memoir of October 20, 1940,

HAKADA also expressed doubts how the then Lord Keeper

'Of“thC!"Privy Sö ö I ehd the Prime Minister explained the

matter to the Throne. Prince SAIOIiJI was also doubtful.

The very wording of this is based on an assumption that

KIDO and KOHOYE obtained Imperial sanction. In so far

as KILO is concerned, the evidence is to the contrary
524

os shown in KIDO's Diary of September 21, 1940. In so 

far as Prince SAIOKJI having been kept in ignorance, 

it must be remembered that KIDO, too, was kept in ig

norance by the Foreign Minister until September 12,

1940. Furthermore, when cross-examined KIDO fully 

explained both from the legal and individual standpoint 

that the duty rested on the Prime Minister to inform 

Prince SAIONJI, and KIDO understood that the government
525

had discussed the matter with Prince SAIONJI, This 

evidence is uncontradicted.

167. It is interesting to note that the prose

cution itself does not know" what HaKADA is talking 

about when it questions his memoir of October 20, 1940, 

where he reports that the Emperor was told by both 

KOKOYE and KIDO that the adoption of the Tripartite 

Pact was the only way to keep the United States of Amer' 

ica out of war. The prosecution wonts to know what war

524. Ex. 2277, T. 16,250
525. T. 31,572
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HkIIADa is talking about. We have no idea.

168. The European War and the China Incident 

were in progress at that time, but the prosecution 

rejects both of these and claims the HAKàDâ entry re

fers to "proceedings" not "war" intended to take place 

in the Far East. The purpose cf this guess apparently

is to tie KIDO into it by referring to a prior diary
527

entry of September 14, 1940. This entry was twice

corrected by the Language Section, and reveals that

KIDO cautioned the Emperor to direct the government to

be careful before taking any action. The entry clearly

shows that he first told the Emperor of whet had been

said about the opportunity cf Great Britain and the

United States to cooperate with French Indo-China and

China. Nowhere does it shov; KIDO’s approval as the

prosecution claims. This diary entry does not mention

military action against British, Dutch and Portuguese

possessions in the Far East which the prosecution says
528

the diary entry shows KIDO approved. after the gov

ernment hod mode its decision with regard to the Tri

partite Pact and KIDO had discussed the matter with the

526. Par. JJ-17, T. 41,060
527. Par. JJ-17, T. 41,061
528. Par. JJ-17 ; Diary, Ex. 627. T, 7,029, os cor. 

by Language Section, T. 7.103 and T, 38,680;
T. 41,061

I
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1
Emperor, the arranging of the Imperial Conference

529
for its approval was merely a matter of procedure. No

responsibility can attach to KILO for the Pact. He

never advocated nor voted for it.

169« In discussing KIDO and the Tripartite

Pact, the prosecution says, "It appears that he attended

the Privy Council meeting which finally approved the

Pact," citing its own exhibit 643, last paragraph,‘T.
530

7,049 (not read). We respectfully suggest that the 

prosecution's interpretation cannot be characterized 

as fair nor is it compatible with its knowledge of the 

facts.

170. The authority cited by the prosecution
531

is KIDO's Diary for September 26, 1940. It soys:

"I was informed that the Privy Council 

Committee which s tarted sitting this morning 

finished finally at 7*30 p.m. after which at 

9:30 the full council was convened. On leaving 

this I went to the Palace. When I heard that the 

council had finished uneventfully at 10:20 I left 

the Palace."

171» This entry clearly shows KIDO heard 

that the council sat until 7*30 p.m., reconvened at 9*30

529. Aff. par. 153, T. 30,909; Ex. 643, T. 7,049
530. Ex. 643, T. 7,049 as cor. by Lang. Sec. on March 

18, 1948
— îtrtdr--------------- --------------------------------- J
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word "leaving" as correct, there could be no such inter

pretation as claimed by the prosecution. A casual 

reader would easily discern the typographical error.

The word "leaving" should be "learning," The Language
532

Section has recently corrected it, KIDO in on trial 

for his life.

172. Throughout this trial, many of KIDO's

Diary entries were not submitted to the Language Section

even though they had mener inaccuracies, because we

felt they were not of sufficient importance. In several 
«

instances, however, the prosecution has endeavored to 

make capital of these, which we considered insignificant 

errors in its own exhibits of the diary. They were 

all duly changed by the Language Section, Since the 

prosecution, however, is now relying on typographical 

errors to convict KIDO, if there be any doubt whatsoever 

in the Tribunal's mind as to the translation of KID0*s 

Diary with respect to any particular entries already 

discussed, or which may be referred to in any rebuttal 

summation after the delivery of this summation, we sug

gest and have no objection to the Tribunal having the 

entry resubmitted to the Language Section. 532

25 532. Ibid
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173. After the conclusion of the Tripartite

Pact Foreign Minister MATSUOKA determined to take up
533

negotiations with Chungking in his own hands. At first 

they appeared to make fair progress but later they 

reached a dormant political stage. Consequently at a 

Liaison Conference between the government and the High 

Command on November 28, 194-0 it was decided that a 

basic treaty be concluded by Ambassador ABE with Wang

Ching-wei, paying no attention to the negotiations with
534

Chungking. The result was that the China Affair e n 

tered a definite state of protraction.

174. Japanese power was becoming exhausted and 

only pessimism existed as to the prospect for the set

tlement of the China Affair, as related in KIDO's Diary
535

on November 29, 1940, KIDO had a conversation with 

the Emperor wherein the Emperor recommended that there 

was no alternative but to consider Japan's moves towards 

Chungking with regard to the settlement of the incident 

as a failure, In such an event the Emperor was con

cerned as to v/hat Japan's national policy would be as 

the incident would naturally drag on in the event of 

the final conclusion of a treaty of peace with the Wang

533. Aff. para. 159, T. 30,912
534. Ibid.
535. Pros. Ex. 2278 and errata, T. 16,251

25
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Regime. KIDO told tho Emperor that under the circum

stances, as they then existed, tho Emperor was correct 

in saying that the incident would be a prolonged one 

and that it would be difficult for Japan to defeat 

Chungking in view of tho exhausted state of Japan's 

power at that time, as KIDO pointed out there was noth

ing else to do but to complete Japan's national &rength, 

securing keypoints and that Japan would be unable to 

settle the affair by compromising with positive action 

proponents in Japan. Certainly this was not an opinion 

in favor of invasion or aggression. It viewed the situa

tion as it existed at that time. In short, Japan was 

unable to make peace and KIDO was advocating mainte

nance of the status quo, and waiting for a future chance

to settle the affair. Any criticism of KIDO's opinion
536

is wholly unwarranted. Any other deductions os to the 

meaning of these diary entries are unsupported by any 

evidence in the case.

175* In his affidavit KIDO sets forth a con

versation he had with the Emperor as revealed by his
537

diary entry of December 3, 1940. The Emperor was con

cerned about Japanese-Soviet relations. As shown in 

the diary KIDO pointed out that the U.S.S.K. was in the 

most favorable position in the world at that time, and 536

536. Par. JJ-56. T. 41.098______________________________ _
53?. Aff. Par. 1^1, T. 30,914-15

25
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it was possible that she would not readily concede to 
negotiate with Japan, KIDO pointed out to the Emperor 
the. t,

"After the present war there is little
«

doubt that the only uninjured countries will 
be the U.S.S.h. and the United States, while 
others would be exhausted. Then, Japan will be 
placed between the two powers and subjected to 
extremely enduring hardship,"

He also told the Emperor,
, provided that we are prepared 

for ten years of hardship and cultivate morale 
based on simplicity and virility, I believe it 
is not so difficult to emerge favorably in the 
end,"

These are, indeed, strange words for a man accused as 
KIDO is of being an aggressor at heart. Can anyone

N

seriously contend in the face of this that KIDO was 
conspiring as charged in the Indictment to dominate 
the world by the use of aggression. It is equally 
strange that the prosecution did. not cross-examine 
KILO on this, nor does it mention it in its summation. 
Apparently no twisting of these words could fit in with 
the prosecution's theory of KIDO's case.
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46,59*

176. In his testimony, which was unchallenged 

and unccntradicted, KIDO pointed out that in January 

1941 the Germans were adding to their military achieve

ments which had far-reaching effects on various quarters 

of Asia, particularly on French Indo-China whose mother

land had collapsed, and also on Thailand which had 

heretofore been under British influence. He pointed 

out that in Japan discussions were had as to the pro

priety or otherwise of Japan marching to the South
539

and taking advantage of the great upheaval. Various
540

plans were formulated by the Army for that purpose.
541

Japan mediated in a border dispute.

177, An outline of operations on French

Indo-China and Thailand was adopted for the purpose

of establishing leadership positions in the South and

having access to raw materials on the one hand, and on

the other hand bringing pressure to bear upon China
542

from the South, so as to settle that affair. It was 

natural that Japan could not look on the worldwide up

heaval with folded arms, there being no objection to 

having access to oil, rubber and iron resources on the 

part of Japan who was lacking in them, but moves for

538. Aff. par. 162, T. 30,915,30,916, 30,917
539. Aff. par. 162, T. 30,915
540. Ibid.
541. Ibid.
-542«— Ibid.-------------- -----------------------------------
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*h0ffo pMrrrinr» taken through peaceful channels

and resort to armed force and impatience should be
543

strictly guarded against. KIDO directed the attention

of Prince KONOYE to that point and the Emperor was soli»*
544

Ltous about it. The diary entry of January 24, 1941

7n
8

onfirms KIDO's statement that when the Chiefs of Staff 

6<|>f the Army and Navy reported tc the Emperor on the 

ilitary agreement w i t h  Thailand the Emperor expressed 

is fear that it might stimulate- Great Britain and 

9ttie United States.
vio
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- 545.
1?8. The prosecution claims that .

KIDO's Diary of January 24, 1941 sot forth in his 
546

affidavit does not support his a.ssertion set 

forth in thu sane paragraph of his affidavit. As 

related above KIDO recited the conditions as they 

existed at that tine and does not claim that his 

diary entry of January 24, 1941 supports the asser

tions he made in his affidavit. They are related, 

however, as the diary shows the Emperor’s actions 

based on conditions then existing.

179. The Chiefs of Staff and the Premier 

reported to the Enperor on measures to be taken

toward French Indo-China and Thailand. These are
547

recorded ^n KIDO's Diary of February 1, 1941, and
548.

his diaries of February 3, 1941. The prosecu

tion claims that neither the paragraph 163 of his 

affidavit which sets forth his diary of February 3» 

I94I nor in his diary of February 1, 1941, does 

KIDO oppose the intended action regarding Camranh 

Bay and air bases near Saigon. On the contrary in 

the diary of February 3 » 1941 KIDO stated that he was 

overawed at His Majesty's concern over those reports

545;v.Par. JJ-58, T. 41099»
546. Aff. par. 162, T. 30917.
547. Pros. Exh. 1303, T. 11743.
548. Aff. par. I6 3, T. 30918-30919.

4 6 ,5 9 7
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of the Chiefs of the General Staff and in his affi

davit he stated, "I regret that tho Emperor's advice 

was not embodied i n  the measures taken by the govern

ment." .The Emperor had given half-hearted approval

to this policy. Tho policy already had been made by
\

Chiefs of the General Staff and Premier, which is the 

final and definite decision in the Japanese governmental 

system.

180. In April, 1941 Foreign Minister MAT- 

SUOKA on his way home from visiting Germany and Italy 

concluded a neutrality pact with Premier Stalin at
549.

Moscow. On April 18, 1941 a telegram was received

from Ambassador NOMURA asking for instructions on a 

draft plan of an understanding between tho United States 

and Japan which had been u-volvcd as a result of nego

tiations with Secretary of State Cordell Hull and 

President Roosevelt. MATSUOKA was on his way to Tokyo, 

and KONOYE, being delighted with the proposed negotia

tions with the United States, requested MATSUOKA to 
550.

hurry home. The China Affair at that time was 

stalemated and as KIDO stated Japan's policy regarding 

the Co-Prosperity Sphere in East Asia should be properly

549. Aff. par. 166, T. 30922,
550. Ibid.* *

4.
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c onvüyod_jiü,Jiho--UR4:%cd States so as to avoid nis-
551.

mderstanding.
1
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181, The issue of the southern colonies 

uch as Malaya, Java, Sumatra, and French Indo-China, 

^nd its effect upon Japan's existence wore regarded as 

natter of grave national concern. The positivists 

re advocating that Japan should immediately secure 

■{those areas in the »South ov» n by force. KIDO and 

&ONOYE had discussed the natter and KIDO had also 

scussed it with the Emperor, as shown in his diaryô
552. 553

April 19, 1941. The prosecution's observation

wtL
U  I.

t negotiations with the United States were kept

Within such narrow limits that it is difficult to sec

&o î anyone on the Japanese side could have had any

belief in their success fron the beginning is apparently

mace in total disregard of all the evidence produced in 
16
this trial on those negotiations.
17

182. On April 3, 1941, KIDO was consulted
18

by ICONOYE about the appointment of SUZUKI as President 
191 5 5 4 .

o^othe Planning Board and concurrent Minister of State.

5% 
55 
55l 
554.

23
24

Aff. par. 163, T. 30918. m ...
Ex. 1065. T. 9875 as Cor. by Lang. Sec. T.10664. 
Par. JJ-oO, T. 41100.
Ex. 1058, T. 9850.
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This was in accordance with KIDO's duties to pass on

the character and rectitude of high officials such as

Cabinet Ministers, who were appointed by the Emperor

upon the recommendation of the Premier, so that there
554a.

would be no subsequent reflection on the Emperor. .
555.

The prosecution's implication is not warranted.

I83. On April 28, 1941 the Premier, the 

Foreign Minister and the Lord Keeper wore ill simul

taneously. KIDO's Chief Secretary, MATSUDAIRA, came 

to see KIDO, stating that the Emperor wanted to know 

to what official His Majesty should turn for advice 

on diplomatic questions in such a situation, and the 

Emperor also requested information about the progress 

of the deliberations on the United States of America

negotiations. The above is set forth in KIDO's Diary
556.

of April 28, 1941. As is also shown in the diary, 

KIDO said he expressed his opinions about these ques

tions and asked Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA to submit 

them to the throne. KIDO sot forth in his affidavit
557

what those opinions wore. He said he told MATSU

DAIRA that the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal had no

554a. Aff. par. 165, T. 30921.
555. Par. G-64, T. 39594.
556. Ex. 1066, T. 9876.
557. Aff. par. 168, T. 30925.

I



authority concerning diplomatic matters but to convey

Imperial questions to the Premier and the Foreign

Minister, nor had he any authority to answer about

a diplomatic problem on his own responsibility. He

also stated that his Chief Secretary should advise the

Emperor that in the event of such simultaneous illnesses

the Imperial inquiry should bo conveyed by the Grand

Chamberlain to the Premier or to the Foreign Minister.

’"ith respect to the negotiations toward America, KIDO

submitted to the Emperor, through his Chief Secretary,

his views on the basis of what he had heard from

Prime Minister KONOYE and others about the developments

of the situation which wore to the affect that KONOYE

was anxious to push the negotiations though there was

some difficulty so far as Foreign Minister MATSUOKA was

concerned. The prosecution does not dispute the truth

of the facts contained in KIDO’s advice to the Emperor.
558.

It does, however, roundly criticise KIDO for not 

calling Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA to the stand to 

corroborate KIDO’s assertion that "the Lord Keeper had 

no authority concerning diplomatic natters but to convey 

Imperial questions to the Premier and Foreign Minister, 

nor to answer about a diplomatic problem on his own 

responsibility" and comments on the fact that
558. Par. JJ-61, T. 41101.
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T?ATSUÜAIRA*~g "ffffIdavit was one--of-those- which was--— _
served and withdrawn. It docs not suggest that 

MATSUDAIRA should have boon called to testify to the 

truth or falsity of whether or not KIDO told hin that. 

It wanted to cr°ss-exanine hin on whether the fact 

stated regarding KIDO's authority was correct. As 

can be seen, the question involved the constitutional 

interpretation of the Lord Keeper*s duties. Two wit

nesses wore called on behalf of KIDO with respect to 

this natter. The affidavit of Count MAKINO, forner 

Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, covering this precise 

question on the constitutional duties of the Lord 

Keeper of the Privy Seal, was offered in evidence.

In objecting to it, the prosecution stated, "The affi

davit consists of a dissertation by hin on the legal

and constitutional position of the Lord Keeper of the
559.

Privy Seal." Objection to the entire affidavit
560.

was sustained. If KIDO had nisstated his authority, 

the prosecution could certainly have offered no objec

tion to the affidavit and cross-exanined MAKINO about 

this natter. The second witness called on this point 

was SAKUDA, Ivotaro. Objections were made to his 

affidavit by the prosecution, particularly to paragraph

559. T. 31616.
560. T. 31623.
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4, when the prosecution said: "Paragraph 4, until you

get to the last four lines on page 6, is a dissertation 

of the witness's opinion about the working of the 

Constitution, particularly with regard to advice given 

by the Minister of State to the Emperor and by the 

Lord Keeper to the Emperor and the method of choosing 

a new Premier, as to which _a_gain the Tribunal has all 

the facts and is in a much better position to form an 

opinion than the witness." Strenuous argument was

of the affidavit admitted. S/JOJDA, of unquestionable 

qualifications from his long association with the

Japanese Government, was not offering an opinion 

but, was stating the facts and explaining the duties 

of the Lord Keeper of the Privy S^al. Here again

again, if the prosecution had any reason to disbelieve 
»

KIDO's statement, why didn't it permit SAKUDA's testi

mony to go in evidence and then cross-examine SAKUDA? 

The prosecution, however, states that the Tribunal had 

expressly ruled that evidence of precisely this type 

would be admitted if available, citing the President's
561. T. 31628.
562. T. 31622.
563. T. 31631.

561
made by counsel in an endeavor to have this portion

562

563.
the objection to this paragraph was sustained. Hero

*
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observation made on SAKADA’s "affidavit• The prosecU- 

tion is in errer. The Tribunal was referring to
«

statements of witnesses corroborating what the accused 

said, and hac! nothing to do with the question of inter

pretation of the authority of the Lord Keeper of the 

Privy Seal.
184. In the general Pacific phase the 

564
prosecution states that there was a disruption

among the conspirators me! as a result K0N0YE, HIRA-

NUMA and KIDO held IiATSUOKA in chock and claims that

KIDO and the other two were promoters of the southward

advance policy, and refers to the entry of KlhC^s
565 566

Diary of June 21, 1941, and June 22, 1941

KIDOts Diary does not support such a conclusion.

Foreign Minister îiAÎSUOKA, who was the "problem" 

Minister of the K0N0YE Cabinet, had changed his atti

tude considerably upon his return from his trip to
567.

Europe, and ignored Premier K0N0YS. Premier

KONOYE was greatly concerned over this attitude on 

the part of the Foreign Minister and also told KIDO 

about his painful position as is recorded in KIDO's

564. Par. G-80, T. 396.16-39,617; Par. G-8l,T.39618.
565. Ex. 781, T. 7910.
566. Ex. 1093 as Cor. Lang. Sec. T. 10664.
567. Aff. par. 148, T. 30904; Aff. par. 169-179,

T» 30925-30936.

n
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568-
Diary of Juno 20, 1941,

570
1941, and July 1?, 1941.

June 21, 1941, 
571.

-569-
July 2,

In view of the
eminence of the German-Soviet War, Prince K0N0YE called 
on KIDO on June 20, 1941 and told him about MATSUOKA' s 
attitude which he coulc! not understand and referring to 
the resignation of the HIRANUMA Cabinet as a similar 
instance, seated that he wished to resign if a war 
should break out between Germany and the Soviet. At 
that time KONOYE was enthusiastic in making special 
efforts to conclude Japan's diplomatic negotiations with 
the United States, and KIDO did not believe that he 
should resign and told him that prior to his resigna
tion he should talk frankly to MATSUOKA and try to
oorsuadc MATSUOKA into acceptance of KONOYE's adminis- 

572.
trative policy. A resignation at this time might
have forced the incoming Cabinet into still greater
pressure by the militarists. ICIDO also suggested that

KONOYE should talk ov̂ -r the matter with HIRANUMA,
Minister of Home Affairs, as shown in his diary of

573.
June 20, 1941.

185. As a result a conference was held on v
566,'Bx'. 1090/ T. lÖOö'O ’aa Cor. by'Lung,* Sec., -T. 10664.
569. -Ex. 781, T. 7910.
570. Ex. IIO8, T. 10144,
571. Ex. 1115» T. IOI62 as Cor« bv Lang. Sec. T. 10666,
572. Aff. par. 171, T. 30927.
573» Ex. I090, T. 10000, -g cor. by Lang. Sec. ,T. 10664,
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the next dny which KONOYE, KIDO and HIRANUMA attended.

The reason why HIRANUMA was present was because of
KONOYE's reference to the reasons for the resignation
of the HIRANUMA Cabinet as a similar instance and
wanted to hear from him how the situation stood at
that time. As shown in KIDO’s diary for June 21,

574
1941, the discussion was based on KID0*s opinion

575
to KONOYE of the previous day. KIDO pointed out 
that the circumstances were entirely different from 
those which led to the resignation of the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet in that in the event of a German-Soviet war 
it would rather be necessary to give reconsideration 
to the Tripartite Alliance and that for that purpose 
it would bo inevitable that the Foreign Minister 
MATSUOKA leave the Cabinet, as it would not be advisab 
for the cabinet to resign en bloc. As further shown 
in the diary entry KIDO stated that KONOYE should 
assume leadership.

186. Just as had been feared, the German-
Soviet war broke out on the 22nd, The conduct of
foreign affairs in the .lidst of such a complicated
situation was a delicate and difficult question for

576.
Japan. As was to bo expected, MATSUOKA began to
574. Ex. 781, T. 7910.
575. Ex. 781, T. 7910..536.. Aff. Par. 17̂ - T. 30929»
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advocate, ov^r Prince ICONOYE's head, a military 
expedition to Siberia which not with disapproval by 
the Cabinet Ministers as well as KONOYE, It is 
because of this consideration that KIDO told the 
Ercpuror, as is recorded in his diary of June 22,

5771041 j that His Majesty should inpress upon 
MATSUOKA his desire to have the natters handled 
through the Prettier and also impress upon MATSUOKA 
the importance of careful consultation with the 
Premier. A careful reading of KIDO's Diary will 
definitely establish that KIDO, in his statement to 
the Emperor, said nothing which night produce an 
effect on the Emperor*s views concerning the govern
ment's policy. That would have been interference by 
KIDO with the cabinet. Ho merely expressed his wish 
that as Emperor ho would show an attitude of attach
ing due importance to the Pr-jnier and checking the 
too forward act which night bo harmful to the unity 
of the cabinet. This is an outstanding instance of the 
scrupulous care with which KIDO, as Lord Keeper of 
the Privy Seal, exercised in strictly observing the 
distinction between the Imperial Court and the Govern
ment so as not to encroach upon the proper functions of 
5*77. *x.-l£93VT. 10664.
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---------------------------------------------------------
the government. a s  KIDO has explained, in ease
the explanation of the government or the Supreme
Command regarding any policy was deemed considerably
well grounded, the Lord Keeper used to tell the
Emperor to approve it. In such a case, however, the
Lord Keeper was always strictly cautious if he was
asked and gave his own personal opinion.

578. Aff. par. 151, T. 30906.
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1Ö7. The next day, June 23, 1941, us shown
579

in KIDO's Diary KIDO had an audience with the En-peror 

in the morning. Ke reported to him the conversation 

of Prince KONOYE with ÎJATSUOKA. In that entry of his 

diary KIDO mentiors the fact that he had a talk with 

Prince KONOYE from 2:40 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., "* * * ex
changing frank opinions on the changed situation 

caused by Germany's war agair.st Soviet Russia." The 

prosecution cncpl'nins because KIDO did not set out in 

his diary this conversation and intimates that there 

was no trace of it. As shown the entry does show he 

had such a conversation. However, the prosecution did 

not cross-examine KIDO on this conversation. It is

uncontradicted. As KIDO testified on direct KONOYE
530

asked KIDO his opinion. KIDO stated that Germany by 

waging a war against the Soviet Union had violated the 

principle that it was necessary for both states to 

make strides in adjusting diplomatic relations with 

the Soviet Union. On this principle Germany agreed 

at the time when the alliance between Germany and Japan 

was concluded. In other words, Germany's waging a 

war against Russia had changed one of the elements upon 

which the alliance was formed. Therefore, the Prime

579. Tr. 10,024.
580. Aff. par. 175, Tr. 30,931.
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Minister should consider vost carefully as to 

whether the alliance should be continued any longer. 

Prince KONCYE agreed with KIDO on that point and 

agreed that he would examine the matter. KIDO sub

sequently heard that KONOYE had expressed tc MATSUOKA 

his desire for reconsideration of the alliance, but 

MATSUOKA did not take it seriously and only made
581

a protest by telegram to the German Foreign Minister.

There is no foundation for the prosecution's claim

that this advice conflicts with his diary entry of
582

June 21, 1941, or with the advice he gave the
583.

Emperor on July 31, 1941.
. 584

188. The prosecution points to diary entries 
585 586 587

of June 18, 1941, June 25, 1941, and July 5, 1941

in support of its contention that they show no record

of KIDO's disapproval or of advice to the Emperor

to stop the advance into southern French Indo-China.

The prosecution must know, although it did not include

it in its excerpt of June 18, 1941, that KIDO did

speak to the Emperor on that day. The prosecution

58n; Aff. par. 175, Tr. 30,931.
582. Pros. ex. 781, Tr. 7910.
583. Tr. 30,933.
584. Par. JJ-6 3 , T r. 41,102.
585. Ex. 1089, Tr. 9998.
586. Ex. 1095, Tr. 10,026.
587. Ex. 1112. Tr. 10,156 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.

-------------- I r .  1 0 . 6 6 6 . ____________
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also overlooks the fact that KIDO's diary shows that

he did discuss this matter with the Fmperor on
588 589 590

June 22, 1941, June 23, 1941, and July 2, 1941.

189. There is no necessity for amazement

on the part of the prosecution that KIDO did not know

until he read KOKOYE's memoirs that the decision or

the Imperial Conference of July 2, 1941 "* * * con

templated an advance to French Indo-China dnd was to 

be carried cn even if it meant recourse tc war

against the United States of America and Britain."
591

As explained by KIDO, he was advised that the dis

cussions at the liaison conference had centered pri

marily around MATSUOKA's idea of proceeding north 

against Russia. Of secondary importance was the pub 

lie discussion of the necessity of Japan advancing

southward to obtain materials and necessities. As
592

shown in his diary of July 2, 1941, it was the 

Emperor who told KIDO about the progress of the 

Imnerial conference. The prosecution, however, 

argues that he knew the details of the September 6, 

1941, conference as appears from prosecution

588. Ex. 1093, Tr. 10,021 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.
Tr. 10,664.

589. Ex. IO94, Tr. 10,024.
590. Ex. 1108, Tr. 10,144.
591. Aff. par. 177, Tr. 30,933.
592. Ex, 1108. Tr. 10^44._____
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exhibit 2250, tr. 16,198, which is a historical docu

ment KIDO wrote in November 1941. Naturally in order 

to record the events properly, and as the decision 

of the September 6 Conference was most important, 

because it was the “ cancer" existing at that time, he 

ascertained the e x a c t  facts in detail. Here again 

KIDO was not cross-examined on any of these matters. 

The prosecution submits its own conclusions unsup

ported by facts.
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190. It is significant that the prosecution 

in its:individual summation against KIDO, omits all 

reference to KIDO's affidavit and diary entries with 

respect to KIDO's opinion that MATSUOKA should resign 

because he was proving a stumbling block in KONOYE's 

attempts to complete peace negotiations with America,
593

as set forth in KIDO's diary of July 15, 1941,
594 595

July 16, 1941, and July 17, 1941. MATSUOKA's
596

attitude is confirmed in Prince KONOYE's memoirs, 

wherein KONOYE records, "However, in spite of my 

efforts, Foreign Minister M A T S U O K A 's attitude became 

increasingly uncooperative. It became clear that 

his attitude was one of opposition to the Japanese-

593. Fx. 1115, as Cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 10,666.
594. Ex. 1116, as Cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 10,667.
595. Ex. 1117, as Cor. by Lang. Sec. Tr. 11,138;

Aff. paras. 179, 180, 181, 182, Tr. 30,934-
— — 30y939. -----------------------------------------
596. Fx. 2866, Tr. 25,747.

>
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American negotiations," KÔNOYE al'scTTecord3, with----

respect to the collapse of his cabinet at that time,

"The previous cabinet had done its utmost for the

success of the Japanese-American negotiations. * * *

The opposition of the Foreign Minister alone had
597

caused'the cabine t !s collapse." This is also con

firmed by TOMITA:s testimony and the prosecution did
598

not cross-examine him.

191. The KONOYE cabinet resigned and the

only principal change of the new KOKOYE cabinet was

that Foreign Minister LiATSUOXA was replaced by Foreign

Minister T0Y0DÆ which was for the purpose of facili-
599

tating negotiations with America. Ambassador Craigie 

reported on the change in policy after MATSUOKA’s
600

departure as Foreign Minister as follows:

"With his departure, a very considerable. —  

brief notable (?but) a radical —  change has occurred 

in the political situation here, and there exists a 

more real prospect than at that time of settirg in 

motion a steady- swing away from the Axis and towards 

more moderate policies."

Apparently by failing to mention in its

597. Ex. 2866, Tr. 25,748.
598. Tr. 33,298.
599. Par. 1Ô2, Tr. 30,939.
600. Ex. 2908, Tr. 25,849.
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individual summation KIDÖ's participation in the exodus

of MATSUOKA, the prosecution realized KIDC was exerting

efforts for peaceful purposes and that they did not

represent the acts cf a criminal.

92. The prosecution reverses its position

and asks the Tribunal to accept what KIDO wrote in his 
6 0 1

affidavit regarding a conversation KIDO had with
6 0 2

Prince KONOYE on August 2, 1941, explaining his diary
603

entry of that date. The prosecution seems to think 

that KIDO should be convicted because he does not 

state in every excerpt of his diary that he was 

objecting to war with the United States. KIDO was a 

historian recording the facts as they occurred. As 

his diary of August 2, 1941, clearly shows, in a 

conversation he had with KONOYE the question on hand 

was that there was a certain element in the navy which 

was gathering strength which might lead to political 

difficulties and cause anxiety in the maintenance of 

harmony between the Supreme Command and the government. 

They also discussed the fact that because of the 

embargoes Japan's oil would not last two years, which 

would result in an acute national crisis and that a

601. Par. JJ-64, Tr. 41,103-41,104.
602. Aff. par. 185, Tr. 30,943-30,944.
6 0 3 . Ex. II2 9 , Tr. 10,196 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.

Tr. 10,667.
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thorough discussion should be had between the War and
Navy Ministers concerning the fundamental national
policy and if a complete agreement was not reached,
the cabinet would have to resign and the army and
navy would then assume charge of the administration
of the country* From this it is quite apparent, as
explained by KIDO, that there was some talk of going
to war with America at that time, and it is clear
that the use of the word "now'* as referred to by
KIDO in his explanation was merely in reference to
the fact that there was an element in the navy which 

•
was considering a decision to go to war with America

604
at that time. If this diary of August 2, 1941, is
read in conjunction with KIDO^s diary of August 7,

605
1941, KID0*s opinion on this entire matter will be 
clearly discerned. As he stated in his diary of 
August 7, 1941, if the situation with respect to the 
oil were tr’ie, "We must reach the conclusion that 
our war with the United States of America would be 
a hopeless one." Does that sound like the opinion 
of a man conspiring to wage aggressive war? Emphati
cally no. It definitely establishes that KIDO was
604. Ex. 1129, Tr. 10,196 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.

Tr. 10,667.
605. Ex. II30. Tr. 10,199 as Cor. by Lang. Sec.
------ Xj v 10,667.______________________ _________________
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suggesting to K'ÖTIÜYE hê sTiôùld“avert war with America-- ■

by diplomatic negotiations or. the- ground that if 

Japan was to go to war with America the blockade of 

oil would be fatal to Japan.

193. He then points out that if an attack 

was made or the Dutch East Indies and Singapore and 

the Philippine Islands, they would still not be able 

to get oil and Japan would be defeated. In paragraph 

11 KIDO said-,

"II. We could not do what we wanted on 

account of the lack of our national power. Although 

the situation was different in its external appearance, 

we might be compelled to make the same decisior as we

did in the case of the Three-Power Interference after
; 6Ö6

the Sino-Japanese.War."

The prosecution, without any evidence to

support it, interprets this clause as meaning that

what Japan actually did was to submit for the time

being and wait for better opportunities to enforce her

will upon China which came in 191?» 1931» and 1937.

This, of course, is not the decision KIDO refers to.

May we take the liberty and advise the Tribunal that

KIDO was referring tc the decision which was made

after the peace conference when Japan as a result of
606. Ex. II30, Tr. 10,200, as Cor. by Lang. Sec.
------ ro-̂ 67. -i—  -----— ’------------------------------



the Three-Power interference returned the Liaotung 

Peninsula to China. (If the prosecution thought this 

was important, it could have asked KIDO.) The balance 

of the entry shows that KIDO advocated that the 

Japanese should do everything in their power to restore 

friendly relations between the United States of 

America and Japan which, as is well known, were very 

critical at that time.

194. The evidence is that KIDO knew that 

Japan was being pressed economically but he felt and 

told KONOYE that Japan should resolve to toil through
60 7

ten years of hard struggle. He pointed cut the need/
for materials and Japan’s hopes in the southern 

regions. The evidence is that he had no thought in 

mind of obtaining those materials other than by
608

peaceful means. KIDO testified that he fully 

realized in his talk with KONOYE that if Japan suc

ceeded in warding off a war with America and the 

present European war came to an end, the desire for 

peace would not be impossible to be created after the 

war and that, therefore, it might be possible to get 

politics to follow their proper course until that

607. Ex. II30, Tr. 10,200; Aff. par. 187, Tr. 30,946.
608. Aff. par. I8 7, Tr. 30,946-30,947.

--------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------- j
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told KONOYE that Japan should resolve to toil through
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ten years of hard struggle. He pointed cut the need/
for materials and Japan’s hopes in the southern

regions. The evidence is that he had no thought in

mind of obtaining those materials other than by 
608

peaceful means. KIDO testified that he fully 

realized in his talk with KONOYE that if Japan suc

ceeded in warding off a war with America and the 

present European war came to an end, the desire for 

peace would not be impossible to be created after the 

war and that, therefore, it might be possible to get 

politics to follow their proper course until that

607. Ex. 1130, Tr. 10,200; Aff. par. 187, Tr. 30,9*6.
608. Aff. par. 187, Tr. 30,9*6-30,9*7.
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time through making redoubled efforts to reconstruct

politics and to check the military. His views were

expressed to KONOYE for the purpose of having KONOYE

convince the militarists of the hopelessness of war 
609

with America.

195. If the guilt or innocence of -KIDO depends 

upon the prosecution’s interpretaticn of KIDO’s diary, 

we ask as a sample that the Tribunal examine KIDO’s 

diary and his interpretaticn of the diary entry out

lined above. Then compare the prosecution’s inter

pretation of this diary today with its interpretation
610

of the same entry pn January 30, 1947. Today the

prosecution gives its interpretation of that diary

entry and says in conclusions

’’We submit that this is the advice of a man

who fully shares the aims of the militarists but not

their confidence in immediate success; for success
611

he is prepared to wait ten years."

On January 30, 1947, in referring tc this 

same diary entry, the prosecution concluded:

"No doubt if his advice had been taken we 

should not be holding this trial today; and if he had

609. Aff. par. 187, Tr. 30.947.
610. Pros. doc. 0003, Tr. 16,852.
611. Par. JJ-65, Tr. 41,105.
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resigned wnen it Wai rejected Wu might noL have------ -

included him excepttwith regard to China."
We ask that the Tribunal read this diary

613entry and accept KIDO's clearcut explanation thereof." 
Here again, if there was any doubt as to what KIDO 
meant, cross-examination of him on this entry would 
have been of assistance to the Tribunal. Apparently, 
on January 30, 1947, the prosecution took the view 
that this diary entry of August 7, 1941, shows that 
KIDO could not be held criminally liable for the • 
Pacific war but today the prosecution evidently has 
changed its view. (It cites no additional testimony 
to support its changed view. It still confines its 
•opinion to the same diary entry.) Is the judgment of 
this Tribunal on this particular point to be based 
on either of the prosecution's interpretations of the 
diary or on KIDO's uncontested explanation thereof?
If the prosecution's interpretation is to be taken, 
which one, the one of January 30, 1947, or today's? 
Even if for the sake of argument wo were to accept 
prosecution's conclusions that KIDO favored the aims 
of the militarists but that he was prepared to wait
for ten years, this still is not a crime under the
612.
613.

Pros
Aff. doc. 0003, Tr. 16,852. 

par. 187, Tr. 30,946-30,947.
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Charter or the Indictment. There is no charge in
the Indictment for'a war to occur ten years from now
nor is it part of any conspiracy for tv;o reasons.
In the first place, he is not being charged for any
conspiracy to commence a war ten years from now, and
secondly there is no evidence that anyone agreed or
conspired with him to do so. He stood alone on this.
Apparently realizing this, the prosecution attempts
to drag him back into the conspiracy counts by
stating, "His doubts are clearly based on those of
NAGANO a week earlier. Later when NAGANO changed614
his view KIDO fell in with the rest." The prosecu
tion cites no evidence supporting the last amazing
sentence.

\ 614

614. Par. JJ-65, Tr, 41,105-41,106.
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With respect to the first sentence, the
615

prosecution merely cites an exhibit without 

explanation. That exhibit is K I D O 1s Diary of July 3 1 ,

1941, wherein KIDO sets forth the conversation he had 

with the Emperor. The Emperor told KIDO that Admiral 

NAGANO had made a report to the Emperor stating that 

in the Navy* s opinion war should be averted as much 

as possible; that NI.GANO opposed the Tri-Partite Alliance 

and so long as it existed, the ad jus tient of Japanese- 

American diplomatic relations would be impossible and 

if they were impossible and oil was cut off and war 

broke out with America, the oil would only be sufficient 

for one and one-half years. Wh e n  the Emperor asked 

NAGANO if it would be possible to win a sweeping 

victory, NAGANO replied* was even doubtful

whether or not v?e would ever win, to say nothing of 

a great victory as in the Russo-Japanese War." KIDO 

said in his diary*

•'I was filled with trepidation by the Imperial 

anxiety about the danger of having to wage a desperate 

war."

It further shows K I D O 1 s answer to the Emperor 

was that NAGANO 1 s opinion was too simple. KIDO told 

the Emperor that he was doubtful whether Japan could 

-il5*__ Ex. 1125, T. 10T1 8 6 as Cor. By Lane. Sec.. t.*1 0 ,66fr.

:■ < ■■ V,' :•• > ■
? ‘A‘’■ "»•'..i

v-AjlpŜfcs 
,*• '-*1 ;h'ï: V
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have the confidence of the United States if she 

annulled the Tri-Partite Pact or whether she would 

be held in contempt if she annulled it. The diary 

also shows he further advised the Emperor;

"There ere several means to be tried regarding 

the relationship between America and Japan. We must 

deliberate patiently on the matter in a constructive 

manner. I would urge the P r e m i e r 1 s careful consideration 

on this point."
616

Are these the words of a criminal, a
6 1 7 6 1 8 619

murderer, a gangster, an aggressor at heart.?

From the foregoing it is apparent th^t KIDO had no 

doubt that war with the United States could never 

succeed. It also shows th^t he w^s opposed to it and 

advocated constructive deliberation. There is no 

evidence nor does the prosecution cite any evidence 

shov/ing that he ever, "fell in with the rest." On 

the contrary as will be shown, he continued to hold 

to his views in opposition to the rest.

XII. (e) The End of the Third KONOYE 

Cabinet, September 1, 1941 - October 15, 1941

1 9 6 . V/hen KONOYE went to the Palace on

6 1 6 . Indictment,
617. Indictment.
6 1 8. T. 3 1 ,5 4 4 .
619. T. 16,852.
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September 5, 1941 to submit the agenda for the proposed • 
l
I Imperial Conference he showed it to KIDO und it 

. c o n s i s t e d  of three points. 1* War preparations be

4 made against America and Britain. 2. In parallel,

5 the negotiation v:ith America be pushed very hard,

6 3 .  In case no prospect of an amicable conclusion

7 of the negotiation with America came in sight by the

8 first ten days of October, Japan make up her mind to
621

9 wage war with America and Britain. This was the

10 first time KONOYE had made any reference to the

11 question which was now abruptly presented to KIDO.

12 KIDO told KOHOYE such a serious plan should not be
13

presented to the Emperor so suddenly as it would
14 embarrass the Emperor because he would not have time
15 to think it over. He als.o told KONOYE it was dangerous16

to fix a time limit and asked if it was not possible 17
lg to modify even this point alon:e, «nd if the plan was 

not abandoned it might ler'd to war. KONOYE told him19 i i o t  U U c i l l U U U L U  X U  U l X g l i U  J l CT5 ’ U  b U  W e l l  • U U J . U  m m

20 thf't it h*»d already been decided at the Liaison

21 Conference between the Government and the High Command

22 and it was therefore difficult to either modify or

23 give up the plan. KONOYE added that there was no

24 alternative left for him but to devote his efforts toalternative left for him but to devote his efforts to

25 bringing the negotiations to an amicable conclusion.
622

I *
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'Sonda to
- ml „hjety put v-rious str-tepiemKicnl qUestlong

him to which KONOYE found it impossible „uj rtpiy
and asked the Emperor summon tne Chiefs of cf^23 'jtnff
of the Army and Nnvy. Thereafter KIDO vvns received

in audience ^nd told the Emperor to follow the Premier’
advice of summoning the Chiefs of St^ff which he did

and KIDO requested the Aide de Camp to crii the Chief

of the General Staff, the Chief of the- Naval General
624

Staff and the Premier to the Palace.

198. After the audience which Prince KONOYE 

and the Chiefs of Staff h^d with the Emperor, KONOYE 

told KIDO that the Emperor asked Llarsha.lSUGIYAMA 

when the southern campaign would bo terminated and 

he replied in a short period of time. The Emperor 

reprimanded him reminding him that he had said a 

similar thing at the outbreak of the China Incident. 

Fleet Admiral NAGANO also told the Emperor that if 

things went on as they were Japan would lose but there 

would be a hope of recovery if a drastic operation is 

undergone and that is war. KONOYE said that the 

Emperor asked why diplomatic negotiations v;tsre not 

placed first to which KONOYE replied that the planning 

623‘ rî£* Î91» TA 30.950, &c* H3*, T. 10,215 ns
Sor- LCng £ecv  T* 10,668. ’

_  * Ex. 1134, T. 10,215 as cor. Lang. Sec. T. 10,668;
------------ -------------------  Ibid.
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197» When KONOYE submitted the agenda to

the Throne His Majesty put various strategical questions

to him to which K0N0YE found it impossible to reply

p.nd asked the Emperor to summon the Chiefs of Staff
623

of the Army and Navy. Thereafter KIDO was received

in audience and told the Emperor to follow the Premier's

advico of summoning the Chiefs of Staff which he did

and KIDO requested the Aide de Camp to call the Chief

of the General Staff, the Chief of the Naval General
624

Staff and the Premier to the Palace.

198. After the audience which Prince K0N0YE 

and the Chiefs of Staff had with the Emperor, K0N0YE 

told KIDO that the Emperor asked Marshal'. SUGIYAMA

when the southern campaign would be terminated and

he replied in a short period of time. The Emperor 

reprimanded him reminding him that he had said a 

similar thing at the outbreak of the China Incident.

Fleet Admiral NAGANO also told the Emperor that if 

things went on as they were Japan would lose but there 

would be a hope of recovery if a drastic operation is 

undergone and that is war. K0N0YE said that the 

Emperor asked v:hy diplomatic negotiations were not 

placed first to which K0N0YE replied that the planning

623. Aff. par. 191, T. 30,950. Ex. 1134, T. 10,215 as
Cor. Lang Sec., T. 10,668. j

624. Ex. 1134, T. 10,215 as cor. Lang. Sec. T. 10,668; ;
--------------  -------- ------ --- -------------Ibid. I

e
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was aimed at attaching primary importance to diplomatic 

negotiations and requested the Emperor to approve the
625

plan since it h*d been decided by the Liaison Conference,

199. The prosecution says: "***thire is

no trace whatever in the Diary***” of a conversation

between KONOYE and KIDO related in KIDO*s Affidavit

as having taken place after KOKOYE end the Chiefs of

Staff h^d seen the Emperor on the 5th of September 
626 627

1941, The Diary entry shows the conversation

v/as helds

”1 requested Aide de Camp YOKOYAMA to call

the Chief of the General St-ff, the Chief of the

Naval General St^ff and the Premier to the Palace. At

6 P.M. they were granted an audience by the Emperor

to answer the Imperial questions. After this retirement

from the presence of the Emperor, the Premier colled

on me to have a talk v/ith me. He took leave at 7 p,m.”

200. The prosecution also says there is no

trace in the di^ry of KIDO's conversation with KONOYE

before KONOYE saw the Emperor on that date. This 
628

same exhibit recites that "At 4î30 P.M. the Premier 

proceeded to the Palace and submitted to the Throne

625.
626. 
627.

6287

Aff. par. 192, T. 30,952.
Par. JJ-66, T. 41*106.
Ex. II34, T. 10,215 as cor. Lang. Sec. T, 10,668, 
and additional excerpt in KIDO*s affidavit Pa.r. 
199j T. 30,951. _ ___________________
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a pirn relative to the holding of a council in the 

Imperial presence*" It is quite apparent th--t since 

KIDO knew the exact time- K0N0YE went in to see the 

Emperor lie must have seen him end talked with him, 

and the entry shows KIDO knew wh-t KONOYE was going 

to submit to the Emperor.

201. The Council in the Imperial Presence 

was held on September 6th, 1941. Before being summoned 

by the Emperor that morning KIDO had * conversation 

with Mr, HARA, President of the Privy Council. They 

discussed questions which KARA should ask at the 

Imperial Conference pointing toward emphasis on 

continuance of diplomatic negotiations rather than 

preparations for war, The Emperor told KIDO that he 

would like to ask some questions at the Conference 

and KIDO told him that since KARA was going to ask
i

important questions on behalf of the Emperor that the

Emperor should, in view of the importance of the

question, warn the High Command to exert every effort

to bring the diplomatic negotiations to an amicable 
629

conclusion. This specifically appears in KIDO1 s
630

Diary of September 6th, 1941 ns follows:

"Then I advised His Majesty that since KARA,

629. Aff. par. 192, T. 30,953* 630
6 3 0 , — Ex. 1135> as Cor, L a n g . S e c . T .. -3 1 »4?Q».
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;hc President of the Privy Council, v;ould ask importent

1 i|uestions on His Majesty* s behalf, the- Emperor should
2
;ive a warning in conclusion that the Supreme Mar 

1 Command should exert every effort in order to bring 

about n diplomatic success innsmuch as the present 

iecision was such an important one that it might le«d 

bo n war in which our national fortunes would be 

staked.”

In view of this advice can it be fair to
631

10 brand KIDO M***on aggressor -t he->rt?” Does that
U
12
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warning suggested by KIDO show a criminal mind?

202. KIDO did not attend the Imperial 
632

Conference. As shown in his diary KIDO was- advised

that I1ARA asked the questions and the Emperor gave a

warning as suggested by KIDO. This is corroborated 
633 'by OIKAWA, OIK/.WA also testified that the Emperor

took the High Command to task for not answering the
634

questions put by HARA. Th-nt HAHA asked the questions

and the Emperor gave the warning was also corroborated
635

by TO.JO.

203. There is no merit to any contention that 

631. Pros. Doc. 0003, T. 16,852.
63?. Ex. 1135, ns cor. Lang Sec. T. 31,420, Aff. par.
, 193, T, 30,953.
633. T. 34,600-34,602.
634. T. 34,602.
635. T. 36,512, 36,513.

: m m i m
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KIDO tried to persuade the Er.peror not to ask his own
636 637|

questions. As KIDO pointed cut on cross-examination
638

end ns shown in his diary KIDO believed that HAH.

should ask the questions ns to whether or not emphasis

vms to be placed on w*>r preparations or the continuance

of diplomatic negotiations and the* Emperor himself

should give a warning on the more important point

that the High Command should exert every effort in

order to bring about diplomatic success. This point

apparently has been overlooked by the prosecution.

The diary clearly shows KID0Ts opposition to war.

204. The prosecution also states that the

conversation KIDO had with HARA before KIDO spoke
639

with the Emperor is not mentioned in the- diary. The♦
diary entry specifically shows from the tense used
that KIDO did have a prior conversation with KARA. In

the original translation cf this di~ry entry the word

"only" appeared between the words "the Emperor should"

and "give a warning", which was eliminated by the

Language Section luring KIDO’s cross-examination on
640

October 21, 1947. 636 637 * 639 640
636. Par. JJ-70, T. 31,369. \
637. T. 31,371.
6 3 0 . Ex. 1135 as cor. Lang. Sec. T. 31,420.
639. Par. JJ-67, T. 41,106.
640. T. 31,420.
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205. KIDO describes the conversation he and
KONOYE had on September 26, 1941, about KONOYE’s desire
to resign and KIDO's suggestion fiat the decision of

641
September 6, 1941, should be reviewed, which conver
sation was only summed up in his diary bv the statement

642
that "I advised him to be prudent." The prosecution 
savs his diary does not suggest such a conversation.
Again no cross-examination. The diary entry does not 
suggest anything to the contrary and there is no evidence 
in the’case that anything to the contrary was said and 
furthermore it does not show a criminal mind.

206. In an excerpt from the diary of Ambassador 
Grew entitled "Ten Years in Japan," there appears the 
substance of a paraphrase of an original text prepared
by the Der-artment of State, September 29, 1941, entitled
"The Ambassador in Japan Reports to the Secretary of

643
State" as follows:’

"Since the fall of Admiral YONAI’s Cabinet in 
July of 1940, American diplomacy in Japan has been in 
eclipse temporarily through force of circumstances. How
ever, when the KONOYE-TOYODA regime began last July, 
American diplomacy obtained a very active new lease of 
life."
(641. Ex. 1141. T. 10230. * 643
-642^— Par--JJ-6oy T. 41107«—
643. Ex. 2837, T. 25376-7.)
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Ambassador Grew recalled "* * *that It. was not then 
«

possible under the existing circumstances for anv 
Japanese leader or group to r e v e r s e  the program of ex
pansion and expect to survive;* * *"

207. We ask that the Tribunal examine KIDO’s
644

diary entry of October 9, 1941. It definitely shows 
that KIDO submitted to KONOYE his opinion that the 
resolution of the council in the Imperial Presence on the 
6th of September was too outright and it was not the 
conclusion of exhaustive discussion; that the reconsider* 
ation be given to a war with American and advised him 
that it would be inadvisable to declare war against the 
United States immediately; it should be made clear that 
the termination of the China Incident is the first con
sideration and that freedom should be acquired by Japan 
without paying any attention to economic pressure by the 
United states. Ho also advised that the people should be 
made to understand the necessity for ten or fifteen years 
of hard struggle on the part of Japan and to establish 
a highly defensive nation. He also suggested if neces
sary, Japan was ready by belligerency to promote the
completion of the China Incident. As KIDO explained in 

645
his affidavit he expounded his opinion to KONOYE so that
KONOYE could use it in arguing with the military.* He
(644. Ex. 1146 as cor. Lang. Fee. T. 11139. i

A f f .  pars. 2UU,k?01, T r  30960-2.)----------------J
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took groat pains in carefully impressing K0N0YE with the
logic of his opinion. As he said the situation at that
tine was so bad thajt he knew the Army would never agree
unless some positive diversionary attitude was put
forward and it was for this reason that he suggested
completion of the China Incident. The militarv would not
listen to any plan which meant entire cessation of
hostilities so he suggested if thev nust fight they
should confine their activities to China. It was a sop
he was offering in a situation which afforded no other
alternatives. It was the only solution to avoidance of

646
a clash with America. It is quite apparent that if 
KIDO had been successful in dissuading the military the 
question after that would take car*' of itself in that if 
the European war was brought to an end in the meantime a 
big change would occur in the world situation with a 
powerful peace movement sweeping over the world and Japan 
might be saved. It is quite clear that his intention 
was insüired by the desire to absolutely avoid war with 
the United Ftates by progressing in the proper direction 
slowlv but steadily. The prosecution barely mentions the 
contents of KIDO’s diarv of October 9, 1941, in comment
ing that its remarks directed to the entry of August 7,

647
1941, apply to the entry of October 9, 1941. Eut 
(646. Aff. par. 201, T. 30962.
-̂647 .— Parr-J^TOy -T-.-41107-.-)--------------------------
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--------------M ........ ....... -.......................
those remarks refer to a few words which do not appear

1 in the latter entry. The prosecution however recognizes
2

that the diary entries of August 7, 1941, and October 9,
3

1941, are similar. It apparently recognized that KIDO's4
reasoning in the entry of August 7, 1941, was correct,

6 and its remarks regarding it are likewise applicable
here —  “No doubt, if his advice had been taken we

7 649
8 should not be holding this trial today* * *,"
9 THE PRESIDENT: v/ill recess for fifteen
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
IS

19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 

taken until 1100, after which the proceed
ings were resumed as follows:)

(648. Par. JJ-65, T. 41104-5.
649. Pros. Doc. 0003, T. 16852.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I shall

continue reading KIDO's summation, page 178, paragraph

208.

On October 12, 1941 the Ogibuko Conference

was held at Prince KONOYE's house. There were present

War Minister TOJO, Navy Minister OIKAWA, Foreign

Minister TOYODA, Prince KONOYE and SUZUKI, President

of the Planning Board. TOMITA, Chief Secretary to

the Cabinet, reported the result of that conference

to KIDO and it is fully set forth in his diary of that

day. 7 According to the information KIDO received

TOJO contended that the Government should make up its

mind to wage war with America in accordance with the

decision of the Imperial Conference of September 6th

as he thought there was no hope for the negotiations

with America. He added, however, that he did not want

war if an explanation convincing enough was forthcoming

that the negotiations would be brought to an amicable
«

solution with confidence. Navy Minister OIKAWA said

in substance that he thought there was still hope for

650. Ex. 1147, Tr. 10246 as Corrected by Language 
Section, Tr. 11139.
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«©Gotiations, that it was desired that Japan come to 

terms with America even making considerable concessions 

and '•hat it would be embarrassing to conduct diplomatic 

negotiations for some time and then start war. For

eign Minister TOYODA said he thought there was some 

hope for negotiations but that it was impossible to 

make any prediction as they had to reckon with America. 

Prime Minister KONOYE stated that there was still hope 

for the negotiations which he would like to continue. 

The War Minister was not satisfied with the Prime 

Ministerrs explanation. The Conference adjourned 

after it was decided to draft a memorandum and entrust 

the Foreign Minister with its study. FIDO’s testimony

on the Ogikubo Conference is corroborated by KONOYE’s
652 653»

Memoirs, 1 MUIO and SUZUKI.

209. TOMITA also told KIDO that from the

conversations he had with Admirals OKA and OIKAWA that

the Navy was opposed to war but could not openly

express its views and would leave it to the Prime

Minister to make a decision whether or not Japan should

go to war with America. This is also corroborated by

KONOYE’s Memoirs in so far as OIKAWA is concerned.

651. Ex. 2913, Tr. 25862-25865.
652. Ex. 3454, Tr. 33104.
653. Tr. 35251-35253.
654. Ex. 2913, Tr. 25862-25865.
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46,635
210. In commenting on KIDO’s diary entry

655of October 12, 1941, the prosecution says that
KILO rightly interprets OIKAWA’s statement as "even

656making considerable concessions.” That is not an
interpretation of KIDO. It is a report of what
OIKAWA said at the Ogikubo Conference as related to

657KIDO by TOMITA. The prosecution then remarks,
"If KIDO had ever given similar advice he would have
shown his sincerity." KIDO's advice on many occasions 
went far beyond the mere granting of concessions.
Por example, as shown in his diary entries of July 31,

658 659 , „ 6601941, August 7, 1941, September 6, 1941,
661 662October 9, 1941, October 17, 1941, October 20,

663 , 6641941, November 19, 1941, November 2 6 , 1941, and 665
665November 30, 1941, 7 he was opposed to war under any

circumstances.
655» Ex. 1147, Tr« 10246 as Corrected by Language Section, Tr. 11139.656. Affidavit, par. 202, Tr. 30964; par. JJ-71,Tr. 41108.657« Par. JJ-71, Tr. 41107, 41108.658. Ex. 1125, Tr. 10186 as Corrected by Language Section, Tr. 10667.659. Ex. 1130, Tr. 10199 Ibid.660. Ex. 1135, Tr. 102lè as Corrected by Language Section, Tr. 31420.661. Ex. 1146, Tr. 10241, as Corrected by Language Section. Tr. 11139.662. Ex. 1154, Tr. 10291, as Corrected by Language Section, Tr. 11142.663. Ex. II5 0, Tr. 10295.
664. Ex. II90, Tr. 10429, as Cor. Lang. Sec. Tr. 11143# 
-665» Bxr-119&r~Tr. 10468 , as Cor.- Lang. Sac.. Tr. 1248Q».
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211. As shown, eve r y o n e ’s opinion at the 

Ogikubo Conference of October 12, 1941 hinged on the 

success or failure of negotiations with America. 

Although Î0J0 did express bis opinion with regard to 

the stationing of troops in China and refused to 

entertain anything that might affect the result of 

the China Incident, his viewpoint changed before he 

was appointed Prime Minister. Thus the last important 

meeting h e W  during the existence of the Third KONOYE 

Cabinet ended with no decision as to whether or not 

Japan would go to war with America.

212. On October 13, 1941 as a result of the

Ogikubo Conference the political atmosphere became so

tense that it was feared that a war might break out at

any moment under forcible pressure of the militarists.

The situation was so delicate that the Emperor on that

day showed his concern when ho discussed with KID0 an

Imperial Rescript in case he was required to grant

sanction to the opening of war. This is shown in

KIDO's Diary of October 13, 1941, only a small portion
666

of which was processed b y  the prosecution. That 

evening SUZUKI visited KIDO and told him his political 

views which might contribute in some way "* * * to 

the making of a new turn in our political condition.u 

6~66. A ffr par r  204, Tr . 30969.------------------------------ J

0
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SUZUKI was in fear of a possible change of government

or a sudden plunge into war due to the intensified
66 7political situation. KIDO expressed his views to

the effect that KONOYE should assume a resolute

attitude and have a full talk with the V/ar and Navy

Ministers in order to solve the dilemna by some means
668in order to arrive at a peaceful solution.

213. KIDO is accused of adding a gloss to
669his diary of October 1 3 , 1 9 4 1. The prosecution 

claims that the diary states that KIDO and SUZUKI 

agreed that KONOYE must try to promote mutual under

standing between the V/ar and Navy Ministers but that 

KIDO adds the words to his diary "to bring about the
670peaceful solution." The prosecution however im

pliedly admits that KIDO had hoped for peaceful
671solution because of hesitation of the Navy. In 

its interpretation of this diary entry the prosecution 

omits to inform the Tribunal and makes no comment on 

the fact that the diary entry clearly states that 

SUZUKI and KIDO were talking about some way of 

"* * * making of a new turn in our political condi

tion.„672 No one has offered any contradictory

667. Aff. par. 204, Tr. 30971.
668. Aff. par. 204, Tr. 30971.
669. Ex. 1149, Tr. 10274.
670. Aff. par 204, Tr. 30971. 
671» Par-i--JJ-75y-4frr 41109.
672. Aff. par. 204, Tr. 30971.
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evidcncG and no one could possibly say that the new 
turn in political conditions referred to anything 
other than a peaceful solution. It must be remembered 
that this v/as in the middle of October 1941 when, 
according to the Imperial decision of September 6, 
1941, a decision for war was to be made. Time was 
running out. The prosecution does not comment on the 
fact that the Emperor was so apprehensive that he 
discussed with KIDO what should be done "in case we

/!no
decide on war with the United States and Britain,"
yet it refers to the same exhibit in which it is con- 

674tained. It is concerning this critical period that
the prosecution, in its summation, makes the* revealing
statement: VWe submit that KIDO was only interested

675in securing agreement no matter what it was." As 
pointed out heretofore, this clearly shows that even 
the prosecution admits that it has failed to prove 
that KIDO had a criminal mind.

214, In analyzing the situation as it 
existed on or about October 13, 1941 the prosecution 
makes three statements. (1) It refers to the China 
Incident and concludes "* * * for which no one was

676 _more clearly responsible than KIDO." In answer 673 674 675 676
673. Aff. par. 204, Tr. 30970.
674. Aff. par. 204, Tr. 30969.
675. Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41109. __________ ____ __________
676. Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41108.
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need we point out that KIDO was not even in the Cabinet 

when the China Incident started? The prosecution 

even abandoned Count 19 which charged him with starting
£\nn

this Incident. (2) With respect to the United

States, Britain and the Netherlands refusing to

supply Japan with oil in particular, the prosecution
678says: "They had at last refused to do so." This,

of course, had occurred three months previously, not

in October 1941. (3) It sets up three possible

courses which were open, the second of which'was to

make war upon the A.B.C.D. powers and then states':
679"TOJO had declared himself for No. 2." The prose

cution gives no citation for this and there is no 

evidence of such a decisive declaration. The prose

cution, without any evidence to support it, submits 

a conjectural analysis of the three possible courses 

which were open to Japan at that time. It is inter

esting to note that in so doing the prosecution does 

not suggest nor comment on the facts referring to 

the course suggested at the Ogikubo Conference of 

October 12, 1941 which KIDO did not attend. It was 

there suggested to continue negotiations with the 

.United States and if successful "* * * all operational

677. Par. JJ-89, Tr. 41128.
678. Par. JJ-72, Tr. 41108-41109.
6-79. Par. JJ-7? Tr. 411,09._____________ :______________ _
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215. We now approach the decision around

which the prosecution's interest in KIDO chiefly lies:

the recommendation of TOJO as Premier. The question

to be answered is "Did KIDO have a criminal mind in

the part he played in this critical period in Japan's

history?" The evidence is overwhelming that he did «
not. In none of the contemporary documents nor in 

the subsequent testimony adduced at this trial is 

there any evidence that he did. To hold that KIDO 

recommended TO JO to lead Japan to war would necessitate 

a decision diametrically opposed to the evidence in 

this case.

216. The principal persons who were con

sidered for the Premiership were Prince HIGASHIKUNI, 

General UGAKI, Admiral OIKAWA and General TOJO. An 

examination of the evidence discloses that the part

21
22
23
24
25

KIDO played in the recommendation was that of a man 

sincerely and honestly desirous of avoiding war. The 

evidence discloses beyond peradventure of doubt 

680. Diary, Ex. 1147, Tr. 10246, as Corrected by
681 S% £ ionX Tr- 1U4Ô.

* s Ê T ’a g o ;  Tr^"i6i48Tr" 30972-31021-
_  Ex* 11481 Tr- M 2 5 o i ^ t 0 2 6 6 - W 2 « 7 ^ ~ -

Ifl
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that KIDO believed a Premier was needed who coula 

cope with the following problems:

1. The interpretation of the decision of the

Imperial Conference of September 6, 1941, which was 

the cause of the fall of the KONOYE Cabinet.

2, A repeal of that decision so as to 

start afresh with a clean slate.

3. After the decision was repealed a re

examination of the diplomatic negotiations with 

America so as to study the question from a new angle 

and bring about successful negotiations.

who were pressing for war and to this end the Premier 

should be able to control and effect harmony and co

operation in the Army itself and between the Army and 

the Navy in full pursuance of Imperial wishes.

decisions of the past few months; and ability to 

reflect upon and appraise them accurately; and to 

this end one who was an outsider would not be able 

to understand them properly thus defeating the purpose 

of the cabinet change.

seeking to recommend a Premier to lead Japan success

fully into war it is only reasonable to say that he

4. The control of the younger militarists

5. An acquaintance with the events and

217. If KIDO had a criminal mind and was

I*

'1
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would never have given a thought to any of the above

mentioned matters. A l l  his thoughts, all his acts

and all his energies would have been devoted to the

question: who could best lead Japan to victory? The

absence of such evidence is decisive. The presence

of documentary evidence written at that time, showing

that KIDO was only interested in avoiding the war,

is entitled to the greatest weight of probity,

credibility and accuracy. As opposed to this the

Tribunal is asked to accept the prosecution^

specious arguments, unsupported by the evidence and

which confuse rather than clarify the facts. Let us

now examine the facts step by step.

218. On October 15, 1941 the question of

a cabinet headed by Prince HIGASHUCUNI arose. As

shown, KIDO, Imperial Household Minister MATSUDAIRA,
682Tsuneo, and the Emperor were opposed to this. The 

advocates of a HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet had different 

motives. Prince KONOYE desired it as he believed it 

would restrain the .Army and avert w a r . ^  As for 

Army, even granted that W a r  Minister TO JO was like- 

minded as Prince KONOYE, there was grave doubt as to

682. Ex. 1150 as Corrected by Language Section, Tr. 
11140; Aff. par. 206, Tr. 30996-30980.

683. Aff. par. 205, Tr. 30972; K0N0YE»s Memoirs,
Ex. 1148, p. 9, Tr. 10266-10267.
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the real motives- ôî^tKe military'officers who formed 

• the mainstay of the Army. The possibility of availing 

themselves of the Prince's position as Prime Minister 

and dragging the country into war was in full evidence 

because the Prince's entourage included many dangerous 

elements. It v/ould have been impossible to purge 

those elements if Prince HIGASHIKUNI formed the 

succeeding cabinet. In addition, Prince HIGASHIKUNI, 

although talented, v/as lacking in political exper

ience and training and as the situation was extremely 

difficult it v/ould have been well nigh impossible for 

the Prince to grasp the situation and work out a plan

to cope v/ith it. The foregoing appears in KIDO's
, .. 684.testimony.

219* As KIDO pointed out in his affidavit^

"The result would be that the Prince would 

be reduced to a mere figurehead, and actual political 

power would be assumed b y  the Deputy Prime Minister. 

And judging by personalities, available at that time, 

the probability was quite high that the post of 

Deputy Premier v/ould be concurrently assumed by the 

Minister of War. Such being the case, the possibility 

of averting war would be very slim under the

684. Aff. par. 205, Tr. 30973
685. Aff. par. 205, Tr. 30974 ♦
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the real motive s o ?  the military" officers who formed 

• the mainstay of the Army. The possibility of availing 

themselves of the Prince fs position as Prime Minister 

and dragging the country into war was in full evidence 

because the Prince*s entourage Included many dangerous 

elements. It would have been impossible to purge 

those elements if Prince HIGASHIKUNI formed the 

succeeding cabinet. In addition, Prince HIGASHIKUNI, 

although talented, v/as lacking in political exper

ience and training and as the situation was extremely 

difficult it would have been well nigh impossible for 

the Prince to grasp the situation and work out a plan

to cope v/ith it. The foregoing appears in KIDO's
. .. 684.testimony.

219. As KIDO pointed out in his affidavit^ 

"The result would be that the Prince would 

be reduced to a mere figurehead, and actual political 

power would be assumed by the Deputy Prime Minister. 

And judging by personalities, available at that time, 

the probability was quite high that the post of 

•Deputy Premier would be concurrently assumed by the 

Minister of War. Such being the case, the possibility 

of averting war would be very slim under the

684. Aff. par. 205, Tr. 30973.
685. Aff. par. 205, Tr. 30974.
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f
-HïGASR-ïKUNï Cabinet." —  ---------------

The prosecution guesses that the Deputy 

Prime Minister, would probably be TOJO and that there

fore K3D0 well knew that the possibility of avoiding
686war was even slimmer when TOJO became Premier. In

addition to the fact that the probabilities were that

Prince HIGASHIKUNI would have appointed one of his own

adherents as War Minister, the evidence is that it

would, not have been TOJO because according to K0H0YE*s 
687memoirs T0J0*s opinion was that if Prince HIGASHI

KUNI was appointed, "I believe that there is no other 

alternative but to return the decision of the- recent 

Imperial Conference back to a clean slate once more 

bv all of usf even including all of the Supreme 

Command resigning and to start anew with new men 

coming forward." It Is therefore apparent that the 

prosecution*s guess that the new Deputy Prime Minister 

v/ould have been TOJO is contrary to the evidence.

220. The prosecution states with respect 

to the appointment of a HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet "* * * 

KIDO would only agree to It If a common policy had 

previously been worked out between the Army and Navy. 

The prosecution then states: "Again the diary contair

686. Par. JJ-73, Tr. 41110.
687. Ex. 1148, Tr. 10265.688. Par. JJ-73, Tr. 41110.

I *
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nô indltafcfôn whât this coiftmon policy should be,~ 

but Paragraph 205 of the affidavit supplies the
„689 The diary entry of Octoberusual gloss * * *.'

690
15» which the prosecution had before it,

clear}^ fhows what the common policy between the

Army pn# Jfevy should be and K3D0Ts affidavit contains
\

no gjL̂ i6« The diary specifically states:

I'̂ he Premier, who joined our conversation 

on fyf withdrawal from the presence of the Emperor, 

sa$£ ÿtyÿ when he made a report to the Emperor on the 

plan, His Majesty said that if the Army and
t

^greed upon the peaceful policy and it is 

pÿjjoQMp of necessity to have the Princefs Cabinet, 

jjpjg ÿpepa was no alternative but to approve the

' $he diary then relates that K3D0 had a talk

premier and later had a telephone conversa-

jfitj} SUZUKI and according to SUZUKI's report:

9jg purpose was to establish harmony between the
692ppd the Navy by the influence of the Prince*" 

hi further shows, KIDO then made the

JJ-73, Tr. 41110.
F» §«• U 5 0  as Corrected by Language Section,
■’ ft, 11140; Aff. par. 206, Tr. 30976-30980.. . j | i |  IA A t v 9 A i l  • p a

tift’ ^ -  30979.par. 206, Tr. 30979.
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significant statement: "So I objected to the plant*^
This definitely shows that KIDO and the Emperor were
opposed to a HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet unless the Army and
Navy first agreed upon a peaceful policy. In addi-

" 694tion, KXD0*s Diary of October 16, 1941 substan
tiates this position.

693. Aff. pari 206, Tr. 30979.
694. Ex. 1151, Tr. 10231 as Corrected by Language 

Section, Tr. 11141,

—warn ffWu
- ***■**»?
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, 695221. In his diary of October 16, 1941, 
recorded that when TOJO called on him KIDO opposed 
his idea for the Prince’s Cabinet for the same reasons 
which he had made clear to SUZUKI (these reasons also 
appear in the same diary entry.) KIDO pointed out to 
TOJO that the decisions made at the Imperial confer
ence of September 6 were careless and KIDO urged their 
revision, and: "I also stressed the necessity of true
unity between the array and the navy. I stressed the 
fact that this was the least our country is asking 
for without which no national progress could be expect-

696
•ed.”

697
In the document he wrote in November, 1941,

he stated;
”In view of the present attitude of the navy, 

it is hardly possible to decide on the opening of hos
tilities against America. °n the other hand, without 
doubt, the decision of the Council in the Imperial 
presence of September 6 is of the utmost importance.
Now, if there should be even a little doubt about the 
attitude of the navy or the decision of the council, I 
believe it will necessitate a complete reconsideration. 
In short, without the decisive assurance of the navy, 
the utmost precaution must be taken in plunging into an

i
I__695. Ex- 1151^-ibid-.------------------------------------- J

696, Ex. 1151, as cor. Lang, °?ec. tr. 11,141-11,142
697. Ex. 2250, tr. 16,198 - 16,211
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698
all-out war and. gambling the fate of the country."

(The prosecution only quoted nart of this
69°

statement.) The exhibit further state? that TOJO

completely agreed with KIDO's opinion and said:

"... that the decision of the Council in the

Tmrerial presence wa? a cancer and that this war could

not be carried out without the firm confidence of the 
700

navy."
701

In hi? affidavit KIDO recites, with respect 

to this interview with TOJO:

"... J stated that it was needle?? to say

that the decision of the Imperial Conference was ex

tremely important and therefore must be respected and 

faithfully executed, but asked him if it was not proper 

.to reconsider in case there v/as found any point mani^ 

festing want of care therein because T thought the 

decision was careless. I drew his attention to the 

report that the navy necessarily had no confidence in 

itself. Thereupon, the 7ar Minister agreed with me, 

adding that the decision of the Imperial Conference 

could not be executed as it was..."

222. These three consistent recitals of the 

facts demonstrate a recognisatlon by KIDO of the evil

698. Fx. 22-50, tr. 16,206 - 16,207
699. Par. JJ-74, tr. 4 i , m  * 701
700-. ■ ---------------------------
701. Fx. par. 209, tr. 30,98}
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of the September 6 decision, rnd that a reconsideration

was necessarv. '"here is no rerit to the prosecution's

contention that there is no other contemporary document
702

on this matter. The diary and the account written
703

in November 1941 which were contemporary, are support

ed by the Senior statesmen's Conference of October 17,
704

1941, which the prosecution overlooks in making such 

a statement, and all of them are corroborative, not 

conflicting.

223. As early as September 26, 1941, KIDO

had recognized that the Imperial decision of September
705

6, 1741, should be reviewed. Again on October 9,

1041, he set forth in bis diary that this decision

seemed to him to be too outright and that it was not
706

the conclusion of exhaustive discussion. and he

discussed it thoroughly at the meeting of the Senior
707

Statesmen on October 17, 1941. KIDO's objection was

to the whole decision, not a part of it. as the prose-
708

cution claims. As shown in his November 1941 state

ment in referring to the decision of September 6, KIDO 

said:

"... 7 believe it will necessitate a complete 

reconsideration." The p r o s e c u t i o n ’s guess that KIDO's

702. Ex. 1151, as Cor. Lang,. c'-ec. tr. 11,141, 11,142
703. Ex. 2250, tr. 16,198-16,211
704. Aff. par. 216, tr. 31,005 - 31,018 706 707 708

7 0 6 . Ex. 1146, tr. 10,24Ï as cor. Lang. Sec. tr. 11,139
707. Aff. par. 216, tr. 31,012
708. Par. JJ-73, tr. 41,liô - 41,111

e
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710

lepp" meant only a part of it I p thu? made in dis

regard of the evidence.

2 2 4 , After expressing hi? opinion that he 

thought it would be difficult for the K0N0VT? Cabinet to 

handle the situation, TO.TO further stated in hi? con

versation with XIDO on October 16, 1941, that he thought 

there would be no alternative but to petition a Prince 

of the Blood to form a succeeding cabinet. XIDO asked

9 him whether that m eant the army had decided to com-

10
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pletel*r change its past policy and that a Frince of the

Blood would be petitioned to dispore of the aftermath,

as such a volte-face could not be effected by a subject.

TOJO replied in the negative, adding that a Frince of

the Blood would be petitioned to form a succeeding

cabinet for the vurpose of deciding on the policy in
«

the future. KIDO objected to this and expressed that 

such a cabinet should not be formed except when the 

country had decided on an absolutely peaceful policy. 

TOJO remained silent for some time and then abruptly 

asked, ,p<Jhat will become of Japan then?" KIDO replied 

that Japan might become a third or fourth rate power 

if what he was doing was persisted in. KIDO believed

710. Par. JJ-73, tr. 41,110
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at that time that if he talked to Prince KONOYE and if
Prince KONOYE exerted a little more effort, b way out
of the difficulties might be found, judging by his
interview with the "far Minister. KIDO lost no time

in telephoning Prince KONOYE, but he had already

started having his cabinet colleagues tender their
resignations. The foregoing appears in KIDO's testi- 

711
mony.

22£. KIDO consulted Prince KONÖYE after the
latter had presented the resignation of his cabinet to
the Throne, and the full conversation appears in KIDO's 

712
testimony. Ke told KONOYE that the decision of 
September 6, 1941, was ''cancer" and should be scrapped 
so as to start afresh v/ith a clean slate. For that 
purpose someone fully acquainted with the whole situa
tion should undertake the formation of the succeeding 
cabinet. KIDO believed that one not acquainted with 
the circumstances, which were all secret, would meet 
with any army opposition and that there would be no 
choice except to name Admiral OIKA'VA or General TOJO. 
They discussed the good and bad features of the appoint
ment of either of them. Fince TOJO had disagreed with 
KONOYE it might be taken as a surrender if TOJO were
711. Aff. par. 2C9, tr. 30,983 - 30,984
712. Aff. par. 211, tr. 30,986

I *
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appointed. On the other hand, if OIKA’?A was appointed, 
because the navy did not want war the army might react 
stronger. Thus if TOJO were selected and ordered to 
disregard the decisions of the Imperial Conference of 
September 6 he would be able to control the army, and 
if he continued peaceful negotiations the effect on 
America would be favorable. KONOYE agreed with KIDO 
and stated that if the array got out of control no one 
could tell what situation might be precipitated, par
ticularly as the troops were nor down south as far as 
Southern French Indo-China. To avoid such an eventuality 
TOJO, who had the array in hand, should accept the 
apDointment, especially judging from his remarks within 
the past few days. Fe did not advocate waging war 
immediately with America. As TOJO said, Japan would 
not be able to wage war if the navy had no confidence.
As KONOYE also said, a way out of the difficulty might 
be found if the Emperor granted a message to TOJO on 
this point when Fis Majesty commanded him to form a
succeeding cabinet. The foregoing is fully set forth

713
in FIDO's affidavit and substantiated in KONOYE's 

714
Memoirs. 713 714

713. Aff. par. 211, tr. 30,986 - 30,087
714. Ex. 1148, tr. 10,26Q - 10,271
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226. On the night of October 16, 1941

-.■ a

KIDO gave serious and considei able thought to the
715

problem and reviewed his interview with TOJO in 
which he had noticed that the latter had become 
more thoughtful and it did not seem that he would 
necessarily advocate war with America if the Navy 
was opposed to it. KIDO stated that a change had 
apparently come over his way of thimcing in the 
past few days. Another reason was TOJO's character 
since he was appointed Minister of V̂ ar. TOJO had 
consistently respected Imperial wishes even stronger 
than that common to all Japanese soldiers. KIDO 
reasoned that if the Emperor issued a command to 
scrap the decision of the Imperial Conference of 
September 6 and review the situation on a fresh 
basis he had sincere confidence that TOJO would 
change his policy in pursuance of Imperial wishes 
as the backbone of his contention would be gone, 
that is, it would not be obligatory on him to exe
cute the decision of the Imperial Conference. Fur
thermore, because of the development of the situa
tion in the past fev- days it would be difficult to 
carry out the past policy. KIDO knew and understood 
that cynical criticism was rampant among foreign
715. Aff. par. 212, Tr. 30,938-9

'Ü?

a -1' r̂ CW.̂ VÂ .
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residents in Japan at that time, that it was of no 
use to ask the Prime minister or the Foreign 

minister about Japan's foreign policy as it was only 

known at the General Staff of the Army, KIDO per

haps best summed up his thoughts when he said:

"Indeference to those cynical criticisms,

I thought that if the Army was made to conduct 

state affairs and if the Cabinet, formed by the Army 

itself, undertook to adjust the relations with 

America in dead earnest, American misgivings might

be dispelled,"

Although KIDO was vigorously cross-examined

on the reasons for the recommendation of TOJO, his
717

testimony was unshaken.

227, The next morning, October 17, KONOYE 

telephoned him, stating that it was his opinion 

that TOJO would be a better choice as Prime Minister

than the Navy minister, provided he was given an

Imperial command to scrap the decision of September

6 and use his best efforts to effect cooperation
718

between the Army and Navy and strive for peace,
719

KONOYE's Memoirs corroborated this. As shown by

716.
717.
718.
719.

Aff. par. 212, Tr. 30,988-9 
Tr. 31,596-31,600 
Aff. par. 213, Tr. 30,990 
Ex. 1143, Tr. 10,271
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-------------------- --? 2 0 -------------------- -------
KIDO in his affidavit, the Senior Statesmen’s
meeting was held-that day, October 17, 1941, from
1:10 p.m. to 3*45. p.m.

228. At the risk of being repetitive,
v/e repeat —  in order to attach criminal responsi
bility to KIDO for his recommendation of TOJO, it 
is fundamental that the burden is on the prosecution 
to show that KIDO did so with a criminal intent in 
mind. There is absolutely no affirmative evidence 
to which the prosecution can point to support its 
burden. No affirmative statement of KIDO's, or 
of any other witness, and no documents have been 
introduced in evidence stating or indicating that 
KIDO appointed TOJO for the purpose of commencing the . 
Pacific War. On the contrary the affirmative evidence 
and the reasonable inferences to be dispassionately 
drawn from all the evidence points unmistakably to 
one conclusion —  KIDO recommended TOJO with the 
sincere and honest intent that by so doing war 
would be averted.

229. The affirmative evidence is perhaps
best demonstrated by the minutes of the meeting of 
the Senior Statesmen of October 17, 1941. Before 
discussing these minutes we should like to digress
720. Aff. par. 214, Tr. 30,990 |
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for a moment. Th'* prosecution fail'd to introduce
the minutes of this conference in evidence and yet
it is one of the two conferences for which the

721
prosecution charges criminality against KIDD.
Appendix E of the Indictment charges that KIDO was

. • present at and concurred in the decisions
taken . . . "  at the conference of October 17, 1941
(ex-Promiers) " . . .  which decision prepared for

722
and led to unlav̂ ful war on ?/8 December 1941" The
prosecution cannot claim ignorance of the existence
of the minutes of this conference because they are

723
mentioned in KIDO’s Diary of October 24, 1941 and 
the evidence is that the prosecution had this diary 
since about December l6, 1945. It cannot claim 
negligence in failing to have had possession of such 
an important document because it introduced in evi
dence the minutes of the Senior Statesmen's confer-

724 725
ences of July 17, 1940, July 17, 1941, July l8,

726 727
1944 and April 5, 1945. There is no evidence 
in the case that the prosecution did not have these 
minutes and no evidence of why they were not intro-
721. .Pros. Doc. OOO3 , Tr. 16,851; Par. JJ-86-87,

Tr. 41,126
722. Indictment.
723. Aff. par. 215, Tr. 30,990
724. Ex. 532, Tr. 6240 726. Ex. 1278, Tr. 11,37?
725. Ex. 1117, Tr. 10,166 727. Ex. I282» Tr. 11,388



duced. The only reasonable inference is that the 
prosecution knew that these minutes definitely 
establish that neither XIDO nor any of the Senior 
Stateomen had any criminal intent in recommending 
TOJO. Let us now examine the minutes of this con
ference of ex-premiers of October 17» 1941 and 
ascertain what took place. The reputation and 
high standing of the participants is important. 
There were present besides KIDO, bAKATSUKI, HARA, 
OKADA, ABE, KI YOUR A, YONAI, HIROTA, and HAYASHI.

Generals ABE and HAYASHI, and two navy men —  Admir
als YONAI and OKADA, present. There is no evidence 
that KIDO saw, spoke to or exerted any influence on 
these statesmen before the meeting or at the meet
ing. There is no evidence and there can be on in
ference that KiDO controlled or could have controlled 
the thoughts, v/ords or actions of these men. These 
statesmen were not politically ambitious. They had 
no reason to recommend TOJO with any ulterior purpose 
in mind. Furthermore, there can be no claim by the 
prosecution that there was any concealment of the
facts from these statesmen. A complete and lengthy *
resume of events carefully prepared by Prince KONOYE, 
not KIDO, was read to them as the first order of

230. Thus there were only two Army men

I*
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business. In this statement Prince K0N0YE clearly

and painstakingly pointed out the decision of the

Imperial Conference of September 6, 1941 which was

that if diplomacy should fail by early October the

government would make up its mind to go to war. He

set forth the divergent contentions of the Array and

the government on the likelihood of success of a

diplomatic settlement. The Army position was that

", . . there is no prospect of our contentions
?29

being accepted . . . "  while the government felt 

that if more time was given diplomacy might succeed.

2 3 1 . Attention was drawn by Prince KONOYE 

to the fact that the Supreme Command v;as urging the 

government to go to war pursuant to the decision of 

September 6, 1941. (TOJO was not in the Supreme 

Command.) H e  further pointed out that the knotty 

auestions which were involved in the negotiations 

v/ith America were:

1. The question of the intention of with

drawal of troops from China.

2. The Tripartite Alliance.

3 . Commercial non-discrimination in the 

Pacific Area.

728. Aff. par. 216, Tr. 30,992-31,004
729. Aff. par. 2 1 6 , Tr. 30,992

ft* *
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He explained the position of the Array, the govern

ment and the United States on the most difficult 

of these Questions, to wit, troops in China. The 

views of the government and the Army on war was 

set forth in detail; the final conclusion being 

that the Army contended that the freezing of Japan

ese assets which had been accomplished would eventu

ally impoverish and paralyze Japan, while the 

government believed that the China Incident should 

be settled and Japan should husband her resources 

through hardship and privation. He also explained 

the Navy's position and its conclusion to leave the 

decision of diplomacy or war entirely to the Prime 

minister. He pointed out the strong opinion in 

Navy circles that war should be avoided. In addi

tion Prince XONOYE chronologically traced the diplo

matic negotiations with America step by step from 

April up to date. u e concluded by again pointing 

out the divergent views of the Army and the Govern

ment toward the possibility of success of diplomatic 

negotiations with America.

232. With this background the Senior
730

Statesmen then expressed their views. WA&ATSUXI, 

HARA, OKADA and ABE opened the discussion by pointing 

73O. Aff.. par. 216, Tr. 31,005

m a m iAim

J



to the dangers of war due to the exhaustion of 

resources, particularly oil. In response to a 

question by mr. KIYOURA as to why the government 

should decide its attitude at once when the Ambassa

dor abroad says there is a chanco of success, KIDO 

replied:

'•As for that point, the Imperial Conference 

fixed the date of decision in the first part of Oc

tober. Therefore, there developed a divergence of 

views between the Government and the Army, and I

think the Government could not help but be pushed 
731

to the wall."

If KIDO had been militarily minded his answer would 

have been framed to imply that the government was 

obstructing the militarists. In replying to an ob

servation by Mr. ABE on the same subject, KIDO 

pointed out that KONOYE wanted to meet President 

Roosevelt and decide policies on broad lines and 

that "While America's final reply has not yet been 

forthcoming, the date of the Imperial Conference is
732

fast approaching. That is the actual situation."

2 3 3 , The question was then raised as to 

the intentions of the Imperial General Headauarters

7 31. Aff. par. 2 1 6 , Tr. 31,007
732. Aff. par. 216, Tr. 3 1 , 0 0 8
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and KIDO pointed out that with a question such as 

risking Japan’s national existence involved a per

fect agreement of views between the Army and Navy 

was essential, KIDO was opposed to the suggestion 

that the Supreme Command should recommend the candi

date for the succeeding Prime minister, HAYASHI's 

proposal that an Imperial ^rince in the naval ser

vice should be the next Prime Minister was opposed 

by Admiral YONAI as he thought that practically it 

may not work, KIDO also pointed out the impractic

ability of appointing a Prince of the Blood, as he 

did not think that an Imperial Prince should be 

called upon to settle the differences between the 

Army and Navy and that they should bettle their dif

ferences before he accepted the post. If he failed 

to solve this knotty ruestion, the Imperial Family 

would come in for a strong denunciation from the 

people,

234, WAKATSUuI then asked KIDO for his 

views on a succeeding cabinet, KIDO stated his con

clusion first, that he thought TOJO should be 

Premier and set forth the reasons: That the Imperial

Decision of September 6 was a poisonous and ir- 

radicable source of difficulty; that the Army knew 

it was impossible to wage war with America without

0

•C
PH

“'.
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the Navy's determination but the Array could not 

help but proceed in accordance with the Imperial 

decision of September 6. And that since real 

cooperation between the Army and Navy was not forth

coming the September 6th decision was hurriedly 

made. He thought that the most practical way to 

save the situation would be to comr.and TOJO to form 

the cabinet and at the same time "order him to effect 

real cooperation between the Army and Navy and re-
73.

examine the decision of the Imperial Conference.

TOJO was fully acquainted with the development of 

the situation and the difficulty had been keenly 

driven home to hin. He  further pointed out that if 

a general or admiral not in active service was com

manded to form a cabinet "there may be fear of an 

unexpected result, in case his formation of the new 

cabinet is restricted by a section of the public
^  l - l - k  A

w it h  th e  d e c is io n  o f  t h e  I m p e r i a l  C o n fe r e n c e .'

This clearly shows KIDO realized that a revolution

might occur, if one who could not control the military

was appointed. It also sho” s that KIDO believed a
735

certain section might restrict the formation of a 

cabinet by one not In control of the military.

734

w h ic h  i s  n o t  i n  Ja p a n e s e

31,012 734. Ibid.
31,013. Translation says
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235» Mr* KIYOURA did not think the appointment

of Prince HTGASHIKUNI would he proper and believed

that some one representing the military authorities

should form a cabinet. WAKATftUKI suggested UGAKI

but pointed out that " . . .  it would be embarrassing,
736

should the militarists be opposed to him as before.”

KIDO pointed out that UGAKI was a powerful 

candidate and an outstanding man possessing actual power 

but that he had previously been unable to form a cabinet 

due to military opposition and that if UGAKI was command

ed by the Emperor to form a cabinet there may not be 

such opposition to him but nevertheless there was not 

an atmosphere in the Army v/hich would extend support 

to him. And KIDO concluded by significantly stating 

"I am inclined to believe that it will be extremely 

difficult for General UGAKI to restrain the militarists^ 

ABE also pointed out that it would be difficult for 

UGAKI to control the situation*

236. KIDO also pointed out that the present 

situation with respect to TOJO was different from that 

of HATA under the YONAI Cabinet - meaning that HATA had 

already resigned prior to the fall of the YONAI Cabinet 

whereas TOJO had not resigned. There can be no question

736. Aff. par. 216, T* 31,013
737. Aff. par. 216, T. 31,014

------------ ------- ----------------------------------------1
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but what KIDO was relying on the Navy to curb the Army 

because when OKADA stated: "In any case, the Army em

braces a vigorous opinion. The Lord Keeper of the Privy

Seal says that the A r m y  fires the rifles from the rear,
738

but I am afraid that it may develop into a gun."

KIDO replied: "It cannot be said that there is no

occasion for worry on that point, but in short, the
739questi'n is how useful the N a v y ’s strength will be."

(KIDO was obviously referring to the hope that the Navy

would restrain the Army.)

237. KIDO also stated in answer to a auestion

by Mr. YONAI; "An agreement of views between the Army

and Navy and a re-examination of the decision of the

Imperial Conference must be the foundation for saving

the situation; it m av be also a good idea to make the

Navv Minister undertake the .1ob. as he stands for 
740

prudence." However, this suggestion of KIDC’s that 

the Navy Minister be appointed Prime Minister was reject

ed by the two representatives of the Navy at the Senior 

Statesmen’s Conference as follows:

"Mr, OKADA: I think it will not be absolutely

proper for the Navy to recommend a succeeding Prime 

Minister from among its leaders at this time.

738. A f * , Par. 216, T. 31,016
739. Ibid. 740
740. Ibid.______

25
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"Hr. YONAI: (Was of the same opinion as Mr*
741

OKADA.)"'

238. It was decided to recommend TOJO and have

him concurrently assume the portfolio of war. WAKAThUKI

was the onlv one who had suggested General UGAKI, and the

meeting adjourned with Mr. HARA sayings "The Lord

Keeper's plan cannot be said to be satisfactory, but as

there is no other good plan, we cannot but help proceed-
74 1 -a

ing forward with it." In such a plight, can there

be any criticism of KIDO or the Senior Statesmen? Was

this a decision of a band of conspirators? If so, why

weren*t WAKATSUKI, OKADA, ABE and YONAI, the remaining

living members, indicted?
«

239. As the Chief Prosecutor himself said 

during the course of cross-examination of Admiral OKADA:

"Hr. President, I respectfully call this

Tribunal's attention, as Chief Prosecutor appointed under

this Charter, to the fact that the accused who are in the

dock are the people we believe are really responsible

for this war. If there had been anyone else, they would
?41-b

have been in the dock, too."

240. On another occasion, in referring to YONA] ,

741. Aff. par, 216. T. 31.016 
741-a Aff, par- 2io, n‘. 31,018 
741-D T. 29,305
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the following observation 7/as made:
"The President: He is alive in Japan, I

understand, and if they thought he was guilty they v/ould 

charge him."

The innocence of the Senior Statesmen emphasizes FIDO's 

innocence.

241, The Prosecution sets this conference forth 

as one of the two KIDO attended at which a decision was 

made preparing for and leading to the Pacific War. We 

challenge the prosecution to point to a single statement 

he made at this Conference, indicating in the slightest 

way that he or any of the others recommended TOJO for 

the purpose of preparing for or leading to the Pacific 

War. The only conclusion possible is that he was 

recommended for the opposite purpose. The prosecution 

declines to analyze this conference in detail and points 

to no statement by FIDO at it to support its claim. The 

prosecution's only treatment of it is to try to becloud 

the issue by pointing to unimportant and unfounded picayune 

details concerning ccntenocr?:''"' statements, which in no 

way conflict vr.th civ's e^rfevince or FIDO's affidavit.,

242. Tee prosecution confonds that UGAKI

", . . was sv«p.v:rto<l >y WAFATbUKI and to some extent by
743

OKADA a n d  A c 2 *'1 t n >  m e e t i n g .  .  • "  

742. T. 25,162
______ 741. Par . JJ-7?, T .  41,114

The minutes of

V'.-A
. ■ " - • . . ;. ; ;• if :
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1
the Senior Statesmen's Conference definitely show that 

ABE said "I think it may be very difficult for General
2

UGAKI to control the situation under the prevailing
0 744

circumstances." Thus, not only did ABE oppose UGAKI,
4

and although OKADA had expressed a thought that " . . .5
6 UGAKI nay be a good candidate, if the military circles can

00 
-*J be reconciled with him"'74’̂  OKADA finally stated: "No, I

746have not necessarily recommended General UGAKI." Even

9 WAKATSUKI’s endorsement of UGAKI was qualified by his

10 statement that " . . .  though it would be embarrassing,

11
747

should the militarists be opposed to him as before."

12 Furthermore, as pointed out bv General ABE to this

13 Tribunal, "There was no person against having General
14 TOJO as Prime Minister absolutely - there was no absolute
15 objectton.
16 749

243, The prosecution's hindsight guess set
£  17 up General UGAKI as " . . .  the only man who might per-

18
haps have averted war altogether." UGAKI himself doubted

19 750
this. The prosecution, apparently finally realizing

20
that UGAKI would never have been able to form a cabinet

21

22 or control the militarv, retreated from its position and

23 •r; 744. T. 31,015 
745. T. ?1,017

24 746. T. 31,017
747, T. 31,013

25 748. T. 34,406 - 34,409
749. Pros. Doc. 0003, T. 16,853
750. T. 34,913

/

j
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on cross-examination of KIDO tried to show that OIKAP/A

2

3

4

5
6

7
8 

9

should have been appointed as Premier but KIDO pointed 
out that the two Nnvv Senior Statesmen were opposed to

751OIKA^A. The prosecution then dropped the subject*
That both Navy Senior Statesmen OKADA and YONAI opposed
OIKA'tfA appears in the resume of the Senior Statesmen's 

752
Conference, and the prosecution does not make a third
suggestion in summation. As mentioned before, KONOYE had

753preferred TOJO to OIKA’IA.

10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2 4 4 .  C o n t r a r y  t o  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n ' s  a s s e r t i o n ,

there is no difference between the contemporary documents
—  the complete record of tĥ > meeting of the Senior States- 

754|men; the brier resume or the important points thereof
7 55contained in KIDO's Diary, and KIDO's description in

756the article he wrote in November 1941. The prosecution 
bandies with words, apparently in the hope that the Tribun
al will overlook the fact that these three contemporary 
documents definitely establish that TOJO was not recommend
ed by either KIDO or the Senior statesmen for the purpose 
of going to war.

21

22

23

24
25

245. The idea of KIDO and the Senior Statesmen
to have a militari leader assume the helm of state with a

751. T. 31,600
752. Aff. par. 216, T. ^1,016
753. Ex. 1148, T. 10,271
754. Aff. par. 216, T. 30,Q<n - 31,018
755» Dx. 1154, T. 10,2°1 as corr.Lang.Sec. T. 11,142 

---- Z56^-Ex. 2250, T. 16,198 - 16,211__________________
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•o

ittfict control over the military was not a new one.
MlATSUDAIRA, Yasumasa testified that Mr. HIROTA had told 
him in July 1941: "that for the purpose of adjusting the
eccentric way of the military there was no other way but 
so have military leaders occupv the responsible posts

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10 
11

and assume the helm of state with a strict control over 
757she military" and that Marquis MATSUDAIRA reported

758shis to Marquis KIDO prior to October 17, 1941. The

14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

»rosecution did not desire to cross-examine him.
246. Admiral 8HIMADA also expressed the same

sentiments when he said on cross-examination: "The
i2surport of my meaning as set forth there in my affidavit 
i3:.s that in this connection, in order to bring about a 
settlement of the negotiations between Japan and the 
Inited States, it would be necossarv first of all to 
effect a powerful control over the General Staff Office 
<|>f the army. Unless that were done, it would be difficult?

247. KIDO fully reported the result of the
Senior Statesmen C o n f e r e n c e  to the Emperor and recommended

760TOJO to the Throne as the next Premier.
248. In order to carry out the suggestion to 

disregard the Imperial Decision of September 6, 1941 and
he suggestion that the Army and Navy cooperate closer,

757. T. 30,026, 30,027
758. Ibid.
759. T. 34,691
■760. Aff. par-. p i R 7 T- 3 1 , 0 1 8  - 31tQ19_
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KIDO asked the Emperor that such instructions be given to 
T0.T0 and OIKA^A,^1 TO JO was then called to the palace 
and received Imperial instructions to form a new cabinet 
and was told, "At this juncture you will see to it that 
the cooperation between the army and the navy is made 
closer than ever." OIKA"7A was then called in audience
and instructed by the Emperor that he, himself " . . .  
must see to it that the cooperation between the army and

7 6 3navv is made closer than ever." After retiring from
the Imperial presence, KIDO, in accordance with instruc-

764
tions from the Emperor, told both T0J0 and OIKàWAî

"I presume that vou have just received Imperial 
words in regard to cooperation between the Army and the 
Navy. As regards the fundamental line of national 
poliev, I am commanded to convey to you the Imperial 
desire that the careful considerations be taken by 
studying both the internal and the external situations 
more comprehensively and more profoundly than ever,

I
regardless of the resolution of the September 6 Imperial 
Conference."

249* Tho prosecution claims that there are two 
different contemporary statements of the two communica-

761, Ibid
762. Aff. par. 219, T. 31,021
761. Ibid.
764. Aff. par. 218, Tr. 31,019
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î
tlons of the Emperor and KIDO’s ov/n communication to

765 766TOJO and OIKAVh , one in KIDt-'s Diary, and as
set forth b,r KIDO in the statement he made in November,

7671941. In his diar^ KIDO set forth the exact ’."ords 
of the message which he gave to TOJO and OIKA^A. In 
his resume of November, 1941 he set forth the exact 
words of this message and, in addition, both instruc
tions that the Emreror had given TOJO and OIKÂ 'A. In 
his affidavit ho sets ^orth in full the three comnunica-

768tions. There is no difference in the original 
Japanese of these communications. The original Japanese 
of all three communications contained in the November, 
1°41 statement is the same as the original Japanese 
contained in KIDO's affidavit, (which are correct 
translations) and the same is true with respect to 
the other communication which KIDO delivered to TOJO 
and OIKA^A as set forth in his diary of October 17, 1941. 
The difference is not a difference of contemporary 
accounts, as the prosecution would have the Tribunal 
believe. It is a difference of the prosecution’s 
translations.

765. Par. JJ-77, T. 41,117
766. Ex. II54, T. 10,201-10,299 as corr. by 

Lanp. hec., T. 11,142
767. Ex. 2250, T. 16,210-16,211
768. Aff. Paras. 218 - 210 t . 31,018-19-20-21.
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î
tions of the Emperor and KID0*s ov/n communication to

TOJO and OIKAV/A,7 6 ^ one in KIDC-’s Diary,766 and as

set forth b" KIDO in the statement he made in November, 
76 7

1941, In his diarv KIDO set forth the exact ?’ords

of the message which he gave to TOJO and OIKA^A. In 

his resume of November, 1941 he set forth the exact 

words of this message and, in addition, both instruc

tions that the Emperor had given TOJO and OIKA^A. In

his affidavit he sets forth in full the three communica-
768

tions. There is no difference in the original

Japanese of these communications. The original Japanese 

of all three communications contained in the November, 

1°41 statement is the same as the original Japanese 

contained in K I D O ’s affidavit, (which are correct 

translations) and the same is true with respect to 

the other communication which KIDO delivered to TOJO 

and OIKA’HA as set forth in his diary of October 17, 1941. 

The difference is not a difference of contemporary 

accounts, as the prosecution would have the Tribunal 

believe. It is a difference of the prosecution's 

translations.

765. Par. JJ-77, T. 41,117
766. Ex. 1154, T. 10,?Q1-10,?99 as corr. by 

Lang. tec. , T. 11,142
767. Ex. 2 2 5 0 , T. 16,210-16,211
768. Aff. Paras. 218 - 2 1 0 T. 71 018-19-20-21.
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46,672

250. The accused TOGO has presented several 

eeves against KIDO. Although KIDO was not previously 

ross-examined by TOGO’S counsel on any of these, (TOGO 

as cross-examined on all of these. For example, in his 

irect testimony TOGO complained that,the Foreign Minister 

as ignored in the taking of serious decisions affecting 

he national policy and cited the instance on October 17» 

941 when the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal called in the 

utgoing T7ar and Navy Ministers but not the Foreign Min- 

.ster. Yet in the next paragraph he admits in substance 

;hat he knew that when asked by TO JO on October 17, 1941 

;o assume the po^t of Foreign Minister. It is only reas- 

mable to suppose that the Frino Minister would convey 

;he Emperor’s orders to his new cabinet which he, in fact, 

lid. It is also obvious that the reason why the outgoing 

'Jar and Navy Ministers were given the instructions was 

Decause of the Emperor's orders that there should be 

:lose cooperation between the Army and Navy, and it was 

these officials who had a say in the appointment of the 

lew tfor and Navy Ministers. Furthermore, KIDO was carry

ing out the instructions of tho Emperor in giving the
769orders to the outgoing T-Var and Navy Ministers.

Apparently TOGO relented from his peeve because v/hen he

was asked about th is  c r it ic is m  of KIDO on cross-exanina-
769. T. 35,670
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ation, and it ras pointed out to hin the efforts of the

Emperor on the advice cf KÏDC to give those instructions,

TOGO stated: "I have no desire whatsoever to comment
770

or criticize the wishes expressed by the Emperor.

THE PRESIDENT: ’?e will adjourn until half

hereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)

■- Sö

46,673
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess, at 1330. 
MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.
THE PRESIDENT: With the Tribunal^ permission

the accused TOGO will be absent from the courtroom the 
whole of the afternoon conferring with his counsel.

Mr. Logan.
MR. LOGkN: If the Tribunal please, I would

like to continue reading the summation cf KIDO, page 
212, paragraph 251»

Let us examine the statement of November 1941
in Y/hich KIDO stressed the difficulties which attended
his efforts to save the situation following the resig-

771
nation of the KONOYE Cabinet. These difficulties as 
set forth therein were:

(1) Objectively regarded, there v/as no can
didate for the premiership who cculd stand comparison 
with Prince KONOYE,

(2) The real cause of the cabinet change 
was the qmstion cf interpretation of the decision
of the Imperial Conference of September 6, 1941, infor
mation on which was not released for publication.

— 221»— Ex. 2250, T.„ 16,199 as ccr. by Language Section—
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î
(3) The developments of the situation called

»
for the repeal of the decision cf the aforesaid Im

perial Conference so as to start afresh with a clean 
slate.

(4) The decision cf the Imperial Conference 

to the effect that it should be decided towage v/ar 

with America unless it would definitely appear that 

diplomatic negotiations with America would be success

ful not later than the first part cf October was tan

tamount to the transfer of the Imperial standard to 

the military, and therefore it would be extremely dif

ficult to wipe the slate clean and study the question 

from a new angle.

(5) Consequently c na who is to be commanded 

by the Emperor to form a succeeding cabinet should be 

able not only to control the Army fully but also to 

effect harmony and cooperation between the Army and the 

Navy and in full pursuance of Imperial wishes.

(6) One who would be able to fulfill those 

conditions would net only be fully acquainted with the 

above circumstances, but be able to reflect on them 

leading to the present situation. Thus, an outsider 

would not understand them or be able to oppose the 

military, therefore defeating the purpose of the cab
inet change.
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î 252. Ambassador Grew knew of the elements 
within the i*rmy pressing for war. In recording his 
conversation with Prince KONOYE on September 6, 1941 
he set forth what Prince KONOYE told him as follows: 

"He admitted that there are certain elements 
within the armed forces who do not approve his 
policies, but he voiced the conviction that since 
he had the full support of the responsible 
chiefs of the ;.rmy and Navy it would be possi
ble for him to put down and control any opposi-

772
tion which might develop among these elements." 

253-. From the foregoing it is quite apparent 
that it is idle for the prosecution to say that KIDO 
at that time did not have in mind a premier who would 
be able to control the i.rmy if the negotiations for 
peace were successful. We also refer to the corrobor
ating evidence on cross-examination of the witness 

773TOMIYOSHI,
254« It is idle for the prosecution to con

tend that no contemporary document sustains KIDO's 
affidavit in which he states his opinion which was 
shared by others, that UGAKI would not have been able 
to form a cabinet for if he did there would have been 
a revolution in Japan followed by war. KIDO's account
772. Ttt-25,371—
773. T. 35,533-7
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^ittirTïn November
------------ 774
1941 states:
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"In other words, thu man who was entrusted 

with the Imperial order at this time, and formed 

a Cabinet, must comply with the wishes of the 

Emperor in assuming leadership of the military, 

especially of the ^rny, and also in bringing 

about the complete cooperation of the Army and 

the Navy. The person who v/as able tc meet these 

conditions had to be a nan who could sufficiently 

comprehend the development of the situation up 

to this tine, and had sincerely reviewed the 

circumstances which had brought about the pres

ent situation. In this respect, I thought, that 

a man who had been an outsider to date would not 

only not be able fully to understand the above- 

mentioned situation, but would most likely be 

unable tc resist the so-called 'Imperial Stan

dard1 and v/ould inevitably destroy the signifi

cance of the recent political change,"
* * * *

21

22

23
24
25

"In the meantime, the argument to restrain 

the Army and tide over the threatening crisis of 

war against America and Britain by appointing 

General UG^KI yras considerably and strongly 

774, Ex, 22 50, as cor, by Language Section, T, l6j_208
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stressed, and there' were "demands directed to
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me fron various quarters to heed this argument, 

but as for myself, 1 estimated it was unsuitable 

at this tine, according tc the aforementioned 

reasons» Consequently, I finally determined to 

recommend War Minister TO JO tc the Throne, Be

ing resolved to take over the whole responsibil

ity upon myself, I submitted the recommendation 
775

to the Emperor,"

255, In view of this con the prosecution

seriously contend that KIDO did not have in mind the

fact that UGaKI w o u ld  be unable to form a cabinet or

if he did there would have been a revolution in Japan

followed by war? It was well known to everyone that

UGäKI was unable to control the Army. UGAKI indicated
776

that himself before this Tribunal. He was retired

at that time and was not familiar with the circumstances

which had brought on the situation. Furthermore, the

contemporary document of the Senior Statesmen Ccnfer- 
777

ences definitely shows that UGAKI was considered by 

the Senior Statesmen and that they, too, knew that he 

v/ould be unable to control the militarists. As a 

matter cf fact, as shown KIDO specifically said at that

775» Ex. 2250 as cor, by Language Section, T. 16,211
776. T. 23,891
777. Aff. par. 216, T. 31,005-31,018 _J

*3
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1 "I an inclined to believe that it will be
extremely difficult for General UG^KI to restrain778
the militarists,"

256, This is another example where the prose
cution, lacking evidence that KIDO did anything wrong, 
endeavors to confuse the issues by beclouding them.
What other interpretation could be put on the words 
"controlling the militarists," than a prevention c.f a 
revolution followed by war in the event peace negotia
tions succeeded? The prosecution takes one position 
in its summation against KIDO and another position in 
its general summation. It adopts the defense position 
on this natter in general summation when commenting on 
the fact that the advisors of the Emperor were in mortal 
fear of assassination. The prosecution says:

"They knew full well that in the event
that TOJO, the leader of these irresponsible
militarists, was net chosen to be the head of
the Japanese Government they faced a national779
insurrection and even a coup d'etat."

257. Now, just what did the words, "coopera
tion between the Army and Navy" mean? Let us examine 
the prosecution's interpretations, and then compare them
778. T. 31,014
W h — Parr-±8,- Pros; Argument, " T; 38,96'2~
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with the evidence. On January 24, 1947» the prcsecu-
1 tion's position was that KILO's words and the Emperor's
2 words to OIKûYlit and TO JO,
3 "• . • could only mean that they should
4

appoint a Navy Minister who would do whatever
5

TOJO told then. They appointed SHIMADA —  and
6 780
7 he did,"

w  8 Today, however, after it was affirmatively demonstrated

9 that neither KIDO nor TOJO had anything whatsoever to

10 do with the appointment of Navy Minister SHIiiADA, now,

11 chaneleon-like, the position changes. The prosecution

12 now says with respect to the instructions to TOJO and

13 OIKAWA:
14 "The whole thing in our submission plainly
15 means no more than this —  'before ycu decide
16 on war be sure that both the urmy and the Navy
17 781

are agreed that we shall winu'"
18 258. Thus, although on two separate occasions
19 it contended that the instructions could mean only one
20

71
thing, the- prosecution sets forth two different things

41 

22
they could mean:

' 23 (1) A Navy Minister viio would do TOJO's

24 bidding ;

25 (2) Before decision on war, assurance must

780. Pros. Doc. 0003, P. 49, T. 16,853
TÖX7— rurv'JJ*77, T; "41,118--------------- - “

K. •«-? 5
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with the evidence. On January 24, 1947, the prosecu

tion's position was that KIDO's words and the Emperor's 

words to OIKj.Wa and TO JO,
" . . .  could only mean that they should 

appoint a Navy Minister who would do whatever
TOJO told them. They appointed SHIM/iD a  -- and 

780
he did."

Today, however, after it was affirmatively demonstrated 

that neither ICIDO nor TOJO had anything- whatsoever to 

do with the appointment of Navy Minister SHIM â Ba , now, 

chaneleon-like, the position changes. The prosecution 

now says with respect to the instructions to TOJO and 

OIKAWA:

"The whole thing in our submission plainly

means no more than this —  'before you decide

on war be sure that both the *rny and the Navy
781

are agreed that we shall win.'"
258. Thus, although on two separate occasions 

it contended that the instructions could mean only one 
thing, the-, prosecution sets forth two different things 

they could mean:
(1) à Navy Minister who would do TOJO's

bidding ;

(2) Before decision on war, assurance must

780. Pros. Dec. 0003, P. 49, T. 16,853
761. Par;-JJ-77, T. 41,110------------------------------
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be raode that the Army anc! Navy are agreed that Japan 

shall win.

Let us give the prosecution the benefit of the doubt 

and assume that it meant to say that its guess is that 

the instructions meant either or both. The evidence, 

as opposed to the prosecution’s guess, or guesses, shov/s 

how wrong is the prosecution.
259. Let us now examine the evidence which 

the prosecution overlooked. First, with respect to 
SHIMaDA. The evidence is overwhelming that KIDO had 

absolutely nothing to do with the appointment of SHIMiiDA. 

Admiral OIKAV/A, who was the recipient of the instruc

tions from KIDO and the Emperor, testified that neither

KIDO nor anyone on his behalf ever spoke to him and
782

suggested that SHILLiDA be appointed Navy Minister.

He also testified that SHIMiiDA was not appointed Navy

Minister at the request of General TOJO or anyone else

on his behalf. He stated that he himself " . . .  felt

that SHIMADA would be the most appropriate person to

take cierge of the Navy Ministry and to help solve the

situation, and did my utmost to persuade SHIliADA to

accept the post. Other Navy leaders also felt the same 
783

way I did." He denied emphatically that anyone outside 

of the Navy Ministry or naval circles brought any 

782. T. 33,344
783« T. 33-,-3^6--------- -------- --------------------------

«
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pressure whatsoever to bear with respect to the appoint-
784

nent cf Admiral SHIMADA as Navy Minister. Admiral
7 85

OIKAWA also testified:
"From the evening of October 16, 1941 until 

I arose the following morning I carefully delib
erated as to whom to recommend as Navy Minister. 
Around 11 a.m. that morning I went to see Frince 
FUSHIMI and told him that I considered SHIMADA 
as my logical successor and he agreed that 
SHIMADA was the best choice cf available' candi
dates. My opinion was definitely formulated on 
the morning of October 17, 1941 and before I 
knew TO JO was to assume the premiership. There
fore, there is absolutely no truth to the allega
tion that Admiral SHIMADA was appointed because 
TO JO wanted him to be. To my knowledge Admiral 
SHIIiuDA and T0J0 v/ere not even acquainted at that 
time."

260. In his direct testimony Admiral SHIMADi»
said:

"He (OIKaWA) then told me he would like to 
recommend me as his successor for the Navy Minis
tership under a new cabinet which.was being formed. 
He said that he had carefully considered all of *

784. 
285*

T. 33,347 
£»■■34,57?
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î
the available high-ranking naval officers and

had cone to the conclusion that I was best quali-
786

fied for the post."

He, too, clearly stated that no pressure was
brought by KIDC cr anyone else to have him appointed

787
to do the bidding of T0J0.

261. T0J0, the other recipient cf the instruc

tions, testified at no tine did KIDO either directly 

or indirectly, in writing or orally, by any deed of his

or any act, have anything whatsoever to do with the
788

appointment of SHIMiiDA as Navy Minister. To show the

lack of importance of KIDO and that he had no influence

over the military the Tribunal's attention is directed

to the fact that TOJO even went further in saying,

"Even if he did, I would not have permitted him to do 
789

so," This is further demonstrated by the testimony 
of Admiral SHIMADA. After testifying that he only cane 

to know KIDO after he had been appointed Navy Minister
790

the record reveals the following questions and answers:
"Q Did KIDO at any time prior to your acceptance 

of the post of Navy Minister ever speak with you and 

ask you to accept the post?

"A Preposterous. It is absolutely not the case.

"Q Did he ever send anyone to you and ask you
786. T. 34,650 789. Ibid.
7g7. T. 34.686___________ 790. T. 3 4 4 S6-----------------
788. Ti 36720

i
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öh his beh^utT'T5“"§c'üept"nCTie“ position os Navy Ministe??

"A If any messenger like that came I would Just 

bark at him and kick him out,"

262. In guessing that SKIMADA was appointed 

to do TOJG's bidding, the prosecution ignores the fact 

that NAGa NO, who was Chief of the Navy General Staff 

in the KONOYE Cabinet, continued in that powerful of

fice in the TOJO Cabinet. It was Na GANO who, on July 

3 1, 1941, told the Emperor in referring to a war with
America, "It was even doubtful whether or not we would 

791
even win • •

263. Now let us examine the evidence to see 

if the prosecution's second guess is correct. KIDO 

says:
". . . o n  the part of the Army it was to

refrain from acting as it pleased in defiance

of the intentionö of the Navy which was anxious

to avoid war with America and on the part of the

Navy to manifest its intentions clearly so as to

seek a peaceful solution of the outstanding
792

question between Japan and America."

This was the thought behind his statement
793

expressed at the Senior Statesmen Conference. 791 792

791. Ex* 1125« T. 10,186 as ccr. by Language Section,
T. 10,667

792. Aff. par. 223, T. 31,025
-79-li_ -Aff_._parJt,. 223. T. 31*024-31.025 ___________________

46,684
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264. KIDO's statenant is corroborated by
794

others, Admiral OIKAWA testified:

"I interpreted the Emperor's words to mean 

that both the Army and the Navy should reject 

all obstacles which hitherto had presented them

selves and which might tend to make impossible 

the further continuance cf Japan-American nego

tiations, and from a new and impartial stand- 

point confer with each other for the purpose of 

striving to solve the situation peacefully. This 

was because the Emperor had always earnestly 

desired for the peaceful solution of the situa

tion,"

TOJO confirmed OIKAWa 's interpretation when
795

cross-examined and said,

"But I am convinced that there can be.no 

lie in what OIKa W a  has said before this Tr i 

bunal on oath," 

adding,

"I was well aware indeed of the Emperor's 

state of mind, namely, that the Emperor was 

extremely desirous of effecting a peaceful 

solution of the situation, and I am sure that

794.
795.

T. 33,345 
T. 36,506

25
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------my interpretation of the Emperor's state of
796

mind was correct,"

When asked if he interpreted the Emperor's

words to mean that the Army should blindly follow the

Navy or that the Navy should blindly follow the ^rny
797 798

as suggested by the prosecution, TOJO replied,

"Even as a matter of common sense such a 

proposition is inconceivable, and it is equally 

inconceivable that the Emperor should think of 

such a stupid thing,"

There is no evidence in the case refuting this 

testimony. Both of the prosecution's guesses are con

trary to the evidence.

796.
797.
798.

T. 36,507 
T. 36,505 
Ibid.

25
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265. Once again in summing up the facts 
surrounding the recommendations of TÖJ0 and the instruc
tions to him that the September 6th Decision should be 
re-examined and that there should be cooperation be
tween the Army and Navy, the prosecution says, "As
always there was no reference to the kind of agreement

799
to be reached or policy to be adopted." If this 
is the most that the prosecution can get out of this 

evidence we submit that the prosecution admits that 

it has failed to sustain its burden of proof that KIDO 

conspired to commit any of the acts set forth in the 

Indictment, because it charges that he conspired to 

commit the acts set forth therein, not "some kind of 

an agreement or policy."
800

266. The prosecution's question on KIDO's

belief that if the Emperor told TOJO to do something

he would faithfully obey is why did KIDO not advise
the Emperor to order TOJO not to make war. KIDO's

belief that TOJO would faithfully obey the Emperor
801

is corroborated by the testimony of MUTO. The 
Imperial Command given to TOJO and OIKAV/A and KIDO's 

statement to them that close cooperation should be had 

between the Navy and Army, and that the decision of

(799. Par. JJ-75, Tr. 41,116
800. Pros Arg. JJ-77, Tr. 41,116
801. Tr. 33,165)

25
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î
September 6th should be reviewed can be construed as 

nothing else but the Emperor’s order to TOJO and 

OIKAWA not to plunge Japan into war.

267« Although in KIDO's summation the prosecu
tion refuses to accept KIDO's interpretation of these 
orders, in its individual summation against TOJO it 
does accept them and claims that TOJO did not examine 
the negotiations from a clean slate basis and instead 

"He, in fact, violated a solemn trust imposed upon
him by the Emperor, when he was invested with the

802
highest government position in the Empire***."

Compare this with the two guesses above mentioned.

268. The contention of the prosecution is 

that KIDO's recitation of KONOYI's message to him on 

the morning of October 1 7 , 1941 wherein KONOYI approved 
of the recommendation of TOJO containing the provision 

that he strive for peace does not appear in any con

temporary document. Apparently it has overlooked the

fact that KONOYT's own memoirs contained words to the 
803

same effect. Furthermore, as shown above, the

prosecution itself has construed the messages of the

Emperor and KIDO to OIKAWA and to TO JO as "striving for

peace" in its individual summation against TOJO. In

(802. Pros. Arg. XX-62, Tr. 41,999 
803. Ix. 1148, Tr. 10,271)25
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view of this, the prosecution's question of why KIDO
delivered these messages instead of the Emperor is 804
of no moment, and the question with respect to what

inference OIKAWA could be expected to draw was answered
80?

by OIKAWA himself as quoted above.

269. The corroborative evidence is over
whelming that TOJO was recommended as Prime Minister
for purposes of peace and not war.

806
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27O. KAYA testified to the conversation 

he had with TOJO before he accepted the position as 

Finance Minister. KAYA stated TOJO replied in the 

negative to his query as to whether he, TOJO, was 

decided on waging war against the United States. TOJO 

definitely stated that he intended to continue with 

the Japanese-American negotiations and exert his 

efforts toward an amicable settlement. He also told 
KAYA he would work toward a closer relationship between 

the Supreme Command and the Cabinet. KAYA was relieved 

to learn of TOJO's intentions. YUKI, Toyotaro testified 

that he had a conversation with KAYA which confirms
807

KAYA's statement above. YUKI was not cross-examined.

KOBAYASHI, Seizo also testified that he talked with 

KAYA and KAYA told him that TOJO had informed him that

(804. Par. JJ-7 7, Tr. 41,117
805. Infra. P. 220
8 0 6. Tr. 30,648-30,649■■■8S7-.- Trr-30,557) -------
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-v--------------------------
the United States-Japanese negotiations would be
continued and that he was resolved to do his best to

808
arrive at an understanding. KOBAYASHI was not
c ro s s - e x a m in e d . T h i s  evidence was also corroborated

309
by GOTO, Ryunosuke. Again no cross-examination.

271. TOGO testified that before he accented 
the position as Foreign Minister he had a conversation 
with TOJO in which after hearing TOJO's explanation
as to the downfall of the KONOYE Cabinet he said he 
would agree to enter the cabinet only if the ^rmy con
sented to make considerable allowances in reviewing 
the question cf troop stationing and re-examination 
of the other questions in the Japanese negotiations. 
TOJO assured him that reconsideration might be under-

810
taken. SUZUKI, Tomin, an editorial writer from
Yomiuri Shimbun, a proseuction witness, testified on
cross-examination as to TOJO's intentions for peace

811
when-he offered the Foreign Ministership to TOGO.
TOGO'S testimony on this point was also corroborated 

812
by TOMIYOSHI.

813
272. The accused MUTO testified that 

TOJO did not even dream that he would receive an order
(808;• Tr. 30,603- 
809. Tr. 30^609 
§}?• Jr- 35,671-35,672
o i l .  T r .  1 2 3 5
§12* lT* 35,524

----------
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to form a cabinet. He stated that when TOJO was ordered 

to apoear at the Palace, TOJO left his office feeling 

that because of the resignation en bloc of the Third 

;£0N0YE Cabinet he was to be berated by the Emperor 

$pd that he would be asked various questions by the 

Lmperarand he went there prepared for this. The accused 

MUTO also testified that at the first Liaison Confer

ence after he formed his Cabinet, TOJO said in effect, 

"that the Liaison Conference, standing on a new 

position and without being bound by the Imperial Con

ference Decision of September 6th, will'study ways

and means of bringing about a settlement of the pending
814

issues between Japan and the United States." This 

was confirmed by the witness YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi when 

he said:

"This intention of the new government 

was confirmed by Premier TOJO, who in the 

opening address at the first meeting of 

the Liaison Confernece after the formation 

of his ministry said that the policy of the 

new cabinet would be to reconsider the problem 

without being bound by the decision of 6 

September, and asked the agreement thereto 

of the representatives of the High Command,

(814. Tr. 33,172) I

J
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__— ----------------8-15'—
which was given."

273* OIKAWA testified that when he with
drew from the audience with the Emperor on the evening 
of October 17 be General TOJO were seated alone 
in the waiting room and that he had a conversation 
with General TOJO, the general outline of which was 
the firmness of TOJO's resolution to throw away all 
obstacles which had been obstructing their path in the 
past, to wipe the slate clean and to start out afresh 
in line with the words which he had just received 

from the Emperor. OIKAWA also stated that he received

an impression that TOJO did have a strong resolve to
817

;arry that out. OIKAWA also testified on cross-

axamination that the decision of wiping the slate

ilean did not mean that an early decision for war would
)e made but it meant that the decision of the Imperial

Conference of September 6th would be scrapped, and
hat viewing the international situation anew a new
approach would be made to the problem. He significantly

stated, "At that time no one had any idea of waging
a war within the matter of a few weeks simply by the

818
act of wiping the slate clean."
§15. Tr. 25,921 
816. Tr. 33,345-33,346

8Î8! Xia?4’591'34’592
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which was given."

• 816
• 273» OIKAWA testified that when he with

drew from the audience with the Emperor on the evening 
of October 17 he end General TOJO were see ted alone 
in the waiting room and that he had a conversation 
with General TOJO, the general outline of which wes 

the firmness of TOJO's resolution to throw away all 
obstacles which had been obstructing their path in the 
past, to wipe the slate clean and to start out afresh 

in line with the words which he had just received 

from the Emperor. OIKAWA also stated that he received

an impression that TOJO did have a strong resolve to
817

;arry that out. OIKAWA also testified on cross-

axamination that the decision of wiping the slate 

ïlean did not mean that an early decision for war would 

ae made but it meant that the decision of the Imperial 

17Conference of September 6th would be scrapped, and 
;hat viewing the international situation anew a new 

ipproach would be made to the problem. He significantly 

stated, "At that time no one had any idea of waging
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,> war within the matter of a few weeks simply by the
8l8

act of wiping the slate clean."
815. Tr. 25,921
816. Tr. 33,345-33,346
8 S :  Sid?4>591-34’592
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274. The accused SUZUKI testified that he 

really believed that General T0J0 would be able to 
check the war faction. At that time General TOJO

did not necessarily seem to advocate war on his own

but that there seemed to be some hidden cower pushing
819

this war agitation.

275. SHIMADA also testified of a conversation 

he had with TOJO of his intentions to start from 

scratch with respect to Japanese-United States negoti

ations. SHI1.IADA did not have the impression that
820

he was joining a war cabinet.

276. TOJO admitted on cross-examination that

shortly after he received the Imperial Mandate to form

a cabinet he told his secretary Colonel AKAMATSU that

he was not the TOJO of former times, but that since

he was appointed to the Premiership he would do his
821

best to realize the Emperor's wishes. t.s was said
822

by the witness SHIBA "The TOJO Cabinet then decided 

to scrap all previous understandings and start afresh***".

277. Since the prosecution with the combined 

acumen of eleven nations at hand, almost seven years 

after the event and after two years of intensive study 

of the conditions, is baffled in its efforts to

(819. Tr. 35,808
820. Tr. 34,654-34,655
821. Tr. 36,507 822
822. Tr. 33i320 -321)
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î
and will be composed primarily of military 
men. The new Cabinet may even appear to 
be extremist to persons unacquainted with 
the set-up of the >variou6 groups'within 
the Japanese Army and other factions 
having influence in the Government. However, 

Prince KONOYE entertains the hope that 
the Ambassador v/ill stress to the Govern
ment of the United States that too great 
importance should not be given to the 

outward appearance of the new Cabinet.

Prince K0ÎI0YE also desires the Ambassador 
to understand that he would not have tendered 

his resignation at this moment without hav
ing convinced himself that the succeeding 
Prime Minister v/ould be equally desirous

823
of adjusting Japanese-American relations."

24 (823. Tr. 25,858-25,859)
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determine a person more suitable than TOJO how is it 

in any position to criticize KIDO, let alone ask for 

his life.
•  •

278. We have no desire to crticize the
t

prosecution for being baffled because it required a 

miracle at that time to appoint some one who would be 

able to control the militarists and continue the nego

tiations with America. This was so pointedly recorded 

by Counselor Dooman of the American Embassy in Japan 

in a memorandum dated October 17, 1941:

"Prince KONOYE about a week ago had de

cided to resign in view of the internal situ

ation in Japan. At that time it appeared 

inevitable that the succeeding cabinet would 

be one of an extremist nature but Prince 

KONOYE through intensive effort and ’by a 

m iracle’ had in recent days been successful 

in ensuring that the government to succeed him 

would be composed of persons who did not subscribe 

to the principle that the conversations with the 

United States should be broken off.

"No Japanese civilian statesman will 

undertake the task in which Prince KONOYE 

has failed and consequently the succeeding 

cabinet mu s t  be headed by an Army officer

tm K'-- Sf**
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and will be composed primarily of military 
men. The new Cabinet may even appc-cr to 
be extremist to persons unacquainted with 
the set-up of the «various groups within 
the Japanese Army and other factions 
having influence in the Government. However, 
Prince K0N0YE entertains the hope that 
the Ambassador will stress to the Govern
ment of the United States that too great 
importance should not be given to the 

outward appearance of the new Cabinet.

Prince KOUOYE also desires the Ambassador 
to understand that he would not have tendered 

his resignation at this moment without hav

ing convinced himself that the succeeding 
Prime Minister v/ould be equally desirous

823
of adjusting Japanese-American relations."

(8 2 3. Tr. 25,858-25,859)
25
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279» As shown ono r.ay road KIDO's November
1941 historical portrayal of the events leading up to
the appointment of TOJO, and all the other contemporary
documents, and oral testimony in vain for any indication
that TOJO was appointed for the purpose of waging war
with America, After consultation with the Senior
Statesmen KIDO personally assumed the responsibility
to the Emperor of making the recommendation and it
would be far fetched to argue that any criminal
responsibility attached from such assumption. There
can be no question but that conditions in Japan were
exceedingly critical at that time with the Allied
pressure from the outside, both economic and military,
and the younger militarists in Japan pressing for war
and the navy undecided. It is no wonder that when
KIDO reported to the Emperor on October 20, 1941, that
", , , one mistaken step taken in the present cabinet

824change might have inadvertently plunged us into war"
and that the appointment of TOJO was in his belief", , ,

82?the only way of giving a new turn to the situation, •
His Majesty replied "He who will not go into the tiger's

826,den will not got the tiger cub." The Emperor too827.
realized "nothing ventured, nothing gained," The

824. Ex. 1156, T. 10295; 825. Ibid. 826. Ibid.827. Aff. par., 226, T. 31027.

V
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î
question might well be asked —  How long would a 

person like KIDO have lasted in the Nazi Regime?

XII.
(G) Events Prior to Pearl Harbor,

280. There is an abundance of evidence in
this case concerning the effort T0J0 and his cabinet

made to wipe the slate clean and effect peace between
the United States and Japan. KIDO of course had nothing

to do with these stops so wo will mention them here
only briefly. Among other things TOJO undertook an
exhaustive study at the Liaison Conferences during
the latter part of October of the possibilities of

828.
effecting peace negotiations with America; the

829
preparation and submission of proposals A and B;

830
the dispatch of KURUSU to America; and TO JO even

went so far as to call, upon approval of the Emperor,

a meeting of the Military Councillors. This was the

first time it was called since the establishment of
831.

the Military Councillor system in 1903. TOJO
testified to KIDO's elation upon hearing about the

decision to withdraw the troops from South Indo
832.

China. The situation gradually changed so that it 828 *

828. T. 36316; 829. T. 36326; 830. T. 36347.
831. T. 36329 et seq; 832. T. 36519 - 36520.
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became necessary for the government to prepare for
833.

war and for peace, as consideration had to be 

paid to the worst eventuality of a rupture in negotia

tions,

28I. The Imperial Conference of November

5 'cane to pass at which Japan* s policy towards the

United States, England and the Netherlands was decided

according to the nrinciples studied by the Liaison
834

Conferences. KIDO of course had no part in this:

At that tine a very ugly transformation came over the
835.

country. The guard around kIDO’s house was

increased from 10 to 15 policemen in the day time and 

at night was increased from 25 to 35. He had to follow 

a different route every day in driving to and from his
836.15

16
17
18
19
20 
21

office. The reason for this is quite obvious.

The testimony is uncontradicted that KIDO was regarded 

as pro-British and pro-American, We need refer the 

Tribunal only to the testimony of former German
837.

Ambassador Ott and the accused MATSUI. Ott stated:

"The attitude of the Reich Government toward

Marquis KIDO was one of distrust. He was considered
22

833. Aff. par. 230, T. 31030.
23 834. Aff. par. 231, T. 31031.
_  835. Aff .par. 232, T. 31032.
24 836. Ibid.
„  837. T. 34908.
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Berlin."
No - n d c r  KIDO „„ver received n d u # o r a M o n

from the Gorman Government. WATCUr « o .fiioJ °tator.ont on
c r o s s - e x a m in a t io n  was as follows î

” . . .  But on the whole, fron ny own obser

vation, I felt that the Lore Koopor was somewhat nore 

pro-British one pro-taerican than such people as 

myself. But at the same time he was a patriotic 

Japanese,"
282« KIDO testi P-wi -n-i - .«.stuiec. the solidarity of young

military and naval officers became tightened with the

•result that an atmosphere was created in the fighting

services themselves opposing tho policy of the leaders

of the army and navy for the adjustment of relations

b e t w e e n  J a p a n  a n d  t o r i e n .  ’ F r e t f u l  i m p a t i e n c e  w a s

t h e  o r d e r  o f  t h o  d a y .  O n N o v e m b e r  1 9 ,  1 9 4 1  k i d o  h a d

a n  a u d i e n c e  w i t h  t h e  E m p e r o r .  ° *  k i d o  c o u n s e l e d  t h e

Emperor at this tine to strongly deprecate entering

838. T. 33920.
8 3 9 . Aff. par. 2 3 3 . T, 31032
840. Ex. 1  n s _ c o r  L a n g .  S e c .  T .  1 1 1 4 3 .

27Sr~ . m m i i i . -  | f  W  -SÄk.4. - — *’* ” ' *  ”=r-r’— .jB̂aoataen.

283. Th .1 ■prosecution neither condemns nor 
commends KIDO fo ’ : oconmonding that c meeting with

the Senior Statoren be hold. It just misstates the 
, 843.

procedure never happened. The reason is obvious.
KIDO thought as a last resort the Senior Statesmen 
might be able t,o avert the crisis and avoid war. As

844,s own in KIDO* s Diary of November 26, 1941 the 
842* ;>33, T. 31033.

84t  T * 41U9.
* g î cor. Lang. Soc. T. 10429 - additionalexcerpt« Aff. par. 233, T. 31034 - 31035.
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as belonging; to the group which did not favor the 

improvement of the Japanese-German relations, primarily 

under the leadership of the Minister of the Imperial 

Household, MATSUDAIRA, I considered KIDO in line with 

MATSUDAIRA's views, and this feeling was shared in 

Berlin."

No wonder KIDO never received a decoration

fron the German Government. MATSUI*s statement on
838.

cross-examination was as follows:

" . . .  But on the whole, fron my own obser

vation, I felt that the Lord Keeper was somewhat more 

pro-Britiah and pro-American than such people as 

myself. But at the same time he was a patriotic 

Japanese."

282. KIDO testified the solidarity of young

military and naval officers became tightened with the

result that an atmosphere was created in the fighting

services themselves opposing the policy of the leaders

of the army and navy for the adjustment of relations
839.

between Japan and America. Fretful impatience was

the order of the day. On November 19» 1941 KIDO had
840.

an audience with the Emperor. KIDO counseled the

Emperor at this tine to strongly deprecate entering

838. T. 33920.
839. Aff. par. 233, T. 31032.
840. Ex, II8I, T. 10389 as cor, Lang. Sec. T. 11143. —
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into a stato of war with the passing of the end of

November just as if it wore a natter cf routine business

•and instead that the situation should be handled with

n most cautious attitude as it was conceived that the
negotiations with America by the end of November might

841.
be in one of various states. As the exhibit
clearly shows, he further pointed out th:t by rushing

into w r ,  influence >11 the unification of pi?.'lie opinion

would have an unde si alle effect in the future and he

advissd the Emperor* . . . when the Premier solicits
Hj . Majesty’s final 01c îision, if circumstances require,

tee Premier should be ordered to hold the council in

the Imperial pres«. i©i with the particioation therein
842.

of all the Senior Statesmen."

283. TU -irosecution neither condemns nor

commends KIDO f o : oconnonding that a meeting with

the Senior Stater iron be hold. It just misstates the
843.

procedure novel’ happened. The reason is obvious.
KIDO thought as a last resort the Senior Statesmen
might be able t,o avert the crisis and avoid war. As

844.
shown in KIDO’ s Diary of November 26, 1941 the

841. Aff. par*. P3 3, T. 31033.
842. Ex. 1181. ,n. III43.
843. Par. JJ-8C, T. 41119.
844. Ex. II9O a 5 cor. Lang. Sec. T. 10429 - additional 

excerpt« Aff. par. 233, T. 31034 - 31035.

J
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î
Emperor approved of the conference with the Senior 

Statesmen" . . . which should bo convened to have 

broader and more complete discussions on the matter."

In reply to the Er.peror’s statement on November 26, 1941 

regarding the outlook of the Japanese-American talks 

and fears that the worst might come to the worse, KIDO 

replied:

"Once the final decision is made this time

it would truly be the last and irretrievably final

one. Thus if there should be any doubt or any better

idea to surmount the difficulties in your Majesty’s

mind, I pray that your Majesty be pleased to elucidate

the same without the least reserve and appropriate

steps which your Majesty night not repent of afterwards.
«

I therefore pray that Your Majesty command the Premier 

without reserve."

284. V/e submit that this speaks for itself.

The usual guess, this time extremely brief, of the

prosecution’s interpretation of both of these diary

entries of November 19, 1941 and November 26, 1941 is
845.

grossly distorted. The proper interpretation is

just the opposite of the prosecution's and clearly 

demonstrates K I D O 's innocence of having a criminal 

mind. There was no cross-examination of KIDO on these

«45. ParT JJ-78, T„ 41778.
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entries or his testimony regorging then, and therefore 
was not contested. On its fr.ee the diary entry of 
November 26, 1941 clearly shows KID0*s prayer that 
the Premier be commanded without reserve. It speaks 
for itself.

285. Upon receipt of Secretary Hull‘s note
of November 26, 1941 it was felt that the American
proposal was so strong as to be entirely beyond the
pale of the contingencies which were anticipated by

846.
KIDO. The government said that the Hull note was

847.
tantamount to an ultimatum. The accused KAÏA

848.
said; "It was a big blow to all."

286. On the morning of November 27, 1941,
a telegram from N0I.ÏURA and KURUSU dated November 26,
1941 was received in the Foreign Ministry. In it
substantially it was suggested that if conditions
do not change negotiations must be given up by then
and that they were humiliated at the lack of influence
and in this case the only way to bridge the difficulty
was to let President Roosevelt cable the Emperor and

849.
ask the Emperor to answer. This request was
conditioned on obtaining the permission from the Foreign
846. Ex. 1181, as cor. Lang. Sec. 11143.
847. Aff. Dar. 231, T. 31031,
848. T. 30655.
849. Ex. 2249, T. I6I97.

I
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Office. KÏDO ln nis"'nffldavit~~5nid he never saw this

850.
telegram.

287. This is confirmed by TOGO’S admission 

on cross-examination that he never showed the telegram 
to KIDO and KIDO told him that he had not seen the

851. ' 852
telegram. KIDO testified that he had no
recollection of talking to Foroigji Minister TOGO about 

the telegram. KIDO further stated that he does not 
deny that TOGO spoke to him but if he did it must 

have been after receipt of Secretary of State Hull's 

message of the sane date which had reached Japan and 
created a changed situation minimizing the importance 

of the telegram from NOMURA. He further stated that 

he never had any weighty conference with TOGO about 
it and that if TOGO spoke to him it must have been very 

slightly due to the conditional nature of the telegram. 
KIDO had nothing to do with Foreign Minister TOGO'S

853.
answering telegram, of November 28, 1941. KIDO
was not cross-examined by anyono with respect to either 

of these telegrams.
288. According to the testimony of TOGO, 

elicited on both direct and cross-examination, Secretary

850. Aff. par? 234, T. 31036. *
851. T. 3$20, 35821.
852. Aff. par. 234, T. 31036.
853. Ex. 1193, T. 10442 - 10443.
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Hull's note and. the tele gran of November 26 th from 
Ambassadors NOMURA and KURUGU arrived almost siinultan-

on direct examination that the two ambassadors had no 

confidence in the success of the procedure outlined in 
their telegram of the 26th after receipt of Secretary 

Hull's note because in their telegram dispatched 

shortly after the receipt oof the note they reported 
that there was no prospect of reaching an agreement and 

advised measures to be taken in case freedom of action
855.

was resorted to.
289. TOGO also testified on direct examination 

that on the 28th of November he called on the Premier 

fifteen minutes before the cabinet meeting which was

scheduled to convene at 10 a.m. He testified that 

the talk with the Premier and with SHIMADA who was 

also present was about the Ambassador's recommendation

contents of this message. "Both the Premier and the 

Navy Minister were of opinion that ther*. was absolutely 

no hope of a solution by such means as that proposed

by the A mbassadors." TOGO then went to the cabinet 

854. Tr. 35,818.

854. •
eously on the morning of the 27th He also stated

856

857
as well as the Hull Note He explained to them the

858

859

855. Tr. 35,705, Ex. 2949
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1
meeting and left before oonpiutin* arid he says that—

before being roceivecl in audience he explained to KIDO

about the Hull Note and talked with him concerning the
860

two Ambassadors* recommendation. YAMAMOTO, a Foreign

Office official, sidos with TOGO in saying TOGO consulted 
861

KIDO, TOGO further said that KIDO was of the opinion

that the Ambassadors’ recommendation was insufficient
862

to save the situation.

'*• 2 9 0. The prosecution erroneously claims that 

KIDO told TOGO that "If the conditions suggested by 

the Ambassadors wore accepted, the result night be
I 863

civil war." The prosecution has misconstrued TOGO’S

testimony. It is clear that TOGO was referring to

the Hull Note when he says that KIDO told him that

" * * * if its conditions were adopted as the basis
864

of a settlement, the result might bo civil war."

TOGO admitted on cross-examination that there was a

discussion about the Hull Note at the cabinet meeting

and that the government had no confidence in its

realization and that applied, to both the Hull Note and
865

the telegram from Ambassadors NOMURA and KURUSU.

860.
861.
862.
863*
864.
865.

Ibid.
Tr. 26,064-26,065.
Tr. 3 5,707.
Par. JJ- 7 9  Tr. 41,118.
ïr* P A ° b  35*708.Tr. 35,818, 35,819.
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.V

Tt"'is important "~to note tha t~~TCGû~tgstif ied that the-----

government’s decision on the Hull N0to and on the
telegram from NOMURA and KURUSU was made before TOGO

866
spoke to KIDO, Thus KIDO had no opportunity to 
advise the Emperor, as the government had already made 
its decision, TOGO also testified on cross-examination 
that when he had an audience with the Emperor after 
he spoke with KIDO he spoke to His Majesty about the 

Hull Note but did not speak to His Majesty about the
867

telegram from NOMURA and KURUSU, TOGO also admitted

that the NOMURA-KURUSU telegram was in the nature of

a diplomatic negotiation. He also admitted that it was

his duty as Foreign Minister under the constitution and

ordinances of Japan, that he had personal responsibility
868

with respect to the duties of his office,
869

291. Notwithstanding this, he claimed it
was up to the government to decide whether the proposal
contained in the Ambassadors' telegram should be adopted
or not. The telegram however was conditioned upon

approval of the Foreign Office. Although TOGO said
that the government had no confidence in the realization

870
of the suggestion of the Ambassadors he admitted later

866. Tr. 35,819.
867. Tr. 35,822,
868. Tr, 35,822.
869. Tr. 35,822-35,823.
870. Tr. 35,818, 35,819.

fef;'
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on cross-examination thrrt - it vira not submitted tn the »

cabinet: " * * * since the natter had been agreed upon

among the Prime Minister, the Navy Minister and the

Foreign Minister the matter need not be presented to

the cabinet, and it would be perfectly all right to say

that this agreement of views represented the views of 
871

the government." From this it is apparent KIDO had 

no responsibility.
292. Although TOGO professed no desire to

872
shove responsibility to KIDO he stated that if KIDO 

believed steps should be taken in opposition to the

views of the government it would have been all right
873

for him to have suggested it to the Emperor, Apparently 

this statement was made to excuse TOGO’S report to 

the Emperor of the government's decision on the Hull 
Note before XIDO had an opportunity to speak with the 
Emperor. It is quite apparent that TOGO was not fam

iliar with the duties of the Lord Keeper of the Privy 

Seal as his testimony is contrary to all the other

evidence submitted on the responsibility of the Lord
874

Keeper of the Privy »Seal to the Emperor. Once the 

government had arrived at a decision it was improper

871. Tr. 35,823-35,824.
872. Tr. 35,825.
873. Tr. 35,824.
874. Infra - p. 116-130.
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for the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal to advise"the

Emperor to take steps contrary to the decision of the 
87?

government. As TO JO said "Summing it up, the Emperor

had no free choice from the governmental structure
setting up the cabinet and the Supreme Command, He
was not in a position to n  ject tike recommendations and

advice of the cabinet and High Command, His wishes or
hopes were necessarily assisted by the Lord Keeper,

and even these hopes when expressed finally were to be
scrutinized by the cabinet or the Supreme Command,

Recommendations and suggestions after this careful
examination had to be approved by the Emperor and never

cto be rejected, * * * These facts b^.ing what they are,

it was solely upon the cabinet and the Supreme Command 
«

that the responsibility lay for the political, dip-
876

lomatic and military affairs of the nation," He also

said the Emperor has never rejected the government’s

decision on any natter in the entire history of new 
8 77

Japan.

878
293. On September 29, 1941, KIDO in his

diary related a talk he had with KARA, President of 

the Privy Council, about holding a final Imperial

87?. Aff. par. 222, Tr. 31,024.
876. Tr. 36,383.
877. Tr. 36,382.
878. Ex. 1142, Aff. par. 197, Tr. 30,958.
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Conference before arriving at a decision on war, 

making it less formal and including the Senior 

Statesmen in the council. If viu understand the 

prosecution’s summation correctly it has misstated to 

the Tribunal that this was not followed as testified 

to by KIDO. The meeting was held, it was less formal
879

than usual and the Senior Statesmen were there.

A plethora of evidence has been produced showing this 

and it is neither contradicted nor impeached. The 

Senior Statesmen met at a coaference at the palace with 

the government, they listened to a report given by 

the Prime Minister on the development of negotiations 

with America, This meeting was not attended by the 

Emperor nor by KIDO, It recessed at 1 p.n. at which 

tine the Senior Statesmen, some cabinet members and 

KIDO had luncheon with the Emperor. After luncheon 

the Emperor had a one-hour meeting from 2 to 3 with 

the Senior Statesmen at which TOJO and others from 

the government were present. KIDO was also present 

but did not participate or say anything at the meet

ing. The Senior Statesmen gave their views to the
«

Emperor and at the conclusion of this meeting when 

the Emperor and KIDO withdrew the Senior Statesmen

879. Aff. par. 236, Tr. 31,037; Aff. par. 237,
Tr. 31,038, Ex, II90 as revised by Lang. Sec.
Tr. 16.187-16.198._________'_______________________
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1
4 p.m. after which KIDO was advised by Prince KONOYE
that no decision was made at any of the two meetings
between the Senior Statesmen and the representatives

880
of the government. KIDO so testified. His diary 

881 882 
records it; OKADA corroborated this; SHIMADA 

883 884
corroborated it; TOJO corroborated it. It is

885
also corroborated in TOJO interrogations. There is

resumed their meeting with tho government u n t il

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

no evidence to the contrary.

ference at which tho Emperor
886

fully recorded.

That part of the con- 

and KIDO were present is

21
22
23
24
25

880.
881.
882.
883.
884.

Aff. par. 237, Tr. 31,038, ^
Ex. II96 as revised Tr, 16.187-16,198. 
Tr. 29,262,
Tr. 34*795.
Tr. 36,508.
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293-a* The reason why the prosecution only

devotes six lines of its indididûaiL.lsummation against
887

KIDO to the meeting of November 29, 1941, and 

unwarrantedly states that K I D O ’s statement that the 

procedure he talked over with HARA was not followed 

is quite apparent when one considers the fact that 

the orosecution charged in Appendix E of the Indict

ment that KIDO was "present at and concurred in the 

decisions taken at * * * the conference *’r* * of 

November 29, 1941 (ex-premiers)" and "* * * which deci- 

sion^prepared for and led to unlawful war on 7/8 Dec

ember 1941." (The only other conference to which a 

similar charge is made against KIDO is the one of 

October 17, 1941, which has been considered heretofore.) 

Naturally, as all the evidence shows no decision was 

made at this conference of November 29, 1941, and 

that KIDO did not even say one word there, the prosecu

tion wants to ignore it.

294. On November 30, 1941, KIDO was summoned 

by the Emperor and told that Prince TAKAMATSU had told 

the Emperor in substance that the navy appeared to 

be opposed to war and Prince TAKAMATSU had wanted to 

know what was the real intention of the navy. KIDO 

replied " * * * that His Majesty’s decision is of 

-M7. Bar. JJ-8 0 , Tr. 41,n Q . ________________________________



such gravity that, once decided, it could not later

he retracted. Hence it is felt that if there is the

least uncertainty every possible precaution should be
886

taken to do that to which His Majesty can giver assent.

Are these the w©:tf.<$s of a conspirator, an

aggressor at heart? The evidence is that KIDO was
889

not a war monger.

295. KIDO suggested to the Emperor "that 

the Navy Minister and the Chief of the Naval General 

Staff be called at once and the true intention of the 

Navy be ascertained, and that the matter be conveyed 

frankly to the Premier also."
890

This is fully related in his diary. The 

Premier, who was planning to hold an Imperial Con

ference the next day, saw the Emperor a fpw minutes

later and requested that it be called but His Majesty
891

withheld his consent. After the Navy Minister and 

Chief of Naval General Staff had conferred with the 

Emperor, KIDO was summoned in audience and the 

Emperor advised him that these officials had answered 

his questions with considerable confidence and that

888. Ex*.
Tr.

1198. Tr. 
12,400.

10,468 as Cor. Lang. Sec

889. Tr. 35,800-801■ •
890. Ex, 1198. Tr. 10,468 as Cor. Lang. Sec

891.
Tr. 12,400.
Aff,, par. 239, Tr. 31,045.
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KIDO should instruct TOJO to proceed as planned.

296. As KIDO stated he was told to advise

the Premier to proceed with the Imperial Conference

the next day which he did. This is confirmed bv TOJO
893

who testified that KIDO called him by telephone and 

stated that the Emperor allowed the Imperial Conference 

to be held on December 1 as slated. This was also

corroborated by SHIMADA on cross-examination by the
894

prosecution.
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297» The prosecution guess as to what the
895

Emperor’s instructions were is not borne out by the 

testimony. As testified to by Admiral SHUtKDAs

“Hence, Admiral NAGANO and I on November 30 

told the Emperor that the navy had made adequate pre

parations. The question of confidence in the ultimate 

outcome of the war was not the theme of our conversa

tion but only whether we were confident of the prepa

rations which the navy had made.“

In so far as KIDO is concerned, this diary 

entry of November 30, 1941, definitely establishes 

that KIDO did not participate in decisions of the 

government or High Command.

892. Ex.. 1198, Tr. 10,468 as Cor. Lang Sec. Tr. 12,480
893. Tr. 36,371.
894. Tr. 34,699.
895. Par. JJ-80, Tr. 41,119.
896.. -T.r. 34,667._________________________________ _____
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1
298. The prosecution criticizes KIDO for 

offering no further advice to avert war after the 
Imperial Conference of December 1. This is not under
standable. The evidence shows that he did his utmost 
to avert it before the final decision was made and when 
it was finally made by the Government and High Command 
on December 1, 1941, he was powerless. It must be 
remembered that KIDO was not an advisor to the Throne 
on these matters. Every one of the fourteen ministers 
of state of the cabinet and the Premier had access to 
and advised the Emperor. The officials of the High 
Command gave direct advice to the Emperor. The 
Imperial Household .Minister also gave advice tc the 
Emperor. Each one of these advisors was charged with 
the duty and responsibility of advising the Emperor on 
matters pertaining to his respective office. The 
prosecution seems to overlook this and tries to create 
the impression that KIDO was responsible for all this 
advice. Furthermore, the undisputed evidence is that 
with respect to matters falling within ;the sphere of 
the High Command under Article 11 of the Constitution
the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal had no authority to

897
interfere, and he did not interfere. TOJO testified 
that he did not think that the Lord Keeper listened o 897
897. Tr. U,510-_____________________________________
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advice. As TOJO further stated, "Cabinet decisions,

as a matter of course, were made on the responsibility

of the members of the cabinet and the decisions of

the Supreme Command were made on the responsibility

of the members of the Supreme Command; and there was

no space for any other person to interfere, and other

people naturally includes the Lord Keeper of the
898

Privy Seal.11

299. The prosecution's argument also over

looks the testimony of SUZUKI who stated it was neces

sary for the Prime Minister to get the agreements of

the Ministers of War, Navy and Foreign Affairs to
899

have the Emperor say he did not want war; that it

was only the duty of the Lord Keeper ôf the Privy

Seal to have such advice in case an inquiry was put
900

to him by the Emperor.

3 0 0. On the morning of December 8, 194-1, as

shown in KIDO's diary, at 12:40 a.m. Foreign Minister

TOGO telephoned KIDO and told him that Ambassador Grew

had brought to him a telegram from President Roosevelt •

addressed to the Emperor. He asked KIDO how the
901

message should be handled. TOGO testified on direct

898. Tr. 36,511.
899. Tr. 35,327.
900. Tr. 35,330-35,331.
901. "EX. 1 2 3 9 as cos Lang. S uc.- T r — l 6 ÿ i ^ 7 ---------------
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examination that he first knew the contents of the

message about 12:30 a.m. when Ambassador Grew called 
902

on him. TOGO testified on cross-examination he first

called MATSUDAIRA, Tsuneo, Imperial Household Minister,

about what procedure should be followed with respect 
903

to the telegram. TOGO stated that MATSUDAIRA advised

him that he should talk with the Lord Keeper of the

Privy Seal and that TOGO then called KIDO on the tele- 
904

phone. TOGO further stated on cross-examination

that MATSUDAIRA did not ask him any questions regard-
905

ing the contents of the telegram. TOGO further testi

fied on direct examination that when he spoke with 

KIDO on the telephone KIDO suggested that TOGO consult

the Premier, and KIDO also said that the Emperor would
906

receive him even at such a time.

301. On cross-examination TOGO admitted

that he did not tell KIDO the contents of the telegram
907

over the telephone nor did KIDO ask him. TOGO fur

ther testified that he had no recollection that KIDO

did anything whatsoever to obstruct an interview
908

between him and the Emperor that morning. As a matter

902. .fy. 35,727'* ’ ' ...
903. Tr. 35,794, 35,795, 35,796.
904. Tr. 35,728.
905. Tr. 35,796.
906. Tr. 35,728.
907. Tr. 35,797.
-9Q8r Tr. 3*,7 0f t _____________
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of fact, KIDO suggested it.

302. KIDO’s diary states that later he was
notified that TOGO had proceeded to the palace so

910
KIDO went there at 2:40 a.m. He further testified
that he spoke with Foreign Minister TOGO for a few

minutes and that he did not see the telegram nor did

TOGO tell him of its contents. ÎIDO went home arriving 
911

at 3s30 a.m. When cross-examined by the prosecution, 

who was the only one to cross-examine him on the sub

ject, KIDO testified that he did not find out what

was in President Roosevelt’s telegram on the morning 
912

of December 8; that when he was talking to TOGO the

Chamberlain told him that the Emperor had already 
913

come out; and TOGO immediately left his presence and
914

KIDO did not learn anything from him. KIDO was
915

about to ask him when the Emperor was announced.

He further testified that he believed that TOGO arrived

at the palace after he did and when TOGO arrived he
916

only spoke to him for a minute or two; that KIDO
waited at the palace in the event of any inquiries

917
from the Emperor; that he did not request an audience

909.
910.
911.
912.
913.
914.

Ex. 1239 as cor. Lang. Sec. Tr. 16,192. 
Ibid.
Aff. par. 242, Tr. 31,049.
Tr. 31,605.25

916. Tr. 31,606, 31,607. 
W * — Tr, 31,609.--------
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3
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6

together with a minister of state reporting to the
918

Emperor on matters under his jurisdiction. KIDO

waited until TOGO had completed his audience but TOGO

went home. When KIDD' became aware of that and the
919

fact that the Emperor had retired KIDO went home.

303. In his direct testimony TOGO said before

7 1 he had an audience with the Emperor he had a three- 

81 or four-minute talk with KIDO » * * * telling him the
920

9 1 contents of the telegram. * * * " If there was more

10 |to this conversation TOGO failed to reveal it in his

11 Idirect testimony. On cross-examination when TOGO
12 i»as asked if he had told KIDO what TOJO had told him

13 he said: "KIDO, first of all, gave me his own opinion

ind then asked me what TOJO’s opinion was, to which14
15
duestion I said that this opinion was the same as

16 921
urs, It is to be noted that here TOGO says KIDO

18ecpressed his opinion "first of all," which can only
^ean one thing —  to a diplomat accustomed to choosing 

2§crrect words —  "before anything else was said." In 

ftther words, before he told KIDO the contents of the 

taeLegram, as he said he did on direct, KIDO expressed 

91$. Tr. 31,60$.
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his opinion. If the first statement KIDO made was 

to give his own opinion then there would have been no 

necessity for TOGO to have told him the contents of 

the telegram because KIDO’s opinion would naturally 

have had to be based on knowledge of the contents of 

the telegram.

304. On cross-examination by the prosecution, 

TOGO admitted that in the previous telephone conver

sation with KIDO "It did not seem that he knew any-
922

thing about the contents of the message." As TOGO

also admitted that he did not tell KIDO the contents

of the telegram over the telephone nor did KIDO ask
923

him, it is thus difficult to understand how KIDO knew

the contents and was able to give his opinion before

being advised of the contents by TOGO if TOGO is to

be believed that KIDO gave his opinion "first of all."

Apparently TOGO was the only one who had the trans-
924

lation of the telegram.

305. On cross-examination by counsel for 

KIDO, after TOGO had stated that KIDO, first of all, 

gave him his own opinion, TOGO was then asked if he 

showed KIDO President Roosevelt’s telegram. He admitted 

that he had the translation of the message from
922.
923.
-924»

Tr. 35,874. 
Tr. 35,797. 

35,728.
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President Roosevelt in his hand "*> * *and I spoke to
925

him about the contents of the telegram." He did not
show the telegram to KIDO, and " * * * nor was it

926
necessary for me to show it to him." In other words,

it is quite apparent that TOGO did not consider KIDO

of sufficient importance to show him the telegram. TOGO

admits that the Chamberlain came in announcing that the
927

Emperor was in waiting.

306. TOGO, over the weekend, after he had 

an opportunity to reflect, early on Monday morning, 

December 22, 194-7, when the prosecution called his attend 

tion to his answer on cross-examination by KIDO’s coun

sel that "KIDO, first of all, gave me his own opinion 

and then asked me what TOJO's opinion was, to which
928

question I said that his opinion was the same as yours," 

stated that this conversation took place after TOGO had 

told KIDO the contents of the message. We submit that 

this explanation conflicts with his previous statement 

that KIDO expressed his opinion "first of all."
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307. Since TOGO lias stated that his con-
«

versation with TOJO about the telegram had lasted
929

between fifteen and twenty minutes and his subsequent

conversation with the Emperor had lasted approximately 
930

15 minutes, v/e submit it was impossible for TOGO 
to have repeated the contents of the message, obtained 

KIDO's opinion and repeated TOJO’s opinion to KIDO, 

all within the space of "a minute or two" as testified 

to by KIDO or "within 3 or 4 minutes" as testifiedto 
by TOGO. An examination of the length of the document 

also substantiates this. Certainly the discussion of 
the reply would not account for the difference in time.

3 0 8. We also wish to point out that in its 

summation of TOGO’S evidence the prosecution has
stated that both KIDO and TOGO agreed that TOGO should |i

I

see the Emperor and both agreed to the evasive reply I
931

which TOGO had drawn up. The latter statement is

directly opposite to the evidence. TOGO specifically

stated on cross-examination by the prosecution that

he did not tell KIDO "***that the draft of the reply
9 3 2

had been decided upon," TOGO further stated that

the agreement of views on the draft reply was between 
933

TOGO and TOJO. There is no evidence KIDO knew what

929. T. 35,827.
930. T. 35,729.
-931. Par. WW-37. T. 41,936.
932. 35,901. 1----- 933. IMd;--------------- ----

25
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the draft was and no evidence that he even knew a 

draft existed.

309. That TOGO considered KIDO's position
unimportant is further demonstrated by TOGO's testimony

»
on cross-examination by the prosecution that TOGO

never even mentioned to the Emperor that he had spoken
934

to KIDO about the matter. It is also demonstrated

by the fact that TOGO testified he suggested the draft
of the Emperor's reply to the Emperor, and obtained

the Emperor's consent at that meeting, well knowing

that he had never discussed the reply with KIDO and

that KIDO had had no opportunity to discuss the reply
935

with the Emperor. He admits that he never talked

to KIDO about the reply end even v/ent so far as to say

he did not think it was necessary for him to give
936

KIDO any additional explanation.

310. The prosecution confronted TOGO with

a document from the Foreign Office entitled "Particulars
937

Regarding Cordial Message from President Roosevelt,"
938

written sometime in 1942, It was admitted in 

evidence and TOGO was examined at length on the contents 

of it. On cross-examination by the prosecution TOGO

934. T. 35,904.
935. T. 35,904, 35,905.
936. T. 35,907.
937. T. 35,913.
938. T. 36.121.

25
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h
admitted* that the document was prepared in the Foreign

Office but he could not quite say that the entire

contents of it were correct, and he did not order it
939

prepared. Although the document deals with the

exact language used between TOGO and Ambassador Grew

and it refers to what happened when TOGO had an

audience with the Emperor, TOGO never admitted that he

prepared the document. On cross-examination by the

prosecution, he pointed out that there were some

errors in the document, one of which was that it did

not mention the fact that TOGO met KIDO on the morning
940

of December 8th, 1941. He overlooked another

omission because on recross-examination he admitted

that the document also did not mention the telephone
941

conversation that he had with KIDO. He also

stated that "the mere fact that a personal pronoun * I*
942

is used here is not proof that I wrote it."

311. The prosecution also queried TOGO

about a statement to one of the prosecutors on February

22nd and 28th, 1946 which was signed on March 6th, 1946

There TOGO devoted two complete paragraphs to discussipg
S

what happened on the early morning of December 8th, 194] 939 940 941 942

939. T. 35,914.
940. T. 35,921,
941. T. 36,122.
942. Ibid. '

■ T O T ^ r-3 ^ 1 S 4 ,— __________________
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1 When it was pointed out to TOGO that he had not

mentioned the meeting he had with Marquis KIDO on

the early morning of December 8th, TOGO said that the

statement was prepared by Mr. Morgan, the investigator,

in a resume form and that Mr. Morgan "at that time

did not ask me any questions pertaining to ray relations

or connections with Marquis KIDO and so I did not tell
944

him anything about that." That Mr. Morgan must

hove spoken to TOGO about his relations with KIDO is

apparent because the document recites that he spoke to

KIDO on the telephone that morning. And when remindöd

of this TOGO sidestepped saying: "It is the same thing.

312. If the question of whose recollection

on the morning of December 8th is correct - TOGO’s or

KIDO’s has any importance - v/e refer to the testimony

of MATSUDAIRft, Yasumasa who was Chief Secretary to

KIDO and who was called and testified in TOGO’S case.

Counsel for TOGO objected to and tried to prevent

MATSUDAIRA from testifying, although the prosecution 
946

did not object. The prosecution states that KIDO 

was contradicted on his recollection of the conversation 

he had with TOGO in the morning by MATSUDAIRA "***v/ho

says he heard the contents, though not the details,
944. Ibid.

T. 36,124, 36,125.
546, T. 35,598, 35,597.------------------------- — .
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9

prosecution overlooks the fact that one of MATSUDAIRA's
answers was submitted to the Language Section and 

948
corrected. MATSUDAIRA testified that he had a 
conversation with KIDO some time before noon on the 

morning of December 8th about the telegram, and "Marquis 
KIDO said that at that time he was not familiar with 

the details." During the course of this examination 

a bad interpretation of an answer gave rise to the
10 question which immediately followed but the answers
i l clearly show that KIDO told MATSUDAIRA that he was
12 not familiar with the details nor of the contents of
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25

the telegram. The pertinent questions and answers
949

originally given and as corrected appear below.

Although TOGO* s counsel had tried to prevent MATSUDAIRA

947. Par. JJ-8 1 , T. 41,120
948. T. 36,597.
949. T. 35,600 and as cor, Lang. Sec. T. 36,5

"Q: Tell us what you said to Marquis KIDO and
what he»said to you.

"A: Marquis KIDO said that at that time he was not
familiar with the details.

"0; Had you asked him what the details of the 
telegram were?

"Aj Well, I heard about the contents of the telegran

"Correction: I heard what the contents of the
telegram were about."

This corrected answer was subsequently changed by the 
Language Section to reads (T. 36,597)

"A* I asked what that telegram was about, for 
which —

"Q. Was that from Marquis KIDO or from some one 
____________else?
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from testifying, he refused to cross-ex,■’.mine him.
MATSUDAIRA was not cross-examined by the prosecution

either.
313* The prosecution comments on the fact

that KIDO failed to call MATSUDAIRA but only examined

him when he was called as a witness for TOGO "although

the matter wrs outside the scope of his affidavit."

The prosecution refers to this as if it were'something

unusual. Time after time during the course of this
trial the Tribunal granted permission to other defense

counsel to ask questions of witnesses on direct

examination outside the scope of the original affidavit.

Furthermore no issue had been raised between TOGO 
* ^

and KIDO at the time KIDO testified and there was 

no necessity for calling MATSUDAIRA at that time on 
this point to corroborate KIDO. The issue arose in 

T0G0fs affidavit which was served prior to the time 

MATSUDAIRA took the stand for TOGO. The prosecution 

also complains that there are other points oh which 

949 - Contd.
"A. From Marquis KIDO.
"Q. And did he tell you the details as well as 

the contents?
"A. No, I donft think at that time that I heard 

anything of the contents from him. He said 
he Wc?s at that time unfamiliar with the detal. 
of the telegram - of the contents of the 

^ telegram.
950. T. 35,602.
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MATSUDAIRA m i g h t  h a v e  c o r r o b o r a t e d  o r  c o n t r a d i c t e d  

K ID O .  I f  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  t h o u g h t  h e  w o u l d  c o n t r a d i c t  

KID O w hy  d i d n ’ t  i t  c r o s s - e x a m i n e  h i m  a t  t h a t  t i m e ,  

o r  c a l l  h i m  i n  r e b u t t a l ?

3 1 4 , ;  T h e  p r o s e c u t i o n ’ s  u s u a l  e u e s s  t h a t

KIDO s h o u l d  h a v e  k n o w n  t h e  w h e r e a b o u t s  o f  t h e  t e l e g r a m

during the day of December 7th is of course without
951

foundation and unsupported by the evidence. That 

was not his duty. That it has no basis in fact is 

apparent from the prosecution’s subsequent sentence 

that it was the practice of the Foreign Ministry and 

the Chief of Staff to collect copies of cables;

315. KIDO arrived at his office at 7*15 a.m. 

on the morning of December 8th, 1941. Prior to that, 

a little after 6 o ’clock one of the aide de camps 

had called him on the telephone and told him about
952

the naval attack on Hawaii. He did not go into details. 

KIDO testified this was the first information he head 

about the Pearl Harbor Attack. He also testified on

d i r e c t  e x a m i n a t i o n  t h a t  b e f o r e I C C *  V - » * * 0

953y
heard over the radio about the attack. It was

s h o w n  o n  c r o s s - e x a m i n a t i o n  t h a t  i t  t o o k  h i m  a b o u t  t e n
954

m i n u t e s  t o  d r i v e  f r o m  h i s  h o m e  t o  t h e  I m p e r i a l  P a l a c e .

951.
952.

Par.
Aff. JJ«8l, T. 41.121. 

par. 242, T. 31,048^

31,606.
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Thus ho had time to hear the radio report before he 
left homo. The prosecution did not cross-examine him 

on his telephone conversation with the aide de camp 

nor did it cross-examine him on the report he heard 

over the radio. KIDO did not say in his affidavit 

that it was announced over the radio that Hawaii or 

Pearl Harbor was mentioned. He stated he received 

that information from the Aide de Camp. The prosecution 
says that if he heard the radio report ''it would not 
account for the knowledge shown in the Diary." The 

prosecution overlooks KIDO*s testimony that he heard 

about Hawaii from the Aide de Camp. The prosecution 

criticizes the defense for not calling corroborative 

evidence of this. It was not challenged nor contested 
on cross-examination. If KIDO*s statement was not 

correct, the prosecution undoubtedly would have colled 

a witness in rebuttal to disprove it. It did not do 

so nor has it accounted for the absence of such rebuttal 

evidence. This testimony therefore stands unimpeached.

316, In addition the prosecution endeavors 

to create the impression that KIDO knew about the 

attack on Pearl Harbor ahead of time although there 

is no evidence to support it. It foils to remind the 
Tribunal however of the vast amount of evidence that
this nttadk was highly secretive known only to fl limited

V !|i

ék
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numbor *£ top rnnklng of f-leira-ls--grid-was-~n~ High C ommand---
95?

matter nnd not a Cabinet matter. In view of the 

fact that KIDO was regarded as pro-American and pro- 

British and his guard had been increased shortly before 

it ain well be imagined th^t KIDO would be one of the 

last who would have been informed by the High Command 

of the proposed attack. If the prosecution had any 

doubts about KIDO’s evidence on this, why didn’t it 

cross-examine him? In any event, the prosecution 

complaint is not well founded. For example corroborative 

evidence definitely shows that no civilian officials 

knew of the Pearl Harbor Attack ns testified to by
956

SHIMADA. SKIMaDA also testified on cross-examination

that there would be no chance of Marquis KIDO knowing

of the Pearl Harbor Attack before it occurred. He

was not one of the high ranking officials of the
957

Japanese Government. TOJO stated that he, that is,

TOJO, was informed of it very secretly, but the other
958

cabinet members did not know of it,

317. The prosecution claims that had the 

Emperor commanded Prime Minister TOJO not to commence 

the Pacific War, it would not have occurred nnd that, 

therefore, KIDO should be held responsible for his

955. T. 34,796.
956. T. 34,818.
957. T. 34,796.
958. T. 36,390-36,391.
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failure to advise the Emperor to issue such a command

to Premier TOJO. The evidence clearly shows that 
»
KIDO submitted his views to avoid the Pacific War to

the Emperor on frequent occasions. If it is to be
contended that KIDO should hove advised the Emperor

not to commence the Pacific War and that the Emperor

should have followed his advice (this is the desirable
state of affairs referred to by the prosecution), just

whet was the raisen d'etre of the Japanese Government.

Had KIDO the authority to command the Prime Minister,

the High Command and the Cabinet? Does the prosecfttion
contend that KIDO was Japan* s ruler - more powerful

than the Emperor, the Cabinet and the High Command

in reality? Does the prosecution contend that KIDO
should have beep such a powerful ruler of Japan in
order to b»' exonerated now?

318. Is it fair play to denounce KIDO by
«

capitalizing on an unfortunate circumstance, to say 

the least, where he is unable to adduce clear convincing 

and clinching evidence, aside from his diary and other 
evidence, by calling the Emperor as a witness to 

corroborate him on his conversations with the Emperor 

which would prove the groundlessness of the prosecutions 

allegations that KIDO effected a compromise with the 

»Gumhntfiu1̂  that he recommended a second KONOYE Cabinet

r v - a: vt;.

$tsr< v

.**
'1*
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to the Emperor to make the Array* s position favorable,

that he participated in common planning and conspiracy

for aggressive wars, that he v/ns responsible for atrocity
that he recommended TOJO to the Emperor as the succeeding

Prime Minister for the purpose of waging war and that

he persuaded the Emperor to approve the Pacific War?
Let us be fair, with a man's life at stake.

319. Following the example of the King of

England, the Emperor kept himself within a self-imposed

pale of power toward the government as a sovereign of
a constitutional monarchy. The Emperor reigns but

does not govern, according to the interpretation of

the Japanese Constitution. He expresses his own desires

to the Prime Minister before the government or the

High Command makes any decision and cautions the High

Command as in the of the Imperial Conference on
September 6th, 1941, but the government makes a decision

on its own judgment and does not necessarily make a

decision as desired by the Emperor on some occasions
959as testified to by Ï0J0. Where the government

makes a decision and petitions the Emperor to sanction

it, the Emperor never vetoes it though he personally

doe'?, not approve of it. This was also testified to 
960

by T0J0, This practice was strictly observed by all

i f

a
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Emperors since the establishment of the constitution. 
The prosecution persistently denounces KIDO and 

attempts to incriminate him for his alleged negative 
responsibility during his tenure of office as Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal in spite of Japanese 
jurisdiction, unwritten law and political reality.

THE PRESIDENT: V/e will recess for fifteen

minutes.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22

(Whereupon, at 1445, a recess was 

taken until 1500, after which the proceed

ings were resumed as follows:)

23
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International 
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

•1 2 *> THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan.
1 ■ 3 
U X MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal pleas*, I will

4

4 5
continue reading KIDO's summation, page 260, paragragh

ï. 6 319a.
0 w
1 7 XII, (h) Efforts for Peace.
d
*2 8

. 961319a. KIDO testified that for the first
a

9 six months after the outbreak of the war Japan was
10 intoxicated with an unbroken string of victories,
11 gained by the Japanese armed forces at various fronts
12 in quick succession. As a patriotic Japanese he
13 naturally was embued with a patriotic spirit, but
14 nevertheless he could not believe that Japan would
15

be able to emerge victorious from the war. He thought
16

it was necessary for him to exert every effort possible
17

18 to pave the way for peace with America and Great

19
Britain. On February 5, 1942 he was received in

20 audience by the Emperor and the talk drifted in the

21 direction of peace. KIDO took occasion to submit
22 his views and opinions to the Emperor, during the
23 course of which he stated that although the shortest
24 way to peace would be to fight it out, at the same
25 time it would be necessary to seize occasion to return 

.9&L..Aff. Par. 246, Tr. 31052-^10^.____________________
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to peace as soon as possible for the purpose of
962minimizing the ravages of war*

320. By reading the entire conversation

KIDO had with the Emperor at this time it will

be seen that KIDO was giving his opinions to the
Emperor. Any conclusion that it shows KIDO was

receiving foreign press reports is far fetched.

There can be no question that KIDO told the Emperor

that an early return to peace should be attempted

because as shown in his diary of February 6, 1942,

the Deputy C-rand Chamberlain told him that the Emperor

had expressed to the Empress his impressions about

KID0*s views which he had presented to the Emperor
963on the day previous. And it was further stated by 

KIDO in his diary, "Yesterday when I was received in 

audience by the Emperor, I submitted my views to His 

Majesty that the Pacific War would not easily end and 

therefore that the shortest way to peace would be to

fight it out, while paying due attention to construe-
964tion." His diary for February 12, 1942 further

965
affirms KIDO’s testimony on this noint. In an 

audience with the Emperor on that date the Emperor

962. Aff. par. 247, Tr. 31053-31054.
963. Aff. par. 248, Tr. 31055*
964. Ibid.
965* Aff. par. 249, Tr. 31055-31056-31057*
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1 told KIDO that he had had a conversation with Prime

Minister TO JO wherein he had told him, "I presume

••hat you are paying full attention so as not to miss

the opportunity to terminate the war. It is not

desirable for the sake of humanity and peace to have

the war drag on needlessly, extending the ravages
966

wrought by it."

32 1. T O G O ’S further peeve against KIDO for

not advising him of the E mperor’s foregoing remarks
967to TOJO are unjustifiable. Since the Emperor had 

conveyed bis message to TOJO it was then a matter 

for TOJO to take up with his cabinet members, not a 

matter for KIDO to discuss with the cabinet members. 

Furthermore KIDO had to be extremely cautious with 

whom he discussed peace at that time when Japan was
968riding high, wide and handsome on waves of victoriel.

Even TOGO admitted that KIDO had to exercise the ut- 
969

most caution. Apparently TO G O ’S peeve against KIDO

was based on an erroneous assumption that KIDO had

spoken to the Prime Minister about an early peace,

but this was straightened out on the cross-examination 
970

of TOGO, and shown that KIDO had spoken to the

966. Aff. par. 249, Tr. 310%.
25 lïl- 35740; Tr. 35807-35&09, g68. Aff. par. 246, Tr. 31053. 

g69. Tr. 35816. ’
£70. Ibid.______________
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Emperor, and the Emperor had spoken to TO JO. Thus

contrary to the prosecution's claim that K3D0 did

not speak to the Emperor about an early peace, we

find KIDO's testimony and diary entries that he did,

corroborated by TOGO.

322. Although TOGO admitted that the

responsible authority to advise him of the desire of

the Emperor for peace was the Prime Minister he felt
971that the Lord Keeper should have told him. He

nevertheless admitted that KIDO was not an advisor to
972TOGO or any other cabinet minister. TOGO makes 

the general statement that cabinet ministers would 

tell the Lord Keeper what was told the Emperor and 

that the Lord Keeper should convey to the cabinet 

ministers the Imperial will. TOGO, however, failed 

to advise KIDO either before or after TOGO saw the 

Emperor on the morning of December 8, 194-1 about the 

draft reply of the Emperor to President Roosevelt's 

speech. The prosecution's contentioï^ that KI D O 's 

Diary entry of February 6, 194-2 does not support his 

contention that he spoke with the Emperor about an 

early peace is without foundation as both the entries

971. Tr. 35809.
972. Tr. 35810.
973. Par. JJ-83, Tr. 41122-123.
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of February 6, 1942 and February 12, 1942 clearly 

show that the subject matter of both these entries 

is practically identical.

323. After Singapore fell, on February
97416, 1942, KIDO recites that he received reports 

of military successes achieved in quick succession.

He also recites pronouncements by the Army and Navy 

that war preparations had been carefully made, as 

for example, the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor had 

been preceded bv a mock attack on a harbor similar 

thereto; that rigid training in jungle warfare had 

been practiced, and landing operations training had 

been carried out. These pronouncements captured the 

fancy and imagination of the people, as a result of 

which they reposed greater confidence in the fighting 

services.

324. KIDO, who did not know of this previous

training, was skeptical and believed that even if

these were true, Japan could not maintain her successes
975

for any long period of time. He believed the 
differences in the resources of the contending 

countries would eventually decide the issue, that 

Japan with her meager resources would come to grief,
974. Aff. par. 250, Tr. 31058.
975. Ibid.
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and that although the attack on Pearl Harbor was a

big success, at the same time it went a long way

toward stirring up a feeling of hostility in America

against Japan. Certainly neither this resume nor
976that contained in KID0*s affidavit Justifies any

conclusion t*\at KIDO was receiving foreign press 
977reports.

978325. KIDO's Diary on April 11, 19427'
records the conversation KIDO had with SHIGEMITSU

about conditions in China concerning which KIDO

said, "I cannot but think that the future situation
979will be very grave." His diary on June 11, 1942 

sets forth a conversation KIDO had with YOSHIDA, 

Shigeru, former Ambassador to England, about KONOYE 

visiting Europe to pave the way for peace. As KIDO*s 

Diary records,KIDO said: "I replied to him that I

have, of course, no objection to the basic idea that 

we must exert ourselves to terminate the war as soon 

as possible for the sake of world peace. * * *"

326. Thereafter the fortunes of war turned 

against Japan. KIDO continued his efforts for peace 

as shown In his diary and t e s t i m o n y . H e  discussed

976. Aff. par. 247, Tr. 31053-31054.
977. Par. JJ-84, Tr. 41123.
978. Aff. par. 253, Tr. 3106l-31062.
979. Aff. par. 256, Tr. 31065-31066’.
980. Aff. p a r a 2£§-260, Tr. ^1068-^1069._____________
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the pôsiîbîîiW®3 effecting peace with Marquis

MATSUDAIRA and Prince KONOYE on February 4, 1943,

and had a talk with the Emperor on the same subject
981

on March 30» 1943* On May 13, 1943 he discussed

with Foreign Minister SHIGEMITSU his ideas for peace

which envisaged control of the army through a prince 
982. ml

of the blood. The next day, May 14, 1943, as

shown in his diary, KIDO told Prince TAKAMATSU that

it would be hard "* * * to reconcile the demands of

the military with the terms of peace and that in such

a case we should have to rely on the Prince's special

assistance in solving the problem.

327. At the beginning of 1944 the outlook

•for Japan was extremely dreary. In his diary of 
984January 6, 1944 KIDO records a peace plan which he 

had discussed with Marquis MATSUDAIRA. Contrary to

the prosecution's contention KIDO accurately summarized
oAfT

this entry in his affidavit, and the prosecution's 

interpretation is misleading. At that time the war 

situation had been developing so adversely that Japan

was compelled to take the defensive on all sectors. 
Japan's victory was inconceivable. As shown in the

2 2 Jff. par, 2 5 9 -2 6 O, Tr. 31068-31069* 
on?* 12?4; Aff. par. 261. Tr. 31069-31070.
oftl* £ff* 26i» Tr* 31071. 
qoe'* ?*• 1276, Tr. II367-II371.
985. Aff. par. 2 6 2 , Tr. 31071-31073*
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diary entry, KÎDÔfs idea was that Japan should acT

on her own judgment in the event Germany surrendered

unconditionally$ that if the so-called A.B.C.D.

encirclement line was broken, which was the aim In

the Imperial Proclamation of War, Japan1 s aims would
have been fulfilled, and KIDO believed that there

would be no hope of setting up a peace plan as stated
in his diary, "unless it includes very considerable

986concessions on our part." In effecting his plan 

for peace he set forth five points

(1) . Problems of the Pacific shall be 

dealt with by nations bordering on that ocean.

(2) . The Pacific question should be handled 

by a joint commission of Japan, USSR, China, United 

States of America, and Great Britain.

(3) . The area under Japanese occupation

should be demilitarized. ,

(4) . The smaller nations in the Pacific 

area to be neutralized permanently.
(5) . The economic policies in these regions 

should be based on freedom, reciprocity, and equal 

opportunity.

He stated in this diary that measures to 

effect the peace may be taken with the USSR as a

986. Ex. 1276, Tr. 11369.
-987. Aff. par^-^62. Tr. 33071-33072;--*& «.1276^  

Tr. 11379-11380/^
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go-between. At that time the Soviet Union was 

maintaining neutrality towards Japan, and it is 

quite apparent that judging by the developments of 
the war situation, the Soviet Union could not be 
excluded from the peace fabric in the Pacific, as it 

might lead to a constant dispute. With Soviet par
ticipation in the proposed commission a well-balanced 
program could be effected even from the racial point 

of view. Interposed as it was between the United 

States and the Soviet Union, which we re possessed of 
oil resources, it would be extremely difficult for 

Japan to maintain her prestige as an independent 

power, and there would be no course left to Japan 

but to have recourse to diplomacy for safeguarding 

her independence. KIDO also stated in his affidavit 

that Japan should devote the coming century to 
fostering her national resources at home, and that 
during this period she should cooperate with the 

Soviet Union and China, and as set forth in his 
diary: »* * * avoid being isolated and attacked all

at once by the nations of the world as a colored 
race.* * *»988 In other words, that Japan should 

build up a defense to meet all changing circumstances 

and save its real strength. Upon discussing this

988. Ex. 1276, Tr. 11371.
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plan with Foreign Minister SKIGEMITSU, his opinion

was more pessimistic than KIDO's and as a result KIDO

maintained silence on this plan to government circles.

328. KIDO had further discussions with

Foreign Minister SHIGEMITSU— for example on June 26, -
989

1944, and as a result of which it was apparent that

the government at that time had no intention of tàking

any peace action, and if the secret leaked out that

they were endeavoring to secure peace, it would defeat

the purpose because the fighting services would

stiffen in their attitude and it would be extremely

difficult to take peace moves in that direction.

SHIGEMITSU suggested that the Senior Statesmen be

made to serve close to the Emperor so as to strengthen

the Imperial Court. KIDO stated the service they
would be able to render would not only be problematical,

but it might stimulate the public into regarding them

as Japanese Br.dogolios. This, of course, referred to

the fact that the Italian Monarchy was ruined by

Badogolio's peace, and KIDO was arguing to avoid a
990similar fate for Japan. KIDO and SHIGEMITSU

believed that the only course left would be to take

action on the strength of an Imperial decision when

the opportunity presented itself, ho to assume

989. Aff. par. 263, Tr. 31074-31075.
99O-. -Affr par. 263, Tr. 31075.-------------------------- -
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to act on behalf of the Government. KIDO also dis

cussed what measures might be taken with MATS UDA IRA, 

Tsuneo, Minister of the Imperial Household . 9 9 1

329. The war situation rapidly worsened.

On the one hand the Senior Statesmen became more and 

more active and o n  the other hand the generals and 

admirals were meeting more regularly . " 2 KIDO 

received visits from SHIGEMITSU, Prince KONOYE, 

Minister of State K3BHI, and Home Minister ANDO, at 

various times in July, 1944.993 The informal deci- 

sion of the Senior Statesmen is shown in K I D O ’s 

Diary on July 17, 1 9 4 4 . " *

- 0A4 Tr» 33-076»991. Diary, June *944; A ^ *  P& *
992. Aff. par. 265, Tr» 3107b
993. Ibid. 01077-31078»994. Aff. par. 266, Tr. 31°/' ^

2 5
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330. The TOJO Cabinet resigned en bloc on
July 18, 1944, placing the respon?ability for the cabi-

995
net change on the Senior Statesmen. The next day

the Senior Statesmen met to select a succeeding prime

minister. A comprehensive discussion was had by the

Senior Statesmen, and KIDO reported the results to the

Throne. The eventual decision was that KOISO would be

appointed the next prime minister. KIDO's efforts in

having an Imperial mandate issued to Admiral YONAI
as Navy Minister and Deputy Prime Minister are set

996
forth in his affidavit. This cabinet was known 

as the K0IS0-Y0NAI Coalition Cabinet. When the Emperor 

asked KIDO if he thought, judging from the line-up at 
the Installation Ceremony, whether or not TOJO might

997
resume his post of War Minister as shown in his diary,

"T replied that I feared that it would have an unfavor
able effect on the political situât ion.1*

331. The prosecution states that at this 

conference KIDO "... twice explained that what he 

meant by 'finishing the war' was to choose an army 

man for the strengthening of home defenses, the in

crease of army strength in the homeland and that of
998

the military police.'" KIDO made no such explanation.

995. Aff. par. 268, tr. 31,080
996. Aff. par. 270-271,tr.jl,103-31,104-31,105
997. rÎ3c. 1278. p. 12, as Cor.by Lang. Sec., tr. 16,195
998-, Ptns-JJ-86, tr . 41^126------------------------------
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The prosecution has taken two disjointed phrases used 

at widely different times by KIDO in this conference 

and united them into one idea. At the beginning of 

the conference the question arose as to the advisabili

ty of the military confining themselves to the field 

of strategy and command, and that civil officials 

should handle political affairs. In view of the long

standing practice in Japan, some of the Senior Statesmen
999

believed that it would be difficult for Japan to reach 

"this point in one jump." It was while discussing 

this policy that KIDO said, "In short, it is a prac

tical problem. Our first object is to finish the v/ar. 

Even if we tried to reform the political situation 

simultaneously, it would be impossible to do. To think

on two planes at this time will obscure our object- 
1000

ive." The discussion then turned to the question

as to whether the next premier should be an army man

or a navy man. It yjas during the course of this

latter discussion that KIDO said, "The strengthening

of home defenses, the increase of army strength in the

homeland and that of the military police require that
1001

we choose someone from the army." From this it

is quite apparent that the prosecution's contention is

999. Aff. par. 269, tr. 31,087
1000. Aff. par. 269, tr. 31,087

24
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332.. SHIGEMITSU was retained as Foreign

M i n i s t e r  in t h e  new c a b i n e t  a n d  h e  a n d  KIDO d i s c u s s e d

peace possibilities on many occasions from July through
N o v e m b e r  1 9 4 4 ,  a s  i s  s h o w n  f r o m  t h e  e x c e r p t s  f r o m

1002
KIDO's Diary as set forth in his affidavit. KIDO

also discussed this matter with the Emperor on January
1003

6, 1945, as shown in his diary. As explained,
" t h e  h i g h e s t  p o l i c y "  r e f e r r e d  t o  i n  t h e  d i a r y  w a s  t h e

1 0 0 4

10

11

12

13
14
15
16

decision for peace. In order that the Emperor
and the Senior Statesmen could consult with one another
about effecting a peace without arousing the suspicion

of the military, KIDO reported a plan to the Emperor

that the Senior Statesmen visit him individually on

different days in the form of paying respects to His

Majesty. This idea was carried out as shown in KIDO's
100517

18
19

20

21

22

Diary for February 1, 1945.
333. On April 5» 1945* Premier KOISO resigned. 

Because YONAI as outgoing Navy Minister would not be 

able to attend the Senior Statesmen Conference, KIDO 

isked his opinion beforehand about a successor to

23
24

>remier K03S0. and YONAI approved Admiral SUZUKI, as
1006

.s shorn -.'v. KI-C's Diary. The Senior Statesmen
:.oo2. ; .f f n v. •.........  2 7 4 ,  tr. 31,107-31,108-31,109

25:.003. Aff. par. 276, tr. 31,111-31,112
:,004. Aff. par. 276, tr. 31,111
1005, Aff par. 278-279 , tr-. 31,113-31,1**'
1006. Pros. ex. 1282, tr. 11,351$ tr.16,19?, p. 3
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inference was held on April 5, 1945. The prosecution

rocessed part of this conference, but the complete
1007

ecordation is contained in KIDO's affidavit. This
eeting clearly shows that in choosing SUZUKI as Premier 
he Elder Statesmen, as well as KIDO, phrased their 

ords very particularly and meaningfully. Their inten- 

ion led to SUZUKI's selection as a man capable of 

•ringing the war to an end.
334. TOiile it is true that KIDO did say 

;hat he was of the same opinion as HIRANUMA after 

ÎIRANUMA talked at length on various matters, it is 

juite apparent from reading the complete conference 

;hat KIDO was definitely in favor of SUZUKI for the 

jurposes of bringing about peace. KIDO stated, "The 
lublic does not always cooperate earnestly with the 

neasures taken by the government," and after discussing 

/arious problems, stated, "... the incoming cabinet 

oust be one that will place confidence in the people." 
ïe further stated, "... now that the Japanese- soil is 
an the verge of becoming a battlefield, strengthening 

of the gcverrsent has become all the more necessary, 

and therefore an imposing and sedate cabinet, which 

has tie r'a'it’ic.enoc of the people, must be established."

100 V - ’* aff. par. 285, tr. 31,122, tr. 31,147
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He expressed his hope that SUZUKI would rise to the 

occasion. It was at this point that KIDO and TOJO 
had a heated discussion. TOJO would not yield to the 
appointment of a non-army man, and, on the contrary, 

he went the length of saying that if such a thing was 

done the army might look the otfrer v/ay (meaning a coup 

d'etat by the army). KIDO replied that the nation would 
look the other way if an army man was chosen. The un
contradicted evidence is that none of the conferees 
touched upon peace moves explicitly. In view of 
General TOJO's presence at the conference, any tact
less remark might have stimulated the army to unscrupu

lous counter measures. All of the conferees except 

General TOJO had a tacit understanding on this point, 

v/hich was given expression in their desires for "a man

free from any commitrtient in the past," as expressed by
1008

KONOYE and HIRANUMA.

335. The further efforts of KIDO to have

Baron SUZUKI accept the premiership are contained in 
1009

KIDO's affidavit. KIDO continued to have peace

talks v/ith various people such as TOGO, Professors
1010

NAMBARA and TAKAGI. On June 8, 1945, KIDO drafted
a tentative peace plan, which is set forth in his diary

1008. Aff. par. 285, tr. 31,136
1009. Aff. par. 286, tr. 31,142-31,143
1010. Aff. par. 288, tr. 31,145
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for that date.
1011

KIDO continued peace talks with

Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA, Mr. KASE, of the Foreign 
1012 1013

Office, . and Colonel HATSUTANI. He further dis

cussed this with Prime Minister SUZUKI and Navy Minister
1014

yONAI, TOGO, and ANAMI in June 1945.
336. On June 20, 1945, KIDO suggested to the

Enroror that he summon the component members of the
Supreme Council for Discussion of ’Tar, especially since

Foreign Minister TOGO felt so apprehensive about the
1015

recent decision of the Imperial Conference. On

June 21, 22, 1945, KIDO had further audiences with the 
Emperor. As shown in his diary of the latter date, 

Imperial wishes for the termination of the war were con

veyed by the Emperor to the members of the Supreme War
1016

Directing Council. On June 25, 1945, Baron HIRA-
NUMA approved of KIDO's tentative peace plan. Prior to 

that the government, at the instance of Foreign Minis

ter TOGO, had opened secret negotiations with the 

Soviet Ambassador in Tokyo through Mr. HIROTA, but no 

progress was made. No agreement of views was reached 

by the Supreme Council for the Direction of War. Time 

was being wasted. KIDO urged haste. As a result the

ioH. Aff* phî*v 289V tr, 31,146 i . ’. •'••v t t : l
1012. Tr. 31,226
1013. Aff. par. 290, tr. 31,151
1014. Aff. par. 291-292-293-294-295, tr. 31,152-31,158
1015. Diary, June 20, 1945; Aff. par. 296, tr. 31,160
1016. Diary, June 21-,- 22-, 19*5t Aff. paras. 297-~298i 

tr. 31,161-31,162-31,163
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Emperor on July 7, 1945, summoned Prime Minister SUZUKI
to the palace and commanded him to enter into peace

1017
negotiations immediately. His Majesty suggested
that the Soviet Union should be frankly asked for media
tion and a special envoy dispatched there with the 
Emperor's personal message. KONOYE accepted the 
order of the Emperor to go to the USSR, but prior to
the reply of the Soviet Union the Potsdam Declaration

1018
was issued by the Allies. As testified to by
TAKAGI, Yasaka, at this time KIDO favored peace efforts
through the USSR, due to her néutral position, and also
wanted to keep tv;o routes open for peace. KIDO told

1019
him the opportunity was then ripe for peace. On
August 6, 1945, the atomic bomb was dropped at Hiroshima, 
on August 9, 1945, the Soviet Union declared war on 
Japan.

117. On the morning of August 9, 1945, KIDO 
had an audience with the Emperor, advising him to 
accept the Potsdam Declaration and terminate the war..
The Supreme Council for the Direction of War discussed 
the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration on the basis 
of four conditions, but they could not arrive at a
1017. Diary, July 7, 1947; Aff. par. 299, tr. 31,114-31,li5
1018. Diary, July 12, 1945; Aff. paras. 300-301, 

tr. 31,166-31,171
1019. Tr. 31,642-31,643
1020. Diary, Aug. 0,1945, Aff. par. 302, tr.31,174-31,177j

1020
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fleei^on. Later the same day, August 9, 1945, the

cabinet was unable to arrive at a decision to accept

the Potsdam Declaration, and so they decided to submit
1021

the question to the Emperor for decision. That

evening an Imperial Conference was held in the presence 

of the Emperor when it was decided to accept the Pots

dam Declaration on the sole condition of the reaffirma

tion of the Emperor’s sovereignty and the Imperial 
1022

House.
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aaa- On August 10, 1 9 4 5, en atomic bomb was 

dropped at Nagasaki, as a result of which moves and 

counter moves between the peace and war parties in 

Japan occurred. KIDO foresaw difficulties ahead to 

overcome, and he thought there would be no course 

left but to broadcast an Imperial Rescript to the nation 

on the part of the Emperor terminating the war. He 

conferred with Mr. ISHI’TATA, Minister of the Imperial 

Household, who approved of his proposal, and thereafter 

this was approved by the Emperor.

2 5
1021. Diary, Aug. 9 , 1945; Aff. par. 302, tr. 31,177
1022. Diary, Aug. 9 , 1 9 4 5 , Aff. par. 302, tr. 31,177
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339. On August 12, 194-5 the reply from the ' 
Allies was received and it was submitted to the throne
by Foreign Minister TOGO. There was some opposition

to paragraph four of the Allied reply, but KIDO was

of the opinion that Japan's move should not be swayed

by the opinions of individuals, but that they must abide
1024

by the interpretation of responsible authorities.

The Japanese who were ,1ealous of safeguarding the

national polity and the military stiffened in attitude

after the Allied r e p lv  was received. Difficulty was

experienced in opening a meeting of the Supreme Council
1025

for Discussion of ^ar. On August 12, 1945 KIDO

decided to pass his nights in his office room without

returning to his home, so that he could be of assistance

to the E m p e r o r . A N A M I  contended that paragraph
1027four of the allied reply should not be accepted.

340, Although Prime Minister SUZUKI exerted

extraordinary efforts, the meeting of the Supreme Council
102$

for the Direction of w ar was not held on August 13.

On the morning of August 14, 1945, because of handbills 

which were being dropped throughout the country, KIDO

felt that indignation and confusion would result, and
1024. Aff. par. 308, T. 31,187
1025. Aff. par. 306, T. 31,186
102è. Diarv, Aug. 12,1945; Aff. par.308, T. n ,187
1027. Aff. par. 30°, T. 3 1 ,1 8 8
1028. Aff. par. 310, T. 31,189
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..situation might get out of control.— Ho -submitted. hie 

ws to the Emperor urging hin to command the Government

without further loss of time to go through the formalities
1029for terminating the war. As the High Command did not

approve of the convocation of the Supreme Council for the

Direction of TTnr, KIDC and Prime Minister SUZUKI advised

the Emperor to invoke an Imperial Conference, which was

done, and at 11 A.M. on August 14, 194? it was finally
1030

decided to terminate the war. The Emperor had his
1031

message recorded on a phonograph disc.

341, KIDO was advised that the Imperial Guard

Division was rebellious and that night thev occupied and

cut off the communication facilities of the Imperial
1032

Household Department. His Majesty's library was

surrounded. KIDO took refuge in the room of thp Court 

physician, destroyed all his secret important documents, 

and later "»ent to the underground vault room, together 

with IfcHIfftTA, Minister of the Imperial Household. The 

Imperial Household Department was completelv isolated 

from the outside world. Later that morning the situation 

was controlled by General TANAKA, Peiichi, During the

night the revolutionaries had searched for KIDO at least
1029. Aff. par. m ,  T. 31,189-90
1030. Aff. par. 312, T. 31,191
1031. Diarv Aug.14,1945: Aff. paras.313“314-, T.31,191n  19410?2. Aff. par. 315, T. 31,195 ‘ ’
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------------------------------------------------ --------
half a dozen times* They were also looking for the

phonograph record, and at noon that dav the Emperor

broadcast the Imperial Rescript. That sane morning

KIDO’s home was raided bv gendarmes seeking to assassin* 
1034

ate hi". On the morning of August 16 the same group
went to the residence of Mr. F'ADA, v/here KIDO stayed

occasionally, for the purpose of assassinating him. This
group later committed suicide at the top of Atago Hill

1035with hand grenades.

342. The prosecution argues that if it be true 
that FIDO advised the Emperor to summon the Supreme 

Council for Direction of War and command them to termin

ate the war, then the Emperor had such power and could 

have issued a similar command to prevent the initiation 

of war,
343. The assistance KIDO rendered to the Emperc 

at the time of the commencement of the Pacific ^ar has
IO36 0

been fully dealt with herein' before. On June 18,
1945 when KIDO made his suggestion to the Emperor, the 

,,Tar Minister and the Chiefs of btaff of the Army and 

Navy were expecting a desperate suicide battle on the* 

mainland in which millions of lives would be lost on

1033. Aff. par. 316, ?. 31,196
1034. Diarv, Aua.15, 1945; Aff. paras. 315-318,

T. 31,-194-^1,197
1035. Aff. par. 319, T. 31,201
1036. Infrn. p. 144-230

.■■■ uw »iiBMiijai
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---------- -------------------------------- ---------------both sides* Needless to sav, in KIDO's suggestion
it nas contemplated that the natter would be fully dis
cussed in the conference which he requested His Majesty 
to call and at which the Emperor would express his desire
for termination of the war. That is exactly what was

„ 1038done. As is shown in KIDO's Diary of June 22, 1945, 
the Council was sunnoned and His Majesty "... communic
ated to then his desire regarding the conclusion of the 
war." As the diary further shows, the various officials 
expressed their views.

344. On the early morning of August 10, 1945,
1039as is shown in KIDO's Diarv, at the Imperial Confer

ence at which His Majesty had expressed his desire for 
acceptance of the Allied replv, it was decided to accept 
the Potsdam Declaration on the sole condition of reaffirm
ation of the Emperor's sovereignty and the Imperial House 
The Imperial decision is set ôrth in KIDO's Diary of 
that dav. The Emperor instructed the Foreign Minister 
to go through the formalities of acceptance of the Potsdam 
Declaration. Pursuant thereto, Foreign Minister TOGO 
communicated to the United States of America, Great 
Britain, TI.P.f-.R., and China that Japan would accept 
the Potsdam Declaration on the understanding that any

1037. Aff. par. 295, Tr. 31,157-31,1581038. Aff. par. 298, T. 31,162
1039. Aff. par. 303. T. 31,178-31,170-31,180

L
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demand for alteration of the Emperor's prerogative- öf 

sovereignty was not included in the terms enumerated 

in the declaration, hoping that the correctness of such
1040

an understanding would be affirmed by the Allied Powers.

345. The reply of Secretary of State Byrnes 

was received on august 12, 1945. Paragraph I stated that 

the Emperor’s sovereignty would be placed under restric-
0

tion of the Supreme Commander for the allied Powers

authorized to ta’̂ e measures deemed necessary for the
1041

enforcement of the surrender terms. At 11:00 A.M.

on that day the Foreign Minister had an audience with

the Emperor and submitted the contents of the reply to

him. The Emperor told TOGO that the reply from Secretary

of State Bvrnes ’.vas acceptable and instructed him to

communicate with Premier SUZUKI to that effect, but two

or three cabinet ministers raised objections to the reply,

while the Premier himself was hesitant to accept the
1042

Potsdam Declaration,

346. On August 13» 1 9 4 5 KIDO thought that 

should Japan refuse to accept the Allied reply she would 

do so without any valid reason and in consequence the 

Allies would find it impossible to understand why Japan 

had changed her attitude. The result would be that the

1040, T. 35,789
1041, Ex. 4, T. 109
1042, T. 35,609
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the Allies but fron the whole world. As KIDO stated,

he understood on that dote His Majesty had taken his

decision with profound thought that there must be action
1043

pursuant to Imperial decision.

347. On august 14, 1945 v;hen KIDO was received

in audience by the Emperor he urged the Emperor " . . .to

command the government without further loss of time to go
1044

through the formalities for terminating the war." In

other words, this was merely carrying out the decision

which had been reached at the Imperial Conference of

August 10, 1 9 4 5» It is to be noted that KIDO did not

advise the Empörer to stop the war by Imperial command.

He was urging that the Emperor lead the way to peace by

commanding the government to bfetow the necessary steps so
*

that a cabinet v/ould be convened according to Imperial 

wishes, at which time the formalities of the termination 

of the war would be decided.

348, In view o^ the fact that the High Command 

did not approve of the convocation of the fuprene Council 

for the Direction of T’ar, KIDO had a conversation with 

Premier PUZUKI in which he stressed the necessity of 

petitioning the Emperor to convoke a joint Imperial

1043. T. U , 1 8 8
1044. A f p a r .  3 II, T. 31,l89-?l,l°0

Emperor would bp su b je c te d  t c  c r i t i c i s m ,  not o n lv  from
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the Allies but from the whole world. As KIDO stated,

he understood on that date His Majesty had taken his

decision with profound thought that there must be action
1043

pursuant to Imperial decision.

347. On august 14, 1 9 4 5 when KIDO was received

in audience by the Emperor he urged the Emperor " . . .to

command the government without further loss of time to go
1044

through the formalities for terminating the war." In

other words, this was merely carrying out the decision

which had been reached at the Imperial Conference of

August 10, 1 9 4 5» It is to be noted that KIDO did not

advise the Emma-cr to stop the war by Imperial command.

He was urging that the Emperor lead the way to peace by

commanding the government to t/5fk<v.the necessary steps so
*

that a cabinet would be convened according to Imperial %
wishes, at which time the formalities of the termination 

of the war would be decided.

348. In vier: o* the fact that the High Command 

did not approve o^ the convocation of the fuprene Council 

for the Direction o ’" T'nr, KIDO had a conversation with 

Premier PUZIJKI in which he stressed the necessity of 

petitioning the Emperor to convoke a joint Imperial

1043. T. ^1,188
1044. Af<\ par. 311, T. 3 1 , l 8 9 - ? M ° 0

Emperor would bp subjected tc c r it ic is m , not onlv from
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Conference "ô? the cab inê trnTnï stör a* and t'h e t̂ upre me

Council for the Direction of ’'.'nr, and to command the

termination of the war and the drafting of an Imperial
1045

Rescript terminating the war. Here again, at this

meeting, the Emperor would express his desire of termin

ating the war and the decision would be left in the hands 

of the members of the Conference. The Conference of the 

Supreme Council for Direction of V’ar and cabinet minist

ers was convened by the Emperor on August 14, 1945 at 

which the Premier explained Foreign Minister TOGO's

opinion, which favored an acceptance of the declaration,
1046and he also explained the opposition to it. The

*?ar Minister and the Chiefs of the General Staffs

maintained the sane position of opposition which they
104 7

had taken the previous day. After considerable

discussion, when it was found that there was no unanimity

of opinion, the Premier asked the Emperor to give the 
1048

decision. The Emperor expressed his decision in

favor of the Potsdam Declaration and the government follow-
1049

ed His Majesty's opinion, a s  is shown, the Emperor

did not command the government to stop the war before 

the question had been fully discussed at the meeting.

The Emperor was asked by the government to choose one

of the two points of view which were discussed at the
1045. Aff. par. 712. Tr. 31,190 1048. T. 35,789- i
1046. Tr. 35,780 35,790 j

---- it047r'Aff.par.709, T.71,188------- 104?-.-Ibid.------------i
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meeting. The Enperor was asked by the government to 

choose one of tho two points of view which were discussed 
in the meeting.

349» In ordinary tines, when a divergence of 
views exicted in the cabinet, a resignation en bloc 

would follow, but this, however, is the only one except
ional case in the whole constitutional history of Japan, 

that the cabinet could not reach its decision and asked 

the Emperor to decide the policy on behalf of the govern

ment. Time was of the essence. It was an extremely
I

critical situation. Lives would have been lost in a 

I delay which a cabinet change would have entailed. The 

, Japanese nation was in a high state of excitement due 

[ to the atom bombs and the threatened invasions, but true 

15 to constitutional traditions, the Enperor issued no 

command to stop the war.

B.
CONVENTIONAL ’’JAR CRIMEA AND CRIMES 

AGaINST HUHaNITY.
350, le know of no facts in 'this case, or law 

vhich points to any responsibility on the part of KIDO 
for Conventional War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity. 

There is no evidence that he ordered, caused, or permitted 

he commission of any of these crimes alleged in the

fi

I

\rI

;- W J
^  »
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ndictrent. ?s Education of ’"elfnro Minister in the 
First K0N0YE Cabinet and as Hone Minister in the 
ilRANUMA Cabinet tfiere is no proof that he had any 

responsibility or committed any act concerning any 

atrocities or that he was the fornulator of any policy 

instigating the commission of any such act. These were 

purely militarv natters, over which he had no jurisdic

tion or control. KIDO was a civilian, not a military nan. 

Even if he had knowledge of past atrocities, that is no 

evidence that he participated in the commission of them, 

that he authorized their continuance, or that he was in 

a position to orevont thnn from occurring in the future, 

351* «3 Lord Keener o^ the Privy Heal it has

been definitely established that KIDO advised against the 

Pacific ^ar. He was not a member of the government nor

of the nilitarv. The evidence on this point shows he
1050had no resnonsibilitv or control. As shown in his

1051
dlarv of March 13, 1942, ho had n talk with Imperial 
Household Minister HATMJDAIRa about the speech delivered 

by Great Britain's Foreign Minister Eden, referring to 

the atrocities at Hong Kong. KIDO testified that he 

reported this to the Ent.eror and as a result the Emperor

24
25

consulted TOJO.1052 TOJO examined, into the matter and

1050. Infra. P. 116-130
1051. Ex. 1985, T. 14,606
10*2. Aff. par. 251, Tr. 31,059 - 31,060
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received a report that there were no such instances as
I'So t fflrth ll'l ohe t>pooch and that tne treatment of--------■—
prisoners was just and fair. The evidence is that

Fr. Eden made a subsequent radio broadcast saying that
the situation in Hong Kong had i m p r o v e d , N e i t h e r

KIDO nor TOJO were cross-examined by the prosecution on
this natter. There is no basis for any contention
that FIDO's testimony and his belief should be rejected.
There is no evidence that he had any reason not to
believe TOJO, Similarly there is no ground for any
clain that FIDO's testimony regarding the American air

1054men should be ,'ected. FIDO's testimony with
regard to the American fliers is uninpeached and sub-

1055stantiated bv other evidence in the case, There is

no evidence refuting KIDO's conversations that he had
with SHIGEMITSU regarding Swiss protests. Contrary
to the prosecution's contention that KIDO never reported
to the Emperor or advised him with respect to outrages
"which were occuring within a few miles of his office
as well as in every theater of war", the prosecution's 

u 1056own exhibit shows that he did report to the Emperor,

lT- 35,771, 35,7721054. p,r. j j .8 4 , Tr. 41,123
1055. Aff. par. 254, Tr. 31,062; Aff. oar. 258,

Tr. 31,067^056. Ex. 1987, q,r. 14,608
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î
when remiestrd to do so bv Premier TO JO, regarding the

disposition of the Doolittle fliers. 't that time T0J0 1
told him that he was advised of their punishment, which 
was going to be inflicted; that is, death, but that TOJO 
caused the penalty for most of them to be reduced 

according to his Majesty’s benevolence. As is also 
shown by the diary, he reported this to the Emperor, 

pending a report by the Chief of Staff. The Chief of
% 10 57 m ,

S t a f f  w as  t h e  s o l e  r e s p o n s i b l e  a u t h o r i t y «  vie Know

o f  n o  l a w  h o l d i n g  k n o w l e d g e  i n  a n d  o f  i t s e l f  i s  a  c r i m e .

1056. Ex. 1987, Tr. 14,608. 
105n. Aff. par. 258, T. U,067
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352# Although the prosecution knows that
a IDO had no responsibility for any atrocities, it

grasps at straws and drags this matter into his
sunnation in a desperate attempt to convict hin of

something. It even went so far as to try to prove
as late as November 4, 1947 that he was the head of 

1058
the Xempei Tai. The prosecution cites no legally

acceptable evidence whatsoever, nor does it point to
any law, rule or regulation which could in any stretch
of the imagination indicate that KIDO was responsible

for any Conventional War Crimes or Crimes Against
Humanity. The evidence is that it was not even his

1059
responsibility to report such matters to the Emperor;
that it was the duty and responsibility of the High 

1060
Command; and that the prosecution well knows this 
can be readily seen from its general summation. We 
submit that not only has the prosecution failed to 
establish KIDO's guilt, but the evidence shows his 

innocence.
C.

MITIGATION

353« The Tribunal ruled that evidence in 
mitigation should be offered upon the completion of

1058. Tr. 32,415
1059. Tr. 36,5X1
1060. Ibid.

n
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'^T'évïdénce and before summation. Wo are firmly 

c o n v i n c e d  of KIDO's innocence. In view of the Tri

bunal's ruling we were forced to make a decision 

either to offer evidence in mitigation or forever 

lose that valuable right. Upon the assurance of 

the Tribunal that there would be no implication of 

guilt where such mitigation evidence is offered be

fore a verdict, the testimony of various witnesses
1061

was offered on behalf of KIDO. Although the great

est latitude is permitted in the United States and 

British countries in permitting an accused or his 

counsel to present mitigating circumstances on be

half of an accused after he is convicted and before 
1062

sentence, the prosecution here adopted a harsh, 

unprecedented and almost cruel policy in objecting 

to evidence offered in mitigation, KIDO's evidence 

in chief shows that he consistently opposed the 

commencement of the Pacific War and immediately 

after its commencement he devoted efforts to bring 

about its early termination. Notwithstanding this, 

the prosecution now claims that his efforts for peace 

did not begin until after the war situation began to 

develop in a v/ay unfavorable to Japan. We offered

io& £ : 3 3 - 9 1 6

|î I

;

r
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±e6$
in evidence the affidavit of YAMAZAKI, Iwao to 
show that one month after he became Lord Keeper of 
the Privy Seal on June 1, 1940 XIDO stayed in office 
carrying on his work against the militarisfe not-

took courage to accept the position of Lord Keeper 
of the Privy Seal, with the post history of assassin
ations, bombings, and nurder surrounding that office 
even to the extent of the cold blooded assassination

jected to YAMAZAKI's affidavit on the ground that
it was a statorient of a policy officer who arrested
a nunber of persons in 1940 who were charged with a

1066
plot to nurder certain people including XIDO. The

1067
objection was sustained.

354. Defense document 3074, affidavit of
1068

YONAI, Mitsumasa was offered in evidence for the 
purpose of shov/ing that KIDO, "shortly after war 
commenced was already talking about offers to be 
made to restore peace, at a time when the Japanese 
were riding high on the waves of victory; that it 
was not possible at that time to talk openly about

vdthstanding the threats made on his life It'

IO65
of the Lord Keeper himself The prosecution ob-

1065. Infra par. 59, P. 49
1066. Tr. 33,918
1067. Tr. 38,919 J
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restoration of peace, and this evidence shows that
he was discussing it and considering ways and. means

of presenting it about at the earliest possible
moment, It also shows that later on, when there was
a plan proposed, proposing a method of continuing the

war, that KIDO waâ diametrically opposed to it and
still continued to do v/hat he thought was right for 

( 1065
peace."- The prosecution offered technical ob

jections to the first part of the affidavit and ob
jected to the balance saying, "the rest of it deals 

with peace offers after the outbreak of war, as to

which there also a great deal of evidence in
1070 1071

existence already." The objection was sustained.
Compare this with the prosecution’s claim now, that

these efforts did not commence until after the war
1072

became unfavorable to Japan.

355; In mitigation, Admiral OKA DA Keisake 
1073

testified in substance, over objection by the
prosecution that before the end of the TOJO Cabinet

in July 1944 he spoke with Baron WAKATSUKI, Prince

ICONCYE, Baron HIRANUMA and Marquis KIDO who approved
»

of his idea that it was necessary to have one, who
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restoration of peace, and this evidence shows that
he was discussing it and considering ways and means
of presenting it about at the earliest possible
rament. It also shows that later on, when there was
a plan proposed, proposing a method of continuing the
war, that KIDO was diametrically opposed to it and
still continued to do what he thought was right for 

1065
peace." The- prosecution offered technical ob
jections to the first part of the affidavit and ob
jected to the balance saying,"the rest of it deals 
with peace offers after the outbreak of war, as to
which there also a great deal of evidence in

1070 1071 
existence already.!l The objection was sustained.
Compare this with the prosecution's claim now, that
these efforts did not commence until after the war

1072
became unfavorable to Japan.

355- In mitigation, Admiral OiCADA Keisake 
1073

testified in substance, over objection by the
prosecution that before the end of the TOJO Cabinet
in July 1944 he spoke with Baron WAKATSUKI, Prince
ICONOYE, Baron HIPANUMA and Marquis KIDO v/ho approved»
of his idea that it was necessary to have one, who
1069. Tr. .‘,8,920
1070. Tr. 38,919-20
1071. Tr. 38,921
1072. ffar. JJ-85. Tr. 41,124
1073. Ex. 3912, Tr. 33,925-6
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would identify himself with the restoration of peace 

by the termination of hostilities, join the Cabinet 

as a Minister of State. Efforts were made to have 

Admiral YONAI reinstated and appointed Navy Minister 

but in vain. Success, however, was obtained in hav

ing Admiral YONAI join the KOISO Cabinet as Minister 

of the Navy when it was formed after the TOJO 

Cabinet fell in July, 1944. He further testified that 

in April, 1944 he and KÏD0 had an extremely confiden

tial talk about termination of the war. The very 

nature of this subject required extreme caution on 

his part. Trie ideas of KIDO and OKADA coincided in 

that efforts should be made to end hostilities as 

quickly as possible, but it was not a natter which 

could be forced. He had previously discussed this 

matter with kATSUDAIRA and asked him to transmit his 

ideas to KIDO after which he and KIDO had^ many talks. 

OKADA in the last paragraph of his affidavit extended 

his congratulations to KIDO "for the success of his 

heroic efforts."

356. The affidavit of HIROSE, Histada over

objection of the prosecution was permitted in evi- 
1074

dence. He testified that he was Minister of State 

without portfolio for a short period of time in the

1074. Ex. 3 9 1 3 , Tr. 3 8 ,9 2 7 -9

1
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KO ISO Cabinet and commencing in August 1945 he was
Aiayor of Tokyo and had known KIDO intinately since
1938. Ho stated KIDO had been watching for a long
time for a chance to conclude the war and made
great efforts towards that end; the circumstances
under which KIDO endeavored to have Admiral YONAI
appointed Vice Prime Minister of the K0IS0 Cabinet
in July 1944; his efforts to have Admiral SUZUKI
appointed in April, 1945 to realize peace and KIDO's
cooperation with YONAI, the chief pacifist of the
SUZUKI Cabinet. HIROSE arranged meetings betv/ecn
YONAI and KIDO concerning the peace problems. He
testified that upon the conclusion of the war Navy
Minister YONAI said, "after all, Marquis KIDO is
more responsible than any other for the conclusion 

1075of the war."
357. Over objection by the prosecution the

testimony of HOSOKAWA, Morisada was read to the 
1076

Tribunal. This witness was Prince KONOYE's son-
in-law and acted at one time as KONOYE's secretary.
He related a conversation he had with Prince KONOYE
wherein the latter stated, "Marquis KIDO's efforts

10 77for terminating the war have been indeed magnificent."
1075. Tr. 38,929
1076. Ex. 3914. Tr. 38,930-1
1077. Tr. 38,930 ’

1
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358, ISHIWATA, Sotoro testified over the
prosecutions objection that he was Imperial House-

1078
hold Minister from June 4, 1945 to January 16, 1946,
Y.hen he assumed the position KIDO emphasized to him
the necessity of grasping the earliest possible

chance for peace negotiations. He saw KIDO at least
two or three tines a week while he was in office
and stated that KIDO "bravely, patiently and pain-

»
fully fought oppositions until the war v/as finally
terminated cn August 15. He was one of the people
who contributed most to the quick realization of the 

1.079
capitulation. ’

Sonatine about July 20, 1945 he had a con

versation with KIDO in which KIDO expressed the hope 

that he might be spared until the v/ar had been 
brought to a close, as there was a possibility of 
violence, such as an assassination of him by the 

Army. He discussed with him Baron SHIDHIARA as a 
possible successor as Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal 

in case he should be killed. ISHIWATA and KIDO had 
a conversation about the beginning of August regard
ing a request to the Enperor to broadcast as they 

thought it was the best way to prevent internal

1078.
1079.

Ex. 3915, Tr. 38,931-3 
Tr. 33,932-3
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confusion. On August 11, 1945 KIDO told ISHIWATA 
that he had spoken to the Emperor about it and ISHI- 
V*ATA gave his approval to the plan. When advised by 
ivIDO that the Emperor was ready to broadcast ISHI- 

WATA made the necessary preparations. He further 
testified that on August 14, 1945 a unit of the 
Imperial Guards Division seized the Imperial House

hold Ministry Building, They scattered handbills —  
one of which had an item condemning XIDO, The in
surgent army was looking for both 1C IDO and ISHIWATA 

to kill them and they hid in the vault that night. 
Although the t •osecuiicn tried to prevent the fore
going testimony coning to light, it did not cross- 

examine any of the witnesses.
1080

359, The affidavit of LACHIEURA, Kingo was 

offered in evidence in mitigation but objected to 

by the prosecution on the ground that it was a six- 
page affidavit describing how certain people searched 

for KIDO and tried to assassinate him on the l6th 

of August, 194-5, and how they did not find him and 
the police ultimately besieged them in a park and 

ultimately captured them or killed then. The 

prosecution stated, ,!KIP0 has already stated the 
.fact of his attempted assassination in his affidavit

1080. Def. Doc. 3049, Tr. 38,935 ___________ _
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__________________________________loâi------------------------
which is not disputed . . . "  It was pointed out

that the affidavit showed that the people who tried

to kill KIDO were connected with the military. The
1082

objection was sustained.

360. Should this Tribunal, despite the 

overwhelming evidence which we submit conclusively 

establishes K I D O ’s innocence, reach a contrary 

verdict, KIDO's successful efforts in saving hund

reds of thousands of lives, at the risk of his own, 

should make one pause and consider whether the 

confinement and humiliation already suffered by 

hin has been -v-just.

3 6 1 . In an extremely startling statement 

"XIDO’s alleged peace efforts'* are belittled as "of
IO83

minor importance,” The undisputed facts in evi

dence, the evidence offered in mitigation and the 

prosecution's own prior statement regarding peace

offers "as to which there is also a great deal of
1084

evidence in existence already" and its deliberate 

appraisal "No doubt, if his advice had been taken, v;e 

would not be holding this trial today . . . "  must be 

entirely disregarded to accept such a view. Is one 

who strives for peace and is instrumental in its

108 1. Tr. 38,936 1084, Tr. 3 8 , 9 2 0
1 0 8 2. Tr, Ibid 1 0 8 5 . Pros. Doc. 0003, Tr. 1 6 ,8 5 2
108 3. Par. JJ-35, Tr. 41,124

25
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Affectation to bb rlcQculed and condemned? Ârê~EHê
efforts of anyone who brings about peace even one day
sooner with the attendant saving of human lives to

1086
be characterized as "of minor importance"? Would 
anyone have preferred that the Allied Powers invaded 
Japan —  to borrow the thought of that great English 
statesman, Winston Churchill in r eferring to a differ
ent occasion —  whatever the cost night have been, 

fighting on the beaches, on the landing grounds, in 
the fields, in the streets and in the hills? By 

preventing this, KIDO's efforts, at the risk of his 
own life, saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
Surely one must be willing to abandon all standards 
of right and wrong in a frenzied effort to convict 

in characterizing KIDO’s peace efforts as "of minor 
importance." Such a position is neither comparable 
to, nor in keeping with, the opening address of Mr. 

Justice Jackson, Chief of Counsel for the United 

States before the Tribunal at Nuernberg November 21, 

1945:
"That four great natipns, flushed with

j
victory and stung with injury stay the hand of ven

geance and voluntarily submit their captive enemies 

to the judgment of the law is one of the most 
1086. Tr. 38,920
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significant tributes that Power ever has paid, to 

Reason*"

D.

I \ coNCLueroN

362, In respectfully requesting an acquittal 
of the accused KIDO, we adopt and ask the Tribunal to 

consider the law as presented by the defense through
out the trial and in general summation as being de
cisive, and that on the law and on the facts pre
sented we urge such a verdict would be overwhelmingly 

substantiated.
363* In conclusion, with the Tribunal's 

permission, I would feel remiss in my duties as an 

attorney in failing to add a few personal remarks.
It has been with keen appreciation of the opportunity'i v»i r * r I •. I*-.- • ‘ ;; V ;■ . fr ,, *
of assisting in the dispensation of justice on an

international level which has guided my meager ef-
«

forts before this Tribunal.. Perhaps the high virtue 

of justice has been transcended in importance by

those proceedings leading the way to a high level of,sV i .* .•* :i: ■ .U)e , ’ ' ' I.’ • 'r: •>; !.: 1 l .1
international morality essential for the creation of
4- ~ ♦. • . * : I. •

a society of nations. One may listen to a thousand
t ' • * X ♦ ' t '  ̂ *. ‘ . *. • < j i - •
and one trite arguments on democracy, but in my: . ~ i 7« ,  • ‘ . .. ,;i . ’ I ’ < '* -.a1 :  * •*
humble submission, the mere fact we are here urging 

the cause of our erstwhile opponents represents a■ 1-3 ■. S u’.1 * *«

c Ï:.- * , ■> '/ * • . , . - i  V*

jfe- A 4 . » 11 \?l.f • c;
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“lining democracy.

THE PRESIDE^. We will a^;Journ untii 

half-past nine Wednesday norning.

• (Whereupon, at l600, an adjourn
ment was taken Until Wednesday, 7 April, 
1948 at 0930.)

W
L
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INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House ofv the Tribunal 
w ar Ministry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal ret, pursuant to adjournment, at
O93O.
Appearances:

For the Tribunal, all Merbers sitting, with the 
exception of: HONORABLE JUSTICE LOFD PATRICK, Herber
fror the United Kingdor of Great Britain, not sitting 

fror, O93O to 1600; HONORABLE JUSTICE JU-AO MEI, 
."»erber fror the Republic c.f China, not sitting from 

O93O to 1045.
For the Prosecution Section, same as before.
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(Englisji to Japanese and Japanese to 
English Interpretation was made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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MARSHAL OF THE COURT? The International 

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

.except UMEZU and SHIRATORI, who are represented by 

counsel. The Sugamo Prison surgeon certifies that 

they are ill and unable to attend the trial today.

The certificates will be recorded and filed,

Mr. Levin.

MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, I would like to

present Dr. KUSANO, who will continue the defense sum

mation on personal responsibility. As I understand 

it, th.. TOGO and UMEZU summations are not quite ready, 

and this, I believe, will fill the gap, if it is agree

able with the Tribunal.

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. KUSANO.

DR. KUSANO: Mr. President and Members of

the Tribunal:

1. The object of this summation is to analyze 

the alleged criminal responsibility of all the defendant s 

from the point of view of modern criminal law.

The chief prosecutor said in his opening state

ment as follows:

"Since the usual definition of murder in 

civilized countries is the intentional .killing of a 

human being without legal justification, we should______
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î
perhaps see what constitutes legal justification. This

justification is usually limited to the defense of one’s

person or property or, perhaps, in the case of an

execution, that he was merely carrying out the order
(1)

of a properly constituted court."

The question of legal justification is, of 

course, important, but such can be understood only when 

the question of "intention" is taken into consideration 

at the same time. Unfortunately, however, the chief 

prosecutor left the latter entirely out of his discourse, 

•as if the criminality of the defendants’ intention is 

taken for granted.

2. Even in the case where an act has come with

in the purview of certain conditions defining a crime 

and was done without any cause of legal justification, 

mentioned by the chief prosecutor, still the person 

who committed the act will incur no criminal responsi

bility, unless three more requirements are fulfilled: 

that is, (a) he has been mentally competent to take such 

responsibility, (b) the act was committed wit’ criminal 

intent (as a rule) or through criminal negligence (in 
exceptional cases), and (c) there existed, at the time 

of commission of the act, a possibility of expecting 

him not to commit such an act. I shall hereunder 

(1) Tr. 425.
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\
+> consider the said three reauireroents seriatim.
i 1 3. In reference to the defendants in the pre-

•
2
2
sent trial, it will not be necessary to dwell upon their

1 5
4
mental competency to take responsibility for their acts,

5
except the case of OKAWA. There is no doubt that each

1 6
of them has had "the competency to discern the illegality

\
S 7 of his conduct or to act according to his discernment

(2)
of illegality of the conduct."■ï: ’.jI $  8

U  1 9 4. As to criminal intent and negligence,

■A'. ■ \
10 Professor Saver deplores in his treatise on "Mens Rea":

• ) i 
'• ;• s

11 "It is almost hopeless to give an accurate
/ - iV_ . ■! 12 definition of the term mens rea because of the diversity? ** •«
u  .

* < 13 (3)
of its construction in judicial decisions and theories."

- 7  S
V  V■ t ’ ;

14 In view of this remark, I wish, first of all,
:î i
. >■ :ï

15 to determine the basis of my argument by briefly review-
'1■ *; ;

16
k 17

18 
19

ing legislations of those countries which have adopted
i \

V. J the most up-to-date principles of criminal law.
* jSf
\ 1 
t

5. Article 38 of the present Japanese Criminal
= X :4t
t 1 20 Code provides in paragraph 1:

i .  • -j 21 "No act done without criminal intent shall be

.1 .':Î* >:••: 22 punished, except in the case where it is otherwise
■/. i ■ 23 provided specifically by law."

'  !  > \ : w
24 Paragraph 3 of the same article reeds:

j ;
\

25
'

(2) Article 10, Swiss Criminal Code.
(3) Sayer: "Mens Rea," Harvard Law Review, Vol. 451

1931-32, P.-974.
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"Ignorance of law cannot be invoked to establish 

the absence of criminal intent, but the punishment may 

be reduced in consideration of the extenuating circum

stances."

The said paragraph 1 is the codification of

the maxim: "Actus non facit reurn nisi mens sit reaT"

while the said paragraph 3 is the embodiment of the

saying: "Ignorantia iuris non excusat." Moreover, the

said paragraph 1 is derived from Article 77» Paragraph 1

of thte old Japanese Criminal Code, which was almost
(4)

similar in the wording, and the said paragraph 3 is a

modification of Article 77* paragraph 4, of the old
code. Since Article 77 of the old code provided in its
paragraph 2 that: "No person shall be punished in the

case where he committed a crime without knowing the«
facts which constitute the crime," the term "criminal 

intent" has been construed by the majority of judicial 

decisions as "knowledge of facts which constitute a 

crime."

6. According to this interpretation, criminal 

intent is established where the person in question knew 

the facts which constituted the crime, i.e., his act and

(4) "No act done without criminal intent shall be pun
ished, except in the case where its punishment is pro
vided specifically by law or regulations."
(5) "Ignorance of law or regulations cannot be invoked
- t o  f t g t . n b U s h  t h p  a b s e n c e  of c r i m i n a l  intent."_____________
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the natural and probable consequence thereof, but, when 

such knowledge is once proved, it is not necessary to 

further enquire whether or not he was aware of the 

illegality of his act. As the result of this interpre
tation also, mistake of fact is sharply divided from 

mistake of law. In the former case, criminal intent 

is entirely precluded. In the latter case, while mis

take of criminal law does not preclude criminal intent, 

mistake of non-criminal law does so preclude, on the 

presumption that mistake of non-criminal law is nothing 

but mistake of fact. For illustration of this interpre

tation, a judgment of the Japanese Supreme Court is 

quoted as follows:
"When a person destroyed the seal and markings 

of attachment affixed to an attached object in the 

mistaken belief that the attachment had lost its effect 

by his nayment of debt, his intention to commit the
(6)

crime (of Article 96 of the Criminal Code) is precluded."

7. In the above-mentioned case, there is no

doubt that the act was committed by mistake of civil

law. Can we, however, so hastily conclude as to say that

the act was done without knowledge of the facts which

constitute the crime? Is it not more natural to construe

(6) Judgment of Feb. 22, 1926, by the Second Criminal 
Division, Supreme Court. Report, Criminal,
Vol. V. p. 97.______________________________________ ___



that criminal intent is precluded, not because mistake 

of civil law has brought about ignorance of facts which 

constitute the crime, but because, in spite of the 

offender's knowledge of such facts, mistake of civil 

law has amounted to ignorance of illegality of his act?

8. Professor Hafter of the Zurich University, 

after discussing the theories and judicial decisions 

in Switzerland upon the subject of criminal intent, 

remarks as follows:
"Illegality is the essential element in the 

conception of crime. It does not matter whether it 

is expressly stated as legal constituent of each crime.

If we couple this principle with another that criminal 

intent must be related with every factor of a crime, 

we cannot but arrive at the conclusion that the criminal 

must be conscious of the illegality of his action. To 

deny this is to surrender to the tyranical force which 

belittles mistake of law. In this connection, a brief 

explanation will be required. Consciousness of 

illegality of one's act does not mean the knowledge of 

his acting contrary to certain provisions of law . . . .  

It is quite unnecessary that he should be aware of any 

particular norm of criminal law. It is necessary, 

however, that his idea as layman, i.e., his sense of law, 

should inform him that he is committing an act which is
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not permissible.........Only when a person has such
consciousness of illegality, may he be adjudged guilty 

on the ground that his act was done with criminal 

intent. The axiom of no punishment without responsibility 

demands this. Though it will seldom happen in the com

mis :ion of a crime, in the case where a person had no 

knowledge of his act being contrary to his duty and not 

permissible and where the impossibility of having such 

knowledge is actually proved in consideration of his
whole personality, it is a shame to adjudge him guilty,

(7)
however light the punishment may be."

9. Professor Hafter further contends:
"All attempts are futile to make distinction 

between mistake of fact and mistake of law. Much more 

so, between mistake of criminal law and mistake of non

criminal law. It is too difficult to draw a line between 

the two. From the viewpoint of criminal responsibility, 

mistake as to the criminal nature of one’s act must be

taken into consideration. In the case where an abductor
«

did not know the age of the abducted girl, or where a 

person was not aware of the fact that he was harboring 

a murderer, or where a school teacher mistakenly exer

cised his right of discipline . . .  no criminal intent

(7) Hafter: "Lehrbuch des Schweizerischen Strafrechts,"
allg. teil, 1926, S. 117, S. 118.

25
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should be recognized, if his bona fides is proved beyond 

reasonable doubt. On the other hand, we need not con

sider his mistake in the punishability of his act, or 

its legal nature; e.g., whether larceny or embezzlement, 

or the degree or conditions of punishment, or the

existence of certain requirements of legal proceedings,
(8)

etc."

10. The above-mentioned case of abduction will

be illustrated by R. V. Prince of 1875 in England.

Prince had abducted from her father a girl under the age

of sixteen; but in the belief, on adequate grounds,

that she was eighteen, in which case the abduction would

not have been a crime. The great majority of the judges

agreed, however, in the view tnat “an intention to do.

anything that is wrong legally," even as a mere civil

tort and not as a crime at all, would be a sufficient

mens rea. Some judges went even beyond this; laying

down a view, according to which there is a sufficient

mens rea wherever there is "an intention to do anything

that is wrong morally," even though legally it be quite
(9)

innocent, both criminally and civilly. Although 

Professor Sayer criticizes +’iis case as having confused 

and unsettled the law more than any other upon the

(8) Hafter: Op. Cit. S. 184.
(9) Kenny: "Outlines of Criminal law," 14th Ed.,
----- 1933, PP. 41-42.________________________________

I

W
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(10)
subject, can wo not interpret the said opinions of 

the English judges as their recognition of the knowledge 

of illegality to be the essential factor of mens r e a ?

11. This idea will become more clear, if we

look into the question of negligence. According to

Professor Kenny, "the mere fact that there was some

degree of negligence on the parent's part will not

suffice. There must be a wicked negligence, a negligence

so great as to satisfy a jury that the prisoner did not
(11)

care whether the child died or not." He remarks 

further that "when motorists are sued in civil actions 

for negligence, the verdict is usually against them, 

but is rarely so in prosecutions of them for manslaughter. j 

There must be a wicked negligence —  such disregard for \
(11) j

the life and safety of others as to deserve punishment." j 

It follows, therefore, that negligence, punishable under 

criminal law, is not a simple carelessness, but must be 

wicked or blameworthy. In this sense, it may be said 

that the difference between criminal intent and criminal I
negligence is only a matter of degree of knowledge of 

illegality.

12. In my submission, the above-mentioned views 

of the English jurists are the positive side of a

(10) Sayer: Op. Cit. p. 1025.
(11) Kenny: Op. Cit. p. 122.
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principle of the m o d e m  criminal law, that is to say,

that mens rea should be determined by the presence of

knowledge of illegality; while the said opinion expressed

by Professor Rafter forms the negative side of the same

Drinciple, that is to say, that mens rea will be precluded

Ln the absence of knowledge of illegality. If we read

again, with this consideration in mind, the maxim of
(12)

[gnorantia iuris non excusat, it will mean: (a) a

oerron shall be punished for his act, if he was aware 

af the illegality of his act, in spite of his ignorance 

Df law, (b) even in the case where he was not aware 

5f the illegality cf his act, he shall be punished, if 

le was negligent in having been unaware of the illegality j 

Df his act and if such negligence is blameworthy, ar.d

(c) in the case where he was not negligent or, if n e g 

ligent, net sufficiently blameworthy for such negligence 

Ln having been unaware of the illegality of his act, he 

shall not be punished, even though he had knowledge of 

the facts which constitute a crime.

13. Professor Radin remarks as follows:

“Mens rea in English law was never held to mean 

that ignorance of criminal lav; was an excuse. In the 

lerman common law down to the end of the 19th century, 

the rule was error .1uris non excusât. Under the influence

(12) Japanese Criminal Code, Article 3 8 , paragraph 3»
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of Feuerbach, the excuse was later actually admitted 
for several decades with the result that there set in a 
sharp reaction, which has restored the old rule in 
modern German law. In France, exceptions are made in 
very unusual circumstances. The Norwegian Code, however, 
provides that where there is a mistake of law the punish
ment may be decreased or even abrogated altogether. In 
fact, many of the continental theorists are in favor of 
abrogating or at least modifying the generally-prevailing
old rule, and some of the recent drafts of penal codes

( 1 3 )provide for milder punishment."
14. In stating this, Professor Radin must

have had in mind the draft of the Swiss Criminal Code
in 1918. However, almost every legislation of the later
date provides that mistake of illegality may be the ground
not only for the reduction but for the exemption 6f
punishment. It is true that Article l8 of the said
Swiss draft recognized only mitigation in the case of(14) .mistake of illegality. But the actual Criminal Code, 
promulgated in 1937, provides in Article 20 as follows: 

"Where a person committed an act with a good 
reason to believe that he had a right to do the act,
(1 3) Radin: "Intent" in Seligman's Encyclopaedia ofthe Social Sciences, Vol. VIII, p. 129.(14) "If a person committed a crime in the belief that he had a right to do the act, punishment may be reduced."
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punishment may 

of the judge."

be reduced or remitted at the discretion 
(15)

15. Looking back to the Chinese Tentative- 

Criminal Law which existed prior to 1928, Article 13, 

paragraph 2, provided as follows:
"Ignorance of law cannot be invoked to estab

lish the absence of criminal intent, but punishment may
t

be mitigated by one or two degrees in consideration of 

the extenuating circumstances."
The above was amended by the old Criminal Code 

of 1928, Article 28 of which read as follows:

"Ignorance of law shall not discharge any per

son from criminal responsibility; provided however that 

punishment may be reduced by one-half in consideration 

of the extenuating circumstances."

Now, the present Chinese Criminal Code, which 

has come into force since 1935, provides in Article 16 

as follows:
"Ignorance of law shall not discharge any

person from criminal responsibility; provided however

that punishment may be reduced in consideration of the

extenuating circumstances. In the case where a person

believed that his act was permissible by law and where

(15) This Article 20 of the Swiss Criminal Code follows 
literally the provisions of Article 17 of the Swiss 

____  Military Criminal Law of 1927«_______ . __________
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here was a good reason for him so to believe, punish- 

lent may be remitted»"—    _________ . - —
The above changes in Chinese law clearly demon

strate the gradual transition fron the formal interpre

tation of ignorance of lav; to the real understanding of 

;he principle of noncognizance of illegality.

16. The reason why I have in the above dis- 
jussed at length this rather elementary principle of 

;rirainal law is because Professor Kenny maintains that 

mistake of law, oven though inevitable, is not allowed 

.n England to afford any excuse for crime. He states:

"The utmost effect it can ever have is that it 

’.ay occasionally, like drunkenness, rebut the existence 

>f the peculiar form of mens rea which some particular 

cind of crime pay require. Thus larceny can only be 

jomnitted when a thing is stolon without even the appear

ance of right to take it5 and, accordingly, a bona fide 

'.nd reasonable mistake, even though it be of law —  like 
;hat of a woman who gleans corn in a village where it is 

;he practice to do so —  will afford a sufficient defense. 

Similarly a mortgagor who, under an invalid but bona fide 

;lain of right, damages the fixtures in the house which 
îe has mortgaged, will not be guilty of ’malicious’ damage

ipart, however, from such exceptional offenses, the rule
16.

;hich ignores mistakes of law is applied with rigour."

.6. Kenny: Op. Cit. pp. 69-70.
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17. On tho other hand, ho remarks s

“But I know of no reported decision which

extends this rule to mere municipal by-laws. Both in

England and in the United States (Porter v. faring,

69 N. Y., 250) a judge would, require legal proof of

a by-law before enforcing it. Should the law attribute

to ordinary people a greater legal knowledge than to 
17.

the judge?"
Admitting that this Honorable Tribunal night 

take judicial notice of the fact that there is a large 

body of international law, known at different times 

and by different writers as the "common law" or
18.

"general law" or "natural law" of international law,

I respectfully submit that it is a law less clear and 

definite than a national law and that acts in contra

vention of international law are deemed by any national 

law not sufficiently blameworthy to incur criminal 

responsibility, except in a few cases. According to 

Professor Kenny, it is expounder as follows:

"The student must boar in mind that, though it 

is sometimes said that 1 International Law is part of 

the laws of England,' this is true only in that loose 

historical sense in which tho same is also said of

1 7 . Kenny: Op. Cit. p. 68, Note 4.
18. Mr, Keenan, Opening Statement, T. 405-6.
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Christianity, But an indictment will not lie for not

loving your neighbor as yourself. Equally little will

it lie for tracing in contraband of war, or for the

running of a blockade. Both these acts are visited by

international law with the penalties of confiscation;

but neither of then constitutes any offense against the

laws of England, or is even sufficiently unlawful to
19.

render void a contract connected with it."
18. The above submission will be opposed by 

the contention thot international law is a low sul 
,1uris and can punish any act which it deems fit upon 

the ground entirely different fron any national law.
It is said, however, by Lord bright and quoted by the 

Chief Prosecutor as follows:

"In r.iy earlier essay I pleaded to have it

recognized that international law was the product,

however•inperfect, of that sense of right and wrong,

of the instincts of iustice and the humanity which are

the common heritage of all civilized nations. This

has been called for many ages 1 Natural Law'; perhaps

in modern days it is simpler and truer merely to refer

to it as flowing from the instinctive sense of right

and wrong possessed by all decent men, or to describe

it as derived from the principles common to all

19. Kenny: Op. Cit. pp.334-335» As to the question of 
-----trading vrith the enemy, see p ; 335; note 1*--------
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civilized n a t i o n s . T h a t  is, or ought to be, the ~
20.

ultimate basis of all law."

In other words, even though "the source of

international law must . . .  be sought elsewhere than
20.

in the acts of a national law-naking authority,"

it must have a foundation in the instinctive sense of

right and wrong, common to all law. It must not be

the law of the mighty or the conqueror,

19, The heretofore accepted definition of

"international law" is that it governs relations
21.

between independent States. It has been a matter 

of common sense to understand that: "Public inter

national law is the body of rules which control,the, 

conduct of independent States in their relations with 

each other. It is altogether different in its nature

from law in the narrower sense of the word, namely,!
law capable of judicial enforcement, for that implies 

a force superior to both the litigants or disputants;
'  . I '  . • TV ♦

and as independent States have no recognized common* i *-f' »** J '
superior, the rules by which their conduct is governed

■ i 22.
are incapable of enforcement except by war."

« , 1I • •

E v e n  the Chief Prosecutor admits that "the personal

20. T. 407-8, 21. The S. S. Lotus (France v. Turkey),
. Permanent Court of International Justice, 

Sept. 7, 1 9 2 7 , cited in Hackworth: "Diges ; 
' ‘ of International Law," 1940, Vol. 1, p. 2,

22. B y r n e ’s Law Dictionary, 1923, P« 487*
* ■ * .  • . . i ,  . V
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liability of those high ranking civil officials is

one of the rest important, and porhaps the only new

question under international law to be presented to 
23.this Tribunal.

20. According to the Chief Prosecutor, it 

is said that the prosecution will "slv'w that each and 

every one of the accused named, in this indictment 

played an important part in these unlawful proceed
ings; that they acted with full knowledge of Japan's

treaty obligations and of the fact that their acts 
24.

were criminal." In ny submission, here lies the 

fallacy of his contention, for knowledge of treaty 

obligations is entirely a different question from 

knowledge of criminality of their acts. No modern 

national law would punish cn individual for any breach 

of contract, whether be it intentional or unintentional. 

No international lav; has ever criminally punished an 

individual for any breach of treaties except perhaps 

in cases of the so-called conventional war crimes and 

pirates. Even then, the prosecution admits that "the 

Hague Convention nowhere designates such practices 

as criminal, nor is av,y sentence proscribed, nor any 
mention made of a court to try and punish offenders."

23. T. 435. 24. T. 422. 25. T. 39007.

25.
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21. Evidence adduced cither by the prosecu

tion or by the defense has definitely established the 

fact that all the defendants did their level best to 

carry out whatever treaty obligations they had to 

deal with in their respective capacities, not because 

they were aware of their criminal responsibility for 

not doing so, but because they wanted to keep the 

sanctity of the treaty itself. Any breach of treaty 

obligations, alleged by the prosecution, has been 

proved to have resulted from inevitable but unforseen 

circumstances. All acts of the defendant as indi

cated before this Tribunal, were done in pursuance of 

the laws of their country. If Professor Hafter is 

right in saying that “ it is necessary that his idea

as layman, i. e., his sense of law, should inform him
26.

that ho is committing an act which is not permissible," 

how could the defendants have been informed by their 

sense of law that their acts were not permissible 

under international law at th. same time when their 

very sense of law was telling them that their acts 

were permissible under their national law?

22, The learned judges in the McNaughten*s 

case stated as follows î 

26, See para, 9 supra.
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"Wo are of opinion that, notwithstanding tho 
p-.rty accused die! tho act conplninod of with a view, 
under the influence of insane delusion, of redressing 
or avenging sone supposed grievance or injury, or of 
producing sone public benefit, ho is nevertheless 
punishable according to the nature of the crime com
mitted, if ho knew at the tine of committing such crime
ho was acting contrary to law: by which expression we

.....  "27/
understand _t o jaean. the.JLaw_ of. JfcJie. land." If there
was ary conflict between the law of the land and 
International law, tho judges would not hesitate to 
answer tho superiority of the former. So would the 
defendants. But what I wish to emphasize is that not 
only the defendants had legal justification for their 
acts under their national law, but they honestly 
reasonably believed that their acts were justified 
under international law.

18
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23. The prosecution contends, in its summation

upon conspiracy, as follows:
"If he was in office at that time, allowed

his scruples to bo overruled, and continued in office,
we submit that quite clearly ho should be convicted,
and that in a moral point of view his case is at least
27. McNaughten1s Case, 1843, cited in Wilshere: "Lead

ing Cases on Criminal Law," 3rd Ed,, 1935» p. 31»
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— --------------------- --------
ns bad as that of ono who had no such scruples."

And further it maintains, in its sunnat> .->n 

uoon individual responsibility, in particular, of a 

cabinet minister, that:
"He always had alternative of resigning 

instead of casting his affirmative vote for, or ex

pressing his acquiescence in an aggressive measure.

If he did not resign despite his personal convictions 
because he felt more important that he or the cabinet 

continue in office, he is legally just as responsible 

and morally more responsible than an all-out pro

ponent of the aggressive policy, since he deliberately

chose to approve the policy with full cognizance and
29.

conviction of its evil."

24, Such an accusation misses the mark 

entirely, so far as the defendants are concerned.

During the period of the indictment, i. e., from 

January 1928 to September 1945, 17 cabinets rose and 
fell, the average life of a cabinet being only one 
year. How can v/e expect any consistent national 

policy, either aggressive or defensive, under these 

circumstances? The trouble with the defendant was 

not that they clung to their prominent posts despite

28. T. 39057.
29. T. 40554-5.
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their personal convictions, but that they foresook 

such posts too readily, because of their sensitiveness 

to political responsibility, to carry out their poli

cies. Did or should their sense of lau inform then, 

at the tine of their resignation, that they would bo 

also responsible criminally under international law, 

if they did not resign? No sane nan, even the most 

learned scholar of international law, would drean of 

such a fantasy, but that will bo the only conclusion 

to be drawn fron the logic of the prosecution. What

ever nay be the case, the evidence adduced before the 
trial has proved that the defendant believed that their 

act were pernissible both by the law of their land 
and by the laws of nations arid that they had good 

reason so to believe. Even if they are to be ad
judged by an ex post facto law as criminally liable 

under international law, their punishment should be

remitted, should the principle embodied in the aforesaid
30.

Article 16 of tbo Chinese Criminal Code be adopted.

25. Leaving aside for a moment the question 

of international law, I should like to discuss briefly 

the principle of criminal responsibility, which requires 

the existence, at the time of commission of an alleged

3 0. See para. 15» supra.
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offense, of a possibility of expecting the offender 

not to connit such an act. Article 34 of the Swiss 

Criminal Code of 1937 is the best illustration of this 

principle and provides as follows:
"No person shall be punished for his act 

done in order to avert any impending and otherwise 
unavoidable danger to his right, in particular, to 

life, body, liberty, honor or property, if he is not 

responsible for the occurrence of such danger and if 
it is impossible to expect hin to abandon his endan

gered right in view of the circumstances."
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26. Article 37 of the Japanese Criminal
Code reads as follows: v

"No person shall be punished for his act 

inevitably done in order to avert any impending 
danger to his or any other person's life, body, 

liberty or property, if the evil arising out of his 
act does not exceed the degree of evil which he tried 

to'avert; provided however that punishment as to the 

act in excess of such degree may be reduced or remitted 

in consideration of the extenuating circumstances."
The underlying thought of this provision 

is the same as that of the Swiss Code above referred 

to, i.e., criminal responsibility shall not be attributedj 
to the case where it is impossiblè to expect a person 

to avert the evil by anything short of the commission 

of the offence in question.
27. Professor Kenny states as follows:

"The defence of necessity, however, can

only be important where, as in capital offences, there 

is a prescribed minimum of punishment. For in all 

others every English judge would take the extremity 

of the offender's situation into account, by reducing 

the sentence to a nominal penalty. Yet where immediate 
death is the inevitable consequence of abstaining from 

committing a prohibited act, it seems futile for the
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law to continue the prohibition, if the object of

punishment be only to deter. For it must be useless

to threaten any punishment, the threat of which cannot

have the effect of deterring. Hence, perhaps, it is

that in the United States the defence of Necessity
31seems to be viewed in favor'*.

Although it may not be so prevalent as in 

continental countries, the English defence of Necessity 

is based, in the final analysis, on the same principle 

as mentioned above in reference to Swiss and Japanese 

l a w s .

28. As a further application of this principle 
I refer to Article 105 of the Japanese Criminal Code, 

which provides as follows:
"In the case where a crime mentioned in 

this Chapter (i.e, harboring a criminal or suppression 

of evidence) is committed by a relative of a criminal 

cr a fugitive for the benefit of the criminal or the 

fugitive, punishment may be remitted".

The harboring or suppression of evidence by

a parent or a wife for the benefit of his or her child

or her husband is, indeed, an inevitable manifestation

of humanity, as expressed by Confucius in his Analects

that "the true justice exists where a father conceals

for the sake of his child and a child for his father".
31» Kenny: Op. cit. pp, 77-78»

»
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It would be unreasonable and against human nature to ~

expect him to act otherwise. A similar kind of law

is found in England. If a husband who has committed

a crime is received and sheltered by his wife, she is

not regarded by the law as becoming by such "bare

reception" an accessory after the fact or a participator
32

in his treason; for she is bound to receive him.

29. As another example of the same principle, 
Article 76 of the old criminal code of Japan provided 

as follows:

"A person, who has performed his official 
duty under his superior's order, shall not be punished". 

The present Criminal C-ide has deleted such 

a provision on the ground that it is included in Article 

35, which reads as follows:
"No act is punishable, which is done in 

accordance with the provisions of law or regulations 

or in pursuance of a legitimate business".
It corresponds to Article 32 of the Swiss 

Criminal Code of 1937 which pj .vides as follows:
"Any act, which is required by law or by 

an official or business duty or permitted or declared 

not punishable by law, is neither felony nor mis

demeanour".
32. Kenny: Op. cit. pp. 73-74
______ Rnt a hnghanri enlovs no similar exemption when

he assists a felonious wife; he becomes accessory 
to her felong (Kenny: Op. Cit. p. 89).
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30. In the Chinese Tentative Criminal Law, 

there was no such provision, hut in Article 35 of

the old Chinese Criminal Code of 1928, it was provided:

••No act is punishable, which is done in the 

course of an official duty under the order of one* s . 

superior officer1'.

Then, in Article 21 of the present Chinese 

Criminal Code of 1935, Articles 34 and 35 of the old 

Code are combined as follows:

••No act is punishable, which is done in 

accordance with lew or regulations.

"No act is punishable, which is done in the 

course of an official duty under the order of one's 

superior officer, except the case of a person who has 

known clearly the illegality of such.■Order".

The said Article 21, Paragraph 2 of the 

Chinese Code implies obviously the following two 

points: Firstly that no crime will be constituted

by any act of a subordinate done under a legal order 

of his superior, and secondly that a subordinate shall 

not be held responsible for any act done under an illegal 

order of his superior, unless the subordinate knew 

clearly the illegality of the order.

31. In this connection, the French Criminal 

Code provides in Article 327 ns follows:
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"Murder, wounding or assault committed under

the provisions of law and ordered by a lawful authority

shall constitute neither felony nor risdemeanour".

And in Article 114, it is provided:

"A public official, agent or employee of

the government shall be deprived of his civil rights

in the case where he has ordered or committed any

arbitrary act, or any act inimical to the individual

liberty or to the civil rights of one or more citizens

or to the Constitution.

"If, however, he proves that he has acted

under the order of his superiors concerning matters

within their jurisdiction, in which matters he is bound

to the superiors by a chain of subjugation, he shall be

exempted from punishment, etc."
32. In reference to criminal responsibility

of a subordinate, Professor Donnedieu de Vabres

enumerates three points of view: (a) The theory

which maintains the irresponsibility of a subordinate

on the ground that he is not allowed to criticize

the legality of his superior*s orders; (b) the so-called

"la. théorie des baionettes intelligentes", prevalent
33in the courts of the United States, which have 

repeatedly refused to recognize any such irresponsibility 

33. Kenny: Op, Cit. p. 73.

■>
m
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fît all on the- ground thrt a subordinate has the- right
(and duty?) to criticize the legality of his superior*s

orders; and (c) the theory which admits mitigation of
punishment in the case where the content of such order

was apparently legitimate and its formality was 
34

satisfactory.

33- According to Professor Kenny, the 
official British Manual of Military Law admits it to 

be still "somewhat doubtful" (Chapter VIII, par. 95) 
how far a superior officer's specific command, even 
not obviously improper, will excuse a soldier from

35
acting illegally. Compared to such legislation, 

the said Chinese Criminal Code (Article 21, Paragraph 2) 

sweeps away any doubts by stating that punishment 

will be imposed only upon a subordinate who has acted 

with a clear knowledge of illegality of his superior's 

order. It follows, therefore, that in case there 

existed any ambiguity as to illegality of the order, 

he shall not be responsible, even if he carried out the 

order. Since the basic principle of officialdom lies 

in the chain of command and subjugation, especially 

in the case of the army and navy, it is according to 

the thinking of Chinese law, unreasonable to expect

34. Donnedieu de Vabres: "Traite élémentaire de droit
criminel", 1937» pp. 246-247. He seems to agree 
with the third view.

35. Kenny: Op. Cit. p. 73. __________
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hi m  to net contrary to his superior’s order, even when 

he wps not quite sure of its being cither legal or 

illegal.

34. On the other hand, Professor Liszt 

contends that "so long as the absolute binding power 

of a superior*s order is acknowledged by law, such

an order will preclude the illegality of his subordinate* £

act done in accordance therewith", on the ground that

"'an act done in pursuance of one* s duty is never
36

illegal". This contention is erroneous, because

since the superior is held responsible for the

execution of his illegal order, "the punishment cannot
37

be linked with a legr>l act. If the superior’s order 

is illegal, we have to admit that the subordinate’s 

act is also illegal.' Hov/ever, the impossibility of 

expecting h i m  to act otherwise will exempt him from 

any wickedness or blameworthiness and hence from 

any criminal responsibility.

35. According to Professor Sayer, "the 

conception of blameworthiness or moral guilt is 

necessarily based upon a free mind voluntarily choosing 

evil rather than good; there can be no criminality

36. V. Liszt: "Lehrbuch des Dentschen Strafrechts",
21-22 nufl. 1919, e35, s. 146.

37. N. E. Mayer: "Der allgemeiner Teil des deutschen
Strafrechts", 1915, s. 334.
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in the sense of moral shortcoming, if there is no
freedom of choice or normality of will capable of

38
exorcising n free choice". The Nurenberg Judgment
ruled that "the true test...is not the existence of
the order, but whether moral choice was in fact 

39possible". In my submission, these v/ords fre
nothing but the enunciation of the principle of
impossibility of expectation (Nichtzumutebarkeit).

36. The Nuremberg Judgment has brought
this principle of criminal law into the field of
international law. The relevant provisions of law
considered by th^t Tribunal are articles 7 and 8

of its Charter which in combination correspond to
article 6 of the Charter governing this honorable
Tribunal. The difference between the said provisions
of the two charters is th'-t while in the Nuremberg
Charter the official position of defendants, whether
as heads of states or responsible officials in govern-

/
ment departments, shall not be considered as freeing 
them from responsibility or mitigating punishment, 
and only the fact that they acted pursuant to order 
of their government or of their superiors may be 
considered in mitigation, the Tokyo Charter provides
38. Sayer: Op. Cit. p. 1,004.
39. Nuernberg Judgment, p. l6,88l.
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that both their official positions and the fret that 

they rcted pursuant to order *'a.y be token into 
consideration, if the Tribunal determines thrt justice 

so requires*
37* Nov;, the prosecution contends in its 

summation os follows*
“The defendants mry be divided into three-

categories: (l) those defendants who had the ultimate

duty or responsibility for policy formation fixed

by the lav; of Japan; (2) those defendants, although

they do not have the ultimate duty or responsibility,

had the duty or responsibility for policy formation

in a subordinate or intermediate capacity fixed by the

law of Japan; nnd (3) those defendants who, although

they had no duty or responsibility fixed by the law

of Japan, hove by their acts and statements placed
themselves on the policy-making level and are therefore

40
chargeable with responsibility in fact."

As to the defendants of the first category,

I hove already shown in the above that their acts, 

done in accordance v/ith the law of Japan and in the 
honest and reasonable belief that such acts would 

also be justified under international low, preclude 

any knowledge of illegality and, therefore, their 

40. T. 10,342-3.

47,558
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41
punishment should be remitted.

38, It is further submitted that under

such circumstances as existed during the period of

17 years since 1928, no man could have acted otherwise
than what the defendants did, should he have been
placed in their stead. It was, indeed, humanly

impossible for them to stop successive explosions of
the long pent-up national sentiments, either at home

Dr abroad. It was also humanly impossible for them
to carry out direct control and supervision over

lumerous subordinates in remote cormrs of Manchuria,
ïhina and elsewhere. In short, can we expect them

to exercise their authority and care to such an extent

■■s to turn the tide of national destiny and to prevent
the inevitable consequences of sanguine hostilities?

39/ As to the defendants of the second

Jategory, there v;~s in Japan the so-called Regulations
42

ror the Duty of Government Official, which provided 

is follows*
’•Article 1. Government officials shall, 

pledging their allegiance ''nd assiduous services to 

iis Majesty the Emperor and the Emperor's Government, 

)bey laws ^nd orders rnd discharge their respective 

iuties.
t t r ; — g e e  P a r a .  2 4 ,  s u p r a . -------------------------------------------------------------- —
*2. Ex. 3510, T. 34,003.
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"Article 2. Government officials shall, with 

respect to their duties, observe the orders of their 

superior officials to whom they are assigned, provided 
however that they may express their opinions to such 

orders,"
In the case of military men, .a more special 

and vigorous duty was imposed upon them for J 

observance of their superior’s orders. Those who 
opposed or did'not comply with such orders were 

severely punished as guilty of the crime of defiance 

under the Array Criminal Code (Arts. 57-59) or the Navy 

Criminal Code (Art. 55-57)»
40, In «ny case, once a decision or an 

order was given by his superiors, a civil official 
or military officer was not allowed to act contrary 

thereto, whatever his personal opinion might have 

been. To expect him to act otherwise was, indeed, 

impossible. Even the Ministers of State and Comnanders- 
in-Chief of various armies and fleets were, in that 

sense, subordinates to the Emperor. If an Imperial 

Sanction was issued, they could do nothing but obey 

it. That is v/hy the Chiefs of Army and Navy General 

Staffs exercised a great influence not only in military 

affairs but in political natters by having direct
A

access to the Throne.
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41. Even if we assure, for the sake of 

argument, the existence of some criminal responsibility 

either under international law or under national law 

upon somebody in the political or military circles of 
Japan, it is impossible to attribute such responsibility 
to any person or body of persons, because in the 20th 

century Japan nobody has ever succeeded in obtaining
a single post, much less power in the Government, by 
plots, revolutions and other unlawful means, such as 

seen in the history of Germany after the First World 

War. All plots and attempts of revolution were cither 

nipped in the bud or suppressed. By whom? By the 

very defendants who now stand in the dock. Every one 

of them was appointed to his post in due course of 

his career and in pursuance of the laws and customs 
of Japan. None of them exceeded his authority or 

was negligent of his duties, prescribed by the regulations 
of his office. It is true that they belonged to the 

higher grade in the hierarchic structure of Japan, but 

it is also shown by evidence that there v/rs no Hitler, 
no Mein Kampf, no Nazi Party or criminal organization 

among them.
42. As to the defendants of the third 

category, whatever popularity and influence they had 

were derived not from governmental or military sources,
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but fron; ordinary citizens at large. They never were 

powerful enough to be rblo to force their will upon 

the politics of Japan. All they could do was to voice 

the people* s sentiments in opposition to the then 

prevailing bureaucracy. Perhaps they dreamed about 

the Great East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and Asia 

for Asiatics, but their t^lks were puerile compared 

to the nation-wide movement of nnti-foreignism in 

China. If t' e latter was not treated, as an international 

crime even by the Lytton Report, why should the former 

be so condemned? If freedom of thought is to be one 

of the human rights under national law, why should 

international lav; try to stop it?

t
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43. The underlying thought of the prosecution 

in thus accusing the defendants of the above-mentioned 

three categories is that a state is a fictitious exist

ence, to which no criminal responsibility can be
43attributed. The Chief Prosecutor declares that:

"Nations as such do not break treaties, nor

do thev eneage in open and aggressive warfare. The
44

responsibility always rests upon human agents;" 

and also that:

"All governments are operated bv human agents,

and all crimes are committed by human beings. A m a n ’s

official position cannot rob him of his identity as an

individual nor relieve him from responsibility for his
45

individual offences." Such a thought follows the 

maxim: "Societas delinouere non potest," but according

to Professor Kearny:

"It is now settled law that corporations may,

in an apüropriate court, be indicted by the corpo'rate

name, and that fines mav be consequently inflicted
46

upon the corporate property."

44. In England, the Interpretation Act, 1889 

(52 and 53 Viet. c. 63, S. 2) provides that in the con-
4 3 . Prosecutor Jac>son: "The Case Against the 

Nazi War Criminals," 1946, p. 82.
44. Mr. Keenan, Opening Statement, T. 473
45. Mr. Keenan, T. 434-435
46. Kenny: Op. Cit., pp. 65-66
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offence, whether punishable on indictment or on summary 

conviction, the expression "person" shall, unless a 

contrary intention appears, include a body corporate.

In the United states, the Criminal Code of New York 

of 1882 (Article 13) provides that in all cases where 

a corporation is convicted of an offence for the com

mission of which a natural person would be punishable 

with imprisonment, as for a misdemeanor, such a corpor

ation is punishable by a fine of not more than five 

hundred dollars, as for a felony by a fine of not 

more than five thousand dollars. The Criminal Code 

of California of 1901 (Article 26a) provides that 

corporations are capable of committing crimes in the 

same manner as natural persons. This legislation is 

explained by a text book as follows:

"Under the theorv that a corporation is in

s t r u c t io n  o f  e v e ry  s t a t u t o r y  enactm ent r e la t in g  to  an

19
20

21

22

23

24
25

the language of Chief Justice Marshall ’an artificial 

being, invisible, and existinr onlv in contemplation 

of lav;', it was doubted whether a corporation could 
be guilty of crime. The modern view tends to regard 
a corporation as a reality, a group of human beings, 
authorized by law to act as a legal unit, endowed for 

some purpose with legal personalitv."
47. Clark and Marshal: "A Treatise on the Law 

---------------Q-f.-Crimpg11 J 4-th pH. , TQ40, PP. 140-14^.______

N
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And further: "Where conduct is sanctioned

bv the directors or officers in whom the corporate

powers are vested, their intent should be considered

the intent of the corporation. Such persons are more

than agents for a natural principal. They embody and

exercise the mental element essential for corporate 
48

action."

"In other words, whenever a d irector’s act 

is deemed to have been done for the interest of' his 

corporation, his intention being also to act on its 

behalf, such act will be absorbed by the corporation 

and become its aot, losing the identitv of any indiv

idual’s act."

45, There is ri doubt that a htate is a 

Juristic person under either national law or inter

national law, while a corporation is such under national 

1 aw. If a corporation, which is nothing but a body of 

persons bound by a certain economic or social tie, can 

be a realitv, competent to bear criminal responsibil

ity, why cannot a h'tate be more real and more competent 

than a corporation? Hackworth states as follows:

"The terms state and nation are frequently 

used interchangeably. The term n a t i o n , strictly 

speaking, as evidenced by its etymology (naci, to be

48. Ibid.. p. 140
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born), indicates relation of birth or origin and implies 

a common race, usually characterized by community of 

language and customs. The term State —  a more specific 

term —  connotes, in the international sense, a people 

permanently occupying a fixed territory, bound together 

by common laws and customs into a body politic, possess

ing an organized government, and capable of conducting
49

relations with other states."
«

46. A corporation has no territory nor people 

over which it can exercise its sovereignty, nor any 

natural affinity to bind them together, except a 

certain specific purpose which may be changed or given 

u p at any time. On the other hand, a State is a 
foreordained existence and follows a course, which no 

single man, not even the seventeen cabinets in 

succession within seventeen years, can change or give 

up. A shareholder may sell out his shares of a cor

poration whenever he likes to do so, but the defendants 

could not bacv out from their duties imposed by their 

8tate. Any international obligations are executed 

or miscarried, not only in the name of the htate but 

by the predestined course it takes. If it is defeated 

in a war, indemnities will be paid or territory be 

ceded. Are not such measures punishment for its

49. Hackworth, Op. Cit. Vol. I, p. 47.
t
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responsibility' under international lav;? Admitting that 

the sovereignty of a etate should be subject to inter

national law, it is respectfully submitted that no 
responsibility under international law should be 
attributed directly to any individual because of the 
following grounds.

47. The Japanese Law No. 125 of 1947, 
called as the H*ate Redress Law (Article 1), provides 

as follows:
“If a public official entrusted with the 

exercise of the public pov/er of the f^tate or of a 
public entity has, in the conduct of his official 
duties, inflicted illegally with intent or through 

negligence any damage on other person or persons, 

the htnte or the public entity concerned shall be 

under obligation to make compensation therefor.

“If in the case referred to in the preceding 

paragraph the public official has perpetrated the act 

intentionally or through gross negligence, the h'tate 
or the public entity concerned shall have the right 

to obtain roimburs« rent from the said public official.“
The above provisions of the Japanese law are 

introduced for the purpose of democratization of the 
Japanese legal and political svstems, but tb.ev do not 

recognize any direct claim against an official by an

v-*::
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afflicted partv for any damage inflicted illegally in 

the course of the official's duties. This interpreta

tion of the law is confirmed by the fact that the 

annexed rules to the said Law abolished as from 

October 27, 1947, Article 6 of the Public Notary 

Law, Article 4 of the Household Registration Law, 

Article 13 of the Real Property Registration Law, and 

Article 5?2 of the Civil Procedure Code, which provided 

a direct responsibility of a public notary, mayor of 

citv or village, registration official or bailiff 

towards a party who suffered damage by an intentional 

or graveiv negligent act of the former.

48, On the other hand, in the case of 

Johnstone v. Pedlar, 1921, Viscount Finlav said in

the judgment of the British House of Lords:

"It is the settled law of this country, 

applicable as much to Ireland as to Fineland, that if 

a wrongful act has been committed against the person 

or the property of anv person the wrongdoer cannot 

set up as a defense that the act was done by the command 

of the Crown. The Crown can do no wrong, and the 

Sovereign cannot be sued in tort, but the person who 

did the act is liable in damages, as any private person 

would be.

"This.rule of law has, however, been held
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subject to qualification In the case of acts committed 

abroad agairat a foreigner. If an action be brought in 

the British Courts In such a case it is open to the 

defendant to plead that the act was done by the orders 

of the British Government, or that after it had been 

committed it was adopted by the British Government,

In any such case the act is regarded as an act of 

i*täte of which a Municipal Court cannot take cognizance. 

The foreigner who has sustained injury must seek redress 

against the British Government through his own Govern

ment by diplomatic or other means. This was established

in 1848 in the well-known case of Buron v. Denman
50

(2 Ex. 167.)”

49. In F inck v. Minister of the Interior the 

plaintiff, a German who had been engaged in the business 

of bookselling in Cairo, Egypt, prior to October 1914, 

brought an action against the Egvptian Government for 

damages resulting from the sequestration of his property 

and the arrest and deportation of his agents. He 

alleged, inter al i a , that the decision of the Council 

of Ministers of Egypt, on August 6, 1914, calling upon 

the Commander in Chief of the British troops in Egypt 

to undertake the defense of Egypt against any aggress

ion of a power at «ar with Great Britain was ultra vires. 

The Court of First Instance of Cairo of the Mixed

50. 2 A.C. 262, 271, 272, 275, cited in Hackworth:
Op. Cit., Vol. II, p.l6.
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Tribunals of Epvpt rejected the claim for damages,
stating that the decision of the Council of Ministers
resulted in Egypt’s being at war with Germany, that a
declaration of war is in lav/ an act of the sovereign
power, that such power vested in the sovereign is
exercised through its ministers, that therefore the
decision emanated from the only authority competent
to make it, that in law acts of this nature are called
"acts of .“täte", and that in principle such an act
cannot be made the basis of an action for damages in

51respect to the injury it causes*
50. This principle of acts of f'tate should in 

no way be different whether the case is a civil action 
or a criminal action. According to the preliminary 
articles of the Hague Convention IV of 1907 (article 3), J

G  j

a belligerent party that violates the provisions of 
the regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of War 
on Land shall, if the case demands, be liable to pay 
compensation and that .it shall be responsible for all 
acts committed by persons forming part of its armed 
forces. According to the judgment of In re Piracy 
Jure Gentium. 1934, it is expounded as follows:

"With regard to crimes as defined by inter
national law, that law has no means of trving or punish-

51. 15 Gazette des Tribunaux Mixtes d'Egarpto (Nov.'
_______1QP4-Qct. 1925) 82; British Year Book of Inter- ■

national Law (1925) 219; cited in Hackworth:
Op. Cit., Vol. II, p. 19.
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lng them. The recognition of thorn ns constituting
crimes, and the trial and punishment of the criminals,

52are loft to the municipal law of each country."

51« It is respectfully submitted, therefore, 

that even if the defendant had been guilty of a criminal 
intent or of gross negligence in carrying out their 
official duties, all the accepted authorities upon 
international law would not recognize any direct 
responsibility upon them vis-a-vis foreign states or 
foreigners. How can international law impose any 
responsibility upon those who have done their duties 
in accordance with the laws of their land and in the 

honest and reasonable belief that their acts were 

also in conformity with the prevailing rules of inter

national law? In this connection, I should like to 
refer to the {-statute of the Permanent Court of Inter

national Justice (Article 38), which provides:

"The Court shall apply:
"1. International conventions, whether general 

or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized 

by the contesting states;
"2. International custom as evidence of a 

general practice accepted as law;
52. A.C. 586, 589; C i t e d  in Hackworth, Op. Cit., 

Vol. I, p. 38

I
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"3. The general principles of law recognized 

>y civilized nations;
" 4 .  subject to the provision., of Article 57, 

Judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly 

qualified publicists of the various nations, ns sub

sidiary means for the determination of rules of law.
"This provision shall not prejudice the power 

of the Court to decide a case ex aeauo et bo n o , if- the 

parties apreo thereto."

52. If these defendants must,at any cost, be 

adjudged directly under international law for acts done 

in their official capacities, although there exists no
53such precedent, it is my sincere v/ish that the Tribunal

would take into consideration "the general principles of

law recognized by civilized nations," in particular,

those elementary principles of criminal law which are

submitted in the above. Professor Holdsworth remarks

that "primitive man is like the civilized htate" and

compares the criminal law of ancient times with the
54

present state of international law. I an convinced, 

however, that the international law which would be admin

istered by this honorable Tribunal would be in no wise 

contrary to the sense of law developed by criminal 

53- Wr. Keen an, T. 459
54. Holdsworth: "History of English Law," 3rd ed.

1923, Vol. II, p. 43.
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Legislations of modern civilized i^tates.
THE PRESIDENT : We will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(Whereupon, at 1045, a recess was 

taVen until 1100, after which the proceedings 

were resumed as follows:)
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fcrŜ“ MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Blakeney.

MR. BLAKENEY: I now sum up on behalf of the
defendant TOGO. In reading the document I shall make 

a few verbal corrections which are to appear on an 

errata sheet to be circulated later.
GENERAL

1. There are several circumstances which are

calculated to require the summing up of the case of

TOGO, Shigenori at greater length than would ordinarily

accord with the desires of court or of counsel. One

of these circumstances— one quite„extraordinary, and

in this trial unique— raises questions so basic that it

must be mentioned at the outset. The defendant TOGO

is charged by 44 of the 55 Counts of the Indictment.

Two of these the prosecution, after long shrinking

from acknowledgment of the typographical error which
1in them had put "TOGO" for "TOJO," in January 1947

2dismissed as to this defendant; as to two others the 
charges "will not be pressed" by the prosecution, 

which may be supposed to amount to a nolle prosequi.

1. Tr. 15827.
2. Counts 25 and 35 (Tr. I6l21).
3. Counts 44 and 53» Summation, WW-1 (Tr. 41868);

See also C-l8 (Tr. 39050).

€
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Of the remainder, 25 relate in whole or in part to 

the a tivities of Mr. TOGO prior to his becoming 

Foreign Minister in October 1941. It is from this 

condition that arise the basic questions mentioned 

above which perplex us to know v/hat case we have to 

meet.

2. For after the TOGO defense was opened, 

the Chief Prosecutor arose to state to the Tribunal 

a limitation of the charges to be urged against this 

defendant in that the prosecution (subject to the 

reservation to be mentioned presently) "seeks con

viction of the accused TOGO for his actions beginning
4w i t h  his assumption of duties in the TOJO Cabinet."

This limitation, which seems clear enough as it 

relates to the substantive charges, was subsequently 

acknowledged by the Chief Prosecutor to imply also 

that 1 o prosecution did not charge the defendant 

TOGO witii ha'/ing joined in any conspiracy before he
?

joined the TOJO Cabinet, whlcn was in October 1941. 

These were, of course, not idle w o r d s } spoken without 

consideration of their effect by the Chief Prosecutor, 

not an expression of opinion or of an inchoate future 

intention; they constituted the solemn, official 

4. Tr. 35347.
9. Tr. 35352. "* * * with the further observation that, 
as a matter of lav/, it is our contention that he is 
"guilty if he jolrtéd the- cöHgrpiracy dortng octTrtrm ' uf—  
1941."
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statement of the prosecution of its position in

regard to the cause, its commitment to the case which

it considered it possible and proper to submit to

the Tribunal against this defendant. That commitment

being stated to have been made "for the purpose of

assisting the Tribunal in carrying out Article 12,

paragraph (a) of the Charter, that part of it as

fol l o w s ï ** * * to confine the trial strictly to

a n  expeditious hearing of the issues raised by the
£

charges,*" it should presumptively have been pos

sible to rely on it for definition of the issues 

which the prosecution, ™ho have the right and the 

power to frame them, would contend to have been made. 

The defense might reasonably have expected that the 

case which it would be called upon to meet would be 

a case limited to investigation of the criminality 

of Mr. T O G O ’S actions from the time of his becoming 

Foreign Minister in October 1941.

3. It is wf,.h surprise., therefore, that 

after the Chief Prosecutor’s solemn abandonment of 

this large part of the charges stated in the Indict

ment agalrst the defendant TOGO, we find almost one-
7

quarter of his summation against this defendant (as

6. Tr. 35347.
7. Summation, WW-2-4VW-10 (Tr. 41868-86).
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well as incidental passages in other summations) 

devoted to argument of the criminality of his acts in 

the years prior to his "assumption of duties in the 

TOJO Cabinet." It is w i t h  astonishment that we read 

his final 'Ubmission, that "by the evidence in this 

trial the facts alleged by the prosecution in rela

tion to the accused TOGO have been established and

that the charges made against him in the Indictment
0

have been substantiated." Our perplexity is obvious; 

shall we content ourselves with meeting the case 

framed and upon mature consideration limited by the 

prosecution and thereafter answered by  evidence 

from the defense? Or must we meet the summations as 

well? Our conclusion is that, while we believe the 

issues to have been sharply delimited, we have no 

right to r^-sk the defendant's life or liberty on 

the correctness of our belief. W e  must meet the 

evidence and the summations. W e  must meet the evidence 

the summations and the innuendo.

4. Regrettably, this example of irresponsi

bility given us by the prosecution is not exception

al, but is typical of their conduct of the case 

against this defendant. Of the ethics of prosecution 

in other lands I know nothing ; but I know that this 

8. Id., WW-45 (Tr. 41950).
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case has been presented in a w a y  which In m y  country 

would have called down upon those responsible the 

condemnation of any court in which it had occurred 

as being in flagrant disregard of the prosecutor’s 

duty to act as an impartial officer of the court, to 

be scrupulous in fairness to the defendant who has no 

other protection than such as is afforded by the fact 

of Just public officials. In a cause of the magnitude 

of this we are amazed to find the final summations 

treated in police-court style, breathing the spirit 

of gross partisanship, evidencing the fixed deter

mination to secure conviction at all costs, at the 

cost whether of one-sided, distorted and misleading 

presentation of the evidence, or of creating infer

ences and «hypotheses, in the absence of evidence, 

out of the whole cloth of ipse d i x i t . Justice is 

nothing, conviction is the shining goal of this 

prosecution.

Our position is one which may well seem 

no/el or "brazen” to a prosecution which have not 

hesitated to assert before the Tribunal that the 

questions of whether the events charged in the Indict

ment constitute aggression, "crimes against peace," 

have already been conclusively decided b y  political 

action of the prosecuting nations, with only the
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respective "shç_.*es of guilt" of the defendants remain'
8aing to be assessed by the Tribunal. To such a 

prosecution will appear novel our position that a 

man is just possibly not to be found guilty on the 
mere showing that the prosecution have charged him, 

and repeat often enough their conclusion of his 

guilt. The Tribunal will find the case against the 
defendant TJGO to be rested to an altogether remark

able extent on such ipse dixit. Nor are the reasons 
far to seek. This case is unique in more ways than 
one. On the one hand, there is very little evidence 
against this defendant. The evidence relating to him 

is largely free from conflict, only one or two 
points of consequence having given rise to dispute. 

These facts give rise, on the other hand, to an 

extraordinary number of points of law of more or 

less intricacy. In this state of the record, such 

case as the prosecution have against the defendant 

20G0 must rest on the inferences to be drawn from 

his actions, and on the application of principles of 
lav; to the factual situations disclosed by the evi

dence. The prosecution, perhaps not believing their 

case to lend itself to treatment on that basis, have 

not chosen to present it in that way; instead, it is 

8a. E.g.. Tr. 23566-68. 22974.____________________
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evident that a deliberate, calculated and transparent 

effort has been made to supply the want of substance 

in the case by insinuation, by innuendo and by other 

efforts to create prejudice. This is strong language—  

and I shall use more before I have done; after I shall 

have done the Tribunal will be able to judge whether 

it is justified. So let it be said quite plainly: 

we propose to demonstrate in instance after instance 

in ehe course of this argument distortions of the 

evidence, assertions of fact unfounded in any evi

dence, disingenuous efforts to ignore the evidence, 

so numerous and yet so consistent that they cannot 

have been the result of mistake or inadvertence, but 

must represent a considered plan to prejudice the 

Tribunal against the cause of this defendant. Such 

an effort will be futile, once it is recognized for 

what it is; the requirement of fair play for my 

client compels me to expose it, to do what I can to 

dispel this miasma of bias and prejudice and let 

the issues' as raised by the actual evidence stand 

forth in plain view. That I am determined to do at 

whatever cost of time and effort.

One other thing I propose to attempt. In 

my view the case of this defendant can be submitted 

on the assumption that the principles of liability

A ;  O f;'

»?
v V » ;
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laid down by the prosecution are correct. (I refer 

to the principles set out in the general summations 

on the subject, not to those incidental, by-blow 

doctrines casually tossed off in the individual 

summations without regard for logic or for consistency 

with the general summations o^ with themselves.) B y  

the tests proposed by the prosecution themselves, I 

shall submit, this defendant must be adjudged not 

guilty.

5. As a starting point, let me analyze 

somewhat further the prosecution’s abandonment of 

charges against the defendant TOGO. This act of 

theirs is passed over in silence by the prosecution 

in summing up, but it is one with a radical signifi

cance to the case nevertheless, a significance which 

the prosecution cannot obscure pr diminish by the 

treatment which they choose to give it or to wi t h 

hold from it. The significance of that abandonment 

b y  the prosecution of such a large part of the 

charges against this defendant is, it is submitted, 

clear. Having decided to charge Mr. TOGO for acts 

performed as Foreign Minister of the TOJO Cabinet 

which they wished to declare criminal, the prosecution 

then delved into his past and, in order to lend a 

specious sort of plausibility to the character which

1
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1
they: wish to give him as a criminal and an enemy of 

society, added to the charges so leveled numerous 

others of improper conduct in the past —  during his 

service as Secretary to the Embassy in Germany, as 

secretary-general of the delegation to the General 

Disarmament Conference, as Director of the Foreign 

Ministry European-Asiatic Bureau, as Ambassador to 

Germany and to the USSR. To support these charges 

they put into evidence numerous documents, selected 

seemingly at random, bearing his signature or seal 

or not, recording his utterances, or mentioning him. 

T h 2n, when at the conclusion of the prosecution's 

case the defense moved dismissal of the counts 

relating to those earlier periods, pointing out the 

failure of evidence in connection with them, they 

were vigorously supported by argument including
9

specious misstatements of the record and of fact.

W h e n  thereafter, the defendant having made ready to 

present a defense including the issues so framed by 

the prosecution on these charges determined by the 

Tribunal to have been prima facie established, the 

Chief Prosecutor himself announced in open court that 

the prosecution would not press any of the charges 

relating to the time prior to October 194-1, his action 

9. E . g . r Tr. 16 9 ^ 9r 16942-43. 16944.____________________
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could have but one meaning. By that abandonment of 

their charges— and, if that were not enough, by 

failure to cross-examine any of the witnesses pro

duced to testify to the events of those years— the 

prosecution confessed openly that, having employed 

the combined r sources of the eleven great powers 

whom they represent to search the world for evidence 

against the man, they could find nothing. It is 

interesting to speculate how many statesmen of any 

nation could survive the test— his entire career, 

public and private, subjected to a scrutiny such as 

there can never before have been opportunity for 

making; the entire remaining archives of his govern

ment, and the archives of every other government, 

friendly or enemy, available for ransacking by the 

prosecution, the very realization of a prosecutor's 

dream; every enemy whom he has ever made officially 

or personally encouraged to come forward to win 

acclaim by the giving of testimony against a m a n  now 

held » p to revilement as a war criminal, an enemy of 

the human species; the evil construction to be put 

upon his every word or deed susceptible of alternative 

meanings. How many statesmen could come through this 

inquisition unblemished in reputation? I repeat, 

against this defendant TOGO Shigenorl the prosecution
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found, and confessed that they had found, nothing.
6. Now, in summation, they return to the 

charge. Now they spin their fine v/eb of argument 

designed to induce the Tribunal to believe this de
fendant to have been engaged in nefarious activities 

throughout the long years to which the Indictment 
relates. If this prosecution is an honest one, we 

can expect of them a candid answer: Did they "believe
that it is our duty," as the Chief Prosecutor said 

that he believed, to state to the Tribunal that their
abandonment of the charges represented "our concept

10of the guilt of TOGO or the lack of guilt"? If
they believed that in December, with v;hat logic can

they in March submit "that the charges liade against

him in the Indictment have been substantiated"?1'1’

Nothing has occurred in the interim to affect their

belief; they cross-examined no witnesses, including

the defendant, on their testimony to those matters;
. 12in rebuttal nothing was offered by them relating to 

those charges or that period. The prosecution cannot 

have believed in December in Mr. T0G0*s lack of guilt 

of charges which they abandoned, and in March believe 

on the same evidence that he has been proved guilty

10. Tr. 35352.
1 1 . Summation, WW-45 (Tr. 41950).
12. _ T j v -38Q65'-80._____________________________________
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of them. By no explanation can it be concealed.
They do not believe him guilty; they do not believe 

him to have been proved guilty of those charges.
Then why do they argue them so long and so ingeniously? 

Let them deny it if they can that the purpose and 
the sole purpose is to create prejudice against this 
defendant, that and nothing more. This, I say, is an 

irresponsible prosecution.
7. Here reference to a specific, concrete 

example of the prosecution's methods will be useful.

As was mentioned above, the prosecution reserved 
from their confession of failure against Mr. TOGO one 

point, which I state in their words: "The reservation

above referred to pertains to his conduct as Ambassa
dor to the USSR in 1939 and v/hatever criminal conduct 

may be found to exist by virtue there in reference 
to the Nomonhan I n c i d e n t . i n the evidence is 

nothing to show any "criminal conduct" of this defend

ant in relation to the Nomonhan Incident— the whole

of the evidence is that it was by his initiative and
14efforts that the incident was settled; in summation

no mention is made of any such responsibility of his.

Here is how the Nomonhan question is treated, as it

13. Tr. 35347. An additional reservation was not of 
a claim of liability of the defendant.

3.4. Tnfra, Section ?4.________________________ ___________
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relates to Mr. TOGO, In the summation. In the

general summation on Nomonhan^ his name is not

mentioned, except as signatory of the TOGO-Molotov

Agreement which as its sequel settled boundaries.

The word "Nomonhan” does not appear in the summation

against him individually; but in its last paragraph
are listed, among the counts which charge him,

Counts 26, 36 and 51, alleging, as offenses growing
out of the Nomonhan Incident, the initiation of war
of aggression, the waging of war of aggression, and

murder. That paragraph refers, for the discussion

of liability on those counts, to paragraph 9 of the 
l6summation. I take the liberty of quoting to the 

Tribunal the entirety of that paragraph 9 which con

stitutes the prosecution’s considered judgment of 

what the record justifies as argument against the 

defendant TOGO in this connection: "The accused was

appointed Ambassador to the Soviet Union on 15 October

1938 and arrived in Moscow to take up his new posi-
17tion on the 27th of the same month."

15. Summation, H-109--H-124 (Tr. 39854-75).
16. Id., V/W-45 (Tr. 4195D.
17. Id., WW-9 (Tr. 41884). The section following 

continues directly with the matter of his recall, 
at the end of his service in Moscow, in August 
1940.
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That is the v/hole of the a r g u m e n t  of his liability 

in connection with the capital charges based on the 

Nomonhan Incident.
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The net result of these circumstances, it is 
submitted, is that the prosecution have by their 
conduct but cade common cause with their ov/n wit

nesses and those of the defense in giving to tir.
TOGO a character as precisely the opposite of that 
which they now seek to maintain to be his, but seek 
to maintain by their hare assertion alone. It was 
admitted when these charges were abandoned —  and it 
is not now seriously pretended otherwise —  that 

throughout his career prior to 1941 he had been in 
opposition to those who preached and practiced ex
tremism, militarism, chauvinism. It was then ad

mitted that this defendant v/as a nan of character, 
of honor and of honesty, of veracity; the prosecu

tion themselves do not even now seriously challenge 
his veracity or credibility, but on the contrary 
rely on his testimony, when it conflicts with that 

of the few other defendants who —  in every instance 
disastrously for themselves —  ventured to dispute it. 
Instances are numerous in which in their summations 
the prosecution phrase their submissions and con

clusions in the very words of the testimony of this 
defendant, adopting his statements and explanations 

as their own.
8. Let me summarize what ve submit to be the
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inescapable conclusions to be drawn fron this action 

of the prosecution, and their significance to the 

Tribunal; they need not be argued again, but nay be
t

held in memory when we cone to consider the evidence

in the case,. The prosecution, then, charged this

defendant with a variety of crir.es, and put in
rhat evidence they could find to sustain the charges.

Having done so, and after the defense case had been
18

prepared and served on the prosecution, they aban

doned a substantial part of those charges, confess
ing thereby that there was no evidence of criminality 
of any act or thought of the nan. The defendant, in j

i
answer, produced the testimony of a considerable i

number of witnesses —  the large majority of whom 
were not cross-examined by the prosecution —  and of j 

himself, who on the witness stand was argued with 

for more than four days, but was subjected to nothing
properly describable as cross-examination to credit. !

I
In rebuttal nothing was offered tending to disprove j 
anything vhich had been testified to by him or his 

witnesses;. In these circumstances, it is submitted, 

it cannot be contended that the conspiracy charges 

prior to 1941 against hin have any relevance; the 

charges of substantive crime against him prior to

18. Tr. 35,348___________________
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1941 must be considered to have failed; and the 
prosecution have in effect placed the cachet of 
their approval on his credibility. If th?y wish 

hin to be convicted, it nust be for his acts in 
connection with the Pacific war only, and even there 
must be on the basis of his testimony taken as ad

mitted.
9« Another extraordinary circumstance 

which nust be mentioned as background, for discus
sion in detail of the evidence in the TOGO case is 
the fact that this defendant, alone of the men here 

on trial had once committed to writing a complete 

formulation of his views on international relations 
and the policies which he advocated. This document 

was written in 1933, and a copy of it by good for

tune preserved v/as introduced into evidence to form
19

the foundation of the defense of iur. TOGO. Having 

this document in its hands, the Tribunal is enabled 
to know indisputably, without resort to inference, 

surmise or deduction, this defendant's true inten

tions at one period of his life, at any rate. The 
Tribunal is urged most strongly to read the entirety 
of this document. The prosecution have offered a 

variety of depreciatory comments concerning it —

19. Exhibit 3609-A (Tr. 35,362).
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the Govern- 
of these cir-

jupulsion to

di ssinulàtè' öt ,l but wàs ffron that view

point the completely candid. expression of the 
author’s true intentions. On the other hand, this 
document was, as has been mentioned, not an element

ary text of the theory of diplomacy, for use of 
students, but was designed to induce action by 

the author's superiors, and their superiors, the 

Government. It had, as such, to take account of 

the national policy as already charted, of the 
circumstances of the tine; the author, faced with 

conditions, not vrith theories, had to make the 

adaptation of his policies to v:hat was practically 
possible. Had the author been writing of an ideal, 

he would, no doubt have written differently; but he 
was not, which is precisely what gives this document 
its transcendant value to the Tribunal. For even 

in those circumstances —  even at a time, to be 
specific, when the national policy of establishment 

of i.anchukuo and abandonment of the League of 

Nations had. been decided, irrevocably, all of which 
the author of a suggested policy had. to take into 

account if he had. any expectation whatever of its

y."..
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1
all of which we shall talce up in due course —  and 
by quotation of isolated phrases and sentences fron 

it have attempted in their all-too-familiar way to 
distort its significance; but again I say,- let it 

but be read as a whole. It is, of course, impossible 

for ne, much as I night wish it, to recite the 
whole of it to the Tribunal —  though I shall before 
having' done read considerable excerpts fror» it —  
but I repeat that there is nothing in this document 
which we fear, nothing which, read in its context, 
is damaging or unfavorable to the defendant TOGO; 

that there is not only nothing in it inconsistent 
with that peaceful and honorable character which 

the whole evidence shows to have been his throughout 

life, but on the contrary the.whole spirit of the 
’ocunent bears out this estimate of hin.

10. The significance of this document can

not be doubted. Prepared fifteen years ago, which 

was long before a trial or a defense was ever 
dreamed of, it was not for publication, not for 

propaganda use, not a theoretical treatise on the 
Ideal. It-was on the contrary a 'Most Secret" 

official document; it was prepared under order of 
the writer's superiors for the confidential infor
mation of the Foreign liinistry, with the aim of
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basing the action of the ministry anc1. the Govern
ment; and it can be supposed, in view of these cir

cuits tances, that it recognized no compulsion to 
dissimulate or euphenize, but was fron that view

point the completely candid expression of the 
author's true intentions. On the other hand, this 
document was, as has been mentioned, not an element

ary text of the theory of diplomacy, for use of 
students, but was designed to induce action by 
the author's superiors, and their superiors, the 

Government. It had, as such, to take account of 

the national policy as already charted, of the 
circumstances of the tine; the author, faced with 

conditions, not with theories, had to make the 
adaptation of his policies to what was practically 
possible. Had the author been writing of an ideal, 

he would no doubt have written differently; but he 
was not, which is precisely what gives this docunent 
its transcendant value to the Tribunal, For even 

in those circumstances —  even at a tine, to be 
specific, when the national policy of establishment 
of i*anchukuo and abandonnent of the League of 

Nations had been decided irrevocably, all of which 

the author of a suggested policy had to take into 

account if he had any expectation whatever of its
25
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eventual adoption —  even in such circumstances,
nothing can be found in this document which tends to

suggest an aggressive or unpeaceful outlook of the

author. The prosecution objected to this document,
when it was tendered, as irrelevant and as having

20
no probative value. The correctness of the argu-

21
nent of its relevance —  affirmed by the Tribunal 
in admitting the document into evidence over ob

jection —  has not been challenged in summation. 

Rather, the prosecution concede its unique relevance 
by devoting to it several pages of their summation 

in the endeavor to torture from it some expression 

or suggestion of aggressive intent. Yte will agree 
to the importance of the ouestion as proved by this 
concern of the prosecution with it; but shall show 

that when read as written the document not only will 
bear no such interpretation as the Prosecution seek 

to impose upon it, but completely and conclusively 

establishes the attachment to the contrary principles 
which has motivated the defendant's official conduct 

throughout his career. The final proof of this, as 

I have mentioned, is in the reading of the document 
as an entity, as it was written.

20. Tr. 35,350-52
21. Tr. 35,353-57
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11. The éocunent will be reverter! to in 

connection with the several branches of the case •—  

Russian relations, America, China and others —  but 

now as a preliminary I wish to analyze It in a 

general way. To raise the issue sharply, let ne 

state again, an 1̂ in this way, the contention. Japan 

was in 1933 committed to a certain course of policy —  

she had withdrawn from the League of Nations and 

had, as the prosecution mention, incurred the con

demnation of the members of the League and of other 
22

nations by her conduct in the Lianchurian Affair. Any 

junior official drawing a proposed policy for 

Foreign iministry and Government had to take that 

condition into account; he would be a fool to pro

pose a course in defiance of the national policy as 

already established. But it is ventured that even 

in those circumstances, the policy stated in this 

document is such that had it been adopted and fol

lowed, there would have ocen no China Affair and no 

Pacific war. By the prosecution's analysis, Bureau 

Director TOGO in this document, while advocating a 

policy of "temporary peace" and "measures of ap-

22,' Their "by all other civilized nations" seems to 
take little account of one largely interested 
party, the Soviet Union, which never condemned. 
Summation, gWW-4 (Tr. 41,871)
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peaseraent" to the other Powers, in sun "put hinself
23

squarely behind the Japanese policy of aggression." 

Our analysis is utterly and diametrically different.

12. The document breathes throughout the 

one indispensible necessity, of restoring inter

national confidence in Japan —  confidence which, as 

is bluntly pointed out, had been much damaged by the 

manchurian Incident.

"Since the Uanchurian Incident, various 

European and American countries have charged Japan 

with having practically ignored her treaty obliga

tions and embarked on aggressive action. It is an 

undeniable fact that these countries are aporehen- 

si^e lest Japan should engage in such actions when

ever an opportunity is afforded. As a result,

Japan has, since the year before last, as much 

lost international confidence as she has enhanced 

her military prestige. In modern international 

society resort to force is a natter of the utmost 

seriousness, especially among the great Powers, and 

every possible effort should be made to avoid it. 

There are not a few instances in history of the un

justifiable use of armed force resulting in failure.

2 3 . Summation, SWW-4, (Tr. 41,873)
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. . . Respect for truthfulness should be alike 

among nations as among individuals, for it is mani

fest that when a nation forfeits international con-
24

fidence it is ultimately the loser."

It is of interest, just by the way, to note 

that, apparently in the effort to impress upon the 

policy-makers the seriousness of this "forfeiture 

of international confidence," unusual emphasis is 

placed in this document on the criticisms of Japan
25

by foreign countries.

As the policy to be adopted by Japan in

place of that which had brought her to the point of

such low International esteem, the author of this

document urges adherence to certain basic principles,

together with concrete proposals to put them into

effect, among his statements of general principles

are that "any idea of trying to monopolize the
26

Pacific is unrealistic" ; that the use of force to
2 7

obtain others' property is "unjustifiable" and

that every possible effort should be made to avoid 
28

it; that Japanese good faith should be "proved" to
29

the world. Japan, he urges, should make it clear

24. ILxhibit 3609-A, pp. 24-25 (Tr. 35,372-3)
25. Id., pp 1-2, 4, 8 . 1 1 , 14-15, 24-25
26. Id., p. 3 (Tr. 35,475)
27. Id., pp. 2 4 - 2 5  (Tr. 35,371-2)
28. Id., p. 2 5 (Tr. 35,372) 29. Ibid.
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that, even with the manchurian Affair regarded as a
fait accompli, she "entertains no territorial or30political ambitions in any other area." nor in 31î anchukuo itself was there to be Japanese monopoly;
friendly, normal relations should be established32 33with the United States, Great Britain and the 34 *USSR. "It is highly advisable," he says, "that our 
Governmer.t . . • declare to the world our sincere 
desire and intention of maintaining peace in the 
Pacific, of keeping it always quiet and true to its

35name."
iiay I emphasize? Not that Japan should 

fa.n, while dissimulating, the intention of trying to 
monopolize the Pacific, but that such an intention 
is unrealistic; not that Japan should cling to 
while disclaiming the intention to resort to force
but that every possible effort should be made to

*avoid resort to force; not that other nations should 
be induced to believe in a fictitious Japanese good 
faith, but that good faith should be proved. That 
Japan declare her sincere desire to maintain peace 
in the Pacific.
3 0 . Id., p. 4 (Tr. 35,476) 31. Ibid.32. Id., pp. 4-5 (Tr. 35,477)33. Id., PP. 5, 8 27 (Tr. 35,478-84)34. Id., pp. 17-19, 23-24, 25-26 (Tr. 35,365-8, 35,370-72, 35,373)— Id., P. 15-for. 35,481)
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author's intention that his Government should be 

persuaded to make the Manchurian Incident the last 

such event of her history. The place of Manchulcuo 

itself as an accomplished fact and part of the 

national policy is accepted; Japan must "pursue 

her Manchurian policy," he says, because it has been 

so decided, but the ^ n c h u r i a n  Incident itself is 

nowhere defended, but is inferentially condemned, 

throughout. The clear warning is sounded that such 

a course must be abandoned:

"Since the Manchurian Incident, various 

European and American countries have charged Japan 

with having practically ignored her treaty obligations 

and embarked on aggressive action. It is an unde

niable fact that those countries are apprehensive 

lest Japan should engage in such actions whenever 

an opportunity is afforded . . . We should not re

peat acquisition in violation of principle, then in

reliance on the principle insist upon retention of
36

the gains."

' Every suggestion contained in this policy 

is th*. opposite of that of attempting to extend 

Japanese dominion over east Asia:

36. Exhibit 3609-A, pp. 24-25 (Tr. 35,372).
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"As the United States does not desire the

exercise by Japan of absolute superiority over the
entire Far East, J apan should not, on her own part,

nafce this her actual policy in the foreseeable 
37

future."
Policy to w a rd  China is to be peaceful:

"As regards China, . . . we should, if any

opportunity offers itself, iui.ediately lay down our
policy for the speedy restoration of good will, and
strictly abide by it and prove our good faith to 

33
the world."

Other Powers are not to be excluded:

"In China Proper, we should cooperate in

the developneht of that country with other Powers,
39

especially the United States and Great Britain. . .

. • The interests of* Cthc United States) and Japan 
could be adjusted if the principle of the Open Door 
and equal opportunity were realized in the Far East."

Nor is ixanchukuo to be made a Japanese pre
serve:

". , . it is essential that the foundations 

of a really indep:ndent üanchukuo be established, 
and that she be led to observe as nuch as possible

s

37. Id., p. 26 (Tr. 35,483) 40. Ibid.
38. Id., P. 25 (Tr. 35,572-3)
39. Id., p. 26 (Tr. 35,483)

40
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1 the principle of the Open Door anc1. equal opportunity,

an:1 that it be made clear that Japan entertains no

territorial or political ambitions in any other area
41

except wanchukuo."

There is in the document no breath of a sug

gestion that further aggression should be undertaken 

fror. Lanchuria; rather, the repeated insistence is 

that "every possible effort should be raade to avoid'1 

resort to force, is upon rejecting as Japan's "actual" 

policy any attenpt to secure dominâtion over the 

Far East, upon demonstrating to the v/orld a "sincere" 

desire for maintenance of peace.

14, The prosecution are able to discover 

in this document the intention that a policy of

"ap oeasenent" should, be followed, while Japan pre-
42

pared for engaging in further conquests. Is it

consistent with the idea of appeasement that i..r.

TOGO urges the conclusion with the. USSR of a non-
43

aggression pact, the settlement with her of all
44

issues likely to be sources of trouble, and that 

"we should by all means avoid any clash with the 

Soviet Union"? Is it consistent with the idea of

41. Id., p. 4 (Tr. 35,476)
42. Summation. SWW-4 (Tr. 41,372)
43. Exhibit 3 6 0 9-A, p. 23 (Tr. 35,370)
44. I*., pp. 23-24 (Tr. 35,370-72)
45. P . ,  p. 25 (Tr. 35,373)____________

25
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toward China. Strange "appeasement, 11 this committing 
of Japan to the permanent courses of a peaceful 

policy, disarming her, bringing her into such good 
relations with all potential enemies that there can 
remain no friction! Strange appeasement, indeed, 

a policy the principal aim of v/hich is the restoration 
of deserved international confidence! The prosecu
tion conclude that "the policy as recommended here, 

although advocating temporary peace, would obviously -
fit the purposes of the most strenuous advocates of

52
aggression." Obviously; in precisely the sense 

that the Ten Commandments would fit the purposes of 
the most immoral advocate of sin,

THE DEFENSE EVIDENCE
15« The prosecution like to dwell on what 

they allege to be the fact that the evidence on be

half of the defendant was largely oral, and was the 
testimony of "the accused's immediate subordinates,

colleagues or superiors during the period of time
53

covered by the Indictment." This suggests several ’ 

reflections. If the remark were true it would be 
wholly immaterial in so far as concerns any tendency 
to detract from, minimize or impeach the evidence

52. Summation, §?dfi-4 (Tr. 41,874)
53. Summation, SWW-2 (Tr. 41,868-9)
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"As the United States does not desire the

exercise by Japan of absolute superiority over the

entire Far East, Japan should not, on her own part,

malte this her actual policy in the foreseeable 
37

future."

Policy toward China is to be peaceful:

"As regards China, . . .  v/e should, if any

opportunity offers itself, immediately lay down our

policy for the speedy restoration of good will, and

strictly abide by it and prove our good faith to
33

the world."
Other Powers are not to be excluded:

"In China Proper, we should cooperate in

the developneht of that country with other Powers,
39

especially the United States and Great Britain. . .

. . The interests of Cthe United States) and Japan 

could be adjusted if the principle of the Open Door
40

and equal opportunity were realized in the Far East."

Nor is nanchukuo to be made a Japanese pre
serve:

". . . it is essential that the foundations

of a really ind.ep: ndent Lianchukuo be established,
and that she be led to observe as much as possible

\

37. Id., p. 26 (Tr. 35,483) 40. Ibid.
38. Id., p. 25 (Tr. 35,572-3)
39. Id., p. 26 (Tr. 35,483)
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the principle of the Open Door and equal opportunity,

an:1 that it be made clear that Japan entertains no

territorial or political aubitions in any other area
41

except wanchukuo."

There is in the document no breath of a sug

gestion that further aggression should be undertaken 

fror. Lanchuria; rather, the repeated insistence is 

that "every possible effort should be Made to avoid" 

resort to force, is uoon rejecting as Japan's "actual" 

policy any attenpt to secure domination over the 

Far East, upon demonstrating to the world a "sincere" 

desire for maintenance of peace.

14, The prosecution are able to discover 

in this document the intention that a policy of

"apoeasenent" should be followed while Japan pre-
42

pared for engaging in further conquests. Is it

consistent with the idea of appeasement that i..r.

TOGO urges the conclusion with the USSR of a non-
43

aggression pact, the settlement with her of all
44

issues likely to be sources of trouble, and that

"we should by all means avoid any clash with the
45

Soviet Union"? Is it consistent with the idea of

41. Id., p. 4 (Tr. 35,476)
42. Summation, §V/W-4 (Tr. 41,372)
4 3 . Exhibit 3609-A, p. 23 (Tr. 35,370)
44. P 1., pp. 2 3 - 2 4  (Tr. 35,370-72)
45. Ir" •, P. 2 5 (Tr. 35,373)____________________________
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appeasement that he recommends conclusion with the
Uni tec’ States of treaties of arbitration and media- 

46
tion, Japanese guarantee of the neutrality of the 

47
Philippines, and that "the basis of our policy to-

43
ward the United States should be to avoid war"?
That he proposes the cultivation of an a trio sphere

49
conducive to Anglo-Japanese cooperation, and says
that '‘‘promotion of friendly relations and collabora- ,
tion between Great Britain and Jaoan is highly essen- 

50
tial"? Is it consistent with the intention of 
appeasement that he urges, in anticipation of the 
1935 naval disarmament conference that Japan must 
make every effort to ‘"reconsider our own disarmament

51policy" —  to agree to American and British desires 
for disarmament? This "appeasement" is the buying off 
of opposition to gain tine for preparing an offensive, 
by throwing some sop to allay suspicions; it has no 
relationship to such policies of permanent, not 
temporary, measures as those of disarming, entering 
into treaties, of non-aggression, arbitration and 
mediation, of promoting the Open Door and equality 
of opportunity in China, cooperation with Britain and 
the United States, and a fair and moderate policy
46. Ir\ p. 27 (Tr. 35,484). 49. Id. p .8 (Tr. 35,479)
47. Id., p. 4 (Tr. 35,477) 50. Id., p. 27
48. Id., p. 8 (Tr. 35,476) 51. Id. p .27 (Tr. 35,491)
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1
toward China. Strange "appeasement,11 this committing 
of Japan to the permanent courses of a peaceful

2
policy, disarming her, bringing her into such good

3
relations with all potential enemies that there can

4
remain no friction! Strange appeasement, indeed,

5
a policy the principal aim of which is the restorationo

7 of deserved international confidence! The prosecu-

8 fcion conclude that "the policy as recommended here,

9 although advocating temporary peace, would obviously -

10 fit the purposes of the most strenuous advocates of 
52

11 aggression. uoviousiyj m  precisely tne sense

12 that the Ten Commandments would fit the purposes of
13 the most immoral advocate of sin.
14 THE DEFENSE EVIDENCE
15 15. The prosecution like to dwell on what
16 they allege to be the fact that the evidence on be-
17 half of the defendant was largely oral, and was the
18 testimony of "the accused's immediate subordinates,
19 colleagues or superiors during the period of time
20 53

covered by the Indictment." This suggests several ‘
21

reflections. If the remark were true it would be
22

wholly immaterial in so far as concerns any tendency23
24 to detract from, minimize or impeach the evidence

25 52. Summation, §1.";Vi-4 (Tr. 41,874)
53. Summation, §VeW-2 (Tr. 41,868-9)
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so given. It is but natural that the evidence best 

calculated to explain the official acts and motives 
of a professional diplomat will be given by fellow- 
diplomats, his immediate subordinates, colleague* 

or superiors; by those men with whom he worked, and 
who best know him and his acts; not by strangers to 
his acquaintance, by physicians, actors or priests. 

Just so can the acts of a soldier, and their sig
nificance, be expected to be best known to his com

panions- in- arms, or of a lawyer to others of that 
calling. The prosecution's statement is, however, 
not true; characteristically, they have ignored 

both in these sweeping generalizations and in their 
analysis of the evidence the testimony given on 
behalf of i-r. TOGO by two former premiers of Japan —

54 55
Adnirals OKA DA and SUZUKI, the former the prosecu

tion's own witness of whom the chief prosecutor made 
in open court the voluntary statement that *the

prosecution have great respect and confidence in"
56

him; by the prosecution's own "star" witness, the
57

ubiquitous General TANAKA Ryukichi; of the prose

cution's own important and highly-respected witness.
58

General UGaKI Kazushige; and of other prosecution 
witnesses.
54. Tr. 37,163 57. T r. 35,540
55. T r, 35,590 58. T r. 34,908
56. Tr. 29,301
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V

1-0,

They have ignored the testimony given on behalf of 

this defendant by such other diverse and disinter

ested witnesses as the prosecution's v/itness General 
6l

XASAHARA Yukio, Vice-Chief of tile Army General Staff
62

TANABE iioritake, one-time Chief Cabinet Secretary
63

SAICOLIIZU Hisatsune, Chief Secretary to the Lord
64

Privy Seal i^ATSUDAIRA Yasumasa, all men of un

blemished reputation and not the former subordinates, 

colleagues or superiors of this defendant. In not 

one of these instances, moreover, did the prosecu

tion see fit to cross-examine. Whether they wish 

to cross-examine is their concern; but whether by 

failure either to do so or to introduce conter- 

vailing evidence they do not concede the truth of

testimony is, as was pointedly and repeatedly made
65

clear to them by the President of the Tribunal, 

the Tribunal's concern. The prosecution may ignore 

this evidence as much as pleases then; but they can

not escape the consequence, which is that in law or 

in common sense that which is ignored must, if it 

be not on its face incredible or in conflict with 

other evidence, be taken as true. So of the testi

mony of th'ese witnesses.

59. Tr. 1220 62. Tr. 35,567
60. Tr. 35,484 63. Tr. 35,603
Si. Tr. 35,428 64. Tr. 35,595

65. Tr. 26,217-26
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16. A few words further about these witnesses

whose existence the prosecution v/ish conveniently to 

forgot. Half a dozen cr more of them occupy yet respon

sible positions in the various branches of the Japanese 
66

Government, one being Minister of Communications in the
67

present government; others are nayors of municipali-
68

ties; another is a prominent menber of the house of
69

Councillors of the national Diet. Men of this type 

,do not stand in the witness box to lie cn behalf of 

their former colleagues or superiors; personal friend

ship may well be a matter to be taken into account 

in estimating the weight to bo allowed to their evi

dence, but little question arises of the weight of 

testimony which has at all tines gone unchallenged 

by the prosecution. As one of these men said, when 

asked (by another defense counsel) whether he was not 

happy to testify to anything which would be of help 

to his former superior, "so long as it accords v/ith

the facts I should be glad to do so according to. jus- 
70

tice." Nor is their testimony to be underestimated

66. NiJtlTi., Katsushiro (T. 35,388). YUKI, Shiroji
(T. 26,207), NISHIMURA, Kumao (T. 23,562), INOUE, 
Kojiro (T. 35,493), KADOWuKI, Suemitsu (T. 35,517), 
and HOGEN, Shinsaku (T. 38,837).

67. TOUIYOSHI, Eiji (T. 35,522).
68. OTA, Saburo (T. 35, 585) and K^MEYAHA, Kazuji 

(T. 35,417).
69. Sü TO* Naotake (T. 35,547).
70. Testimony of INOUE (T. 35,504).
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because of this friendship or esteem for the defend

ant; rather, the esteem of such men is itself eviden

tiary for him. It is important and proper to prove in 

this way not only the circumstances and manner of his 
transaction of the affairs to which they testify, but 

as we 11 the state of mind with v/hich he did those things.
Moreover, v/hile it ~s true that Mr. TOGO re

lied for his defense largely on the testimony of wit
nesses, it will hardly be forgot that a considerable 

number of documents concerning the Japanese-American 
negotiations as conducted by him was introduced also.
The defendants are under the obvious disadvantage that 
the most of the archives of the Japanese Government 

were destroyed by bombings or by fire during the war, 

and that most of the rest, having been seized by the 

occupation forces, are in possession of the prosecution, 

have been sent to Washington, whence they have net 

been obtainable, or have been "lost"; it is thus only 

by chance that any such documents can be obtained by 

the defense, who must therefore rely largely cn the 

testimony of witnesses.
17« Lastly, on this subject of the evidence 

of the defense, it should be remarked that the prose

cution's wonderment at the defendant's introduction of 

evidence "aimed at explaining the motives for many of

-m  ï w
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1
his actions" is astcuncling. Here is the best proof of 

how far this prosecution has strayed from those prin

ciples v/hich should animate any criminal prosecution, 

that they seem entirely tc deny the necessity of their 

establishing the mens rea of the defendants. Have 

they forgot that intent is an element of the crime of 

murder? Have they forgot that intent is an element of 

the Anglo-American crime of conspiracy, which they 

would transplant into the law of nations? Do they not 

remember that the intent v/ith which war is waged differ

entiates the agressive from the defensive? This— it 

cannot be emphasized too strongly— is the rot at the 

root which vitiates the prosecuticn's entire argument: 

they like to repeat that such defense evidence proves 

only ("if that") that the defendant "did not at all 

times actively participate in furthering the conspiracy 

either because his official position, or lack of posi

tion, did not enable him to do so or because he tempo-
71

rarily disagreed with" actions being taken. If v/e ven

ture to add "or because he permanently and fundamentally 

disagreed v/ith that course", the only answer v/hich we 

can glean from the summations is the question-begging 

one, "Oh! no; ho is by our hypothesis a bad man, he 

couldn't really hove disagreed in principle." If it 

71. Summation, §WW-2 (T. 41,869-70).
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sounds childish, so stated, it is rut ny argument, 

it is the ~r( secuticn's. But we shall discuss the 

prosecution's "conspiracy" somewhat later. What this 

evidence of the defendant TOGO's intent and opinions 

in the year* prior to 1941 tends to prove is his intent 

in 1941 and subsequent years. It is a well-known 

principle in law and obvious in fact that if proof of 

a nan's criminal intent in 1941 may bo made by showing 

his own statements in 1940 or in 1942— or in 1931 or 

1951— so may his lack of criminal intent be shown by 

the sane proof. The statements antecedent to 1941 

are naturally of more probative value, having been 

made at a time when normally there could be no motive 

for the making of a false statement. Just as the 

existence in 1933 of a formulated design of this defend

ant to commit aggression against the world at large 

when and where he could would be cf patent probative 

value on the question of the intent with which in 1941 

he performed the acts for which he is charged, just so 

is’ his entert a inJng in 1933 of the considered view that 

aggression should never, in any circumstances, be under

taken probative of the intention with which he performed 

these acts of 1941* That the mere lapse of tine in such 

case does not impair the probative value of such evi

dence we con state on eminent authority;

.’<• y-M**.* '
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"The length of the allowable in te rv a l depends

on whether, under the circumstances of the case,

there is any real probability that the continua-
72

tion of the condition was interrupted,"
>ays Wigraore. That there is no such real probability 

lere appears from the evidence that the design of work- 

.ng for peace expressed by Mr. TOGO in 1933 in his re- 

>ort to the Foreign Minister still existed in 194-5, at 

;he end of the period covered by the charges herein, 

dien he entered the SUZUKI Cabinet on the express con- 
lition of being permitted to work for ending the war, 
ind existed at all times intervening concerning which 
;here is proof. For we do not propose to demonstrate 
hat Mr. TOGO committed no crime, performed no repre- 
îensible act, and kept his skirts clear when such actions 
fere afoot; we propose to demonstrate that throughout 

iis career he has acted affirmatively to prevent, where 

jossible, the performance of such acts. It is not his 
lefense that he was static or passive in the presence 
>f crime, but that he has been a force acting to prevent 
;he commission of crime.

We turn now to consideration of the evidence 

•elatl.,6 to the various charges. Thinking that it may 
>e u -onv^nionce to the Tribunal, we shall take up the 

72* Wigmore, Evidence (194-0), §233, Ü ,  38*______________
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various questions so far as it is practicable in the 
order in which they are dealt with in Mr. T0G0*s own 
affidavit (which also was roughly the order of presen
tation of the remainder of his case).

SOVIET AFFAIhS
18. Mr. TOGO having throughout his diplomatic

career been by chance or otherwise more or less of a 
73

Russian specialist, it is interesting to note that there
is no evidence whatever against him of commission of any
offense or even unfriendly act against the U.S.S.K . The
charges which are made against him in connection with

74
the Nomonhan Incident have been mentioned above, to
gether with the "discussion of the evidence relating to" 
them. What remain are the various charges of planning 
and preparing aggressive war against the U.S.S.K. from 
1928 to 1945. These are supported by no evidence; to 
them is applicable the prosecution's concession that 
Mr. TOGO participated in no conspiracy during the years 
that he was connected directly with affairs of the 
U.S.S.li. We do, however, find in the little anthology 
of invective and abuse which constitutes the peroration 
of the summation of the Soviet case this passage— a 
passage without citation of evidence, framed without 
reference to any matters mentioned in that summation 
73. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,628).
-74-1— Sunra. §-?-*------------— --------------- ;------------
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7  n

theretofore, intemperate, supported by no evidence 
and false in fact:

"Working in the field of diplomacy, TOGO 
always carried on intense hostile activities 
against the U.S.S.K., not stopping at the heav
iest crimes. As Foreign Minister from October

751941 through September 1942 TOGO, together with
i

TOJO, should bear responsibility for the prepar
ation of a war of aggression against the U.S.S.h.

«

The active role played by TOGO in that matter
is emphasized by the fact that during that
period he was a member of the Kokusaku Kenkyu-
Kai and generously subsidized this society which
was engaged in the drafting of plans of aggres-

76
sion against the Soviet Union ... •

This may prove that the Soviet Union cherishes a vin
dictive hate for statesmen who hove served as ambassa
dor in her capital, have been received there as friends

I
of the Soviet Union and feted by her Foreign Minister
in flattering terms; but for the purposes of this case
it proves also, and only, by the total failure of a '
pretense of attempt to support it, .that the Soviet
counts of the Indictment are without foundation in 

•
75» This is erroneous. He resigned his office on 1 

September; see Sx. 127 (T. 791).
76. Summation. §H-203 (T. 39,973-74)._________|_______

itlt
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fact or in law, that they should never have been pub

lished to the Tribunal, and that the admission of their 

baseless character which the prosecution once made, 
and nt*' in common good faith should stand by, was fully 

justified.
19. We do not, however, propose to rest on 

the absence of proof to support these charges which 
to this day the prosecution are pressing— are again 

pressing. Far from doing so, we propose to show for 
the strong proof which it gives of his peaceful and 

law-abiding nature the affirmative facts of Mr. TOGO'S 
life-long policy of peace and good-will toward the 

Soviet Union.
We start with the 1933 document, "On the For-

«
eign Policy of Japan vis-a-vis Europe and America

77
Following Withdrawal from the League of Nations."

Mr. TOGO'S contact with Soviet affairs prior to 1933
I

had been confined, as appears from the evidence, to 
service as section chief in the European-American Bu

reau of the Foreign Ministry from 1923 to 1925, at the 
time when Japanese-Soviet relations, ruptured since 

the Led devolution, were being restored. His efforts, 
primarily (his being the section directly concerned), 

resulted in the Soviet-Japanese Basic Convention, signed 

77. Ex. 3609-A (T. 35,362).__________________________________
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Ln Peking in 1925, re-establishing relations on a nor- 
78

nal footing, The first connection which Mr. TOGO had 

with Soviet affairs during the period here under scru

tiny was, however, when in early March 1933 he assumed
the office of Director of the European-American (later

?9
Suropean-Asiatic) Bureau of the Foreign Ministry, Here

7 iis first task was the preparation, at the order of
8 ^he Foreign Minister, of the document above referred

to, over a third of which is devoted to the question
809 *

10 bf Soviet-Japancse relations. What has been said be

ll Tore regarding the circumstances of its composition 
12 nust be emphasized: the national policy, of support

Df Manchukuo and withdrawal from the League, had been 
astablishcd, and with it Mr. TOGO had nothing to do, 

îe had perforce to accept it as he found it and to ac- 
ommodate his proposed policies to it. It would have 
aeon neither statesmanlike nor beneficial to the cause 
Df peace, but imbecilic, to propose policy, however 

idealistic, which failed to take account of the faits 

accomplis; what the sincere lover of peace must do is, 

if he is a practical statesman, not to attempt the 

impossible but, working from conditions as he finds 
them, to try to change them for the better where they

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25 78. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,628).

79. Exs. 127 (T. 791) and 3612 (T. 35,385); testimony 
of TOGO (T. 35,629).

3fr;— Tuslimuiiy uf TOGO (T. 35,629)
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can be changed.

20. Nov/ for the proposed foreign policy of
Mr. TOGO vis-a-vis the U.S.S.K. It commences with a
review of relations between the two countries from the

81
resumption of diplomatic relations and the reasons ' 
necessitating their adjustment, making the point that 
improvement of relations would neither affect injur

iously Japan's relations with America and Britain nor
82

aggravate her domestic problem of Communism. The analy
sis of the problem is followed by the conclusion that 
"therefore it is by all means advisable that we make

earnest efforts to improve our relations v/ith the«I
Soviet Union", and "a concrete program for the improve-

83 J
ment of Japanese-Soviet relations." The author points

' !
out that "of all the concrete measures for the improve

ment of" relations, "that most desired by the Soviet 

Union is a non-aggression pact", and discusses at
length the pros and cons of such a pact os they were

84
then being debated in Japan. That they should have 
been discussed, here, at all may strike one as rather 

remarkable evidence of determination to work for good
‘ 4

relations, in view of the fact that it had been only a 

matter of v/eeks before that the some foreign minister

81. Ex. 3609-A. pp. 15-17.
82. Id., pp. 18-19.
83. Id., P.20.

— Id., pp. 20-23.------:--------------------------------

25
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to whom Mr. TOGO was submitting his recommendations 
had declined the latest of the tentative Soviet sug-

85
gestions of entering into such a pact. The conclu
sion which Ilr. TOGO arrived at was that "Inasmuch as 
it is our desire to improve and stabilize our rela
tions with the Soviet Union, there is no reason why 
we should not meet this desire of the Soviet by the con
clusion of a non-aggression pact. . . . there are no
reasons why such a pact should not be concluded. It

86
is recommended that the pact be concluded . . ."
Other recommendations were that economic problems be
tween the two nations be solved by conclusion of a 
commercial treaty, if the domestic situation permitted, 
and settlement of issues over Japanese concessions in 
Northern Snghalien; that the problem of demarkation 
of the Soviet-Manchukuo border be solved, to prevent 
the threap to peaceful relations posed by the possibil
ity of military border clashes; and that the Chinese
Eastern huilway problem be solved by purchase of the

87
Soviet interest therein. Those measures, thought the 
author, would accomplish the solution of all pending 
issues and sources of trouble between the Soviet Union, 
and Japan and Manchukuo.
85. Summation for the defense, Section "H", "The 

Soviet Case), §5 (T. 42,712-17).
86. Id., p. 28 (T. 85,370).
^7. S., PP. 23-24 (T. 35 370-72).---------------- -— -
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21. Tv/o misquotations of this document by 

the prosecution must be mentioned. It is said to con

tain the statement or conclusion "that the Soviet
Union was afraid of Japan and not Japan of the Soviet 

88
Union." l'lo such statement appears in the document.
The author does say that "the Soviet attitude toward
Japan has generally been conciliatory to the extent

89
permitted by their internal situation", that "the
Soviet attitude toward Japan since the Manchurian Inci-

90
dent has been relatively moderate", and that "at pres
ent" the Soviet Union "is making efforts to avoid con- 

91
flict with us." But he says also that "the strong
concentration of power enabled Russia to pursue such a 

92
policy." The other misquotation of the evidence is
this. He is said to have writte'. that

"A conflict with the Soviet Union should be

avoided unless Japan could make a common front

with Great Britain and the United States. As
it was Cxear, however, that the Soviet Union

was making efforts to avoid such an occurrence
Japan should, in case of war, stand alone and

93
be condemned as an aggressor."

88. Summation, §WW-4 (T. 41,873). Page 19 of the 
exhibit it; cited,

89. Ex. 3609-A, p. 17.
90. I d . , p. 20
91. Id., p. 25 (T. 35,373).
'i'd. Id« « p~* 17* '
93, Summation, §Wï/-4 (T. 43J373-74).
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Wo cannot be sure whether this is intentional, b e 

cause the word supplied by the prosecution can be u n 

derstood in two ways: the word "should" in the second

sentence. What the author said, at any rate, was 

"would"— but let us see the entire section in his own 

word s •

"In case it should become inevitable for

us to come to armed conflict with the Soviet,

it is most desirable to make a common front with

Britain and America, However, as it is clear

that the Soviet is making efforts to avoid such

an eventuality, other Powers would not support

Japan but would rather condemn Japan as an

aggressor. We should by all means avoid any
94

clash with the Soviet Union,"

Other Powers would condemn Japan as an aggressor—  

wherefore Japan should not clash with the Soviet Union! 

This insistence that such a clash should be avoided is 

reiterated a dozen times in the document: Japan should
95

"promote friendly relationships with other Powers", 

should "moke every effort in accordance with the gen

eral course of policy to promote friendly relations

94. Ex. 3609-A, p. 25 (T. 35,373, despite the prose
cution’s statement (loc. cit. sunro n93) that 
it was "not read"),

95. Id., P. 17 (T. 35,365).
T ‘ W  I

m
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96 :*S#3
with" the- U.S.S.E., should, "endeavoring to avoid un
necessary friction with Russia, establish the relations

97
of a good neighbor with her"; "improvement of Soviet-
Japanese relations will have a beneficial influence on
third Powers by proving our peaceful intentions, and
thus contribute to the betterment of the relations with

98
the United States, Great Britain and other countries";
world opinion will become "bitter should a military

clash occur between Japan and the Soviet Union. If
such an eventuality ever occurs, our international
relations will be much worse than at the time of the

Manchurian Incident; and if it should be protracted

international intervention v/ould have to be expected.
Japan should avoid making any issue with the Soviet 

99
Union at present"; "It is by all means advisable that
v/e make earnest efforts to improve our relations with 

100
the Soviet Union"; "it is our desire, to improve and

101
stabilize our relations v/ith the Soviet Union."

THE PRESIDENT: V/e will adjourn until half

past one.

(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was taken.)
96. Ibid.
97. Id., P. 18 (T. 35,367).
98. Id., p. 19 (T. 35,368).
99. Id., p. 20.
100. Id., p. 20 (T. 35,369).
101. Id., p. 23
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal met, pursuant to recess,
at 1330.

MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International
Military Tribunal for the Far East is new resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.
MR. BLAKEKEY: Page 35» section 22:
22. This, then, was Mr. TOGO’S policy toward

the Soviet Union, and it is submitted to be a peaceful,
proper and laudable one, one which if published at the
time to the Soviet Union instead of having been a “most
secret" governmental document could have given that
nation no cause for alarm or complaint. It remains to
see whether these principles were adhered to in the
author’s actions of subsequent years. As he himself
has pointed out, it chanced that his official positions
of later years gave him opportunity to have considerable
connection with Soviet affairs, hence to work for the

102
fulfillment of his policy. The first matter of busi
ness which he managed after becoming Director of the
European-American Bureau was that of the sale of the

103Chinese Eastern Railway proposed by the Soviet Union.
102. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,630).
103. Id., (Tr. 35,630-32).
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Concerning this business, of which Mr. TOGO was in 
charge as the responsible official, it is necessary 

tc mention only one or two points. The prosecution 
now contend (though they do not mention Mr. TOGO in 

connection with the matter at all) that the sale was 

forced, or the purchase price driven down, by the mount

ing by the Japanese-Manchoukuoan side of numerous
incidents on and along the railroad during the negotia-

104
tions, with minatory intention. The Tribunal is

reminded, however, that these incidents along the right-
of-way had been a feature of this anamolous situation —

the extraterritorial railroad —  for years. The Lytton
Commission's report itself is authority for the facts
that a long history of Russo-Chinese dissatisfaction

over the condition, and conflicts and disputes in the

railway zone, had culminated in 1929 in a full-scale
105

military invasion of Manchuria by Soviet forces. Such 

friction —  although it had decreased after the estab

lishment of Manchoukuo (for there is no record of any 

such serious clashes after 1931) —  was but an inevi
table consequence of the situation, of a road on 

territory of one nation owned and operated for its own 

benefit by another. Doubtless various disputes did
104. Summation, §H-83 (Tr. 39,817).
105. Exhibit 57 (Tr. 17,595-99).
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occur during the Japanese-Soviet negotiations of 1933-35? 
they may even have increased in number. But while 

there is no pretence or charge that the diplomats of 

either nation had anything to do with their occurrence, 

there is clear evidence that Mr. TOGO took the initiative 

in trying to lead his own government to the peaceful 

solution which was eventually arrived at. It is of 

interest to note that in these negotiations Mr. TOGO 

had to deal practically with the exact situation which 

he had mentioned hypothetically in his proposed policy 

of April 1933* "In the last analysis," he had said 

then, "it is most desirable that the Soviet Union with

draw completely all its interests in the railway.

However, siitce we cannot justifiably obtain Russian 

interests in the railway by forcible measures, it is 

only reasonable that we purchase their share in it. It 

is true that the cost is great, but other means such as 

force would raise the cost still higher inasmuch as it

would mean the loss of international confidence by Japan 
106

and Manchoukuo."

Of the truth of this he very soon had to con

vince his own government and military circles; no sooner 

had the sale of the railroad been proposed oy the U.S.S.R, 

than it developed that "there was an opinion supported

Ex. ^609-A, p. 24.________________________________

47,621
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by  some of the military and other circles that it was 

useless to pay a high price for a railway which was sure 

to fall into the hands of Manchoukuo for nothing sooner 

or later. And it was feared that this might prove an 

obstacle to the purchase of the railway through peace

ful negotiations. Mr. TOGO, in order to obtain the 

agreement of the cabinet to acceptance of the above 

Soviet proposal, and to make the government policy in 

this regard solid and stable, reasoned Mr. YAMAOKA, Juko, 

the then Director of the Bureau of Military Affairs of 

the War Ministry, and Mr. FAGATA, Tetsuzan, the then

Director of the Second Department of the General Staff
107

Office, into agreement to his opinion . . . "  said the 

chief witness on this matter (he was not cross-examined).

The S*viet Union professed itself satisfied and pleased
108

with the transaction after its consummation, and an 

item of Mr. TOGO'S program for adjustment of Soviet- 

fioanese relations had been realized by his efforts.

23. Opportunity for working at another of 

those items was promptly offered; for upon the conclu

sion of the Chinese Eastern transaction in the spring of 

1935 the Soviet Government suggested its willingness to

107. Testimony of KAMEYAMA, Kazuji (Tr. 35,420)> see 
also the testimony of MORISHIMA (Tr, 35»484).

108. Exhibits 3251 (Tr. 29,612) and 3252 (Tr. 29,616).
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1

enter into negotiation for the establishment of a com

mission for prevention of Soviet-Manchoukuo boundary 
109

disputes. These negotiations finally came to nothing,
110

owing to some disagreement which could not be solved,

and the achievement of anything toward settlement of

the border problem had to be postponed; but during the

sixteen months of the negotiations Mr. TOGO worked for

establishment of the border-denarkation commission as
111

well as that for prevention of disputes.

24. A last matter of Soviet-Japanese business 

managed by Mr. TOGO as bureau director was the settle

ment of the Kwan-tsa-tse incident of the summer of 1937, 

a rather trivial thing, because it was through his

efforts stopped at the beginning, but cne illustrating
112

his invariable insistence on peaceful methods. Leaving

the European-Asiatic Bureau soon after for his new

assignment in Germany, he had his next connection with

Soviet affairs when he became Ambassador in Moscow in

October 1938. During two years of his incumbency there

a number of important problems arose, and opportunity 
%

was given for significant manifestations of his outlook 

and intent. These have been testified to Vy Mr. TOGO

10 9 . Testimony of KAMEYAMA (Tr. 35,421) and TOGO 
(Tr. 35,633-34).

110. Ibid.
111. Testimony of TANAKA, Ryukichi (Tr. 35,540).
112. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,635).
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1
himself, in some detail; but in view of the prosecution’s

confession, by failure to cross-examine him or any of

his witnesses concerning them or to discuss them in

summation, that his conduct was above reproach, it will

suffice to sketch them briefly here. The problem of the

fisheries convention, which the new ambassador found

awaiting him upon arrival in Moscow, was serious enough

to threaten a rupture in diplomatic relations, but was

finally settled, after negotiations extending over half
113

a year, to the mutual satisfaction of the parties.

The Nomorhan Incident occurred soon after the conclusion

of the fisheries agreement. While the prosecution have
114

now abandoned (as was mentioned above) any claim that 

Mr. TOGO bears guilt as a result of that incident, it 

is worth pointing out that the undisputed evidence is 

that it was he who took the initiative in suggesting 

both to the Soviet Government and to his own Foreign 

Ministry that the incident be settled by diplomatic
115

action. Foreign Commissar Molotov afterward stated that
t

"it had been his pleasure that he had been able to solve 

the Nomonhan Incident with the cooperation of Ambassador 

TOGO and that Russian-Japanese relations would become 

more and more friendly in the coming year, thanks to the

113. Id. (Tr. 35,636); testimony of NOGUCHI, Yoshio, 
iTr. 35,376).

114. Sunra. §7.
±±5~.— Testimony o f- Q T A --(Tr. 23,092).--------------------------
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efforts of Ambassador TOGO.11

As a result of the Nomonhan settlement a 

second item of Mr. T O G O ’S program of 1933 for improve

ment of Soviet-Japanese relations came about in part —  

the demarkation of the Soviet-Mongolian borders with 

Manchoukuo. The TOGO-Molotov Agreanent of 9 June 1940 

settled the border in the Nomonhan area, and in conse

quence of that agreement a border commission was estab

lished, held numerous meetings in Chita and the Nomon

han area, and actually marked that part of the border, '

thus —  for the first time in the long history of the
117

border question —  achieving tangible results. This

demarkation (not, as the prosecution allege, "redemarka-
\

tion") of the newly-agreed border effected division

between the parties of the disputed territory; as has
118

been pointed out elsewhere, a simple comparison of maos 

in evidence demonstrates that there is no substance in 

the prosecution’s assertion that this border coincides 

with that claimed by the Soviet Union prior to the 

ircident.

25. After settlement of the Nomonhan Incident 

Mr. TOGO undertook to capitalize on the friendly spirit

116. Testimony of NOGUCHI (Tr. 35,376) and TOGO 
(Tr. 35,638).

117. Testimony of OTA (Tr. 23,092) and TOGO 
„ (Tr. 35,637-38).

118. Summation for the defence, Section ”H," ’’The Soviet
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of good relations prevailing to conclude a non-aggrè'SBioir

pact, in accordance with his proposal of long before

that the Soviet desire in that matter should be acceded

to. This required first the persuasion of his own
119

government before authorization could be secured.

When it had been obtained, the negotiations were.com

menced, and had resulted in a draft agreement when 

Ambassador TOGO was recalled to Japan in August 1940.

The contents of the draft then agreed upon and of the

120

neutrality pact actually executed in the following
121

April are all but identical; so that Mr. T0G0‘s own 

efforts had in fact resulted in the eventual accomplish

ment of the third of his objectives in his 1933 plan 

for improvement o*’ relations with the U.S.S.R. As a 

result of his unceasing insistence between 1933 and 

1940, the Chinese Eastern Railway problem had been 

solved by its sale to Manchoukuo, as he had recommended; 

a beginning had been made on the demarkation of Soviet 

borders with Manchoukuo, as he had suggested be done; 

and the long-standing Soviet desire for a non

aggression pact had, as he had so strongly urged, been 

complied with. It may well be with astonishment that

119. Testimony of OTA (Tr. 23,103) NOGUCHI (Tr. 35,381) 
and TOGO (Tr. 35,638). , „ ...

120. Testimony of OTA (Tr. 23,103), NOGUCHI (Tr. 35,382) 
and TOGO (Tr. 35,639-40). v

121. Compare the draft (Tr. 35,381) with the 1941 Pact,
— ----- F.au- 45 (Tr, 513) »_______ _____________________________ ____
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the Tribunal finds this man charged as a criminal

against the Soviet Union.

26. One last —  and curious —  piece of

prosecution sophistry remains to be dealt with, before

we leave Soviet questions. This concerns the recall

of Mr. TOGO from Moscow as it bears on his attitude

toward aggression. For the first two years of these

proceedings the prosecution’s contention was that "when

Foreign Minister MATSUOKA in the summer of 1940 recalled

a great number of Japanese diplomatic representatives,

whose attitude was not supposed to be in accordance

with Japan’s new foreign policy, TOGO remained as
122

Ambassador to the Soviet Union." This was false, and 

the prosecution repeated it knowing it to be false, 

because the error in the personnel record upon which 

the statement was based had been called to their atten

tion, and they u n d e r t o o k  to and presumably did investi- 
123

gate it. Now that the evidence is in, and that evidence

shows Mr. TOGO to have been one of those recalled and

requested to resign by Foreign Minister MATSUOKA —  or

in other words, that his attitude was not "in accordance

with Japan's new foreign policy" (i.e., of Axis

alignment and aggression) —  it might be expected that

122. Tr. 6270, 16943.
1,3. Tr. 6364.
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this line of argument would be dropped. Not at alii

Now a change comes o ’er the spirit of their dreams;

now it is that "his recall was not due to the fact that

he was not in favor of Japan’s policy of aggression but

to the fact that, unlike MATSUOKA, he still believed

that the aims of aggression could generally be obtained
124

by measures short of further war." This is more than
i

merely casuistic. The contention is supported by no 

reference to evidence, and of course can be supported 

by none because it is untrue. There is no evidence 

whatever that the defendant TOGO was recalled for any 

such reason as is mentioned. He could not have "still 

believed" in aggression, for every iota of proof in 

the record shows ttHat he had never believed in it, 

but always opposed it, and the prosecution have con

fessed this in disclaiming any charge of conspiracy 

against Mr. TOGO prior to 1941. The whole thing is a 

pure creation of the prosecution's imagination, lacking 

the virtue even of being adapted to any of the proba

bilities which he might more or less plausibly have 

conjured up. The fact is that there is no evidence 

whatsoever to show why Mr. TOGO was recalled from Mos

cow except MATSUOKA's announcement that the renovation 

of the foreign service was necessary to secure the new 

■124. Summation. SWW-10 (Tr. 41,885).______________
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--------------------------------- 12$----------------------
foreign policy introduced by him, and what inferences
can be drawn from the subsequent events: that MATSUOKA
repeatedly requested his resignation, and that it was
repeatedly refused with the statement that giving it
would be tantamount to approval of the MATSUOKA poli-

126
cies, for which reason it would not be given. Neither

•

cross-examination nor rebuttal evidence purported to
attack this evidence. (Incidentally, there is evidence

in the record neither to support the prosecution's
assertion that Mr. TOGO'S recall from Moscow occurred

127
several days after that of others similarly dismissed, 
nor to explain such a delay if it did exist.)

27. But on this matter of Mr. TOGO'S opinions 
the prosecution have a fondly-cherished piece of evi
dence, which they have wrung quite dry in trying to 
distort it into something of the semblance of proof.
This is one of those memoranda of the German Foreign 

Office —  by one Knoll, this time —  which are held up 
as paragons of probative value when they mention the 

names of any of these defendants. Using it as evidence 
against the defendant TOGO requires not only misquoting 
and distorting it but mistranslating it as well. Here

125. Ex. 548 (Tr. 6296).
126. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,641) and KADOWAKI, 

Suemitsu (Tr. 35,517).
127. Summation, gWW-10 (Tr. 41,885).
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is the way the prosecution put it:

"This (the figment of the imagination quoted 

above) is borne out by the statement made by Ambassador 

KURUSU, who, in June 1940, made it clear that for a 

change from reliance upon the Western Powers to colla

boration between Japan and Germany, improvement of 

Japanese-Russian relations for the duration of the pre

sent war was necessary. Both TOGO and KURUSJ were work

ing feverishly for this and it was becoming more and 

more clear that Japan's future lay in the south and
128

that the enemy in the north must be made a friend."

This rune can have significance only if it

means that KURUSU knew TOGO'S opinion, and was stating

it to Knoll; no contention is made that Mr. TOGO had

any personal connection with the matter. But it is

undisputed in the evidence that Mr. TOGO neither held
129

such an opinion nor expressed it to Mr. KURUSU; he denied 

having expressed such an opinion to Mr. KURUSU, and 

the prosecution did not cross-examine on the denial 

nor produce Mr. KURUSU as a witness to refute it. Nor 

did Knoll even report KURUSU as saying these words, 

but only "somewhat as follows." Also, the .memorandum 

of Knoll as it appears in evidence does not quote KURUSU

128. Summation, §WW-10 (Tr. 41,885-86).
129. Testimony of TOGO (Tr, 35*662).
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as stating that TOGO held any such opinion; the only
clause relating to TOGO is that "TOGO and I are fever-

130
ishly working for" betterment of relations —  that is 

the'prosecution's English version; of course the 
"lebhaft" of the original German does not connote 
"feverishly." We may, at all events, assume the truth 

®f the statement that Ambassador TOGO was working 

vigorously ("lebhaft") for improvement of Soviet- 

Japanese relations —  that was his business as ambas
sador -- and we may assume likewise that Ambassador 
KURUSU was aware of the fact, since he would have known 

of the settlement of the fisheries and Nomonhan ques
tions. (KURUSU himself, as Ambassador to Germany, of 
course had no connection with Soviet-Japanese relations 

or their improvement.) But Ambassador KURUSU stated 

no connection between Mr. TOGO'S vigorous efforts for 
improvement of Soviet-Japanese relations and Japan's 
future in the south. What he was reported to have said 

was —  "somewhat" to the effect that —  "it becomes 

more and more clear in Japan that" the future is in 
the south —  not that it tjeomes clear in Moscow, not 

that TOGO said so or thought so, not even that he, 
KURUSU, thought so. Finally, the whole thing is alleged 

to be only Ambassador KURUSU's opinion of Ambassador

130. Ex. 3613 (Tr. 35,386).
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TOGO'S opinion, immaterial in any event, and which if 

he had actually held it he would doubtless have been 

produced to swear to instead of stating it through the 

medium of the German language and one Knoll. Of 
course it is absurd to speak of Ambassador TOGO’S work
ing for Japanese collaboration with Germany, when as 

we shall see in a moment he had just been transferred 

from the post of Ambassador to Germany because he had 

engaged himself while there in working —  in truth 
"feverishly” —  to sabotage any closer Japanese-German 
collaboration. The final proof that Ambassadors TOGO 
and KURUSU did not share this opinion is found (upon 
the prosecution's theory that what a public servant 

signs he approves) in the fact that the one was recalled, 
while the other remained to affix Japan’s signature to 

the Tripartite Pact.
This incident of Mr. TOGO'S recall from Moscow 

has been given treatment out of all proportion to its 

intrinsic importance, and designedly. No better 

illustration can be found of the way the prosecution's 

case against this defendant for whom I speak has been 

built up of surmise, gossip, bold fabrication of 
inference in the face of unequivocal and undisputed 
evidence, prejudicial matter; of the prosecution’s reck
less disregard for the defendants' rights, for their

1 :

»,
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•V,

own solemn commitments and for common, ordinary fair

ness; and of the flimsy case which has actually been 

made. It is an irresponsible prosecution which does 
this.

28. The prosecution’s case wants yet a bit 
more analysis. In the opening statement of its Soviet 
phase ten of the defendants were listed as those guilty 
of "crimes" against the Soviet Union; the name TOGO

131
did not appear. In the presentation of the evidence 
of that phase the name TOGO was twice mentioned: as a 

signer of the TOGO-Molotov Agreement, provided for 

demarcation of the Mongolian-Manchurian border after
132

the end of the Nomonhan fighting; as a member of a
133

society, the Kokusaku Kenkyukai. There is also a men

tion of a donation to that society by the Foreign Minis-
134

try at a time when Mr. TOGO was Minister, Since in the 
closing statement of the prosecution Mr. TOGO is added 

as an eleventh arch-criminal, one who did not stop "at 
the heaviest crimes" against the U.S.S.R., the crimes 

in question must be those which that evidence discloses.

131. Tr. 7213-85.
132. Ex. 767 (Tr. 2147).
133. Ex. 683 (Tr. 7400).
134. Ex. 678 (Tr. 7358).

1
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--------------------------------------------------------Ï3*r-29. Nononhan has already been referred to,
and except for one point need not be further discussed.
This remaining point is that when the prosecution
announced that they were abandoning their charges
against Mr. TOGO for his actions prior to 1941, they
reserved "the right to interrogate, if available, the
accused TOGO as to his signature appearing upon,!• • »
a r.ap that was signed by both Ur. Molotov and. Ur. TOGO

1 3 6 .after the Nononhan Incident. He was "interrogated"
-- cross-exanined —  concerning the nap, and identified
a photostatic copy as being a copy of that initialed
<jy hin and Connissar Molotov; the photostatic copy
(which oved to be of the identical nap introduced by 

137the defense ) was introduced into evidence, and there
138.the natter ended, with no proof or nention of heavy 

crine. There remains the Kokusaku ICenkyukai.
3 0 . That the prosecution have turned to the 

Kokusaku Kenkyukai only in despair of otherwise creat
ing the faintest suspicion of Mr. TOGO’S attitude 
toward the Soviet Union is shown by the fact of their
not mentioning him in their opening statement, when but

ss 1
1 3 5 . supra, s§7 . 35,
13 6 . T. 35347-48.137. Ex. 2660 (T. 2 3 1 4 9).
1 3 8 . Ex. 3652 (T. 35973)? testimony of TOGO (T.35978, ascorrected T. ).
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on the following day they were themselves to intro

duce the evidence on the subject. The evidence con

cerning this ridiculous organization was as follows. 

For the prosecution, the testimony of one YATSUGI, 

chief of the business bureau of the society, to the 

effect that it was purely a "private organization," 

composed of "non-official civilian members" who "had 

no responsibility to the association except payment 

of their established membership fees"; funds were 

solicited, and received, from governmental as well as 

private sources; but it is very doubtful whether a 

contributor could have had any understanding of what 

its money was being spent for, the explanation accom

panying the request for funds being that the society 

"in pursuing a study of Greater East Asiatic problems"

requested support by donation from "both private and
139.

official sources," A membership list, showing as

a member "TOGO, Shigenori, Member of the House of
140,

Peers," A number of ludicrous "resoa-nch docu-
141.

monts" of the society. For the defense, the 

testimony of the founder and president of the society 

(he was not cross-examined) to the effect that the

139. Testimony of YATSUGI, Kazuo (T. 7397).
140. Ex. 683 (T. 7400).
141. Exhibits 679 (T. 7369), 680 (T. 7371), 682 (T. 

7374), 684 (T. 7404) and 685 (T. 7411).
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donation received fron tno foreign l.irîlt’ U'y Curing-------

Ir. T O G O ’S incumbency was not discussed with nrr re

ceived fron hin, but was given by the vice-minister; 

thr.t according to his recollection ÎÆr. TOGO joined the 

society öfter resigning his portfolio ns foreign 

minister in 1942, but wr.s a "half-hearted and uncoopera

tive member of the society,'* who did not even attend

meetings and did not receive the "research documents"
142.

such as those introduced into evidence. T'r. TOGO'S

own testimony (on which he was not cross-examined) was 

that he never paid dues to the society, never attended 

meetings, never took office in it and never had the 

slightest knowledge of what it was doing or proposed 

doing; that he took out his membership at the solicita

tion of a personal friend —  as any man in public life 

does take out such memberships, without inquiring into 

the details of the organization's activities —  and

that he had no knowledge of the donation made to the
143.

society by the Foreign ïîinistry. dll this evidence

•stands uncontradicted in the record. The totality

of the prosecution's proof of the defendant's relations

with the society is the showing of the listing of his

natfe ffmorfg "those "of its nonbers, in 1942.#* •
142. Testimony of OKURA. Kitnmochi (T. 35613).
143. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35626-27).

/
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If Hr. TOGO bfcjcc.no r. member of the society 

only öfter his retirement to private life; if he 

never lcnew the nature of its activities, never 

received nor knew the contents of its* documents, 

never maid d u e s , attended meetings or served the 

society, hmv "heavy" is the crine of his number ship? 

The fact is that the whole Kokusalcu Xenkyukai question 

is farcical, that proof of casual membership in one 

of this prolific clan of Japanese societies alleged 

to have promoted aggressive eins is less than no proof 

of the policy or state of mind of the defendant TOGO, 

Yet it is this r.er.bership which "emphasizes Hr. TO G O ’S 

active role" in aggression against the USSR1 ’’.'hat 

can be said of a prosecution which in a capital case 

would set such rubbish as formal membership in a 

society against the deeds of a lifetime?

31, Lastly, the prosecution’s summation

contains the statement that as Foreign Minister in

1941-42 Hr, TOGO "should bear responsibility for the
144.

preparation of a war of aggression against the USSR." 

There is of course no citation of authority to this 

point, and can be none. The prosecution's allegation 

that "new war plans" against the Soviet Union existed 

in 1 9 4 1 and 1942 is founded on a number of facts, none 

144. Summation,in-203 (T. 39973-74).

v”
1,V
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of which either concerns the foreign minister or

supports the conclusion. The discussion of this
subject generally has been made elsewhere, and need

not he repeated; that discussion nay be referred to

for the demonstration that the Army General St a f f 1s

annual operations plans did not constitute war plans

against the USSR and that the ICantolcucn plan of

reinforcement of the Kwantung Army had nothing to
145.

do with a decision for war. There is in no event,

nor can be, any contention that the foreign minister

had the slightest knowledge of the army’s operational

plans; t'r. TOGO has specifically testified that he
' - 146.

never knew of the existence of the Xantokuen.

The prosecution’s main argument that a war

was planned against the USSR in 1941 is the Imperial
147.

Conference decision of 2 July 1941, with which 

of course this defendant had nothing to do, not being 

in office on that date. If that decision had con

stituted, as the prosecution allege it to have done, 

a decision for war; and if pursuant to it plans for 

war had been made (which they are nowhere shown to

145; Defense summation, Sec. "H,” "The Soviet Case,11. 
§§31-35 (T. 36766-71).

146. T. 35743.
147. Exhibits 588 (T. 6566), and 779 (T. 7904).

•sr*~ ly  fwjif - n|ijj u j •
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148"
have been ), this defendant would not be liable 

as a result thereof, in accordanca with the prosecu

tion’s admission of the position of a nan who merely
149

acts "pursuant to an already established policy." 

There is, however, affirmative evidence that no war 

against the USSR was planned after the TCJO Cabinet 

took office. The prosecution would brush aside the

unequivocal testimony to this effect of General2 r'->
TANAKA, Shinichi by the statement that it is 

"wholly unsupported by any documentary evidence."
151

They overlook their own evidence that the Liaison
152

Conference decided in the middle of November that

"wo continue the negotiation founded on the clause
No. 1 of the ’Principle of Negotiation with the
Soviet Union’ decided at the Liaison Conference. . •

153.
on August 4, 1941." There is no evidence that
there actually were any such "negotiations" with the 
USSR; but this Liaison Conference decision stands as 
proof that war was not decided on, and. as the confirma
tion of all the defense evidence to that effect. All 
that the prosecution can offer to the contrary is this
148. Defense summation, See. "H," "The Soviet Cas®,’l 

§39 (T. 39776).
149. Summation, §K-3 (T. 40539).
150. T. 23337.
151. Summation, §23-A (T. 41905).
152. Testimony of TO JO (T. 36344).
153. Exhibit 1169 (T. 10335).

I
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have been ), this defendant would not be liable

as a result thereof, in accordance with the prosecu

tion's admission of the position of a man who merely
149

acts "pursuant to an already established policy,"

There is, however, affirmative evidence that no war

against the USSR was planned after the TCJO Cabinet

took office. The prosecution would brush aside the

unequivocal testimony to this effect of General
1 ^
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TANAKA, Shinichi by the statement that it is
151 .

"wholly unsupported by any documentary evidence."

They overlook their own evidence that the Liaison
152

Conference decided in the middle of November that
t

"wo continue the negotiation founded on the clause |I
No. 1 of the 'Principle of Negotiation with the 1

Soviet Union' decided at the Liaison Conference. . •
153.

on August 4, 1941," There is no evidence that

there actually were any such "negotiations" with the 

USSR; but this Liaison Conference decision stands as 

proof that war was not decided on, and as the confirma

tion of all the defense evidence to that effect. All 

that the prosecution can offer to the contrary is this

148. Defense summation. 3oe. "H," "The Soviet Case,".
§39 (T. 39776).

149. Summation, §K-3 (T. 40539).
150. T. 23337.
151. Summation, §23-A (T. 41905).
152. Testimony of TO JO (T. 36344).
153. Exhibit 1169 (T. 10335).
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have been ), this defendant would not be liable 
as a result thereof, in accordance with the prosecu
tion's admission of the position of a nan who merely

149
acts "pursuant to an already established policy."
There is, however, affirmative evidence that no war 
against the USSR was planned after the TCJO Cabinet 
took office. The prosecution would brush aside the 
unequivocal testimony to this effect of General

■j_ r'-->

TANAKA, Shinichi by the statement that it is
151 .

"wholly unsupported, by any documentary evidence."
They overlook their own evidence that the Liaison

152
Conference decided in the middle of November that

»
"vie continue the negotiation founded on the clause II
No. 1 of the 'Principle of Negotiation with the 
Soviet Union* decided at the Liaison Conference. • •

153.
on August 4, 1941." There is no evidence that
there actually viere any such "negotiations" with the 
USSR; but this Liaison Conference decision stands as 
proof that war was not decided on, and as the confirma
tion of all the defense evidence to that effect. All 
that the prosecution can offer to the contrary is this
148. Defense summation. Suc. "H," "The Soviet Case,".

§39 (T. 39776).
149. Summation, ÉK-3 (T. 40539).
150. T. 23337.
151. Summation, §23-A (T. 41905).
152. Testimony of Ï0J0 (T. 36344).
153. Exhibit 1169 (T. 10335).

148"



monstrous sophism: "In substantiation of the fact

i;hat military operations against the USSR were purely 

a natter of timing, it was agreed at a M a i s o n  Con

ference in the latter part of November that if war 

with Russia broke out, which was not impossible,
154.

Japan would occupy the Russian Ilaritir.ie Province."

(This statement, by the way, is supported by citation 

of the testimony of TANAKA only —  that which just above 

was "wholly unsupported by any documentary evidence" 

and was doubted to have "any basic foundation of 

fact at all.") If war with Russia broke out, they 

said -- ergo. war was plannedl The breaking out of 

war they considered "not impossible" —  therefore 

Japan had planned itl And if it came, they planned, 

the Maritime Province would be occupied —  Japan 

would resist, which shows a design for war, made in 

advance! The prosecution would far better have left 

this matter as it stood in Section F723 of their 

summation as originally circulated, before they con

ceived the afterthought of Section WW23-A:

Around the middle of November it was decided 

that war with Russia would be avoided, and that an 

effort would be made to bring about peace between 

Germany and Russia • . • Later, in the sane month,

154. Summation, §WW-23-A (T. 41905).

v
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the Liaison Conference agreed that if war with
Russia broke out, which was not impossible, Japan

1?? •
would occupy the Russian Maritime Province.

This accords with the evidence and the facts. 
’7hat is quite beyond dispute is that 

Foreign Minister TOGO, so far from participating in 
the plotting of any war against the Sovipt Union, 
treated the maintenance of Soviet-Japanese neutrality 
and observance of the Neutrality Pact as the funda
mental policy of the government. He has so testi- 

156.
fied, without cross-examination; there was no 
cross-examination of his witnesses who testified that 
"fron the tine that he assumed office Mr. TOGO worked 
assiduously for the strict and faithful observance, 

by both parties, of the neutrality then prevailing,"
157.

and gave details of his efforts. Equally in

disputable ?.B it that Mr. TOGO, from the time of 
becoming Foreign Minister, had had and had worked 
for realization of the desire to bring about a Soviet-

I

German peace. This point serves the prosecution an 
opportunity for an altogether brilliant manipulation 

155* Original summation, §Y/V.'-23.
156. T. 35742-43.
157. Testimony of NARITA (T. 35395) and NOGUCHI 

(T. 35383-84).
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of the evidence of logic. This desire of Mr. TOGO's
158

wns testified to by three witnesses; rather, however,
then cross-examine any one of them, the prosecution
write three words: This desire, they say, "if it

159»
existed, . . . "  . As to the logics the desire
"could, only have been born out of the hope that Japan’s 
burden in a general war would be lessened if her 
opponents could bo divided in such manner as to permit 
of their defeat singly." Perhaps we did not hoar 
correctly? Surely, they meant to say, "in such manner 
as to permit the USSR, freed of her war with Germany, 
to concentrate her entire power against Japan in that 
war which, if you remember, had been determined upon 
by Japan and was 'purely a natter of tine'"? What 
an astute sugges ion, that Foreign Minister TOGO, 
scheming for war against the USSR, would undertake 
before the war started to see to it that Germany, who 
would have been her ally in it, withdrew from it and 
?ave her no aid'. WAat an insult to this Tribunal, to 
suppose that such a riganarolo can be imposed upon 
it in the guise of argument!
158. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35792), NOGUCHI (T. 35383- 

84) and SATO (T. 35553-54).
159. Summation, SW-23-A (T. 41906).
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H r .  T O G O 's  " a c t i v e  r o l e "  i n  t h e  " h e a v y  c r i n e "

of this imaginary preparation of a hypothetical war 

against the Soviet Union is "emphasized" by the nomi

nal membership in the Kokusaku Kenkyukai which we 

have already considérée!. His connection with a 

Japanese-Soviet v*ar thereafter until his resignation 

in 1942 consisted chiefly of his rejections of the

German request that Japan attack the USSR contrary
160.

to her treaty obligations.

32. The "heavy crimes" which have distin

guished Mr. T0G0»s career of "intense hostile activi

ties against the USSR" might, then, be "urmarized.

He embarked on his course of crime by negotiating with 

the USSR the treat’/ of 1925 by which Japan extended 

recognition to the now Soviut Union, a treaty not yet 

repudiated by the USSR as fraudulently induced by 

Japan, as injurious to it, or as on act of aggression, 

but relied on in the Indictment herein as valid, 

binding, in full force and effect and conferring 

valuable rights and benefits uoon the USSR. Next, 

becoming Bureau Director in charge of Soviet Affairs, 

he proposed secretly to his own government a policy 

1 6 0 . Testimony of TOGO (T. 35746); Exhibits 2751
(T. 24615), 2762 (T. 24737) and 3508 (T. 33970).
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of" improving relations with the USSR by acceding to her 

long standing desire for a nonaggression pact, by 

accepting her off.'* to sell the Chinese Eastern Rail

way, and by undertaking the demarkation of llanchukno 

borders with the USSR. Thereafter in turn he accor- 

oliw.hed consummation of the sale of the Chinese Eastern 

Railv/ay by the USSR to Ilanchukuo, a transaction over 

which the Soviet Union expressed great satisfaction; 

he settled the Nononhan Incident and as a consequence 

made the first agreement for denarkation of part of 

the Manchukuoan boundary with Soviet territories; 

he initiated, and all but brought to fruition, 

negotiations for a nonaggression pact. He left the 

Soviet capital, his ears ringing not with the vitupera

tions and imprecations against a criminal now hurled

at him, but with expressions of the regret of the
161.

Foreign Commissar at his recall.

161. Testimony of TnwTVOSI-II (T. 35524) and NOGUCHI 
(T. 35379-82).
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33» Can there be a better demonstration
of the prosecution* s method —  of postulating a

defendant* s viciousness, then arguing fror, the postulate

that his every pet must have been criminal —  than this

treatment of the Soviet charges against Mr. TOGO? It

is with a logic peculiarly their own that the prosecution

can argue at will that refusal to accept a non-aggression

pact proffered by the U S S R is evidence of aggressive 
162

design , and that conclusion of

a non-aggression pact at Japanese initiative equally
163

is evidence of the same design • Only the prosecution, 

it is ventured, could solemnly argue at once that a 

defendant is guilty of criminal aggression when he 

acts in a way calculated to bring about bad realtions 

between nations, and that when he is "working vigorously" 

(or "feverishly", if you 3 ike) to improve relations 

it is evidence of his attachment to a policy of 

aggression short of war.

With this we leave the Soviet section of

the case*

162.

163.
164.

OERLAft RELATIONS 

3 4 # Concerning Mr. T0G0*s early (1920-21
164

^T. 7*236-37; Summation for the Defence, Section 
"H", "The Soviet Case", Sections 5-6 (T. 42,712-20) 
Summation, §H-l80 (T. 39,948).
Not, as the prosecution allege, 1920-23. The 
personnel'record, Exhibit 127, shows his appointment
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■--- ---------------------------------------- ï65------------and 1929-32) periods of service in Germany it isfc
unnecessary to speak here, for they give rise to no
matters touched upon in evidence. Vie therefore begin
our investigation of his connection with German affairs
with his service as Director of the European-Asiatic«
Bureau, when the Anti-Comintern Pact came up. First
let us, however, remind ourselves of his German policy
as expressed in 1933, in his report to the Foreign Minister.
He demor: ‘trates little enough preoccupation with
German relations there, for the whole discussion of

I66
them occupies only a page arid a half The 
prosecution1s statement that at the time of composition 
of that document "Hitler had only just cone to power 
in Germany and his future foreign policy had not yet

167taken shape" is not correct; the author clearly
recognizes the significance of the rise of the

168
dictatorship of the right in Germany , the German
164. (Continued)

on 18 May 1921 as "diplomatic commissioner", which 
is a unique translation of "gaiko jimukan", "foreigr 
service secretary", meaning service in the Foreign 
Ministry.

165. Exhibits 127 (T. 791) and 3,612 (T. 35,385).
166. Exhibit 3,609-A, pp. 13-14 (T. 35,423-24).
167. Summation, §W\J-4 (T. 41,871-872).
168. Exhibit 30O9-A, p. 13.
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intention to upset the structure of the Versailles 
169

peace and the undesirability of Japan's undertaking

any political intimacy v/ith Germany. He recommends,

therefore, that Japan's efforts toward Germany "should
170

be confined to promoting friendly relations" ; only

that Japan make efforts to have Germany understand

our international position in the Far East and at

the same time to promote closer contact in culture

and science between the two nations, so th*>t she may

not deviate from her traditional neutral attitude
171

toward Far Eastern problems

While the author thus recommends the cultivatic 

of good relations with Germany, there is no suggestion 

in the document that there should be any Intimacy, or 

political connection of any sort, with her.
172

As Mr. TOGO testified (not "admitted" ),

he as director of the bureau in charge of the negotiation

which led to the conclusion of the Anti-Comintern
173

Pact had a close connection with it • From this 

the prosecution (who once confessed* that they could 

not even contend that Mr. TOGO had taken part in any 

conspiracy prior to 1941) drew their inevitable conclusio

69. Ibid.
70. Id., p. 27.
71. Idl, p.14 (T. 35,424).
72. Summation, §V/V/-5 (T. 41,875).
73. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,642).
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that he 'supported, approved, and, indeed, all but
conceived the pact as an aggressive measure against 

174
the U S S R  , Let us consider what the evidence is. 
The first information available in Tokyo of the matter 
which developed into the Anti-Comintern Pàct was when 
report was received by the Foreign Ministry, from the 
Charge d*Affaires in Berlin, to the effect that 
negotiations were in progress there for a defensive

175alliance between Germany and Japan . Upon receipt
of this advice Bureau Director TOGO requested
specific information from the War Ministry and General

176
Staff, but apparently could secure no details . Soon
afterward, the Japanese Ambassador to Germany, Viscount
kUSHAKOJI, then on the point of returning from Tokyo
to Lis post, was instructed by the Foreign Minister
(instructions repeated by telegram after his arrival
in Berlin) that it "seemed necessary" to conclude a
political agreement of some nature with Germany, and
that he should, therefore, give study to the matter

177upon resuming the duties of his post • In July, 
accordingly, Ambassador kUSHAKOJI reported a German
174. Summation, §VW-5, WW-6 (T, 41,874-81),
175. Testimony of Yamr.ji AKIRA (T. 35,408) and TOGO 

(T. 35,643).
176. Testimony of TOGO, lac. sjjt. supra n. 175, and 

WAKAMATSU Tadaichi (T. 33,711-12).
177. Testimony Y/.MAJI (T. 35,409) and TOGO (T. 35,644).
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proposal, basically the Anti-Comintern Pact, which
was referred to the Foreign Ministry Bureau presided

178over by Mr. TOGO . Let me emphasize this —  Mr.
TOGO was not Premier, not Foreign Minister: he was 
presiding over a bureau. It should be hardly worth 
arguing that a bureau director does not make the 
national policy, or any part of it —  or, for safety's 
sake, lot us put it this way: he should not make
policy, and in the absence of evidence that he went 
beyond his proper functions there can be no presumption 
that he did so. A bureau director may make recommend
ations —  he is c-xpectcd to, is worth little if he 
doesn't —  but when those are accepted or rejected, 
when policy is decided, his is only the ministerial 
duty of carrying into effect so far as it concerns him 
the policy ordered by his superiors.

35. It is undisputed that considerable
revisions were made in the draft Pact by Mr. TOGO —
none of the witnesses who testified for him on these
questions was, of course, cross-examined. The
prosecution, however, attempt the mutually contradictory
tasks of at once refuting the defendant's statement
that he vias opposed to the Pact as a whole pnd in
detail and minimizing the extent of his success in
178. Testimony of YAMAJI (T. 35,409) end TOGO (T. 35,644-
--------------------------------- ---------------- ------- 4&)J.
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moderrting its terms. That Mr. TOGO was opposed to
this Pact specifically, to rapprochement of any
political nature with Germany, and to the execution
of political agreements on an ideological basis in
general, cannot be doubted in view of the wealth of
unchallenged evidence to that effect. He himself
has testified (without cross-examination) that he
"had opposed from the outset the idea of a pact
based on Nazi ideological grounds, and so stated to

179Foreign Minister AKITA" that he endeavored
"to persuade my superiors as well as the

military authorities concerned of the desirability of
making the proposed Japanese-German agreement as weak
as possible...that it should be limited strictly to
the bare minimum of what had been determined as the .
national policy to be Japan's needs; and particularly
that the matter should be so managed, and the treaty
so framed, that it should not injuriously affect our
re-lations with Britain and the United States, as well

180
as with the U.S^S.R., unnecessarily it ras my
feeling that since Japan had, despite what seemed to 
re the dangers of such a liaison, determined upon the 
national policy of entering into the Anti-Comintern
179. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,644).
180. Idjt (T. 35,644-45).
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Pact with Germany, it v/as essentiel to keep the
foreign policy of our nrtion on a rational and
balanced basis that efforts be made to maintain a
closer rclationshio with the democratic povers—

i8l
espccia.ll;> England

Other vitnesscs have testified (vithout
cross-examination) to the opinion of Mr. TOGO in
the matter as they learned it then* "his personal
opinion vas thrt he did not think it proper to set a
political agreement against an ideology; and that,
in principle, he could not agree to taking such measures,
though it seemed that it was unavoidable in consideration
of the circumstances"; the Anti-Comintern Pact "would
not necessarily strengthen the international position
of Japan; on the contrary, he was afraid that it

182
might weaken it." "I heard at ti e time thrt Mr.
TOGO's opinion v/̂ s that tvc conclusion of a. political
agreement for the purpose of coping with an ideology

183
was meaningless" ; "Director TOGO told me thrt he was 
against making any international agreement on the 
basis of ideologies, because they would only result 
in the repetition of the failure of the Holy Alliance
181. M *  (T. 35,647).
182. Testimony of LOüISliILA Morito (T. 35,487).
183. Testimony of NAKITA Katsushiro (T. 35,391).
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1
and, therefore, he was against n Japanese-German

184Anti-Comintern Pact" ; "When the Anti-Comintern
Pact was concluded during his tenure as Director
of the Foreign Ministry Bureau of European and
American Affairs, he commented more than once that
the making of alliances on ideological grounds was
undesirable, that Japan should not adopt a policy
which would alienate Great Britain and America, to
say nothing of the U.S.S.R., and that the effect on
Japan*s international position from entering into such

185an arrangement would be bad." These witnesses —  
h^s it been mentioned?— were not cross-examined.

Apply to this situation the prosecution’s
own test.

"No man has been charged in this proceeding
because of any act committed or any statement made
by him in t’’.e course of his official duties pursuant
to an already established polie"-* if those matters v'ê e*

186his only connection with th**t aggressive policy
The policy of the Anti-Comintern Pact hrd 

been established when Ambassador MUSKAKOJI was given his 
orders, before ever the matter v/«s referred to Mr. TOGO’s 
bureau for management. Mr. TOGO promptly voiced
184. Testimony of YAMAJI Akira (T. 35,410),
185. Testimony of Burt Meissner (T. 35,461-62).
186. Summation, §K-3, (T. 40,539).
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opposition— "I had opposed from the outset".

"...no man has been charged with...crimes

against ponce.. .unless he is in some way responsible

for the aggressive policy followed by Jannn, which
‘ 187

gave rise to those crimes

Is a bureau director who, having no part 

in the decision of the policy, opposed from the outset 

and worked to offset the policy and to weaken the 

agreement to the extent that he could, responsible 

for the aggressive policy, it jf was aggressive?

3 6 . The prosecution, however, dispose of 

this mass of evidence of Mr. TOGO’S personal opposition 

to the Anti-Comintern Pact with the statement that 

his testimony (that of the other witnesses not being 

mentioned) "ignores the fact that, whatever may be 

said of the Anti-Comintern Pact itself, the attached 

Secret Agreement was clearly not one of ideologies
188

but contained a very concrete alliance against Russia." 

This argument "ignores" several facts. The objections 

so repeatedly expressed by Mr. TOGO at the t'-c were 

not to "the Anti-Comintern Pact, except for the annexed 

secret agreement", but were to "the Anti-Comintern Pact", 

which in the ordinary acceptation of language includes

187. Ibid. Ä _
18 8 . Summation, §VA?-5 (T. 41,876).

• > ■  -, c li* J *



the preamble, the ma.in text and the various articles 

thereof, and the annexes, secret or otherwise. Kis 

objection on ideological grounds would apply equally 

to the entirety of the document, which as a whole 

purports to be an "anti-Comintern Paot"— that is, 

a p^ct to establish some policy of action against 

the Comintern and the threat of the spread of Communist 

ideology. That is one fact ignored by the prosecution. 

Another fact which they ignore is that the objection 

because of the ideological nature of the pr-ct is only 

one of se-verr-i, which Mr. TOGO mentioned, to the 

Pact; he had repeatedly contended that the pact 

would weaken the international position of Japan, 

would alienate Britain and America, as well as, of 

course, the U S S R ,  and would have a bad effect on 

Japan's international position. A third fact ignored 

by the prosecution is tiut the secret agreement to 

the Anti-Comintern Pact, alleged by them to be "a 

concrete alliance against Russia.", is no such thing.

Can they h^ve read it?

"ARTICLE I

"Should one of the High Contracting States 

become the object of an unprovoked attack or an 

unprovoked threat of attack by the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, the other High Contracting State
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obligates itself, not to carry out *-ny measures v'hich 

would, in their effect, be apt to relieve the position 

of the Union of Soviet Socirlist Republics.

"Should the erse, mentioned in Clause I 

occur, the High C o n t a c t i n g  Stetes v/ill immediately 

consult which mensures they will use- to preserve 

their common interests.

"ARTICLE II

"The High Contracting Stetes will during

the validity of this agreement -nd without mutual

assent conclude no political treaties with the Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics ivhich do not conform
189

to the spirit of this agreement" .

This is wh^t the prosecution are able with 

a straight face to describe as "o concrete alliance", 

whatever th^t may be. Certainly it is not a pact 

of mutual assistance; the parties' obligations are 

quite passive, not to do that which would lighten 

the burden of the Soviet Union in the event of conflict 

with the other contracting party, and to ''consult" over 

measures which may be desirable; there is no suggestion 

of an obligation of positive assistance. This is on 

its face substantially the equivalent of a neutrality 

pact, nothing more— rather, a good deal less than the 

189. Exhibit 480 (T. 5,937).
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Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact of 1941 , for in

this one the obligation of maintenance of neutrality

s limited to the case of "unprovoked" atta.ck by the

U S S R .  Compare this secret agreement v/ith the
191

Anglo-Japanese Alliance , a defensive alliance, to 

see vrhethcr this amounts to one. A fourth fret ignored 

by the prosecution is that they, themselves, the 

prosecution, long since admitted th^-t it v:as not the 

Anti*Comintern Pact, nor the secret agreement thereof, 

which they contended to be criminel, but the use to 

which it vi r s put. Let us notice this rd miss ion:

"THE PRESIDENT;... I should like to r.sk Mr. 

Comyns Carr what case the prosecution allege the defense 

have to meet in regard to the Anti-Comintern Pact.

"îiH. C0I.ÏNS CARR: Your Honor, in our submissio;

it really raises three points: If this Anti-Comintern

Pact was nothing more than appears on its face, a. 

mutual agreement to exchange information and even to 

assist one another in resisting the spread of communism 

in their own countries, then I would say no ca.se at 

all. Various people m°y agree or disagree with such 

a policy, but it involves no breach of internationa;l 

lav/. But, when it is used...as an excuse lor armed 

intervention... we submit, that does involve a serious

190. Exhibit 45 (T. 513) •
1H r .— Exhibit 2,292 (T s- 17»j OÜ>) »
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192 ~------------breach of international lav..."

The use to which the Poet was in future to 

be put has nothing to do with the intention with which 

the Director of the European-Asiatic Bureau of the 

Foreign Ministry at the time of its negotiation 

considered v?hat it appeared on its face to be. There 

is not a suggestion in the evidence that Mr. TOGO 

believed, suspected or even heard thrt the Pact or 

its secret agreement v/as anything other than appeared 

on its face, and had he therefore even enthusiastically 

supported the Pact he. vo;1d, by the prosecution's own 

standard, have been guilty of "no breach of international 

lr.Yv". The taking into account of this fourth fact—  

one of their own creation— ignored by the prosecution ! 

must result in the conclusion that it v'ould not have 

bcc-n criminal not to have opposed execution of the 

Anti-Comintern Pact.

As the prosecution point out,

"The real significance of the Anti-Comintern

Fact did not lie in its immediate or practical effects,

It lay in the fact that by concluding the pact Japan

took her first step toward allying herself with Germanjy,

the then leading aggressiv, nation of Europe, if not 
193 „of the world ."

I Q ?  T  ? ?
-193* finimrplion, SF-109 (l^V^-6)._____ ______
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It is precisely in his reluctance to see 

Jr p m  trke thrt first step of alliance, reluctance 

destined to be his reaction to all subsequent steps, 

that the Tribunal nay find the real significance of 

Mr. TOGO» s opposition to the Anti-Comintern Pact.

37. b'e- may take it, however, «as fully

established that the defendant TOGO was opposed to

the Anti-Comintern Pact at the time that it carre- to

him for study and management. It is, on the other

hand, eoually cle^r that the policy of concluding

such a pact had been determined by the higher authorities,

and that the opinion oi Bureau Director TOGO of that

policy neither was solicited nor would have been 
194

welcomed . What should the bureau director who 

feels the policy undesirable do in such cose? What 

c-n he do but work for the alteration of the document 

to offset so far as possible the evil effects which 

he foresees? It is undisputed in the record that—  

as he testified without provoking cross-examination—

Mr. TOGO endeavored

"to persuade my superiors as well as the 

military authorities concerned of the desirability 

of making the proposed Japanese-German agreement as 

weak ns possible. In other ’’ords, I argued that it 

should be limited strictly to the bare minimum of what
194. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,644), hAKlTA U"." 55,391) 

and YAlaAJI (T. 35,410).

■ . J:'



had boon deteri ined as the- national p o l i c y  to be 

Japan*s needs; and particularly that the rest ter should 

be so managed, and the treaty so framed, that it should 

not injuriously affect our relations with Britain 

and the United States, as well as with the U S S R ,  

unnecessarily.

"...Above all, I strongly asserted that 

the secret agreement attached to the Pact...should 

be of strictly defensive nature, and I insisted on
195 „

changes to that effect .

The prosecution attempt to meet this by

adopting the position that Mr, TOGO's testimony (which

they did not sec fit to cross-examine on) is probably

not true, but that in any event his efforts toward

changing and weakening the Pact, if they existed,

amounted to nothing. From this point let us follow

their argument step by step. The Foreign Ministry

policy toward the Anti-Comintern Pact was drawn by

order (not "request", the prosecution have it; a.

minister orders his subordinates), by Mr. TOGO* s

Eurooean-Asiatic Bureau, and naturally under his
196

direction 1 and he has testified that that statement
197

of policy to an extent embodied his views • this

195. T. 35,644-46.
196. Exhibit 3,267 (T. 29,885).
197. T. 35,645.
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198

policy, object tlx prosecution, "makes no mention 

of any objection to the pact whatsoever"; in view 

of v.hich "his assertions regarding his opposition, 

no mention of which is to be found in the document 

drawn up by him at the time, cannot be given weight." 

How naive'. Do tlx prosecution expect that the Tribunal 

will believe that a. government-~1 bureau director, who 

is personally opposed to a policy but is directed to 

manage it conformably to his government's decision, 

will submit a proposed policy based on his personal 

beliefs and running counter to the official one?

Could he better insure the failure oi the policy to 

which he was attached than by that very act of 

insubordinate stupidity? The personal opinions of 

public servants arc not the subject of the debates from 

which emerges s national policy; it was not TOGO 

Shigenori's opinion the preparation of which was 

ordered, it was that of the Foreign Minister, to be 

drawn by the Director of the European-Asiatic Bureau—  

which of course means that it was to be a synthesis 

of the views of the Bureau. No; what a sane public 

servant, to whom the matter had importance, v'ould do 

would be, not to submit his personal opinion, but 

precisely <.\hat this one dids persuade his superiors 

198. Summation, ilVY/-5 (T. 41,876-77).
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so far ps he is able to adopt his vTev's, tnen loyally i 
d r a v  the s ta teilen t of policy p s  ordered by them, 
preppre vb-t was to be the Minister's opinion to fit 
his official policy as laid down in the order to 
prepare it. Even the failure to commit rets of 
insubordination and disloyalty to hip own country is, ! 
it is submitted, not the conclusive proof of evil 
design against \bhcrs.

38. Moreover, the prosecution continue,
the defendant "makes much of the changes in the text
of the Anti-Comintern Pact and the Secret Agreement
which were proposed by him and in part incorporated
in the final agreement." (They nov: admit the failure
of their original position, that he did not oppose
the pact at all.) "A simple comparison between the
proposals made by him. --■nd the final texts of the two
agreements should suffice to show of how little-
importance they were m e  how the final agreement v;a,s

199
not thereby in any manner altered in character."
The "simple comparison" is all very well, and wc shall 
make it in just a moment; but comparison of what? Can 
it be in good faith, this suggestion that we compare 
Mr. TOGO-s proposal and that final form of the agreement
199. Surration, §’.A,-5 (T. 41,877).
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e rnd his witnesses soy were the some?

"The preamble particularly.. ,;vos grertly

cnanged while the document was in the hands of the

Europonn-Asintic Bureau...with the result of the form

as it finally stands...The Text of the Pact, moreover,

was rewritten...The tern of the pact was reduced...I

also removed...provisions...1 thus succeeded in

making the Pact more businesslike.

"...The secret agreement was amended, at

my insistence...In connection with Article 2, also,
200

I succeeded in securing German agreement .

"...amendment was made to the following

effect...The efforts of Director TOGO also succeeded

in effecting amendment of the Annexed Secret Agreement
201

in the following points..."

Tosti rony of TOGO (Tt 645-46) , 
Testimony of YAMAJI (T. 35,411).

200.
201.
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which he and his witnesses say were the same?

"The preamble particularly...was greatly

changed while the document was in the hands of the

European-Asintic Bureau...with the result of the form

as it finally stands...The Text of the Pact, moreover,

was rewritten...The terra of the pact was reduced...I

also removed... provisions... I thus succeeded in

making the Pact more businesslike.

"...The secret agreement was amended, at

my insistence...In connection with Article 2, also,
200

I succeeded in securing German agreement

"...amendment was made to the following

effect...The efforts of Director TOGO also succeeded

in effecting amendment of the Annexed Secret Agreement
201

in the following points..."

200, Tosti rony of TOGO (T „ 3f - ̂ A!j~A6) .
201. Testimony of YAMAJI (T, 35*411).
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It is perfectly plain that the proposals made by 

Mr. TOGO were substantially taken into the final 

Pact; of course, the prosecution's "simple comparison 

between the proposals made by him and the final texts" 

show no difference, because they are comparing a thing 

with itself. Thf> comparison to be made is, of course, 

between the original German draft and the final text.

3 0 . The original draft is unavailable, but 

the substance of it, so far as it differed from the

final text, has been given by the testimony, Mr. t o g S02
, v 203

and the (un-cross-examined) witness YAiAJI. To

summarize this evidence, the original draft contained 

much p r o p a g a n d i s t s , Nazi language and tone, all of 

which was removed in the rewriting and does not appear 

in the final Pact. The body of the Pact was originally 

of much wider scope in the cooperation to be undertaken 

by the contracting Powers vls-a-vis the Comintern; 

this was cut do-n to e Provision for simple exchange 

of info^r a cio; c o n c e r . àosï.ruot:.ve activities of 

the Comintern orb 1 / oprr. Lons ccncerning counter

measures to be talren. The original draft provided a 

term o^ ter. years for ehe Par... This was reduced to
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alterations. First was the insertion of the word

’’unprovoked" in Article 1, which had originally called

for the agreement's coming into operation "should one

of the High Contracting States become the object of an

attack or a threat of* attach" by the TI.s.^.R. Secondly,
204

so many exceptions were made from the requirement 

of Article 2 of the German draft (requiring mutual 

approval of the contracting of nolitical agreements 

with the TT.s ts.R, ) as in effect to mutilate the article 

so far as concerned any limitation on Japanese action. 

Are these alterations "of little importance", "the 

final agreement" by them in no manner "altered in 

character"0 Conrider that list of exceptions, as it 

appears in evidence in the exchange of letters upon 

the conclusion of the Pact. Germany "fully agreed" 

that the "political treaties" referred to in Article 2 

of the secret agreement —  those which should not be 

entered into with the U.s.h.R. without agreement of 

Germany —  included "neither fishery treaties nor 

treaties concerning concessions, nor treaties concern

ing border Questions between Japan, Hanchukuo and the
205

Union of hov<et Socialist Republics and the like." 

Fisheries, concessions, border questions: the entire

204. Exhibit 480, Tr. 5,936
205. Id., p. 1 (not read).
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4 7 , 66«

gamut of the important and troublesome Poviet-Japanese 

questions —  and Japan entirely freed of German meddling 

in themî Confine it, if vou please, to consideration 

of one of these alterations, and to addition of one 

wordi is there no difference of substance between 

agreements for action "in the event of attach by the 

U.S.p .R." and "in the event of unprovoked attack by the 

U.P.P.R."? Would it have in no way altered the situa

tion of June 1941, when Germany attacked the U.f-.P.R., 

the omission from the Pact of that word which i'r. TOGO 

inserted? As it chances, the insertion of that single 

word "unprovoked" in^o an analogous clause was the very 

action taken by the United Ptates during the Japanese-

American negotiations of 1941, to reserve its right
206

to act in self-defense, and in self-defense only.

We must at the least apply the same canon of interpret

ation to this language of Mr. TOGO's; which being done, 

we arrive at the conclusion that his change in Article 

1 of the secret agreement resulted in depriving it of 

any character which it might otherwise have had of a 

"very concrete alliance", and converting it into some

thing, even weaker than that which he has described it 

as having been, "of strictly defensive nature." This

206. Pee Summation for the Defense, Section K,
"The Japanese-American Negotiations", PP 16, 
Supra, '?r. 43,5?1.
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i
simple comparison disposes at once of the question of

the importance of his alterations and of the offensive

character, of the secret agreement.

40. Mr. TOGO'S attitude toward the Anti-

Comintern Pact in 1 9 3 6 was in short just that which

would have been expected of the man who in 1933 had

urged that "it is by all means advisable that we make

earnest efforts to improve our relations with the 
207î-oviet Union." Moreover, the Anti-Comintern Pact

being calculated, as he felt, to damage Japanese 

relations with the United btates and Great Britain 

as well, he strongly urged the necessity of undertak

ing concurrently with its conclusion negotiations for
208

ententes cordiales with them. The suggestion was

not cheerfully received by the military authorities,
« *.

a n d  i t  w a s  o n l y  a f t e r  g r e a t  e f f o r t s  b y  P r .  TOGO t h a t

their opposition was borne down and authorization

obtained for undertaking negotiation even with England

—  which negotiations were finally on the point of

commencing when the entire plan was frustrated by the
209outbreak of the China Affair. This position of

Mr. n’0 G 0 's was urged from the outset, as is shown by 

the fact that his proposed policy in regard to the
207. Exhibit 3,609-A. p. 20, Tr. 35,369
208. Testimony of MCRIt-HIMA, Tr. 35,487;

YAMAJI, Tr. 2 5,41^; TOGO, Tr. 35.647-48.
2 0 9 . Testimony of PORIf-FIMA, Tr. 35,488-90; 

 YAMAJJ,. ^r-. 3 5 ,413-14; TOGOy-Tx. -35647-4R.

’ v,’:‘
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Anti-Comintern Pact itself already included the suggest

ion of a rapprochement with Great Britain, with a genera]

outline o** his intention, modeled on the familiar
210treaties of consultation. Inasmuch ae this signif

icant aspect of Mr. TOGO’S connection with the Anti- 

Comintern Pact is not disputed, but is wholly ignored 

bv the prosecution, it is unnecessary to go into detail 

concerning it, and we mav be content with stating the 

general outlines of his plan for Anglo-Japanese under

standing. The negotiations with Britain were to deal 

with settlement o^ the China problem, the adjustment of 

Japanese and British comnefrcinl interests in the markets 

of the world, and the Question of the international 

money market. Fince, however, something more concrete 

than mer^ promises could be supposed to be necessary 

to convince Britain of Japan’s sincerity, radical 

alteration of Japanese policy toward China was 

requisite. To that end concurrent Japanese-Chinese 

negotiations were proposed. Mr. TOGO had been able, 

by the tine of the outbreak of the China Affair, to 

convince the civilian and military authorities concerned 

of the desirability of such negotiations; Foreign, War 

and Navy Ministry representatives had actually been 

dispatched to China and Manchukuo and had there obtained 

?10. Exhibit 3267, Tr. 29,88«?
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the understanding of the Japanese military authorities,

and preparatory arrangements were being made with the

Japanese ambassador in London for the negotiations 
211

there. As has been said, the China Affair brought

the entire plan to nothing.

41. Lastly, the prosecution point out (though

no longer, as once, with much confidence in its signif-
212.

icance. ) that Mr. TOGO attended the meeting of the
213

Privy Council which approved the Pact. It need

be said only that a bureau director is still a bureau

director wh«n he attends as an "explainer"at the Privy

Council; he does not'parttcipate, he does not vote;
214

he explains if called upon to do so. Not only was

Mr. TOGO not called upon to explain this pact at any 

meeting, but (quite naturally, he not being an advocate 

of the Pact) the responsibility for explanations if 

required had been delegated not to him but to the 

Director of the Treaty Bureau. In fact, ar the evidence 

shows, the explanations were made by the Premier and the

Foreign Minister, and I!r. TOGO said nothing at any
, . 215meeting,

211. Testimony of MORIhHIMA, Tr. 35,489; and 
YAI'AJI. Tr. 35,413.

212. Tr. 5,852; 16,940.
2 1 3 . Summation, "^-5, Tr. 41.877.
214. Testimony of MURAKAMI, Kvoichi, Tr. 29,132.
2 1 5 . Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,649.
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43, The adherence of Italy to the Anti-Corain-
tern Pact, as is seen from the evidence, occurred
almost a year aftc” its execution by the original 

216
signatories. The negotiations which resulted in 

Italian adherence were carried on in Europe, not in 

To'-nro; Mr, TOGO had already by the time that Italy's 

adherence v/as decided upon been relieved of the functions 

of his bureau and v/as actually not in Japan when the
2171entrance of Italy into the Pact membership took place.

Italy, in any event, v/as never a partv to (nor, as the
218 %prosecution concede, even informed of ) the secret 

219agreement, which alone the prosecution seem to

contend to have been vicious. The prosecution's
one-time position that ITr. TOGO was "one of those

most instrumental in the realization of . . . Japanese
220Italian collaboration," supported by no evidence 

then, is now shown by uncontroverted affirmative 
evidence to have been but another resort to inse dixit.
In summation the prosecution have no word to say of 
any TOGO connection with Japanese-Italian collaboration.

43. £oon after the failure of the proposed 
negotiations for an understanding wit Great Britain,

216. Exhibit 36, Tr. 513-
217. Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,649-50;

Exhibit 127, Tr. 791.
218. »summation, F-116, Tr. 3°,465. j
219. Testimony of T0G0,Tr. 35.649; Exh. 491,Tr. 6037
220. Tr. 16,939
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1
Mr. '''OGO was designated Ambassador to Germany, in 
October 1937» On the subject of this appointment the 
prosecution have indeed excelled themselves:

*'Any doubts as to the weight of the accused's
allegations concerning his opposition to the Anti-

Comintern Pact should be dispelled by the fact that

he was appointed Ambassador to Germany within a year

after the conclusion of the Pact. No government in

the world would appoint as its Ambassador to a country

v*ith which it had recently concluded a close military

and political alliance the very man who, and this is

the inference we ar*1 invited to draw, had been through-
221

out the strongest opponent of this alliance."

The prosecution's history also is bad. Without 

troubling to search for an exact parallel, we may remind 

them of a rather well-known case which disposes of their 

theory that no government would send as ambassador one 

professedly (if privatelv) unfriendly to rapprochement 

with the power recaiving him. Be reminded, then, of 

John Adams, in 1785, designated first minister of the 

United htntes to the Court of 8t. James, in which 

presided His Britannic Majesty George III, that monarch 

whom Minister Adams had but lately, in his contribution 

to a celebrated bit of rhetoric which we know as the 

221. Summation, w»v~6, Tr, 41,878

N.
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Declaration of Independen e, publicly apostrophized as 

"A Prince whose character is thus narked by every act

4 7 ,6 7 2

which may define a Tyrant,
222

of a free People."

. unfit to be the ruler

44. Mr. TOGO’S appointment as Ambassador was 

.-onsiderably overdue in 1937; he had been promised the 

Moscow post in the spring of 1936 hv the Premier, con

currently Foreign Minister, HIROTA, but when a new 

foreign minister was appointed he designated another 

to that place, giving as the reason the personnel

problems of the ministry (this is undisputed in the 
% 223

evidence). Mr, TOGO had himself requested, in

the summer of 1937, that his appointment to an

ambassadorship be still further postponed, in order to

enable hi’’ to work longer for the success of his policy

of rapprochement with,England (this is undisputed in 
224

the evidence). ’/iflien those efforts were finally

frustrated by the outbreak of the Ch5.na Affair, he

would naturally be given an ambassadorship —  not one

of his choice, from which the incumbent would be

ejected to make place for him, but one in which a

vacancy occurred. That was Berlin (if there had been

222* Declaration of Independence, UPCA Const., 
Part 1« 6,

223. Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,635»
224. Id. Tr. 35,648

• i
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alternatives, of course, he knew the German language)*

To that post he was appointed by Mr. HIROTA, again 

Foreign Minister, who had earlier demonstrated M s  

appreciation of Mr. " O G O ’s suitability for designation 

to Moscow in divulging his intention to send him there.

45. During Mr. TOGO’S brief period of service
as Japanese Ambassador to Germany —  ten months —  there

were three natters which are important as bearing on

’■he charges, at one tine made against him, or on his

intentions and motives, which are material here. Of

these the prosecution discuss two. We shall discuss

three. First of these is the question of his attitude

toward the China Affair. To sketch the background

briefly, German attempts at mediation between Japan

and China, undertaken at Japanese reouest, had been

in progress in Tokyo for sone time, but were already

on the point of abandonment as a failure at just about
225the tine of Ambassador T O G O ’S arrival in Berlin.

T’Thile professing concern with strengthening friendly 

relations with Japan, however, and even while under

taking this mediation in t‘;e eino-Japanese conflict, 

Germany had K.en supplying China with arms, munitions, 

instruction and technical assistance, and tvas thus,

225. Testimony of ^OGO, Tr. 35,651-52*,
______________HORINPUCFI. Tr. 29,703-5; KIPP, Tr. 30,839.

If
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in fact, herself engaging in war against Japan. As
the prosecution correctly state, Ambassador TOGO did

not participate in negotiation on the mediation Question;
but he had been instructed by the Foreign Minister on
the occasion of his departure from Tokyo for Berlin
that he was to endeavor to effectuate the recall of the
German military mission and the stopping of the shipment

22 7of arms to China.
It was in this condition of affairs that

Ambassador 'f’OGO called on German Foreign Minister
von Neurath on 10 January 19?8, Neurath's record of 

228
which call the prosecution discuss at some length
in the endeavor to torture from it proof of aggressive
intent of Hr. TOGO’S against China. The defendant has
testified that "I had called on von Neurath, as the
memorandum shows, merely to tender the thanks of my
Government for Germany's efforts by way of mediation

229between Japan and China . . . "  The Foreign Minister's
memorandum shows that "The Japanese Ambassador referred
to the mediation activities of Germany in the Bino-Japan-
ese-conflict when he called on me todav. By  order of

the Minister HIROTA he expressed his thanks for our 
.250activities."

226. Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,650-51.
227. lin'd.
226. Ex. 486-D, Tr. 5,°91.
229. Tr, 35,651.
230. __ tty. AftA.n Tr. * }QQ1.______________

llmi'

Hr. m0G0 testified that von Neurath
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"brought up the general auestion of the China Incident."

The memorandum of von Neurath says: "Making use of

this opportunity, I have poinced out to Mr. TOGO the

danger which might grow up in Japan on account of the
2^2too-prolonged war," ‘ Mr. TOGO then stated what he

contends to have been the Japanese Government’s position

toward the China Incident, what the prosecution allege

to have been nothing of the sort, but "the desires and
233plans of those who advocated continuation of the war," 

Characteristically, the prosecution made no effort to 

prove any communication of their views by "those who 

advocated continuation of the war", to Ilr. TOGO in 

Germany; the argument goes on the assumption, apparently, 

that he had telepathic powers. At any rate, the prose

cution’s own statement proves the exact truth of 

Mr. TOGO'S testimony. It needs only a reading of this

passage of their summation to see that what Mr. TOGO 

said to von Nourath concides exactly with the decision 

of the Imperial Conference of the dav following,

11 January, which he .must therefore have had advance 

notification of, whether by v/ire or by telepathy:

"This division of opinion finally resulted 

in the Imperial Conference Decision of 11 January 1938»

231* Tr 35,671.
232, Ms 46o -7j, Tr. 5,991.
233. Koi.i’iacion, W.V-6, Tr. 41,880.
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which stated that an effort would bo made for a settle
ment of the incident on the basis of specific Japanese 
terms and only in case this would prove unsuccessful 
to break with China and continue the war.

"It is in this light that the statements of 
the accused to the German Foreign Minister when he 
visited him on 10 January 1938 should be considered.
He stated that Japan wished for peace and for the 
soonest conclusion of hostilities. However, Japan 
was determined to carry on the war to its bitter end 
and conditions of peace would become harder as the
war continued longer. The Japanese Government no «
longer considered Chiang Kai-shek as representative of 
the Chinese Central Government. Japan was still will
ing to negotiate with him but if he was not willing to
accept the Japanese peace conditions Japan would make

2^4
peace with each of the provincial governors."

^here is the contradiction? "Japan is still 
willing to negotiate with Chiang Kai-shek; but if he 
will not accept our terns, we v/ill continue the war" —  
that is the effect of the Imperial Conference decision, 
it is the effect of the Ambassador's statement. As he 
said to ven ’feur-Ath, he was stating the Japanese ̂ Govern
ment's determine c ion. Mr. TOGO further testified that

234. Id., YT.7-6, Tr. 41,879.
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the policy of not dealing with Chiang and of fighting 
the incident to a militarv conclusion (as published a 
few days later in form of the "KONOYE Declaration") 
had already by then been substantially decided, and had 
been made known to him. ' This Imperial Conference 
decision is eloouent evidence ^hat that policy had been 
"substantially decided"; and that Mr. TOGO must have 
known of it is proved to demonstration by the accuracy 
with which he repeated its terms to von Neurath. If 
he was "expressing the desires and plans of those who 
advocated continuation of the war", it was only because 
those persons were able to control those decisions of 
Government and Imperial Conference which were forwarded 
to him.

THE PRESIDENTS We will recess for fifteen

minutes.
('Thereupon, at 144-5, a recess was

«

taken until I.500, after which the proceedings 
were resumed as follows:)

235. T e s t i m o n y  of T O G O ,  T r .  35,652



MARSHAL OF THE COURT: The International

Military Tribunal for the Far East is now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakeney.

MR. BLAKENEY: Page 84, Section 46:

46. The second question of interest during 

Mr. TOGO'S service in Berlin is that of Japanese- 

German economic cooperation in China. As it is 

stated by the prosecution:

"The accused's position in relation to 

Japan's aggression towards China during this period 

is also clearly shown in the negotiations which took 

place with Germany concerning German-Japanese coopera

tion in the exploitation of China. In his own testi

mony the accused attempts to make it appear that 

efforts to reach agreement in this respect were 

started by Germany in May 1938 and that he, being 

opposed to such an agreement, did his best to thwart 

these efforts, even going so far as not to follow,

or at least freely interpret the express instructions
2 3 6

of bis government. The facts, however, are different."

The facts are not "different," however much

the prosecution may clutch at straws in the effort to
•

prove them so. Ambassador TOGO'S conversations with 

Foreign Minister von Neurath of 10 and 28 January 

2 3 6 . Summation, W - 7  (Tr. 41881).________________
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are pointed to as the evidence that he himself, the
Ambassador, first brought up the subject, and was
keen on it. We had best read the evidence, which
evidently the author of this passage has not done.
The German memorandum of the conversation of the 10th
contains only this: "The Ambassador stressed then,
in addition, that the Japanese are taking the greatest
interest in working hand in hand with the Germans in
China’s economic development. There would be no
exclusion of German trade in China, which was some-

2^7times feared by German merchants."
Is this probative of something important 

to Mr. TOGO’S "position in relation to Japan’s 
aggression towards China"? Was it not Japan’s 
implied obligation under the Nine-Power Treaty 
which Mr. TOGO has testified to having had in mind 
in discussion of these economic questions with the

Q
German officials, to work "hand in hand" with other 
countries in China’s economic development, and to be 
party to exclusion of the trade of no country?
Germany, of course, was not a signatory of the Nine- 
Power Treaty; not being a party, and thus not entitled 
even to most-favored-nation treatment, she had fears
237. Ex. 486-D, Tr. 5992.
238. Tr. 35656.

Ü Ï Wi:
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of total exclusion from the trade of China. The 
most that Mr. TOGO can be said to have offered here 
was that Japan, for her part,would in compliance 
with the spirit of the treaty not deny Germany 
access to that market. It is submitted that, as the 
evidence yet to be analyzed will disclose, his position 
was an eminently fair and proper one. He was unwilling 
to see even Germany excluded from the benefits of 
tra<?e in China which it was the intention of the 
Nine-Power Treaty so far as possible to make avail
able to all nations on terms of equality; but at the 
same time was adamant against permitting to her 
anything more than at best most-favored-nation terms, 
which would have given her preference over other 
nations.

Then, from the memorandum of the conversation 
of 28 January: "In the further course of the conver
sation which dealt no longer with the supposedly 
impending British feeler, Mr. TOGO mentioned that 
the moment would soon come when we would have to
start talking about German cooperation with Japan

239in the New China which is to be constructed.
Is "cooperation in China'.' synonymous with 

"exploitation of China"? Does anything appear here to 
239. Ex. 486-1, Tr. 6019.____________________



indicate either that Mr. TOGO v/as keen on the subject 
of this cooperation or that he v/as not? The whole 
thing is perfectly neutral, giving no support to an 
argument either way concerning the speaker's inten
tions (it must be borne in mind that the conversation 
was recorded, not by Mr. TOGO, but by the Germans, 
hence represents their view of the matter of the 
conversation which v/as of interest).

This document also serves the prosecution 

as proof of Mr. TOGO'S having taken an eager initiative 

in the economic discussions. It will not have been
I

forgot that, as the mémorandum shows, the general 
question of China affairs had been brought up by the 
Foreign Minister, not the Ambassador, when the latter 
called on 10 January to express thanks for German 
mediation. Evidently on the 28th likewise— Ambassador 
TOGO having called on other business, again relating 
to mediation— it was the German representative, 
Weizsàcker, who changed the subject to that of 
economic cooperation in China, as his own memorandum 
intimates.

47. We need not attempt further to inter
pret these remarks, which after all might mean much 
or nothing, for the subsequent events interpret them 
for us; but before coming to these, one or two________
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comments hero. Those remarks of Mr. TOGO'S are said 

by the prosecution to have been made in the absence 

of "any evidence to show that he had had any instruc

tions from the Japanese Government." Let us give the 

prosecution a little instruction in the principles of 

judicial proof, as they relate to this obsession of 

theirs with the idea that ambassadors, bureau 

directors— public servants in general— may be presumed 

until the contrary be shown, on any given occasion to 

utter in their public capacities their private 

thoughts. It is a familiar principle in American 

law, one doubtless known in other jurisdictions, 

that public acts of a public official are presumed, 

until the contrary be shown, to have been regular and 

in accordance with the law and with usual practice.

A contrary presumption would intolerably impede the 

processes of government, by requiring proof of the 

regularity of every act of an official before action 

could safely be taken in reliance upon it. The pre- 

siL ̂ tion must be indulged that ah ambassadorfs state

ments are made under instruction; or is the Government 

to which he is accredited to inquire each time of his 

own Government? The presumption is, naturally, 

rebuttable; and we may even concede for purposes of 

argument that had the prosecution proved that it was

I
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the habit and custom of the defendant to perform, as 

official, unauthorized acts, it might disappear 

altogether. But the prosecution cannot, simply be 

cause they choose to state it, create any such doubt 

in ‘the absence of evidence produced by them to sustain 

their burden of proof— cannot shift to the defendant 

the burden of proving that every act of his career 

was performed in faithful conformity to his authority 

and orders. (A glance at von Neurath*s memorandum of 

a conversation with Ambassador TOGO on 22 January, 

contained in the same document as that of the 2 8th 

quoted by the prosecution, will give strong confirma

tion of the presumption that the Ambassador had 

instructions to make these vague remarks to the 

German side about cooperation in China, and w h y —  

because of the importance to Japan of inducing

German extension of credit and expansion of the
240

volume of her trade with Japan.)

48. What is clear is that in May 1938 the

German approach was made with a view to securing

Japanese agreement to special treatment for German

trade in North China. The prosecution's reference

to the "approach from the German side, which, if it
241

came at all, was * * *" is. a reminder of their 

240'. Ibid.
241.— Summation, W -7 (Tr. 41882),--------------------- ----
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position that the testimony of witnesses who were

not cross-examined or refuted by the production of

rebuttal evidence can be expunged from the record by

the pretense that it does not exist. The witnesses,

this time, are Mr. TOGO himself and the Commercial

Attache of his Embassy in Berlin, both of whom

testified unequivocally and in detail to the German

approach. Mr. TOGO said:

"Then in May 1938 Foreign Minister

Ribbentrop communicated to me his desire to make an

agreement to the effect that Germans.engaged in trade

in North China should be given substantially equal

treatment in conditions of trade with Japanese

traders. On receipt of this proposal I flatly

declined to enter into any negotiations for the
242

reason that I was not authorized to do so.

Commercial Attache SHUDO supplied full 
243details. Notwithstanding this rejection of his 

advances, Ribbentrop drew up and presented to Ambas

sador TOGO another proposal, this time for "preferen

tial treatment" for German trade. The Ambassador 

could only forward this, a second proposal, to his 

Government— and he did not fail to send with it his
k •

242. Tr. 35655.
243. Tr. 35438-50.
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opinion that any such agreement would in practice
bo impossible to carry out without violation of the
Nine-Power and other treaties, and that he therefore

opposed the granting to Germany of anything more than
244most-favored-nation treatment.

49. In response to this statement of his 
views Ambassador TOGO received from Tokyo instruc
tions to proceed with negotiations on Ribbentrop's 
proposal, and specifically to offer to Germany Mthe 
best possible preference," to undertake "not to put 
Germany in a position inferior to that of other 
countries," and even to promise that, "in setting 
up any import and export system, hereafter as far 
as Germany's economic activities in North China are 
concerned, Germany's interests will be fully respected 
and will be given preference over any third country." 
At the same time— perhaps as a result of Mr. TOGO'S 
warning concerning violation of the Nine-Power Treaty—  
it was to be understood that Germany could not be 
allowed a position "equal to us or even inferior, if 
it gives them a preference which would threaten to cut
off entirely the economic, participation of England and

245America in the future." On the basis of these
244. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35656) and SHUDO 

(Tr. 3 5 4 4 4 ).
245*— ESu- 2220-A^-Trv -I5986 ; 15984._______ __ __________

*
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instructions Mr* TOGO prepared and presented to the
Germans a "Pro Memoria" embodying a Japanese counter-

2+6proposal» This is the document in speaking of
which Mr. TOGO— as the prosecution have it—-"attempts
to make it appear" that, as he testified, he narrowed

247down the proposals which he was instructed to present.
As commonly proves to be the case with the prosecution'
comments on the significance of documents, a reading
of jhe original is enlightening. When we look at the
Pro Memoria we see that v/hereas the Ambassador had
been instructed to offer Germany "the best possible
preference," he wrote that Japan would "consider
Germany particularly benevolently * * * and will at
least grant to her the most favorable treatment that

248
third powers (excepting Manchukuo) will enjoy."

The difference between the preference which Ribbentrop 
had in mind and this* equivalent to the most-favored- 
nation treatment embodied in countless international 
commercial agreements, as well as the significance of 
the change made by Ambassador TOGO, are self-evident. 
In addition, he replaced the reference to trade—  
"economic activities"— of his instructions with

246. Ex. 591, Tr. 6585.
247. Summation. WW-7, Tr. 41881.
248. Ex. 591, t*. 6588.
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"foreign trade," and amended his instruction,that
he negotiate concerning "North China," to cover
"China." No agreement was ever reached; Rihbentrop

250found these proposals wholly unsatisfactory, and 
Ambassador TOGO, not being convinced of the propriety 
of offering more, was obstinate until his removal 
from the Berlin post.

50. The prosecution insist that Mr. T0G0*s
emendation of the proposal which he was instructed
to make, by alteration of "North China" to "China,"
is evidence of his supporting an aggressive policy

2^1of Japanese domination of all China.y This argument
rests on the wording of the memorandum of Wiehl, the 
German underling who purported to record a conversa
tion with the Ambassador of 6 July, and in effect on 
one word in it; it is an argument which flies in the 
face of the logic of the circumstances and of all that 
we know of Mr. T0G0*s attitutde to the China question 
in general. Wiehl says:

"(1) According to our suggestion the Pro 
Memoria was to refer to 'the areas of China which are 
under Japanese influence,* The Ambassador wishes to
249. On this point, yielding to German insistence, 

he finally amended his proposal to conform to 
the instructions, (Ex. 593» Tr* 6594).

250. Ex. 532, Tr. 6590.
■251«— Summation, WW-7 (Tr« 41883) *---------------------
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"foreign trade," and amended his instruction,that
he negotiate concerning "North China," to cover
"China." No agreement was ever reached; Ribbentrop

2found these proposals wholly unsatisfactory, and 
Ambassador TOGO, not being convinced of the propriety 
of offering more, was obstinate until his removal 
from the Berlin post.

50. The prosecution insist that Mr. TOGO’S
emendation of the proposal which he was instructed
to make, by alteration of "North China" to "China,"

is evidence of his supporting an aggressive policy
251of Japanese domination of all China.' This argument

rests on the wording of the memorandum of Wiehl, the 
German underling who purported to record a conversa
tion with the Ambassador of 6 July, and in effect on 
one word in it; it is an argument which flies in the 
face of the logic of the circumstances and of all that 
we know of Mr. TOGO’S attitutde to the China question 
in general. Wiehl says:

"(1) According to our suggestion the Pro 
Memoria was to refer to ’the areas of China which are 
under Japanese influence.’ The Ambassador wishes to
249. On this point, yielding to German insistence, 

he finally amended his proposal to conform to 
the instructions, (Ex. 593, Tr* 6594).

250. Ex. 532, Tr. 6590.
€51*— Summation, WW-7 (Tr. 41683)-»---------------- -—
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replace these words throughout merely by ’China* and

brought up as a reason that the Japanese Government

hoped to extend its influence over all of China,

therefore it was for general reasons undesirable to

acknowledge in this document the possibility of a

division of China into areas which either were or
252

were not under Japanese influence."

The "therefore" is the dubious point. TOGO 

wished to replace "North China" by "China," giving as 

reason that Japan hoped to extend its influence over 

all China. So much is intelligible enough. There was 

war in China— -which Mr. TOGO had neither been responsi

ble for nor approved— Japan did hope to win it, and 

thus to extend over all of China that influence which 

she had always maintained was natural to her as a 

result of propinquity. At the same time, it was "for 

general reasons"— a separate reason: first the

specific, then the general reason, different matters 

without Wiehl*s "therefore"— it was for general 

reasons undesirable to recognize the possibility of 

a permanent division of China. This is obviously 

what he said, because Ambassador TOGO favored no 

permanent division of China; had opposed at all times 

any such division, but had at all times insisted that

252. Ex.-593, T r . 6593-.---------------------------------------
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"speedy restoration of good will" with China, and
2^4

recognition there of the principle of the Open Door, 

were the prime necessities. This Pro Memoria itself, 

then under discussion— or dissension— between Wiehl 

and Mr. TOGO, most clearly shows Ambassador TOGO'S 

unwillingness to make any agreement with Germany which 

should run counter to the Open Door principle of the 

Nine-Power Treaty:

"a) In future the Japanese Government will 

consider Germany particularly benevolently in her 

economic activities in China and will at least grant 

her the most favorable treatment that third powers 

(excepting Manchukuo) v/ill enjoy. * * * This benevo

lent treatment of Germany, of course, does not 

exclude Japan's economic cooperation with third
2 55powers.

This very memorandum of Wiehl has Mr. TOGO 

saying that "the Japanese Government could not 

promise us a better position than third powers and 

equal treatment with Japan regarding" taxes and the 

l i k e . ^ ^  In the conversation with Ribbentrop when 

the Pro Memoria was presented, and declared unsatis

factory, Ambassador TOGO had said that "the Japanese

253. Ex. 3609-A, p. 25, Tr. 35573.
254. Id., p. 26, Tr. 35483.
-255-.-Ex.-59.~L, T r . 6587.

253~

256. Ex. 593, Tr. 6594.
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Government was not able to assure Germany a better
257position than all other powers in treaty form" —  

and never did give such assurance. Obviously, the 

Ambassador’s Government was of a mind to allow to 

Germany a preference of some nature, but the Ambas

sador was diplomatically recalcitrant— it Just 

couldn’t be made to accord with his convictions.

Yet if there is on the one hand not a trace of evi

dence that Mr. TOGO ever made any offer of a prefer

ential treatment for German interests over those of 

third powers— all this "evidence" being, as the 

President of the Tribunal remarked when it was 

tendered, "the sort of material the defense might

use to show lack of cooperation between Japan and 
2^8

Germany" —  on the other hand there is no evidence,

so far at least as Mr. TOGO is concerned, to support

the prosecution’s assertion that Japan refused "to
allow any nation, even her ally, Germany, to infringe

upon the monopoly" which she was trying to create in 
259

China. And if Mr. TOGO was thus resolute to guard 

a monopoly and to exclude Germany from it, why were 

the prosecution so very intent Just a moment since 

on proving from his words that he eagerly made

257. Ex. 592, Tr. 6?88.
258. Tr. 6621.
259. Summation, WW-7, Tr. 41883.
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exploitation of China0 Which, tell us, do you 

really wish to submit to the Tribunal as your 

belief of the facts which constitute his guilt of 

this capital charge? Did he collaborate with 

Germany for the exploitation of China, or did he 

refuse to consent that even Germany should be given 

illegal preference in China?
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51. Anri if it we re all word for word true,

that Ambassador TOGO said just what the Wiehls, and

Knolls, and the rest, recorded —  what then? How

did the prosecution phrase it? "No diplomat has

been charged in any instance because he carried out
260

the instructions of the Foreign Minister." Where 

is the proof that Ambassador TOGO, v/hen he said these 

things —  or whatever actually he did say —  was not 

carryihg out his instructions?

" . . .  the ordinary character of an ambassa

dor as a conduit transmitting messages and informa

tion between his own nation and the nation to which 

he is accredited has been recognized. . • However, 

where a diplomat undertakes to bring about a change 

in his government's policy in favor of aggression, 

he becomes responsible for the formulation of the

aggressive policy, if adopted, ceases to be a 
261

conduit . . . "

Where is the evidence that Ambassador TOGO under

took to bring about a change in policy except in the 

direction of liberalizing it? There is, of course, 

none; all the evidence points the other v/ay.

260. Summation, SS-4 (Tr. 40,541)
261. Ibid.
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Why do the prosecution clutch at these 

straws, of quibbling interpretations of words, of 

distortions of language, of omissions, to try to 

hang a nan? Why dwell on these trivia but to 

camouflage their failure of proof on the big points, 

on the issues in the case? That they could have no 

belief in these arguments had already become incon

trovertible v/hen the chief prosecutor announced, that 

his abandonment of these charges represented their 

"concept of the guilt of TOGO or the lack of guilt."

52. I have just mentioned that x,r. TOGO had

alv/ays opposed the permanent division of China.

Perhaps this is the opportune place to remind the

Tribunal of his insistence at the beginning of the

China Affair upon a peaceful settlement of it. He

was bureau director at the time; it need hardly be

pointed out that neither the Foreign Ministry nor

the Bureau of European-Asiatic Affairs created the

incident. Indeed, the evidence discloses that

the Foreign Ministry exerted itself to bring about

realization of a policy of non-extension and prompt
262

local settlement of the incident; and Mr. TOGO 

was one of those Foreign ministry officials parti- 

262. Testimony of HORINOUCHI, Kensuice (Tr. 29,684)
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cipating in a conference at which was decided the 
Foreign Liinistry's attitude toward the array's pro
posal of mobilizing troops for reinforcement of
the China forces, which attitude was one of oppo-

263
sit ion to such neasures. iîr. TOGO was neither 

then nor at any other tine directly charged with 

management of China Affairs, which were the business 

of the East Asiatic Bureau, but was concerned be

cause of the interaction of questions of China v/ith
264

those of Japanese relations to Britain and America,

always his chief interests.

53. We have said that the prosecution have

discussed two of the three important questions v/hich

arose during i«r. TOGO'S ambassadorship in Berlin.

The third they mention in this ways

"It is not contended by the prosecution that

this accused took any part in the negotiations which

were carried on during his ambassadorship in Berlin

on the subject of strengthening the Anti-Comintern 
26?

Pact."

Really, this won't doi This disposition 

of the three-power alliance question would be well 

263» Id, (Tr. 2 9 ,6 8 7); testimony of TOGO
, (Tr. 35,750)

264. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,850) and UORISHIwA 
, (Tr. 35,487-8)

265* Summation* SV/W-8 (Tr, 41,884).
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cipating in a conference at which was decided the 
Foreign Uinistry's attitude toward the array's pro
posal of mobilizing troops for reinforcement of
the China forces, which attitude was one of oppo-

263
sition to such measures. i*Ir. TOGO was neither 
then nor at any other time directly charged with 
management of China Affairs, which were the business 
of the East Asiatic Bureau, but was concerned be
cause of the interaction of Questions of China with

264
those of Japanese relations to Britain and America, 
always his chief interests.

53. Yte have said that the prosecution have 
discussed two of the three important questions which 
arose during ur. TOGO'S ambassadorship in Berlin.
The third they mention in this way:

"It is not contended by the prosecution that 
this accused took any part in the negotiations which 
were carried on during his ambassadorship in Berlin 
on the subject of strengthening the Anti-Comintern

265
Pact."

Really, this won't doi This disposition
of the three-power alliacé question would be well
263» Id. (Tr. 29,687): testimony of TOGO 

(Tr. 35,750)
264. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,850) and iJORISHIwA 

(Tr. 35,487-8)
265. Summation* 8VJV/-8 (Tr. 41,884).
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enough had Ur. TOGO at the tine been anbassador in 
Rio or Ankara. Vere his defense simply that he had 
had neither knowledge of nor interest in the negotia
tions for an alliance, this approach night appear to 
be that of a prosecution intent upon fairness to 
the defendant consistent with narrowing the issues 
and eliminating fron the case the irrelevant. But 
when Ur. TOGO was, as the Tribunal well knows hin to 
have been, not Anbassador to Brazil, but Anbassador 
to Germany; when he was stationed in the very thick 
of the fray in Ribbentrop's Berlin where the al
liance was being agitated; when he was no ignorant 
bystander, but one in the nature of things officially 
concerned, and from first to last the vigorous and 
uncompromising enemy of the alliance in such cir
cumstances this approach does not enlighten the 
Tribunal. The prosecution have certainly a reason, 
the best of reasons, given their view of a prosecutor's 
function, s?or ignoring this opposition of his: be
cause it undermines the whole theory of their case 
against the defendant TOGO, Shigenori which they are 
going to present to you a few pages later, in con
nection with his activities in 1941 and the years 
which followed. But they put in issue his aggressive, 
conspiratorial intent, and I have certainly a
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reason —  the best of reasons, given my view of the 
issues of this case —  for destroying this falsehood 
which they would impose upon the Tribunal by suo- 
flressio veris.

54, It has been proved here beyond the 
peradventure of a doubt that of all Japanese in 
public office it was Ambassador TOGO who was the 
one categorical, unswerving in his opposition to 
"strengthening the Anti-Conintern Pact" —  to the 
forming of a German-Italian-Japanese alliance v/hich 
that phrase implied —  to Naziism and all that it 
stood for, to the undertaking of any measures to 
-’eepen the intimacy with Nazi Germany. It has been 
testified to by witness after witness —  by thirteen 
of them at least —  that ur. TOGO spoke against such 
plans officially and privately, in season and out 
that just as he had opposed such a policy in 1933 
and in 1936, he opposed it in 1938, opposed it in 
1939, opposed it in 1940 and 1941. It has been 
proved that he was so dead set against such a 
scheme that the Japanese military officials in his 
embassy in Berlin had to work for it in secrecy 
from him, that so obstinate was his opposition that 
he was in the end dismissed from his post and re
moved to another where he might have been supposed
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reason —  the best of reasons, given my view of the 
issues of this case —  for destroying this falsehood 
which they would inpose upon the Tribunal by s u p- 
Presslo verls.

54* It has been proved here beyond the 
pera^venture of a doubt that of all Japanese in 
public office it was Ambassador TOGO who was the 
one categorical, unswerving in bis opposition to 
"strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact" —  to the 
forming of a Gorman-Italian-Japanese alliance which 
that phrase implied —  to Naziism and all that it 
stood for, to the undertaking of any measures to 
-’eepen the intimacy with Nazi Germany. It has been 
testified to by witness after witness —  by thirteen 
of them at least -- that tir. TOGO spoke against such 
plans officially and privately, in season and out 
that just as he had opposed such a policy in 1933 
and in 1936, he opposed it in 1938, opposed it in 
1939, opposed it in 1940 and 1941, It has been 
proved that he was so dead set against such a 
scheme that the Japanese military officials in his 
embassy in Berlin had to work for it in secrecy 
fron hin, that so obstinate was his opposition that 
he was in the end dismissed from his post and re
moved to another where he night have been supposed
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powerless to interfere. These facts have been testi-
266

fied to by the defendant TOGO himself, at length;

by the defendant KIDO (for even in Japan it cane

to be known that the Ambassador had to be circun-
267

vented); and by the defendant OSHI^A, then military

attache to the Embassy in Berlin, the man who best

knew whether and why the Ambassador was circumvented,
268

because he circumvented him. The facts have been

testified to by Heinrich Stahner, liaison official 

of the German Fore 

Embassy in Berlin,

of the German Foreign ministry with the Japanese
269

and by Kurt aeissner, long-
270

time non-official German resident in Tokyo. They

have been testified to by SAKAÏE, Tadashi, First
271

Secretary to the Embassy under Ambassador TOGO; 

by SHUDO, Yasuto, Commercial Attache in the En-
27^ 273

bassy; by NARITA, Katsushiro, Third Secretary; 

by Lieutenant-General KnSAHARA, Yukio, General Staff 

representative in Berlin who secretly brought to 

Tokyo the proposals for tripartite alliance —  

secretly, because Ribbentrop knew that Ambassador
274

TOGO would oppose it if he knew of then. They

268. Exhibits 478 (Tr. 5917) and 497 (Tr. 6050)
269. Tr. 24,468-74
270. Tr. 35,460-3 266. Tr. 35,657-60
271. Tr. 35,453-55 267. Ex. 2262 (Tr. 16,22?)
272. Tr. 35,439-42
273. Tr. 35,391-95
274. Tr. 35,429-31________________________________

25
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v/ere testified to by Minister ITO, Nobufuni, sent

specially to Europe in 1939 to work on the tripar-
275

tite alliance problen, and by TOMIYOSHI, Eiji, 

Member of the House of Representatives to whom in
276

1940 Mr. TOGO spoke as fellow-countrynan and friend.

These things were testified to by General UGAKI,

Kazushige, prosecution witness and honest nan, the

then Foreign minister of Japan to whom Ambassador

TOGO'S opposition —  opposition to such an alliance

directed against any countries whatsoever —  was
2 77

officially expressed by Admiral OiiADA, much- 

trusted prosecution witness, former Premier of Japan 

who as Elder Statesman recommended ur. TOGO'S ap-
278

pointnent as Foreign Minister in later years.

There cannot be- the slightest, faintest suspicion of 

a lingering doubt whether Mr. TOGO was, is and al

ways had been opposed to a political orientation of 

Japan toward Nazi Germany, And how curious, for the 

ardent advocate of the Anti-Comintern Pact —  signifl

cant as that first step, of a few short years before,
279

toward alliance with Nazi Germany —  whom the 

prosecution have depicted for the Tribunal's edifica

tion.

275. Tr. 35,458-9
2 7 6 . Tr. 35,522-3
277. Tr. 34,912-3

278. Tr. 37,166-7
279. Summation, §F-109 / 

(Tr. 39,456)
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55« Opposition to the alliance with his 
Nazi hosts brought Lïr. ?0G0's career in Berlin to an 
inglorious end\. He has testifier! to the facts show
ing that his stubbornness in this natter was the 
cause of his transfer to Moscow * n October 193^ —  
a transfer which, long though the noscow post had 
been his goal, he declined, hoping to remain in 
Berlin to sabotage further efforts for rapprochement
with Germany, until he was peremptorily "requested"

280
to accept appointment to the new post.

His translation to Moscow did not put an
end to the fight; so far as opportunities could be
found or male, he continued interfering to express
his opposition to what, it had by that time cone
to be clear, was to be a tripartite military al- 

281
liance. -He charged diplomats returning to Japan

282
to make his opinion known in influential quarters.
So keen v/as he to object on every possible occasion 
that when, in February 1939, Ambassador OSHInA in
vited to a conference in Berlin, to discuss tripar
tite alliance, Japanese ambassadors and ministers in 
Europe, Lir. TOGO did not even wait for authorization
280. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,660). "TOGO allegedly 
advised Foreign Office of his objections to Tripartite 
Pact" (Pros. Sum §QQ-26 (Tr. 41,492). "Alleged" by the 
adviser an:1 the advised (testimony of UGaXI Tr. 34,912), 
neither of them cross-examined nor contradicted.
281. Test, of SHPDO (Tr. 35,441) and 1TÜ (Tr. 35,459)
282. Testimony of SHUDO (Tr. 35,441-2)
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47,700

fron'the Foreign ministry to attend, but departed
283

precipitately for Berlin to register his opposition* 

Arriving there, he found that the Foreign kinistry 

had disapproved of General 0SHI.-A's little conver

sazione, but he availed himself of the opportunity 

thus afforded to express his views once again to 

Ambassadors OSHImA and SHIRATORI, as well as to 

minister ITO who at the tine was in Berlin on his

mission fron Tokyo to convey the Japanese Government1s
284

views of the alliance question. In connection with 

this meeting General OSHLui preferred to testify un

der cross-examination that iir. TOGO went fron Mos

cow to Berlin "at his own initiative," rather than
285

at the General's suggestion. While if true it 

would only be to **r. TOGO'S credit that of his own 

initiative he nade the trip to oppose alliance v/ith 

the Nazis, General OSIL-A's testimony on this point 

cannot be taken seriously. The truth of his state

ment can be tested by his further testimony that i~r.

TOGO'S arrival was aft~r the visit of the ITO '-■om-
286

mission, testimony which is in direct contradiction 

to that of Messrs. TOGO and ITO that they talked to

gether in Berlin at that time, which would scarcely

283. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,660-1)
284. Ibid.
285. Tr. 37,124____________286. Tr. 37,122-3
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hav e -been possible If ^r. TOGO had arriva! H r B ur-~

lin only after the visit of the ITO Commission,

This little inaccuracy Is mentioned for its bearing

on the probabilities as between mr. T O G O 1 s testimony

and that of General OSHIkA and his witnesses when
286a

they differed on other points.

56. Whether this voice of Cassandra which

sounded so often its rude and ominous note, forcing

itself on the notice of higher circles, was a cause

of the break-down in 1939 of negotiations for the

military alliance, we cannot know. As for 1940, and

the conclusion of the Tripartite Pact of that year,
287

that deed was (as the Tribunal knows ) performed

in an atmosphere of such deep secrecy and mystery

that there was no opportunity for objection or

warning. It is nonsense for the prosecution, in

suggesting that no defendant in September 1940 dis-
288

sented in principle from the conclusion of the pact, 

to imply that Ambassador TOGO in moscow had knowledge 

that it was beinsg concluded, approved its conclusion 

or had abated jot or tittle of his long-standing 

antagonism to it,

V'e shall return to the subject of the

287. Tr. 24,404
288. Summation, §§F-123, P-143 (39,472-3, 39,499-500) 
286a. CF. OSHIluA Summation, §17-28 CTr, 46,808-27)
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Tripartite Pact arçd Anbassartor TOGO.
57« Finally, when ^r. TOGO became Foreign

Minister in 1941 he again had connection with the
Anti-Conintern and Tripartite Pacts, in two ways.

289
First, he became ex-officio a member of the general
commission which the Tripartite Pact provided should
in each of the capitals be constituted of the local
Foreign minister and the ambassadors of the other.

290
signatories. It is too obvious to need mention
that the Foreign minister's views or ideology did
not enter into his designation to this commission;
it is undisputed that the commission in Tokyo

291
never met v/hile i!r. TOGO was in office. The prose
cution, indeed, concede that these general counis-

292
sions did not function; whether their explanation 
for the failure is the correct one we are not con
cerned to investigate (in fact, the general German- 
Jappnese non-cooperation shown by all the evidence 
will suffice as commentary on this point).

5 8. S e c o n d l y ,  t h e  A n t i - C o m i n t e r n  P a c t  w a s

also renewed and extended for a further tern of five
29}

years during mr. TOGO'S foreign ministership. This
289. Exhibit 128 (Tr. 791)
290. Exhibits 43 (Tr. 513) and 559 (Tr. 6418)
291. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,665)
292. Summation, §F-152 (Tr. 39,511)
293. Exhibit 495 (Tr. 6,046)

L J
L
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representing, with the exception of one point, no 

new policy, but the continuation of the policy in 

effect since 1936, Air. TOGO'S connection with it 

evidently is that described by the prosecution when 

they say that "no man has been charged in this pro

ceeding because of any act committed or statement

made by hin in the course of his official duties pur-
294

suant to an alre'>dy established policy." Incident

ally, even the extension of the Pact was at the tine 

of i..r. TOGO'S taking office already decided policy; 

foreign Minister mATSUOKA had in the spring of 1941, 

during his visit-to Berlin, committed Japan to the
295

renewal. A few additional nations adhered to the 

Pact at the time of its renewal; but, as the prose

cution point out, new adhérences were of less im

portance than "the strengthening of the substance of 
296

the Pact." We have just seen what support nr,

TOGO had given to the "strengthening" of the Anti- 

Comintern Pact in the years 1938-1941.

The point, mentioned above, in which the 

extension of 25 November 1941 was not a continuation 

of policy already in effect was that when it was ex-

294. £ur.u ation, §S-3 CTr. 40,539)
295. Exhibit 2,694 (Tr. 23,562-4)
296. Summation, §F-117 (Tr. 39,465)
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tended the secret protocol was abrogated» This 

abrogation iir. TOGO achieved through his efforts.

The significance of Foreign minister TOGO'S thus 

talcing the only measure open to him to weaken the 

ties with Germany will not have escaped the Tri

bunal’s attention. For the evidence is clear that

it was entirely as the result of his insistence that
297

the secret agreement was abrogated; this is true 

despite a contrary assertion in summation which is 

one of the most extraordinary examples of this 

prosecution's irresponsibility. They have this to 

says

"The defense evidence, through witnesses, 

that it was only through the personal efforts and 

initiative of the accused that the Secret Protocol 

v/as abrogated is clearly contradicted by his own
298

statements to the German Ambassador at the tine."

Where is the evidence? The citation given is to 

exhibit 3035» That exhibit as tendered contained 

the languages " A n %  as to the abolition of the sec

ret agreement, I fall in with your view," which would 

perhaps 1? *ve given some sli ht support to the as

sertion that ambassador Ott had raised the point —

297. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,663), NISHLJURA, Kunao 
(Tr. 2 3 ,5 6 3) and iiATSULOTO (Tr. 35,466).

298. Summation, §WW-27 (Tr. 41,914)
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enough to make it arguable, if not "clear." But 

the translation was nuestioned; the Tribunal's 

language arbitration board made the correction, be

fore the document was admitted into evidence and in 

the hearing of the prosecution who of fere '1 it and 

who now writes this summation: "And, as to the
299

abolition of the secret agreement, I favor it."

The defendant TOGO is on trial for his life.

V/e need not discuss iir. TOGO'S reasons for 

desiring abrogation of the secret agreement. The 

"changes in circumstances" rendering it unnecessary 

as he stated, then, without elaboration, to the Com

mittee of the Privy Council, were three: That

Germany was at war with the USSR, which was a fact; 

the existence of the Japanese-Soviet Neutrality Pact,

which was a fact (though the prosecution omits men-
3 0 0

tion of this reason in stating the evidence),
3 0 1

"formation of alliance between Japan and Germany."

If this last refers to the Tripartite Pact (the 

prosecution distort this third reason into the Tri

partite Pact had superseded this one"), its existence 

too was a fact, one concerning i~r. TOGO'S feeling 

toward which there can be no question. It cannot 

be contended that he favored it. There can be no

299. Tr. 3 8 ,0 6 6 CF. the*testimony df Hogen $Tr,’'
------------- 28,8372 fcftd Ex* 3 9 0 2 -A  (T r .  3 8 , 8 4 6 ) . ------------------------ -
300. Summ. iV.W- 2 7  (Tr. 41,914)
301. Ex. 1182 (Tr. 10,396)
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suggestion that he could abrogate it. There can be 

no contention that he could déclin at his caprice 

to carry out the renewal of the Anti-Comintern Pact 

to which his Government was already committed. He 

could secure abrogation of the secret agreement, and 

he did. The Tribunal is in a position in view of his 

past attitude to the German alliance in its every 

part, to judge correctly of his motives. It re

mains to be added that when he could find grounds 

for urging abrogation of the Anti-Comintern Pact 

itself, he did urge it, a».d successfully, in iday
302

1945.
We  submit that there is not a scintilla of 

evidence in the case to justify the incessant harp

ing on the theme of the defendant TOGO'S friendliness 

to German-Japanese collaboration, but that on the con

trary the Tribunal must adjudge him to have been the 

most untiring, energetic, and effective opponent of 

that popular policy throughout its entire history of 

the 1930's and 1940's.

47,706

3

302. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35»6 6 3)
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4-7,707

THE "COKSPIhACY"

59. We have now reached the period of Mr.
TOGO'S first terra of service as Foreign Minister. It

being the prosecution's announced belief that he should

have been charged only for his actions from the time

of his entry into the TOJO Cabinet, from which time
303

they contend him to have entered into their "conspiracy", 

this appears to be in their eyes the only sustainable 

part of their case against him. The prosecution seem 

to propose also, hov/ever— although it is not possible 

to comprehend exactly what their position is— the im

position upon him of some guilt, legal or moral, for

all acts performed by his "fellow conspirators" from
304

1 January 1928 to 2 September 1945. I say that this
is impossible to comprehend because, while once saying

that for those acts "we do not claim a conviction,"

they continue that "from the'conspiracy point of view
305

he must be held to have adopted" them; and "in our

submission a man who joins the conspiracy late may

adopt the fruits of the conspiracy as he finds them

end thereby approve after the event(a) policy which he
306

did not support at the time."

I have no intention of repeating here what has

303. T. 35,347.
304. T. 35,352. b
305. Summation, SC-20 (T. 39*053).
3 0 & 1— I d 8 C - 1 6  (T. 39,049).--------------------------
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---------------------------------------------------------
been said elsewhere concerning the non-existence of

conspiracy as an offense known to international law, 

the impropriety (if this new branch of the law of na

tions is to be created) of adopting with the crime 

from the Anglo-American law all of those accompanying 

paraphernalia and ramifications which have rendered it 

as a doctrine so abhorrent to jurists of every school, 

net excluding those of America and England* The facts 

of this case, as disclosed by our consideration of the 

record up to this point, constitute a for more elo

quent argument against that course than anything which 

I might says how a more shocking proposal could be 

devised than that of imposing responsibility of any 

nature for the Tripartite Pact, to mention one example, 

upon the most aggressive opponent anywhere o.f that Pact 

and the policy represented by it, it is impossible to 

conceive.

I do v/ish, however, to discuss briefly the 

charge of conspiracy, and the proof which is alleged 

to sustain it, as against this defendant.

60. The prosecution's position concerning

this defendant’s connection with their "conspiracy” is

potently not only untenable and shocking, but even

ridiculous. We have only to read the words of the

307. Summation for the defense, Section ”D " ,
------- MC onspiraoy" (T, 42,353-4014-»-------------------- :—
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î
chief prosecutor in expounding it to discover its self
contradictory characters

". . .the prosecution desires to state at 
this stage that, subject to the following reser
vation, it seeks conviction of the accused TOGO 
for his actions beginning with his assumption of 
duties in the TOJO Cabinet.

"This is not in any manner an abandon
ment cf any charges of his joining at such date
in any conspiracy described in the Indictment,

308
commencing at a previous date."

"THE PRESIDENTS Well, do we understand it 
is the contention of the prosecution, or the ad
mission of the prosecution, that he did not join 
in any conspiracy before he joined the TOJO Cab
inet?

"Mh. KEENANs It is precisely that, Mr. Presi
dent, . . . with the further observation that, 
as a matter of law, it is cur contention that he 
is guilty if he joined the conspiracy during 
October of 1941. And we believe that it is our 
duty to so state to the Tribunal that that is our 
belief and that is our concept of the guilt of

308. T. 35,347.
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1
309

TOGO or lock of guilt . .

"• • • tho prosecution will not press

charges other than those which will be clearly

set forth, I think, and I believe amply in the

record, as it will appear in these proceedings 
310

when transcribed."

If the prosecution's "concept of the lack of guilt" of 

Mr. TOGO finds its expression in these words, that he 

"joined the conspiracy" only in October 1941, on what 

rational basis can the prosecution reserve a right to 

contend that "as a matter of law ho is guilty," that 

"from the conspiracy point of view he must be held 

to have adopted" criminal acts performed theretofore?

If their "ct lCwapt" is that he is not guilty, they do not 

believe him to have "adopted" those acts; if they b e 

lieve him to have "adopted" those acts in such a way 

that he should be liable for them, they are confessing 

to dereliction of their duty if they do not "press the 

charges", do net "seek his conviction." Assertion cf 

a liability oven from the dote cf entry tc that of d e 

parture from the circle cf "conspirators" would be com

prehensible; this position is not. If the prosecution's 

"concept of the guilt of TOGO" is that no guilt existed

309. T. 35,392.________________________________________________
310. T. 35,358.
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î
prior to his joining the “conspiracy," by what logic—  

leaving morality out of question— can they contend 

for imposing upon him a vicarious liability for the 

thirteen years preceding that date? What justification 

can law, logic, morality or common decency give for the 

offer to hold a man responsible for the acts of others, 

acts with which he was not connected, acts which he 

fought with every weapon available to him? There is, 

and can be, none.

61. Let us examine the prosecution's method 

of proving the "conspiracy" against Mr. TOGO. As we 

have already hoard, the prosecution are to contend that 

he is liable for the conspiracy's results "if he joined 

the conspiracy during October of 1941." Here, then, 

we have a good, solid question of fact: did he "join

the conspiracy" during October 1941? Here we have a 

fit subject for evidence, or reasonable deductions from 

evidence. What ie discoverable in the summations— and 

the Tribunal is assured that I have searched them— is 

the constant smug assumption, of which I have mentioned 

too many examples before new, which begs the question 

at issue. The circuity of reasoning by which this 

"conspiracy" would be established is apparent on every 

page of those summations. It goes like this: "Mr. TOGO,

WQ admit, committed no crime and participated in no
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1
conspiracy prier te October 1941. Entering the con

spiracy in that month, he adopted the prior criminal 

acts of his co-conspirators; having adopted then, he 

became liable for their total effect, which is a con-* 

spiracy. He must therefore be adjudged guilty of all 

such criminal acts, because of having entered the con

spiracy the object of which was to commit them." Which 

is where we entered the circle. Entrance into the con

spiracy imposes guilt for the acts; the guiltiness of 

the acts establishes participation in the conspiracy.

The prosecution have stated, in a general sum-
311

notion on the subject of liability, principles with 

many of which it is impossible to differ— though the 

proposed applications of these principles are much dis

torted in a transparent effort to insure snaring all 

these defendants without regard to the actualities of 

their responsibilities. Still and all, the document 

is patently written by a lawyer, and if even the prin

ciples there stated in a somewhat Olympian tone had 

been followed in preparation of the individual summa

tions v/e should net now be confronted with much of the 

preposterous sort of thing in question. But they were 

not. V/e can reduce to interrogatory form the prose

c u t i o n ^  position in this matter as it can actually be

311. Summation, Section "K", "The Liability of the 
------- (T. 40,538-66)-;-----------------------------------------
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1
found in the summations— as, indeed, it permeates the 

summations :

Q Was "X" a conspirator?

A Yes»

Q The proof?

A He conspired with the others.

Q How?

A By doing the things we've proved,

Q The proof of their criminality?

A That they were done by the conspirator, "X".

That is, of course, fantastic; but lest I be suspected 

of facetiousness, look at a concrete example. The 

prosecution are speaking, discussing the evidence put 

in by the defendant TOGO concerning his activities prior 

to "his assumption of duties in the TOJO Cabinet." "All 

it establishes— if that," they say,

"would be that the accused did not at all times 

actively participate in furthering the conspir

acy either because his official position, or lack 

of position, did not enable him to do so or be 

cause he temporarily disagreed with certain ac-
312

tions taken by the other conspirators,"

ThJs gibberish can be explained on no other hypothesis 

than that mentioned above— that the status of conspirator 

312, Summation §WW-2 (T. 41,869-70).
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î
is assumed ab initio. The prosecution here diacusâ 
evidence of the absolutely guiltless and actively hon
orable character of this defendant during the entire 
period in question--evidence negativing any idea of 
his being a conspirator. They have offered no simula
crum of evidence either to refute this or to prove 
commission by him of other, and criminal, acts during 
the sane period. Proof that he was "unable'1 to par
ticipate in a conspiracy, proof tb ,t he "temporarily 
disagreed" with its progress, there is none, nor the 
breath of a suggestion to such effect. But to this 
prosecution, to those latter-day Daniels, all this is 
nothing: if every act of his life was against evil,
until for one day he held public office, he was but 
"temporarily in disagreement" with the forces of evil, 
but biding his time— waiting to become a conspirator 
when ohis prosecution should see fit to charge him as 
such- No need to prove it; state it often and audac
iously enough and it will come to be accepted as axio- 
matic~"T0G0 is a conspirator, TOGO is a conspirator, 
TOGO is a conspiratorÎ All his evidence proves is that 
he is trying to hoodwink the Tribunal by concealing his 
guilt." How childish it is, when a prosecution should 
be analyzing the evidence to ascertain whether their 
charges, hastily made ££ Parte, can be sustained, that
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instead they assume the question at issue, pretend not 
to have heard the evidence which destroys their theory, 
and blandly attempt to justify even those charges which 
they had already once abandoned} What a laughing-stock 
they invite the Tribunal to make of itself by acceptance 
of such puerilities}

The basic premise once assumed, a plethora of 
further assumptions is spewed forth without let or hin
drance,

", . • it is significant to note that ' 
at no time during the entire course of the con
spiracy did any of the accused differ with the 
others on the fundamental object of the conspir
acy itself. All of the conflicts which the evi
dence has shown were based solely on a difference 
among the accused as to whether certain action
being contemplated at a particular moment was 

313
properly timed#"

One would expect columns of citations to the evidence 
to support such an important and sweeping statement 
as this; need the Tribunal be told that there is no 
citation? Or need the calculated falsity of the state
ment be even pointed out,’in view of the evidence which 

we have been discussing?

313« Summation, §30 (?» 33,973)»_____________________

V
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Once a "conspirator" had "joined the conspir

acy"— by nomination of the prosecution— he will have 
to make a career of divesting himself of his membership 
and his responsibility for others’ acts:

"A man who has once joined the conspiracy 
cannot therefore absolve himself from respon
sibility for the subsequent actions of his co- 
consnirators merely by showing that he was not 
personally in favor of a particular action which 
they took especially if his opposition was based 
on mere prudential grounds, provided that action 
was within the scope of the original conspiracy,
and he did not definitely disassociate himself 

314 
from it.

"If ho was out of office at the time and 
made clear his objection tc the particular war 
to the extent of disassociating himself from 
the conspiracy although it was within the scope 
of the original agreement, we would concede that

315he should not be convicted . . . "
How is it performed, this disassociating oneself by 
disassociating oneself? Not by voicing firm and reas
oned objection— that is but to be in "temporary dis
agreement with certain actions," to believe the action
314, Summation lc-17 (T, 39,050).
315. — summation iC - 2 4  (T. 39,05&);------------------ —
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"not properly timed." Perhaps by notice in the press? 

"Having as from today disassociated himself 

from the Greater East Asia Conspiracy, the under

signed will no longer be responsible for its 

acts."

62. Of course, the explanation of all this 

devious maneuvering is that the prosecution’s "conspir

acy" is wholly a creature of their imagination. The 

Tribunal has not sat here for twenty-three months with

out discovering that the attempt to prove in Japan the 

existence of a conspiracy, just because there did exist 

the Nazi conspiracy in Germany, was one ill-conceived 

in theory, a dismal failure in practice. The prosecu

tion's summations constitute the c( nfession that it did

15 not exist. Their "conspiracy" started out promisingly
16
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enough; it was not to be a constructive thing, not the

product of assumption, but was to be shown by proof

of "a really carefully planned conspiracy or common

plan for commission of the crimes set forth in the In-
316

iictment." The pointing out of the plan has, however, 

somehow been overlooked even in summation, where the 

srosecution can scarce be said to shrink from supplying 

the wont of evidence by bold assumption. True, the 

arosecution continue from the premise quoted to refer 

}16. Summation, §30 (T. 38,972).

%
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with casual familiarity to "the basic plan", 
original agreement." True, various events of seventeen 
years are, when the prosecution find them objection
able, readily discovered to have happened "according 
to plan"; but this is only thinly-disguised induction. 
Where is the plan? Where is that agreement, or any 
evidence of it? The whole proof of "plan" and "agree
ment" consists of nothing more than the showing of the 
course of events of 1928-4!?! the "conspiracy" has 
appeared long since to be wholly constructive, the lia
bility purely vicarious.

The much-vaunted "conspiracy", v/hen divested 
of all the pseudo-legal jargon in which it has been so 
tenderly wrapped, amounts to this, as is perspicuously 
apparent from the prosecution's summations and cannot be 
dissent-„edi that the holding of public office of the 
Japanese m  ion, performance of any function of that 
office, constitutes a man a conspirator if the prose
cution choose so to anathematize him. The hastiest 
glance at the summations makes clear that the prosecu
tion have confessed it at last: they would indict the
Jap-nese people. What Japanese was not a "conspirator?"
Here is a pretty accumulation of them: all members of

317
the TOJO Cabinet, but also of the KONOYE Cabinet, its 

317. Summation, §G-115 (T. 39,654).
25
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-31S- 3 T T
jredccessor—  and e sp e cia lly  Prince KONOYE him self, h is

320 321 
^creign M inister TOYODA and Navy M inister OIKaWa ; the 

322 323
‘r iv y  C o u n cillo rs and the Elder Statesmen, of course

Including the one v/itness th e ir "great confidence and

•espect in " whom the prosecution have p u b lic ly  announced.

[n short, a l l  Japanese premiers and th e ir cabinets,

md in e v ita b ly , the Genro Prince SaIONJI who selected
324

she c o n sp ira to ria l prem iers--but why extend the l is t ?  

Jsually  i t  i s  "the co n sp irato rs", tout court, in  con

texts leaving the meaning all-em bracing and u n iv e rsa lly  

raguo, designating everyone and no one. The p la in  de

monstration that fo r the prosecution the test of enter

ing the "conspiracy" is  the taking of o ff ic e  nay be 

seen from the circumstances of th e ir lim ita tio n  of the 

aase against Mr. TOGO: the charges against him were

to have been pressed only from the time he become For- 

sign M in iste r. Not from the time of commission of any 

act by him v is  a -v is  another country; not of h is  expres

sion c f  any opinion or statement of p o licy ; not, by a l l  

neans, of h is  being shown to hove agreed to anything

?§G-51— G-112 passim (T. 39,579-652). 
JÖG-81, G-115 (T. 39,618, 39,654). 
JG-115 (T. 39,654).

318. Id.,
319. Id., :
320. M . ,  '
321. Ibid.
322. Id., |f -147 (T. 39,505).
323. Id., Sg-131 (T. 39,679).'
324. Compare Summation, BBI-3--1-5 (T. 39,977-83) with 

§18 (T. 38,962).
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with anyone: ju st sta rk ly , nakedly, when he became

Foreign M in ister,

63» The c h ie f prosecutor stated once to the 

Tribunal that

"the accused who are in  the dock are the

people we believe are r e a lly  responsible for

th is  war. I f  there had been anyone else, they
32?

would have been in  the dock, too."

They wouldn't, of course; tî-ese summations name many 

others whom the prosecution now profess to believe  

g u ilt y — many liv in g  and a va ila b le , some a ctu a lly  u t i l 

ized as prosecution's witnesses, others held fo r r is in g  

three years in  Sugamo Prison, and no charges f i le d  

against them— n'me of them charged in  any proceedings.

The "conspirators" are in  fa c t those "d ivers other 
*

persons unknown" of the old formal language— but in  

th is  case forever to remain unknown, fo r they do not 

and never did e x ist. The g igan tic Japanese conspiracy  

was a phantasmagoria conceived in  the mind of the prose

cution, and never had su b stan tial existence outside it«  

THE PliESIDENT: W ell, you come into an e n tire ly

new section. We w il l  adjourn u n t il  h a lf past nine to

morrow morning. ’

(Whereupon, at 1600, an adjournment 

was taken u n t il Wednesday, 14 A p ril 194-8, at 

0930.)
325. T. 29,305

»îîfrt0-- •
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Wednesday, 14 April 1948

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 
FOR THE FAR EAST 

Court House of the Tribunal 
,,rar rtnistry Building 

Tokyo, Japan

The Tribunal ret, pursuant to adjournment,

at 0930*

Appearances:
For the Tribunal, all Members sitting, '.vith 

the exception of: HONORABJE JUSTICE LORD PATRICK,
Member from the United Kingdom of Great Britain, not 

sitting from O93O to l600; HONORABIE JUSTICE JU-A© MEI, 

Member from the Republic of China, not sitting from 

1500 to 1600.
For the Prosecution Section, same as before. 
For the Defense Section, same as before.

(English to Japanese and Japanese 
to English interpretation '.vas made by the 
Language Section, IMTFE.)
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idUtSHAL OF THE COURTi The International 

Military Tribunal for the Fnr Erst is now in session.

THE PRESIDENT: All the accused are present

except SHIRATORI and UMEZU who are represented by- 

counsel. The Sugamo prison surgeon certifies that 

they are ill ^nd unable to attend the trial today. The 

certificates will be recorded and filed.

Major Blakeney.

MR. ELAKENEY: Page 118:

THE PACIFIC VAR
64. It is when we come to consider Mr.

TOGO’s service in the TOJO Cabimt, during the days 

which saw the inexorable approach of the Pacific war, 

that the true significance of the matters which we 

have considered up to now will become apparent to 

the Tribunal. It is perhaps a safe assumption that 

an impartial Tribunal will have been no more impressed 

by the evidence designed to prove Mr. TOGO's criminality 

up to this period of his career than were the prosectuion 

who abandoned it as not amounting even to prima facie 

proof. But this does not me^n that my analysis, 

perhaps seemingly over-elaborate for undisputed evidence, 

has been without purpose, or that the prosecution’s 

curiously devious and equivocal approach to the entire 
case of-thin defendant is a marp aberration. __
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precisely in connection with this later phase of Mr. 

TOGO's career, which the prosecution thought it safest 

to concentrate on, that these things stand forth in 

their full significance. For in this matter of the 

guilt of Mr. TOGO for the Pacific war the prosecution 

have assumed a tremendous burden of proof, one which 

might appear to require the production of evidence 

the clearest and most convincing to sustain; and of 

such evidence there is none.

This burden is nothing less than that of 

proving that, contrary to all probability and human 

experience, TOGO Shigenori, having throughout his 

career fought on the side of honesty and good faith 

in international dealings, of peaceful friendship 

among nations, having been the notorious and unrelenting 

foe of aggression, double-dealing and chauvinism, on 

17 October 194-1 struck his colors— th»t, repudiating 

the principles of a lifetime, he ceased his fight 

against the forces of evil and joined the enemy, 

entering into a conspiracy with the avowed object of 

carrying out aggression, war and conquest* V/e must 

stop occasionally to remind ourselves— so accustomed 

have v/e become to the spirit in which the prosecution 

have guided these proceedings— that this is a criminal 

trial before a court; that the usual principles of
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1
proof do hold here; thrt the Tribunal's presumption

of the defendants' innocence until guilt shell have

been proved beyond a reasonable doubt does require

that the prosecution sustain its burden by proof, not

by its unsupported assertion. The prosecution have

undertaken a stupendous task in proposing to sustain

this burden of proof. To consider v/hether they have

sustained it v/e p.o to the evidence.

65. W h e n  he received the call from the

Premier-Designate to serve as foreign minister in the

cabinet being formed, Mr. TOGO had been in effect in

retirement— with the rank and nominal post of ambassador

but with no assignment— for the year since his return
326

from Moscow, in November 1940 . The offer of the

appointment was not the result of any personal relation

ship between General TOJO and I.lr. TOGO, for none had 

existed— nor was there any intimacy between Mr. TOGO 

and others oi the new ministers. Mr, TOGO was then 

a senior of the Foreign Ministry, eligible in the

normal course for appointment to the highest D o s t  in 
327

that ministry , and we need not trouble to seek for 

any reason other than the natural and obvious one for

326. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,641-42).
327. I£. (T. 35,672.)

»
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nis selection • If the question has any intohèst,

a cine to a probable cause of the- appointment is given

by the testimony of Admiral OKADA (Elder Statesman
whose duty of assisting in the selection of a premier

perhaps gave him a natural interest in the composition

of the cabinet) that before and about the time of

formation of the T0J0 Cabinet he was recommending Mr.

TOGO’S appointment to his friends and acquaintances,
329

and especially to Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal KIDO .

IVhatever the basis of his selection, the
intent with which he- accepted the office is clear

enough. He has testified in considerable detail to

some of the facts which entered into the making of his
decision; these are- of much importance if the position

of the foreign minister in medern Japan or the

situation of Mr. TOGO at the time is to be understood
«

correctly, and the reading of that part of Mr. TOGO’s
330

testimony is invited . For present purposes we may 

summarize it in t’ is way* On the specific situation, 

that before entering the TOJO Cabinet Mr. TOGO had 

?'in effect no correct knowledge of the progress of the

328. Qjf. the testimony of TOJO that his selections 
were made solely on the basis of individual merit 
(T. 36.313).

329. T. 37,166-67. e
330. Exhibit 3,646, l§39-43 (T. 35,665-70).

328
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Jape.nese-Amc rican negotiations", nor any concrete

knowledge of the stete of r> letions except thet

"evidently they wore gradually deteriorating" and that
331 T ,

there v;ps a danger of war . In a more general way,
however, what he was extremely conscious of was the

extraordinary impotence of the foreign minister in

Japan. Both in theory and in practice the office-

differed radically from its counterparts elsewhere.

Even within the cabinet, the system of collective

responsibility of ministers in itslef precluded

independent management of foreign affairs by the

foreign minister by virtue of its corollary of collective

management; latterly, the tendency had moreover grown

for the premier to assume steadily increasing power

over all affairs of state, including foreign affairs.

On the other hand, J ic government itself of recent

years had had to‘yield increasingly to the power,

constitutional and usurped, of the military High 
332

Command . This point is of such specific interest 

to the case of Mr. TOGO that I must digress a moment to
21

22

23

24

say a word about it.

66. Th**t the Japanese 

of the military High Comnena was

25 331.
332.

. 35,666-67 

. 35,667-68

system of independence 

unique is admitted
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("We should be unwarranted in resuming thet 

the Japanese governmental structure was like thnt 

o! other nations, particularly the western nations,

and it would be unsafe for us to proceed upon thnt
333 '

«as sumption •

"The Supremo Command of the rrmy rnd navy 

played a large role in the formulation of Japanese 

aggressive policy. Th?s was due to the fact that the 

chiefs of staff of the array nrd navy, contrary to the 

practice in all other countries, vere not subordinates 

of the ministers of war and navy, but v;ere in theory 

independent of and co-cqual to those ministers. In 

fact, they right well be said to hav< been the superior 

of these ministers...The evidence fully considered 

hereto!ore sho"-s clearly that at all times the Supreme 

Command exercised the right to participate in formulating 

policy on matters relating to declaration of war, 

foreign relations, treaty negotiations and ratification 

and many external matters because ox their relation, 

actual or supposed, to the subject of national defense... 

Japan had no political organ which could restrain the

J
333* Summation, §K-11 (T. 40,550)
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-------------— "----- -----------------------------------33*
High Command frorc plunging the nation into hostilities.

"Although within its ov/n sphere the Supreme 

Command could not be interfered with by the cabinet, 

the Supreme Command, in addition to its participation 

in the formulation of national policy, effectively 

controlled the cabinet. While with respect to matters 

within its ov/n realm the Supreme Command was independent 

of the cabinet, the converse of the statement is not 

true. The cabinet v.r.s not within its own realm

independent of the High Command. »

But having, with perfect accuracy, acknowledged 

so much, the prosecution remember the effect th«t this 

concession will have on their attempt to convict those , 

members of cabinets who, standing out against this 

irresistable power of the High Ccmmand, finally went 

under in their effort to prevent it from "plunging the - 

nation into hostilities". They therefore deny all 

that they have already said, by adding that

Supreme Command in no v/ay alters the basic responsibility
336

of the Cabinet for the formulation of national policy 

Ohl docs it not? When only a bare half- 

dozen pages further on they -’re to approve "the ordinary

335

"The strength and responsibility of the

r
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p r e s u m o t i o n . . . t h r t  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  a n  a c t  f o l l o w s
337

t h e  p o v ' e r  e n c l  d u t y  t o  d o  t h a t  n e t "  ?  T h e  p r e s u m p t i o n  

r u s t  h a v e  i t s  c o n v e r s e ,  t h ~ t  n o n - r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o l l o w s  

u p o n  i m p o t e n c e  e n d  a b s e n c e  o f  d u t y .

I n  e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  v ; h y  o n  i m p o t e n t  g o v e r n m e n t  

r u s t  s h a r e  w i t h  t h e  H i g h  C o m m a n d  w h i c h  h a d  u s u r p e d  

i t s  p o w e r  t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  e x e r c i s e  o f  t h r t  p o w e r  

t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  e r n  s u g g e s t  o n l y  t h a t

" I t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  t h r t  w h i l e  t h e r e  w n s  

n o  o r g a n  o f  c o n t r o l ,  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  d i d  h a v e  t h e  p o \ 7 e r  

t o  c o n t r o l  e x p e n d i t u r e s .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  n e v e r  

r. r e * ?  a n y  e f f o r t  t o  w i t h h o l d ,  t h e  f u n d s  d e m a n d e d  b y  t h e  

S u p r e m e  C o m m a n d  r n d  n o  o n e  i n  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  e v e r  

p r o p o s e d  t o  d o  s o .  S i n c e  t h e  S u p r e m e  C o m m a n d  c o u l d  

n o t  h a v e  g o n e  f o r w a r d  u n l e s s  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  s u p p l i e d  t h e
338

f u n d s ,  t h i s  f a c t  s h o u l d  b e  b o r n e  i n  r i n d . . . "

T h e  e x t e n t  o f  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t ’ s  c o n t r o l  o v e r

t h e  e x p e n d i t u r e s  o f  t h e  H i g h  C o m m a n d  h a s  n o t  b e e n  m a d e

t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  e v i d e n c e  i n  t h e  c a s e ,  a n d  t h e -  p r o s e c u t i o n *  ü

s t a t e m e n t — w h i c h  i s  i n  f a c t  s u b j e c t  t o  i m p o r t a n t  q u a l i f i e r
339

t i o n s — c a n n o t  d o  d u t y  f o r  p r o o f  .  B u t  i f  i t  w e r e  e x a c t  

i t  d o c s  n o t  s u p p o r t  t h e -  c o n c l u s i o n .  F o r  t h e  p r o s e c u t i o n  

h a v e  a l s o  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  " T h e  S u p r e m e  C o m m a n d  c o u l d  g o  

f u r t h e r  a n d

-337. IA^ -§iL-2Q 5L _ _  _ _ _
338. J E ,  §K-15 (T. 40,558-59T. 339'. TRe~sêcôn5---- '
s e n t e n c e  o f  t h e  a u o t a t i o n  i s  n a t u r a l l y  s u p p o r t e d  b y  n o  
e v i d e n c e .
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determine whether a new cabinet would be r.llov'cd to

be created and whether the- e x istin g  cabinet would be

perm itted to c o n tin u e .. .the evidence shows seve ra l

in stan ces where cab inets f e l l  and one in stan ce where

a CGbinet could not be formed beenuse of f e i lu r e  'o f

the c h ie fs  of the army to provide a war m in iste r.

...T h e  Supreme Commend had the power to b rin g  about

the f a l l  of an unwonted cabinet and to prevent the

form ation of a new one u ndesirable to them. The

Supreme Command, both through i t s  p a rt ic ip a t io n  in

the form ulation of n a tio n a l p o lic y  and through it s

co n tro l over the cab in et, had ultim ate r e s p o n s ib ilit y
34°

fo r  the p o lic y  decided

3 4 Q - §K-17 (T. 40.561-62),
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T h - n  -w hat hpoom es n f  t h e  G o v e rn m e n t1 a "p o w e r

c

m m

to control expenditures?" If the expenditures demanded 
are refused, the High Command will bring about, as it 
can do it at its pleasure, destruction of the cabinet 
which would obstruct its will; and it can prevent 
formation of a successor cabinet except upon terms of 
consent to its demands. Truly, "the High Command 
effectively controlled the Cabinet;" the government 
could no more restrain the High Command in its budget
ary demands than it could interfere with its exercise 
of "the right to participate in formulating policy -on" 
matte's claimed to have relation with the national 
defense, no more than it could "restrain it from 
plunging the nation into hostilities." The prosecu
tion's original statement of the position was correct; 
"the Supreme Command • . • had ultimate responsibility 
for the policy decided" under its ascendancv; "the 
ordinary presumption prevails that responsibility for 
an act foil*ws the power and duty to do that act."

S o far as concerns the relations of the High 
Command to the Government, it should moreover be noted 
that the Ministers of War and Navv, though in constitu
tional theory representatives of the Government, in 
practice spoke with the voice of the High Command# This 
point, which the prosecution have concede^ needs no 

341. Summation, K-16, Tr. 40,559-61.

..... vas
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further demonstration than the fact that it was the TVar
Minister, General TOJO, who brought about the fall of
the Third KONOYE Cabinet by giving expression to and
maintaining the insistance of the Army High Command that
no concession could be made in the matter of withdrawal
of troops from China or of continuance of the Japanese-

342American negotiations.
67. This excursus has been made to provide 

background for an \nderstanding of the condition upon 
which Hr.- r°G0 entered into the TOJO Cabinet. Being, 
as he has testified, well aware of this state of affairs, 
he was unwilling to accept the responsibilities of the 
foreign affairs portfolio until he could gain some 
understanding of how international affairs —  and 
specifically Japanese-American relations —  stood, nor

I
unless he could feel assurance that as foreign minister

343he would "have scope for action." He therefore told 
General TOJO, when on invitation he visited him at 
11:30 on the night of 17 October, that "before coming 
to anv decision whether to accept the portfolio I 
must first be informed of the situation which had

344brought about the fall Pf the preceding cabinet."

342. Summation, G-108 - G-112, Tr. 39,647-52.
34?. Testimony of ^OGO, Tr. 35,670-71. !

----- 344^— 5t673U-------------------------------------- i
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From hin he learned "the general direction in
345which the negotiations were proceeding." It is

apparent from the evidence that the Premier-Designate 
at first insisted that the Army would stand firm on the 

ground which it had theretofore occupied toward the 
Japanese-Araerican negotiations; the report of the con

versation between the two which !;r. TOGO gave at the 
time to YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi was to the effect that he 
had first rejected the offer of the foreign ministership 

"on the ground that, so long as the Army clung to its 

old attitude, especially on the question of stationing 

troops in China, the successful conclusion of the 
Japanesc-American negotiations was hopeless." After 

further discussion, however, he had accepted upon the 

oromise that the cabinet would strive for successful 

conclusion of the negotiations by undertaking reconsid

eration of the questions involved, including that of
346the stationing of troops. Mr. TOGO'S testimony is 

to the same effect;

"After hearing his explanations I said that 
in the event that the Army's stand was to be uncom

promising, if even only on the question of the station

ing of troops in China, the negotiations would to a

345. Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,984.
------------------- 3 4 6 ".”  T e s t i r r o n y ^ t s f  - Y A M A ï 4 0 T 0 - y _  T r - * -  2 5 , 9 1 9 .  __________________________________j
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certainty end in a breakdown. hince in that case the 
continuance of negotiations would be meaningless, I 
said that if the new cabinet was to be formed on the 
basis of such a prospect I should have to reject the 
proffered portfolio of Foreign Affairs. I made it 
ouite plain that I would agr^e to enter the cabinet 
only if the Army consented to ma>e considerable allow-/ t

ances in reviewing the question of troop-staticning,
and as well to re-examine the other questions in the
Japanese-Amerlcan negotiations —  in short, only if the
Army genuinely intended to facilitate the consummation
of these negotiations on a rational basis. In response
to my statement of my position, General TOJO assured me
that reconsideration of the various questions involve^
in the negotiations including that of the stationing of
troops in China, might be undertaken. Cn this assurance,

347I agreed .to accept the Foreign Ministership • . • '*
On the following day, 18 October, the TOJO

Cabinet was sworn in and Mr. TOGO became Foreign Minister.
(He assumed concurrentlv the portfolio of Overseas Affairs
but as nothing hinges on his occupancy of this post,
which he relinquished on 2 December 1941, it will not

,348be further referred to.)
68, The prosecution have made some effort at

347. Tr. 35,671-72
* 348. Testimony of To g o , Tr. 35,674----------------- 1
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obfuscation of this simple, but highly significant, 
transaction. This, together with their conventional 
presumption of guilt, perhaps represents their attempt
(none other is discoverable in their arguments) to
» > demonstrate wherein thev have sustained their burden
of proving that the defendant ’’’OGO, whom they concede 
to have been of unblemished character (and whon the 
evidence proves to have been «an active worker for peace) 
until this day of 17 October 1941, entered into a con
spiracy with «aggression as its aim. In response to 
Mr. TOGO'S refusal to accept the foreign ministership 
unless he was to have scope for action, "TOJO assured 
him", they sav, "that all pending questions would be 
re-examined but gave no guarantee as to any concess-

349ions to be made." This statement is meaningless.
It had been the strong stand of War Minister TOJO on 
the question, primarily, of troop-stationing in China 
which had brought about the downfall of,- the Third KONOYE 
Cabinet. Learning of this, and gathering from the 
Premier-Designate’s words that he would make it his 
policy to adhere to his former strong stand, Mr. TOGO 
at first rejected his offer of the portfolio. Then 
General TOJO expressed his willingness to ré-examine 

• 349, Summation, WW-12, Tr. 41.887.

'.in1
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had occurred onlv on the preceding dav) could hardly 

have been verv detailed or accurate —  Certainly not 

such as to make hin "well acquainted" with it. The 

prosecution havp introduced two misstatements of the 

evidence also into their allegation that "both he 

and defense witness YAMAMOTO stated that he requested 

from Prime Minister TOJO specific assurances that on 

the several points of the 6 September decision a re

examination of Japan's attitude would be undertaken, 

which he could not have done had he not known about 
then." First, there is no testimony that Mr. TOGO 

"requested" the assurance; -second, there is no testimony 

that the assurance given contained mention o** any of the 
points of the 6 heptenber decision. Mr. TOGO«3 testimony 

is that he simply stated why he could not accept the

foreign ministership; "in response to my statement of
353my position, General TOJO assured me • . ." YAMAMOTO

says that "when offered the Foreign portfolio . . .  he 

had rejected it . . . After exchange of opinions, how

ever, he said, he had at last accepted the offer upon
354General TOJO's promise that . . . "  No suggestion

hero of a "request for assurance," On the other point, 

Mr. TOGO testified that the assurance given by the
25

3 53. Tr. 35,671 
354. Tr. 2 5,919
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the n a tio n a l p o lic y  without being bound by the 6 fcept-

enbcr d e c isio n  —  " I  made i t  p la in  to (him) as to a

p o lic y  of a ’ clean  s la t e ’ and answered that we would

do our utmost to put through the Japanese-American /
3 5 0

n e g o tia tio n s.” And then only did Hr. TOGO agree

to take the o f f ic e .  What g rea ter guarantee could one 

want, than that that very  6 .September d e c isio n  which 

the prosecution contend to have been the ch a rt fo r  the 

P a c if ic  war would not be bin d in g, that the question of 

the sta tio n in g  or troops would be reconsidered —  which 

must mean "reco n sid ered  with a view to fu rth e r concess

io n s?” I t  is  as s p e c if ic  a guarantee as could be 

expected u n t il  the d e t a ils  of the e n tire  n ego tiatio ns  

should have been stu died ; i t  i s  the assurance that the 

Foreign M in iste r would have the r ig h t  to work fo r  peace.

But the prosecution —  reco g nizing  that th is  

laudable m anifestation o f a n ti-a g g re ssiv e  in te n t must 

i f  p o ssib le  be disparaged —  p ro fess to fin d  d iscrep an 

c ie s  in  d e t a ils  of Mr. TOGO’ S testim ony.

’’The accused contends that when he accepted 

t h is  o ffe r ,  he was in s u f f ic ie n t ly  informed about the 

then e x is tin g  s itu a t io n  as he had been in  retirem ent  

during the whole preceding year. Ho t e s t if ie d  that 

he had only vague knowledge of the contents o f the
I
J350;— Testimony of tojo, Tr. 36,315*
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decision of the Imperial Conference of 6 September 

and knew nothin«? of the Imperial Conference decision 

of 2 Julv. His statements are contradictory, however, 

because he also testified that ho was well arourainted 

with the circumstances surroundinp the fall of the 
KONOYE Cabinet and both he and defense witness 

YAMAMOTO stated that he requested from Prime Minister 

TOJO specific assurances that on the several points 

of the 6 September decision a re-examination of Japan*s 

attitude would be undertaken, which he could not have
•351done had he not ’mown about them*

Weeding out three misstatements of the evidence,

v/e find in what remains no trace of a discrepancy or a

contradiction. Mr. T n GO never testified that "he w a s

well acquainted with the circumstances surrounding the

fall of the KPNOYE Cabinet." What he said was, in his

affidavit, that he "kn "<• that it was the strong stand

of the Army, as expressed through Minister o f  War T O J O ,

which had directly brought about the downfall of Prince

KONOYE’s last cabinet"; and on cross-examination he gave

the source of his informationt "I heard this from
352

journalists, from newspaper writers." The knowledge

of journalists, which was the extent of Mr. TOGO'S

information, of the true history of this event (which J

----- 353r* aumratiorty-i^ -12, Tr,. 4 1 ____ ____________ I
352. Tr. 35,987.

25
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had occurred onlv on the preceding dav) could hardly  

have been verv d e ta ile d  or accurate —  C e rta in ly  not 

such as to make hin "w e ll acquainted" with i t .  The 

prosecution have introduced two misstatements of the 

evidence also into  t h e ir  a lle g a tio n  that "both he 

and defense w itness YAMAMOTO stated that he requested 

from Prime M in iste r TOJO s p e c if ic  assurances that on 

the se v e ra l points of the 6 September d e c is io n  a re 

examination of Japan's a ttitu d e  would be undertaken, 

which he could not have done had he not known about 

them." F i r s t ,  there i s  no toetinony that Mr. TOGO 

"reauosted" the assurance; -second, there is  no testim ony  

that the assurance given contained mention o*1 any o f the 

points o f the 6 September d e c is io n . Mr. TPGO's testimony 

i s  that he sim ply stated why he could not accept the 

fo reig n  m in iste rsh ip ; " in  response to my statement of 

my p o sitio n , General TOJO assured me • . ."  YAMAMOTO

says that "when o ffered  the Foreign p o r t fo lio  . . .  he 

had rejected  i t  . . . A fte r exchange of o p in io n s, how

ever, he sa id , he had at la s t  accepted the o ffe r  upon
354-General TOJO' s promise that . . . "  No suggestion

here of a "request fo r  a ssu ran ce." On the other’ p o in t,  

Mr. TOGO t e s t if ie d  that the assurance given by the

353. T r. 35,671.
354. T r. 25,919.________

* -’M-ÿÿSfïï v. SMS.
%?• ■’«î
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Premier was of "reconsideration of the various questions 

involved in the negotiations" —  not of the questions 

involved in the 6 September decision. YAMAMOTO*s 

testimony is that General TOJO promised "that his 

cabinet would . . • strive for successful conclusion 

of the negotiations bv undertaking reconsideration of 

the various unsettled questions . . .  without being
356bound by the Imperial Conference decision." Here

it appears that the Imperial Conference decision was 

mentioned; but there is no suggestion that its terns 

were discussed.

So  much fo r  t h is  attempt by the prosecution  

to d is t o r t  the fa c t s .  A word must be added, however, 

concerning the s ig n if ic a n c e  of t h is  TOGO-TOJO conver

sa tio n  which has moved the prosecution to tre a t  i t  so.

If the picture which they have carefully depicted were 

a true one —  if the TOJO Cabinet was formed to initiate 

the aggressive war, "according to plan," against the 

United states and others, if Hr. TOGO had been but 

biding his time until arrival of the glorious day when 

he could again resume his active part in the conspiracy, 

he would of course never have commenced such a conver

sation v/ith General TOJO at all. The conspirator 

invited into the TOJO Cabinet would have cried, "At lastJ 

355. Tr. 35,671
----- »56. Tr. 25,919--------- -----------------------------
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I accept!" That Mr. TOGO had no intention of joining .
in anything v/hich might resemble a "conspiracy" is
clear fron the facts: Ho had "heard from Foreign
Office acquaintances • • • that it had been decided
that the success or failure of the negotiations had

357to be settled by the middle of October"; being
asked to join in the middle of October a cabinet
being formed by the nan responsible, as he had heard,
for the fall of the preceding cabinet, he naturally
wondered whether perhaps the "success or failure of
the negotiations" had been already decided, and insisted
upon being satisfied, before he would have any part in
the new government, that it had net been decided. Even
the prosecution are unable to contend that this meeting
did' not occur, and are timid about suggesting that the
contents of the conversation were not those testified
to by M essrs. TOG0 , TOJO and YAMAIICTO (as w e ll as by

other witnesses, includinr the prosecution*s General
TANAKA and Suzuki TOMIN, to whom Mr. TOGO spoke o f the

% 358matter contemporaneously), but must content themselves 
with the attempt to misinterpret it. These circumstances 
may be left to speak for themselves.

357, Tr. 35 983.
358. Testimony of TANAKA, Ryukichi, Tr. 35,542: 

TOMIYOWII, Fiji, Tr. 35,524, 35,528;
Kurt Meissner, Tr. 35,463; and wuzuki TOMIN, 

___________Tr. 1.235.__________________
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69. The TOJO Cabinet, the prosecution say, 

"was generally considered in Japan to be a war 

c a b i n e t T h i s  "generally considered," for whatever 

it is worth, professes to be supported by the state

ment of two witnesses.- testimony of one,

prosecution witness SUZUKI Tomin, on the subject of 

the TOJO Cabinet's being "generally considered a 

war cabinet," is: "I hove airways believed Mr. TOGO

to be an exponent of peace, and when he accepted his 

post as Foreign Minister in the TOJO Cabinet, I v/as

very much surprised, and I asked him why he accepted
360

this post."

The testimony of the other, defense witness 

TOMIYOSHI, is somewhat contradictory, but does not 

sustain the prosecution's allegation. Certainly he 

never used the words "war cabinet"; he referred to

"the TOJO Cabinet o f the m ilit a r y  c liq u e . „361 He did

state that he himself at first believed "that it v/as
362

organized for some military action"; but he

specifically denied the meaning that the prosecution

attribute to his words. Being asked, moreover, "And

was that the common understanding, as you observed,

.that the TOJO Cabinet v/as committed to military action?'

359. Summation, WJ-1 3, Tr. 41888.
3§0. Tr. 1235-36.
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"Well, that is not ny moaning at all. The I

general understanding with respect to the term ("cabinet 

of the military clique") I used was that it v/as largely 

constituted —  the cabinet was largely constituted by 

military men. It did not necessarily mean that it was 

devoted or it was organized for nilitarv action, because 

military actions take place in accordance with or depend

ent upon the course of diplomacy and international 

conditions, and it was not my interpretation that this

particular cabinet v>as established for the purpose of
363military actions."

36?.. Tr. 35,526-27
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The term actually used by the witness—
"military clique," not "war cabinet"— is a natural one
in view of the composition of the cabinet, which, as
he himself pointed out, was not only the first since
that of Marshal TERAUCHI (1916-18) to be headed by an

364-active Army officer, but included among its member- «ship an unusual number of military men: Welfare
365Minister Lieutenant-General KOIZUMI, Communications

Minister Admiral TERAJIMA and Minister without Port-
366folio (later Home Minister) Lieutenant-General ANDO, 

as well as of course the seryice ministers and General 
SUZUKI, President of the Planning Board and Minister 
without Portfolio. There is nothing whatever in the 
testimony of this witness to sustain the prosecution*s 
"there was little doubt in Japan that the new govern
ment was made up of the most uncompromising elements

36 7has been testified to by" him; this must be a
deliberate misstatement of the record, for neither on

368the page referred to nor elsewhere in his testimony 
is "most uncompromising elements" to be found, while 
on that page he is found to state that "it was general
364. Tr. 35537-38.
365. Tr. 35527-28.
366. Tr. 35538.
367. Summation, WW-13 (Tr. 41888).
368. Tr. 35528.
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knowledge that a cabinet of this kind was called a 
cabinet of the military clique"— referring t® his 
immediately preceding remark that it was the presence 
among the cabinet ministers of this unusual number of 
military men and not their "uncompromising" character, 
v/hich led to its being referred to as a "cabinet of 
the military clique."

Like so many of the prosecution's contentions, 
this one has no importance in itself, but requires the 
consumption of the time of all concerned to dispose of 
it just because it represents that calculated attempt 
to prejudice which was mentioned earlier. This con
tention of theirs vrould be utterly *ithout significance 
if it vrere a correct statement of the evidence. We 
have seen the undisputed evidence that so far as 
Mr. TOGO was concerned the TOJO Cabinet v/as a war 
prevention cabinet. The opinion of a man, or of two 
men, or of the seventy million of the Japanese popula
tion who were not in the government, v/b.o had no 
knowledge of the secret Japaneso-American negotiations, 
of the secret Imperial Conference decisions, of the 
secret instruction of the Emperor to Premier TOJO 
to re-examine the 6 September decision, of the secret 
assurance given to Foreign Minister TOGO by the Premier 
that that would be done, or of the fnr»t. that.--------

47,744
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upon that assurance the Foreign Minister had entered 
the cabinet to work for the success of the negotia
tions with America, to avoid war— the opinions of 
those who knew only what appeared in the newspapers, 
can have no value for this Tribunal on the question 
of the guilt or innocence of Mr. TOGO of conspiring 
to wage aggressive war.

70. To decide for the Tribunal this issue 
of whether the defendant TOGO participated in a 
conspiracy to wage the Pacific war or earnestly en
deavored to avert it, the prosecution offer also 
the opinion of Ambassador, Admiral NOMURA, as he
formed it in Washington upon learning of the installa-

369tion of the TOJO Cabinet. The extent of Ambassador
NOMURAfs knowledge of the situation in Japan and
the value of his opinion are perhaps sufficiently 

370obvious; but the quite normal incident of his
tendering his resignation serves the prosecution well
as opportunity to inject prejudicial matter into the
case, and we must therefore notice it. Admiral

NOMURA*s offer to resign stated that he did not
wish to stay on in Washington, "deceiving myself and
others;" this telegram, the prosecution point out,
3 6 9 . Sum m ation. WW-13 ( T r .  4 1 8 8 8 ).

C f .  Sum m ation f o r  th e  D e fe n s e , S e c t io n  " K " .
"The Jap a n e se ^ A m e rica n  N e g o t ia t io n s ,"  S e c t io n  8 1 ,

370.
TTr.“ 4 3 7 Z S - W . '
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"was sent by NOMURA notwithstanding the fact that
two days previously the accused had informed him
that Japan wished to continue the negotiations,
NOMURA apparently having little faith in these 

371assertions." Nov/, Admiral NOMURA's faith in the
negotiations or lack of faith is immaterial; if it
were material, it could be measured by the fact that
he stayed on in Washington, despite having sent the
formal, self-depreciatory telegram of resignation.
Mr. TOGO, in the course of his five-day cross-
examination— most of which was devoted to this type
of footling question— testified that:

"In my reply to this telegram from Admiral
NOMURA, feeling as I told you before that he was
laboring under some misunderstanding, I said that the
new cabinet was also earnestly striving for the
successful conclusion of the negotiations and that,
therefore, I hoped that he would remain at his post
and, for the sake of our country, strive for the
solution of the negotiations. And Ambassador NOMURA
accepted my reply because he chose to remain at his
post, and that to me is proof of the fact that
NOMURA was under a misunderstanding when he sent me 

372that telegram.
•371. Summation, JW-13 (Tr. 41889).---------------------
372. Tr. 36034-3 5.
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The prosecutor undertook to impeach Mr. TOGO

on t h is  p o in t— but h is  methods are novel. F i r s t ,  he

asked the defendant, " Is  i t  a fa c t  that you never

perm itted NOMURA to go alone to see C o rd e ll H u ll,  the
•

S ecreta ry  o f S tate, o r the President o f the United
373

S ta te s, a ft e r  he sent that telegram to you?" This  

was c a t e g o r ic a lly  denied; the prosecutor produced no 

telegram o f in s tru c t io n s  to such an e ffe c t  from Foreign  

M in is te r TOGO to Ambassador NOMURA; he produced no 

w itn e ss, whether Admiral NOMURA him self or any of the 

many members o f the Embassy or the Foreign M in is try  

s t a f f  s t i l l  in  government s e rv ic e  and r e a d ily  a v a i l 

a b le , to t e s t if y  to any such f a c t .  Admiral NOMURA, 

whose opinions are now so co n fid e n tly  and re v e re n tly  

presented to the T rib u n a l by the prosecution, was con

spicuous by h is  nonappearance as a w itness fo r  the 

prosecution at any stage of the t r i a l ,  though he i s  

w e ll known to be a liv e  and in  Tokyo. Second, coming 

in to  co urt on the fo llo w in g  day the prosecutor 

announced:

"TOGO, before approaching other m atters, I  

w ish to inform  you that a search of the documents in  

our possession has not d isc lo se d  any such telegram  as 

you cla im  to have sent to Ambassador NOMURA a ft e r  h is  

373. Tr. 36030.______________________________
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dispatch of his message to you * * * about deceiving

people * * * and we suggest to you that there was no
. 374such message.

No witness was produced to swear that any 

search had been made of the files in possession of 

the prosecution, with the result of finding "no such 

message"; nor, needless to say, was any other proof 

of any nature attempted of the truth of this suggestion.

So much for the "war cabinet" question; this 

much time we have v/asted out of the necessity of 

destroying these straw me n  of the p r o s e c u t i o n ^  

creation before continuing- discussion of the issues 

of the case.

71. The TO JO Cabinet v/as, then, organized

and commenced to function on 18 October 1941. "This

cabinet under TOJO's leadership proceeded to carry
375

out the policy of 6 September," is the prosecution1s 

position. Before considering whether this is correct, 

we must discuss one or two aspects of this question 

of special concern to the defendant TOGO; and, first, 

the legal position.

It is obvious in fact— and the contrary is 

not contended even by the prosecution— that MR. TOGO

374. Tr. 36051.
375. Summat i o n , 0-115 (Tr. 396 54 ) and-WW- 15 {Tmr-41891). »
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had no connection with the 6 September Imperial 
Conference decision. He had not attended that 
Imperial Conference, was not then in the government, 
and was in all but name retired (it might be noted 
here that with the Imperial Conference decision of 
2 July also, as well as other policy decisions of 
the Government or the Government and the High Command 
since 1937, he had had nothing to do, having been 
either out of Japan or not in public office). The 
prosecution agree— in admitting that there is no 
charge that Mr. TOGO "joined in any conspiracy" prior 
to 17 October 1941— that he bears no responsibility 
for the 6 September decision. Yet, the prosecution 
have laid dorm the lav/ of the case to be that: "Each
and every defendant Is charged with the crimes now 
being tried solely because of the responsibility he 
bears for his contribution to the formulation, in 
whole or in part, of Japan*s aggressive policy.

"Stating the proposition conversely, no man 
has been charged with either crimes against peace or 
conventional v/ar crimes and crimes against humanity 
unless he is in some way responsible for the aggressive 
policy follov/ed by Japan, which gave rise to those 
crimes. No man has been charged in this proceeding 
^because ~of any act uummlttcd or any statement mado---- 1
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by him in the course of his official duties pursuant

to an already established policy if those matters wore
376

his only connection w i t h  that aggressive policy."

Assuming that the policy of the TOJO Cabinet 

v/as the carrying out of the 6 September decision, 

what liability can be imposed, upon the basis of this 

test, upon Foreign Minister TOGO? The acts committed 

and the statements made by him were "in the course of 

his official duties"; they were "pursuant to (the) 

already established policy" of 6 September— it is so
377

written in the summation against Mr. TOGO individually; 

these "matters were his only connection with that 

aggressive policy" which the TOJO Cabinet "proceeded 

to carry out." If the policy of the 6 September 

Imperial Conference was an aggressive one, and was 

carried out, Mr. TOGO "bears no responsibility for 

contribution to the formulation, in whole or in part, 

of Japan's aggressive policy," he is not "in some way 

responsible for the aggressive policy followed by 

Japan." No matter how far back in history the 

foundation of the "aggressive policy" of Japan may 

have been laid, Mr. TOGO (not being charged with having 

joined any conspiracy before the TOJO Cabinet days)

376. Summation. K-2--K-3 (Tr. 40539).
377. Id., Mr-16 (Tr. 41892-95).
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bears no responsibility for it.
Is this the final confession of failure to 

make a case against this defendant? All else long 
since abandoned, the case now hanging on his having 
conspired to make a war of aggression in 1941, have 
not the prosecution been forced to confess that by 
the test of their own devising he cannot be adjudged

4
guilty? The prosecution cannot have their cake and
eat it. Either the TOJO Cabinet carried out the
policy of 6 September, in which event Mr, TOGO, not
paving participated in making that policy, shares no
guilt of it; or it did not carry it out, but adopted
new policy in the making of which Mr. TOGO bore the
burden of opposing aggression and war. Let us see
what actually happened.

72. The TOJO Cabinet formed, a series of
Liaison Conferences began. At the opening of the
first of these the Premier said that it would be the
function of the new cabinet to reconsider the whole
problem of the Japanese-American negotiations, without
being bound by the 6 September Imperial Conference 
• 378decision. It immediately developed, however, that
the "clean slate" policy did not mean to the High
Command that the 6 September decision would necessarily
378. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (Tr. 25921) and MUTO j
_____ (Tr* .331211*______________________________________J
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1 be reco nsid ered , o r, indeed, that the nego tiatio ns

w ith  the United States would even be continued. For

a t that same f i r s t  L ia iso n  Conference meeting both

C h ie f and V ic e -C h ie f of the Army General S t a ff  spoke

v e ry  stro n g ly  against continuing n eg o tiatio n  at a l l .

No time must be lo s t ,  said C h ie f of S ta ff  SUGIYAMA,

in  a r r iv in g  at a d e c is io n ; and s in c e  the 6 September

d e c is io n  l e f t  almost no room fo r the making o f fu rth e r

concessions on the tro o p -sta tio n in g  question, they

must ab so lu te?v.y not be made, but in  the circum stances
'479h o s t i l it ie s  should be commenced at once*. V ic e -  

C h ie f TSUKADA was even more in tra n s ig e n t; he sa id  that 

he could see no p o ssib le  prospect of su c ce ssfu l out

come of the n e g o tia tio n s, and they should be broken
380

o f f  at once and m ilit a r y  a ctio n  taken. Those who
I

had longer been members o f the L ia is o n  Conference 

n a t u ra lly  exercised  greater in flu e n ce  in  i t s  d e lib e ra 

t io n s  than d id  newcomers such as Foreign M in iste r

TOGO— as he sa id , "there i s  a so rt  of momentum which
381

must be reckoned w ith in  such a case"; those old er  

members were unable e n t ir e ly  to shake o ff  the in flu e n ce  

o f the e a r l ie r  d iscu ssio n s and d e cisio n s in  which they

379. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35683-84) and YAMAMOTO 
(Tr. 25921-22).

380. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35682-83).
381. Id., (Tr. 35683). __________
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had p a rtic ip a te d . As a r e s u lt ,  the p re v a ilin g

approach to the "re-exam ination of the 6 September

d e c is io n " was to take i t  as a b a sis  and see what

re v is io n s  could be made in  i t ,  ra th e r than to wipe

i t  from memory and attempt a fre s h  approach; t h is

being the frame of mind, there was a strong fe e lin g

that the 6 September d e c is io n  could not e a s ily  be 
382

re v is e d . C h ie f of S ta ff  SUGIYAMA had not hesitated  

to remind the Conference that that d e c is io n , the terms 

of which i t  was understood were to be d isreg ard ed ,  

had contemplated that diplom acy during September should 

be accorded prim ary emphasis, but should from the 

beginning o f October be subordinated to m ilit a r y  

p r e p a r a t io n !^  The Foreign M in iste r was thus com

p e lle d  from the outset to f ig h t  fo r  the very  r ig h t  to 

c a rry  on diplom atic measures, ag a in st the re s is ta n c e  

o f the armed fo r c e s . There i s  no evidence that in  

t h is  f ig h t  any other member o f the L ia iso n  Conference 

came to h is  support. In  the end i t  was only h is  

earnest in s is te n c e  that n e g o tia tio n  must be continued  

w h ile  there existed  any prospect o f success through 

i t  that le d  the Conference to the d e c is io n  to go on 

v/ith the Japanese-American n e g o tia tio n s.

382. Id . (Tr. 35683).
383. Id . (Tr. 35682).

I



Even with Army and Navy once per~s'UAded~that-
re-examination of the 6 September decision was
obligatory, it was only very grudgingly that they
would agree to the making of any such concessions as
would give meaning to "continuing the negotiations"—
it being obviously futile to continue them on the
basis of the Japanese position as contained in the 
, 3846 September decision. There is little doubt from 
the evidence that it was as the result wholly of 
Foreign Minister TOGO*s unceasing insistence that any 
further moderation of the Japanese terms was finally 
agreed to. No one pretends otherwise; even the prose
cution admit this, while attempting to belittle its 
significance. The evidence shows that he received 
in the Liaison Conference little or no support— there 
is actually no evidence of any positive action by 
other members toward relaxation of the conditions of 
the negotiations— and strongly suggests that it was 
he alone who carried on the fight against Army and 
Navy and their supporters. Some pretense has, however 
been made by certain defendants that it was the Army 
alone, or the High Command alone— and in any event 
not they— who opposed the making of concessions in the 
negotiations. While understandably Mr. TOGO did not
384. Id. (Tr. 35685). v
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w ish  to t e s t if y  against h is  fellow -defendants in  th is  

m atter, there i s  evidence showing that i t  was not 

Army a lo n e ^ n o r High Command alone, whom he had to 

d eal w ith . No defendant denied the tru th  o f th is  

evidence. The approach o f the defendants who t e s t if ie d  

concerning t h e ir  p a rt ic ip a t io n  in  the L ia iso n  Confer

ence i s  to pass the matter in  s ile n c e  by saying only  

that d e lib e ra tio n s  were had and re su lte d  in  the 

adoption of a plan (to  present Proposals "A" and " B " ).  

The testimony of Mr. TOGO and Mr. YAMAMOTO, however,

i s  c le a r  that oppo sitio n was encountered from Army
386

and Navy, whom the m ajo rity  supported. In  p a r t ic 

u la r ,  the Navy's a tt itu d e — which Mr. TOGO has t e s t if ie d  

that he was astonished to fin d  " s c a rc e ly  le s s  strong"  

than that of the Army— is  put beyond doubt by one 

in c id e n t which o ccu rred . Toward the end of October,

Mr. TOGO has* t e s t if ie d ,  he sent an em issary to Admiral 

OKADA, ex-Premler and veteran of the Navy presumably 

possessed of much in flu e n ce  in  naval c i r c le s ,  to 

request the use o f that in flu e n ce  to moderate the -

strong stand o f the Navy toward the n e g o tia tio n s.387

385- Testimony of TOGO (T r. 36076-77, 36083-86,
36090-92), One defendant's profession to have 
taken positive action is in form of a vague 
generality (testimony of SHIMADA, Tr. 35656-57). 

*86. Testimony of TOGO (T r. 35685-91 and loc. cit.
----- snprn nnrt YAMAMOTO fTv. 25940, 25049-50).
*87. T r. 356B9.
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Admiral OKADA testified to having been so approached
388

by Foreign Minister TOGO. Neither was cross-examined 
on the point by any defendant. That action of 

Mr* TOGO in 1941 could not have been taken in antici

pation of a day in 1947 when he would decide to try 

to shift his responsibility to the Navy.

That it was the Foreign Minister alone who—  

as would have been expected from his history— was 
throughout the discussions the consistent foe of 

extremism must be taken as established. Yet, as 

General SUZUKI has testified, "the Foreign Minister 

seemed to be unable to totally disregard the vigorous 

demands made by the High Command.

73. It was indeed impossible, in the 

Liaison Conference above all, totally to disregard 

the demands of the High Command. The extent of the

power of the High Command we have already seen
390

correctly stated, as quoted above, in the prosecu

tion’s summation; the Liaison Conference was where 

that power was exercised. The very fact of existence 

of the Liaison Conference is eloquent testimony to the 

extent of military interference with functions of the 

Government. It was a body without constitutional

388. Tr. 37165-66.
389. Tr. 35220.
390. Supra, Section 66.
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sa n ctio n , brought in to  existence ex p ressly  to co

o rd in ate the fu n ctio n s and to re c o n c ile  the view points 

o f the High Command and the Government; but i t  was 

very  h e a v ily  weighted on the m ilit a r y  s id e . Of i t s  

membership fo u r— Premier, Foreign and Finance  

M in is te rs , President of the Planning Board— were 

rep re se n ta tive s o f the c i v i l i a n  Government; fo u r—  

the C h iefs of Army and Navy General S ta ffs  and 

M in iste rs  of War and Navy— of the m ilit a ry  fo rc e s .

But in  TOJO Cabinet days the Premier was an a c tiv e  

m ilit a r y  man (he who had form erly been the ardent 

advocate o f the High Command's p o s it io n ); thq 

President of the Planning Board was a m ilit a r y  man; 

and the V ic e -C h ie fs , as w e ll as the C h ie fs , of S t a ff  

were in  constant attendance. Of three s e c re t a rie s ,  

v/ho prepared agenda, d ra ft  d e cisio n s and other data, 

two were m ilit a r y  re p re se n ta tiv e s— the D ire c to rs  of

M ilit a r y  and Naval A ff a ir s  Bureaus— one, the C h ie f
391

Cabinet S ecretary, from the Government. The power 

o f the m ilit a r y  se rv ice s being known, i t  needs l i t t l e  

im agination to understand the strength o f the m ilit a r y  

in flu e n ce  in  t h is  L ia is o n  Conference, in  which there  

sa t down as p a rtic ip a n ts  two c iv i l i a n s ,  seven men in  

uniform . The L ia iso n  Conference d e cisio n s being  

391. Testimony of TOGO (T r.  35677-79).
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almost, if not quite, invariably approved by the 

Cabinet and, in necessary case, by Imperial Confer

ence, it can be readily understood that it was 

through this organ that the High Command exerted its 

tremendous power to shape national policies in the 

field of foreign affairs*
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74. This fight of Foreign Minister TOGO'S, 

single-handed and unflagging, against the Arm;/ and 

Navy is the key to his case. Its results we shall see 

in a moment; but now consider its significance. Army 

and Navy say, "Stop these futile negotiations; now is 

the time for war!" The Foreign Minister replies, "No! 

Concessions must and can be made; these negotiations 

must succeed, to avert war." How can this constitute the 

planning and preparing war of aggression— or of war, 

or of aggression? How can the fight to conclude peace
ful agreement and settlement be related to conspiracy 

for aggression? Fighting for, and in the end winning, 

agreement to make concessions, to continue negotiation, 

to try to avoid war— this is planning and preparing for 

peace. There can, it is submitted, be no answer to 

this proof: Foreign Minister TOGO had no hand in plan

ning war.

The answer attempted by the prosecution is

that the negotiations themselves were a part of the

"conspiracy"; they were the means by which one faction

of the "conspirators" hoped to gain their ends without

war. This argument overlooks the nature of the of- »
fenses which this Tribunal is empowered to try. That 

there may be no mistake about it, I repeat it in the 

prosecution's own words:
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" . . .  they adopted a two-fold policy: on
the one hand, they would negotiate with Britain
and the United States on certain specific out-0

standing problems in accordance with certain pro
posals which, if accepted, would leave Japan 
the master of the Asiatic-Pacific world . . .; 
and on the other hand, they would actively pre
pare for war with those countries with the 
same objective and results. • . . Both programs 
had the same objective, and while some of the 
conspirators felt that they could attain the ob
jectives of the conspiracy through negotiations, 
others viewed the negotiations as impossible from 
the beginning and regarded them as useful camou
flage for the active war preparations going on 
392,

• • •
But conspiracy to obtain domination of the Asiatic- 
Pacific world through negotiation is not a crime 
under the Charter of this Tribunal. The Charter's 
crime of conspiracy is the planning or preparation 
of a declared or undeclared war of aggression, ,or a 
war in violation of international law, treaties, agree
ments or assurances; not a word there speaks of plan
ning or preparing domination of the Asiatic-Pacific—  
392. Summation, §G-51 (T. 39,579-80)
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1
or any other— area, by negotiating and concluding  

agreements. Nor, i t  need hardly be mentioned, could  

there be such an o ffen se: the United States req u ire d

no guardian to prevent her from making, i f  she saw f i t ,  

an agreement which allowed to Japan domina t ic . ' o f the 

A s ia t ic - P a c if ic  w orld; she was su b ject to no duress, 

she could c e r t a in ly  not complain that an agreement 

which she entered in to  was aggression ag ain st h e r.

This l i t t l e  passage from the p ro secu tio n ’ s summation 

i s  nothing more nor le s s  than the enactment o f a s t i l l  

newer crime than those made by our C harter: conspiracy

to a tta in  one’ s ends without the waging o f a declared  

or undeclared war o f aggression, or a war in  v io la t io n  

o f in te rn a tio n a l law, t r e a t ie s ,  agreements and a ssu r

ances, or a war of any nature whatsoever.

The prosecution seem to have recognized e a rly  

t h is  f a t a l  flav; i*\ t h e ir  case ag a in st Ur. TOGO. They 

decided then to pin a l l  t h e ir  hopes o f co n v ictio n  on 

one la s t  p o in t: that he " v o lu n t a r ily  acquiesced in

w ar." This i s  worth noting more c a r e f u lly .  I t  comes 

up on o b jectio n  to tender in to  evidence of Ur. TOGO’ S 

re p o rt to the Foreign M in iste r in  1933» the c h ie f  o fI
counsel says:

"What we would l ik e  to present to th is  

learned T rib u n a l i s  the evidence as to what
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1
those accused did, what they seid at or about 

the time of their participation in the offense, 
whether it be the substantive one or the con

spiracy; but we do not believe, Mr. President, 

that the state of mind of TOGO in 1933 is the 

important matter in this case. We believe it 

is, wvat was his state of mind v/hen he, as we 

have proved, I think, and will prove, voluntar

ily acquiesced in war, and aggressive war,
393

against the Western Powers."
Assuming, as the prosecution assume it, the "partici

pation in the conspiracy," how is the state of mind 

of that time proved? By "the evidence as to what 

these accused did, what they said." The evidence of 

what Foreign Minister TOGO did, what he said, during 

the days when war or perce hung in the balance, is 

clear, unequivocal, uncontradictod and decisive: he
fought for peace. There remains, then, only his event-1
ual "acquiescence" in the decision for war. Of this, 

we shall have something to say presently; but for 

the moment, a little more on the intervening events.

75» The Liaison Conference discussions were 

concerned, once the continuance of the Japanese-Americnn 

negotiations had been agreed upon, with three separate 

393. T'. 35.359.___________________________________________
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------------------------ ^ ------------------------------- ■
but closely-related matters. There v/ns the terms of
the negotiations themselves— finding any now terms of
concession which could bo offered to recommence the

«

negotiations, then dormant— and the treatment of var
ious points which arose once the negotiations had got 
under way again. Second was certain questions of the 
national strength as they bore on the ability to carry 
out national policy— the ability to wage war, always 
excluding, of course, purely strategic or military 
questions. Third was the course to be pursued by Japan 
if negotiations failed. Of these questions it was nat
urally the first which most concerned and. occupied the 
Foreign Minister.

76. The subject of the Japp.aese-American ne
gotiations has already been discussed extensively, our 
submissions mode to the Tribunal of the extent to which
Jaoan after Mr. TOGO’S becoming Foreign Minister en-

395
deavored to meet the United States in an agreement.
What remains to be considered is Mr. TOGO’S individual 
port in the matter.

As is well knov/n, the Liaison Conference dis
cussions during the latter part of October resulted
394. Testimony of YAM&MCTO (T. 25,921-23), SUZUKI 

(T. 35,213-22), TOJO (T. 36,316-24), TOGO 
(T. 35,682-99).

395. Summation for the defense, Section "K", "The
Japanose-Americon Negotiations" (cited hereinaf- 
ter as "The Japanese-Arncrican Negotiations")
(T. 49,493-738).
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1

in an agreement on Proposals "A" and "B", v/hich after '

approval by the Imperial Conference of 5 November were
396

in due course presented to the United States* The 

prosecution have treated Proposai "A", the first of 

these, as amounting to nothing in the way of conces

sion from Japan's prior position, but as being in sub

stance identical with the 25 September proposal, "v/hich 

in turn contained all the elements of the Imperial Con

ference decisions of 6 September, although clothed in
397

more diplomatic language." While if this were true it 

would, under the prosecution's theory of liability, ab

solve Mr. TOGO of any possible guilt in connection v/ith 
398
it, it is not c correct statement. There is one aspect 

of the evidence which, while the prosecution ignore it, 

is of tremendous significance on this point. I have 

mentioned before, but without discussing the evidence, 

that it is quite undisputed, whether by prosecution or 

defense, that Foreign Minister TOGO hod to wage a long 

fight and a bitter one against the Army and the Navy 

and their supporters to obtain agreement to the making 

of new concessions in the negotiations v/ith the United 

States. There is a considerable amount of evidence on 

the point, of v/hich the following may be noted. Mr.

396. Testimony of YAMaMOTO (T. 25,921-86).
397. Summation, SWW-15 (T. 41,891/.398. Supra, §7i* IJ
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1
TOGO hinself testified that:

"From 'ho beginning . . • the majority of 

the participants in the Liaison Conference op

posed the adoption of the principle of withdrawal 

of troops from the specified areas of China, and 
I had to fight unceasingly for it; the Army 

members especially strongly emphasized the 

necessity cf indefinite stationing cf Japanese 

troops in specified areas of China. In the end, 

as a result of my strong contention that it was 

improper and disadvantageous to station troops 

indefinitely on the soil of another country, 

the others relaxed their stand to the extent 

of agreeing with me to put a time-limit on the 

stationing. As tc the duration, however, var

ious strong opinions were still presented, . . .  I 

did succeed in winning agreement to limiting the 

stationing of troops in the geographical sense, 

by having excluded from the areas where troops 

would be stationed the Shanghai triangular zone, 
Amoy and others; this, too, was achieved only 

after a struggle, for there was opinion by the 

military and naval authorities that we should

retain the right to station troops at all the
\

points specified by the 194-0 treaty between
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J a p a n  a n d  t h e  W a n g  C h i n g - w e i  r e g i m e .

1
" A  r e l a t e d  p r o b l e m  w a s  t h a t  o f  F r e n c h  I n d o -

2
C h i n o .  . . .  I n  t h i s  m a t t e r ,  t o o ,  t h e  o p p o s i -

3

A
t i o n  w a s  s t r o n g ,  .  .  .

5
" P e r s u a d i n g  t h e  L i a i s o n  C o n f e r e n c e  t o  a g r e e -

m e n t  o n  t h e s e  t w o  n a j o i *  p o i n t s  w a s  n e t  a c h i e v e d
6 399
7 w i t h o u t  l o n g  a n d  a r d u o u s  w o r k .  .  .  . "

8 M r .  Ya MAMOTO*s  t e s t i m o n y  i s  s i m i l a r :

9 " B u t  i n  t h e  L i a i s o n  C o n f e r e n c e ,  t h e  A r m y

10 G e n e r a l  S t a f f  e s p e c i a l l y  s t r o n g l y  o p p o s e d  a

11 l i m i t a t i o n  o n  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  s t a t i o n i n g  t r o o p s

12 o n  t h e  g r o u n d s  t h a t  i f  0 l i m i t a t i o n  w e r e  i m -

13 p o s e d  t h e  f r u i t s  c f  t h e  C h i n o  I n c i d e n t  v / o u l d

14 b e  l o s t ,  t h e  f e e l i n g  o f  d e f e a t  w o u l d  s p r e a d  o v e r

15 t h e  n a t i o n ,  a n d  t h e  m o r a l e  o f  t h e  A r m y  v / o u l d  b e

16
l o v / e r o d .  T h e  F o r e i g n  M i n i s t e r  i n s i s t e d ,  o n  t h e

17
c o n t r a r y ,  t h a t  t h e  n e g o t i a t i o n s  v / o u l d  u n d o u b t e d l y

18
f a i l  u n l e s s  t h e  p e r i o d  vra s  l i m i t e d ;  e n d  a f t e r

19
h o t  d i s c u s s i o n s  t h e  G e n e r a l  S t a f f  a t  l a s t  c a m e

20 '
t o  a g r e e  t o  m a k e  t h e  d e c i s i o n .

21

22
" .  .  . T o  a r r i v e  a t  a n  a g r e e m e n t  t o  m a k e

23 s u c h  c o n c e s s i o n s  i n  s p i t e  c f  t h e  m a n y  q u e s t i o n s

24 l e f t  u n s e t t l e d  f o r  f* t u r e  n e g o t i a t i o n s  w a s  a

25 d i f f i c u l t  m a t t e r ,  a n d  t h e r e  w e r e  s t r o n g  o b j e c t i o n s

399. T. 35,686-88. j
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iron the Armv General Staff, by v,*hon it was

considered an extreme concessicn on the na.rt 
400

of Japan. . . V

General H U T O ’s testimony shows it to hove been Foreign 

Minister TOGO, not some faction (f the Liaison Co n 

ference, v/ho urged the concessions which would make 

possible a peaceful settlement:

"At that time, the General Staff Office 

was opposed to . . . the adoption of the "*" 

and "B" clan. Especially, they wore very 

strongly opposed to the "B" olan, but v.'ith r e 

gard to the . . • drafting of the "B" plan, I 

had expressed my views to the Chief of the Gen

eral Staff, I had succeeded in having him agree
401

to the views entertained by Fcreign Minister TOGO."

The testimony of General MUT0*s witness ISHII shows

that the debate over Prc-posr.l "B", produced as his

own plan by the Foreign Minister, vas by him alone
402

against Chief of Staff SUUIYAM&. Even the President

of the Planning Board, General SUZUKI, admitted that

"the Government, especially the Foreign Minister, was

putting up a stiff fight against the contentions of 
403

the High Command."

400. T. 25,940-41, 25,948-49.
401. T. 33,152, Cf. Ex. 3333 (T. 3 0 ,6 1 8).
402. T. 33,682.

— T. 3 5 , g 2 U --------------------------------------------------
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1
from the Army General Staff, by whom it was

considered an extreme concession on the cert 
400

of Japan. • • •

General LTJÏO's testimony shows it to have been Foreign 

Minister TOGO, not some faction of the Liaison C o n 

ference, v/ho urged the concessions which would make 

possible a peaceful settlements

"At that time, the General Staff Office 

v/as opposed to ♦ . • the adoption of the "h " 

and "B" plan. Especially, they wore very 

strongly opposed to the "B" elan, but with re- 

gar" to the . . • drafting of the "B" pion, I 

had expressed my views to the Chief of the Gen

eral Staff, I had succeeded in having him agree 
' 401

to the views entertained by Fcreign Minister TOGO."

The testimony of General M U T O ’s witness ISHII shov:s

that the debate over Proposal "B", produced as his

ov/n plan by the Foreign Minister, was by him clone
402

against Chief of Staff SUGIYALiA. Even the President

of the Planning Board, General SUZUKI, admitted that

"the Government, especially the Foreign Minister, was

putting up a stiff fight against the contentions of 
403

the High Command,"

400. Ï. 25,94-0-41, 25,94-3-49.
401. T. 33,152, Cf. Ex. 3333 (T. 30,618).
402. T. 33,682.
■4 0 3 1— T. 3 5 ~,221i~------------------------------------------------ J
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77* It can, thon, only be ft und that it was 

Fcreign Minister TOGO who contended for, end obtained, 

relaxation of the conditions of the negotiations. But, 

say the prosecution, there was in reality no relaxation 

at a/i.1; it was just the same old stand. To Mr. TOGO’S . 

case it is strictly immaterial whether this be true; 

if he believed himself to be fighting for, and to have 

wen, moderation of the military position, his inten

tion is fixed for the Tribunal by that fact.
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Y/hether Japan’s proposals represented con

cession or no concession may, however, be tested very 

simply by consideration of one fact: why, if Pro

posal "A" represented no conession, did the military 

forces fight it so tenaciously^ Why should Mr. TOGO 

have had to employ all his ability and force to per

suade the Army and the Navy to accept a "more diplo

matic phrasing" of the same demands v/hich had always j

been maintained'’ The armed services had no interest 

in the phrasing of their demands, so they were granted; 

they wanted the substance, and their opposition proves 

that they had no slightest doubt whether Proposal "A" 

represented surrender by them of somethin? substantial. 

For the prosecution, writing their summations to prove 

the universal malignancy of those whom they have selected 

as defendants, it is easy to say that "these changes 

on v/hich the accused relies most heavily in his defense

did not bring any essential difference in the Japanese 
404

demands" 5 but let them offer us even a theory which 

shall explain why Foreign Minister TOGO made his long 

end single-handed figh+ against the High Command and 

its suprorters only to win the right to present to 

the United States proposals which had already been 

rejected. Let them suggest any alternative hypothesis 

(404. Summation, § V/w-15 (Tr. 41,891)
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UDcn which the Liaison Conference woi Id have been so 
painfully reluctant to sanction the presentation to 

the United States of Proposal "a ". It is so olein 

that even the prosecutio-' must recognize it —  as 
they have recognized it by passing the question in 

silence —  that had the intention of Mr. TOGO and the 

Liaison Conference been only to work out ways of 
restating more diplomatically their immutable demands, 

to cozen the United States with forms of words pend
ing the moment when the hand which held the dagger 
would plunge it into its neighbor's back, it would 

have required no days end nights of contention in 

the Liaison Conference to have the Foreign Minister 
arrange the fraud. Had the Foreign Minister and 
the High Command been but in a friendly way prepar

ing together how to present the old proposals in 
such form as to beguile the United States into be

lieving them new ones, General TANAKA, Ryukichi of ' 
the Kempei would not have felt it necessary to order

Mr. TOGO'S l i f e  s n e c ic lly  euarded from the ira te
405

militarists who wished to "dispose of" him
78. By this same evidence —  this same testi

mony of circumstances, which cannot be perjured —  

is refuted the United States' position toward the 

(405. Testimony of TANAKn, Tr. 35,543)

/
I
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Japanese proposals. The groundlessness of the 

prosecution's contention that Proposal "a" repre

sented no concession is, of course, exposed fully 

by the fact that the United States did not so con

tend at the time. The quite different United

States' view of Proposal "A" was that it was insin- 
406

oerely made . It remains to bo explained by any 

evidence or assumption why the generals, the ad

mirals and Foreign Minister TOGO, entering into a 

scheme to make to the United States insincere pro

fessions of intent, found it necessary to wrangle 

acrimoniously for ten days over whether to make 

the professions. Could it h? vc been to prepare for 

themselves a defense against the dry when, having 

suffered defeat in the war they were then bent on, 

they would be tried as "war criminals"?

I have said, and I repeat, that it is not 

only quite undisputed by prosecution or defense, but 

is affirmatively shown by evidence and is admitted 

b y  all, that this fight was made by Foreign Minister 

TOGO. Oh! the prosecution do, in their inimitable 

way —  having cross-examined no witness on the sub

ject, having produced no evidence of their own —  say 

that "even if the accused made the efforts as alleged

(406. The Japnneso-Amcrican negotiations, §41 
------- Tr. 43V6Ü4-05) --------------------------------
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407
by him", they hcvc no importance . lîo rnswcr is

attempted, and it is suggested that none cr.n be made,

to the argument of the frets,vhich is submitted

to demonstrate the real importance of these efforts,

"if he made them." The facts constitute that

"evidence rs to what these accused did, what they

said at or about the time of their participation

in the offense" which the chief prosecutor "would
408

like to present to this learned Tribunal" , but 

has not touched upon in summation, v/c submit that 

by these facts the Tribunal will > e assisted in 

determining that, fundamental question which, unlike 

the prosecution, they cannot assume a'priori: 

whether there was "participation in the offense."

79. Other undisputed facts are equally sig

nificant to the case of Mr. TOGO. For example, the 

prosecution nov/ attempt to depict him as the en

thusiastic defender, while Foreign Minister in 1941, 

of the Tripartite Pact which from 1938 to 1941 he 

had fought tooth and nail, Thu attempt is supported 

by arguments of that curious naivete so characteristic 

of this prosecutio', arguments which, in substance, 

amount to the contention that a minister of state

(407. Summation, §VW-15, Tr. 41,891)
4 0 8 « Tr. 35,359)

~ï
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must be held in a public utterance always to speck

his private thoughts. They themselves give away the

whole argument, when they point out that Foreign

Minister T O G O ' S  speech to the I iet on 18 November,

containing certain languegc which they profess to

find expressive of his attachment to the Tripartite

Pact, "was given to cxolsin the policies of the
409

Cabinet to the Japanese Diet." Some amount of

cross-examination was devoted to learning whether

this speech of the Foreign Minister represented the

feelings of Mr. TOGO, the individual —  whether he

"believed" what he said "to be true". The answer

was prompt, inevitable and, it might be svprosed,

to all but this prosecution the merest common sense:

"As Foreign Minister of Japan I was in such a oosi-
410.

tion that I had to make a speech of that naturel'

Do the proscc\:tion really believe that c minister's

policy statements to the national legislature

represent his personal views? Should we rewrite

for them on this assumption a number of the famous

speeches of history which readily occur to any of

us as lending themselves to this treatment?

The plain, hard facts, with their inescapable

(409. Summation, gW7:-25, T r. 41,909
410. T r. 36,041)
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implications, answer the prosecution's contention

thet this Diet speech of Mr. TOGO'S "shot Id counter

effectively the accused's allegations concerning
411

his opposition to the Tripartite Pact." His

"fliegetions concerning his opposition" to the pact

from 1 9 3 8 to 1Ç41 have already been fully discussed,

together with the prosecution's irresponsible treet- 
412.

ment of them . V’het he did in 1941 —  precisely 

while ho was as Foreign Minister rarking the neces

sary public statement of his Government's policy —  

was to w o r k  in the Liaison Conference for the ef

fectual nullification of the Tripartite Feet. Under

standing with the- United States being then bclievc-d 

already to have been reached on that item of con

tention between the two countries, it was re tin r 

neglected in the Liaison Conference discussion of 

the new proposals; notwithstanding which, Mr. TOGO 

had got the Conference to approve his reaffirmation 

to the tnited States of the intention of Japan to 

"interpret" the Pact "independently of the other 

signateries" —  that, is, not in accordance with 

Germany's rnd Italy's desires —  and his commitment 

thet, even with the United States then already at

(411. Summation, §W -25, T r. 41,909
412. Sucre. §§53-56)
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1
wer with Germany, the Fret wer Id not bo used as c

413
pretext for attacking the United States . Who

but the Foreign Minister instructed Ambassador

NOMURA to suggest to the United States that while

Japan could not abrogate the ra.ct, the United States

might be able to "read between the linos" of her 
414

undertaking ? And who but the Foreign Minister 

authorized /mbassador KURUSU, when hr went to /merica, 

to offer to sign a statement of the plain effect tY t 

Japan would not collaborate with Germany in any
415

aggression against or attack upon the United States ?*
Mr. TOGO'S actions in the Liaison Conference are those 

which have value for this Tribunal in ascertaining 

his true intent? not th< v/ord.s which he spoke pub

licly when stating the official line of policy —  

policy which he did not form, but had to take e s v 

he found it if he was to have any opportunity to 

work for its alteration. Fovld an illustration 

point up the absurdity of the prosecution's reli

ance on the probative value of such evidence*? Appar

ently there is only one course of conduct which, by 

their standard, Mr. TOGO could when offered the 

foreign ministership have followed without becoming

(413. The Japanese-American Negotiations, §53 
Tr. 43,642.

414. M *  §18, Tr. 43,531
415. Id. S1 9 r Tr. 43.534-37)________________________________ _
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an aggressor. "As you know," he raust say, "I am

personally opposed to the Tripartite Pact —

always htve- been. As Foreign Minister I should

heve ot least temporarily to rpprove it, since it 
»

is the existing policy of Japan. But while I rea

lize that you will be urn ble to find r. foreign min

ister who would fight as I should for oeace end 

rgr.inst wrr, nevertheless I couldn't make the nec

essary speech supporting the Tripartite Pact; so 

you'll have to get some- Pact-loving militarist-for 

your foreign minister." Application of the prose

cution's criterion must lead to the result that'?, 

vicious or an undesirable policy can never bo 

changed; no statesman opposed to it can risk taking 

office to work against it, for he may be hanged for 

paying it the necessary lip-service until.he can 

succeed in reversing it.

The rule can bo no different as applied to 

the prosecution's proof and the defense's: that

public speeches for propaganda arc not probative 

of those matters which the Tribunal must know, the 

man's true intent.

80.' The same facts, of iir. TOGO'S actions 

in the Liaison Conference, dispose of any contention 

that he supported the China /ffair -- "adopted the
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fruits" of it,in the prosecution's quaint phrase. 
Retention of the fruits of the Chinr Affair was 
exactly the insistence of those whom he fought.
His entire labor in the Liaison Conference was de
voted to bringing about the cancelation of Japan's 
policy as it had theretofore stood, the policy of 
insisting on the right of indefinite retention of 
its forces in China and of asserting other special 
rights and privileges resulting from geographical 
propinquity of the two countries. It was the as
sertion of the principle of ^he riaht of indefi
nite —  that is, permanent —  stationing of troops on 
the soil of China which, as the High Commend had 
pointed out, assured "the fruits of the China In
cident," making it possible to speak with c degree 
of accuracy of Japan's striving for an "overlord- 
ship" of China. Whet is undenied is that it was 
Foreign TIinister TOGO who urged and fought for —  
his hardest fight —  the abandonment of that insis
tence, and acceptance of the contrary principle, 
that of withdrawal. Is this aggression? It was 
Foreign Minister TOGO who obtained agreement to 
proposing to the fini ted States abandonment of the
claim, lorn* asserted by Japan, of special commcr-

’ 416
cial and other rights in Chinr based upon propinquity
-(416* T-he- Japanese-/morlean negotiations, §?5,_________

Tr. 43,555-56)
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Is this aggression —  or even "conspiracy to obtain 

domination of the Asiatic-Pacific world"? Having 

got consent to recognition of th- principle of with

drawal from Chin?. —  the adamant rcfusrl of v r.r 

Minister TOJO and the High Commend to consider which

had directly caused the foil of Prince K O N O Y E ’s 
417

government —  the Foreign Minister undertook to

obtain agreement on a- definite time-limit; starting

with a proposal for one of five years, he fought

egoinst suggestions of 40- a n d ,100-year periods,

until he got £ greement on on "e.ocroxirae.tc goal" of 
418

25 years . Whether tv/nety-five years was an ex

cessive term (it is clearly not "much the same" as

an indefinite oeriod, j s  tho, arose cution would have 
419 " 420

it ) is, as has been mentioned elsewhere , not

the question; excessive or not, it represented to

that extent a defeat for the militarists, succès of

Mr. T O G O ’S peaceful policy. To the extent that he won

that relaxation of Japan's terms, that victory of

principle, his conduct is the opposite of rggression.

8l. Lastly, of our examples —  analysis of

the entire evidence, undisputed as it is, would be

(417. Ex. 2,913, Tr. 25,860, and Ex. 2,914, Tr. 25,868
418. Testimony of TOGO, Tr. 35,686
419. Summation, §Hf-19, Tr. 41,899-900.
420. The Jaoanese-Amcrican Negotiations, §§39, 56 

Tr. 43,597-604, 43,649-50)
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tedious —  is the withdrawal from southern Indo-China,
provided in Proposal ."B". This offer of withdrawal,

this first reversai of the current of armed Japanese

advance, may have had no mecninr in the eyes of Hr.
421

Ballcntine, of the Department of State ; but it ob

viously enough had meaning to Japan’s militarists 
and their adherents, in view of the evidence which we 
have already quoted of their determined opposition to 

it. That is the measure of its mining to the case of 
i»lr • TOGO •

However it may be with other matters of the 

national policy, in the field of diplomacy, at least —  

in the Japancsc-Americe.n negotiations —  the 6 September 

Impérial Conference decision was assuredly not followed 

without alteration of its substance. It was on the 

contrary, it is submitted, far departed from, and as 

the result of the efforst of the Foreign Minister.

THE PRISIDENT ; We will recess for fifteen

minutes.

(«"hereupon, at 1045, a recess was 
token until 1100, after which the proceed

ings were resumed as followsO

(421. Id . ,  §159-62, Tr. 43,654-67)
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UÀRSHa L OF'THE COURT:— The ln U rim llo im l --------

m ilit a ry  T rib un al fo r  the Far East i s  now resumed.

THE PRESIDENT* ^ a jo r Blalceney.

ER. BLAuENLY: Page 1 6 3 , S ectio n 8 X5 I'm

so rry , S ection 82:

Concurrently with the diplom atic questions, 

as has been mentioned, the L ia iso n  Conference con

sidered other sub jects bearing upon the n atio n a l 

p o lic y  to be adopted, a  document in  evidence l i s t s

the "major items to be reexamined concerning essen-
422

t i a l s  fo r  the prosecution of the n atio n a l p o lic y ."

The l i s t  inclu d es eleven su b je cts, to be studied by

the High Command, the Planning Board, and the War,

Navy, Foreign and Finance m in is t r ie s ,  some to be

investig ated  independently, most of then jo in t ly .

The prosecution point out that the Foreign m in iste r

(the document says "Foreign m in istry ") was charged
423

w ith study of f iv e  of these p o in ts. What i s  in t e r 

esting  to note, as bearing on the extent to which the 

Foreign m in istry  had any hand in  in flu e n cin g  these 

n a tio n a l p o lic ie s ,  i s  that whereas the High Command, 

the Planning Board and the Finance m in istry  was each

422. E x h ib it 1 3 2 8  (T r. 1 1,9 2 3). The- document's 
" S t a t is t ic s  Bureau" has been corrected by the 
Language A rb itra tio n  Board to "Supreme Conmand"’ 
(T r .  44,8 22).

4 2 3 . Summation, §w:-14 (T r.  41,890).
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allotted subjects for independent sturdy, the Foreign

iilinistry was in no instance. Every iter.1, to be

"studied" by the Foreign Ministry was for study by

"Foreign, V/ar and Navy ministries" or by "Foreign

Ministry and. iijh Command." The results of these 
424

studies show only two answers to have been prepare^ 

by the Foreign ministry —  nos. 1 and 3 alone are so 

indicated —  and those two were of insufficient 

interest for the prosecution to trouble to read then 

into the record. The trivial role of the Foreign 

ministry in connection with the formation of the 

national policy, as it is shown in this '■•ocument, is 

acknowledged by the prosecution, who point out that in 

these investigations "nain emphasis was lair' on Japan's 

military strength and Japan's position as regards 

military supplies, especially oil" —  natters which 

obviously civilian ministries do not neddle in.

The dominating role of Army and Navy in 

management of Japan's foreign affairs so interestingly 

revealed by this document is emphasized by much other 

evidence in the case, one item of which might con

veniently be referred to here. kr. TOGO has testi

fied —  and no one has contradicted —  that in his

424. Exhibit 1329 (Tr. 11,928)
425. Summation, §WV»-14 (Tr. 41,390)
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Time ag Förelgn iaiiimiui', and before, it was the----- -

Premier who always reported to the Throne not only 
the Liaison Conference decisions, but also all mat

ter of national policy in general, including foreign 

affairs except for the actual proceedings of the
Japanese-American negotiations, which were reported

426
by the Foreign minister.

33. The operational preparations which were 
being made by the impatient military services, con

currently with the Japanese-American negotiations 
and the Liaison Conference discussions, were mili

tary secrets and as such not known to civilian mem

bers of the Liaison Conference, nor discussed in 
427

that body. That war preparations were in progress 
was no secret; but these were to become effective, 

rather than remain merely theoretical, only if the 

negotiations failed. The interest of the Foreign 

minister was (except in so far as their momentum 

generated increased exigence of the High Command) 
therefore not in those preparations —  the details of 

which in no event could he know of or interfere in —  

but with seeing that negotiations did not fail. On

426. Tr. 35,679. Of. §43 of his affidavit
(Tr. 35,669-70) ,

427. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,698-9, 35,702), 
YAMAMOTO (Tr. 26,097), KAYA (Tr. 30,657), and 
TOJO (Tr. 36,391).
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opposition, supported this time only by Finance

ia.nister Ka Ya . The time for decision came at tie

Liaison Conference of 1-2 November# The Army and
Navy insisted that if the negotiations did fail,

Japan must go to war without further loss of time.
428

The argument ran like this. Unless the negotiations

succeeded, Japan must surely fight sooner or later; 

her dependence upon imports (especially of petroleum)
*

was so great that with economic blockade in progress 

"gradual exhaustion" of resources would reduce her 

to the point where she would have to accede to any 

demands which might be made by America after she 

should have reached the point of being unable to 

fight. Since if the negotiations failed she would 
lave to fight in any event, the outcome of them 

should be ascertained and the war, if there was to 
e war, com: enced while the situation was still 

18*avorable to Japan, before it deteriorated with 

19lurther delay. From the major premise of the great 

najority of the Liaison Conference, that the only 

lternative to success in the negotiations was war, 

le Foreign minister dissented. He felt and argued

20

*21a
22 
t

23
424 28. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,690-3), ÏAmAÛOTO 

(Tr. 25,949-51), KAYA (Tr. 30,651-3) and TOJO 
(Tr. 36,316-26)

25
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that, aside from the fact that a war with the United 

States and Britain would be disastrous to Japan,' 

war was not the way of progress for a nation, and 

that even if negotiations failed Japan should be 
patient and await developments. He attempted to urge 
the suggestion, once made in the Liaison Conference, 

that even with relations ruptured, Japan could con

tinue at peace, assuring the supply of oil, which 

the High Command considered the vital matter, by 

synthetic production; the Planning Board branded it 

as impossible. In a last effort to dissuade the 

Liaison Conference from adopting the decision for 

war, he attempted to warn them by proving to them 
that they could not win it, demanding the definite 

opinions of the military representatives. Nothing 

dismayed by the challenge, the \.ar minister said 
that the prospects were certain that victory could 

be won; the Navy minister said that there was ‘•’no

need for pessimism," and the Chief of the Naval
429

General Staff was very confident.

In these circumstances, the majority of the 

Liaison Conference reached their conclusion that war 

would have to be decided for upon failure of the 

negotiations. Despite the pressure of the High 

42-?. Ibid., testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,693-4)
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Command and the Navy m in iste r fo r im ediate d e c is io n ,  

fo re ig n  M in iste r TOGO and Finance m in iste r KaYA in 

siste d  that they be allowed u n t il  the fo llo w in g  day 

to consider fu rth e r. Ur. TOuO did consider the 

matter f u l ly ,  coming to the co nclu sio n that he 

could in  no way re fu te  the views of the armed s e r

v ic e s  on the prospects of a war and that he could not 

fu rth e r in flu e n ce  the d e c is io n  o f the L ia iso n  Confer

ence, S t i l l ,  before agreeing to the d e cisio n , he 

asked fo r  and got several assurances o f Premier 

TOJO designed to co n trib u te to a su c ce ssfu l outcome 

of the n eg o tiatio n s, in clu d in g  the assurance that i f  

the United States shoved a re ce p tiv e  a ttitu d e  toward 

the new Japanese proposals, the Premier would sup

port him in  obtaining reco n sid era tio n  and s t i l l

fu rth e r moderation of what v/ere then the maximum 
430

concessions.
34. The prosecution assert that Foreign 

minister TOGO'S objection to the decision that war 

would be necessary if negotiations failed "was based, 
on prudence rather than on principle and on the fact 

that he was not sure that Japan was strong enough in
431

a m ilit a r y  way to wage a su c ce ssfu l w ar." The

430. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,695-7), YAkAuOTO 
(Tr. 25,951) and TOJO (Tr. 36,314). Finance 
minister ICAYA seems to have known of this T0G0-

----------TOJO understanding (T r.  30.655)»----------------
4 3 1 . Summation, § W - l 6 (T r .  4 l,o 9 5 )
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demonstration of this has required considerable 

distortion of the evidence. "He, therefore, advo
cated in the Liaison Conference of 1 November that 

Japan should be patient and avait a changed situa
tion," they say. The implication is that he advo
cated "awaiting a changed situation for starting the 

war." A reading of the entire sentence from which 

this quotation v/as taken shows it to have the oppo
site meaning: "I therefore insisted that even if

the negotiations should end in failure, war need 
not follow; that even in such circumstances we should 

exercise patience and forbearance and await a changed 

situation.'" Better yet, read the whole sentence in 

its context:
"To me it seemed of paramount importance to' 

avoid war at almost any cost; I had seen the after

effects of World Var I, in Lurope, and knew that 
modern warfare would bring still greater suffering 

and misery to the peoples of the belligerent count

ries, and. I felt that only by steady, sound develop

ment, avoiding sudden expansion or war, could a 

nation progress. I therefore insisted that even if 

the negotiations should end in failure, war need not 

follow; thit even in such circumstances we should
ftvorM cp fnffi nnd f nrhe.-.rnnt*r nnH nw.il t. n ohnngPd

> ' - £ V
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the most proper way fo r  Japan to take v?as to perse

vere under a l l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  and w ait fo r the oppor- \
,435 '

tu n ity  to m ature."

Does t h is  statement, read as a whole, in d ica te  

"w aiting fo r  the opportunity to mature to commence 

h o s t i l it ie s " ?

I t  i s  submitted that there i s  not an io ta  of 

evidence, save the p ro se cu tio n 's presumption of 

g u ilt ,  to support the suggestion that *ur. TOGO'S 

p o sitio n  was one o f "prudence," o f awaiting a fa v o r

able time to a tta ck. The T rib u n a l's  presumption of 

innocence, stro n g ly  reinfo rced  as i t  i s  by the e v i

dence of what h is  actio n s and in te n tio n s theretofore  

had always been, would be of se rv ice  in  in te rp re t

ing h is  actio n s at t h is  moment, i f  they were ambig

uous; but i t  i s  submitted that they were n a tu ra l,  

proper, and in  no w ise in d ic a t iv e  of aggressive in 

tent. The prosecution mention that he agreed to the 

d e c is io n  of the L ia iso n  Conference when he had de

cided that "he was in  no p o sitio n  to prove that Japan's  

m ilit a r y  strength v/as in s u f f ic ie n t , "  that she could
436

not win. A p e rfe c t ly  n a tu ra l p o sitio ns because 

he could not prove t& the others —  the only way to

435. Tr. 35,543
436, Summation, §YM-l6 (Tr. 41,895)

V . ; -  V. :_.~X • . . - ■ ■ - . - K ' Ç :
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situation."
The Tribunal can judge whether the "changed 

situation" here in Question was a more opportune tine 
for war; whether this specks of prudence or of prin
ciple. The defendant was not cross-examined on this 
point.

The witness YiuJh.OTO is represented as re
porting ülr. TOGO to have said that "Japan should de
lay opening war until the United States participated

433in the European conflict"; what he actually quoted 
i~r. TOGO as saying was that Japan should "manage her
self with patience" —  not "delay opening war"; and
vhat he also said was that i'ir. TOGO was *insisting

434
on the necessity of preserving peace." General 
TANiUCA is quoted as giving t.r. TOGO'S opinion '"that 
Japan should wait for the opportunity to mature"; 
what TANAiCA said was that

"iur. TOGO'S opinion naturally provoked great 
disaffection within the. military circles when it was 
revealed that he had declared, at the Liaison Confer
ence held in the first part of November to consider 
whether hostilities should be opened in casev the 
negotiations should not necessarily mean war, and that
432. Testimony of TCCO (Tr. 35,690)
433. Summation, S»VW-l6 (Tr. 41,895)
434« Testimony of Y/i'AkOTO (Tr. 25.949)._____________

432 "
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the most proper way fo r  Japan to take v/as to perse

vere under a l l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  and wait fo r  the oppor- \
435 '

tu n ity  to mature."

Does t h is  statement, read as a whole, in d ic a te  

"w aiting fo r  the opportunity to mature to commence 

h o s t i l it ie s " ?

I t  i s  submitted that there i s  not an io ta  of 

evidence, save the p ro se cu tio n 's  presumption o f  

g u ilt ,  to support the suggestion that iur. TOGO'S 

p o sitio n  v/as one o f "prudence," o f  aw aiting a fa v o r

able time to a tta ck. The T r ib u n a l's  presumption o f  

innocence, stro n g ly  rein fo rced  as i t  i s  by the e v i

dence of what h is  actio n s and in te n tio n s thereto fo re  

had alv/ays been, would be of se rv ice  in  in te rp re t 

ing h is  actio n s at t h is  moment, i f  they were ambig

uous; but i t  is  submitted that they were n a tu ra l,  

proper, and in  no wise in d ic a t iv e  of aggressive in 

tent. The prosecution mention that he agreed to the 

d e c is io n  of the L ia iso n  Conference when he had de

cided that "he v/as in  no p o sitio n  to prove that Japan's ? 

m ilit a r y  strength v/as in s u f f ic ie n t , "  that she could
436

not win. A p e rfe c t ly  n a tu ra l p o sitio n : because

he could not prove t£ the others —  the only way to

435. T r. 35,543 , ,
436. Summation, §\WV-l6 (T r .  41,895)
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persuade them to his way of thinking —  that they 

could not win, he preferred to agree to continue on 
their terms, continuing to work for peace, rather 

than resign and yield his place to one who would be 

more complaisant in acquiescence to the militarists.
85. But, the prosecution object, for. TOGO

could by resigning, or by refusing his agreement or

his resignation, have brought about the fall of the
437

cabinet. In view of the unanimity of the opposi

tion which mr. TOGO had encountered in his efforts
»

to moderate Japan's position and to delay war long 
enough for diplomacy to have a chance, it is hardly 

worth suggesting that forcing the resignation eja 

masse of the TOJO Cabinet would have resulted in 
the triumph of for. TOGO'S peace policy, or in any

thing more than formation of a second TOJO Cabinet 
sans Foreign minister TOGO. The suggestion here 
made by the prosecution is, however, a reference to 

one of their most extraordinary doctrines, and we 
must deal with it here.

There has been a marked tendency of prosecu

tors to discuss with defendants on the witness stand, 
as well as in their summations, the probable effects 

on Japan's course had those defendants resigned their
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o f f ic e s  at va rio u s tit.es v/hich the prosecution  

s e le c t . The d o ctrin e upon which these causerie s  

were based has f in a l ly  been formulated thus:

"No cahinet m in iste r can escape h is  respon

s i b i l i t y  by e sta b lish in g  h is  personal fe e lin g s  o f op 

p o sitio n  to a cabinet d e c is io n . The d e c is io n  could  

not have been made without h is  consent. He always 

had the a lte rn a tiv e  of re sig n in g  instead of castin g  

h is  a ffirm a tiv e  vote fo r, or expressing h is  acq u ies

cence in , an aggressive measure. I f  he did not 

re sig n  d espite h is  personal co n victio n s because he 

f e l t  i t  more important that he or the Cabinet con

tinue in  o f f ic e ,  he i s  le g a lly  ju s t  as resp o n sib le  

(a s ) and m orally more resp o n sib le  than an a ll- o u t  

proponent of the aggressive p o lic y , sin ce he d e lib 

e ra te ly  chose to approve the p o lic y  with f u l l  cog-
438

nizance and co n v ictio n  o f i t s  e v i l . "

T h is presumably re fe rs  to adoption o f a new' "aggres

siv e  p o lic y "  or "aggressive measures," not to mere 

a ctio n  "pursuant to an alread y esta b lish ed  p o lic y ,"  

the case in  which the prosecution say that "no man 

has been charged."

" I f  he w'as in  o f f ic e  at the time,

438, Summation, SS-1,? (Tr. 40,554-5)
allowed
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his scruples to be overruled, and continued in of
fice, we submit that quite clearly he should be con
victed, and that in a moral point of view his case 
is at least as bad as that of one who had no such 
scruples . . . .  He could, if he was so minded, 
have absolved himself from the responsibility by 
resigning, or still more effectively if he was a 
cabinet minister, by refusing either to agree or 
resign, in which case the whole cabinet would have 
had to resign and the rar might thus have been pre
vented . . . .  If he was out of office at the time 
and made clear his objection to the particular war 
to the extent of disassociating himself from the 
conspiracy although it was v/ithin the scope of the 
original agreement, we would concede that he should
not be convicted of the offense of initiating or

439
waging that particular war."
I do not propose to dwell long over answering this, 
for many ansv/ers will already have occurred to the 
Tribunal. I do, however, wish to mention one or 
two which are peculiarly applicable to the case of 
mr. TOGO.

86. First, as to the assumption of fact 
underlying this argument. The suggestion that by 
439. Summation, §0-24 (Tr. 39,057-8)
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re sig n in g , or by refusin g  e ith e r h is  assent to a 

measure or h is  resig n a tio n , a cabinet m inister can 

su b s ta n tia lly  a lt e r  the- course set by a m ajo rity, i s  

unfounded. As i t  chances, we have in  the record  

here evidence o f each type o f s itu a tio n , Mr. TOGO 

did re fu se , in  £e-ptember 1942, to give h is  assent 

to the cre a tio n  o f the Greater East Asia M in istry ;  

he f a ile d  in  the e ffo rt  to secure support from h is  

fe llo w -m in iste rs  fo r h is  p o sitio n , and v;as unable
440

to fo rce  a general re sig n a tio n ; and he resigned alone.. 

H is  a ctio n  had no e ffe c t  of a lt e rin g  the p o lic y  of 

e sta b lish in g  the new M in istry , but only enabled the 

leading proponent of the p o lic y , the Premier, to take 

over the Foreign p o rtfo lio ,  ending a l l  opposition  

to the p o lic y . On the other hand, in  J u ly  1941 

Foreign M in iste r MATSUOKA, who had become exceedingly  

r e c a lc it r a n t  over the Japanese-American negotiations, 

refused to support or execute the diplom atic p o li

c ie s  o f the KONOYE Cabinet w hile continuing to c lin g  

to h is  p o sitio n  in  i t .  A re sig n a tio n  en masse was 

the so lu tio n , with Prince KONOYE immediately forming 

a successor cabinet, with no change of diplom atic  

s ig n ific a n c e  in  i t s  personnel except in  the fo re ig n

440. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,760-1), TANa KA 
(Tr. 35,544-5) and Y U Z A M  (Tr. 35,574)
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-------------- T O — ------------------------------------
ministership. In neither of these instances did

the resignation of the Foreign minister alter the

policy, nor yet palliate the condition which had

brought it about; in each case its only effect was

to give the discarded minister a sense, perhaps, of

the correctness of his conduct.

87. Secondly, as a question of practical 

politics, this suggestion of the prosecution's that 

a minister, to save his skin, is to resign or force 

a change of government over every difference of 

opinion is an odd one. It is not a question of 

whether it is admirable to hold strong convictions 

and to fight for them; but it is a commonplace that 

all social life, and not least political life, must 

be a process of compromise. The prosecution's sug

gested course, prescribing compromise, lc-ads us to 

nothing but anarchy: governments change daily;

there is no policy. Their statesman must, as a 

matter of course, make an issue of every point aris

ing in the- direction of affairs of state, howsoever 

small it may appear; for any detail of policy may be 

the link in the chain of causation v.hich will lead 

him to the gallov/s. This most novel doctrine which 

the prosecution suggest is one which even they did 

441. Ixhibit 2344 (Tr. 17,693)
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not subscribe to u n t il  i t s  u t i l i t y  fo r  purposes of

co n v ictio n  was re ce n tly  n o ticed . A year ago, in\
presenting to the T rib u n a l the p ro se cu tio n 's  consid

ered view of the questions o f lav; in  the case, a d is 

tinguished GiGDiber o f the p ro se cu tio n 's  s t a f f  sa id ,  

in  speaking of the b e ia v io r of Japanese governmental 

and m ilit a r y  o f f i c i a l s  which was considered by them 

to be proof of crim in a l g u ilt ,  that "we fin d  ambassa

dors threatening to re sig n , and re sig n in g , when they

did not see eye to eye with the government at home.
442

There v/as no discipline among them." No discipline 

—  exactly! No discipline, no system, no policy, no 

government, no society. Anarchy, chaos, nihilism, 

brought about by resignation of a public official 

every time he found himself unable to see eye to eye 

with the majority!

442. T r. 16,795

rri*. '7.
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___________ 88. The lost noint v.’hlch I wish to mention,

in connection with this resignation question, is one 

of ethics. I oust say that the prosecution's doc

trine ns quoted above strikes ne as expressive of a 

queer, twisted morality, an unashamed cynicism out of 

keeping with what should be the airs of these pro

ceedings. Lut us tost it by application to an actual 

situation, with a hypothetically altered outcome.

Let us suppose that, as did happen, Mr. TOGO, becom

ing Foreign Minister of the TOJO Cabinet with the 

firm intention to fight to the end for success of the 

Japanese-American negotiations and to avert war, had 

secured consent of the Liaison Conference to the 

Proposals "A" and "B" and had presented then to the 

United States. V.To suppose that, contrary to the 

fact, the United States had shown interest; that 

accordingly Japan (carrying out the understanding and 

intention of the Premier and the Foreign Minister) made 

still further concessions, and that, the negotiations 

ending in agreement, there had been no Pa.cific war. 

Certainly Mr. TOGO would not have been criminal then? 

Matters did not, of course, fall out so; he failed; 

but his intention and our estimate of him do not 

differ because of that. Nothing is changed, except 

that he stayed on in his office to keep it from falling

m
“HTti-,
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into possession of one who would not struggle to the ~  

last for peace, to end the war once it was under way, 

as he would and did.

we apply the prosecution*s doctrine, what 

is the result? We laud the weakling, the coward who, 

seeing failure probable or success problematical, 

drops duty and flees all to save his paltry life; 

ve hang the statesman of courage to face the Herculean

task, accepting with it the onus if he fail. Were
443 444

Messrs. Hull and Ballantine, together with 

Mr. TOGO, wrong, in believing it the duty of a 

statesman to work to the last split second for pence?

So the prosecution seem to say. If this trial, this 

International Military Tribunal for the Far East, has 

a meaning, it must be in the hope that through it 

future wars nay be prevented. Yet if this sort of 

trial of leaders of a defeated nation is to become a 

concomitant of each successive war, the hope of ending 

war will have been perilously impaired. Will there be 

statesmen? Will men of vision and courage be able to 

risk accenting public office, knowing that the requitî1 

of failure is death? Once the statesman discovers 

4'3. Ex. 2840 (T. at 26362).
444. Testimony of Joseph A. Ballantine (T. 10963)»
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that tho balance of the notional p o lic y  in c lin e s ,  

be i t  ever so s l ig h t ly ,  in  favor o f what he nay fe a r  

coule’ be regarded1, as aggression, r.ust he abandon a l l  

e f f o r t ,  by staying on in  o f f ic e ,  to in flu e n ce  i t  fo r  

the b e tte r, and p re c ip it a t e ly  f le e  fo r h is  own sa fe ty ,  

lea vin g  the f ie ld  uncontestod to the advocates of e v il?  

Such is  the p la in  consequence of adoption of tne prose

c u tio n 1 s d o ctrin e of r e s p o n s ib ilit y .

89. At any rate, Mr. TOGO did consider 

resignation before he gave his consent to the Liaison 

Conference decision of 2 November. He has testified to 

having given thought to whether his resignation could 

affect tho situation, and to having taken advice; he 
called on his former senior in the Foreign Ministry,
Mr. HIROTA, and "to ld  him that tho Japanese-American 

question was in  fa r  more serio u s state than I  had 

thought when I  entered the cab in et, and that there 

was great danger of war despite my re so lu tio n  to succeed 

by diplomacy, and asked h is  opinion of whether there  

was a p o s s ib il it y  of b rin g in g  about a change in  the 

s itu a tio n  by my re sig n a tio n . Mr. HIROTA was opposed 

to the M e a; i f  I  resigned, he pointed out, a supporter 

of war might immediately be appointed Foreign M in iste r,  

th erefo re I  should remain in  o f f ic e  to do a l l  that I
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----------- --------------- 4ii.__________________________
could to maintain ponce."

Interestingly, the identical advice caihe 
from General TANAKA, Ryukichi, with whom he seems to 
have talked at the sane tine. The General says:

"I earnestly requested him to retain his 
office, pointing out that it would be quite impossible 
to find another person who would resolutely do his ut
most to check the outbreak of war in opposition to the 
army; that if such a person as Mr. MATSUOKA should bo 
recalled to replace him, it would naturally become 
more difficult to prevent war; and. that, should, war 
unfortunately ’-renk out, his remaining in office 
would become all the more necessary in consideration 
of the national strength of Japan, so that ho might
be able to seize the earliest opportunity to conclude 

446.
peace.

Perhaps most of us, undertaking to ascertain 
another's motives, try to imagine ourselves in his 
place. This question nay well be left there; let 
one put oneself, assumed to be a peace-lover, .an 
opponent of aggression, in the place where no action 
of one's own can dotermine surely the outcome of war or 
peace, but one's resignation will make war the more
445. T. 35697.
446. T. 35544.
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probable, one's staying on nay preserve the peace; 

what does one do?

90. "The final decisions having been taken

and the accused having assented to then, he became,

during the following month, the main figure in further-
447.

ing the aims of the conspiracy," say the prosecu

tion. This refers, presumably, to the conspiracy to 

avoid war by negotiation, the only intention which the 

evidence has shown the defendant TOGO to have enter

tained up to this point. It still does not suffice —  

though a prosecutor a thousand times assert him to 

have been a conspirator, it still does not make him 

so; there is still the burden of proof to be carried; 

and it yet remains even to be intimated by evidence 

that he has not fought against war, aggressive or 

otherwise, at every step of the way. But, "personally 

directing Japan's diplomatic maneuvers, he made the 

strongest efforts to hide the fact that if the demands

then presented were not accepted, Japan would irame«-
448.

dlately take recourse to further aggression." This 

calls for a number of comments.

The prosecution exhibited throughout these 

proceedings a considerable confusion of thought on

447. Summation, § W - 1 9  (T. 41898).
448. Ibid.
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the subject of thoir contention thr.t the T0J0 Cabinet*s 

Proposal "A" ant! "B" were Japan’s "final demands."
That this condition still obtains is apparent from the 

treatment of the matter in thoir final submissions.

In obedience to thoir idee fixe they have been led into 

untenable positions on a number of points and have even, 

as we have seen, gone the length of tacitly confessing 
that they have no case against the defendant TOGO; for 

to emphasize the "finality" of those "final demands," 
they maintain them to have been nothing other than the 

minimum demands included in the policy of 6 September; 

and they disclaim the intention of contending for 

responsibility of a defendant who merely carried out 
policy already established without participation by 
him, as that of 6 September was without Mr. TOGO'S.

The prosecution thus find themselves in the position 

of now having, as they see it, to contend on one page 
of thoir summation that Mr. TOGO made efforts to con

ceal the fact that the offers of Proposals "A" and "B" 

were final, while in the half-dozen pages following 

insisting that he impressed strongly upon Ambassador 

NOMURA and Ambassadors Grew and Craigie, that the 

proposals then being made were final and that if they 

resulted in no agreement Japan might have to resort to
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449;
action in self-defense. At any rate, this con
stant statement of the prosecution's conclusion that 

the proposals wore "the last" or "final" is hut a 

nlay on words ; such reiteration of conclusions is 

submitted to be of little assistance to the Tribunal 
in ascertaining the legal effect of the defendants' 

acts.

91. The extent to which Proposals "A" and 
"B" might properly have been spoken of as "final" 
has been shown by ample evidence from which the 
Tribunal can draw such conclusions as it may consider 
necessary to formulating its judgment. For the case 
of Mr. TOGO, it is perhaps unnecessary to attempt to 

draw any conclusion whether these proposals are properl; 

characterized as "final"; it is at any rate not 
necessary for me to offer any argument designed to 

support interpretation of the November proposals as 

"final" or otherwise; for what the Tribunal will, we 

believe, wish to know is his intent as it may be 

gathered from his actions. I wish, therefore, to 

remind the Tribunal briefly of the factual situation 
existing, and to show that in my submission Mr, TOGO'S 

actions wore wholly consistent with and indicative of 

honesty and sincerity of purpose. The Tribunal will 
-A4Q TV , SSvr.T-TQ,?2 (T. ÆlftQ8-QQ4). __________________
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draw from the facts what conclusion they justify 

concerning "finality."
The facts disclosed! by the evidence which we 

have reviewed! are that if Proposals "A" and! "B" were 

the "last word!," it was of no d!esiro of Mr. TOGO’S 
that they should! bo such 5 ’ut that on the contrary 

the Foreign Minister had! fought to the linit of 

his ability for moderation of the Japanese position, 

and! had! secured! this much —  which we have submitted
450,

elsewhere to represent really substantial concessions. ■> 

It had! been decided by the Liaison Conference, despite 

his objection, that unless agreement could be reached 

on the basis of these proposals a decision for war 
would have to be taken —  that the concessions made in 

then nust be the last. The proceedings in the Liaison 

Conference leave no room for doubt that as of Novenber 

1941 Proposals "A" and "B" represented the ultimate in 
the sense that they comprised the general matters, and. 
the only ones, in which concession by Japan would be 

made. r'hnt can, of course, never be lost sight of is 

that the negotiations with the United States contem

plated, in the Japanese view, some give-and-take, some 

reciprocal attempt at agreement or compromise; not that
45Ö. The Japanese-Amorican Negotiations,§§53-66 (T.

43638-78).
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&

there w~uld continue to bu, as fo r  many wear y nonths 

there had been, only u n ila t e r a l e ffo rts  to please the 

other p arty. So long as the other p a rty  "never talked
451

to them in  terns of concessions fro n  our p r in c ip le s ,"

there would in e v it a b ly  core a tin e  when the Japanese

would fe e l that, th e ir  la s t  card played, they nust

give up the e ffo r t  —  but t h is  n atter has been argued
452.

elsewhere. To the minds of r.any, that time, as
453.

the evidence shows, had cone.

I t  is  therefore submitted that Foreign  

M in iste r TOGO’ S explanations to Ambassadors Grow and 

C ra ig ie  not only were s t r i c t l y  accurate and honest, but 

s o -fa r  fro n having s in is t e r  im p lica tio n s wore the 

conduct in  the circum stances n a tu ra l to one in te n t  

upon b rin g in g  the negotiations to su ccess. The con

v e rsa tio n  with Ambassador C ra ig ie  speaks the exact 

s itu a t io n  as i t  then was: there were "fa c tio n s  in  the

country which in s is t  that there is  no need fo r  negotiat

in g  and p o int out the usolcssneps of doing so ," the 

negotiations were "being continued only a fte r  these 

fa c tio n s were checked," the Foreign M in iste r was 

"making superhuman e ffo rts "  at that time in  the attempt

451. T a stirc n y  of B n lla n tin e  (T. 11159).
452. The Ormanese-Ar-.crican Negotiations, §§46,57». 82. et

passim .
4-53. Jnfrg,' n459.
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to save J a p a n e s e -American and Jaoanose-British
454.

relations fron coning to a crisis. To Ambassador

Grew explanation of the sane tunor was given, with 

the additional mention that if conditions continued 

as they then were, Japan night "feel obliged resolutely
455

to resort to measures of self-defense" ; such was 

the purport of the decision taken by the Liaison 
Conference. The two conversations strikingly illus

trate that, so far from attempting "to hide the fact 
that if the demands then presented were not accepted, 
Japan would immediately take recourse to further 
aggression," Foreign Minister TOGO attempted to 
inpress upon the two ambassadors that he could not 

control the situation any further, had done his ut

most, and now had to rest his hopes on the American 

reaction to the proposals then made. His words were 

the most earnest effort to make then realize the gravity 

of the situation; "Our domestic political situation 

will permit no further delays in reaching a decision," 
he told Ambassador Craiaie; "national sentiment will 

not tolerate further protracted delay in arriving at 

some conclusion," he said to Ambassador Grew, who

454. Exhibit II74 (T. 10354).
45*. Exhibit 2918 (T. 25925).
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fron long experience* of Japan well knew the Govern
ment's problem of trying to mr.nr.go the armed services. 
Foreign Minister TOGO could scarcely have stated to 
them more accurately the decisions of the Liaison 

Conference than by these words. And the words were 
true; the situation was as he described it; it was 

so despite his most valiant opposition. Where is the 

fault in him for stating honestly the gravity of the 

situation, the truth that matters were beyond his 

control? Where is the "hiding the facts"?
92. But if Proposals "A" and "B" represented 

the area within the limits of which Japan would make 
concession, the evidence shows equally that, given 

any display of American interest in those attempts, 
there night well have been further changes in the 
actual terns. It will he remembered that the Foreign 
Minister had obtained from the Premier, before agree
ing to the Liaison Conference decision of 2 November, 
his undertaking that in the event of American respon

siveness to the proposals he would support the Foreign
45o.

Minister's effort to obtain still further concession.
It is in this sense that must be taken General TOJO's

testimony that acceptance by the United States of

456. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35697), TOJO (T. 36814),
KAY A (T. 30655) and YAMAMOTO (T. 2595D.
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"half“ of Proposal "B" night have* sufficed to prevent 

war: that acceptance by America of any item would

have served, because the Japanese terms could have

teen relaxed "if the United States approached us in
457.

a spirit of reciprocity," So far from this state

ment of General T0J0*s being in "controversion" of
458.

the evidence in the case, the record is frilled
with evidence thf.t the absence of American response to
the Japanese advances had always been stressed by the
High Command as indicative of the hopelessness of

negotiations and the desirability of early resort to
459.

war. There is no reason to doubt that support of
Premier and War Minister T0J0 would have sufficed to

enable Mr. TOGO to obtain from the Liaison Conference'

the further concessions which would have kept the
460.

negotiations alive. He was hence able quite

accurately to advise Ambassador NOMURA that Proposal 

"A" embodied the "virtually final" concessions.

There is no contradiction between Mr. T0G0*s 

(and other witnesses1) statement that Proposals "A" 
and "B" represented the utmost concessions which could

Æ 57. T. 36697-98.
458. Summation, §39 (T. 38982).
459. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35683-84), TO JO (T. 36297) and 

YAMAMOTO (T. 259£3-24) $ exhibit 2924 (T. 25960).
460. Cf. The Jaoanese-American Negotiations, §81

W .  43728) ,
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l'o wrung fron the military authorities, one! the testi
mony that these proposals were nevertheless not

4 6 1 .
"absolutely final," They represented the utmost
concession which could ho won at that tine; it would, 

admittedly, have boon difficult to secure approval 
of further concessions. Difficult, but not impossible; 

it would have required the sane procedure of Liaison 

Conference and Imperial Conference approval that was 
required for Proposals "A" and "B" themselves, but the 
meaning of the T0G0-T0J0 Conversation is that the 

Premier's powerful support would have been given to 

that-effort• What it required above all was, of course, 
a show of interest —  of sincerity in negotiating —  

by the United States. That would have armed the 

Foreign Minister formidably for his fight to convince 

the militarists that diplomacy could succeed. But 

the United States showed no interest.

93« Foreign Minister TOGO'S instructions to 
his ambassadors in Washington and elsewhere have been 

very heavily relied on by the prosecution to sustain 
their contention that it was never intended that 

further changes in the Japanese position should be 

made after adoption of Proposals "A" and "B." It is
461. Summation, §H¥-l6 (T. 41892).25
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1

h e ir  reasoning is  not im pressive i f

jt ht; natter bo considered in  the l ig h t  of conn on sense,

2I vidonce offeree! by the defense to prove the diplom atic

5 ! r a c t ic e  in  accordance with which these in s tru c t io n s
462

4were sent was not accepted by the T rib u n a l; But,

5;:s I  have s a id , common sense alone w i l l  s u f f ic e .  

<v3eforo d iscu ssin g  that n a tte r, however, i t  must again

7 be pointed out that many of the communications from the

8 foreign M in is try  to the v'-sbington Embassy were put in

9 evidence by the prosecution in  form o f intercepted

telegram s, the u n r e l ia b i l it y  of which has we b e lie v e

been f u l l y  demonstrated; although the o r ig in a ls

lof those co ntaining the bravest e r r o r s  have been put

in  evidence by the defense, the p ro secu tio n  s t i l l

quote to the T rib u n a l tho more p r e ju d ic ia l  mistakes

o f the in te rc e p ts  as evidence proving the in te n tio n  of

.the Foreign M in iste r whofco language they have been 
171 464.
18 proved not to have been. I t  nay not therefore

19 I cone amiss to enter a. general ca.v*3at against acceptance ,

20 of the language of exhibits 1164, 1165, and 1170, the
21 original forms of which are represented by exhibits 

221 2924, 2925, and 2926, rçirpectivcly.
23 I 462. T. 38841-46.

. 463. The Je.pa.nes0-Arneri<fan Negotiations, §§42-46
24 I (T. 43607-2I).

464. Sunnati'n, §§G-117 (ï. 39656-57), *W-19 (T.41898-99!25 XX-65 (T . 42002), <*tc.
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94. The prosecution’s position in connec
tion with Foreign Minister TOGO’S instructions to his 

ambassadora as probative of his aggressive intent is 

predicated upon the use in those instructions of such 
language as "the present negotiations are our'final 

effort" 5 "these proposals are truly our last"; "if 
speedy conclusion of the negotiations is not to be 

attained even on the basis of those proposals, break
down of the negotiations is unavoidable, however
regrettable it nay bo. Relations between the two

465.
countries face rupture in such a case"; "this is

our proposal sotting forth what are virtually our final
concessions"; "any further concession on our part can

466.
hardly be expected." I must confess to being

unable to find anything sinister in these expressions, 

What more natural for a Foreign Minister desperately 
afraid of the breakdown of negotiations which would 

renn war than this exhortation to his ambassador to 

make every effort? This "finality," or "virtual 

finality," or the pending proposals was not of Mr. 

TOGO’S caking, but was the work of the Liaison Con

ference; it cannot be criminal of him to report it, 

as a fact, to the ambassador on whose efforts he was 

dependent. It is, nor'over, a commonplace in ' . ' 
465>x E^, 2924(T.25961)* 466. Ex. 2925 (T.25966).
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diplom atic negotiations —  as in  other ty p e s 'o f j

bargaining —  that ono does not d is c lo s e  one’ s hand 

at the outset e ith e r to one’ s adversary or to one’ s 

agent, who w i l l  he the b etter able to urge the 

p rin c ip a l.’ s cause i f  he does not know the terns 

which w il l  be acceptable. The s itu a tio n  was se rio u s,  

and i t  would have been crim in a l of the Foreign M in ister  

to pretend that i t  wasn’ t ;  only by im pressing i t s  

seriousness upon the other p a rty  d ire c t  —  by t e l l in g  j 

Ambassador C rn ig io , fo r  example, that i t  would be 

useless to continue negotiations i f  the United States  

could not consider tho la t e s t  proposals —  and 

in d ir e c t ly ,  by making one’ s agent b e lie v e  i t ,  could  

i t  be hoped to save the s itu a t io n . There had, more

over, been c r it ic is m  in  Tokyo of Admiral NOMURA as

"too easy-going," and i t  was n a tu ra l therefo re to  
467.

spur him on.

467. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (T. 26058).

Iii;iBl~n»,"Wlli!l!P!ril
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The prosecution point out that on 14 November 

Ambassador NOMURA sent to Fc>reign Minister TOGO a 

"warning" that war would not be to Japan’s interest; 

which "clear warning by NOMURA against opening the war 

was ignored by TOGO who, in his.answer to NOMURA’S tele- 

grom, stated that he full well realized the truth of
*

his statements but that the fundamental Japanese policyt

had been laid down and that it was out of the question

to wait any longer and see what course the war would 
468

take." Admiral NOMURA, who had served in his time 

both as Foreign Minister and as a member of the High 

Command, doubtless understood this telegram exactly as 

it was intended; that Japan's fundamental policy had 

been determined, that the-Foreign.Minister-could not 

change it, though he quite Sgrapd.with the-Ambassador’*? 

views of its undesirability, and th a t •therefore all that 

either of them could-do was to work the harder Tor^suc

cess in the negotiations. So far from ignoring "NOMURA':! 

warning," the Foreign Minister told him here plainly

enough that he had tried to influence the decision in
469

the direction suggested by the Ambassador, but could 

do no more.
95. Perhaps the true significance of the "last

470
word" issue —  "if it is an issue" —  is in its bearing
468. Summation, fWW-24 (Tr. 41,907)»
469. E x ; 1178 , (Tr. -10,380) ------------------------------- ---
470. " . . .  that issue, if it is one . ." (Statement 

by prosecution, Tr. 3 8 ,8 4 3 ).

s
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1
on whether the 5 November Imperial Conference decision •
was a decision for war. The prosecution are now

adopting the position that it was such, or at times that

it "cannot be seen as other than a qualified decision 
471

for war." It is, needless to say, this "qualification" 

which represented Mr. TOGO’S efforts and his interest; 

the "decision for war" —  which of course it was not, 
by any ordinary standard of interpretation of language —  

was subject to the important qualification that he was 

working exclusively to prevent the condition from fall

ing out in such & way that war would ensue. So far as 
he was concerned, it was in no sense a decision for war, 

because he had given his agreement to it only because 
in no other way could he gain authorization to carry on 

his work for agreement with America.
But it flies in the face of reason and fact to 

contend that the 5 November decision was a decision for 

war. Far more reasonable, it is submitted, is to regard 

it as another form of the preparations for war, in the 

event of failure of negotiations, which were being made 

in parallel with the negotiations; it made war more 

probable; but it was not a decision for war. As such, 
it was of little interest to the Foreign Minister by 

comparison with the negotiations which should prevent 

471. Summation, §WW-l6 (Tr. 41,893)« m
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i t  from becoming e ffe c t iv e .

96. A few other questions a r is in g  from the

Japanese-American negotiations during the time of the 

TOJO cabinet may be discussed in  b r ie f  as they a ffe c t  

Mr. TOGO. These points have been examined in  d e t a il  

and the very voluminous evidence reviewed in  our general 

summation on the su b ject, to which reference i s  made 

fo r  the f u l l  a n a ly sis  o f the evidence and the fa c t s .

What is  said here i s  to be regarded as only supplementary 

to that d iscu ssio n , and designed s o le ly  to demonstrate 

the bearing o f Mr. TOGO'S in te n t cn the su b ject.

to a s s is t  Ambassador NOMURA has long bw n contended by

the prosecution to have been a " t r ic k , "  or "camouflage"

to deceive the United States. We have submitted e ls e -  
472

where that these ep ithets o f the prosecution have, when 

examined in  the l ig h t  o f the fa c ts ,  no meaning. The 

contention re s ts , a ft e r  a l l ,  wholly upon the testimony 

of General TANAKA that he was so to ld  by the defendant 

MUTO; i f  General MUTO did say anything of the so rt

(which he has co n vin cin g ly  denied), he could not have 

a ttrib u te d  to the Foreign M in ister any in te n tio n  of 

"cam ouflage," in  view o f h is  unquestioned statement that: 

472. The Japanese-American N egotiations, §81

The dispatch of Ambassador KURUSU to Washington

473

(T r. 43 7 3 2 -3 3 ),
-473-»— Summation. g-2n (T r . 41,9001.
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" I  a lso  heard i t  had been suggested as à step

s ir.c e re iv  taker fo r Japanese-American negotiations by

Fo reign m in ister TOGO at the request of Ambassador

NOMURA and had been decided upon a ft e r  h is  co n su ltatio n
474

w ith TOJO, Prime M in iste r . .

General TANAKA him self never suggested any in 

s in c e r it y  in  Mr. TOGO, and indeed h is  testimony given  

or v a rio u s occasions in  h is  behalf negatives h is  having 

had any such su sp icio n . Here I  wish only to touch upon 

the suggestion that " in  view of the fa ct that KURUSU 

could not, and in  fa c t  did not, a r r iv e  in  Washington 

u n t i l  a very few days before the f i n a l  deadline set fo r  

the nego tiatio n s, i t  remains an open question what other 

purpose h is  journey could have had” than that o f deceivin

the United States and gaining time fo r  m ilit a ry  prepara- 
475

g

tio n s . The prosecution f a i l  to take account o f the fact 

that Ambassador KURUSU's dispatch was arranged at the 

very e a r lie s t  moment that i t  was p o ssib le  to see any 

b e n e fit  to accrue from i t  —  immediately upon the adop

tio n  o f the d e cisio n  to continue n e g o tia tio n s. Before  

that d e cisio n , when i t  was s t i l l  uncertain whether the 

neg o tiatio n s would not be permitted to lapse, there woult 

have been nc meaning'to sending another diplomat - -  that24
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might have constituted "camouflage," in truth. After 

the decision had been made nothing would, it is sub

mitted, be more natural than that this long-standing 

request of Ambassador NOMURA's, which Foreign Minister 
TOYODA had been on the point of complying with when he 

quit office, should be taken up and fulfilled. It is 

the more natural in that at that most serious period 

of Japanese-Amerlcan relations, the time which would 
decide war or peace, Japan was represented at Washing

ton by one who was to say only so much, not a professionajl 

diplomat, but a retired admiral. That the request of 
Admiral NOMURA for the assistance of Mr. KURUSU had beer

"made, without result, when there was still sufficient
476

time for negotiations" has nothing to do with Mr. TOGO, 

who was not then Foreign Minister; he sent him so soon 
as he had any reason for requiring further representa
tion in Washington.

97. The so-called deadline set by Foreign
Minister TOGO for conclusion of an agreement in Washing-

477
ton has beer discussed in another place. It is there 

»
mentioned that there is no evidence to support the 

prosecution's contention that the "deadline" had con

nection with the departure of the task force which was
476. Summation, §WW-20 (Tr. 41,901).
477. The Japanese-American Negotiations, §81-------(Tr. 41T7 ^ - v n .  ______________ _ ________
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to attack the American-fleet at Pearl Harbor, and that

the inference, based upon a coincidence of*date, of

the existence of such a connection is illogical. The
478

prosecution seem, moreover, to accept Mr. TOGC's quite
479

natural and convincing explanation of the process of

thought by which he arrived at the date which he set,

and of its purely diplomatic significance. In view of

the undisputed evidence that it had been understood at

all times that if an agreement were concluded with the

United States the military preparations for war would 
480

be cancelled, it is perhaps sufficiently apparent that 

the diplomatic '’deadline" and the fleet movements had 

ro connection.

98. Various other aspects of the evidence are 

probative of the sircerity with which the Foreign Minis

ter worked for the success of the Japanese-American 

negotiations. Mr. TOGO'S efforts to induce British 

participation in the negotiations, in order to insure a 

general settlement of interested parties, have been men

tioned. Equally noteworthy is the fact that he had 

refused the insistent request of Germany for information 

on the development of the Japanese-American negotiations, 

feeiing that permitting the Germans to become aware of

478. Summation. |WW-21 (Tr. 41,902).
4/9. Tr. 36 099-100.
480. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 36,099). See also Ex. 809

(Tr. 7,988) " -----
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the nature and extent of the negotiations would not

contribute to their success. Only after receipt of the

Hull Fote hai made war appear highly probable, and

after the Liaison Conference had ordered him to negotiate

fo r  a no-separate-neaco movement, did Foreign M in iste r

TOGO give to the German and Italian Governments even
481

an outline of the negotiations.

99. The prosecution have indulged in a con

siderable distortion of the evidence in connection with
482

Mr. TOGO and Proposal "B." "Both the accused and the

defense witness YAMAMOTO stated that they had confidence

that Proposal ’B' would prove acceptable, and that they

had full hopes that an agreement could be reached on
483

the basis of this reasonable proposal" is net a correct 

statement of the evidence. Mr. TOGO testified, at the 

page of the transcript cited, to nothing remotely resem

bling this pretended paraphrase; what he said was that: 

"Proposal 'B' was therefore —  after I had 

secured assent of the Liaison Conference, of course —  

presented on 20 November. At first conditions appeared 

promising; when we learned that American newspapers of

481. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35.735) and Ex. 1199 
(Tr. 10,469). Cf. Ambassador Ott's statement that on
6 November Foreign Minister TOGO "regretted that he could 
not inform" him of the details of Ambassador KUR U S U ’s 
mission (Fx. 3901, Tr. 38,841, not read).
482. Summation, gV/W-26 (Tr. 41,910-14).
483. J d . ,  (Tr. 4 1 ,  Q H ) . ________________________________
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the 2 5 th were reporting the probability that a modus

vivendi would be concluded, we assumed that it was on
484

the basis of Proposal 'B.

He had also testified ~  which is not mentioned

that:

"I felt that if the United States were willing

to understand Japan's position and manifest a spirit of

reciprocity, it might be quite possible to break the

deadlock by agreement on the general lines of Proposal

•A.' By that time, however, matters had reached such a

state that settlement of all the outstanding problems

at a stroke was likely to be difficult at best, and

sure to be impossible if we encountered continued

American insistence on their demands. It was for the .

purpose of averting a crisis by agreement on the most

urgent matters calling for immediate solution that I had
485

prepared Proposal 'B' as well.

"The deliberations of the Liaison Conference, 

however, continued; it would be a happy solution if the 

impasse in the negotiations could be broken by the two 

new proposals, but ir. the light of the past attitude of 

the United States sufficient expectations of a favorable 

reception could not be entertained to justify the atandor|- 

ment of further study toward the eventuality of failure 

484. Tr. 85.708.
4Ö5. Tr. 35,697-98.
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_____________________ &BÙ____________________________________
in the negotiations.

" . . . I discovered that the condition of the 

negotiations was not quite what we had al] thought 

it . . . This naturally,made the prospects of a settle

ment even more remote, though I still had confidence 
that my proposals 'A' and '3* were fair and reasonable,

and hoped that the United States might be persuaded to
487

recognize that fact. '1

Not quite the same as "confidence" that the 

proposals would prove acceptable, that he had "full hopes" 

that an agreement could be reached?

Mr. YAMAMOTO’s testimony was that 

"In the Foreign Ministry and the Liaison 

Conference, it was felt that in view of the concessions 
made upon careful study of the American position on 
pending questions the United States would give favorable 

cor side-ration to the proposal 'A'. . . We expected 

Proposal ’B' to bo favorably entertained by the United 

States . . .  On the basis of . . . reports from Washing

ton, the Japanese government offices concerned were
488

hopeful of success in the negotiations."

Not even Mr. TOGO’S subordinate testified to 

having had any "full hopes"; and the position of Mr. TOGO

486. Tr. 35,698-99.
487. Ibid.
488. Tr. 25,986, 26,028, 26,041.
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Mmoolf la plain enough, that he considered the pro-
«

posais reasonable and deserving of serious consideration,
but had a little hope of them in the best case, none

if America should continue uncompromising. All which

las no tendency to impeach his testimony —  the purpose

for which the prosecution indulged in this exercise in

stating the substance of evidence —  that Proposal "B"
was designed by restoring conditions to something like

normal, to create an atmosphere of calm to permit of

further negotiation on the basic questions, with the
489

imminent threat of war removed; the discussion of 

whether such is the reasonable tendency of Proposal "B"
490

las been made in another summation. Nor do Mr. TOGO'S13
14 telegrams of 12 and 25 November to diplomatic represen- 

15natives overseas, warning them of the danger of break-

16 diown of negotiations, provide more support to the pro-
17 üecution's position; it is customary in times of 

ension for foreign offices to notify their represen- 

atives of the possibility of a crisis in order that

■tihey may warn resident nationals to be prepared for 

eventualities —  not because any course has been decided. 
It is in fact well known that in this instance various
I

powers, including the United States, had since the

1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10 

11 

12

18-; 
191 
20 

21 

22

23
24
489. Tr. 35,698.

23490. The Japanese-American Negotiations, §§58-66 
(Tr. 45,654-78). .
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preceding year been instructing their nationals to 
evacuate Eastern Asia.

Somehow, the prosecution make out that "exhibit 

3445, a draft submitted by the accused MUTO to the 
Foreign Ministry for the action Japan would have to 

take if the United States agreed to the Proposal 'Bf 

clearly contradicts the assertion that it was the in

tention to create a calm atmosphere for further nego- 
491

tiations." This is because, not of the fact that he 

had seen this draft prepared elsewhere (which often 

serves the prosecution as a basis for asserting guilt), 
but that "it is clear that the demands which Japan was 

to make, and which he allegedly considered reasonable 

were not essentially different from the ones laid down 

in this draft." The prosecution then proceed to state 
the terms of Proposal "B," including the provision for 

the amount of oil which was to be asked for upon its 

conclusion, as being "demands which Japan was to make," 
as if the Foreign Minister's own idea. The prosecution 

overlook that the Foreign Minister had insisted that the 

High Command demand be reduced, and that it had as a 
result been reduced to a figure which it is reasonable 

to suppose the best that he could justify to them —

491. Summation, §WW-26 (Tr. 41,911).
!

____________________________________________________________ i
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47,822

___________________ ___________________________AQP___________
the average of a few pre-war years' imports. This

little triumph over the military contention that they

must always maintain large reserves is not without its

own interest as showing the strength of the fight that
the Foreign Minister was making. The terms of Proposal

"B" have been fully analyzed, and need not be discussed

further: but for the prosecution to attempt now to
493.

identify them with the terms of a General Staff proposal 

of its demands in the event of agreement is scarcely 
calculated to promote understanding of the issues.

100. That "the final preparations for Japan's 
military advance were now under way" by 25 November 

and inferentially —  by inclusion of this specimen of 
logic in the summation against Mr. TOGO —  that the 

Foreign Minister had made those preparations, the 

prosecution consider to be proved by the fact of tele

grams' having been sent to the Foreign Minister by 

diplomatic representatives in Indo-China and Thailand, 

telling him that "the United States' reply to the

Japanese proposals was to be received that same day and
494

that Japan's military forces were prepared to move."
One might have supposed that by prosecution logic thiß

492. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,703)» YAMAMOTO 
(Tr. 33,025-43) and MUTO (Tr. 33,115-55).

493. Ibid. e „ ,
4§4. Summation, iWW-28.(Tr. 41,915).
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would have proved, if anything, that the Foreign Minis* 

ter did not know of those facts, which was why his 

representatives in Indo-China had to advise him of them. 

His representatives, better informed than he though 

they apparently were of the Japanese-American negotia

tions, missed the date of the Hull Note slightly, of 

course; but no doubt their advice has for all that a 

recondite significance. It is not apparent to me, and 

I cannot attempt to argue it.

.101. We have heretofore considered the recom

mendation, made to the Foreign Ministry on 26 November 

by Ambassadors NOMURA and KURUSU, concerning an 

exchange of telegrams between President Roosevelt and 

the Fmperor of Japan, and have undertaken to demonstrate

that i t  offered no prospect o f so lu tio n  of the Japanese-
495

American s itu a tio n . I t  has to be added here that,
496

contrary to the prosecution's assertion, every valid

reason existed fo r  the suggestion's not being presented

to the Emperor, o f which non-action the prosecution seem

for some reason inclined to try to make an issue.

The suggestion seems to be that, the Emperor

being known to be desirous of peace, he might have

interfered, had this NOMURA-KURUSU proposal come to

4 95. The Ja p a n e se -A m e rica n  N e g o t ia t io n s ,  §72
( T r .  43 7 0 1 )•

■A96,-- filialt.lAn, fSWW-?Q (Tr. 41f9 1 8 - 2 0 ) . _________________
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his attention, to block the plans of the defendants who 

were determined on war. What is ignored by this argu

ment is the fact, which has never been denied, that 

the Emperor of Japan acts on advice: of the Lord Keeper

of the Privy Seal, whose duty it was to advise the 

Throne at all times; of the government, who advised 

on matters of state. In the Instance of the two 

Ambassadors' recommendation, both these sources of 

advice, having considered it, were opposed to its 

adoption. The evidence leaves it quite certain that 

Foreign Minister TOGO, after receipt of the Ambassadors' 

telegram, discussed it with General TOJO and Admiral 

SHIMADA, both of them being of opinion that "there was 

absolutely no hope of a solution by such means," and 

with Marquis KIDO, Lord Keeper, who not only felt that 

the proposal was insufficient to save the situation but

"even said that if its conditions were adopted as the
497

basis of a settlement, the result might be civil war."

To what purpose report the proposal to the Emperor?

If he took advice from his government, it could hardly

be expected that it would be in opposition to the

opinions already announced by Premier, War Minister,

Navy Minister —  all powerful members of the cabinet,

497. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,706-8), TOJO
(Tr. 36,360) and YAMAMOTO (Tr. 26,064-65).________
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and able to voice the opinions of the High Command as

v.’ell —  and Foreign Minister# If he took advice from

his palace advisor, it would be to the same effe-ct.

It will be necessary presently to notice in

more detail Marquis KIDO's efforts to avoid his

responsibility for his connection with the Japanese-

American negotiations. Only a few words are necessary,

however, at this time. Half a dozen pages of his

summation are devoted to a curiously devious treatment
498

of this NOMURA-KURUSU recommendation. His treatment

is devious in that he did not deny, but in fact admitted,

when in the witness box, that Mr. T O G O ’S testimony to
499

the matter was correct; the attempt to evade respon

sibility now is the more remarkable in that the govern

ment officials concerned fully accepted responsibility 

for the decision, the ambassadors whose proposal it was 

had themselves already abandoned it with receipt of 

the Hull Note, and it is obvious in fact that the 

decision of all concerned was the only possible one 

in the circumstances. His treatment of the matter is 

curious because, for all his maneuverings, Marquis KIDO 

does not come to the point of saying that "had I had 

opportunity I should have recommended this plan to

498. KIDO Summation, SS285-292.
499. Tr. 10,442-43.
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the Throno," but only of complaining that the govern

ment’s decision on the Hull Note was reported to the 

Emperor before he, the Lord Keeper, had had an oppor

tunity to speak with the Emperor about it —  which, by

his own claim of uno responsibility," he should not
500

have done anyhow. There was, in fact, as yet no govern

ment decision at that time.
The frivolity of the claims adveneed by the 

defendant KIDO to justify his conduct in several 
instances whore his interests conflict with those of 
Mr. TOGO is emphasized by the ludicrous efforts which 

he makes to distort the latter's testimony. One of 

these may be pointed out here. Mr. TOGO testified that 

"Before being received in audience I explained 
to Lord Keeper KIDO about the Hull Note, and talked with 

him (telling him that that was their desire) concerning 
the two Ambassadors’ recommendation. He was discouraged 

by the Hull Note, and he too was of the opinion that 

the Ambassadors' recommendation was insufficient to 

save the situation. Marquis KIDO even said that if

its conditions were adopted as the basis of a settle-
501

ment, the result might be civil war."
Marquis KIDO’s summation has it that "it is

500. KIDO Summation, §292.
501. Tr. 35,707.
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clear that TOGO was referring to the Hull Note when he
savs that KIDO told him '. . . i f  its conditions were

502
adopted the result might be civil war.1" Not if 
language has any meaning. It may be left to the Tribunal, 

what is the antecedent of tho pronoun "its" in the last
503

sentence.
If there could remain any doubt whether the 

Ambassadors’ lecommendation was taken up by Foreign 
Minister TOGO with Lord Keeper KIDO, it should suffice

10

n
12

13

to point out that, the Ambassadors having asked that
504

Marquis KIDO be consulted, in reply to them Mr. TOGO
505

stated that that had been done. He could have had no 
reason at the time to profess to have consulted with

Marquis KIDO when he had not in fact done so, nor
506

certainly to tell Mr. YAMAMOTO that he had done so.
16
17
18
19
20 

21 

22

23
24
25

The contemporaneous evidence speaks louder than any

testimony given here.
502. KIDO Summation, §
503. For another example of attempt to distort language,

see the KIDO summation, §290 (Tr. ), where
Hr, TOGO is made to admit that by the evening of 
17 October he already knew of Marquis KIDO’s con
versation with Ministers TOJO and OIKAWA at past
4 o'clock that afternoon. Mr. TOGO is most 
obviously saying, in his affidavit, that he "knew 
very well" the "conditions" mentioned just before, 
which had been discussed in the preceding several 
paragraphs.

?04. Ex. 2249 (Tr. 16,196).
?05. Ex. 1193 (Tr. 10,442).
506. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (Tr. 26,065)»

l
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past one.
(Whereupon, at 1200, a recess was

taken.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Tribunal ret, pursuant to recess, at 1330. 

MARSHAL OF THE COURT? The International 

ilitnry Tribunal for the Far East is nov; resumed.

THE PRESIDENT: Major Blakoney.

MR. 3LAKENE5C: Page 203, Section 102:

102. Vie turn from these trivialities to one 

of the fundamental questions in the ease. Mr. TOGO 

las testified th^t it was the "Hull Note" of 2 6 November 

which decided him that Japan must go to war, in self-
507

defence, with the United States and her allies . The 

Importance to his case of his state of mind in this 

ratter is so self-evident that no explanation or apology 

Ls needed ior treating it with some elaboration. The 

Issue- is quite sharp: if his belief, even though
I

mistaken, was the honest and reasonable one that the 

iull Note forced Japan to act in self-defence, he is 

1 0t guilty, in having #.-st his vote for war, of supporting 

ivar of aggression; if dishonest, his intent may be 

found to have been aggressive. Here is the significance 

of the prosecution’s charge— apparently the last 

remaining one, to which their case against him has 

507. T. 35,705-6.
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been reduced— that he "voluntarily acquiesced" in 
the decision for war; here is the meaning of their 
insistence that it was always intended that there 
should be war, that the negotiations were a sham, 
the proposals adopted on 5 November "final demands" 
rejection of which would lead ' automatically to war.

The intention hold by Mr. TOGO in November
1941 must be determined from his acts and his words.
We have discussed already, at some length, his actions
relating to the negotiations— how he fought vigorously
the Militarists’ contention that negotiations were
useless, how he fought for agreement on principles
which he thought necessary to the reaching of any
agreement with America, how he fought against adoption
of the 2 November decision that war must be decided
upon after failure of the negotiations. lie had fought
also, but upsuccessfully, against the High Command’s
insistence on putting a time-limit within which
negotiations should succeed pr the decision for war
be taken; such a time-limit had after all been set for

508
the beginning of December . He had attempted in
every way within his power to impress upon his Ambassadors
in Washington that the raking of their supreme effort
508. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,700), TOJO (T. 36,326) 

and YAMAMOTO (T. 26,057).
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for success was vitri; he had urged the importance of
the- matter upon the British and American ambassadors

in Tokyo. He had withheld knowledge of the negotiations
from Germany to further their success— action submitted
to be utterly inconsistent with an already-formed
intention to go to war with America and Britain «s

Germany1s ally. He had "purged" the Foreign Ministry
of radical elements which had interposed obstacles
to the success of the negotiations which he so desired
by instigating adoption of a "strong" policy toward

509
Britain and the United States ; he specially 
appointed as his diplomatic advisor former Foreign 

Minister SATO, who oi the Foreign Ministry seniors
had been the one to urge him fervently to leave no
, 510 

stone unturned in his endeavors for peace • There
rre many other actions, pointing to the same conclusion,

disclosed by the evidence; tine does not permit me
to mention them individually, but one more may be
adverted to. The uneouivocrl statement that it was
the Hull Note which caused failure of the negotiations
is contained in one of those telegrams to ambassadors
abroad which, as confidential expressions, the
prosecution regard as of such highly probative value

509» Testimony of TOGO (T . 35,681-82) and KADOmAKI
(T . 35,519-20). _  _ v

510. Testimony of SATO Naotake (35,5^0-52).
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1
on the question of intent: "i> hrs only been in the
ttegotirtions of the last few drys that it hrs become
gradually more rnd more elerr thrt the Imperial
Government could no longer continue negotiations v/ith
the United States", the Ambassador in Berlin v:as

511advised on 30 November . All these things are 
submitted in total to compel the conviction that 
Foreign Minister TOGO cherished no secret desire or 
intention, prior to the Hull Note, of waging war 
against the Western powers»

103. We hove a.t hand other types of evidence 
on this point. One is the proposed foreign policy 
for Japan submitted by Mr, TOGO in 1933, when he was 
bureau director, to the foreign minister. The intention 
of that tine, as there expressed, he has not been 
shown ever to have departed fron; in later years, so 
far as his official duties brought him into contact 
with affairs of the countries there treated of, he 
had worked for fulfillment of his proposed policies.
His policy then toward Britain had been one of peace. 
"Among our international relationships", he had written, 
"that with Groat Britain constitutes one of the most 
important...In the past, the development of Japanesc- 
British relationships has seemed to have a close
511. Exhibit 1,199 (T. 10,469).
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î
connection with our nrtionnl fortune and will continue

512
50 in future as veil.” The existence of obstacles 

to good relations was recognized; but el so the feet 

fchr t

"Greet Britain not only hes by fer the 

greatest interest in Chinn, but plays r leading role 

In internetional political affairs. She is the first 

country with whom cooperation is to be expected,

In view of her position in the Far Enst ns well rs 

if our pest relationships. Although some sections in 

Japan talk about the revival of the Anglo-Jepr.nese 

Mlionco, n study of the situation which led to its 

■abrogation rill show that such a revival cannot be 

loped for. Nor is the restoration of Anglo-Jnprnese 

cooperation with respect to the China probier? a natter 

to be easily achieved. However, in view of the fact 

that Japan and Great Britain have many common interests 

in China, sufficient room should be found for cooperation 

,ith regard to the settlement of Far Eastern questions, 

especially that of Chinn proper. In order to realize 

this, it would bo reasonable- and proper to endeavor 

to make Great Britain understand thoroughly the
513

fundamental lines of our Manchurian policy , to

512. Exhibit 3,609-A, p. 5 (T. 35,478).
513. Which it rill be remembered was recommended to 

be the laying of the foundations of a "really
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respect B ritain* s r ig h ts  and in te re sts  in  Chino, thereby

eliminating cruses of conflict; to cultivate an

atmosphere which would be conducive to Anglo-Japanese

cooperation; and on the other hand to urge her to

help us in improving our relations with the United 
514

Stetes . "

He had concluded that "room for collaboration 

betveen us is great as compared with other countries"; 

"promotion of friendly relations and collaboration
515

between Great Britain and Japan is highly essential."

His policy then toward the Netherlands had

been one of peace. Mentioning that the Dutch "have

always been under the impression that Japan might be

entertaining sore ambitions toward their island 
516

possessions" , he says that "it is therefore only 

proper and appropriate that v;e should by our actions 

eradicate the misgivings of the Dutch and pronote-
517

our economic realtions v.ith then"

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

"The Japanese Government is now negotiating 

with the Netherlands Government, at the latter's 

initiative, the conclusion of treaties of arbitration 

5 1 3 (Continued)i
independent Lianchoukuo", with the principle of the 
Open Door and ecual opportunity enforced. Supra, 
§13.

514. Exhibit 3 ,6 0 9-A, p. 8 (T. 35,478-79).
515. Mi., p. 27 (T. 35,484).
516. Ü .  p. 14 (T. 35Î480).
517. Id., p, 15 (T. 35,481)._____________________
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and rnedintion. In view* of the situation set iorth 

above, "c should strive earnestly for the successful 

c o n s u m p t i o n  of the presc-nt negotiations. Furtherroro, 

if the Netherlands should propose the conclusion of a 

treaty similar in nature to the Four-Pover Pact con

cerning the status quo in the Pacific, about which 

SAITO, our minister to the Netherlands, has submitted 

his opinion to the government, we should readily 

respond to her offer, since it would be helpful in

eliminating Dutch suspicions and in making clear to
518

the world our desire for peace in the Pacific

"...It is higher advisable th>->t our government

endeavor to promote amity with the Dutch by clearing

away nil misgivings, and at the sane time declare

to the world our sincere desire and intention of

maintaining peace in the Pacific, of keeping it always
519 „

quiet and true to its name

His policy then toward the United States

had been one of peace. Kc had recognized its first

p l rcc among the responsibilities of Japanese diplomacy,

’•The basis of our policy toward the United States", he

said, "should be to avoid war and have that country
520

reconsider and revise its Far Eastern policy."

518. Ibid.
519. Id., p. 15 (T. 35,481).
520. Exhibit 3 ,6 0 9-A, p. 3 (T- 35,476).

25
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î
M r s t ,  to avoid v'nrl

"Japanese-Amcricm rclntions should be
thoroughly studied from all angles and m y  morsure
which would contribute to the prosecution of th is

basic p o lic y  should be c a rrie d  out to the end that

unnecessary c o n flic t s  nay be avoided and m y obstacles

in  the way of better fe e lin g  may be removed, thus to

restore stability in the Pacific area% This must be

the urgent task of Japanese diplomacy and to it our
521

f u l l  e ffo rts  must be devoted . "

Of h is  concrete suggestions, one i s  most 

in te re stin g :

"In the light of present international

developments, a. divergence of opinion i s  l ik e ly  to

occur between the two co un tries at the naval disarmament
\

conférence scheduled to be held in 1935* If matters
were l e f t  as they stand, agreement on disarmament

would n a tu ra lly  f a i l  to bo reached, and as a re s u lt

the agreement fo r  the maintenance of the status quo

with respect to f o r t if ic a t io n s  in  the P a c if ic  would

be abrogated. The consequences which would ensue— an

armaments race, leading to a Japanese-Am.erican war—

would ultimately bring about a world war. How
«

unfavorable would be the results to Japan has already 

521, Ici*, p, 4 (T. 35,476).
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î
been pointed out. We on our part should make every

e ffo rt  to have the United States reco nsid er her Fair

Eastern p o lic y  and, at the sane tin e , reconsider our
522

own disarmament p o lic y

I t  v/as only a. year la t e r  that Mr. TOGO had

opportunity to work fo r  adoption of th is  p o lic y , against

the opposition however of the Navy which, f in a l ly

winning out, brought to an end e ffo rts  fo r  in te rn a tio n a l

naval disarmament. A d n im l OKADA, then Premier,

has t e s t if ie d  to the fa c t  that Mr. TOGO was vigorous
523

in  h is  opposition to the extreme viev/s of the Navy ;

h is  opposition, as is  shown by other evidence, was

prolonged, out-spoken and on the id e n t ic a l b a sis—

of concern fo r  peace in  the P a c if ic — on which he
524

hre put forward h is  suggestions of 1 9 3 3  •

104. Mr. TOGO’ S p o licy  in  1933 was one of 

peace. Nothing in  the evidence suggests that he had 

in  any p a rt ic u la r  modified h is  views by 1941. As 

we have seen, he had no i l lu s io n s  that Japan could
525

win a war against the United States and B rita in  , 

which strongly suggests that, whatever the confident  

m ilit a r is t s  nay have thought, he could have cone to

522. Id., p. 27 (T. 35,491).
523. T. 37,165.
524. Testimony of INOUE (T. 35.4 9 3).
525. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,695-6), and YAMAMOTO 

(T. 25,949).



the point of willingness to agree to a war agpinst
those countries only if he believed the case to be

one of self-defence. He had never cone to believe

in a Possibility of Japanese victory, but had remained
526

sceptical of the Army's and Navy's assurances ; his 

Foreign Ministry's reports to the Liaison Conference 

on the subjects' assigned to it for study with a view 

to determining the national policy of war or peace 

evidence no such confidence in Japan's victory, but 

rather a.re informed with pessimism concerning the
527

prospects • Men highly respected in Japan, then and 

now, have testified that Mr. TOGO opposed the Pacific 

war. Admirai>OKADA, Elder Statesman during whose 

premiership Mr. TOGO had fought the Navy for disarmament 

to prevent the condition which by 194-1 had come about, 

gave his testimony that there was "frequent contact" 

between them when Mr. TOGO was Foreign Minister, and 

that he knew Mr. TOGO "to be a lover of peace" who
528

made all efforts to prevent a Japanese-American war .

Admiral SUZUKI, last war-time premier of Japan, has

testified that he selected Mr. TOGO ns his foreign

minister because of his feeling that Mr. TOGO hod
529

opposed the war fron the beginning.

526. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35,695)*
527. Exhibit 1,329 (T* 11,928).
528. T. 37,165-67.
529. T . 3?,59Û.---------- ---------------------------------
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"What could the United States, Britain and 

the Nethcrlrnds gain fron going to war with Japon?" 

ask the prosecution. Let us rephrase it: "lïhat

could the defendant TOGO have believed that Japan 

could gain by going to v/o.r with the United States, 

Britain and the Netherlands?" Obviously, nothing. 

Certain defeat, only. He had never believed that a 

nation gained by resort to force, by forfeiting 

international confidence, by war. He had always 

believed the naintenànce of friendly relations with 

those great Western Powers the urgent task of Japanese 

diplomacy. He expected only defeat from»the under

taking of a rar against then. He could not have voted 

lor such a war, it is submitted, unless at the instance 

of an honest belief that self-defence required it.

105. Could he reasonably have believed that

the war to which he gave his agreenent was one of 
»

self-defence? That there are adequate grounds for

regarding the Hull Note as implying such a threat to

Japanese national existence as to justify exercise of

the right of self-preservation, we have submitted 
530

elsewhere . It is here submitted that those reasons

are, to put it no more strongly than this, sufficient

5 3 0 . The Jnpanese-Anericnn Negotiations, §§67-70 
(T. 43,678-98).
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that the T rib un al cannot fin d  the co nclusion grounded 

in  then to have been an unreasonable one. That the 

H u ll Note was regarded in  the same way by a l l  Japanese 

who passed judgment on i t — by the Japanese Ambassadors 

in  the United States, the L ia iso n  Conference in  Japan, 

Cabinet, Supreme War C o u n cil, E ld e r Statesmen— we 

have seen; there is  no evidence of d isse n t from that 

view by any Japanese of high sta tio n . Such a unanimity 

of opinion can only suggest by a p p lic a tio n  of the test  

u n iv e rs a lly  recognized that the opinion cannot have 

been unreasonable.

25
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------ Mention ôf thé"Elder Statesmen is a reminder
that something must be said of their meeting of 29 
November. After the Liaison Conference had informally- 
decided that war would have to be undertaken, and 
before the formal decision of the Imperial Conference 
of 1 December was asked, a meeting of the Elder States
men was convoked to give their advice to the Throne.
The prosecution reiterate the assertion that the 
opinion of the Elder statesmen of the necessity for 
war imposed by the Hull Note, opinion according with 
that of all other responsible persons, had no validity 
because "all really vital material was withheld" from

531them, they being given only "such information as
532the Government was prepared to disclose." So far

at least as concerns the diplomatic negotiations, 
this assertion is not supported by the evidence. That 
evidence is an excerpt from the KIDO Diarv, recording 
the meeting, and the testimony of Admiral OKADA, one 
of the Elder Statesmen participating. Admiral OKADA

»testified that certain figures and statistics were
withheld from the Elder Statesmen on the plea of
military secrecy —  the same condition which the
Foreign Minister had encountered in the Liaison Confer- 

533ence —  matters which may well have affected the
531. Summation, G-132, Tr. 39,680.532. Id., WW-3 2 , Tr. 41,92̂ .
533. Testimony of ~T0Q0, Tr. 35,695»---------------
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E ld e r statesm en's a b il it y  to pass in t e ll ig e n t ly  on 

the prospects of war. But he made i t  absolutely  

c e rta in  that nothing was withheld of the diplom atic  

matters which showed the circumstances in  which the 

commencement of war had been decided to be necessary. 

The cross-exam ination of him on that subject was:

"Q %You have already sa id , Mr. W itness, that 

at the meeting o f 29 November 1941 explanation was 

given by the Foreign M in iste r, TOGO, concerning the 

Japanese-American negotiations. Can you state to the 

T rib u n al to what extent such explanation was made?

“A T0*0 explained the progress of the Japanese- 

American negotiations in  considerable d e t a il,

"Q We?e auostions put to the Foreign M in iste r  

on th is  subject by the E ld e r Statesmen present?

"A I  b e lie ve  two or three questions were put 

to him.

” Q Did Mr. TOGO, the Foreign M in iste r, give

answers to such questions as were put to him?

l,A Yes, TOGO re p lie d  to those questions, and I

b elie ve that those who ashed questions were s a t is f ie d
534

with h is  answers.”

The KIDO D iary, as corrected (the prosecution  

summations make no mention of the completely revised  

53«. T r. 29,314-15.
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and corrected exhibit, read into the record by a
prosecutor, but cite the original and admittedly

535
incorrect version) shows that Prince KONOYE, who, 

having been engaged in the Japanese-American negotia
tions until six weeks earlier, and being still in 
touch with informed cicx*los —  was well-advised con
cerning them, expressed himself as content with this 
explanation and as satisfied that diplomacy could do 
no more:

10
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"I deeply regret that I have not been able
to do anything toward the adjustment of Japanese-American

relations despite my efforts since last April. But I
beg to express my appreciation to the present cabinet
for zealouslv striving to attain this end. To my
great regret I am forced to conclude, on the basis of
this morning's explanation by the Government, that

further continuation of diplomatic negotiations would
be hopeless. Still, is it necessary to resort to war
at once, even though diplomatic negotiations have
been broken off? Would it not be better, I wonder,
while carrving on things as they are —  to later find
a way out of the deadlock by persevering to the utmost

.536under difficulties?"
535. Summation, G-132, Tr. 39,680 and WW-32,Tr. 41,92%
536. Ex. II96, Tr. I6.I88. See also testimony of

------------TOGO, Tr. 3-5,711*12.___________________________
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Precisely the question which Foreign Minister
TOGO had asked, in almost his very words#

That the Hull Note was regarded on the American
side of the Pacific as well to be such as would have
the natural effect of forcing Japan into war has been

537well established by the evidence# That Mr# Hull,
after delivering the document to the Japanese Ambassadors 
stated that he had placed the matter "in the hands of 
the Army and Navy" but confirms the interpretation 
placed by Japanese on his note. It is submitted that 
it is impossible for the Tribunal to find to be unreason
able the belief of the author of the document concerning 
its effect, or that same belief when shared by Japanese# 

106. And, lastly, a word on the law of self- 
defense in regard to the Hull Note. The question has 
been discussed perhaps almost ad nauseam; but it is 
nevertheless nocessarv that a word be said in express
ion of Mr. TOGO’S own ^iews. As he has testified, he 
felt that the war which was waged against the United
states and h^r allies was one of self-defense; he has

538stated fully his reasons for this belief. He has
mentioned also that he f^lt particularlv that if the
broad interpretation of the right of self-defense which

537. The Japeneso-American Negotiations, §70,
Tr. 43,693*98.

138. Tr. 36,128, 36,135-38.
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the United states was contending for in 1941, during 

the negotiations, was correct, the case was even 

clearer. ' It will be remembered that that American 

interpretation was, as stated by Secretary of htate 

Hull, that the safety of the United btates "calls for
540

resistance wherever resistance will be most effective.

President Roosevelt had stated it even more broadlv:

"We in the Americas will decide for ourselves whether

and when and where our American interests are attacked
541

or our security threatened." The prosecution 

disagrees with this American interpretation. Their 

doctrine is t^at, "of course",

"the validity of all self-defense pleas must 

depend on the facts. V/e cannot subscribe to the theory
I

that leaders of nations any more than individuals can
542decide such matters for themselves. . ♦"

President Roosevelt, nevertheless, enunciated 

and put ?.nto execution the theorv that a nation not 

only was the sole iudge of the requirements of its
t

self-defense —  in itself no new idea, but long

affirmed by every nation and every authority on the 
54?

subject —  but might exercise the right even at

539. Tr. 35,718
5A0. Ex. 2874, Tr. at 25,719.
541. Ex. 2874, Tr. 25,724.
542. J<ummation,§ 37, Tr. 3 8 ,8 9 0.
543. ^ee for example explanations of Secv . Kellogg 

 to Committee on Foreign Affairs. Senate of U.fr.
of the scope of the Kellogg-Brland Pact. '
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such points remote from its territory as it saw fit 
by stationing its military forces there or bv attack
ing (as in the case o** the "shoot-on-sight" instruc
tions given the American Navv for its guidance vis-a- 
vis German and Italian vessels in the North Atlantic.) 
This course of conduct of the United states, as well 
as the transfer of a substantial part of 
the Navy' of the United f-tates to Great Britain for use 
against Germany, has been defended by eminent author
ities as being "the elementary right of anticipatory 
self-defense in a situation in which belated defense, 
according to the textbook rules of the strictest tech
nical neutrality, would very probably have proved 

544fatal . . . "  If so to act was an elementary right
of the United States, it must have been action proper
for Japan; if American was to "decide for herself"
its necessity, Japan cannot be denied the same
latitude. Here is no such doctrine as the prosecution

advance, that action in self-defense is Justifiable
"onlv in the case or a reasonably anticipated armed

545attack"; but if that were the correct doctrine, 
there is ample evidence which makes it impossible to

544. Glueck "The Nuernberg Trial and Agressive 
Har", 59 Harv. L. Rev. (1946) 449.

54 5. Summation, B-16.
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say that the leaders of Japan were unreasonable in

expecting just that bv November 1941. From August

there had been growing reason to believe that the

United States and Britain had determined to pursue
546

their policy at the risk of war with Japan; in 

view of which their strengthening of their measures

of military encirclement of Japan547 was believed
548in Japan to be action taken in anticipation of war.

107* After the decision for war had been 
made bv the Imperial Conference of 1 December, 
questions of procedure remained to be settled. In 
connection with these, which came up for decision at 
meetings of the Liaison Conference following 1 December, 
there is no conflict in the evidence so far as concerns 
the decisions made and the actions token pursuant to 
them. Regarding one incident leading up to a decision 
there is a sharp dispute among the defendants, which, 
it being not without a certain interest, we shall 
return to deal with later. Leaving that, however, 
for now, let us hear the storv of decision of the final 
measures in the words of the one who knows it best, 
Foreign Minister fOGOî

Q546. hee Japanese-Amerlcan Negotiations, s82,
Tr. 4?,734.

547. Tr. 36,338-44. 36.35^-55-
548. Tr. 36,355, 36,358- 59.
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"These questions of procedure," he savs, "came ” 
up at the first Liaison Conference following the Imperial 
Conference. At this meeting I asked when operations 
would commence, General bUGIYAMA, Chief of the Army 
General ^taff, said, ‘about next bundav.» I thereupon 
said that it was appropriate that the usual and custom
ary procedure be followed in regard to notifying the 
commencement of hostilities, which I had assumed would
be done as a matter of course. I was immediately met,

«
however, with the statement bv Admiral NAGANO, Chief 
of the Naval General ftaff, that the Navy wished to 
carry out a surprise attack, and by the demand by Vice 
Chief Im0 >hat the negotiations be left unterminated, 
in order that the war might be started with the maximum 
possible effectiveness. I rejected this suggestion, 
saying that it v/as contrary to the usual practice and 
highlv improper, and that such conduct would be disadvant

ageous because, even if wo were going to war, there would 
be a time when the war would come to an end and we would 

be a nation at peace again, and we should think of our 
national honor and repute against that day before 
committing irresponsible acts at the war’s beginning#
I had received a telegram from our Ambassadors in 
Washington actually discussing this very point and 
urging that if Japan was going to resort to ‘freedom of
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action' a notification of the breaking off of negotia
tions should be given also in Washington (Exhibit No, 

2929)y and I aucted this to the meeting to show that 
my suggestion was the natural and normal one and that 
notification was absolutely necessary as a matter of 
international good faith. However, Admiral NAGANO 
continued to contend strongly that if we were to go 
to war we must win. None among the members came to my 
support; which is perhaps the best explanation for the 
fact that none of them now remembers this altercation.
I  was disgusted by the Navy's p o sitio n , and took the 

in it ia t iv e  in  adjourning the Conference, without any 

d e c is io n ’ s having been reached. Immediately upon my 

a ris in g  from my seat, Admiral ITO came to my place and 

pleaded with me to understand the d i f f i c u l t  p o sitio n  

o f the Navv, and suggested that in  any event the notice  

breaking o ff  n ego tiatio ns, i f  one must be given, be 

given to the American Ambassador in  Tokyo, rath er than 

in  Washington. I  refused, and we parted without any 

agreement. I  f e lt ,  nevertheless, that he recognized 

that the Navy would have to agree to giving somewhere 

a n o t if ic a t io n  of term ination of negotiations before 

attacking,

"Upon the opening of the follow ing L ia iso n  

Conference Admiral ITO announced that the Navy had no
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o b jectio n to d e liv e rin g  the n o t if ic a t io n  of term ination  

o f the negotiations In  Washington, and requested that 

the notice be d elivered  at 12 ï 30 P.M ., 7 December,

Washington time. No one opposed
549

so agreed."

• • # • I t  was therefore

Here, then, was the f i r s t  lim ita tio n  imposed 

by the L ia iso n  Conference upon th is  natter of so much 

concern to the Foreign M in iste r; he had been overruled  

in  h is  in siste n ce  that a d ecla ra tio n  of war should be 

served upon the enemv-nations-to-be —  the "usu al and 

customary procedure" - -  and lim ited  to a n o t if ic a t io n  

breaking o ff  th" Jaüanese-Anerican negotiations, to be 

served upon the United sta te s. The in te re stin g  point, 

which we s h a ll return to, Is  that the f in a l  "diplom atic"  

document was decided, ro t on a diplom atic, but on a 

stra te g ic  b a s is .

IO8 . In  connection with th is  in cid en t of the

Navy's in siste n ce  on attack without no tice —  the "ITO

In cid e n t", as i t  has come to be known —  I  am compelled

to the d is ta s t e fu l task of in v e stig a tin g  the elaborate
«

e ffo r t  which has been made by a co-defendant to prove 

that i t  never happened, but i s  a fa b ric a tio n  by Mr. TOGO. 

Let us be quite c le a r about the s ig n ific a n c e  o f the 

question. The ITO Incid en t as such i s  o f no sp e c ia l 

549. T r. 35,714-16.
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concern to Hr. TOGO. I t  was mentioned in  h is  testimony, 

ju s t  quoted, as shoeing how i t  came about that the 

L ia iso n  Conference imposed the lim ita tio n  upon the 

n o tice which might be given when h o s t i l it ie s  were 

commenced, lim it in g  the n o t if ic a t io n  to one of termina

tio n  of negotiations instead o f a formal d e cla ra tio n  of 

war —  the "usual and customary procedure." But i f  i t  

never happened, that Admiral ITO objected to the se rv ice  

o f a d e clara tio n  of war in  the customary manner, somebody 

d id . For no defendant has yet denied that Foreign  

M in iste r TOGO did open the L ia iso n  Conference discussion,, 

as he has t e s t if ie d  to having dene, with the suggestion 

that the "usual procedure" should be followed ; no 

defendant has yet denied that th^ Liaiso n Conference 

d e cisio n  was that,which Hr. TOGO. has t e s t if ie d  to, that 

a n o t if ic a t io n  of term ination of negotiations should be 

d elivered  in  ’Washington; no defendant cross-examined
«

Hr. TOGO on those p o in ts. Let me repeat t h is :  to th is  

day no defendant or defendant's witness has ever, at 

any tine or place, t e s t if ie d ,  said or intimated that 

the L ia iso n  Conference d ecisio n  was not ex a ctly  as 

t e s t if ie d  to by Mr. TOGO, that there should be served 

only a n o t if ic a t io n  to the Government of the United States 

ending the nego tiatio ns, and not an o u trig h t d e cla ra tio n25
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o f Y/ar. I f  Mr. TOGO made h is  proposal, which he is  

admitted to have done, and the L ia iso n  Conference 

d e cisio n  was nevertheless the much more re s tric te d  one, 

which i t  admittedly was, someone must have made the 

suggestion that i t  be lim ite d . Unless that course had 

been suggested, bv Admiral ITO or someone e lse , the 

d e cisio n  to follow  i t  would not have been made, and 

Foreign M in ister TOGO * s proposal would have been 

adopted. None of the defendants who has denied occur

rence of the ITO In cid e n t, however, has in  denying i t  

mentioned who may have made that suggestion i f  i t  was 

not Admiral ITO, But to d ecisio n  of the issu es of the 

case of Mr. TOGO i t  i s  a natter of complete in d iffe re n ce  

whether i t  was Vice C h ief of the Naval General ^ t a ff  ITO, 

or someone e lse , who f i r s t  raised  in  the L ia iso n  Confer

ence the suggestion that that d e cisio n  should be taken 

which was taken —  whether there was an ITO In cid en t,  

or a NAGANO In cid e n t, or a bUGIYAMA In cid en t, the 

suggestion must have been made, fo r onlv on that hvpothe- 

s ié  is  the subssequent d ecisio n  e x p lica b le .

<3.
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1 T.Ö9 7 ' CTfillë,~ÏKwever, the l ï ü ' ' Incident hr. s

in  th is  sense no sp e cia l s ig n ifica n ce  tc the case of 

Mr. TOGO, I  must nevertheless notice i t  in  d e t a il as 

the one determined, s k i l l f u l  and long-planned attempt 

which has been made from any quarter upon the c re d i

b i l i t y  of Mr. TOGO. The defendant Admiral SHIMaDA has

devoted to th is question ju st under one-tenth of h is
550

summation, in  the e ffo rt  to prove that there never 

was such an occurrence. His concern with i t  is  the 

more extraordinary in  that he is  ostensib ly  defending, 

net him self (v/hom Mr. TOGO s p e c if ic a lly  absolved of
551

having had any part in  the d isg ra c e fu l in c id e n t), but 

the memories of the Chief and Vice C hief of the Naval 

General S ta ff,  an organization with which he was not 

o f f i c i a l l y  connected at the time and fo r which he pro

fesses to have ne resp< n s ib i l it y .  C u rio u sly, any pos

s ib le  p la u sib le  motive fo r Mr. TOGO's manufacturing 

such an in cid en t is  in  no place even hinted a t, the 

only one ever suggested being absurd on i t s  fa ce — to

escape a "sense of g u ilt "  over the la te  d e liv e ry  of
552

the f in a l  note, which a l l  evidence in  the case has 

shown co n clu sive ly  to have been the re s u lt  of no fa u lt

550. SHIMADA Summation, §§54-a-6l-b (T. 45,420-31).
551. T. 35,834..
552. Testimony of SHIMADA (T. 37,037-45).
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553
of the Foreign Minister., On the ether hand, the

reesons motivating the seemingly gratuitous attack

made upon him have seme bearing on the issues in the

case. V7e shall come to those a, little later.
Counsel for Admiral SHIMABA warns the Tribunal

against "such comment as may be forthcoming in the ex
' 554

parte safety of" the summation on behalf of Mr. TOGO; 
but in his anxiety he forgets that a summation is not 
ex parte, because it grows out c.f the record of pro
ceedings which were adversary., If that record supports 
him and not me, I will be found out scon enough. Let 
us examine it breifly.

110. The SHIMADA Plan involves the attempt 

to show by testimony of all participants in the Liai
son Conference where the ITO Incident occurred that 

none can remember it 'except Mr. TOGO himself and 
YAMAMOTO Kumaichi, v/hc being a Foreign Ministry official 

presumptively would, it is suggested, corroborate
Mr. TOGO's testimony out of mere loyalty. Mr. YAMAMOTO,

*
by the way, gave his testimony to this effect when 
under cross-examination as a witness on behalf of the 

defense generally, and in the circumstances that Ad
miral ShlLlADA and all other defendants knew that such
553» The Japanese-Americen Negotiations, §76 

(T. 43,711-18).
554«— SKIMADÄ1 Summation ; §58-b (T. 45,427).--------------
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î would be the purport of his testimony— for only after 

it was stricken from his affidavit did Admiral SK1LIADA
555

consent to his testifying as a defense witness. His 
testimony in general is net now repudiated by Admiral 
SHILIaDA, but is cited repeatedly in his summation as 

sustaining his contentions.
The SHIMALA Plan is adroitly etneeived. ‘Ad

miral SKIIIADa testified that he and Admiral NAGANO 
"jointly questioned every one of the accused 
who had attended the Liaison Conferences, in
cluding TOJO, SUZUKI, KaYA, HOSHINO, OKA and

MUTO, Ntne cf them except TOGO remembered such
556

a thing occurring."
"Counsel on everÿ possible occasion", he says, "sought 

to question any accused regarding the alleged naval 
opposition to the giving of notice who took the wit-

557
ness box." This plan did not prove satisfactory in
practice. ,Mr. KOSKINO not having taken the v/itness

stand, Admiral SKIMaLA's quotation of him has no more.
probative value than the remainder of the Admiral's 

/
own testimony. General SUZUKI— oddly— when he was 
giving testimony, was not examined on this point by 
counsel for Admiral SKILiADA. Only after cross-examina
tion of him by the prosecution was a pretense of attempt

555» T . 25,897. ----------------------------------------- ^
556. T. 34,675. e , ,
557» T. 35,835; SKIMADA Summation, §56-a (T. 45,423).
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made to extract whet was obviously direct testimony, 
when it was known that under the standing rules of pro
cedure of the Tribunal the attempt was not timely and 
must fail. The failure to examine in good season on 
tho noint which counsel had himself undertaken to con
test vigorously, and on which his client had quoted 
General SUZUKI, is most suggestive of the answer which 
would have been given by that witness.

Admiral SHIMADA, of course, from the witness box
558

denied occurrence of the affair, as did his satellite 
Admiral OKA; the defendants TOJO, KAYA and MUTO testi
fied with varying degrees of definiteness to lack of
recollection on the point. Of these General TOJO was

559quite definite; the remainder gave evidences of having
suspiciously better recollections than they cared to
admit. These include Admiral SKI1IALA himself, whose
case v/e shall consider in a moment; Mr. KAYA, whose

560
testimony was merely that "I do not recall"; (but who

<*

also seems to Intend to deny that he was present at
any Liaison Conference when the matter of the final

561
Japanese note was discussed); and General MUTO, The 
latter "did not remember at all" the ITO Incident, though
he admitted that "I have forgotten many things, of
558. T. 34,673-74.
559. T. 36,528.
-560.— E r-30,6 57.-------------------------------------------
561. Ibid.
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— 502 — ------------------------------------------
course.” But he obviously had a keen recollection of 
some passage in the Liaison Conference between Admiral 
ITO and Foreign Minister TOGO, for he testified that 
he did remember hearing ITO exoress the Navy's desire 
to "hai..ionize the time of delivery and naval action”, 
as well as the desire that the final note should be

563
delivered as late as possible; the euphemistic char
acter of this language can be readily recognized.

Admiral OKA, when interrogated by the prose
cution long before the ides of burking this affair 
hod been thought of, specifically admitted memory of 
the IT0-T0G0 discussion, though contending in the wit
ness box that he had been misquoted. He had been asked, 
on 30 March 1946, "Do you recoil there was some dis
cussion between TOGO, the Foreign Minister, and Admir
als NAGaNO and ITO regarding notification of the United 
States prior to any attack?" and had answered, ac
cording to the stenographic record of the interroga
tion, "I recall it." Being further asked, after two 
questions on another matter, "What was the gist of the 
conversation between TOGO, NAGANO and ITO regarding
notification orior to any attack?" he had enswered "I 

564-
don* t Anow." Ou the witness stand his explanation was
562. T. 33,156.
563. T. 33,175-76.
564. Ex- 3ft 5*, (T. 16,14-% not read).-------- --- -----

L
....— -tt*”- — ■■v-irr — -̂ ***̂ 3*'.... ' *r:
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that his reply to the. first question hod been "exactly
565

opposite to that v.'hich you hove just road." It is 
difficult in any language for a reporter to make the 
error of writing "Yes" v/hen the witness has said "Ho".
If hie answer to the first question had been "Ko",\
his ansv/er to the second v/ould not have been "I don’t
knov/" ; it v/ould have been, "I have just said that I
remember no such conversation*" In court ho admitted
having ansv/erod the second question in three v/ords as

566
shov/n in his interrogation, but claimed that he had
riven also to the interrogator a further answer which

567
covers half a page of the record, but v/hich the inter

rogator somehow failed to hear, for nothing of this 
appears in th; interrogation# He also, he said, ex-

*

plained to the interrogator that owing to the way of 
conducting the Liaison Conference, no one could deny 
with conviction that a givenremark had not boon nndo.
His counsel attempted to cone to his rescue by pointing 
out other parts of the interrogation; but the position 

remained unchanged. ( . /
111. For this loss of memory by the various 

defendants v.'ho attempted to cone to the support of 
i.dmirnl SHILuJL. and the "honor of the Japanese Navy",

565. T. 33,445.
566. T. 33,446.
567. T. 33,447.
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nonory is one which nay be stated and left without

arrunent. It was pointed out by Hr. TOGO: in the

dispute between hin and Àdnirel ITO "none of the non-

bors cane to ny support; which is perhaps the best

explanation for the fact thrt none of then now renen-
572

bers this altercation." If those defendants could 

forget natters so vital to the'question of their 

liability ns those which General TOJO and «dniral OK« 

have just been seen to have forgot, they could no 

doubt nost readily forret one showing then in such a 

lipht as does their failure tc support Hr. TOGO in 

opposition to the ITO proposal*

The third reason involves exnlorinr sono b y 

paths. After lir. TOGO testified to the ITO Incident, 

he was cross-exanined concerning the- natter by counsel 

for «dniral SlïIîuJ/«.* He stated then that «dnirals 

SHIL«D« and H«G«H0 had proposed a talk with hin, at 

which tine they had in effect adnitted that it had

been their desire in Dcconbcr 1941 to connonce the
573

war by attack without notice, but had suaqcsted that

"it would not be worth ny while" to nonticn it, which

words— he said— were "sc-nethinR in the nature of a 
574

threat." Pronptly after this testimony was piven,

572. T. 35,715.
573. T. 35,840.

-574 . -------------------------------------------------------------------
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î
throe reasons arc suggested by the evidence. One is a 
genuine failure of memory— a v)oint which Iir. TOGO had 
occasion to mention in cross-examination. He had men
tioned, for example, that until he reminded then of 
it in Sugano Prison all of the defendants v;ho had par
ticipated in it had forgot such on important natter

568
os the fact of the 5 November Imperial Conference— a

•
lapse of memory shown by evidence in the record to

569
have been a fact in the case of Premier TOJO himself.
admiral OKu admitted hero in cross-examination that
when interrogated in Sugano he had quite forgot that
he had ever taken any part in the drafting or revision
of the final Japanese note, though since the beginning
of the trial he has remombored, with the assistance of,
a former subordinate, that he had proposed a revision

570
which he now considers quite important to his case.
Admiral 0KA»s testimony in this Tribunal is eloquent of
the extent of his ability or willingness to remember:
m  the course of fifty pages of his cross-examination,
wo find more than forty times his answer that he hod /
"no recollection” of his personal participation in

571
matters of more or less importance,

it second reason for the defendants' loss of

568. T. 35,835. ,
569. Ex. 1158-a  (T. 10,309).
570. T. 33.441-43. ___________
571. T. 3 3  J466-515’.
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nonory is cno which rry be stated and loft without

argument. It was pointed out by Hr. TOGO: in tho

d i s p u t e  b e t w e e n  h i n  a n d  A d m i r a l  I T O  " n o n e  o f  t h e  n e n -

bers cane to ny support; which is perhaps tho best

explanation for the fact that none of then now renen-
572

burs this altercation." If those defendants could 

forget natters so vital to the question of their 

liability ns those which General TOJO and i.dniral OK** 

have just been seen to have forgot, they could no 

doubt nost readily forget one showing then in such a 

light as does their failure to support lir. TOGO in 

opposition to the ITO proposal.

The third reason involves exploring sone b y 

paths. After Lir. TOGO testified to the ITO Incident, 

he was cross-exanined concernin'* tho natter by counsel 

for admiral SKIiuJ/«.. He stated then that admirals 

ShliuJ)*. and Ni.G^NO had proposed a talk with hin, at 

which tine they had in effect adnitted that it had 

been their desire in Doconber 1941 to connence the
573

v/ar by attack without notice, but had suggested that

"it would not be v'orth ny while" to nention it, which

words— he said— wore "something in the nature of a 
574

threat." Pronptly after this testimony was given,

572. T. 35,715.
573. T. 35,840.
574. T . 35,833-»------------------------- ---------------

<3,
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.dniral SKIieJA.’s counsol announced that the ..dniral
had upon hearing it nado known his desire to "take the 

575
stand again." Leave beim; subsequently granted to hin, 
ho did so; but as it developed, he took the stand, not, 
as his surmation has it, to "refute" Hr. T0G0fs words, 
but "for the purpose of denying (Hr. TOGO’s) inter
pretation of our conversation"— to adnit occurrence 
cf the conversation just as testified to by Lr. TOGO, 
tacitly to adnit use of the very words quoted by ilr.
TOGO, but to state that in his opinion they did not

576
constitute "scncthing in the nature of a threat", and

v
to pass in silence Hr. TOGO’s charge that he and ..d-
niral NAGANO had at that conversation in effect ad-

577
nitted the truth cf what Ur. TOGO now testified to.
In view of this, the nature of the NnG.iNO-SHIiûiDi. 

"questioning" of the oth^r defendants can be left to 

the inagination. In fact, asked specifically to 
"answer 'yes' or 'no'", whether he had nado 'bny fur

ther throats at any oth~r tine to Hr. TOGO", his
578

answer was carefully qualified: "Not I, riyself." Who,

then?
575. T. 35,859.
576. See any standard dictionary of the Japanese lan- _ 

gunge to learn whether "kini no tanc ni nnrnn daro" 
"it will not bo to ycur interest", the words 
which i.dnirol SKIiü.Ih. did not deny using, (would 
when spoken by two incensed ndniralq) constitute

------ "scncthing in the nature, of a thron t-Ji---- --------
577. T. 37,029-31,
578. T. 37,046.
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î In summation, it is now • ointod cut that 

counsel for i-r. TOGO did not cross-examine admiral 

SHIiâiDü on this testimony. It was unnecessary: the 

testimony did net constitute contradiction of hr. TOGO'S, 

and showed that there would have been no reason to 

? r  «roach Hr. TOGO except to threaten hin.

112. admiral SHIi«.D.. had been cross-examined, 

on behalf of Hr. TOGO, on his first appearance in the 

box. Ho testimony w: s then that h had nc clear recol

lection of hnvin seen the final Japanese note before 

it was eolivored to the United States on 7 December 

1941— and ho added the embellishment that he did not 

believe the testinc ny cf ».dniral OK*, tc the effect that 

that note had been distributed in the Liaison Confer

ence. He was then asked whether ho had said, in inter-»

rogation by the prosecution ".rior tc the connencenent 

of these proceedings, that he had seen that draft, and 

had then replied that he had.

"i. Well, I semowhet recall that, but at the tine 

ny recollections thonso'lves were very vague.

'■'0 You recall that you did say it, but you think

ycur recollection is better nev/, is that it?
# *

"A At th~t tine when I was interrogated cn var

ious questiens I had not thoroughly surveyed and 

studied- t-he situation-cn which I w a s being- in terrogated.-



'  v

' 0

c 3

L ater, as a r e s u lt  of trying to r e c a ll  ny nenory, I  

have ccne tc the re s u lt  which I  have already spoken to 

you about in  connection with ny present sta te — the 

present state of ny re c o lle c t io n .

"A To state the fa c ts  as d ire c t ly  and fra n k ly  

as p o ssib le , I  a ctu a lly  read the docunont fo r the f i r s t  

tine a fte r I  hod buon confined at Onori P rison, und 

a fte r re ce iv in g  a copy of th is  note fro n the Foreign  

O ffic e , and a fte r having read the document, I  was rather 

deeply impressed.

"THE HONITOH: ^nd knowing fo r the f i r s t  time

what i t  was.-

"u (continuing) und so I  t r ie d  to trace back 

the threads of ny nenory in  connection with th is  ques

tio n , and I  cane to the in c lu s io n  that I  hod never 

read th is  document n y se lf before . . .

"Q Viere you interrogated by the In tern a tio n a l 

Prosecution Section at Onori Prison?

"A No.-

"Q Where?

"à At Sugamo.

"Q That is  a fte r you hod been at Onori P riso n , i s  

i t  not?
579

----- "n -Yes."-------------- -------------- ----------------- 1

4 7 ,8 6 3

r .

579. T. 34,684-86.

psfsrM »
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If, readinr the document at Onori, ho realized that he 
then saw it.for the first tine, he could not soon af
terward at Sugano, "because he hod not studied the 
situetien", hove had c vogue recollection when he talked 
to the prosecution about the natter. Thus does he 
destroy his own credibility. Y/ith its protagonist 
falls the SHIilJ)*. Plan.

Nor did ho survive any better his second ap
pearance on the v/itness stand. In his direct testinony 
he stated that in Lay 1946 .*dniral N.iGnNO, hearing of 
Hr. TOGO*s ncntiin tc the prosecution of the ITO Inci
dent, and becoming "inconscd", cone to him and asked 
whether he, «dniral SKIL^D.., recalled the occurrence.

4

Ho did not, he said— although os he pointed out tc ad
miral NiiGuHO, as Navy Minister he certainly should have 
renonbered it had ?t hanponed. The twe then questioned
the ether defendants "in rrder tc dispel any doubt

580
whatsoever." Ho? the statements cf the ether defend
ants could dispel any drubt— which, as he had said 
never existed anyway— in the case cf such an incident 
which, if it hod not happened, he could certainly never 
hove hod any doubt was a fabrication is on interesting 
point. On cross-exaninaticn by the prcsocution, ncre- 
tver, i.dniral SHIL.JX. said that when ho first hoard of 

■580. I... 37,030._________________________________________

irnrerr
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î the matter from Admiral NAGANO ho "did not immed
iately become incensed."

"0. Hov/ long did it take you to become
t

incensed? v
"A. After investigating the-matter and 

trying to call back my memories on this point, as 
well as ascertaining the recollections of other 
members who had boon present at the Liaison Confer
ence, it became clearly apparent that TOGO was not 
tolling the truth and therefore it was but natural

581
that for the sake of the Navy I should become incensed."

Not at all. It was but natural, if Mr.
TOGO'S story v/as a falsehood, that for the sake of 
the Navy he would have become incensed immediately 
upon hearing it for the first time— no need to wait 
to try to call back memories, when if the incident 
,had novor happened he must have known the falsehood 

at once for what it was; no need to have the testi
mony of other defendants to support him in his 
defense of the "honor of the Japanese Navy." If you 
ask me whether I have soon a murder committed, I 
have no need to search my memory; if I have, I can 
never forget it, and I know that I cannot have forgot 
it if it happened. Admiral SHIMADA would know that <

______________________________ :_____________________________________ I
581. Tr. 37035.
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i f  over the honor of h is  Navy had boon murdered 

before h is  eyes, he could never have forgot i t ,  and 

need not search h is  memory to see whether he had.

•Far lo ss  could be have any in te re st in  the memories 

of others. He would have become incensed immediately 

upon f i r s t  hearing such a fa ls e  slander. The only  

explanation, consistent with ordinary human nature, 

of th is  delay in  becoming incensed, is  that tho
's.

adm irals did not become incensed u n t il,  having con- 
«

ccived th e ir  plot of destroying a l l  record of tho 

in c id e n t— tho SHINADA Plan— having persuaded or in 

tim idated a l l  others having knowledge of i t  to 

"fo rg o t,"  they became "incensed" ton or f ift e e n

minutes before going to t e l l  Hr. TOGO that "ho should
582

be more c a re fu l about the tru th ," or that " i t

would not be worth h is w hile" to mention the matter.

"113. Many other circumstances confirm that
the ITO Incident is  no fa b ric a tio n . General TOJO

has t e s t if ie d  that the Emperor on more than one

occasion enjoined him to exercise tho utmost care to

in su re that Japan’ s d ecla ra tio n  of ”ar should be
583d elive re d  p rio r to commencement of h o s t i l it ie s .

No reason suggests i t s e l f  fo r tho Emperor’ s having

582. Tr. 37031.
583. Tr. 36390.
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said such a thing, if he did, unless he had heard of

the Navy High Command's proposal; there is no proof

of gratuitous Imperial exhortations, in other

matters, to obey the lav;. Admiral SHIMADA himself,

moreover, testified to a curious incident v/hich can

be explained on no other hypothesis than that of his

knov/lcdgo of the ITO Incident. "Both the Navy General

Staff under Admiral NAGANO and the Combined fleet

under Admiral YAMAMOTO swore to me," he testified,

'that the provisions of international lav; would be 
..584

observed * * *•" How odd, that top-ranking

admirals of the Japanese Navy should occupy themselves

••'ith exchanging such vov;s—  unless Admiral SHIMADA,

having with shame been present at the time of tho

ITO Incident, had out of his pride for his Navy

(the genuineness of which no o-c doubts) and his

solicitude for its good name, the extent of which

this whole controversy with Mr. TOGO illustrates,

extracted from them their assurance not to do that

which would bring disgrace upon it.

Above all, Mr. TOGO had testified not only

to the ITO Incident, but also that Admiral NAGANO

had stated at the same Liaison Conference that tho
585Navy "wished to carry out a surprise attack."

584; T r . 37040.------------- 585. Tr . 35714.-------- ;-------
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^This hn.3 never boon denied, by Admiral SHI,fADA or 

nyone else. Admiral SHH.IADA himself did not deny, 

t the time of his reappearance as a witness, that 

diairal NAGANO, in the course of the NAGANO-SHI’ÎADA- 

0G0 conversation, had admitted having made this pro- 

öjfosal to the Liaison Conference but had said in 

ffoct that even though ho had so proposed, the 

preign Iïinlstor was not obliged to assent to it.‘

9Admiral SHIMaDA * s summation devotes some argument to 

ihe question of two meanings of the tern "surprise 

attack one, an attack without a preceding declaration 

of war; the other, an attack achieving tactical sur

mise."  ̂  This matter is a purely operational matter. 

I admiral NAGANO*s proposal to the Liaison Conference

586

:.s tacitly admitted in the summation to have been 
588uade,>,~w but is contended to have been of the latter 

cind. It remains to be explained for what possible 

19reason, if it. was, it was brought up at the Liaison 

2 0Conference at all. The Liaison Conference, as is

21 shown by all the evidence in the case, had no concern

22 with and was not permitted knowledge of matters which

23 were purely of military operational or strategic

24 >86. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35714-715);
25 >87. Summation of SHIMADA, 54-a— 6l-b (Tr. 45420-30). 

>88. Id., (Tr. 4 5 4 3O).
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c o n c e r n . A d m i r a l  r ^ A N O ' s  words in the Conference 

could not have referred to the operational question, 

™hich he v'ould never have hinted to that body; it 

could have meant only the same thing as Admiral IT0*s 

attack without service of notification. At the
I

Liaison Conference Admiral NAGANO was participating 

in decision, not of operational naval problems, but 

of the national policy, and specifically the correla

tion of diplomatic formalities with naval operations; 

a "surprise attack," mentioned in such a context, 

can only be an attack which as a matter of national 

conduct, not of naval operations, should achieve 

surprise. He would not have mentioned "surprise 

attack" at all unless it had relation to the matter 

then under discussion, commencement of war and its 

relation to service of a declaration of war. It is 

submitted that this consideration alone would be 

conclusive v/hether the ITO Incident had real, or 

only fanciful, existence.

The SKIMADA Plan, it is submitted, has 

wholly failed.

114. The prosecution's treatment of the ITO

589. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35702); T0J0 (Tr. 36391), 
YAMAMOTO (Tr. 26097), and SHDiADA (Tr. 34818).
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Incident deserves a word or two. They say that 

"The exact details of this controversy need not 

concern us here, since the final outcome adopted in 

accordance with the proposal of this accused, was to 

give a formal notice in an ambiguous form to be 

delivered immediately prior to the a t t a c k , " ^ 0 This 

bland "the details need not concern us" is a curios

ity, in view of the fact that the Inst hope of proving 

a conspiratorial, a criminal or an aggressive intent 

of Mr. TOGO'S rests on proving him guilty of improper 

conduct in this matter, However, the prosecution 

proceed, despite this professed neutrality toward 

the controversy, to assume "the details," and to 

assume them contrary to all the evidence' in the 

case. Specifically: The "final outcome" was, as

we have seen, not "in accordance with the proposal
✓

of this accused," who had proposed taking the usual 

and customary procedure for starting a war. He 

never proposed the giving of a notice in "ambiguous 

form," -which would not be "usual and customary pro

cedure"— nor was the "final outcome" an "ambiguous"
591notice. His proposal was not to deliver the

notice "immediately prior to the attack"; for he did

590. Summation, '717-34 (Tr. 41929).
592. Summation for the Defense, Section "E", "Some
----- Questions of International Lav/," S ection l6 j------

(Tr. 42441-46).

S-fc.VV:.-.. .
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not know the time o f attack and never proposed nor 

mentioned any hour fo r d e liv e ry  of the n o tice . As 

we s h a ll  see la t e r ,  these "d e ta ils "  do concern the 

prosecution v a s tly ; that is  a matter which we s h a ll  

examine f u l ly .  But from th is example of the prose

c u tio n 's  methods i t  w i l l ,  I  b e lie ve , re a d ily  be 

recognised that to undertake a d eta iled  answer to 

t h e ir  summation against Mr. TOGO in d iv id u a lly  i s  not 

p o ssib le  w ith in  any reasonable lim it s  of time and 

patience. That summation is  packed with th is  type of
r

misstatement o f the evidence a’nd of fa ct in  every 

paragraph; i t  is  s e lf-c o n tra d ic to ry  and is  in  

co n tra d ictio n  of the general summations on the same 

to p ic s; i t  is  f i l l e d  w ith inferences purporting to 

be drawn from evidence which, when turned to, is  

often squarely opposite in  e ffe c t  to that which i t  

i s  stated to have. I t  is  irre sp o n sib le  and p re ju d ic ia l  

in  e ffe c t  i f  not in  in te n t. I  s h a ll  have to leave  

the matter with t h is  blunt statement; as t in e  does 

not permit o f pointing out each of these d e t a ils ,  

n e ith e r is  it. permitted by the endeavor to present 

w ith c la r it y  the re a l issu es of the case. I f  the 

Tribunal has any doubts in  the matter, a b r ie f

591. Summation for the'Defense, Section "E", "SomeQuestions of In te rn a tio n a l Law," Section 16,
T r. 42441-46).

/
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investigation of the summation in question will 

soon dispel them. Henceforth I shall continue to 

treat of what the evidence shows in regard to the 

issues, referring to only the substantial points 

posed by the prosecution’s summation; that document 

neither will withstand investigation nor is deserving 

of refutation.

115. The type of notice and the time for

its delivery having been decided, there remained the

question of its contents. "The exact time on which

the final notification to the United States should

be delivered," say the prosecution, follov/ing the

lead of some of the defendants, "was loft by the

Liaison Conference to the decision of the accused,
592together with the High Command." ,That was done 

more specifically is in evidence through the testi

mony e* several witnes/os, and again is disputed by 

no ono. As we have seen above, the question of the 

time of delivery had come up when the Navy High 

Command had agreed to service of a notification in 

Washington. To return to Mr. TOGO'S testimony for 

the full account:

"Upon the opening of the follovdng Liaison 

Conference Admiral ITO announced that the Navy had 

■592. Summation, W W -35 (Tr . 41932).-------- -r:--------------
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no objection to delivering the notification of 

termination of the negotiations in Washington, and 
requested that the notice be delivered at 12:30 p.m.,
7 December, Washington time. No one opposed. I 
inquired whether that --ould leave a sufficient time 
before attack, and he said that it would. * * * It 
vins therefore so agreed.

The time fo r d e liv e ry  v/as thereafter changed 

from 12:30 to 1:00 p.m. In Mr. TOGO’ S words, again:

"In the afternoon of 5 December the Vice- 
Chiefs of Army and Navy General Staffs, General 
TANABE and Admiral ITO, called on me. Upon entering 
my office Admiral ITO stated that it was the desire

t

of the Nigh Command to postpone delivery of the 
final note in Washington from 12:30, as previously 
agreed upon, to 1:00 o'clock, and asked my consent.
I feared that the time between notification and 

attack might be made too short, and asked why the 
change was desired. Admiral ITO said that he needed 
the postponement only because of his own miscalcula
tion of the time. General TANABE said that ■’-.he 
Army's operations would commence after those of the 

Navy. I asked how much time was needed between
593. Tr. 35716: see also testimony of MUTO 

(T r. 33174) and’TANABE (T r. 35569).
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n o t if ic a t io n  and attack, but was told that the 

operational plans were secret and could not bo d is 

clo sed . I  then in s iste d  on knowing whether the 

proposed arrangement le f t  an adequate time before 

the attack, and upon receiving Admiral ITO's a ssu r

ance that i t  d id , I  agreed to the change. * * * The 

agreement to change the time was reported to the

L ia iso n  Conference by Admiral ITO on the 6 th. No one
594

opposed t h is ,  and i t  was approved."

The fa c ts  o f th is  meeting are confirmed by 

the testimony of General TANABE, one o f the two 

re g u la r attendants at the L ia iso n  Conferences of
59 (j

those days not a defendant here; the report of

Admiral ITO to the L ia iso n  Conference, by the t e s t i-
596

mony of General IIUTO.

In  th is  state of the fa c ts , what can be the 

meaning of the language that "the time fo r d e liv e ry  

v/as l e f t  by the L ia iso n  Conference to the Foreign  

M in iste r and the High Command"? There seems to be 

an im p lica tio n  of consultation; but a l l  the evidence 

is  that the time v/as fixed by the Naval High Command, 

f i r s t  a ctu a lly  in  the L iaiso n  Conference, then as 

changed presented to the fo reig n  M in ister fo r h is

594. Tr. 35721-22.
595. Tr. 35569-70.
596. Tr. 33175.__________________________________
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1
approval, and finally approved by the Liaison
Conference. It is idle to talk of consultation— far
more, as the prosecution do, of the Foreign Minister’s
having been "appointed’1 by the Liaison Conference in
connection with fixing the time— when the Foreign
Minister could get no more definite answer concerning
the time betvreon notification and attack than that it
would be "sufficient" or "adequate." Ho had nothing
to do with fixing the tine; ho did not consult over
it; the situation is precisely what Adniral SHUIADA
himself thrice admitted: that it was the Navy’s
"demand" which was presented to the Foreign Minister

597for his approval. It -vas not he to whom the time
was a vital matter; it was the Navy, for whom it

5° 8involved operational problems; ' it was not ho, but
the Navy, who had demanded in the Liaison Conference

eroothat the noto be delivered as late as possible. 
Certainly the Foreign ?'lnister would not bo the 
party interested in late or otherwise irregular 
delivery.

116. The prosecution’s purpose in "appoint
ing" Foreign Minister TOGO one of a committee to fix 
the time of service of the notification in Washington
597. Tr. 37042, 37043.
598. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35714-16).
599. Testimony of HUTO (Tr. 33176).______________
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is to convict him of negligence or malice in 
connection with the fact that delivery of the 
notification was not made until after the war had 
commenced. The argument involves first the assump
tion that Foreign Minister TOGO knew not only the 

time at which it was planned that the war would 
commence, which was to have been with the Pearl 

Harbor attack at 1:25 or 1:30 Washington time,^°°but 

as well the actual time at which the first attacks 
on territories in various parts of Asia would, y 
by error or violation of orders, in fact take place.
I t  then involves maintaining the contention that—  

contrary to h is  own d en ial and the im p licatio n s of 

every word of evidence in  the case concerning the 

methods and a ttitu d e of the High Command— Mr. TOGO 

was advised when the attack would occur. The prose

cution go fu rth er, and h a lf-a s s e rt  the remarkable 

proposition that he must have known the place of 

attack, Pearl Harbor— a matter so secret that mention 

o f ‘i t  was cut out of the Wavy's top secret operational

orders before they were circulated among the highest
601naval officials, so secret that it was not'

600. Summation for the Defense, Section "E", "On 
Some Questions of International Law," Section 
17, n86 (Tr. 42449).

601. Ex. 1252 (Tr. 11193), P. 7, (not read).
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f\COdisclosed to tho Supreme War Council, and shown
by all the evidence to have been known to no cabinet
ministers except those of War and Navy 603 The
"evidence" which the prosecution consider to prove

604these points is most amusing. First, that immediate
ly after the attack on Pearl Harbor Admiral OKA 
reported it by telephone to Mr. TOGO; "and there is 
no evidence to show that this telephone call one hour 
after the time set for delivery of the note evoked 
any surprise"! The burden being, naturally, on the 
defendant to prove his surprise. The prosecution did 
not cross-examine Mr. TOGO about his surprise. Second, 
that General TOJO "stated that when the accused came 
to see him with President Roosevelt's.message, he 
mentioned that it was already too late because at 
that very same time the Japanese planes were taking
off from the carriers"; from which words the Foreign%
Minister, presumably, is to be supposed to have 
deduced where the planes were going and when they 
would arrive. General TOJO did not, of course, 
testify as he is here quoted; he testified to having 
said that he "was afraid that by this time the planes
602. Tr. 36331.
6 0 3. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35702), TOJO (Tr. 3 6 8 2 6, 

36391), SHIMADA (Tr. 34818) and TANABE (Tr. 3 W9).
604. Summation, WW-35 (Tr. 41932-34).
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v/ould be beginning to take o ff" ;  Mr. TOGO in  any 

event denied that there was such a conversation at 

a ll. ^ ° ^  Third, "the Foreign M in istry  acted fo r the 

m ilit a ry  a u th o ritie s  in  obtaining the m ilita ry  

inform ation regarding the P a c if ic  area in  general 

and Pearl Harbor in  p a rtic u la r  ju st before the out

break of war" ; and '»hile admittedly there is  no 

evidence that the Foreign M in ister ever knew of such 

a c t iv it ie s ,  the inform ation was seen by his sub

ordinates, wherefore apparently he should have known 

that Pearl Harbor was to be attacked— as w e ll as, 

by a p a rity  of reasoning, Batavia, Panama, S eattlo , 

Vancouver, Portland and other points which were not
606

in  fa ct attacked. This routine of foreign o ff ic e s

throughout the world is  so w e ll known that no answer 

is  needed to the argument that i t  is  proof of know

ledge by the Foreign M in ister of when and where war
(L f\n

would, begin, nor to the several m isrepresentations 

of the evidence contained in  the paragraph.

605. Tr. 36142-43.
606. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (T r. 26107).
607. Ibid.
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1 1 7 . There con sca rce ly  be any doubt in  the 

T rib u n a l's  mind, we suppose, of whether eny c i v i 

l ia n  cabinet m inister v/rs permitted knowledge of 

these jealously-guarded secrets of the High Commend. 

The curious pert of the p ro secu tio n 's tortured at

tempt to prove knowledge is  that in  the end they 

admit that i t  is  im m aterial. " I t  is  s u ff ic ie n t ,"  

they say, "that he did know there was to be an a t

tack w ithin a. short time a fte r the hour fixed  fo r
608

the d e liv e ry  of the note." Here we can agree; 

of course he know that —  he would have been en im

b e c ile  not to have deduced i t  —  and h is  knowledge 

of i t  has no bearing on any issu e. So long as he 

was assured in  h is  own mind that there- would be a 

lapse of time- before attack, he would have been 

g u ilty  of no crime even i f  he- him self had set the 

time, in  view of the fa ct that in te rn a tio n a l law

has been content to leave i t  s u ff ic ie n t  that any
609

period of time whatever elapse.

That Mr. TOGO was however s a t is f ie d  in  h is  

mind, and reasonably so, that there would be a con

siderable in te rv a l between n o t if ic a t io n  and attack  

i s ,  i t  is  submitted, c le a r from the evidence. He

(608. Summation, §WV/-35, Tr. 41,934 
6 0 9 . Summation fo r the Defense, Section " I " ,

"Some Questions of In te rn a tio n a l Lav/", 
________ §17. Tr. 42.446-51)______________
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has t e s t if ie d  in  h is  a ff id a v it  that, knowing opin

ion of in te rn a tio n a l-law  experts to be that even 

one minute would s u ffic e  fo r compliance with the 

Hague Convention providing fo r the giving of notice,

he was s a t is f ie d  "that i f  a period of at le a st an
6lJ

hour vcrc allowed" i t  would be s u ffic ie n t  . He 

was never told -by anyone whether the time to clause  

would be an hour, or more, or less? h is  one a t

tempt to learn  the fa c t was met with the reb u ff

from Admiral ITO that i t  was an operational secret
611

which could not be divulged to him . In  each in 

s t a t e  when the Navy's demand fo r d e liv e ry  at a 

given tie n  was presented, however, the Foreign Min

is t e r  had requested assurance from V ice-C h ief of the 

Naval General S ta ff ITO that there would be a " s u f

f ic ie n t "  or an "adequate" time, end that assurance
612

was in  each instance given to him . In  view of 

;he fa c t that a n :v a l general s t a ff  preparing to 

in it ia t e  the h o s t i l it ie s  of war wo«. Id n a tu ra lly  

study the questions of procedure —«■ in  addition to 

which, as they have repeatedly shown by evidence 

end contended by argument here, the Japanese Navy 

leaders were- s p e c ia lis t s  on the subject of in tern atio n al

(610, T r. 35,723
611. T r. 35,722
612. T r. 35,716, 35,722) j

___________________________________________________________ I
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1
" 6T3--------
lew re la tin g  to war - -  the Foreign M in ister  

cannot be considered, as he is  suggested to have2
3 been, negligent in  accepting that assurance in  a

4 matte: in  which he was e n tire ly  powerless to make

5 him self better informed.

6 Kis own concept of what would amount to a

r  7
" s u ff ic ie n t  time" being that on hour or more would

8 s u ffic e , he gove fu rth er explanation in  cross-exam in-

9 ation of why he had thought that there would be that

10 much or more time in  th is  instance. The note was to

11 be delivered  at 3 a.m. Tokyo time. " I  f e lt , "  he
12 said:
13 "that i t  would be at le a st one hour a fte r the
14 note was d elivered that h o s t i l it ie s  would com-
15 mence and that probably i t  would be two hour s An a16

or more before h o s t i l it ie s  a ctu a lly  commenced."
17

Asked to explain why he thought so, he said that in
«! 18 the L ia iso n  Conference of la te  October the High Com-

19
mand had been speaking of operations in  "the South-

Zu

21 ern area", and in  connection with such operations

22 had mentioned that

23 "dawn wao a very su ita b le  time fo r the opening

24 of h o s t i l it ie s .  That is  to say, they said

25 (613. Testimony of YANO, T r . 26,456-57, TAKATA 
Tr, 27,360-61, and SHIBA, Tr. 33,324-25. 

614. T r. 35,912)

!
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that i t  world be most su ita b le  and e ffe c tiv e  

i f  lending* operations could be conducted in  

th is  area r.t dawn. And when they referred  to 

. . . such subjects, I  was assuming that they 

were spo&klAg about Krlnya, the P h ilip p in e s and 

other points in  that pert of the world. As thore 

was not much d iffe re n ce in  time, that is ,  d i f -  

ference in  hours between th is  area which I  had 

ju st suoken and Japan, I  thought that, i f  any 

landing operations were to take- place at abort 

dawn, the opening of h o s t i l it ie s  would be taking  

place sh o rtly  before then. Speaking in  terms 

of Japanese time . . . one p.m. in  Washington 

was about three in  the morning in  Japan, and 

so I  considered that i t  would be some time a f 

ter th is hour that h o s t i l it ie s  would be commenc

ed. And so, i f  h o s t i l it ie s  were to be commenced 

ju st sh o rtly  before dawn, then I  thought that 

would be around fiv e  o 'c lo c k  or a. l i t t l e  a fte r  

that, and, therefore, h o s t i l it ie s  would commence

two hours or maybe a l i t t l e  longer a fte r that —
61?

a fte r the time o f three o 'c lo c k  Japan time"

I t  is  d i f f i c u l t  to know what more a c iv i l ia n  m inister, 

in  th is  situ a tio n , could do to reassure him self than 

( 6 1 5 . T r. 36,141-42.)
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thus to moke his deduction from the informetion 
available to him. He c^nld certainly do no more 
then he hod done to insure that the time would be 

stiff icient.
ns significant of Mr. TOGO’S lack of know

ledge of the short time which *he Iicvy had »actually 
scheduled to elapse between notification and at
tack, his reproaching of Admiral ITO after the com
mencement of the war should be considered. Having 
learned that the attack on Pearl Harbor had taken 
place less than half an hour after the: time for 
which delivery of the note had been scheduled,

"a few days a.ftc-r the outbreak of the war when 
Vice-Chief of the Naval General Staff ITO ex
plained the matter to me I protested to him 
that if the attack was to follow so soon on 
the notification, I saw no reason for the Navy 
to have objected to notification in the first
place. His reDly was evasive —  to the effect

616
that "I am sorry for you; we cut it too fine"

In the middle of December 1941 Mr. TOGO had mentioned 
to General TANAKA Ryukichi, who testified to the

617
fact this incident of his rebuking Admiral ITO

(616. Tr. 35,725 
617. Tr. 35,546-47)

N.J«
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The occurrence should set at rest any speculation 
whether Mr. TOGO knew when the attack was to occur, 
end expected it to be within a. very few minutes af- 
ter 1 P.li, in Y/eshington.

118. Lastly, the question of responsibility 
for the contents, the wording, of the final note 
must be touched upon. Vc hfve seen that the mili
ter y High Command were responsible for its form —  a 
breaking off of negotiations —  end for the time of 
its delivery; that they controlled its contents is 
submitted to have been proved by the evidence. The 
man who crafted it, Eureau Eirector YA.IAMOTO, thus 
describes the process:

" I  h r d  d r a f t e d  t h e  n o t i f i c a t i o n  i n  a c c o r d a n c e  

w i t h  t h e  d e c i s i o n s  o f  v a r i o u s  L i a i s o n  C o n f e r 

e n c e s ;  m y  d r a f t  h a d  b e e n  s u b m i t t e d  t o  t h e  A r m y  

a n d  N a v y  M i n i s t r i e s ,  w h o  m a d e  s o m e  s u g g e s t i o n s  

a n d  c h a n g e s ,  a n d  i t  w a s  t h e n  b r o u g h t  t o  t h e  

L i a i s o n  C o n f e r e n c e  o f  4  r c c e m b e r  a n d  c o p i e s  s u b 

m i t t e d  t o  t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s , a n d  i n  i t s . f i n a l
618

f o r m  w a s  a p p r o v e d  b y  t h e  C o n f e r e n c e .  .
*

The only evidence in contradiction of any part of 
this testimony is that of Admiral SHI 'hDA, who 
"doesn't believe" that the document was ever distributed 
(618. Tr. 26,095-96)

i
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to the Licison Conference. Other defendants, however,
prrticiDsnts in the- Licison Conference, have affirmed 

'619
the fret . It is indubitable if anything can be 
tha.t. the asctual drafting of the note was the joint 
work of Army, Navy end Foreign Ministries. This 
was admitted by General TOJO, who said that

"the notification was drafted by the secre
taries in accordance with the intentions r.nd 
desires of the Ministers, and the fret is 
that the completed draft was proposed to and
discussed at the Licison Conference on the 

620
4th of December

In this state of the record, the prosecution
have adopted a. remarkable position. It is this:
"The drafting of the final note to the United States

621
was done primarily by F reign Minister TOGO." No 
contention is made, naturally, th:t he did not ap
prove the work of his subordinate; there is on the 
other hand no evidence of personal participation by 
Foreign Minister TOGO in the actual drafting. All the 
evidence is that the contents of the note as drafted 
by the American Bureau of the Foreign Ministry were 
those dictated by Liaison Conference, War Ministry
(619. Testimony of TOJO, Tr. 36,389, TOGO, Tr.35,721 

end OKA, Tr. 33,400.
620. Tr. 38,533"621. Summatl»n §Q-134,~Trr ~39t6&2^-Note also the-----

remarkable statement that "the final text was the 
responsibility of TOJO and TOGO (Sum.§XX-67,
(TrC 42,003)
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and Navy Ministry, rnd by no means represent the 
Foreign Ministry's own ideas. Since in such circum
stances it may be interesting to know to whet extent 
the Fore- en Ministry is responsible for the con
tents, we should note the language of the documentI
itself. From a reeding of the body of the note —
down through the first paragraph of section 7 —  one
woi Id suppose oneself to be rerding the preamble of
a declaration of wrr against the United Strtes rnd

622
Britein (President Roosevelt's estimate of it ).
The two Countrics rrc mentioned together end (allow
ing for tht fret the,t there had been negotiations 
v/ith the United States r.nd none with Britain) trerted 
alike; the language of the document is such as gov
ernments hrbitually, in justification of their 
course, state as the matter of inducement in declara
tions of war. Now, it will be remembered that the 
original draft had been orepared by the Foreign Min
istry, which had co.mcnccd work on it several days
before the Liaison Conference after 1 December which

623
decided the form that it was to take ; and here is 
the strongest possible proof that the Foreign Minis
try had supposed in preparing its draft that it was 
going to require a declaration of war in conventional 
(622. ~x. 2973--, Tr. 26,256
6P3. Tr«t1nnny of YAMAMOTO, Tr. 26.095-96)__________
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form. As n result of the Liaison Conference decision 
thrt only r notice of rupture of negotiations would 
be civen, a concluding paragraph to thet effect was 
added, in piece of whatever may neve been there orig
inally; other changes,the nrturc of v/hich is not 
disclosed by the evidence, were mrdc by the military 
ministries; but the basic draft stands rs it wes 
originally conceived, es a declaration of wrr. It 
was plainly the intention of the Foreign Ministry to 
deliver, end its expectation thet it would be re
quired to deliver, c conventional declaration of 
war. That it did not is the result of the Liaison 
Conference's decision, not of the Foreign Ministry

l
jr the Foreign Minister's action.

119. These details of the drafting, form and 
time for delivery of the final note are those which 
the prosecution, somewhat earlier, said "need not 
concern us." The wry in which they do concern the 
prosecution mightily become apparent when we read 
on in their summation to learn that

"It may be true that the text of the final 
note was approved by the Liaison Conference 
ai)0 that its contents were reported to the 
Cabinet without opposition. However, the 
record of this trial is void of m y  suggestion



th rt, had the accused submitted a d iffe re n t 

ly  worded document, i t  would hrve encountered

serious opposition from e ith e r the L ia iso n
624

Conference or the Cabinet"

The record o f th is t r ia l  on the co n trrry  abounds with 

evidence th?t the Foreign M inister wrs absolutely  

precluded by L ia iso n  Conference rctio n  from submit

ting any " d iffe re n tly  worded document", in  the sense 

of one of d ifference in  substance rather then mere 

phraseology. He would c e rta in ly  have encountered 

serious opposition i f ,  a fter the L iaiso n  Conference 

had decided that only the breaking o ff of negoti

ations was proper, he had submitted a conventional 

d eclaratio n of war. He would c e rta in ly  have met 

with angry resisten cc i f ,  the L iaiso n  Conference 

having decided to serve in  Y/eshington a. d eclara tio n  

going, only so fa r,  he had presented to i t  fo r it s  ap

proval a. declaretip n of war to be served upon the 

Government of Great B r it a in .  The main body of the 

note even as i t  was f in a l ly  approved shows what a 

differently-w orded document the Foreign M inister  

would hrve prf sented had he not been lim ited  by the 

L ia iso n  Conference d ecisio n  in  what might be done. 

Whrt an odd spectacle would, be that of a foreign  

(624. Summation, §Wr7-34, Tr. 41,929)
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minister who, hrvine only rftcr r struggle rgoinst 
the insistence upon giving no notice rt nil won 
agreement to the delivery of r. notifiention discon
tinuing negotiations with the United Stetes, should 
report brek n drift of 0 dcclrrrtion of wrr rgninst 
the United Str.tcs end Greet Britein!

I feer, y.our Honors, thet my discussion of 
those details in connection with the finrl Jr-cnese 
note to the I nitod States mry hr vc become tedious. I 
hrve felt it necessary to treat it so extensively —  
and much more, indeed, could be said of whrt is in 
the record on this mrttcr —  becrusc I feel thrt with
out correct end complete understrnding of the subject 
the rc-sponsibility m d  liability of Mr. TOGO ccnnot 
be properly decided. Very much, there c m  be no 
doubt of it, of the prosecution’s erse rgeinst him 
revolves rbout this one point -- both lcgclly, in that 
he is charged with having been responsible for ar
ranging trencherous rttr.ck, in violation of inter
national law end of common decency, upon the United 
States; end in thrt the fret of a note from Jenen’s 
Foreign Ministry having been served upon the United 
Strtes after hostilities were actually in progress 
hrs created rgr.inst the Minister of thrt Ministry a 
prejudice which the prosecution have* utilized to the

I I

. •», h '■* à ' •'
r - ;  • -.h-,-'.- r f,-tW  ■
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full in orcsontlhg r.nd c rgu.lng Lholr case rgr.inst----
him. On the other hend, some of our codcfcncsnts 
hrve r.tteopted to utilize the seme frets rs their es
cape from responsibility for Jopm's foreign role- 
tions end her commencement of hostilities. I wish 
now to discuss this question of responsibility\ rnd 
first, the défendents' contentions.

THE PRESIDENT: ,We will recess for fifteen

minutes.
(thereupon, rt 1445» r recess wrs 

token until 1500, efter which the proceed
ings were resumed rs follows:)

v*
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47,891

________ _______________ ;______________ £_______________
uARSHaL OF THE COURT: The In tern atio n al

u tilita ry  Tribunal fo r  the Far East is  now resumed; 

THE PRESIDENT: Jidajor Blakeney.

i-R. BLAKi-NEY: Page 253, Section 120:

120. Some mention was p^m lsed a few pages 

back of the reasons fo r  the maneuvering!? o f ftdtrtral 

SSIi-A DA in  connection with the ITO In cid en t. These 

reasons I  mention now in  connection with th e ir bear

ing on the much bigger suoject. So fa r  as the ITO 

Incident is  concerned, the matter i s  as I  have said  

o f no p a rt ic u la r  importance to mr. TOGO except as i t  

a ffe cts  h is  c r e d ib il it y .  We have seen that there is

no reason fo r hi».: to have fab ricated  the incident,' 7, '
and the lo g ic  of the fa cts show that i t  must have 

occurred. The suggestion pf a motive attempted by

counsel fo r Admiral SHL*aDA —  though not by h is».lilt <.ry t :-i ■. ’ v • v- : ■ •■■■. d.
c lie n t  — of "the openly expressed i l l - f e e l in g  o f the 

- 1 • *-625' * ■’ •
accused TOGO fo r SHIdADA." f a i l s  in  the face of. . . „ • . .. 1 1’
k r. TOGO's ca te g o rica l exoneration of Admiral SHI-

t ’ ) . -  . n  v  v  .1  • 1 • • .

o£ spy gart in  the ^ .tte r^ e x ce p ^ th a t^ o î^ a ^ y -

Ständer, and of the fa c t.th a t the whole Question of■i rI i i . J  .i eon-rot;, .»a -.mi. x ; iY s. -K.it. Tnest.
Admiral SJIIujADA's connection with the .a ffa ir  .and h is
" e s  e o n s  I . i  • » -  r  vonm * r  v i  i  »..! t-.'V .j.r : ; r -

minatory attitud e was mentioned by **»r. TOGO onlyuv! *• : -:n tn -■» re. i.r ?' .i >C
when i t  was brought up by counsel him self in  cro ss-tncider.t ci.ir-: ■> :v.*», tt r » .vr s.’.ia
6 2 5 . SHIufrDA,Summation, §6l-b  (T r, 45,431). ^  .  ̂ ,

is

a o  r c  f o r  h i m  t o  h a v ; -  f  - t r ’ a c t - i d  v,V lac id at.>rj * x*>1 
' f  \  .  »**
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examination of Er. TOGO.
On the other hand, the reasons impelling A d 

miral SfTIi'.ADA thus to rush to the rescue of the Naval 
High Crmnand, staking on the venture even that last 
of his prized possessions, his credibility, are plain 
enough. They relate to the larger auestion. This 
is the Admiral's way, more elaborate than that 
adopted by most of the defendants, of trying tq be 
rid of his share of responsibility, as a powerful 
member of the Liaison Conference, for the control of 
Japanese foreign affairs by the militarists. Various 
of the defendants have joined in this game, and 
would like to dispose of their part in the manage
ment of foreign affairs through the medium of the 
Liaison Conference by saying airily, "diplomatic 
matters were of course the responsibility of the 
Foreign Minister." This pathetic attempt to evade 
responsibility is exposed by every page of the record 
of these proceedings.

121, Consider the subject-matter of the 
Japanese-Americnn negotiations, the diplomatic matter 
of conseouence during the time of the TOJO Cabinet. 

Every item of the negotiations not only involves 
military auestions, but is of primary military inter
est. Do these defendants mean that the Foreign J

■«in» n ii 11 '" H  '. ,H 1 ! I| N ! I I  Ml

/
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Minister could at his orm will fix the terms upon 

v/hich Japanese troops would be withdrawn from Chi a*.?

Do t’ suggest that he could have given to the United 

States the undertalcing that Japan would or would not 

in certain circumstances of American involvement 

in the European war tahe action under the Tripartite 

Pact? They surely do not mean that the Foreign 

minister could, revoke the decision of the- Imperial 

Conference of 2 July, talccn at the insistence of the 

High Command, and order withdrawn from southern 

French Tndo-China the troops which had been dispatched 

thithor in accordance with that decision. The sig

nificance of the question of equality of commercial 

opportunity in the Pacific area was its bearing on 

access to military strategic resources. The "sub

jects for study" of the Liaison Conference are dom

inated by those of military interest; what diplomatic
I

questions are included are not committed to the 

Foreign ministry alone, but arc "to be studied by
626

War, Navy and Foreign ministries and High Command "

"There 7/as no interference- in diplomacy from 

outside the Foreign îuinistry"? No defendant has de

nied that the Liaison Conference of October 1941 de

bated long and hotly whether to continue diplomatic

626*. Exhibit 1 3 2 8 (Tr. 11,923).
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negotiations with America, at all; none has denied 

but all agree, that the very, specific terns which 

the Foreign minister night forward to his ambassador 

in the United States as natter for further negotia

tions were the subject, not only of discussion, but 

of the decision of the Liaison Conference. The 

tirae-liuit was put on negotiations by the Liaison 

Conference, at the instance of the High Conmand; at 

the demand of the High Command, the Liaison Confer

ence on 1-2 November adopted the precise language of 

the proposals which would be presented to»the United 

States, and voted that a failure of the negotiations 

based on then: would lead to a decision for war. The 

Liaison Conference —  not the Foreign ministry —  auth

orized the presentation to the United States of Pro

posal "B," when it seemed that Proposal "A" had 
627

failed mos.t of the diplomatic telegrams,

including all important ones, being sent to the Army
628

and Havy ministries and General Staffs" through the
629

Military and Naval Affairs Bureaus —  and seemingly
6 3 0

to the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal as well ---

the Foreign ministry could scarcely claim to take oven

627. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,703) and YALAMOT0 
(rr. 26,023)

628. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (Tr. 2<?}908)
629. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,707)
6 3 0 . Id., Tr. 35,820.

I v ,t ! ”•
r : #
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the leading part in  diplomacy. ."C o llective  Manage- 

raent" of fo reig n  a f f a ir s  had Come, as Kir. TOGO said^  

as the c o ro lla ry  of the c o lle c t iv e  re s p o n s ib ility

of the Cabinet; but the evidence here has shown in  a
\

thousand instances how much of the management during 
the Japanese-Anerican negotiations was that or still 
another, and an entirely irresponsible, body, the

I
m ilita ry  High Command, mr,  TOGO gives several

examples of the ignoring of the Foreign M in istry  in  
%

natters closely related to- foreign affairs —  the
issuance of military occupation currency to be used
in  foreign coun tries, in  the spring of 1941, without

consultation with the Foreign M in istry; Lord Keeper

KIDO's in ju n ctio n  to War and Navy m inisters only,

upon the resig n atio n  o f the KONOE Cabinet, to review

the question of the basic national policy for war or
633peace -- many others are known to the Tribunal from^

634
the evidence and from history.

122. The p o sitio n  of these defendants is  

hopelessly untenable. The record is  fa r  too C u ll of 

the claims of these same defendants, now asserting the

631. Tr. 35,667-8
632. Testimony of OKADA, Tadahiko (Tr. 17,752); 

Exhibit 687-B (Tr. .35,557).
633. Tr. 35,669-70
634. 6ee. for example, TAKEUCHI, War and Diplomacy 

in the Japanese Empire (19357*

v-
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47,

undivided responsibility of the Foreign Minister for 
diplomacy, of their intentions and actions for 
settlement of diplomatic natters. Putting aside any 
further consideration of military control of the 
national policy, we will mention as exemplary of 
such control of the actual execution of diplomatic 
affairs only the Liaison Conference management of 
the steps for conrencenent of war against the United 
States and Britain —  which brings us back to Admiral 
SHImADA. This instance is the perfect example of 
the extent to which the real management of the sub
stance of foreign policy had been firmly grasped by 
the Army arid Navy, leaving to the Foreign Ministry 
the bare forms5 it is the most incredible example 
of the efforts to shirk responsibility. In connec
tion with these formalities for commencement of hos
tilities the defendants pretend indifference; re can 
find statements of defendants who participated in 
the Liaison Conference that "I was of the opinion 
that the problem of diplomatic procedure should
naturally be carried out upon the responsibility of

6? 5
the Foreign Office"; "it was my firm belief that 
I could rely upon the knowledge and skill of the For
eign Minister and his experts. Consenuently, I never 
635» Testimony of OKA (Tr. 33,401)
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Pf it. nnv finnnem about the procedure that w as adopted
636 “

until after the- end of the war"; "I depended ex
clusively upon the advice of the Foreign minister"

637
for "understanding of that last notification";
"once the decision that was was unavoidable had been 
reached, all these more or less technical natters 
were left up to the Foreign minister to do on his 
own responsibility in such a way that all proceed
ings would be in accordance with international law 
and, therefore I did not have nuc’n interest in these

638
natters"; "I was of the opinion the natter was

639
competently handled by the responsible officials."
But who were they? Y'hat is the meaning of a Prenier 
who says that he depended exclusively upon the ad
vice of his Foreign minister in regard to a note, 
when he had joined with all other attendants to vote
down the Foreign minister's suggestion that he be al-

640
lov/ed to manage it in the usual and customary way?
636. Testimony of SHImADA (Tr. 34,673)
637. Testimony of Ï0J0 (Tr. 36,53^)
638. Testimony of SUZUKI (Tr. 33,315)
639. Testimony of KAYa (Tr. 30,657)
640. The discussion of these matters in the TOJO 
affidavit (Tr. 36,388-91), is obviously statement of 
bare conclusions, and will not be discussed here.
Thus, the generality that the note to the United 
States "was to be in the nature of a notification of 
war based upon international law, and Japan was to re
serve freedom of action after handing the notification 
to the United States" (Tr. 36,390) is patently General 
TOJO's opinion of the effect of what was done when,
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If it was their firm belief that they cuuld rely upon - 
the knowledge- and skill of the Foreign Minister, why 
not rely on hin, instead of overruling his suggestions 
in v/hat should have been his own field? If they 
were of the opinion that the problem of diplomatic 
procedure should naturally be carried out upon the 
responsibility of the Foreign ministry, why did they 
tell the Foreign minister '.'hat kind of communication 
he might make, tell him when to deliver it, and 
participate in the drafting and revising of the 
very wording of it? Mi at do these people mean? It 
is difficult to be temperate in the presence of such 
as this, when ve find one of them in his summation 

saying that
"No one doubts or has any evidence been .

offered to the contrary that the foreign minister was
chargeable with diplomatic matters. Certainly the
final notification to the United States fell within
this category of duties. The government left the
physical fact of the note's construction and contents
to the Foreign minister with the Navy General Staff
interested mainly in the tine element of delivery.
640. (Cont'd) as he has just stated, "Foreign 
minister TOGO presented the draft of the notification 
for discussion at the Liaison Conference of 4 December 
based on the above decision. This proposal was ap
proved unanimously" (Tr. 36,339).

V'
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I t  vas ca rrie d  out in  the admission of TOGO h im se lf."

This, from a man who admitted that h is  subordinate and
642

h is  subordinates p articip ated  in  preparing the note] 

With what contemptible p u silla n im ity , now they see 

what hrve been the re s u lts  of th e ir cunning in  not 

allowing the Foreign m inister to do h is  duty as he 

knew how to do i t ,  do these m ilit a r is t s  souirm and 

w rithe, trying to fre e  themselves of the re sp o n sib il

it ie s  which they usurped!

1 2 3 . These defendants were bo in d iffe re n t,  

no uninterested bystanders when the procedure fo r  

commencing Japan's war against America was under d is 

cussion. They could not be, because the L ia iso n  

Conference which they co ntro lled  had made of that 

auestion of procedure, not one of diplomacy, but one 

of operations, of strategy. They had made i t  so, by 

th e ir  support o f, th e ir  f a ilu r e  to re je c t, the Navy's 

in siste n ce  that i t  must be such. They had yielded to 

the Navy's demand that i t  must have the rig h t to make 

a su rp rise  attack against the United States; with 

th is  they had conceded the Navy's rig h t to determine 

the form, the contents and the time of d e liv e ry  of 

Japan's f in a l  note to the United States. No one of

641. SHImADA Summ'-.tio n , §59-a (T r. 45,427-28)
642, Testimony o f Oi£A (T r. 33,500).

. r m i ” f * .
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them has claimed or can claim  that he fought in  the 

L ia iso n  Conference fo r sta rtin g  the \uar in  the usual 

way —  no one but Foreign m inister TOCO, whom no one 

of them professes to have supported in  h is  fig h t fo r  

the honorable and the decent; they have instead at

tempted to fle e  the ground and escape re s p o n s ib ility  

fo r the controversy by pretending that they never 

heard of i t .  They were there; and i t  happened; and 

they did not support him, or h is  contention would have 

prevailed . I t  was they, equally with the dead ITO, 

who lim ited  v'hat the foreign m inister might do to 

the giving of notice to the United States that ne

g otiations were broken o ff;  i t  was they also who did  

not permit him at h is  d esire  to serve the d e clara tio n  

of war which he urged be in  usual and customary form; 

i t  was they who acquiesced w hile the Naval High Com

mand fix ed  the time fo r se rv ice  of the n o t if ic a t io n  • 

to s u it  i t s  operational needs, and those alone. These 

are the “more or le ss  tech n ical matters" which one 

defendant would leave to the Foreign m in ister, the 

“problems of diplom atic procedure" which another is  

of opinion are the re s p o n s ib ilit y  of the Foreign  

M in istry . S t i l l  another “was of the opinion the 

matter was competently handled by the responsible  

o f f ic ia ls * “ Yes, the responsible o f f ic ia l s ;  but who

/

A  1
✓
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them has claimed or can claim  that he fought in  the 

L ia iso n  Conference fo r sta rtin g  the war in  the usual 

way —  no one but Foreign m inister TOGO, whom no one 

of them professes to have supported in  h is  fig h t  fo r  

the honorable and the decent; they have instead a t

tempted to f le e  the ground and escape re s p o n s ib ility  

fo r the controversy by pretending that they never 

heard of i t .  They were there; and i t  happened; and 

they did not support him, or h is  contention would have 

p revailed . I t  was they, equally with the dead ITO, 

who lim ited  v»hat the fo reig n m inister might do to 

the giving of notice to the United States that ne-I

g otiations were broken o ff; i t  was they also who did  

not permit him at h is  d esire  to serve the d eclara tio n  

of war which he urged be in  usual and customary form; 

i t  was they who acquiesced w hile the Naval High Com-I
mand. fixed  the time fo r service  of the n o t if ic a t io n  • 

to s u it  i t s  operational needs, and those alone. These 

are the "more or le ss  tech n ical matters" which one 

defendant would leave to the Foreign m in ister, the 

"problems of diplom atic procedure" which another is  

of opinion are the re s p o n s ib ilit y  of the Foreign  

M in istry . S t i l l  another "was of the opinion the 

matter was competently handled by the responsible  

o f f i c i a l s . "  Yes, the responsible o f f ic ia l s ;  but who
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are they? He was present when the matter was "handled"; 

he voted; he has no doubt who are responsible.

How can a foreign m inister take re s p o n s ib ilityI

when he i s  not allowed to exercise i t ?  Can he be held  

resp o n sib le fo r  the diplom atic documents which he d e liv e rs  

when they are drawn by order and with the p a rtic ip a tio n  of 

m ilit a r is t s  who have the power to make them th e ir  business 

When he doesn't know and can by no means in  h is  power 

learn  the hour set fo r  war, is  he responsible fo r seeing 

to i t  that a d eclaratio n be delivered a given time in  

advance of that hour? These are the questions to which 

the defendants must give a sa tisfa cto ry  answer before they 

can be re lie ve d  of re s p o n s ib ility .

124. We have discussed the matters re la tin g  

to the commencement of the war from the point of view of 

re s p o n s ib ilit y .  I  should by no means, however, wish i t  

to be thought from the extended treatment which I  have 

given to them that there is  any attempt to s h ift  from the 

Foreign M in ister a re s p o n s ib ility  which is  properly h is  

fo r  conduct which is  admittedly improper. Whatever share 

o f the re s p o n s ib ility  i s  h is , of  course he accepts, 

without, however, accepting that fo r the actions of 

others; nor is  the course which was

»

?
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forced upon hit; by any means easily to be demonstrated 
wrong, The question of the legal effect of the steps 
actually taken has been fully discussed in another 
place, where v>e have submitted that the note served 
upon the United States did, even as limited in its 
contents, amount in the circumstances to a declara
tion of war; that the time provided for its delivery 
v/ould, had not the double mishaps of the late deliv
ery and early attack intervened, have been sufficient
compliance with the requirements of international 

643
law; and that those mishaps were in no wise the

644
fault or responsibility of the Foreign minister.
The situation is not one in which the Foreign 
minister, vat first contending for what was proper, 
was overruled and in the end weakly acquiesced in 
that which he regarded as improper. He has testi
fied that his feeling was that ""after a hard struggle 
I had succeeded \n stopping the Navy's demand, but
had stopped it at the ultimate limit of international 

645law." It is submitted that he was correct in his
«

belief. As we have already argued, any notification 
of commencement of war could properly be- dispensed
643. Summation for the defense, Section "E," "So

Questions of International Law," §§16-17 (Tr. 
42,441-51) „ ,644. The Japanese-Araerfcan Negotiations, §§75-76 
(Tr. 43,710-18)

■£451— Tr. 357716--------------------------------- -—
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with i f  h is  b e lie f  that the war was one of s e lf -  

defc-nse was co rre ct; he had recognized th is  from the 

outset, but had "thought i t  better in  every way" 

that the usual course should be followed, "even in  

a case where i t  might be superfluous, rather than 

that there should be any Question of Japan's good
646

fa ith  observance of intern atio n al m o rality." Find

ing him self, however, the only one interested in  

m orality or in  Japan's good name, he had f in a l ly  

accepted under compulsion a course which he consid

ered to be te c h n ic a lly  co rre ct, i f  undesirable; but 

the fa c t that he had disapproved of i t  o r ig in a lly  

does not brand i t  as le g a lly  wrong or him as crim in al 

fo r swallowing h is  o rig in a l scru p les.

Aside from the question of the correctness  

of the course planned there is  that of re s p o n s ib ility  

fo r  it s  m iscarriage, which resulted in  d e liv e ry  of 

the f in a l  note- to the United States a fte r h o s t i l it ie s

had commenced. This also h;.s been f u l ly  treated in
647

our general summation, to which i t  w il l  s u ff ic e  to 

make reference. I t  has there been submitted that the 

delay which occurred in  Washington was in  no way ,the 

re s u lt  of any fa u lt  of the Foreign M inistry, but of

646. Tr. 35,718-19
647. Lo,c. cit. supra n644
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the grossest negligence of the Embassy exclusively, 
and that no exception can reasonably be taken to the 
Foreign Ministry's arrangements for the delivery. So 
far as concerns the Foreign Minister's responsibility
in the matter it might be pointed out that the making

\
of arrangements for delivery —  the ordering that no 
typists should be used, for example, in preparation 
of the final copy, a point so much relied upon by 
the prosecution —  was the responsibility of the 
officials of the Foreign Ministry in charge of adminis
trative detail, routine business. Such a contention 
as that seemingly made by the prosecution, that the 
Foreign Minister is personally responsible for such 
an order as that no typists be used in drafting the ,

t «

note (a perfectly normal, natural and'proper ar-
i

rangement, by the way) is opposed to common sense and 
ignores the realities of 'Governmental life. If the 
prosecution can seriously believe that the Foreign 
Minister of a nation about to go to war is occupied 
with nothing weightier than the assignment of typist 
personnel in an embassy abroad, it is submitted that 
the Tribunal cannot believe it.

125. The question of the message of Presi
dent Roosevelt to the.Emperor, sent on 6 December in 
Washington, delayed in delivery to ambassador Grew_____

f
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and f in a l ly  presented to the ThOon* in  the small

hours of the raorning of 3 December in  Tokyo, having
6 4 8

been f u lly  discussed in  another summation, i t  i s  

necessary to say only a few words here concerning 

i t .  In  summing up against iir .  TOGO the prosecution  

abandon the charge —  which is  supported by no e v i

dence —  that he e ith e r had anything to do with or 

had knowledge of the delay. The p o sitio n  now i s  

that " it  makes no d iffe re n ce " whether he knew of the 

d tj^y, because he h id  some ten days e a r lie r  rejected  

the proposal of the Ambassadors in  Washington "to 

the sane e ffe c t"; "the appeal by the President would

not have been acceded to or even acted upon by him
649

even i f  i t  had not been receive d  too la te ;"*  The 

argument already re fe rre d  to has dealt with the 

Question whether the "appeal by the President" - -  

fo r such, rather than any proposal fo r settlement, 

i t  was —  offered any su b stan tial promise or hope 

0/  leading to an agreement; reference to that argu

ment, or mere reading of the message and the Ambassa

d o rs’ proposal, w i l l  dispose of the prosecution’ s 

attempt to confound two e n tire ly  unrelated and quite  

d iffe re n t  n atters. And in  any event, the ultimatum

6 4 8 . The Japanese-Anerican Negotiations, §§73”74 
(T r. 43,704-10)

649. Summation, iWW-37 (T r. 41,936)_____ __________
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of Mr. H u ll v/hich had ltd  mr. TOGO to the point of 

resigning him self to v.ar v:cs s t i l l  not withdrawn; 

the P re sid e n t's  message did not suggest amendment 

of i t s  terms; there was nothing in  the fa ct of a 

message from the President, expressing the earnest 

d e sire  fo r  maintenance of pecace (v/hich was Mr.

TOGO'S d esire  a ls o ),  to a ffe ct  h is  opinion of the 

necessity  of Japan's acting in  self-d efen se. He had 

worked arduously fo r peace, and no doubt would s t i l l  

have done so; but something p ra c t ic a l would be re 

quired to a lt e r  the existin g  s itu a tio n , no mere 

pious hope could be of use.
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126. One nr two ninor pointy in connection
with this message. V'hon Mr. Grow finally rot it, care
bringing r. copy to ask the Foreign Hinistor to arrange
an '’uclience for its presentation to the Throne,
j’R. TOGO, the prosecution say, "after some hesitation"

650.
agreed to present it to the Enporor. The evidence
is otherwise; the prosecution’s own exhibit shows 
that Foreign Minister TOGO, rather than "hesitating," 
told Ambassador Grew that the arranging of an audience 
with the Enporor at a tine past midnight was difficult, 
-nd that whether he would bo received night depend upon 
the contents of the message which he had to deliver. 
Being given a copy of it, the Foreign Minister Imme
diately moved to take in regard to it what action it

651.
night prove to justify. It is quite true that
the Foreign Minister, at the interview with Mr. Grew, 
"made no mention of" the fact that "the Japanese

652.
attack was bound to take place within a few hours"; 
neither has this any bearing on the efficacy of the 
presidential message, nor is there any conceivable 
reason that he should have mentioned it. This naive 
charge is merely the prosecution’s opinion that it was
650. Summation, § ^ -3 7 (T. <-1936).
651. Exhibit 3647 (T. at 35924-25).
652. Summation Ü7W-37 (T. 41936).

/



the duty of the Foreign M in iste r, having arranged fo r  

d eclaratio n  of war to bo served w ithin a proper tine  

before the connencenent of h o s t i l it ie s ,  to t o l l  the 

American Ambassador of the d eclara tio n  because the 

la t t e r  happened to c a l l  on him.

Thu Enperor did approve the re p ly  to the 

President, which, as i t  was h is  duty to do, Foreign  

M in ister TOGO had drawn up. The prosecution seen to 

wish to conplain of t h is ;  perhaps they would begin to 

grasp the r e a l it ie s  of a f f a ir s  of state i f  they once 

sent a Foreign M in ister to h is  Enporor with a p re s i

d e n tia l message but without a d ra ft  of a proposed 

ro o ly , and saw th e ir  Foreign M inistem  sent back to 

formulate and prepare fo r subnission to the Throne h is  

advice of what actio n  to take, whether the Emperor*s 

re o ly  so orepnred i s  accurately characterized by the
653

prosecution as evasive" can confidently be l e f t  to 

the judgment of anyone who reads the document with 

the histo ry of the Japaneso-Amoricnn negotiations in  

mind •

I t  is  believed that the conversations of 

Foreign M in ister TOGO with the B r it is h  and American 

Ambassadors, on the morning of 8 December, ore of no
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1 r e a l s ig n if icance to thu cose. The prosecution point 

out ~  which is  quite true —  that although those 

conversations took place a fte r the outbreak of 

h o s t i l it ie s ,  no mention of that fa c t  was made hy 

Mr. TOGO; but they f a i l  to mention any s ig n ifica n c e  

of t h is .  I t  is  not apparent what d iffe re n ce in  the 

situ a tio n  would have been created by an announcement
f

by Mr. TOGO of the state of war then in  existence, 

unless to spare the ambassadors that in ju ry  to th e ir  

self-esteem  which the prosecution seem to fe e l fo r  

then. I t  is  so p la in  that when the war had once 

started Mr. TOGO could have had no u lt e r io r  motive 

in  withholding inform ation of the existence of the 

state of war from the ambassadors that, i t  i s  sub

m itted, h is  own explanation of why he did so can only 

be accepted, however strange p sy ch o lo g ically  i t  may 

appear from the western point of view: that, d is 

lik in g  to mention to old frie n d s the war which had 

cone between th e ir  countries, and assuming —  reasonably 

enough —  that they had heard the news on the radio  

broadcast which he knew was to have been made, he 

confined him self to the fa re w e ll sentiments that i t  

was a matter of regret that regulations had cone to 

such a sta te , and that they must part in  such
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654.
c i r c u m s t a n c e s .

1 2 7 .  I n  c o n n e c t i o n  w i t h  t h i s  m a t t e r  o f  

P r e s i d e n t  R o o s e v e l t ' s  t e l e g r a m  w e  h a v e  a g a i n  t o  

n o t i c e  s o n e  s t r a n g e  a n t i c s  o f  H a r q u i s  KIDO. H e  h a s  

s e e n  f i t  f o r  s o n e  r e a s o n  t o  d e n y  t h a t  F o r e i g n  M i n i s t e r  

T O G O , i n  t h e  t a l k  w h i c h  t h e y  t w o  h a d  i n  t h e  I n p e r i a l  

P a l a c e  j u s t  b e f o r e  3  A .  I* ,  o n  t h e  m o r n i n g  o f  t h e  8 t h ,  

i n f o r m e d  h i m  r f  t h e  c o n t e n t s  o f  t h e  P r e s i d e n t ' s  m e s 

s a g e .  T h i s  i s  a n o t h e r  o f  t h o s e  m a t t e r s  w h o l l y  i m m a 

t e r i a l  t o  t h e  c a s e  o f  I ! r .  TOGO —  i t  w a s  n o  p a r t  o f  

h i s  d u t y  t o  i n s i s t  t h a t  h e  b e  p e r m i t t e d  t o  k e e p  t h e  

L o r d  K e e p e r  o f  t h e  P r i v y  S e a l  i n f o r m e d ,  e v e n  a g a i n s t  

h i s  w i l l ,  o f  s u c h  n a t t e r s  a s  h e  t h o u g h t  t h a t  f u n c 

t i o n a r y  o u g h t  t o  c o n c e r n  h i m s e l f  w i t h ;  a n d  w h e t h e r  

h e  d i d  o r  d i d  n o t  i n f o r m  M a r q u i s  KIDO o f  t h e  c o n t e n t s  

o f  t h e  P r e s i d e n t ' s  t e l e g r a m  i s  n o t  e v e n  s u g g e s t e d  a s  

a f f e c t i n g  a n y  l i a b i l i t y  o f  h i s  b e f o r e  t h i s  T r i b u n a l .  

B u t  i t  o f  c o u r s e  a f f e c t s  h i s  c r e d i b i l i t y ,  i f  M a r q u i s  

K I D O ' s  t e s t i m o n y  i s  a t  a l l  l i k e l y  t o  b o  b e l i e v e d .

I t  i s  s u b m i t t e d  t h a t  h i s  t e s t i m o n y  c a n n o t  b e  

b e l i e v e d ,  b e i n g  i n c r e d i b l y  a t  v a r i a n c e  w i t h  a l l  t h e  

p r o b a b i l i t i e s  a n d  o u t  o f  k e e p i n g  w i t h  t h e  l o g i c  o f  

t h e  f a c t s .  H e r e  i s  t h e  s t o r y .  M r .  T O G O , h e  h a d  

t e s t i f i e d ,  h a v i n g  h e a r d  d u r i n g  t h e  d a y  o n  t h e  

- 6 5 4 .  T .  3 ? 7 g 9 “ 3 0 ,  3 6 1 4 0 - 4 1 « ---------------------------------------- -----------------------
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that the President's telegram night be expected to ar
rive, ha cl kept in touch with the Ministry of the Im
perial Household. cone er ni nr; it, an:’, when he finally 
received it from Ambassador Grew after nie'.night he 
c allée.’. Lore’ Keeper XIDO on the telephone one’, tolc’. 
him that he hnc’. the message. Thereafter at ka.rquis 
KIDO's aèvicv. he consultée’, with the Premier concern
ing the presidential message, then went to the Palace 
for an audience, arriving at about 2:d-0, there met 
the Lord Keeper and. had r. three- or four-minute talk 
with him, telling him. the contents of the message,

6 55.
~nd hnc’. his audience. After the audience he
returned to the waiting-room, did not see Marquis
KIDO, and asked the chamberlain "Viler e is Marquis
KIDO?" Pecuiving the answer that the Lord Keeper
seemed not to be in his room, Hr. TOGO left the

656.
Palace.

Marquis KIDO's testimony is in agreement up 
to a. point. lie admits the telephone conversation with 
Hr. TOGO after midnight, nd says that "I was notified 
that TOGO had proceeded to the ?~la.Co, so I went there 
at 2;40 A. K, I only spoke with Foreign Minister TOGO 
for a. few minutes• I did. not see the telegram nor did
655. T. 35727-29.
656. T. 35906.
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ho toll me of its contents and I went homo, arriving

stayed in his office for some time, and finally being
advised that the Foreign Minister had finished his

658.
audience and left, ho too went home.

Marquis KIDO apparently relies on the fact 
that his conversation with Mr. TOGO was very brief 
as proof that he could not have learned the content 
then —  relies on it so heavily that in his testimony 
he shortened the length of the conversation, finally 
from the "few minutes" which ho first had it to "a

Mr. TOGO’S "throe or four" minutes is still not v.er̂ ri
great. A simple test will dispose of any evidentiary
value of this testimony: read the President's message,
understand it, and time yourself while you state the ♦ « *
gist of its contents. It will .be found that a minute
will suffice to the recitation of that substance of»• • - » ■ ***
it which it would be important to mention at that stage* »• ' ** ; ‘ *’ * • • * *
of the negotiations which had preceded it. . But., qays 
the Marquis in his summation, the Foreign Minister 
spent fifteen minutes with the Emperor discussing the

657.
there at 3*30 A. M." He testified also that he

659.
minute or two." At any rate, the difference from

657. T. 31048.
658. T . 31610.
659. T. 31607. •r

*
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matter, which shows that it would have been impossible
to discuss it with the Lord Keeper in three or four

660,
minutes. This is a self-evident fallacy. Mr.
TOGO'S testimony shows that he summarized the tele
gram for Marquis KIDO, while he read it in full to 
the Emperor 5 a formal reading in full does take 
more than three or four minutes. The Emperor's reply 
had to be discussed with him, and appropriate explana
tions of the circumstances would naturally be given. 
There is no inconsistency whatsoever in the evidence 
on this point. It is to be feared that Marquis KIDO's 
sense of time, by the way, is not very exact... He has
stated at all times —  diary, affidavit, cross-exninina

662.
tion —  that he arrived at the.Palace at 2:40. In
diary and affidavit he says that" he arrived home-at 

663.
about 3*30, and it required, he says, some ten

664,
minutes for the drive between the two points. This 
would leave him at the Palace for approximately "forty 
minutes. In cross-examination, however, ho stated tha

665.he remained there "about ten or fifteen minutes,"
This admission, if true —  it is a little hard to know 
which of the Marquis' statements represent his best
660. KIDO Summation, §307 (T. ).
661. T. 35896.
662. Ex. 1239 (T. 16192); T. 31048.
663. Ex. 1239 (T. 16192); T. 31049.
664. T. 31606.___________ __________________________
665. T. 31607.
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recollection —  disposes of his claim that he waited
for Mr. TOGO until he learned that the audience had
ended; for Mr. TOGO has said that he finished his
audience and left the Palace at 3*15; the Lord Keeper
would have loft at 2:50 or 2:55, according to this
testimony. But hu contradicts himself again; for
he agrees with Mr. TOGO that their conversation ended
when the chamberlain on duty summoned Mr. TOGO to his
audience, which would have been very shortly before

666.
3 o'clock.

*

Counsel for Marquis KIDO seems to imply that

the arrival of the chamberlain interrupted the
conversation, as if to suggest that Marquis KIDO was
prevented thereby from learning of the Presidents 

667.
message. If it had been true that there was an
interruption —  Mr. TOGO however said that "generally

666.
our conversation had been concluded" and that the 
Lord Keeper wished to learn more, he could have waited. 
He would have said, "I'll talk with you more after 
your audience; come to my office." And he would have 
waited, instead of going home after ten or fifteen 
minutes at the Palace.

128. What are the probabilities? Marquis 
KIDO, already knowing of the fact of the arrival of 
-666« Ibid»— A/V2-T. 3 58PQ; 668. TMd. ________________
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the P resid en t's message (and knowing, he being an 

in t e llig e n t  nan, what s ig n ifica n ce  i t  had), heard that 

the Foreign M inister had gone to the Palace, and 

thereupon h in s e lf  proceeded th ith e r. For what purpose? 

Why did ho go? Because the Foreign M inister had gone, 

obviously; to ta lk  with the Foreign M in ister. Talk  

they did. Marquis KIDO doesn't say that he asked 

Mt. TOGO what the P resid en t's message said , and that 

the Foreign M in ister refused to t e l l  him; Marquis 

KIDO doesn't say what other natter, of such tran s

cendent importance as to overshadow t h is , they nay 

have discussed; Marquis KIDO d id n 't  confide that night 

to his fa it h f u l  d ia ry  that " I  talked with Foreign  

M in ister TOGO, but did not hear the contents of the 

P re sid e n t's  message." Does Marquis KIDO wish to pose 

as the sort of o f f ic ia l  who at such a time, having 

gone sp e c ia lly  to the Palace because the Foreign  

M in ister was there with a message from the President of 

the United States fo r the Emperor, c a re fu lly  confined 

the conversation to the state o f the weather? What, 

t e l l  us, Marquis KIDO, did you d iscu ss with Foreign  

M in ister TOGO fo r three or four, or a few or one or 

two, minutes? Is  i t  conceivable that the Foreign  

M in ister in  those circumstances could have kept his  

conversation o ff  the subject which had brought him

’  7*. • . ‘H
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there fo r audience at such an extraordinary hour?

Marquis KIDO seemingly considers now that 

President Roosevelt's telegram has a ce rta in  impor- /
tance — enough at le a st fo r him to go to some lengths 

to explain h is connection, or la ck  of connection, with 

i t .  I f  the Foreign M inister d id n 't  t e l l  him o f it s  

contents, why did he not ask? I f  he did. ask, and as 

he t e s t if ie d  was about to be told  when interrupted by
669.

the chamberlain, why did Vie not wait u n t il  after

the audience? And i f  he waited, but somehow missed

the Foreign M in ister why did he not follow  him to his

residence, or telephone to him ( " i t  did not occur to 
670

me" ) to find, out about it ?  His en tire  f a ilu r e  to

make an e ffo rt  to inform him self in  the matter has only

one explanation: he was s a t is f ie d .  He had learned

what there was to know about i t .

129. One or two other points in the extended
summation of Marquis KIDO in  reference to th is matter

deserve n o tice. One is  the attempt to d is to rt  the

meaning of Mr. TOGO'S language in  cross-exam ination

to make him say the absurdity that Marquis KIDO gave

h is  opinion of the Roosevelt message before hearing what
671.

the message was about. While i t  might be pointed

669. T . 31605.
670. T. 31611.
671. KIDO's Summation. §5.303-6 (T. ) . __________________
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the audience? And i f  he waited, but somehow missed

the Foreign M in ister why did ho not follow  him to his

residence, or telephone to him ( " i t  did not occur to
670

me" ) to fin d  out about it ?  His en tire  f a ilu r e  to

make an e ffo rt  to inform him self in  the matter has only

one explanation; he was s a t is f ie d .  Ke had learned

what there was to know about i t ,

129. One or two other points in  the extended

summation of Marquis KIDO in  reference to th is  matter

deserve n o tice . One i s  the attempt to d is to rt  the

meaning o f Mr. TOGO'S language in  cross-exam ination

to make him say the absurdity that Marquis KIDO gave

h is  opinion o f the Roosevelt message before hearing what671.
the message was about. While i t  might be pointed

669. T . 31605.670. T. 3X611.
671. KIDO's Summation. SS303-6 (T. ) . _________________
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out that the Marquis’ own testimony loaves it r.t least 
doubtful whether ho did not already know "the contents" 
of the President’s message before talking v;ith Mr. TOGO- 
it is no oart of ny business to speculate how he would 
have known, still he did say that "the natter was of 
a. nature that it should bo handled by the Foreign 
Minister" ' -- that can bo passed by. What is clear 
is that Mr. TOGO at all tines néant and in his testimony 
sold, that the sequence of events was that he told 
Marquis XIDO that he had. the President’s message, that 
it said so-and-so? that Marquis KIDO said, "I see that 
it won’t do," then asked what the Premier’s opinion

673.
was, to which Mr. TOGO said "The sane as yours."
There is no difficulty about it , nothing that playing 01 

words can obscure.
Marquis KIDO relies much on the testimony of 

Marquis KATSUDAIRA, long his confidential secretary, 
to prove that he had not learned, from Ur. TOGO the 
contents of the telegram, Marquis MATSUDAIRE said, 
first, in answer to questioning by Marquis KIDO’s 
counsel, that he had talked with Marquis KIDO toward, 
noon on 8 December about the telegram, and. that
672. T. 31608.
673. T. 35899-900.
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"Marquis KIDO said that at that tiro ho was not
674.

familiar with the details." This was pbviously
\

not vory satisfactory; and in response to sono mile! 
leading bv counsel ho was induced to say further that 
"I i’on11 think at th:.t tine that I heard anything of 
the contents fron him." The witness however was not 
yet quite content with the accuracy of his testimony, 
and then added: "Ho saie! he was at that tine unfamiliar
with the details of the telegram —  of the contents of

675.
the telegram." Allowing for the taking of the
fresh start by the court interpreters in translating 
this sentence, the natter rests at "He said he was at 
that tine unfamiliar with the details of the contents 
of the telegram." Which is not very strong corrobora
tion for Marquis KIDO; for the reading of the telegram 
already suggested shows that there are no "details" 
which would be recited in summarizing its contents.
The witness’ answer plainly repeats the words of a man 
who had been told the contents of a document, but has 
not seen it himself to know the exact language of 
the’'details" ; and is thus confirmation of Mr. TOGO’S 
account nf the matter.

13O, It is usually helpful, in these ques
tions of credibility, to look to see who has the 

674. T. 35600. 675. Ibid.
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î motive for not stating the truth. Kr. TOGO’S is 
undiscovorable 3 he has readily accepted full respon
sibility for ell that ho did in connection with the 
President’s r.essage. Marquis KIDO’s is readily found.
He has sonehov; got the idea that he should profess to 
feel that he should have advised the Enperor in the 
natter —  perhaps that he should have advised that the 
President’s nos sage offered, a chance to avert war. It 
didn’t, of course ; hut the Lord ICoopor of the Privy 
Seal foals that he should have been keeper of the 
Imperial conscience in that nattor. At that tine, he 
admits, he considered that "the natter was of a nature 
that it should ho handled by the Foreign Minister."
But now he feels that he must deny that he was ade
quately informed. Every circumstance is against hin.
For if he had not been informed, he would have made it 
his busire ss to become so. Ho would not have chatted 
with the Foreign Minister for a few ninutos about the 
weather, seen him off to his audience, and gone home —  
or even waited for his emergence and, having missed 
him, again gone home —  without further efforts, without 
indeed pursuing the Foreign Minister until he caught 
hin unless he was perfectly satisfied, with the position. 
He could not have chatted with the Foreign Minister
even about the message itself and. left the natter
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there, unloss ho was content.

The theme of Marquis KIDO’ s sur.nction is  

that Foreign M inister TOGO, receivin g  President Roose

v e lt ’ s telegra.n, had audience of His Majesty, the 

Enperor, connunicated to hin the telegram, and ruth

le s s ly  disregarding i f  not m alicio usly  trampling on 

the d ig n ity  and prerogatives of the Lord Keeper of 

H is Majesty’ s P riv y  Seal, advised the Enperor of the 

action which i t  vjould he desirable to take. I f  the 

Lord Keeper wanted, to exercise h is  prerogative of 

advising the Enperor before the Foreign M in ister got 

in  h is  advice, why did he not do so? The tin e  fo r  

audience was not sot by the Foreign M in ister, but by 

the Lord Keeper’ s o ff ic e . Marquis KIDO had only to 

go to the Foreign M in iste r’ s residence and wait u n t il  

he could get a copy of the translated telegran at the 

sane tine that the Foreign M inister got i t  — or read 

the Foreign M in iste r’ s copy -~ return to the Palace 

and be about advising. No one would have stopped him, 

none would have refused hin. There is  no evidence that 

anyone ever objected to his noddling in  a f f a ir s  of 

state or p o l it ic s .  Ho did not go to the Foreign  

M in iste r’ s residence; he did not ask the Foreign  

M in ister, when talkin g  with hin by telephone, "Send ne 

a copy of the tra n sla tio n  as soon as i t ’ s ready, so

I p i f E . .
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that I can advise the Erreur or before your arrivai."
Ho did nothing. The only explanation of his conduct 
consistent with tho foots is thot there uns discussion 
of tho President's message at the Palace; that Marquis 
KIDO did, ns Mr. TOGO testified that he did, give his 
opinion thot it; would do no good.5 that he did hear 
thrt the Premier's opinion uns the sene; and that 
satisfied that with the reporting of that opinion tot
the Throne, there was no occasion for hin to make 
the sane report and give the sane advice, ho therefore 
went off to bod. in perfect contentment. Ho cuts a 
sorry figure vyhon he would deny this evidence of 
circumstances.

131* My survey of the events preliminary to
and accompanying the commencement of the Pacific war
has been necessarily rapid. Limitation of time
prevent ne fron undertaking discussion of many minor
points of more or less interest, which because they

« 0
have been reiterated by the prosecution I should prefer
not to pass without remark. No doubt, however, the
case will be decided, on tho large questions, and I

«

have no hesitancy in assuming that decision of the small
orte' will be easy once the determination has been hade 

in such basic natters as the defendant's.intent and the 
legal questions involved. As one example of this sort

/
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1
of question, I  mention the p ro secu tio n's charge that 

Foreign l iin is t e r  TOGO continued the negotiations with
2

the United States a fter war had boon decided on with
3 O /O •

the intent o f providing a screen for war preparations.
4

I!y fe e lin g  i s  that i t  is  not a su b stan tial issu e , on the
5

evidence, fo r in  two ways i t  maÿ be considered to merge
6

into the la rg e r question. Mr. TOGO'S explanation of
7 

ÿ
8 the matter is  that there might yet have been some 

hoot», however fa in t ,  o f agreements ho had the commit-9

10
677 *

11 stiGu an uVuilv j v.nt. viif.,L ix wfic uni wee. uvcivOo couxC;

12 be convinced that Japan would not y ie ld  to the H ull

13 Note she night reconsider^ might in  accordance with the

14 suggestion offered to her turn back and give con-
679.15 sid éra tio n  to Proposal "B ." This i s  a statement

16 of the same viewpoint as that o f American Secretary of
17

utate H u ll, that i t  is  the duty of a diplomat to
18

V
19

"clu tch  at straws" even in  face of a situ a tio n
680

" v ir t u a lly  hopeless" - -  even, in  his case a lso , a fte r
20

he had confided Japanose-Anericon re la tio n s to the
21

hands of h is army and navy.22
'\9(, Summation, Srr?7-31 (T . 41922-25).23 677. Testimony of TOGO (T. 35697) end TOJO (T .36408-744). 
Àofl Tin.. T Necotif*tions « §71 (T ,43699“24 679, Testimony of TOGO (T .35712-14). 701).

25 OC'U. v i. » <-• u c-'JJ'Jc-/  .
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î
It is submitted that if Mr. TOGO be found to 

have been sincere in his desire and efforts to conclude 
a peaceful settlement before the decision of war, there 
is nothing in the fact of his continuing thereafter to 

hope and try in desperation to avert war to convict him 
of having altered his intention. Looking at the matter, 
moreover, from the legal point of view, solution of the 
larger question may well dispose of this. Mr. TOGO, it 
is clear, was expecting that in due course and before 
the opening of hostilities there would be served upon 
the United States a notice which was legally tantamount 
to a declaration of war. The contention that he should 

in good faith have broken off negotiations or otherwise 
taken some action vis-a-vis the United States and the 
negotiations is but to propose placing upon him a duty 
of giving the United States a prior notification of 
several days, instead of the hours or minutes which the 

law makes sufficient.
For these same reasons I shall omit mention of 

numerous related questions, questions which the prosecu
tion have discussed as bearing on Mr. T0G0*s intention. 
Such is the question of the relation to his state of 
mind of the fact of existence in his ministry of various 
drafts of proposed courses of action during or after 
negotiations with the United States, of procedures for

illiSKS
0
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1
opening of war, and the like. The much-discussed draft
by Mr. YAMAMOTO, for example —  the "YAMAMOTO Private 

681
Draft," as it is entitled —  is a document which may
or may not support any part of the inferences which the
prosecution would draw from itj but it is in any event
shown to have been only an example of a class of document

682
in which Japanese government offices abounded, it is

683
not shown ever to have come to the notice of Mr. TOGO,
and it is submitted to have no bearing on the real issue,
that of Mr. TOGO'S intention.

As one further example, the question of the
no-separate-peace treaty among Japan, Germany and Italy
has, in my submission, no significance —  once war has
been decided such agreements are only a natural step
by way of preparation for war and, as the President once

684
remarked, not "in themselves criminal" —  and I there
fore emit discussion of how it was negotiated by the

Foreign Minister at the direction of the Liaision Con-
685

ference.
132. It can scarcely be argued that the com- 

mencement of war on 8 December 1941 represented the 
realization of the desires of Foreign Minister TOGO,

681. Ex. 2975 (Tr. 26,297).
682. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,733-34).
683. Testimony of YAMAMOTO (Tr. 26,333).
684. Tr. 17,468. „  ,
685. See the testimony of TOGO (T r. 35,664-65,
------ 35,734-36).
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e one man in  Japan shown to have re siste d  it s  coming 

vigorously and co n sisten tly, or the fru it io n  of any plans 

hie Rather we are compelled by the evidence to the 

nelusion that to him i t  was the ru in  of a l l  that he had 

ped and worked fo r throughout h is  .career. On t h is ,  

ich  is  submitted to be the one issu e remaining in  h is  

se, the main point can never be lo st  sight o f, cannot 

obscured by any d e ta ils  which ray be ambiguous or
I •

.btf-uls ho had never planned or conspired to wage wars, 

aggression or otherwise, against any nation whatsoever; 

had fought aggression and the use of force throughout 

s l i f e .  I t  is  in cre d ib le  that he should have reversed  

s course in  a few days of the autumn of 1941.

WAR-TIKE DIPLOMACY AND "GREATER EAST ASIA"

ATIONS.

133» I  have no intentio n o f speaking at

^ngth of ti*i events o f war-time w hile Mr. TOGO served

Foreign M inister e ith e r s t i l l  in  the TOJO Cabinet

n |t il  1 September 1942, or in  the SUZUKI Cabinet from

r i l  to August 1 9 4 5 . I f  I  am not mistaken, the events

war-time have l i t t l e  bearing on the questions of

gal re s p o n s ib ility  which i t  i s  the duty of th is  T r i-

idnal to decide. I f  there be a l i a b i l i t y  restin g  upon

Mil. TOGO as Foreign M in ister fo r bringing the war about,\
itj i s  one w hich w i l l  not be

I

•/ y  r
Y

/N .
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increased by h is having remained in  o ff ic e  and contributed  

to the extent of h is  discharge of the r e s p o n s ib ilit ie s  

as Foreign M inister to the conduct of that war. I f  he 

has no l ia b i l i t y  fo r causing i t ,  none, i t  is  supposed, 

i s  to be placed upon him (in  accordance with the prosecu

t io n 's  doctrine of execution of a previously-adopted  

p o licy ) fo r what he did in  support o f i t ,  unless he be 

charged with e n tire ly  new and unrelated offenses, which 

with one exception he is  not. My view fin d s support in  

the fa ct that the prosecution have asserted no p a rtic u la r  

l i a b i l i t y  of Mr. TOGO fo r the events of war-time with 

that exception of the prisoner-of-w ar question, d is 

posing of the en tire period of h is  remaining se rv ice  in  

the TOJO Cabinet very casually.

I t  is  therefore my intention to re fe r  to such 

matters only for th e ir  bearing upon the case against 

Mr. TOGO as a whole, fo r th e ir evidentiary value of h is  

intention in  p a rtic ip a tin g  in  the commencement of the 

war. The matter being viewed in  th is  aspect, i t  may be 

as w ell to mention f i r s t  —  though I  am postponing d is 

cussion of i t  u n t il  la t e r  — Mr. TOGO'S attitude toward 

ending the war. One of the Considerations which had 

decided him to stay on in  o ff ic e  a fte r receip t of the 

H u ll Note, when i t  had become apparent that there was
I

almost no chance that h is  fu rth er efforts  could avert_____ |
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î
war, had been that by remaining as Foreign Minister even

if there was war he might be able to have the opportunity
686

to work for bringing it to an early end. The evidence 

shows that he did commence that work at once, and con

tinued it as he had opportunity, when he was in office, 

until finally he was able to see the end brought about 

through his efforts in 1945. This subject, however, we 

shall leave for the time being, to return later.

1 3 4 . Diplomacy had in war-time naturally a 

much-restricted scope, and there is very little in such 

foreign affairs as Mr. TOGO had cornection with which 

need detain us; only his attitude toward China perhaps 

is worth discussion. As Foreign Minister in the TOJO 

Cabinet Mr. TOGO had for the first time in his career 

direct responsibility for affairs of China; but by that 

time it was too late for a foreign minister to have 

much influence on the China policy. That Mr. TOGO had 

many years earlier formulated his policy for Japanese- 

Chinese relations as being one of mutuality, cordial 

relations and fairness we have seen from the excerpts,

already quoted in other connections, from his report
687

of 1933 to the Foreign Minister. Japan had done little 
to further such a policy in the two decades intervening;
686. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,708-10).
6 8 7 . Supra, § 1 3 .
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î
the Manchuria and China Incidents had so changed the j

situatior that achievement of anything in that direction

might be expected to offer great difficulties, although

as Mr. TOGO said "it was more clear than ever in 1941

that the China Incident must be settled, and I hoped

when I became Foreign Minister that I should be able to
688

achieve it." The success or failure of that venture 

in 1941 was inextricably bound un with the Japanese- 

American negotiations, and with their failure the settle

ment of the China Incident had to be put to one side.

China affairs had for many years been regarded 

as a province in which the military services had special

interests and privileges, and those services had exercise«
689

a growing influence over such affairs for many years. 

After the outbreak of the China Affair the process of 

military seizure of control of Chinese relations had 

been accelerated, and a new body, the China Affairs 

Board, had been created especially to manage all poli

tical, economic, cultural and other relations of Japan 

with China. The purpose of creation of the China Affairs 

Board had been frankly that of removing from the Foreign 

Ministry, which was regarded by the militarists as "weak" 

toward China, the normal functions of a foreign office

688. Tr. 35 747.
6 8 9 . See TAKOUCHI, op. cit. surra n634, at 467.
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so fa r as concerned China matters. The bpard being under

military control and domination, the relation of the

Foreign Ministry to China Affairs was all but severed —

the Foreign M in ister was (with the War, Navy and Finance

Ministers) an ex officio vice-president of the board,

but naturally had little influence in the body which

had been created specifically to destroy his authority 
690

vis-a-vis China. In these circumstances there was 

little that Foreign Minister TOGO could do toward the 

settlement of the China Affair, which still in war

time he regarded as essential. The question of the 

fundamental policy for direction of the war came up 

before the Liaison Conference in March 1942, and 

Mr. TOGO took that occasion to point out that prompt 

solution of the China Affair was a matter of primary 

and v i t a l  importance, and to urge that a re-examination 

from all points of view of Japan's basic policy toward 

China be undertaken. This proposal was agreed to by 

the Liaison Conference, but action was subsequently 

blocked by the High Command, who discovered that carry

ing out the re-examination of policy would entail many 
691

difficulties. Knowing what Mr. TOGO'S attitude toward 

Japanese-Chinese relations had always been, we can

690. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,747-48).
691. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,750-51).

25
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readily conceive that the High Command should not have 

cared for the sort of policy which any re-examiration 

led by him would have resulted in. Once again, in July, 

Mr. TOGO tried to capitalize on what he thought an 

opportunity to secure this reconsideration of Japan's 

China policy by taking up a suggestion brought back 

from China by former Ambassador OTA which intimated 

some possibility of a Japan-China peace; but by then 

the drift was away from the course which he had in
692

mind, for the Greater East Asia Ministry idea, which

was to be the immediate cause of his final break with

the TOJO Cabinet, was taking form.

1 3 5 . Before coming to that, a few words on

Mr. TOGO'S attitude toward the "Greater East Asia" idea

in general. As his entire career demonstrates, he had

never supported any idea of extending Japanese control

over the countries of East Asia by force. His outlook

had always been that Japan, while considering that a

role as "stablizing force" conferred by her advanced

position among the nations of East Asia was a natural

one, should approach those nations in a spirit of

friendship and equality, assisting their progress and in
693

turn benefitting from it; he had disapproved of the

692. Id., (Tr. 35,751).
693. See Exhibit 3609-A, pp. 3, 7, 25 and 26
_______ (Tr. 35T* 7 £ - 3 4 ^ ---------------------------------------- -

.N*,
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î
Manchuria and China Incidents and so far as his duties 

and positions permitted had opposed them. Since the 

"rreater East Asia" policy had been created and adopted 

before he had come into the office of Foreign Minister, 

it would be neither extraordinary nor criminal in him 

to have supported it; which makes it the more interesting 

that he did not in fact do so, but actually worked to 

discredit the principles underlying it until his opposi

tion led to his elimination from the government. Even 

when making a policy speech to the Diet, in the atmos

phere of victory in the early days of war-time (January 

1942), he stated a concept of "Greater East Asia" by 

no means precisely orthodox. In that speech he naturally 

made the expected remarks concerning the success of 

Japanese arms, the characteristics of the enemy, and 

Japan's war aims. But he said more: that "Japan also 

does not fight with a narrow-minded exclusive intention. 

The idea of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere 

has not the nature of exclusiveness. Accordingly, it 

is evident that the relations of economy and communica

tion will be dense between the countries in this sphere

and other friendly countries as the establishment of
694

this sphere makes progress." In my submission this is 

an extraordinarily bold hint, for a statesman making a 

£94. Ex. 1338tA (Tr. 12,032- 3 3 ) . _____ _____________________

!
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Tfjar-titoè spéôeh, ahd~abôve allTor one in Japan of 
TOJO’s war-time, of the desire that cooperation should 
be extended to even the then enemy nations. It is not 
difficult, knowing Mr. TOGO’ S outlook to have been what 
we have seen it, to believe that he used these words —  
as well as the stock phrases of the "Co-Prosperity 
Sphere" —  in a different sense from that of those to 
whom the Co-Prosperity Sphere had been a slogan behind 
which to cloak aggression.

While we are on the subject of Mr. TOGO’S view 
of Greater East Asia relations, mention might be made 
of an event of much later —  of the Greater East Asia 
Ambassador's Conference of April 194-5, when Mr. TOGO 
was newly Foreign Minister again, in the SUZUKI Cabinet. 
The "Joint Statement" adopted by that conference at the 
proposal of the Japanese Foreign Minister contains a 

series of principles for the common development and 
enjoyment of Fast Asia to which no possible exception can 
be taken —  principles not essentially different from 
those later adopted by the United Nations Conference at

695
San Francisco. The continuity of Mr. TOGO’ S p o lic y

\
toward the nations of East Asia, from 1933 to 194-5,
is thus interestingly demonstrated.
695. Ex. 3636 (Tr. 35,579); çf. testimony of TOGO 

(Tr. 35,764-65).
IJ
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1 136. It was in part this attitude of Mr. TOGO'S 
toward the Greater East Asia question which led to 
his parting company with the TOJO government. The 
Greater East Asia Ministry proposal was the direct cause 
of the split. This proposal was the final flowering 
of the militarists' long-developing scheme for control 
by them of the foreign affairs of Japan, vis-a-vis Asia 
at least; its aim was to concentrate into the hands of 
a body under military domination management of all 
affairs of countries in the "Greater East Asia" area —  
Manchoukuo, China, Thailand, French Indo-China and

696
the rest —  and to accord to them "special treatment."
Not least among the reasons for this scheme was the 
desire to destroy the Foreign Ministry's still-tco- 
moderate policy toward those countries, a desire which 
to the militarists could only have accumulated more 
persuasion of urgency from Foreign Minister TOGO'S 
freely-expressed attitude toward the problems of East 
Asia relations.

The plan, first appearing in the spring of 1942, 
was that chiefly of the Planning Board of the cabinet.
By summer it had developed to the point of being 
probable of realization. Mr. TOGO at that time spoke

I
to Premier TOJO, stating his opposition to the project
696. Testimony of TOGO (Tr. 35,755-56).
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1
on several grounds: that change of administrative 
structure should not be undertaken in war-time, that 
the plan’s purpose of removing from the Foreign Ministry 
the essential part of Japan’s diplomacy would impair the 
unity of Japanese diplomacy, and that to treat the coun
tries of East Asia differently from other countries
would injure their pride and obstruct cooperation between 

697
them and Japan. The Premier promised to give the matter 
careful consideration, but the plan developed exactly 
in accordance with the original outline, until on 
29 August the Foreign Minister was suddenly handed a 
complete draft proposal for establishment of the new 
Greater East Asia Ministry, with the Premier’s ultimatum 
that he wanted it adopted at the cabinet meeting of 
1 September. Mr. TOGO again expressed his objection, 
and urged that consideration of the matter be postponed 
to allow of more careful study, but was refused, and it 
did come up for discussion on 1 September. At that 
meeting the Foreign Minister engaged in a three-hours’ 
debate with the Premier over the propriety of the plan.
The arguments which he advanced were again that the 
creation of a two-headed Japanese diplomacy would render 
impossible any idea of Japan’s having a consistent foreign 
policy; and that the according to the countries of

697. Id., (Tr. 35,755-57)* ____________________  <_______J
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not only would arouse among them doubts of the true 

motives of Japan, but was inconsistent with the princi

ple of real respect for their independence. The pro

posed ministry, he said, was nothing more than an 

expanded China Affairs Board, which was well known to 

have been a failure because of its way of exciting the 

ill-will of the Chinese people. Mr. TOGO was supported 

by no one, and the cabinet meeting recessed without 

decision, but with the Premier*s suggestion that the
69 e

Foreign Minister had best resign. This was rejected.

137. The prosecution assert that Mr. TOGO'S 

testimony (on which he was not cross-examined) "shows 

that it was not Japan's war aims which he opposed but 

the method by which Japan's conquests were to bo secured." 

Inasmuch as his objections throughout the period of 

war had expressed the thought that a genuine respect 

for the independence of the countries of East Asia was 

essential, he was pretty cDearly opposed to any war aims 

which ran counter to that principle —  to any aims of 

subjugation of other countries or of dominating them 

by force. Kis war aim had been the preservation of Japan 

as a nation. I hope that it v/jll never be suggested

6 9 8 . Id., (Tr. 35,757-60); testimony of YUZAWA, Michio 
Tïr. 35,577-78).

699. Summation sVAV-40 (Tr. 4±,941).

699
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-that his  defence I  must Bay that ho wishod Japan—to

lose her war; he was of course p a t r io t ic ,  a lo ver of

h is  country, and>of course once a war was under way he

honed and worked fo r v ic to ry . But working fo r v ic to ry

is  by no means synonymous with approving the in cid e n ta l

war aims of h is  colleagues, as the evidence ju st men- '

tioned makes obvious. Mr. TOGO d id , c e rta in ly , give

as a reason fo r h is  opposition to the Greater East Asia

M in istry  proposal that i t  would deprive the Foreign

M in istry  of i t s  ju r is d ic t io n  to deal with a f f a ir s  of

A sia. This furnishes no support to a contention that

he opposed because o f, and resigned in  a h u ff'o v e r, the

curtailm ent of h is  powers; the very reason fo r the

m il it a r is t s '  proposing increasing re s t r ic t io n s  on the

powers of the Foreign M in istry, i t  must be remembered,

had always been that i t  hold o v e rly - lib e ra l attitudes

toward foreign countries, to the displeasure o f those 
700•

m ilit a r is t s .  ( That i t  was h is  attachment to these 

l ib e r a l,  moderate views, not to h is  "power," which moti

vated Mr. TOGO'S opposition to the la te st proposal, 

there i s  no reason to doubt. The prosecution, in  stating  

Mr. YAMAMOTO to have t e s t if ie d  that "the Foreign M inis

try  was not opposed to the purpose fo r which the Greater

700. Tr. 35,747.
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Fast Asia M inistry was to be set up," are g u ilty  of

again misrepresenting the evidence, Mr. YAMAMOTO made

i t  quite certain  that the Foreign M in istry  had no

objection to the purpose of u n ific a tio n  of A sia tic

a f f a ir s ,  but objected altogether to those a f f a ir s '

being taken from the Foreign M in istry , and "contended

that the actual carryin g out of diplomacy should at a l l
702

costs be le f t  in  the hands of the Foreign O ffice ,"

In  the end, Mr. TOGO resigned from the cabinet,

which immediately thereafter, with General TOJO taking

over the p o rtfo lio  o f Foreign A ffa ir s ,  unanimously

adopted the proposal fo r establishment of the Greater

East Asia M in istry. He had at f i r s t  refused to resig n,

hoping to be able to force the TOJO Cabinet out of

o ff ic e ,  and had re siste d  various blandish;îents of the

m ilit a r is t s  that he should reconsider h is  opposition

or should remove him self from the scene. I t  was f in a l ly

conveyed to him t hat the resignation en masse of the

TOJO Cabinet was regarded by court c ir c le s  as undesirable,
703

whereupon on 1 September he resigned in d iv id u a lly .

The prosecution's view of t h is  incid en t i s  quite unin

t e l l ig ib le :

701. Summation, fWW-40 (T r. 41,942).
702. T r. 18,040.
7 0 3 . Testimony of TOGO (T r. 35,760-61) and TANAKA 

(T r. 35,544-45).
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resignation of the accused w il l  not be discussed here.

I t  is  pointed out, however, that i f  i t  were true, as

the accused w il l  have us b elieve, that he strongly desired

the overthrow of the TOJO Cabinet, i t  was e n tire ly

w ithin h is  power to do so. His statement that he

f in a lly  decided to resign personally, so as not to cause

annoyance to the Emperor, can hardly carry much weight
704

in  view of a l l  that had gone before."

Wha' " a l l  that had gone before" may be is  not

explained; but i t  is  submitted that Mr. TOGOl s reason

fo r resigning in d iv id u a lly  is  e n tire ly  comprehensible,

and that h is  so doing is  in  no way inconsistent with

h is ha ling held the genuine d esire  to bring about a

general resignation. The statement that a fte r learning

that "a change of cabinet was not desired by the court

. . .  I  decided to and. did tender my resignation, out

of a d esire not to cause annoyance to the Emperor by
7 0 5

fu rt ,r complicating the matter" can be misunderstood 

only through that naivete concerning p o lit ic a l  matters 

which the prosecution so often demonstrate when i t  su its  

thei^ purposes. I f  the im plication of Mr. TOGO’ S 

testimony is  unclear, see the testimony of TANAKA,

704. Summation, §WW-40 (T r. 41,942).
7 0 5 . T r. 35,760-61.
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Lyukichi, to whom Mr. TOGO conveyed his reasons, for

bhe explanation in words of one syllable:

"Nevertheless, Mr. TOGO resigned alone. I

isked him the reason when I saw him in the middle of

September of that year. His reply was that, although

le‘for his part had fought all he could, he had eventually

seen compelled to make up his mind to resign alone upon

Learning from Navy Minister SHIMADA, who had come to

3 e e  h i m ,  t h a t  t h e  o v e r t h r o w i n g  o f  t h e  c a b i n e t  w a s

practically impossible owing to opposition in court 
706

circles."

The court did not desire the overthrow of the 

COJO cabinet; if Foreign Minister TOGO forced the issue, 

m d  attained its overthrow, Premier TOJO would be 

commissioned to form another, and Mr. TOGO would only 

lave caused annoyance to the Emperor —  that is the 

situation, in elementary language.

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn until half-past

nine tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at l600, an adjournment was 

taken until Thursday, 15 April 1948, at 0930.)

"06. Tr. 35,545, as corrected 12 April 1 9 4 8.
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